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i. Fashion in Iron Styles.

By I. H. Burkiix.

Most of the styles in the Indian Museum belong to a
long, representative and very interesting series whioh the
Government of Madras collected at the instance of the Reporter
on Economic Products, from almost every district of that
Presidency. In the Agricultural Ledger No. 6 of 1908-09 on
M Indian Pens,” pp. 95-90, the collection is referred to. To
that Ledger, this paper on “ fashion ” in the shape of the styles

is supplementary : by illustrating the different types and indi-

cating in what parts of the western peninsula of India each
type iBused, it carries the subject further than would have been
appropriate to a journal such as the Agricultural Ledger: it

makes no attempt to connect the shara of the pens with the
character of the writing, for suoh a subject is well beyond the
writer's field of work and best left to philologists.

The numbers quoted for each style in this account ate the

permanent registration numbers of the Ethnologic court of the

Indian. Museum, where the specimens are all exhibited. The
drawi^ras reproduced were made in the Government School of

Art, Calcutta, uiider the kind supervision of Mr. Percy Brown,
the Principal. All are drawn to *the same scale, viz., t of the

original.

For 4&§ purpose of the paper the styles have been classed

under fqpr divisions.
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First Division.

Styles without a Knife edge attached.

Pens belonging to the first division are figured on plate

xx. If the reader will kindly turn to the plate ho will ob-

serve that the pens are grouped on it into six series. The first

series illustrates types 1 to 4, being simple light styles: the

second series is of equally double-pointed styles,—types 5

and 6: the third series is of long styles weighted at the very

apex, lining types 7 to 9 : the fourth series is ot fusiform styles,

—

types 10 and 11 : the fifth series is of styles weighted by a more

abrupt swelling,—types 12 to 15 ;
and the last series of the plate

is of heavy tapering styles which are here types 16 and 17. The

descriptions of the figures may conveniently be given series by

series : the first series is of t ho following styles :

—

Fia. 1. T\po I. Stylo No. 108G2, from tho Kihtua District.

Fig. 2. Typo Stylo No. lOUfiG, from tho Malabar District.

Fig. 3. Typo 3. Stylo No. 1 0700, from tho Goda\eri District.

Fig. 4. Typo 4. Style No. 10808, from the Kistna District,

Fig. 5. T>pe4. Style No. 10810, from tho Kistna District.

The iron style in its simplest form may bo very like a

porcupine quill ; and with such a type we
ype lm may conveniently start. Short light

stylts of no greater length than the porcupine quill are uncom-

mon but exist
;
and figure 1 is of an example from the Kistna

District: its total length is 7J inches; its weight is only { oz.,

and its centre of gravity 4£ inches from the point.

A somewhat similar style is seen in figure 2 from Malabar:

j e2
it is 6J inches long

;
it weighs oz ,

and
ype

has its centre of gravity 4 inches from

the tip. It is a transition towards type 10.

Longer simple styles are much commoner than thesa short

T
simple styles. Firstly may be considered

J
' two which come from tho Godaveri Dis-

trict, one of which is hero shown as figure 3. it has an unusual
slight, but abtupt, thickening towards the middle. The other

has no such thickening. Both have exactly similar obtuse
points. Their lengths are respectively and 9J inches ; their

weights are 2 oz. each, and their centres of gravity 4$ and 4§
inches distant from their tips.

Longer styles have been received abundantly from the

Type 4.
Districts of the Kistna and Godaveri and
also from the contiguous Districts of

Ganjam, Vizagapatam, Kuinool and Nellore. The longest of

all come from the Kistna District : indeed the average length

( 15 inches) of styles received from that District is greater than
the average length of all the styles of this type.

Here follows a table, arranged with the shortest styles first,

stating the lengths, weights, and the distances of the centre
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of gravity of each from its tip. Figs. 4 and 5 are given
illustration of the type.

m

District of Origin.

Godaveri .. 10789
Vizagapatam . . If>759

Kistna, Guntur . . 10803
Ganjam . . 10733
Kistna, Guntur .. 10805
Kistna. Guntur . . 10800
Vizagapatam .. 10760
Kistna, Bezwadu . . 10844
Vizagapatam . . 10761
Kistna, Guntur . . 10804
Nellore . . 10767
Godaveri . . 10785
Godaveri .. 10787
Godaveri . - 10788
Godaveri .. 10791
Godaveri . . 10792
Kistna, Guntur . . 10802
Kumool .. 10816
Kistna, Tiruvur . . 10850
KiBtna . . 10859
Godaveri . . 10794
Kistna . . 10808
Kistna, Tiruvur . . 1

Kistna . . 1

Kistna, Bezwada . . 1

Kistna . . 1

Kistna, Bezwada . . 1

Average

1

Length in
I Weight in

Inches.
j

Ounces.

1

LOS
i

2
11* I 21
12f 31
132-

ill

2
:i

2]
131 2L

14 2|
14 24
14 2i
14* 3
14* 3
14* 8*

HJ 3
u* 3,

3
141

1

2

14|
,

2 \

14& 3
15 3]
15 3]m 3i

15] 3i

15] 4
16]

i
4

> 17] ! 5
n\

i 1
4

14*38 3*11

i 15-00
1 3*41

1

Distance

i
in inches of

jthe Centre of
^Gravity from
I the tip.

5J
5j

H
7

8

01

H
7?

71

7J

7-

1

V
H
81
8

75
8

8'J

8J
8

n
81
*5
92

»5

9J

7*52

8-

49

The following figures, illustrative of pens next to be dts-

cribed, make the second series on plate xx :

—

Fig. 6. Type 5. Style No. 10745, from Ganjam.
Fig. 7. Type 6. Style No. 10683, from Malabar, Pannianur.
Flo. 8. Type 0. Style No. 10690, from Malabar.
Fig. 9. Type 6a. Style No. 10839, from Burma.

The Districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam possess the

- little double-pointed style, fig. 6. There

» are five such styles in the Indian Museum :

and four of them are very similar indeed to one another.

The length varies from 5£ to 6£ inches, the weight from 1

J

to 1} oz., and the centre of gravity of all is at the middle.

The fifth specimen, from Vizagapatam, is smaller, weighing
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only l oz., and being 4£ inches long. Every specimen is

similarly ornamented at the middle.

District of Origin.

Vizagapatam
Ganjam
Ganjam
Ganjam
Vizagapatam

Average

10749
10746
L0745

10747
10751

Length in

Inches.

Weight in Centre

Ounces. of Gravity.

5.1

5i
6

01

3*55

i
i]

ii

U

1 at the

,
middle.

1*17

Far away from the Gircars in Malabar and South Canara

another double pointed style is used
;
but it is of a much heavier

type. That the two arc quite unlike is readily shown by

a comparison of the figures 7 and 8 with figure 6.

The following table gives the length and weight of this

heavy pen. The centre of gravity is in
Type o. exampie9 the middle.

District of Origin.

Malabar, Pannianur

South Canara
Malabar
Malabar, Pannianur

Malabar

Avorage

1

1

Length in
|
Weight in

l

-
1

1

Inches. 1 Ounces.

10683 !

i

10
!1

10822 lo*'
!

8

10686 i 13J
j

!

10674 !
\

14

10090
|

171
j|

22*

1 13*20 12*20

Centro of

Gravity.

at Die
middle

The last style of the five in the table is so very large and

heavy that it almost might have been separated from the other

as a distinct type.

Type 7.

We now pass on to styles weighted towards the upper

end such as are illustrated by the follow-

ing figures on plate xx :

—

Type 7. Styles Nos. 10853 and 10855, from the

Style No. 10734, from the Ganjam District.

Style No. 10858, from the Kistna District.

Style No. 10848, from Bezwada, Kistna District.

Style No. 10860, from the Kistna District.

Figs. 10 and 11.

Kistna District.

Fig. 12. Type 8.

Fig. 13. Type 9.

Fig. 14. Type 9.

Fig. 15. Type 9.

A very simple form of weighting is that in which the top is

turned over: two such pens have been received from the
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Kistna District (figs. 10 and 11): they are respectively 13J
inches and 11£ inches long; they weigh respectively 2jj and
3 oz. s

and their centres of gravity are 7f ana 6£ inches remote

from the tips. That they differ in very little from type No. 4

is evident. Type 4 is also from the Kistna District.

The next form of weighting is a curious one (fig. 12),

T g
seen only in one style received from

yp ' CJanjam : it is contrived by a bar affixed

across the top. The style is 9 inches long, weighs 2{ oz., and
has its centre of gravity 6J Inches from the tip.

The next set of specimens are like long nails (vide figs.

Tyne o
13, 14, and 15). They all come from the

yp 9
' Kistna or Kurnool Districts, whence the

similar types 4 and 7 come.

District of Origin.

Kistna

(
Kistna

alike] Kistna,

( Bozv

r Kurnool

( Kistna

Average ..

Distance

Length in Weight in
in inches o

Inchon. Ouncofl.
(iravity fro

the tip.

10858 in 01
-

1

2 *10854 '2i 71.

10848 12J
j

22 7J

10818 121 7}

10808 12 3} 71

10860 131 8

12-31 2-94 7-71

Next in turn may be taken in succession of types of pen

weighted above by means of a fusiform
ype I0

* swelling. These types are illustrated on

plate xx by the following figures

Fig. 16. Type 10. Style No. 10664, from the Coimbatore District.

Fig. 17. Type 11. Style No. 10776, from the Tanjore District,

Fig. 18. Type 11. Style No. 10829, from North Arcot.

Fig. 19. Type 11. Style No. 10776, from the Tanjore District.

Fig. 20. Type II. Style No. 10669, from Malabar.

Fig. 21. Type 11. Style No. 10720, from South Arcot.

Style No. 10064 from Coimbatore (fig. 16) which has a

length of 62 inches, and a weight of 12 oz., and in which the

distance of the oentre of gravity from the tip is 4 inches, is

the simplest of the types, being a transition between type

l, figure 1, and the types 11 and 12.
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Of styles of type 11 are here offered five illustrations,

—

Type n figures 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21. Some
711 '

' styles of this type are sounded, but most
are octagonal in section above, either equal sided or with
broader and narrower sides alternating as in figure 21. I give
a table of styles of type 11 arranged according to their

lengths :

—

District of Origin.
Length in

Inches.

Weight in

Ounces.

|
Distance

I
in inches of

|

the Centre of
I Gravity from

the tip.

Madura 10728 :

5; 2* 4
Coimbatore 10602 6] 2 4J
Malabar 10081 6J 2 ! 41
Trichinopoly 10707 «•; I

s 4
South Arcot 1072 L 6J 2} 41
Trichinopoly 10708 6J 1J i n
Tanjore 10775 6 1 2 a
Tinnevelly 10782 7 2 J ! 61
South Arcot 10720 7 2 41
Salem 10655 7] H 41
Tanjore 10770 75

• H 2J l
Salem 10653 . 7? 2J

' 4’

Trichinopoly 10704 V, 2 6J
Tanjore 10776 8} 3 6J
Cliingloput 10799 8] 2J ! 6?
North Arcot 10829 8j 2; 6
Malabar, Anjengo 10813 85 3 0
Malabar 10669 8j 4.1 I 6
South Arcot 10722 H 3} 53
South Arcot 10713 »3 4

,
01

Kistna. Guntur 10801 10i H aj

Kistna 10857 10» 3J 71
Kumool 10187 10? H 71
Godaveri 10793 111 2? i 71
North Arcot 10828 11 1

4 71
Nellore 10765 lit 3 7

Kistna, Guntur 10806 in H 7*
Kistna, Bezwada 10840 12 4| 1 8
Kumool 10825 I2> d «1

Average 8-67 3*00 5*76

Average of specimens from
N. of Madras , , 10*91 3*64 7*30

Average of specimens from
Madras and South •• 7-40 2*72 4 93

i

It is very easy to see from the table that the style of the

Southern Districts is much shorter than that of the Northern.
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The fourth series on plate xx is composed of the following

pens now to be described :
—

Km. 22. Type 12. Style No. 10841), from the Kistna District.

Flo. 23. Type 12. Stylo No. 10769, from the Nel lore District.

Fio. 24. Type 13. Stylo No. 10667, from Malabar.
FtO. 25. Typo 13. Style No. 10730, from the Madura District.

Fig. 26. Type 14. Style No. 10807, from the Kurina District

Fio. 27. Type 15. Style No. 10760, from the Nolloro District.

Departing from the last type in the direction of type

_ No. 9 are the following pens constructed
ype

as in figures 22 and 23. It will he
noticed that they all belong to the Districts which have supplied

type 9 (figs. 13-15), except No. 10769 (fig. 23) which came from
a more southern District, and differs in being half of brass.

Distance

District of Origin

Vizagapatam
Vizagapatani
Nellore

Kistna, Attili

Vizagapatam

10756
10755
10769
10851

10753
Kistna, Mogalter range 1 084!)

Average

Length in 1

Inches.

Weight in

Ounces.

;

in inches of

the Centre of
Gravity from

the tip.

1? 5

u 2 5J
K n 5?

8 ! 31 52
ft? 3 61

11 i H
i

11

8-85 2*75 ! 5'ft0

The next type has a bulb on the stem, solid generally,

1S
but in one of the specimens it is

ype
hollow. Often the stem of styles of this

type is ornamented prettily with bidri work. The examples
in the Indian Museum are arranged in the next table by
length; and two are drawn in figures 24 and 25.
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District of Origin.

i

Length in
|
Weight in

Inches.
|

Ounces.

Distance
in inches of

the Centre of

;Gravity from
1 the tip.

Madura 10730 4J n 2J
South Canara 10824 si u 3]
Malabar 10673 52 1J

oa

Malabar, L’aimianur .

.

10671 2 2 2
Malabar 10675 !

71 22 4]
Malabar 10699 7', >2

4*

Malabar 10696 7.| 22 41
Malabar, Anjengo .. 10815 «i 5]
Malabar 10667 s; 2J 5?
Malabar 10692 91 2? 6
Malabar lOffift J »1

-71
“ft 6

Malabar 10701 . 92 H 0
Nellore 10768 . 10J 22 61
Malabar 10697 *

121 5

Average 7-98 2-48 5-27

Wc find one heavy Malabar pen, which might almost be

made a separate type. The very short pen from Madura is of

brass with an iron point and has its swelling hollow.

Four styles have been received with the swelling higher up
_ the stem, one of which is represented in
ype I4

‘ fig. 26. They are as follows :

—

• —

;

Distance

District of Origin.
Length in

Inches.

1

i

Weight in

Ounces.

in inches of

the Centre of

Gravity from
the tip.

Kistna, Guntur .. 10807
'

3] 6j
Kistna .. 10861

, 4J 6J
Nellore .. 10764 : 10 22 GJ
Kistna, Bezwada .. 10843

|

122 4i 8
i

Average
1

10-37 3-59
! 0-87— — — -- 1

The upper parts of the first, second and last are made of

brass.

Style No. 10766 (fig. 27) is a peculiar departure akin to
- the last. It was received from Nellore,
7114 5‘ weighs 1J oz., is 7 inches long, and its

centre of gravity is 5 inches above the point.
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The last series on plate xx is composed of the following

four figures :

—

Fig. 28. Type IS. Style No. 10670, fioni the Malabar Distric t.

Fig. 20. Type 16. Style No. 10672, from South Canara.

Fig. 30. Type 16. Style No. 10811 ,
from the Malabar District.

Fig. 31. Typo 17. Stylo No. 10691, from the Malabar District.

Heavy cigar-shaped styles, such as is figured as 28, come

T from Malabar: and if ornamented they
ype 1

' become like figs. 29 and 30, the first of

which was received from South Canara, an adjoining District:

otherwise the examples have all come from Malabar.

The weights and length of those pens are :

—

Distance

District of Origin.
Length in

Inches.

Weight in

Ouncos.

in inches of

the Centre of
1 Gravity from

Malabar, Pannianur .

.

10680 5'. *>,1
**•1

the tip.

3J
Malabar, Anjongo 10812 61 2] 4 ]

Malabar 10668 7 12 4?
Malabar, Pannianur .

.

10676 7| 11

4 1

Malabar, Pannianur .

.

10679 7$ 31 5

Malabar, Pannianur .

.

10678 81 . 75
1

Malabar 10665 8J
i

*1
South Canara 10823 9 4 |

-
r
>i

Malabar. Anjengo .. 10811 9J ! H 64

Malabar, Pannianur .

.

10672 in 1 8
i

71

Malabar, Pannianur .

.

10670 115 ;
104

i

7_i

Average 8*40 4-61 5-52

i

We find in the same part of India styles that taper evenly

Type 17. from a flat head to the point (fig. 31 ).

District of Origin.
Length in Weight in

Inches,
j

Ounces.

Distance
in inches of

the Centre of

Gravity from
the tip.

1

Malabar, Anjengo .. 10814
|

H
Malabar .. .. 10698 1 71 *1

Malabar .. .. 10693 44

Malabar .

.

.. 101 85 10* 3
Malabar .

.

.. 10691 12
1

17

Average . . '
9'26

a
?
8J

6«2

I
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Second Division.

Styles with a Knife edge associated .

The simplest forms of styles, with a knife blade worked on
to them, are to be seen in figs. 32, 33, 34 and 35.

Those four figures, 32-35, together with figure 36, make the

first series on plate xxi :

—

Fig. 32. Type 19. Style No. 10717, from South Arcot.

Fig. 33. Type 22. Style No. 10748, from the VizAgapatam District.

Fig. 34. Type 20. Style No. 10750, from the Vizagapatam District.

Fits. 35. Type 21. Style No. 10763, from tho Netlore District.

Ft*;. 36. Typo 23. Style No. 10738, from Ganjam.

The simplest of all is style No. 10750 (fig. 34), from the

district of Vizagapatam, which may be used as the starting

point of a series. We may group the similar styles to be found

in the Indian Museum Collection as follows :

—

Type 18, long thin style witli straight blade,

Vizagapatam, 10750 (fig. 34), and 10754.

Type 19, thin style, blade turned at an angle of about 30°,

South Arcot, 10717 (fig. 32).

Type 20, thin style, blade sickle-shaped,

Vizagapatam, 10758 (not figured, is, as it were, an
exaggeration of the next, fig. 35).

Type 21, very long, otherwise as type 21

,

Nellore, 10763 (fig. 35).

Type 22, thin style, blade turned about at an angle of 90
r

,

Vizagapatam, 10748 (fig. 33).

It is noteworthy that they all come from the Coromandel
Coast, whence come also the thin styles that have no knife

blades attached.

The weight and length of these pens are as follows :

—

District of Origin.
Length in

TnchoH.

Weight in

Ounces.

Distance
in inches of
the Centre of
Gravity from

the tip.

Vizagapatam
Vizagapatam
South Aioot
Vizagapatam
Nellore
Vizagapatam

. 10748
;

'

7J
. 10758

: H
. 10717

{ 4
. 10754 1 12
. 10761 , 16*
. 10730 : 171

i

Styles such as these just described, lead up to the very
characteristic style of Orissa (fig. 36) whioh has a downwardly
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directly cutting edge, and an eye-liole by which it may be sus-

pended. All Orissa styles of this type are very much alike, as a
glance down the following table shows. Their use extends to
Midnapur, Calcutta (among immigrant Uriyas), Ganjam and
Vizagapatam.

j Distance

District of Origin.
Length in

Inches.
Weight in

Ounces.

: in inches of
|the Centre of
Gravity from

the tip.

i

Vizagapatam .. 10767
-'i OJ

Ganjam .. .. 10737 2
Ganjam .

.

.. 10744 64 5 4.1

Orissa . . 7240 fii i 4jj

Ganjam .

.

.. 10742 is
Ganjam .

.

.. 10740 7! 2
i

»!
Midnapur . . 4243 u

• x

1? Si!

Cuttack .

.

491 1 k 5J
Ganjam .

.

.. 10738
;

7f 3J
Ganjain .

.

.. 10736 T'l 2J 51
Ganjam .

.

.. 10741
I

8 u 4?
Ganjam .

.

.. 10743 K 2}
Vizagapatam . . 10762

,

8 »>

6J
Ganjam .

.

. . 10739 »i H 61
Cuttack .

.

489 8 i 21 6]
Ganjam .. .. 10736 8 ' 2 r>»

Average 7-44 1-79 4-96

The second series of pens on plate xxi is made up of the

following :

—

Fio. 37. Type 24. Style No. 10687, from the district of Malabar.
Fio. 38. Type 25. Style No. 10700, from the district of Malabar.
Fig. 39. Type 26. Style No. 10821, from th* district of Kurnool.
Fig. 40. Type 27. Style No. 10820. from the district of Kurnool.

Fig. 41. Type 28. Style No. 10784, from the district of Cuddapah.

The eye-holes of the Orissa styles reappear in styles of

_. the same coast from Districts farther
lype **• south (vide figs. 40 and 41) : but no

styles from the Malabar coast exist in the Indian Museum
which have these eye-holes in the knife blade. However.

Malabar has supplied the style figured as fig. 37, which possess-

es two rows of six holes below the blade. This style is a

long thin one such aB one would have expected from the Dis-

tricts of the KiBtna or Kurnool, its weight is 6J oz., its

length 17 inches, and its centre of gravity is 10 inches

from the tip.
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Very like type 25 are two other styles from Malabar, one

of which is figured as fig. 38. Their
s

’ weight, length and the position of the

centre of gravity are as follows :

—

District of Origin.
Length in

Tnchos.

Weight in

Ounces.

!
Distance

in inches of

the Centre of

(Gravity from
the tip.

Malabar . 10700 13 7

Malabar . 10702 13 31 7
r
*

• M

Type 26.
The eastern coast and the District of

Coimbatore have supplied type 26 (fig. 39).

i

Distance

District of Origin.
Length in

Inches.

Weight in

Ounces.

in inches of

the Centre of

Gravity from
1

•

the tip.

Coimbatore 10663

1

8
!

2
Kistna 10842 9 1 2
Kumool 10819

i

10 5
t

O !

6}
Kurnnol 10821 11

I

i 2 7!

Average 10-00 2-34 5-87

Type 27.
Very similar 1

(vide fig. 40).

but with two eye-holes

i
! Distance

District of Origin.
Length in

Inches.

Weight in

Ounces.

; in inches of

jthe Centre of

,Cravity from

_ J
ii

(

the tip.

Anantapur 10827

.

iMi

i 2J
1

7}
Kistna 10856 12][ H 7?
Kumool 10820 12

[
3] 71

Kistna 10841 12 2* 8

Average 1200 253
j

7-69
i

The pen figured aa fig. 41 differs from the last in having

Type 28 . two knife edges. It comes from Cudda-
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pah, its weight is 3 oz.
;

it is 14£ inches long, and has the

centre of gravity 8| inches from the tip.

The above completes the enumeration of the light styles

with knife edges attached ; and we proceed to the heavy styles

with such knives. They fall into types by the shapes of the

blade.

The third scries of figures on plate xxi illustrates them.

Fra. 42. Type 29. Style No. 10984, from Malabar.

Fig. 43. Type 29. Style No. 10774, from Trichinopoly.

Fio. 44. Type 30. Stylo No. 10709, from Trichinopoly.

Fra. 45. Type 31. Stylo No. 10725, from Madura.
Fio. 46. Typo 32. Style No. 10795, from Chingleput.

Just as the heavy styles without knife-edges come from

southern and western India, so do the
ype 2p

* heavy styles with knife-edges. The fol-

lowing enumerates those of tho heavy Herics in which (as in

fig. 42) tlie edge is straight.

District of Origin.

Trichinopoly .. 10700

Tanjoro .. 10770

Madura .. 10729

Tanjore .. 10777

Tanjuro .. 10771

South Arcot .. 10719

Tan
j
ore .. 10780

Tanjoro .. 10778

Chingleput .. 10798

Tanjore .. 10774

Malabar .. 10692

Malabar .. 10694

Malabar .. 10684

Malabar .. 10688

Average

Length in

Tnches.

Woiglit in

Onncos.

Dwtanee
in inclien of

the Centre of

Gravity from

|

tho tip.

55

«5

7!

n
7i

85

«5

85

,

95

11}

llj

16}

2?

1 H

34

IS

K
3

32

12

3j

72

3',

4“

41

55

51

5}
51

51

G”

«2

71
9',

9-06 3*43 5*67

We pass on to those of the heavy series in which the

blade is hooked (fig. 44). A table enu-
lyp« 3°‘

merating them is to be found on the next

page.

Tbe average length and weight of styles with hooked

blades (type 30) is less than the average weight and styles

with straight blades (typo 29), as a consequence of Malabar

supplying some characteristically heavy styles with straight
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blades, and none with hooked blades : from a glance at the

preceding table of the specimens of type 29, it will be observed

that Malabar has supplied the four pens which are the heaviest.

i

Distance

District of Origin.
’

Length in

Inches.

Weight in

Ounces.

in inches of

the Centre of

Gravity from
the tip.

Tanjore 10770 "3 '} 1
Madura 10729 n 31 4',

Tan
j
ore

Tanjore
Tanjore

107^7

10771 ?!

1?

4
K

5

10719 «i 3 43

Tanjore 10780 » H
Tanjore 10778 81-

1

3 5f
Trichinopoly 10774 8j If

1

V*

4
Trichinopoly 10709 03 01

Average 7'99 2-46 5-19

Type 3i and 32.
The blade again differs in the styles

figured as figs. 45 and 46.

District of Origin.
Length in Weight in

Inches. Ounces.

1 Madura .. 10725

IChingleput .. 10798

32 Chingleput .. 10795

8i
8 J

121 33

Distance

in inches of

the Centre of

Gravity from
1 the tip.

I 51

!
N

Third Division.

Clasp Knives.

The figures of this type are given on plate xxi.

Fig. 47. Type 38. Style No. 10669, from Coimbatore.
Fig. 48. Type 34.. Style No. 10826, from Chingleput,
Fig. 49. Type 36. Style No. 10689, from Malabar.

The two oommon forms of styles constructed as clasp-
knives are drawn in figs. 47 and 48. They vary in the shape
of (he blade : the shape of the style is always the same. The
base of the style is always folded round the base of the blade.
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Knives of the first type (fig. 47) with light brown wood

e
handles have como from the Districts of

T'pe 33' Coimbatore, Madnra, andTinnevelly, with

ebony handles from the Districts of Chinglcput, South* Arcot,

Coimbatore, Salem, Tanjoro and Madnra, and with bone

liandlcH from the Districts of Coimbatore, Salem, Tanioro and

Miulura.

Knives of the second type with ebony handles have

come from the Districts of Nortli Arcot,

Chingleput, South Arcot, Nellore and

Trichinoply ;
and with bone handles from the Districts of Tri-

chinopoly.

Sometimes theso knives, instead of tho brass knob which

is figured at the base in fig. 47, have a brass disc for a seal

:

sometimes they have a bono knob: but often they havo noth*

ing, as in fig. 48.

An European two-bladed knife, with one blade filed down
to make a style, has been received from

Salem: and a curious knife (tig. 49)

from Malabar, which has the stylo and
blade in one piece, so that when one is

sheathed the other must be unsheathed.

Type 35.

been received

Type 36.

Fourth Division.

Circle Machines.

Last of all is to be figured the machine (fig. 50) for making

Type 37
circles, which can also be used for making

'' parallel lines. Three such styles have
been received : one from Madura (which is figured on plate

xxi as fig. 50), one from South Arcot, and one from Salem.

District of Origin. Length in Inches. Weight in OuncoM.

Salem .. 10654 3}
South Arc. >t .. 10718 5

Madura .. 10731 5

In conclusion, by way of bringing out dearly that the

types of style are local, the following table lias been drawn

up:—
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2. On a probable identity between Clypiaster rompla-
natus , Duncan and Sladen, and Clypeast^r

duncanensis
,
Noetling.

By Hem Chandba Das-Gupta.

1886. Glypeaster complanatus, Duncan and Sladen, in Pal.

Ind., Ser. xiv., Vol. I., 3 fasc., v, p. 326, pi. L.

1901. Glypeaster duncanensis, Noetl., inPal. Ind., New Ser.,

Vol. I., pt. 3, p. 105, pi. I, fig. 13.

While arranging the duplicates of Glypeaster described
from the Indian Tertiaries I had an opportunity of studying
Glypeaster duncanensis

,
Noetl., from the miooene beds of

Burma occurring at an * unknown horizon near Prome.* Dr.

Noetling believed this species to be quite different from any of

the species previously described from Western India but com-
pared it, among others, with Clypeaster complanatus

,
Dune, and

SLad. Dr. Noetling, however, thought that these two species

could be distinguished by (1) the large size, (2) the small base

and (3) the nature of the poriferous zones in the type from
Burma. In plate I, fig. 13, of Dr. Noetling’ s monograph there

is a restoration of the species, and on a careful examination of

the restored figure two features stand out prominently. In the

text it is mentioned that the length is greater than the breadth,

but the length of the restored specimen is 100 mm. while that

of the greatest breadth is 107 mm. Dr. Noetling* s specimen

which is in a fragmentary state shows parts only of the ambul-

acral petals III and IV and a very small portion of Va. A
careful measurement of the angles between the adjacent me-

dian-lines of the ambulacral petals as restored by Dr. Noetling

gives the following results :

—

of I and that of II .. 70° (n)

n Ill .. 76° (/?)

in IV .. 76° (y)

IV V ... 64° (S)

V I .. 74° («)

In the measurements given above the differences between

(a) and ($) are very striking, showing dearly that the relative

lines of the ambulacral petals must be quite different from what

we find in the restored figure in Dr. Noetling*s monograph.

Dr. Noetling lays a great stress on the large size attained

by his species ; out in. the collection of Mr. Vredenbuig from

4
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the Gaj beds of Rochro in Kelat (K 10. 630) there is a speci-

men of Clypeaster complanatus, Dune, and Slad.., which is inter-

mediate between the Western Indian and the Burman types in

size. One important charaoter of Clypeaster complanatus is

that the inner pores are round and the outer pores are oval.

This distinction is also constant in Mr. Vredenburg’s specimen,

i.e., in those parts of the ambulacral zones which have escaped

weathering. But many of the inner pores of the latter speci-

men are oval due to weathering, and on close inspection I find

that a few of the pores lying in Illb of Dr. Noetling’s type ore

more rounded than oval, showing that those portions of the

poriferous zones which are better preserved have retained more
of their original form, and that originally the characters of the

poriferous zones in Clypeaster complanatusand in C. dmcanensis
were alike.

It is clear that the restoration of this, species, after

Dr. Noetling, is open to modification : and the dimensions of

(A) Duncan and Sladen’B type of C. complanatus, (B) Mr.
Vredenbuig’s specimen and (C) the Burman type as proposed
to be restored by mo, are given below:

—

Dimensions in millimetres.

A. B. C.

Length (a) .. 79 84 110
Breadth (b) .. 72 79 107
Base (c) .. 47 63 74
I (d) .. 22 26 33
II (d) .. 22 25 33

III (e) ... 24 27 36

the dimensions given above the following :

A. B. C.

b:a .. 0-91 0-94 0*97

c : b .

.

0*65 0-87 0*69

d:c .. 0-61 0*47 0*44

d : e .. 0-91 0*92 0*94

It may be mentioned in this connection that the Geologi-
cal Survey collections contain a few duplicates of C. compla-

'

mitts, but most of these are in a fragmentary state, and I could
piok out from them only two capable of being measured, and
they gave the following results in millimetres :

—

(i) (iil

Length (a) . t 62 70
Breadth (b) , , 66 63
Base (o) e • ? 41
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From these dimensions the following ratios are ob-

tained:—
(i) («)

b: a 0-89 0-90
* c : b ? 0*65

These ratios show that with the growth of the test, the re-

lative dimensions of the species in the different directions are

a little variable.

The figures obtained for A
,
B and C, taken in considera-

tion with the above remarks, clearly point out the proba-

bility of A, B and C as belonging to the same species. It may
also be mentioned that the portion of the base that is preserved

in Dr. Noetling’s type indicates a slight convexity in the

median interradial line with slight concavities on the two
sides, a feature which is also found in C. complanatus.

From the foregoing considerations it appears to me that

there is probably no specific difference between C. complanatus
9

Duncan and Sladon, and C. duneanensis, Noetl., and that the

latter is only a large sized representative of the typical Oaj
species with a base of about 74 mm., and that the specimen col-

lected by Mr. Vredonburg from the province of Kelat is inter-

mediate between these two.





3. Pre-Mughal Mosques of Bengal.

By Monmohan ( 'hakraVARft, M.A., B.L., M.R.A.N.

In the article on Bengali Temples 1 I pointed out how the
Hindu structures were influenced, and powerfully influenced,

by old Bengali mosques. A few words on these buildings will

not therefore be out of place, specially as I notice considerable
confusion in the general notions about such mosques.

A.

—

Earliest Mosques.

Mosques had been built in Bengal from the very be-

ISarlieftt Mosque. ginning of Modem rule. Tabakat-i-NasiH
mentions that mosques were erected in

the capital Lakhanawati by the first Sultan Muhammad- i-

Baklityar (596-602 H.), and his successor Husam-ud-dln Twaz
(612 ?-G24 H.).* No building of their times lias survived. The
oldest existing inscription regarding the erection of a mosque in

Bengal is that of Gangarampur in Malda District. It bears
the date 1st Maharram 647 H. (16th April, 1249 A.D.) in the
time of the Sultan

. Jalal-ul-hak Ma’sud Shah Jani.* This
mosque, too, is no longer traceable.

Of the existing mosques the oldest ones are found near
Sutgaon. The mosque of Jafar Khan at Triveni has an inscrip-

tion, dated 698 H. (1298 A.D.), and is thus the oldest in Bengal.
At Chota Pandua the Baradwarl appears to be another old

mosque. It lias lost its inscription, if any. Tradition as-

cribes it to the time of Shah Safi-ud-dln, said to be a contem-
porary of the aforesaid Jafar Khan, and the architectural details

resemble largely those of Jafar Khan's mosque. These twomay
be briefly described as follows :

—

1. Jafar Khan's mosque of Triveni. 698 H. Exter-

. nally 76'*9" x 34'*7". In the
rnvenl

* hall, pillars partly buried in

earth, ten in number, in two rows of five each,

6 to 8 ft. high, the front row hexagonal, the back
row square and octagonal; openings on three

sides, five in front, and two on each side

(5 + 2 + 2), with unequal interspaces; back-wall

with five prayer niches (corresponding to five

» J.A.S.B., 1909, pp. 148—150.
2 Raverty’s Translation, pp. 660, 583.
* Ar. Sur. Rep., xv., plate xxi ; J.A.S.B., 1909, pp. 54-5.
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front openings), of which the southernmost one

is fallen with the roof. Above the stone pillars

rise brick arches that originally held up ten low
hemispherical domes , in two rows of five each, of

which only seven now remain, the front five and
the back two. * Much of it in ruins.

[Sec the half-plan, fig. 1.]

2. Baradwari Mosque of Ohofca Pandua,—1st quarter of

j - • the 14th century (
f
). Ex-

Pandua, Baradwari.
temaUy 231 ' x 42'. In the

hall, pillars
,
6 ft. high, 42, in two rows of 21 each,

in varying size and shape, about half uncarved,

the rest carved with garlands ending in bell, etc.,

some octagonal, others square at the base and
octagonal above ;

openings 27 (21+3 + 3) : in the

back-wall 21 prayer niches or mihrabs corres-

ponding to 21 openings in front, the niches well

carved on the top and at the sides; above the

pillars spring brick arches supporting 63 low
hemispherical domes

,
in 3 rows of 21 each, many

damaged
;
several carvings traceable on the front

wall, though more or less dilapidated; in the

N.W. corner a high masonry platform with a
small room on it, said to have been the ckillah-

khdnd or resting-liouse of .the saint, but more
likely the zenana portion. Much of it in ruins.

[ See half-plan, fig. 2.]

Their architectural details reveal several peculiarities, due

Hindu Influence.
partly to the a«o, and partly to the country.
Though the general plan is Saracenic, the

details are broadly Hinduistic. The carvings on the pillars, on
the front wall, and round the prayer niches, are more or less

copies of Hindu ornamentations, the tessellated garlands and
the geometrical intertwinings being specially noticeable. The
arches spring direct from the pillars, without any pendentivis,
thus differing from Saracenic examples. The domes are also
built up of concentric rings of bricks, one ring above the other,
each becoming smaller and smaller in circumference, until the
top opening is closed by a stone, just os in Hindu towers built
on horizontal arches.

This Hindu influence is quite natural. During the first

century of Moslem rule, the governors and their chief amirs
were mostly Turks, hardy, active soldiers, but rude and illiter-

ate. For the practioe of their religion, prayer-places were a
necessity

; but they had not sufficient taste or attainments to
build them by themselves, or even to supervise their construc-
tion properly. They had to depend almost entirely on Hindu
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artisans for construction ;
and for materials they utilised the

fragments of Hindu temples they had demolished. The result

was this curious superposition of Hindu details on general

Saracenic plans.

Another peculiarity is the prevalence of bricks. In the

Prevalence of Brick* Plaini? °f Ben«al "° "tone can be had
anywhere, and if required had to be

brought from long distances, chiefly by water. Hence stones

were very sparingly used. The bricks made from stiff clay of

the plains were fairly lasting and far cheaper, and could

further at a small cost be moulded into various neat carvings.

Hence in the Bengal mosques bricks practically superseded

stones as building material. Its effect was that the mosques

became more and more long with numerous domes and a pro-

fusion of carvings, but they could not he made high, with

correspondingly imposing openings. The domes were also low

in height, in the earliest mosques partly fiom the use of horizon-

tal arches. The pillars were of stone
;
hut even they, from

scarcity of this material, had to be made sufficiently low. The

pillars were usually of Rajamahal basalt. Tn some of the

largest mosques of later times, the walls were up to a certain

height faced with stones.

B.-—Later Mosques.

About 1338 A.D., Bengal becanfe independent, and this

independence lasted for nearly two cen-
ator Mosques.

Aurics aild a half. Under the indepen-

dent Sultans a large number of mosques came to he built in

various parts of the province. Architectural art was more and

more developed ; and in course of time a special stylo was

developed showing various peculiarities both in the general plan

and in the details. Among such peculiarities may be men-

tioned curved battlements, four corner towers octagonal and

rising just above the battlement, many low domes without

any base of cylindrical drum, height low in comparison with

length, and in consequence openings generally insignificant, a

profusion of brick carvings and in several instances of fine

glazed tiles. The best specimens of the style are naturally

found in the two capitals, Gaur and Pandua. But notable ex-

amples lie scattered in and near Satgaon, Sunargaon, Khalifa-

tabad, Devlkot and elsewhere. The earliest examples have

disappeared. At present the oldest and the most imposing of

them is the Adinah mosque of Hazrat Pandua bearing the

date Rajab 776 H. or December 1374 A.D.

It is a matter of great regret that most of these mosques

. are more or less in ruins. A careful ex-
its Divisions.

amination of their remains enables us,

however, to group them into two broad divisions.
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(a) One-domed cubes, and

(ft) Many-domed parallelopipcds.

The first group is the simpler, having among other peou-

Cubioal Mosques. liarities the following

i. The halls have no internal pillars

;

ii. The halls are square in ground-plan, usually chang-

ing into octagonal above

;

iii. The roof has one dome
;
and whore a corridor exists,

usually with three more small domes over the

corridor.

The presence or absence of the corridor subdivides this

group into two sections. The bettor-known specimens may be

described briefly as follows :

—

a. corridorlew. (
a

)

Those without a corridor—

(1) The mosque at Mollii Simla, Sr Irampur subdivision, *

Hugli. Date uncertain; according to Blocb-

mann, 777 H., but architecturally not earlier than

the second half of the ninth century H. Inter-

nally 17 ft. sq. (externally 24 ft.); in the back-

wall three mihrabft, with a pulpit between the

second and third niches
;
one door in the front

wall, and two smaller side doors in the side walls;

four octagonal corner towers, each face with a

diameter of one foot; plastering fallen from

S.W. corner of the outside (back wall) and show-

ing thin bricks, 6J* y 31* x 1J* ;
back wall buried

a little at the base, the remaining height 16*6*.

[See photograph and plan, figs. 3 and 4],

;2) The smaller mosque at Cliota Pandua, Hugli, 1st

Maharram, 882 H. (15th April, i477 A.D.). 26$

ft. sq. ; three mihrabs in the back wall ;
five open-

ings (3 + 1 + 1)

;

four polygonal corner towers.

• (3) Purani mosque at Goaldihi, Sunargaon, 926 H.
(1519 A D.). 16J ft. sq. : in the back wall three

semi-octagonal niches; and in each side wall two
rectangular niches

;
five openings (3 + 1 + 1) ; four

octagonal corner towers.

6. With a corridor,
(ft) Those with a corridor in front.

(3) Themosque at Gopalganj
, Dinajpur , 16th Safar , 865 H.

(1st December, 1460 A.D.). Hall 12 ft. sq. in-

ternally; corridor 12' x 5$'; ball openings five

(3 + 1 + 1) and corridor openings five (3 + 1 + 1) ; in

the back wall three niches
;

oilter archways 6 ft.

high and 28* wide; the wall faced with hewn
stones up to a little below the arch-springs.
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(4) Chamkatti mosque, Gaur. Inscription lost, 880 H.
( ?)

or 1475 A.D. Hall 23*8* sq. (externally 50/,4" x

34/,
10*)

; one bay in the back-wall
; both hall and

corridor, have each five openings (3 + 1 + 1) ; no
domes over the corridor

;
four octagonal comer

towers
;
wall-face divided into panels, ornamented

with chain and bell, and bordered with glazed

tiles.

(5) Lattan mosque, Gaur. Inscription lost, 880 H.(?) or

1475 A.D. Hall 34 ft. sq (74| x 51')
; hallopenings

nine (3 + 3 f 3) and corridor openings five (3 + 1 + 1);

3 bays in the back-wall; corner towers six, four

on four sides of the hall and two on the front

side of the corridor; three small domes on the

corridor; the whole wall surface, inside and out-

side, covered with beautiful glazed tiles.

(0) The mosque at Khcraul, Murshidabad. 900 H.

(1594-5 A.D.). Throe bays in the back wall;

three small domes over the corridor.

(7) ttukn Khan’s mosque at J)cvikot, Dinajpur.

918 H. (1512 A.D.). Hall 26'- 10' sq. with walls
5'-9* thick; one niche highly ornamented

;
domes

gone : the lower part of the wall of coarse grey

stone.

The mosque at Molla Simla (No. Il has not been described

m it- I-™ before. The place is three quarter of a
^ mile south of the new station Nasibpur

in the Tarakeswar branch line of the East Indian Railway.

The building stands close to the Sarasvat! river. It must have

been built at a time when the place flourished as a ban-

dar (port), having been situated on the junction of the Saras-

vatl with some large creek of the Hugli river. Excavations

now and then bring to light thin bricks of the old time and

remains of masonry platforms.

The mosque haslost its inscription, if any. It was repaired

from time to time, but the general plan does not appear

to have been materially changed. In front of the mosque, i e.
}

to its east, is the tomb of the saint Shah Anwar Kuli Halibi

;

and over the doorway of the latter is fixed an Arabic inscrip-

tion recording the erection of a mosque in 777 H. (1475 A.D.).

Bloohmann takes this date to bethat of the present one. Archi-

tecturally, however, the existing mosque belongs to a group,

which were built only within a limited time, 865 to 925 H.

;

and no details can be found to antedate it by nearly a century.

Traditions, curiously enough, postdate its erection to 1001 H.

According to local traditions, the mosque was built by a

merchant. His boat while passing in the Sarasvatl was about

to be drowned ; he prayed to the local saint for help, and the
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boat was miraculously saved; in gratitude the merchant

caused this mosque to be built close to the saint's dargah. The
saint is said to have been the son of a padshah, and to have

wandered on to the place as a fakir. Two of his resting-places,

nazargahs
,
are still pointed out, one at Burigan, two and a

half miles west, and the other at Titagarh on the other side of

the HuglT river. Various quaint legends are told oHiis power.

Cocoanut trees bowed their heads before him and offered him
fruit as tribute. A Hindu barber used to shave him. One day

he noticed the right hand of the saint all of a sudden became

wet. He asked the saint, who told him that just then he had

heard a merchant's prayer for saving his sinking boat, and

had raised the boat up. One day the saint picked up some

earth, and putting it into tho barber's hand, ordered him not to

open the fist until lie reached his home. When half-way, the

barber's curiosity overcame his prudence. He opened tho palm

and found half the earth had been turned into gold.

The many-domed parallelepiped is the more common
Peculiarities of Paral- variety, and contains tho best specimens

lelopipods. of Bengali mosques. In this group :
—

(1) The halls are oblong (not square)

;

(2) They are divided into aisles by free pillars which

support tho dome arches

;

(3) The back-wall is cut into several prayer-niches, three,

five or eleven in number corresponding to as

many front openings, or subdivided into a

central nave and two wings, the nave being

separated from the wings by thicker pillars

;

(4) The roof-domes are many, corresponding to the

inter-spaces hetween the internal pillars.

Their brief dcserip- According to the number of the bays

tion. or prayer-niches, this group may be

further subdivided.

{a) Those with three bays—
(1) Baba Adam's mosque, Vikrampur. Middle of

Rajah, 888 H. (August 1483 A.D.). Hall 34' x 22J'
(externally 43' x 36')

; two aisles formed by one
row of two octagonal stone pillars

; two rectan-

gular niches on each side wall
;
three openings all

in front; four octagonal comer towers ;
six domes,

in two rows of three each.

( 2) JalSl-ud-din *s mosque at Satgaon, Hugll. Ramazan,
936 H. (May 1629 A.D.). In ruins

; the north
bay smaller than the other two ; six domes.

(3) Majlis Saheb’s mosque at Kalna, Bardwan. Inscrip-

tion lost. Hall, internally 75' *9' x25' ,3'; four (?)

stone pillars
;
the two side bays provided with
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platforms (fot'Tfcenana?)
;
ten domes* in two rows

of five each.

(4) Masjidkur mosque, Khulna. Inscription lost ( 10th

century H. ?). Hall, four pillars in two rows;

three domes.

(5) Kasha mosque, Bakharganj. Inscription lost. Hall.

four pillars in two rows ; openings five (3*1 + 1);

four comer towers of which three are fallen
; nine

domes in three rows of each.

(6) Kusumbha mosque, Rajshahi. Inscription not yet

published. Hall, two (?) pillars in one row;

openings five (3 + 1 + 1)

;

a platform in the north

bay (for zenana ?) ;
six domes in two equal rows.

(7) Salik mosque at Bashirhat, 24-Parganas. Date of

inscription over the central mihrab not legible

Said to have been built by one ‘Ala-ud-din in 1305

A.D., but architecturally much later. Hall,

36' x 24'; two stone pillars in a row 8 feet high,

carved; three mihrabs
;
three front openings

;
two

windows in each side wall with a niche between

;

six domes in two equal rows. 1

(b) Those with five bays—

(8) Tantipara mosque, Gaur. Inscription lost, 885 H.(?)

1480 A.D. Hall, 78' x 31' (externally 91' x 43£')

;

four square pillars in one row ;
openings nine

(6 + 2 + 2) ; four octagonal corner towers
;
ten

domes in two equal rows; outer wall-face orna-

mented with large panels flower-bordered and con-

taining pointed arches under which is a bell hung

by a chain
;
towers similarly ornamented. “ The

finest of all the buildings now remaining in

Gaur ” (Cunningham).

(9) Chota Sona mosque, Ffrozpur suburb, Gaur. In-

scription of Husen Shah’s time (899-925 H.), the

'4
i Since writing this article, Moulvie Hamidul Huk, a matwalU of

the mosque, has sent me a rubbing of the inscription taken by Babu

R. D. Banerjea (see fig. 5). This Arabio inscription is in two lines, writ-

ten in Tughra characters, and reads as follows:—

1. L5 ilaha Him MiOxammada-r-ratul-AUa. Bane hazal maejid-ul-

Majlis=
2. -ul^tiazzam^almukarrain Majtis-i-A’zam damut azimutho, San

dbadH+stibin6 eamanamfiyata. .

Translation :

—

1 * No (Sod there is but He; and Muhammad is His

prophet (creed). This mosque built by the great and the liberal Majlis,

Majiis-i-A’sfftm—May his greatness be perpetuated!—in the year eight

hundred seventy one (1460-7 A.D.). “The great and liberal Majlis,

Ulugh Majlis-i-A'zam" is also mentioned in the inscription of the

cubical mosque (No. 2), of Chota FSnduS, Hugli, dated 1st Maharram.

882 H., J.A.S.B., 1878, p. 276*

'
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"year being lost. 70'*4* x 40'‘9* (externally

82|'x52') ;
eight square pillars in two rows of

four each ;
openings eleven (5 + 3 + 3) ;

the bay
in the N.W. corner in two storeys, the upper room
screened with trellis-work for ladies ; four octa-

gonal comer towers
;
on the roof fourteen domes

in three rows (besides the upper story room), the

domes being of different heights diminishing

from the centre to the end
;

interior covered

with carvings and gilded ; doorways and inter-

doorway niches bordered witli broad bands of or-

naments ;
wall of bricks with outside facings of

stones up to the springing of arches. *

(10) Baghii mosque, Rajshahi. 930 H. (1523—4 A.D.).

Dimensions nearly the same as those of Tanti-

para (No. 8). ITall, four square pillars in a row

;

openings nine (5 + 2 + :')
;
the fourth bay occupied

by the pulpit and the fifth bay in the N.W.
corner has a smaller mihrdb with a platform (for

zenana?) ; ten domes in two equal rows, more
or less broken; brick wall, adorned inside and
outside with many ornamentations.

(11) Hemtabnd mosque, Dinajpur. 906H. (1500-1 A.D.).

Hall, eight pillars in two rows
;
openings eleven

(5 + 3 + 3) ;
the central bay hugest

;
domes 15 (? ).

(c) Those with eleven bays—
(12) Satgumbaz mosque, near Bagerkat, Khulna. In-

scription lost, 9th century H. (?). Hall, 144' x 96'

(externally 160' x 105')
;

twelve square stone

pillais in two rows of six each, 8 ft. high ; open-
ings twenty-five (11 + 7 + 7): one door let*

through the bay to the right of tho central, and
in the central aisle two small brick platforms of

which one near the prayer niche being probably
for pulpit and the other for zenana (?)

;

four
comer towers; seventy domes in ten rows of

seven each, besides one row of seven vaults over
the central aisle.

(13) Bara Sona mosque, Gaur. 932 H. (1526 A.D.).

Hall with a corridor in front, externally 168' x 76'.

Hall divided into three long aisles by twenty
square pillars in two rows of ten each, and sepa-

rated from a long corridor by another row of ten
thicker pillars. Main hall openings seventeen
(11+3 + 3), and the corridor openings thirteen

(11 + 1 + 1). The three bays in the N.W. comer
occupied by a two-storeyed structure, the
upper room of which is screened off for ladies.
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Eleven domes over the corridor, and some thirty
over the hall in three rows. Six thin octagonal
pinnacle-crowned minarets, four for the hall and
two for the corridor. Walls of brick faced with
stones, both inside and outside, up to a height of
about 20 ft.

;
probably gilded inside. Three

large gateways of the compound, 3SJ x 13 each,
faced with stone and ornamented with flowers in
glazed tiles of different colours.

(d) Those in which, the hays are divided into a central nave and
two wings .

(14) Adinah mosque , Hazrat Pandua, Malda. 77(5 1 1
. (?)

,

December, 1374 A.D. The largest and the most
imposing mosque in Eastern India. Eor fuller

descriptions, see Buchanan in Martin’s Eastern
India

,
vol. ii, Cunningham in Archcealogical Survey

Report of India, vol. xv, and Ravenshaw’s Gaur.
Externally 5U7|' x 285J' with a courtyard of 397' *

159' surrounded by cloisters. The cloisters on
the west side form the prayer hall and are five

aisles deep
;
those on the other three sides are

only three aisles deep. In the centre of the

prayer-hall is the nave, 64'-4" x 33 '82 made up
in the back-wall of two bays, witli a pulpit to

thd north of the northern bay. The wing to the

south has 18 bays with 68 pillars in four rows of

17 each. The wing to the north had 18 bays

;

but has now a door let through the first bay
(beginning from the south), while the bays 3rd to

8th are occupied by a raised two-stoned platform

P3dshdhrkd~iakkt, and three doors let through the

otii to 8th bays. The nave is accessible from the

courtyard by a wide opening, 33 ft. in span and

more than 60 ft. high; wliile each wing has

fifteen openings into the courtyard. The nave is

separate from the wings by two sets of four thick

pillars. The ordinary pillars are 10 ft. high and

18 inches in diameter, except those below the

Padshdh-kd-takht which are octagonal and thicker,

3} ft. in diameter. The wall is of plain stone up

to 12 ft. and of brick above, of which some 20 ft.

is elaborately carved. The doors are in compari-

son with length insignificant. The roof over the

nave was a long vault ;
and over the cloisters the

roof had no less than 378 small domes. The

vault and most of the small domes have fallen

;

and scores of the tall stone pillars have disap-

peared. No comer towers visible. This mosque
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is said to have been built after the celebrated

mosque of Damascus.

(15) Gunmant mosque, Gaur. Inscription lost,

88.) H. (0» 1484 A.D. Hall with a corridor-

Hall, externally 140'*9*x 59'*3J, and the corridor

from its remains appears to have been a long one,

about 18 ft. wide. The hall is divided into a cen-

tral nave 51' x 16'-10* and two wings, the nave
being separated from each wing by two octago-

nal pillars, 4$ ft. square at the base. In each

wing are eight square pillars in two rows of four

each. In the back wall are nine bays, one for

the nave and four for each wing. Including the

widef opening of the nave, the hall had nine

openings in front, besides three openings on each

side (9 + 3 f 3 or 15). The nave is covered by a

ribbed vault with gable ends, and each wing by
twelve hemispherical domes. The lower part of

the walls up to the springing of the arches is of

stones, rough blocks inside with cut facings. The
brick walls faced with glazed tiles. In ruins now.

C.—Peculiar Mosques.

Under this head fall the peculiar structures known as

„ , „ -i „ Kadam Rasul. Strictly they are not

ings

dflm Ra8U ™ mosques, but places sanctified by the

presence of prophet’s footprints. Hence
they do not contain prayer-inches. Kadam Rasul buildings

have been erected at various places in Bengal, e.g.
9
near Mur-

shidabad, at Katak and Balasore in Orissa, in Sunargaon and
Nabiganj (Dacca), and elsewhere; but with onMxception none
of them appears to be pre-Mughal. The only exception is that

at Gaur built in 9?7 H. (1530 A.D.). It consists of a three-

doored hall, 25
/(2'x 15') with a verandah on three sides, 9'*2*

wide. The verandah has three arched openings in front and
one on each side or five in all (3 + 1 + 1). At each corner stands

an octagonal tower, with the diameter of each face, V 5* wide.

According to traditions the sacred foot-print had been brought

originally to Pandua by Shah Jalal-ud-dln Tabrizi; and these

traditions must be pretty old, as in an unique gold coin of

Fath Shah dated 890 H., the saint is described as " the Shaikh
that waits on the?adam Rasul.” From Pandua the foot-

prints were removed to Gauf, and were enshrined in this large

edifice built by Sultan Nasrat Shah*

The simplest form of prayer-place is the Idgah
$ a masonry

Xdgak*.
wall with prayer niches, facing which the

Musalman prays, kneeling on a platform.

No existing Idgah can be traced to the pre-Mughal time.
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The dates of the existing mosques dearly show that the

Bengal stylo was created and developed
tonc umm °

by three dynasties, the dynasty of Ilyas

Shah, of Mahmud Shah, and of Husen Shah. 1 Among the

Sultans, Sikandar Shah of the first dynasty, Barbak and his

son Yusuf of the second, and Husen and his son Nasrat of the

third dynasty stand out prominent as great mosque builders.

The Adinah mosque is the only remains of Sikandar’s time,

surviving oil account of the solidity of its construction. Dur-

ing the time of the other two dynasties Gaur was adorned with

numerous mosques and other buildings, rivalling in splendour

those of imperial Delhi.

It must bo evident that architectural progress went on so

. . , , . long as Bengal remained independent.

umfwMasM RuK™ Under Mughal subjection, local skill and
enterprise declined seriously. With gov-

ernors removable at pleasure, with the surplus incomes all drawn
into the Emperor’s coffers or misappropriated by the local

authorities, with the best artisans attracted to the great capi-

tals Agra and Delhi, thus decline is inevitable. A few mosques

were built in the headquarters by pri ncely governors ;
viz . ,

by Man-
singh and Shall Sujah at Rajmahal, by Shaistii Khan and prince

Azimus-shan at Dacca, or by the practically independent Nabab
Nazims at Murshidabad. But they are, more or less, the reflex

of the imperial glory, imitations as a rule, and not even

good imitations. Among the changes in the general plan

may bo noticed domes bulbous (not hemispherical), slender

round minarets rising high crowned with pinnacles (not thick

octagonal towers rising just above the battlement), larger and

more imposing openings and doorways, with the arch-open-

ings semi-circular (and not stilted or pointed).

J About the^e dynasties, see my article on Gaur and other Old Places

in Bengal, J.A.S.B., 1109, pp. 204-211, 218-223.
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Fio. 3.—Old Mosque nt MollS Simla, Hugll
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4* On the Experimental Determination of the Electro-

Chemical Equivalent of Nickel. 1

• By S. N. MaitbI, M.A.

*Formerly Govemmyt Research Scholar, Presidency College ;

Lecturer and Demonstrator in Physics, Presidency

College, Calcutta.

The following research was undertaken as a preliminary

to the accurate, investigation of the effect of a magnetic field

on electrolytes of magnetic metals. Niokel was the metal

ohosen for the present experiments, iron being undesirable on

aocount of the readily oxidizable character of its deposits and

solutions as well as its distinct double valency.

Previous Observations.

It has long been known that, during electrolysis of the

magnetic metals, iron, nickel and cobalt, hydrogen is liberated

at the cathode along with the metals themselves even from

perfectly neutral solutions. Hittorf,’ who was the pioneer

in the investigation of these and similar complicated oases of

mixed conduction, found that, in oonsequence, the amount of

these metals deposited was not by any means that which

might have been expected from Faraday’s laws. He asoribed

the discrepancy to secondary reactions, some of which were too

complicated to be got rid of at all easily. For instance, when

investigating the effect of the temperature of an electrolyte

on the amount of the metal deposited, he found that with

niokel sulphate more metal is separated from a hot than from a

cold solution, and that even at the same temperature the

amount of deposit varies considerably.

Values given by Hittorf as well as other observers show bow

widely the e. o. e.’s vary from one another as well as from the

theoretical value as given by the produot of the e.o.e. of hy-

drogen and the ratio of the atomio weight and valenoy of-nickel.

It appears that on account of these complications the

values of the e.o.e. of niokel which are given in text-books

are merely those which have been calculated from a knowledge

of the atomic weight and valency.'

1 Bedov tiw Elliot Prize £•<&? fororiginal reswwh for 1904, »w«rd.

edby the Asiatic Society of Bengal
. _ ;

i Amy (Mm. gfaw., liadx, 1853; also Dr. Alfred Co^m.mBisetw-

teohpliche 1891, p. iVJ.
,

*

l Merrick in Jottrn. Chun. 8m<i p, 304 ; . Also in Che©. Nevvfjp

Jtxvi.pJOG.
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Object of Present Experiments.

The main object of this paper is to show that the matter is

not by any means so complicated as it at first appears, and that
it is possible to prescribe simple conditions under which a single

experiment lasting for a quarter of an hour will give a value of
the e.c.e., not differing from the mean of a large number of

similar experiments by more than four parts in a thousand, the
mean also agreeing very closely with the value of the e.c.e.,

which is usually adopted. It also appears probable that if

special attention be paid to the chemical purity of the materials
used, it will be possible to give a value of the atomic weight
of nickel with considerably greater accuracy than one which
can be expected from the purely chemical processes of investi-

gation which have hitherto been used. 1

The work recorded below may be conveiuently divided into

two parts. Part I is an investigation into the nature and
causes of the variations in the experimental value of the
e.c.e. of nickel. Part II gives a gradual development of

the method of successfully arresting these variations and of

securing a steady value for the e.c.e. of nickel, agreeing
within, a very close limit with the value deduced from
Faraday’s law.

Part I.

Preliminary Experiments .

The voltameter used in these experiments consisted of a
glass reservoir with a pair of nickel plates suspended parallel

to each other by means of adjustable clamps. A Kelvin Centi-
Ampere balance, previously standardized with a silver

voltameter, was used with a carbon rheostat to regulate the
current. The current values easily agreed to within one part in

a thousand. Both the cathode and anode were polished rect-

angular plates of nickel (10 c. ra. x 4 e. m.), the area immersed
being about 35 sq. e. m. Borda’s method of double weighing
was used in weighing these plates. 2 The temperature of the
room was about 25°C on the average.

The double sulphate of nickel and ammonium was the first

salt tried. Observations were made with different strengths of
aqueous solutions and for various values of current between
•2 to I '2 amperes. The deposit was generally good, but a rapid

J Bussell in Journ. Chem. Soc., 2. i., 1863, p. 58:- 58. 59m. Rus-
sell in ibid 2. vii., 1869, p. 292:—58*56. Schneider in Pogg. Ann., oi.,

1857, p. 387 :— 57*90. Dumas in Ann. Chim. Phys. , aer. 3. lv., 1859.
p. 129:—68*87. Winkler in Zeit. Ann. Chem., vi., 1807, p. 22 :—58*83.
Winkler in Zeit. Anorg. Chem., iv., 18.93, p. 462, also viii., 1894, p. 281 :

—

58*60 or 58*42. Richards and Chusman in Zeit. Anorg. Chem., xx.,
1899, p. 352:—68*25.

9 The sensibility of the balance was J 1 divisions per milligramme
for a load of 70 grans, on the scale pans.
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disengagement of gases with an unpleasant smell took place

from the surface of both the electrodes, especially from the

Cathode, and the value of the e.c.e.’s as determined from the

deposits were much lower than the theoretical value *000.‘J04.T

The best value obtained was *0002528. Saturated solutions

gave no better results.

As it was thought that the complexity of the action in

nickel ammonium sulphate might be the cause of the bad

results, sulphate of nickel was the next salt worked with. At

first a weak solution of the salt was taken, but the disengagement

of gases, though much less than with the double sulphate, wa^

still considerable. Strong solutions gave slightly better results.

Lowering the difference of potentials between the plates

reductsd the evolution of gases, but owing to the high electrolytic

resistance of nickel sulphate the current fell too low for accu-

rate measurements with the apparatus employed.

Effect of Purity of the Salt.

The e.e.e.’s obtained in these preliminary experiments

were much below the theoretical value and differed widely from

one another. In every case there was copious evolution of gas

from both the plates.

As these experiments showed that there was no prospect

of getting constant values for the e.c.e., by means of small

variations of current and voltage alone, attention was drawn

to the materials employed.

The nickel sulphate crystals in stock were purified by re-

peated crystallisations. Two separate solutions were thus

prepared, one the “pure stuff” consisting of the first few

crops of crystals dissolved in distilled water, the other, the

“impure stuff”, i.e., the mother liquor left after the removal

of the several crops of crystals. (S. G. of pure stuff 1*318 at

2<T8 C., volume 216 c. e. S. G. of impure stuff 1'306 at 24°8 C .

volume 750 c. c.).

It may be mentioned here that all the crystals obtained

were of the prismatic or neutral type except those of the last

crop, which were thrown down as the pyramidal or ^acid

variety. These latter were not added to the “pure stuff but

redissolved in the mother liquor with addition of a little dis-

tilled water, and the process of separation by crystallisations

was not continued any further. The last set of crystals gave

an important clue as to the acid character of the mother liquor,

i.e., the “impure stuff ”, an indication which was subsequently

found very useful. A number of observations wore nnide

with both the stuffs in order to examine the effect of purifica-

tion by crystallisation. # .

It was found that a much better value of the e.c.e. was

obtained with the pure than with the impure solution. The
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bubbling of gases though still noticeable, was considerably re-

duced, especially that from the cathode.

The acid character of the impure stuff, as guessed by the

pyramidal crystals it had yielded, was naturally supposed to be

associated with the very much larger quantity of gas which was
evolved at the time of electrolysis. Both the solutions were, at

this stage, tested for acid. The impure stuff was found to be

strongly acid on chemical examination, the pure stuff only gave

a slight acid reaction.

In order to examine whether the acid character of the

solutions was the cause of the effervescence at the time of

electrolysis and of the low values of the e.c.e., both the

solutions were treated with precipitated Nickel Carbonate and

filtered.

Experiments were now repeated with these neutralized

solutions with a view to see if the absence of acid would also

be marked by a corresponding disappearance or diminution of

gaseous evolutions at the electrodes, as well as by a larger

amount of deposit on the cathode, giving thereby a higher value

of the e.c.c.

Results.

The evolution of gases was found to be considerably reduced

in the impure solution at the first electrolysis after treatment

with Nickel Carbonate. Only very minute bubbles appeared

at the cathode; at the anode the evolution of gas was still

fairly large though much reduced. In the pure solution no
difference was perceptible.

The impure stuff gave a value more than double its value

before neutralization, better even than the one given by the

pure stuff. The value, however, fell steadliy on repeated

electrolysis, being successively :

—

Before treatment :— *000127

After treatment :

—

0002770— 1st electrolysis.

*0002406—2nd electrolysis.

0001666—3rd electrolysis.

The pure stuff did not show any improvement at all. On
the contrary the values were not quite so good as before, and

the fall in successive experiments was even more marked and
accompanied by a distinctly brisker evolution of gases.

Before treatment :— *0002590

After treatment :

—

f *0002359—1st electrolysis.

\ *0001507—2nd electrolysis.

The condition as regards time, current and temperature

were almost the same throughout this series, yet the variations

in the value of the e.c.e. are extremely large.
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All attempt to interpret these discordant results may not,

perhaps, be out of place here before proceeding to bring further

experiments to bear upon such variations. The results ob-

tained in the preceding experiments leave little room for doubt

that the presence of free acid in the electrolyte was responsible

for the anomolous values of the e.c.e., and that they went down

steadily with increased production of acid in the voltameter,

each time the liquid was electrolysed.

It appeared extremely probable that the comparative in-

solubility of the nickel anode was at the root of the irregulari-

ties. The sulphions, failing to dissolve the anode as readily as

with silver and copper for instance, combined with water to

form sulphuric acid. A gradual fall of the e.c.e. at each

successive electrolysis and a simultaneous accumulation of acid

thus seem to be closely allied phenomena, while the removal of

of the acid by neutralization with the carbonate, accom-

panied by a corresponding set of higher values of the e.c.e. as

obtained with the impure solution proved conclusively enough

that the presence of the acid developed was the immediate

cause of these discrepancies.

Since the amount of free acid produced may be taken to

be proportional ito the quantity of electricity passed through

the solution, it is clear that, other conditions remaining the

same, more acid was developed in the pure solution when it

was electrolysed after treatment with Nickel Carbonate with a

current -9396 ampere than before, when the current value

was ’9144 ampere, the solution being neutral to start with in

either case. This will account for the worse result with the

pure stuff as pointed out above.

An explanation of the slower rate of fall in the values foi

the impure stuff, though not quite clear at first sight, will be

so on the following considerations.
.

The total volume (750 c. c.) of the impure solution was

much greater than that of the pure stuff (210 c. c.), though

equal volumes from each (160 e. o.) were taken for the expen-

ments. After each electrolysis the solutions were putback into

their respective stock bottles. The result was that the amount

of acid liberated in an experiment became diluted (very largely

so in the case of the impure stuff) in the bottles before the

solutions were electrolised for the next time. The larger dilu-

tion of the acid in the impure stuff very much enfeebled its

effect at the time of experiment, and the fall in the value of

e.c.e. was therefore much slower in consequence.

Effect of Repeated Electrolysis.

To examine more systematically the cumulative effect of

the acid generated during electrolysis, experiments were made

as follows.
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The nickel plates used in previous experiments were thick-

ly electro-plated with nickel to ensure their purity. A fresh

quantity of nickel sulphate solution was prepared from puri-

fied crystals, digested with nickel carbonate and filtered.

Specific gravity of the neutral solution was found to be 1*336

at 18 C. The volume of solution taken for the experiments
was 160 c. c. The same quantity was electrolised twenty times

in succession for known intervals of time. Observations were
taken at the end of each experiment both for cathode gain

and anode loss, and the corresponding e.c.e.’s wore determined
from the two sets of data. The results are given below.

Table 1.

Effect of successive determination on a given Solution.

SlH'Olul. i Ampere. C'a. Gain
(grin.)

S40" 8609 •2118

840" *8664 *1867

840" *873.7 1001
740" •8675 *0903
840" *8923 *0974
840" •8925 •07 1G

840" •8945 0710
840" •8875 0575
840"

:
*8820

j|

*0573

840" 8825 *0516

1800"
,

*8807
;

I
-1135

1800" •8773 •1195

1800" *8741
1

*1038

1800"
;

-8738 -0085

1800' •0222 •1092

1800" *8854
1

1041
1800"

'

*8323 *0879

1800" 8854 •0986

1800' *8629 •0930

3600’ •8853 •1903

An. Loss E. C. E. E. V. E.

(grm.) (<*H) (An)

*0107 0002908 •0000147

0097 *0002572 0000133
0117 0001363 0000159
•0113 0001334 •0000168
*0109 •0001300 •0000145
0123 0000955 •0000104
•0211 0000941 0000280
•0243 •0000771 0000320
•0250 •0000772 -0000346
0160 •0000597 •0000210

.0616 0000716 -00003RO
•0706 •0000756 •0000447

0673 0000660 •0000428
•0663 •0000622 0000422
•0720 •0000657 •0000437
•0740 •0000633 •0000454
•0670 ‘0000586 0000447
0706 •0000615 •0000500
•0736 •0000598 0000473
•1556 •0000597 •0000488

From the above results the average value of the e.c.e.

for known times for which the current was passed are calcula-

ted from the total cathode gains and anode losses for these

intervals and the mean values of the current over these times.

The results are given in Table II.
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Table II.

Total Total

Time. Ca. (Iain.

840" •2118
;

1080" *3985 ,

2520" •4986
,

SHOO" •5889

4140" •6863

4980" 7579
,

5820" 8289
0660" .

-8864

7500" •9437

8340" •9953

10140" 1 1088
11940" 1*2283

13740" 1-3321

15540" 1-4310

17340" 1-5402

19140" 1-6494

20940" 1-7322

22740"
ii

1*8308

24540" 1-9238

28140" 21141

?EL

0107 ‘8669

0204 *8607

0321 •8689

0433 •8685

•0543 •8733

0666 8765
•0877 •8791

•1120 •8801

•1376
,

8803
1536 •8800

2162 •8806

2858 •8803

‘3531 •8798

4194 •8794

4920 •8S22

•5660 •8824

6330 8795
•7126 8798
•7862 !

•8789

•9418 » 8792

Avr#. Av.
Current. E.C.K.

1

(Ca.) (An.)

•0002908 0000147
•0002736 -0000140

•0002276 0000147
•0002055 -0000151

0001898 •0000150

0001736 0000153
•0001620 0000171
•0001512 •0000191

•0001429 0000208
•0001355 •0000209

•0001242 •0000241

•0001168 0000272
•0001103 •0000292

•0001048 0000307
•0001006 •0000321

0000972 •0000335

•0000941 0000344
•0000916 •0000356

•0000892 i 0000364
*0000854 -0000380

The results of Tables I and II are plotted in fig. 1 (see next

page). The curves A and B are plotted between the actual

experimental values of the e.c.o.’s both for cathode and anode,

and the total time corresponding to each such value as given in

Table I. The curves C and D are plotted between the average

values of the e.c e.’s (as deduced from total cathode gain or

anode loss and the mean current) and the total time corres-

ponding to each value given in Table II.

Results.

The foregoing experiments show very clearly how the

observed e.c.e.’s for the cathode fall and those for the anode

rise at each successive electrolysis. As the same solution was

used throughout the series, the total quantity of acid liberated

during these experiments was stored in the solution itself, its

integral effect at each successive interval being given by a

descending order of values for the one case and an ascending

order for the other.
,

The rate of fall in the value of the cathode e.c.e. is com^

pjaratively small at the start, as the convexity of the curve t

in fig. 1 at the beginning will show. This is soon followed by

a rapid rate of fall with increased accumulation of acid .the

portion of the curve C representing this part will be found to
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have become concave after an inflexion. With prolonged
electrolysis, however, the fall became gradually smaller and
smaller till at last the values tended to become more or less
stationary, as the last part of the curve would indicate.

With the anode e.c e. the reverse is the case, though the
rate of rise is more gradual and much smaller throughout
than that for the fall of the cathode equivalent. It is interest-
ing to note how the observed values of the o.c.e. both for
cathode and anode tended to equalize with repeated electro-
lyses, the former coming down by rapid steps and the latter
going up more slowly but steadily. For instance, at the end
of the first experiment the e.c.e.’s for cathode and anode arc
•0002906 and *0000147

; while at the end of the last deter-
mination they were found to be *0000697 and 000048K
respectively

!

It is difficult to understand the sudden drop in experiment
3, Table I. The deposit obtained was good, so that there
was no loss of weight at the time of washing. It could,
however, be explained on the hypothesis that it was only due
to the effect of accumulation of acid developed in previous
experiments in the part of the solution lying between cathode
and anode. In all subsequent experiments the solution was
thoroughly stirred before the current was started. To investi-

gate whether this sudden drop was accidental, the following

set of observations were made with a fresh quantity of the

same volume (160 c. c.) of neutral solution (specific gravity

different). The current was passed for only five minutes at a
time in order to examine the steps of fall more closely. The
results are tabulated below :

—

Table III.

Effect of successive Electrolysis for small intervals.

Total timo.

Second.

Current

(Amp.)
Actual.

Current

(Amp.)
Mean.

Ca. Gain
(Grin.)

(Total Ca.

Gain
(Grm.)

E.C.E.
(Ca.)

7 x 10-7

E.C.E.
(Ca.)

Mean,
x 10-7

300' •8641 •8641 •0768 •0768 2997 2997

600' *8083 •8312 •0697 •1464 2872 2937

900' •8738 •8464 •0718 •2183 2739 2869

1200'
;

*8938 •>676 -0688 •2870 2564
1

2789

1600' 1 *8922
i

-8644 •0599 •3469 2255 1 2675

1800' •9197 •8736 •0604 •4073 2188 1 2589

2100' -8862 •8764 •0522 •4594 1962 ! 2499

2400' •9092 i
•8796 •0398 •4993 1459

;

2364

2700'
i

-8704
!

•8793 •0373 •5365 1427
j

2261

3000'
1 -8732

i

1 1

•8780 •0325 •5690 1240 i

i

i

2160

The above values of the e.c.e. show that the fall is gradu-
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ally throughout and nowhere so abrupt as in experiment

3 of the previous series.

The curve E. in fig. 2 is plotted between the average

value of the c.c.e. (Ca.) given in Table III and the total time

corresponding to these values. The point P, at which the

curve meets the Y axis, gives by extrapolation the value of the

e.c.e. of a perfectly neutral solution, inasmuch as the acid

developed may be regarded as proportional to the time of flow

of current. This gives 0003045 as the approximate value of

the e.c.e. as read from the curve.

Drawing F (fig. 2), the first part of curve C on the same
scale as E and producing it to cut the axis at Q, a similar point

is obtained which fixes the cathode e.c.e. approximately at

•0003015; both these values do not differ from the standard

value -0003043 by more than one per cent.

The results of Table I and II seem to reveal a definite

experimental law with time, underlying this wide range of

variation in the values of the e.c.e. of nickel. It appears

that the onfy natural explanation lies in the fact that the

anode is not readily attacked by the acid ions liberated at the

time of electrolysis. The result is that, corresponding to the

number of nickel ions leaving the solution at any instant, the

number entering it is less, as these latter are supplied by
the anode dissolved. The sulphions, thus failing to act on the

anode, react upon the water forming sulphuric acid. As the

acid goes on accumulating with time, it draws away a good
portion of the current passing through the voltameter owing
to its higher conductivity, and an equivalent quantity of

hydrogen instead of nickel is deposited on the cathode. The
effective current actually employed in decomposing nickel

sulphate is therefore only a fraction of the whole current sent
through the voltameter, and the values of the e.c.e. based
upon the Ammeter readings become necessarily lower and
lower as the acid increases in proportion. A divided circuit

thus seems to be established in the electrolyte, the total cur-

rent branching off into the acid and nickel lines, in the inverse
ratio of the resistances offered by each respectively. But this

cannot go on indefinitely. For, with increased concentration
of acid, the anode gradually becomes more amenable to its

solvent action and begins to lose more weight than before,
thus restoring nickel ions in larger numbers to the solution, and
thereby increasing the conduction through the nickel line. In
consequence of this mixed conduction the cathode gradually
gains less and the anode loses more, and the tendency is such
as to make the gain and loss equal. Electrolitic balance will

thus be reached at the point when the quantity of acid de-
veloped is just enough to dissolve away as many nickel ions
from the anode as leave the solution at any moment. At this
point the curves C and D will meet.
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Part IT.

Effect of Dilution.

A number of experiments were now undertaken with a

view to see how far the effect of acid generated during elec-

trolysis could be reduced by dilution if a large quantity of

the solution were used. The following arrangements were

made.
About three litres of saturated solution (specific gravity

1*334 at 23°C) was prepared from pure crystals, boiled with

precipitated nickel carbonate and filtered. The clear solution

was put in a bottle (fig. 3) with a tap at the bottom. The
bottle was placed on an adjustable stand just over the volta-

meter. At the time of experiment a continuous run of the

solution through the voltameter was maintained by drawing off

the liquid by a syphon and so adjusting the flow from the
bottle as to keep its level always at the same height. The solu-

tion in the voltameter was thus continually replenished and
the acid developed during electrolysis carried away from it.

The rate of fall in the value of the e.c.o. was thus effectually

checked.

Hardly any evolution of gas was noticed.

Though there was a steady fall in the e.c.e. all through
this series, it was evidently very much slower than what was
noticed when about the same current was passed through a
smaller quantity for the same length of time.

The solution was again treated with nickel carbonate, fil-

tered and subjected to a second course of electrolysis, just to
make sure if the removal of the acid developed during the
last experiment), by neutralization, would raise the value of the
e.c.e. again. This was found to be the case.

Effect of Nickel Carbonate.

A number of determinations were next made with the solu-

tion kept thoroughly stirred with the carbonate in the volta-

meter during electrolysis, in order to neutralize the acid at the
time of its production. The results are given in Table IV.
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Table IV.

Effect of •Nickel Carbonate suspended in the Solution.

Second. Ampere. 1

Ca. gain. ! An. loss.

i

E.C.E. ((’a.), i E.C.E. (An.).

840' 0204 •2147
,

j

....

840' •8874 •2137
;

•0106

840' 1 -8803 •2002 •0095

840' 8704 •1341 •0111

840' 8874 •2090 ....
i

i

0002770 —
0002867 O000143

•0002788 •000012s

*0001814 •00(H) 150

0002803

The character of the deposit obtained in this group of

experiments was markedly different from that obtained in pre-

vious experiments from clear filtered solutions, being more or
less of a spongy, brittle and loose character. The colour was
of a dark shade, quite unlike the white deposits obtained
before.

The values of the e.c.e. though irregulai
,
yet kept within

a much smaller range of the theoretical value (-0003043),

except in experiment 4 where it fell too low owing to loss at
the time of washing. As the deposits were invariably loose

and apt to fall away at washings, it was very difficult to tell

whether the defect in value was due to only partial neutraliza-

tion of acid or to a non-adlierent deposit or to both causes.

The Cathode in a Porous Enclosure .

It seemed most likely that the solid particles of the carbo-
nate of nickel coming, as they did, into contact with the
cathode surface, made the deposits non-adherent. An adhe-
rent deposit was to bo expected if the cathode could be kept
free from contact with these solid particles. The following ex-

periments were performed with the cathode plate wrapped up
in a piece of filter paper, and a continuous supply of nickel

sulphate solution largely mixed with nickel carbonate was kept
flowing through the voltameter as described before. This
arrangement combined the twofold advantage of large dilution

and prompt neutralization of acid at the anode. The filter

paper protected the cathode surface from contact with the car-

bonate particles. The Fesults are given in Table V.
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Table V.

Effect of covering the Cathode in Filter Paper.

53

! 1

Second.
|

Ampere.
|

..1

Ca. gain. An. loss

-

K.V.V.. (Ca.). E.l'.K.(an.).

840* •9014 *2241 •0153 •0002959 00002023
840* •9014 •2225 •0187 ‘0002939 -OOO024U8
840* •8874 •2139 0169 •0002809 00002207
840* 11924 •2901 0201 •0002890 •00002000
840* 1 0840 *2680 •0201 •0002950 •00002004

Mean e.c.e.— *0002913.

Mean probable error of the result — -000001.

Probable error of one observation — *000003.

The values of the e.c.e. obtained in this series are fairly

consistent. In experiments 3 and 4 the deposits were found

to be dark and loose at those places where the filter paper

pressed .against the cathode surface. The values of the e.o.e.

were therefore comparatively low.

In the next set of experiments, a bag of filter paper was

prepared with a stiff collar to prevent its collapse under liquid

pressure. There was sufficient, space inside the enclosure to

keep the cathode hanging quite freely. Decidedly better

results were obtained as will be seen from Table VI.

Table VI.

Effect of circulating the replenishing mixture of Nickel Sulphate

anti Carbonate round, the filter bag icith the Cathode.

1

Ca
i

An. M.G.E. E.C.E ( haractor of
Second.

,

Ampere.

i

gain loss (Ca )
(An.). deposit.

960*
1

•9334 •2545
; 0101

j

-0002872 0000216; Loose and dark.

840* 1*1762 •2042 •0202 0002977 •0000200 White and firm.

840* •8776 •2195 0130 1-0002978 •0000176; do. no.

840*
|

-8803 •2214 •0124 -0002993 00001681 do. do.

840*
1

*9937 •2495 •0202
i
*0002989 •0000349! do. do

840* i -9014 <
•2289 0155 0003023 •0000204 do. do

840* -9151 2338 •0250
,

-0003035 •0000325 do. do

840' •8944 2197 0606
;

0002924 •0000807 Loose and dark.

840' •8944 •2242 . . |
-0002983 . . WT

hite and firm

840' •8944 '2294 •0272 i
-0003053

i !

•0000362 do do.

Mean e.c.e. = *0002983.

Probable error of the result = -000001.
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The modification in the shape of the filter partition thus
produced the desired effect. The values of the e.c.e. for the
cathode are on the whole quite concordant.

The arrangement was, however, still unsatisfactory,

because in some cases the nickel carbonate got inside the en-

closure through holes in the filter paper. It was also difficult

to avoid contact with the filter paper altogether, specially at

the bottom. The deposit obtained in such cases of contact

were as a rule bad.

In experiment 8, the anode equivalent was exception-

ally high. This was because the filter bag was, by mistake,

put on the anode instead of the cathode. The result was, the
acid ions which collect round the anode were inside the parti-

tion, and thus, protected to a great extent from the diluting

and neutralizing action of the fluid circulating through the

voltameter, they attacked the anode with greater concen-

tration, and its loss was consequently much greater in this case.

The cathode plate got the characteristic dark and loose deposit

as it was exposed to contact with the carbonate particles.

A further improvement was made upon the porous parti-

tion by mounting the filter paper on an U-shaped wooden
frame. A piece of thread was wound on the frame underneath
the paper forming a sort of net-work, which prevented the
walls of the filter paper from touching the cathode. About
3 litres of the solution largely mixed with nickel carbonate
were run through the cell as before. The mixture was stirred

from time to time with a glass rod both in the voltameter as

well as in the bottle. The results are given below.

Table VII.

Final Results obtained with replenishing mixture and porous

partition .

Second. Ampere. Ca. gain.
I

An. loss,
j

E.C.E. (Ca.). E.C.E. (An.).

840* •8803 2209
!

0003023
840* •8030 •2275 •0079 •

,
0003033 •ooo6io54

840* •8002 •2279 •0262
1 •0003047 00003500

840' 8986
i

2281 0231
;

•0003021 00003057
840' •9028

i
’2309 •0252

|

•0003044 •00003328
840' •8944

I

-2290 •0228 s 0003048 00003032
840' •9069 • ‘2308 0282 i 0003029 00003698
840' •8930

{

-2286

1

•0279 •0003047 i 00003720
1

Mean e.c.e. = *0003036.

Probable error of the mean = *0000003.

Mean error of one observation= *0000008.
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5 . Buddhist Legends of Asoka and his Times.

Translated jrwn the Pali of the Basaodkini by Laksmana Kastri,
Sadhn Lai Scholar and Head Pandit

,
Queen's (?oUeyiaU

School , Benares ,
with a Prefatory Note

by H. C. Norman.

Asoka is admitted]}7 one of the most interesting figures in

Indian history, and the story of liis conversion presents many
problems which have engaged the attention of most lndianists.

Any old document which gives some account of this monarch,
even though it be in a legendary form, is therefore of interest,

and especially a Pali work by a Buddhist, as representing the
orthodox opinion on this matter. Various stories of Asoka are

to be met within the Sinhalese chronicles and in Buddhaghosa,
but as they are to be found conveniently arranged in a prose form
in the Rasavahinl, and as Pandit Laksmana Sastrl is at present

preparing an edition of that work 1 for the Pali Text Society, I

urged him to make a translation of this tale of Asoka—one of

the longest in the book. The authorities on which the author

of this interesting old work has drawn are the Mahavamsa and
Buddhaghosa’s commentaries, and he has followed his authori-

ties with a minute exactitude which is characteristic of Bud-
dhist works, following them almost word for word in the essen-

tial passages.

In addition to other matters, the legend gives the story of

howAsoka found the Buddha’s relics and distributed them over

Tndia. This story occurs in Buddhaghosa’s Sumaugalavilasinl,

and forms part of a long account of the fate of the relics after

their first dispersal. By way of explanation, and in order to

make the account more connected, I liavo ventured to give a

translation from that part of Buddliagliosa's Commentary on the

Mahaparinibbana Sutta which deals witli Ajatasattu’s treat-

ment of the relics.
.
For this the Burmese edition of Rangoon,

1903, has been used. Dr. Fleet in the J.R.A.S. for October 1906

has given the story of the relics from the Pali, and presumably

from the same edition. My version agrees in all essentials with

Dr. Fleet’s, but, at the risk of being wearisome, I have literal-

ly translated every detail of the text, with some notes on

slight points of difference between us. For a complete discus

sion of the fate*of the relies, Dr. Fleet’s articles in the J.R.A.S.

must be referred to, for they are of prime importance, giving

as they do the best results of modern criticism.

1 According to Goonaratne in the J.P.T.S. for 1884. p. 51, the

KasavShini is probably a work of the fourteenth century A.D.
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Translation.

“ After the stupas had thus been set up, however, the

elder Mahakassapa, perceiving that danger threatened the

relics, approached the presence of king Ajatasattu and said :

‘ 0 great king, one receptacle ought to be made for the

relics.’ * Very well, reverend Sir, let the making of the recep-

tacle be my concern. But how am 1 to get the remaining

relies V ‘ Groat king, the getting of the relics is not your task,

but mine.’ ‘ Very well, reverend Sir, do you get the relics,

and 1 will make the receptacle ’ The elder brought the remain-

ing relics, leaving with the various royal families only enough

for purposes of worship, but at RamagiLma the Nagas took

possession of the relics, and no accident happened to them.

Knowing that in the future they would be deposited in the Great

Caitya of the Mahavihara in Ceylon, he did not- take them, but

took them from the remaining seven cities. Then standing at

a spot to the south-east of Rajagaha he willed the following

resolve: ‘Let the stone which is in this place vanish, let the

sand become spotless, let not water rise up in it.’ The king

had that place dug up, and then caused bricks to be made with

the soil therefrom. Then he had Caityas to the eighty great

disciples constructed. When people asked :
* What is the king

having made here ' ’ they were told ‘ Caityas for the great dis-

ciples.’ No one knew about the existence of a relic-receptacle.

When that place had been made eighty cubits deep, he had
laid down an iron 1 flooring. Then he had made a copper house

of the size of the sanctuary in the Thupariima, and likewise

eight boxes and stupas of yellow sandal and other woods.

Then he took the relics of the Blessed One and cast thorn into a

yellow sandal-wood box, and this yellow sandal-wood box he

put in another yellow sandal-wood box, and that too in another,

and so on, putting the boxes one inside the other. In exactly

the same way he had the eight yellow sandal-wood boxes put in

eight stupas of yellow sandal-wood, the eight stupas of yellow

sandal-wood in eight boxes of red sandal-wood, the eight boxes

of red sandal-wood in eight stupas of red sandal-wood, the

eight stupas of red sandal-wood in eight boxes of ivory, these

boxes in eight stupas of ivory, these stupas in eight boxes of all

kinds of jewels, these boxes in eight stupas of all kinds of jewels,

these stupas in eight golden boxes, these boxes in eight golden

stupas, these stupas in eight silver boxes, these boxes in eight

silverstupas, these stupas in eight jewel-boxes, these boxesin eight

jewel-stupas, these stupas in eight ruby-boxes, these boxes in

eight ruby-stupas, these stupas in eight cat’s-eye boxes, these

1 ‘Brass,’ Fleet. The P51i has lohasantharam. “ Its bottom
was lined with iron bars,’

1

Bigandet, who in his second volume follows

Buddhaghosa's account of the fate of the relics.
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boxes in eight cat’s-eye stupas, these stupas in eight boxes nf

crystal, these boxes in eight stupas of crystal. Above them all

was a crystal Oaitya of the same size as the Cailya in the

Thuparama. Above it he had made a house of all kinds of

jewels, above that was one of gold, above that again one of

silver, above that one of copper. Having scattered there the

dust of all kinds of jewels and having strewn thousands of

flowers that grow on land and flowers that grow in the water,

he caused to be made (figures of) the five hundred and fifty

births, the eighty great Elders, the great king Suddhodana.
Queen Maya, and the seven Connate Ones

1

—all these of gold.

He had set up five hundred brimming jars of gold and five

hundred of silver and five hundred banners
; five hundred

lamps of gold and five hundred of silver he had made and filled

them with fragrant oil and set in them wicks of fine cloth.

Then the reverend Mahakassapa willed :

4

Let not the garlands

wither, let not the perfumes be destroyed, and let not the*

lamps be extinguished. ’ He then caused letters to be engraved

on a plate of gold :
* In the future a prince called Piyadasa

shall raise tin*, royal umbrella and become Asoka, the king of

righteousness. He shall cause these relics to be dispersed far

and wide.’ The king having performed adoration with all his

ornaments first of all went out shutting the door. Having
closed the copper door, he fastened a key-ring to the Htring for

closing the door 8 and in that very pi ace set a great magic jewel

,

c

on which he had engraved :
‘ In the future let a poor king

come and take this jewel and pay honour to the relics.* Sakka.

the king of the gods, summoned Vissakamma, and saying

:

* Sir, Ajatasattu has made a receptacle for the relics, set up a

guard here,' sent him off. When he arrived, he fitted up a

valasiiaghata-macliine (a revolving platform). Having set up
his machine which caused wooden figures with crystal-bright

swords in their hands to revolve in the relie-chainber with a

speed like that of the wind,* he fastened it with just one pin,"

and, having made a stone enclosure round about like the

dinjakavasatha

6

(or ‘ like a tiled dwelling *), closed it with one

pin. Having thrown about sand andmade the ground even, lie

set above it a stone stupa. After the relic-receptacle had been

constructed, the elder entered into complete Nibbana, after

1 See for these, vol. iv, No. 3, 1908.

* Avifichanarajjuyam kuilcikamuddikaro bandhitva. Soe Vinaya
Texts (S.B.E.) lit, 106.‘ 44 Fastened it 'with a rope and sealed the

knot.*’ (Fleet.)
& Manikkhandhara.
4 Vfftaaadisena vegona anupariySyantam yantam.

6 Ani. This would act as an axis.
. ,

• ‘ this, the Brick Hall or Tiled Hall, was a building at Nadika.

(Fleet). ( f. M.P.S. II, 5,6 s
4 tatra Sudani Bhagava NSdike viliarati Gifija-

kavasathe. ’ Cy. itthakamayo Svaeathe.
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finishing his term of life. The king too departed this life,

and so did those (work) men.”

Tiie Story ok the Three Brothers,
the Honey Merchants.

Formerly there were three brothers in Benares who lived

harmoniously together. They maintained their family by
the honey-trade. One of them used to go to foreign coun-

tries and buy honey from the hands of the residents of the Ma-

laya country, the second despatched the honey to the town,

and the third sold it at Benares. At that time a Paocckabud-

dha (out' who has attained the knowledge necessary to Nirva-

na), who lived on tho Gatidhamadana mountain, was suffering

from a wound. Another Paccekabuddha, perceiving him thus

indisposed, thought within himself that the wound was to be

cured only by moans of honey. He accordingly put on his

robe on the Gandhamadana mountain and went through the

air. Having alighted at the gate of the town, he stayed there,

looking about him to find out whence the honey was to be

procured.

Meanwhile a servant maid, who earned her bread by serv-

ing, was passing by, holding a jar in her band in order to

fetch water from the river
;
she made way for him, and having

placed her jar on the ground, saluted him, and stood aside.

Tho Paccekabuddha addressed her, 1 Sister ! in which place is

the honey obtained by mendicants?’ »Sbe having heard what

he had to say, conducted him to tho honey-market, and point-

ing with her hand, she said, ‘Here, Bir, is the honey-market.’

While thus pointing, she was pondering within herself,
4

In ease

(his Paccekabuddha does not get the honey, T shall supply him

with it even at the cost of the clothes I wear.* Thus medita-

ting, she stayed there awaiting his return.

Now the Paccekabuddha proceeding in due course at

last reached the honey-market. A man of affluence (one of

the three brothers) on seeing lum, took the bowl from his hands,

and having placed it on a stand, brought a jar of honey and in

pouring the contents into the bowl tilted up the jar quickly.

When the bowl was filled up to the brim, the honey began to

flow out on to the ground. On seeing it the merchant- was

overjoyed and made the following request. It is said in the

Mahavamsa :
—“ When the Paccekabuddha arrived there, that

pious merchant gave him a bowl full of honey, and seeing it

filled up and the honey brimming over and falling to the ground,

he full of faith then made the following prayer :

—

1 Let me
alone enjoy the undisputed authority over Jambudlpa by the

virtue of this charity, and let my commands have their control

over the regions of the sky and those of the earth for a yojana

in both directions.'” Having thus spoken, he presented the
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bowl to the Paccekabuddha, which lie accepted, and standing

in that self-same spot lie said Let this charity quickly ful-

fil all your wishes, just as the fifteenth day of the month fulfils

the moon, or as a magical jewel does the wishes of its posses-

sor.
9 ’ Having thus blessed him, he departed.

The maid-servant of the jar, who was waiting in the way,
seeing him return, proceeded to welcome him and asked, * Sir,

did you get the honey V * Yes, sister.
9

* What did the merchant
say at the time he presented the bowl to you ?

9 The Pacceka-

buddha related to her all that had passed. Having heard it,

she requested him, 4 Be so good, Sir, as to wait a moment here

for the sake of your humble servant,
9

and she went quickly

home. There she took a piece of cloth, her own garment,

and having washed and folded it, she presented it to him, saying,
* Whenever, Sir, the honey-supplier should happen to be the

king of the whole of Jambudlpa, I should like to become his

chief queen,
9

and making a prayer she spoke as follows

:

1 When
lie, reverend Sir, who gave thee the honey, becomes king over

the earth, may I then, Sir, become his beloved queen; of fair

form, voice, and fame, devoted to him, and beautiful may I

be, and dear and pleasing and adorable to him always.
9 The

Paccekabuddha having poured his blessings upon her also, say-

ing, 1 So beit took his aerial way to the Gandhamadana
mountain.

Thereafter those three brothers met together, and when
investigating the honey enquired, * Where is that jar of honey V
He gavo an explanation by narrating what he had done, and

thus concluded, ‘ If you want to take advantage of this charity,

so much the better : if not, take the price of the honeyfrom me.
9

They said, ‘ The honey is nothing to us, but to what kind of a

person did you give it 1
9 On hearing this the other said, * These

Paccekabuddhas are people who live in seclusion on the Gan-

dhamadana mountain and wear yellow robes. They live by

begging from family to family. They are pious and observe

the Slla precepts.
9

‘The Candidas in the guise of Brahmans,
9

said the eldest, ‘ go about wearing such yellow robes. I

think he must be one of them.
9 The second brother also got

angry, and said; ‘ I shall throw your Paccekabuddha to the

other side of the sea.
9 Tho honey-supplier, having heard their

talk, warned them, c Do not be so harsh unto the reverend

Paccekabuddhas, who possess great influence and power. Do
not you fear the sufferings of hell ?

9 He tried thus to warn

them and convince them of their power. Both the brothers

were satisfied by the reasoning and agreed to what he had done.

Afterwards when they died they transmigrated in the deva-

worlds and in the world of men, and having enjoyed great

fortune in their various existences at last were again bom two

hundred years after the death of Buddha in the place that each

one had attained* It is thus related :

—

44 The merchant who
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gave the honey was born as king Asoka, the maid-servant as

the queen Asandhimitta, he who had called the Paccekabuddha
a Candala as Nigrodha, and he who blamed him as Tissa.”

The eldest who had abused him as a Candala was born as

the son of prince Sumana, the eldest son of king Bindusara.

His story runs thus:

—

At the time that king Bindusara became powerless,

prince Asoka, having left the kingdom of Ujjain, which had
been taken by him, came and took possession of the whole

city and captured prince Sumana. On that very day the wife

of prince Sumana, who was about to be delivered, disguised

herself, and, when she had left the city no great distance be-

hind and was going in the direction of a village of Candidas,

she heard the voice of a deity who had occupied the banyan
tree close to the house of the head Candida, saying :

1 Come
along this way.’ She went close to the deity. The deity sud-

denly built a house by its power and awarded it to lior, saying,
‘ Dwell in this house. ’ On the very day of her going, she was de-

livered of a male child. She called him by the name of Nigro-

dha, as he was favoured by the deity residing in the Nigro-

dha (or banyan) tree. The head Candala, from the day he saw
her, looked upon her as the daughter of his master, and con-

tinually took every possible care of her. The princess lived

there seven years, and the prince Nigrodha grew up to the age

of seven.

In the meantime an Arahat called Mahavarunatthera, who
had perceived that the child was destined to become an Arahat,

sojourning (there) thought :
‘ The boy is now seven years old,

now has the proper time arrived to ordain him a monk/ Ac-

cordingly he caused the princess to be apprised of the fact, and
admitted prince Nigrodha into the monastic life. The prince

attained to Arahatship in the Hall of Tonsure. It is said in

the Maliavanisa :

—

1 Having seen that the little prince was des-

tined to become an Arahat, the elder Mahavaruna ordained

him ; the prince attained to Arahatship in the Hall of Tonsure.
’

Now one day he, after taking care of his body and having per-

formed the duties of a monk, took his bowl and robe, and
started, resolving that he would go to the door of his mother,

the lay devotee. To reach his mother’s dwelling-place, he had
to enter the city by the south gate, go by the king’s palace, and
emerge by the east gate, and at that time Asoka, the* pious king,

was pacing up and down at a window and looking towards the

eastern direction. At that very moment Nigrodha, who had
attained to tranquillity of mind and senses, looking only nine

spans before him and endowed with the decency of deportment,

reached the compound of the palace. As soon as the king per-

ceived him, he began to think, “ All these people are persons of

scattered thoughts, and always have an inclination for food

and game. But this boy seems to be undisturbed. His looks
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as well as his other movements are very seemly. He must
have acquired some transcendent virtue.” The king was
pleased immediately on seeing him and at once felt an inclina-

tion and attachment towards him. The cause of this was that
lie was the eldest brother of the king, the merchant, at the

time of doing that charity in the previous life. “ An inclina-

tion towards somebody arises cither through an association

with him in a former birth, or through the present obligation

he is under, as a lotus springs up in water.” The king thus
feeling a strong inclination and respect towards the Samanera,
ordered his ministers to summon him. Being impatient at

their delay he again despatched some two or three servants to

tell him to come quickly. Presently the Samanera presented

himself before him in his usual way. He pointed to him a seat,

befitting his rank, and requested him to take it. He, looking
around him to see that there was no other Bhikkhu present,

approached the royal throne, on which the umbrella had been
raised, and made a sign to the king to take the bowl. The
king, seeing him approaching the throne, thought within him-
self :

‘ This Siimanera would become the lord of this palace this

very day.’ The Samanera, presenting the bowl to the king,

ascended the throne. The king ordered various articles of food

to be brought before him that had been prepared for himself.

The Samanera accepted as much as was necessary for his susten-

ance. When he had taken his food, the king said ‘ Do you
know the exhortation given you by your teacher t" “ Yes, my
lord, a portion of it.” “ Tell it to me also. Sir.” “ Very
well, my lord.” So he recited to him, by way of returning

thanks, the Appamadavagga (section on Heedfulness) of the

Dhammapada as suitable for the king.

When the king heard, ‘ carefulness is the source of immor-
tality and carelessness is that of death/ he said, * l have
understood, Sir, please complete it.’ The Samanera at the end
of returning thanks received thirty-two fixed portions of food.

Next day he took along with him thirty-two Bhikkhus and
penetrated into the private apartments of the king. There he
took his food. The king requested him : “Let another thirty-

two Bhikkhus take* their food with you to-morrow.” In this

way increasing the number day by day, the king stopped the

sanctioned food of sixty-thousand Brahman mendicants and

apportioned it forever to as many Bhikkhus in the inner

apartment. By the virtue of the inclination to Nigrodha shown
by the king Nigrodhatthera established the king along with his

court in the three Saranas (or Refuges) and in the five Slla

precepts. Nigrodhatthera too instilled into the king a firm

faith in the Buddha’s teaching, a faith firmer than that of the

ordinary unconverted man. The king, on his part, commanded
a monastery, namely, the Asokarama, to be built, and supplied

sixty-thousand Bhikkhus with boiled rice every day. He also
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built eighty-four thousand monasteries in eighty-four thousand
towns throughout Jambudlpa. And so it is said : '‘Through tint

fault of having used ' Candala ’ as a term of abuse he (Nigro-

dha) was born in a Candala hamlet, and through obtainment

of the fruition of bis approval of the good deed he became a

perfect Arahat. This is the narrative of Nigrodhatthera.

The merchant who gave the honey, however, having de-

scended from the world of Devas, was reborn in the royal family

of Pupphapura as the prince Piyadasa, and after having raised

aloft the royal umbrella enjoyed an undisputed authority over

the whole of Jambudlpa. How was this ?

King Bindusara had a hundred sons. Asoka assassinated

them all with the exception of prince Tissa, who was born of the

same mother as himself. After murdering them all he man-

aged the government for four years without being formally

anointed. But at the expiration of that period, two hun-

dred and eighteen years after the death of Buddha, he attained

to a coronation as sole ruler over the whole of Jambudlpa.
On this occasion the kings ruling over the eighty-four thousand

cities in the whole of Jambudlpa, came to pay respect to him.

He had three palaces .appropriate to the three seasons. One of

them was called Mahasappika. the second Moraglvfi, and the

third Mangala; in these he abode, surrounded by countless

thousands of dancers. The maid-servant, who had shown him
(the Paccekabuddha) the honey- market

,
was horn as the prin-

cess ABandhimitta, as beautiful as a heavenly nymph, and

became the principal queen of king Dhammasoka, with autho-

rity over sixty thousand women.
No sooner had the coronation taken place t han the king

was furnished with the following kingly powers. His com-

mands prevailed for a yojana below the earth and for a yojana

above in the sky. Deities daily brought sixteen jars full of

water, eight men’s load, from the Anotatta lake, from which

when converted to the Faith lie gave eight to the assembly of

mendicants, two to sixty Tipitaka-bhikkhus, two to his chief

queen, Asandhimitta, and four he kept for his private use.

Deities also supplied him daily with tender, fresh and tasteful

tooth-cleaners, made from the betel-vine and brought from the

Himalaya. They were so abundant? that they sufficed for the

daily cleansing of the teeth of all—the king, the chief queen,

sixteen-thousand dancers, and sixty thousand Bhikkhus. The
deities also presented him with the Amalaka and the Harltaka

medicines and the tasty and sweet-scented golden leaves of

mango trees. They brought for him clothes of five colours

from the Chaddanta lake, and gave him a yellow kerchief for

wiping the hands, and heavenly beverages. And daily too the

Naga kings brought him from the N&ga palace emollient scent,

jasmine-flowered cloth without seam for his apparel, and colly-

rium. Likewise from the Chaddanta lake every day parrots
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I innight for him nine hundred thousand cart-loads of rice which
was produced there. Mice cleared it of the husks : there was
not a broken grain of rice. This very rice was in use in every

place belonging to the king. The bees prepared honey for him.

[n the workshops bears smote with the sledgehammers. The
birds warbling sweetly brought him an oblation of song.

Kndowed with these Iddhis (supernatural powers), the king

one day despatched a golden chain and ordered the king of

Nagas, named Mahakala, who had seen all the four Buddhas
and was destined to live for a Kappa, to be brought before

him. The king seated him on a costly royal couch underneath

a white umbrella, and worshipped him with flowers of countless

hundreds of colours, those produced on the earth as well

as those that grow in the water, and also with golden flowers.

And then surrounding him on all sides with the sixteen

thousand dancers, decked with all kinds of ornaments, he

entreated him,
1

Please bring before the ken of these eyes of

mine the form of the supreme Buddha of endless knowledge
who sot in motion the excellent wheel of the Good Law.'

Thereupon he made the image. It had a pure lustre

spreadiug throughout its person, was endowed with the eiehty

minor characteristics of a Buddha, and beautified with the

thirty-two marks of a Mahapurusha. It seemed like the sur-

face of water, smiling with blossoming lotuses, pink and blue,

and it had the lustre of the sky illuminated by the refulgence

sparkling from the multitudes of the gleams of the rays of the

starry hosts. Tt had its fair head irradiated with a halo of blue,

vollow, and other colours, which surrounded it with variegated

hues which shone for a fathom round about it and made it look

like the peak of a golden mountain on which play the hues of

twilight, the rainbow, and the lightning. It afforded great de-

light to the eyes of the hosts of gods of the Brahma and Deva-

worlds men, Nagas, and Yakshas. The king, seeing the image,

performed the worship named Akkhipuja for a week. His

attachment to heretical and non-Buddhistic sects continued

for three years after his coronation. But in the fourth year he

became a believer in the Buddhist faith.

His father, king Bindusara, was an adherent of Brahman-
ism. He used to feed sixty thousand Brahmans, heretics of

Brahman caste, and white-robed mendicants every day. King
Asoka was following the same system of charity in his palace.

One day the king, while standing at a window, saw them
eating in an unrestrained way, with no control over their pas-

sions and uncomely in their deportment, and he thought within

himself : ‘ Such a system of charity must be abolished, and it

should be bestowed on some fitting object/ Having formed
this opinion, he summoned his ministers and commanded them

:

‘ Go and introduce the Samanas and Brahmanas of good report

with you into the palace ; I will bestow gifts onthem/ ‘ As it
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pleases your Majesty/ they said, and went away to execute the
royal commands. Soon they returned accompanied by white-
robed mendicants, naked ascetics, and Nirgranthakas, and
having presented them before the king, said, ‘Here, may it

please your Majesty, are our Araliats.’ The king ordered seats

of various kinds to be brought for them, and bade them as they
came up take their seats according to their ranks. Some of

them occupied the best seats and others benches. Seeing them,
the king thought :

4 these men have not the truth in them.’
He then gave them suitable food, hard and soft, and sent them
away. While the time was thus passing away, the king one
day saw Nigrodhasamanera from the window. On account of

the natural inclination towards him, he became a believer in

the Buddhist faith, and driving away the sixty thousand here-

tics, he entertained as many Bhikkhus in their stead. Having
become a convert to Buddhism he had built a monastery named
the Asokarama and made the monks reside therein.

One day the king, after having bestowed gifts on the sixty
thousand mendicants at the Asokarama, sat among the Bhik-
khus, and offering to the Order the four Paccayas or requisites,

asked them, 4
* Reverend Sirs, what is the extent of the Law of

Piety as laid down by the Blessed One ?
99

14
It has nine divisions,” said they, 44 and the divisions

thereof are eighty-four thousand.” The king was filled with
faith in the Dhamma, and saying, 4 1 will honour each division
of the Law by building a monastery,’ on a certain day he ex-
pended ninety-six crores of wealth and ordered his ministers

:

* By building in each several city a monastery have cighty-foui

thousand monasteries built.’ He himself provided the work for

the building of the Asokamahavihara in the Asokarama. The
Order provided the elder Indagutta by name, an Arahat of

wonderful ability and power, as superintendent of the new
work

; whatever was not completed he caused to be completed
by his own miraculous power. Thus in three years the work
of building the monasteries was completed.

On a certain day letters were received, containing the news
of the completion of the eighty-four thousand monasteries.
Then the king approached the Order of mendicants and said :

4 Reverend Sirs, I have had eighty-four thousand monasteries
built, whence ani I to get the relics ?” “Your Majesty, we
hear that there is a repository of relics, but its exact position

is not known.”
The king had the Caitya at Rajagaha broken open, but

did not see any relics. He restored it to its former condition,

and accompanied by the four classes of disciples—monks,
nuns, lay disciples, and female devotees—went to Vesall. But
there too his efforts were in vain, so he went to Kapilavatthu,
but to no purpose. He then went to Ramagama. But the
Nagas did not allow him to break open the Caitya at Rama-
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gama ; as the picks fell upon the Caitya, they broke in pieces.

Thus his attempts were useless there too. He broke open all

the Caityas at Allakappa, Pava, and Kusinara. but could not

find the relics, so lie restored them to their original condition

and went to Rajagaha. There he caused the four classes of

disciples to be assembled and asked :

"
* Has anyone heard

before of the relics being deposited in this or that place

Thereupon a certain elder, aged one hundred and twenty

years, said :

<% My lord, I do not know the exact place where
the relics are deposited, but when 1 was seven years old, my
father, an eminent thero, giving the basket of garlands into

my hands, said to me, 1 Come, Samanera, in the midst of a cer-

tain clump of trees is a stone stupa, let us go there.* Having
gone thither and worshipped, he said: ‘It is fitting to pay
careful heed to this spot, <) Samanera.* So much do 1 know,

my lord,” said'the monk. €<
It is the very place, ” said the

king, and having had the shrubs removed and the stone stupa

and the dust taken away, he saw underneath a plastered floor.

Then he ordered the plaster and bricks to be removed there-

from, and in due course descending to the cell, he saw the dust

of seven kinds of jcwelfl and revolving wooden figures 1 with

swords in their hands. Ho invoked the aid of the yakslnv-

servants and had oblations offered, but seeing that even this was

of no effect he made obeisance to the gods and said :
“ If 1 obtain

the relics, I will deposit them in the eighty-four thousand

monasteries and treat them with reverence
;

let not the gods

defeat my purpose.” Sakka, lord of gods, who was discharg-

ing his usual duties, perceived him, and summoning Vissa-

kamma, commanded :
“ Go and help king Asoka, the commander

of the Faith, to take away the wooden images, for he has gone

l.o the cell with an intention of taking the relics out.” He,

disguised as a village lad with five looks of hair, z went and stood

how in hand before the king, and said :
“ Your Majesty, l can

remove them.*’ “ Do so, my lad.” said the king. He took

out an arrow and discharged it against the very joints of the

masonry. Everything was rent asunder. Then the king took

hold of the key-ring that was fastened to the string for opening

the door, and seeing the magic jewel, he deciphered the letters

engrave on it as follows * 1 In future time let poor kings take this

jewel and pay reverence to the relics.’ This made him angry

and he said :
‘ Are kings like myself poor ? * Thiswas an improper

thing to say. After repeated efforts he opened the door, and

penetrated within. The lamps that had been set up more than

two hundredland eighteen years ago were burning as brightly

as ever. The blue lotus flowers looked as if they had just been

] KattharGpakani samparivattakani (Buddhaghosa) °ntSm (Rasa-

vahinl).

* FaficaoUlagamadSrakavesena, Buddhaghosa. Pafioacfllaka
0
, Ras.
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plucked and laid there, the flowery couch as if it had that mo-
ment been spread. The perfumes were as fresh as if they had
been pounded up and put there that very instant. The king

took up the golden plate and read as follows :
“ In the future

a prince, called Piyadasa, shall raise Hie royal umbrella and
become Asoka, the king of Righteousness : he shall cause these

relics to be dispersed far and wide.” Having read it, he said :

4
1

have been specially appointed by Mahakassapa,’ and hollowing

his left hand he smote on it with his right. He deposited there

only as much of the relics as was necessary for worship, took
away the rest, closed tile door as it had been closed before,

arranged the things in their original position, hadaCaitya of

stones built on top and distributed the relics over the eighty-

four thousand Viharas.

One day the king went to the Vihara, and, having saluted

the assembly of Bhilckhus, sat down on one side, and said :

“ Reverend Sirs, f have spent ninety-six crores of wealth and
have had eighty-four thousand monasteries with Caityas built

;

if 1 am not a Sasanadayada (entitled to the inheritance of reli-

gion), what other person is ?” “ Your Majesty, you arc indeed

a Paccayadayaka (donor of requisites), but he who admits his

son and daughter into the Order is said to be a Sasanada-

yada.” The king being desirous of becoming a Sasanadayada
and seeing Prince Mahinda standing at a little distance, said

:

“My dear son, will you be able to become a monk?” The
prince, who had a natural inclination towards the Order, was
very much pleased to hear the speech of the king, and said

to him :
* I am ready, Sir, to enter the monastic life, therefore

cause me to be admitted, and become yourself a Sasanadayada.

At that time, too, the princess Saiighamitta was standing in

that place. Looking at her, he said :
* Wilt thou also be able to

enter the Order? 1 She complied, saying: “ Certainly, dear

father.” The king was highly delighted at learning the will of

his children and approached the assembly of mendicants

and said :
“ Reverend Sirs, kindly initiate these children and

make me a Sasanadayada.” The Sahglia agreed to the king’s

proposal and initiated the prince into the Order through the

aid of Tissatthera, the son of Moggali as preceptor, as well as

that of Mahadevatthera as spiritual guide, and had him ordained

by the elder Majjhantika. In the enclosure of ordination

he obtained Arahatship along with its supernatural faculties.

The spiritual guide of Sanghamitta the princess was called

Ayupalattherl, her preceptress was called Dhammapalattherl.
The king, however, having illumined the Order in many

ways, with the aid of Moggaliputtatissa expelled sixty-thousand

vicious sectarians from the Buddhist Order and held the third

Rehearsal of the Law. Now at that meeting how many monks
and nuns were there ? It is said :

—

At that meeting were eighty crores of Bhikkhus, among
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whom were one hundred thousand ascetics free from worldly
attachments and ninety hundred Bhikkliunls, among whom
were a thousand free from worldly attachments.

Thus Asoka. having become the paramount power in India,

lived beautifying the doctrine. This is only a brief account,
the details are to be found in the Afahavamsa. Thus it is

said :

—

‘King Tissa, the honey-supplier, by virtue of his exceeding
merit, enjoyed everywhere anil always all felicity.

9

The second honey-dealer was reborn in Lanka, on account
of the sin he had committed in using harsh words against the
Paccekabuddlia. H is story runs thus :

—

A king named Mutaslva ruled over the island of Tamba-
panni for sixty years. He had ten sons, each endowed with
the virtues of purity and wisdom and mutually striving for

each other's good. He had also two daughters. All of them
lived together in harmony. Once upon a time, after the death
of king Mutaslva, the ministers anointed prince Devfinam-
piyatissa as king. Contemporaneously with his coronation

many wonderful things took place. The Acaryas, who composed
the Mahavainsa to throw light on these wonders, have said

—

“ The second son of the king far-famed as Devanampiya-
tissa was more pure and wise than his brothers. He ascended
the throne after the death of his father. Simultaneously

with his coronation many wonderful things took place. Nu-
merous treasures and jewels, that had hitherto been hidden
under the ground, rose up above the surface of the earth,

throughout the whole of Lafikadlpa. And both the jewels

which came from ships wrecked near Lafikadlpa and those

which were produced in the sea rose up upon the dry land. At
the foot of the Chata mountain there sprang up three posts as

large as chariot-goads. One of them was a creeper-post, its

creepers glittered with silver sheen; some of the creepers

were golden, and they all looked charming and delight-

ful. The other was a flower-post covered with flowers of vari-

ous kinds and colours, and spread its charming lustre round
about. The third, a bird-post, had artificial birds and
animals so perfectly made that they seemed alive. There were

altogether eight kinds of pearls, namely, the Horse, the

Elephant, the Chariot, the Amalakya, the Bracelet, the

Aiigulivethaka, the Kakudhapliala, and the ordinary pearl.

Pearls coming out of the sea were scattered all round the

shore. It was all a result of the merit of Devanampiyatissa.

All kinds of jewals such as the sapphire, the beryl, the ruby,

and the pearls and the posts they brought to the king within

a week of his coronation.”
At this time both Devanampiyatissa, the great king, and

Asoka, the king of Righteousness, were friends, although they

had not personally seen each other. Therefore, king Tissa sent
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these jewels and many other presents by way of a gift to the

great king Asoka, saying: “ (Jive these to my friend." Asoka
was pleased on seeing this and sent in return the five royal

insignia and many other presents for the ensuing coronation-

festival, saying :
* Let them induct my friend.

9 Not only did he
send these material presents, but also this religious present.

Thus :
—“I have taken refuge in the Buddha, the Law, and the

Order, and have become a lay devotee in the Order of Sakya-
putta. 0 best of men, put your trust in these three, the best

of all things, and with faith take these as your refuge." The
ministers returned to Laiika and solemnised the coronation of

the king.

Meanwhile king Asoka made enquiries of Moggaliputtatissa

as to where the Order must be well established in future, and
investigating came to know that it was to be established in a

foreign country. He accordingly despatched many Theras

to various parts of the world and ordered Mahamahindattliera

to go and convert Tambapannidlpa. Instantly Sakka, the lord

of gods, approached the Thera, saying: “ Respected Sir, Muta-

sfva being dead, Devanampiyatissa, the great king, is ruling on

his throne, and your going has been predicted by the Supreme
Buddha, ‘ in future times the mendicant Mahinda shall con-

vert Tambapannidlpa to the Faith.’ So the proper time for

your departure to the best of islands has now come ; 1 too will

attend upon you.” The elder complied with this request, and
departing with six others from the monastery of the Caityaka

mountain, Hew up into the air and descended on the top of the

Missaka mountain, to the east of Anuradhapura, which

is known to-day also as the Cctiya mountain.

There was a great rejoicing throughout Tambapannidlpa

on that day. The king ordered his ministers to observe the

festival and himself started for the Missaka mountain, accom-

panied by forty thousand attendants, with the intention of

hunting. A deity who lived on this very mountain deter-

mined within himself to present the Theras to the king, and
appeared before him in the form of a red deer, grazing on
grass and leaves not far away from the spot where he was.

The king thought within himself :
4 4 It is not proper to kill a

being unconscious of danger," and he twanged his bow-

string. The deer began to run away, taking the road to Am-
batthala. The king in pursuit of the deer ascended to Ambat-
thala. Now the deer disappeared not very far from the place

where the Theras stood. Mahindatthera, perceiving the king

coming towards him at no great distance, willed that the king

should see himself but not the others, and said: “ Tissa, Tissa,

come this way." The king, hearing him, thought within him-

self :
“ None has the boldness in Tambapannidlpa to address

me in such a way. And this shaveling dressed in rags dares

call me by name. Who is he ? A mortal or an immortal ?
’’
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The elder said :
—“ We are, 0 lord, monks, disciples of the king

of righteousness. We have come from Jambudlpa out of
kindness to you." King Tissa, recollecting in what way the
admonition had been sent him by Asoka Dhammaraja, threw
down his weapon and sat down on one side holding friendly

converse with him.
(

While he was doing so his forty thousand followers came
up and surrounded liini. The Thera then showed the other

elders to the king. ‘-When did they come? ” inquired the

king. “They came along with me, lord," responded the
Thera. * 4 Are there any other monks like these in Jambudlpa ?

’ ’

asked the king. 4 ‘ My lord," answered the Thera, 4
* Jambudlpa

now-a-days is glittering with orange robes, and holy ones
abound in ail directions. There are many Arahats who know
all the three Vedas, who have attained to the supernatural

powers, who can penetrate into the hearts of others, and in

whom human passion is extinct." The king was highly

pleased to hear this speech

The elder having discerned his intellectual skill by means
of the Tree-simile and so on taught him the Dhamma, causing

men and gods to applaud. It is said :

—

“ Having known the king to be a wise man, the wise Thera
imparted to him the small Suttanta of the elephant’s foot-print

simile. 1 At the end of the sermon he, along with those forty

thousand men, became established in the three Refuges."

Now the king, having invited the Thera to take food at his

place the next day, went to the city and decorated the whole city

as well as the palace for this occasion. Then he caused the

elders to sit down and served them with choice food, specially

prepared for the occasion. Then ho wont and sat down on
one side with five hundred women headed by queen Anula.

Then the Thera caused to rain down upon them a shower of the

precious jewels of the Law, and the five hundred women
attained to the fruits of the First Path.

Thereafter he converted a thousand people in the

elephant-stables and a thousand inNandanavana ;
thus, on the

second day, he established in the fruits of the First Path two
thousand five hundred souls, on the third day eight or nine

thousand. Thus he caused the mind of many hundreds, of

many thousands, of many hundreds of thousands to imbibe the

Law. It is said

:

(C Mahamahindatthera like the sun, shining in the sky of

Lanka, made the converted people bloom like lotuses by means
of the rays of the Dhamma. Mahamahinda in the midst of the

sky of Lanka caused the converted people who were like lotuses

to blossom by means of the rays of the Dhamma. Mahama-

1 Cullahatthipadopamam suttantam. Majjhima L 175 //. Compare
Soipyutta 1. 86, Afig. V. 21, and the Dhammapada Commentary I. 228.
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hinda was, too, like a cloud, in sprinkling the water of the

Dhamma on the hearts of people which were like seeds, and

produced thereby the shoots of happiness.’

*

Then the king obtained from the hands of Asoka, by means
of Sumanasamanera, relics which filled a begging bowl used by
the Sammasambuddha and the right-collar-bone relic from

Sakka, and starting with a stupa on the Cetiya mountain had
stupas built at every yojana throughout Lanka, and having

enshrined the right collar-bone relic he had set up over it the

Thupararna dagoba. Then lie planted the right great bough

of the illustrious great Bodhi tree which had been brought by

the Then Sanghamitta, and worshipped it. The details of this

story should be seen in the Mahavamsa.

On account of the sin he had committed in blaming the

Paceekabuddha,he was born far away, on the farther shore of

the sea, and at the samotime, for granting the bowl, he became 4

the king of Lanka.

Reflecting that a sinful action produces the one kind of

fruit and a meritorious action another kind of fruit, perform.

Sirs, meritorious actions, which cause not sorrow wherever you

may go (in whatever existence you may be bom).
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The Cocker must know that, there are in Hindustan 1 four

breeds of fowl. First there is the teni 1 or common barn-door

fowl kept for domestic purposes : second the ghdgas * or cross

between the game-fowl and the teni : third the karndtak or

karaknath* a breed in which the skin, bones, tongue, eyes and

blood are all black; this breed is useless for fighting : and fourth

flic asil
h or Indian game-fowl, which is kept for fighting only.

The points 6 of the Indian game-cock are, beak white,

shanks " white, eyes white and blood-shot (if the white of the

eye be slightly yellowish it does not signify), the comb of

medium size, the jaw and cheeks s large and hard and with

little flesh, the bones of the neck small, the whole neck being

like an iron bar, the pope’s nose w large, the tail-feathers small,

and the jaws s and wings not fleshy. 1,1 Its crow is not as long

as that of the barn-door cock. 11 The best breed is obtained

from Haiderabad,u Deccan.

* Hindustan amongst natives genomlly means tho United Provinces.

7V»i, H., a breed of small fowls ; also a bantam.
•« A largo breed with feathered feet.

* Probably from the Karnatak, Doccan, just as sabzu-ar is the name
of a breed of fowls from Habzwar in Persia. The test of this breed is the

colour of tho tongue, which Hliould bo black.

5 Tho asil is also called kulang. A common taunting proverb is

Man teni bap kulang jin ke bachche rang ba-rang. “The father was a

game-cock, the mother a bantam. The offspring are a mixed lot.’

« For further points see Appendix.

7 Sdqain In one Persian MS. it is laid down that the shanks

must be void of red marks.
,

8 Kalla, lit. “ head ”, is by some “ Cookers ” applied to the “jaw

and cheeks *
* only.

* Dum fcS gath.

Suta hu
,
a.

Jl The end of the orow [azan or bang) especially, is not so long drawn

12 The Singapore cocks are also famous : they are called kal-

katiya aa they have black spurs. In an Indian-Persian MS. without name
or ‘date, it is stated that the OMUgBmi (Chittagong) breed, though

fine and large, is not equal to the former.
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When the game-cockerels are a year old, the cocker should

keep them apart, feeding them on bajra 1 wetted in water.

Should bajra not be obtainable, he must substitute wheat-flour

mixed with butter. In either case lie must give them but

little water to drink. When the cockerel is in high condition,

he must foment it with butter 2 and begin feeding it on the

yolks of two eggs 8 to begin with. The following is the method
of feeding on the yolks of eggs :

—

Take the yolk 4 of one egg, one tola 5 of butter, one
masha 5 of Sambhar salt, 7 and four mashas of pepper-corns : mix
together and half fry, and give to the cockerel, giving it water

every third or fourth day. This will make it strong and lusty.

Another Receipt.—Take the yolks of 200 eggs, of musk 2

mashas , of good ambergris 8 2 mashas
,
of saffron 2 mashas , of

white sifted sugar 5 sers,
u of almond kernels 2i sers, of kernels

of the Edible Pine 10
1 J sers

,
of pista kernels 2 sers ,

of walnut

kernels one ser
,

of butter 6 sers
,
and of fine wheaten

flour 5 sers. First fry the flour well in the butter, and
then cast in the sifted sugar. Next add all the ingredients

(with the exception of the saffron) having previously pounded
them well. Then add to the mixture 1

1

the saffron well-rubbed

1 Bajra , spiked millet, Penniaetumt yphoideum . In a Persian MS.
it is stated that they should be fed on grain (dana ) end small millet (bajrl)

wetted overnight, and that in the rains mustard seed
(aarahaf) should be

substituted for these grains. In the language ^f suises dana means gram

.

but amongst pigeon-fanciers it means the lean or mixed winnowed
refuse of several grains, whoat, gram, pease, niasur

,

pulse, etc., etc. In
another MS. it is stated that the following strengthening food should be
given in the evening : fine flour, turmeric, white sugar, butter, 2

misqal ( ly drachm) of each, pounded and made into a halwa , and that,

two hours later water should be givon.

- Every day ? The hand is warmed before tho firo, the palm and
fingers dipped in butter and pressed on the joints. Senktid is a term
specially applied to fomenting with halwu. The halwa is tied up in a
bag, warmed bofore a firo, and pressed on the limb.

3 Later the writer says one egg.
4- Indian eggs are very small.

3 The told is reckoned at 10 mashas of 6£ grains each, and weighs

therefore 184 grains Troy : in practice, however, it is calculate I at 12

mashas, a jewellers' and druggists’ weight, and weighs nearly 210 grains.

A rupee, however, is considered to be one told, and a rupee weighs onl

.

10 mdshaa.
3 See above. The masha weighs in practice about 17 grains

Troy.
7 A variety of natural salt, obtained from the saline lake of Sambar,

near Ajmeer. See Kbory’s Bom. Mat. Med., p. 70.

8 ‘Arpbar-i ashhab , the best kind of ambergris, described as being

of a clear, yellowish colour : see Makhzan-uUAdwiyah , 11, 950.

8 Ser about 2 lbs.

10 Chilghoza, the seeds of the Neosia or Edible Pin6, Pinus
Oerardiana.

11 Halwd is properly an Arab sweetmeat made of flour, sugar and
butter: hence any soft, sticky mixture.
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down

1

in € kewra 1 water. * The first day give one tola, as a
dose, and on the top of that a feed of wheaten flour unmixed
with butter, so that the grease may be removed from the

cock’s throat. Then put on the muzzle, either the leather

muzzle,8 or the string-muzzle

4

(so that it may neither pick up
any grit nor drink) and let it loose to exercise itself. There
are two times for exercise : first early in the morning till seven
o’clock when the cockerel should be fed, spouted with water, 6

and confined under a square coop 6 or a round coop. 7 At four

o’clock it must be released, spouted as before, and muzzled
and freed for exercise till five o’clock. The cock should be

studied, to see whether it has increased in strength or not. If

the cock is lusty and strong, more halloa should be given to it

and less flour. If it is not strong and has become fat, it

should, at night, bo dry-fomented with a pad. 8 If fat has

collected on the langot (stomach), it must be reduced by dry
fomentation, and the cock must be kept confined in a warm
place away from cold air. In the morning it should be fought

for two pdnl v with a dalbd ln to sec whether it has improved in

condition or not. If it has improved, then keep it at this

weight and condition. If it has disimproved, fight it again,

fat, thin, and medium, and observe in which condition it lights

host and keep it in that condition. Every week increase the

l Kharal Icarna. to rub down spices, etc., in butter or in juice, on

ii curry-stone.
9 *Arq-i-keora “keor Jter. ” The keord is a aperies' of Pandanus

odoratisHmus , a plant which bears a strong-seentod flower.

* Tomri ,
a leather tip.

* Radda (in the text incorrectly roda), is loop-muzzle of cotfcim-

\ hroad.
s Phiti karria: the mouth is filled with water and blown in a

•spray over the cock’s face and head.
6 Karkul, in text incorrectly qalqul, is a square hen-coop.
1 Sutl or aotl is a round coop, generally called tap'd.

8 The pad is heated before the fire and applied hot.
* Do pSnt. A match is made for so many pant or intervals for rest,

Tho first day, the first pant is 20 minutes, the second 30, the third 40,

the fourth 60, and the fifth 60. On the second day (or any pant after

the fifth) every pant is 60 minutes.
On the first the match may commence at any time between

2 and 4 o’clock, usually the second hour. On the second day the match
must commence at 2 o’clock. An antagonist failing to come to the

scratch when time is called, or to turn up at tho correct time, loses a

pant. Say A and B make a match for five pant. A sees his cock

getting the worst of the encounter: he claims a pant. The fight is

stopped for 20 minutes, while both pitters spout their cocks, etc. a,

however, has now only 4 pant to his credit while B has still 6. ine

cocker who first loses his five pan* is counted the loser, and. has to pay.

Though the duration of each pant is fixed by scale, no limit is fixed

for each round in fighting. Written rules ore not drawn up : custom

alone rules.
,

. .

*0 Dam H. is a weak barn-door oock or an inferior game-cock, kept

for a young game-cock to bully. Chutiha is a quail kept for a fighting

quail to bully.
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number of rounds (pdni) with the dalbd by one, till the*

number of 11 pant is reached, which is called by cockers lam.

1

After each day’s bout foment with the following :

—

Receipt .—Take of turmeric 4 oz., of dry ginger 2 oz., of

small pepper

4

2 tolas, of aloes 2 tolas, of maidd lakri* one told ,

of butter J lb., of wheaten flour £ lb., of white sugar 1 lb., of

almonds 4 tolas, and of spikenard 4 2 tolas

.

Pound and make into

a halwd and put into two bags, and foment by first- dipping the
bag into butter and then applying to the joints. Use onebag in

the evening and the other in the morning, and anoint with the
following dressing :

—

Ingredients of the zimdd or ointment h
: Take of turmeric

2 mdshas, of dry ginger 2 mdshas
, of zedoary

6

2 mdshas , of dry
mako " 2 mdshas

,
of small pepper 2 mdshas , of spikenard 2

mdshas . of alum 2 mdshas, of maidd lakri * 2 mdshas
,
and of

aloes 2 mdshas. Pound all these ingredients and cook them in

water, and apply as a thick dressing to the cock's face.

A second dry fomentation u
: Maidd lakri 10 9 mdshas .

baibarang

11

4 mdshas , taj I<1 6 mdshas
, pomegranate-rind

18

one
masha , sajji 14

.*1 mdshas
,
green mdzu 4 mdshas

, white sugar
one mMa, and butter 1 lb. Pound, mix, and make into a

halwd
,
and foment the cock with it after battle.

Ingredients of a second ointment or zimdd : Take of

maidd lakri 9 mdshas, of round zedoary ,h 6 mdshas , of to/ n 2

mdshas , of mm ,s
7 mdshas, of naspdl lw

(
pomegranate-rind

)

2 mdshas, of dry mate 40 2 mdshas, of white cumin seeds 41 one
masha, of majith u 2 mdshas , of chinia gond 2 mdshas, of

1 H. iM an expedition, a raid.
4 The small variety of long peppor, Piper longum.
*' The bark of Litsaca sebifera.
4 Balrchhar Spikenard, Nardostachys ,/atamanai
6 Fora description of the zimad see Makhzan* ’l-Adwiya, Veil. I.

p. 92. An ointment, a dressing and also a poultice.
8 Jadu'Ur, zedoary. Curcuma zedoaria ; Khorv, p. 129.

7 Mako , Solanum nigrum, Khory, p. 454.
« Vide note 3, above.
9 Takmxd.
Jo Vide note 3, above.
1 J Fruits of Embelia Riles.

Taj , H., Malabar cassia bark, Cfrinamomum Tamala.
13 Naspul, Hind., rind of the Pomegranate, Punica granaturn.
14 Saiji. H., a variety of carbonate of soda; natron.
IB Mazu, P.. the Gall or Dyer’s Oak, Quercus injectoria.
m Amba haldi, round zedoary. Curcuma aromatica.
n Vide note 12, above.
IB According to the Makhzan , the Hindi name for Kakanj, Withania

coagulans or Indian Rennet.
14 Vide note 13, above,
so Vide note 7, above.
21 Zira safed , white cumin, Cuminum cyminum.
22 Majith t Indian madder, Bahia cordifolia.
23 Bengal kino, the gum of Butea frondosa.
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green mdzu 1 one tok, of betel-leaf juice 1 a sufficiency, of

double-distilled wine, a sufficient quantity. Grind the in-

gredients and then heat them in the wine and betel-leaf

juice, and dress or anoint the cock’s face

Ingredients for washing a cock'* face.—Amba haldi 2

mdshas, fried_ alum of Yemen * one mdsha, aloes 2 mdshas,

dry rmko 2 mdshas, opium one mdsha
,
leaves of taj * 2 mdshas

,

juice of green vmko 6 a sufficient quantity. Cook all the

ingredients in hot water, wash the cock’s face with the liquid,

and dry with a handkerchief.

Receipt for a food to be given to the cock before battle.—

Take of syrup of sweet pomegranates one told
,
of preserved

dmla 6 one, of apples one, of preserved quinces one, of gold

leaf G mdslias
,

of silver leaf 6 mdshas
, of barberries 2 mas-

has, of cucumber seeds 2 mdshas, of kdsni 1 seeds 3 mdshas ,

of seed of the bel fruit 2 mdshas. Grind
;
add the pomegranate

syrup; roll into pills of four mdshas each, and cover with gold

and silver leaf, and give four mdshas to the cock ; after one

ghari 8 go to the cock-pit u and fight your cook. If you find

a lack of fire in the cock, give it half a fresh jalebi, U) pepper-

corns, and the egg of a red fowl, mixed with the juice of

garlic and the juice of green ginger. Next, tying up the

spurs 11 with cloth, and then spouting the bird, make it fight.

Tt then rests with the cocker u to make or mar the bird.

Further binding on the horn covering 18 of the beak, if it

becomes loosened, fitting (i.c., imping) a cock with a spur u ,

imping a feather, 16 cutting round the eyelids, ,fi sewing up the

eyelids, 11 are also the business of a cooker.

1 Vide not(3 15, p 76.

* Arcca Catechu.
8 ShaNhi- Yamant: the best kind of alum. Sec Makhzan. Vol. II.

|>. 832
4 Vide note 1 2, p. 76.

6 Vide note 7, p, 76.
6 Tho fresh fruit of the Emblic Myrobalan, PhyUanthus Emblicu

.

preserved as a confection.

7 Kasni, Endive chichory, Cichoriim Iniybus.

* The space of twenty-four minutes
; a Rraull (indefinite) period of time

* Pali.
111 Jalebi, a sweetmeat made of inspissated milk, dour and sugar.
] 1 Kanta bundfirfi is blunting the spur with a file and then binding

it up to make it inofiective.
12 Khilart, sportsman.
13 Chonch, the upper mandible and jabr&, the lower. The chUka or

horn covering of the beak sometimes gets loosened by fighting.
14 Kanta charhana. If a spur is broken another natural spur is

taken from another cock and fitted on.
16 Par gftnthna 44 to imp a cock’s or a hawk's feather."
18 CHakkar chaahm Ice araahm. cutting off, during the fight, tho

swollen flesh that doses the eyes and prevents the -cock seeing. The eye
will thenceforward always remain open sinoe the eyelid is removed. This
is a delicate and very rarely performed operation.

11 Chaupallca tdnkna : if during a fight the lids swell from wounds.
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To know (he colours and breeding of a game-cock.—You must
know that the following are the colours of the game-fowl :

—

1. Ldkhd (or red).

2. PUS 1 (or dark yellow).

3. Jawa % (or well-mixed white and black).

4. Chita (or spotted, main colour dark with white spots,

of several colours).

5. Nuri (or pure white).

6. Lakhori (or very dark red).

7. Kesariya 8 (or light yellow).

8. Qvlri khiyar * (or ?).

9. Do-baz (or half the wing lakha and half white).

10. Siyah (or black).

Game-fowls are found in all these colours. The game
cock has a beak, white like a pealed almond or like ivory, and
the stalke, feet, and nails are white like the beak, and down
the middle of the stalke there is a line drawn h

: the eyes are

white and blood-shot, the comb is small, and the head large.

A cock with a hanging comb is a powerful spurrer ;
but one

with a small comb is quick and active. One with a large,

straight and castellated comb and very pendulous wattles 7 is

called bihangum 8 or “ awkward looking ”, and one with a small

comb shorter than its head is called tikariya w and is quick and
active, and if the pope’s nose is hard and compact 10 so much
the better.

In the author’s opinion the best birds have thick, powerful

beaks, white as described above ; the eyes white like lustrous

pearls
;
large jaws and head

;
a small comb ;

the iutan 1

1

bone is

conspicuous; the neck short and the neck-bones small, fine,

and the ridges small, fleshless, and strong as an iron rod; and
the back broad like the stone of a hand-mill ;

the feathers and

the muhra ,

ia guUkar or spotted, and beautiful like the eye of a

the upper or lower lids are stitched to the bottom or the top of the head
so that, the oyes are forcibly kept opeii and the cock can see. When in

about 10 days the swelling goes down the stitches are removed.
1 Yellow is not a game colour.

2 Or jawa.
t ‘ * Saffron-coloured.

* *

4 QuLi-khairu 1 Marsh mallow flowers, Ahhcea officinalis.

6 The scales {fils or ptilak) should so meet in front that an indented

line is formed.
8 Katet strikes forcibly and quickly.
7 Lolki ; wattles, below.
8 Bihangam

,

Hindi, clumsy in shape and also awkward in manner.
8 Tikariya or tekar with a small low comb, in Hindi chapt5 faj.

It is not necessary to cut such a comb.
u> Taint fowls have a soft loose pope’s nose. The tail-feathers, too,

should droop and not point upwards.
, Tdtan, the neckbone neat the skull.

12 Garden ke manke .

18 apparently a misprint.
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peacock’s feather. The bird should be handsome, and
shapely, and active, and quick as a cobra in movement ; and in

fighting it should be hama-gir,

1

and retiring after a blow so

as to avoid its adversary’s counter*; and should it receive

a blow, it should so retaliate as to lay its adversary at its feet

in the throes of death, fluttering as though its throat had

been cut.

To make the young cockerel strong and fit for battle.—

When the cockerel is four months old the cocker should

separate it from the mother

8

and make it familiar with him,

and give it daily two almonds mixed with ata (course wheaten

(lour) and feed it on pila,o or sdtan, * etc., i.e., whatever the

cocker eats himself, and give it halwd
, of yolks of eggs, accord-

ing to the following receipt

Receipt.—The yolk of one egg, clarified butter 9 mdshas ,

white sugar one told
9
ground pepper-corns 2 mdshas

,
seed of red

chillies one rrwisha, alrnonds three, pistachio nuts two, black

raisins 6 two, one gold leaf, fine wheaten flour 25 dams

*

Lahore salt 7 three mashas. Make into a halloa

.

In the morning give half a belly-full of the halwd , and on
the top of it half a belly-full of balls of course wheaten flour.

After exercising s the cock, put on the muzzle, spout water over

it’s face, shampoo M with the hand, and confine in a qalqvl or

square coop, releasing it at four in the afternoon. After a time
look and see if it is thirsty, and if it is, take it out of the coop
and give it water. At four o’clock release it. If it is thirsty

it will drink. If it is not thirsty and wont drink, then again

spout it and shampoo it, and exercise 8 it for an hour. After that

bring it into the house, and confining a hen in a small basket-

cage ,
,u let loose the cockerel that it may see the hen and run

round and round her and by the exercise increase his strength,

but do not let him tread the hen. After running, lift up the

1 Hama-gir, ati j. ; applied to a cock that will seize with the beak
any part of its antagonist’s body : opposed to ek-ghard, adj., one that

i\lways attacks a particular shot.
* Pichhat-pa

$% karna.
* Game chicks will remain with the mother for a year if not inter-

fered with, but common fowls not more than 4 or 5 months.
* Satan, anything eaten with bread or with rice, and specially

vegetables cooked with meat, such as curry, etc. Game fowls are fed

from the hand and are not allowed to pick up food from the ground lest

the beak should become worn. Some game-fowl given to the translator
were so wedded to the hand that they starved rather than pick up food
from the ground.

6 Mawtzri munaqqg
, black raisins, bloom raisins.

-Mm ; according to the Makhzan , p. 96, it » a weight of five tank
or 20 mOahaa.

7 Hock salt from Lahore.
8 Tahlana.
* By grasping and pressing all the limbs and joints.

10 Khancha or kk&neht
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cockerel, and shampoo him. In the evening see whether the

cock has digested its food. If it has, then in the evening too

give it halwa , etc., as before. If, however, the cock has not

digested its morning meal, give it a few whole pepper-corns : the

cocker had, too, better continue to give it pepper-corns in the

evening, and keep it awake by lamp-light for an hour, tickling

it under the pope’s nose to make it oil itself. 1 Then setting it

down on a swing made out of a child’s cot

2

swing it for

an hour, or else place it on a perch. Then confine it some-

where* in a safe place, in a basket-cage. In the morning at

prayer time,4 take it out of the coop, 5 give it water to drink,

and then spout it, and, putting on the muzzle, let it exercise 6

itself for a full hour. After this feed it. You must gradually

increase the amount of halwa and decrease the amount of flour,

feeding and treating the bird as already described for forty

days. Once a week too, at night, you must foment it with a

damp, hot, pad, fomenting those parts of the body that have

accumulated fat. The places to foment are, first from the

head to the neck or Tatlier to the shoulders, next the two
wings on the top, next the thighs inside and outside, also the

hip joints and the loins, and underneath between the legs,

omitting the lower gut or the stomach near the anus, and also

the breast. The object of fomenting is to make flesh and
joints hard and strong.

When the cockerel is ten months old then feed on the

following halwa :

—

Bcceipt for strengthening the cock.—Take of white sugar one

pound, butter one pound, fine wheaten flour one and a half

pounds, hen’s eggs 39, pistachio nuts 4 oz., almonds 4 oz.,

saffron 6 mashas , cloves 3 tolas
,
cardamums one tola, nutmegs

2, sweet fennel 7 2 oz., black pepper 2 tdas 9
gum mastic of

1 Kurtz Icarna, the author’s word for to preon or oil, is properly ‘ 4 to

moult.
’
* Ordinary fowls are said not to oil their feathers.

2 Katholi, dim. of hath. Some conkers say this is injurious. The
swinging strengthens the legs. To exercise a cook, the cooker carrying

a second cock in his arms will run for a short distance with it and then

show it to its antagonist. The cock on the ground will run up to

the attack when the cockor repeats the manoeuvre, and so on.

3 The author probably means a hanging porch.
* i.e. 9 about an hour before sunrise.

5 Taps, properly a dome-shaped coop, either of close baskot-work

or else barred like a cage.

6 Large heavy cocks may be exercised for an hour, but small active

cocks get worn out and should be only exercised for £ hour—so an
experienced cocker informs the translator.

The method of strengthening the cock's legs is to lift it with both

hands a few inches from the ground and drop it. This is done a few
times and the cock is then shampooed on the breast and legs. It is

then again * danced 9
as before, and so on.

Fighting quailB are 4 danced ' by hand on a cloth.

7 Saunf or son/, H., Indian sweet fennel seeds, Foenieulum vulgare.
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1

(5 mdskas , sal ammoniac fried 6 mdshas, Indian senna *

i> maskas , Socotrine aloes 6 masha, silver-leaf 3, gold-leaf one,

preserved apples 9, preserved quinces one, preserve of har
'

niue, sultana raisins 4 oz., dried apricots

4

4 oz., black raisins

4 oz. Make, into a halwd in the ordinary way. The first day
give one,: ounce of the halwd, and on the top of it a few pills of

flour. After three days, again give the halwd with a few dough
pills : and, as described above, put on the muzzle and confine

under a coop and act as already described. If the cook does
not digest the halwd then give it the following digestive

6

:

—

Receipt to promote digestion and increase appetite .—All

four kinds of Ajava seeds 6 4 tolas
, malkangnx 7 one told ,

Mack salt
* one told , bay salt w one fold, churl salt 10 one told .

Lahore salt 11 one told
,
dry ginger one told

,
pepper-corns one

(old, dried mint one told

,

English vinegar a sufficient quantity,

Indian senna one told, green ginger one lold
t
garlic juice a

sufficient quantity, mustard seed one fold , long pepper

one tola.

Another receipt for halwd.—Wheat one seer, goat’s milk

2 seers, almonds 2 tolas
,
pistachio nuts one told, seed of the

edible pine one told . First soak the wheat in the milk and
make it into a starch; then make the whole into a halwd .

Next add the following : Peeled walnut kernels 2 tolas
,

turnip seed one told , raddish seed one told, juice of both kinds

of pomegranate 13 one told, peeled celery stalk 14 one Join,
Chinese rhubarb 16 two tolas, gum mastic of Rum 16 0 mdshas,

I Tho word Rum applies to Asia Minor as well as to Greece.

Sanamakkt, Cassia lancr.olata.

*• Tcrminalia chebula , the chebulio or black myrobalan.
4 Khubdul arc a kind of dried apricots from Kabul.
5 Charon or pachak is a digostive, generally in powder form.

** Ajwam is, according to YVatt, Bishop’s weed and Lovago. There

are the Indian, tho Khurasani. the Rihni and the Ajmud varieties.

Mr. Burkill of the Indian Museum tells mo that the first is the seed

«>t Carum copticum

;

that the second is 10 per cent, of the seeds of

FTyoscyamus plus 90* per cent, of purposely sifted grit; that the fourth

is the seed of Carum Roxburghianum

;

while tho third is the seed of an

allied plant common in the Punjab bazaars but not yet determined.

Hyo8cyamus niger is the English Henbane.
I Malkangnl Oleum Nigrum, Celastrus paniculata.

** Namak-i siyah

,

black salt, Khory . p. 70.

y Namak-i sang
,
bay salt, Khory, p. 67.

10 Namak-i churl—kanch-namak.
II Vide note 7, p. 79.

1* Vide note 2, above.
. .

IS Probably the juice of the sweet and acid varieties of pomograu

ate.

1* Maghz-i karajs , celery, Apium graveolens.

is Chinese Rhubarb, said to be the dried root stock of Nheum

officinale ,. Raivand or rawand-i Chlnl is the name of the imported

article of commerce.
J* Vide note 1, above.
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batasha

1

6 mashas, sugar-candy 4 oz., cardamums one tola ,

the yolks of nine eggs. Fry the yolks in butter and then add
them to the halloa

;
put the whole into a coarse cloth and rub

through, and then add wheaten flour sufficient to soak up all

liquid. Give of this to the cock as described above from six

mashas up to two tolas.

When the cockerel is ten months old, fight it one pant

with a dalba

4

of its own age, but first put the muzzle on to the

dalba . Afterwards spout and suck the cock's beak and face well

,

to remove blood-spots, and damp a rag in water and clean the

inside of the throat witli it.

If the jaws be fleshy

8

or if the wattles are large and
it is desired to remove them, then extract the oil of bhilawan *

and rub it on the cock’s face, and if it please God this

defect will be removed and will not return. If the comb
is too large and it is desired to cut it off, then, after fighting,

cut the comb immediately to the size desired, applying to the

wound the white web b of a spider, or else staunch with small

feathers plucked from under the cock’s wings : until a recovery

takes place do not spout the cock. Agar murgk ho sada hi

pharkana ho 6 then take a quarter of a piece" of turmeric and
add* half a nux vomica nut and a little edible lime * and heal

over the fire, and plaster the mixture thickly on the cock’s

face; but first of all take 9 masha of gur* with 3 masha of

ground turmeric and make into a pill and give it to the

cock; and, if it is the cold season, keep the cock in the sun,

if the hot in the shade. The cock must not be fed during the

day but in the evening after fomentation, when it should be fed

on halwd or on breAd dipped in fresh milk. In the evening the

cock should be fomented with a pad dipped in a liquid decoction.

l A Hweotmeat or sugar-cake (of a spongy texture and hollow

within)
4 Dalba a cocking term for a common or a half-bred cock kept to

be bullied by a game cockorol. The dalba is muzzled and hobbled
before being pitted against its aristocratic antagonist.

One writer states that a cockerel should not be fought till he is

one year old and that he should then be pitted against one of his own age

for five minutes the first day, ten the second, and fifteen the third, and
then for as long as desirable ; and that at the expiration of the fixed

time the birds Bhould be separated and their boats sucked and blown
upon. (If a child falls and hurts itself, Indians generally blow upon the

seat of injury with the idea of cooling the spot' and lessening the pain.)

3 Bad-goshia adj., with too much flesh on the jaws. The wattles

only can be cut off, not the flesh from the jaws.
* Bhilawan H., the marking-nut plant, Semecarpue anacardium

.

t t.e., the 41 white wob ” of small spiders opposed to the 14 yellow

wob *
* of large spiders.

3 Author's meaning unintelligible. He probably means, 41 If it is

wished to fight the cook at once before the wound has healed."

7 Turmeric is sold in pieces about two inches long.

8 Chuna-e thurdani.

8 Qand-i'riyUh is probably gur
,
a raw, unrefined sugar.
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After fifteen days when the cock has recovered from its

wound let it be fought for-two pant with the unmuzzled dalba,

and act as described above. After twenty-two days let the

trainer fight his oock three pant and act as before. After forty

days let him fight four pant
,
and lastly after an interval five

pant. After fighting five pant, he should foment the cock’s

face with a small bag of haliva
,
and dipping a pad into the hot.

liquid application he should foment the loins, the hip-joints,

both the shoulder joints, the breast, and between the legs as

described before. After this evening fomentation, he should

feed the cock on halwa
,
or on bread dipped in fresh milk. In

the morning he should again foment in the same manner, and,

mixing some of the best missi 1 in wine should heat it on the

fire and paint the cock’s face thickly with it. Increase gradu-

ally the number of pant up to eleven, acting as just described.

Then fight your cock for a wager with someone, having first

put it on dry food®, and please God the cock of your antago-

nist will be unable to face yours.

Just before fighting your cock, you (being in a state of

ceremonial purity), should repeat once into each of its ears the

words “Allah the Immutable” and exhale your breath, and

if it please God Most High your cock will never deteriorate.

tShould your cock show signs of llight then give it this

badriqa :i [reinforcement

Musk one mdsha
,
tabdshir* three mashas

,
small cardamoms

three mashas

:

pound and put in a paper. Take of juice of

Indian sweet fennel seed two ounces and put it in a vessel.

When you see that your cock intends flight, first give it two

mashas of the powdered medicine, and then two tolas of the

juice. Your cock will go mad and will never quit the field.

When you wish to cease fighting your cock and to pair

him with a lien do so, but pair him with a mature hen 6
, but

this must be in the warm days of spring. You must not mate

your cock with a young hen. 6

1 Missi, a powder (compound of yellow myrobalan, gall-nut, iron

Slings, vitriol, etc.), supposed to be beneficial for the teeth. It turns the

teeth black.
a Rukha karria is to stop feeding on halwa and butter, etc., and to

feed on b&jrd, etc.
8 A Persian word meaning u a vehicle in medicine ; a corrective or

anything prescribe i to be taken with medicine.”
i Jabushir

,

a silicious substance found in the interior of the hollow

stems of some bamboos, chiefly Batnbusa arundinacea. In modern

Arabic kabashir means chalk.
* Pakhat

;

of 3 or 6 years old. The hen will certainly desire the

attentions of the cook in spring ; only a few game hens will mate in the

cold weather.
, ,,

• Patfha masc., and pattht fem., i.e., chicks about a year old. These

words are* also applied to young pigeons (squeakers), and to young wrest-
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As long as the cock is treading the hen, give him daily a
little lialwa to keep his strength up.

Diseases of the Game-Fowl.

The game fowl is subject to several diseases
: (1) Zahrbad 1

or Erysipelas; (2) ChecJiak or small-pox; (3) Tain lea sar-jdnd or
canker of the palate

; and (4) Laqwa or paralysis of the’ face.

There are three forms of zahrbad. In the first, the comb
turns black

;
in the second, th? face turns black ; and in the

third, the nails and comb turn black. If the comb becomes
black, chew up some cocoa-nut, with betel-leaf prepared for
eating,

1 and give it to the cock. If the face turns black, take
long peppers of the smaller variety 3 and old gur and mix and
make pills and give to the cock. If the nails turn black, cut

off the cock’s comb, and pound up cinnamon, 'jugal,* and
Lahore salt, together with betel-leaf, and make a lull the size

of a wild her fruit s and give it to the cock. Please (lod a
complete recovery will take phice.

Receipt for Zahrbad.—Khurasdni ajiodtin two dam," pep-
per-corns 7 mdshas, long-pepper 7 mdshas, dry ginger one fuliis

(pice),'1 binddl y one fuliis, parched wheat 7 mdshas, bairbarang
7 mdshas, black helloborc 11 7 mdshas, sonf 14 3 mdshas, anise 13 3
mdshas, caraway seed * 7 mdshas, kali ziri 16 7 mdshas, rock salt

one told, namak-i shor 16 one told, black salt 17 one told, sdmbhar
salt one told, kasondi 111 leaves one told, leaves of Persian lilac

4

"

I Zahr-bad, a niuno given to several vague diseases, including
erysipelas, quinsy, leprous sores, etc. Horses and elephants are specially
subject to zahrbad.

a Pan ka hera ib a pan-leaf containing the areca nut, lime, spices,
catechu, otc

,
prepared for chewing.

31 Pipal-i khurd.

* GumGugal or Indian Bdellium, Balsamodcndron Mukul.
6 i.e., the size of a small acorn.
Seeds of Hyoscyamus niger , black henbane.

I Vide note 8, p. 79.

8 A pice weight is 6 mdshas. According to the Makhzan
, p. 95, it is

L0 mdshas; while the Alamgiri pice, according to the same authority, is

equivalent to one tola or 12 mdshas.
9 Bindal , H., a medicinal herb, resembling the betel-leaf. Sen

Makhzan, I. 374. Probably Luffa echinata
10 Vide note 11, p. 76.

II Kutki , H„ a bitter root, Picrorhiza kurrooa«
la Vide note 7, p. 80.

13 Anisun, the Anise, Pimptnella anisum.
14 Zira-e siydh, Caraway seed (Carum nigrum).
18 Kali ziri, the Purple Flea-bane, Vemonia anthemintica.

Khdri nimak, earth-salt; nimak shor, saltpetre-salt.
n Vide note 8, p. 81.

15 Wide note 7, p. 74.

is Kasondi ,
H., Cassia occidentals, Khory

, p. 268.
90 Bakayan

,
the Persian lilac, Melia Azedarach.
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one tola ,
leaves of ‘Inab'-s.Sa'lab 1 (or mako) one to/5, dried

leaves of the mm 4 tree one tola, juice of the leaves of the
castor-oil plant a sufficient quantity, fresh green ginger one
fulus, dry mint two tolas, garlic two tolas, seed of red chillies one
fold, old gur two tolas, Indian senna * one tola

, common country
ajwaHn 4 three dam, black myrobalan 6 one mdsha, palds pdprd "

4 mdshas, bhilawan 7 nuts seven, flowers of the mahu,d tree
<

9 mdshas , aloes wood 6 9 mdshas, dark aloes wood 10 9 mdshas,
pale ambergris J1 one mdsha, musk two rati,

11 saffron 6 mdshas,
otters’ testes 13 3 mdshas, salep 14 6 mdshas

,

curds from the belly

of a young Arabian camel 16 G mdshas, dgarqarhd ,fl 3 dam, taj 1 '

two dam
,
gum mastic of Kum ls two tolas

,
the red-velvet insect ^

two tolas, walnut 9 mdshas

,

cinnamon 6 mdshas, cloves one
told, quick-silver 9 mdshas, juice of betel-leaf two ounces, opium
one to/5. Pound all together, make a pill the size of a wild

kmdr 40 and give when necessary; give also warm water to

drink.

Chechak or small-pox. -This is the common and well-known
disease that attacks men as well as birds and beasts. It arises

from black bile.
41 Every man holds and expresses his own

opinion concerning the origin of this disease, but most people

I Solatium nigrum, Khory
, p. 464. For mako, vide note 7, p.7i».

4 Melia Azadirachta, the Noora or Margosa Treo
Vide note 2, p. 81.

4 Common ajwain . in contradistinction to ujwainri~klniranQ.nl, the
honhano: vide note 0, p. HI.

b [latila c khurd, the ripe fruit of Terminalia Chcbitla, the chebulir
or Black Myrobalan.

8 Palanpapra, the seeds of BiUea frandom or Bastard teak.
I Vide note 4, p. 82.
s Mahu,a Bosnia latifolia. Native wine is made from this fruit.

Boars are iond of the fruit.

® * Cdi-hindl (Indian wood), technical name for the Aloes- wood,
Aquilaria Agallocha

10 « Vdri-jharqi
,
aloes-wood that sinks when thrown into water : it is

of a hlaok colour. See Watt’s Dictionary of Economic Products, A.

1262.
II Aipbar-i-aahhab

,

white or pale ambergris, pure ambergris.
H i.e., about 4 grains.
w Jund-i-bedastar, the caBtorcum of European writers. Vide also

Khory, p. 101.
14 $d'lab-i-minri, salep, the root of a species oforchis, Orchis mascula.
15 Maya-y-ahutur-i-a'rabt

;

a forty-days’ old camel is allowed to suck
its fill of milk and is five hours later slaughtered, when the milk in the

intestines is found in a curdled state. This is dried and sold as a drug.
16 Aqarqartia , the Pellitory of Spain, Anacyclus Pyrethrum
17 Vide note 12, p. 76.

Vide notel, p. 81.
l® Bir-bahuti, the red-velvet insect, the scarlet fly, Trombidium

grandissimum.
40 KunSr, P=H., her, the Indian Jujube, or Chinese Date, Zizypkus

Jujuba.
41 Ar. As-Sawdd, an imagined secretion of the renal or atrabiliary

glands.
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hold the view that it is engendered in the foetus while still in

the womb, through the mother’s menstrual blood.

Remedy.—Kakanmnda leaves 1 2 tolas, pepper-corns 4

mashas. Apply juice of the leaves of the above plant to the

cock’s face. Then pound together the two ingredients as stated

and make into pills the size of a wild ber

2

and give daily morn-

ing and evening. Should a cure not take place, then bum old

leather and smoke the cock’s head. Should even this not result

in a cure, then grind together equal quantities of oubebs * and
red ochre.

4

Another.— w*3) 4 ounces, fresh shell lime 6 6

mashas

,

carbonate of soda 6 3 mashas
,
frog’s fat 4 tolas

,
worms

from rhinocerus dung one tola, old sanbar

7

leather burnt 2

tolas, asgand nagawari 9 9 mashas

,

burnt alum 6 mashas, blue-

stone 5 mashas, pure wax 2 ounces, well-water a sufficient

quantity, white catechu w one tola

,

oxide of lead 10 one told

,

dmla 11 sdr sulphur 9 mashas, camphor 6 mashas , betel-nut 2,

washed kdmila

12

6 mashas
,
kaseld JS 6 mashas. Make into an

ointment in the ordinary way and anoint the wounds.

Disease of the Palate.—This is a common disease known to

all cockers : it needs no description.

Remedy.—Safida of Kashghar 14 6 mashas
,
white catechu ,JS

4 mashas. Grind together and apply to the palate, which should

be first well cleansed. Take juice of henna leaves 4 ozs., red

ochre one told
,
rasaut 14 9 mashas, cubebs 9 mashas. Mix a suffici-

l The leaves of Blumea latera. also called in Hindi jangll mull

.

i The fruit of the wild ber, Zizyphus Jujuba , resembles the crab'

apple in flavour and appearance and is never larger than a gooseberry.

(Watt’s Dictionary.)
3 Kabab-chini , H., cubebs, Piper cubeba.

* Geru, red ''chre.

6 Chuna-c-eadaf , called in Hindustani svpl kd chxlna.

0 Sajji, natron, impure carbonate of soda.

7 The Sanbar stag.

3 Asgand ndgawri, the root of Withania somnifera.

9 Kath , the pale oatechu of India, a grey crystalline substance

prepared from a concentrated decoction of Acacia Catechu wood.
10 Murdar sang, litharge or oxide of lead.

11 Amla-sar, the pale yellow variety of sulphur, also called Kibrit-i-

Far8%. Vide Khory, p. 60.

12 It is a convention to wash it in a hundred waters, KamXta H.,

a red powder chiefly obtained from the rifle capsules of Mattotus philippi-

nensis.
13 Kaseld Hindi, the name of two species of gall. Called in Bengali

Bard and chhotd md,%. Dr. Hooper of the Indian Museum tells me that

the latter is the gall of Tctmarix articulata. a tree abundant in Sindh

and in the Punjab. The Arabic name is said to be /tamarat* 'Lasl.

The former is the gall of Tamarix gallica. Both are astringent and used

in tanning instead of the true oak-gall.

I* Safeda-e-Kashghdri ,
carbonate of lead.

10 Vide note 9, above.
10 Rasaut. H. the dried extract of the root of the barberry, Berberis

arista ta.
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ent. quantity and paint thickly on the palate, but lirst cleanse

the palate well with cloth. Do this twice or thrice a day. Should

this application not prove effective, try the following receipt,

to which some cockers add missi 1 powder.
_

Receipt.—Large cardamoms one to/a, shell tabd*hir
1

.">

mashas {J&l* * 6 md*ha*. Make into n powder and apply

to the palate threo or four times a day, and if God pleaso a

complete recovery will result.

/Relocation or sprain of the wiiuj nr leg.— 11ns is an accident

known to all cockers, and is caused by the cock jumping from

a height, or running too much, or from a blow, or from rough

handling by the cocker.* The cock is useless for further

fighting purjwses, but can be kept for breeding, after treat-

,neilt

/ff medy. Kn1ki h
t) mdxha*, bartang " 5 maxim*, dried

Bukhara plums ' seven, opium 2 mashas. Make into an oint-

ment and “ foment ” with this.

Another.—Mummy * one rati (about 2 grains),jiulp ot the

i/i kwar * leaf t ora., halnn |n 2 tola*, henna leaf 2 tolas, butter t

ozs., white sugar 4 ora., fine wheat-flour one lb. Make into a

halva in the ordinary way and foment with this.

Laqm or Paralysis of the face.—In this disease, which is

also called hama-zadayi or wind-stroke, the cock s head is

twisted to one side. _

Remedy.-Give soup made of wild pigeons or fauw-quuilH.

Also give to drink an infusion of kdnphal, [i saffron, opium-

poppv-heads, small long-pepper/' and garlic ;
give this and not

water. Keep the cock in a dark place. After this

purge.

Receipt for a purge.—Gum gogal th one tola, turmeric one

I A/mas, vide noto 1, p. 83.

9 labdshir-i entfafi ,
mde note 4, p. 83. In modern A mbit* tnbashir

means •• chalk.''

3 the shink.

* Ordinary natives, not cockers, often carry a fowl by one or b\

both wings.
6 Vide noto 11, p. 84.

6 Bartanq, seeds of Plantago major ,
or P. psyllium.

7 Alu Bukhara , the Plum, dlueha (Prunus communis).

3 Osteo coila. supposed to be an exudation from mummies.

* (Mgwar, N., Barbadoes or Indian Aloes, Aloe vera of «nn*

l® Halun is the cress ; but this is probably a corrupt reading for

hdlyun
, the berries of Asparagus officinalis.

" Lawd, a name given to several species of quail used for fighting,

other than the common quail.
.

I® Kdnphal=kd*ephalf
the bark of Mynca Nagi.

13 Vide note 2, p. 76.
14 Apparently the next day.
1® Vide note 4, p. 84.
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tola, dry powdered ginger

1

0 mashas, black myrobalan 1 0

mdshas
,
old guf 21 tolas. Make into ]>ills and of these give one

tola in weight
:

give, too, in the evening, warm waiter to

drink. s Please (hxl a recovery will take place.

Reinedg for a hen that is egg-hound or for oik; that lays

eggs with soft shells—To make a hen la}', some experts give

burnt cowrie-shells, while others give wheat-flour mixed with

barley-bran, and others again give wax and gum-nnistic mixed.

Some cockers, to an egg-bound hen, give, mixed with wax, two
grains of glass as finely powdered as antimony for the eyes; and
to a hen that does not lav, one mdsha of similarly ground glass

and one muslin of wax, mixed together and made into a pill

;

this should prove efficacious. Others give in the morning

before food bone-dust mixed with wax, for a period of from

three days to one week, which is a uood and proved remedy for

a hen-pigeon also, the quantity being regulated to the size of

the bird.

On making a dusting-place for fowls .—Dig a hole in the

ground about one and a half spans deep, and fill up with fine earth

as fine as hemp-seed.+ Let the fowls take dust-baths and clean

themselves in this. Should lice make their appearance, or

canker of the feathers, then take 4 ounces of ghar-bachcha''

with i lb. of onion-juice, 1 lb. of old water from a used water-

pipe, and sprinkle the fowl with it, and then let the fowl dust

itself in the pit

To cause a broken spur to grow.—Take of the marking-nut

plant 11 half a pound, castor-oil seed 1 lb., small burnt fish

7

2

ounces, mom-rawgjian 1 4 ounces, and red mustard seed (sarson).

Make all into an ointment and bind on to the injured spur

with a cloth, and spout the spur daily, three times, with cold

water. Do ibis fer a week. If the soles of the feet get

swollen, scrape them, apply to them a thick coating of antimony

for the eyes, and hind above that a rag well smeared with the

above ointment.

1 Sonth satiVa ; sonth is dry ginger ; while satrfa is applied to A
special kind of ghiger, and means * pulverable, free from threads or
fibres.’

* Vide note f>, p. 85,

* The rock would bo kept thirsty during the day.
+ Dana-e mun<j ,

lit., tmlng, a kind of pulse.
ft Ghar barheha is the same as darunaj-i-'aqrabi Doronicum pardali-

anches: it is described by the author of tho Makhzan
, p. C47, as a'

seorpioid knotted root with greyish exterior and white interior ; hard,
faintly bitter, and aromatic. See also Khory

, p. 362.
* Bhilawan

;
vide note 4, p. 82.

7 Mahi-e soihta-c-khurd.
8 Wax and oil mixed ; dubbing.
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APPENDIX A.

Further Points of the (tame-IVick .

1

The bill is thick but short, tlu* white of the eye pearl-

coloured
1 (not red or yellow), the comb* thick and very low

,
the

wattles very small, the region below the ears red,4 the clieeck-

bones protuberant, the head large and square, the neck Iona,

the wings held apart from the body, the chest thrown out,

the tail small and drooping from the base, the back flat and

not roached, 6 the back and wings viewed from above heart

-

slmjKHl,'
1 the flesh hard and the body eompaet, the stalk-hones

thick and square. In tight the game-cock is staunch till death

Ff tickled lightly by the linger on the stomach about an inch

abo\e the vent, it should begin to oil itself"; it should be very

tree anil familiar with man Its crow is short and dee]). If

the cock is young and lias been parted for some time from liens,

it should ‘‘dance when the fingers are snapped. There are

many breeds of game, viz. (
I )

Sbayklt Buddha *
; (2) Kal-kritij/i

1

or “ black-spurred
” 1,1

; (3) Pattx-tuld 11
; (4) Sona-tol

11
or

• gold in value*’; (5) Amir Khan
; (tt) Muhammad ‘*4/1 Bey.

The Xhaykh liuddlut is never the aggressor in tight. The

best birds of this breed will stand on the spot they an 1 placed

without advancing an inch towards their antagonist, and there-

fore cocks of this breed can be turned out loose together.

Dame-cocks are never white, yellow, nor handhnu (re-

gularly speckled throughout).

The game hen lays one or at the most two clutches ,f
' of

eggs in tlu* \ ear.

* l<or this information tho translator has to thank a learned rndiun

Mawlavi, an amateur breeder.
4 Motic/iitr, “like powdered pearl.”

t> Mar or mawr=tuj.
* In domestic fowls generally white.

* Main pHftht
,
“ fish-hacked.

6 Lit. shaped like a hotel -leaf

1 This is a sign, of familiarity with inon and ot fearlessness, t om-

inon fowls do not preon, however tame
1 t.e. . show off by lowering the wing and circling, as a cock does

before a hen.

9

Buddhii is a name given by the vulgar to a son born on Buddh or

IT vVUXPOUu^ •

10 No. 1 is the heaviest built r.f all game fowls and (2) tho lightest.

The lattor, a famous breed in Singapore, is noted for its activity.

11 Two cocks of this breed were once fighting.
.

A man separated

them by inserting between them a char pav
t or Indian bedstead. The

spurring cock struck the bedstead and split its pattx or frame.

J4 One of this breed was once scaled and sold to a Nawab for its

weight in gold.
,s Ek jhol anda ‘ ‘ u clutch laid by one hon.” Ek jhol bachcha *a

brood/’
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APPENDIX B.

From the ^XjaMb-ul-MamilOqat '

{Or The “ World of Wonders”).

The cook is the most lustful and the vainest of birds. It

heralds the dawn. One of the strangest things about it is that

it knows the watches of the night, and apportions the times

for its night-crowing according to the length or shortness of

the nights ; for instance, if the night is fifteen hours in length,

he crows, at stated intervals, the same number of times as

he does in a night of nine hours ; and this he docs by a God-
given instinct.

1 It is related that the Prophet (May the Peace

and Blessing of God be upon him) said, ‘‘God the Most High
has created a cock beneath His Throne, with wings that can

extend beyond the East and the West
; and towards dawm he

spreeds his wings, and flaps them, and raises his voice in praise

of Him, crying, ‘ Glory to the Most Holy King ’ and; when he

has ceased, all the cocks in the Earth join in returning that

cry, flapping their wings in like manner. It is said that the

chief caller-to-prayer amongst the cocks, is that breed that has

long wattles and a castellated comb. The cock has a sense of

jealous honour about his wives, and he is generous to them, and
cares for them. It is a belief that, should a man rise from sleep

at cock-crow, he will be fresh and bright all day A white cock

puts to flight the lion. The best of cocks is the game-cock.

It* points are, a red comb, a thick neck, small and block eyes,

sharp claws, a loud cry. A cock is unselfish to his hens ; he

takes a grain in his beak and casts it to them. It is said

that he does this in the time of his youth, when his passions

dominate him ; but that when he ages he no longer does so.

The cock defends his hens from the attack of an enemy, and at

night collects them in a safe place and stands guard at thedopr.

They say, too, that the cock lays one egg in his lifetime, called

in Arabic bayzat " 'l-'uqr
( ),

fi and that it is very small.

The following lines are by the poet Bashshar :

—

Thou hast visited me but once in all this time .

Make not thy visit rare like the egg of the cock.

It is a belief that one who slaughters a white cock with a
divided comb, will suffer loss in his possessions and in his

house, and also that the Devil never enters a house in which

*\An Arabic work by Al-Qazwlni, who died A.D. 1283.

* aU|^ f
l|J|

8 An obscure phrase.
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such a cock is to be found. As for the propertiea of the
several parts of the cock, if the comb be dried and pounded and
given to drink to a piss-a-bed, the bad habit will depart
from him. The smoke of the dried comb of a white or of a red

cock docs good to a madman. The gall applied aa a collyrium

to the eyes, cures dimness of sight, or a film over the eye.

Some physician has said that the gall must be placed in a silver

vessel and used continuously to obtain a cure. Polonias has

said that the gall of a cock, mixed with mutton-broth and
taken in the morning on a fasting stomach, ia a cure for loss of

memory. If the wing-bone he bound on one suffering from
intermittent fever, the fever will depart. If a rider ties that

bone on his loins he will suffer no fatigue. The blood, used as

a collyrium, is beneficial for film over the eyes. If the blood

drawn in a cock-fight be mixed with food and given to a num-
ber of people, it will cause dissension amongst them. If you
take a cock’s blood and mix it with honey, and place it on the

lire, and apply the mixture to the penis of a man, it will in-

crease his virile power as well as liis sexual enjoyment. If you
take the dried flesh of a cock and pound it with equal quantities

of gall-nuts and sumach, and make pills the size of peas, and
administer them with a draught of water to one that has a pain

in his belly, he will be relieved on the spot. In the stomach of

the cock there is a pebble, sometimes sky-blue in colour and
sometimes crystal, which, if suspended round the neck of a

madman, cures him : and if it be attached to the person of

any man, it increases his sexual appetite.





7. The Kingdom of gNya khri btsanpo, the first

King of Tibet.

By Rbv. A. H. Francre.
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Journal and Procndinijs of the Asiatic Sovieta o) Bengal,

l oL |\ Xu. 8, 1909.

On paoi* 210, t lit* dat«*s on the ruins described as Nos. I, 2

.uul an* "ivrn as -

l V ,pv

of*

V^A

TI»«-> should be —

i v;av

OfiA

VfiA

^ ui» nist s»y a lew words about these two names, dBus
and 1 arlung. dBus means • the middle.’ It is used of a
place which is of importance, the residence of some important
person. Thus in the first part of the Ladakhi rOyal robs, the
word aBus is used to signify Gaya in Magadha, for this town
was of the greatest importance in the ancient Buddhist times
on account of its connection with the founder of this religion.

.

n the later portions of the rOyal rabs, dBus is the name of
tlie Lhasa district, because Lhasa had become the capital of
libet. But I can well imagine that before Lhasa was made
the capital of Tibet by Srong btsan sgampo, the surroundings
of the previous capital Phyi dbang stag rise were called dBus,
he centre. The Tibetan inscriptions of Kunawar speak of
oarahan, the old capital of the Bashahr State, asjthe dBus of
that country.

As regards Yarlung, this name does not fit in in any <utfe»
whether we place the kingdom of the first king near Lhainror
near Leh

; for the Yarlung is a river or a river valley of the *

cistern Tibetan province of Khams, and even if the first
Ring entered the country by way of the Yarlha shamJbu

,
as the
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Lhasa accounts have it, it is difficult to see why he should
have taken up his abode in the remotest part of the country.

Yarlung means 4 the upper valley.' It is a name which might
well have been given in contrast to Maryul ,

4 the lower Land,’

the actual name of Ladakh from the remotest times. Now the

Tibetans are very fond of exchanging synonyms, thus, Maryul
is also called Marm (Hiuen Tsang’s Moloso) and Markhams',
king bkrashis mam rgyal is also ( ailed bicrash is mgon (the

Tashikuu of the Tarikh-i-llashidi), lama Mipham dbangpo is

also called Mipham myon, etc. And thus the word Yarlung
may have become exchange*! in course of time for another
word of the same meaning. Now we actually find that the

plain below the place which is in my opinion the ancient capital

of the first king, is called Ladvags gongkhai thong, 4 the upper
plain of Ladakh’ ; this may have been exchanged for Yarthang
‘the upper plain,

9 and a valley branching off from this plain

could very well be called Yarlung. Rut it is 'Evident that

Yarlung as a place name may occur in various parts of Tibet.,

and therefore 1 do not attach great importance to this point.

The king’s original name was Spit rgyal
, which means ‘ king

of Spu,* Spu is a large village mi the Sutlej in Upper Kuna-
war with vast ruins around, and may very well have been the

seat of a petty king. In t Ik* most ancient version of this tale,

brought to light- by Waddell hi his inscription of king Khri
srong Ide btsan

, the king is called ‘ ()d Ida spu rgyal' 'Od tdc ,

* beautiful light,’ is his personal name : Spu rgyal means king of

Spu. The spellingSpa of this village is testifiedto by many stone

inscriptions in the vicinity, the oldest being apparent ly written

by (lie orders of the royal priest Yeslies 4 od (c. 1025 A.D.) On
the maps ,

the place is spelt Spooch. The name Spnrgyal was also

given to a mountain in the neighbourhood, which is now gener-

ally called Purgyal. This is a case of assimilation of the vowel
of the second syllable to the first. As I have shown previously,

the Tibetan law of assimilation is different, according to which
the first syllable is modified to assimilate with the vowel of the

second. However, the people of Spu
,
who have accepted only

recently the Tibetan language, have a law of assimilation of

their own, as appears to me. I found two inscriptions with

names of modern Bashalir kings, in which the vowel of the

second syllable had been assimilated to the vowel of the

first. Instead of Rudar (Rudra) Singh, these inscriptions spell

Lu rdur Singh, and instead of Ugra Singh they spell Ukur
Singh. In the same way the name Spurgyal could be changed
to Purgyul.

The place whore the first king was found by the hunters
is called Lhari. The name Lhari occurs in various parts of

Tibet. It means c mountain of the gods.
9 And to suit their

case, the Central Tibetan historians who wanted by all means
to land the first king near Lhasa, added the word Lhari to the
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name Yarlha-shambv and called the mountain Ynrttm sham-

hn lhari. (See dPag bsam Ijon bzang.)

The classical country of Lhari is, however, in the west.

A river which for some distance forms the frontier of Spiti, and a

village on it, are called Lhari. A mountain near Leh is called

Lharimo.

The capital of gNyu khri htsanpo which was already in

existence when he arrived in the country, is called Phyi
dban* stag rise. As a place of this name has not yet been dis-

covered in (Vntral Tibet, the Ontral Tibetan historians (N.

Ch. Das, 1881) simply said that Lhasa was built on

the top of it and that it therefore disappeared. But then* is

a place, spelt Phyi dbang , only eight miles from Leh,
situated in a valley which opens out on the plain Ladrags

gtmgkhai thtnuj

.

On the maps, the place is spelt Phayang.
This, in my opinion, was the capital of the ancient king. It

must be a place different from Lhasa, for we find that one

branch of the. descendants of Khri bkras/ns tsvgs dpal. in

c. 1000 A. I)., went from Lhasa to Phyi dining slag rfsr to reside

there. Phyi dbang is the name of the town, and Stag rise is the

name of the royal palace in it. Whether the name Slagrtse

still exists at Phyi dbang or not, 1 cannot say. The castle of

Slagrtse in Purig was evidently called after this old royal castle

of Phyi dbang. Then 1 are very extensive ruins in the Phyi

dbang valley which have never been examined. When l asked

the people of this place, who had once resided there, they

said * “ The king ” ! And yet, there is not a single passage

in the Ladakhi portion of the rUyal rabs which says that any of

the Ladakhi kings ever resided there. The site of this village

in a warm valley opening to the south, is superb. From the

lower part of it, the view up the Indus valley over a large por-

tion of Maryul is glorious. More even than Leh, Phyi dbang

was a suitable site as a residence of kings.

After a time, the king built the palace of Ubu bln sgang.

There is evidently a mistake here. The nasal sign over the L
7 was

forgotten by the man who copied Schlagintweit’s MS. From
a comparison with the names in the Bodhimor and Ssammg
Ssetsen it becomes evident that Umbu bla sgang (or lha sgang)

is meant. Umbu is the Ladakhi pronunciation of Ombu , the

tamarisk. In the form Um or Om it is found in many local

names of Ladakh. The name Umbu bla sqang means ‘ the hill

of the priests (or lha ‘ gods ’) with the tamarisks.’ This name
can be abbreviated in the same way as are many, compound
words. (See my Ladakhi Grammar.) Then only one syllable

each of the two component parts is taken, and these are put

together. Thus the abridged form of Umbu blasgang would

be Um bla or Umsgang. Now a place called Urrda actually

exists at the other end of the plain on which Phyi dbang is

situated. It is perhaps eight or ten miles distant from the
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latter, and also contains ruins of a castle, as I am told. I

have not yet had an opportunity to visit the place. On the
maps it is called Umleh. Two other place names of gNya
hkri btsanpo's kingdom which are mentioned together

arc rGod Idod and gYur Mod. The word tdod I cannot
find in the dictionaries, but it seems to mean ‘ district.

1

rOod Mod is the rGod district. Now there is a rGod yul (rGod
country) within the present limits of Ladakh. It is mentioned
in K. Marx’s version of the rGyal rabs, in connection with Sengge
nmmrgyaV

a

reign. The rGodyul is the eastern part of Ladakh,
or the territory of Hanlc, as stated by K. Marx. All these

eastern parts of Ladakh, Shagti, Nyoma
,
etc.,* were once strongly

fortified against the invasions of the Turks, as their grand
ruins show. Therefore it is quite in the nature of things that

the first king of Tibet should have posted there a guard against

outside foes.

gYur Mod means the district of gYurit . The name
gYuru is the abbreviated form of ancient gYung drung (the

Lama Yuru of the maps). When the Ladvags rGyal rafts was
written, the ancient spelling gYung drung had already been

replaced by the modern gYuru . The place gYur hlotl was
the centre of the first king’s inner administration. This is

quite in accordance with the central situation of the place.

^rttrwfLamayuruisa modern invention) seems to have been a
foremost place in ancient times. It is still called the ancient

centre of the Bon religion, and I was so fortunate' as to dis-

cover the ruined Bonpo temple in the place.

Another important place in gNya khri btnanjx*’# em-
pire was liongdo where his granaries were. There are two
places called Rongdo within the limits of Kashmir Tibet.

The western province of Baltistan is called liongdo , and a
village in the iSTubra valley is called by the same name. I

am convinced that the latter is meant. There is a con-

venient pass from Phyi dbang into Nubra, and the Nubra vil-

lage of Rongdo is found almost on the northerly opening of

the Phyi dbang pass. On the maps it is called Rongdu.
The five names of chiefs given in the account, we cannot

expect to find anywhere on maps. gTso means simply ‘ Lord
,

9

bTsan Ichyung is a personal name of the Bon religion, sNums is

a house name still extant at Khalatse, Khustegs is a family

name, and gNyara rtse may be another house name.
As regards the general state of civilisation of the country,

the description suits Ladakh very well, whilst it does not suit

Lhasa. The art of writing is stated to have been known. In

Ladakh it has actually been known since c. 250 B. C. going by
rock-inscriptions. Agriculture has existed in the country

since those remote times when the Gilgit Bards founded their

colonies in Ladakh.
Now it may be said that there is nothing extraordinary
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about all this. The Ladvags rUyal mb

s

was written in Ladakh,
audits writer naturally contrived to make lii.s home the king-

dom of the first king of Tibet. In the same way, the Central

Tibetan historians placed his kingdom near Lhasa. Quite so,

and yet, the Ladakhi account strikes me as being more
original. The Lhari was evidently added to the name Yarlha
shambu, to make the mountain fit in the story. The name
fJmbu bla sgang was misunderstood and changed to Ynmbugla
sgang winch cannot he traced anywhere. The only other local

name in the central 'Li betail version is bTsan thang (plain of

the btsanpo or king) which can be given to any plain near the

royal residence.

Although gNya khri btsanpo
9
s empire was apparently

very small, it seems to have grown in extent towards the east,

until S'rang bfsan sgampo 1

1

1 axle Lhasa his capital. Before lie

went there, he resided in Ladakh, at least according to my ex-

planation of Tibet an history Tims, the message to the Chinese

emperor in which he asked the hand of Kongjo in marriage was
sent from Ladakh, and a Ladakhi, the minister Jiigpacan

,

a native of Shargolha in Purig. was the ambassador in this

matter. The name of Rigpaean act ually occurs in thorUyalmbs,
hut Kchlagintweit in his translation mistook it for an adjective

and translated it accordingly. At Shargolha
,
the house of

this very same minister is still shown to travellers. Also the

embassy of Thonmi sambhota started from Ladakh. As the

Ladvags rGnjat mbs says, it was sent to Kashmir, and to no
other part of India. This was very natural, for the Ladakhi
form of Buddhism which then prevailed among the Bards of

Ladakh, was closely related to the Buddhism of Kashmir,
it used the same kind of characters, a form of the Gupta
character, but it had become stagnated. As the Ladakhi
inscriptions of these times (700-900 A.l).)showus, the characters

were used for nothing, but the summum homim of Buddhism of

those times, the Ye dharma formula.

In Kashmir, the motherland of Ladakhi Dard Buddhism.
Thonmi received instructions from a Brahman called Libyin .

This name has always been wrongly translated. It has to be

translated ‘ Glory 9
(or blessing) of the land ‘Li.’ It is a name

parallel to another name mentioned under King Gung srong

’adu rje. Under the latter king a priest called Khri bdun yul

byin is mentioned. This name can only be translated by
‘ Glory of the land Khri bdun 9 Li byin had apparently re-

ceived his name, because the land Li had reason to be proud of

him. The land Li is either a country near Nepal or Turkistan.
I am convincedthat it here signifies Turkestan ; for there is some
probability that it was in the Turkistan monasteries that Tibetan
was first reduced to writing,and Thonmi sambhotasimply reaped

the fruit of such learning. The theory of the first origin of

the Tibetan script in Turkistan was first propounded by Dr.
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Barnett. I readily accepted his view. Dr. Waddell has recently

repudiated it stating that it was founded on nothing better

than the occasional occurrence of the drag in ancient docu-

ments. (J.R.A.N. October, 1909
)

' No, it was never based on

so poor a foundation.

What induced l)r. Barnett to believe in a possibly earlier

introduction of the Tibetan script, was the fact that in Tur-

kestan at Rndere, on the very confines of the Tibetan empire,

were found specimens of Tibetan writing in not one but t wo
forms of script, one of which exhibited already traces of great

simplification, which can be explained only with the accept-

ance of the theory of a long period of use of the same. And
the latest date which can he assigned to these documents is

c. 7S0 A.D., about 120 years after the asserterl invention of

the script by Tbonmi. But the Endere relics are not allot’

the same type, some exhibit a more archaic type of orthogra-

phy than tin 1 others, and have to be dated considerably earlier

than 7S0.

Turkestan is exactly the country where a new kind of

script and literature could most probably ha\e originated.

The Buddhists of Turkestan were more eager than anv other

to provide people of various tongues with Buddhist literature

in their own language. Proof of this are the various MSS. in

unknown languages which have come to light- there. Turkes-

tan was in possession of a form of the Gupta alphabet (the

Bower MSS., etc.), and this alphabet impressed its type on the

Kashgar BralmiF as well as on the Tibetan script. When l

wrote m> article on 14 The Similarity between the Tibetan and
Kashgar Brahnil alphabets/’ published by this Society, T might

have added a column showing the Gupta characters! The
Gupta alphabet has variants, hut its descendants here in tin 1

West are all sprung from one and the same type of Gupta.

These descendants are the Kashgar Brahim and Tibetan

characters, and the Indian characters used in Ladakh between
700 and 900 for writing the Sanskrit formula Ye dharma , etc.

This formula was written in Tibetan character as well, and at

first sight, the Indian and the Tibetan variety of this formula
can hardly be distinguished; for most of the characters look

the same. The difference rests in. this, that in the Tibetau

version the aspirated mediae are written with an ordinary

media furnished with a subjoined il h” whilst in the Indian

version gh , dh and hh are written with simple characters.

Besides, the Tibetan version has the Tripartite y, whilst the

Indian version has a later form of the y. The west (Kashmir,

Ladakh, Turkestan) is the country where the Gupta form of

characters remained stationary for a longer period than else-

where. Here is the probable home of the Tibetan script. It

was invented not many centuries before Srong btsan sgampo ,

possibly one or two centurios before him. The Brahman
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Libyin was apparently a native of Turkestan, and it was he

who initialed the Ladakhi minister into the art already prac-

tised there.

Before the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet (i.c., to

the Tibetan, noi Dard, inhabitants of the country) a number

oi Buddhist symbols came down from heaven in the time of

Lhiilho thori when this kin# was at the palace of Umbu bid

sgantj ,
in Ladakh. One of the symbols was a Pnngkong

, a

‘ patra of the lap.’ The West Tibetan lake Pnngkong was

called after this symbol. This speaks again in favour of my
view that Cinbubla agony was situated in Ladakh, and not

near Lhasa. For had it been situated there, one of the numer-

ous lakes near Lhasa would probably have been called Pang-

kong.

As is stated in the rUyalrabs, Srong btmn sgampo conquered

r'L'mmi and Shingmi in the east. rTmmi is pronounced Sami
according to a Tibetan law of sound. A place Sami is found on

t In* map south-west of the Manasarowar lake. In the vicinity

is the Shiny lab cha pass, probably the old Shingmi. If these

places were conquered * in the east,’ the chronicler must have

looked towards them from Ladakh. If Srong btmn .sgampo had

then resided at Lhasa, he would have said ‘ in the west.
1





8. Notes on the Pollination of Flowers in India. Note

No. 7 . A few observations made in the Central Prov-

inces and Berar.

By L II. BuakhiI..

The following observations were made 011 tours in the Cen-

tral Provinces and Berar, in 1908 and 1 909. The first of the

tours comprised a visit to the hill of Asirgarh in Niinar (26-28,

ix. 08) and a journey by road from Ellichpur over the Satpu-

ras through the forests of the* Melghat to Levvada where the

Sipna valley opens towards the river Tapti, (3-19. x. 09): the

second comprised a visit to Nagpur (14-22. ii. 09) and the third

an excursion into the Melghat from Akot, along t he Ban valley

and to Jalgaon in the Buldana district ( 16—26. i\. 09). The

weather during the last tour was unsettled.

The notes are fragmentary; hut years may pjtss before

an opportunity occurs for making them more complete. The
chief point iu them is connected with the cottftn plant, chief,

because for those who are trying to breed out of our cottons im-

proved races, it is essential to recognise the extent of that cross-

pollination in the field which will level down what they are

raising up.

The insects have been determined for me by Messrs. H.

•Uaxwell-Lefroy, E. Brunetti and A. Paiva, to whom I offei

iy best thanks.

A Bee as a regular visitor to Cotton /lowers ,
and stone ot/ur

visitors.

There is evidence that in the Ganges valley, the races of

cotton, when grown mixed, are crossed naturally with some

freedom. The literature is in three places. Firstly, in the Agri-

cultural Ledger No. 8 of 1895, p. 10, Professor T. H. Middle-

ton set forward his belief that seed of the Beliar cottons

—

* Bhogila ’ and * Deski ’—gave rise to hybrids in his experimen-

tal plot at Baroda. Secondly, in this journal for 1907, pp. 517-

526, 1 called attention to the insects which visit cotton flowers

in Beliar in May and to the presence of apparent hybrids in

the crops there. Thirdly. Mr. Martin Leake (this Journal, 1908,

p. 18) felt himself justified in saying that indirect evidence

exists in abundance for regarding tlio crossing of cottons in

nature as of common occurrence : and he recorded a few obser-

vations made by himself on the variability of progeny from

seed collected when precautions were not taken to prevent

natural crossing.

Fyson (Memoirs Dept . Agric. ii, no. 6) has more recently
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stated on similar grounds that in Madras at least some natural
crossing occurs.

All this evidence is opposed to Garnmie’s view, based on
observation at Poona, that cotton does not get cross-fertilised

in nature
(
Memoirs Dipi. . lyric, ii , no. 2). Certainly Gammie’s

view cannot be made a generalisation for India as a whole.
Tn this connection it is now interesting to record, as an

apparently regular inseet- visitor to cotton flowers in parts of

Berar, a bee, which by reason of its large hairy body is admir-
ably adapted for carrying pollen from flower to flower. This
insect is Megachile alhifrowt , Smith. It is, however, not very
active in moving from flower to flower. I first observed the bee

on the afternoon of September 22nd, 1909, sheltering in cotton

flowers during rain at Pingli, which is a village lying just under
tlie hills in t lie north-east corner of the Buldana district. By
a search through a field four more individuals were found. On
the next day between Pingli and Wasali, during the morning,
nine insects were seen , and in the afternoon at Wasali eight more.

Xo observations were made oil September 24th owing to

rain ; and on the 25th between showers no bees were seen on
the cotton flowers during a march from Jatnod to Jalgaon ;

but on September 26th. four miles south of Jalgaon, two more
individuals were seen on cotton flowers. This makes a total of

24 individuals seen on cotton flowers in six days. On the 26th

I left the district.

The common cotton of north-eastern Buldana is the yellow

flowered Jari (Gossypinm neglectum. Tod., var. vera, Gammie).
Grown mixed with it, is a considerable quantity of white flowered

Jari ((}, neglecturn. Tod., var., rosea, Gannnie) and a not incon-

siderable amount of Dharwar American cotton ((/. hirsutum ,

Mill.). No individuals of Megachile alhifrom were seen on 0\

neglectum
,
var. rosea, and only one on ti. hirsutum: all the

others were on G. neglectum, var. vera .

Prom the insects’ point of view these three cottons may
be very unlike; for G. neglectum

, var. vera, has large yellow

flowers which nod as a rule and open rather widely ; G. neglec-

tum ,
var. rosea, lias smaller rose-white flowers which generally

ascend slightly from the horizontal and open but little; G.

hirsutum has upright pale yellow flowers which open earlier

than the other two, and widely,

Bani (G. indicum) has flowers exactly as G. neglectum
, var.

vera, but not a single plant was noticed in north-eastern Bul-

dana, where the Megachile was seen, whereby to prove (as

might well be the case) that the bee would go from G . neglectum ,

var. vera, to it.

G. neglectum, var. vera,—Jari,—in north-eastern Buldana
spontaneously self-pollinates within an hour or two of opening

;

and the flowers are fertile to their own pollen : so that the bolls

set whether insects go to the flowers or not.
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It- is the habit of the Megaohile to fly into the flowers and
at first to seek for honey at the base,—whether generally found

or not, I was unable to ascertain : that done the inseel turns

round and with its head towards the light sits on the anthers

and eats pollen. When caught its hairy body is always abund-

antly dusted with pollen : and it certainly carries it from one

(lower to another, and probably produces the occasional cross

which seems to be the rule with so many plants.

Over the period during which the cotton was under obser-

vation, a few butterflies were observed on the flowers. ( Vjfo/j-

sHia crural*\ ( Vainer, was seen at Wasali, and again to the south

of Jiilgiion on ff. neglvclnm, var. rosea, generally going to the

extra-floral nectaries but, sometimes to the intra-floral nectaries.

Its constancy to the white flowers was marked.

Papilin polyle* , Linn., was seen on two days near Jalgaon

going both to ext ra- and intra-floral nectaries of U. a ogledam ,

var. wi, and (l. neglectum , var. rosea.

A Trylas visited flowers of (l. neglectnm . \ar. rera
9
between

•famod and Jalgaon. Commoner still than any of these was
Pa) nara cofaca , Moore. Seven individuals were seen going to the

inti a-floral nectaries of 0. neglecttun, var. wm, between Pingli

and Wast'd i on September 23rd, eleven between Jamod and

tl.ilgiion on September 25th, one on September 2(>th on the

south of .Jalgaon, and another at Nandura -making a total of

20 Further, on September 25th, between Jamod and Jalgaon,

one went to tin* extra-floral nectaries of U. neglectmn. var.

and six to the intra-floral nectaries of U. hirsutnm.

Tims there wt re seen:

To To To
f

f

. iwntreturn f*. nrgteclum
G. himtlum .

var. vcrri. var. rosea.

Mrrjachilf 23 individuals ;

1 indiv idual in

fitbifrons.

('atopsilvi crocatc.
i

i*ntorinir die

(lowers
,

I

i

5 individuals

generally at

extrafloral

nectaries.

1

flowers.

PnpiHo /iolytcx.

TrrulR sp.

l individual.

1 individual

entering flower.

1 individual.

Ptirnnm coluca. 20 individuals,

all but one
entering the

flowers: that

one at extra-

floral neeta-
]

ries.
1

!

6 individuals

entering a

1 flower.

1
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Pamara and Papilio were also seen on yellow Cotton

flowers between Nandurbar and Taloda in West Kbandosh on

September 29th, 1909 : but flower-visiting insects, except the

injurious beetle,

—

Glycyphana versicolor, Fabr. were there ex-

ceedingly rare.

Elceodendron glaucutn
,
Pers.

The yellow-green somewhat massed flowers have a large

disc, bearing a considerable amount of honey.

They open widely, facing upwards or horizon-

tally. At first they are male, the stamens

standing up as in the upper figure : then they

become female, the filaments, having bent as

in Rhamnas , and the style elongated. The
lower figure represents the flower in the second

stage.

A few hours of leisure spent at Wasali.

Buldana district, on September 23rd, while

waiting for the carts that were bringing my
camp-furniture, enabled me to collect the fol-

lowing visitors at honey on the flowers.

D1PTERA.

—

Syuphtdae. Eristalis arvorum, F. j and ?

plentiful. Megaspis crassns, F. ? . Syrphus sp. Muscjdae.
Lucilia dux ,

Erichs., plentiful. Musca sp. near M. domrstira,

L. Tachisudae. 1 sp.

Jb’m. 1.—Upper
flower, early or
male state; lower
flower, later or fe-

male state, x 2,

Hnrdwickia birnta, Roxb.

Uurdwickia binata is an ancmophi lous Lcguminosa, with

the light foliage and flexible branchlets of a birch tree. On
these thin flexible branchlets are produced in September the

panicles of yellow green flowers. Apparently the flowers open
chiefly at night. As the sepals part, the stigma is thrust out

by the straightening of curves in the style : it straightens slowly,

retaining a knee, by means of which the stigma is carried to a
lateral position. After the stigma has thus been removed to a
position and is no longer under the flower, the anthers emerge
and dehisce.

Fia. 2.—-On tho left younger stages— ovary and style and stigma :

on the right opening and wide open flower, x 2.
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The sequence is sufficiently illustrated by the figures above,

for further description to be unnecessary. The stigma is

.Mingled, thick and raised into ridges: it is without papillae.

Pig. 3. Stigma seen from abovo and in section, much enlarged.

Dalbergia Sissoo ,
Roxb.

In February, 1009, during nine days (14th to 22nd) spent

in Nagpur, I had opportunities of making observations on lJab

hrrgia Sissoo,
because my tent was pitched under a tree in

full flower. .Ipi/i dorsata

,

Fabr., visited this tree in great

numbers, coming with the dawn, and leaving in the twilight,

httt not working steadily all day. That it should come in the

grey of the first dawn and go in t he dim light when night had

nearly closed in, is interesting, for in Britain the hive bee—Apis
tnellifica ,

Linn.—does not leave its hive except in broad day-

light : and even the longer-working wasp is never out in the

twilight. Once halting in a * ziat
5

(a shelter without walls) at

the village of Pa-ngat, in Tenasserim, during the month of

March, [ heard from 4-30 a.m. into daylight a steady continu-

ous humming overhead as of numerous bees, and when it was
possible to see, Apis was found to be diligently visiting the

white flowers of a tree of Mesun ftrrea , Linn., overhanging the

ziat. The observation does not prove that Apis dorsata is noc-

turnal at times, hut suggests it: and on rare occasions in Cal-

cutta. and in other places, Apis has flown to my lamp as I read

after dinner.

The following is the history of a Sissoo flower as exempli-

fied on the tree ip Nagpur. The flower opens in the early

afternoon, between noon and 2 p.m. As more and more now'

flowers open, more and more bees (Apis dorsata) come to it,

and they work diligently until night has almost closed in. All

the next day these flowers are open, and through the night to

the morning after, when, after sunrise—after a duration of

forty-four hours—they fade, and most of them fall off the tree.

The mornings are times when many bees are busy : they work
hard from the time when the east is only just red until about

9 a.m. : after which they desert the trees for the most part until

afternoon.

Sissoo flowers 'secrete plenty of honey, which Apis dorsata

readily reaches. Apis florea ,
Fabr., visited the flowers in less

numbers with the Apis dorsata, but at hours neither so early
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nor so late. A Pierid butterfly was also seen on the flowers in

the broad sunlight.

A few further observations from Asirgarh ami the Mdghdt.

The following observations are all, additional to the above,

that I could make over twenty-six days spent almost entirely

in the open. They show how few insect-visitors can be observed

in the Safcpura hills at the season of my tours : and they

suggest that the scarcity of visitors to crops like cotton grown
under the Melghat is due to the poverty of the country side in

flower-visiting insects. At the time of my tours in the Melghat,

few trees were in flower, blit under the trees occurred sporadi-

cally the large blossoms of several species of Baricria , a Strobilan-

thes, other Acanth:ioea\ Crotalarias , etc. ; and in other places

an abundance of Indigofera glandulosa , Tridur. prucumbvns ,

Ageratum conyzoides , and 1mpattens balsamim

:

while on the

plateaux Linvm , Tradescantia
,
Pimpinelln , Senecio , etc., wen*

in flower —flowers sufficiently conspicuous to attract many in-

sects in Britain, during an equal period.

A ylocopa fenestrata, Bingham, was seen in Asirgarh (25—26.

ix. 08) at honey on Gelosin cristatu, Linn., and Zinnia clegans
,

Jaeq. ; and X . aureipennis
, Lepeh, in the Sipna valley (10— 13.

x. 08) on Anisomvtes ovata, H. Br., ('rotalaria albida , Heyne,
Sopubia delphinifolio , G. Don, and ('elosia crista(a ,

Linn.

Megachile anthracina* Smith, which is a somewhat similar

insect, was seen in the Ban valley (19. ix. 09) in great numbers

on Crotalaria juncea , Linn., and also freely on flowers of Sesbania

acufeata ,
Peru. Anthophora zonala, Bingham, was seem abund-

antly on llowe»s of Leucas urticcefolia just where the Ban
river debouches on to the plains (22. ix. 09) : the association of

this insect with small labiates is noticed in Lefroy’s Indian

Insect Life (Calcutta, 1909, p. 222). Apis ftorca
,

Fabr.. on
the pass near Ghatang (10. x. 08) visited in great numbers for

honey the flowers of Kydia calycina
,
Roxb., and in the Ban

valley (19. ix.09) it was seen in hundreds on the greenish-white

flowers of Aspidoplerys cordaxa
,

A. .fuss,, which smell like

those of Sambucus nigra
t
Linn.

Apis dorsata, Fabr., was seen in clie Sipna valley collect-

ing pollen on the anthers of Andropogon contortus* Linn. (17.

x. 08). No other Apiids were seen on flowers.

Of butterflies numbers were seen on the flowers of Celo-

sia cristata , Linn., in all parts of the hills north of HUichpur
and in Asirgarh (25. ix—08. x. 18). They included species of

Papilio, Danais and Pamara.
Papilio fpolyles, Linn., was seen also on the flowers of

Zinnia elegans in Asirgarh (25—26. ix. 08) and a Sphingid was
seen on Ipomcea coccinea

,
Linn., in the Sipna valley (17. x. 08).
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Flies were very rare : except a ('alliphora on Kydia calycinu.

Koxb. ,
near ( Ihatang (10. x. 08), and Pangonia raja, Marq./in the

tube of Barleria grandiflora, Data., near Koluuia (5. x. 08). none
were observed in the liills. Tlic Pangonia liad forced its wav
half down the 22 mm. long tube of < he Barleria • what it ---'a

biting fly—was doing there, it is hard to say.





9. The Rupee and Indian Prices.

By H. R. Perrott, B.A.. I.C.S.

Tliero are perhaps Tew subjects which have given rise to

more discussion than the subject of Indian prices and their

relations lo changes in the Indian monetary system. It lias

often been gratuitously assumed that- all secular changes ob-

servable in price levels are somehow necessarily determined by

the quantity of the metal lie circulating medium in the couutrv

.

and that only 1h*» more temporary and transient changes are

attributable to the relations of supply and demand in respect

of commodities. There lias also been not a little confusion in

language. Terms are sometimes used without a very clear

m inception of the ideas they arc intended to connote. Such

terms me “ redundancy,” over-issue,’ ’ 4
‘ depreciation.’ ’ The

last is a particularly unfortunate term, for it appears to sug-

gest that something is wrong with the currency which is des-

cribed as
‘ depreciated.

’

’ This ethical colouring is probably

to be traced to the time when we were first, told that a certain

autocratic: Tudor Monarch had caused depreciation by tamper-

nm with the coinage. In its present-day use, however, the

term is ethically a colourless one. It merely connotes the idea

tint for some reason or another, about which nothing what-

ever is predicated, the currency lias come to be regarded as of

less value in exchange for commodities in general. “ Redun-

dancy,” on the other hand, lias clear reference to 4t quantity.”

It immediately conveys the idea that there is too much of the

currency in circulation, while 4< over-issue *’ similarly conveys

Hit* idea that too much has been issued. But too much is a

relative term .-—too much in relation to what ? Let us imagine

for a moment a number of countries mutually engaged in trade

in which the same metal circulates as full value legal tender.

Let us further suppose that in one of these countries the

quantity of the metallic medium becomes increased : and let us

blither assume that this increase results in a rise in the general

level of prices. We might then term the increase in the cur-

rency which is assumed to give rise to the higher prices a

redundancy of the circulating medium. When, however, we
come to token coinages, such as to all intents and purposes the

rupee coinage of India now is, it is the relation of the token

to the standard to which our attention is naturally drawn. If

we assume that an increase of the token has resulted in its

depreciation with regard to the standard, we should term that

redundancy. In this sense redundancy does not necessarily

imply depreciation with regard to commodities in general,
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because it might happen that both standard and token are

appreciating with regard to commodities in general, but the

token less quickly than the standard, and so we should have

redundancy a concomitant of appreciation. So far then as

India is concerned we would confine the meaning of redun-

dancy to such an increase of the rupee currency as actually

results in a fall in exchange. How redundancy may occur, and
under what circumstances, are very difficult questions. The
experience of countries which have used token coinages, and

more particularly of those which have issued inconvertible

paper, all goes to shew that there exists a fairly wide margin of

issues, and that it is only when that margin is exceeded and
public confidence is shaken that redundancy occurs.

Those who are ever ready to sound the tocsin of redun-

dancy would do well to reflect on the case of countries like

Brazil and Austria Hungary, in which large quantities of

inconvertible paper have been maintained over considerable

periods of time at fairly steady rates of exchange. In the case

of Brazil it was only under an extraordinary increase of issues

(more than £30 millions in three years, the paper issue in 1892

amounting to no less than £51,372,700) at a time of failing

credit consequent on the establishment of the Republic that the

exchange, the par gold value of which is 27rf., fell to figures

ranging from lOJd. to 15 Jr/.

Having so far cleared the way we are now in a position to

outline a method of enquiry. This method consists in ail

analysis of the available facts as regards supply and demand in

respect of commodities; secondly, such facts connected with the

history and nature of the monetary medium as have a more
obvious bearing on the subject

;
thirdly, the facts as regards

prices in the concrete; and then, after a brief discussion of the

present character of the rupee in relation to exchange, a

r6sume of the inferences and deductions which may be rea-

sonably drawn from the facts. Tho present paper does not

aim at finality : it is merely suggestive of methods which it is

hoped may serve to throw a little light on this complicated

question of prices.

Wo shall then proceed to the consideration of supply and

demand in respect of commodities, and more particularly in

respect of food stuffs. The importance of food stuffs to India

is hardly capable of exaggeration. Compare for a moment
agricultural India with manufacturing England. In the latter

country about 23% of Die population is rural and 77% urban.

India, on tho other hand, is more than 66% agricultural and

less than 34% non-agricultural. It would be well to bear this

fact in mind before generalising from the one country to the

other. When, therefore, we come to the discussion of supply

and demand it is natural that the food grains should absorb

our attention.
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Everyone whoso lot has been cast for any considerable

period in close touch with the rural incidents of an agricultural

country like India is familiar with the manner in which the

crops are grown and harvested, and then sold by the cultivator

to the local dealer, a portion of every favourable harvest

being retained for local consumpt ion. Fewer are fully conver-

sant with the later stages, with the manner in which the local

dealers sell their crops to the agents of the larger dealers who
control the distributing agency. A portion of the crops—a far

smaller portion than is commonly supposed,—is shipped to
foreign countries. The principal exports are the cereals, wheat
and rice, but a certain quantity of jawar, hajra

, and pulses, is

now exported. This export of crops is a distinctive feature of

modern industrial and commercial conditions.

When we come to review the agricultural features of India
throughout the 19th century we are at once struck by the
extraordinary difference between the lira! half and the second
half of the century. About the year 1800 we cross the
rubicon between the old state of things and the now. The
years 1850- 1860 constitute in many respects an epoch-marking
decade. As we shall presently see. a great monetary change
was in progress, but the changes in the general conditions of

trade and commerce were not less remarkable. These changes,
first noticeable about the year 1853, but held in abeyance for a
brief span by the terrible events of 1857, are rendered more
conspicuous in the years immediately succeeding the assump-
tion of government by the Crown. Trunklines and telegraphs
weie pushed forward, and great progress was made with roads
and canals. A policy was inaugurated of which the key-note
was consolidation and internal development as distinct from
external acquisition and conquest. With all its marvellous com-
mercial activity the Company had never really succeeded in

materially altering the internal conditions that affected the
supply of and demand for the staple food-stuffs. During the
first half of the 1 9th century the conditions governing pro-
duction and distribution remained much the same as they had
been in the preceding centuries. With a very imperfect system
of communications there could be little export of food-grains,
and, in any case, the commercial instincts of the Company
were chiefly directed to the making of large profits by quick
methods. Spices and silks absorbed their attention.

But what specially characterises the first half of the cen-
tury is the absence of any considerable market. Such scanty
information in respect of prices as we possess, derived chiefly
through the medium of Settlement reports, the laborious com-
pilations of Crown Officers, suffices to emphasize very clearly
the enormous differences that prevailed between prices at
neighbouring places in the same year, and at the same place in
different years. The whole of India, in fact, consisted eco-
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nomically of a congeries of petty local markets, for the most
part independent of each other

; and there might, and did,

co-exist in the same year unexampled plenty in one District

with dire famine in the next.

'Hie difference in prices from I860 onwards is most marked.
The fluctuations, whether as between one place and another in

the same year, or between one year and another in the same
place, are far less pronounced, but the general level of prices

is decidedly higher than it was during the first half of the

century. This has often been assigned to monetary causes.

It appears, however, that there exist in the altered conditions

affecting the food supply itself causes which would produce

this result.

\V« have seen how in the first part of the' century each

locality was dependent on its own crops. There must have
existed most intense local famines. The improvement in com-
munications naturally led to the gradual linking up of the dis-

connected petty markets, and so rendered available; a surplus,

which often in former years must have rotted in the granaries,

to alleviate distress in places of scarcity and famine. Sup-

posing now we could by some mysterious means, the evolution

of which we leave to the imagination of Mr. H. (J. Wells,

plump down the surplus exactly where it is most, wanted. We
should then eliminate flu* extreme differences of price between

one place and another. The general level of prices would,

however, remain unaltered. Now railways and bullock-earts

actually do this, but they do not do it free of charge, and
they do not always do if. without delay. In fact the; distri-

bution of the; surplus costs something, and that something must

enter somewhere into the price, in other words the general

level of prices will be raised. In this view of the matter,

then, it is possible that the higher level of prices that obtained

from I860 onwards is in part attributable to the cost of moving
surplus crops from places of plenty to places of scarcity.

We come then to the closer consideration of the second

half of the 19th century, an era characterised, as we have

seen, by the formation of large markets, mutually sympathetic,

as also by the linking up of Indian with European, American,

and Australian markets. India dias taken her place among
the nations which engage in International Trade proper. In the

days of John Company there were, no doubt, large exports

and also considerable imports, but the conditions of trade were

for the most part monopolistic, and the risks were so groat,

and the profits so well proportioned to the risks, as to remove
this kind of trade altogether outside the category of modern
InternationalTrade. Moreover, under the aegis of the Pax Brit-

tanica, which, for the first time in history, gave India im-

munity from the larger type of invasion from without, and

from the internecine warrings of local chieftains—population
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must have grown apace. We have, indeed, no authentic

figures for population prior to the first census of 1872. From

that year up to the hist census in 1901 the population Inis in-

creased enormously, in fact by no less than 88 millions, though

the increase has been at a diminishing rate. The figures for

the successive censuses are given below :
—

1872 .. 20(1,162,300.

1881 .. 253,896,330.

1891 .. 287,314,671.

1901 .. 294,361,056.

There were, then, in 1901 nearly 90 million more mouths

to feed than there were in 1872. This is a most significant

fact considered in relation to the demand for foodgrains. But

w lint about the supply i

Our information on emps is principally derived fiom two
sources, (1) the

4

Agricultural Statistics of India’, and (2) ‘Area

and Yield.’ The latter publication Inw now been incorporated

in the former as Table No. 9. The value of the * Agricultural

Statistics’ for years prior to 1890-91 must ho to some extent

discounted by the fact that it lias been several times modified

and recast, though since that year, when the figures for the

"rent- nee-growing areas of Bengal were first included in the

series, there has been no substantial change. The ‘Area and

Yield
1

statistics date from 1891-92. The figures in this publica-

tion are really a condensation of filial estimates, and are

necessarily only approximate. For our present purpose the

principal importance of the figures exists in the light they

throw on the conditions of supply of the rice crop.

ft is to be noted that the figures in ‘ Area and Yield ’ for the

rice crop relate only to the great rice-growing Provinces- -Bengal,

Baalern Bengal and Assam, Lower Burma, and Madras, whereas
I ho figures for area in the summary attached to Vol. 1 of the
fc

Agricultural Statistics of India’ relate to the whole of British

India. 1 Now while the figures for Bengal (including for conveni-

ence since 1905-06 the Districts of Eastern Bengal but not Assam)
exhibit a very slight increase since 1891-92, the increase is more
readily discernible in the case of the other Provinces. Again,
S() far as Bengal is concerned, the figures for output do not

exhibit such a clear increase as the figures for area. In fact the

average output for Bengal rice for the four years, 1892-93 to

1895-96, works out at about 9y\, cwfc. per acre, while the aver-

age 1 output for the four years, 1903-04 to 1906-07 is 8J cwt. per

acre.

But we have no figures for output except for the above-

mentioned Provinces. We may, however, adopt a rule-of-thumb

1 Vol. II is for Native States). The figures ore more open to ques-

tion than those for British India.
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method of comparison, and, assuming that the lands of the
Central Provinces, Bombay, and the Punjab, which grow rice,

produce the same return in the same year as the average rice-

growing lands of Bengal, Madras, and Lower Burma, increase

the figure for output proportionately to the increased area.

We are now in a position to collate the following figures :

—

I. Area under rice, Bengal, Lower Burma, and Madras,
millions of acres, * Area and Yield,’ 1S91-92 to 1905-

06, p. 36.

II. Output, millions of cwt. Do.
I IT. Area under rice, whole of Br. India. ‘Agric. Ktat.’

1895-96 to 1899-00, p. 2 ;
1901-02 to 1903-06, p. 8.

IV. Proportional output IU
{>f Col.

* Col. I

V. Export. *»Stal. of Br. India,
5

Part II, 190S, p. IS. mil-

lions of cwt.

VI. Balance for Indian consumption ; Col. IV minus
Col. V.

VI L* Total area under all food grains (Br. India). Kef.

(W. in.

The grains are wheat, barley, jawar
,
hujra

,
ir/j/i, maize,

gram, and other grains and pulses, the ligure for rice being

purposely omitted.

Year. 1 . N. III. IV. V. VI. VII.

’91-92 49-5 315 63-5 404 32*7 371 109
’92-93 48*4 420 65-7 570 01 570 114
’93-94 49*5 159 68-4 634 24 610 113
*94-93 50 498 69-3 690 33-7 656 112
’95-96 49*4 4J5 69-2 581 34-6 546 103
’96-97 48 276 60-3 381 27-8 353 94
’97-98 52*2 498 70-8 675 26-4 649 112
’98-99 52 '7 506 74-8 718 37-4 681 107
’99-00 52 452 72-8 633 31-9 601 92
’00-01 48*9 414 69 583 31 552 113
’01-02 48-5 384 70 554 33-7 520 107
’02-03 SI'S 469 71-fl 648 47 601 112
’03-04 495 439 69-6 617 44-4 573 117
’04-05 51-6 448 73-5 638 48-9 589 112
’05-06 54'4 433 734 584 42-2 542 110
(’06-07 54*5 430)

We may notice incidentally that the export figures are

much smaller than is often represented in discussions about
crops and prices. In fact, if we except the extraordinarily bad
years 1891-92 and 1896-97, the export has only since 1902-03 at-

tained the percentage of10% of the output of Bengal rice, and
has never exceeded 10% of the output of the whole of India.
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The years 1891-92 and 1896-97 were exceptionally bad years

for rice, while the years 1897-98 and 1898-99 were exceptionally

good. The figures in Col. Ill would appear to indicate a slight

increase in the area under rice throughout British India. But
the export has increased considerably, as we see from Col. V,

and the figures in Col. VI, net balance of output, exhibit a
more or less stationary character. If we take the average of the

first live years and compare it with the average of the last five

years we have an increase of 2'6 per cent, in ten years. But
this is taking into account the exceptionally bad year 1891-92.

If we compute the average of the four years 1892-93 to 1 895.9(5

with the average of the four years 1902-03 to 1905-06 we have*

a. decrease of more than 3*2 per cent. Now the census figures

shew' that for the ten years 1891-92 to 1901-02 the population in-

creased by 7 millions, or about 2A per cent. Between 1891-92

and 1905-0(5 the increase in population is probably not less than

fen millions, or 31 per cent. We thus see that while the popula-

tion has increased appreciably, the output, after deducting ex-

pert , has fallen off. The census figures do not really give us an
adequate idea of the price effect of the difference, because there

is a good deal of internal evidence to shew that the consumption
of rice is increasing amongst the poorer classes.

But the volume of the export is, as we have seen, relatively

insignificant, and can have but little effect in directly raising

the prices in Indian markets by diminishing the supply. It is

when gold prices are rising, as they have done since 1902, 1 that

the export, however small in volume, exerts a powerful in-

fluence on the price of the residue. Our chief object in

presenting the figures in the form we have done is to bring into

prominence the fact that in spitcof the stimulus afforded by an
increasing export to an increase of cultivation, the area under

rice has increased but little, and the balance of output given

in Col. VI shews no appreciable increase in spite of an increase

of about 3i% in the population. This is really a most signifi-

cant fact, because it indicates that when this stimulus was

absent, the increase in the area under cultivation must have

failed to respond to the vast increase in population prior to the

period we are now considering.

But the objection may be raised tjiat we are confining

ourselves to a single crop, and that, while the net output of

rice lias not appreciably increased, the output of other crops

has more than made up for the difference. Now we have no

reliable figures for output for the other crops (except wheat),

and we have no space to go into detailed figures for areas, but,

by way of anticipating this objection, we have added Col. VII

to our figures, which shews the area year by year under all the

1 The Economist Index numbor shews a rise of 30% in gold prices

between December 1002 and May 1907.
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food-grains, lu collating these figures, we have deducted the

figures in Col. Ill for rice. The stationary character of the

figures is at once apparent.

The comparative steadiness of the figures for area and

output in these years is most- significant if we consider the

great increase in the population as revealed by the censuses of

1872 and 1001. It would indeed be a most extraordinary

thing if the area of cultivation had increased from 1872 propor-

tionately to the increase in population, />., nearly 43%. and

then, under the added stimulus of a rapidly increasing export

throughout tin 1 period under review, with gold prices rising

towards the latter part of the period, along with a further

increase in population, had assumed a stationary chaiacter.

In the absence of satisfactory figures for either we may say,

that there exists a high degree of probability that the increase

in area, and hence in output, has been considerably less rapid

than has been the increase in population.

lu the case of Bengal, Sir W. W. Hunter in his “.Statistical

Account, of Bengal” has given such figures as were available

about tin* year 1870 for the area under cultivation in some of

the Districts. These figures (with the exception perhaps of

those for the District of Kaiigpur in the new province) an* not

sufficiently reliable to be worth (pioting. The figures more often

exhibit a decrease than an increase of the net cropped aiea, and

a comparison of the figures for eighteen selected Districts 1 with

those for the same Districts according to the ‘Agricultural

Statistics * for the year 1005-06 discloses an aggregate decrease.

The areas under cultivation were probably somewhat over-

estimated, but, even if we allow a margin of 25% for error, the

areas would still bear a much larger proportion to the popula-

tion than at present. The figures for Rangpur are given

below (“Statistical Account of Bengal," Vol. VII, pp.

257,258)-

1872-73. 1905-0(5

Total area of the District 2.3(50,204 2,235,520 acres.

Net cropped area 1,737,050 1,366,000

Rice .. .. 1,263,266 1,102,500

If we reflect, for a moment first on the lesson conveyed by

the figures we have tabulated, and then on the enormous in-

crease in the population between 1872 and 1901, the wonder-

ful tiling appears to be, not that the prices of food-grains have

risen during the last 20 or 25 years, but that they have not

risen more rapidly than they have done. The land was there,

but the people was not. We shall presently have occasion to

1 The Districts are Burdwau, Bankura, Birblium, Monghyr, I’umea.

Cuttack, Balasoro, Dacca, Bnckergunj, Mairnensingh, Faridpur, Jcssore,

Rangpur, Bogra. Maidah, Kajahani, Pabna, Dinajpur.
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notice one reason why, up 1o tlio year 1898, prices have not

risen more rapidly (we refer to tin* fall in gold prices in Europe

between 1873 and 1896). Doubtless there aie other reasons.

Perhaps there was always food in India, enough and In spare

(except in years of widespread famine), if only it could have

been readily transported to the places where it wes most

needed.

We have now seen something, of the puiely Indian in-

cidents of supply and demand so far as the food-grains arc

concerned. We would do well, howevci
,
to bear in mind the

fact that the prices of exported as well as imported commod-

ities are now determined largely by the supply and demand in

markets outside India. In other words the influence of gold

pi ices I (
knds to become paramount.

Whatever be the complex factors which really go to make

the prices of Indian imports and exports whit they are, we are

still sure of one fact,—that it is the surplus of exports over

imports, which, prior to the closure of the Mints in 1893,

determined the quantity of the rupee coinage. The \erv

causes which gave rise to a higher level of prices of food-grains

also gave rise, as a less proximate and obvious effect, to such

an inflow of silver as enabled exchanges in food-staple* to be

carried on without inconvenience at the higher level ot puces.

The money filled the* gap. (riven a lixed figure* for the export,

and putting loans a*-idc, the question of what India will take

in exchange- -whether iron, spelter, copper, cotton goods, gold

and silver ornaments, or, in the last, resort after all other wants

which can be satisfied by imports have been satisfied, silver

bullion for coinage is afier all largely a question of the tastes

and predilections of the people themselves.

If we would see the facts in clearer perspective we must

look beyond the great Merchant Houses which control the

import and export trade, and fix our attention for a moment

on the cultivator, the consuming unit in the three hundred

millions.

Our reasons for going to the cultivator are twofold : first,

he is representative of about two-thirds of the population

,

next, he is the person who immediately profits bv the lnghei

prices of food-grains. There exist several important social

classes above him, which subsist on fixed wages, or on what

practically amount to fixed wages. It is clear that these classes

do not profit by a higher level of prices of food-grains ; m ac

they are the losers thereby. When all is said and done they

have less to spend on other things after they have satisfice

their most pressing needs. It is not to them that we shou <

look for a stimulated demand. .. ...
But, if we look to the cultivator wo must not idealise him,

we must not abstract him from the realm of actual facts ana

make of him an economic man, such as would thn ly
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aside so much of each harvest as would just tide him over to

the next. This is too theoretic a method. We must make use

of our experience of him to take into account his very human
failings. In the first place he lias been habituated tp regard a

good season as affording a golden opportunity for physical

recuperation after the inroads caused by years of want and

scarcity. It will next, perhaps, occur to him that he lias had

perforce to defer (lie marriage of riiandrabatti, his ten-year

old daughter, no less Ilian three years on account of bad

seasons, and that
,
to avoid cause of scandal, she must be

married at once. Accordingly great preparations arc made.

Relations to tlie most distant an* fed and housed for many
days. The nights are rendered hideous by all kinds of drum-

ming and piping, and t lie net result is that much food and
drink is consumed. There is, indeed, much redundancy, but

not of the currency.

But all is over, and (•handrahatti happily disposed of. He
may, if he la* a very prosperous raiyat and independent for the

nonce of the local money-lender, ha\c a little to spare on the

purchase of commodities other than food and drink.

His tastes are, however, of the simplest- -a new thatch

for his house, anew padlock for the chest containing the family

ornaments, a new ploughshare, a new sari and a new silver

anklet for his wife, a new turban or loin cloth for himself ,
a

new vessel for cooking,—these are only realisable by the thrice-

favoured of Fortune. All the more complicated wants are

beyond his ken,- -as unthinkable as Oiristmas crackers to the

child of the Whitechapel slums.

If we except the first, these simple wants go to make up
an integral Indian demand for iron, cotton stuffs, raw silk, silver

for ornaments: copper, and spelter. 1 After food-grains it is,

then, to this class of commodities that we should first look for an
indication of depreciation, if such existed. Now in estimating
the effect of this kind of demand, we should remember that
the commodities are imports, and that the Indian demand is

but part of a much larger demand. On the other hand we
must bear in mind the population of India. If only one man
in a hundred requires a new’ turban, ten yards in length, ora
new copper vessel for eating, there will arise a demand for

thirty millions of yards of cotton fabric, or three millions of
copper vessels. The Indian demand may, then, assume very
considerable proportions.

We shall presently see, when we come to the consideration
of the index figure for these imported commodities, that there
never has occurred, except possibly between the years 1862 and
1867, such a rise in their price as might betoken depreciation
of the currency. In fact from 1867 onwards the prices of these

1 A commercial name for raw zinc.
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commodities fell away rapidly along with gold prices except
for a temporary rise in 1873, till 1885, and from 1887 to 19(»2

the general level of these prices remained fairly steady. As
regards the high prices that prevailed between 1SG2 and 1S67
we shall presently see that this may be accounted for by the
cotton crisis inEurope consequenton the Civil War in America.

From whichever point of view we look at the matter, there
is no indication in the prices of these imported commodities
that the quantity of money that flowed into India before 1893
was moie than enough to enable the food-grains to be ex-
changed with facility at their higher level of prices in the local
marts, and the causes of this upward tendency in prices we
ha\c found, not in the quantity of the circulating medium, but
in causes affecting supply and demand in the Indian markets.
Jn order to see more clearly how the money filled the gap we
will pass in very brief review the more salient features of the
rupee coinage between the years 1835 and 1893.

The present rupee coinage was first made legal tender all

over British India by the Company in 1835. Yearly issues
were made up to the year 1893. The issues previous to 1840,
bearing tlie date 1835, and those previous to 1862, which all

he«»r the date 1840, are at the present moment in process of

withdrawal. The volume of the currency at the beginning of
the period must have been comparatively small. Probably the
amount in active circulation did not exceed forty crores The
Californian gold discoveries began in 1847, and were speedily
followed by the Australian in 1851. Holland, taking alarm,

lmmedly changed her standard from gold to silver, hut revert-

ed to her former standard as soon as she saw that the dis-

coveries of gold were quickly followed by large discoveries of

silver. The Government of India was not altogether free from
the contagion, and in 1852 Lord Dalhousie practically demone-
tised gold by refusing to accept it at the treasuries.

The boom in the Indian cotton trade due to the cotton
famine caused by the American Civil War of 1861-65 at once
occasioned a well-marked rise in prices all over Western India.

We notice as a secondary result of this boom an unprecedented
influx of silver, and very heavy coinages throughout the decade
1856-1865. In fact the gross coinage during that decade

amounted to no less a sum than 98 crores of rupees as against

35J- crores in the preceding and 39 crores 1 in the succeeding ten

years. Here then is such a vast accession to the coinage as

might be expected, at any rate in theory, to cause deprecia-

tion.

Now we have already seen that there occurred about the

year 1860 a marked rise in the general level of prices of the

food-grains. We further traced one probable cause of this to

1 “ Statistics of British India,’* Part IV (a ), 1908, p. 36.
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the improvement in communications, and the consequent jicl-

dition to the general level of prices of some! lung representing

the aggregate cost of carriage. A further cause of the high

prices of food-grains is, no doubt, to he found in the cotton

boom itself. There must have occurred a great and sudden

displacement of capital and labour from the cultivation of

food-grains to the cultivation of cotton. Such a displacement

on a large scale could only result in a shortage of supply of the

food-grains, and a rise in their prices, first on the Bombay
side, and later throughout Tndia.

Let us now apply our next test. Was there any marked

rise in the price of imports? Yes, there certainly did occur

about this time a very well-defined rise in the price of imports.

But now let us look a little closer and see what are (he actual

commodities of which the prices rose, and what do we find '

We find that it is to the cotton goods that the rise of price is

confined, and what is not attributable to cotton goods is at-

tributable to Canton silk, the price of which was no douht affect-

ed sympathetically by tilt* boom in cotton. We see then that

it would be illogical to draw any inference from the high price

of imports in those years.

?\ow there are at least two objections which may he urged

against the preceding method of analysis In the first place it

may be said that the rise in the prices of food-grains consequent

on the cotton boom was only temporary and could not In* of a

permanent charactci apart from the monetary change. Xow so

far as food-grains are concerned there were several causes con-

nected with supply and demand, which must obviously have

contributed to the perpetuation of a high level of prices. In

1861 there was scarcity in parts of Agra and the Punjab, and
also in Hajputana. In 18(56—a year by which the LViyas still

compute their ages - -the terrible Orissa famine. That famine
probably forced up the prices of food-grains over the greater

part of India, and the additions to the currency merely enabled

a higher level of prices to he maintained after the acute dis-

tress had disappeared.

The second objection that may he taken is that it is not to

either exports or imports that we should look for evidence of

depreciation, hut rather to such indigenous products as (/hi,

which would be altogether unaffected by supply and demand in

extra-Indian markets. Xow there is undoubtedly something
in this contention, but unfortunately this is the very class of

products about which wo have least reliable information. The
onus of proof is on those who assert the existence of deprecia-

tion. A great deal of course depends on the meaning we assign

to the term. If we confine the meaning of the term to a

general rise of prices of all commodities, irrespective of causes

which may affect their relative values-, then it is at least doubt-

ful if there was any such thing as depreciation in these years,
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in spite of the fact that the increase in the currency was, as we
have seen, very remarkable. So far as the rise in the general

level of food-grains is concerned, the increase in the currency
appears rather in the nature of a concomitant condition, or per-

haps we should liken it to a mode by which many complex
muses were working out their effects.

There are no other vast movements in silver until 1872,

.when the increased output of the American mines began to

make its effect felt on the European markets. The situation

only assumed a critical aspect when Germany, by way of fore-

stalling a further fall, bought gold heavily and sold silver, anti

so threw a vast quantity of silver on the markets at a most
inopportune moment. France and the other countries forming
tin* Latin League were forced to protect themselves by placing

restrictions on the coinage of the depreciating metal. Thus
was the crisis precipitated which, after the most careful delibera-

tions of Lord KerschelTs Commit lee. led the Government of

hulia. after ineffectual efforts, to enlist the sympathies of the

Home Government in favour of bimetallism, to adopt a definite

policy towards silver by closing the mints to the free coinage

of that metal. Wo shall presently endeavour to throw a little

light, mi the intricate questions that arise from this metamor-

phosis of the rupee. -For the present we may content our-

"e|\ cs with noticing that it was not the high level ot prices,

nor the quantity of silver brought to the mints for coinage,

that induced the Government of India to enter on this memor-
rible phase of monetary policy.

The principal cause of alarm existed in the prospects

of trade disturbed by a highly fluctuating rupee, a rupee the

Ihictuations of which were clearly attributable to circum-

stances altogether hevond the control of the Government of

India.

We are now in a position to consider prices more in the

concrete and less in the abstract. The* principal source of our

information on prices is the Government publication known as

“ Prices and Wages.” There is also another most useful

Government publication compiled by Mr. J. A. Robertson

entitled {
‘ Variations in Indian Price Levels since 1861 expressed

in Index Numbers.” We have in the latter work various index

numbers mapped out on charts. These are—(1) a special index

number for food-grains
: (2) a special index number for imported

articles
; (3) a special index number for articles exported and

consumed; (4) a general index number for the whole of the se-

lected articles. The period is from 1861 to 1904. We have alsoan

index number prepared by Mr. F. J. Atkinson for 1861 to 1901.

The principal feature of tliis index number is the great prom-

i nonce it gives by weighting to the food-grains, and particularly

to rice. In foot a comparison of Mr. Atkinson’s index number

with the special index number for food-grains mapped on the
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same chart shows at a glance the effect of this weighting. The
manner in which the general index number line can by weight-

ing be deflected from the low import index number line to the

high food-grains index number lino is only a graphic illustration

of the difficulty that occurs in all discussions on prices to de-

cide the degree of importance that should be attached to the

food-grains. It also serves to indicate that extreme caution is

needed in basing a theory on any particular index numbers,
unless the system on which they have been prepared is clearly

understood. The Statistical Department's index numbers are

compiled on the exceedingly simple principle of calling the price

of each commodity for the year 1873-100, and reducing all

prices to a percentage of the price of that year and then divid-

ing the sum of the, converted prices for any particular year bv
the number of the commodities.

No doubt the ideal index number would be on a consump-
tion basis, but the matter is not as simple as it at first sounds.

We should first have to divide society up into typical classes, a
task as difficult, as forming electoral colleges, we should then
have to frame for the average individual of each class a budget
estimate of expenditure, a task only one degree simpler than
the framing of the Imperial Budget Estimate. We should then
arrive at a number of index numbers which might not help us
very much on account, of their mutual incompatibility. The
fact is that the attempt to frame index numbers on a consump-
tion basis seems fated to end in dissipated energy and dis-

appointment. It is like piling Pelion on Ossa and Ossa on
Pelion.

One fact, however, is obvious,—that so far as three quar-
ters of the population of India is concerned, the importance of

the food-grains is paramount. There is, in other woids, a very
strong case for weighting the food-grains, as Mr. Atkinson has,
in fact, done. If, however, wo weight the food-grains to any-
thing like an adequate extent, wo shall obtain an index line

which differs little from the index line for food-grains.
But it must not be inferred that the latter line, as drawn on

the principles adopted by the Statistical Department, is in-

tended to represent in any sense the cost of living, for this is

very far from the fact. If anyone were found so impatient of
theoretical exactitude as to wish to frame his daily bill of diet
on the proportions of the staples that enter into the food-grains
index number, it would be necessary to add to that number a
substantial item for medical fees. All that we can really claim
for the figure is that it affords us a rough-and-ready means of
comparison of the prices of food-grains in different years.

The food-grains included in this index number are wheat
and rice, the two most important, and then jawar

9 hajra 9
gram,

barley
,
and ragi. In this special index number the prices for

the seven food-grains are retail prices, whereas
f
in the special
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index number for commodities exported ami consumed, as well

as in the general index number for all the selected commodities,
the prices of rice and wheat are wholesale prices. While the
prices of the other five grains are retail prices. It does not
appear that any valid objection can he urged to the mixing up
of wholesale and retail prices in the same index number, no

long as this distinction between the index numbers is clearly

grasped.

Now let us see what the index numbers shew. Take first

the special index number for food-grains. The first thing that
strikes us, if wo turn to the curve which represents this index

number, is the marked amplitude of the fluctuations. At a
glance we may pick out the highest points of the curve and
feel assurance that these mark years of famine and scarcitv—
IK66, 1869, 1878, 1892, 1897, and 1900. Similarly the lowest

points mark the years of plenty.

Now lot us for a moment “damp 1
’ the extreme fluctua-

tions and try and see the general tendency of the cur\e. be-

tween the yeavfl 1861 and 1883 it is impossible to say whether
the general tendency is upward or downward. All that we can
say is that grain prices in the latter year did not sink to the

same low level to which they sank in 1862, 1871, and 1875.

Prom 1883 onwards, however, there appears to be a decided up-

ward slope, aiul prices never again fall to anything like the

level of those of 1883, though they rise in 1897 and 1900 very

much higher than they did in 1 878. These remarks apply to

the period 1861 to 1904. The latter year serves to mark tin*

beginning of a new period, the predominant characteristic of

which appears to be the existence of famine prices without

famine. We shall revert to this later.

Now let us look at the line representing the index numbers

of the imported commodities. These are iron, copper braziers,

spelter (a commercial name for zinc), grey shirtings, grey yarn,

coloured yarn, sugar (Mauritius), raw silk (Canton), coal, kero-

sine oil, and salt. We see at a glance that there is very little

resemblance between the contour of this line and that of the

line just depicted. The next thing that strikes us is the great

rise in the import line during the sixties. We have already at-

tributed this rise to the cotton famine due to the American

War. We will now consider imports from 1873 onwards.
^

A comparison of the import index line with Sauerbeck’s

index line for gold prices is most instructive. We at once

notice a striking similarity between the lines especially during

the years 1873 to 1885. Botli index numbers are so arranged

that each stands at 100 in the year 1873. 1 Down to the year

J Mr. Sauerbeck’s index figures have been equated to the base year

1873. The original base year selected by Mr. Sauerbeck was 1871.
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1885 the lines remain very close together and singularly similar

in contour. From 1885 to 1888, while a heavy fall in exchange

has set in, the import- line rises, and then oscillates about a

level slightly lower than the level of the latter year, at a time

when the prices of food-grains arc 1 subject to great fluctuations

witli the general level perceptibly rising.

It is a most useful exercise to convert Mr. Sauerbeck’s

index numbers for gold prices into index numbers for silver

prices at the rates of exchange which prevail in each year. 1

The resultant line is almost coincident with the import line.

Here then lies the key to the riddle. The movements in the

rupee prices of imports have at all times been ruled by the

movements in gold prices in Europe. We see at a glance

how much steadier as a measure of value of these commodities

the rupee has been than the gold sovereign. Since 18911, how-

ever, or at any rate since the rupee arrived at- In. id., the

steadiness of the silver prices depends entirely on the steadiness

of the gold prices, and this will be the case so long as the rupee

is maintained fairly steady about In. Id., in fact the import line

becomes almost, a replica of the gold line.

.Vow as regards the two index lines for articles exported

and consumed and the general list of selected articles, they are

so close in position and so similar in contour that we may
consider them together. The effect of adding imports to the

articles exported and consumed is simply to bring the index

line of the latter a little nearer to the import index line, the

representation of food-grains being so strong as to preserve its

general contour. We will now follow the index figure line for

the whole of the selected eommodit ies. Those include the food-

grains and the imported commodities. The remaining tilings

(which enter into the index ligure for commodities exported

and consumed and have been incorporated in the general

list of selected commodities) are—tea, sugar, gfn\ hides, raw

cotton, raw jute, raw silk, saltpetre, raw wool, castor oil, seeds,

coal, manufactured cotton, gunny bags, dressed skins, lac,

indigo. Some of these are further subdivided : for example,

there are four sub-classes for tea, two for sugar, three for jute,

etc., so that the weight given to all the articles is not the same.

It is necessary here to repeat a warning. These index numbers

are not based on the actual or estimated consumption stand-

• mo want to com ort the gold index figure fortlio yoar 1807

into a hiher index figuro. Tho rate of exchange in that yoar was about

1-8*4, tho rate of exchange in 1873 may lie taken as. 1-10*3. The gold

index figure for 1807 is 50. Tho corresponding silver index figure is
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arils of any particular class or classes. All that can he claimed
for them is that they afford a rough and ready means of
exhibiting the upward or downward tendency ' of gcnen.l
prices less obscured by the heavy fluctuations of the to .d-

urains. If we “ damp ’’ the extreme fluctuations upwards and
downwards wo see that there is a turn in the general teiidom'\
of the line at the year 1885. From 18(i« to 1885 the general
tendency is a downward one, but from 1885 to 190 tit is a
rising one, though the rise is not nearly as strongly marked as
some would have us believe. The reason of ‘the extreme
depression of the line in 1885 is to be found in the fact that
food-grains were very plentiful in that year, and the imports
fell to a low ligure along with gold price’s. Between 1885 and
189J1 there is a certain degree of steadiness observable in gold
prices in Kurope. It is not surprising, then, that with silver
falling heavily in those years, the tendency of rupee juices
should be upward.

We fire now in ;i position to expose the fallacy of the trite
argument that the fall in prices In 1898 is attributable to a

deficiency of the circulating medium brought about by the
closure of the mints, and that the rise in 1900 is due to Hip
influence of the large coinage* of that year. As regards the
fall in 1X98, we may note in the first place that though food-
uiains were exceptionally plentiful in that year, still the juice
was high above the level of *94 and '95, in fact 25 points higher
than in the former year and no less than 42 points higher than
fhe level of *82 and *83. It was not till 1904, after \ery heavy
coinages, that the price of food-grains came down to nrai
rhe level of *94.

As regards the fall in the prices of imports in 189N we have
only to reflect that in January, 1890, demand hills in Calcutta
stood at 1 Hid., whereas in January, J89S, they stood at

It may of course be argued that the difference in exchange is

itself evidence of the scarcity of the circulation. It fs probable,
indeed, that the volume of the circulation had become much
contracted in 1898, but to argue that the rise in exchange whs
due to the scarcity of the circulating medium is, perhaps, to

confound what is really a concomitant circumstance with a
cause.

As regards the rise of prices in 1900, it seems highly improb-
able, on the face of it, that the new issues could have got into
general circulation so quickly as to affect prices in that year.
No far us food-grains are concerned. 1900 was an exceptionally
bad year, and the high prices call for no further explanation.
No far as imports are concerned, we have only to look at the
hue of gold prices, and see what arise took place in that year.

Tiie fact is that there is nothing either in the fall of *98 or the
rise of 1900 which remains to be explained in terms of the

quantity of the rupee currency.
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It is a remarkable fact that the index numbers afford us

little or no indication of the nature of the great monetary
change that was effected in 1893. By the closure of the mints
in that year the old means of settling the balance of trade

between Europe and India became no longer feasible. People

were deterred from sending silver to India for the purpose of

coinage 1 by the uncertainty and risk attending its ultimate 1

acceptance by the mints. It is, in fact, essential to the

maintcmance of exchange that the dates and horn’s of the

purchase of silver by Government shall not be proclaimed from
tlie housetops. It is to this uncertainty existing in the1

minds of the public with reference to the time and quantity of

the issues, and not to its scarcity in circulation, that the so-

called monopoly value of the rupee is due.

So far as prices after 1893 are concerned, it is not to be
surprised at that they should exhibit some fluctuation, having
regard to the great rise in exchange between 1895 and 1H9K. 1

We have already had occasion to notice the effect of this

rise oil the price of imports. From December 1898, onwards,
exchange has remained fairly steady at about. l.v. 4d. Now let

us see what was happening to gold prices. Bet ween December
1902 and December I90H, the Economist Index number shews
a rise of 25 per cent in gold prices in Europe. Also in those

years the export and import trade was peculiarly brisk. These
facts go some way to explain how it is that the prices of food-

grains have risen, without the occurrence of famine, or at least

with only such distress here and there as is clearly ascribable to

local crop failure, above the level that is commonly assigned

as the level of famine prices. The truth must-be faced that the

measure of prices as a criterion of famine seems to have failed.

To those who argue that the prices of food-stuifs would
not have risen but for the great currency change of 1893, we
would reply that the rise is one of the surest indications of the

triumph of the policy of the closure, for it shews in a way that

nothing else could shew, that trade is in a flourishing condition.

Had it been possible for exchange to remain steady at 12

annas the rupee, trade would, no doubt, have exhibited just as

vigorous a development, but rupee prices would have risen

33 per cent, above their present level. The partial failure of

food-grains to respond to the influence of gold prices in Europe
before 1893 can only be regarded as an indication of the

damage inflicted on trade by a fluctuating and unstable rupee.

No doubt tike change, like most secular changes in the

economic world, involves a redistribution of burdens as between
class and class, but, if one thing can be considered more
certain than another, it is that it is not the poorer classes who

I Exchange on demand hills in Calcutta stood at Is. 0
t; Jd. in March,

1895, and rose pretty steadily to 1*. 4
ti

7„d. in January, 18118.
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have suffered through the rise in price of Indian fnod-stuffs.
The whole trend of opinion of those* whose relations with the
cultivator and the labourer entitle their views to most respect
leads to the recognition of the amelioration of the lower classes

as an established fact. As regards the cultivator, nothing can
be more obvious than that, taking good years with bad, he
profits by the high prices of food-grains. On the other hand the
labourer is, owing to railways and the demands for labour by
tea, indigo, jute, cotton, coal, and other industries, in a special-

ly favoured position as regards bargaining strength. The real

burden falls on those who work on fixed wages. The amiah
class, no doubt, suffers, hut it must be remembered that this

is tin 1 class which has fattened for centuries on ill-gotten gains
derived from the ignorant raiyat

,
who is only now getting hack

his own. Moreover, so far as Government service is concerned,
the situation is largely relieved by the magnanimous distribu-

tion of largesse to clerks and menials in the form of grain com-
pensation allowance.

Those who would by legislation stop the export of food-

grains in order to lower their price in India itself are advocating
a principle which strikes at the very root of our present

monetary policy. Our very salvation consists at present in the

free export of food-grains and raw materials. Indian manu-
factures are not yet in such a flourishing condition as to enable

them to replace the hulk of the exported food-grains in our

export sheet, and the stoppage* of this class of export* would
inevitably endanger, if not. actually reverse, the present

favourable balance of trade.

Tin* surplus of exports is, however, being more and more
provided by cotton, jute, and the simpler forms of manufac-
tures. Also India is supplying her own coal and gold to a

larger extent than was formerly the case. It would, however,

be idle to look for any great fall in the prices of food-grains on
this account. India has now entered into full commercial

relations with Europe, and she lias, moreover, adopted a

gold standard, and it is inevitable that the relative prices

of food-stuffs to manufactures must approximate to the relative

prices that obtain in the manufacturing countries with which

India trades. Her efforts to establish manufacturing iiidus-

tries, in so far as they are seriously directed to economic

results, and not misdirected to mischievous political obscuran-

tism, are but the natural expression of the desire of every healthy

country to so arrange its commercial and trade economy
as to enable it to export manufactured articles and preserve its

raw materials as far as possible for its own use. Most of the

great countries of Europe ‘and the United States of America

have found the shortest solution of the problem in protection.

But whatever the future may contain ,
we may rest toler-

ably certain that it is gold prices which must determine the
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rupee prices of food-grains, and trade interests have, in fact,

become so linked up that a scarcity of the wheat crop in

Canada will spell high rupee prices in India, whether India, is

actually exporting wheat or not. It seems superfluous to

speculate about, the return of rupee prices to the level of former

days. High prices have come to stay, and can only be relieved

by a fall in gold prices.

We may now epitomize the reasons assigned in the preced-

ing analysis for the rise in the prices of food-grains.

The factors, then, which have principally conduced to the

rise in the price of food-grains are

(a) The improvement in communications ; roads, railways,

post office. telegraphs; and the consequent addition to the

general level of prices since 1800 of something representing the

cost of transport.

{b) The growth of the Mercantile Marine; with which we
must mention the opening of the Suez Canal in INTO, and the

permanent lowering of sea freights since about 1881

(c) The increase in population.

{d) The stationary character of the area and output of the

great staples.

(r) The increase in effective demand owing to the interlink-

ing of markets. The intense local families, in which people

literally died of starvation, are now warded off by the inter-

vention of (Jovernment in either feeding the people or in sup-

plying them with the wherewithal to feed themselves.

(/) The rise in gold prices since 1902.

(<7 )
Closely interconnected with several of these lactnrs

the development of Indian trade both in its internal and exter-

nal aspects; resulting in the closer adjustment of the propor-

tion of prices of food-stuffs and manufactures to the proportion

which obtains in the great gold-using manufacturing countries

with which India now trades.

The period 1904-1907 was eharactcrised by unprecedented

trade activity. Both exports and imports attained figures they

had not attained before. Along with this exceptional trade

activity we have a quite phenomenal period of rising prices
;
in

fact between 1903 and 1907, the general index number rose

40 per cent. There is also agood deal of internal evidence to shew'

that the rapid expansion of tile export trade was financed by

large coinages of rupees issued to meet bills drawn on India by

the Secretary of State, beyond his own immediate requirements,

to satisfy a growing demand for private investments in India.

It was undoubtedly a period of great inflation, and many unusual

factors are observable. It was followed by the failure of the

monsoon of 1907 with the reversal of the favourable balance of

trade in the financial year 1908-09 The period is an exciting

one for Indian finance, as so many new factors are in evidence.

To attempt to enumerate all these factors and trace their effects
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would carry us altogether beyond the scope of the present paper,
in which we have merely tried to indicate the larger and more
permanent forces at work. The financial crisis was overcome
by the drastic action of the Secretary of State during the year
1 90S. The general crisis produced by the failure of the mon-
soon of 1907 has now passed with the favourable crop returns

of the present year, and prices have accordingly become easier

There is absolutely no reason, however, to infer that the largei

influences we have indicated are no longer at work, and it nji-

pears highly improbable that, even with plentiful supplies,

prices will fall below the level which prevailed at the beginning

of the |>eriod. Apart from all other causes -and there are

doubtless many -a period of exceptional trade activity must
spell rising prices of food-grains because it gives free play to

that natural adjustment we have already indicated in the

proportional prices of raw materials and manufactures as be-

tween the manufacturing countries on the one* hand and, on the

other, the agricultural countries with which they trade.





io. King Gopichandra of Rangpur,

By BlSVENVAR BirATTAOIIARYA.

In the district of Rangpur, about S miles oil the railway
station of Domar, far from the bustle of civilized life, is the
small hamlet of Patkaparfi,—literally, the hamlet of bricks.

Much of the place is now uninhabited waste land which the
plough cares not to till on account of its high level and want of

moisture. There are mounds here and there which are c aimud
by tradition to be the sites of stately mansions of old, while old

people tell the pathetic story of its rich store of classic bricks

having been laid undor requisition by sacrilegious contract-

ors for the Northern Bengal Railway. About U miles to

the north-east lie the ramparts of what once was the fortilied

capita 1 of king Dharmapal or his deputy, and about 2 miles

to the north-west are the ramparts of what tradition still

declares to have been the residence of king Goplehnndra's

mighty mother Mayanamatf.
To anyone acquainted with the ballad published b\

l)r. Grierson in the Asiatic, Society's Journal under the title of

‘ Mfmikchandra rajar Gan ’ (vol. xlvii, 1878) Mayanamatf and

( lopfehandra are familiar names. There is, however, no mention

in the ballad of the capital of king Gopichandra or his father

Manikchandra, while the ballad itself, as published, gives an

inadequate idea of the great epic with its numerous episodes

which the author of this paper has found to be still extant

amongst some old Jugis of the neighbouring tract and has

collected for publication. These Jugis are a class of indigenous

bards, mostly illiterate, who supplement their earnings by

singing the epic and dancing to the accompaniment of vocal

and instrumental music. They are believed to be the degraded

descendants of a class of Buddhist ascetics—followers of Go-

rakhnath
;
and many of their local customs—their divergence

from Brahmanical rites, their adoption of priests from their

own caste, their worship of the Buddhist deity Dliarnia—con-

firm this view. The ballad published by Dr. Griersonmay be said

to be an abridged version of the epic as still sung by old Jugis

credited with the possession of a richer lore than their com-

patriots. Another abridged version deviating in some respects

from the story as told by the Jugis made its appearance quite

unexpectedly some years ago from Western Bengal. It is the

production of one Durlav Mallik, a village bard of some anti-

quity, though hitherto unknown to fame. From Durlav MaJ-

lik’s work—the publication of which we owe to Babu Sib
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Chandra Sll of Clhinsura—wo gel the important Jaet that

Gupichandra’s capital was at Pntikanagar, and his grandfather

and great-grandfather wore named Subarnacliandia and Dha-

riohandra respectively. From local traditions, the existence of

old ru ns and the vicinity to Mayanamatir kdt. Piitkapara can

unquestionably lay claim to identity with Patikiuiagar, Ike

capital of Gnplohandra.

Dr. Buchanan Hamilton has told us, apparently on the

authority of the Jugis whom ho might have come across and

possibly misunderstood, that Dhaimapfd was Manikchandra s

brother and luui a light with Mayan a mall after his death over

the throne which he usurped. Dhai mapal undoubtedly belonged

to the great Pall dynasty of Bengal, and if his alleged relation-

ship to Manikchandra can be established, Manikchandra and

(loplchandra must also be held to have belonged to that dyn-

asty. By sifting enquiries amongst the Jugis, however, I have

been unable to find any trace of a tradition lending the least

support to the. theory of this relationship. On the other hand,

I have come across a ballad composed some 40 or fiO years ago

by a Jugi, since dead, which makes Manikchandra the grand-

son of Dharmapfd. While I am ready to concede that the gene-

alogy given in this newly-discovered ballad is devoid of any

historical value, it demolishes the theory of a “universal”

tradition amongst the Jugis ascribing a common parentage to

Manikchandra and Dharmapfd. If not a constructive, it has

certainly a destructive value.

There are, in fact, no data for even a bare supposition that

Manikchandra and Dharmapfd were contemporaries or that the

former belonged to the Pal dynasty. It is difficult to under-

stand either how Buchanan gathered the story of a fight between

Mayanamati and Dlmrmapfd. Kverv Jugi questioned by me has

expressed surprise at my mention of the* alleged tradition, and

t lie long tale of Mayanamati ’s achievements after her husbands

death told in the great epic of the Jugis is significantly silent

on the point. She fought with the infernal spirits that carried

awav her husband from the laud of the living, she put the

mighty deities of the Hindu Pantheon to various indignities,

she worked numerous miracles and passed through unspeakably

difficult ordeals to inspire her young and handsome son with

confidence in the Jugi doctrine, but there is no mention of her

rivalry with an earthly antagonist of the type of Dharmapal.

We got from the ballads extant that she was the daughter of

Tilakchand (sometimes called king Tilakchand), that she was

sent to school at an early age, that she became the disciple of

Gorakhnath when that great sage paid a visit to her father’s

domains and that this initiation was the secret of her extra-

ordinary powers. The epic tells us also that after her marriage

Manikchandra took a number of other wives, and as Mayana ad-

vanced in years and did not agree well with the younger queens.
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tin* king adopted the prudent though somewhat drastic mime
of removing her from his capital to a place called Fenishrmjigar
where she took to working at the wheel and spinning thread
The remains of the surroundings of her residence tin*' earthen
rampart which has defied ages and the moat below, which, though
mostly dried up, is still able to bear testimony to its past
glory -do not certainly indicate that their owner had to subset,

on manual labour. The story told in the recent ballad that
Tilakehand reigned at Fcsrushanagar is entirely opposed to the
spirit of the old song and the probabilities of things. The old

ballad abounds in references to Buddhistic doctrines and prac-

tices. and the discovery of Buddhistic images in the neighbour-
hood even quite recently shows unmistakably that the faith

pioelaimed by the followers of Sakyarnuni -albeit in a corrupt

form had its sway over tin* tract in days gone by. Yet it was
not the universal—possibly not oven the dominant faith.

The efforts of Mayanamalf to win her husband over to her own
way of looking at things and her struggles against the Brahma-
meal prejudices of her soil show rather that Brahmanism, even
though of exotic growth on the uon-Brahmanical tribes of the

north, had mote than its fair share of hold on tile popular

mind.

I do not think the titles of (Joplchamlra to he called the

king ot Bengal (as he has been called here and these in the

songs) rests on a solid basis, noram I prepared to identify

(hnindachandra of the rock-inscription of the Terumalaya
with the Rangpur king who exchanged the sceptre and the

ciown for an ascetic’s garb under the instructions of his mother
and wandered in the forest with his great spiritual guide Ha-
I fisiddha. Still less am 1 prepared to claim kinship of Goplohan-
dra with king Vartrihari (if Miilwii. Not only do the old songs

give other account of his near relations, but their very spirit

indicates that the temporal authority and the social surround-

ings of the king could not have been very extensive. While I

am unable to agree with Dr. Grierson that Manikchandra
“reigned over half-dozen square miles of territory which con-

stituted him a Rajadhiraj,” T am also unable to hold that the

extent of his dominions was greater than perhaps that ot a

modern Bengal district. Songs relating to Copichandra are,

however, still sung in distant parts of India,—in the United

Provinces, the Punjab, Central India, the Western Presidency,

etc.
,
- and testify to the far-reaching fame which the self-abnega-

tion of the young prince enabled the followers of Gorakhnath to

secure for him.
Every circumstance points to the probability that Gopl-

chandra and Dharmapal belonged to two rival dynasties.

Which Dharmapal it was we do not exactly know, but an ex-

tensive village in the vicinity of Patkapara still bears his name
and contains the remains of his fortifications referred to above.
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It is not unlikely that he was a king nourishing at a con-

siderably later period than the celebrated father of Devapal,

but in any ease he appears to have eclipsed the local repute of

Mayanamatl’s son.

The main incidents of the, epic which has come down to

us from different sources and with more or less different ver-

sions clearly point to their origin in the pre-Mahomedan days,

though, as is but natural in the case of a long ballad, trans-

mitted from mouth to mouth and sung for the amusement of

an everchanging audience, numerous interpolations have tended

to give it a different colouring



ii. Review of our Knowledge of the Oriental Diptera.

By E. Bkunktti.

In flu

1

year 189f» Van der Wulp published his Catalogue of

South Asian Diptera, giving a list of 2889 species: since that

date a certain number of new ones have been described, princi-

pally by Herr Kertesz, Herr Meijere, Profs. Bezzi, P. Stein and
myself : with a few additional ones by Van dor Wulp himself,

and more are at present being discovered, the majority of which

will be described in the Indian Museum publications.

It is my endeavour here to illustrate the advance made in

our knowledge of the diptera of South Asia during the last few

years, and to review the position in which the groups stand

that have not yet been recently revised.

Gexidomuiidcr. —Three species only were cited by Van der

Wulp. Willi the exception of about six described since and a

very limited number in the Indian Museum collection I know
of no fresh material in this family.

Mifccfophilida’ (including Sciarinrr ).—Apart from 3 species

nt Meijere’s no new species have been described ;
but the Indian

Museum possesses a considerable number, principally from

Himalayan localities, and these I am describing in a forth-

coming paper. They will number about 80 species, new, except

about half a dozen conspicuous ones which I have recognised

with certainty as previously described.

( hilicidcp (with Gorethra).—The bulk of the species of

Mnnncna recently described belong to this family, owing mainly

t‘» the indefatigable efforts of Messrs. Theobald, Leicester, (liles,

Ludlow and others. From 32 species given by Van der Wulp, t he

number rose to about 240 in my recent Catalogue, 1 and I have

compiled a list of nearly 150 additional species from the East,

making a total of just on 400 species known from oriental re-

gions.

Many of the recently created species are now being re-

garded as varieties or intermediate 4 forms, so that, eventually,

many present catalogue names may disappear from specific

rank. Probably this family has been more extensively collected

and better worked out than any other.

Ghironomidm .—Only 15 species were known to Van der

Wulp, to which but three have since been added. The Indian

Museum possesses a peculiarly rich collection of insects of this

1 Annotated Catalogue of Oriental Culicidcn, Rec. Ind Mus. t L
^7-377.
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family, and Prof. KielTer has lecently sent to it a monograph
containing descriptions of about 00 new species, described from

types in its collection. A further paper by the same author

will deal with the residuum of the Museum s undescribed

material.

Pxychndidw. -No species whatever wen* known from the

East in this family till 1908, when Dr. Annandale described

Phlchntomu# argeniipes .
1 Since then 1 have added 14 species

from India,’2 which seems to surest that the species must be

very numerous in the East, as no other countries have appa-

rently been collected over at all. Moreover, several additional

forms of Phlvbotomus are at present being described by Dr.

Annandale. There are probably a very great number of exist-

ing species in this family throughout the world, as a consider-

able number were discovered in quite a limited region in

England alone by Eaton, a fact which tends to support mv
view. A most interesting discovery in this family was made
by Dr. Annandale recently ;

he found a living species of an

extinct genus
(
Diploncma

,
Lw.) in the Darjeeling District / and

he has subsequently found a second species of the same peculiai

genus in South India; this latter to be described shortly.

Ribionida\—Only one new species has been described

since the 12 recorded by Van dcr Wulp; but to this total l shall

shortly add several others from specimens preserved in the

Indian Museum or in my own collection.

Simuliidcr .—Three or four additional undescribed species

in the Indian Museum arc to be added to the only two recorded

from the East, viz . , Simnlium indieam ,
Beeher, and S. nobile ,

Meij.

Tipulida'.— ili) species figure in the 1890 Catalogue, to

which number Herr Meijero has added a few new ones. The
Indian Museum is especially rich in this family, and my own
collection contains a considerable number collected by me in

Mussoorie, Darjeeling and the Far East
,
so that iny forthcoming

monographic revision in this family will comprise nearly 109

new oriental species.

Rhyphidw.- Only one species is given by Van der Wulp,

but 1 am shortly describing three new ones, as well as a variety

of the common European Rhyphus fencxtrails, Scop.

Only one or two other species remain to be added to the

Nemoeera
,
additional to the one species each recorded by Van

der Wulp in Dizidw and Blepharoceridce.

A revisionary glance of the first Suborder shows the follow-

ing remarkable figures as the results of the past few years’

work :
—

1 Kec. Ind. Mus., ii, 101. * Loe. cit. f ii, 360.
Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bongal. (new Her.), iv, 353.
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Oriental bipin'u.
137

Species known in

1 X!M»

Al present known
including those to hi

described short Iv

Gccidomijudn .. 3 m
Mjfcctophl tirin'

. . 23 7n
Gidicirfn

. . 32 400
Ghirommtdu .. 15 ion
r*\jchodirin U 20

2,‘>tiibionidtv and Simahirin 14
Tipahdtr .. 140 22u
Rhtfplndn\ etc

. . 3 1(1

Total* . . 230 SpecK -
. S.m Species.

Tlie Semocvra have therefore been increased by threc-aml*
.i-lia.lt times the number of species known less than ten \ i-ius

*tiio.
J Descriptions of those included in the above tabic as

known, but not- yet actually published, will appear during tin*

next Few months at latest.

Turning to the next Suborder, the Ibachycvm (I prefer to

M'tam, for the present, the older system of classification), the

diflcrenees are not so marked, but only because many of the

groups have not been dealt with, and not so assiduously col-

lected
;
for those that hare been worked out aflord a high per-

centage of new forms.

Slratiomyida1
,—This family was revised to the* best of my

ability ’ recently, only six new species being added.

Tabanidrr.—Miss Ricardo Inis recently worked through

the British Museum and Indian Museum collections in tins

-roup, and has forwarded a voluminous manuscript on Tahanu#

,

which almost- brings up to date our knowledge of that genus

.

«» second paper on the remainder of the family being in

preparation/

Lrptidip and Ihmbt/lidfp.—Both were revised by me re-

ecntly/ and although a certain number of species were un-

avoidably unrecognisable through the brevity of the older des-

criptions, the absence of specimens of many of them, and the

impossibility of examining the actual types, I believe that I

have allocated the majority of those species originally placed

m Anthrax and Exoprosopa to their correct genera; the kind

assistance rendered me by Mr. E. E. Austen in this matter by

an examination of the types that are in the British Museum,
having been most valuable. In my three papers on the two

families are added 47 new species.

1 With thn exception of the (’uhcuhi

-

wo might say loss than two

\ cars ago

!

* Bee. Ind. Mus., i, 85-132.
Both to appear shortly in the Roc. Ind. Mus.

* Rovis, Orient. Leptida*, in Roe. Itid. Mus.,ii, 417-436. Annotated
and Rovis. Cat. Orient. Bombyl.. toe. cit„ ii, 437-492. New Orient.

'A'ptidu* and Bombyl., toe. cit. f iii, 211-230.
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Nemcslrinidw, Therevidce, Cyrtidce .—Probably but few
addition* will be as yet made to these families.

Asilidas .—Over 450 species were mentioned by Vail der

Wulp. The family is likely to remain in its present state for

some considerable time, for until a complete examination of .all

the types has been made, in conjunction with a very careful

study from a chietotactic point of view, it would be wholly

unwise to describe new species. It has always been my desire

to attack this group, there being a considerable amount of

material at my disposal.

Kinpidte.—Prof. Bezzi has added a score of new species

1

to the half dozen described since 1896, when 12 only were
known. The few additional ones existing in the Indian Mu-
seum will be worked out by me on finishing the few papers

now approaching completion.

Dolichopidat .—In this family extensive additions arc cer-

tain. Of the 100 species recorded in 1896, a great number are

Walker’s and must therefore, be received with caution. Herr
Lichtwardt is at present identifying the Indian Museum
specimens, and some time ago, in separating them from the

mass of undetermined material, a casual inspection caused me
to estimate the number of species therein contained, at

least 50.

In my own collection there are probably 20 to 30 species

collected by me in various parts of India and the Far Fast,

some of which are in all likelihood new.

Pipuncuiid.ce t Platypezidoe .—Some few additions have
been made ; in the former by Herr Kcrtesz/ and in my tfc New
Oriental Diptera” will be described nearly a dozen more.

Syrphidve.—Certain genera in this family were revised by

me recently/ whilst Herr Meijere has dealt with certain other

genera and described over 41) new species in his studies on
South Asian Diptera.4 Altogether, a little over 100 new
species have been described since 1896, but genera like Erista-

Us, Syrphus, Sphmrophoria, Syrilta
,
Bacha , (Jraptomyza

,
and

some others, require careful and complete revision, for the

reason that a number of well-known pahcarctic species

occur in the east (at least in the Himalayas, some extending
also to the plains), either in typical or slightly varietal form.

A number of new species are still at my disposal.

Oonopidce .—Judging from the descriptions, the 14 des-

cribed species appear distinct; to these will be added three or

four others.

Oestridm .—Apparently only 4 species known from the East.

1 Ann Mus. Hung., ii, 320.
2 Ann. Mus. Hung., i, 405
h Notes on Oriental Syrphidas i. Kec. hid. Mus., vol. i (plates onl>.

XI, XII, XIII), vol. ii, 49-00, text, 42 sp. nov. described.
4 Tijd. v. Ent., Ii.
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Muscidtv.—In this great family but little rovisumary work

lias been done, mainly owing, probably, to the impossibility of

recognising species from the older brief descriptions .Mr.

Austen has allocated a good number of Walker’s species of

Tachinidce to their correct genera; Prof. Stein has described a

number of species of Spiloyaster, Lispa, Otmosia, and Athvr'b

guna
,
chiefly from Papua; whilst amongst the Aealypterate

groups, the Sepsinai have been treated of by Meijere 1 and

myself,
2 bringing our knowledge of the group pretty completely

up to date, and raising the total of known species from 20 to

51, including several European species recognised by me. In

a paper shortly to be issued, the Oriental ttiomoxyimv are fully

revised by me and described (including, however, only very

tew new species); whilst Prof. Bezzi lias nearly completed his

studies on the Trypctidw . Kerr HendePs revision of the

world’s species of Sapmmyzincp (as Lmuanimv) * enables us to

reconstruct the oriental list of species, to which over 40 names

have been added and described by Herr Kertesz in the genus

Sapromyza alone. Prof. Bezzi’s revision of the genus Danis

disposes of most, of tins oriental species, but in all the other very

extensive and difficult groups next to nothing has been done.

The Indian Museum possesses a very large number of

undetermined species (of which a hirge proportion can hardly

fail to lie new) in Tachinidiu, Sarcophuya, Masm, Lurilia,

AnthomyidfP and various groups of the Aculypteratn ,
including

a number of named but undescribed species erected by Bigot,

all representing a mine of wealth to the earnest but advanced

student in I hose respective groups.

In Van der Wulp’s Catalogue, 20 pages are devoted to

Tachinidm and Dexidm, 30 species of Saresp/mya are given,

over fK) of Lucilia and 45 of Musca
;
of the latter genus the

author very significantly observes, “ only domcstica and corvimi

belong witli certainty to the. genus in its strict sense”.

In the Pharidm Mr. Bruos has described eleven^ new

species,* whilst I am adding nearly a dozen more in my “New
Oriental Diptera.”

Respecting the last division of Diptera, Pupipara, Herr

Speiser after describing 21 new species, 1

b

is revising the whole of

the known species.

The foregoing resume will serve to give a general view of

our present knowledge of Oriental Diptera.

It does not seem too much to state that a great part of the

activity (displayed during the last 3 years at least) is due

directly to the efforts of Dr. Annandale, the Superintendent of

* Ann. Mus. Hung., iv, 107. a Kec. Ind. Mm, iii» 343-372.

8 Uenera Insectorum, 08me, Fasc.
* Ann. Mus. Hung., iii* 540. * In various journals.
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tlio Indian Museum, in his endeavour to get the extensive

collection of these inserts possessed by that Institution arranged

and determined. The whole of my own work in oriental

species, and the enlistment of the valuable* services of Prof.

Kieffer in Chironomitltr , Mr. Theobald in C ulicitltv . Miss

Ricardo in Tahiti idtr. Herr Lichtwardt in Uolichopidfv and

Prof. Bezzi in Trypetidm
, have had that origin. In the above

groups, about 201) species will figure as new, whilst the publi-

cation oi the remaining papers 1 have in hand will raise the

total of new species described by me to about 200.

The great majority of the types of these 500 new species

arc preserved in the Indian Museum collection.



12 . Contributions to the History and Ethnology of

North-Eastern India—I.

By H. E. Stapleton, B.A. B.Sc., Inspector of Schools,

Dacca Division ,
and Honorary Secretary to the Coin

Committee
,
Eastern Bengal and Assam.

A.—The Antiquity op Dacca.

At the recent 125th Anniversary meeting of the Society,

the writer exhibited a rubbing of a mosque inscription from

Dacca town, dated in the year 863 A.H. (A.D. 1459), as an
indication that Dacca is considerably older than the date of its

reputed foundation by Islam Khan in A.D. 1608. Since then

an interesting find of coins of a Gupta type has como to light

which lends a certain amount of additional support to the sug-

gestion that Dacca is a place of considerable antiquity. The
town itself stands at the southernmost point of the raised land

occupying the centre of Eastern Bengal, and the shrine of its

patron goddess, Dhakcswarl
f
is situated on the highest ground

at the western side of the town, half a mile distant from the river

Buri Ganga. A mile away to the north-west is the Pll-khana, the

former headquarters of the Kheddah Department, and just

beyond this (still to the north-west) we come to a large stretch

of arable land which, though now split up into fields, continues

to bear the name of Nawdb Rashid Khan ka Bagicha .

1 An old

tank, breached at the southern end, lies close to the road lead-

ing from the Pll-khana, and it was here, 100 yards to the south

1 The former owner of this garden seems to have been tlio Rashid

Khfin who was appointed FauidSr of Kamrup by Aurangzeb in 1662

(Blochmami, Koch Bihar and Asam, 1872, pp. 92 and 96),

Ho accepted the post unwillingly and resigned after holding it for 3 or

1 years, being succeeded by Saiyid FIrflz KhSn who was captured and

killed by the Assamese in 1667. During "Bhaista Khfin *s expedition in

1666 for tho conquest of Chittagong, Rashid Khfin’s brother, ‘Abdul

Karim, was placed in charge of the captured island of Sondip VAtamgxr-

Hamah, quoted by 'Abdu-s-Salfim on p. 230 of his translation of the

Kiya?u-8-Samn). Later, in 1660, Rashid Khfin accompanied ftfijfi

Ram Singh in his expedition to reoflfer Gauhati from the Assamese,

but lie quarrelled with Ram Singh aid was ordered out of the camp
(Gait, History, p. 149). The last reference to him occurs in the

Afo'5ipr.<-‘AlesSngiri, when he is found reporting (apparently from Dacca)

»»n the expenditure incurred in connexion with the “ conquest of

Gauhati in 1679 (Blochmann, op. oit. t p. 09). Rashid KhSn is nowhere

recorded to have been given the title of Nawfib, but it is possible he

may have obtained it in connexion with this^temporary re-occupation of

Gauhati during the Viceroyalty of Prince Muhammad ‘Ajjam (1678-
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west oi the tank and within a stone
9

s throw of the road , that the

first coin figured in the annexed Plate XXII was picked up three

years ago, the finder being a son of one Jamadar ‘All, a ryot

of Munshi Akbar of Maneswar, the large village lying on the

old river bank to the west and north-west of the Pll-khana
According to another son of Jamadar ‘All whom I saw when
enquiring about the find, there was a dispute at the time of

its discovery as to whether or not it was brass, and on the coin

being taken to Babu Monohar De, a local talukdar and gold-

smith, it was declared to be gold and purchased by him for

Rs. 8. Last March Biibu Mohini Mohan Basu, Headmaster of

the Mymensingh Zilla School, happened to be visiting this

man, and having been shewn the coin, was informed that

others were obtainable at a neighbouring poddar’s . Being in-

terested, he asked that one should be obtained for him, with
the result that coin No. 2 in Plate XX 11 was purchased for Rs. 9
and sent him shortly afterwards. The discovery of the first

coin in the earth close to Nawab Rashid Khan’s tank is cer-

tain, having been verified by personal enquiry from the villa-

gers concerned, and it was also ascertained from the poddar

who sold the second coin to the Headmaster, through whom
information of the find first reached me, that he had obtained
it, as well as another, a few months back, from one Ghulam
NabI, a New rl dealer in old jewelry, Ghulam
Nabl could not be found as he is said to be absent from Dacca
in connexion with his business for most of the year, but the
poddar informed me that he had seen several other coins of the
same sort in his possession.

No. 1.—Gold (apparently cast). Weight 87-6 grains. Size

*80 inch.

Obverse:—Typical Gupta king, facing right, his left hand
holding a bow, and right extended over the garuda standard,
grasping an arrow. The appearance of the figure on the coin
resembles that of Fig. 12, Plate XV (a coin of Chandragupta
II) in Mr. Vincent Smith’s Indian Museum catalogue of Gupta
Coins, while the bow is identical with that shewn on a coin of

Samudragupta (c/. Mr. Vincent Smith’s paper in the J.A.S.B.
for 1884, PI. II, Fig 6). There is, however, no halo round the
head of the king nor visible lettering on the field, which is

surrounded by a symmetrical arrangement of dots and dashes.

The edge of the coin has been clipped.

Reverse Within a circle surrounded by a circle of dots,

a standing Queen or Goddess, looking to the left. Behind her
lines suggestive of flowing hair, while in front appear charac-
ters suggestive of Gupta letters.

Both the appearance as well as the weight (roughly half a
tola) at first led the writer to believe that the coin was a forgery,

though, from the clearness of the bow, the maker muBt evidently
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have had a genuine Gupta coin £us a model. The type seems
altogether new, as nothing approximating to the reverse can be
found in any paper dealing with Gupta coinage

;
but the rubbing

of an almost identical coin (found in the possession of a ryot at
Kotwalipara) was sent me last year by Babu Kallpada Maitra,
Assistant Settlement officer, Farldpur, Subsequent attempts
to purchase this Kotwalipara coin have proved unsuccessful,

but as it was found in company of a Skandagupta coin with
very similar type of figure of king, 1

it appears likely to be an
example of a new type of Skandagupta’ a coinage.

No. 2.—Gold (probably struck from a die). Weight 88*3

p*s. »Size ’88 inch.

Obverse :—Similar to the first coin, except that a horse,

standing in front of a small altar, occurs under the king’s left

arm, while between the king’s head and the head of the

tjaruda standard is the word Sri in Gupta characters (c/.

I.M.C.
,
PI. XV, No. 12, for similar letters). The bow is also

smaller than in No. 1.

Reverse :—Practically the same as the reverse of No. 1,

but with more detail. The edge of the coin has evidently

been mechanically waved after the coin has been struck, a
hollow on the obverse corresponding with a dot on the reverse.

Both in this coin, as well as in No. 1, the figure on the reverse

is at 90° to that on the obverse.

This second coin is evidently based upon one of a similar

type to the first. It is, however, more interesting as pointing

to the existence of another series of coins commemorating, an

Asmmedha (Horso sacrifice). If the identification of the first

coin with one of Skandagupta’s be correct, this may perhaps

he the Asvamedha celebrated by Kumaragupta I in which his

son Skandagupta may well have taken a part.

Unless these coins be genuine, it is difficult to suggest any

hypothesis to account for the discovery of coin No. 1, except

that the manufacture of these coins from genuine Gupta coins

lias been going on for some time in the vicinity of Dacca.

Moreover in the absence of the Nemri who disposed of coin

No. 2 to the poddar
, it is impossible to say for certain whether

the coins actually originate from Dacca. There is, however,

nothing inherently improbable in believing the latter to be the

case, as besides the Kotwalipara find mentioned above, Gupta

coins belonging to several kings have also been discovered as

Muhammadpur in the north-east of Jessore 1852,

p. 401), while the well-known Allahabad inscription of Samudra-

t A cast of this Skandagupta coin was shown at the Anniversary

meeting. It resembles No. 8, Plate XVI. From tho discovery

during a visit to KotwfiHpSfa on 30/1/10 of three more coins similar to

1*1 am now inclined to regard them as Bengal coins of a somewhat
*ter date than Skandagupta. On one coin a clear V appears on the

obverse under the king’s left arm.
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gupta records his suzerainty over the frontier kings of Sama-

fata, Davaka, Kdmarupa and Nepala (Fleet, Corpus Inscrip .

Ind.
9
Vol. Ill, page 14). Mr. Vincent Smith assigns Davaka to

the area now covered by the present Rajshalu Division, but he
appears to have overlooked the fact that until 100 years ago
the Brahmaputra ran through Mymensingh and that there was
no physical obstacle between what is now Pabna and Bogra,

and the present district of Dacca. Davaka would therefore

seem to bo the land lying between the Brahmaputra—from the

point where it turns the Garo Hills, down to the old junction of

the Meghna with the Ganges, north of the island of Dakhln
Shabazpur—and the Ganges from Gaur to the same junction (vide

RennelTsmapNo.IX, from which Mr. Vincent Smith’s map fac-

ing page 270 of his Early History of India should be corrected).

If, too, Mr. Vincent Smith’s identification of the famous Vikra-
inaditya of Ujjain with ( ’handragupta II be correct, the district

of Vikrampur, immediately to the south of Dacca, probably
owes its name to this king, who records on the iron pillar

of Dihll that lie warred in the Vanga countries (op. cit .,

2nd Ed., p. 275). Mr. Vincent Smith’s map also seems to
need correction as regards the situation of Vanga

, the boun-
dary of which has long been the Karatoya on the west, Ganges
on the south, the Meghna on the east, and the Khasi Hills

on the north (vide Cunningham, Archaeological Report XV, page
145). In fact Vanga may be practically regarded as an alter-

native name for Davaka .

In this connexion, 1 take the opportunity to place on per-
manent record the two earliest mosque inscriptions that occur
in Dacca town. The first is that found on a small slab of
stone above the door of a mosque at Narayandia, the north-
eastern suburb of Dacca. The mosque is a very small one and
of modern appearance, but from its position at the extreme
south-east point of the raised land on which the main city of
Dacca stands, the stone may possibly be in its original posi-
tion. Just to the south runs the khdl, which passes through
Dacca and marks the former channel of the Burlganga when
this river ran into Jbhe Lakhya instead of the Dhaleswarl,
while beyond the khdl lies the char (island) now occupied by
the mahallas of Islampur, Patuatull, Bangla Bazar, Farash-
ganj, Sutrapur, Ikrampur, Shah Ujijalnagar and Ruknpur,
on which the town of Bdngala

, visited by Vertomannus in

1503, seems to have been situated. (Taylor, Topoaravhv and
Statistics of Dacca , p. 92.)
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fAx* 9 JJ JJELwO r

oiAj c*xg gU-^c

The Basmalali. The Kalimah.

“ Adorned by the sound of Hayya Falah 1

At night and morning is the mosque of this humble person :

(Erected by) Musammat Bakht Blnat, daughter of Mar-
hamat.

In the year 861 (
= 1457 A.I).).”

(Length of the stone 1' OJ"; height 8j").

The inscription is somewhat, curious as being in Persian,

and for its omission of any reference to the reigning king.

As pointed out by Khan Bahadur tiaiyid Aulad Hasan (whose

reading of the inscription in his Notes on the Antiquities of

Dacca first drew my attention to it—vide p. 28), the name of

the lady allows that she belonged to the lower class of

society.

The second inscription, two years later in date is the one

referred to at the beginning of this paper. As noted by Khan
Bahadur Saiyid Aulad Hasan (op. cit.

f p. 34) this inscription,

which is now in the Record room of the Dacca Collectorate,

came from an old mosque in Naswalla Gully, a street in the

quarter of the town of Dacca known as Gird-i Qila 1 and not

from the adjoining quarter of Ohurihatta as reported by Dr.

Wise. Owing to a defective rubbing, Dr. Blochmann was un-

able to give a full reading in his Notes on Arabic and Persian

Inscriptions
,
(J.A.S.B., 1872, page 107), but from a recent

photo, reproduced in Plate XXIV, it will be seen that this im-

portant inscription runs as follows

:

fiXad jJjf £0 \yOJJ lb ail Aa>Ljt
jfi| Ji5

AjuknJt fbl ^ y u»Wl

oW <Jk*u ^buJl Silo JA |IA

(tH 8 - ob^lfo ^Jif ** ij*
cb'jl w*

I

1 More properly (Come to Safety), a sentence in the

-laSn (call to prayer).
2 I am indebted to Dr. Ross, Philological Secretary of the Society,

for the reading of this word.
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iSUiUSj &k*0 ^U*£ i*yo u? C^i J

* ^***1 a3| 3 *Afi *D| l iypj*

“ Saitli Almighty God; Verily mosques belong to Allah !

Do not worship any one save All fill

!

“This gate was firmly constructed and built iti the days

of the reign of the Kballfah of Him whose aid is sought (by men)
Nasiru-d-Diiniya wa-d-Din Abu-1-Muzaffar Mahmud Shah, the

King—May Allah perpetuate his rulei—by one entitled Khwa-
jah . I alum—May the Merciful protect him from (all) evils!—in

the frontier territory of Mubarakabad—May Allah preserve it

to the Day of Judgment f And this was on the 20th of Sha (ban
in the year 8(53 of the years of the Hijra (of the Prophet)— May
the peace of God be on him and oil all his family !”

Dr. Wise, who was probably misled by Stewart’s asser-

tion that Dacca is a modern city, suggested to Dr. Blochmann
that the slab on which the inscription is found “has been re-

moved from some other older mosque and city to Dhaka,”
but from the position of the mosque on high land close

to the Dliakoswarl shrine and next to the site of the olcl fort

erected by Ibrahim Khan Path Jang, the third Mughul Governor
of Bengal, about the year 1620 A.D.,2 as well as the facts

stated earlier in this paper, there seems no reason to doubt
that the inscription has always belonged to the Gird-i Qila‘

mosque. The original building has now disappeared, the

roof having collapsed in 1902 as the combined result of being

struck by lightning and shaken by the 1897 earthquake, but

the local people are now rebuilding another mosque on the

foundations of the old one. According to Khan Bahadur Saiyid

Aulad Ilasan (op. oil., p. 34) the original building measured
inside 27' x 161' and the walls were 4' thick. The slab (now
broken in two pieces) is of slate and has the following dimen-

sions :

—

Length . . 4' !T Length of actual inscription 4' 6J*
Height .. I' 1J-* Height of ditto llj*
Thickness . .

5* at top decreasing to U" the bottom.

The stone originally belonged to some even older building,

as the top is still covered with sculptured floral designs.

1 As pointed cut by Dr. Ross this is unlikely though apparently

is the reading of the inscription. Mr. Azo, to whom a photo of the

slab was subsequently shown, suggests that just as in the middle of the

first line the individual letters of the words u* j are

together, so it might be possible here to read OjA
“ (in the year 803) of the Hijra of the Noblest of the Prophets.’*

* Aulad Hasan, op. cit . , p. 17.
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The Mubarakiibad referred to in the inscription probably

takes us back to the time of the rule of independent Kings iii

Eastern Bengal. After the defeat and deatli of the rebellious

Viceroy Bahadur Shah in 731 A. 11., the Emperor Muhammad
Ibn Tughluq returned to DihlT, leaving Bahrain Khan in his

old post of Governor of Sumirgfmw and Qadr Khan as Gover-

nor of Lakhnautl. Bahrain Khan died in 739 A 11 ., where-

upon his armour-bearer, Fakhru-d-Dln Mubarak, seized Sunfir-

giihw. Muhammad Ibn Tughluq ordered Qadr Khan to expel

the rebel, andFakhru-d-Din being defeated
,

“ fled and concealed

himself in the forests’
1 1 but soon after succeeded in inducing

the soldiers left behind in Sunargahw to kill Qadr Khan under

promise of distributing among them the treasure which Qadr

Khan had collected and was on the point of forwarding to

DihlT. This appears to have happened in 741 A.H., and

Fakhru-d-Dln ruled continuously as the first independent sover-

eign of Sunargamv until 750. A glance at RenneU
5

s map
No. XII wiil show that there is strong likelihood of Fakh-

ru-d-Dln having retreated from Qadr Khan into the Lakhya

River. from which there was easy access to the maze of water-

ways round Dacca by means of the Tangi and Turag rivers or

the Dolaiganj creek, and his success is also not unlikely to have

been commemorated by calling his place of refuge after his own

name. From the phrase “Frontier Territory” it would ap-

pear probable that the district of which Mubarakiibad was the

chief town stretched S.E. to the Meghna and (apart from any

thing north of Dacca) included all old Vikrarnpur, i.e.
}
those

portions of the existing districts of Dacca and Farldpur,

south of the Dhaleswarl, which lay in the acute angle between

the old course of the Ganges, and the Meghna on the east (vide •/!,

Renuell’s maps Nos. IX and XVII). A relic of the Iqlim

seems to he the Mubarak Vjiyal mentioned in the "Ain as a

parganah of Sirkar Bazuha (Vol. II, Jarrett’s trans., p. 138).

This still exists as a large parganah of the Dacca district, com-

prising much of the land south-west and west of Dacca town,

between the Padma on the south and the Dhaleswarl on the

north.

No coins minted in Mubarakabad have yet eoine to light,

the series of Fakhru-d-Dln’s coins from 741—750 mentioned by

Thomas
(Chronicles , p. 263) being all from Sunarganw.

Blocbmann’s suggestion (loc. cit p. 108) that Khwajah

Jahan is the same person as Ulugh Khan Jahan, the founder of

Khallfatabad, the modern Bagherhat in Khulna, is untenable,

as in the first place, a striking change in name is not likely to

have taken place in the interval, June to October, 1469, nor

is it likely for any one to have travelled from Dacca to

1 Stewart, History of Bengal (Sect. HI. under the year A.D. 1388).
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southern Jessore in these three months, as the crossing of the
Ganges is dangerous during the Rains. The Dacca inscription,

however, enables the origin of the name “ Khallfatabad ” lo

be explained, t.e., it was given by Khan Jahan to his Sunder-
ban settlement in honour of the reigning Nasiru-d-DmMahmud,
the king who had granted him a sanad to reclaim land, and
who alone amongst Bengal kings styled himself “ Vicar of

God,” in this case aiaIL or more simply *JJ| SiuiA.

as in his coin of which a figure is given by Bloehmann on
page 295 of the Second of his Contributions to tko Geography
and History of Bengal {J.A.8.B.

t 1874). Khallfatabad came
into prominence as a mint town in the time of the Husain!
kings, owing, it appears, to ‘Ala’u-d-Dln Husain Shah having
originally settled at ‘Alaipur near Khulna to the north of

Haveli Khallfatabad (Bloehmann, Contributions
, 1, 1873, p. 227,

note). His son Nasiru-d-Dln Nasrat*Shah issued coins there in

the lifetime of his father, and the mint continued to issue

coins until the end of the Husain! dynasty with Ghiyasu-d-Dln
Mahmud ll in 945 A.H. (1538 A.l).

; cf. Nelson Wright's
IM.C., Bengal coins, Nos. 211, 212 and 225.) 1

A full account of all that is known about Khan Jahan,
the earliest Commissioner of the Sunderbans of whom we have
any knowledge, will be found in Chapter 111 of Westland’s
Jessore

,
published by the Bengal Secretariat Press in 1871.

B.—The Early Gold Coinage ok the DrHU
Emperors.

According to the most recent authority (Mr. Nelson Wright,

in his Indian Museum Catalogue of the Coins of th6 Dihll

Sultans, p. 7), the earliest ruler to introduce gold tankas of the

same pattern and weight as the silver tanka of 175 grains was

Nasiru-d-Din Mahmud 1 (644—664 A.H.). A find of gold coins

which has been slowly passed during the last year into the

shops of Calcutta poddars enables us, however, to antedate this

.
coinage by at least one reign. Both the coins which will lnow
be described were purchased in Calcutta, the place of origin

being stated in the case of the first coin to be Tarkeswar, the

well-known shrine, a few miles west of Chandemagar. Lititle

reliance, however, can be placed on the statement.

1 Cunningham (Report XV, p. 46) Btates that he had a coin lof

Nfiairu-d'Din Mahmud I in hia possession minted at Ha?rat Klialiffadh

SbSd in 846 A.H*. If hia reading was correct it shows that iSahmGd V
resided and minted coinB in the Sunderbans as early as 1442 A.I)., ancN

that KhalifatabSd was probably the stronghold to which the descendants^

of Ilyas ShSh retreated after R5jS Ganesh’s usurpation and from which

Mahmtid’s successful rebellion originated.
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No. 3.—‘Ala'u-d-dIn Ma'sUd Shah.

Gold Tanka (unique). Weight 166 4 grains. Size -92*.

Obverse In double square

within circle, three dots

in each segment

—

(1) fUM *«c ^{i)

(») j*»\ aJJU

(3 )

[No margin-

1

Reverse :—Area enclosed in

double square, with scroll

work in segments

—

(1) fim*

(-) j lyAll ^

(3)

&yMemdC ji&Jt

[No margin.]

This coin closely follows in all its details the Gauhati silver

coin of ‘Ala’u-d-Dln desciibed by Hoernle in the Journal for

1881 (pp. 58 and 59), and catalogued as No. 119 in Wright’s

I.M.C.
, but the letters are much smaller and the engraving

better, e.g.
f

the <j* of the ulhJL is properly represented

with the three up strokes. As regards date, the Khalif Al-

Mustansir having died in the middle of 640 while ‘Ala’u-d-Dln

ascended the throne in 639,
4
‘it would seem to be limited to

one of these two years.” Hoernle, however, subsequently sug-

gests (for. c*f., p. 64) that this was the standard die used

throughout ‘Ala’u-d-Dln’s reign. The mint is probably Dihll.

No. 4. -Nasieu-d-dTn MahmCd Shad.

Gold Tanka (unique). Weight 166*6 grains. Size 1*0*.

Obverse :—In double square

within circle, four dots in

segments

—

(1) r
UK|a^^i

(2) jy*\ Jlftj

(3)

[No margin.]

Reverse :—In double square,

with traces of ornamental scroll

(1) fMl

(2 )

(3)

(4) uAW**

[No margin.]

The coin is almost an exact copy of the Gauhati silver

coin of Nfisiru-d-Dln described by Hoernle (foe. cti-t P* 59), and

catalogued as No. 134 of the new I.M.C. ;
while there is also a
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striking similarity between this gold tanka and that of ‘Ala’u-d-

Dln Mas 1 fid previously described. The mint is probably Dihll

and the date 644 A.H. (idem, p. 64). The gold coin given as

No. 133 of the I.M.C. is altogether different in typo as the

areas are round and then* is a marginal inscription on both
sides.

Attention may also be drawn in connexion with these

coins to the fact that the Gauhati find lends considerable

corroboration to the statement of the TabaqaU i-Nasiri regard-

ing the invasion of Kamriip by Ikhtiyaru-d-Dln Yuzbak Tughril

Khan, the Governor who assumed independence about the year
662 A.H. with the title Sultan Mughlsu-d-Dln Yuzbak, and who
was killed in Kamrup in 656. The find may be regarded as a
relic of the expedition, either deposited by a Musalman soldier

in Gauhati or, more probably, loot captured from the Musal-

mans by the then inhabitants of Gauhati in one of the engage-

ments that led to Muglusu-d-Din’s defeat and death. Mr. Gait
in his History of Assam (p. 35) confuses this Tughril Khan, the

second Bengal Governor of this name, with the third Tughril,

who also, on declaring himself independent, assumed the title

Mughum-d-Din and who was killed by the soldiers of the

Emperor Balban in Tippera (c. 681 A.H.); ride Thomas, Initial

Coinage of Bengal, 1866. p. 34.

(‘.—The First Bengal Coinage ojt Suer Shah.

In the June number of the Proceedings for 1898, pp. 169 to

173, the late Dr. Bloch described a find of 317 coins (chiefly of

Husain! dynasty) which was made in December, 1897, by one
Girish (liandra AichRay, a talukdar of Jasodal. a village 2 miles

east of the Sub-Divisional headquarters of Kishoreganj in the

Mymensingh District. Besides two strange coins, which have
not yet been satisfactorily read (vide Bengal coins,

Nos. 239 and 240), the most interesting coins in the find were three
of the Emperor Humayun Shah, probably minted at Gaur,
while he was in residence there in A.H. 945 (1638 A.D.) after

Sher Khan had retreated to Upper Tndia (vide Wright’s I.M.C.

,

Vol. III, Mughal Emperors, Humayun, Nos. 21 and 22 and
Plate i). Only a small proportion of this find seems to have been
recovered by the Collector, as coins which evidently belong to

the same find have been on sale ever since in the Kishoreganj
Sub-Division. Most of these coins are similar to those des-

cribed by Dr. Bloch, but among the ones I have been able to

purchase are two typical Bengal coins minted in the name of

Slier KMn after he had defeated Humayun at Chaunsa in 946
A.H. and assumed his new title of Sher Shah. In the same
year he also recaptured Gaur from Humayun’s governor Jahan-
gir Qull Beg.
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No. 5.—Silver. Size *83" and -85*,

Obverse :—(In square area)

( 1 ) Kt dr SI

(2) MJf i)r*J

(3) J^UJi (3) ^UdUJr

(4) tp<» 4sUL>f

(5) *?t s T st

Margins missing save for traces Margins missing, but there

of at bottom of best coin is a slight indication on
(in the second specimen there the right of the of

is also trace of in the wy .

left margin).

The Devanagarl characters are very crudely represented,
and the date (probably 940) is written backwards. The weight
of the coin figured (Plate XXII, fig. 5) is 104*8 grains, while
the second specimen (which, however, is much mutilated by
shroff-marks, especially one deep cut across the Kalim&h) only
weighs 154*4 grains. As the coins upon which these Bengal
coins are modelled (Nos. 059 and (360, I.M.V .—Sultans of
DihlF- -Slier Shah,—946) weigh 171 grains, and similar coins
minted in Fathabad (Farldpur) 3 years later weigh 173 grains,

it would seem that the coins now described were issued at Gaur
by Khizr Khan, the Governor who was appointed in 946 by
Slier Shah to rule over Bengal, and that in addition to the
other reasons stated 1 for his replacement in 948 by Qazi FazT-
hit, peculation in the coinage may also have been included.

The following notes may be added regarding the Jasodal
find-spot. The coins were discovered by Babu Girish Chandra
(Aich) Ray in a decorated porcelain pot about 5 feet under the

ground, while levelling a mound in the precincts of the ruined

home of his ancestor Raja Ganik Chandra (*ffa**ar). The
Aichs state that they are Kayasths, who came from
Had, and are descended from one Bhuban Aich, who settled in

the Madkyadesa—perhaps Gaur—nine generations before the

time of Raja Ganik Chandra. The first of the family to move
to Mymensingh was Devlbar Aich, 6th in descent from Bhuban
and 14 generations from Girish Babu (the finder of the coins)

and the village of Jasodal owes its name to Devlbar’s son,

Jasomanta Khfin, one of 3 brothers who all had the title I£b&n.

l 'Abdu-g-Salffm’a trans. of the P* 145.

Reverse : —(In square area)

( 1 )

(2 )
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Baja Ganik Chandra alias Govardhan, son of Govinda Hazra
and great-grandson of Devlbar Aich, is said to have received

his title from * Ala'u-d-Dln Husain Shall or Nasrat Shah, being

at the same time given the parganahs of HazradI and Husain-

shahl in the present Mymensingh district. These two parga-

nahs were inoluded among the 22 subsequently conferred by
Akbar on ‘Isa Khan (vide my recent Note on Seven Sixteenth Cen-

tury Cannon ,
J.A.S.B., 1909, pp. 370 and 372) ; and the story

goes on to say that when 'Isa Khan came back from Dihll with the

firman granting him these 22 parganahs, much fighting ensued

between the old and new owners, one battle being fought at a

village called Kakurdia, between Jasodal and Jangalbarl, the

place from which 'Isa Khan had previously expelled a Koch
Raja called Lakshman, and where he had made his home. 'Isa

Khan, however, was unable to defeat Raja Ganik Chandra and
finally had recourse to the same stratagem as that used by
Husain Shah in capturing K&matapiir in 1494 (vide later in

this paper), as well as by Sher Shah at Fort Rohtas in 1538

(-945 A.H.), while Humayun idled at Gaur. 'Isa Khan sug-

gested that fighting should cease, and that as a sign of amity
between the two families, his ladies should visit the zenana of

the Raja. Instead of women, however, the palanquins were

filled with armed men, who, as soon as they wore safely inside

the walls of the Raja’s house, leapt out and killed him. The
Raja is said to have been worshipping at the time in his

private temple of Bhairavi (Kali), and it was near the ruins of

this temple that the coins were found. Accoiding to the 'diw,

'Isa Khan is said to have returned from an expedition to Kuch
Bihar in 992 A.H. (1584 A. I).).

1 If this can be interpreted as

including Mymensingh, the greater part of which was then in-

habited by Kochs, it is probable that the burial of the trea-

sure and\Ganik Chandra’s tragic death should be assigned to

about this date and not to 1003—1004 A.H. when 'Isa Khan
returned from Dihll, after being granted the 22 parganas by
Akbar. Local tradition states that 'Tsa Kban was already in

possession of Jangalbarl in 1002 A.H., and advanced from there

with an army of Kochs to fight Man Singh at Egarosindhu.

If, on the other hand, the capture of the Koch fort at Jangal-

barl took place before 992 A.H., it is hardly likely that 'Isa

Khan would have tolerated for so long the existence of a rival

only three miles distant from his own house. The connexion

of 'Isa Kb&n and the Tippera Raj in 1587 (996 A.H.) referred

to in my paper on 'Isa Khan’s Cannon (loc. cit,, p. 369, note 1),

also shows that 'Isa Khan was firmly established in the neigh-

bourhood of south-east Mymensingh, several years before Man
Singh’s invasion.

I *Aint Vol. I, Blochmann s translation, page 343-
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The evidence of (he coins themselves points indeed to a

still earlier date, as the latest coin bolongs to Muhammad Shall

Surl (960—964 A.H.), but as Eastern Bengal was for the next 40

years any one’s land in which it is doubtful whether Akbar’s

coinage was current, the Jasodal find might have been buried

at a much later date without it containing a single coin of

Akbar. On the whole, thfe evidence can only be said to indicate

some date between 966 and 990 A.H. (A.l). 1667—1682) as the

time at which the treasure was buried and R&ja Ganik Chan-

dra killed.

From the name of one of the parganahs, as well as the in-

terval of time between 1520, the date of Husain Shah’s

death, and 1582, it would appear that the grant of land was

made by Husain Shah’s son, Nasrat Shah, to the llaja’a

father, Govinda Hazra, after whom the Mymensingh parganah

llazradl seems to be named, and not to the Raja himself.

Babu Girish Chandra Ray also possesses a gold coin of

Bijay Manikya, the Raja of Tippera, mentioned in the ‘Ain

(Jarrott’s trans., II, p. 117), who, according to the Rajmald,

reigned from 1535 to 1583; but up to the time of writing,

T have only seen a bad rubbing of the coin on which the date is

illegible. It is said to be an heirloom and not to have been

one of the coinB found in 1897.

The Origin of the Full Kooh Coins and their

Relation to those of the Jaintia Kings.

So far as I am aware no representative collection of Koch

coins has yet been catalogued, and only scattered notices have

appeared of the full-coins that were issued prior to the intro-

duction of the Bystem of half-coins described by Mr.Ghiit in Ins

Note on the Coinage of the Koch Kings (
J.A.S.B. , 1895, pp. 237

—241). The following list epitomises our knowledge on the

subject :

—

I. Bisva Simha—Founder of the Koch dynasty Circa

A.D. 1515-1540. No coins known.

II. Naba Naravan—Circa 1540-1584.

(i) Coin described and figured by R. L-

(Proc. A.8.B., 1856, p. 457). Date 1477 Baku

(=A.D. 1555).

No measurements given.

(ii) Coin of the same date described by Blochmann

(J.A.8.B., 1874, p. 306). This slightly dif-

fers from No. (i) in reading “ Nara Narayar

nashya ” on the obverse instead of Nara

Narayana Bhup&lashya,” the

therefore being of four lines instead of live.

Wa;<>v.t. 1S7-K crrains : exact size not given.
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(iii) and (iv) Mr. Gait’s two specimens figured as Nos.
1 and 2 in Plate XXIV of his paper on the

Koch Coinage. Both arc dated 1 477 Sfaka
9

ibut
no measurements are given. The first is erro-

neously said to be a reproduction of Bloch-

mann's coin, but it has 1 ‘ Bhupalashya * ’

inserted after Narayan and appears to be one
of those belonging to Mr. Gait. Both of Mr.
Gait’s coins therefore have the same, and not
different, readings as he states (op. fit .

,

p. 238).

III. (a) LakshmI Narayan:— 1584-1622 (Western Koch
kingdom, or Kuch Bihar).

(i) and (ii) Marsden, NumismataOrientalia Illus

trata, Nos. MCCIII and MCCIV [Plate LII].

Weights: 151 and 152 grains respectively.

Size (from Plate) 1*2*.

(iii—v) Mr. Gait notes in the Postscript to his

Koch paper {foe. cit., p. 241) that the British

Museum possesses in all five full-coins of

LakshmI Narayan (including those described

by Marsden), all dated 1509 /SSAa(A.D. 1587).

(vi) Shillong Cabinet. ( Vide Plate XXII,
No. 6). Weight: 152*4 grains. Size: 1*22*.

Obverse .

( 1 ) «fi

(2) fwWfltv

(3) «T*rj Htr*

(4)

Reverse.

(1)

(2) far

(3) *ri

(4)

III. (
b

)

Raghudev, 1581—1593. Son of Sllarai, Nara
Narayan’s brother and General, and cousin of

of LakshmI Narayan. Ruler of the Eastern
Koch Kingdom, or Koch Hajo.

(i) *J.A>S.B.
9_Proc, 9 May 1895, page 86. Coin dated

1510 Saha. In this notice the Bhupalashya of

the 3rd and 4th lines of the obverse is wrongly
given as Palashya

, an error which is repeated by
Mr. Gait on page 238 of his Koch paper previously
referred to. No measurements are given; and
the coin (like all the Koch coins described from
time to time in the Journal) has now disappeared
from the combined collection in the Indian
Museum.
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Mr. Gait notes however in his Postscript that

(ii) the British Museum also possesses an identical coin.

No coins of Raghudev’s successors in tho Eastern

Kingdom are known.

IV. Bib Narayan, 1622-1627. No coin known.

V. Pran Nabayan, 1627-1666. Maroden, on cil

Nos. MCCV-M0CV1I (Plate m.)

Weights:—148, 146i and 142 grains respectively.

The first two are both dated 1555 tiaka (1633 A.D.) but

the date of the third coin is illegible. If the engraving of the

coin is a facsimile, the size is 1*25".

'This issue of coins seems to contradict the story given in

Hunter's Statistical Account oj Kuch Behur{\). 400) thatLakshnn

Narayan was allowed to return to his kingdom from Dihli

in 1618 A.D., on condition that' he would in future strike

coin only in halves; nor can it bo accounted for by Pran Narii-

yan being then in rebellion, as only five years later we find him

accompanying a Muhammadan force as ally up the Brahma-

putra against the Ahoma (Gait, History
,
p. 115). No full coin

however of any Raja subsequent to Pran Narayan is known,

and as the earliest specimens in the Shillong cabinet of the

half coins (“Narayayt Rupees”), described by Mr. Gait, belong

lothis Raja, it would appear that Pran Narayan was the first to

mint such coins.

“The coin wliicli served as a model to Nara Narayan is that

belonging to Husain Shah of Bengal, of which four specimens

ranging in date from A.H. 900—913 (1494—1517 A.D.) aremen-

tionedin the recently published Indian Museum Catalogue (Vol.

II, Bengal series). For facility of reference a specimen of the

«*oin (found in tho Mursbidabad District) from my own cabinet

is reproduced as No. 7 of Plate XXII. The relationship of the

two coins will also be clearly evident from the following com-

parison.
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Koch coin No. 6.
j

Husain! coin No. 7.

Size . .
1-22' . . . .

1 1-28' (the I.M.C

.

ex-

amples range from
M8'—1-26').

Weight . . 152-4 grains (but vide Nara
:
1641 grains (in the

Narayan’s ooin, No. ii l.M.C. examples,

above, for weight of 157*5
;

the weight ranges
grains. As time went on

,
from 161*5- -164*5

the weight decreased still
j

grains),

more

—

cf. Pran Narayan’s
|

coins in the British
j

1 Museum—and it was by i

the later standards that

the weight of the ordi-

nary Koch half-coins was
fixed).

Appear- Identical, a 4-line inscription being enclosed in

ance. each case in a double circle with a row of dots

between. The reproduction in the Koch coin

of one of the groups of three dots from the

Husain Shah coin is specially noticeable. 1

To account for this adoption by the Koch kings of the

^oin belonging to the Muhammadan kings of Bengal, a brief

consideration of the conquests of Husain Shah is necessary.

Husain Shah defeated his predecessor Shamsu-d-Hln Muzaffar

Shah either at the end of A.H. 898 (1493 A.D.) or the begin-

ning of 899,* and from the conquest of Bengal he forthwith

1 The inscription on the Husain! coin runs as follows :

—

Obverse . Reverse.

^UsLJf

He

j ailKU j iSU

tir dbfd+auo

* There is a mosque inscription of Mugaffar at Panduah, dated
Ramadan 898 {of. Blochmaim, Contributions I, p. 291), while most of 899
must be allowed to Husain ShSh to enable him to issue the coins next
referred to.
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proceeded to the conquest of the surrounding countries. In
A.H. 899 he is found issuing coins from Fathabad, the modem
Faridpur, in which he proclaims himself the conqueror of

Kamrup. Kamata, .Jajnagar and Orissa (/.J// 1

., Bengal coins.

No. 175). Only the two former conquests need he considered

here. The north of the present Kajshfdii Division ns well as

the modern districts of Gofdpara and Kfunrup had then for at

least two centuries been under the control of a race of Klion

kings (allied to the Kachaifs of the central Brahmaputra
Valley) who ruled from Kamatapur, a town situated not far

from the modern capital of Kuch Bihar. Subsequent to his

conquest of Orissa, Husain Shah captured Kamatapiir by
stratagem (vide Gait’s History

, page 43), the date being

certainly (from the evidence oi the Fathabaci eoin) 1 193

or 1494, and not 149S as given by Prinsep (Thomas’ edition,

t’scfid Tabhs. page 273). ft is possible that Husain Shah
may then have marched into Kamrup, o/. , from the appear-

ance of the 1 gateway of tlu i Kacharf fortress of Dimiipur,

which (as the illustration opposite p. 245 of Gait's History

slums) is very similar to one of Husain Shah's mosques: it

seems possible that the Kachans may also have come into

contact with Husain Shah ; hut- from the absence of any
refcienee to Assam on bis coins or inscriptions, as well as the

silence of the Jlnmnjis , it is certain that Husain Slifih never

invaded Assam proper, which was then confined to the eastern

half of the Brahmaputra valley. The constantly repeated

story that he did, appears to be based on the statement^ of the

author of the Itiydzu-s-Saldtw (quoting Tram the *Alamg%r-

ndmah ; ef. Bloclunann, Koch Bilinr and Asdt/r J.A.S.B.*

IS72, p. 79).
<k After this (the conquest of Orissa) he planned

to conquer Assam and conquering the whole of that

country up to Kamrup, Kfuntah and other districts, which *
were subject to powerful Rajahs like Riip Narayan, Mill Kuu-
war, Gos bakhan and Lachiui Narayan and others, he collected

much wealth from the conquered tracts The Rajah of

Assam not being able to oppose him, relinquishing his country
fled to the mountains. The king, leaving his son 1

. re-

turned to Bengal . . . ., but when the rainy season set in, the

Rajah witli his adherents issued from the lulls, surrounded the

royal army, and in a short time put all to the sword. ” As Mr.
Gait, suggests

(
History

, p, 88, note) the ftiydz (or rather the

author of the 'AlamgirnEmah) here undoubtedly mixes up the

accounts of two expeditions, Husain Shah’s expedition against

Kamata in 1494 and the disastrous invasions of the Assam
valley by Muhammadans in 1527 (934 A.H.) and 1531—1533, of

1 Evidently not Prince Danya! m this son of Husain Sh5h erected
u masque at Monglr in 003 A.H. (Blochmatin, A New King of Bengal,
' 1872, pp. 334 and 336).
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which Mr. Gait gives an account from the Buranjis on pp. 87

—92 of his History of Assam.
ft On the ruins of the kingdom of Kamatapur arose the

Koch Power, and the fact that Nara Narayan adopted a coin

of the Husainl dynasty as a type for his own coinage, probably

points to his father Bisva Siinha having been a tributary

of ‘Alu’u-d-Dm and his successors. The issue of coins by Nara

Narayan is also easily accounted for by the fact that the

Husainl dynasty came to an end in 1538, i.e., just prior to the

date when Nara Narayan came to the throne.

The interesting coin figured as No. 8 of Plate XXII fur-

nishes us with the first example of a half-tanka of the Koch

kings.

No. s.—A silver half-fawte of LakshmI Narayan.

Weight 85*1 grains. Size H8* (from the Cabinet of Mr. J. C.

Higgins, late Sub- Divisional Officer, Jorhat.)

Obverse and Reverse. The same as tho full coin of

Lakshmi Narayan in the Shillong cabinet already described.

The weight is somewhat high, but closely conforms to half the

weight of the Husainl coin on which the Koch coin was model-

led, which in turn was supposed to represent n tanka ot 175

grains. The highest full coin of Husain Shah in the l.M.G.

weighs 167 grains (No. 181), while there is a coin of his son

Ghiyasu-d-Dln weighing 168 grains (No. 225). As has been

already noted, the weights of the ordinary half-coins in the

Shillong cabinet, which are similar to those described by Mr.

Gait in his Kocli paper, range from 66 8 grains in the caseof the

present Maharaja to 73i and 73*2 in the case of Pran Narayan
and his successor Macla Narayan (1666—1681), so that Pran
Narayan evidently adopted for this coinage half the weight of

his large coins taken as a standard, irrespective of their theo-

retical weight.
4 Under Nara Narayan the Kochs soon came in contact

with the Ahoms, who had just previously (1536) driveii the

Kacharls out of the Brahmaputra valley into the present

Kachar Hills, and extended their dominion west as far as

Gauhati. At first, in 1547, Nara Narayan was unsuccessful,

but in 1563, a fresli conflict ended in the Ahoms suing for

peace and acknowledging the Koch suzerainty (Gait, History ,

p. 51). Once the Ahoms had been crushed a rapid process of

conquest of tho surrounding nations ensued, the Kochs under

Sllarai, the brother of Nara Narayan, successively conquering

the Kacharis, the Jaintias, the Sylhetis, and even, it is said, the

R&ja of Tippera. In the case of the Jaintias, their Raja

was killed by Sllarai with his own hand, and his son was

placed on the throne on condition that he paid regular tribute

and undertook in future not to strike coins in his own name.
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This latter condition was observed by the Jaintia Rajas, at

first literally and later technically, for nearly 170 years.

Another sign of their dependence on the Koch kingdom is the

fact that their coinage is modelled on the same type as that of

jvuch Bihar. This will be seen from the coin in the Shillong

Cabinet reproduced as No. 9, Plate XXIIL.

No. 9.—Silver tanka of Jayantapiir (probably minted by

Pratapa Simha, 1069—167# A. I).). Weight 1507 grains. Size

ii.r.

Obverse. Reverse

.

(1) Stair.\

(
2

)

(3) rvOTT 41

(4) CV

*
1
)

(
2 )

(3) O * %

(4) rn $
X

The coin given by Mr. (jra.it
1 as 1592 Sdhi

9
though very simi-

lar, appears to be of 1692. The three dots on the right of the
lirst line of the obverse are a reproduction of those that appear
so prominently at the end of the first line of the reverse? of (he
Koch coin These dots also reappear above the first line of
the reverse, just under a star and crescent which can be traced
either to another Bengal coin issued by *Ala’u-d-Din’s son,Na«rat
Shall (vide PI XXIII, No. 1 1) or to the undated coin of (ihiyasu-d-
1 )in Mahmud referred to later on

( vide PI. XXIII, No. 13), on one
nr other of which the Assam coinage is based. The gun and two-
handed sword appear to have only a local reference, while the
Solomon’s seal is probably taken from the coins of the later

Siirl dynasty (cf. I.M.C. ,
No. 805—Islam Shah—954 A.H.; and

No. 879—Muhammad ‘Adil—A.H. 961 = 1553 A.D.). It is also
a common shroff mark (cf. I.M.C. % Bengal Coins, No. 216). •The
number of lines on obverse and reverse arc the same in both
Koch and Jaintia coins, and the inscription on the reverse of

both is the same. As no coins seem to have been issued from
Jayantapiir prior to 1591 tfaka\ ( = 1669 A.D ), it would appear
that the Jaintia Rajas, for 100 years after the conquest of

Jaintia by Sflarai, observed the orders of their conqueror liter-

ally, and issued no coins at all. The circumstances that led to
their issuing coins about 1670 were probably the conquest of

Pran Narayan by Mir Juinlahin 1661 and his subsequent death
'n 1666, but as the Rajas of Kuch Bihar—especially Mada Nii-

rayaii, Pran Narayan’s successor—continued to maintain a
certain amount of local authority, •the Jaintia Rajas still

technically observed the condition imposed on them in 1563 by
referring to themselves not by name but as the ** Puratidars of

! Notes on Jaintia History , 1895, p. 244; and Fig.
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Jiiyantapur.’’ Gradually however the Koch dominions lessened

in size and the power of the Rajas decreased {vide Hunter.

Statistical Account of Bengal
,

Vol. X) till finally, in 1731, the pre-

tence of submitting to the Koch kingdom ceased and we find

the names of the Jaintia Rajas appearing for the first time on

their coinage. The direct cause was probably the appointment

in 1727 of Muza Muhammad KaTd to the post of Faujdar of the

Chaklah of Ghoraghat. Rangpur and Kuch Bihar, as it is record-

ed by Muhammadan historians that this officer conquered the

Rajas of Kuch Bihar and Diniijpur, “ and acquired possession

of their treasures, buried hoards, jewelleries and effects'
’
(Riga:,

‘Abdu-s-Salam’s trans., p. 306).

The section may conveniently be concluded by a reference

to the coin figuied as No. 10 of Plate Will. This coin, which

belongs to Mr. K. C. Stuart Baker. Deputy Inspector-General ol

the Criminal Investigation Department, Eastern Bengal and

Assam, was brought to him when stationed in 1896 or 1897 al

Maibong in the Kaolmr Hills by a Kachiirl who said he had

found it among some bricks at the side of one of the old tanks

in the neighbourhood. Maibong was established as the Kaehari

capital in 1636 after their defeat by the Ahdms had caused

the Kachans to desert their old capital at IMmapur, and it

remained the Kaehari headquarters until 1 74)0 when the defeat

of King Tamradlivaja hv the Ahum King Rudra Simha led to

another migration to Khiispur in the Kaehari Plains. The

history of Gaur wor repeated at Maibong in the ’nineties of the

last century, when the construction of the Hill Section of the

Assam-Bengal Railway led to wholesale removal of bricks from

the ruins of the Kaehari capital, for surki

\

but numerous

brick-lined tanks and other signs of human habitation still

testify to the former importance of the place.

The coin is evidently closely related to the two Jaintia quar-

ter-coins illustrated by Mr. Gait in Plate XXIV of the J.A.S.U.

for 1895 and referred to on p. 244 of his paper of the same year

(op. cit.). The type of coin with its marginal circle of dots and

4 3-lined inscription is the same, but whereas the inscription on

the Jaintia coin is in Bengali characters, that on the obverse of

the Maibong coin appears to be a debased Devanagarl, while

the reverse is ail unknown script, somewhat suggestive of the

cuneiform characters of Assyrian inscriptions. Nothing certain

has yet been made of the inscription on the obverse, though i!

evidently begins with the usual *)i To the right appears the

matchlock, which has hitherto been regarded as the charac-

teristic sign of a Jaintia coin. Mr. Gait on p. 4 (para. 7) of bis

Report on the Progress of Historical Research in Assam states

that it is doubtful whether the Kaehari Kings ever had a mint,

nor has any distinctive Kaehari character survived, but from

the place of discovery, there is a strong presumption that Mr.

Baker’s coin is a specimen of the long-sought-for Kaehari
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coinage. It may also be possible that another coin of these

kings is the (join in Bengali characters bearing the name of Jaya

Siihha and date 1585 Mika, described by Mr. Gait on p. 245 of

his Notes on Jaintia History (loc. cit . ), as a seal of a Raja bear-

ing the same name, and date 1706 Sdka, was discovered by a

Settlement Officer at Jvhaspur during the search for historical

materials in Assam {Report, p. 4).

Mr. Gait does not give any measurements for his Jaintia

(juarter-coins. The Maibong coin measures \92" across and *88"

from top to bottom, while its weight is 38*4 grains. This weight

is approximately one-quarter the weight of the Jaintia coin

No. 9, previously described. 1

'
ft .—The Ohio in ok the Assamese Coinage.

•The influence exerted by the Muhammadan coinage did

not extend merely over the Kochs and Jaiutias, for a careful

examination shows that the Assamese coinage is similarly

modelled on another variety of Husain! coins. To understand

this we must return for a moment to a consideration of the

Muhammadan invasions of Assam in the first half of the

1 6th century. The Buranjis state that the Muhammadans in 1 527

advanced up the Brahmaputra valley under command of the

Groat- Vizier, hut were defeated and lied, losing 40 horses and a

similar number of cannon. The Muhammadans again advanced

in 1531 and fighting continued for two years, on or near the

Brahmaputra, a little to the cast of Tezpilr. In the first year

the Muhammadans were defeated and their commander Bit

Malik slain. The following year, 1532, the Muhammadans
were largely reinforced and were completely successful, the

Alums being defeated, both in April and again after the

Bains, while Siiklohmiin, the son of the Ahom King, was severely

1 Since this paper was road tho question as to whether KScharl
‘•oi ns were over .struck has been settled by tin? rccoipt on loan froni|

Mr. K E. Jackson, U.S., Doputy Commissioner, Cachar, of a silver coin »

minted by Qovinda Chandra, the last Kachan lung (1813-1830). The
whole of tho inscription, which is in Bengali character*, cannot ho
deciphered, but what has been mado out with tho help of Bilim Hnklial

das Banerji of the Archaeological Dept, is given below—

Obverse . Reverse,

(a

(2) fHt*l*1
(3) 5 'dt *prt

(4) (*)**(:)
The coin is in tho possession of a descendant of Govinda Chandra’s

I’riine Minister, and, as it is said to bo the only one in existence, tho

owner refuses to part with it. It is •03" in diameter, and weighs 175*75

"rains. As may be seen from the reproduction given at the end of this

paper, it is struck from a good die. (25-1-10).

(1) 11 Wt

(2) farea*

(3) 3lrat (f ]

W t r
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wounded and narrowly escaped capture. In the following

year, however, the fortune of war changed, and after the

Muhammadan leaders llangal, Taju, Turbak and Husain Khan
had been one after the other slain, the Musalman forces broke
and fled. The pursuit continued as far as the Karatoya river,

and before returning the Ahom commander is said to have sent

an envoy to the King of Gaur with presents and received back
a princess for the Ahom King. (Gait, History

, pp. 87—92).

At the time in question, A.H. 934—939, Nasrat Shall was
still on the throne of Gaur, but his brother Ghiyasu-d-Dln
Mahmud is also found issuing coins as co-ruler ( cf. Bloch’s

notice of the Jasodal find

—

J.A.S.B.,_Proc., 1898, page 172).

Prinsep states, on the authority of the Asam Buranji. of Huliriim

Dhaikiyal Phukan, 1 that Assam was invaded by l)ulal OhazT,
son of Husain Shah, in 1498. and immediately afterwards,

in the same connexion, come the names of Musundar Ghazi
and Sultan Ghiyasu-d-Dln. This clearly points to the Great
Vizier having been none other than Ghiyasu-d-Dln Mahmud,
and the suggestion is strongly supported by two facts

—

[a) that
(as noted below) the Assamese coinage is based on a type of

coinage simultaneously in use both by Nasrat Shah and Ghiyii-

su-d-Dln, and (5) that (as recently pointed out by Walsh in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1908—Coinage of Nepal ,

pp. 686—688) the Nepalese under Jaya Mahendra Malla, King of

Kathmandu from 1566 to 1576, shortly afterwards adopted Ghiya-
su-d-Dln’s characteristic coinage, with a small circle in the

middle of the coin, as a model for a new type of coin for use

both in Nepal and Tibet. The pattern of coin might well have
been taken to Nepal by Nara Sliiiha, brother of the Koch King
Nara Narayen, who, after being defeated by his brother, fled

there for refuge about 1640 (Gait, History
, p. 48); but (on the

analogy of the coin of Ava referred to later) it is also possible

that the Tibetans, in addition to supplying the silver for the new
coinage, also supplied the type coin, which they could easily

have obtained through their relations with Bhutan (Gait, idem,

p. 49). In any case, however, this strange influence on tlic

coinage of Nepal, Tibet and Assam could hardly have been

exerted unless Ghiyasu-d-I)m had exercised for a considerable

period military influence at the base of the_Himalayas.

*Up to the reign of Suhuhmiih, the Ahoms do not appear

to have needed any regular coinage, but as soon as Suklenmiin

succeeded to the throne in 1539, after killing his father Siihun-

muh, we And coins being issued, modelled either on a type of

Nasrat Shah’s coins minted in A.H. 927, or less probably, on a

unique undated coin of Ghiyasu-d-DlnMahmud of a similar type,

which is wrongly ascribed in the Indian Museum Catalogue

,

Vol.

II, Part II, No. 217) to Nasrat Shah. This affiliation will be

1 Bloclunarm, Koch Bihar and AsHm, J.A.S.B. , 1872, p. 79, note.
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evident when a comparison is made between Siiklehmuh’s coin
of 1643 (No. 1, Plate XXIX of Vol. 1 of the I.M.C.), Nasrafc

Shah’s coin (No. 248, Plate V, I.M.C. Vol. II), and Mahmiid’s
coin given on PI. VI of the same Catalogue. •The Ahom coins,

it is true, are octagonal for the reason stated on page 97 of

Mr. Gait’s History, viz., that the YOgini Tantra describes the
Ahom country as being of this shape, and the weight may
also be based on the old Hindu standard of 1[ panas or 180
grains (vide Walsh, op. cit., p. 676) instead of the tanka of 176;
but apart from these differences, the resemblance is marked.

To enable the derivation of the Ahom coinage from that of the
Husaini Kings to be readily seen, 1 give in the annexed Plate

XXIII, obverse of one Nasrat Shall coin and reverse of another
of the type referred to (Nos. 11 and 12, both from my own cabi-

net) side by side with an undescribed coin of Chakradhvaja, who
ruled over Assam from 1663 to 1670 (cf. Mr. Gait’s History

, pp.
144—149). The coin of (jOiiyasu-d-Hln Mahmud previously re-

ferred to is also reproduced (No. 13).
1

No. 14.—Silver coin of Chakradhvaja Stmha —(belonging
to Hiibu Prithvindra Mohan Ray, Zemindar of Knwilc, Dacca
District).

Weight 174*1 grains. Size—*83". Date 1585 Salea

= 1(503 A.D.

Obverse—In a double octagon

with row of dots between.

Reverse—Appearance as on

obvorse.

(1) 1SS * (i)

(2) tfCfTWT (2) TtrPr *hfl

(3) w fwrj "rtc* (3)

(4) setr* (4) ?«fnj

it is noticeable that in this, as well as in the coin of the

Assamese Pratapa Simha figured as No. 2, Plate XXIX of Vol. I,

of the I.M.C . ,
the winged dragon is wanting, a fact which

suggests that coins in Ahom characters, without the dragon,

1 Tho following are the details

No. 11.—Nagrat Shah (Obverse)

;

927 A.H. ; mint NasratSbad.
Weight 100*3 grains. Size
(across *84'

; top to bottom
*90').

(1) e,lhU\

(2) lylkUl
( )

(3) , Ijlill j4)\i

(4) jA£Jf

of coins No. 11, 12 and 13 :

—

No. J2.--Nasrat Shah (Reverse) of

927 A.H. : mint NasratabSd.

Weight 161 '0 grains; Size**90*.

(1) gUaL.

(2) |lw
|<J>

(3) tSlc oH.

(4) irv
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will also bo found to have been issued by Siiklenmuii. The
form of the Bengali f is noticeable, as it is more modern than

the form employed 50 years later by Budra Siihlia (vide

I.M.C . ,
same Plate, No. 3, the reverse of which has been

shown upside down). 1

F.—The Burmese Coinage in Assam.

1 conclude these notes on the coinage of North- Faster

n

India with two Assamese coins which apparently belong to a

hitherto-undescribed coinage, issued by the Burmese during

their brief sovereignty over Assam, 1819—1825.

No. 15.— Octagonal silver coin— cast (in the cabinet of

Mr. A ,W. Botham, C.S., late Deputy Commissioner, Slbsagar).

Weight 144*9 grains. Size *93".

Obverse Two-lined inscrip- Reverse :—Representation of

tion, not properly oriented a pig, iguana or mongoose/

to two opposite sides of the

octagon.

size,

reading.
Obverse.

(1) lylfel-Jl

(2)
yjLfcJ—

>1 <^1

13) ert-dl

(4) jtl

(5)

Wright and
Corroetot I

Reverse.

( 1 )
^jUaLJl

(2) i^\

(3) j^UaX-Jf

(4) ^jLo aOr

(5) ailhU
y

No. 13.—GhiyaMi-d-DIn Mahmud (no date or mint),

according to No 217. 1113*5 grains and *117 ".

1 An identical coin of Clmkradhvaja from the British Miisoinn

Collection, recently described by Mr. J. AUaTi in Vol. IX of the Numis-
matic Chronick ,

weighs 170*7 grains and is in diameter.

Mr. Allan's paper also confirms iny suggestion that the dragon
(Simha) was not invariably U8ed on the Assamese coins until Hindu
titles were adopted by the Assamese Kings. Suklohraiiii’s Muhur
figured as No 1 of Plate XXIII (Num. Ohron., Sor. IV, Vol. IX) shows
two rising suns, but no dragon (25-1-10).

a The image of either a Gui-samp (iguana) or mongoose appears on

the pedestal of a statue of RakshaKali, found at the village of PaikpSfS

in tho Munshlganj Sub-Division of the Dacca District, and although the

pig is considered lucky in Persia and Europe, 1 can find no reference

to its being considered so in India or Burma. Krijut Golap Chandra

Barua, the translator of the Ahom Buranjis for Mr. Gait, informs me
however that the pig was essential for Ahom sacrifices and tliat the

Deodhais (Ahom priests) of SlbsSgar still keep pigs and eat pork. The
reason why no food offered at the famous temple of KffmakhyS is taken

by Brahmins is said to bo that pigs were once sacrificed there by some

Assamese king. The use of the pig in sacrifice probably accounts for

its image being found on these Assamese coins.
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Mr. Botham writes as follows regarding this min- “L
am also sending what was sold to me as a “Oahuri” Muliur

(Gahuri being Assamese for a pig), rumours of which 1 have

heard ever since I began to collect. All I could learn of ii was
that it had a rough representation of a pig on it, and that owners

were very chary of parting with it, as it was considered luckv.

The coin I have got seems to be a existing—hut even if it is not

genuine, it is I fancy likely to be a casting of the genuine coin.

The inscription might be Sri Sri Gahuri Xipra (i). I cannot

learn what king is supposed to have struck these coins.”

The coin itself furnishes no indication of its origin, but

another similar coin enables this to be stated.

No. 16.—Octagonal silver coin
;

(in the cabinet of Mr. J. (\

Higgins).

Weight 100*4 grains. Size 1*0".

Obrcw':— Unsyininet rical floral Reverse. Animal as in .Mr.

arrangement of lines similar Botham's coin,

to the pattern on the reverse

of the coin of Ava dating

from 1706, of which an en-

graving is given by Marsden
(op. cit.

t
Plate LI II).

The coin is struck—not cast-—and only the animal is in

relief. In the plate, by an opt ical illusion, the floral design also

appears in relief, though in reality the lines are incused. Mars-

den, on page 805 of his Namismata Orientafia, states that no

coinage of Ava then existed, and explains the coin he illustrates

as follow's :
—“ When Byrnes, however, was taking his departure

from the court of Avii, to which he had been sent on a public

mission, he was desired bv that Government to procure dies to

he engraved at Calcutta and pieces of silver representing the

Tycal 1 to be struck for its use, according to a pattern with

which ho was furnished. Witn a specimen of these he favoured

me There is no evidence of its having been put into

circulation in Burmese dominions.”
The obverse of the coin given by Marsden is very similar to

the reverse of the Burmese symbolical coin, catalogued as No. 6 of

Sundry Coins on page 333, Vol. I, of the I.M. Catalogue.

Marsden does not give any measurements of his coin, but the

weight of the symbolical coin is 142*7 grains.

As their widely varying weights show, these Burmese coins

of Assam are more of the nature of trial pieces than actual

coinage. Their production, however, may account to some

* On tlio previous page Marsden had referred to the Arakanese
•‘oius as being current at the trading porta of Arakan and Pegu under the

denomination of Tikal, their average weight being about 152 grains.
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extent for the extraordinary dearth of coins of the later rulers
of Assam, for the period 1741-1747 Saha (1819-1826). Only
7 coins of this time appeartobe known, viz., 6 of Chandrakanta
(2 full coins, dated 1741 and 1742 respectively

;
and undated J-,

J-, and ayrupees)
;
and 2 of JogeSvara (an undated J-coin in the

Shillong cabinet; and a J-Rupee dated 1743 in the possession
of Mr. Botham). No specimen of the coinage of Purandar
Simha, the last king of Assam, has yet come to light.

POSTSCRIPT.

In connexion witli the annexed reproduction of theKacharl

coin described in the note at the end of SectionD of this paper,

the Hidinibapura of the inscription probably refers to Silber-

band, near Khaspur in the Cachar Plains, where Mr. Gait

states that ruins of the palaces of the last three Kachari kings

are stijl to be found
(
Report

,
Appendix III, p. 69). Captain

Fisher makes the following remarks on the goddess whose name
occurs on the reverse of the coin :

—

“ The worship of irascible female spirits, and the practice

of the Tantra magic ascribed by the Hindus to the

people of Kamrup, are imputations which derive some
countenance from the existing worship of Ramchundi
[Ranacandl], the Thakoorain of Kachar, who is adored

under the symbol of a sword religiously preserved

in the Rajbarri, and to the possession of which the

most inexpressible importance is attached.”

(Memoir of Sylhet, Kachar, and the adjacent

Districts: J.A.S.B., 1840, pp. 832 and

833). Ranacandl is the War-Goddess

of Tantric Hinduism.
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13. Raslapafisana.

By S. P. V. Ranganathasvami Aryavaraguru.

A short note on Rasiapaasana, an old Prakrit work, newly

brought to light, by Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Harapraaad

Sastri, M.A., and deposited in the Libraiy of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, may not be uninteresting at present when Prakrit

works are rare and even the few works known are rarely

studied. Rasiapaasana by Vairoehana contains 400 verses

;

but about 46 more verses, in the same metro, have been added

at the end of the work. Being similar in nature to those of

the work and probably being the composition of the same

author, these were perhaps added to this work. The fact that

these versos were not intended by the author to form a part of

his work, is clearly seen from the colophon which is given

before the commencement of these verses (i.e. at the end of his

work) and in which it is stated that his work contains 400

gathos. So my conclusion is that these extra verses arc Chatu

Slokas
(nTgjftar. ),

composed by the same author, collected

together and appended to the work, so that they might not

fall into oblivion.

As to the work itself, it is complete with benedictory

verses at the beginning and with a colophon at the end. It

contains 400 verses
,
in one and the same metre, gatha. It is

not an anthology but an original work of the author. The

following verses from the work will clearly convince us of the

fact :

—

wW star % 1

ft* JRWwnnr spree i «

i

[am wfafflre *1 ** 1

am trrsrfw m graree * ]

‘
‘ Having heard the words of the best of poets, *rk?..w

jH

care to hear my composition! Having stolen a pot full «t

honey, who will run to drink the juice of Kusa
.

^

** «nrf**r
1

Guam ft& 1 Vs

1
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[
w*fa to i

far^unfa creTsfa jjss wfa rfiranrafm*r i ]

“Although I am ignorant of (<handas, Bandha, Sastra,

Lakshanamarga, Rasa and Alankara, yet ain I composing the

poem Rasiapaasana.
9 1

3? grt rsTOTwfaiirRrar $«nc i

Tfai
,
®r *t* at ft «mb to fa ^5 TOrotror # a®» #

Of the above three verses the first by the phrase ft

( = tot fircfVT) undoubtedly proves that the work was composed

by the author. The second by the clause f*TTvfft

(_z froroifft tfTOTOTTO *W) asserts the above statement giving

in addition the name of the work. Moreover, the fact of his

professing ‘ignorance of (\handas ,
etc.’ (which is common to

Oriental Poets) should only he state* l when he is composing and

not collecting the versesfor a poem. The third verse proves the

same fact in a peculiar way. By taking the initial and the last

letters of each of the four padas, we get the phrase vt

TOW which means “ the work (composition) of

Vairoehana.”
The last verse, of the above set, unfolds the name of the

author, Vairoehana. That the author of this work is Vairo-

chana is also evident from the colophon.

fiWsit ^ II II

[ gfrfSrft>TOT^IcT: fa I

Iwert Jironfor ^r^rnre «

1

“Thus ends the work of full 400 gathas composed by the

poet Vairoehana which is pure and which is dear to inflamed

lovers and affectionate women.
1

1

The work has four benedictory verses, of which the last is

not clear. The first three are :

grot i

rsft Tjmrurt totob fa«Tro^ far to* n \ 11

f stop sfasfarrft i

fTo TOTCW fMiro: fa* TOfa II ]
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“Buddha is ever victorious- -that Buddha, who is well-hr-

stowed, who is wholly auspicious, who teaches identity who
possesses the 10 powers, who is the enlightened, who is the king
of justice, who is the defender of all and who is the remover ol

obstacles.”

«5rt cf fsrc: ^ n R H

[
’T^fWTW *PTf<T *3^ i

*T?T <T fm: ^ 1

1

“ L salute for ever thatRanaranaka (Manmatha 'Judin always
conquers the world as sport by using only five tender Hower-

arrows/’

furo^Rr%^flr«5i H*rc*rf i

[
®i%g*r;R«r wra*?} i

^«*rm faai 11 ]

“1 constantly bow to the gods Manmatha and Lukesvara,

who are both the causw of Nirvana (Happiness and Moksha),

who are both pure, who fulfil our desires and who are both sole

masters.

The iirst is an invocation to Buddha in which almost all

the words referring to him are given, the epithet 'itaTOTO’

conveying the idea of an epithet of Buddha. The second

verse invokes Hanaranaka. The third is again an invocation

to both Manmatha and Lokeavara

The verses in the work, it seems, are arranged according to

subjects like Nayaka, Nayika, Diitl, etc. But as there is

neither a commentary nor a complete Sanskrit Ohaya ,
it is

difficult to point out (dearly where the various portions begin

or end. But it is obvious that the earlier portion of the work

tieats of Sriigara (e.j/. Nayaka, Nayikfi, etc.) while the latter por-

tion treats of Vairagya (c.g. Gurupadesa, cte.). The manuscript

itself of the Society’s Library (which l had occasion to get on

lean) fa not free from scribal mistakes. The verse 59th is copied

over again as the 89th, which led to the mistake of numbering

the last verse as 401 instead of 400, which ought to be the case

according to the colophon. , . .

The work was written by the author at the request ot ns

friends. This is made known in us by the author himself in his

verse

:

' “wnit tfircuv >rt»wrT ? Trikanda39hlltt'
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ft *s**:ft®*ft«*r i

[*fn<f *rerft *ft*sftfftftw*ft i

^T’Rfshthn^; ftsmfafwng^ntar n ]

“ Being pressed by my friends, I com})ose, according to my
abilities, this short poem, though really it is the pursuit of the

ablest of poets.”

Excepting a few facts nothing is known about the author.

That the author is a Buddhist is evident from the fact that he

invokes Buddha at the very commencement of the work and
also from the following two verses

:

ire n‘%fr fanfare %% i

wfn JJ5T cfT afta ^fa H ^8 «

[
irm ftfire i

wsgftfer c&mi n ]

kt When the body formed out of the five (elements) is

dead (resolved into the five elements), why do foolish persons cry

with inflamed hearts for their relative.”

ft *rft ft an ^^ i

ft %an ft «5cf an ftant ft aare u ** i

[vmw TOiTft w* f^rft *r aaRrfa^ i

^aqar vftft %*nftm *r faff sft r»rftg nwstft i ]

“ In this world of different tastes, one has taste in one

thing and not in another. A certain person is pleased by a

certain other. Even Jina will not be able to please all.”

In the first verse the author refers to one of the most impor-

tant doctrines of Buddhism, viz., that the body comes into exis-

tence by the union of the five elements and not, as Hindus

believe, by the creation by a Supreme power. In the second he

attributes the superiority of power to Jina (Buddha) rather than

to Sarvesvara or Brahman. We naturally expect a Brahmana

(like Bhartrihari) to say *T VSllftl' or some such

thing.

As to the age of the poet, the information that can be col-

lected from this work is scanty and unsatisfactory. In the ex-

tra verses at the end of the work, the following one occurs:
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I

Wl«n«n^JV fa* qqre 1 s\q n

In the fourth pada we have qtqfcfaY fa<

qWJ), t.e. ‘ may the ruler of the earth be victorious which

undoubtedly refers to a contemporary king, perhaps the patron

of the poet himself. Unfortunately it was not possible for me to

make out the name of the king in the verse, the letters being

illegible. Although our poet does not refer to oilier poets by

name, yet that ho is indebted to some of them for a few of his

ideas will be evident from the following parallelisms :

I. ro urriifft qqr£ wistw nr«i fer rfa wtcwjj i

qrt trfaqi qftq^ ftr* q q*qq; n u

[
q sft *ra« q qqfaft wft i

wt s«r q^i fq*i q ««rq* 11 ]

“ A composition is not good simply because it is old. Nor

is it despicable because it is now. Who, that are noble, will

praise or condemn a tiling without due examination

aj# irc;sra^*sfi5 : n * n

Everything (composition) is not good simply because it is

old. Nor is a composition unworthy of praise (or lit to be

condemned) because it is now. The wise (critics) having made

a duo examination adopt the one or the oilier. The blockhead

has his judgment guided by the conviction of others.

{Kalidasa's Malairikaynimitra 1 . 2.)

ii- qvrfq^qrrqfaqrr fis*HW ftfft ft vft wrap i

qufaqg to » qjqqiN » 11

[ qrqft^q qftwT farora *ft} *ft wft vaswitif i

w%« TOtqqrftarr q *faqfpnq[ qpfafa i ]

“ Even the oompositiou of a boy attains greater excellence

when imparted to a good recipient. The well-flourishing o

the crop does not surely require the good qualities of the us-

bandman.”

flqq
-

qrftrarenft wft* •

q w%* qiqqttoT qwhwfap* o *

»
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“ Kven the crop sown by an idiot in a good soil comes out
flourishingly. The well flourishing of the crop does not require
the good qualities of the husbandman.’

*

( Vimkhadattris Mudmraksham. /. 3.)

And also our poet seems to have borrowed the following from

III. ^Tfr M9TT *l5T®»f I

Dandin. ((7. his Kavyadarsa II. 39.) From these we will not
be far wTong in concluding that our poet is not older than
Dandin or Visakhadatta, in the chronology of Indian poets.

Regarding the merit of his composition, l am of opinion
that Rasiapaasana stands inferior to Chlthasaptasati and Setu-

hundha. The style is not w’ell-pnlishcd and flowery, though we
find some of his verses beautifully wrought and pregnant with
ideas worthy of praise. The following verses may be cited as

specimens of his best production. The ideas contained in them
are all new and striking.

fit 5®^ ii \H n

[ fj*rr: *TCTTTf%»?»rrir s*r»r: i

fw* ^rri-fa ^®: 5®^ 11 ]

* 4 The good and the wicked imitate the two ends of a

needle. The one always creates defects (holes) in others, while

the other fills them with his own good qualities (thread).”

fsniflT f®^r 1

ft fttssw ftf»j ^®^®i«®t 11 «

[ *rsm*snijiT: ftrw mfOT* fawn 1

%ht «rft ftt9u% *nc?TT ftnj ®®T«r«r»iT* 11 ]

£k Bom of the same mother, borne on the head with rever-

ence and combed with care, even the hairs turn grey (become
indifferent) oil attaining old age. And what of women ?”

<®ft*r3PCT®%fT «raftrawnrfar 1

fawwt RJgwt' Tjftr^qsrnr® ®*rr® 11 ^ 1
V» ft

ftjhtf® mwrtR *ftrcwT%»i 1 ]
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“The ashes of the bodies of creatures, burnt incessantly

by the fire of old age, the flames having subsided, are coming

forth in the shape of grey hairs.”

k(T3)Wp fai pift? !

Pf fSRUCWJD
|| ^ ||

[
pr fore vraftr i

foroffr faisi srcw *wfa ii ]

“ The old man having a stick in his hand, is walking, with

bent body in search of the lost gem of youth, and shakos his

head at the recollection of its good qualities
”

snirmmwfoR f? pft mnsifaT ifr® fopi? i

fr pra’ft sifo^pnir i n

[
®T*ri*Trpftsfir ®nft qp fqpn i

5Tt« ft prefer wqJtaerwi t? ^ftern i ]

“Tilt 1 lotus is turned away from its stalk altlioughi.it is

straight and accompanies it- from its birth. The conduct of the

rich towards the good is usually opposed.”

qjfetreraiift iftft *®nfafirq{^ira^«fwrt i

rcsqsft ^rort nfens: =r 11 i<* i

[ qrfwirqfii: unrft irir^farrfawnp*?-' i

iraq? ®qrpp srfftnTfft wtft pip w »

]

“The moon really shines like the king (if tortoises by

having many spots (Kalanka), by attaching itself to the western

shore of the ocean of sky at daybreak and by putting forth

the concealed rays (legs).”

The poet is also skilful in Chitin Kavitwa, as examples

of which the following may be given :

—

?*wp rim qpiqf**® sup fa*ra*j i

ntnraifor pq? ft wredw » Mi »

pq? mnrfonr q-jnRfafopfo*®qs3f**l •

whrqrfijwqrcqipq«i«M&kq • M® 1

sttw^ qpiwfo i

q?ft fopqncil ftp q*ir® i M% »
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sroifa
i

«

*HE« g?C>r qfc »nmWB% WTfa « U

( SIcT^fK! HTqT*WT%*m )

faf ^ETJIJT tfTW *
!

<jv gimswTrsr sirfowr* %® g \»8 n

( nnffan:^

)

^ajqnpwr
i

T®^rajf® qs®Mcuirq*i« g a n

qwfafa qft«®*wiffarc: qfuwn^nfflfflt
i

*rfr fqunq®r*fff[ g u

(grow*)

Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Haraprasad Sastri, M.A., had

arrived at the following conclusion regarding this work in

his report on the search of Sanskrit Manuscripts for the years

1895—1900. “ During the period under review has been ac-

quired a brand-new anthology in the Prakrit entitled Rasiapa-

sasana. It commences with an invocation to Buddha. The
second verse invokes Lokesvara ; but the third makes an obei-

ance to Siva. It speaks of another Prakrit anthology which
was at the height of its popularity at the author’s time, entitled

Gatharatnakosa by Vairochana. The MS. is incomplete, still it

contains 448 verses in one and the same metre. The numbers
are given sometimes in figures and sometimes in letter numerals.

The author’s name has not been found in the work.” It is

evident from my remarks given above that his surmises are not

correct.

In conclusion, I have to say that I publish this article be-

cause it is not known to many that such a work exists in spite

of its forming important addition to Prakrit Literature and also

because Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Haraprasad Sastri, M.A.

(who brought it to light and the only one who wrote anything

about it) has been misled by the following verse :

—

qrrrcww qrhrt n ®

«

[fq*w qwiwiTWfvprFirt* i

tiftvNr tfvr. qfta« i]

In this verse the author praiBes his own work by comparing

it to a treasury, and the Shastri thought somebody else was

praising Vairochana.



14 . A Discovery of a Long Metre in Prabodhachandrodaya.

By Vbnkatesh Vaman Sovani, M.A.

At the end of Act IV we have a long passage forming a
magnificent hymn of AdikeSava at Benares. It extends over

pp. 162-164 of the Nirnayaaiigar Edition of t he play furnished

with two commentaries. It runs thus

^rpwJBwhn«.*v iraftfew-

(*it )fl#(

^«T<nrt^rr?icawraJBsi( w )*jTwn5 tgrcs wbkj «ft«ns

3*aw

»

As far as our knowledge goes nobody has considered

this long passage to be metrical. But, to speak the truth,

it is govorned by the laws of metre as can be easily seen by
'’canning each portion of the said passage. Among these vari-

ants the first is an(^ l*8*' •** *

the rest can be understood. Only we have to adopt the vari-

ants given in circular brackets which are chosen mostly from

"Id MSS. of the play nnd are to be found in Brookins’ Edi-

t ,f,n of the play also. They are not the readings adopted by

’he commentary Praka^a except the first variant which is
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although generally speaking Praka^a adopts the
old and even better readings. Still these readings have to be
adopted, because they make the passage conform to the rules

of metre, although no commentator or scholar, eastern or wes-
tern, seems to have had the faintest idea of the fact.

The metre we find to be a variety of having two w
ganas at the beginning of each foot of the stanza and an un-
limited number of * ganas in each foot as is the case with the
(Jyamaladandaka, a short poem attributed to Kalidasa by popu-
lar belief. If, however, there is still any doubt about its being

at all, that can be removed by the expressions involving

the words faUTT, tyw, which are designations for

different kinds of *^9* consisting all of first two W ganas and
then consisting respectively of 18, 22, 9, and 18 ganas in each
quarter! Further, we find the name repeated

in the words and
!

!

For such kinds of irregular *09* the learned editors of the

Kavyamala. Pandit Durgaprasad and Mr. K. P. Parab (see

*W?rSTT aiwjw I, p. 8, foot-note) give the name of

which is defined in WKTOWf’s on wrwuor, oh. Ill, § 114,

as TWTW wfp OT!> **9*T

*WWTl!I*?NiTWTi (p. 57, Nirnayasagar Edition) of gwturauc

Put it seems that this WWWIfffiftarTWt consists purely
of WW ami has no waror at the beginning, as will be seen

from the definition line which is in verse as well as from

the illustration of the anWTW^STTOC in Vol. 11.

p. 480, under the general section on . But it is enough to

say here that it is shown to be a variety of the *99W, an irregulai

variety like that of WWTW9 attributed to Kalidasa in

praise of the goddess WT?riPl or ibtdot, which is irregular not

only in the number of ganas in each quarter, but is irregular as

regards the number of feet which are five instead of four, since

every stanza of the Sanskrit poetry consists necessarily of four

feet only. In fact, we may call such irregular **9W, to be rather

pieces of ‘ metric prose,’ if I may he allowed to use such an

expression.

The additional instances of metre we find in litera-

ture are

—

(1) etc. in the fifth Act of ;

(2) mr which forms the ascribed to

(pp. 8—ii mmrnm *** I)

;

(3) at* mn forft wt* (pp. 83-85 of fapqftmn*
called WTWf by the learned editors

;

(4) ww arc wfl* (p. 103 ;
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I11 wo find on pp. 4S1-2 the several varieties of

illustrated. On p. 56 of strut** of (Nirnayasiigar

Edition) ail illustration composed by himself and another

in the form of a rule is quoted by ®fTTTU*Hi in his commentary

on CTXUWC, ch. Ill, § 114, p. 56.

It may be noticed that all these illustrations are in praise

of some god, to which indeed it is highly suited, since it can

produce a well-sustained long passage of descriptive poetry.

It contains mostly long and heavy compounds and has there-

fore the quality of vigour. Occasionally it may contain simple

sentences free from long compounds as in wmUTCWf, notably in

the fourth foot (p. 10 fWTO I).

It would he a very desirable thing if some competent

scholar should undertake a complete investigation into the

Sanskrit Prosody and should write a comparative treatise on

the subject. This meagre contribution would be more than

amply rewarded if it should serve to promote such an inquiry.

Note.

After writing my paper on the discovery of a long metre

m Prabodhachandrodaya I came across a Dandaka stanza in

Hahkalpasilryodaya, a religious philosophical play by Vedim-

tadeeika. This new forms the twentieth stanza in the

tenth Act of the play. The poet himself makes his character

fwroftl expressly indicate that it is a

*1*1
|
Then follows the

"

h Act X, 20.

It is a regular kind of U0*1* as distinguished from the ir-

gular one of unTOT**?* and that occurring in srtwft**, «tc.

This regular has four quarters, each consisting of 108

syllables consisting of the initial pair of ware s followed by Wa.
This ^9* metre, which very much resembles stately prose,

was invented out of the desire to give expression to the sense of

the, sublime, which can be hardly adequately expressed by

ordinary verse or by non-rhythmica! prose. Therefore this

rhythmical prose or poetic prose came into existence, which

has its correspondence to the ufW* of the Maharastra poet

VTO*. The only difference we find there is that in tfW*

alliteration (vnunu) does the work of the prosodial a. ^ow

d we turn our attention to the hymn to Narayana in the1
Njra-

yaniyopakhyana of (Jantiparva, chapter 338 of Mahabhara a

j »y Narada, we shall find that there is a piece of poetic prose

with frequent Yamakas and Anuprasas to give it rhythm,

'xactly corresponds to the of WWW and perhaps
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throws some light on the origin of the . From all the in-

stances I have adduced and from examples of given in

IKwnm, twiw, etc., we may conclude that it was often

used in hymns 1o make them grand and sublime.



IS. Palaeontological Notes on the Gangamopteris Beds
of Khunmu (in Kashmir).

By Hem Chandra Das-Gupta.

During the summer of 1908 I had an opportunity of

visiting the plant-bearing beds of Khunmu in Kashmir with

the Presidency College Geological party. The beds were first

described by Hr. Noetling

1

and then by Mr. Hayden,* while

Mr. Middlemiss 8 went to the locality after I had left. The
fossils previously obtained from these beds have already been

described by Mr. Seward and Dr. Smith Woodward. 4 During

our visit, which had to be limited to a few hours, besides

Gamjamoplfris kashnirimsis
,
Sew.

, and Psygmophyllmn Hollandt,

Sew., out* Tcmioptms Bp. and a few fish fossils were obtained

from these beds. The specimen of Tceniopkris is extremely

ill-preserved ;
and the piscine fauna includes a palieoniscid fish

and an iehthyodorulite associated with the dental impression

of a. fish belonging to the Cestraoiontidac. A short description

of the iehthyodorulite and the palofioniscid fish is given below.

The iehthyodorulite belongs to the first group of Dr. Smith

Woodward

5

and from its very close association with the

ccstraeiontid tooth it can be very reasonably asserted that the

tooth and the spine belong to the same individual. The dental

impression recalls that of Orodm or of Ctenaeanthu#, both of

which belong to the family of the Ccstraciontidae and have

been united into a single genus by Dr. Newberry.8 The

iehthyodorulite is about 53 mm. in length and elongated

triangular, the greatest width at the base being only 4 mm. It

is striated longitudinally and the striae seem to have been set

with tubercles.

The palaeoniscid fish shows a close resemblance with the

lower Permian Amblypterus eupterygus , Ag. 1 Two species of

1 Gen. Rep., Geolog. Survey India for 1902-3, p. 22.

* Records, Goolog. Survey Tndia, xxxvi, pt. 1.

8 Records, Geolog. Survey Tndia, xxxvii, pt. 4.

4 Palaeont. Ind., New, Ser. ,
vol. ii« Mom. No. 2; Records, Geolog.

^irvoy. India, xxxvi, pt. 1.

* Catalogue of fossil fishes, pt. ii, p. 93.

J
Rep., Geol. Survey, Ohio, ii, pt ii (1375), p. 54.

7 Pois. foss., ii, pt. 1, pp. 41, 56, tab. 3, figs. 6 , 6. This 8P®°*?
11 few others have all been united together by Dr. Smith Woodward
'indor the name Elonychthys maoroptmu (Bronn.), (Catalogue of tom
l

,

sh<*. pt. ii, p. 491). In his paper on * Amblypterus,

/J/roleputand Pygopteraua * (Quart. Journ. Geolog. Soo., j
• ttqiiair divides the species of Amblypterua into five dwtmot types, wd
of them A. macropterut

, Ag., and A. nemopterua , Ag., are the types for the
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Amblyjpterus have already been described from the Khunmu
beds and they belong to the group of A. lotus , and the present
specimen perhaps indicates the existence of a different form.
It is smaller than any of the specimens described by Dr.
Smith Woodward, and the general outline appears to be more
slender.

The portion preserved measures about 78 mm. The trunk
is regularly fusiform and the dorsal contour seems to be per-
fectly straight. The maximum depth of the trunk is nearly *2 -

;>

times as great as the width of the caudal pedicle which is about
three-quarters the length of the space between the termination
of the anal fin and the origin of the caudal fin. In the ex-

tremely anterior region there are some impressions which
represent some of the bones of the head, and among them may
be distinguished the clavicular impressions ornamented wiih
ridges, rather coarse and arranged more or less zonally. Of the
different fins the dorsal and the anal arc the best preserved
ones; and next to them are the caudal; and only traces of the

pectoral and the pelvic ones are to he met with. The dorsal

and the anal fins are short-based : the former are somewhat in

advance of, and slightly less than, the latter in size. The inter-

space between the anal and the pelvic fins is less than that
between the pelvic and the pectoral ones. The articulated

segments of the fin-rays aro longer than broad. The scales are

a little longer than broad and are quite smooth : the upper and
lower margins show peg-and-socket structure. The coursfe of

the lateral line is marked by a very prominent continuous ridge
on the inner surface of each scale through which it passes, this

being very prominent also on some of Dr. Smith Woodward’s
specimens.

genera Rhabdolepis, Troscliel, and Elonichthys , Giebol, respectively. Dr.

Smith Woodward lias, however, subsequently united these two gonera
together with (?) Propakconiscus

, (?) Ganncrodus and Cosmoptychits, and
has retained OiohoPs term (Catalogue of fossil fishos, pt. ii, p. 4-87).



16 . A Chemical Examination of the Butter-fat of the

Indian Buffalo.

By E. R. Watson, Monohar Gupta, Holder of \hi

Agricultural Diploma, Bengal (lovernment

;

and
Satish Chandra Ganguli, AT.A.

In a preliminary note on this subject (Journ. Asiatic Sue.

Bengal, Vol. JI, pp. 293—297) one of us recorded .analytical

figures which seemed to allow that in Indian buffalo butter-fat

the volatile fatty acids were almost entirely butyric. It was
pointed out that, if this were confirmed, it would serve as a

method for distinguishing buffalo butter-fa! from ordinary cow
butter-fat, even if the former were mixed with some other

oil or fat for the purpose of lowering the percentage of volatile

fatty acids. This point has been further investigated, hut this

further examination has not confirmed the preliminary result

In fact, there can now' be no doubt that t he relative propor-

tions of butyric and caproic acids are practically the same in

the Indian buffalo butter-fat and in that of the ordinary eow.

Estimation oj the ratio of butyric ami caproic acids by Hen-

riquett
9

Process (Journ. Chem. Sue.
,
1S99, abs. 258).—In this process

the «ilkalimetric value of the volatile fatty acids is determined

and also the weight of their potassium salts. Henriqucs ex-

pressed his results as the mean molecular weight of the volatile

acids. It was by this method that the already accorded result

(Watson, loc. cif.)—which is now seen to have been incorrect

—was obtained. The following results have now' been ob-

tained :

—

Description of butter-jut. Mean mol. weight of

volatile acids.

Fresh buffalo butter-fat (10-7-06) 102

Ditto (20-11 06)
(2) 07 [
(3) 07 )

Ditto (17-1-07)

Old buffalo butter-fat , 1

0

06

months’ old, collected (6 2-06) 00

Danish butter-fat ion

Mean for European cows ( Henriques)i
1)3-3—906

Tliesa results show that the mean molecular weight for the

volatile acids of Indian buffalo butter-fat lies within the same

limits as in the case of the ordinary European cow.
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The method, however, is one very susceptible to error.

It. makes considerable difference whether the volatile fatty

acids are filtered or not previous to titration with potash.

They should not be filtered or some caproic or higher acid not

very soluble in water may be removed. Again the titration

with potash gives different results according as it is performed

quickly or slowly. It must bo performed slowly to allow the

slightly soluble caproic acid to be attacked by the potash.

Finally it makes a difference whether titration is stopped as

soon as the red colour of the litmus changes, or whether it is

continued until a blue is obtained. It seemed, therefore, very

desirable to estimate the ratio of butyric to caproic acid by
some other method. This has been done in the case of the

European cow by Dudaux. His method was, therefore, ap-

plied to the case of the Indian buffalo.

Estimation of the ratio butyric to caproic acids by Dudaux'

s

method.—By this process the volatile fatty acids in dilute aque-

ous solution are fractionally distilled and the various fractions

titrated with alkali. From these titration figures a curve

is drawn, and by comparing this curve with standard curves for

butyric acid, for caproic acid and for definite mixtures of these

two acidB, the ratio of the two acids can be estimated.

Dudaux’ s results are given in the Comptes rendues (cii,

1022), but in that paper the experimental data are not recorded.

A curve for butyric acid is given in Duclaux’s TraiU de Micro-

biologic
,

Vol. II, pp. 384 - -395, but no curves for caproic acid

and mixtures of butyric and caproic were available. These

curves have, therefore, been prepared (Diagram 1). Merck’s

purest acids were used in the preparation of these curves.

Here as in all the other experiments the distillates were not

filtered and were titrated slowly to allow the caproic acid to be

acted on by the alkali. Owing to some initial difficulties it

was investigated whether the shape of the curve for a given

ratio of the two acids depended on the shape of the distilling

flask, on the absolute concentration of the acids in the solution

distilled or on the presence of sulphuric acid or potassium sul-

phate in the solution. It was found that the shape of the

curve was practically the same under all those different condi-

tions (Diagram 2). Duclaux’s curve for butyric acid is practi-

cally identical with that we have obtained (see also Dia-

gram 1).

Curves for the volatile fatty acids in buffalo butter-fat were

now obtained by saponifying the fat, acidifying the product

with sulphuric acid, distilling over the volatile acids in frac-

tions and titrating. Curves closely corresponding with butyric

acid alone were obtained (Diagram 3). This appeared to

bear out the result obtained in the preliminary investigation

(Watson, loc. tit.). However, a sample of Danish butter-fat was
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examined in the same way, and also gave a curve corresponding
almost exactly with that for butyric acid alone (Diagram 3)
This difficulty was finally cloared up If we take a sample of
goat-fat and saponify, and then acidify with sulphuric acid and
distil, we find that the distillato is neutral, showing the alwence
of volatile fatty acids in goat-fat. If wo add a definite quantity
of a mixture of butyric and caproie acids (2 : 1) before dis-

(illation, then fractionally distil and titrate, we get a curve
corresponding to butyric acid alone and not to the mixture
actually taken (Diagram 3). It appears that the presence of
such acids as palmitic, stearic and oleic in the distillation mix-
(ore lower the curve.

It was, therefore, necessary in the examination of a sample
of butter-fat first to distil over all the volatile fatty acids

and then fractionally redistil and titrate. Tn,this way the fol-

lowing curves (Diagram 4) were obtained for Indian buffalo

butter-fat and for Danish butter-fat, showing that in each case

the ratio of butyric to caproic acids is practically 2 : 1.

Examination of the volatile fatly acids by Thorp's Process.—

This is a comparatively recent process invented to distin-

guish between real butter-fat and margarine containing cocoa-

nut-oil, depending on the different relative proportions of the

volatile fatty acids in but ter-fat and cocoanut-oil. For a des-

cription see J.O.S. 1906, abs. ii, 588. Indian buffalo butter-fat

gave by this process figures much the same as Thorp obtained

for European cow butter-fat.

.

i

Description of butter-fat.

—

j

Titration valuo

of 2nd distil-

late in cc.

S
KOH.

Titration value of

insol. volatile

acids in cc.

» K°"-

^‘Rli buttor-fat 17-1-07 2-4 5-65

European cow (Thorp) 2-9—40 3*2—H* 1

Examination of the volatile fatty acids by Kirsfiner
7

8 Pro.

re**.—This is another comparatively new process invented for

the same purpose as Thorp’s. For details see J.C.S., 1905,

aba. II. 213. Again by this process the volatile fatty acids

seemed to be present in Indian bufialo butter-fat in much the

same proportion as in the case of the European cow.
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Description of butter-fat.
I

Now value.

Fresh buffalo butter-fat ( 1 7-1-07 } 26-0

.European cow (Kirschnor) 20-8

It was felt, however, that much confidence could not be
attached to the results obtained by these latter processes, and
other chemists who have used these processes have arrived at

similar results (Annual Report on Progress of Chemistry,
Chemical Society, 1906, p. 217).

As already stated this further investigation has shown
beyond doubt that the relative proportions of the volatile fatty

acids are the same in the butter-fats of the Indian buffalo and
the European cow. Up to the present, therefore, no method
is available for distinguishing between cow-ghee and a mixture
of buffalo-ghee and a suitable quantity of some other oil or fat,

such as beef or mutton-fat

.

Heichert-Wollny
figure.

30'fi—32*3

29*6.

Experimental data corresponding to the Carves .

Curve No. 1 (Diag. 1).

Caproic Acid alone.

One gram, of caproic acid was dissolved in water, the solu-

tion was made up to 560 co. and 500 cc. were distilled over in

50 cc. fractions and titrated.

Fraction No.

1

o

3

4
5
a
7

s
to

10

Titration value
|

(in terms of NaOH I Titration value in' Ordinate value

X 0-947). !

i

new units. for llie ci

1

201
!

32*0
!

320
22-0 25-2

,

57*2

15*3 ! Iti'H ! 74 0

iim
;

12(5 80-6

5*3 58 1 92‘1

3T> 3-K 90-4

1*7 1-8 98*0

0-0
|

10 ' 99*0

or* !
0*(5 99-6

0-3 0*4 100 0

To obtain the figures in the third column the titration

values are multiplied by such a factor that the total titration

value of the ten fractions is now expressed by 100. Tin’

figures in the fourth column are obtained from those in the
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third as follows:—the figure corresponding to fraction No. 2 =
new titration value of fraction No. 2 + ditto for fraction No. I ;

the figure corresponding to fraction No. 3 = sum of new titra-

tion values of fractions 1, 2, 3—and so on.

Curve No. 2 (I)iag. 1).

Buhjric ami Caproic Acids
(
1 : 1 ).

0*50 grains, butyric acid and 0*50 grains, caproic acid were

dissolved in 560 cc. water. 500 co. were distilled over in 50 cc.

fractions and titrated.

i action No.

Titration value

NaOTT ~ x 0 947.

Titration value Ordinate value

in now units. for curve.

1 25-4
|

25-0
o 19 3

|

10-4 45-0

3 15*4
1 15-5

:
!H)-5

4 11-9
,

12-0 72*5

5
|

8*9 i
9-0 Hl-5

fi
;

o-7 6-8
|

88-1

7
1 4« 4-7

|
931

8
!

3-3 3-3 !»«*4

9
;

2-o 2-0 98*4

10 » 1-H 100-n

1

Curve No. 3 (Diao. 1 ).

Butyric aiul Gaproir Acids (1 : 2).

0*33 gram, butyric acid and 0*66 grain, caproic acid were

dissolved in 650 cc. water. 600 cc. were distilled over in 50 cc.

fractions and titrated

Kraction No.

'titration value

NaOIT *1 x 0-947.
10

!

i Titration value

|

in now units.

Ordinate value

for curve.

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9
10

28*0

20-8

15-2

109
72
55
3-6

2-6

1-5

0*8

297
21*5

15*8

11-3

74
5T»

3-7

2*7

1*5

0*8

2«-7

51-2

670
78-3

85 *7

91*3

950
97-7

99-2

100*0
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Curve No. 4 (Diags. 1, 2 and 3).

Butyric and Caproic Acids (2 : 1).

0*66 gm. butyric acid and 0*33 gm. oaproic acid were dis-

solved in 660 cc. water. 600 oo. were distilled over in 60 cc.

fractions and titrated.

Fraction No.
Titration value

NaOH ^xl-28.
Titration value
in new units.

Ordinate value
for curve.

1 17*4 23*5 23-5

2 13*9 18-8 42*3

:s 11-8 160 58*3

4 90 121 70*4

5 6-9 94 79-8

6 57 7*7 87-5

7 40 5-4 92 9

S 30 41 97-0

9 20 2*3 99-3

10 0-5 0-7 100 0

Curve No. 6 (Diag. 1).

Butyric Acid alone.

100 gm. butyric acid dissolved in water and made up to

660 cc. 600 cc. were distilled over in 60 cc. fractions and

titrated.

— - -

.

Fraction No.
Titration value

NaOH ~ x 0 047.

j

1 U
i

1

Titration value

in new units.

Ordinato value
for curve.

1 212 18-1 18-1

2 18*6 15-9 340
3 16-6 14 2 48-2

4 15-6 1 13-3 61-5

5 12*1 10-3 71-8

6 102
1

8-7 80*5

7 !
8*2 7-0 87-5

8 6-7 5-7 93-2

9 1-9 4-1 97*3

10 31 2*7 1000

Curvh No. 6 (Diag. 1).

Butyric Acid alone ( Dudaux’s Curve),
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Cubve No. 7 (Diag 2).

Butyric and Caproic Acids (2 : 1).

0*00 gm. butyric acid and 0*33 gm. caproic acid were

dissolved in water, 3*8 cc. strong sulphuric acid added and

made up to 560 cc. 500 cc. were distilled over in 50 ce. frac-

tions and titrated.

Fraction No.

Titration value

NaOH N
x 1*28.

10

Titration value

in new unita.

Ordinate value

for curve.

1 15*9 22*8 22*8

2 12*0 18-1 40-9

3 100 14*4 55.3

4 9*2 13*2 08*5

5 0-7 9 0 78*1

6 i
5*1 7*3 85*4

7
:

3*9 5*0 ' 91*0

8 1
2*8 40 95*0

9 :

1-8 2*0 97*0

10
,

1-7 2*4 1000

Curvb No. 8 (Diag. 2).

Butyric and Caproic Acids (2: 1).

0*60 gm. butyric acid and 0-33 gm. caproic acid were dis-

solved in wat$r, 5 gms. NaOH added, then 3 8 cc. strong sul-

phuric acid and made up to 550 cc. 500 cc. were distilled

over in 50 cc. fractions and titrated.

Fraction No.

!

i

Titration value
Titration value : Ordiuato value

NaOH -xl*28. innewunits. |

for cum*.

10 !
!

17*2

13-9

114
9-3

7*4

0.2
4-4

3*3

2-3

1*5

22-4
j

18*0
j

149
12*0 i

9*0

8-0

5*8

43
3*0

2*0 i

22*4

40*4

55*3

07*3

70*9

84-9

90*7

95*0

98*0

100*0
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Curve No. 9 (1)iaci. 2).

liutyric and Caproic Acids (2 : 1).

133 gm. butyric acid and 0*66 gm caproic acid wero

dissolved in water aud titrated with KOH. 2*5 cc. strong sul-

phuric acid were then added and the solution made up to 220

it. 200 cc. were distilled over in 20 cc. fractions and titrated— — -

(

1

Fraction No.

i

Titration value

NaOH x 1-28.

10

Titration value ! Ordinate value

in now units.
j

1

for curve.

1

l
|

35-7

j

.

22 8 j

22-8

O— 1

28-0 18-5
|

41*3

3 23*7 15-2 :
58*5

-i 10-4 12-5 09-0

5 i
llll IMS 78*5

<i 124 8*0
|

88*0

7 8.4 5*5
i

92-1

s 01 4*0 1 060
0 4-5 20 08*9

10 1-0
i

i-o
i

i

100-0

|
l

Curve No. 10 (Diau. 3).

Buffalo Butter-fat (
Shihpur

,
16-12-06).

20 gins, butter-fat was saponiiied by KOH as in Reiohert-

VVollny process, the alcohol was distilled off and residue dis-

solved in water ;
3'8 cc strong sulphuric acid wero added and

volume made up to 550 cc. 600 cc. were distilled off in 50 cc.

fractions and titrated.

I

i

Fraction No. 1

Titration value

KOI! N x<>-87.
10

1

2

3

4

5

0
7
8
0

10

!

i

I

I

210
22-6

22-7

19-35

16-55

13-5

11-3

805
7*6

(>•55

Titration valuo Ordinate value

in new units. for curve.

!

14-6
|

14-6

15*0 29*6

15-1 44-7

12*8 57-5

11-0 68*5

9-0 77*5

7*5 85*0

5*6 90*6

60 1 95-6

4-4
j

100-0

!
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Curve No. 11 (Duo. 3).

20 gms. butter-fat treated exactly as in preparation of

Curve No. 10.

Fraction No.

Titration value

NaOH 5x1-20.
10

Titration valuo

in new units.

Ordinate value
for curve.

1

2

4
5
<j

7

8
9

10

13*6 1 15*0

16*6 17*4

13-7 16*3

no 12*3

10*2 11*4

7*7 8-6

4*8 5*4

5-2 6 8

4*3 4*8

3*6 40
i

160
32*4

47-7

00-0

71*4

800
85-4

91-2

960
100*0

Curve No. 12 (Diao. 3).

Danish Butter-fat .

20 gms. butter-fat treated exactly as in preparation of

Curves Nos. 10 and 11.

Fraction No.

Titration value

NaOH 5x0-947.
10

Titration value

in now units.

Ordinate value

for curve.

1 22-3 14-1 14-1

2 34*1 21*7 35*8

3 22 0 14*0 49-8

4 18*8 120 61-8

5 16 3 10*2 72-0

ti 13*2 8*2 80*2

7 11*0 7*0 87-2

8 91 6-7 92*9

9 6*7 41 97-0

10 4*7 3*0 100-0

Curve No. 13 (Duo. 3).

20 gms. goat-fat saponified byKOH as in Reichert-Wollny

process, alcohol distilled off, acidified with sulphuric acid, then

ft'66 gm. butyric acid and 0'33 gm. caproic acid added, and
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volume made up to 550 it. 500 cc. were distilled off m 50 it.

fractions and titrated.

Fmotion ^Nn.

Titration valuo

N.iOlf N *0 947.

Titration \alue
,

in new units

Ordimito valiu 1

for curve.

!

LO

i
|

18-5 .»
!

I7*r»

2
i

18*2 17 'i :u*r>

3 i 15*9 14*8 40*3

4 ! 14-0 13*0 62*3

5
i

11*4 10*8 73* 1

0 8*9
i

*6 81 -0

7 |
71 ! ti’fi 88-2

s 5*0 5*2 93* t

w
i

41 3*8 97*2

lo
!

TO 2*8 100*0

Curve No. 14 (Diao. 4).

Buffalo Butter-fat (Shibpur, 10-11-09).

File Reichert-Woilny «listillat© from 40 grus. of buffalo but-

ter-fat was made up to 220 cc. and 200 cc., wore distilled over

in 20 ce. fractions and titrated.

Fraction Xo.
Titmton \aliie

Titration value 1 Ordinate value
KOH, 5 289 gins

per litre.
in new units. for nirve.

i

i i 61*85 22*1 221
2 42*4 18*1 40*2

3 3(1*25 IB* 1 55"G

4 28-10 11*9 67*5

B
j

23*35 9*9 77 4

o ! 18-9 S*0 ' 85*4

7 13-35 5*7 1 91*1

8 9*95 43
;

95*4

9 7*0
!

2-9 98*3

10 4*16 1*7 100*0

Cubvk No. 15 (Diaq. 4).

Buffalo Butter-fat (Dacca, 1909).

The distillates from the preparation of Curve No. 1 1 were

collected together, acidiiied with sulphuric acid and made up to

550 cc. 500 cc. were distilled off in 50 cc. fractions and

titrated.



Curve No. 1(5 (Diao. 4-).

Danish Butter-fat.

The distillates from the preparation of Curve No. 12 were
cullcctcd together, acidified with sulphuric acid and made up
to 55(1 ec. 500 ce. were distilled off iti 50 co. fractions and
titrated.

Fraction No. !

j

Titration value

NaOH * x 1-20.

10

1 Titration value
in new units.

Ordinate vulue
for curve.

!

*
!

15 0 220 . 220
2 i 13 0 190 41 0
3 111 10-3

!
573

i 8-7 12-7 70-0

5 i 0*2 91 ' 791
G 51 7*4 86-r>

7 3-8 5-5 92 0

3
I

3-1 4*5 95*5

9 1-8 2-5 99*0

10 o*7 • 1-0
|

1000









17. History of Kashmir.

By Pandit Anand Koul.

PAKT /.—PRJS-HISTORK 1 PERIOD.

Tin 1 Xilamata Purana says that Kashyapa had two wives,
Kadru and Vinata, the former being the mother of snakes and
the latter that- of birds, and they used often to quarrel with
each other for supremacy. Ultimately it was decide! among
tliem that their supremacy sliould be decided in a wager, ?>.,

whoever lost it should become the slave of the other. The
wager took the following form: A horse was brought and
Vinala was asked the colour of the animal by Kadru. Vinata

said it was white, as it really was. whereupon Kadru got her

sons, the snakes, to cover the home with themselves so that

it might look black. After this it was brought closer and
Vinata was again asked to say what its colour was. Vinata had
t.o say then that it was block. As tin's showed a failure on the

part of Vinata, the wager is said to have been won by Kadru, who
claimed her right over Vinata as to become her maid-servant.

After this Kadru used Vinata as a conveyance, riding her in a

horse fashion. The sons of Vinata were also treated in the same
manner by the sons of Kadru. Kadru said if Vinata ’

h

sons

brought Amrita, she and her children would be released from

this bondage. Garuda, son of Vinata, brought some Amrita

and gave it to Kadru, whereupon both the mother and her

children were released of the bondage. To retaliate the ill-

treatment, Garuda began to eat up all the snakes that came by

his way. 1

Basuki, a son of Kadru, invoked the aid of Vishnu who
used to be carried by Garuda. so that the latter would desist

from the above practice. Vislmu advised Basuki to go to a

place called Satisar, which was principally inhabited by Shiva,

and thereby avoid Garuda. He was further advised in migrating

thus to choose Nilanag, the most intelligent of them, as their

king. Thereupon Nilan&g and Basuki with many others came
to Satisar to live there permanently. Nilanag chose a place

which was then called Veri and now called Verin&g. Another

version is that the place chosen by him was the spring in the

Nag&m Purganah which is even now called Nilan&g.

The word N&g means both a spring and a snake. All

springs in Kashmir are associated with a presiding snake. It

1 See also MahAbharata, Adi Parba, sections xvi to xxxvii.
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is commonly believed that by removing the snake the water

can be made to disappear.

Indra and his wife, Indrani, once came to Satisar for a

pleasure trip, where a demon, named Soinagreh, became en-

amoured with IndrAni and ran after her. Indra, however, killed

him. While the demon was excited his virus fell m the water

which was tended by the snakes, the result being Jalodbava,

which name means
k
‘ produced from water.” This Jalodbava

began to eat up men living on the banks of Satisar.

According to Vijayeshvara Mahatma the extent of Kashmir

under water when it was known by the name of Satisar (Sati

meaning Parvati and Sar, lake) was 24 kos long and 12 kos wide.

The Nilamata Purina says that the places inhabited were Kon-

sarbal (in Peosar) and Harmukh (in Lar), the rest being under

water. Both these mountains are very high.

Kashyapa Muni came from the Deccan on a pilgrimage.

Hearing of this, his son, Nilanag (snake), went to receive him
at Kon Khel, a place near Hardwar. Nilanag asked Kashyapa
to visit Vishnupad (in Deosar), a holy place. The first place

in Kashmir they reached was Maddar Desh, now known as Moh
in Deosar. The father asked the son the reason of there being

no habitations. The son said that Jalodbava, son of Somagreh,

was the cause of depopulation and that he did not pay any atten-

tion to his request to desist from 'doing so. The son asked for

his father’s help in this. After bathing in Vishnupad, so called

up to the present time, Kashyapa with his son, Nilanag, wont

to Bralmia-loka, where were present Vishnu and Shiva, and

complained to them about Jalodbava having depopulated the

place. The three, i.e., Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, with Kas-

hyapa and his son, thereupon agreed to come to the spot and do

something to prevent the cause of complaint. They all came

to a place called Nao Bandan (a place still so called in Peo-

sar). Jalodbava, fearing some mischief, hid himself under

water. His exit was looked for by Brahma and others witli a

view to kill him, but without any result. Ananta, an incarna-

tion of Vishnu, followed and produced a chasm in the mountains

near Baramulla to let out the water. After the water was let

out, Jalodbava was seen. He, however, caused darkness to

come over the country, whereupon Vishnu took the Sun and Moon
in his hands and thereby caused the darkness to disappear.

Jalodbava was again seen and his head was cut off by Vishnu.

After this Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva and Ananta went back to

their respective abodes.

There is, however, another story in the shape of a tra-

ditionary legend as to the extinction of Jalodbava. After

letting out of water as mentioned before, Jalodbava hid himself'

in a place which was a hollow having water in it. On this

Kashyapa invoked the aid of Duiga, who taking the form of a

Mind went to the Sumira mountain and brought a portion of it
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in her beak and threw it over the hollow and thereby killed Jalod-
bava. The present Hari Parbat near the Dal lake is said to be
the place referred to above, and the hill now standing thereon is

said to be the supposed portion of the Sumira brought by Durgn.
This hill is also called Sumira even now. The name Hari is

said to have come from Shari (Mind), Sha being often replaced

by Ha in Kashmiri language.

Kashyapa, seeing that the place had been cleared of water,

prayed to Vishnu that the place be inhabited by devas, men and
Nags. Vishnu gave the permission, whereupon Kashyapa got

Brahmans from the Deccan (South) to migrate here. From
this time Kashmir was called Kashyappur or Kashyapmar, and
latterly Kashmir.

The name ” Kashmir ” also implies “ land desiccated from
water,” from Sanskrit Ka water, Shimira to desiccate, so called

because the valley of Kashmir was in the beginning, as stated

above, a mountain-lake subsequently drained.

In Sanskrit Puranas, Kashmir is also calk'd Gerek (hill),

nestled as it is in mountains. In Chapter VIII of Avanadikosha,

Die meaning of the word Kashmiris given “ land, ruling in which

is difficult.”

Kashmir has further been shortened into Kashir by the

Kashmiris in their own tongue. . The Tibetans call it Kha-ehal

(snowy mountain) and the Dards (the inhabitants of Guies,

etc.) Kashrat.

The Vijayeshvara Mahatma says that at this time the country

was said to have consisted of (56,063 villages commencing from

Buta » Shahar to Chamba. In the Kashmiri language a unit

is called hundred
;
a hundred , thousand and so forth ; and accord-

ing to this the figure 66,063 would shrink down to 6,063, which

looks correct. The people, however, were being oppressed

by other demons. They used to live in it in summer and pursued

agriculture in the fertile valley ; but in winter, for fear of cold

and snow and of the demons, they used to return to other parts.

In one of these annual exodus, an old Brahman, named Chandar-

deva, who could not return to India on account of old age, stayed

•n Kashmir, hiding himself in a cave. He had his provisions

and other necessities for winter with him. When snow began

to fall, the demons came in hoards and two of them dragged

( handardeva out of the caveand took him toNilanag spring where

they tossed him about like a ball, in course of which the old

man fell down into the spring and sankdown to the bottom which

he found to be a vast place and where he saw a king sitting on

throne in a grand palace. The Brahman approached him and

omplained to him of the trouble given by the demons. The king

' as Nilanag himself. He took pity on the old man and, calling

him nearer, handed over to him a book called Nilamata Purina

and advised him to give offerings to demons at certain holy

(daces on certain days as detailed in that book, so that the people
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coming to live in Kashmir would no more be troubled by the

demons. At the approach of spring the Brahman was pushed

out of the water upon the dry bank of the Kilanag spring. Men,
who returned as usual from India, were astonished to find the old

man safe and sound whom they had thought dead long ago. They
heard with much amazement the wonderful experiences of the

Brahman and about the book lie had come inpossession of. They
showed his book to their Thief, named Darvadeva. Dury&devu

ordered the people to act according to the instructions contained

in the book, which they did, and thereby enjoyed complete

immunity from the oppressions of demons and from the incle-

mency of cold weather, and began to live in Kashmir all the year

round.

It is said that before Kaliyuga then1 was in Kashmir an
established form of government and many great and good kings

reigned in it. One of these kings was Parasnima, the extirpator

of the Kshatrava race. Some say that Hama, the hero of

Ramayana, conquered Kashmir and visited it several times.

There are four springs on a hill at Baramulla which are called

Rama-kund, Sita-kund, Lakshman-kund and Himuman-kund.
In olden times there used to 1m1 a temple of Rama there. In the

extreme west of the Naihnrai Purgamih at village Milyal there are

four more springs of the same names, and at some distance above

is a place where there is a large sculptured stone which is called

the throne of Rama. Lalitaditya. who ruled from 097 to

7114 A.D., unearthed a temple at Shira-wardan on the door of

which was an inscription to the elfect that it had been built by

Kama and his brother Lakshman. Running from the Kajinag

range to the low-lying land near the Jlielum is a long low spur

where there are two cut stones of octagonal section which stand

over four feet out of the ground. The inhabitants of this place

have a legend that these two stones are the arrows shot by R&ma
and his brother Lakshman.

In course of time the population increased and several

villages were peopled. The headman of each village became

nominal ruler of his village. As the time advanced more villages

sprang up, and then there were more than one village under a

headman. These headmen, in order to be safe and defend

themselves from one another's attacks, built fortresses on

elevated spots, and these were named Rots. And each Kot

was under a Kot Raja. Some names of these Kota are known
up to the present time, such as Indarkot, Zainakot, Shirakot,

Sudrakot, l)adarkot, Butakot, etc. The chiefs of these Kots

were called Sanz. For a very long period there was this form

of Kotaraj government In Kashmir. Afterwards some Kota

Rajas subdued others and there was constant warfare between

them. The conqueror used to sack the villages of the subdued

R&jas. At last some R&jas, who had lost their Kots, went to the

Raja of Jammu and entreated him to come over to take Kashmir
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and deliver the country from anarchy that was prevailin'', and
promised to pay him the sixth part of the revenue for main-

tenance of peace and good government. The Kuja of Jammu
sent his own son, named Dayakarana

,
with a large force who de-

feated the insurgents and became supreme ruler of Kaslmm.

PAUT 11, -HINDU PERIOD

Chapter I.

Rijatarangini, the Sanskrit history of Kashmir, written

by Kalhnna. is one of tJie oldest historical records in the world.

Much interest was ana is being taken by many seientists

in its study. This history begins with a king named Oonanda

1. and continuing the accounts of his son and successor, Damu-

dara. and of the latter’s wife. Yashovati. who reigned as Queen

Regent after her husband's dentil until her son. (Jonanda II,

attained to majority, and of (iotianda 11, it says that the

accounts of 35 kings of Kashmir arc lost and unknown,

and leaving this gap continues again. Hasan, a historian of

Kashmir in Persian, however, says that Zainulibdin, who

icigncd in Kashmir from 1423 to 1474 A.D.. got a translation

ol the Rajatarangini done in Persian by Mullah Ahmad who was

poet-laureate of his court. For this purpose Zainulibdin made

a search for Puranas and Tarauginis of ancient writers. The

names of more than 15 different Rajataranginis were then known,

hut the ruthless hands of Zulchu (1323 A. I).) and Kikandar,

the iconoclast (1393-1415 A.D.), had destroyed all old hooks

ot Hindus. With great efforts, however, only the Rajataranginis

i>f Kalhana. Khimeudra, Wachhulakar, and Padmamihar wore

obtained. Out of these, Khimendra’s Rajatarangini was found

replete with inaccuracies, but from other Rajataranginis the

tianslation was completed. A few years later, some birch bark

leaves of an old Rajatarangini, written by Pandit Ratnakar,

called Ratnakar Purina, were, through the exertions of one

Prajii Pandit, obtained. From these leaves the account of 35

kings who had ruled in Kashmir in the beginning of the KaJiyuga

age. whom Kalhana, owing to want of any record, had omitted

Irom his book, was found out. This discovery gave much

pleasure to all, and Zainulibdin had the facts, that were recorded

in the Ratnakar Purina, inserted in his translation of the

Rajatarangini.

The ltatnikar Purina is not now to be found anywhere,

mm* oven the translation of the ilijatarangini by Mullah Ahmad,

mt Hasan says he has embodied the accounts of the 35 lost

‘Jugs from Mullah Ahmad’s translation. It is said that Hasan

"ad obtained a copy of this translation from a Kashmiri emi-

’ ant at Riwalpindi, but one day, when he was going in a boat in
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the city of Srinagar, it so happened that his boat capsized and
both he and the book were thrown into the water, he being
rescued and saved but without the book. Hasan is now dead,
and it is not known from which man at Rawalpindi he had
obtained the copy.

Be that as it may, the accounts given by him of these

lost kings do not appear to be unfounded. There are legends

current among the people which quite coincide with these

accounts—legends of which there is no mention whatever in

Kalhana’s Rajatarangini.

For instance, the Kashmiris say that kings belonging to

the Pandava dynasty have ruled over Kashmir ; and 23 of these

lost
’
* kings do belong to the Pandava dynasty. The ruins

on the Martand plateau are popularly called Pandav-Lar or
the building of the Pandavas, and the king, who according to

Hasan built it, is Ramadeva, one of the descendants of Pan-
davas.

l)r. Stein says that it was built by Lalitaditya on the
authority of verse 192 of Book IV of the Rajatarangini,
but- 1 consulted several learned Pandits in Kashmir and they are
unanimous in saying that he has erroneously interpreted the
text.

The text is

wtosfapniH sr*n£ * i

* 1*3^ R

of which Dr. Stein gives the following translation :
—

“That liberal (king) built the wonderful (slirine) of Mar-
tanda with its massive walls of stone within a lofty enclosure

[praswldnUir

)

and its town swelling with grapes.”

Mr. J. H. Marshall, the Archaeological Superintendent
of the Frontier (Hrcle ((Government of India), also acknowledges
in a note on the Archaeological work in Kashmir that Dr. Stein’s
rendering is doubtful. He says—

Now the manifest difficulty with Dr. Stein’s translation
is his supplying of the word for

‘ 1

Shrine.’ ’ If the passage
had occurred in a list of Lalitaditya

1

s foundations or in any
similar context where the word mandiram or some equivalent
could have been drawn naturally from the preceding stanzas,
its omission here would bo nothing unusual and would not have
constituted a difficulty. But unfortunately the stanza im-
mediately preceding IV, 192 has nothing to do with temples, but
recounts merely certain irrigation works. It iB true that IV,
190 does speak of the erection of a temple, but it is at best bold
to carry over the word from this stanza and supply it in 192.

Again the usual meaning of the word prdkdra is
4 4

enclosure
’ ’

or “ rampart,” t.e., a wall in the sense of a city wall or some-
thing of that sort, not a house or temple wall, whereas prdsdda
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usually means a lofty building, palace or temple. The passage,
therefore, is not an easy one, and its interpretation is dis^

tiiictly open to doubt.”

The best Sanskrit scholars in Kashmir fully corroborate the
renderings given to Mr. Marshall by Pandit Mukand Ram (who
worked on the R&jatarangini for Dr. Stein), which are as

follows :

—

(1) And that liberal (king) built Martanda near to the

temple (prasadantar) of the wonderful city with its wall of massive

stones and a park (pattan) full of vines.

(2) And that liberal (king) built the wonderful Martanda
colonnade, of massive stones with the temple inside, and also

the town rich in grapes.

On these renderings Mr. Marshall makes the following

observations :

—

(1st rendering).—

“

This restores the word prdkdra to its

more usual meaning and gives us a word for temple in prdsddd.

The objections to it are (a) the rendering of antar by “ near,”

which is not authorized meaning for the word, and (6) the omis-

sion of the second connective, the cha in
4
drakshdsphitam cha

pattanam and these objections would appear fatal, on gramma-
tical grounds.”

But a reference to a Sanskrit Kusha
,

for instance the

Shabda-Kalpadrum, will show that the meaning of antar is

“near.” “ Also ” has been omitted in the translation by

Pandit Mukand Ram, which I have now given in italics, and this

disposes of the objection for cha.

{2nd rendering).—

“

This takes both the connectives into

account, and assigns the usual meanings to both prdkdra and

prasdda
,
but the compound prdsaddntar as a bahuvrihi, meaning

“ having a temple in the interior,” is distinctly difficult and no
parallels to it can be traced. Otherwise, and if this form of

compound with antar can be established, there would be little

or no objection to this rendering.”

But the Sanskrit grammarians in Kashmir say that such

bahuvrihis do often occur and that there are many parallels

to it.

It is clear from the above that there existed already a

temple on the M&rtanda plateau before the time of Lalit&ditya.

The Kashmiris say that there was a city at the place

where the Vular lake now rests, and recite a story which strik-

ingly agrees with the accounts given in the above-mentioned

history.

Nalsena in Kashmiri language is synonymous with a person

of abominable character, and nobody knew why it was so.

Nalsena is one of these 36 kings. He was a cruel and oppressive

king and was, therefore, universally detested by his subjects.
4 4

Lolare Bambro ” is a favourite love-song among the Ksifc

miris but nobody knew its origin. Bambro was one of these
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35 kings. He fell in love with it woman named Lolare and was
so enamoured with her that lie abdicated the throne in order to

spend his life with his beloved.

Himal Xagi-Arjuna is a popular love-story and its origin

is traced in the accounts of one of these “lost” kings.

It is not only these 35 kings that Hasan gives full ac-

counts of, but he mentions, on the authority of the Rat-

nakar Punina, seven more kings later on, whose account is

not to be found in Kalinina's Rajatarangini. According to him,

Rauadityn’s rule did not extend over 300 years as stated by

Kalhana, which is, on the face of it, preposterous (see Dr.

Stein’s introduction to Kalinina's Chronicle, page SO), but over

only 00 years and 3 months, and that six kings preceded, undone
king followed him, the account of whose rule he gives in detail,

but whom Kalhana has omitted. Among these 7 kings comes
Vainaditya, and it is noteworthy that even up to now his name
is a household word among the Kashmiris and he is remembered
as to have been a most virtuous and noble king of Kashmir.

There occurs in Kalhana's Rajataraiigiui (Book V, 07-100)

a temple by the name of Vainya-svamin about whose founder

no mention is made therein anywhere, but it. shows that there

had been a king of the name of Vaiiiviulitva who had built it.

Hasan puts the date of accession of Houanda I. as 20 years

before Kaliyuga (3120 B.C.), while Kalhana puts it 053 after

Kaliyuga (2448 R.C.) on the authority of Varahmihira’s Brahat

Samhita. It is an admitted fact that (Jonanda I. was a eon-

temporary of Krishna, the hero of Alaluihharata. Srimat Bluigwat

rkadashskand says that Krishna in his last days told Cdlm\a.

wr ansst wfartar i

HfrofiT n i «

“ When I shall depart from this world affliction will overtake

it, and after sometime the Kaliyuga will also witness this,

after sometime the Kaliyuga will have begun.*’ Kalhana says

that the Munis (the Cheat Bear) were at the Maghah Xakshatra

when Raja Vudhishthira, a contemporary of Krishna, was
ruling the earth. In Srimat Bluigwat, Part XII, Chapter IT,

is written that when the Munis were at the Maghah Xakshatra,

Kaliyuga commenced, and that when Krishna ascended heaven
the same day did Kaliyuga begin. The Kaliyuga era is

3101 B.O.

Mr. Har Bilas Sarda, B.A., F.R.S.L., Member of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, mentions in his
“ Hindu Superiority,” page 143-44 :

—

‘ k

Bradhgargh Muni holds that the Saptarishis were in the

Maghah Nakshatra at the junction of the Dvapar and the

Kaliyug. He says :

—
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\y^i

qnnc ini\ g faerm fqer twq i (nw)

5?*^ ^wf^f^eTT: STOT^i qm *ar: »

” According fo him, therefore. Yudhishthirii flourish'd at

the beginning of the Knliyug.

"An inscription in it Jain temple on a hill near

Yaliola, Kaladaggi district, Deccan, says that, the temple, built,

by King Pulkeshi II, of the ( lialukya family, was erected 3735

wars after the Mahabharata. and when 050 years of the Naka
era had passed, tints proving that the (heat War took place

37115-556 = 3179 years before the Bakaera
;
in other words 3179 +

IS2S (Buka era) -5007 years ago. The inscription runs as

follows

fa'qraj qTfq<rs i

v ‘erraaj qw) qnt qrerg q^ns q i (

}

?mrg WhfTfi snrrsnJTfir «

* c

Following evidently the view held l>y Bmdhgargh Muni,
the author of the Ayeeu-i-Akl)ari says that Vikramaditya as-

cended the throne in the 3044th year of the Yudhishthira era.

'Plus also makes the Yudhishthira era begin 3044 + 1963 (Vikrama
era) 5,007 years ago.”

It is also popularly said, and even in Kalliana's time it

was commonly believed, that the Blhirata war took place at

(he end of Duipara Yuga (Hajatarangini. Book 1, verses 48 and
19).

In the introduction to Metakshara by Bapudeva Shastn,

(lie famous astronomer, is written that during the iirst

century of Kaliyuga, Parikshit was born. Parikshit was

grandson of Arjuna, the brother of Yudhishthira. It is

also recorded in the same introdifttion that at the beginning

of the reign of Janmejaya, only 125 years of Kaliyuga had
elapsed. Janmejaya was the great-grandson of Arjuna. Tara
\atha Tarkavachaspafci, late Principal of Free Sanskrit College,

Calcutta, and the well-known author of Brahatabhidhau and
other books in Sanskrit, has also, after makiug researches,

written in bis introduction to Sarala, the commentary of

^idhantakaumadi, that Parikshit was born when only NO years

of Kaliyuga had elapsed.

An important confirmation of this hypothesis is added
Iron) the following: About 1,300 years ago, when the great

"ork on astronomy, namely, Khandakhadi, was written by

Brahmagupta in which its author gives authority of Arya Bat,
T he famous astronomer of ancient times. This book is
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considered a greater authority on astronomy than Var&hamihi*

ra’s Samhita, and in it occurs the Mowing Sloka

ifcftflPwwwfirM

aertsgnwnf* for

wr^ ndmn.«rqi^ 11 \ i

J >*

i

uvucf wrt-

i \ n

The total period of the Kaliyuga age is 4,32,000 years, and

according to Khandakh&di it is divided into the following six

eras :

—

Yudhishthira 3,044

Vikramaditya 135

Shaliv&hana 18,000

Vijay&vinandana . . . 10,000

N&gi Arjuna . . 4,00,000

Balidanava 821

It is evident that down to VikramAditya’s time 3,044 years

of Kaliyuga, after Yudhishthira’ s accession, had passed. Vikra-

maditya’s ora is now 1967, and if we add these together they

amount to 6011, which exactly is now the Kaliyuga era. It

therefore shows that Yudhishthira was ruling in the beginning

of Kaliyuga.

Nirnai-Sindhu. another book of authority on astronomy,

contains the following stanza

sfcnrefror ipfair qwfofaqT tr
i

wrarrwsfRsi i%ahf i \ i

It states that to find out how much period passed since

Kaliyuga began and Yudhishthira lited, 3179 should be added

to the Saka era. The Saka at present being 1832, it comes

to 6011 years.

Professor Dunker also says (History of Antiquity, vol. iv,

page 219) :
- “ The era of Yudhishthira is said to have preceded

that of Vikram&tditya by the space of 3044 years, and to

have commenced about 3100 B.C.’
*

On the other hand, Kalhana’s chronology has been proved

at length to be inaccurate by Dr. M. A. Stein in the introduction
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to his English translation of the Rajatarangini (Chapter IV,

Sections II and III).

So Hasan’s date does not seem to he incorrect and all

that lie has written seems to he based on good authority.

CHAPTER II.

1. Gonanda I—3120-3103 B.C.

Gonanda became king of Kashmir in 3120 B.C. He was

une of the relations of Jarasandha, king of Magadlia. He
was a good and just king. When Jarasandha was at war with

Krishna, on the bank of the river Jamuna, Gonanda* s army
fought bravely for some time, but was at last routed and ho

himself was killed by Balabhadra, brother of Krishna. Gonanda

I. reigned for 17 years.

2. Damodara 1—3103-3090 B.C.

After Gonanda’s death his son, Damodara, sat on the throne

m 3103 B.C. He was always brooding over his father’s death.

In those days Svayammra or “ maiden’s own choice ” of the

daughter of the king of Kandahar (Gandhara) was proclaimed

at the banks of the Indus. Damodara heard the YMavas had

also been invited on the occasion, and he, therefore, left to meet

(hem and fight with them in older to avenge his father’s death.

He fought but was killed by Krishna. His wife, Yashovati,

who was pregnant, was, by order of Krishna, made queen regent

of Kashmir. Damodara’s reign extended over a period of 13

years.

3. Yashovati—3090-3075 B.C.

Rani Yashovati was declared queen of Kashmir in 3090

B.C. As she was pregnant she gave birth to a son whom she

named Gonanda II. She reigned for 15 years.

4. Gonanda 11-3075-3035 B.C.

Gonanda II., when yet a boy, was, by council of the minis-

ters, crowned as king of Kashmir in 3075 B.C. About this time

Hie great war of Mah&bh&rata occurred, and as Gonanda II,

was a young prince he was not invited to assist by either the

Kauravas or P&ndavas. He was caused to bo slain by Hama-
'leva, his Prime Minister, having reigned for 40 years.

Chafter III.—Pandava Dynasty.

5. Harnadeva—3035-3005 B.C.

Hamadeva, the second son of Parikshit, grandson of Arjuna,

1 j »e third brother of P&ndavas, vainly contended with his brother.
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Janmejaya, for some time for the kingdom of Hastinapura or

modern Delhi. When lie could not withstand his brother,

Hamadeva fled with a company of his men towards the hills

of Chamba. Here he found an ascetic practising austere pen-

ances in a cave. Harnadeva, who had just been defeated by

his brother and was, therefore, much disappointed, went to

the hermit and remained as an attendant on him. One day the

holy man was pleased with him and delighted him by foretelling

that he was to become king of Kashmir. Hamadeva, trusting

on the holy man’s words, proceeded with his men to Kashmir,

travelling over the mountains in the east of the valley, and got

service in the army of Oonanda IT. who was then the king of

Kashmir. By dint of his abilities, he gradually rose to the office

of Prime Minister. He pleased the commandants of the army
and -the other ministers by his liberality, but, blinded with

selfishness, became unfaithful to his master. On finding an op-

portunity, ho caused king Oonanda II. to be slain by his men,

and then, supported by the courtiers, usurped the throne. By
his generous disposition, he won the hearts of all and was re-

nowned for justice. He had firm control over all parts of the

country, and the peace that prevailed gave the country time to grow

prosperous. The treasury was full, and Hamadeva maintained

a large and strong army. Ho reigned for 30 yearn and then died.

6. Hamadeva- 3005-2936 B.C.

His son, Hamadeva, sat on the throne in 3005 B.C. He did

much to maintain order and good government. Out of gener-

osity he fixed only the tenth part of the produce of land as his

share. He founded a large city, called Babul, on the plateau

of Mattan which comprised eleven lakhs of houses, and built

there the temple of MArtandeshvara (the ruins of which are now
to be seen) with largo ornamented and beautifully carved

stones, erecting it to a height of over 50 yards. The stoneH

were hewn superfine and the joints made imperceptible,

the whole building looking as if one solid block. Some stones

of this temple are three to eight yards in length and one

yard in thickness and one to five yards in width, and it is

surprising how they have been brought here and piled up.

He enclosed the compound of the temple with a wall, having on

all its four sides beautiful niches and a row of one hundred and
ninety couples of octagonal pillars. A stream was excavated
from the mountain of Khavurpura and brought for this city.

He conquered the Punjab, KAbul and MultAn, and then ad-

vanced to MArwAr
;
took the latter country from the posses-

sion of Kachwahs and filled his harem with the daughters of

Kachwah Chiefs. After this he marched to Lucknow, conquered
it and ceded it to his nephew. From that place he brought a

largeamount ofspoiland then went to Kanauj where, after staying
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for two years, inarched his army to Malwali and took it-. Many
cities were founded by him. He married the daughter of Shiva

Rai, ruler of Gandhara (Kandahar). and passed two years in that

country. He then proceeded towards the Shwalik mountains

and made the Chief of those places give him tribute. He
fought a battle with the ruler of Kumaon and subdued him, hut

eventually having married his daughter gave the country back

to him. Then ho marched to Nagarkot, a mountain fortress

between the sources of the Ravi (Hydraotes) and the Bvas

(Hyphasis), and, after capturing it, went to Hankot., and thence

proceeded to make pilgrimage of the goddess I )urga. The ruler of

that place made allegiance and gave him presents. He married

the daughter of the Chief of Nagarkot to his son. Thence he

marched to .Jammu, the ruler of which place did not- at first

submit and rose to oppose him, hut was at last defeated by

him. He made many people slaves and with much wealth

returned to Kashmir, After staying in Kashmir for two years

lie again went to India and travelled from Multan to Bengal

along the shores of the Indian Ocean and made ni route about

500 chieftains give him tribute. He then returned via Kanauj

and came to Kashmir with a large amount of wealth. Here a

large public assembly was held by him in which gifts were given

to brave men and the third part of his booty was distributed

among the people. During his lifetime he gave away three

lakhs of cows in charity and used to take much cam of

religious men. Two ascetics, one named Haru and the other

Maru, who had come from Silhet, used to accompany him wher-

ever he was leading his army for invasion. They had power to

make themselves invisible when sitting in company of people

and then visible at their will, and would not eat or sleep for

days together.

Ramadeva reigned for 69 year's, and then, giving over the

kingdom to his son, clothed himself in a stag fur and sat with

his spiritual leaders (Haru and Maru) in the temple of

Partheshvara on the Bhawan spring for ten years and then dis-

appear^ with them, leaving no trace of himself behind.

7. Vyasdeva -2936-2880 B.O.

Vyasdeva assumed the reins of government in 2936 B.C.

He was, like his father, a just and generous ruler. He invited

learned men from India; promoted the learning; established

the schools ; and was always intent on promoting the welfare of

the soldier and the ryot. The reservoir, which his father had

brought through the city of BAbul, was stopping in winter owing

to water being frozen, therefore the king, for the benefit of

the people, constructed within the city a large and deep tank

of pucca masonry with stone steps on all its sides.

He went to India in the attire of a fakir to make pilgrimages
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of holy places, and spent lakhs. At that time, king Jaswant
of Marwar had proclaimed svayamvara (maiden’s own choice)

of his daughter named Kalabhawani. Vyasdeva went alone

at this ceremony. The bride saw him from afar and chose

him as her husband. He married her and returned to Kashmir
with much wealth. He brought one thousand gold and silver

images of Shiva and 99,000 Sdligrams (emblems of Vishnu) and
placed them in the temple of Martandeshvara and other

places of worship. His reign extended over 56 years.

8. Druna—2880-2822 B.C.

After his father’s death, Druna ascended the throne. He
used to dress himself like a fakir and sit at the door of his father’s

temple, where he was from morning to eveiling attending to

public affairs. He was so good and merciful that- he would
not fine a guilty person more than a couple of pice. In order

to overawe the oppressors, however, he had erected a plough press

near himself, but throughout his lifetime he pressed to death only

one man; and thenceforward none dared molest anybody.
He was a strict vegetarian but was not devoting his time to

worshipping, saying that administering justice was more virtuous

than worshipping. Theft and crime were unknown in his time,

and the people were in the enjoyment of tranquillity and peace.

His wife, Margidevi, built the temple of Margeshvara at the

village of Kuther. He died after reigning for 58 years.

9. Simhadbva —2822-2768 B.C.

Sitiihadeva succeeded his father in 2822 B.C. He was
a good and generous ruler. He spent his whole life in wor-

shipping ; never touched flesh meat
;
founded many villages

and built many temples. The village Simhpur was founded
by him. The population increased so much that people went
to live in hills and high lands. His cousin, named Vishaga,
fell in love with the daughter of a farmer and forcibly took hold

of the girl. The just king, on hearing this, summoned this

wicked relative in his presence and put him to death. Vish&ga’s
mother, not bearing the sorrow of her son’s death, burned
herself alive on his funeral pile. By this horrible event the

gentle heart of the good king was greatly affected, so much so

that he died of grief in only four days after this occurrence.

He ruled for 54 years.

10. Gopaldeva—2768-2755 B.C.

Gop&ldeva succeeded his father in 2768 B.C. He
suffered from a painful disease, which weakened both his mind
and body, and could not, therefore, take the duties and res-

ponsibilities of a ruler upon himself. He entrusted manage-
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ment of public affairs to his minister, named Shashopal. At
this time the Chief of Khuttan declared war with the Chief of

Kashgar who was brother-in-law of Gopaldeva. The Chief of

Kashgar was killed in the battle and the possession of his country

was taken by the conqueror. Thereupon Shashopal went with

a large army to avenge the death of his master’s relation and

was met by the enemy’s army near a mountain called Tong.

Shashop&l’s troops were at the foot of the mountain and were

destroyed by stones rolled down by the enemy from above.

On hearing tliis news, Gopaldeva, who was already infirm-bodied,

became broken-hearted and shortly died of liver disease. His

period of reign was 13 years and three months.

11. Vijayananda—2755-2730 B.C.

Vijayananda, younger brother of Gopaldeva, now became

king. He, after putting the government in order, went person-

ally at the head of 50,0(X) cavalry and 100,000 infantry towards

Kashgar and fought a decisive battle with the Chief of Khuttcan,

defeated him and took possession of Kashgar and Khuttan.

Peace was afterwards concluded, the Chief of Khuttan giving

him his daughter named Sutnran Rani in marriage, and then

Vijayananda restored Khuttan to him and returned to Kashmir.

He maintained peace on frontiers and managed the affairs of the

country with justice. He built a grand temple of Vijaycshvara

at Bijhih&ra, in which he had placed a cow suspending by magic

power or talism. Ten lakhs of gold mohars wore spent- on the

construction of this temple. He reigned for 25 yearn.

12. .Sukhadhva—2730-2686 B.C.

Sukhadeva, son of Gopaldeva, succeeded in 2730 B.C.

Being a pleasure-loving king he was always busy in sports and

merriments, having entrusted management of public*, affairs to

Rama Nanda, son of Vijayananda. As a consequence, slack-

ness occurred in the administration, and, by it, weakness of

power. The territories belonging to the kingdom in the Punj&b

were seized by Chitrath, king of Delhi, and the Province of

Turkist4n was also lost. The treasury, and with it the army

decreased. Rama Nanda also got disloyal and rebellious and

caught Sukhadeva while hunting in the mountains of Amar-

nath and drowned him in the Liddar river ;
and then declared

himself king of Kashmir. Sukhadeva*s rule extended over 44

years.

13. Rama Nanda—2686-2629 B.C.

RAma Nanda sat on the throne in 2686 B.C. He kept

the frontiers under control; subjugated the ruler of

and invaded Nagarkot. The peasant had to give one-fifth of
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the produce as government share. He put to death several

rebellious men and established his power all over the kingdom.

The people were happy under his firm rule, which lasted for

57 years.

14. Sandiman—2629—2564 B.C.

His son, Sandiman, succeeded in 2629 B.C. He was re-

nowned for justice. He founded a big city at the place which

now forms the bed of the Vular Lake, calling it after his own
nameSandimatnagar, which is even to the present time popularly

known by the name of Salabatnagar. The river Jhelum was

flowing through this city, and he built many grand houses on its

banks. He constructed 21 temples of stone, out of which the

temple of Mahadeva was exquisitely fine and imposing, and

placed in it 300 gold and silver images of Mahadeva, out of which

two images were set with jewels. The temple of Zeshteshvara

on the Suliinan hill, which is yet extant, was originally built by

him. Suliman hill, or Takht-i-Suliman as it is popularly called,

must be, from the fact that Sandiman built the temple on it,

a corruption of Sandiman hill.

He marched with a large army to India ; invaded countries as

far as Kanauj ;
and after visiting many shrines and notable places

returned, going to Kabul and Kandahar. The king of Kandahar

solicited to be accepted under his suzerainty and gave his

daughter, Partidevi, in marriage to him. He then returned

from there, but, while crossing the river Attock, his boat capsized

and Partidevi was drowned. The king became much afflicted

at her loss, but the ruler of Kandahar sent his second daughter

to him and thus beguiled his sorrow. Sandiman ruled for

65 years.

15 & 16. Marhandeva & Kamandeva—2564-2509 B.C.

After his father’s death in 2564 B.C., Marhandeva came

to the throne and made his younger brother, Kamandeva,

his minister. After some time the two brothers grew hostile

to each other and eventually were at war. The nobles of the

kingdom then interposed and divided the country between them,

giving the South-Eastern half to Marhandeva and North-

Eastern to Kamandeva. Marhandeva founded the village

Marhama and built a big temple there. He was a just and

aenerous ruler and his subjects were happy under him. Kaman-

deva made Sandimatnagar his capital. He was a tyrant and the

people were hard pressed. He exiled many people who took re-

fuge in the tracts governed in peace by Marhandeva. During

that time a large comet appeared in the sky which was shining

very bright at night. In the same year rain fell heavily and

a huge snake appeared at Chakdar which, however, died in a

couple of days, but his carcase did not go till one year. Prom
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that time the tract owned by Marhandeva was called Marhan

Raj, and that by Kamandeva, K&man R&j, and in course of

time these names were shortened into Maraj and Kamrdj, by

which name9 they are at present known. Marhandeva ruled

for 55 years.

17. Chandardeva -2509-2457 B.C.

Chandardeva, who succeeded his father in 2509 B.O.,

planned a conspiracy for entrapping Kamandeva and was

successful in it. He slew Kamandeva and put his son, Varga-

deva, in prison. Having eased himself from fear of enemies,

he fell in debauchery and indolence and in consequence anarchy

ensued. Ho filled his harem with 360 wives and was with one

each day of the (lunar) year by turn. His reign extended over

52 years.

18. Ananda—2457-2429 B.C
4

.

Ananda, brother of Chandardeva, succeeded to the throne

in 2457 B.C. Being a cruel king lie would hang men even

for trivial offences. He died after ruling for 28 years.

19. Drupadadeva—2429-2378 B.C.

Ananda'’ s son, Drupadadeva, ascended the throne. Unlike

his father, he was generous and cherisher of his subjects. He
built a temple of Jwalamukhi at the village of Khar. So strong

was he that one day he saw a stone on the way which was over

100 maunds in weight, and lie pushed it to one side by his left

hand. His brother, Harnamdeva, rebelled against him and

there was war between them, in which Drupadadeva received an
arrow in his eye and was killed. His rule extended over 51 years.

20. Harna'mdeva—2378-2329 B.C.

Harnamdeva, triumphant from the battle, seized the

throne, but soon plunged into the whirl of luxury and indo-

lence. He was so fond of liquors that he planted vineyards

in many places and started distilleries, inducing every person,

whether great or low, to drink. In his own palace compound lie

had a pond filled, out of which the liquor was profusely dis-

tributed and drunk. While under the influence of intoxication

he was sitting to administer justice and was, as might be expected,

awarding most severe punishments. He was taking away by

force women of the people. At last his Commander-in-Chief,

named Durga, revolted and declared war against him. After

much blood-shed, Durga won the field and burned the palace

and a part of the city of Babul. Thereupon the people of the

city united together and fell upon Durga’s army which they

defeated and also killed Durga. Thus saved by his people,

Ham&mdeva gave manifestation to his gratitude by remitting two
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years’ revenue of the whole country. After some time Durga’s
son, named Rangu, in order to avenge his father’s death, went
with some of his companions and caught the king while hunting
in a jungle and killed him. Harnamdeva’s period of reign was
39 years.

21. Sulkandeva -2329-2311 B.C.

After his father’s death Sulkandeva sat on the throne.

He was a pleasure-loving king but was administering justice

impartially. Saturday he had allotted for public affairs and the
rest of the week he used to spend in nothing but luxury. His
rule extended over 28 years.

22. Sina'ditya -2311-2294 B.C.

Sinaditya succeeded his father in 2311 B.C. He was a
foolish and a snappish king. One day he was looking his face

in *1 mirror and his wife was unfortimately resting her head
on his shoulder and her face reflected in the mirror. On this

the king upbraidtxi her, saving that she might be having inti-

macy with the person in the mirror, and cut off her nose there and
then. It is said he ordered his minister to get for him a virgin of

paradise. The minister, fearing that he would lose bis life if lie

did not satisfy his master’s wish, brought him a pretty girl,

nicely dressed and wearing ornaments, and told him that she
was the daughter of the lord of paradise, but- ten million dinars
were asked for her. The foolish king at once gave the money to
the minister and took the girl. The minister was the de farlo

ruler, the king being ruler only in name. Sinaditya was killed

by his brother after 17 years of his accession to the throne.

, 23. Mangala'ditya—2294-2255 B.C.

Sinaditya was assassinated in his bed-chamber by his

brother, Mangaladitya, and then the latter was, by the help of

the nobles of the kingdom, installed as king of Kashmir. Mangar
laditya also proved himself a bad ruler. He encouraged planta-

tion of vineyards and had stills started in every house in the

country. He was addicted to merry-makings and also encour-

aged gambling in the country. In his time a mist appeared in

the atmosphere, by inhaling which many people died. His
reign lasted 39 years.

24. Khimbndka—2355-2189 B.C.

Khimendra succeeded his father in 2255 B.C. He, after

making his control stronger over the frontiers, also became
luxurious and fond of hunting. It is said he had learnt an
incantation and by its power used to enter the houses of the
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people undetected and used to violate their women. One
day he entered the house of his minister, Druna, and outraged

his wife. There he forgetfully dropped his ring, which was
afterward found by the minister. The latter recognized it to

he the kings and was consequently much enraged, and at night

caused the king to be slain by his own servants. The king

ruled for 66 years.

26. Bhimsbna—2189-2128 B.C.

Khimendra’s son, Bhimsena, was then proclaimed king of

Kashmir. Ho was a wild, reckless prince and a drunkard. He
enhanced the taxes in the country and introduced many oppres-

sive measures. He built the temple of Koteslivara on the

bank of the Jheluin and founded the village Simpur. As the

Chief of Khuttan had previously invaded Kashgar, Bhim-

sena sent his troops to reconquer that country, but when the

troops were crossing the Kurakoram mountains, they were

overtaken by a snow-storm in which they all perished and not even

• me soul survived. During that time a magician, named Turjan,

came in Kashmir from India, who used by his magic power to

make people sick and then was coming before the same persons

as physician and after taking money from them was curing

them. One day he made the Rani of the king sick by his

magic power and took from the king one thousand nshrafis

and then cured her. Ho had a pupil who disclosed his mystery.

The king got to know of this, and he at last hanged that magi-

cian. It is said that the magician appeared like a swine on the

gallows. The king ruled for 61 years and 7 months and then

died.

26. Indrasena—2128-2082 B.C.

Bhimsena’s son, Indrasena, now sat on the throne. He

also encouraged gambling and drinking. In his time the people

were so far demoralized that the name of God was forgotten

and the most heinous acts were perpetrated by them. The

king was always busy with revelries, and the public affairs were

managed by his minister, Surendra. But the king after some

time got dissatisfied with his minister and dismissed him. The

minister became desperate and turbulent, raised an army of his

own and defeated the king in a battle, but in the meantime the

minister accidentally tumbled down his horse and was caught

by the soldiers of the king. The king, who was very much

incensed against him, had his skin taken off his body and thus

tortured him to death.
. . .

The Chief of Nagarkot also displayed a refractory spmt, and

Indrasena sent a force to reduce him to obedience. The Chief

of Nagarkot resisted but was killed in the battle.

Indrasena ruled for 46 years.
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27. Sundarsena—2082-2041 B.C.

Indrasena’s son, Sundarsena, sat on the throne in 2082 B.C.

He indulged in debauchery, and the people also were demoral-
ized to the highest degree. From the time of Hamamdeva,
eaoh successive ruler was a debauchee. The people had become
addicted to lying, drinking, and gambling. They had no moral
sonse and were bohaving like brutes. Then appeared a hermit,

a potter by profession, whose name was Nanda Gupta. He
preached to the people inhabiting the city of Sandimatnagar,
exhorting them against sinful deeds, but nobody would listen

to him ; on the contrary, lie was ridiculed and molested. The
potter then took refuge on a hill which is now called Kralasan-

gar or potter’s hill. One night a destructive earthquake occur-

red by which the earth in the middle of the city was rift and
water gushed out in a flood and soon submerged the whole city.

By the same earthquake a knoll of the hill at Baramulla near

Khadanyar tumbled down, which choked the outlet of the river

tJhelum and, consequently, the water rose high at once and
drowned the whole city together with its king and the inhabi-

tants. This submerged city forms the bed of the Vular Lake.

Sunderseiui reigned for 41 years ; and witli him ended the

Paudava dynasty, 23 descendants of which ruled for nearly

one thousand years in Kashmir. After this there was no king in

Kashmir for an interval of two months. Those who had survived

the deluge by taking shelter on high places on the foot of the

adjacent liills, came together and elected Lava, who was a

relative of the ruler of Malwah and was a Jagir holder at Lolab, as

king of Kashmir.

The foregoing 23 kings of Pandava dynasty are among the

35 so-called lost kings of Kashmir. Kaihana says that after

Gonanda II. to the time when Lava ascended the throne these

35 kings have ruled, but according to Hasan, on the authority of

Katn&kar, it is not so. After Sundcrsena, the 23rd of these kings,

Lava has come to the throne, and then after the successive

reigns of 7 kings, the last of whom was Sachinara, the remaining

twelve kings out of these 35 ruled over the land.

Chapter IV.

28. Lava—2041-1981 B.C.

Lava was crowned king of Kashmir by tho burgesses of

the country in 2041 B.C. He was a powerful ruler and held

the frontiers quiet and free from foreign aggression. He founded

a large city, named Lolau, in the LolAb valley, which contained

eighty-four lakhs of houses according to Kaihana, but eighty

thousand according to Ratnakar. He bestowed on the Br&h-

mans the village Levara now called Levar, on the Liddar river.

He reigned for fiO years.
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29. Kusha—1981-1794 B.C.

Lava’s son, Kusha, succeeded in 1981 B.C. He granted the

village Karuhara now known by the name of Kolar to the

Brahmans, and ruled for 7 years.

30. Khagendra—1974-1944 B.C.

Kusha’s son, Khagendra, succeeded in 1944 B.C. He
founded Khagi and Khonamusha, now called Kakapur and

Klntnmuh respectively, and died after reigning for 30 years.

31. Surendra—1944-1901 B.C.

Surendra succeeded his father, Khagendra, in 1944 B.C.

He founded a town in the Dravad country calling it Soraka,

and a village named Narendrahhavana. In his own kingdom

he founded the village Saurasa which is now called Shurat in

I )eosar.

He ruled for 43 years and died issueless.

32. Gudhara

—

1901-1864 B.C.

CJudhara, who belonged to a dilferent dynasty, now took

the throne. Being a noble-minded and pious king lie be-

stowed on the Brahmans the villages Oodhara and Hastislmla,

now known by the names of Codar and Hastihel, in Deosar.

His reign lasted 37 years.

33. Suvarna—1864—1829 B.C.

Suvarna succeeded his father in 1864 B.C. He brought

to Krala now called Ardavani or Advin the canal called Suvar-

namani (Sunamani-kul) for its irrigation. This canal flows

even to this time along the east of Zainapur plateau. Suvarna

was a good and benevolent king and reigned for 35 years.

34. Janaka—1829-1797 B.C.

Janaka succeeded his father in 1829 B.C. and was, like his

father, a good king. He founded two villages, called Jalora

(Zalur) in Zainagir and Viliu, and ruled for 32 years.

35.

Sachinara—1797-1757 B.C.

Sachinara, son of Janaka, succeeded in 1797 B.C. He wasa

strong king and of forgiving disposition. He founded the village

rthamangasa (Sh&ngas in Kuthar) and the village Sh&nara (Shar

mVihu). His rule extended over 40 years.

After Sachinara come successively the remaining twelve
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of the 35 so-called lost kings, the first of whom is Galgendraaud
the last, Bhagwant.

Chapter V.

36. Galgendra—1757-1712 B.C.

Galgcndra, nephew of Sachinara, succeeded. He was
reputed for justice. Ho framed a code of laws and brought it

into force. In Mar&j he founded on a plateau a large city

named Naunagar, which is said to have contained 13,00,000
houses, and brought from the river Rambiara a stream through
the city. He built many temples in this city and reigned for

45 years.

37. Baladeva -1712-1669 B.C.

Baladeva who succeeded his father in 1712 B.C. was a good
and generous king. He founded the village Balapur Suparsu-
nian. It is said that Bhigham, who was then king of Ujain or

modem Delhi, sent a large army to invade Kashmir, which
was totally routed by Baladeva. Baladeva had a daughter
named liim&l, and a man, named Nagi Arjuna, fell in love with
her. At last they were married, but soon after they became
separated and suffered long the pangs of separation.

Himal and N&gi Arjuna is still a popular love story in

Kashmir.

Baladeva reigned for 43 years.

38. Nalsena- ’-1669—1544 B.C.

Nalsena succeeded his father in 1669 B.C. He was a very

tyrannical and cruel king. Tt is said that during the period

of his rule this butcherly king put one lakh of people to death.

This king was execrated and loathed throughout the country.

Even to the present time, this name is remembered with abhor-

rence, and the word Nalsen has become synonymous with a man
of abominable character. At last this terrible rule was cut short

by the palace catching fire and Nalsena with all his family in-

cluding three sons being burnt in the conflagration. His
dreadful rule extended over 25 years.

39. Gokarna—11644-1608 B.C. •

Nalsena left no heir to the throne, they having all porished

in the fire, and then the nobles of the kingdom elected Gukarna,
who was from the family of the Jammu Rajas, and installed

him as the king of Kashmir. This king was popular, being

just and good-natured. He went to visit pilgrimages and shrines

in India, and the king of Kanauj sent an army to oppose him,

but eventually made peace with him. He visited many holy
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places and gave lakhs of rupees in alms, and after three years re-

turned to Kashmir. He built a grand temple of Sharkadovi at

the foot of the Pradyumna-pitha, and the village Brand (Bren

in Pluik) was given as grant for the maintenance of this temple,

(rokarna ruled for 36 years.

40. Prahlad— 1608-1597 B.C.

His son, Prahlad, ascended the throne in 1608 B.C. lie

built the temple of Priteshvara on the Shirakut hill in Khuihama.
formerly called Bu Sangri and now Baba Shukruddin hill.

He became a disciple of a saint, named Druna, whose teachings

produced such an effect on his mind that he retired from the

world and became a Sanyasi, giving the kingdom to his minister

Bambru. He ruled for 11 years.

41. Bambru- -1597-1589 B.C.

Bambru sat on the throne in 1597 B.C. He was a sagacious

and benevolent ruler and everybody was pleased with his rule.

But he shortly fell in love with his maternal cousin’s wife,

named Lolare, and used to cry out. “ Lo, Lo, Lo ” day and
night. Meanwhile Lolare also fell in love with him, but she was
pul under restraint by her people. Bambru died, and at the

Name time Lolare also breathed her last. Lolare Bambru is

even to the present time a popular love song. Bambru ruled

lor S years.

42. Prata'pashila -1589-1553 B.C.

Pratapashila, who was from the descendents of Galgendra,

was after Bambru had abdicated the throne and become mad,
elected by the nobles of the kingdom and crowned king of Kash-
mir. He ruled with justice. He founded the city at the foot

of the hill in Vular, calling it after his own name Pratapa-Nagar

,

•md built the temple of Pratabeshvara at Bhawan. It is said

that a woman fell in love with him who eloped with him and
never re-appeared. He reigned for 36 years.

43. Sangram Chandra—1553-1552 B.C.

Prat&pashila’s son, Sangr&m Chandra, succeeded him in

1553 B.C. He founded a village inPattan, calling itafterhis own
name Sangr&mpura. His reign was good, but lasted only one

year and 4 months, after which he died.

44. Larik Chandra—1552-1521 B.C.

L&rik Chandra, brother of Pratapashila, now took thethrone.

Be established order and good government. built a large
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city at the foot of the Vatargang hill, calling it after his own
name LArik-nagar (Lar), and brought a stream through it from
the adjacent hill. The city was so dense and the houses were
so contiguous that it is said that a kid got over the roof of a

house at its eastern extremity, which went along from roof to

roof and only descended at its western extremity. The stream
Larkul which runs through the village Lar was excavated by him.
He reigned for 31 years.

45. Bibam Chandra -1621-1476 B.C.

His son, Biram Chandra, succeeded after his death in 1521

B.C. He was a good and pious king, being occupied day
and night in worshipping. It is said that he used to bathe
every morning at one hundred pilgrimages and worship at one
hundred shrines. Whatever money came as revenue during
the day he used to distribute among poor people at evening and
nothing was kept by for next day. One evening, after he had
distributed the day’s income, a Brahman came and asked for

alms. “ Excuse this time,” the king said, come to-morrow
and I will give you as much as you want.” ” It may be that
Your Majesty dies during this night,” the Brahman replied,

‘then who will supply my want?” On hearing this, the

great charitable king gave himself up to the Brahman, telling tl >

latter to sell him in the Bazar and get the money ho could procure
for him. The Brahman took him to the bazar where a merchant,
recognizing the king, bought him for one thousand ashrafis.

The king passed the night in the merchant’s house, and the

following morning, making himself known to him, offered

one thousand ashrafis he had paid to the Brahman for him.
k ‘lhave bought a king,” he said humorously, “and shall

I give him up without making any profit over the bargain ?
”

The king offered ten thousand ashrafis , but the merchant
refused it, sayins that he would not part with him even for

ten lakhs of ashrafis. “ What ransom then do you want * ”

asked the king.
1 ‘ I want that Your Majesty will henceforth

take the evening meal in my house all your life through,” said

this liberal-minded merchant, who wanted thus to make a name
for himself,

4 4
then I have no claim whatever upon YourMajesty.

’ ’

The king consented to this, and thenceforth dined every evening
in the merchant’s house.

Under Biram Chandra’s rule the country was most prosper-

ous. He reigned for 45 years.

46. Babiohana—1476-1459 B.C.

After Biram Chandra’s death in 1476 B.C. his son, Babighana,
was acclaimed as king. He was not endowed with much in-

tellect, but his jvife Chakra Rani was a very wise woman and
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she maintained order in the kingdom, and directed public affairs

with cleverness and sagacity. It is said that she used to make
round in the city at night in disguise, in order to find out that

nothing marred the peace in the land. One dark night, while

on her usual night tour, she overheard an ascetic in a hut talking

to his wife. The wife told him, “ Ohakra Rani is a brave and
wise woman and it is surprising that she goes about alone at

night in disguise like a man. Had this wife been the husband
and her husband the wife, she could work miracles.” The
ascetic replied, “May it bo so.” At the same time Chakra

Rani found in herself muscular power and she came to the as-

cetic, beseeching him that what ho had just spoken should not

happen. But the ascetic said that it could not be changed.

She then returned to the palace and found her efTeminite husband

become more weak. Chakra Rani told him all what the ascetic

had said, and then the king was seized with intense grief and kept

himself in seclusion for one month, after which lie committed

suicide by taking poison. Chakra Rani then clad herself like a

mendicant and spent her life with the ascetic by whose word
all that misfortune had come about. Bahighana's rule lasted

17 years.

4-7. Bhaowa.vt -1459-1445 B.C.

Bhagwant, brother of Babighana, was at the instance of

Chakra Rani, raised to the throne. His administration was
good. He built three temples and died after reigning for

14 years.

With Bhagwant ends the history of the remaining twelve

out of the 35 so-called lost kings of Kashmir.





1 8. A Passage in the Turk! Text of the B&faarnamah.

By H. Beveridge.

In the two published texts of Babur's Memoirs in the

original Turk I there is a long passage at the end of the year

1K)K A.H., 1502-03 A.D., which completes the story of Babar’s

rtight from AkhsI and his final deliverance. The passage does

not occur in the Elphinstone MS. of theTurkl, nor in any of

the Persian translations. All the Persian MSS. end with

Biibar’s being in a garden, and in imminent danger of being

captured. The last words are part of a melancholy Persian

verse quoted by Babar. The two Turk! texts take up the

narrative at this place and describe Babar’s deliverance, and

his rejoining his maternal uncles at Andijan. A consideration

of the passage seems to me to prove that the passage is an

interpolation, and that in all probability it was added by some
one many years after Babar’s death. Possibly it is one of the

tour passages which his great-grandson Jahangir added to the

text (see Tuzuk, 2nd year, p. 52 of S. Ahmad’s edition). My
teasons for disbelieving the authenticity of the passage arc as

follows

Firstly.—It is a very suspicious circumstance that the

passage does not occur in the* Elphinstone MS. of the Turki,

nor in any of the numerous MSS. of the Persian translation

of the Memoirs. If the Alwar MS. is to be believed, the

Persian translation existed in the time of Humayun, and at

.ill events it existed in the time of Akbar. It is commonly said

iliat the translation was made for Akbar by the Khan-Khanan
Abdu-r-Hahfm. He must have had access to good Turk! MSS.

—We know that there was one in Babar’s own handwriting in

the Imperial Library as late as the time of Shah Jaban. sec

Padshahnamah, I, 42 and II, 703—-and it is impossible to

suppose that he would pass over so important and even thrill-

ing a passage It occurs, so far as is yet known, in two Turki

MSS., namely, Ivekr’s MS. on which Ilminsky founded his

edition, and the Haidarabad MS. in Sir Salar Jang’s library.

The a$e of neither of these MSS. is known, but they do not

M*em to be more than one hundred and fifty or two hundred

vears old, and so are later than the Elphinstone. The Kehr

MS., at all events, cannot be older than Jehangir's time, for it

ontains fragments translated from Abul-l-Fazl’s Akbamama
I f the passage had occurred in any early Turki MS. it would

urely have been referred to in Ferishta’s long account of

Babar’ s reign. He makes copious U9e of the Memoirs, and
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speaks

1

of them as being written in Turk!. He also (see the

Newal Kishore’s lithograph of Ferishta, p. 196) gives a trans-

lation of Babar’s comparison of his taking of Samarkand with

Sultan Husain's taking of Herat, which is certainly not in

verbal agreement with ‘Abdu-r-Rahlm’s translation, and seems

to be an independent version. Ferishta was born at Astrabad

on the shores of the Caspian, presumably therefore Turkl was

almost, if not quite, his mother*tongue.

Secondly .—The story told in the passage in question

implies the occurrence of the miraculous, and it is a generally

accepted axiom that miracles do not occur. Not only does a

ceitain Khwajah Y‘aqub appear to Babar in a dream and

announce to him, on the authority of his grandfather, his

speedy deliverance, and his future greatness, but Khwajah
‘Ubaid Ullali Ahrar himself appears in a dream to one of his

servants at Andijan, and also apparently to his uncles, and

announces that Babar is at Karman * or Karnan. The servant*

Baba Pargarl and Qufcluq Muhammad Barlas are persons not

mentioned elsewhere in Babar’s Memoirs, for it seems ver\

doubtful if Qujluq the Barlas is the same person as the

Khwajah Qutluq Kokaltash mentioned as being at Samarkand
in 906. Khwajah Y‘aqiib also, the alleged son of Khwajah
Yahla, and grandson of Khwajah ‘Ubaid Ullah, is, as far as I

know, an otherwise unknown person. Khwajah Yahla and his

two sons Zcchariah and BaqI were killed by the Uzbegs some

two years before, and though Yahla had a third son who sur-

vived him, his name was not Y‘aqub. 3 It also seems to me veiy

improbable that if the story of Babar’s dream were true.

Khwand Amir should not have mentioned it. He probabh
never saw Babar’s Memoirs, but he heard of, and has reported,

the dream which Babar had before taking Samarkand. If th»*

dream in the garden at Karnan really occurred, he would surely

have heard of it from Shaikh Zain or others, and if so, lie

would probably have reported it, as it was much more impor-

tant and more intelligible than the Samarkand one.

Thirdly .—The story told in the passage seems to me to

1 IVIohl, J. dea Savants, 1840, 221, thinks he must have used tin-

translation , but he gives no reasons for this view.
a Karnan is not marked on the maps but must bo near Ohiva and

the north of Akhsi.
3 According to the Khazina Asfiya I, 594, Yahla and his two sons

Zcchariah and Baqi were killed at the village of KasrSb in the Task
kend district on 11 Muharram 906, 7 August 1500. The third son wa»

Khwajah Muhammad Amin. See also the Rashahat-i-‘ain adhayfit of

Fakhru-d-din Ali the son of Husain Wa'iz, Rieu's Cat. I. 353a and

Ethi’s Cat. I. O. MSS., p. 261, which was written in 909, 1503-04. Tin

account of the martyrdom of K. Yahla and his two sons is given at

pp. 277 etc. of the I. O. MS., and it is stated that the life of tne third

son, Khwaja Muhammad Amin, was spared in order that one son of K.

Yahla might Burvive.
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I'ontradict the account given by Babar himself in the same
chapter, and only a few pages previous. According to the

passage, Qufcluq Mull. Barlas was one of the men who fled from

Akhsi at the same time as Babar did, but got separated from

him in the confusion and made his way to Andijan. He arrived

there just as the Khans, Babar’ s untiles, were entering the

place, and had his dream. He told it to the Khans, who
informed him that they had had a similar intimation. He then

went off with a party, found Babar, and rescued him just as lie

was about to be seized and murdered, and brought him to

Andijan. Babar found his uncles there, stayed with them four

months, and then made up his mind to leave Farghana. With

this statement the chapter ends, and the next begins with the

first month of 910 and the march towards Kabul. But accord-

ing to Babar’ s own story, as related earlier in the chapter, the

Khans were not at Andijan at the time when he fled from

Akhsi. They never had possession of Andijan fortress, but

(hoy came to the outskirts of the place (Krskine, p. Ill, and

I'Vrishla 197), and Babar saw them there and was sent by them

t«» Akhsi. He got possession of the fort for a short time, but

when Tambal came with 2,000 or 3,000 men he had to leave

the place and fly for his life. But previous to doing so he had

neard that the Khans had raised the siege and retreated to

Kami Badam, Erskinc 114. They went by Marglnan and

Kand Badam, and were followed to the former place by Tambal.

When "Tambal saw that they were in full retreat he came to

Akhsi with the result that Babar had to fly. The reason why
die Khans retreated was because Tambal had applied to

Shaiban! for help, and the latter had replied that he would

« omc shortly, Erskine 114. ft was this retreat of the Khans

which disturbed Babar so much and made it impossible for him

fo hold Akhsi. If the above view of the contradiction between

Ikl bar’s undoubted narrative and the TurkI passage be correct,

it must follow, I think, that the latter is not genuine.

Fourthly,—It seems to me very extraordinary that if the

passage is genuine, Babar should not have gone on to describe 1

1 The Khans crossedthe river at Khujand, i,e. t I presume, they crossed

irom the south to the north bank. Apparently, their idea in retreating

was to oppose the entry of Shaibffni into Farghana, and perhaps, also,

they thought of joining the Tashkend army which was under Sultan

Muhammad tho son of Sultan Mahmud, see T. Rashid!, 158. Gaidar’s

ither was left at Uratipa. The KhSns afterwards inarched back to

Vklisi with Babar. They thought, says Haidar, that ShsibSm could

uot pass between two armies, viz., the TSshkend army under Mah-

"ifid’s son, and the Uratipa army under Haidar’s father. But ShaibSni

bd pass between them, taking Uratipa on his road. Haidar’s father

' bought he had come to besiege him, but instead of that Shaibam
•' ent straight on in the night to Akhsi and crushed the Hians. News
as sent from Uratipa of his approach, but he went so last that the

1 messengers and his army reached the Khans at the same time.
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the battle which took place in 90S between himself and his

uncles on the one side, and Sliaibn.nl on the other. Babar and
his uncles were defeated, and the latter were made prisoners,

while Babar had to fly, first towards Taslikend. and after-

wards to the hills in the south of Farghana and to Hisar. He
eventually also went to Termiz on the Oxus and there got
advice from the governor of that place (Amir Muhammad
Biiql), 1 which led him to march into Afghanistan.

It was on this occasion that he passed through Khusratt

Shah’s country. See the Hablbu-s-Sivar, II, 318. According
to the Shaibanlnamah, as quoted ; by Vambcry in his history

of Bokhara. 258, the battle was fought five miles off from
Akhsi, and lasted for two days. But this latter statement as

well as Vambcry ’s date of 911 must be incorrect, for the

Tarlkh Rashidl. while also stating that the battle was fought

at Akhsi, says the conflict was a short one. Babar marched to

Kabul in 910, and was there on Oil and his younger uncle

died after the battle in 909. The battle must have taken
place cither in the latter part of 908 or the beginning of 909
The uncle died in the winter season of 909, Tarlkh Uashldi 123,

and consequently at the end of 1503 or beginning of 1604.

At p. 160, however, it is said that the uncle died at the end ot

909, £.e., in April or May 1504.

If the Turk! passage is genuine, Babar has passed over Lhc

battle in which his two uncles were made prisoners, and the

events of more than a twelvemonth, for there is no question

here of a gap in the MS. or of a page being lost. According
to the Turkl, Babar winds up the chapter by saying that lie

rejoined his uncles at Andijan, stayed with them for foui

months, and then resolved to leave Farghana. Xor can it be

said that the apparent contradiction between Bn bar’s own words
and the Turk! passage is the result of abridgment, and that

Babar merely means that he joined his uncles at Andijan some
time before the battle. For according to the T. Rashidl, p. 159.

the uncles in marching into Farghana (for the second time

apparently) did not get as far as Andijan before the battle.

They went by Akhsi and were defeated and captured before

they could get to Andijan. The statement that Babar stayed
four months with his uncles at Andijan and then made * up his

mind to leave Farghana has evidently been made by the inter-

polator to round off the chapter and to fit it into the begin-

1 Babar incidentally mentions the defeat of the Klifins in the ©arb
part of his Memoirs. See 1\ de Courtlille, pp. 6 and 24, and Erskine, 4

and 14.
*2 The Biiql Cheghaniani of BSbar’s Memoirs. He was Khusrati

Shah *s younger brother.
a Vambdry wrote his history of Bokhara before editing the Shaiba-

nlnama, and apparently, l>ofore he had studied that poem. I can find

nothing in his translation of it to bIiow that the battle lasted two days
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niug of the next one. Bat it is contrary to fact, and seems to

indicate that the interpolator was ignorant or careless of the

fact of the decisive battle between the Khans and Shaibfuu.

Fifthly .—In the Persian translation Biibar’s account of his

Might from AkhsT and his being in the garden at Karman (or

Karnan) ends in a very startling way with an unfinished verse.

The last word is iikhir, “ at last”. It is judiciously pointed
out by Erskine, p. 123, that the narrative breaks oil' in a similar

abrupt fashion in the account of the year 1)14 (see Erskine.

1*35). and he inclines to think that in both instances the break-

ing 1 off was intentional. They are dramatic endings such as

Shahrzada made every morning to her stories. Erskine also

says, “ All the three copies which I have had an opportunity

<>f comparing break off precisely at the same part, in both

instances. This holds in the original Turk! (the Elphinstone

MS.) as well as in the translation, and it is hardly conceiv-

able that the translator would have deserted his hero in tint

most memorable passages of his life.”

Now, it seems to me that if Babar had written anything

m the chapter in 908 after the verse, he would not have
left the latter incomplete. And this seems to have struck the

Turkl adapter, for in the Turk! the verse though in Persian

is not the same as in the Persian MSS., and is a complete

distich. The break oil in the verse in the Persian MSS. is

much more dramatic than the conventional second line in the

Turk! text, and is like the Quos ego of Virgil, and Babar’s own
ending in the record for 914. It is noteworthy that the first

lino in the Turk! text is also different from that in the Persian

MSS., and that it is not the same in the two Turk! texts. It

appears from a manuscript now in the Hylands’ Library lliat

another interpolator attempted to complete the chapter, for it

says that Babar’s friends came up and rescued him and

arranged for the care of his ladies. See A.S.B.J. for 1905.

For these reasons I am of opinion that the TurkI passage

is not genuine, and that it may be one of Jahangir’s additions.

Perhaps some TurkI scholar will examine the passage, and say

if the style is that of B&bar, or resembles the fragments in

Uminsky and Pavet de Courtlille, which must have been written

not earlier than the end of Akbar’s reign.

The “ five miles ” mentioned in his history are five Ighifch, that is, five

leagues and more. The battle took place at Arkhla ( ?) between AkhsI and

\ndijan. Babar was there and had the command of a thousand men
rthaibani, when in pursuit of the Khans, crossed the river at_Akhsi

.

md apparently took the Khans by surprise (p. 207 of the Shaibffninffma).

Hie battle soon ended in a victory for Shaibani.
1 It is also contrary to BSbar’s statement in the opening chapter

his Memoirs. There he says that after ShaibSni had taken rash-

'tend and Shffhrukhia, he went to the Bukh and Hushiar hill country

t m tho south of Farghana) and was there nearly a year, and left from

there for his expedition to Kabul (Erskine, p. 4).
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With reference to Erskine’s remark at the top of p. 124, 1

and in order to prevent misconception, it is necessary for me to

state that there is no doubt that Babar eventually rejoined his

uncles after his flight from Akhsi. My point is that he did not

do so at Andijan, at least not within a few days after his flight

from Akhsi. What happened was, apparently, that the Khans
returned to Farghana 2 after their retreat, and in company with

Biibar were defeated by Shaibanl near Akhsi. That the Khans
were not at Andijan at the time of Babar’s flight has already

been shown. To that evidence may be added the indication

furnished by the direction of his flight. He wanted to join the

Khans and called upon his pursuers to help him in doing so,

but he did not go towards Andijan and he spoke to the men
about wishing to cross the river and to proceed to Khojand,
Erskine, p. 120. Unfortunately Babar does not tell us the da>

or month when he fled from Akhsi. But at p. 121 of Erskine,

we are told that it was winter and excessively cold. The flight

therefore must have been in nearly the middle of 908, viz.,

December 1602 or January 1503. It was probably in the

following spring that the battle took place between Shaibanl

and the Khans, though it may have occurred in 909.

* Tho existence) of gaps containing the accounts of soveral years is

noticod in the PadshShnaina I. 42 as occurring in a MS. in the Imperial

Library in Babar’s own handwriting.
4 Erskine did not know the T. Rashid! when he was translating the

Memoirs. His later work, the History of India, corrects some of the

statements in the notes to his translation. See I. 184 for account of the

battle.

* Khojdnd, which is mentioned by Bfibar as the place they retreatod

to, was often not reckoned as part of Farghana (Erskine 9). At least it is

in the extremo west of it, and is, apparently, not now included in the

Russian district of Farghana, but in Samarkand. See Kostenko’s Tur-

kistan I. 347.
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Xote. The numeration of the article below is continued

from p. 389 of the “ Journal and Proceedings ” for 1909.

70. Punch-marked Coins prom Afghanistan.

Though Cunningham has stated that punch-marked coins

are found all over India “from the Himalaya mountains to

Cape Comorin, and from Sistan to the mouths of the Canges,”

it is by no means certain that they have ever been found in

large numbers in Afghanistan. At least no one has described

m detail any coin of this class found to the west of Indus. The

westernmost limit of recorded coins is Rawalpindi, or more

properly Shall-Dheri, near the Sarai Kala railway station of the

North-Western Railway .
1 Recently Dr. T). B. Spooner of

the Archaeological Survey has described a hoard of punch-

marked coins found at Peshawar. In this connection I must

record that no one of the solar symbols found on these coins are

wheels. It would require an extra strong elfort of one’s imagina-

tion to call them so because in the majority of eases there are

no rims.
z

The coins described below were sent to me for examination

by our President Sir Thomas Holland, who obtained them from

his Majesty the Amir, when he was staying at Calcutta. The

chief interest of the paper lies on the new symbols found on

those coins. Mr. Theobald in his learned essay has given an

elaborate account of the punch-marks on these coins. The coins

from Afghanistan add no fewer than twenty new symbols to the

list. These are most probably marks of the shroffs of Afghanis-

tan. Of greater interest is the discovery of Brahml letters on

some of these coins. Now symbols have been found on three

coins with blank reverses which according to Mr. V. A. Smith

are to be ascribed to Taxila .

8 The new symbols and letters are

described below :

—

I. Letters,—The occurrence of single letters on copper

punch-marked coins has already been recorded .* but their

occurrence on silver coins has not, as far as I remember, been

noticed as yet. The Brahml letter na occurs twice (Nos. dl

and 36). The punch-mark is elliptical in shape and bears the

* Cunningham , A. 8. R., vol. xiv, p. 18, pi. x , J, A. 8. B„ 1001, pt.l.

P
• Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India, 1006-6, p. 160.

8 v. a. Smith. Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, voi. 1
,

p. 133.
* Cunningham, A. S. R., vol. xxii, p. 114-16.
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letter in relief The form of m is that to be found in inscrip-

tions of the Kushana period, viz., with a curved base line

The letter da occurs only once (Xo. 37). There is a short

knob on its head, and if this be the mark for long then the
character is di s and belongs most probably to the later

Kushana or early Gupta alphabet. The remaining lettei

also occurs only once. It is the oldest in the series. It is

either the Brahmi yn or the Kharosthi ya (No. 12). It is ven
difficult to particularise as both letters are identical in

shape, and both alphabets were in use in Afghanistan at this

period. Anyway it is certain that the letter belongs to the
Maurya period.

II. Symbols.—The most common symbol is the liiu/a.

Here the form is different. It occurs thrice (Nos. 5, 19 and
26b The liiiga as a punch-mark existed up to a very late date.
It occurs on a coin of ‘Alau-d-din Husen Shah of Bengal in the
cabinet of one of my friends. The coin is in a very bad state
of preservation. The Kalima occurs on the obverse, and on it

are four or five punch-marks of which one is a lihga and the
other the Bengali syllable ka. The name “Husen Shah"
only is legible on the reverse. The coin was found in the
Sunderban forests.

Another round coin bears a new symbol, a man and a <piad-
ruped; most probably the man is chasing the animal.

Another new symbol is the figure of a horse on Xo. 11.
1

Two new symbols occur on Xo. 12. a monkey and two standing
human figures. Xo. 38 presents another new symbol, viz., a
sphere with four tridents. A spear-head occurs oil Xo. 20 with
a straight line and a parallel row of dots.

The collection contains an unique specimen of a cast silver
coin. Cunningham has distinctly stated that cast coins are all

of copper. Unfortunately punch-marks are not distinguishable
on this specimen (Xo. 39).

DESCRIPTION OF COINS.

Rectangular (Joins.

Olass L—Blank Reverse.

1. Size -Irregular hexagon, punch-marks indistinct.
Obverse—Solar symbol and portions of three others.

2. Size—Oblong, corners clipped.
Obverse—Solar symbol, Hare and portions of others.

3. Size—Oblong, one corner clipped.
Obverse—Solar and other illegible symbols.

4. Size—Oblong.
Obverse—Stupa and caducous.

1 Theobald, J.A.S.B., 1901, pt. I, p. 71, nos. 50-64.
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i>. Size—Rectangular, one corner clipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, crescent, taurine and liiiyu.

(y. Size—Oblong, one corner (dipped.

Obverse—All symbols obscure.

7. Size -Oblong. Tn good preservation.

Obverse —Solar symbol, double crescent

S. Size- Rectangular. Worn out and blank on both sides.

II. Size—Oblong, one corner clipped.

Obverse—Four or live obscure symbols.

10. Size - Oblong, two comers clipped.

Obverse - -Solar symbol, TYiskelis and others.

11. Size—Oblong. Punch-marks indistinct.

Obverse -Horse, Caduceus and others.

Class One Mark on the Reverse .

12. Size —Oblong, comers clipped.

Obverse—Monkey, two human figures, a homed animal,

and two other symbols.

Reverse- A letter; Brahml
\
j(t or Kharosthi ya.

13. Size. -Oblong, irregular. Indistinet punch-marks.

Obverse—Illegible symbols.

Reverse Solar symbol.

14. Size—Oblong, irivgular. In good preservation.

Obverse - Solar symbol, stupa, sphere surrounded by

ornaments, tree in enclosure and others.

Reverse—Peacock.

13. Size—Oblong, one corner clipped.

Obverse— Solar symbol and four others.

Reverse -Hemisphere, taurine and two stars, all on

one stamp.
lb. Size—Oblong, one comer clipped.

Obverse—Three human figures and stupa.

Reverse—Illegible.

17. Size—Oblong, one corner clipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, Sphere and crescent, stupa

with crescent and others.

Reverse—Illegible.

15. Size—Square, one corner (‘lipped.

Obverse—A modified form of the caduceus, solar sym-

bol, stupa and two others. •

Reverse—Caduceus.
11). Size—Oblong, irregular, one corner (dipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, lingo, and others.

Reverse—Illegible symbol.

Class III.—Two Marks on the Revise.

20. Size—Oblong, one corner slightly.

Obverse—Illegi ble.
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Reverse—A spear head and a straight line Vith a
parallel row of dots.

Obverse—Solar symbol, caducous, sphere with cres-

cents, triskelis.

Reverse—Caduceus and the profile of some animal (?).

22. Size—Rectangular, two corners clipped.

Obverse—Two solar symbols, a tree inside a railed

enclosure, etc.

Reverse—Stupa and a star.

23. Size—Nearly square, one corner dipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, sphere with crescents and
one or two more.

Reverse—Star and another illegible symbol.

24. Size—Oblong, two opposite corners clipped, injured by
hammering.

Obverse -Solar sym bol

.

Reverse—Star and another illegible symbol.

25. Size—Oblong, one corner clipped off.

Obverse—Solar symbol, stupa, etc.

Reverse—Illegible.

2(5. Size—Oblong, two adjacent comers clipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, svastika, lihga and three

others.

Reverse—Illegible.

27. Size—Oblong. In good preservation.

Obverse—Solar symbol, sphere surrounded by taurines,

another surrounded by crescents, etc.

Reverse—Illegible.

28. Size—Oblong, one comer clipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, lower part of standing human
figure, etc.

Reverse—Illegible.

29. Size—^Oblong, two adjacent comers clipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, front legs of a quadruped,

etc.

Reverse—Illegible.

Class IV.—Three or more marks on the Reverse.

30. Size—Irregular, three comers 'clipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, taurine, head of an animal,

etc.

Reverse—Two boughs, bow and arrow, and four or

five illegible ones.

31. Size—Irregular, in a fair state of preservation.

Obverse—Solar symbol, stupa with hare, Brahml no
* in ellipse and four or five more.

. Reverse—Stupa with crescent, and two more india-

tinct symbols.
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32. Size—Oblong, irregular, two opposite corners clipped.
Obverse—Solar symbol, stupa, elephant, sphere with

arrow heads, etc.

Reverse—Three illegible symbols.
33. Size—Oblong, irregular. In good preservation.

Obverse—Solar symbol, sphere with taurines and
arrow heads.

Reverse—Four dots, and four other symbols, more or

less indistinct.

34. Size.—Nearly square. Both sides illegible.

35. Size—Oblong, one comer clipped off.

Obverse—Solar symbol, elephant, etr.

Reverse—Three illegible marks.
3(>. Size—Oblong, irregular, one comer clipped.

Obverse—Solar symbol, humped bull, sphere with

taurines, Brahinl na
,
etc.

Reverse—Five or six illegible marks.
37. Size—Oblong.

Obverse—Sphere with four crescents, stupa with

hare, a letter (Braliml da), etc.

Reverse—Tree in enclosure and five other marks.
38. Size.—Oblong, two adjacent corners clipped off.

Obverse—Solar symbol, taurine, etc.

Reverse-Sphere with four tridents, and two small

illegible marks.
39. Size—Oblong, cast silver, only specimen come to

light. Both sides illegible.

Roughly Circular or Oval Corns.

Class l .—Blank Reverse .

40. Obverse—Palm of the hand, sphere with crescents and
etc.

41. Obverse—Lotus and other obscure symbols.

,
•

Class It.—One mark on the Reverse .

42. Obverse—Bull and another quadruped in square incuse,

etc.

Reverse—Man and quadruped.
43. Obverse—Solar symbol, sphere with taurines tree in

railed enclosure, etc.

Reverse—Illegible.

Class III.

—

Two marks on the Reverse.

44. Obverse—Four or five obscure symbols.
Reverse—Stupa and another illegible symbol.

Rakhal Das Banhbjm.
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77. Rare Mutual Coins.

The following have been selected from a number of rare
Mughal coins in the cabinet of Mr. W. S. Talbot, I.C.S., Settle-

ment Commissioner, Kaslimir.

1. M. JAHAXUlR.
Mint—Agra.

Date—1019 A. H.

Regnal year—5.

Month—Bahman.
Weight—219 grs.

Size—111.

Obverse.—In an octagon, each side of which is surmount-
ed by a triple arch enclosing arabesques

a!| (J*

A—__ — c. _ ^

d b

Reverse .—In octagon, similarly ornamented

•>b j*S I

\ 4^

I • M
*U

The couplet on this coin is tlie same as that on the gold

coin of the same king and mint described as No. 4 in the

catalogue of the collection of the late Mr. C. S. Rodgers in the

L&hor Museum. Tlie coins of tlie last few mouths of 1019 and
the first few months of 1020 mark the high-water mark of

beauty in design of Mughal coinage. I know of no duplicate of

this particular coin. *

2. JR. JAllANQ lit.

Mint—Tatta.

Date—1027 A.H.
Regnal year—12.

Month—Dl.

Weight—174 grs.

Size—-75.

Tlie only peculiarity about this coin is an ornament in the

shape of a peacock just above on the obverse. For the

legends seeNo. 799 of Vol. Ill of the Indian Museum Catalogue.

1908.
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3. M. SHA1IJAHAN.

Mint—Akbarabad
,
Dfmi-l-khilafal

.

Date— 1068 A.H.

Regnal year—31

.

Weight—175 grs.

Size— ‘04.

Obverse.—In eight-foiled circle

the kalirna.

In margin, divided into four partitions

r;
)h ) • ft f

| *|A j - ujUic

Reverse.— In eight-foiled circle

\\s

€ J

r\

In margin, divided into four partitions

- ylji ^a}*C -

The coinage of Akbarabad (Agra) in the reign of Shfihjaluui

after presenting a variety of designs during the firat six years

settled down to what is known as the 4 square areas ” type in

1043 A.H., and to this type it appears to have remained constant

fui the remainder of the reign except for these “circular areas

coins of 1068-31, specimens of which arc very rare.

4 . M. A (iRANOZEli.

Mint—Kabul.
Date-1084 A.H.

Regnal year— 16.

Weight—175 grs.

Size— 81.

O&vcrse.—Usual inscriptions but for ;*j Date to^
of middle line.

Reverse.
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The Indian Museum Catalogue, Vol. Ill, 1908, figures a
muhar of this type (No. 1129), and similar muhars were also

found in the Bahawalpur Toshakhana by Mr. Whitehead (Num.
Supp. XI, art. 69). But no rupees appear to have been pub-
lished previously.

5. A\. AVBAXGZEB.

Mint—(Akbarabad) Mustaqirru-l-kh ilafat.

Date—Absent.

Regnal year—

t

49.

Weight—43 grs.

Size—-625.

This is a quarter-rupee with fragmentary inscriptions fol-

lowing the usual type. J have a similar one of regnal year 45.

6. At. SHAII 'ALAM BAHADUR.

Mint—Tatta.

Date—Absent.

Regnal year—2.

Weight—174 grs.

Size—-825.

Obverse.

A Z ,

Reverse.

o-Ujuo

r

r

SJ3

Mr. Whitehead mentions finding rupees of Tatta in the

Bahawalpur Toshakhana (N. S. XI, art. 69)—probably of tills

type. Those hitherto published in the Laborand Indian Museum
Catalogues are of the couplet type on which the king’s former

name of Mu'azzam is given, and of the first year of the reign.
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7. A. SIIAH *ALAM BAHADUR .

Mint—Ajmer, Darud-kbair.

Date-1119 A. H.

Regnal year—alid (1).

Weight—176 grs.

Size—-94.

iS)^

ji—

i

& |JU

il £

im^

Obverse,

Reverse.

235

^ u*j—-4*

A3U»

The epithet which clung to Ajmer (luring the Mughal

supiemacy, gave place early in this reign to the more pretentious

one of yiM, I know of only one other specimen of

i he present type—in Dr. Taylor’s Cabinet.

8. A\. JAHANDAR.

Mint—Ahmadnagar.
Date—Absent.
Regnal year—ahd (1).

WeightA-173 grs.

Size— 94.

Obverse.—'The coin is in poor condition, but the

arrangement of the inscription appears to be

the same as on No. 1722 of the I.M.C.,

Vol. III.

Reverse.

uj—

^

* iXj.fA.v-fl

u*^

This mint appears to be unpublished for Jabandar.
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9. JR. FARRUKJJSIYAR.

Mint—Ini ti vazgad h

.

Date— 1124 A.H.‘
Regnal year—Absent.

Weight—170 grs.

»Size
—

‘94.

Obverse.

>1- &

(

*

[>
) j) 3 y i}*-

Ji /A?

(
)l ) y« —

Reverse.

d*- v

—

I i rp — l{*

1rj -*
jUvx»

This mint seems new foi Farrukhsivar in silver. The
Hijra date on the reverse is unusual.

10. M. SHlHJAHAN 11. '

M i nt—Burhanpilr
,
1 )« ru-s-sar fir.

Date—

(

Regnal year— 2.

Weight— 169 grs.

Size—’94.

Obverse.

>U

...fjli gl—£j>L>

vS

\ l .. ^ VI

x~+—Jwo

r

AST^Iy^ A—.W

'Tj—*

*VJ

Reverse .
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The attribution of this coin to the second Shahjahan (Rafi-

‘u-d-daulah) is not free from doubt, but of whichever king it

is, it seems to bo unpublished though Dr. Taylor has a rupee of

this mint and reign of Sh&jahan II. The regnal year “ 2 ” is

noticeable.

11. M. MUHAMMAD SHAH.

Mint—Derajat.

Date-1160 A. H.

Regnal year—30.
Weight—175 grs.

Size—*9.

Obverse.

MV
sL-A*U

Mr. Longworth Dames writes: ‘‘The Derajat mint has

hitherto only been known on the coins of the Durranis. The
earliest I have seen of AhmadShah Durrani is of the year 1171.

its appearance on Muhammad Shah’s coins is remarkable as

Nadir Shah’s invasion took place in 1162 and the Derajat

remained in his possession after that date. He was assassin-

sited in 1160, the year in which this coin is dated, and it would

*eoin that on his death the* mint at Dera Ismail Khan (Derajat)

again issued coins in the name of the Mughal Emperors until

Ahmad Shah’s invasion.”

Rupees of “ Dera ” of Muhammad Shah and Ahmad Shah

were found by Mr. Whitehead in the BahSwalpur Toshakh&na

(N.S. XI, p. 342), and a rupee of Muhammad Sh&h of the same

mint is described on p. 214 of the Lahor Museum Catalogue.

This may, Mr. Dames thinks, be Dera Qhazl Khan.
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12. M. SHAH ALAM.
Mini- Katak.
Date—Absent.

Regnal year—22.

Weight— 170 grs.

Size —r02.
Obverse

uIm JLat jjU*

jj
—

—

ft* j—i

Reverse.

rr

The only other specimen that 1 know of was in Dr. White
King’s collection. (( ‘atalogue of sale No. 4111.)

H. Nelson Wright.

78. Treasure Trove (Mutual).

Sixty-six Mughal rupees were recently found buried in
the village of Ladkhed in the district of Yeotmal and sent to
me for examination. The following four coins are of special
interest :

—

1. JAHANDAR SHAH .

Mint—Fathabad (Dharur ?).

Date—A. H. 1124.

Regnal year —ahd.

Obverse.

|U

3 jt°

nrr
A £

]
Ol—
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Reverse.

u*y*

alt i iu,

wj——

The bottom line of the reverse is unfortunately obliterated.

The omission may, however, be supplied by comparing the coin

with the one described and figured in Numismatic Supplement

II, article 15. The arrangement of the reverse is the same and

there are similar collections of dots in the curves of the y*

of (jojk and the
^

of ^
That coin was of Parrukhsiyar. The mint is new for

•In bandar.

2. A\. M nilAMMAD SHAH
Mint —Satara.

Date—A.H. 11. Regnal year obliterated.

Obverse. Usual inscription. Date to right of top line.

Reverse.

LTTU

C*_V*14

|jl—I..«a

This is an addition to tin* list of Mughal mints. Is the

Satara of this coin the well-known town in the Bombay Presi-

dency, which bears the same name but is apparently spelt

Satara (see imperial Gazetteer) '( I have been unable to identi-

fy it with any other place.

3. AL MUHAMMAD SHAH.

Mint—Balwantnagar.
Date—A.H. 115 x Regnal year, 28.

Obverse.— Usual inscription. Date to right of top line.

Reverse.—Usual arrangement. Mint name in bottom

line.

In Mr. Bum’s list of Mughal mints (J.A.S.B., Vol. LXXIII,

Part I, No. 2, 1904) is given a coin from my cabinet of this

mint struck in the reign of Ahmad Shah. This coin was
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obtained at Jliansl, and on enquiry from the TahBlldar of that

town I was informed that the old name of JhansI was Balwant-
nagar, and that there is still a Muhalla in the town known as
“ Taksal,

5 9
lc., mint, which is evidence of the issue of coins. The

present coin carries the mint back to the reign of Muhammad
Shah.

4. A\. MUHAMMAD SHAH.
Mint—

!

Qandahar.
Date—A.H. 115 x Regnal year, 30.

Obverse .—Usual inscription in three lines. Date to

right of top line.

Reverse .— Usual arrangement. Mint name in bottom
line.

The lirst two letter’s of the mint name are not quite distinct,

but there are traces of the lop of the and to its left a dot
over the place where the & should be. If, however, the

reading is correct , it is not easy to understand how a coin came
to issue from Qandahar in A.H. 1159 (A.D. 1740) in the name
of Muhammad Shall of Dehli. Nadir Shall, the Persian invader

of Hindustan, took possession of Qandahar in 1737 A.D.
(A.H. 1150-1151) and built a new city. Qandahar was taken

by Ahmad Khan Durrani some ten years later, and it is just

possible that in the confusion of these troublous times, the

Dehli Emperor may have seized the opportunity to renew the

old Mughal claim to Qandahar by issuing (joins professing to be

struck there under his authority. But that there was any
striking of coinage at Qandahar itself in the name of Muhammad
Shah seems extremely improbable.

H. Nelson Wright.

79. Treasure Trove (Muuhal).

Out of a find of 129 silver coins discovered in an earthen

pot while digging the foundation for a new building at Haiiu-

man Tal in the Jubbulpore City, and sent to mo for examina-

tion, I selected the following five rupees for a note in the Nu-
mismatic Supplement :

—

1. In the name of Shah ‘Alam II.

A.H.— 1199.

Regnal year—26.
Mint—Deogadh ?

Obverse.

.
L~c

..Ml
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Reverse.

ri

tS—J f~)i

This is a small thick coin (size '75') with lettering much

cruder than on the coins of this mint of Shah ‘Alam II usually

met with. This fact probably indicates the loss of influence of

the suzerain power. Mr. W. S. Talbot, G.S., has a similar coin

dated 1198. A coin of Deogadh in my cabinet of the normal

fabric is dated 1190-17.

2. Shah -Alam II.

Mint— Balanagar Gadha.

A.H.—Absent.
Regnal year—36.

A coin of this type has been published by Colonel Vost in

Numismatic Supplement XI, p. 326. This coin has as mint

marks a trisul and 12-pointed star on the obverse in the second

line, and a star to the right of the regnal year on the reverse.

3. Shah ‘Alam II.

Mint—Nagpur ?

A.H.—1227.

Regnal year—35.

Size
—'85*.

Obverse.

... &+&J0
§ t p

Ji J
f-JU »l—

£

A < — »

irrv Jjl * *

Over “ badshak ” are a trisul and a flower with II petals

and a stalk.

Reverse.

Cm. »..y

Below theirs am is a trisul on its side.
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4. In the name of Ahmad Shah.
Mint l

A.H.—Absent.

Regnal year —56 ?

Size -82'

Obverse .

Reverse.

*1

Ail arrowhead to left of the in the lower line.

5. As oji No. 1 but a smaller coin (size — *75") and the

mint is written The regnal year is represented by the

figures *1.

These last two coins are evidently Mahratta-struc.k. They
resemble in exec ution the Katak coins on pages 248-250 of the

Indian Museum Catalogue, Volume 1J I, 1908. What their mini

town was 1 am not able to conjecture.

All the above coins an; in the Nagpur Museum.

H Nelson Wkiuht.

no. Dams ov Akbar struck at Jaunpur and AjmEr
Mints.

Jaunpur.

On the gold and silver coins of Jaunpur mint, Akbar is en-

titled j and Jaunpur is ordinarily termed ‘ Daru-I

Khil&fat see Mr. Nelson Wright’s Introduction to Vol. Ill

of the Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

That Museum contains different types of Akbar’ s copper coins

struck at Jaunpiir, Nos. 449 and 451. The first is of the usual

type with the obverse inscription ‘Fulus Jaunpur D&ru-l Khila-

fat and the date is in words on the reverse side. The second

is a quarter dam exhibiting a geometrical device on the reverse,

and I he inscription c Daru-z-zarh Jaunpiir’ on the obverse side.
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In the Delhi Bazar 1 have found a third type, the inscriptions

on which are as follows :

—

Obverse . Reverse.

yS I ^i>Jt j LijJi jaoIj

JlU jiijf y

Every word of this reading on the obverse is ipiite clear,

hut possibly formed part of the legend. Over the last

letter of the word Muhammad is ornament No. 25 in the Table

of Ornament found on Mughal (loins—Vol. Ill of the Catalogue

of the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. The first and

third lines of the reverse are cut, but there is sufficient to make
my reading almost certain. The epithet ‘Abu-l-fath’ is exhi-

bited in full, and as far as I know this is the first instance of its

use on (joins in comieetion with Akbar’s name. It invariably

formed the reverse inscription on the smaller copper coins of the

.Jaunpiir kings, and the Indian Museum possesses one of these

of as late a date as A.H. #K7—Catalogue of the Coins in the

Indian Museum, Calcutta, Vol. II, Jaunpiir, No. 175.

Possibly the use of the epithet on the present coin is a

survival.

Since writing the above I have seen Col. Vost.’s article
1 On

some rare Muhammadan Coins * published in the A.S.B. Journal

for 1890. I find that this dam was described by him—see

Plate 11, No 7—but he read it as being a coin of Muhammad
Shah, Mini. The only word legible on the obverse of that

specimen is Muhammad.

Ajmer.

The Indian Museum possesses two types of dams struck at

Ajmer mint. On one type Ajmer is probably styled
4 Daru-1

Mansur’ and the second is the common variety presenting the

obverse inscription
4 Zarb Ajmer sikka fulus ’

- Indian Museum
Catalogue, Vol 111, Nos. 358 and 359. Amongst a large num-
ber of Akbar’s copper coins struck at Ajm6r and Chitor mints, l

came across two apparently new varieties of Ajmer dam. The

inscriptions on the first are :

—

Obverse. Reverse*

(
A&feJl p )

^L»

vr-*

y
..yi

—
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Those on the second are :

—

Obverse. Reverse.

vs~U

...

jl)
f • A

In each ease the reverse bears ornament No. 24 of the

Table of Ornaments already referred to.

The first coin is a dim of DAru-l-khilAfat SalimAbad,
AjmAr, struck in the year 982. The second is a dam of Salima-

bAd, dated 1008. The style of the obverse of the first is dis-

tinct, but that of the obverse of the second follows the usual

style of the copper coins of Ajm£r and Chitor.

Tn his paper, * The Mints of the Mughal Emperors, 9

Mr. R.
Bum noted on a copper coin of Ajm6r of mint Salimgarh, Ajmer,
dated 982. On my copper coin of same date, the name is un-
doubtedly SalimAbAd. Mr. Burn remarks that this name for

Ajmer is doubtless connected with Shaikh Salim Chishti from
whom Prince Salim took his name. Shaikh Salim died in 979,

and Prince Salim was bom in 977.

Coins of Akbar are now, therefore, known of Ajmer, of Aj-

mer with its name SalimAbad, and of Salimabad alone. I may
instance the parallel case of the issues of Shah ‘Alam II minted
at BindrAban. alias MiiminAbAd. Shah * Alain II struck coins

bearing the names of MuminabAd, of BindrAban. and of tin*

combination MuminAbAd, BindrAban, the first two in copper,

and the last in silver. -

R. B. Whtteitead, C.S.

8l. Muuhal Empenors—Rapt 1u-d-Darjat .

Gold.

Obverse. Reverse .

gs ( »j )

W
oUl AiJjkU V (y )

*—(~m aJu

** nr u)

The above muliar adds another to the list of RafPu-d-

darjat’s mints. The title &&UU in place of the usual

j iJ** akuti ;s also new. With these two pretentious titles
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may be compared cA*; Jahangir, l.M.C . Ynl IJl,

•nil) i
(tv/., Jahaiul.ir, I.M.C. , 1713) j*.>

(l'\uTukhsiyar). The jjIirw* c»li appears in plat e ot the usual

011 eoms ot Jah.indfir (/.</., I.M.C., ill. 1 7*>S>). Tin*

ihove eoin is at present in a private tinglish eolleetion.

J. Allan,

British Mu sunn.







iflLO Mintali lias the open roirel sound*

\tM$n not . therefore the (Iraimnarians

c ry t and lone are found in the Mundfiri
20. uOlUS I\2H18fKS Ol . « *1 •. un i

v.i the compiler writes, p. S3, vol. i\\
Treatment in the

list shows that Mundfiri in this

India. tali. and I have therefore introduced

it mu f i \r„.Mwnduri) list/’ In the int roduction
By Iho Rev. C, Mef

Vays that “the materials roller-

iis sur\ey have not been prepared 1>

y

In my leisure bourn training” and «>••* '

through vol. iv of the Lingu
theMunda and Dravidian lar

the volume a mine of informa Mundari Phonoloirv anrf „ .*

tivr philology were fully ,l,a ords of the LineulsflLt 9 ’*!

pay my full tribute ol arknowk ^ *Ica Survey of

scholarship displayed in handle

ivlurli wo missionaries, vvoikiil U.E.L. Mission Chaihnsn
take a lively interest. So it was!

’ ij"aWus"-

.insertion of an existing eonnec»ti\

the Mundari languages resting on yg the last rainy season I went
disproved. V‘‘ Survey of India, containing

But turning to the Mundfiri d»agra. My expectations to find
by the manner in which parts of thyi about subjects of coinpara-
been treated and Mundfiri sounds K and I do not hesitate to
I have been in Ohota Nagpur, 1 stfenient aml admiration to the
of the tionepur Pargana, that of lW the linguistic problems, ju
the same as the .Mankipatti dialect, in the respective languages
Singhbhum. I liave been working aialifying to me to find the
mg population east of Ranchi, and liav between the Kurukh and
and Tamarifis too, bill from none of tUntenable grounds, finally
the bulk of the Mundari people, nui

l ever heard the semi-consonants and tts, I was rather struck
t hey are recorded in the respective la* undari phonology have
m the list of words. I showed the Mijfcen. Durijig the years
‘ducated Munda. He said, ho understoul the Mundari dialect
the story, but that it was not his own hut, which is practically

(

It was a great mistake on the paflrl that of the Hos of
igard the Koda dialect as “ almost puieg the Muiidari-spcak-
correct

” theMundari, etc., specimens and Ire to do with Bhumij
>g to the phonetics of that dialect. This! various sections of

analysis of the Koda specimen (pp. Ill— Vmg about 900,000,
will show. The following Koda words andvels pronounced as
in Mundari, r»z., “gam, ansa, bisae, katiik, kg© specimens and
jan, pora, laga, rayat, than, pad jsega, bajri specimen to an
jahae, chimtit*, bisi-k’, layek, lahae, hoe, haft because he knew
4nak, anti, posao, damra, bati hat, rij raage,

mahindar, atak, lahar, nitit, bachhar, daulaft the compiler to
so also not the following whioh I could trace andari,” and to

If words accord-

mite superficial

Vol. iv, L.S.I.)

b are not used
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[i, ha, ain, kliange, jata,

ar, ubla dubla, cnkhan,
ingach’, bendak. chak’a,
n, jaman, gate, kusmbi,

i:uun iiiftii in xi*.s I UK , ucl an* nut uscu in

dundari, c fmip. Mundiiri a
1

and la’) seem to

bugin, cli/id ana occur instead of tlie Mun-

natan, ajum, lahech’, asu,

jit’, nareeir, rak’a, birit’,

represent a corrupted or

“ip. Mundari “ hiju, natin,

tn, loyon, liormo, jid’ nitre’

in the specimens extant, i’”: but genuine Mundari
samtao, liariil, disom, tabas nabas, imen only the following, viz.,

siin, kal, choklak’, chiitan munis, am, tusin.” I have omitted a
khataok *

, ho, taram parani, iniirahaga, etc., which arc the same
bachha. ” ng on the grammatical forms,

The bases and words “ hich’ suffixes ren and te, but the lor-

hara, bogin, eliekan, layah, harnyf in Mundari it is used only with
rengech’ pereeh’, mcnak’ ” mpuffixes tak’, tot* are not used in

santalized form of Mundari,
ayum, lae", isu, boro
ra\ bind’, renge’, pero’, m< * and ena’. but inkin is found, and
words 1 find in the Koda sjr in Mundari. The predicate suflixes
“ sirma, lei, nam, nir, bugin

,
kndari, “kef ” is santalized, the

few words like npu, agu, hur‘j ;n” is Santali. and so are the forms
in Mundari and Santali. Loi * use*, of the inceptive base lag and
I find indeed used the Mundjf mission of the categorical a, a** in

iner is used with mamli, wi
j

ng, etc., is never nut within Mundari,
animate beings. Then tliI ke tach’, b’imaikona, lioeto kahmo,
Mundari, and ak’ and lok ’/ tahan kenae.” The position of the

be santalized. Nik'i, ani/ m predicate is also a point of difference,

dari Demonstratives ni’, / lly attached to the preceding word.
of this investigation shows that, with

the Koda dialect of Birbhuni stands

Santali, containing formative elements of

> the vocabulary about seventy per cent.

Mundari (Santali, and Bengali and Bihari

- twenty-five per cent. Mundari words only

s, the rest is corrupted or santalized. The
08. vol. iv, L.S.T.—“ It seems as if the Munda
3ko a dialect of Mundari, but are gradually

d language for that of their neighbours iti

jy are only found in small numbers.” In

>das are living and more than 47,000 Santiils.

xpocted that the Koda language was strongly

tali and Bengali. But this should have pre-

mclusions from it concerning Mundari phone-
d the specimens setting it forth as a standard,

ich the specimens of other Mundari dialects

cted.

e at the end of the verbJ
“ tan ” and “ ken ” are|

suffix of the past time^
tahiin, tusin taepe i

of chie The frequeij

gamach’e, set’ene, s

nor forms -as “ bijj

chekan tan ak’

Pronoun at the end <

In Mundari it is gei]

1 think the re

regard to grammfl
between Mundari i

both. With rega

of the words are \

loan words). Off

one-fourth is ge.

compiler writes '

^

Kodas originall:

abandoning this

districts, when
Birbhum 5,2(,.3

* iolj
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In addition o Santali has the open rowel .sounds

ii and d. Hiundari^mm not. therefore the Grammarians
do not mention Atom and none are found in the Mundfm
specimens. Neverffiiless the compiler writes, p. S3, voi. iv,

L.S.I.
—“ Mr. tfoddfttr’s Koda list shows that Mundari in this

respect agrees with Sant oi, tmd L have therefore introduced

the signs ii and a in the (Mundari) list/’ In the introduction

to the Mundari languages he says that “ the materials collec-

ted for the purpose of this survey have not been prepared by
scholars with a phonetical training” and that “onlv the

specimens of Sautali and its dialects forwarded from the Nautili

Parganas are quite trustworthy ip this respect.” Now Father

Hoffmann and Dr. Nottrotf, vho both have written Mundari

grammars, are Germans. and besides them at least a dozen

more Herman Missionaries ave working in the Mundari

language area. If anybody, ill n they would have been quali-

fied to observe t lie difference I et.wcen e and a if it existed,

because this is the ease in German, and their car from their child-

hood has been trained to distini ui&h these sounds. They all

know English too, andean flistjnwwiBhJbetween the vowel sounds

in “ all” and “ hole,” in hopK tf}ul “ rode”; should they

not have been able to mar{c th^tyMlMfcence between o and a in

Mundari if it existed ' But/ thtf^fompiler, instead of stick-

ing by the records from men ontftittpot, or, in case of doubt,

getting more information from trusted more the

iinauthoritative notes of a SaiitalthAssipnary who Jives 25'

•

miles off from the area of the MUPMri language. Now this

colleague of mine may bo a great & jtiPyli scholar, but he cer-

tainly does not speak any MUn larfQBu^ts else he, as proof-

reader of the Mundari section of tnMtfelume, would have

found means to prevent the creeping irf^JllgTors like the above-

mentioned. The words contained in jw^undari list with a

and a vowel-sounds may be Koda or, ffipfching, but they are

certainly not Mundari.
About long and neutral vowels the compiler says that they

were not “ separately marked in the specimens, but that

Mr. Bodding’s KSdii texts show tlia$ Muftdari also in this

respect agrees with Santali Of coursejjboth kinds of vowels

occur in Mundari and the latter arc noth I in the Grammar of

Father Hoffmann. But I can’t find th^t in the use of them

Mundari agrees with Santali. I give a lisL of words and bases

marked long (— ) in the Koda specimen but which are pro-

nounced short in Mundari, viz., him, Ynkiu, hatjft, heril, sangin,

disum, marah, renge* , siikri, bTrid’, in, niitiim, am, nir, bugin,

tusin, kata, nam, loyon, diiran, chikan, oreA.” On the whole

1 may say that the quantity of the vowels ’n Mundari words is

not such a fixed matter as, for instance, in HJndi. Words, gene-

rally pronounced short, one may hear soityetimcs pronounced

long by some people, and vice versa.
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Neutral vowels only few arc marked in the Koda specimen.

The “a” in lutin, sangin, miad, durun is neutral also in

Mundari. But apu is apu, ruar is ruar. an is an, ugu is ngu.

asu is isu, ani is ini, in Mundari. The a in jad, jan, tad (predi-

cate suffixes) is often pronounced neutral in Mundari. The
sound of that Munrlfui neutral a is that of the short a in Hindi

or of the vowel pronounced in the second syllable of (Jei-

man ,fc aber” or English “oral,*' a negligently pronounced

short a. In some words, instead of reduplication, a becomes
sometimes n, o.g., jagar becomes jagar, kaji — kaji, kajini etc.

But words, generally pronounced with a neutral a, may in this or

that locality, by this or that person, or even in sentences spoken

with emotion or emphatically or jestingly, be heard pronouneed

with a short or even long a,and to frame rules about these changes

is an impossible task. The sa? ic must be said about Ihe laws

of harmonic sequence. Trace* of it are found in words like

kuriku, ini’, hiju\ But inf tend of the forms inkin, inku,

niku, kajiua, baiua, etc., sometimes adduced as proof of the

influence of those laws in Mundfui, very fr« quently the forms

enkin, enko, niko, and nearly generally tiic forms kajioa’ and

baioa* are heard. Besides, ^nilar changes of n into i and o

into u are taking place, wli^
f||

i no trace of the working of the

laws of harmonic sequenef^un be found, <*.</., irio’ tana, from

ere’, banguja- banga’ia; ef paroKurukli tingkan, from tengna.

khutkan from khottna. / '-the rules about vowel changes in

Santfdi, laid down undcrjBfy head “ Harmonic Sequence ”
pp.

37 and 38, vol. iv, L.S.V* *iO not apply to Muiidari. So also

in this respect a very/® ! isiderable difference between Mun-
dari and Santali is to IV? !ated.

The so-called semi0 Sonants are all pretty well described in

the existing Mundari • l*^Liimars and have been marked there,

d* and l>* or d11 and bm (for Santali t’ and p’) and (') or (:) (for

the equivalent of Santali k’ and eh’) respectively. The
original Mundfiri specimens were marked in the same way but

the compiler states that he marked them as in Santfdi ; some-

times, however, rather wrongly, e.g. orak’tich’na Ranchirich’na

where nosuffix ieh’ but in coalesces with to and re. He asserts.

“ the semi-comona'ki skvye hard and not soft sounds," p. 84, vol. iv,

1*8.1. The Rev. %efsrud in his grammar, p. 9, indeed,

says so about the i -Intali semi-consonants, but I don’t think

this is the case with 'hem naturally. The process of pronounc-

ing a consonant may be divided into two parts, (1) the putting

into position the organs with which it is pronounced, and

(2) the relaxing these organs and causing the air from the

lungs to strike against them. Now the difference between the

consonants, whether they are to be soft, hard, or aspirate, is

caused solely by the second part of this process and depends on

the more or less abrupt relaxation of the respective organs and

on the measure of force with which the air is made to pass
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over them. For instance, in pronouncing labials, the lips have
first to bo closed. This being done, I can pronounce a p, or b,
or ph, or bh, as 1 like. Now the semi-consonant* in Mundari
consist only of the sound produced by the first part of the process

described
,
and from the description of them in Screfsrud’s Santali

Grammar, pp. 10 and 11,1 conclude that the same is the case in

Santali. They, therefore, naturally cannot be hard, but must be

neutral . A neutral sound, however, stands, I think, nearer to

a soft than to a hard sound. Jn Mundari, at least, e.y., ul>’

(Santali up’), has not a pronunciation similar to p as in

English “ hoop ”, but rather to b as in German “ hub and
kented’ in its pronunciation does not resemble that ot Ger-

man “ kentert ”, but rather that of ‘‘ kenternd. ” With some
speakers who, in puttin'* into position the respective organs,
do not (dose their throat fully, naturally some air is escaping
through the nose before they have relaxed their organs, and
therefore a slight nasal sound is heard from them after tin 1

semi-consonant, which sometimes has been marked, e.y., ubm
,

med"

.

When in Santali the somi-consonants-' are described as hard
sounds, and 1 myself had ample opportunity to notice their

somewhat different, pronunciation among the Santals of

Dhalhhum and Morbhanj, this must have other reasons. Per-

haps it is due to the pointed, jerklike pronunciation of the

vowel preceding the semi-consonant, whi di before d’ and b’ in

Mundari is pronounced quite in the on inary way. Besides

this, the Rev . Scrcfsrud in the description of these sounds in

his Santali Grammar, pp. 8 to 11, speaks of a “ sharp inhalar

tion of the breath ” preceding or accompanying the closing of

the organs. Nothing of this kind can be observed in connec-

tion with the pronunciation of Mundari b* and d’ ,
nor oould

1 observe it among the Santals in Dhalbhum. Like in Santali,

b* and d’ before the passive voice suffix o’ (Santali ok*) are

changed into the resp. soft consonants in Mundari, e.g
,
jutidoa

of jutid*. The predicative suffixes jad’, tad’, ad* and akad’
dropd 1

, the suffixes ked* and led’ even ed’ before the pro-

nominal infixes of tho first and third person singular, in and i,

oiz., neljaiaing, metainsB, emakaiai, kajikinai nelliai instead

of neljadiaing, metadinai, emakadiai, kajikedinai nellediai,

but the full forms are heard in many places too. Around
Kanchi occasionally instead of the suffix ked a form kcr is

heard, probably due to Kurukh influence, in which language

ker&is frequently added to the past tense, e.g., bonga kera-

(Hindi bhag gaya). Father De Smet mentioned this form too.

(His Grammar, p. 2). So also Dr. Nottrofct, p. 7, of his Gram-
mar. In the Ho dialect, the Mundari dental consonants, and
likewise the dental semi-consonants, are generally pronounoed as

cerebrals,- especially in the just mentioned predicative suffixes.

Tn forms like nelkeded’ (Mundari nelked’te) the position of the
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semi-consonant seems to have been ( hanged, but forms like

hujuyaned’ are heard too (Mundari hijuvante). The suffix te

is in this form apparently weakened into ed* (neutral e and
gemi-eonsonant d*).

While the Mundari dental and labial semi-consonants in

their character resemble to some degree those in Santali, the
case with the Mundari equivalent of Santali guttural and pala-

tal semi-consonants is rather dillerent. The semi-consonants d’

and b’ are pronounced by putting the dental and labial organs,

respectively, into position and closing at the same time the

throat. VVhere Santali has guttural or palatal semi-consonants,
in Mundari only the throat is closed

,
the guttural and palatal or-

gans not being brought into activity. The sound thus produced
is a mere check on the preceding vowel, the same for Santali

©If and k\ A Muiicln, who is a teacher at the Ranchi G.E.L.
Mission High English School, in a Mundari booklet published

by him in the Devanagri character, in an introductory note*

describes this sound as follows :
“ It should he home in mind

that in Mundari the Bisarg (:) denotes that a similar half-

sounded vowel is understood after tin 1 vowel which it follows,

as '

(*)’' . Practically the sound is the same, sis

the check after the first vowel in Kurukh ei’ina, he’ena,

ca'ana, ho’ona, hu’utang, but it is unquestionable that Mun-
flari herein lias not been influenced bv Kurukh. The pre-

ceding vowel is pronounced in the same pointed manner as in

Kurukh, hut instead of pronouncing another sound after the
check, the throat is only opened and the air allowed to pass,

whereby a kind of echo ” of the first vowel is produced, as

Father Hoffmann lias called that aftersound very appropri-

ately (p 3 of his grammar). The Mundari Grammarians all,

taking no notice of Santali phonetics, this being not within the

scope of their hooks, call this equivalent of Santali guttural

and palatal semi-consonants a vowel check, and rightly so from
a Mundari standpoint, for nothing of the kind of a consonant
is ever spoken or hoard. In consequence thereof, they regard

g and j, the guttural and palatal soft consonants, which here

and there in certain grammatical forms reappear instead of the

check, as euphonical. But this reappearance of g or j, which
is confined to some localities, does not take place according to

the fixed rules of Santali Grammar.
*

Many names of places in the Ranchi District, compounds
with da’, are pronounced dag (Ichadag, Banadag, etc.) at least

by all non-Mundas. The Mundari name Hardugan, of the

.base du’, is also to be noted here. Monosyllabic Mundari bases

and sonic dissyllabic bases too, ending in a’ o’ u’ insert g before

the passive suffix o’, e.g.
t inago’a, togo’a, giugo’a of ina\ to',

giu’
, and alsotebaga* of teba’. I noticed these forms chiefly in

the Sonpur Pargana and in Porahat. Where no insertion of g
takes place, the check on the vowel remains, that on the
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passive suffix o’ becoming less audible. I never noticed a g
replacing the check on the Genitive suffixes a

1

and rea\ The
emphatic forms amaga’ and aifiaga’ arc apparently contrac-
lions of amagca’ and aiiiagea’. Tn Nagpuria, the Hindi dia-
lect of Ohota Nagpur, which many Mundas of the Busin, Palkot,
and Kolabira Thanas speak besides their own language, there
is a genitive in k, e.g umiinak (comp. Oriya [seliimanankar,
Hindi (*^ffaT), which is, of course, a pure Aryan form of speech.
But it has never influenced the Mundari Genitive in a*, the
latter tnere also being spoken only with a slight cheek on the
a. Father Hoffmann noticed (p. 1 and 2 of his grammar, that
the check of the passive suffix o’ is generally transferred to
the categorical a following it, if the form closes with that a\
' baioa*. I have noticed the insertion of a w between pas-

sive suffix o' and categorical a in Sonpur. Father De Smot
mentions also such forms (p. 3 of his Grammar); e.g., liobaowa’,
namowa’. Bases with labials seem to favour this insertion of
w. Forms in g are heard likewise, e.g., banoga’. A slight

check is then heard on the categorical a. Pleonastic passive
forms are sometimes heard like baiugoa’.

Bases ending in e* and i’ (corresponding to Sautali bases
in eh’} in Sonepur generally take j in the future, inserting an
e between

j and the categorical a. e.g. nijeai of ni\ rojeako of

rc\ Before the passive suffix this j is often too inserted, and
if not, the vowel check is dropped, e.g. ketejoa, of kete*

tukujoa, of tukui’. The latter form shows, that bases ending
in another vowel but i and e, when their palatal semi-consonant
was lost, added i in Mundari, which then is changed into j,

comp, the bases goi’ lai’ dubui’, etc. In Porahat the bases

ending in e’ and i’ do not insert
j
before the Passive suffix,

but, probably in analogy to the bases in a, o, u,-g. Forms
like nigoa’, of ni!. regoa’, of re’, peregoa’ of pere’

,
are frequent-

ly heard, but of goi’ gojoa’ only. Father Hoffmann has also

observed these forms (see his Grammar, p. 152, Rem. 2). But
the inserted

j is mostly heard in Sonepur in predicate forms
with the infixed personal pronoun of the third person. I have
1 old already that forms like neljadiai, emadiain, dotadia kajia-

kadiale, agukediako. and itulediape, etc., are often contracted
into neljaiai, emaiain, dotaiam, kajiakaiale, agukiako, and
ituliape respectively. In consequence of the dropped d’ a slight

check is sometimes heard on the preceding a, while the e

coalesces with the infix i into I. Now this infix i, correspond-
ing to Santali e, has never a check, and as far as I can see from
the specimens in Santali, e never has a palatal semi-consonant.
But nevertheless the Mundari infix i of the above-mentioned
contracted forms in Sonepur is changed into j, e.g.

t
nelnajai,

emajain, dotajam, kajiakajale, agukijako, itulijape, etc. I don’t
think this

j can be due to any influence of the dropped semi-
consonant d’ of the predicate suffixes. But the pronouns ini*
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and aw, which have the check, in Sonepur form their genitive

inija’, and aj a’ , and it may be, that analogously to these forms
the predicative infix i is changed into j. So this j represents

r<ather a euphonical change, than proving the presence of a
semi-consonant as the compiler would have it. All this goes to

show that the Mundari equivalents of the Santdli semi-consonants

are neither uniform nor stable in their character
f and that they in

this respect ,
as well as in their pronunciation

, differ widely from
Santdli .

An unbiassed examination of the grammars and original

language specimens of Mundari must have led to the acknow-
ledgment of this difference. But as it has been looked at

through Santali spectacles and no justice was done to its

phonetical peculiarities, the language has been misrepresented

and distorted in the records of the Linguistical Survey.

As a principle, I think, in every language only that is

written what is really spoken. Nobody will find fault with

the French, because they have no d in their jour (Latin dies),

which is still preserved in the pronunciation of Italian

giorno; or with the English, because they write nog in la\

(Saxon leggan) as the Germans do in Jegen ; or with Hindi-

speaking people who write the Tadbhava word (SanserW )
instead of the Tatsama word used in Bengali

:

or with somebody transliterating the Urdu word tarjuma
(Arabic into Roman characters without h, because Per-

sian has that h. So Mundari words should, and 1 am sure,

will also in future not be written with ii, Ci, k\ cli’, t’, and p\
which letters represent Santali sounds not spoken in Mundari.
The letters ii and a are to be dropped altogether. For the dental

and labial semi-consonants d* and b
5

respectively should be

used and for the \owel check the sign (’), as Father Hoffmann
used, them. The apostrophe is preferable*to the colon (:)

(visarga in Nagri), because the latter with Roman characters is

an interpunction only, while the apostrophe serves to denote

elisions and similar checks. I have written the Mundari words

in this paper as suggested. In Devanagri for the vowel check

the visarga is used ; for the dental and labial semi-consonants,

at least of the roots, ^ and * (with virama) should be written.

I am afraid, the section on Mundari phonetics in the

Linguistical {Survey will disappoint all who live among the Mun-

das and know the language, and will be misleading for beginners

who use it in the study of the language, and forscholars abroad.

I hope this is the only serious mistake found in the volumes of

the Linguistical Survey, which should be corrected in a publi-

cation of such prominence and authority.



2i. Chondvodouta liosei

:

a new species of fossil Lamelli-
branchs from the Hippurite-bearing beds of

Sefstan.

By Ernest W. Vredenburo.

The geological peritwl known as the Cretaceous witnessed
ail extraordinary development of certain ponderous marine
bivalves, in which the ordinary structure of a pelecypod shell has
became disguised to such an extent as to simulate frequently a
coralloid growth, while the valves are apt to become so unequal
in size as to bear to one another very much the same relation as
the shell and operculum of a gastropod. These singular or-

ganisms were for a long time a puzzle to naturalists, and it is

only (juite lately that the homology of their structures has begun
to be clearly understood. They grew together in shallow water
forming large masses that recall a coral-reef much more than the
banks built by certain gregarious mollusea such as oysters.

This abnormal mode of development occurs in a number of genera
which are not always closely related to one another, and must
he referable therefore to certain biological conditions special

to the particular geological period during which these peculiar

shells flourished. They reached the acme of their development
towards the close of the Mesozoic or secondary period which
not a single one survived. It is very remarkable to note that a
closely similar mode of growth affected an entirely different class

of organisms, that of the Brachiopods, at a previous period of

the earth’s history , that is during the final stages of the Palaeozoic

or Primary era. Both during the terminal stages of the Palaeo-

zoic and Mesozoic, there occurred an exceptional spreading of

the oceans which overflowed all the low-lying parts of the con-

tinents, and considerably increased the area of the shallow
portions of the sea floor which are best adapted to a luxurious
development of marine life. It is during these exceptionally
favourable periods that the peculiar types of permanently fixed

organisms above alluded to have mainly flourished. In both
instances, both at the end of the Palaeozoic and at the end of the

Mesozoic these periods of oceanic extension were followed by a
sudden regression during which the sea-level sank far below
present limits, and the great sub-marine continental ledges

became diy land for a short time. To this sudden alteration

of physical conditions is to be ascribed, in all probability, the
abrupt changes in the organic^ world that marked the initial

phases of the secondary and of the Tertiary eras.
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To this cause is due no doubt the sudden disappearance,

at the end of the secondary, of the curious mollusca here referred

to. Some of these singular shells belong to the extinct family

of the Rudisitr of which the most familiar type is represented

by the large shells known as Myparites, Guriously enough
there has not been so far a single specimen of a genuine Hip-
purite discovered within the present limits of the Indian Empire,
though certain closely related genera, especially Radiolites

,
are

frequent amongst the deposits of the age of the great banks of

Rudistw. In one of the lately published numbers of the Records

of the (jculoyiad Survey of India (xxxviii, pt. 3), l gave descrip-

tions of two species of genuine Hippurites which were discovered

quite close to the Indian frontier, in Seistan.

A close study of the Rudisl.e banks constantly reveals the
presence of abnormal organisms in which the original characters

are not disguised to such an extent as in the Rudistce themselves,
though they are apt to assume a very exceptional appearance.
In the case of the Seistan deposits, the hippurites are accom-
panied by large numbers of a singular bivalve which 1 was unable
to refer to any genus with which L was then acquainted. 1

published a photograph of this curious organism, and, thanks
to the courtsey of Dr. Emil Bose of Mexico. I am now able to

give a name to this fossil.

The following is Dr. Emil Bose’s communication dated
Mexico den 30 January, 1910.

l< In Threr letzen Publikatioii in den Records der Geol. Survey
bilden Sic cine Bivalve ah, von der Ilmen das (lenus unbekanut
ist. Der Ahhildung naeh zu schliessen. durfte es sich wohl um
eine (Jhondrodnnta ahnlich der Chondmhnta Munsoni Hill

handeln. die in den Ver. Staaten im Daultvorkemmen soil,

bier in Mexico fimM sicli eine verwiindte species in renoman,
in Europa kommt die Chondrndonta Joanna* im Turon, aber
nacli Schnarrenberger aucli Voreenoman vor. Sie finden oinen
Theil der betrefl'eudcn Litteratur in der Arbeit Stanton’s
“ Ohondrodonta, a new yen us of ostreiform moltusks from the

cretaceous , with descriptions of the (ienotype and a new species
5 ’

( Proc. l
T

. S. National Museum, xxiv, p. 130-307). Nicht erwahnt
ist darin Z.B. die Publikationen von R. Hoernes fiber Ostrea

Joanna2 , dis Sie aber leiclit finden werden.
In der Hoffnung, daws Ilmen diese Angaben von Nutzen

sein warden verbleibe ieh mit dem Ausdrucke grosster Hochach-
tung .

'

9

m

Amongst the specimens from Seistan there are several in

whicli the hinge is slightly damaged in such a manner as to

show the peculiar interlocking chondrophores characteristic

of the genus established by Stanton in the work above alluded
to by Dr. Bose, and thereby confirming Dr. Bose’s attribution.

They can be distinguished in the particular specimen already
illustrated in the Records of the Geological Survey.
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After examining the literature cm the subject, it seems to

me that the Keistan specimens represent a new species, which

I have much ])leasure in dedicating to my distinguished informer.

The species may be defined as follows : large, elongate-

triangular, greatly compressed, with undulating almost flat

\alvcs, of which the upper one. often shows a tendency to become
concave ;

both valves similarly decorated with uniformly crowd-

ed excessively fine angular ribs increasing by dichotomy with

the ineroase in size of the shell.

The dimensions 1 of the figured specimen are about 1(10 mm.
in height, 118 in length, and 20 mm. to 30 mm. in thickness.

In another larger specimen, the approximate dimensions are

respectively 175 mm., 120 mm., and 25 to 35 mm.
All the* specimens have the valves united. Judging from

tract tired examples the hinge plate seems relatively much
.shorter than in Chotidrodonla Joanna*. Choffat, arid Vh. Munsoni,
(Hill) Stanton. These species differ from the Seistan form
l>\ their distinctly coarser sculpture. The form from northern

Italy described by Boehm 1 as Oatrvii alT. O. M unsoni and by
Kiittcrer* as Pinna ontraeijormin seems more nearly related,

though, even in this case, the ornamentation still remains some-

what coarser. The occurrence of the ribs varies somewhat
m the Seistan specimens, and is in some cases coarser toward
I lie umbo than near the margin, but still it always remains finer

than in the Alpine fossils even in the most extreme cases.

The nearest relative to (\ Bonn appears to be the form

described by Choffat as Oxtrva l)rh/adoi (Kaune (Vetacique du
Portugal, i, p. 30, pi. iii, figs. 1 and 2), which does not seem
to have been included by Stanton iti the genus Chondrodonta ,

though referred by Choffat to the group of “ Odrni Joanna*.’
9

The ornamentation appears to be absolutely identical with that

of the Asiatic species, only the size is much smaller. The shape
of the shell is less elongate than in the full-grown specimens
Imm Seistan, but this is a character which cannot be depended
on in shells of such variable shape. Judging by the sections

across t he valves published by Choffat, the hinge-plate in 67/ww/ro-

dniifu Jhdyadoi also seems relatively short, constituting another

point of resemblance witli the Asiatic form. Should specimens
of intermediate size be described, it may become necessary to

unite ('. Bosei with C. Delgadoi .

When first mentioning this shell (Records Geolog. Survey
‘»f India, xxxviii, p. 223), I suggested that it may perhaps be

1 I am indebted to Bankim B. Chipta, Museum Assistant, for

measuring the specimens.
*

2

Beitrhgo zur Kenntniss der Kreide in den Sudalpen. 1 Die
Mchiosi-und Cal eghe-Fauna, Palmontographica xli, 1804, p. 90, pi.

viii, figs. 1,2.
Palaeont. Abhandl., Dames und Kayser, vi (new series), ii, 1806,

pt. 2. p. 269.
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related to the Pinnida*, and Fiitterer has described the Alpine

specimens under the generic name of Pimm . Douville has

also expressed himself in favour of a connection with the Pinnida*

((.’omptes-reiulus des seances de la Societe geologique de France

5 Mai, 1002, p. H8). Stanton has suggested a relation to the

group of the Pcetinida*. perhaps to Hiwnites. K. Iloernes (Sitz.

math.-nat. Cl. k. Ak. Wiss., cxi, 1902, pp. 007-084), from his own
observations and those of ft. Boehm, has shown that the structure

of the shell in which the ribs affect only the external layers,

while the inner ones are smooth, and also the absence of a dis-

tinct prismatic layer, clearly separate this genus from the

Pinnida* , while bringing into close connection with the Ostreida*.

In all instances the shells of Chnndrodmita whether from

Hurnpe. Asia, or America appear to accompany deposits con-

taining shells of the Kudista*. It may be noticed that the closely

related form from the Venetian Alps occurs with an association

of fossils closely similar to the Seistan species, and that the

Alpine beds have been referred by several authors to the Turo-

nian, which is also approximately the age which I suggested for

the Seistan fossils, that is upper Turonian or at the limit of

Turonian and Senonian.



22. Causes of the Dismemberment of the Maurya Empire.

By Matiamahopaihiyaya Hara prasad Sh\strT.

Vincent Smith, in his now classical work on Asoka in the
1 Kulers of India” Series, regrets that the causes of the fall of

lie great empire of Asoka are not known. In his ‘ Early History

uf India ’ he suggests that Kalihga was the first to declare its in-

dependence, and it was followed by Vidarbha and Andhra
countries. The Punjab was lost to the empire on account of

the invasions of Bactrian Greeks. All this is true. But why
is it that the military despotism, so well-established, disap-

peared only forty or fifty years after the death of the greatest

Indian monarch, whoso memory is cherished with affection all

hut the Buddhist world, and who is regarded ns a great and
•mod ruler all over the world i

The causes are not far to seek. Asoka was, to all intents

and purposes, a Buddhist monarch, and a bigoted one, too. He
preaches indeed full toleration to tin* professors of all reli-

gions. He finds fault with “ Atnm-pasanda-puja ” and “ Para-

pasanda-garaha, ” which he considers to he of no use. And we
may conclude that the different religious sects of India enjoyed

complete freedom of conscience in his empire. But his other

edicts tell a different tale He put a stop to all animal saeri-

liccs throughout his vast empire, and not, as Vincent Smith says,

at Piilfiliputia alone, otherwise the promulgation of that edict at

Girnar, Khaki and Saabazgadi would lose all force and he

useless. This is an order which was certainly directed against

the Brahmanas, a privileged class wherever they settled. The
brahmauas of those days were very fond of animal sacrifices.

In fact with the diffusion of the Aryan people in different parts

of India, the number of sacrifices increased, and with it the

number of victims in each sacrifice. That a sfidra ruler should,
hy one single fiat, put a stop to this long-established and
cherished religious institution was certainly very offensive to

Hie powerful body of the Brahmanas and their followers all over
Hie empire. This was followed by another edict in which
^oka boasted that those who were regarded as gods on earth
li-ive been reduced by him, in a short, space of time, into false

~‘>ds. If it means anything, it means that the Brahmanas, who
Aere regarded as Bhudevas or gods on earth, had been shown
"p by him. This also was regarded by Brahmanas as casting
' slur on their whole body. They had the privilege from high

antiquity as the superintendents of morals of the entire com-
munity in India. If anyone offended against the rules of
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caste, the rules of society, the rules of religion, and the rules

of conduct, they were the persons to prescribe atonements

and levy fines. Feeding Brahmanas was regarded as an act of

merit that would atone for many social offences. The appoint-

ments created by Asoka of Dharina Mahamatas, that is, of

superintendents of morals, was a direct invasion of the rights

and privileges of the Brahmanas. And they were not the

persons to brook the injury done to them quietly. And to

crown all, Asoka, in one of his edicts, insisted upon all his

officers to strictly observe the principles of Danda-samatii

and Vyavahara-samata, that is, the equality of punishment

and the equality in law-suits, irrespective of caste, colour and

creed. The words Danda-samata and Vyavahara-samata has

not been properly translated by any of the scholars that have

dealt with the Asoka inscriptions. They have not. in fact,

grasped the full meaning of these words. The Brfihmanashave

always claimed the privilege of immunity from criminal punish-

ment. For offences, however heinous, their highest punishment,

was banishment with all their property and possession from the

kingdom. Capital punishments were unknown to them. Corpo-

ral punishment to a Brfihmana was illegal. The highest indig-

nity that can be inflicted on a Brfihmana was the cutting of

his top-knot. They also enjoyed various privileges inlaw-suits.

They could not be summoned as witnesses. Tf they came to

the witness-box of their own accord, the Judge is simply to

takedown their statements without cross-examinations, and so

on. Under such circumstances, the prospects of being huddled

together in prison with the unspeakable non-Aryans, whipped,

impaled alive, and hanged, were very offensive to the highly

educated, respectable and privileged community. They toler-

ated these indignities heaped on them as long as the strong

hand of Asoka was guiding the empire. They were sullen and

discontented. As soon as that strong hand was removed, they

seemed to have stood against his successors. But they were

not military people. They could not fight themselves. The

Ksatriyas, who fought for them and made them great, were all

ext irpated by the Nandas. They began to cast their eyes for

a military man to fight for them. And they found such a man
in Pusya Mittra, the Commander-in-Chief of the Maurya

empire. ' To what caste Pusya Mittra belonged nobody knows.

He belonged perhaps to those turbulent military spirits who

had been driven away from Persia by the Greek conquest of

that country. For the second half of his name, Mittra, and

that of all the members of his family show his Persian origin.

He was a Brahminist to the core and hated the Buddhists,

t At first lie led the Maurya armies against the Greeks, who

advanced year after year to the very heart of the Maurya

empire. After a successful campaign, he returned to Patali-

putra with his victorious army, and the feeble representative
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of Asoka on the throne accorded him a lifting reception. A
camp was formed outside the city and a review was held of a

largo army. Jn the midst of the festivities an arrow struck i he

king on the forehead. The king expired instantly. The
Maurya empire was gone and Pnsya Mittra became the master

of the situation, and we read in the MAlavikagnimittra that he

remained with his army at Pfitaliputra and made his son king

of VidiSa. We clearly see the hands of Brahmanas in this great

revolution. For, shortly after the revolution, Pusva Mittra

planned a horse sacrifice at Pafaliputra, the very capital of

Asoka, who prohibited the slaughter of animals throughout

his empire. Does not. this show the Brahmanas triumphant

'

Vasumittra, his grandson, was appointed to guard the horse in

its unrestrained career through his empire. His mother, the

queen of Agnimittra, invoked the blessings of Briihmanas for

her son, and she arranged for the distribution of 800 gold

money a month to I
Wight hundred gold

money a month is a very respectable educational grant 1 in some

Buddhist hooks Busya Mittra is regarded as a persecutor of

Buddhism. In fact, he was entirely in the hands of Brfdunamw,

and in two generations, theBrahmanas not only made themselves

actual masters of the Afaurya empire as it then stood, hut

spread their influence far and wide, gave a new turn to Buddhist

and Jaina religions, compiled and codified all branches of know-

ledge then known, and gave a turn to Brahmanism which it

has not lost ever since. It was this Pusya Mittra at whose

sacrifices Patanjali officiated, and it was under his patronage

that he wrote his great work the Alahabhasya. The Kanvas

codified the Manu Kamhita, they caused Bhasyas to he written

on the philosophical Sutras, they recast the Mahabharata and

the Rfimayuna to their present shape, they caused the Natya-

sastra to be compiled from the previous literature on the subject,

and they oven caused the codification of the Kama Sastra from

the pre-existing materials. When not actually raised to the im-

perial dignity, they were the gums of the Suiigas and profoundly

influenced their policy in Government. When they lost their

imperial dignity, they remained for several generations at the

head of the Brahminist community and gave it law. We find

in the Manu-Samhita compiled under their influence all the

rights and privileges of Brahmanas, which ASoka wanted to

take away, fully confirmed and legalised ; and their dignity

raised to the highest pitch. For in several passages we

find that the Brahmanas were the Lords of the Universe,

fhey are the Lords of everything Thus

Hie gods on earth whom ASoka proved to be false gods,

1 In some editions it is one hundred gold money, in others the amount

is not named.
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again raised themselves to their former position, and even to

higher position. How Asoka’s policy of dealing equal punish-

ments to all and giving no privilege in law suits fared in the long

run, may he gathered from the Mrcchakatika. King Palaka of

Ujjayini seems to have been a follower of Asoka. In his king-

dom the Brfdimanas fared very badly. Cnrudatta, a Brahmana
merchant, was reduced to penury with all his followers. An-
other Bralunana Sarvilaka felt so low that he had to take to

thieving for his livelihood Low, wretched peoplewere advanced
to high dignities. In the trial of Oarudutta, the Judge was ob-

liged to find him guilty, and pointed out to the king that Brfih-

manas should not be capitally punished. But the king insisted

upon Danoia-samata and ordered t hat he should be impaled alive.

Before the order could bo executed, however, there was a
revolution. King IMlaka was hurled down from his throne,

and Uarudutta was raised to the dignity of the Prime Minister,

and Sarvilaka raised to a high dignity. This Indian literat ure

bears testimony how the great empire of Asoka came to an end
by the opposition of the Brfdimanas whom he wanted to reduce

lo the level of the common folk.



23. The Word “ Scarlet.”

By General A. Hontum-Schindler, of Teheran.

(hi connection with a short note by Dr. Denison Ross which
was published in August, 1908, in this Journal, General A. Hon-
i um-Schindler, the well-known authority on all that concerns

the Persian people and their language, lias been good enough
to send us the following interesting paper for publication.]

It seems to be generally accepted that the word scarlet is

derived from the Persian or Arabic, and dictionaries give many
lorms of thc» etymon, but it is not certain that all the forms

Hi veil have the same etymology, neither that they mean the

same thing. Of all the forms given 1 consider sakirlat
, or

better saykirlat, to be the original and fundamental one. The
various forms of the word and their meanings, as I find them
m the dictionaries which 1 possess, are as follows:

—

Ferhantj-i- Rashtdi .

Sakirlat.—

A

well-known woollen cloth (jdtnahisuf) made
in Europe. It is not known whether the word
is Persian or of another language, and some
say that the Persian has g&ain instead of

leaf.

Siklat —According to the Kamils a woollen cloth used for

covering howdahs of women.
Sihit(nil—a town in Rum where siklat and other stuffs

arc woven, and as most pieces are woven
in black and bluo (

kebnd). anything black and

blue was named after that town. Mulla

Surim Kashi is of opinion that siklatun was

originally siklaUgnn meaning blue, because

in former times the colour of siklat was
always blue.

Ferfiang-i-Suru rt.

Sakirlat
,

sakirlat
,
sakildt—My copy omits the mean-

ings.

Ffrhang-i-Jehangiri.

My copy does not have the word at all.
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Burhdn-i-kati.

Sakirldt—A woollen fabric woven in Europe, also in

Rum ; it is also written with j.

SafciUdt ,
Sakalldt—Same as sakirldt

,
a well-known stuff

(parchah) of wool
;
also written with one /

and t {sikldt).

Sikldtun—Same as sakirldt
;

it is also called cloth of

Nakhchlvan. Some are of opinion that it is

a cloth woven in the city of Sikldtun. It is

also the name of a colour, some say blue

because Sikldtun was originally Sikliit-gun

and in former times the colour of sikldt was
always blue.

Burhdn-i-Jdmi.

Sakirldt
,

sakilldt.—A woollen cloth made in Europe',

apparently ordinary broad-cloth (mdhut). etc.,

as above.

Sakldtin—Same as sakirldt and cloth of Nakhchiviin.

1 have a collection of letters written by Rashld-al-dln, the

Vazlr of the Mongol kings of Persia, from circa 1290 to 1318,

and in letter No. 34 to his son Kliojah Majd-al-din, ordering

various stuffs and stores to be sent to Tabriz from the different

provinces, the word mghirldt appears twice, once in the list of

things to be sent from Rum and again in the list of Arsinjan.

The opinion of the Fcrhang-i-Rashldl that yjiain may stand for

kdf is here continued, but nevertheless the word is not Persian,

but of foreign origin as the l shows.

It appears that the Persian lexicographers of the 17th

century considered sikldt
, sikldtun ,

sikldtin to be the same as

sakirldt or sag/tirlai, viz., a blue woollen cloth made in Europe.

But sikldt is the Arabic rendering of the Greek cyclas

(ki;k\«?), “ a woman’s gown cut circularly,” and in the Mid-

dle Ages became to mean a heavy damask-like silk stuff. In

the latter Middle Ages it was generally interwoven with gold.

In Europe it was known as siglaton, and that made in Europe
[notably at A1 Maryat (Aimeria) in Spain, as Edrisi relates, circa

1 160] was mostly scarlet, while that made in the East, notably

in Baghdad and Tabriz, was usually dark blue, as the Persian

dictionaries have it s.v. sikldtun. 1 The Persian lexicographers

are right as to the colour of the sikldtun but wrong as regards

the material. Sakirlnt, saghirlat (and perhaps variants of it

1 W Hoyd, Geachi elite dot* Levantehandolg ini Mittelalter, quoting
Prof. Karabacok’n Uobor oblige Bouennungen mittelalterlicher Gewebe,
Mitteil. d. K. K. Muh. f. Kunst u. Industrie, Wien, Miirz, 1879. It lift*

Cyclas, Kreisfdnuig zugosehnitlenes Frauenkloid. Pape, Oriech. Wdrter-
buch has kukAcIj, oin Staatskleid dor Frauen mit rnnd hermn-laufendeiu
Saumo.
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as sakillat, sakalai) is the (Chinese sa-ha-la, a woollen cloth.

Probably at first all saghirlat was red and the word introduced

into Europe became in the Latin of the Middle Ages scarlatum,

searletum, adj. scarlatinus, the middle high German scharlat,

scharlaehln, Luther’s (1522) scharlacken, scharlaken, English

scarlet (Tyndale’s N.T. 1525 ?), French escarlatte, eearlate,

and denoted the colour and not the stuff. The best

sikbUiln was made in Baghdad and Tabriz, and the fact of

KashTd-al-dln’s ordering for his household at Tabriz a large

quantity of saijJiirlal from Bum and Arsinjan would also

prove that it was not the same as sikldlun.

In the lists ordering saghirlat from Rum and Arsinjan

I here also appear kimkha
,
kailfah , siif and katdn. It is difficult

to say what these fabrics precisely wore. Kimkha
, also Kim-

khdb , oamocato, eamoeas, etc., of the Middie Ages, later, the

Kiucob of Anglo-Indian trade, was adamask silk, frequently, not

always, interwoven, or embroidered with gold (Heyd), while the

l>nrhdn-i-katy explains it as a figured or painted cloth (jiimah-i-

Munakkash) of many colours and also of one colour. Katifah

is explained as a kind of velvet or plush (woo) or silk ?); su/,

originally wool, may here stand for an all-woollen cloth as

specified in another letter (No. 47) “ *uf mansuj az i*ashn,”

>iif woven of wool, or for a watered, or waved (moire) stuff

half silk half cotton as nowadays made in India and Persia

(Yezd, Kashan) and calk'd xuf ; katdn or kattdn is linen.

The skarhtx in great demand” in India in the latter

part of the 16th century (Birchvood’s Report on the E. I. Com-

pany’s trade) were no doubt the sagfairldt and sakirldt of the

lexicographers, scarlet woollen cloth , broad-cloth, manufaetured

m England, the mdhnt of the present day.

Ivimkha, I believe, is a Mongolian or Northern Chinese

word; may not sakirlat have a similar origin ? In RashTd-al-

dln’s letter quoted above then* is also a list of various stuffs

ordered from Khatai (Northern China). The list has kimkha,

armak (a woollen cloth), atlas woven of wool, 1 nakh (micro,

nacchetto, nacchetfci de seta d’oro, of Uubruquis, Marco Polo,

Pegolotti, gold brocade), etc., etc., but neither sayhirldt nor

*iklaf.

NOTE.

Among the records of the Home Department I have

recently come across a Portuguese letter, dated November
-1st, 1787, addressed to Lord Clive by the king of Siam. In

* hia letter occur many interesting words, among them the word
f warlata. The king sends as a present (sagoate) * to Lord Clive

l Atlas as now made in India is, I believe, half cotton half silk.

a Another form of Saguate, from the Turkish
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several carpets (alcatija tie fiado), sonic muskets
(
esprintjardas),

and two pieces of vermilion scarlet (duas pesos do escarlata ver-

melho).

This last phrase proves that scarlet at this time still repre-

sented a material and not a colour.

(In Jiischke’s Tibetan Dictionary we find under say-lad

(*F[WV) two meanings :

(1) fine-cloth, European broad-cloth ; and
*2\ round or twisted lace, round tape, strips of cloth set

with spangles.)

E. Denison Ross.



24. Sri Hemacandracarya’s Yoga-Sastra with the author's
own commentary called Svopajna-vivara^a published by

the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

.4 Rejoinder by the Editor to the Review pMislied in the Zeil-

ftehri/t der J)eutscken margenliindiachen deselUchnft
by Dr. Ferdinando Relloni- Filltpi.

By Ski Vijayaduarma SfJUi.

For many years it lias been my duty and pleasure to leach
Ketmieandra’s Yoga-»Sftstra to successive generations of Jaina
Sadlms and ftiavakas. Tlie want of a critical edition of the
I ext with the author’s own commentary was keenly felt by
every one engaged in the teaching and study of it. A European
edition of it, that was published some 3f> years ago, c ontained
the* text, only printed in Roman character of the first four of the

12 prakasas with a Herman translation. This edition, there-
fore, was of very little use to the class of students taking real

interest- in its study. There 1
- was another edition containing the

text only, and a Hujrati translation both of the* text and the
commentary published by Bhimsi Manik,and was, therefore, not
suited to the purpose of the students desiring to follow the sub-

let in its original as laid down by the author both with respect
to text and commentary. L was every now and then requested
hy my students to undertake an edition containing both the
text and the author’s own commentary on it, but owing to
tin* scanty leisure at my disposal T was obliged to postpone this

\\ < >rk for a very long period. Three or four formes of the first fas-

ciculus of my edition were already printed when I was informed
of another edition being taken in hand by Dr. Ferdinando
Belloni- Fillipi under the auspices of the Jaina-Dharraa-Frasaraka
•Sahha of Bluivnagar. And a few days later, that Sabha sent to
me for revision the first instalment of the press copy prepared
by t he learned scholar. This manuscript remained with me for
a period of three months. Though I am not in a position to

reproduce all such points which T marked then in his manu-
script, F shall quote one point which I well remember and which
will clearly indicate the nature of the difficulties he had to

meet with in the course of his work.

For my reading in page 5, line 9, he gives *fv and

marks it as an unsolved mystery. It would never have been

the case with a Jaina who knows that is a

or technical word and means TOfh It would be enough to say
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here, that every page of Dr. Relloni’s manuscript which I ex

amined made me more and more convinced that the Yoga-SSs

tra witli its commentary is a book lit rathor to be edited bj

a Jaina than by a non-Jaina, however erudite iie might happet

to be. So 1 continued my work as energetically as ever, [r

the matter of adopting the text and the variants I have follower

the Indian method. The Indian Pandits as a rule adopt tin

authoritative and the traditional readings for their text, anr

in this they are guided first by the reading handed down In

(Turuparampara (*>., by successive generations of teachers), and
secondly, by citations of passages made in other works. Fo
instance, many of the passages in the Yoga-Sastra occur ver

batim in the Mahavlra-Carita (a work of great value ant

merit written by Hemacaudra before the Yoga-Sastra) ant

other works written before or after the Yoga-Sastra by Hema
cantlra and various other writers. 1 have always adoptee

that reading in my text, which is both traditionally known ti

me as the original, and in which I had the support of the rna

jority of works collated (these are thirteen in number as will lx

seen in the sequel).

page 2, line 4 of my edition, was found invariabl;

in all my manuscripts with the exception of the one marked *

(for the designation of manuscripts: vide the critical notio

appended to this rejoinder) which has WWW— and this I hav

given as a variant in the footnote ; both these words mean tli

same thing and both of them equally suit the context.

Then comes my reading wre, page 4, line 17. This is tli

reading to be met with even in the Mahavlra-Carita (2m

Sarga, (57th Sloka, Trisast i-salaka-caritra. Tenth Parva, leaf 15

Jaina-Dharma-Prasaraka SabliiYs edition. As regards thi

work of Hcmacandra, vide Peterson’s Fifth Report on tli

Search of Sanskrit Manuscript's in Bombay Circle, pp. 4—7
April 1892—March 1895) where it is cited by the author froi:

his Yoga-SSstra. All the manuscripts which I have got of thi

latter book contain which is happier and more sensible.

Now of firit in the Sloka jTOpw tfwfwntWT

r g*? ftt fwwrr irft s swnwn I W « (page 15, lino 1J) whic

wlien translated runs thus :

—“Let not my glance terrible lik

poison go anywhere else, with the object in view, he drank fch

ambrosia of quietitude putting his mouth into a hole.” Th

word ft# thus means “into a hole.” L cannot see what th

word wt would mean in the present Sloka. Neither do I find i

in any of my manuscripts of the Yoga-Sfistra and of the Mahi

vlra-Carita, where it occurs in the 269th Sloka of the 3r

Sarga. It occurs also in the same Katha by the great Har

bhadra Suri, in his Avafiyaka Vrtti in the line ht% ll
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etc., leaf 84 of our manuseript of the work. We find it again

in Avassaga-nijuttl-chunn! of Jinadasa Mahattara in the line

WT% *T ft# jj« etc., page 70 of our manuscript, dated Samvat

1500. Everywhere I find ft#, and see no reason why the critic

should introduce W# in this instance and mark ft# H. D. and

*# A. B.

I need not dwell much on ffte (page 18. line 20) and

3TT1 ;
both the forms being correct, T should simply say that all

my manuscripts give the form ^tt«. I consulted Mahavlra-Carita

(It li Sarga, 180th Sloka) on the point, there too I find ^ms.

Now for my reading (page 33, line 4 17) : the variant

jjiRj which the critic finds in his manuscript A. is grammatically

wrong. According to the rule - II * i
> i (Siddha-

llema) with the of fannwt# II ? |
f . 9 Ml (8. H.) the

lonn is inadmissible here, since there is no trace of anvade&i in

the lines *rft: TO#*! Wlft ft etc. It is unusual

for an Indian Pandit to mention the form even as a variant

in the present instance.

Now W, which the critic suggests in place of my SW
(page 49, line 3), when standing immediately after may

bring in some dubious points in question, and hence better to be

avoided according to the rules of poetic diction. is synony-

mous with WW, and its use in the present ease is essential in

consideration of the Prasada Uuna of a Kavya. I have got

ill all my MSS. It occurs also in connection with tlie same

anecdote in the lino “ W#vr stow ftOTgifc ” in

the Padmanauda Kavya of Amaracandra Suri, Sth Sarga,

N'loka 171 (leaf 55, of my MS.).

Then in page 08, line 12, *rrw*TTitfiroifw I

fwro l n »<t I he finds the variant

in his manuscripts A, 6, and C. Manuscripts con-

taining such a reading may be high-class ones, but the Pandits

1 believe, are sure to discard it as a olerical mistake,

refers to ^tttw by Utprckeia, and this being plural nufkl*

wtsr must also be plural, moreover the word Kjf*t (and one short

>‘vident point that could be marked even by a superficial reader

is that a word like ending in long I, as the critic puts it in

is nowhere to be found in the whole range
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Sanskrit, literature either in masculine or in feminine, I have

taken therefore <ifa which is but too patent a correction of TTift)

is never feminine according to Hemacandra and other Indian

lexicographers (vide Hemacandra’s Liiiganusasana, Kevala-

pullinga Prakararia, 15tli Sloka, 7^<Tfa33Wf7J : vide also the

Amara, Kanda 2nd, 6th Varga, Sloka 42nd,

fawiq; vide also the Vaijayantl, (Justav Oppert’s edition, page

iso, line o, ^fasswr

Again in page S3, line 5, fl*TflTfPCT7T3E[r sfhn^W WT7I

the critic has in his manuscript A wuifa in place of our

WPW- If we consider this line in connection with the one

that follows this, viz., am 37 7WWW WTsfa 7*3^, it should

be thus construed 37 tfUflT*I7T7TOT sffa>S7|, WTSfT faq, 3Wsf7

KW flfji 37wW (jj) and the meaning vve have then is

“lie is pleased by being served by gods, demons and men;

what am 1 to him (fl3r wqi fan translated in the active voice)

;

even a well-equipped chariot, adequate for the road: (but) is

broken in the bush/’

[Here Bharat’s brother compares himself with bush: lie

means to say that gods, etc., bellied Bharat to run smoothly in

the way of prosperity, whereas he may cause his destruction

just as a way through the bush may lead to the destruction of

a chariot. This passage also occurs in the same story of Bharat

in the Adlsvara Caritram, Saiga 5, Sloka 140 (vide the Tri-

sasti Salakapurusa Caritra, Jaina-Dharma-Prasaraka Salihas

edition, leaf 129)].

The reading 37isfa which the critic has in his manuscript A

in place of our 9«qfW fails, as far as I can judge, to give any

meaning. Our explanation is simple and suits the context.

Then again page 103, line 15. 1 have STwfiWT in

the couplet un gft vrofin! vrr i 73 7m
fallTT Infant* | Hi II Here the reading 7T7lfa3WIT of the

critic’s manuscript A is seriously objectionable, since the

Samasa cannot be justified in any way
;
if

,
however, we make

the Samasa, the word in that case would be made the first

member of the compound. If it be argued that 7mfil7TV»T is a

euphonic combination, that is also futile, since can give

no meaning in the sentence.

Again in page 134, line 14, where I have given 7Rlfa7W

,

the critic finds t*rcn
,

7t7i in all his manuscripts in itp place.
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Now this tfrafWTV is, as is known to every Jaina, a defective

reading. The word is a necessary adjunct here. Accord-

ing to our Sastras (vide Siddhasena Niiri’s Pravacana-Hiinxl-

dlmra. Tikii, 67th Dvara, wJiere the writer says HcW WHH WTW?
*T**fww wthst wunrrw ?Ut-

qTuqWTO the word ^ific in
<J ©V

dieates here that in addition to i.e.
9

ifira^r water, grain,

wheat, etc., should also be taken. This is the Sanskrit elabora-

tion by Ilemaeandra of the Prakrit gatha which he gives at

the head verbatim from the Pimla-Niryukti (vide leaf 18 of tin 1

MS. of the work belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal). Malayagiri Sun in his comment ary of the gat lift takes \

the same view as we have done.

It is to be seen from the discussion given above that I do

not pass over any tiling that comes on my way without ex-

amining it in all its details. 1 should further like to state,

that many other similar things 1 come across in course of my
work, and at every point 1 have to spare a certain amount of

my energy before [ can definitely put down anything either as

text or variant. And with a mail working in this way the work

will multiply with the multiplication of independent MSS. of

the work lie is editing. But iliis is not disgusting to me: I take

more interest in it as is always the case with a man to whom
the task of editing a work is a labour of love.

Now it remains for me to examine critically Dr. Belloni-

Pillipj’s other remarks concerning my work. In page 4, line

10, in the Moka sr mi i ftt® xx

qj n \x\\ Here J have fw. and in this connection

l have tile support of all the MSS. that 1 have got with me.

On the other hand, the critic holds that the proper reading

should be fMN, since this he finds in all his MSS. and thinks it

more appropriate with respect to and to the following

xx. But as 1 understand, the word ftiiC means “entered
5

,

and if the word be possibly inserted here, it must have for its

nominative “ the earth
55

, and as a matter of common sense

the earth cannot enter as a whole into anything that is situated

on its own surface, as the is. My use of the wonl fwtt is

justified from the following considerations : The earth is trem-

bling (lit., trembled as my reading WW means) in its own plaee,

and by Utpreksa this trembling of tlie earth or the earthquake

caused by the Lord’s pressing the Meru with his thumb

(since the force exerted upon any body will be conveyed to the

base through its medium) has been taken to mean “ dancing
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unanimously by all the commentators and translators. The
word in here means “on the occasion,** “at the time.*' On
this point the Cluj rati translation of the Yoga-S&stra (page 3,

lines 14—17) published by Bhirasi Manik referred to above and

also the Oujrati translation of the Mahavfra-Oarita (page 21,

lines 15—20) (where the very same story has been given in the

very same words) published by the Jaina-Dharma-Prasaraka

Nablifi of Bhavnagar, may also be consulted. And besides, all

the MSS. of the MahavTra-Carita that l hive got with me have

ftW not vide also recently published Mahavlra-Carita,

Saiga 2, Sioka 63.

Again in page 5, line 2. I read 8wf?r

as J find it in all my MSS. except « * and it. The reading

of these three MSS. I have given in the foot-note. Grammatical-

ly wrftnT ITPlftfflrr are both correct according to the ride

8 « l ^ I ^ II (S. H.). r have consulted the MSS. of Mahavlra-

Carita: there too I find the wading I have given in my text.

“ *’ I do not find in any of my
MSS. of the Yoga-Sastra.

Now which the critic has in liis MS. A for my
reading (page 46, line 5), does not appear to be

correct, and I do not find it in any of my MSS. The reading

suggested by the critic on the authority of liis MS. A is wrong

according to llemacandra (vide his Lihganusasana, Dr. R. Otto

Franke's edition, page 13, line 16); ™ never

neuter, so according to the rule *

Wf I fiTOrfai VagHiatalankara, 4th Pariceheda, 58th 2&oka,

it cannot have Upamana and Upameyabhava with the neuter

word w^r.

Now of my reading mni, page 68, line 19, which the critic

also has in liis MSS. B, 0, and D. Again on the authority of

his MS. A he suggests the improvement . As the word
pf never means a “ temple ” or a “ house,” it appears that

the critic failed to find out the meaning of the lines where it

comes, as is accepted by the Jaina authorities. The word in

the present instance has been unanimously taken by all of them
to mean the “temple of Sindliu-devl. ” The same story of

Bharata occurs again in Hemacandra’s AdlSvara-carita (vide

4th Sarga, 216th Sloka of the edition published by the Jaina-

Dharma-Prasaraka Sabha of Bhavnagar, oblong leaf 101). The

meaning is clearly given by the line which reads firOTT

«caiT*rr **5Hwf--in the very same connection as will be
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evident on reading the neiglibouring lines. The consultation of
the Gujrati translation of the Yoga-Kastra, page 40, lines5—8,
will make the matter at once clear.

With regard to critic’s reading which lie

thinks to be incomparably superior to the one given by me, viz.,

fippcnrrCTtW, page 43, line 22, 1 may say that 1 cannot find

much difference between the two.

Again from the reading mm ftm: which he suggests

as an improvement for my reading •? mmwfiraiiT:, page 82, line

13, L cannot make out. anything. To me it does not give any

sense whatever in spite of my utmost exertion to find one.

Then for my reading mm, page 7, line 7, lie puts^raw
(tad ajhfitva). The ajnatva as he gets it from fl<TinWT by

euphonic disjunction, cannot he supported in any way accord-

ing to the rules of Sanskrit Grammar OTT*Ssrs[riq afT^fl*ni ^ i

M 50 II (Pa ni uiya) * t,ie
l
,ro

l
,ei

form according to these rules should be not winjrar since

t lie root tffw is preceded by
,
therefore, it cannot lako ifT

but it must take Such grammatical mistakes are un-

pardonable even for a tyro.

Again for my reading page 36, line 9, he suggests

this is clearly a mistake, since for ekarthibhfiva the

omission of Vibliakti is quite essential.

Now of which he gives in place of my reading

wrsf iff page 76, line 9. The reading I have given is

without exception the one to be found in all my MSS. The
reading suggested by the critic is not so happy as ours. This will

be evident to any person knowing Sanskrit if lie cares to bestow
a little thought on it.

Now of my readings page 30, line 13 ;
page 7,

line 9, I have to say that they are authoritative and are to be

found in the majority of my MSS. Not only that, on a little

consideration it will be found that they are more appropriate to

t he contexts than those suggested by the critic.

The form which I find only in two of my MSS., and

‘•onsequently which I have given as a variant in the foot-note,

is not so happy as page 104, line 6, of my text; this will

be evident to anybody knowing Sanskrit considering the matter

deeply.

Again such of my readings as (page 10> brie
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6), (page 14, line IS), w’ljjfr (page 24, line l3),^ff^pnr

(page 26, line 9), (page 40, line l),^dwfr* (page (57,

line 16), which I have got in all my MSS.,—not only that, but

which are found in other works such as the Avaciiri on the

Yoga-Sastra, the Mahavlra-C'arita (one of the MSS. of which

that 1 have got with me is very old and very correct), -are the

only authoritative ones. The readings suggested by the critic,

1 am sorry to say, are not to be found in any of my MSS.

Now we shall take up our readings and

(page 114, lines 16 and 21) and consider it in some detail. It

is again the ignorance of Jaina technology that leads the critic

to suggest vrwi* to be inserted in place of which he

says to be faulty on the authority of his MSS. A. B, r and

D, and strengthens his views by quoting a random authority

from the Tattvarthasutra. Both the forms are correct though
ours is the one of frequent use and his is of less common use.

We shall quote here a number of instances equally autliori

tative with the one given by the critic proving the validity

of our reading. Vide the First Karmagrantha by Devendra
Suri. In his own commentary of the 2nd gatha he gives the

following: -

<rr wraenrt ^ itw xwr
TWIT- wsspntrti ^HTirr W It oeein^

also in the Fifth Karmagrantha (which we have got with the

Avaciiri) and in many other places. The Bhavnagar edition of

Navatatva (page 97), the commentary on Sthfinfinga-aiitra by

Abhayadeva Suri, the Dipika on this latter book by Megharaja

(leaf 6 of our MS. of the work) and the Vrhad-dravya Samgraha
of Nemi-candra with the commentary of Brahmadeva (this

work, belonging to the Digambara sect of the Jainas, is of great,

value and authority, vide page 80 of the P.irama-Sruta-Prabha-

vaka-Mandala’s edition) may also be advantageously consulted.

Everywhere we find ^5T*lT*.

In what follows it will be proved by proper argument that

1 am not wrong in all those places where the critic says that

1 am. Let me examine critically the validity of my reading

far favfinS (page 32, line 3) ; here it is better to give the two

words separately, since here is no compound as will be evident

on a little consideration. It occurs in the same way as we
have put it in the Triaasti-^alaka-Purusa-Carita by Hem-
candracurya (vide 356th SWka of the 7th Sarga in Parva 4th of

the book published by the Jaina-Dharma-Prasaraka Sabha of

Bhavnagar).

Again our reading dww in the passage is
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indisputably correct according to my views. It is an adjective

to «rf$4h and when the Samasa is expounded we shall have

WT WTWftfv vm m, otherwise if we put wwq then Ihe

use of the word will bo useless and redundant.

Xow miW is the critic’s correction for our reading

page 93, line 5 : what is the objection if we expound the ex-

pression as mi w ifrj ww wfil wto i

Again for my igfajj: page 100, line 22, he puts t he other

optionally common form blaming the former as a

striking mistake. Does lie not forget here the well-known

Karika which closes with the words 3 m thus

defending the form we have given l

Now for our leadings and he suggests the

forms and as correct. These are the proper names

that occur also in the Dpadesamala-Vrtti and Bharatesvara

Bali 11 bal i Vrtti in the Adhikara of (Hlai-pulta ((HJdti-putra)

in several places.

Xow we have to say something in connection witli the critic s

remark that W^ljfw (page 130, line 141 the word of the text

should be added before wrf^FilfiFW in the commentary, the latter

being a synonym for the former. I11 our opinion, it is not neces-

sary in a commentary which aims at being didactic and not liter-

ary. In the present commentaiy the author first attempts to

make the language of the text clear by a sort of paraphrase known
to Nanskritists as Anvaya-mukhi Vyakhya in which he sometimes

repeats, as usual, the words of the text before their synonyms

and sometimes does not (and this latter is the ease in places

where the words of the text naturally and unconsciously repeat

themselves before their synonyms without being repeated by

the commentator). This is more so because the writer's atten-

tion is not solely directed to the linguistic difficulty of the text

of which lie is writing the commentary and which is itself a

ver\ easy Sanskrit very often. His chief aim is to explain the

text from an esoteric; point of view and to enable his reader

to enter deep into the mystery of the subject which is an ab-

struse one, and for this he takes every possible care. The most

prominent features of his commentary are, as is well known to

every student who has ever studied it, logical discussions,

quotations from the canonized texts of Jaina Scriptures and a

long series of illustrative anecdotes. The following are other

instances (of course, according to my S1SS.) which will clearly

indicate that the author is not very particular about the linguis-

tic difficulty of the text and that he does not strictly follow

the rules of Anvaya-mukhl Vyakhya, etc., as is necessary in a
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commentary intended for the instruction of boys. In page 198,

line 14, the words are the synonyms of 'TOqi

in the Sloka 20 of the text in the same page. Again in page

388, line 4, is the synonymous rendering of

in the Sloka 101 preceding. The method which

has been followed by Hemacandra in this connection may
clearly be ascertained by the perusal of the Sloka 11 and the

comment thereon in page 92. In concluding the present remark

,

I must say that to point such a mistake in such a work as the

philosophic commentary on the Yoga-S&stra is nothing but to

lower its dignity.

Now t should like to say something on such of my readings

as and TOTT . For the first (page 7, line 8) the

critic suggests the correction and for the second

(page 133, line 3) the correction n«rftmT • That is to say, he

separates the two words which l have combined, and in a case

where the uniformity holds, lie combines the two words which

I have put separately. 1 do not understand what he means by
doing this. Are not the two cases similar ' Is it not proper

to follow the same rule or rules in one connection as in the

other, the two cases being of like nature { nirffe must come

separately, because the Samasa is not possible in ;

according to the rule *| \ ? ? n (S. H.) «nvfe will

have the (lati Samjiia optionally, but if there be Gati Saiiijnii,

there will always be Samasa according to the rule afinpuqi
-

WW I » l
f ! tff | (S. II.), and when we have the Samasa

*f<rj ? I 9 i « (S. H.) we must have the form nsrfavai

.

But since there is no Gati Samjiia in the present case, there-

fore we must have them separately.

Then again of my reading page

106, line 7. The way in which I have read it can never violate

the rules of prosody. The reading which lie suggests as

correct is grammatically wrong, and can give no sense at all.

These Gatlins occur originally in the Sam&yika-addhyayana of

Avadyaka-niryukti of Bhadrabahu Svami (leaf 22 of our MS.).

In the commentary of these Gathas Haribhadra Suri, a writer

prior to Hemacandra, has adopted the reading that we have

given in our text. Nay ; not only Haribhadra Suri but Malaya-

giri Suri, Tilakfi-carya, the Avacuri of Avadyaka-niryukti

(in the Cilatlputra Adhikara), etc., etc., all give it verbatim as

we have done it. While criticising our reading WWf, the critic

does not consider even for a moment what may be the sources
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of these Gatban, nor does he attempt to think out the possible

shades of meaning that may be given to them. We had con-

sulted the Ava&yaka-niryukti of Bhadrabahu Svami with all

the annotations thereon before we could give the roadi tig tlial

has been so severely condemned by the critic. Wo find w-
i * frorf?i-

gTOfil Tft (vide Avasyaka Vrtti ('ilatiputra

Adhikara, leaf 166 of our MS.).

Now I should like to say something upon the word chayii.

It is so called, because very often the Prakrita passages that

occur in Sanskrit literature contain words generally of Sanskrit

origin, and the meaning of those passages can be conveyed, in

the time when Prakrita forms a forgotten vernacular and
Sanskrit is still studied and remembered as a classic (1 speak

this in connection with the Prakrita of the Sanskrit dramatic

literature : we the Jainas have our scriptures written in Prakrita,

so wo study it as a language independent of Sanskrit), by
changing the Prakrita words into their Sanskrit original, the

one being the shadow of the other. But it must be remem-
bered that the word Prakrita is commonly used to denote three

kinds of words : the first kind contains all those words which

are properly Prakrita, that is, derived from Sanskrit; the second

kind contains all those words which are not properly Prakrita.

that is, not derived from Sanskrit : they exist independently of

it. and have the meaning and use of their own. Such words arc

properly called Defil. Hemachandra’s Be6l Namamala gives a

tolerably complete list of all such words with their meanings.

The third kind is composed of all those words which can pass

hotli for Sanskrit and Prakrita; as for instance in the Sahitysv-

darpana (Bombay edition, page 62) we have -here the

great commentator Ramacarana Tarkavaglsa (a great logician

loo) renders the word^ by TO and the Bombay editor quotes

<3* Tfii tobpI mUtfawiv The last

two names are sufficiently authoritative to prove the validity

of our assertion, and moreover the whole of the thirteenth

Sarga of the Bhatti Kavya may be advantageously consulted

m this connection; considering the nature of Prakrita as des-

cribed above, it becomes evident that it is not always possible

to give the chaya of Prakrita passages in a manner indicated

by the critic. It will be seen from the following examples that

in dealing with the Prakrita passages of the Yoga-S&stra I have

not departed from the beaten t rack. Take for instance the pas-

sage —in Hemacandra’s KavyanuSasana (published

in the Kavya-mala series, page 54, line 3) the word hi

it has been rendered by the word TOPW by Heraacandra him-
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self in his own commentary (following him the Bombay editors

also give TOTifP in the chaya : vide line 24 in the same page),

since the word is I)e£l and its signification cannot be better

indicated but by the word Again in the tfloka

which occurs in page 5 of the Setubandham (also known

by the name “ Havana Vaho”) published in the Kavva-mahl

series, the commentator Sri Baniadasa Bhiipati gives for

IJ * ‘

” and renders the whole line as f9V9vr-

fimr W WWFr^nSt: In this case according to the

critic’s views the commentator should have put for iruiwSt,

not arrgsvrT. But the great commentator lias not accepted the

critic’s views, since the Sanskrit word jjwwit does not clearly

indicate the sense of WTJ^TT which is the true sense ol' the

Prnkrita word armwd in the passage.

Many such examples can he quoted, unnecessarily increas-

ing the bulk of this essay in support of our view. 1 shall close

the present remark by stating simply that in the. verse

referref 1 to by the critic means and the Sanskrit

word as suggested by the critic does not give the parti-

cular sense fWtfwST:. The equivalent, of n* given b\

llemacandra in his Desf Nfmia-mfda (Bombay edition, Sas-

tha V«arga, 134th Sloka) is qftfeFT, and means ftnftftwfT

not . Of course 1

,
following the method of standard writers

I have given ^WT#t which also moans I may add here

that the critic's view of rendering a Prakrita word by the cog-

nate Sanskrit word has not been strictly followed by the standard

writers of olden time, even when it is possible to do so, *.f..

when both the Prnkrita word and its cognate Sanskrit word are

exactly of the same sense (vide Jayavallabha’s Vajjiilagga and

Hatnadeva’s Chaya thereon written in the Samvat 1392).

The above remarks hold true for my rendering wlfirfH:, since

is not easily understood to be 2) (two-and-a-half) and is

not much used too. Moreover this fo^rm is given by Vinaya-

Vijaya-Upadhyaya in his commentary of the Kalpa-Siitra, and

SSnti Sagaropadhyaya has also given the same form in his

commentary of the same work

Now, my rendering of JpnP^lfaTPi’ and this reading itself

are quite satisfactory, as far as I can think of them. Moreover

the reading •gTWforcfo ,
which the critic gives, is wrong accord-

ing to my views, since according to the rules of Prakrit gram-
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mar, it cannot give the Sanskrit equivalent as given

by tlie critic. My reading and its rendering fWt-

fOTlfw arc both correct. The great Haribliadra Suri lias

taken these things just in t lie same way as I have done.

For my reading firirw (page 131, line 11) the critic suggests

according to his MSS. A. 13, (\ and D; but in my MSS. 1

have the reading which I have given in the text, and this is an

Ar-a by the rule^ Wtir «*
I t I II (S. H.). In the glossan

of the Kalpa-Sutra, Prof. H. .Jacobi gives mitta as the principal

reading (mdr Jacobi’s edition, Leipzig, 1879, page 1(U, under the

head of mitta. Sec also specimen der Xfiya Ilhamma Kaha of

P. Stenthal, Leipzig, 1S81, page 7fi).

Again ftir my reading gf (page 132, line 15) he says that it

should be • This is wrong, since grammatically the form

Vfu is never possible. The word fft that I have given is also

correct for the metre The printer’s mistake makes it trr

mstc.id of •

The following is the critical notice of the materials used

by me in the collation of the first fasciculus. No strict rules

have been followed in naming the MSS:

—

(\rilical Notice.

in preparing the text of the present edition of the Vogii-

S.wtra, F have consulted the following works :

—

The following nre MSS. of the Yogu-Nastra :

—

(fff) From Muni Hansvijaya of Barodfi. Fairly correct.

(*) From Bhaktivijayajiof Hadhanpur. (jJoocland correct.

<9T) From Bhavnagar Bhandar. Though old hut not correct,

iff) My own. Fairly correct.

{^) Also my own. It is also fairly correct and similar to (4).

t^) From Pannyas Viravijayaji of Hadhanpur. Very
•direct, used hy the owner for his study and therefore carefully

corrected one.

(W) From Sanand Bliandar. It is similar to (4).

!ffi) It is a MS. containing the Avacuri on the first four

PiakaSas. It is old and tolerably coiTect. It was also recoived

from Pannyas Viravijayaji.

(n) Aiso containing Avaciiri on the first four PrakaSas.

Written in the month of Phalguna Sukla Caturda&i, Somavara.
Samvat 1537. Fairly correct. Received from Ke4ara Vijayajl.

In addition to the above 1 have used also

—

(«n Antara S'loka
;
also from KeAara Vijayaji. It is an

‘kl and good MS.
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(v) Bhimsi Manik’s (Jujrati translation of the text and
the commentary. This edition, as lias already been stated,

contains the text also (not the commentary),

(3)
The Dharrna Samgraha is a book containing many pas*

sages cited from the Yoga-S&stra. I have consulted the MS.
of this book which belongs to me.

(9 )
Another MS. of the Yoga-Sastra. 1 have received this

MS. latterly. It is old, worm-eaten and very correct.

(9)
In addition to these the German edition of the first

four PrakaSas was also used.

Recently I have secured from the Deccan College Library.

Poona, the manuscript A of my critic. T have examined it

thoroughly, but apart from its age, it has nothing to com-

mend it to a responsible editor. The scribe, as it appears to

me, had little acquaintance with the language of his script, and

as far as the subject-matter is concerned he was completely in

the dark.



25 . Who Planned the T6j?

By Rev. H. JJohten, S..T.

The opinion seems to bt! gaining ground that “ the Italian

or French origin of the Taj is exploded.” When, where, how.
and by whom was this result arrived at t What has been done
to disprove that Jerome Veroneo, the Venetian, was the archi-

tect ( The question, we insist, is not what workmen were em-
ployed on the Taj, hut who planned it.

U»tus go back to H. (1. Keene’s little Handbook for 1 'isitors

to Afjm and it* ncitfhbourhofxi (Calcutta, Thacker. 5th Ed., ISSS).
“ We learn from Manrique (a Spanish monk of the August ini.‘in

Order, who was at Agra in 1041) that the plans and estimates

were prepared by a Venetian, by name (Jeronimo Vermnoo.
Vemmeo died at Lahore before Maurique’s arrival, and long

before the work was completed. The work is then believed to

have been made over to a Byzantine Turk.” (Cf. p. 23.)

Keene, then, did not hesitate to accept the Friar's plain

statement. “ Much fruitless discussion lias been waged on this

subject | of the origin of the Taj|.” lie writes (ibid., p. 25);
“ but, the following considerations alone are likely to be of use to

the general reader. The notion that the TAj was designed by an
Italian is confirmed by Manrique. But, nothing can be less

Italian than the general conception of the building with its simple
and even stiff contour : nothing ever more in harmony with the
style of Eastern feeling, which regards a white muslin tunic

and an aigrette of diamonds as full dress for an Emperor. The
tomb of Humayun (A.D. 15.50) seems to have been the chief

model of the elevation.”

Quite so, and no one thinks of denying that the Italian

copied Indian models. The plan of Hum&yun's tomb at Delhi
“ is in fact,” writes James Fergusson,

k>
that adopted at the

Taje, but used here without the depth and poetry of that cele-

brated building.” (Of. Hist, of Indian and Eastern Archil.,

London, 1876, p. 576.)

The conclusion, which Keene endeavours to popularize in

his Handbook
,
had been arrived at by a careful perusal of Frey

Manrique’s writings. Of this we have sufficient evidence in

his The Turks in India (London, Allen, 1879). There, Keene
mentions Maorique in connection with a description of Akbar’s
tomb at Sikandra (pp. 106-107)

;
he states that Manrique

confirms the fact of Veroneo’s procuring the discharge of some
«>f the priests [(] taken prisoners at Hugli—fact noted by Manucci-
( ’atrou (p. 121 ; I fail, however, to find the fact recorded by
Manrique under Veroneo’s name)

;
he analyzes part of Manrique’s
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account of Lahore and translates his curious relation of a banquet

given at Lahore by Asaf Khan to the Emperor (pp. 120— 130);

finally lie adds a note on Manriquc's Mission and the Catholic#

in the time of Shah Jahan (pp. 251—255. (V. also J.11.A .S., Vol.

X, X.S., 1879, pp. 93- -98). This note makes it clear enough
that Keene had before him a copy of Manrique’s Itinerario. The
best proof, however, is the testimony of Father Symphorian,
a Capuchin Missionary of Agra, who, in his article

lfc The Chapel

of Padra Santoo# in Agra " (Cf. Indo-Europ. ( 'orreap . , Calcutta,

1S7S, pp. 452—4, and Agra Archaeol. Soc. Transaction#, 1878).

states that Mr. Keene lent him his copy of Manrique’s Itinerario.

Keene does not hesitate to call t lie Augustinian’ s narrative

the best account of the Court life of Shah Jahan that has been

preserved. He found it, however, no easy reading. He com-
plains of

kfc

archaic words and forms of spelling which interfere

w it li tilt 1 reader’s case, unless he be an unusually profound Spanish

scholar." (Cf. The Turk# in India, pp. 120,251.1

If, instead of making only a few extracts, Keene had trans-

lated fully Manriquc's account of the Taj, it is likely that less

hesitation would have been shown towards accepting it as

conclusive. Such as they are, the extracts in The Turk# in

India (pp. 251 255) are sufficiently cogent ; and one cannot help

being surprised at the off-hand manner in which certain writers,

who were familiar with them, have passed them by or explained

them away. Syad Muhammad Latif (Agra, Historical and
Ihscriptivt) studiously ignotes them: Mr. E. B. Havell [Tin

Taj and it# Designers . in Ninctctnfh Century and After
,

1903,

pp. 1 03!) - 49) endeavours to explain them away.
Before we present the 1 reader with the complete translation

of Manriquc's narrative, of which the (loethals Indian Library

in St. Xavier's College possesses a copy, a short biographical

sketch of the writer seems necessary. Father Symphorian ’s

article and Keene's A Sketch of the History of Hindustan (London.
1NN5, pp. 198-199) will simplify our task.

Manrique was an Augustinian Friar wrlio spent 13 years in

the East. He came to tire Convent of his Order at Hugli in

1028 and began applying himself to the languages of Bengal.

Bengali and Hindustani. On September 11, 1929, lie left for

Arakan, and continued his apostolic ministrations in Arakan and
Bengal until 1039, leaving Pipli for Ooa on February 25. His ntjxt

mission brought him to the Philippines afilid Macao. Ou August
12. 1040, he was back at Balasore, and on the eve of Christinas.

1040, he arrived at Agra, where he was the guest of the Jesuit

Fathers Anthony do Oliveira and Matthew deCruz. Immediately
after Christmas, he went to Biana [Bayana], passing through

Fathpur- Sikri. A rich Armenian merchant of Biana. to whom he

had letters of recommendation, sent with him one of his relatives

to help him in his negotiations for the release of Father Anthony
of Christ, an Augustinian who had been made prisoner at the
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fall of Hugli in 1(132 and was still in durance at Agra. In ,J anuary

1641, Manrique was back at Agra, paving visits to his confrtrv

m jail, and interviewing Subdal Klutrt, the governor of Agra,

in his behalf; but, as the Emperor was then at Lahore, the

negotiations could not proceed. Subdal Khan very courteously

said that, as he himself was going to Lahore in a short time, he

might join him in the journey. Manrique gladly accepted tin*

offer, and profited by the delay to visit the principal monuments
of Agra. After twenty-six days passed in expectation of Subdal

Khan’s departure, finding that he was not likely to move before

another month, Manrique took leave of him, of Father Anthony,

<till hi prison, and of t lie Jesuit Fathers, and set out for Lahore,

where he arrived in 21 days. There he met Father Joseph de

Castro, S..T.. who invited him to his dwelling, promising to assist

him in expediting his affairs. Manrique was admitted to an

audience with Asaf Khan. To cut the story short, he obtained

all his requests, and proceeded from Lahore to Sind, while

Father Anthony was restored to liberty.

Manrique was evidently a man of mark, having been Visitor

of his Order in the East. A keen and interested observer, he

notes down many curious observations in his Itinerario drlas

Missioned del India Oriental (Rome, 1653, in 4
J

, pp. 476, 2 col.)

This work, now very scarce, was never translated into English,

though, if we remember rightly, the Hakluyt Society intended

many years ago preparing a translation.

In Oh. LVI1I Manrique relates his experiences at Agra. In

the following chapter, lie describes the Mogul Court and its

palaces. Cli. LX. is headed thus :

In which is (jivea an account of two Mocorahiis or ifau Ha-

lf nnw of Emperors Achabar and Corrombu ’V
Among the grand buildings of the town of Agra, the

chief arc two Mausoleums, and, to redeem my promise, l shall

begin with Achabir’s tomb, as being the first and the more an-

cient.” [Here follows the description
, pp. 350-351.

]
At p. 351,

col. 2, we read : The other Mausoleum, the work, as 1 have

slid, of Emperor Corrombo, is dedicated to the unhappy memory
of his chief and cherished wife Begoma [the Begum], and is

situated at the other extremity of the town. This edifice not

being finished yet at the time, and a great portion being still

wanting, judging from the plan whicli it bore and which w'as

'ontemplated, I shall speak only of the portion which was

finished. It consisted of a fine, very large, quadrangular and

proportionately high wall of magnificent red hewn stone ; at the

top, in lieu of battlements, it is being adorned and embellished

by thick strong spikes i
(
espigones

)

of the same stone. [An

illusion, probably, to the balustrades. A la gual [muralla] por

1 Khurram, *>., Shah Jaban The word Mocorabd must be a
1 orruption of the Persian Maqbard = burial place, mausoleum.
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remote en lugar de almenas la ornan y reparan grurssos, y fuertes

espigmies dr la misnut piedra.
|

At tin* four corners of this great

wall rose as many other Palaces built of large slabs of beautiful and

whitest marble, which from more than forty leagues are brought

there for those buildings. Some, which I met on the road

to Binna. were of such extraordinary length and breadth that

they set all in a perspiration many yokes of strong lazy oxen and

of ferocious-looking, heavy-horned buffaloes, which in files of

twenty and thirty pair were dragging strong unshapely carts.

This great wall enclosed a very large quadrangular space, in the

cent io of which stood a large, high, circular tower, from the

centre of which [tower], the famous Geometer [Jerome Veroneo,

as 1 understand it], drawing equal lines, made his perfect cir-

cumference with less trouble than Archimedes the Syracusan

This tower, too, is of shining white marble. On this, and on the

other works, were generally employed a thousand men. overseers,

officials and workmen. A great number of them were likewise

occupied, some in laying out curious gardens, others in planting

shady groves and making orderly plantations of poplar-trees

(alamtdas) ; others, finally in making roads and reservoirs for the

liquid crystals, without whieh it was impossible to go on with the

works. The arehitect of those structures was a Venetian, named
Jerome Veroneo, who went to those parts in the ships from

Portugal, and died in the city of Laor [Lahore], shortly before

my arrival. Emperor (Wrombo ga v'» him large salaries,

but, it is thought that, he profited so badly by them that, when
he died, they say Father Joseph de (’astro, of the Society, a

Lombard by birth, found on him much less than was imagined

Of him Fame, fleet, messenger of all good and evil tidings, had

reported that the Padeh)
,
having sent for him and manifested

to him his desire of raising a grandiose and sumptuous monument
to his defunct consort, and that for this he should make some
designs whieh he should show him, Veroneo. the Architect,

obeyed this order, and within a few days submitted to him in

various models of the finest, architecture all the perfection of the

art which lie knew ; but that, having satisfied His Majesty

in this matter, he displeased him- -according to his barbarous

and arrogant pride—by the low estimates whieh lie made ; they

say also that, growing angry, he ordered him to spend three hrors

[crouras] of rupees, i.e., three hundred lakhs \leckas\, and that,

when they were spent, lie should let him know—a sum of money
so great that one is surprised. But, if the sepulchral apartments

(sepitlch rales estanrias

)

were, as they said, to be covered with

plates of gold, as was the uni in which were already deposited

the bones of the Agarene [Mohammedan] Empress, such large

sums will not be matter for surprise,— though he, in particular,

will wonder who habitually spends his limited crowns [escudos\

after first passing many hours in sundry considerations, seeing

that, in as little time as it takes to open and close one’s mouth,
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fifteen millions of Spanish pesos were ordered to be spent, a sum
amounting to the three krors above-said ; and, for the better

understanding of the eurious reader, let it be known that a kror

is a hundred lakhs, and a lakh a hundred thousand rupees, and

a rupee half a Spanish peso.”

This, then, is the text which must be got rid of. And
why ? What are the insuperable difficulties, the

k
‘ wild im-

probabilities ” militating against it (

The Taj was begun in 1630 or 1631 and completed in 164S,

and here is a tiaveller who saw it, when the work was in full

swing. He spent at least 26 days in Agra, and was the guest of

the Jesuits, than whom he could have had no better informed

cieerones. They knew the place ; they knew its history. Since

the days of Father Jerome Xavier, from 1505 to 1641, there

liad been no break of continuity in their stay at Agra. What
was more natural than that Alanriquc, who must- have kept a

diary, should have questioned them on all matters of interest i

Among the things worth recording, he noted that Veroneo had

supplied the plans of the Taj and superintended the work.

Fathers de Oliveira and do Cruz were at. Agra in Kill, and

they could know, since fame had carried far and wide the report

of Vemneo's share in the matter, even to minute particulars of his

interviews with Shah .Jahan.

( )ne w ho surely knew was Fat her .1. de ( 'astro. He had been

m the Mogul Empire since 1610, had occupied a high position of

influence under Jahangir, and acted as Chaplain to Alirza Zu’l

fjarnin, Court-poet under Jahangir, and Governor in Bengal,

(Patna 0 under Shah Jahan (1620—32). We have letters of his

<lated Agra, 1633, 1637, 1638, 1640 and 1641. Finally, he was

Veroneo’s executor. During his stay at Lahore. Manrique was

Father de Castro’s guest. He had ample opportunities of

satisfying his curiosity: but, even after his conversations with

Father de Castro, Frey Alanrique wrote as we have seen. What
interest had he to write otherwise than lie heard ? Or what
interest had the .Jesuits, the Portuguese and other foreigners,

with whom Manrique was brought into contact, to speak other-

wise than they knew \

The a priori theories of some wT
riters on the respective merits

•md the peculiar character of Indian and Western art—in ap-

preciations of this nature a broad margin is left for the sub-

jective—cannot weigh up against the cool testimony of a level-

headed contemporary traveller. If Veroneo’s name were found

in Manrique oidy en passant, there might be room for carping

;

hut, the circumstantial evidence adduced is such as must satisfy

die “ ordinary ” historian in matters historical.

Mr. E. B. Havell, the late Principal of the Calcutta School

Arts, has acquired some celebrity by his writings on the Taj.

Viewed in the light of Manrique’ s account, his opinions about

its origin are found wanting all round. Let me quote only one
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passage, which will show what his methods are, and how hasty

conclusions can bo reached. Cf. The Tfij and its Designers % in

Nineteenth Century and After
, 1908, pp. 1089-49. [The italics

are mine.]
b

Before discussing Verroneo \s story, it will be interesting

to analyse it in order to separate the truth which may be in it

from the falsehood. It is highly probable that Verroneo was
one of the many architects who submitted designs for the Ta j."

So much is granted to Manrique. but no more. They were

doubtless in the style of the Renaissance , which was then the

architectural style of Italy.” Elsewhere he writes:
lk

Neither

in general conception nor in the smallest detail does it [the Taj|

suggest the style of the Italian Renaissance, which a Venetian

architect of the seventeenth cent dry would certainly have
followed.” Could Veroneo not imitate existing designs and even
improve on them* .4 priori , and with as much right as Mr.

Havell, we might say that Renaissance was so sure to meet with

no appreciation from a Mogul Emperor, that, if Veroneo presented

him with any designs at all, they must have been in the style

of Mogul architecture.—
bb Shah Jahau examined them [the de-

signs] with curiosity and expressed some* qualified praise, which
Verroneo mistook for approval.” What difficulty was there

for Veroneo to distinguish between Shah Jahan's satisfaction

at his work, and his irritation on healing of his low’ estimates '

— bb The anger of the Padsha on hearing of the estimates and hit*

order
b

to spend three krors ’ clearly prints to the indirect oriental

method of rejecting a proposal.
’

' This we all fail to see ; whereas
little knowledge of Asiatic* manners is required to understand

with Manrique that Shah Julian posed before the Westernei as

the wealthiest and most munificent of immarchs.

—

bb
It is quite

certain that Verroneo heard nothing more of his commission,

from Shah Jahan.’
5

Is it * All along, Mr. Havell travesties

himself into one of Veroneo \q contemporaries.
b<

|
Verroneo

|

returned to Lahore, and poured the garbled account of bis doings

into the too credulous ears of Father de Castro, who retailed

it as history to his fellow-priest.” Father de Castro, as wre have

shown, would have been the last man to be taken in by an im-

postor.

Such is Mr. Havell’s analysis of the story, and we look in

vain for the
b

‘ discussion ” of the story, which ought to have
followed.

bb
But, we have no mention of Veroneo,” it is alleged.

‘ b

in

any of the Mohammedan authors !” We answer with Fergusson

:

‘It is hardly to be expected that natives should record the

names of those who surpassed them in their own arts, and

needy Italian adventurers were even less likely to have an op-

portunity of recording the works they executed in a strange and
foreign countiy. Had any Italian who lived at the Courts of

Jehangir or SliAh Jah&n written a book, lie might have recorded
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the artistic prowess of liis countrymen, but none such, as far as

I am aware, has yet seen the light.” (Cf. Hist . of Indian and
Eastern Archil ., p. 588.) This, Mr. Havell admits.

Another argues that one look at the Taj ought to assure any
intelligent man that it owes its existence to no foreign design :

the contrary is impossible from the very nature of the tiling.

“ If that were not sufficient, we have still the name of the
Moslem architect sculptured upon the building." I suppose
the name in question is that of l

Tstad I'sa, whose name is chron-

icled in the Tnrikhd-Tdj Mahal as that of the chief architect, the

Naksha Naans or plan-drawer? But must the testimony of the

Tarikh-i-Td) Mahal be taken as a denial of Manrique's state*

ment ? (Vui the two authorities not be reconciled ' Evidently,

after Veroueo’s death, other architects were employed. And
the style of the various buildings of the Taj so uniform that

vve cannot recognize in them the work of different hands {

Jt- is rather puzzling that Manrique’s story should be treated

as an obscure romance, as a legend, when, on the other hand.
Cstad I'sa, of whom wo know rather less, should, without
more ado, be proclaimed the original architect. That Taver-
nier, Mandclslo, Bernier, Thevenot should be silent is

merely a negative argument. They must not be expected to

have recorded everything. One cannot help being surprised,

for instance, that Manucci should give no description of the
Taj in his voluminous memoirs. “ Tavernier," writes Talboys
Wheeler, “ was emphatically a man of a business turn of mind,
and his book of travels was written more for the information
and amusement of business men than for the wits and scholars
of his time." (The Histart/ of India , Vol. IV, Pi. II. p. 45b.

)

Bernier was in India between 1555 and 1567 ; Thevenot came
only in 1666.

Though Manriquc stands so far alone, we find in Manucci
an indirect proof of Veroneo’s influence at the Court of Shah
Jahan. After speaking of the constancy of the priests taken
at Hugh, Manucci continues: “ There were also a few others

—

laymen who held fast to the faith, but were released through the

petitions of some persons at Court, chiefly of an Armenian,
who was a great favourite, or through the money paid bv a
Venetian, my compatriot, called Hieronimo Veroneo, a wan
ransomed by the Portuguese." (Cf. W. Irvine, Storia do Mayor,
Vol. I, p. 183.) In the absence of further information, it is, of

course, difficult to account for the words I have italicised. All

we know is that, at the time of the attack on Hugli, Sh&h Jahan
vented hiswrath on the Christians of Agra. From an unpublished
letter of Father Corsi, S.J. (Agra, 5 October, 1633), we learn

that even the great favourite, Mirza Zu-1 Qarnin, the Catholic

Armenian, to whom Manucci* alludes, lost all his dignities and
was thrown into prison with the Jesuits of Agra. The storm
was of short duration, however. The Mirza was reinstated

;
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the Jesuits were restored to liberty; many of the captives of

Hugh were ransomed a short time after their arrival in Agra,
anil those who brought their influence and their gold to bear on
Shah Jahan and his grandees were chiefly Zii-1 Qaniin and
Vcroneo. Where did Veroneo get the money from If he was
the architect of the Taj, if the lavish pay he received from the
Emperor justified file opinion that he was a wealthy man, we
have the answer.

Searches made in our Roman Archives for further evidence
on Veroneo's work on the Taj have proved fruitless: but, it

may be remarked that our Archives have been partly scattered

in iniquitous times. The following passage concerning Frey
Manrique’s journey through Lahore occurs in an unpublished
Portuguese letter of Father Joseph dc (’astro to the Very Rev.
Father Mutius Vitellesehi, General of the Society in Rome.
(Agra, 2bth August, 1641): “Through a religious of St.

“Augustine, who passed here, coming from the Manilhas, on
“ his way by land to Rome, as Procurator of the Province, I

“wrote at length to You r Paternity three months ago, when
“ he left from here. He is called Fro Sebastian Manriqe. 1

“helped him in what I could, and obtained for his journey
“ a goodly alms from the Lord Nawab Asafkan, the father-iii-
“ law of the king, our ancient and only protector in these
‘ k realms.

1 *

What is more gratifying is that Mr. E. A. H. Blunt, who
is revising the inscriptions on European tombs in the U. P.,

should have discovered Veroneo’s grave during a recent visit to

Agra. It is dated 1640. a date which is in perfect agreement
with Manrique’s statement that Veroneo had died at Lahore
shortly before Manrique’s arrival |end of February 1641],

That. Veroneo should have been buried at Agra, though he died
at Lahore, will not appear surprising to those who are acquaint-
ed with t-iie times. Barring that, it would seem that even his

contemporaries judged Agra tin* only fitting resting-place for

the man. SSo much admiration is felt by all for the entrancing
beauty of the Taj that it would be little short of a great

injustice to its builder, if nothing better than a crumbling
stone with a half-effaced inscription were left to mark his tomb,
and that within the very shadow of the Mausoleum attesting

his genius.



26. The Pramagas of Hindu Logic.

By Professor VanAxMAli Chakravartti, M.A.,
Vedavtatirtha, I 'vdantaratna.

The pmmamtH are usually translated as “ instruments of

knowledge,” channels of evidential knowledge ” or “ authori-

tative evidences.” The first of these renderings approaches
nearest the original. The Nydyavdrtika of Cddyotakara deiines

it thus:

—

if. “A pramdm is a cause or

condition of knowledge or cognition.” According to this defi-

nition, a pramdm is more a thing of psychology Ilian of logic.

That which serves to give us knowledge is a pramdm. The
pmmdrns are, sq to sav, the windows of the mind, through
which the objective world communicates its existence to us. I

have a suspicion that the philosophical consciousness of India

never made any sharp distinction between this, the psycho-

logical sense of the word pramdm and its logical sense. In fact,

Logic and Psychology as two separate studies, the one being

conceived as a regulative and the other as a natural science,

never did exist on Indian soil. The Hindu thinker asked, how
do we know the world? The ordinary answer was :— (1 ) by
observation

(prah/aksa), (2) by reasoning (artumana), and (3)

by authority (falula). If now the further question he raised,
“ Does all the knowledge thus derived correspond to reality i If

not, by what criterion or standard is true knowledge to be dis-

tinguished from the false V' one steps into the domain of Logic.

The question with the logician is, not how we actually know
the world, but how we know it correctly or truly. What are

the instruments of right or valid knowledge? Thus pramdm ,

m a logical sense, may be translated “ instruments of right

knowledge,” and in this sense “ channels of evidential know-
ledge ” or “ authoritative evidences ” may be better.

That the pramams, as ordinarily conceived, are more
psychological than logical, will also be evident from the

statements of the neo-Iogiciaris such as the following :

—

sWtssmprr smnruar 1

afhrt sp 11

Bhampariccheda, 131.

Translation.—False cognition is produced by the faults

•md true cognition by the excellences. Thore are various kinds

"f faults, such as bile, distance and the like. 1

1 A man suffering from jaundice will perceive the whito conch
vkell to be yellow. This is sense-perception, its defective character is
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Similarly a right conclusion is not the result of merely an
ordinaiy deduction or anwndna. The deduel ion must have the
adventitious quality of what has been termed excellence, if it

is to lead to a valid conclusion. The ordinaiy anumana is an
inference or reasoning in the psychological sense of the term.

The author of the Nydyu-sutras
,
however, takes pramdua

in its logical sense. His definition of perception is as follows

wn (\) qrarcfoaq

(*0 srsrfWmfT (^) i

Translation, - -Perception is the knowledge which results

from the contact of sense with its object, (1) not employing
the aid of language, and (2) behig sucli as is not contradicted

by future exjjerience, and (3) of the nature of ascertainment
(as opposed to doubt).

Here mark the clause (2). It distinctly provides for what,

may be termed logical or valid perception. The Bhdsyn under-

stands it in this sense, and observes that the cognition of the

mii-age would have been a case of perception, but for the clause

TOfiwPt (2). The following observation of Radhamohmm
Vidyavacaspati in his Nydya-sutra-vinam itam will substantiate

the above remarks :

—

ctc[ ^ *i3rfinrTfc wmsRn nmfr i

Translation .—Perception in general is to be defined as the
knowledge that arises from the contact of sense with its object,

and when this is such as is not contradicted by future ex-

perience, it becomes valid [or logical) perception.

Gotami does not define anumana or deduction. He
merely states that it presupposes perception, and is of three

kinds, namely, (1) purvumt (inference from cause to effect), (2)

<;esavat (inference from effect to cause), and (3) sdmdnyato-drista

(inference from similarity ?)•' It should be pointed out liere,

that it is not definitely known at the present day what dotama
precisely meant by these terms. I have given in brackets what
seem to me to be the most suitable renderings. Even the old

Bhdsyakara, Vdtsdyana
t
gives two interpretations, which shows

that in his time the precise meanings of these terms had al-

ready become a matter of conjecture. Gaudapada
,
in his com-

mentaiy on the Sdnkhyakdrikas
,
has explained these terms in

due to what in called bile (fim ),
which produced the jaundice. The

moon is perceived to he of the size of a small plate. Here the deception
is due to another fault, namely, distance.

1 <n iwjhii fqftqiroqpf ffaj qunqiftwc q i nw
VwrfquMm
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;i third way. The interpretation of Varatlaraja in his Tdrki-
karaksd and of the neo-naiyayikas generally (c.gr., of Vicmndlhn
and Rddhdmbhana) who identify purvavat with kevaldnvayi.

n meat with kevala-vyatireki , and sdtndnyato-drista witli anmytt-
ryatireki , is due to their lack of the historical sense, and is

manifestly absurd. First , these are neither the derivative nor
the ordinary meanings of these words, and we have no right to

suppose that Gotama used them in these technical senses. If he
did, lie must have indicat ed it in some part of his work
Sicondly , if such a neat interpretation were available, Vdt#d-

ijtmtt and Gandapadn would not have omitted to notice it.

Thirdly ,
Gotama did not probably know what is called vydpti

.

and without it there could be no division of anumdnus into

kcm/dnrayi ,
Kevalavyatireki and anvaya-vyalireki . The whole

of modern Hindu Deductive Logic hinges on tin* doctrine of

vydpti
,
and it would be startling to many to be told that the

celebrated founder of Indian Logic* did not know what it was.

Still such seems to ho the* truth.

Vydpti is the relation that exists between the middle term
» hUn. reason) and the major term (called xadhya by the neo-

lomcians) of a syllogism, justifying the inference It corres-

ponds to the universal major (called the sumption or ground
proposition) of the perfect figure in Aristotelian Logic.

The word vydpti is n veiy old one. It occurs in the Vedas

.Hid the Parana*. Its cognates such as vydpyamdntt
, vydpfimat ,

etc., an* found in such ancient treatises as the sntras of Pdnini
uid the* code of Mann. But in none of these cases does it

hear the technical sense. In Gotama'* Xydya sutras the word
does not occur at all. The word vydpti is found in the sdnkhya
'iitrns (v. 29), and in a discussion about its nature, the opinion
of Pnnca$ikhn has been cite l (sdnkhya sutras v. .*12). But it is

notorious that the antiquity of the sdnkhya sutras is ext remedy
doubtful

,

The word pralihandha [ )
might have been an older

'mil fur vydpti in its technical sense. The sdnkhya saints and
'• he Xydyamaniari. besides other hooks, contain the word
prat ihandha .

The detailed treatment of the subject of jdti ( «nfvr )
tends

to indicate that the true theory of the syllogism based on
vydpti was unknown to the author of the nydya-sutras . The
masters of the neo-logieal school have amplified every logical

topic treated in the original sutras, but they have? completely
ignored the subject of jdti . This was so, because the treat-

ment of jdti was found to be superfluous after the discovery of

tiie vydpti .

It. may be said that the chapter on jdti was not written

•>v Gotama
,
and that he had simply incorporated into his

*ntras an already existing chapter of some older logician, who
'as unacquainted with the vydpti . Quite possible. But it is
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undeniable that a genius like Gotama would have easily per-

ceived the incongruity, nay the childish nature, of such a chap-

ter in a book which dealt witli the true theory of the syllogism.

The neo-logicians saw this clearly, and Uotamn would have
seen it, if he had known what the vyapti is.

The word sddhya, in neo-logic, means the major term
read in connotation. In the nydya-sutratf, it appears not to

have yet acquired that technical sense. Thus the thesis or

probandum (pratijnd )
is defined as “Hie statement of the

sddhya’'

K

Here the word sadhya means simply “that which
is to be proved*’. Qangeqa in his Tattvacintdmani criticizes

this definition of the thesis as too wide, for according to him it

is equally applicable to the major term. Says he

—

4
‘ <rw uf«r*T *r flrerq^sfcr^TF: ”

»

This is a very good example of the want of the historical

sense in the neo-logieians. Gangega fancied that the word

sddhya bore the same limited technical meaning in Gotama 's

time as in his. Again in Nyaya Sutras 1, I. ‘IS, the word sdd-

hya is used for the minor term. It is well known how tilt*

greatest thinker of the tol in the nineteenth century had momen-
tarily misinterpreted this aphorism by taking sddhya to mean
the major term, like his great predecessor, Gangega .

The word paksa
,

in neo-logic, means the minor term.

Gotama uses it in a different sense. Anumeya seems to have

been an older term for paksa , though these two are not per-

fectly identical in meaning. (Vide Pragastapdda Bhdsya,p. 200,

and Yoga Bhasya I. 7, and Nydyahindu
, p. 104.)

Thus the terms vyapti , sddhya
,
and paksa had not ac-

quired their present technical meanings in Gotatna’s time.

These, together with the hetu , are the most important terms in

the doctrine of the syllogism, and yet Gotama did not know

these or anything equivalent to them. Does not this raise a

pre-supposition against Gotama*

s

knowledge of the vyapti '( In

fact, sciences do not spring, full-grown, into existence from the

heads of their founders. The Xydya-sutras contain some of

the earliest efforts of humanity to formulate a doctrine of

anumdna ,
and as such, it is not at all surprising that the doc-

trine of vyapti is absent therein. In^he sutras of Gotama and

Kandda ,
wo notice the beginnings of deductive logic, which

afterwards developed into the doctrine of vyapti .

Kandda gives the significant name laingika (lit. derived

from a mark, nota) to inferential knowledge. But he too seems

to have been unaware of the true nature of deduction. He

enumerates five marks which lead to deduction—

1 sTwfaw (utm)
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to wrcw *f«r ;

Hfawriv 1 1 1 ^ i

Those five marks are (1) effect, (2) cause, (3) connected
thing, (4) opposed tiling, and (6) something existing in inti-

mate relation. Thus (1) from smoke is inferred fire (effect to
cause), (2) from observing the contact of the stick with the
drum is inferred sound (from cause to effect) when the sound
is inaudible, (3) from observation of the body is inferred the
sense of touch, which is connected with the body, (4) from the
crouching of a snake is inferred the presence of an ichneumon
(the snake and the ichneumon are supposed to be in eternal

enmity), (fi) from the temperaturo of water is inferred the pres-

ence of heat in water. Here we notice the same defect as we
noticed in flofama ; this is a mere enumeration of the various
kinds of deduction; it does not show in what consists the essence
of the process. For one acquainted with the doctrine of the
rydpti such an enumeration can never take its place. If Kanada
had known the vydpti

, he would undoubtedly have said that
the linga (mark) is the vyapya and the major term is vydjxxka.

Pm^nstapada in his Padarthadharma-sangraha and Ruma-
nia in his (Joka-vdrtika seem clearly to have known the true
nature of deduction. There are two verses in the Paddrlha-

dhmm-sangraha which credit one Kdgyapa with the enuncia-
tion of the true theory of deduction

—

% sit^eN i

vniirtapftq II

Pragastapdda Phdsya ( Vizianagram Sanskrit Series), p. 200.

Translation .
—“That mark (linga) which is connected

with the subject of the inference (paksa ), and is known to exist

in what contains the major term read in connotation (mj-

IKiksa), and does not exist in what is without the major term
read in connotation (vi-paksa)

y
leads to an inference. Kagyajm

lias said that whatever is without one or two of these charac-

teristics is not a real middle term (hctu or linga)
,
and gives rise

to the fallacies of contradiction, false minor premiss, or

doubt.”

Now Kagyapa is popularly supposed to be only another
name of Kanada. But a new difficulty arises here :

“ Why
•lid Kanada content himself with merely enumerating effect

,

•ause, etc., as so many marks that lead to inference ?” Pra-
f:astapdda had felt this difficulty and tried to solve it in his own
‘v’ay. Ho says

—
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urer qrroffajTflr qmnvrihi i *wq[ j

sifat^reiFrT^ i sp
*nj«rei: ^ vpif? »r«iRrn?t5Ji^ni-

^fer i q?mfec<a/fo; ^rcrefafa
-

*r*w*rT**tnT^ ftrain i

Prafaxtapada Bhdsya
, p. 205.

Translation.— 1 ' In the aphorism * wjfct qnw' VTOff ^M3l

finftf* VWlfa ^flT $firan ' (Vnifesika Aphorisms ix. 2, 1), the

•'numeration of effect, cause, etc., is meant to serve as mere
illustrations. It is not to he understood that these are the

only kinds of inference. Why t Because there are excep-

tions; as for instance, the uttering of Om by the adhmryu-priest

serves as a sign to the hota-priest, the rise of the moon is a

sign of the rise of water in the ocean and of the blooming of

the kumuda Hower, the clear waters of the autumn is a sign of

the rise of the constellation Ayastya. All theseand similar othei

cases of inference are to he treated as covered by the first two
words of the Sutra 1 which point out a mere relation

without specifying it/’

Prarastapdda , like most other Hindu writers, was labom-

lug under the supposition that the old jrisis were infallible ami
omniscient. Such a supposition is directly opposed to the

historical spirit. Hence it is no wonder that we find Praytsla-

pdda attributing a later theory to Kandda , and trying to ex-

plain away the incongruity pointed out before on the gratui-

tous assumption that Kandda was merely giving illustrations in

his treatment of deduction. Ka^yajia is not Kandda; and

PrussiaJidda's identification of the two must he rejected a*

uncritical.

According to the .Japanese tradition, A lewpada discovered

the” nine reasons and fourteen fallacies,
M

which contains an

analysis of the true theory of the syllogism. Hence Aksa-

Jidda must be credited with a knowledge of the true theory of

deduction. Is AkitaJidda then different from the author of the

*Vydyn-Hatra* (

The n/djiti seems to have been rather vaguely conceived

by the author of the Sydya bhasya as well. The Mimam
sdtfoka-vdrtika of Kumdrila mentions the word wjapti in

its logical sense. Mahamahopadydyd Dr. S. C. Vidyabliusaiia

will lay Sanskrit scholars under a great debt, if he would

point- out the history of the word vydpti or its equivalents

in Buddhist logic. It seems that the true history of the theory

of deduction should have to be worked out by the joint efforts

of the students of Hindu and Buddhist Logicl

It lias been observed above that Vdtsdyana's idea of

deduction was rather vague. In commenting on the Nyaya Sn -

tra I, 1. 35, "hit ”, he gives the following example :

—
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(0 00 (*) ^gjqftra-

*N f»ra wwite*ra»i i

1

Translation.
—“ Sound is non-eternal on account of the

possession of the attribute of being produced. That which

has want of production as an attribute is eternal ( e.g a sub-

stance such as the soul).” Put into the syllogistic! form the

argument stands thus :

—

Non-prodnoed things are eternal

;

Sound is produced

;

.*. Sound is non-eternal.

As it stands, this involves the fallacy of five terms. But

by taking the full inverse (/.c., the converse of the (diverse of

the eontrapositivo) of the major premise we get

—

Some produced things are non-eternal

;

Sound is produced
;

. . Sound is non-eternal.

This involves the fallacy of undistributed middle. Vatsa-

l/ana did not see the fallacy of this argument, because, accord-

ing to him, the major premiss “ Non-produced things are eter-

nal” is a V proposition, admitting of simple conversion.

In fact, clause (3) of the above syllogism

may be directly taken to mean “ eternal things

arc noil-produced, e.g.
,
the soul,” and then partially contra-

posing this we get the following valid syllogism:

—

No produced things are eternal

;

Sound is produced

;

.-. Sound is not eternal.

The language of Vatsdyana may surely yield such a mean-

ing (making the subject and vnqfawwr the predicate).

But we are not allowed so easily to justify Vatsayana, For

under I. I, 37, he says—

f»w*i wwnfa

^Headings in the NyUyabhasya ,
edited by Mali5mahopailliyaya

' angadhara ^astri Tailangu, in the Vizianagram Sanskrit series, are

generally very unreliable. The edition of JayanSrSyana in the Biblio-

1 h*H!a Indica is somewhat bettor. Oangadhara reads hero as follows

:

ifs$i fa«a ott

—

”

The reading adopted above has the support of MSS.
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wrrsftos « sr i wmwnfi

few * w*f?r tfa <sqwrow

are (w)hrj[ gwfmrSran^r ht^t^ <qfaiq: are

star
1

1

Tim first six words of this passage are almost identical

with the above citation from the Bhasya (1. 1, 35). The inter-

pretation of those words is to be determined in the light of

what follows.

Tmnxlation (ataiminfMare: etc.).—The soul, etc.,

are cited here as illustrations. These (i.e., the soul, etc.) do
not possess that quality [non-eternalncss] on account of their

want of producedness constituting a point of disagreement
with sound. Non-eternalness is an attribute of the subject of

the conclusion (sound) and it does not belong to that (the soul).

Here observing that non-cternalne/ut does not belonij to the nod,
etc., on account of the mint of 'prixhicedn.cxs, the contrary is

inferred with respect to sound, namely, that it is non-eternal

on account of “ producedness.”

This translation, being literal, is rather cumbrous, and
scholars unacquainted with Sanskrit may find it difficult to

understand it. But one point is clear from the portion in

italics, namely, that “ want of producedness ” lias been taken
as the reason (hetu) for “want of non-otemalness,” or in

other words

“ All non-produced things are eternal,”

which isthe interpretation we put upon the text in 1. 1, 35

(Nyayasutra Bhasya), and which has been shown to involve

the fallacy of undistributed middle.

I have hitherto dealt with only Observation and Reason-
ing. These two are recognised in Indian as well os in European
Logic. In addition to these, the Indian logician deals with the

word (fabda), analogy (upamana), tradition (ailthya), etc. The
following well-known verses bear upon this point:—

wfarr: qraresireft ms i

«i*rfq «r®rs ?f *ifq p

swhkt* p

*wnwsrcicufa wfr i

wwferfiqflirfr aif«r qfcifawT p

I Here Again the reading in the Vizianagram Sanskrit series is faulty.
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Translation.—" The cdrvdkas admit only one source of true

knowledge, namely, observation, Raudda and Sugata
(
i.c the

Jhiddha) admit observation ami deduction, the Sdnkhyas admit

observation, deduction, and the word. One school of Naiyd-

yikas are like the Sdnkhyas in this respect, and admit throe

pramdnas only. Other Naiydyikas admit observation, deduc-

tion, the word and analogy. Prabhdkara admits these four

and Implication (arth dpatli) besides. The followers of Bhatta

and the Vedantists admit these five and also Negation (abhdva).

The Paurdnikas admit the above six and also Sambham and

tradition (aitihya).**

I had much ado in tracing this passage to its earliest

known source. It occurs in Varadardja
’

s Tarkika-raksd (verses

7—10), a work which has been undeservedly consigned to obli-

vion by our 'pandits. It cannot be earlier than Rumania and

Prabhdkara
,
for both are expressly mentioned in the passage.

The Mdnasolldsa
,
otherwise called the Daksinamurti-stoslra-

vdrtika
,
of Sureqmra contains these verses. So they must

have been either composed by Sure^mra himself or quoted

from some author who lived during the generation that fol-

lowed Rumania and Prabhdkara and preceded Surefvara.

Tt will be noticed that the Sdnkhyas and a school of the

Naiydyikas are here described as admitting * the Word,’ as

an independent source of valid cognition. Now what is ‘the

Word*? The Sdnkhyas understand by * the Word’ what is

now-a-days called revelation. The ancient naiydyikas under-

stood by it what might be termed * Authority,* including revela-

tion, and a passage in the Bhdsya of Vdlsdyana is often

cited as proving that the Authority may be of even a barba-

rian or mlecchaJ The neo-logicians (followers of navya Nydya)

have discarded this meaning partly and given it an unnatural

sense.

The ordinary Naiydyikas admit a fourth source of valid

cognition, namely, analogy (
npamdna). Who are the Nydyai-

knde^ins, then, that admit three pramdnas only ? I consulted

many pandits
,
but none could give any answer. Help came

from a different quarter. Mailindtha , the well-known commen-
tator on the kdvyas

9
was also a philosophical writer. He

wrote a very lucid commentary on the Tarkikarraksd called the

Niskantakd. (the school of naiydyikas

hero referred to is the school of Bhusana) says the Niskantakd.

Who are the Bhusaniyas then ? Varadardja himseif quotes

Bhusana-kdra four times in the Tarkikaraksd in connection

with the nigrahasthanas (situations of defeat). Mattinatha

quotes Bhusana once more as holding the doctrine that action

1 wpf vciq i
top!

'tmq I
NyUya-bhaaya I, 1, 1.
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is a quality ( qrarfft ). So Rhusana must have been a very

important and popular work. I would identify it with the
Nynynbh iisava (a commentary on Bhdsarvajna' s Nyayasara)
which Gunaratna mentions in his commentary on the $addar-
qann-mmuccaya. From the MSS. of the Nyayasara

,
preserved

in the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, it appears that
the Nyayasara admits three pramanas only, though it is admit-
tedly a work of the Nydya School of Philosophy.

There is a rather remarkable, though obscure, passage in

Gaudapada*

s

Commentary on the Sdnkhya Kdrikds which enu-

merates and explains the various pramanas. It runs thus

—

i *rcr srrfr ?rcf*r srorarfr i mrf-

nfti: srmqfam: sfcwfafrcrmisf wrarTfr i

Translation.—Jaimini says there are six pramanas . Whai
are these pramanas ? The six pramanas are (1) arUtajHilli (im-

plication), (2) sambfuiua
, (3) abhdva (negation), (4) pratibha

, (5)

ailihya (tradition), (6) wpamana (analogy).

It will be noticed that observation, inference and authority
are not given in this enumeration. Perhaps Jaimini admitted
these pramanas as well, but Gaudapada contented himself with
the enumeration of those pramanas

, which are admitted by
Jaimini over and above the three admitted by the sdnkhyas.
On such an hypothesis, Jaimini would seem to have held nine
pramanas in all. According to the verses quoted from the
Tarkika-raksd and the Mdnasolldsa, however, Prabhdkara and
Kumarita (both followers of Jaimini) are credited with five and
six pramanas

9
respectively

;
it is only the Pauranics that are

represented to have admitted eight pramanas.

The fourth nramnna mentioned by Gaudapada
(
pratibha

)

is

thus explained :

—

*fcWT TOf

^ twig sfisrer w i

wfa*?: ii

wifw wfrfsnr pn: sreftftr I trft-

Mf ^ ^TRcTi ’JP’qfufsr | \ Sdnkhya Kdrikd Bhasya, 4.

Translation.—“Now for the explanation of pratibha .

When it is said ‘ The province, which lies to the south of the

Vindhyas and to the north of the Sahya mountains, is the most
beautiful on the whole earth,’ a knowledge arises that there arc

good qualities in that locality. Pratibhd
i
then, is the know-

ledge of those that know.”

I do not pretend to have understood this passage fully. It

may, however, be usefully pointed out in this connection, that
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the Mimdrnsaka philosopher Rumania (a follower of Jaimini)

lias expressly refuted the claims of Pratibha to he regarded as

a separate source of knowledge in the Cloka-vdrtika .

«lfWl qf?wi 9^ i

*r ^reftfiHTJTfq n

iv, 32, [). 113.

Translation,.—“Just as the pratibha of ordinary people is

not sufficient to establish any truth without a reference to

observation, etc., similarly the pratibha of the yogins (mystics)

is also insufficient to establish truth.”

Parthasarathi Mi$ra
t
in commenting on the above verse,

says

—

fitfqqnqqqj 9fa«r^wi*nTs?j^ipr qqrfqWwqm

Chkn-vdrlika, Chowkhamba series, p. 143.

Translation .

—

c< The Vai^esikas and others hold that

dharma and adharma are known by another pramdna
,
called

intuition
(
/nralibhd). . . . This faculty is possessed by the

seers much more than by ordinary men, and hence it is called

second-sight {drsa). This doctrine is refuted in the verse

beginning with the word “ laukika

Thus according to Rumania and Parthasarathi
,

it is not

ela imini that admits /rratibha as a separate pramdna
,
but it is

tin*, opposed school of Kandda that hold this view.

Now if wo turn to the Vairesika sulras
9
wo find no men-

tion of pratibha or intuition. So Cankara says in his f//xu#-

kdra (x. 2, 6) :

—

*iT*r v*i $?ras?rr ws ®r srf^f i

Translation.— ‘
‘ Second-sight lias not been separately

defined by tbe author of the Aphorisms, for it is included in

(what is called) yo^toperception.”

PraQastapada in the Padarthadharma-samjraha mentions

and explains pratibha thus :

—

sroij wrffs* uajtqfqwir qjfrfHfi* q qnnwwfc

wffqfqftqrq; •q *wg«*ra?r a?rq-

frrawspl i era spirit®

^Rqn jpftflr ^ % rrt qpnwfs 31 i
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Translation.—The seers who are the authors of Vedas
possess an intuitive knowledge revealing to them the real

nature of things, such as lie beyond the ken of sense, whether
present, future or past, and of duties mentioned or unmen-
tioned in the scriptures. This is called arm (second-sight). It

is possessed largely by tho angels and seers and only occa-

sionally by the ordinary people, e.g., when a girl says, “My
heart says, my brother will come to-morrow.’

*

Bhavabhuti in his Ultararamacarita mentions both arm and
pralibha.

sronrefatftfireircr ?r irifa*r <
Act H).

j

Pralibha or pralibha. 1

is merely the philosophical term for

alma-tuxti or Jiridaydnujnd of religious literature. Manu>
Yajmvtdkya and Visnu distinctly mention this as a source of

moral and religious knowledge. This is to be identified with

the conscience or moral reason of European philosophy.

Hindu philosophy had early formulated the doctrine that God
is our inner self and the self of the universe as well. The
most valuable parts of the U-panishads contain an enunciation

of this doctrine. We are not, however, ordinarily conscious

of this inner and truer self. The doctrine of Pralibha or con-

science is a corrolary to this doctrine. It would have been

quite surprising if the doctrine of an inner and truer self

should not have led to the doctrine of conscience. For con-

science is nothing but the voice of the inner self speaking to

the outer self. Hence in Sanskrit it is called antardlman (lit.

the inner self). The antardtman is no mere metaphor ;
it is a

fairly explicit statement of the doctrine of personality, as it

was conceived in ancient India. Thus 1 think I have conclu-

sively established the identity of pratibhd
,
dtmatusti

,
and hrida-

ydnujna with intuition and conscience of European philosophy.

1 W TlftlWT I sfiiw* wifiwftwtf

TOnfff: I

Nyayakandali of (jridhara (Vizmnagram Sanskrit Series), p. 258.



27* Medicinal Lizards.

By David Hoopek.

In the bazars of Northern India dried lizards, in a well-

preserved condition, are frequently exposed for sale for medi-

cinal purposes. They are an article of regular consumption
and are often mentioned in works on Eastern medicine. Con-
sidering that animal products are rare, compared with the large

number of vegetable drugs employed in Hindu Materia Medina,

1 have collected a few notes on this interesting subject.

I)r. R. H. Irvine in “ Materia Medina of Patna,” 1848,

refers the drug “ Reg Mahee ” to the skink ( Lnrcrtn scincus,

Linn.), and informs us that it is imported from Kabul and is

used as a restorative and aphrodisiac. He alludes to the dried

and varnished state in which it i* sold at Rs. 12 per pound,
and gives the dose at one to two drachms (60 to 120 grains).

l)r. J. M. Honigberger in “Thirty-five Years in the East” (1852)

states that Lacerta scincus is still used by Eastern doctors and
is recommended in leprosy.

Baden Powell in “ Economic Products of the Punjab,”
under animal substances of Lahore, says :

“ ‘ Reg mahi ’ is a
small lizard from 6 to 8 inches in length found in the sands of

Scind and occasionally in the dry tracts of the Multan
division.”

Sakharan Arjun in “ Bombay Drugs,” 1879, under Ijicerta

*cincus
, mentions “ Reg-i-inahi ” as a Persian name signifying

a sand fish. He says :
“ This lizard which is brought from the

Arabian deserts in a dried state is used by the Hakeems as a
nervine tonic, stimulant and aphrodisiac.

Samples of the dried lizards, known as “ Reg malii,” were
recently procured by the Reporter on Economic Products
from the drug bazar in Delhi. They were submitted to Dr.

Annandale for identification, who at once pronounced them to

bo Scincus mitranus ,
Anderson (S. arenarius, Murray), a species

peculiar to the plains of Sind. It is thus evident that the

medicinal lizard of Northern India is this speoies and not
fMcerta scincus

,
Linn. (Scincus officinalis

,

Gray) as given by the

above quoted writers. Besides the difference in the anatomical

markings Lacerta scincus belongs to Egypt and the Algerian

Sahara, and, according to Boulenger, is not found east of the

herders of the Red Sea. The genus Scincus is restricted to

the sandy deserts of North Africa and South Western Asia from
Sahara to Sind.
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In Dr. Watt’s “ Dictionary of Economic Products ” “ Reg
malii ” is referred to the Brahminy lizard or common skink
(JUabnia carinata , Boulenger). This is one of the most common
and widely distributed lizards of the East Indies. It is found
in almost every part of the Continent, as well as of the Archi-
pelago, from Afghanistan to China and to the Philippine
Islands. Its saliva is said to be poisonous. An oil is made from
this and other allied species, and is supposed to have restora-

tive, stimulant and antisyphiletic properties. I u 4

4

The Topo-
graphy of Ajmere,” Irvine enumerates " Sanda” ns the name
of a lizard which is distilled and the oil used by Mahomedans
Urmmstix Ifardwickii is the name of another lizard which is

dried and sold in Calcutta.

To prepare the lizards for market they are eviscerated and
dried in the sun They retain the natural smooth and glossy

appearance of the skin for a long time and have no objection-
able odour if kept from damp. It has been said that the llesh

of lizards is as good eating as that of fish, raw or dried.

Dr. Whitclaw Ainslie gives various references to the medi-
cinal use of lizards in c< Materia Indica ” (1K26). He remarks
that the Lacerla scincas, Linn

,
the officinal skink of Shaw, was

eaten by the Egyptians as a restorative and aphrodisiac. The
flesh used formerly to be an ingredient in an old compound
preparation which went under the name of theriaca andromaclu.

Of the gecho it is said that the bruised body of the ani-

mal made into electuary in conjunction with certain aromatics
was given by Hindu doctors in leprous affections. The same
properties have been attributed to the flesh of the grey lizard

(Lacerta agilis). In Europe the internal use of the common
green lizard has been extolled in cases of leprosy, scrofula and
cancer ( Flores Specifiqae nouvellcment decouvert, Lausanne,
1785). Virey, in his HiMoirc Naturelle ties Medicamens

,
informs

us that in Spain and Naples the Lacerla agilis when deprived
of the skin, head, tail and entrails is administered in venereal

cases, and quotes Florez as his authority (1782), who says
of its specific virtues 44

ospicifico descubierto en el regno do
quatiluana,” adding that it produces salivation and sweating.
Lizards were recognised in the Materia Medica of Europe in the

10th and 17th centuries. In a curious work brought out by
J. J. Bechera in 1003 entitled Parnassus mediciimlis illustrates

the following lines referring to lizards occur :

—

“ Die Aidcx (Lacerta) lobendig in 51 man koclien tut,

Es macht ein weisz Gesicht ist vor die Rote gut.”
Although at present saurians are not officially recognised

in the Pharmacopoeias, well-known physicians for a long tiim*

justified their use, as will be found in such works as Moquin
Tandon’s Medical Zoology.

Dried lizards under the name of “Ko-tche” form an

important article of trade in China. They are collected and
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l-iepared in Nanning and Wuc how in Kwangsi and are exported
ti.uji Pakhoi. Over 100,000 are annually exported to t*»c-
v.ilur of about £500. They are used for making medium*
• -!!«! ‘lizard wine’, said to be a tonic? and cure for eye
•h-eases. They are also made into bouillon for the treatment
ot

.consumption. There is a great demand for them in Hong
hong and in othei parts of the East.





28. Refutation of Max Muller’s theory of the Renaissance
of Sanskrit literature in the fourth century A.D. t after

a lull of seven centuries from the time of the rise of

Buddhism.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad ShastrI.

11 is a fact known to all oriental scholars that the earliest

inscriptions yet discovered in India are all written in the verna-

culars of the time. The inscription in the Pipraha vase is in

vernacular. The Asoka inscriptions are all written in the

local dialects of the third century B.C. The Dasaratha inscrip-

tions aw in the dialect of the earlier part of the second century

B.(\, the earlier inscriptions of the Barhat. and Sanchi topes

helniig to the vernacular of about the same period. The Saga lira

copperplate also belongs to a similar dialect. All the Indo-

Scythian inscriptions are written in a form of spoken language.

Some of these are in a highly sanskritised form of the contem-
porary dialects.

The first inscription written in grammatical Sanskrit is the

(Jirnar inscription of Rudradama. But it is again followed by
vernacular inscriptions. Sanskrit does not come before the

middle of the fourth century A.D. as an inscriptional language.

From these facts, Sanskrit scholars, forty years ago,

thought that Sanskrit disappeared as a literary language with

the rise of Buddhism in the fifth century B.O., and they wen*
justified by the utter want of chronology in Sanskrit literature.

They could not accurately fix the date of any Sanskrit work
whatever; while epigraphic evidence was certainly much more
accurate. The theory of the renaissance of the Sanskrit litera-

ture in the fourth century A.D. found a powerful advocate in

the late professor Max Muller whose authority was voiy great

in all matters relating to Indian history, Indian literature and
Ludian scholarship generally. His brilliant power of expression

and his fascinating style made the theory exceedingly popular
both in Europe and India, and in some quarters it was regarded
as a gospel truth. Though many distinguished Sanskritists

did not accept the theory, none have ventured to openly refute

it. The late Mr. R. C. JDutt accepted the Renaissance theoiy

without much examination and spread it all over India in his

brilliant publications. All Indian writers on history followed

m his wake, and even such a discriminating author as Mr.
Marsden, late of the Madras Educational Service, wrote in his

History of the Hindus that with the rise of Buddhism, Sanskrit

went to sleep for seven centuries.
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In the interest of truth, therefore, the theory requires a
thorough examination in the light of the discoveries of the last

thirty or forty years, a period of great activity in the search of

Sanskrit manuscripts and in giving descriptive catalogues to them.
This is also the period of accurate scholarship in all matters

relating to India and its literature, a period more of accurate

knowledge than of theories and sweeping generalizations.

Do the facts stated in the first paragraph about the language

of inscriptions justify the sweeping conclusion that Sanskrit went
to sleep for seven centuries ? No one would say they do. The
only inference that can be drawn from these facts is that the in-

scription writers preferred contemporary vernaculars to Sanskrit,

that is, the clerks employed by the various non-Brahminic
Governments were vernacularists and not Sanskritists

; and
that, from 350 A.D. Sanskritists began to be employed as

clerks and Inscription writers by Brahminic Governments.
Beyond this they prove nothing; and the theory of the

Renaissance of Sanskrit literature is not justified from these

facts.

Another question may be asked to the supporters of this

theory.
‘ 1 Where did the Brahmanas go during all these cen-

turies V 9 Did they also go to sleep with their favourite lan-

guage \ Sanskrit was pre-eminently their language. All

their writings were in this language. They were very active

before this period, and they were also very active after this

period. And was all their activity gone between the two periods

of great activity ? This is impossible to suppose. It is useless

to oppose arguments to arguments. The best course would

be to oppose this theory by facts. If it could be shewn that

many great Sanskrit works were written during these seven

hundred years the theory would clearly be disproved. All

controversial dates will be excluded and only such works will

be mentioned whose dates have been approximately ascertained.

Panini’s great work is said to have been compiled in the

fourth century B.C. But this a controversial matter ; and it

is excluded, though its inclusion will prove a fatal blow to the

theory.

The first work that we know of, which was composed during

these seven hundred years, is Kautilya’s Artha^Sastra. It is a

compilation from ten previous works on the subject. The

author quotes earlier authorities sometimes to refute them, and

sometimes, again, to support his own views. The extent of the

work is 6,000 Slokas. So it may be regarded as a tolerably

large work. The author Kautilya is the same person who is

known in the Indian tradition as C&nakya, the Brahmana
politician who destroyed the Nanda dynasty and raised Candra

Gupta to the throne of Magadha. He belonged to the latter

end of the fourth century B.C. An examination of the book

will show that it really belongs to that early period.
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The second book that was written during this period is

Kiimandaki’s Nlti Sastra. The author Kamandaki begins by

an obeisance to his Guru Kautilya. He must have been a

younger contemporary to that renowned author.

The third book is Patanjali’s Mahabhasya, written during

the reign of Pusyamitra, during the middle of the second

century B.C. The author himself says “ Pusyamitram

Yfijayamah.” We officiate in the sacrifice of Pusyamitra.

The fourth book is the Bharata Natya Sastra which in a

previous paper I have placed in the earlier part of the second

century B.C.

The fifth work is Manu Samhita, which Biihler placed be-

tween the second century B.C. and tlie second century A. 1). But

this period can be limited to the first century B.(A as the preten-

sions advanced in favor of Brahmanas to possess all escheats and

all minerals can only be tolerated when they held the imperial

sway ;
and this the Brahmanas did during the greater part of

1 he first century B.(A

The sixth work is Vatsyayana’s Kama Sutras which gives

the details of a scandalous deed in the family of Kuntala Sata-

karni of the Andhra dynasty, which can be known only to a

e<intemporary. And Kuntala Satakarni's date is the beginning

of the first century B.C.

The seventh work is Vatsyayana’s Blmsya to the Nyaya
Sutras, which has been refuted by Difinaga during the earlier

years of the fifth century A.I).

8. PraSasta Pada’s Bhasya to Vaesesika Sutras comes tp the

same period as it belongs to the older class of Bhasyas which*

do not care, as later Bhasyas do, to follow the original word
for word and in the same order.

_ ^
9. Mathara Bhasya, now lost to the Samkhya SCTfas, was

written by au officer of the Emperor Kaniska who, whatever

differences there may be about his exact date, comes clearly

within the seven hundred years of the supposed inactivity in

Sanskrit.

10. Within the same period also comes the redaction of the

AgniveSa Samhita by Caraka, the physician to Kaniska.

11. Savara’s Bhasyatothe JaiminiSutras refutes the vana-

vada of the earlier Mah&yanists, and so it clearly comes within

this period.

_ 12. The Katantra Sutras were written for the benefit of

Salivahana, a king of the Andhra dynasty who wanted to learn

Sanskrit in six months ;
and the whole period of the Andhra

dynasty comes within the limits of these seven hundred years.

13. The earlierMahapuranas, Matsya, Visnu and V&ya were

I'ompiled during this period, and though there are later additions,

the bulk of the works were written during this period.

14. Mrcchakatika, the oldest Sanskrit drama extant, has

been by all authorities placed in or before the first century A.D.
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15. The Mahabharata, though based on ancient Vaidic
stories, were reduced to its present form during this period.

16. The Uamayana, too, was reduced to its present form
during this period.

17. In the Mahabliasya of Patanjali many poems are

named; such as Vasava Datta, Vararucam Kavyam, Jalukah
slokas and others.

18. The Garga ftamhita, an astronomical work, still extant
though very rare, was compiled during his period.

19. Yavana-jataka was translated from (heck into Sanskrit

in the year 91 probably of the Saka era in prose by Yavana oarytt,

and it was reduced into 4,(X)0 Indravajra metre by Nphujidhvaja
in 191 of the same era.

20. The Siddhantas which have been abridged by Varaha-
mihira in his Panca Siddliantika also belong to the latter half of

this period.

21. Menetho’s work on Astronomy was translated from
({reek into Sanskrit during this period. It may be mentioned
here, that if Sanskrit had really gone to sleep during these seven
hundred years why were the Greek works on Astronomy trans-

lated into Sanskrit and not in one of the vernaculars.

22. Professor Jolly thinks that, the Narada Smrti and the

Vrhaspati Smrti are mere viirt.ikas to the Manu Samhita, and.

therefore they must have been compiled within a few centuries

of that work. And these two works may safely be placed within

our limits.

23. The Dasakumaracarita which Wilson ascribes to the

sixth centuiy may be placed within this period, as there is no

geographical name which cannot be traced to these centuries.

The author speaks of Kautilya's Artha-Sastra as a recent work
on “ Politics.”

Kalidas in i/he sixth century speaks of the Gaja Sutras as

an ancient work from the country Ahga. Now the Palakappya
which treats of elephants is a work in the Sutra form and it was

composed in the Ahga desa. So this work also may be priced

within these centuries.

The Lankavatara of the Buddhists speaks of several schools

of Hindu philosophy, whose works must have been written during

the earlier part of this period. In fact, the work entitled
*

‘ Tatt-

va Samasa” or the
1

Kapila Sutrap * has been regarded by

Dr. Mitra as more ancient than ISwara Krsna’sKarikas written

in the early part of the fifth century.

The Buddhists began to preach in district dialects. But

within hundred years of the death of the master there was a split

in the camp. The orthodox Theravadins continued their

works in the vernaculars and at last fixed Pali, one of the verna-

culars, as their religious language. But the heterodox people

gradually began to Sanskritise the vernaculars and created

what Senart calls the mixed Sanskrit, just as we now say sans-
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kritised Bengali, or Sadhubhasa. The dogree of Manskritization

increased as time went on, as is evidenced by the variety of the

forms of the language found in Gathfis embodied in later Sanskrit

works like the Lalitavistara and the Saddharmapundarika. V

large number of inscriptions in sanskritised vernaculars have,

also been found. One large work in this form of language is the

Ylahfivastvavadana of the Lokattaravadins, a sect of the

Ualiasanghikas. The process of Sanskrit ization continued

ainonu the heterodox sects till the whole of heterodox classes

were included in the newly rising Mahayana School, who wrote

entirely in Sanskrit though their Sanskrit was a little different

from that of the orthodox Brahmanas. This process of sans-

kritization clearly indicates t he presence of Sanskrit in the land

in vigorous existence. Who were the great writers in Sanskrit

among the Mahayanists '( Brahmanas again, who were convert-

ed into Buddhism, as Asvaghosa, Nagarjnna and Aryadeva.
They were horn Brahmanas, received their iinished education as

Bialunaniis, they became converts into Buddhism and wrote

Malutyana works in Sanskrit.

The first, work on Mahayana in Sanskrit is Siimala

Siltra.

Tlie second work is Lankavat'ira Sut ra.

3. Then comes the great writer Asvaghosa, eight of whose
Sanskrit works are known in Chinese translation. One of them
is the well-known epic Buddhacarita, the Sanskrit text of

which has been partly recovered. Two more of Iris Sanskrit

works are known, one entitled Vajra Suci, and tlie other Saun-

d.uaiuiuda Kiivya.

L Nargarjima, twenty-four of whose Sanskrit works are

known from ( tiinese translation, is the actual author of the Prajiia-

plramitri, 8000 or 10,000, though the entire Prajnaplramita
literature is said to have been rescued by him from the nether

world, irraiW^sr ;
his Madhyamaka-karika has al-

i cad been twice partially printed. He was a voluminous writer,

and he wrote only in Sanskrit.

5. Within 265 to 316 the Pancavinfiati Sahasrika Prajna-

paramitii was twice translated into Sanskrit. It was a recast of

die Asta Sahasrika according to the doctrines embodied in

Maitreyanatha’s Kiirikas entitled •

6. This brings us to another Sanskrit writerMaitreyanfttha,
w hose Abhisamayalankara Karika has been lately discovered.

Vanjio credits him with the authorship of ten Sanskrit works,
I lie Chinese translation of which still exists.

7. Aryadeva,a disciple of Nagarjuna, whoso Cittavisuddhi-

prakarana in Sanskrit was recovered from Nepal in 1897, and
who is credited by Nanjio with having written nine Sanskrit

works, the translations of which exist in Chinese.

8. Nanjio
5

s catalogue of Sanskrit Tripatakas gives tliename
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of a large number of Sanskrit works translated into Chinese
before 316 A.D.

The whole of the revealed literature of the Mahayana
School in Sanskrit was composed during these centuries, and
their number is very large.

Early in the second century B.C. the Jainas split into two
large sections, one of which mainly used the vernaculars and
the other mainly Sanskrit.

Um&svativiioaka, orator of Pataliputra, who is said to
have flourished in 151 of the Vikrama era, wrote the Tattvar-
thadhigama Sutra, an oncyclopanlia of Indian literature, from the
Jaina point of view.

The theory of revival of Sanskrit is untenable for the follow-

ing amongst other reasons :

—

(1) Brailmins wielded great influence and could not have
been idle in the matter of literature.

(2) Some of the non-Brahininic sects gradually Sanskrit-
ised their vernaculars and in the end took to Sanskrit.

(3) Creek works were translated into Sanskrit and not in

any of the vernaculars. Sanskrit therefore continued during
all these seven centuries as the language of culture, of science,

and of art, though some non-Brahaminic sects clung to their

vernaculars.

With such avast Sanskrit literature—Brahiuinic, Buddhistic
and Jaina—before us, is it possible to say that with the death of

Buddha Sanskrit went to sleep for seven hundred years only to

awake by the middle of the fourth century A.D. ?



29. The Bhasapariccheda.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad ShastrT.

The Bhasapariccheda is the standard text-book of the
Navadvipa school of Nyaya philosophy, [t is widely studied
throughout India, from Nepal to Travancore and from Burma
to the Punjab. There are 166 verses in this work, but these
arc learnt by heart by almost every pandita who has any
pretensious to scholarship. The work is generally accompanied
by a commentary by the author himself, which is as widely
read as the original text.

The author is ViSvatiatha Tarkapancanana, or simply
Visvanatha Pancanana, who also wrote a vrtti commentary on
the GautamarSutras. Aufecht registers i6 other works as
written by the same author. Dr. liber translated the Bhasa-
pariccheda and its commentary in the Bibliotheca indica series

in 1850. He says, “There is no pandita of any repute who
does not know it (Bhasapariccheda) well: and many know
the whole of it by heart, and indeed, it is admirably adapted
for the purpose of introduction into the study of the Nyaya
philosophy. It is a succinct exposition of the principal topics
of the whole system, and may easily be committed to memory.
It is written in the well-known Anustup metre. The style,

however, is not poetical at all, but that of the most sober prose,
ami nowhere is the attempt made to combine the graces of

imagination with philosophical method.”
But unfortunately we know nothing about the author,

—

who he was, where ho lived, and the age in which he flourished.

Raya Rajendra Candra Sastrl Bahadur in the preface to his

translation of the Bhasapariccheda and its commentary, pub-
lished in 1904, says that the author’s age, birthplace, etc., are
absolutely unknown. But his name betrays a Bengali origin.
The author himself simply says that his father’s name was «

Vidyanivasa and that he wrote the commentary for the sake of

Rajlva, who may be either a son or a pupil. From Bftbu
Nagendra Natha Basu’s Jatiya-Itihasa, Vol. I, Part I, published
without date, but presented to me in July 27, 1904, it is known
that the author was a Banerjee, that he belonged to the family
of Akhandala, whioh was respected all over Bengal, that he was
'•iOth in descent from Bhattan&r&yana, one of the five Bram-
hanas that came to Bengal in Vedavan&figafl&ke, that is, Sfika
654 or 732 A.D., that his father was KaBIn&tha Vidyfiniv&sa,
that his grandfather waB Ratnakara Vidy&vacaspati, that his
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groat grandfather was Narahari Viftarada, that through Nara-
hari he was connected with Vasudeva Sarvabhaunm, the founder
of the greatness of Navadvlpa as a place of learning, and that,

through Narahari 5

s father, Kesava. he was connected with
Raglmnandana, the legislator of Bengal, as well as with the
Princely House of the Rajas of Naladaiiga in the district of

Jessore. As Mr. N. Basu compiled his Jatfya-Itihasa from the
authentic genealogical records of the Brahmanas of Bengal,
there was little reason to doubt the facts recorded therein.

But as these genealogical lists have not yet been published,
scholars may not be disposed to give them the credit they
deserve. So 1 was anxious to secure some contemporary
evidence, and fortunately 1 got it in No. 153 of the 2nd volume
of the 2nd series of the Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts. That
number describes “ Bhramara-Dutam ” a poem by Rudra
Nyayavacaspati, the son of Vidyanivasa and the grandson of

Vidyaviicaspati. So Rudra, 1 thought, must be a brother of

Visvanatha: and referring to Nagendra Balm's list, given in

page 295, I found that Rudra, Narayana, and Visvanatha were
three sons of Vidyanivasa. The agreement of the statements
in No. 153 with Mr. Basil’s list proved the authenticity of the

latter.

The foregoing considerations proved that Visvanalha was

a Banerjee, was an Akhcndala, and was connected with some
of the best Brahmin families in Bengal known for wealth and
culture.

But what was the age in which he flourished ? The pan-
ditas assured Dr. Refer that Vi^vahatha lived about 200 years

ago. But this was vague and so not deserving of much reliance.

In the course of my reading through the descriptive cats

logue of Sanskrit Manuscripts, I came lo No. 1385 of the 1.0.

Catalogue, where I read:—

That is, a Niidra scribe, named Kavicaudra, copied the

manuscript for Vidyanivasa in Saka 1510 = 1588 A.D. That

panditas of wealth and influence employed Sudras as salaried

scribes, is a well-known fact. In this case Vidyanivasa em-

ployed Kavicaudra as his scribe, and Kavicandra says that he

copied the manuscript for his employer in 1588 A.D. This

was the time when Bengal was ruled on behalf of Akbar, by the

Hindu princes, Todarmall and Manasinha. This gives som?

meaning to the statement about Vidyav&caspati in No. 153
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that is, Vidyavacaspati, who must have been a venerable old

man by this time, had the dust of his feet come in contact with

the crest-gems of the ruler of Gauda.

But I was on the look-out for a date of Visvanatha himself.

And this has, fortunately, been furnished by a manuscript in the

recent collection acquired for Government. The manuscript

contains a copy of ViSvanatha’s Vrtti commentary on the Gau-
tama-Siitras. At the end of the work there are three verses by
ViSvanatha himself. These are :

—

sftafsafflafara «isxmrwfT n

mFssmmt ffir mrar

S|fsr i

smraftm wit gtiiT

Jrrcnra tar ftarat n

srft famt i

srg w fa^rnr: 11

The work was composed by Visvanatha, in conformity

with the teachings of Raghunatha Siromani, who was a votary

of Krsna, at Vriid&vana, in the Saka year 1550 - 1034 A.D.

So what ltaya Rajendra Sastri regretted as absolutely

unknown six years ago, is now fully known. The author of Bhasa-

pariccheda retired in his old age to Vrndavana and wrote his

\rtti in 1634, while residing there. This also proves that he

was a direct disciple of Siromani, the founder of the Navadvlpa

school of Nyaya, and that Siromani himself was a Vaisnava.

That ViSvanatha was a pupil of Siromani is extremely

probable. ViSvanatha’s grandfather Vidyavacaspati, and

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, were two brothers. Siromani was a

pupil of Sarvabhauma. So Siromani was an elder contemporary

of Visvanatha and probably his teacher. Siromani lived at

Navadvipa. Vasudeva, in his old age, retired to Puri where
Ins descendants held high offices under the Hindu Raja.

Vidyavacaspati and his son Vidyanivasa lived always at
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Navadvlpa. All these learned men fell more or less under the
influence of Caitanya, the Vaisnava-Reforraer of Navadvlpa
in the early part of the 15th century.

From all these, the statement of Aufrecht in p. 574, that
Vidyanivasa, the father of Rudra and Viivanatha, was the son
of Bhavananda, proves erroneous

; and the source of the error

is traced out in No. 2938 of Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts,
First Series, in which Rudra TarkavagISa says that he was
commenting upon a work by his grandfather, Bliavananda Sid-

dhanta-Vagina. So Aufrecht has evidently confounded Rudra
TarkavagISa, the grandson of Bhavananda, with Rudra Nyaya-
vacaspti, the grandson of Vidyanivasa.

In pages 528 and 529 Aufrecht makes two entries as

Rudra Nyayavacaspati Bhattacarya and Rudra Nyayavacas-
pati. The first is a Nyaiyayika and the second a poet. The
first is the son of Vidyanivasa and the grandson of Bhavananda,
and the second, son of Vidyavilasa. I believe that, with the

facts before us, these two entries should be made into one.

For the poet of
“ Bhramara-Duta ” says, that his grandfather

was Vidyavacaspati, and not Bhavananda ; and we know
that he was both a poet and a Naiyayika. Aufrecht gets

Vidyavilasa apparently from the printed text of Bhavavilasa
in the Kavyamata series. But the scribes of Western India
often make strange mistakes in copying Bengali names,
instances of which are found in abundance in the printed text

of Vivadarnavasetu, published in Bombay. In the case of

Bhavavilasa, however, Bhandarkar mentions two manuscripts in

which Vidyanivasa is the name of the author’s father and not
Vidyavilasa. Rudra Nyayavacaspati, the author of Bhava-
vilasa, written to please Manasinha’s son, Bhavasinha. is no
other than the elder brother of Visvanatha.



30. Vocabulary of Technical Falconry Terms in Urdu,
Persian, and Arabic.

By Libut.-Colonbl D. C. Phillott, F.A.S.B., Secretary and
Member , Board of Examiners

, Calcutta.

The English tcrmB in this vocabulary have been taken

mainly from the numerous works of Mr. J. E. Harting. The
Eastern terms have been collected from Indian, Persian, and
Arab falconers, as well as from MSS. As the vocabulary,

however, does not claim to be exhaustive, the compiler not

having lived more than thirty years in the East, English terms

for which no equivalents could be found have been included.

It is left to some future falconer to fill in the gaps.

A

Aggresteyne, [a disease ;
vide Boke of St. A., p. 29].

Agrum, [When thou seeth t^y liauke uppon his mouth and his

chekis blobbed, then she hath thys sekones calde Agrum.

—

Boke of St. A., p. 42].

Albino, or tiqun or tayg£un, T. and Pers., Class,

and Mod. : vide also Goshawk.

Alphanet, vide Lanner.

Anguelles, [worms said by early writers to trouble sick

hawks].

Anlet or Annulet, [small rings, vide Varvel].

Ant, aibjy* muriydna
,
Mod. Pers. (White-ant) : rishmiz ,

Mod. Pens, (White-ant or Weevil ?).

Antelope, Outran, masc., and harm, fern., Hindi (the

Indian Antelope or Black-buck).

Antelope-rat, vide Mouse.

Anus, vide Vent.

Apoplexy, sakta, Ind. Pers. MS.

Appetite, vide Meat.

Arms (the legs), pa*oh Hindu. ,
and b pd Pers. : vide Stalke.

Arsenic, sankhiyd Hindi, <J*y° marg-i mush. Mod.

Pers., and jttfi j»* samm%J
Ufdr, Ar. (white arsenic).
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Artetike, [When ye se yowre liawke fat abowte the herfc trust it

for trouth she hath the artitike.— Bokc of St A., p. 38].

Attrempi A
7

., [neither fat nor thin— Burton’s Falconry in the

Valley of the Indus
y p. 75].

Austringer, vide Ostrenger.

Avillons (or talons), 1 wki qulldh , (Mod. Pers.) : shah-

nakhun , ind. Pers. MS.

Ayre, and Eyrie, vide Nest.

B

Badelynge, [a badelyng (paddling) of dokis].

Bait, vide Decoy.

Balai, vide Tail.

Barbary Falcon, al-yaivassa, At. MS. (apparently the

Barbary Falcon ; vide Hhahin).

Barbe-feathers, (the feathers under the beak vide Boke of St.

A., p. 15) vide Feathers.

Bare-headed, tyJuJji qalandam (Iud.Pers. MS.)
;
without a hood.

Bastard-wing, bachi, (Panj. coll.).

Basse-voter*«, ^j4 khurdargtri (Mod. Pers.).

Bastarde (some kind of falcon), L“ Also ther is a Bastarde and

that hauke is for a Baron ’*].

Bate, Bating,. Rebate, pharaknd
(
Hindu.): fapidan,

and tapish dadan (Mod. Pers.)
:
[Rebate is to

make the hawk return to the fist after bating off it].

Bat-fowling, [A method of catching birds at night by means of

a light and a bell, with or without the adjunct of nets

;

vide Bird-baiting].

Bask, to, lil^ Cub dhup tdpnd or khana
,

Hindu, and

Panj. : tashnmmus /cardan , Mod. Pers.

:

dftab (jirijtan , Vulg. Mod. Pers.

Bathe, to, nahdnd (Hindu.) and shustan (Tnd. MS.) <e to

bathe in water **
; these terms are also applied to a certain

playful action in flight in which the hawk closes its wings

and shakes itself, a sign that it is not keen : Jf

db-bazi kardan (Mod. Pers.), and cUi (Ind. Pers.) “ to

bathe in water.”

Bawtere (A species of Eagle), [First an Egle. a Bawtere. k

Melowne. The symplest of theis iii will slee an Hynde

i Vide Burton s “ Falconry in the Valley of the Indus,
1
' p. 18 .
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calfe. a Fawn, a Roo. a Kydde. an Elke. a (Vane,

a Bustarde. a Storke. a Swan, a Fox in the plavn
grownde. And theis be not enlured. ne reclaymed. by
cause that tliay be so ponderowse to the perch portatitf.

And theis iii by ther nature belong to an Emprowre.—Boh
of St. Albans, p. 52].

Beak, chohch Hindu., gen.: muhra (Panj. coll.):

nok, Panj., and Jy nol Hindu., and Ind. Pers. MS.

:

minsar (of hawks) and j&U minqdr (of any bird) Ind. Pers.

MS. and Ar. : ching (Mod. Pers.
;
vide also Claw and to

Peck) : vide Mandible.

Beak, to, 1 [“— yowre hawke colyeth and not beckyth.
n—Boh

of St. j., p. 10. But elsewhere, p. 45, in the same book
“ She bekyth when she sewith : that is to say she wypith

her beke] ; vide Feake.

Beam-feathers, [And the long federis* of the Wynge of an

hawke bene calde the beme fcderis of the Wyng.—Dob of

St. A., p. 15.] For the “beam-feather of the tail, vide

Deck-feathers, and Tail.

Beasts trained to the chase, vide under Raptores.

Beat, to, yy f; J j bdl rd bar-ham zadan (to beat the wings,

i.e., not to sail) : BjU* jharna (to beat for game ; vide

Drive).

Kechins (morsels, mouthfuls), chakh
,
Panj. (atasteof ;

vide

Feed).

Beck, fly at the, vide View.

Bell, ghunghru
,
Hindu. ;

Ji) zil f., T., Panj., and Pers.

:

JJj zang, zangola
,
and jalajal 3 (Mod. Pers. and

Ind. Pers. MS.) ;
Indian hawk-bells should be of different

tones, nar o mada
,
male and female, the latter being the

shriller : zira
,
Ind. Pers. MSS. and m. c. (bells for pigeons

= ur^!H painjni Hindu.).

Bonch, saku, Mod. Pers. (bench, seat, platform, of wood or

mud).

Besom-tailed, [“ ... .the worst you can say by an hawke for

their shape is, that shee is a long slender and beesome

tailed hawke.—Bert., p. 56, Harting’s Edition.

Sesrd, vide Sparrow-hawk.

1 According to Halliwell “ to beak ** is a hawking term, as well a

s

a term of cock-fighting.
* By the ** long-feathers ** the 2nd, 3rd and 4th primaries only are

probably intended.
3 Prob. Ar. pi. jatojil, sing, jtdjtd.
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Bevy, [A beuy o! Quaylis, Roos, or Ladies].

Bewits, [The strips of leather by which the bells are attached

to the legs. In India gut is usually employed].

Big, qadd-awar (prop. “ tall of stature ” ; amongst Panj.

falconers and in an Ind. Pers. MS. = “ big ” ; compare

with mdsel, etc.,
4 vide * Flesh).

Bile, tij** sajrdt ; vide Casting and Qleam.

Bind, [To fasten on the quarry in the air.

—

Harting. Accord-

ing to Burton (pp. 18-19) the French equivalent Her is con-

fined to falcons; “truss’* being used for short-winged

hawks. According to the same writer the French em-

ptier “ to trample ” is used of
14 hawks” as they hold

the game down under foot] : vide Wrestle and Clutch.

Bird, &Uj butjhdsj Ar. MS. (birds other than birds of prey).

Bird-batting, vide Bat-fowling.

Bird-bolt, [A short thick arrow with flat end used for knocking

over birds without outward injury].

•Bird-boy, (scares bird from com) U&a kaivwd-hankna, Hindu.

Bird-catcher, Birder, chifi-mar , Hindu. : mir-shikar,

lib

Hindu. : shikarchi, shikari and sayydd
,

(Mod. Pers.) : vide Snarer.

Birder, vide Bird-catcher.

Birding, (bird-catching)

y

*y narju , Panj., and Kb nalka, Hindu,

(the Indian bird-catcher’s long jointed bamboo; and

kdmpd (the forked twig or strip of bamboo for the bird-

lime) ; vide also Bod.

Birdlime, ldsa
t
Hind.

; {
yoddbq, Ar. MS. (&* dabbaqa verb,

to lime)
;
*\ji gkira* in Baghdad colloquial.
*

Bird of prey, vide Raptores,

Bittern, kharkhar, in Chach, (this name is also applied to

the Purple Heron)
: uj! gefi, Kashmiri (a species of Little

Bittern) : vide also Sedge.
'

Bittour, bittor, bitter, bitter bump, vide Bittern.

Blackbird, kasturd and kastun (Indian Black bird; also

of a species of thrush).

Blindness, vide Night-blindness.

Plain, [A disease of the second joint of the wing.

—

CorbaUis :

appears to be unknown in India. Blain is also a boil and
an eruption on the tongue of animals. In the Boke of St.
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Albans, p. 42, occurs the heading “For Blaynia i haukes
mouthes cald frounches ”].

Block, l3f adda, Hindu, (whence adj. addel): vide also Perch.

Block, to, vide Put in, (said of a hawk that instead of making
her point, takes stand).

Blown, to be, nafas sukhtan (Mod. Pers.).

Blue-eyed, azraq-chaahm
,

Ar., Pers.; Jjt; zdq.

chashm (Mod. Pers., i.e., with eyes like alum, or like

$

}

a crow), vide Eye.

Blue-rock, vide Pigeon.

Bogge, (to shy, of a horse; vide Bert, p. 3), vide Fright.

Bole, geru, Hindi, red ochre; OS giLi-Armani, Pers.

(Armenian bole).

Bolt, to fly at, (to fly straight from the fist at a quarry ; of

short-winged hawks) : dast-raw
(
kar-

dan and shudari) Ind. Pers. MS., and Mod. Pers., tr. and

intr. ; vide Cast off.

Bolus, aJU chalma dadan (Mod. Pers., to give a bolus

stealthily, concealed in the bag-like skin of the thigh of a

bird).

Bone, jddu-shakha (Hindu, coll., and Ind. Pers. MS.) : the

pubis bone q.v .

Booeh, vide Botch.

Booted, )yoL pa-muz, Panj. (feathered on the tarsus).

Borax, suhdgd, Hindi (and Ind. Pers. MS.).

Botch, (inflamed tumour).

Bouke, [body, bulk.—Boke of St. A p. 28).

Bow, llli ghvlel , Hindu., and Ind. Per. MS. (a pellet bow).

Bowiser, 1 (a hawk that can travel from bough to bough and

returns to the nest), ^ JU taUtap
,
Hindu.; shakhi,

Panj.
;

£l& and shdjch-jahdn, and shdkh-jahani,

(Ind. Pers. MS.).

J Apparently a “brancher” was a hawk that had lately flown
hut was still following its mother, while a “ bowiser

1

1

was one that
eould only travel from branch to branch.

Harting, in the glossary of his edition of the BooJce far Kepinge of Spar-

hawkea, quoting the Summary of Falconry by Ray, l$78, states that a
‘ brauncher ’ is a young hawk that has lately left the nest and that it

waa also called a ‘damage-hawk.”
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Bowse, Bouse, Booze, etc., (to drink), [Is when a llawke
drinketh often, and seems to be continually thirsty.

1

—
Latham .

4

Vide
9

also Gen. Rcc. ii, 61].

Bowsin or Bowsing, (drinking).

Bracelet, bildjak
, lnd. Pers. MS. (from bildzik or

balazik T.).

Brahminy duck, vide. Shieldrake.

Brail, [A narrow slip of thin soft leather, with a long slit in it,

used for tying one wing of a restless hawk that bates
much.

—

1farting . Eastern falconers use neither the brail

nor the cadge. As a rule each hawk lias its own falconer,

but a spare hawk is sometimes carried on the head. A bird-

catcher transporting a number of hawks carries them on
the shoulder, on a long pole bound round with grass, etc.

;

newly-caught sparrow-hawks are done up in 'socks,’ like

grocer’s parcels, and so transported).

Brain-fever Bird, vide Cuckoo-hawk.

Brancher, (a hawk that has left the nest and can lly from tree

to tree, which according to the Boke of Si. Allmns takes

place after St. Margaret’s Day);* vide Bowiser.

Brayles or brail-feathers, (the long small white feathers under

the tail) ;
aixj nayfa (lnd. Pers. MS.) and 'nayfaq (Ar.

MS. ; said to be a corruption of the Pers. nafa ) ;
2)d ft

dum-liza, Mod. Pers. (the brayle-feathers, or the Pope’s

nose ').

Breast, lUj bagid (Panj. and lnd. MS.) and kachh
,
Panj.,

(in a hawk, the flesh on the side of the breast, under the

wing, where the wing-joint is
;
vide also Joint): *4- sina,

Panj. and lnd. Pers. MS (the whole breast; vide also

Joint) : vide Condition.

Brood, [A brodo of hennys].

Bury, [A “ Bery of Conyis ” : vide Coney],

Building, [A beldyng of Rookes].

Bush-chat, vide Chat.

Bustard, lughdar , Panj., and lnd. Pers. MS. (thegreat Indian

Bustard): mish murgji , P. , and duy-ddgh or

1 Ignorant—or over-physicking with sal-ammoniac produces an in-

satiable thirst that lasts for many days.
* According to the “Boke of St. Albans,” hawks should be taken

when brancherB. St. Margaret's Day appears to be the 10th June,

in honour of a canonized queen of Scotland. However the 20th July

is sacred to another saint, Sainta Margarita, virgin and martyr.
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tuJ-dagA or tu,i or luitughJi* T. (the Great Bus-

tard of Europe): ^0*3 lughdan inKapurthala andlnd.Per.

MSS . ; )jP tilur
,

jchar-mor or khanmor, in the

Panjab; chart, in Baluchistan; %jj, or ajU

teo^a, tsarasi, or chara amongst Pathans; or

gurain or gurairii, in some districts of N. India; ijj*

hubara ,
in Persia; b>U». or^;U^ hubdra or hubdra, Ar.MSS.,

(the Indian Houbara Bustard)
:

£j*xJ| abhubruj
,
Ar. MS.

(the Houbara ;
in diet, said to be the male).

Button, f+'d dulcma ,
T. (the “ button ” or tubercle in the centre

of the nostril of a hawk).

Buzzard, sdr (Mod. Pers.
;

for Turkl ^ Sd ? ; vide also

Starling): chuhe-mdr
,
Hindu, (the Long-legged Buz-

zard, B. canescans
,
Jer.): ^ mush-khor

,
Panj. and

Ind. Pers. MSS. (ditto): chuki, Panj. and 1*^3 lisa,

in Oudlx (the white-eyed Buzzard PoUomis teesa . Jer.) :

xjjJI al-murzah, Ar. MS. ;
al-

1
ivqayyib, Ar. MS.

C

(\idge or ('age, [A wooden oblong or square frame on which

hawks are carried hooded to the field.

—

Marling . Vide

Brail].

Cadger, [The person who carried the cadge; and perhaps any

assistant falconer; vide Falconer].

Pall, to, [
by l«Su bhon-hath kamd,Panj. (to exercise a short-

winged hawk by calling it repeatedly from the ground

to the garnished fist held aloft].

Calling off, [Luring a hawk from an assistant at a distance, for

exercise.

—

Harting.]. ‘Vide’ Lure, to.

Canceleer, [Fr. chevaucher, to make two or three sharp turns in

the descent when stooping.

—

Ilarling].

Cancer, ilff dkila-yi dimdgjt , said to be another name for

safid marg,
Ind. Pers. MS.

Canker, khura-yi minsar, Ind. Pers. MS. (canker of

the beak) ; or par-Jchurag% or par-hhura, and

aSAtf qdshiqa
, T. (Mod. Pers. and Ind. Pers. MSS., canker

of the flight—or of the tail-feathers at the root).

Canvas-mail, vide Mail.

Cardamoms, or ilaehi, Hindu., and alachi Pere.
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Carriage, dast-dari, Ind. Pers. MS. (keeping on the

fist).

Carry, to, (a hawk on the fist), W^ hath par lend
, Hind,

and i
jtijZ bardmt giriftan , Mod. Pers. (to take on the

fist)
:

;ijtJ fcazar 4* war dena, Panj. (to carry in the

streets): gasht dddan
,
Ind. Pers. MS., and gardd-

nidan ,
Mod. Pers. (to carry a hawk about).

Carry, to,

1

^jf *** sayd uthdkar urjdnd (to fly away

with the quarry).

Case, ijyf khol f., H., and khol, Ind. Pers. MS., (a leather

case or protection for the beak or neck of a heron that is

given as a ‘ train ’ ) : vide also Tail-cover.

Cast.* (two hawks), oiU juft anddkhtan
,
Mod. Pers. (to

fly as a “ cast ”) : bd ham janah anddkjh

tan
,
Mod. Pers. (ditto).

Cast gorge, to, b/ ^ qai karna
,
Panj. (to vomit).

Castoff; and Cast by hand, J/yo hatold karnd
}
Panj., and

batold kardan , Ind. Pers. MS. (to cast off a hawk

from the right fist with force, supporting its breast the

while with the left hand) : dast-raw pardnidan
,

Ind. Pers. MS. (to cast off from the fist i.e., not to hold in

the hand and throw ;
vide also

1 to Bolt
f

)
:

^4* mutthi

chaidna ,
Hindu, (to hold a hawk in the liand and throw it

like a cricket ball at the quarry) : anddkhtan or

^>££.1*41 |yk hava anddkhtan , Mod. Pers.:

. ughn anddkhtan ,
Ind. Pers. MS. (to cast off secretly) : vide

also Bolt, fly at, and Take.

Cast, to; Casting, (W|3) l^jipar muhra (ddlnd) (a casting,

sp. of feathers): 4jh* safrd* Mod. Pers. (a casting, lit.

“
bile ”) : Wma anddkhtan , Mod. Pers., and

ax* muhh jhdfnd ,
Hindi (to cast ;

tu
cma, lit.

“ food

jhUs Ind. Pers. MS. (casting)
;

*Ji tuksamik , T.

:

fatUa, Ind. Pers. MS. (an artificial casting of wool ;
lit -

wick, etc.) : vide last line of ' Meat 9

;
[Ye shall say cast

l In India hawks are usually trained to large quarry that they

cannot “ carry.” There is no special word for the vice known to

English falconers as 1

1

carrying. ” .

* Only Indian falconers trained by Englishmen fly a M cast *”

hawks.
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youre hawke to the perch, and not set youre hawke uppon

the perch.—Boke of St. A., p. 10].

“ Catch,' ’ vide Lure.

Catenet
»

gkashdwah, Ar., and motiya bind
, Hindi,

(from Ind. Pers. MS.) : wf J\>y nuzuli 56, Ind. Pers. MS.

Pat-gut, lant, Hindi. : %\ zih, Mod. Pers. ; and ruda, vulg.

coll,
; yj waiar

,
Ar.

;
vide also Sinew.

Uawking-time, 1 (pairing-time), jufli kd mausim
,

Hindu.

Cere or Sere, (the bare wax-like skin near the beak). [In the

Boke of St. Albans, p. 13, the skin of the legs is called the

“ Serfs of hir legges and hir fete ”].

Chaff-nets, (nets for catching small birds), vide Net.

Chap, vide note to Mandible.

Charm, (Hock), [A cherme of goldfynches].

Chat, daxfm, in Ohacli Hazara, (a black and white chat,

probably a Bush-chat, a quarry for the Merlin).

(’base, vide Stern-chase,

Check, checking, (to change the bird in pursuit, etc.),

daurnewdld , Panj., and ravanda
9
Ind. Pers. MS., (check-

ing at the lure and chasing passing birds).

Cheek-stripe, ioachh, f., Panj., [bachh, f., Hindi], (prop, the

sides of the mouth) : muchh , f., H. (lit. moustache)

:

g-ea-o pi. £*i«ve, madma1

,
pi. maddmi Ar. MS. (lit. the place

where the tears collect) : siyah yashmdyhli,

Pers. T. (black-headed ? vide Trans, ofBaz-Nama-yi Nasiri ,

p. 10 and note 3).

( ’heetah
,
lu*. child, Hindu. : u&b and jjJ, yuz and yuz-pahng,

Pers.
:

fahd ,
Ar.

:

1 vide ’ Leopard.

(Chemise, Pr., vide Sock.

Chicken, churn
,
Hindu.

: W#» Pers. ;
vide Pup.

Choffs, Chough, glj zagi (in Kerman, Persia ; but the term is

also loosely applied to jackdaws, etc.) : vide also Clattering.

< -ircle, is#
% Ind. Pers. MS. (a semi-circle " like a half-

However the Boke of St. Albans (p. D says, “And in the tyme of

their love they call, and not kauke.
1’

* iSJ&y* isi word not traceable; possibly a copyist's error. The

word might mean “ hue and cry
M and be a Turki equivalent of the
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moon 9
’ in hunting or driving): qumurgta, T., and

*! chargah or jargah T., Ind. Pers. MS. (a hunting

circle formed by beaters
;
this is apparently a complete

circle).

Clap, vide Mandible.

Clattering, [Aclateryng (flock) of choughes.

—

Boke of St. Albans,

p. 86].

Claw, nakhun
,
gen. ; shah-ndkhun, Ind. Pers. MS.

and Panj. (the hind claw, which is the key to opening the

closed foot) : wH* qullab , Mod. Pers. (the hind daws) : vide

1 Closer,’ ‘ Avillons,* Sengles, and Talons.

Closer or Key, mikhlab
,
pi. makhalib

, Ar. and Mod.

Pers. [Onderstond also that the longe Sendees be calde the

key of the fote, J or the closer. For what tliyng som ever

it be yt yowrc hawke stenyth : open that Sengle, and all

the fote is oppen, for the strength therof fortyfieth all the

foto.

—

Bokc of 81. A., p. 13], Vide Sengles
: ^

bich ki ungli, Hindu., Panj.

Clutch, Clutching, [Taking the quarry in the feet in the air as

short-winged hawks do (and occasionally falcons), instead

of striking it down].

Clyster-stick, 0r oU shdf or shafa, Mod. Pers. and Hindu,

(a stick with cotton-wool at one end ;
dipped in oil and

used as an enema).

Coat, [“Hawk of the first coat
,
a hawk in her fourth year.” See

Genl. Rec. ” HalliweU. “A Goshawke nor a tereell in thare

sorcaagc hauc nott thau mayles named, hot it is calde

their plumage, and after the coto it is called theyr Maill.”—

Boke of St. Albans
, p. 12. From the latter it would appear

that * cote
9 meant the first moult, and that the breast-

feathers of Goshawks were called
4 plumage ' in the

immature, and * mail
9

in the mature, bird. From the

last section on p. 11 of the same author it would appear

that the breast-feathers of falcons were called 4 maill/

both in the immature and mature birds],

Gogh, (cough), vide Poose.

Cold, vide Rye.

Colon, (the largest intestine) vide Stomach.

Colver or Colvere, [A dove or a pigeon ? vide Dove].

Hindi hdt\k “ a drive.” Dr. Denison Ross suggests isjj&y0 lsJ
*' the

ox's horn,” apparently a better reading.
“ "

1 Tlie real 44 key ” of a hawk's foot, however, is the hind claw and

not the c< longe sengle ” or middle claw.
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Coly, vide Beak and Feake.

Come to, (to begin obeying the falooner), y\ zer-i ta‘lm, Ind.

Pcrs. MS. (“ under training,” i.e.
,
coming to the lure).

Comerowse or Comerous, [troublesome, old English].

Condition, u»li£ J*j baghalshinds, adj., Ind. Pers. MS., (said of

a falconer that can tell the condition of a hawk by feeling

the flesh under the wings
;
vide also Breast)

:
;IC

bi-gushtri shikar rasidan. Mod. Pers. (to be in proper

flying condition).

Congregation, [“ A Congregation of Plovers ”
;
vide also Lap-

wing].

Constipation, <jaw qabz, Hindu, and Pers. : sudda Ind. Pers.

MS. (obstruct ion in the bowels
;
vide Stoone in the funda-

ment): khushki
,
Mod. Pers.

Coney or Cony, [Kabbit more than a year old, vide Harting’s

Birds of Bhakespeare, p. 12 Jntro.].

Coo-coo, vide Cry.

Coot, Jljj parld, T. and Mod. Pers. (coot ?) : JUAi qashfjal, T.,

(in Chach Hazara)
:
[a oouert of cootis].

('oping, (cutting off the sharp points of the beak and claws),

or lid or UStf ndkhun kdtnd (or lend or tardslmd)

Hindu., (of the claws) : ItfK nol kdtnd ,
Hindu., (of the

beak).

Corby, vide Crow.

Cormorant, ghdgar, in Derajat; hart, (in Chach

Hazara).

Cote, vide Coat.

(over, vide Case and Tail-cover.

( Wert, vide Coot.

Coverts, dhakan
,
Panj.: sarpush, Pers.: pl&o

miftah , Ar., lit., " a key
*

*
(a primary covert) : &ft jarka (?),

MS. (a primary covert ?) : vide also ‘Deck-feather*.

Covey, [A couy of partrichis]. galla Pers. (but in Hindu-

stani only for cattle; herd).

Cowardly, f kam-Mmmat
,
Hindu, and Pers., (lacking in

courage and also in perseverance) ;
boda, Hindi : vide

Ignoble.

Cower, Cowering, [of young hawks when they quiver and shake

their wings].
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Crabbed, Crabbing, lajakn, Panj., (quarrelsome, cross-

grained). [“Crabbing, i.e., grabbing; said of hawks when
two are flown together, and one seizes the other on the
quarry by mistake.”—Harting. “Hawks fighting with
each other.

—

Lascdles ,,
\.

Cramp, juJ lashannuj
,
Ind. Pers MS. (violent cramps).

Crane, ^ kunj, Panj., and sJilf leulang , Hind., (the common

crane) : f or JU1? kidang and kulank
, P. , and b/t or^

duma or turna, T., (are the Mod. Pers. names for the same)

.

qarqara. Turki and Hindu, (the demoiselle crane):

\di or gal or gala., a flock ; vide also Covey and Herd]

:

saras Hindu, (the Sarus, Grus antigone).

Cray, (the disease), vide Constipation.

Creance ,

1 [No special words; risrmn in several MSS.].

Creep, to fly to the, [And yowre hawke sleeth at or to the

Creep© when ye liauc yowre hawke on yowre fyst, and crepe

softely to the Ryuer or to the pit. and stelith softeli

to the brynke thereof, and then cry huff, and bi that

meane nym a fowle. Then it is slayn at the crepe oder

at the fer Jutty or at the Jutty ferry.

—

Hoke of St. Albans,

p. 48], vide Secretly and Stalk.

Crest, 15
*1? kalghi, Hindu, (a crest of a bird ;

also an artificial

plume for the head) : chontx, Hindi (of bird
;
also a

woman’s plaits).

Cricket, vide. Mole-cricket.

Crines, Crinetts, [The small hair-like feathers about the beak].

Croaks or Kecks, (the disease), ^ takh takh kama,

Panj.
: khar kharkamd, (lit to snore; to be hoarse

in the throat, etc.).

Crop, IfyS ghogha (in Behar): tfjj potd, Hindi: jha-

jhura, Derawal 1 : i>lf f upar kd tah
9 Panj. : china ,

Pers.: hawsala
s
Ar., Pers., and Hindu.

Crossing-flight, [When another bird flies between a hawk and

her quarry.

—

Harting.].

Crow, tjf kawwd
, Hindu., and or kanw or kdh

f
Panj.:

kargAah
,
Pushtu; jlf dew ka

9
o9 Kashmiri (the Com-

mon Indian crow)
:
yX ghdgn kanw, in the Derajat

(the Indian Corby) : ktdagi, Mod. Pers.
: ^ or

1 In French ertanse, flli&re, and tiena-Mien. 4 Vide 9
also note to

Reclaim.
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kulagA-i-ablaq or Wa^-i-pfaa, Mod. Pers. (the

Hooded or Pied Crow; perhaps also the Magpie q. v.).

Cry, awaz-i-talab, Ind. Pers. MS. (the luring-cry):

W qu qu kardan
,
Mod. Pers. (ditto) : vide also

<c Warn-

ing.”

Cuckoo-hawk, papihd
,
Hindi (the “ Brain-fever Bird

”

Hieroccyx varius).

Cunning, ty duzd ,
Mod. Pers. (cunning and lazy, of old hounds

and hawks) : dscin-gir and mbuk-shinas,

Ind. Pers. MS. (recognising easy flights and not trying at

difficult ones; a vice),

9

Curlew, y burn, the Black Curlew or Common Ibis q. v.

;

j*id**l ispalandu
,
in Chach Hazara (the Common Curlew)

vide also Herd.

1)

Dabchick, vide Grebe.

Dare, (to frighten), [To dare birds is to catch them by frighten-

ing them with a hawk or by other means].

Deck-feathers, (i.e. the two centre feathers of the tail); £jl= or

LS^f logtit or U>gk* Panj. and Ind. Pers. MS. (the centre

tail-feather, the “beam-feather of the tail,” from dugh

or tugfc, T. “a tail,” vide Beam-feathers and Tail)

:

"amud Ar. (ditto; lit. column, pillar): ejDU qapdq, T. P.,

(ditto; perhaps this word means “coverts”): vide Beam-

feathers and Tail.

Decoy, lawa, Hindu, (a stale, i.e., a stuffed bird as a decoy,

lit. “ bringer ”)
;

IjSJ iwJj zinda lawa
,
Hindu, (a live decoy)

:

ijll btdare kd lawa
,
Hindu, (quails and partridges

used as call-birds) : mutta, Panj. and Ind. MS. (a live

bird or bait for a hawk)
;

mohlu, Panj. (ditto)

:

Panj., and yo div-jama, Mod. Pers. (a yellow screen or

dress used in stalking): vide Stalking-horse).

Degouted, (spotted), [Bot and a spare hawke be so Ermyned

uppon the brayles. or a Musket, oder ye shall say she is

Degouted to the uttermost brayle. and much it betokynis

hardenes.-—Boke of St. A p. 14].

Deplume, vide Plume.
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Dessert, vide Lapwing,

Disclosed, (newly hatched) [Now to speke of hawkys. first thay
ben Egges. and afterward they bene disclosed hawkys.

—

Bolce of St. A., p. 1],

Distension, nafakh Ind. Pers. MS. (of the stomach).

Dog, W kuttd, Hindu, (gen.); tdzi, Hindu, and Pers. (gen.

any greyhound)
; J or tdzi or luch, Panj. (smooth-coated

Indian or Arab greyhound): jahdzi, Panj. (English
y

greyhound): &

y

or haklimal or bureld
9
Panj. (long-

haired Persian or Afghan greyhound)
:

garter, Panj. (a

pariah) : but (the large Pawanda dog with cropped cars

and cut tail) : buU, Eng. (bull-dog) and bub

dang, Eng. (bull-terrier in Panjab) ;
sag Pers.;

sag-i-Uati , P. (a large fierce breed of dog kept by the Persian

wandering tribes) : tula, Pers. (any sporting-dog except

the tdzi
;

also means pup in m.c.) : vide Trained.

Do-gam, vide
1
Urines.

Dopping, [A dopping of sheldrakes].

Dove, 1 fdhhta, Panj. and Pers. (a large species): gera
,

in Derajat (a large species) and ghughi or^ tutan (a

small species) : turturu ,
in Kapurthala (a small species,

probably Turtur cambayensis) : vide Duell and Flight.

Down of feathers, ^ gaddi, Panj. : narm-parhd (Ind.

Pers. MS., and Mod. Pers.).

Down-wind, vide Up-wind.

Draw, to, [And we shall Bay that hawks doon draw when they

bere tymbering to their nestes.

—

Bokc of St. A ., p. 1];

vide Timber.

Draw, to [said of a hawk that “ will slee a Roke or a Crow or

a Reuyn : uppon a londe sittyng,” * vide
s Book of St.

Albans
, p. 49].

Draw the hood, [to draw the braces which open and close the

hood behind.

—

Hatting . The Indian hoods have no braces,

but a pattern used in the Persian Gulf has].

Drawer, or Lure q. v.

Drawing from the mew, (after she has moulted), U &

) By Dove and Coiver old English writers probably meant a

pigeon.
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or UJfc, kuriz se uthana or nikalnd
,
Hindu, (to take a hawk

out of the moult).

Drink, vzj ab-khur kardan
,
Mod. Pers. (to accustom a

hawk to drink).

Drive, li&U hdnkna
,
Hindu, (to drive a vehicle ; also to drive

game: subs., hank, f.).

Drongo-shrike, bhimraj , Hindu, and bhanrdj, Panj.

(the Large Rachet-tailed Drongo, Edolius paradisem
, a

cage-bird) : vide King-crow.

Drops, vide Markings.

Dropping, [said of a hawk that mutes in drops], vide Slice and

Slime.

Drug, to Drug, luqma (any drug given before flying to

increase hunger and courage) :
vy^tJu* kayf dadan, Ind.

MS. (to drug with camphor or other intoxicant before

* unsecling * and ‘ manning ’ a new hawk).

Drum, i^^d^etabl khurda
,

adj., Ind. Pers. MS. (said of a

duck that has been alarmed and affected by the drum)

:

iM-na-khurda, adj. (one not affected by the drum-beating).

Duck, murgAdbi, Hindu, (any water fowl, but especially

duck) : I urduk
,
T., P., and Ind. Pers. MS. : tl^j

n\l-$ar murgAdbi, Panj. (the Mallard) ;
&hil-

hdsh urduk
,
P., T., (ditto) sikh-dum murghabi,

Pers. and Panj.
;

lam-puck (in Chach Hazara) (the

Pin-tail) : JS IdUsira
,
Panj. (the Pink-headed Duck)

oj;l< and karwat male, and karwachi female
;

also

hdrwat
, and karwachi, in Kashmir (the White-eyed Duck)

ab-khora
,
in Chach Hazara (the White-eyed, and

the Tufted Duck
;
perhaps all diving ducks are so called)

:

KC nakta
,
Hindi (the Comb Duck or Black-backed Goose)

:

vide Paddling, Mallard, Teal, etc., etc.

Duel, Dule, [a Duell of Turtillis].

Dunbird, vide Pochard.

E

Kagle, o&c tuqab Ind. Pers. MS. (a gen. term, but in Hindustani

specially applied to the Tawny-eagle) : tnajnun ,
the

Serpent-eagle (in Chach Hazara) : zummaj, Ind. Pers.

MS. (a species of Eagle, probably the Golden Eagle,
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formerly trained ]

) : or iuqdb or qara-qush, Mod.

Pers.
: ^ sanj Mod. Pers. (Serpent Eagle)

: f*
‘
uqab-i mah-dum

,
Mod. Pers. (an Eagle with a black band

on the end of its white tail
;
Pallas's Sea-Eagle ?) : Ufa

1uqab-i kuchikdn
,
T., Mod. Pers., (an Eagle with the

whole tail white): ^ ufo* ‘u/fab-i adna-li, T., Mod.

Pers. (an Eagle with a few white feathers in the back
;
the

Imperial Eagle ?) : *S)jS karlak
,
Mod. Pers. (some very large

Eagle) : ‘u/jab-i siydh, Mod. Pers. (some species of

4 black * Eagle) : «>;j tJ**
*
uqab-i zard

,
Mod. Pers. (Tawny

Eagle ?): 'uqab-i sina-bazi, Mod. Pers. (the

previous species in its immature plumage)
: Jy or

aJUfs w&c, 1uqab-i qurbdqa-chi “the frog-eagle,” or

buq-khura “ the refuse Eater” (a small marsh-frequenting

eagle that eats frogs) : shtni, Punj. (Bonelli’s Eagle)

:

lyja dvbara ,* Mod. Pers. [apparently a corruption of jd

durbarddardn, Pers. and Ar. MSS.] (a species of small

eagle, the male the size of a female Goshawk: hunts in

couples)
;

jor, in Chacli Hazara the name of a species

that hunts in couples but said not to be Bonelli’s Eagle:

graid, in Kashmir (the Ring-tailed Sea Eagle)
; J/

burl, Hindu, (ditto): uqdb u ’Irbahr, Ar. (Sea-

Eagle): aUzummaj Ar. MS. (the Golden Eagle):

uilaWi al-‘nqab
t

gen., Ar. MS.: *;|j<ai\ as-mrrarah At. MS.

(Short-toed Eagle)
;
(-U33 dad hil

t
in Derajat (the Dwarf

Eagle A. Pennata) : vide. Bawtere.

Eagle-owl, vide Owl.

Egret, alfc \j> bard bagld, in Kapurthala, and bataia Kohat,

(the Large Egret, Herodias alba) ; ra&£*vi and *»*»

*W| na’jat* ’Lmdt, or “water-sheep” (ditto in Basra and

Baghdad) kilchiyd, Hindu., and oij brail
,
Kashmiri

(the Little Egret, H. garze.Ua) : HL surkhiyd bagld,

(the Cattle Egret)
:

ga,e bagld (ditto) : HL U*>i andkd

bagld (the Paddy-bird or Pond Heron Ardeda leucoptera).

Electuary, ma'jun, Ind. Pers. MSS.

l ‘ Vide ’ Qateanln* ’s-Sayyad, p. xriii, note 6. In the ffay&C-'l-

(iayawan, however, it is stated to be identical with the DuhorS.
* See Hole 1, page 329e
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Embowelled, (when the crop is empty but the bowel full).

Vide Endow.

Emptier F., (trample), [Holding the quarry on the ground;

of short-winged hawks only ? vide Bind.]

Endow, (to digest), [An hawke enduth neuer as long as his

bowillis bene full at her fedyng. bot assone as she ir

fedde. and restith she enduth littill by littill. And if her

goorge be wide (void) and the bowell anythynge stiffid ye

shall say she is embowellid and hath not fully endowed.—
Bole of St. A., p. 11]. Vide Put over.

Knew, Eneaw, or Inew, [And if it happen as it dooth oftimes

the fowle for fere of yowre hawke woll spryng and fall

agon in to the Ryuer. or the hawke sees hir. and so lie

styll and dare not arise, ye shall say then yowre hawke

hath ennewed the fowle in to the llyuer.—Bake of St. A.,

p. 49. Vide also Harting’s Birds of Shakespeare, pp. 66-7].

Vide Put in.

Ensayme. [Ensayme of an hawke is the grece.

—

Boke of St.

A., p. 16] ;
charbi Hindu, (lit. fat; vide infra).

Unseam, or Ensayme, to, Tr. and Intr., (to purge a hawk, rid

her of fat, etc.), tua s^fy^ bhukh dend or U^y# bhukha

karnd
,
Hindu. Panj., b/ o 1 ** saf kamd, Hindu. Panj.

;

c)*^ iffaq'shudan ,
Mod. Pers. and med.

: <^*3 thailt

Hindu., Panj., and kisa
,
Ind. Pers. MS. (the

1

1

bag ” or

‘‘purse” of fat thrown up after a strong purge); AaiL

khilta ,
Ind. Pers. MS. (ditto) : vide also 1 Meat.*

Ensilo, vide Seel.

Kilter, b^L bd*oti dekar jangU said par

chaland.

Knterpenned, [apparently said of a nestling (eyees or brancher)

when the flight-feathers had not attained their full length.

* Vide
9 Boke of St. A ., p. 11].

Epilepsy,
£j* «*r‘, subs. 1

, and masru *, past parti, (afflic-

ted with—), Ar. Pers. MSS., etc. ; alcmaja,
Ind. Pers.

MS. (a kind of fit).

Er [Eyrie.

—

Latham] ; vide Nest.

Emiined, (with black spots like Ermine), vide Degouted.

Escaped, chutel
9

adj., Panj., (an escaped or lost hawk

caught by another).

i Vide m Qaufinur* ’e-qayyad, p. xxiv.
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Exalting [an Eyaltyng (flock) of Larkis.

—

Boke of St. Albans
,

p. 81].

Excrement, aL*’ fuzla, gen. (of any living thing; viik Mutes).

Exercise, vide Call.

Eye, {*£»> &>JS gurba-chashm, adj., Ind. Pers. MS. (said of a

goshawk that has blue eyes
;

lit. “ cat-eyed ” ; vide Blue-

eyed.

Eyer, to, (to breed) [And we shall say that hawkis doon Eyer.

and not brede in the woodes.

—

Boke of St. Albans].

9

Eyess, or Nias, dshiydnt
,
Pers., and Panj. ; ukni,

m
9

Ind. Pers. MS. (from Ar. a nest) ;
aaiUSI, al ashdniyah,

At. MS. (from Pers.).

Eyrie, vide Nest.

F

Falcon,

1

siyah-chashm
,
Pers. and Hindu, (the “ black-

eyed,” «.e., the long-winged liawks or falcons as dis-

tinguished from the “yellow-eyed” q. v.) : or ;fy

tuvdr or tuvdr—also qush-i tuvdr—Mod. Pers. (the female

of any hawk, opposed to jurra “ tiercel ”
; also of any

hawk= “ large ”) : sangak
,
Mod. Pers. (the name of a

small ‘falcon* exactly like the piqu or Indian shikra

sparrow-hawk).

Falconer,4 jto jb bazddr
, Panj.: JM' dasUkash

,
Panj., and

Ird. Pers. MS. (lit. a “stroker,” i.e., an assistant falconer

or hawk-carrier)
: ^y* mirshikar, Hindu, (a term in

India applied to any falconer or bird-catcher)
: ^

qush-chi
,
Mod. Pers. : qdshrchi bdshi , Mod. Pers.

(Grand Falconer)
:
;b jb bdziyar

, Ar. MS. (from Persian)

:

;ij> shdhin-ddr
,
Ar. MS. (a carrier of a shdhin ;

Pers.)

:

chaqir-ji, T.
:

jb bdz-dust
,
adj., Pers., (fond of

hawks).

1 The falcons are the long-winged as distinguished from the short-

winged hawks. A * falcon ’ is also a femalo of a long-winged hawk as

opposed to a 4 tiercel ’ or male. For some reason old falconers used to

call a gos-hawk also a falcon, giving her a kind of brevet-rank.
* Also a 4 Falconer * meant a keeper of falcons as opposed to

4 Oatreger ’ a keeper of goshawks and tiercels and 4 Sperviter ’ a keeper

of sparrow-hawks and muskets.
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Falconet, and ***)>* ,
Ind. Pers. MS.

Fall, [A fall of Woodecockis].

Fall at mark, to, [To alight on the ground and await the
falconer Iafter ‘putting in

1

the quarry; of a goshawkl-
vide Mark.

Fallera, [A disease in which the claws turn white and drop off.

In India, giving hawks spices and unnatural food to force

on the moult will cause this disease].

‘ False-moult,’ atejfji jxir-yardan, Panj., and Ind. Pers. MS.,

(name of a disease
; vide Moult).

Fast, jJ tez-par, Ind. Pers. MS. (of birds).

Fat, vide Enseam.

Fawken of the rock, 1 [There is a fawken of the rock. And that

is for a duke.—Boke of St. Albans
, p. 52].

Fawn, harm
,
Pers., (lit. lamb; vide Sheep).

Feed, to, Feeding, ( fu'ma-ddri (kamd), Panj.

(understanding the correct amount of food to give; also

giving a light meal after physic)
: 1/ tu'ma

K ulat pulat kamd , Panj . ,
(not giving a fixed amount of food,

•*.<!., giving more one day and less another and so gotfeiug a

slack hawk into a proper condition of hunger) : c sir

kardan, Mod. Pers. (to feed up, not necessarily ‘ to gorge ’ or

satiate a hawk) : sherkama , Panj. (to feed up a hawk

on its quarry, especially its first kill; probably a corruption

of the previous though supposed to be connected with shcr

“ tiger ”): Ujo b 1 ath-paltari tu'vm dend
,
Panj.,

and kJo yabjehura kardan
,
Ind. Pers. MS. (to give

one meal sufficient for twenty-four hours) : chakhi
t

Hindi., and Panj. (the light morning meal); &•>

chakh dend (to give just a taste of blood or meat) ; vide

also ‘to Gorge* and ‘Taste.*

Feake, to, (wipe the beak
;
also to sew, snite, beak and coly(?)

;

these terms are said of the hawk and not apparently of

the falconer), nobponchhnd,
Panj.:

khilal kardan
,
Ind. Pers. MS. : vide also Beak.

1 Probably some kind of peregrine, perhaps one that had its eyrie

in a cliff. It is mentioned in the “ Boke of St. Albans ” between the

t awken gentile and the Fawken peregrine, q.v.
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Feathers ,

1 par
,
Hindi, Pers., (also

=

a wing): y* mu, Ind.

Pers.MS. (small feathers, lit . , ‘hair*): 3^ jhar, Panj. (the

small feathers of the breast, back, and thighs): ;t^l«

shalwar , Panj., and Ind. Pers. MS. (the pendant feathers

of the thigh, vide Thigh): c&J paikdn
9

Ind. Pers. MS.

(name of certain feathers; lit. ‘arrow’): nayfa ,
Ind.

Pers. MS. (the ‘ brayles’ q.v.; ft dum-liza, Mod. Pers.,

(the same?): ydr-mdliq
,
Mod. Pers., (the two or

the three large feathers that are uppermost when the

wings are closed; noticeable in such species of bird as

the Common Crane and the Egyptian Vulture) : bajjA jj

par-khurdaha, Mod. Pers. (small feathers) : ly surayyd
,
Ar.

and Mod. Pers. (the few white spots on the back of a

saker; lit. Pleiades); by sdlim surraya, adj., Ar. and

Mod. Pers. (a saker is so styled when these spots are

absent) : waraq, Ar. MS. (small feathers other than

tail- and wing-feathers) : risk , Ar. * y;**' kur-par ,
Ind.

Pers. MS., and Panj. (a diseased and stunted feather)

ji bdrani par (a mature small feather in the immature

plumage, t.e.,one that has appeared in place of one uprooted

by accident)
: u£y y par-tarash

^
adj., Ind. Pers. MS.,

(said of a bird addicted to the vice of pulling out and

eating its feathers) : vide Flight-feathers, Plumage, Quills

and Tail.

Fechcn, [Stoat ?].

Ferme, to, intr. [to strengthen, to harden; vide “Boke of St.

Albans,” p. 28].

Fever, vide Phthisis.

Field-hawk, [as opposed to a River-hawk].

Filanders, or Menders, or fylaundres, (intestinal worms),

jonk, Hindi (prop, a leech), and jonkti (small);

Jcirma jonki, Ind. Pers. MS.

Flags, [The federis of the wynges next the body be calde the

flagg or the flagg-federis .—Boke of St. Albans
, p. 15. The

secondary or cubital feathers of the wing.

—

Uarting. The

feathers in the wing next the principals.

—

Salvin
,
Brodrick ,

Freeman ] : vide Flight-feathers.

I French mantectUy the whole plumage or coat.
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Flamingo, bag-bans, Hindi.

Flat-beaded,y 1 khwarazami sar, Ind. Pers. MS. : «U

mdr-sar, Panj., and Ind. Pers. MS. {lit. snake-headed): vide

also Snake-headed.

Flesh, Fleshy, or fj mascl or mas-wada, Panj., and

iJU gnshUnak, Ind. Pers. MS., (full of flesh, well-

fumished ;
compare with qadddivar, ‘ vide ’ Big).

Flick, to,* (to flutter out, fly off ; of quarry put in), Jjk isysz

lill&i Ji£j a dusri taraf se nikal bhagna, Hindu.

Flight, (flock), [“A flight of Doves.” The term ‘ flight * was

also used of swallows and goshawks. ]

Flight, G** tin hath chaldna, Hindu., or s~

si dost paranidan, Mod. Pers. (to give three flights) ; M-

jd-band, adj., Panj. and Ind. Pers. MS., (said of a bird that

has lost its powers of flight through confinement).

Flight-feathers, kirkit, Panj., and c»>• or fry, Pers. and

Ar. MSS. (the first flight-feather, spec, of a goshawk, vide

Sorcell)
; ji »U shah-par (according to some pigeon-fanciers

and some falconers the three first feathers only of tho wing

are so called, but according to others the largest and

strongest feather in the wing ;
according to others the 2nd.

3rd, 4th, and 5th are so called) ;
sfiL badga, Panj., (amongst

some falconers the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th feathers)
; y ;b

ydr-par, Panj., (the 5th, 6th and 7th feathers of some ;
the

8th, 9th, 10th of others; but by others again the wing

feathers from the 10th onwards are so called):

bazkhana, Panj., (the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th feathers of

some); or nahd or nihan, Panj., (the 7th flight-

feather) ;
qainchi, Panj., (the longest flight-feathers,

one on each side, so called from their * scissors ’ appearance

when crossed, vide also Warbel) ;
td-qawadim, pi. of

Ar. MS.

Flighty, i,b ydwa,* T. (lit., “ wild ”; in the Kapurthala State a

term applied to the Shahins).

Flock, Jf gal or al? gaUa, Pers. ;
vide also Crane.

1 Fide “ QawSnlnu ’ g-§ayySd,” p. 12, note 6.

4 This word ocean several times in Bert.

* Fide Kan’s •* Polyglot List of Birds’’, Mem.As.Soc.Beng.,1909.
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Florican, charaz or charz (and vulg. charaj).

Flush, to, {vide to Rise), bl«J| buna uthana (to flush quarry

put in by a short-winged hawk that has fallen at mark)

;

hid tjt ura-dena, Hindi, vide Rise.

Fly, to, lijf urnd, Hindi
;

paridan Pers.

;

(to fly with difficulty, work ill)
;

vide Creep, Secretly, Stalk

and View.

Fly on head, to, [Miss the quarry and check.

—

Harting].

Fly at the brook, vide Rivering.

Fly-catcher, yA iteja dudk shakar ,
Panj., and l4^ v-fi; rang

bulbul , in Kashmir (the Paradise Fly-catcher).

Foment, to, USix* senkna
, Hindi and by takmid kama,

Hindu. Pers. (with hot water, hot pads, etc., or with the

palms heated at the fire).

Food, vide Feed.

Foot, hath, Hindu., and dasl. Mod. Pers. {lit. hand);

A»ij panjd, Panj., and Mod. Pers.; b pd, Mod. Pers. (also

equals the whole leg)
;
(for swollen feet, vide Pinne in the

feet and Podagre).
9

Foot-track, \y$ khurd
,
Panj. ; kho} 9 Hindu. ;

b ^ radd-i-pd.

Mod. Pers.

Foot, to, by girift karnd
9
Hindu., vide Clutch.

Footer. k yih panje kd zabar-dast hai
J
or

ixki girift achchht hai (a good footer).

Foot-work, piyadagi
,

Panj., Ind. Pers. MS., and Mod.

Pers., (foot-work, of goshawk; running round a bush in

which the quarry has put in).

Fowl, ban-murgk, or jangli murgh (the jungle

fowl).

Fowling, vide Bird-catching.
/

Fowler, vide Bird-catcher.

Fright, bU iJUa. chamak jana
, Hindu, and bl*T chamak

khdndy Panj. ; and cJtxA Jiu. jafil shudan, Mod. Pers., (said

of a goshawk that has taken a fright or dislike to some

special sight or sound ;
“ to take a skunner at ”).

Frog, qurbaqa
, T., P.

Frounce in the mouth, <3U£. khunaq
,
Ar., (lit. quinsy), and
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nana,i Hindi, (Iiul. Pers. MSS.) ; bnsraU lialy, ln<l

Pers. MS.
; ck/ iA* duhan-i qush josliisli banian

,

.Mod. Pers.

Pull -bai red, [said of a hawk when t he tail-feathers are fully

grown or nearly so, i>., when the seventh black-liar that
runs across encli feather of the tail is visible. For when
she is full barrid she stondith uppon. VII.”— Hoke of SI

p. U|.

Kull-fermyd. vide Full-summed.

iMill-siimined, or Summed. (When a hawk, either in the nest
or in the men, has all her feat hers and is lit to be taken up).

Kulmart, or Foumart, or Fohnert. (a pole eat).

Km-

, to fly at, (to llv at hares and rabbits), Jljtjk khar-

'lush /Mir rhaldnri, Hindu.: ride (Iron lid game.

(i

i indwell, Ifyt Irr/d, T. (in Chach-Har.ara).

(higgle, 1 (Hook),
|
A gagle of gees],

Galbanum, (a gum), Ais tpnnah . Ar. and hdrznd. Peis.

< hdingale, (a sweet smelling grass), Wj* ft trn/ur moth , Hindi

urV ,sd
l

d-i kafi t
Ar. and Pers.

G.-dl, znhrn, Hindu, and Pers. ; IL pitta, Hindi and Panj.;

al-mnrfirah, Ar.

< Jape, i**\>hnchh % f., Hindu, and Panj. (the sides of the mouth)

;

$fn'(/</, pi. ftshddq
,
Ar.. (the sides of the mouth).

W.u'iuinuy, ^*4 kanaik (in Ghaeh-Hazara).

Gauntlet, aide Glove.

< Jazelle, chikdrd, Panj.
;
y*1 dhu

, Mod. Pers.
;
>*T yak

dftna dhu. (a single gazelle)
;/ *4^ churyb-i dhu-fjir, Ind.

Pers. MS. (a saker trained to gazelle).

Gentill, Gentle, or (lentil,
|
the falcon or tiercel-gentle, another

name for the peregrine though perhaps the term was for-

merly restricted to the eyess, the brancher, and the bowi-
ser ; vide also note to Peregrine].

Gerfalcon, xhiuufdr, Ind. Pers. MS. and Mod. Pers.;

1 Also “ a iragle of vsomon ”, but a 11 scoldyng of kmnsterjs.
’

'

t

2 For a full discus-ion of thin word, vide Jl. As. Soe. Bengal. Volume
•f, No. 2. 1B07. Tho Gerfalcon and its tiercol “ belonged to a kyng,”
vido ’ Boke of St. Albans* p. .">2.
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shutuiarcha, Ind. Pers. MS.
;
jlaiiJf ash-shmujar

,

Ar. MS., vide

Jerkin.

Get in, (to reach the hawk after she has bound), Usu pahuhehnd
,

Hindu., and rasidan Pers., (to arrive); vide Make in.

Gin, kurki.

Gizzard, V Hindu. ; 8an$-ddn y Ind. MS.

Gland, gkadud, Ind. Pers. MS., (the saliva gland in sheep);

qadiid, Mod. Pers.

Glaymous, (slimy; of a casting).

‘Gleam,’ (the substance thrown up with the casting), nuiil
,

Hindu. : * \/su» safrd (also casting q.v.)

Gled or Glead, vide Kite.

Glove, aIUL-o dastarn
,
Hindu., (gen.), and Jr* (last-bank.

Mod. Pers. (gen.) ;
aJ^j huhla Pers., (a falconer’s glove; si

bahla qush “ three hawks or falcons ’*)
; dastban

,
Ar.

MS. (from Pers.) ;
Alai* manqalah ,

in Bahrein (the padded

canvas cuff that takes the place of the glove)
; dasfi,

Hindu, (a somewhat similar pad).

Glut, [The slimy substance that lies in a hawk’s pannel. Gen.

Rec. ii, 62.—HalliwelL The lower intestines.

—

Stone-

henge's British Rural Sports ].

Goose, a*XU mahgh or magh ,
Panj. (the Grey-goose) : or

qdz or yhaz, P. Vide Gaggle.

Gorge, (the crop and also its contents). Vide Crop.

Gorge, to, li/ ser-shikam karnd :
‘ vide * also ‘to Peed.’

Goshawk, 1 bdz
9
Hindu., Ar., Pers., (gen., but specially the

» *
female) ;

Ar pi. buzdt :
jb aIT katta bdz (amongst Patlians,

the female): jU or jurra or jurra bdz (the tiercel):

jb shdh-bdz (in Sindli)
:

}b zangi bdz or )b

siydh-pushtbdz
,
Hindu, (a dark' variety of goshawk)

:

al-lmvayhiq, Ar. MS. : cjlija tughan or dughdn, J.

and Ind. Pers., MS. : aAa^U qdrchigha, T. and Ind. Pers

MS. : u«y </5aA, T. and Mod. Pers. (any bird of prey but

often by falconers used of the gosliawk, as jdnwar in India

amongst falconers means“ hawk ”)
: J'** qizil y Mod. Pers..

* The goshawk was the hawk for a yeoman (or a servant of a rank

next below a squire ; a person of middling rank), while its tiercel was fo

a poor man.
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(the local race that breeds in Persia) : tartan, (the race

or races that migrate into Persia) : tiqiin, (the white

variety of goshawk
;

vide also Albino) : tughral (an

unidentified species mentioned in MSS. : it is probably the

Created Goshawk but it is sometimes described as being

“ black-eyed,” and sometimes as a small eagle) : \j~#)Jgor-

besrd , or mountain besrd , Hindi, and cli uriydli of the

Eastern Terai, (the Crested Goshawk Lopltospiza trivirgalus

Jerdon No. 22 ; Deline Radcliffe calls the female Manuk

Bcsra and the male Manuk Dhoti ) : khandcmra,me\e, and

chnlPmm (a doubtful species of short-winged hawk):

abyhitraf^Ar. MS., (the oyess goshawk) : al-badri, Ar

.

MS. (a young goshawk caught after it lias left the nest)

.

al-urghuwdn , Ar. MS. (a red-eyed passage goshawk,

word from Pers.)
:

g*) zummaj , Ar. MS. (a haggard goshawk ;

but vide also Kagle).

Gout, nifjris, fnd. Pers. MS., and Mod. Pers.

Grain, Ji) rati Hindu., and
£

surkh Ind. Pers. MS., (a small

scarlet seed with a black spot, weight about two grains,

much used by goldsmiths : it is the seed of Abrus prern-

torius).

Grand Falconer, vide under Falconer.

Gravity, advantage of, ajU maya subs. (adj. mdya-ddr) : A;U 31

az mdya anddlchkin
)
or c,LLf*»l \\ az bidandi

anddkhtan. Mod. Pers. (to cast off a goshawk from a height

so that she may have the advantage of her weight by

flying as it were down-hill).

Grebe, pa.n-dubi
%
Hindu., and pindt. Kashmiri (the

Little Grebe)
;
Ay tolxi (in Chach Hazara).

Greedy, bhukhel
,
Panj. (a greedy feeder and large eater).

Greyhound, vide Dog: qushrshinds and

charkh-shinds, adj., (said of a greyhound that is trained to

act in concert with the falcon at gazelle).

Ground-game, charanda
,

Mod, Pers. (lit. *• grazers”;

opposed to ftkijg paranda)
;
vide Quarry.

Grouse, vide Sand-grouse.

Gurgiting, [Choking with too large a mouthful.

—

Hurting.

Halliwell, on the authority of Gen. Rec. ii, 62, has “ Gur-
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giping. Stuffed up and stiff.” Latham writes, “ Uurgiting

is when a Hawke is stuft or sufferoted (?) with anything,

be it meat or otherwise.”]

H

Hack, [ keeping young eyesscs 1 in astate of liberty. Easterns do
not fly hawks at hack. Hack also once signified the place

where the hawk's meat was placed, vide (ten Rec. ii, 62.

|

Hack-bells, [heavy bells put on hawks flying at hawk to impede
their flight ; vide Hack.

|

Hack-board, |The board on which the meat of hawks flying at

hawk is laid, vide Hawk.|

Haggard, ufliy tarinak, Hindu.; and daxh-thlak, T.,

Mod. Pers., (a hawk that has moulted in a wild state): vide

also Intermewed jirnds, in Bahrein Island (haggard

or interim*wed (),

Halsband, jagholi , Panj. or jtdgh , or rhalga

Mod. Pers.

Hand, hath, Hindu, and dust, Pers. (the hand, i.e, foot

of a hawk) . vide. Foof

.

Handle, to, hath pfterni7, Hindu.: or Gy

dasl-kashi karnd or kardan
,
Panj., and Ind. Pers. MS.

Hang on, vide Wait on.

Hard-penned, (when the young flight- leathers or tail-feathers

are no longer in hlood), vide Tender-penned.

Hare, or salta or .saggar, Panj. * khar-goxh ,
Hindu,

and Pers., vide Trip.

Harrier, tNlah, Panj. (hen-harrier) : mifed lah and *Hc5*>*K

kdghnzi lah (certain other species)
:
Jb* daxhl-ntal, Panj.

(the Pale Harrier V, Siminsonit . Jer. ,and Montague’s Harrier,

V. vinerareuH, tier.) : leha and l^!i tehd (namosof two spe-

cies of harrier in he Derajat
,
probably the previous):

shnntlel, in Clutch Hazara: as-subar Ar. MS.:

a'U dasht-mdln (by the Kurds) ^lib J> bit bdq/%, T. and

1\

:

.ji aha hikah (?) (amongst some Arabs): the

Turki word <3^ chlldg “kite” also includes a species

of harrier.

1 Tnlennowod peregrines can, in India, bo flown athack during ^the

moult in the hot season.
**"

- -

*r*r;'

"
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Hawse-pie, Fr.,

k vide’ Tombisseur.

Haute valeric. ^y4 katdn-yiri
,
P. 1 wl-mdrd, adj., Panj.

(of a hawk trained to large quarry - kaldn-yir).

Hautein or Hawtyn [‘Haughty and also ‘ loud.' Ihki of St.

*1., p. 7 bnt it will make hir hawtyn and prowde”!.

Hautein falcon [A high-flying falcon.- - IIalliice1l\.

Havock, to cry,
|
vide Hartings Bibliotheca Accipitrarm

, p. 224.

and Cry].

Hawk, jj-'U jdn icar, gen. (lit. ‘ animal. ' in Panjabi falconers’

language, a gen. term for hawks or falcons)
; uV yuth, Mod.

Pers. (vide Goshawk) : tnyiir-i shikari
,
gen., Mod.

Pers. : or yuldl-chadm or yuldh-chashm
,

Panj., and Ind. Pers. MS. (the “vellow-cyed ” as opposed

to the siydh-chnshm or “ black-eyed,” nideValeoni : ±)}

zard-chtmlm
,
Mod. Pers. (ditto): kairi-dnkh, Hindi,

azray-chashm
,
Mod. Pers., ^*J| azray" V-V///M,

Ar and /V chdqir, T. {lit. “ blue-eyed ”), have all thesaine

application :
^jUli al-bdzy, pi. aPif'l alrbnzat, Ar. MSS. (a gen.

term for all hawks but specially for the female goshawk)

;

;U)| al-bdz, pis. yyili al-abutz and aUlmnz ,
Ar. MSS.

(another form of previous); jUk, al-bdz
,
pis. al-bizdn

and jiyill al-dbwdz (ditto)
:

<j**J pesh-dhanyi
,
ad}.,

Hindu, (a term applied to all hawks caught early in the

season): nau-rozi , adj., Panj. (a hawk caught on the

return migration about the end of March, vide Lantimer)

vide Goshawk, and Sparrow- hawk.

Hawks of the fist, (short-winged hawks), vide Hawk.

Hawks of the lure, (long-winged hawks), vide Falcon.

Hawks of the tower, (long-winged hawks), vide Falcon.

Hawk-Eagle, vide Fagle.

Head, sar sust kardan
, Ind. Pers. MS. (hanging the

head; a disease, ‘vide* Qawdnin u*sSayydd. p. xxv, note 1):

vide Scabbiness.

Heart, dil.

Heat-stroke. Jit) VcJ yarmd-zadayi.

1 From Nau-roz the New-Year’s Day of the Persians; the 21st

March.
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Hedgehog, aJj*. chiila. Mod. Pers.
: ^ chahd Panj.

Hen, mvrgi*, Hindu.: mdkiyan Peis. ; dvjaj
f

Ar., vide also Brood.

Herd, [Of Nwaimys, Cranys, Corlewys, VVrennys,and Harlottys],

Heron,

1

)Ut*y buiimdr in the Kapurthala State, Panj., and in

Persia, also in Ind. Pers. MSS. : bild,i in the Derajat

;

,>sy nan (prop, the Purple Heron q.v.), in some parts of the

Panjab ;^JU. chilam in Sindh; brag in Kashmir; tyy*

haveza in the Bamm District; ^ kabud, anjan
, and

zk* blind in Oudli, etc. ; childnq/m Koliat (aname also

applied to the storks); hukdru , in Parichinar, Kurram

Valley, (all names for the Common Heron) : haqdr ,

wjdr, etc., for ;lic ‘uqdr (in Persia the Common Heron, but in

an Ind. Pers. MS. the Purple Heron)
: <3(y Mod. Pers.

(Night-heron fj. v.) : kharkar in Chach Hazara, *1^. jdh

in Sialkot, <^1^ chin-dakh-khurai or “frog-eater
”

in JBannu, tej*. jarda
9
Mod. Pers., and nan, Kapurthala

(the Purple Heron); zuraqi (ditto in Basra, Pers.

Gulf): vide Night-heron, Egret and Paddy-bird: vide also

Sedge.

Hey and Heye, (high, in good condition) dL 4^ ^ C. jLHa.

or | %s ^^0 ^l*j chalane ke badan wen hai—
baghJoh men qosht bhard hii

t
d hui.

Hern, Hernsliaw, vide Heron.

Hobby,* and ksjjz, dauri and daureti, Hindi: reg% t

Hindu., (in some parts
;
a name given in the Derajat to the

English Merlin, and in the Kapurthala State to the Com-

mon Kestrel) : Icajal, in Chach Hazara : dhoti (of

some falconers ;
vide Sparrow-hawk) : dhidi or

ke
3
ot%> Panj. : JJ layl, Mod. Pers.

:

8 <3^1 al-baydaq 9 Ar.

MS.; Sjlft-Jf assaqdwah, Ar. MS.

Holde-fast* [In the begynnyng of kyndli spech of the termys

1 Vide Jl. Asiatic {Society of Bengal, Vol. Ill, No. 8, 1907.

* The ‘ Hoby ’ was a hawk for a 1 yong man.’

3 According to an Indian writer, the Hobby in Turki is Axu

tdchin bachcha.
4 Hold-fast. A phrase used to horses to move them from one cock

of hay to the next in carting it, as well as to caution the men on the top

to hold fast. Vat. dial. -Halliwell.
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that belong to hawkys here ye may fynde them. The

first is holde fast at all timys. and specially whan she

batith.—Boke of St. A., p. 9].

Hollyhock, Khatmi (also Marsh-Mallow).

Hood, ^y topi
, Hind.: kulak

,
Pers. ;

Ache*J? and AcLcy
lumagka and tnmdgha ,

T. (in Ind. Pers. MS.; obs. in India)

:

kaltjhl (plume of a hood
;
also crest of a bird).

Hood oil, hlL.jS)lif topi utdrke chnldnd , Hindu.;

kulah bar-ddshta anddkhtan
,
Mod. Pers.

Hood-shy, #K«xj bad-kuldh, Hindu, and Pers.

Hoo-ha-ha, U U U U y y qu qu hd lid hd ha (in parts of the

Panjab).

Hoopoe, ** hud hud , 11., Pers., Ar.; uU- murgh-i Svlajp

man, Pers.

Host, vide Oat.

lloubara,

1

(Otis Macqucnii), vide Bustard.

Hound, vide Dog.

House, to,* vide Roil.

Huff! vide View and Creep.

Hunger-traces, — '(

Hunting-ground, if fa shikdr-gdh
,
Hindu, and Pers.

:

hawr, Ar. (dried marsh-land, full of grass and reeds).

I

Ibis, a>» bum, Hindu, and Panj. (the Black Ibis, tleronticus

papilosus).

Ignoble, ojk* thdila u paxtrfitrat. Mod. Pers. (mean,

cowardly).

Immature, vide Sore-hawk.

Imping, wad kardan-i par4 shikasta ,
Ind.

Pers. MS.
:

gdnthna, Hindu, (also a cocking term)

:

payvand kardan
,
Mod. Pers.: Hda

payvand kardan
,
Mod. Pers. (to imp by inserting a shaft in

the hollow quill).

1 For a note on its habits, etc., vide Jl. As. Soc. Beng., Vol. TI,

No. tt, 1906.
.

_

2 1 To royle and house * was said of a goshawk that wandered and

sought for domestic fowl near a house; vide Bert
, pp 2, 50, and 74,

Harting's Ed.
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lm ping-needlc, *5,1, Hindu, (--needle: Indian falcoliers

often imp by means of a strip of bamboo and bird-lime, not

a skilful method).

Incut able. or ijijf Id
m

ilaj or ht-dawd. Hindu. £^*-1

muhdh'l-itd}, At*, and Pers.

in ligestible. J « > atfit. Hindu, and \r.. and {&***» xanyin, Mod.

Pers. (1/7. heavy).

Indue, Induing, wV/f Rndew

.

Tnke or Ink, (the whole neck nl a quarry), yardan. ^n.,

Hindu, .and Pers. • wank'd, Hindi (a cocking term).

luseam. vide Rnscani.

Iron or Iron, [the tiered of the golden Ragle * Vide Harling’s

Birds of Shakespeare^ pp. 53- 1- 1.

Tmn-mail or Red-mail, vide Mail.

Ispaghul, isfarza or hpugkdK Mod. Pers.

Intermewed, (moulted indoors, in eonlinement), or

tchdni or khanayi. Panj.
:
yjfiA** khdna-kuriz, Ind. Pers.

MS.
: ijPjk tulaki (numlt<xl)andc£J*J?&bk khdnn tnlak. Mod.

Pers. : marhht. Ar. MS.

hike, vide Juke and lnke.

J

Jack, (male of Merlin), vide Merlin.

Jackdaw, farm, in Kashmir (the Gonmum Jackdaw).

Jay, 3*Z (f) (the (been Jay Gism sincresis ; formerly trained

to take small hirds 1

) : -M' balut-khnr
,
Mod. Pers. (the

ronmiou Jay).

Jerboa, ^y'J yarbu ‘ or jarbir
,
Ar. :

l*}^ *J»>K tnuvli-i da-pd.

Mod. Pers. : vide Mouse.

Jerfalcon. vide Gerfalcon.

Jerkin, (male of Jerfalcon) a » xl shttnydreha, Ind. Pers. MS.

Jesses, Ji*> duwdl ,
f., H., and Panj., and Ind. Pers. MS.

:

ta*ma> P. (“ strap amongst Panjabi falconersalso applied

to the jesses)
:

pdcha-baml (in the Panjab applied to

jesses of silk or cotton with * varvels '
; but in Persia jesses

generally are ho styled) : band and musht-band ,

Ind. Pers. MS.
:

pd.iza. Ind. Pers. MS. : term also used

i VMf Jl. As. Soc. Beng., June 1007, p. 398, note 1.
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r-y-fi.
i

by the Urdu poet Sauda
:

pi. shuruk
,
Ar., lnd.

MS.: siyaqayn (?) dual of siydq Ar. 1. lnd.

Pers. MS. ; mqayn , lnd. Pers. MS. (ditto):

shikar-bawl, Panj., [vide also Leash) (the leather thong

that attaches the varvels to the leash or to the swivel)

.

4/ dtiwalen karna
,

Panj. (to remove the ercanee

and leash and to fly a new hawk at the lure with only the

jesses on): anuri, Panj., the cloth * ring ' in front

of and broader than the pacha-band ; it protects the front

of the stalke and distributes the pressure on the leg when

the hawk bates): Jr** shabuq, Ar.

•Jet up and down, vide Remove.

•loin, (when a second hawk also * binds ’].

Joint, pi. lLo'Jk niafsal
,
pi. mafdsil ,

Ar. band. Panj.,

chahar band
,
amongst falconers means t he flesh of

both thighs and both sides of the breast -bajhal given to

a hawk
;
a bajAal in this connection is the ^ yak wiu

of Mod. Pers. and signifies the wing with al! the ilesh of

one side of the breast) : vide also
k Wing.’

Jouke, Joke, [“ -youre hauke Joukilh. and not slcpith.” -

Boke of Ht. A ., p. 9|.

Juke, [The neck of a bird.

—

Jlalliivell

;

and (Jen. Bee. ii, 02.

Bert has iuke :
‘ vide ’ InkcJ.

Jungle-fowl, vide Fowl.

Jutty, to fly to, (of short-winged hawks), Lift’ yowre hawke

nyme the fowle at- the fer side of the Ryuer or of the pitt

from you. Then she sleeth the fowle at the fer 1 Jutty and

if she sloe it uppon that side that ye been on as it may
hap dyuerse times. Then ye shall say she hath sleen the

fowle at the Jutty ferry.- Bake of tit. Albans, p. 4N].

Jutty Ferry, vide supra.

K
Kauke, to, vide Cawking-time.

Kernel, jk* magj±z : aui* khasta or haxta. Mod. Peis,

(the stone of fruit).

Kestrel,® «-&i \j) larzdmk Panj. : regi (in Kapurthala)

;

shikal and chhikal (in some parts of th-j Panjab):

1 1-ar.

* Vide J|. As. Soc. Bong.. Vol. II. No. 10. Decernbe* 1«0«, p !>-n.
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bdd-furukh ,
Pushtu (for bad-khurak 0 the common Kestrel:

dalija ,
Mod. Pers. ; isxjJa dalija-yi imkhund

*iyffA
v Mod. Pers. (the “ black-clawed, i.r., the Common Kes-

trel: Aii-o ttsujK dalija-yi nakhun-i safid , the
46

whit-e-

elawed,” i.r., the Lesser Kestrel): al-
s
utvaysiq Ar.

MS.

Key or Olofer, tnVfe Sengle.

King-crow or Drongo-shrike, JK kdt-kiric/i or Jk kal

kirichhi
, Panj.: kalkolacln, Hindi (ditto) ; AufA

(in Chachh- Hazara): Aiisu buchanga
, Hindu.; wtfe Drongo-

shrike.

Kirnells, (or swellings near the eyes ; contain small white 4
kir-

nells
9

like those in cattle: vide Bert, p. 84), zahr-bdd,

Panj. and Tnd. Pers. MSS. (a name given to many ailments

accompanied by swelling).

Kistrcss, [a kestrel.

—

Halliwell quoting lilomc . According to

the former authority 4 kress-hawk
9

is in Cornwall a
* hawk ’],

Kite, 1 JUft. vhil Hindu., and c-U hil, Panj. and ganth
,
Kash-

miri (the (Common Kite of India, Milvus (Jovinda): lU

qainchi hil
,
Panj. (a fork-tailed kite) and d* ^b piitan hil

,

Panj. (a square-tailed kite) ; the former is fancied to be

the more difficult quarry) : JJlj U jlLa. childq-i qdpdq or

(Jjbli childq-i qdpaq-% kutdh^oA. Pern, (the 4
fork-

tailed
9

kite ; the Common Kite of India ? vide also Harrier).

al-hida>ah Ar. MS. : bahmni ehil, Hindi

(the Maroon-backed Kite).

L
Lamb, vide Sheep and Fawn.

Lammergeyer, or U* * humd or hundy, Mod. Pers. : lU
as-satal, pi. assitldn, Ar. MS.

Lanner,* Lanneret, (male of Lanner), [The Lanner is not found

> .Utnan ki chil. zamin ki anl “ tho kite of the sky and the maid-

servant of tho earth (are alike bad),
1

' Hindu. Prov. (Anl is a free maid-

servant as opposed to laundl). It is an Indian superstition that if a

traveller comes across a kito with a white beak ho will attain the object

of his journe>

.

9 Vide Joum. As Soc. Bengal, Vol. II, No. 10, 1906.
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in India. Alphaneb is said to bo a name for the Tuni-

sian Lanner ]

\
:
j&)\ al-hurr

,
Ar. MS.

Lintimer, [Young hawks caught wild before Lent.—Stone-

henge's British Rural Sports |. Vide nau-rozi, under

Hawk.

Lapwing, [A dessert of Lapwyngs : vide Plover and Congre-

gation].

Large, vide ‘ Big
5

and ‘ Fleshy."

Lark, ^1 aggin/ Hindu., (the Binging Bush-lark): bageri

(the Short-toed, or Social Lark, the ortolan of Calcutta):

charulur
,
Hind, and Panj. (the Large-Crested Lark)

;

J'y hodal , lit.,
41
crested ” (ditto iu Chach Hazara):

^^151i kdkuli, Mod. Pers. (the Crested Lark, Alanda cristata):

fywj qurnJbarah
,
Ar. (the same species): gdzldgh , T. and

P. (the same species 0- Vide Exalting.

Leash or Lease, dor
, Panj . ,

(also = ' the price of 1 he leash ’
i.e.

,

the ‘tip,’ one rupee or more, usually given to a falconer

bringing a present of a hawk from his master):

shikfiwawdn, Ind. Pers. MS. : shikar-baid. Mod.

Pets., vide also Jesses: maramh or mirsal
,

Ar.

MS.: [“A leee of haukis of ye tour is iii ” |,

si bahla gush. Mod. Pers.

Leech, jonk\ Hindu., (vide alsoFillanders)
:
jlij z<ilu, Mod.

Pers.; devrha
,
Ind. Pers. MS. :

1

alag\ Ar. MS.

Leg, or ^ V" or W» gen., ^er3 *» (®P- ^1C hind leg of a

quadruped, the foreleg being called dost: ‘vide
1

Hand, and Foot).

leopard, tendwd
, Hind. ;

u&L palany P.: vide Cheetah.

Lice, jun
t
gen. : shipish or shupush ,

Mod. Pers.

:

garni
,
Ar. ; d&; rishk, Mod. Pers. (nits).

Lights, vide Lungs.

Lime, vide Bird-lime.

Lines, or lunes, or lewnes, or loynes, [probably a long cord used

as a leash (instead of a long strap), the ;j3 dor of the

1 Thor is a Lanare and a Lanrett. And thoys belong to a Squyer.—
fiofce of St. Albans

, p. 53.

The falconers of tho Shaykli of Biskrah. in Algeria, knew no other

name for the Lanner than At-fciyr “ the Bird/’
4 This lark sinss on ihe wing as well as on the ground.
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Panjab; but vide Harting’s Bib. Acc., p. 225. * 4

Lunya
about her feet, Morte d’ Arthur,!, 180.”—Haitiwell, in

the Panjab, if a swivel is used, it is permanently attached

to a long cord and the jesses are fitted with varvels. A
fine leather strap is attached to the ring of the swivel, and,

passed tlirough the varvels, attaches them to the swivel.

Ordinarily, however, the jesses are simple pointed straps

without any hole or slit at the ends : they are knotted to

the leash without any swivel].

Lion, Ixilxir, in India and ahi)\ in Persia, but ride also

• Tiger.’

Liquorice, muUiutli, Hindu, (liquoriee-root).

Liver, 1**1^ kalvjd , Hindu.
:

jiyar . P. (vide Lungs).

Lizard, bL, or IaojU Hand or mndha (uromastix) : huhmm

.

Mod. Pcrs. (same species?).

Lose, llxuJ y' jdmear ko le-jdnd
t
Hindu., (said of a quarry

that flies away straight, and fast pursued by the falcon,

so that both get lost): dur-kanh shudnn. intr.,

lnd. Pers. MS. (said of the hawk).

Lowrbelling,
|
the same as Bat-fowling </.».].

Luggar, layar (female), incorrectly^ layhar. and jhiujar

(male) Hindu.

Lungs, jiyar-i mfid , Mod. Pers. (lights). dawa,

Hindu, and lnd. Pers. MS. (a fatal disease of the lungs).

Lure, (or
k catch ’ or lewer), 1 aaUj talba , vulg. dalba, 1 Hindu.:

qnrdlUujJin, lnd. Pers. MS. (lit. a black scare-crow, vide

Zenker; in the Panjab the lure is generally made of crows’

wings)
:

y*J|y
,

lnd. Pers. MS. (apparently a corruption or

emu- for the previous word) : aUHJ kmhUi
,
Hindu, and Mod.

Pers. (a dead bird used as a lure) : akb tabla , Mod. Pers.

ijlij baftarah , in Basrah and Baghdad
:

^ifjLc wihvatili, in

Bahrayn Island (root unknown),: aL patla % lnd. Pers. MS.

(the ordinary distance from which a hawk is lured):

cw/
i
/umbaz kardan

, lnd. Pers. MS. (lit.
1 to dome ’

;

said of a hawk that has, as it wereT a high trajectory in its

flight to the lure)
:

;U ymr-pech dmadan ,
lnd.

• Vide p .)2 Hurt,mg’s reprint of Bert’s Hawks and Hawkieu ,

of 1019.
ft Not to be confused with the cocking term dalba or dalba .

which is

an inferior cock kept for a game cockeril to bully.
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Pers. MS. and coll, (coming to the lure crookedly, in

zigzag)
:
ydi fj gann-i talab

,
Mod. Pers. (keen on the hire,

i.e., thoroughly trained to the lure) ride Obedient

Lure, to, Ulli a*Jj> dalbv par buland .

Luring-ground, it talab-gah ,
Ind. Pers. MS.

Lynx, (J»$ .
xiyah-yuxh

,
Hindu, and Pers.: o^Jli

>

t
ann</ u l-arz' or a£D| at-lufah ,

Ar. MSS. . al-ghnnhd

(flaya I
H 7- 7/r///f7?/v7 //. )

.

M

Muil. My,' divana, Pers., mad 1
’ and ma}/iul,Ar .,

14
igno-

rant ” (said of a young hawk in its first season when it

can be entered to anv quarry)

Mildness, w£fy.> diirdnagi-yi-jdn ward

u

,
Ind. Pers. MS

(madness in hawks).

Magpie, and W/, Panj., and mahd-ldt , Hindi (the Com

,non Indian Magpie): a£* ‘nka/t, Ar. and T.,and Ind. Pers.

MS.. zayhdva ,
Pers. ; kardjak , in Kirman (the

English Magpie). J'm/c Titengis.

Magpie-Robin, r/u//r7/, Hindu.

Maill or Mailes, (breast feathers of hawks).
[

Hawkes ha\e

white maill. Canuas maill or Rede maill. and some call

Red maill Iren mayll. White maill is soone knawe

Canuas maill is between white maill and lion maill. And

iron maill is vara Rede.— Bake of St. Albans, p. 11 vide

these terms and also Coat. According to Hulli well Mail

also meant a "spot on a hawk.’l

Mail, to,’ K/u*/ kncJn karnd
,
Panj.: cw/ qapdnrha

kardan, Ind. Pers. MS. and Mod. Pers. : vide Sock.

Mama, Aaafl*. }agclta
t
Panj. (the Common Maina) ;

shdrak.

Panj.; or guidri or yutdli, Panj. (Murrce, hills);

ldll (in Lerajat) ;
ax*o maina, Hindu.

. ^ Idli, Hindu, (the

Bank-maina). Vide Starling and Pastor.

Make-hawk, [an experieneed, and generally intennewed. Iiawk,

llown with a raw hawk at wild quarry ;
ride Cast and

notej : alu/f <j5y ipish-i nstdd, Mod. Pers.

Make in. vide (jet in.

Mallard, d# nil-sir mmjJidbi ,
Panj. : 4

8071(1

murg&abi, T., P. (in Chaoh Hazara): ^ nihek male and
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tuj female (in Kashmir): murgkali-yi

sar-sabz
, Moil. Pers., and murgJtabi-yi sliiU

bash , T. and Pers. ; vide Sorde.

Manage, (“ to handle anything with cunning
; according to the

true nature thereof,' ’ Latham).

Man, to, Manning, j3 dar mama, Hindu.
:

;U^ bazar

k\ mar dena , Hindu.,
£ vide * Carry.

Mandible, (the upper was called
4 beak ’ and the lower ‘ clap’ 1

)

:

g'j*- chohch
,
Hindu, (the upper mandible, and jabra H.

tlie lower ; cocking terms).

Mantle, (to stretch out one leg and then extend the wing along

it),
4 ty' karauii Jcarnd, Panj. : tUfc liis dand nikalnd

,

Panj. (lit. a kind of gymnastic exercise) :
hy or I

vngrairl bharnd or len/i, Panj. (for Hindu. aiujrdA b. or l.,

to stretch oneself).

Mar-hawk, (of a falconer who handles hawks clumsily),

A. iftkd hath khardb hai : uzbak (lit. Uzbeg, i.e., clumsy

and stupid and uncivilized).

Mark, sj buna shudan , Ind. Pers. MS. and Mod. Pers.; vide

Pall at mark.

Markings, k*. khati, Hindu. : sJij) laung, Panj. (lit.
tC cloves,”

the long drops on the breast of an immature peregrine).

Marlion, vide Merlin.

Marrow, y** mayhzri uslukhwdn
,
Mod. Pers.

Marsh-Mallow, vide Hollyhock.

Maw, vide Stomach.

Meat
9 u>j*boii, Hindu, (pieces of butcher’s meat): ajU

gush14 pusht-i maza, Ind. Pers. MS., Mod. Pers., and Ar.

MS. (flesh of an animal near the back-bone, the saddle;

tender) : hachi, Panj. (lean meat near the shoulder,

without skin, fat, or bone) : tukma , Ind. Pers. MS.

(chopped meat, wetted and placed inside a bird and given

on the lure) : Jckas% kardan
,

Ind. Pers. MS.

and Panj. (to pluck and bone a bird for a hawk, vide

1 In Stonehenge’s British Rural Sports ‘chap’; doubtless a min

print.

* According to LascelloB, however, it is ‘to sit on the perch will*

the wingB and tail fully spread ’ and is * sign of ill-temper.
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Qawanin^ti-myyad
, p. 100, note 1) : oata l^l ishlihd diidim.

Mod. Pers. {lit. to cause appetite, is to give washed or

wetted meat)
;

gush-khur shudan , Mod. Pers.

(to become accustomed to eat moat ; of a new hawk) : ll'-f

gala, Hindu, (chopped-up meat ; also, by some, the purge

given previously to flying, and by others a doctored cast-

ing) : oJtjS gosht, Hindu, (any meat) : *jU gushi-i

pusht-i nuiza, Pers., in an Ar. MS. bus/dumazalc (the

tender meat near tho back-bone, the saddle) : J& dil (heart):
9

y> buz (in Pers. ‘ goat
5

but amongst Punjabi falconers often
1 goat’s heart ’) : vide Breast and Washed meat.

Medarosis Utim Ar. (from lnd. Peis. MS.)

Meddle, or Medylle, [to mix].

Melowne, (a species of eagle), vide Bawtcrc.
>

Merde, (excrement), aJL£« fuzla. gen., Hindu., Pers., and Ar.

:

vide Mutes.

Merlin 1

,
or <y*=y lurumti female, and U*y turumia male,

Hindu, (the Red-headed Merlin Hypotriorchis Ohicquera)
;

!y*»> chrtwd
,
Hindi (male of ditto)

: J[yi turumti-e

qiziUbdsh % lnd. Pers. MS. (ditto): JUotf, in lnd. Pers. MS.

said to he the Turki name of the previous species

:

reUd turumll , Panj., and rey% in the Derajat, (the English

Merlin
;
vide Hobby): turumia

,
T. and Pers. (the English

Merlin)
:

^dt aUyuPyu*, in one Ar. MS. the Merlin ;
but

in another the male Sacer : oljJyl, H., said to — cJietwd.

Mow. Mews, aiUL qush-khdna, Mod. Pers. (place where hawkt

are kept) : hy= marbat
,
Ar. MS.

Mew, to, bi-tulak bastan
,
Mod. Pers. (to cast to mew)

:

ujivof jl az tulak dar amadan (to come out of the

mew) : vide Moult.

Migrate, to, oJtii j <3^ yilaq u qishlaq kardan ,
Mod. Pers.

;

jjb* cy* sardsir a garnmr kardan ,
Mod. Pers.

Migration, raw, Panj.

Migratory,
»|; raknaward, lnd. Pers. MS.

:
jyW* K chat kd

jdnwar
f
Panj. (migratory bird, etc.) : cMl addel , adj., Panj.

1 Ther is a Morlyon. And that hawk© is for a lady .—Boke of St.

Albans
, p. 53.
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(said ot a hawk that has reached its final destination and

taken up its abode in one spot).

Mites, (small parasites), vide Lice.

Mole-cricket, {fhn'Tnt, Panj.

Momey, mutinyft ^jLji miimiyd-yi inwni (Kgyp-

tian).

Monaid, ride Pheasant

Moorhen.^ Jal-kukar, Panj. and }al-muryhi , Hindu.

jy w* Mammntof, in Clutch Hazara, ride Water-Rail.

Moult, y4 kuriz, incorrectly u*'j* (jttriz, Hindu.. tSijhtulak.

Mod. Pers. dltjtji par-yarddn (false moult, a curable

disease; the hawk so afflict ed sheds the new feather’s as

soon as they are grown).

Moult, to, kuriz Hand Hindu., (sometimes but incorrect-

ly 7?ofc); tjilnk kardan , Mod. Pars.

Moulted, fiy hozam, adj., Panj., in an Indian MS. &)y Incan ,

(by some applied to any hawk of one moult : by others to

an intermewed hawk of one moult) : ride Intermewed.

Mount to, charhnd
,
Hindu.

Mount, to take at the, vide Souse.

Mounting xar-bdldti, subs., Mod. Pers., (of a goshawk;

mounting to obtain an extensive view when the quarry

has a good start and the exact spot of its putting in might

escape detection).

Mouse, {j*y^ chuhi (but hu*. rhti/id rat) Hindu. : mush.

Mud. Pers. (a gen. term for mice and rats and squirrels,

etc.): niiish-i khdnagi (house-mouse):

\J»y* mush-i snhrdpi, Mod. Pers. (a field rat): tjly*-

musfhi du pa. Mod. Pers. (the two-legged rat, the antelope

rat)
:
^yy or ^yyy jarhh ‘ or yarbfi 6

, Ar., jerboa (applied to

the previous species).

Moustache, vide Check-stripe and (!ape.

Mouth, muhh
,
Hindu.: dahan P. : vide Cheek-stripe

yM tdlh, Hindu, and kdm
9 P. (roof of the mouth)

:

say-i dahan
, Mod. Pers. ditto (for '-***> saqf-i

dahan ?).

Muer des cham'jnt
, or Mner de haye

,
\vide Harting's Bib . Accipif•

raria
9 pp. 227 and 226].
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Mummy, vide, Momey.

Munia, iSJ*i pidri (the Plain Brown Munia, Munia malabarica).

Murmuration, [a Murmuraoion of stares.

—

Boke of St. Albans,

V• *2 |.

Musket, (male sparrow-hawk) bnshin, Hindu, and Ind.

Pers. MSS.
:^ or jurra-yi qirgfn or jurra-yi

bd8ha
,
T., P.

Mustard sarsoh : lj
!J taramira, (black mustard).

Muster, (flock) [a niustre of Pecockys].

Mute, to,' (of long-winged luiwks only ( vide Mitchell, p. 20) :

liy *2Ujj bit karnd , Hindu, (of any birds) : lyU Jlitu paikhdl

mama, Hindu, (of hawks only): chdlfjuz zadan.

Mod. Pers.

Mutes, (vide also Excrement): ^ bit, pi. bifen, Panj.

and Hindu., (of any birds): piikhdl pi. ^,JUix3

paikhdlen
,
Hind., (of hawks only) : chata , Panj., (large

mutes) : bandi or nochd* Panj., (small mutes) :

<jj;i zaraq, Ar. MS. (of all birds) : *ojl? ganda paikhdl
,

Ind. Pers. MS. (discoloured mutes) : vide Pannel.

Mynah, vide Maina.

N

Xarrel, or Narell-= nostril, vide Nares.

Xares, (nostrils), ?tds Panj.; ufli ndk Hindu.: ^UL> £i

surdkh-i ndsdn
f
Ind. Pers. MS.

;
vide Button.

Xeck, KDdJ gardan, Hindu., Pers. : suraki-gardan
,

Ind. Pers. MS. (long-necked).

Xest, ghohsld , Hindu.: khonthd (in Rehar):

dshiydna and ^31 /ffwa, Mod. Pers. and Panj.

Xestling, vide Eyess.

Xet, JU /5I, Hindu, (any large net)
;

jdli, Hindu, (any

small net; also net-work) : .Jtj palti, Hindu, (for catching

birds in trees and hedges)
: ;y tur, Mod. Pers. (any net)

:

gtf

vide Urines
:
JU aJb do-paHa jdl

,
Panj. (a doubled or clap-

1 Mitchell in his Art and Practice of Hawking (p. 20), states that
“ mute ” is propor for long-winged hawks only and “ slice ” for “ short

"mged.”
4 Nuch-gaya in Derawal means “ empty."
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net); poshtda, Panj. (a large double net, similar to

preceding ; when set it is * concealed ’ by earth, etc.)

:

dhajji , Panj. (a doubled or clap-net set under water

for water-fowl) : vide also Snare.

Netted, vide Passage-hawk.

Nias, vide Eyess.

Night-blindness, ‘ aslias., Ar., and shab-kuri
, Pers.

Night-heron, vJtj wak Hindi, wiStjf dwank, Panj.
;

or Jjij

vdq or vdq vdq
,
Pers.

; ;y bor Kashmiri.

Night-jar, chhapdK
,
but vide Owl.

Nightingale, jly& cbJb bidbul-i hazdr ddstdn, or bulbuLi

hazdr, or hazdr, Pers. : wtgJ*u:,pl, Job*, Utndalib
,
pi.

canddil
,

Ar. :

1 vide ’ Watch.

Noble, yah. /wrr, Ar. (noble ;
applied to the young of certain ani-

mals and birds): j$b 1ayr ut l-hurr, Ar. (generally the

Goshawk).

Nomme, to, or Seize a fowl, (if it breaks away?). 1

Noose, pha,i, Panj.
:
flab pa-dam

,

Panj. (nooses on sticks,

to snare running birds)
: ^ Ind. Pers. MS. : «-***;

halqa-yi mu-yi asp
,
Mod. Pei's, (horse-hair noose) : cli qil

,

T. (0, Mod. Pers.: ribqah
,
Ar., gen.: fakhkh, Ar.,

and Pers.

Numbed, tj* thuthard hu,d, or iyt tj*t a&ora AS ,5, Hindu.

k\8. Mod. Pers.
>o *

Nut or Note, e* a ragman-dan, Mod. Pers., and mudhu

n

,

Ar. (the oil-bottle).

Nyas, vide Eyess.

Nye,
|
A nye of ffesaunttysj.

O

Obedient, ditfi }>\bdz gardan
,
Ind. Pers. MS. (obedient to the

lure, quickly returning to the lure).

Oil-bottle, vide Nut.

Oriel, pilak, Hindu.; Jy u&y^posh nul, in Kashmir (the

Golden Oriel).

1 If the quarry break away leaving feathers behind “ nome or seiz®

and not 44 take,” vide Boke of St. Albans, p. 12, reprint. Elsewhere*

p. 21 ,
* Nomme and Nym * are used for 1 take.*
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Osprey, j*& damirdizindh and clu» dumirqayndgJi

,

T.,

P. {lit, iron-clawed) : (d-qnrmf , Ar. MS.

Ost, (Host) [an Ost of sparowis].

Ostringer, or Austringer, (keeper of goshawks and tiercels),

shikdrchi-yi zard-chashm
, Mod. Pers.

,
vide

Sperviter.

Over-hand, Ull^ or &,> XL Ul? galiydkc rlena or khildnd (to cram

fowls or horses).

Owl, jil nUu Hindi, gen. : or |;UJ or \)US mamdrd
,
gubara

,

or gurnard, Panj. (a name given to both the Indian Grass-

owl, Strixmndida, and the Short-eared owl, Otus brachyotux )

:

stuck gurnard
,
Panj., “the white gurnard” (the

^ j* m
Indian Grass-owl) : hnkhi (in Dera Ohazi Khan the name

of a large owl that lives in ravines) : roshak , Panj.

(a species of small owl) : Panj. (another species of

small owl): aia. chuyhd, Panj., in Derajat shapdki,

and vulg. chapaB (the spotted owlet, Athene Brama,

vide Night-jar)
: fy bum

,
and colloquially vAy and dy, bif

and buf ,
Mod. Pers. (an owl) : dy shah-buf , Mod. Pers.

(Bagle-owl) : ^ ydplaq-i sahrdti
,
Mod. Pers., (the

Short-eared Owl) : b yapldq-i bdgjjji. Mod. Pers. (lit.

the garden ydplaq
,
probably the Wood Owl)

:

lnrus-i chdh Mod. Pers. (lit. “ bride of the well/’ alight-

coloured species, said to prey on pigeons in mosques, etc.)

:

tjSjj aib or chughd or bdya^qush^ Mod. Pers. (a small

species, probably Athene Brama): JW mnnjhri

shah ahang or £
y* murgjtri haqq. Mod. Pers. (a small

species; the male is said to be no larger than a lark; prob.

Athene Persica).

Owl-headed,y> chugA-sar, Hindu, (said of a hawk).

Owl’s-liglit, (the time just after sunset), munh

ahdherd
,
subs., Hindu, and Panj., (specially of morning

time)
: ^ jhutputd toaqt

,
Hindu, (of evening only) :

ij&uuc j vsJj vaqtri gurg u mish, Mod. Pers. (lit. the time

of the wolf and lamb ;
specially of morning twilight).
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P
Paddling, vide Badelynge.

Paddy-bird, lit hayaid, Hindu. : vide Egret.

Palate, vide Mouth.

Palpitations, J* haid-i rftV ,
Pers., and *x*S Minna, Hindi,

Ind. Pers. MS. (the disease of— ), and khajaqdn Ind.

Pors. (temporary — ), but vide Pantas.

Pannel, £ iahm tah, Panj. : A IL. chatd mdrti hai,

Panj. = “ the stomach is not yet empty
’

’ aiul^tffy u
ab bandiydn pir r7-//a,i= “ the stomach is quite empty,”

vide Mutes : **> khuzina or ^ khazdva
,
Mod. Pers.

Paiuius, (disease), sabal, Ind. Pers. MS.

Pantas, a*.* damn. Panj .land Ind. Pers. MS.; Ihofagdn , Mod.

Pers. (lit. palpitation of the heart).

Paralysis, laqwa
,
Ind. Pers. MS.

(
— of the face)

: ^ fdlij .

Ind. Pers. MSS. (of half the body).

Partinger, (Partridge-hawk), y? kabk-ijir, etc., adj., Pers.

Partridge, chakor ,
Hindu., and kakRk

,
T., P. and

Jcahk Pers., (the Chakor, Caccabis Indica) : titar,

Hindu., and jirufli, Mod. Pers. (the Grey Partridge,

Orfygornis jxmticeriana) ;y*j kali titar, Hindu., and

durrdj, Mod. Pers. (the black partridge, Francolinm vul-

garis) : us* is* »*» or y* y* susu, Hindu., and tihu or

tayliu. Mod Pers. (the Sec-See or Desert Partridge)

;

L Yd Husain
,
Ind. Pers. MS. (said to be a species of

partridge; its cry is supposed to be “0 Husain!”):

gjfxfe tqyhuj
,
Ar. MS. (for the Pers. tihu, the See-See or

Desert Partridge ?) : vide Covey.

Passage-hawk, ddmi, Hindu, and Ind. Pers. MS. (lit.

‘ snared,
9

said of any wild-caught hawk) ;
turi. Mod.

Pers. (ditto : lit. “ netted ”)
;

* chuz 9 Panj. and Ind.

Pers. MS. (any hawk in the immature plumage)
;

sS&j*

tarindk

,

Panj. (a haggard)
;
vide also Saker and Hawk.

Paste, a*aJ luqma, Ind. Pers. MS. (any paste, intoxicating or

otherwise, that artificially increases a hawk’s hunger. A

minute portion is concealed in a wafer of meat and given

at least half-an-hour before flying. After half-an-hour a

taste of blood is given).

Paster, (plaister) zamad , Ar. and Pers.
; ^ lep, Hindi.
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Pastor, ^ fjulabi maind, Hindu, (the Rose-coloured Star-

ling).

Peacock, 1 )yo mor
,
m., and mornl

,
f., Hindi :

<j^U: tii‘iis
9

Pern. ;
viffr also Muster.

Peck, to, vide Beak.

Peep, (flock), [a Pepe of chykennys].

Pelt, (dead quarry), kushtu, Panj., Pers. (also any dead bird

used as a lure). [The dead body of any fowl howsoever

dismembered. - Latham.]

Pelfe, vide Pill.

Pendant feathers, bah aid
,

Panj.; xhalwdr, Panj. and

Ind. Pers. MS. (vide Thigh).

IVmie, (a feather q. v.).

Perch, chakax, Panj.; I5t addd Panj. (block) or

jxidwdz or jtatwdz, Ind. Pers. MS. (a high perch for pigeons

or hawks, made of two uprights and a cross pole ; the Arabio

for this pattern is stated to be a*^)
;
Jit, in two Ind.

Pers. MSS.
;

nishimm
,
Mod. Pers. (gen.)

;
vid* Mi-

gratory for added ; /j wakr
,
Balirayn Is.: pi. kanda-

r«//, pi. kanddir
,
Ar. MS. : al-‘drizah

9
Ar. MS. (prop, a

beam).

Peregrine/ fctfArl, and incorrectly bhairi, Hindu, (the

gj

female) ;
Axu ^su fecr/iri hackr.hu, Hindu, (the male)

; kSJ^

bahriy and fihdhin q. v., Mod. Pers.
;
Ah*U xhdhina ,

Ar. of Baghdad ; in an Ind. Pers. MS. the Arabic name is

said to be but according to Jerdon qarbash.

Petty singles, (the small toes), chhotl nngliyan : vide

Sengles.

• Mrig bandar tltar mor Yih charoh khctl lee chor; Baying *• “ The

•hick-hunk, the monkey, the grey-partridge and the peacock. These are

•h»* four that rob the crops.’

*

[n Bengal the peacock is sacred as it is the vehicle of Kartikiya, the

tied exf War. In Hindu poetry the keka cry of the peacock is an

tccoinpaniment of rain. The ruling family of Morbhanj in Orissa sprang

•mm the egg of a pea-lien ; hence the name. The peacock calls both by

»»ight and by day and to Indian ears its discordant bawl, associated no

loubt with cool days in the rains, is pleasing, just as to some English

' »rs tho harsh cry of the jay is akin to music.
.

* By old writers the term peregrine seems to have been restricted to

tho passage-hawk or the haggard ; vide Gentle, and Fawken of the rock.

“ There jg a Fawken peregrine and that is for an Erie. Boke of of.

Mane, p. 52.
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Pheasant, qirgavul
,
Mod. Peru.

;
j;Ai* or ^tazarv or tadarv ,

Ind. Pars. MS.
:
Jbx mandl (the Monal Pheasant, Lophopko-

rus Impeyanns)
; ^ margk-i zarrin in Kuratn Valley

(ditto) : vide also Nye.

Pie, vide Magpie and Titengis.

Piece, t%ka or a£> tiklca, Mod. Pars.

Pigeon, 1 kabutar , Hindu, and Pens, (gen.) :
gold ka-

hutar , Hindu, (the domesticated blue-rock)
;
^61^ yjAf

kabutar- i khdnruji (a domestic pigeon)
; Jj? kabutar-i

mhrd ti , Mod. Pers. (wild pigeon) : yj*c kabutar-i chdhi,

Mod. Pers. (ditto ; lit . well pigeon).

Pill, wc/f Paste.

Pill, or Pelf, [What is left of the quarry after the hawk has been
fed on it.

—

Marting. In old English, pelf signifies trash,

and hence money. “ Pill or Pelfe of a fowle is that, refuse

find broken remains which are left after the Hawke hath
been relieved.”

—

Latham

\

Pin-and-Web, (a disease of the eye), fxirda-yi chaxfnn,

Ind. Pers. MS. (a film over the eyes) ;
jadari (prop,

small-pox; explained in an Ind. Pers. MS. as a disease of

excrescences or marks in the eye; ulcer on the cornea t)

:

suing
t
Ar., and <y*sh bdmtii , Hindi (a disease in which

the hawk’s eyelashes fall out). Vide also Cataract.

Pincers, jftf gdz
t
Mod. Pers. (large)

;
(^Jlavo m'niqdxh, Mod. Pers.

(tweezers for pulling out hairs).

Pinch, to, (to reduce in condition),bl^J ek kdyhazghatdud ,

Panj., (to reduce a hawk the thickness of a paper, i.e,, the

least amount; do kdyhaz to reduce it, double the previous

amount, etc.) ; vide Raised.

Pinion, to, vide Mail, to.

Pinne in the feet, tali and (jkJj taliydh pi., Panj. and Ind.

Pers. MS. : Jiu/c mikhak
,
Mod. Pers. (when blackness is

present) : l*-* hafd , Ar., Pers. (when no blackness is present)

;

vide also Foot.

Pintail, vide Duck.

l Some orthodox Hindus consider the pigeon a bird of good otneu

and will not eat its flesh. By the Hindus m some parts of India it is 11,1

unlucky bird : it merely dosires that its own race shall increase ;
should a

pair build in the thatch, the house will become deserted.
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Pitch, (the height at which a hawk waits on).

Pitch, %sJ) zift ,
Pers.

Phthisis, fj'S
w-J tab-i lazim

,
(also hectic-fcver).

Pleiades, vide Plumage.

Plover, karwdnak, Hindu, (the Stone-plover, (Edknemus

crepitans)
: ^ did karwdnak or simply did, and

slmkan in Derajat (the Large Stone-plover Esucus recurvi-

rnslris): *;ly> Axu bachcha hvhdra, Mod. Pers. (the Stone-

plover) ; chdkhruq . T. (ditto)
; dlrf karawdn ,

pi.

and kirwdn and karaudn
,
Ar. MS. (ditto); L^ mujra-

pn
,

I nd. Pei’s. MS. (probably the Indian (Wrier Plover,

called in the Derajat mkal-pdn)\ Ja* ft kam ‘aql
, and

^ {J*
* All dun dau, in Peshawar (ditto); JJU ^3 erm/-

/wft/i, Ind. Pei’s. MS. (prob. the Yellowr
-wattled Lapwing)

:

eJljb bdrdn-lalabak
,
Ind. Pers. MS. (the Red-watt-led

>

Lapwing): kui-kd*o in Kashmir (the Red-wattled

Lapwing): ^ rotow, in Chach Hazard (the Peewit and

also plovers generally) : vide Congregation and Lapwing.

Plumage, the feathers under the wing (vide Boke of St. A.,

p. 15). [The mail of goshawks in their soreage was called

plumage and not mail q.v.] Vide Feathers.

Plumage, (feathers given as a casting). Vide Casting.

Plume, to, or Deplume ha-ji jj \>ar noclnid
,
Hindu, and Panj. : :

jj jxtr kandan , Pers.

Plume, to fly at, [To fly at birds.

—

Salvin and Brodrick.]

Plume s., vide Hood. [Plume is the general colour or mixture

of feathers in a Hawke
,
which sheweth her constitution.

—

Latham . In Hindustani this is called rang or ‘ colour ’
].

Pochard, panydr
,
the Red-crested ('}, and wf db-khord,

the Common Pochard (in Chach Hazara) : wtngir pochard

or dun-bird (in Chach Hazara): vide Duck.

Podagre, (gout in the feet), niqris
,
Ar. and Pers. (gout).

[When yowre hawkes fete be swollynshe hath the podagre.

—Boke of St. A p. 36.]

Point, make her, (of a hawk throwing herself up in the air over

the exact spot where the quarry has * put in ’)- Vide ‘ to

Block’ and ‘Put in.’

Poose, or Cogh, (cough), khdnsx.
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Pope’s nose,^ dumri, Hindu.: dumcha
;
Sj&u dum-

gazn, dumgdza
,

dumyhaza
,
Ind. Pers. MS. and

Indian: ft dum-liza, Mod. Pers. (the Pope’s nose or

the feather’s under the tail i). Vide Nut and Brayle-

feat hers.

Popilion, or Popylyen, (cocking term). [A special kind of oint-

ment; for receipt vide Hal liwell’s Diet, of Arch, and Prov.

words.]

Pounces, (the innermost toes), vide Sengles.

Poult, to, (to kill poultry; of a hawk : vide Royle and House).

Pound, to, by ^ }aw-kob (karna), Ind. Pers. MS. and

Hindu, (to pound coarsely like ardnim).

Powder, a££A khushka and w/fi/, Ind. Pers. MS. (mod.)

Preen, (dress and oil the feathers with the beak), by

rawyhanx karnd, Hindu. : i^y rugkan-giri kard&u,

and cr*y ruyhan-katiln kardan
,
Mod. Pers. (to oil

the feathers): vide also Reform.

Prey, ;U mar, f. f
Hindu., and Miyd Pers. (quarry) ;

vide

Quarry and Raptores.

Primaries, dasaukhd Hindi (the ten primaries in pigeons);

vide Plight-feathers.

Principals, (the two longest feathers in the wing), vide Flight-

feathers and Flags.

Prune, to Proign?, Proinc, vide Preen.

Pubis bone, a£.U ^ do-shdkha
,
Hindu, and Ind. Pers. MS. (vide

Qawdnin- s
’

s-Sayydd

,

p. xxix, note 8).

Puff up, vide Swell.

Pull through the food, (eat through it). [Not an Eastern

device, as Hawks in the East get much carriage aud are too

tame and well-broken to need the device.]

Pulse, uap nabz dulan, Pers. (toifeel the pulse in a hawk’s

wing; vide Trans. Baz-Na?nayi Nasiri, p, 153).

Pup, lb piUdy Hindu.
;
a^j Pers. sag-bacha (without tasfuRd)

tula, P. (a imp, and also any sporting dog
;
m.e. ;

vide Dog).

Purge, sdfi, Panj. and Lid. Pers. MS. : c oba saf kardan ,

Ind. Pers. MS. and Panj. : shudan, Mod.

Pers. (to be moved) : vide Enseam.

Purge, to, vide Enseam and last line under ‘Meat.’
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Purple Heron, vide Heron.

Pus, pip, Hindu: jardhat
,
Mod. Pew. coll.

Put, in, US' L jl bdz nc buna kiyd , Hindu, (the goshawk has

put in; vide Flush) : i bdzne ddbkar baithi

hai
,
Hindu. : or cuy bi-buna burdan or rasdnidan

,

Mod Pers. : vide Quarry, Enew and Mark.

Put over, U-*8h* gholddcnd
,
Hindu. ;

<WAi> ta'ma marornd
,

Panj. and Hindu.
;

gusht-ash mi-

shikanad
,
Mod. Pers. (the hawk is putting over)

;
;;bf

dtin dpdirir , T. : wtfe Endow.

Puttoek, o/V/c Kite.

Q

Quail, ^ /w/ir, Hindu, and Panj. : i^ lawd Hindu, (the Rock

Bush-Quail Fvrdimla Asiatica ; used for fighting)

:

baldarchin , T., and bndina
,
Mod. Pers.: ^1#$ yhdgas

haler, Hindu, (the common Euro])ean or Large Grey Quail;

seldom used for lighting): rhinak or chinya (the Blaek-

breasted or Rain-quail Cotumix commandeltea) : vide also

Bevy.

Quarry, mazbuhdt
,
pi., lnd. Pers. MS. (quarry taken by

9

hawks); <u> 6«iw« (quarry put in by a goshawk ; vide Put

in); vide Prey, and Ground-game.

Quarry, to fly to the, 1 |Aml yowre hawke Heeth to the querre.

When tlier be in a stobull tynie sordes of mallardes in the

felde and When she espith tlieym and eommyth couerte

her selfe. and Hie preuyli under hedges or law bi the

grownde. and nym non of hem or thay rise then ye shall

say that the fowle was slayn at the querre.

—

Boke, of St.

Atlnins, p. 49].

Quarry-hawk, (an entered hawk).
9

Quick, (alive) zinda
,
Hindu, (opposed to )\&j* murddr (an

animal that has died of its own accord or was slaughtered

in a manner contrary to Islam).

Quills, par-gkaza, lnd. Pers. MS. (probably the quill portion

of a feather, the shaft): parhd-yi halal, Mod-

Pers. (lit. lawful feathers) : &y buqa, Mod. Pers. (the stump

1 Apparently in contradistinction to * flying to the brook or ‘ to

*he river.*
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of a quill, lit , bucket): ufy m/f, Ar. MS. (the tail- and

wing-feathers of hawks ).
1

Quinsy, vide Frounce.

K
Rail, vide Water-rail.

Raise in flesh, tr., bUja. a>j cfci or iJbf ek kdtjhaz or ek patta

charkfind, Panj. (to raise a hawk in flesh the thickness of a

paper or a leaf, t.e., the least possible amount).

Raised in flesh, (‘ is when a hawk grows fat or prospereth in

flesh.’

—

Latham ),
^jS pih yirifUm, Mod. Pers. 15^*

mold ho-gayd ; mast hnjd : vide Pinch.

Rake, to,'
1 (to fly too wide ?) .

Rake away, to, [To take off, instead of pursuing the quarry
flown at, or to fly wide of it.

—

Harting
J.

Raked, [“—when the hawk seizes the quarry and flies away
with it. —Colonel Thornton's Sporting Tour

, p. 112 and
notej.

Raking, [Striking the game in the air.

—

Freeman and Salvin.

Her direct pursuit without soaring is Raking .

—

Stone-

henge's British Rural Sports].

Ramage, (said of a wild hawk, difficult to reclaim) <^1^
bah ut janyli (very wild); c**u> mkht-mizdj (hard of

temperament). [
<fc Ramage ,

is when a Hawk is wilde, coy,

or disdainful to the man, and contrary to be reclaimed ”1.

Ramage-hawk, vide Bowiser.

Rangle, (small stones given to aid digestion) [Indian and Persian

falconers do not give rangle],

Raptores, shikara, pi. shikaraydn
, Ind. Pers. MS. (an old-

fashioned and unusual term for birds of prey ; vide Sparrow-

hawk) : gush, P.,T. (any bird of prey but especially the

(roshawk ; vide Eagle and Goshawk) : tuyur i sab
1

,

and ;^Jd tuyur-i shikari
,
Mod. Pers.

: ^ pi. of

jdriht
,

Ar. MSS. (birds of prey): az-mwari, pi. of

az-zari, (birds and beasts trained to the chase).

Rat, vide Mouse.

Rat's bane, vide Arsenic.

Ratoner, [a rat-catcher].

1 For other birds, riah is a general term.
a Vide 41 Falconry in the British Isles” of Calvin and Brodrick.

and Halliwell's Archaic Dictionary.
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Raundon, [And if the fowle spring not bot fleo a long aftor the
Reu and the hawke nym it then, ye shall say she flew it

at the Raundon. 1—Bake of St. Albans, p. 48].

Raven*,/* 5j/*5 dhodhar
,
Panj

, ; kiddyh-i xiydhi

quzqmovkiUiigh-i (juzqun , Mod. Pers. (the Common Raven);

jli qayi in the Murreo hills, a name also applied to the

Indian Corby q. v.

Raw, l*.' kachchd
,
gen., Hindu.: ^!«*> na-dnnam kdr

3
adj

.

,

Mod. Pers.; and ghaxliwi Ar. coll., from^ qasfnn (of

hawks, hands, etc.).

Rebate, vide Bate.

Reclaim, (from a wild condition
; to tame)", vide to Man and to

Train.

Recorder, (a flute to teach birds to sing).

Red-hawk, (or Sore-hawk), vide Sore-hawk and White-hawk.

Red-legged Falcon ; al-luztnjiq, Ar. MS.

Reeves, ride Rulls.

Reform, (to dross the feathers without oiling them), ji

pnr-khm kardan
,
Mod. Pers.; kjjadang kardan,

Mod. Pers.; ji par-kax/n kardan
,
Mod. Pers. and

Lnd. Pers. MS. ; vide also Preen.

Remove, (to change position in the field, with or without quarry

in the foot), vide Carry.

Reume or Rheum, Catarrh ; vide Snurt, etc.

Rifler, or Rifelere, (a hawk that, duelling at the quarry in

eagerness, seizes hold of the feathers only, is said to ‘ rifle ’

;

a hawk that habitually docs so is a ‘ rifler ’].

Rigid, e»U mat xhudan, Mod. Pers. (to become rigid from

astonishment, etc.; said of a goshawk when she spies a

quarry at a distance).

Ring, or Ring up, (to rise spirally to a height), by

chnrhd,i karna and haja. charhnd

,

Hindu. :
dawr

kardan
,
Mod. Pers. (also to soar) : od*-*! bi-dawr ufladan,

Mod. Pers.

Rise, to, (vide Flush) buland xhudan ,
intr., Mod. Pers.,

(of quarry or hawk).

1 Run down ? .

.

* Vide Jl. As. 8oc. Beng.,Vol. Ill, No. 2, February, 1907, p. 15.

8 One Englisli writer naivoly informs us that the creanee was a Long

thread by which the hawk was drawn back aftor she was permitted to

hy, and this was called the reclaiming of the hawk.’
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River-hawk, [as opposed to a Field-hawk].

Rivering, [flying at river-fowl
;
vide Fly at the brook],

__

Robin, (male Hobby) vide Hobby ; I*j piddd , Hindu, (the White-

winged Blaek Robin).

Rod, bi!< kdmpd Panj. (the limed twig at the end of the narju

or long jointed bamboo of bird-catchers; vide also Bird-

lime.)

Roil
,

1 or Royle, (to wander, rove about), vide House.

Roller, (Indian), *4^ lUj nil-kanth, Hindu.: sabzak, Panj.

eML. chdhdn, in Herajat.

Rook, kayhi or ^1$ kdgi, Fanj. (the Common Rook)
: £|

ydyn, in Baghdad
:

^tj zdyh-i baldl, Ind. Peis. MS. ;
vide

(Vow, and Building.

Rope, qatima , T., P., (a rope of black goat-hair).

Rouse, to, (shaking all the feathers violently), Ud phuri

lend, Panj. : liy' phurkdre karnd
#
Panj. : t;^

khud ra abshdndan
,
Ind. Pers. MS. : cwt* I; khud~

ash rd takdn dddan , Mod. Pers.
;

par puk kardrw
,

Mod. Pers.

Rousing, or Rowysin, vide Rouse.

Royle, vide Roil.

Rue, ispand, Mod. Pers. (the seed of Peganum Harmala).

y»* isjxmd-i sabz (used in medicine): «y)
or

*y} i&pund-i zard or isfarza-yi zard (for warding off

the evil eye; vide Isixtghul).

Ruff, to, (to hit the quarry and make the feathers fly without

binding.)

Ruffs and reeves, pdhdn (in Clutch Hazara).

Rufter-hood, (a plumeless hood of special construction used for

newly-caught hawks only). [Easterns do not use the mfter-

hood : they seel the eyes],

Rye a
,
[“—A Snurt, or colde in the heede of a Hawk, or the

Rye.”-— Bert. The disease shows itself of a swelling in the

head]: A* j*'j zahrbdd Hindu.; vide Snurt.

1 Bort, p. 7*t, Harting's Ed., has 14 royled from marke.”
* For a Snort or eoldo in the head of any hawke. it is most properly

to be toarmed thus in long-winged hawkos, for short-winged hawks

the Hye, and yet they differ. Bert
, p. 02, Hartmg's Ed.
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Sacer. [There is a Sacre and a Nacret. And thci.s bo foi a

Knyglit .—Boke of Albans, p. 53] : vide Saker.

Sacret, (male of Saker), vide Saker.

Sails, (wings of a hawk), vide Wing.

Sail, to, fy ^ t; Jb bill rd dar hard nigdh dashtan
,
Mod

Pers., (opposed to cwj I; Jb to beat the wings, vide

Bert).

Saker, 1 chanjh. Hindu., and charkh amongst Patliuns:

Jiua. child chartjh
,
Panj. (in Kapurthala applied to

the variety with white spots on its back; vide Plumage)

:

^b Jib baldban. Mod. Pers., (Passage Saker) ; and £
j*- charkh ,

Mod. Pers., cyess : ^y Ind. Pers. MS. (said to a

kind of chartjh ; other varieties are stated to be called

and y>;f) : Ind. Pers. MS. (said to be a kind of

cJtaryh): itdhjn or ttdhjTi
,
T.

:
jurfidi , Mod

Pers., (said to be a small species of Saker); other varieties

are 0-;*» eM' 1, bdldbdn-i badrl, jfifta/I,

,

lafif ,
etc.:

2

jLa)\ as-saqr, At. MS. : al-ymyu*, in one Ar. MS. said

to be the male Sakor, but in another to be the Merlin.

Sal-ammoniac, jattJ vaushddar
,
Hind.

Sand-grouse, yjp oryjpy bakhtiltar or bar-titur, Hindu, and

Panj. (the Large Sand-grouse): sany*khwdr
}
Ind,

Pers. MS.: Ihi yatdi, Ar., eollcc. of qatdl (Pin-tailed);

JjyJ* (jil-quriiq
,
T. (Pin-tailed) : siydh-sina ,

Mod.

Pers. (/if., “black-breast ”
;
the Imperial Sand-grouse, Pte-

roclcs arenarius) ;
»yyb 6aj/r f/«m, T. (and <jryb) idillo).

Scab, aly’ Kvfa, Mod. Pers.

Soabbiness, g/ jar, Ind. Pers. MS. (scabbiness of the head).

Seale, Jiljj ym/afc, Mod. Pers., (scale on toe of a hawk).

Sc/ire-crow, Kya dhokd
,
Hindu.; ^ybc ma-tars, Mod. Pers.

Score [twenty yards
;
a common term in ancient archery].

Scouring, vide Purge.

Screen-perch, [not used by Easterns].

Seamed [according to Stonehenge the opposite of inseamed,

or being in * 1 good condition
9 9

: vide Enseam].

1 Vide Jl. As. Soc. Beng , vol. iii , No. 3, 1907.

* Vide translation of the Buz-Mma-yi Nartrt , pp. 49—ob.
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Seare, and Sere, vide Cere.

Secondaries, vide Flight-feathers : al-khawafi , Ar. MS.

(the secondaries or tertaries ?).

Secretary-Bird, faras u *sh-Shaytdn
,
Ar. (lit., horse of

Satan) : aUhabib
t
Ar. (the friend).

Secretly bi-duzda and dil^salaf Mod. Pers :for^^!<w| ^jsJ

vide (cast of).

Sedge, at, [A corruption of “at siege* ’
; said of a heron when

at the water-side, in contradistinction to being 41 on

passage.’ ’

—

IlartingJ.

Sedge, or Soge, (number) [A sedge of heronnys or of betouris.

Boke of St. Albans
, p. 81 J.

Seel, to, (or Ensile) dhkh sind
, Hindu.;

chashm dukhtan
,
Mod. Pers.

Seeled, dhkJbs%t 9 Panj. : sfcjs chashm dukhta :

^ Sh bald bin
,
adj., Mod. Pers. (able to see out of the tops

of the eyes, i.e., partially seeled).

Selde, to, vide Seel.

Sengles, or Sencles
;
[the long sengles = the keys or closers q.v.,

and the pety sengles are the small toes, while the inner-

most toes are called pounces].

Sercell, (the pinion-feather of other birds
;
the feather last cast

in the moult), or Jiy ? Ind. MS.: ^/ kirkit or

kirkich
,
Panj. (properly of a goshawk only); vide Flight-

feather.

Sere, and pi. Soris, vide Cere.

Serpent-Eagle, ^jx^majnun (in Cliach Hazara).

Serving a hawk, (driving out from cover, quarry that has 4 put

in’) lv* madad dend, Hindu, and Panj.

Set, to, (make hungry) gurisna kardan; ‘vide*

Sharp-set.

Set down, to, (putting into the mew) kuriz men

bithldnd
,
Hindu. ; iSiyk ^ dar tulak bastan.

Set on, to, tfila rd hay zadan (to set on a dog).

Sew, to, the beak, vide Feake.

Shaft, (of feather), ^15 qalam, Mod. Pers., (opp. to rhfta

web) : vide Quills.

Shahin, shdhin and kohl
, Hindu, and Panj. (the

female of F. Peregrinator, Babylonicus
, Atriceps etc.) •
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shdhtncha and koheld., Hindu, and l’anj. (male

of ditto) : shahin, Mod. Pers. and Ar. (a vague term

for Shahins and Peregrines 1

; Ar. pi. shawdhin
;

‘vide’ Peregrine): jy^SI Idchin, T.
;
[kabarsh (?) Ar., vide

Jcrdon] : al-kuhl
, Ar. MS. (from Pers.) : aLkurak

,

Ar. MSS. (in one MS. said to be a small kind of Shahin

and different from the bahri or the jabali shahins
;
possibly

the Barbary Falcon: in another said to be the male of

the Shahin } : vide Barbary Falcon.

Shanks, t kaku*a, in Chach Hazara (any kind of long-shanks).

Sharp-set, (very hungry), gurisna karda shudtt
,

Mod. Pers.; vide to Set.

Sheath, vide Case.
jj

Sheep, if barm
,
Mod. Pers. (lamb and sometimes sheep ; also

fawn): barra-yi shir- mast, Mod. Pers. (sucking-

lamb).

Sheldrake, Shieldrake, chakwa chakwi
,
Hindi, (male

and female); and surkhdb
,

Panj. (the Ruddy

Sheldrake) :

1

anqud, Mod. Pers. (ditto) : vide Dopping.

Shikm
,
vide Sparrow-hawk.

Shoveller, chamcha muy/tabi (in Kapurttiala) and

ui* dabbi muryAdbi (in Ohacli Hazara).

Shrike, laford, Panj., andinDerajat HU* mamdld (Indian Drey

Shrike)
;
^U* mamdli in Derajat and 7* harwdji in

Kashmir (the Rufus-backed Shrike) : Hf dlaguzina .
1

P„ (a large shrike that is svrrrui-kashida or

marked with a moustache) ;
bdzuri, Kurdish, (ditto)

:

vide also Warbler, and Drongo.

Siuew, l«L patthd, Hindu and Panj.
;

pay Mod. Pers.

Skin, pust, Mod. Pers. (outer skin)
:

pdrda. Mod. Pers.

(fine inner skin or membrane) : vide Catgut.

I Vide JL As. 80c. Hong., vol. iii, 1907, and translation of the

tiuz-Nama-yi Nasirl.

* In Scully’s list of Turki birds the Grey Shrike Lanius Homeyeri

is given as <j-ll I Hf 323 ghurala,*; and the Desert Shrike Lanius arena-

tut e»(j)l\jptji bo; t/liur&l3,i.
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Skin, to, El*W khaliydm or OjUi that utarnii, Hindu, (of any

bird or animal ) : kltlki kardan ,
Mod. Pers. (to

skin a bird, etc., so that the skin forms a bag)

:

pint kardan ,
Pers. (to flay).

•

Slice, 1 to. Slicing, [to cast the mutes a long way behind when

milting] ; vide Mutes.

Slight-falcon, [the Peregrine |.

Slime, to. Sliming {vide Latham) [muting directly downwards

instead of “slicing’ ' or jerking the mutes backwards;

while muting in drops is “dropping ” : vide Mutes].

Slip, to, a grey-hound, ^jli taz% kasJMm ,
Mod. Pers.

Sloose. (sloes |,
\vide Halting’ s Bib. Accip., p. 229].

.
*

S1ow,^j v>^ su8t-iHV\ Panj. and Ind. Pers. MS., (of birds)

:

kund ,
Mod. Pers.

Smew, Itabilnazat
,
in Cliach Hazara.

Snake, wit- sdnp, Hindu.; dhdman
,
Hindi (a large species

of harmless snake)
: jf* mar ,

Pers.

Snake-headed,^ jbc mdr-sar, Ind. Pers. MS.: vide also Flat-

headed.

Snare, ft* dam, Hindu and Pers. (gen.)
:
f'*5b or fla b pd-ddm or

jMsdam, Hindu, and Panj. (nooses, sp. on sticks, to snare

birds by the legs)
:

pM,»
}
Hindu, and Panj. (noose, gen.):

Jij wdhpinjri or bdl-chhatri, Hindu, and

Panj. (ribs of bamboo shaped like the top of a small open

umbrella covered with a net and horse-hair nooses are

affixed to the ribs : for insect-eating birds a mole-cricket

is tethered to a peg and for small hawks a live sparrow)

:

vide Net : chau-gaddi ,
Hindu, and Panj. (four thin

strips of bamboo, limed, and bent- in a curve, and placed

crossways with their ends in the ground
;
the bait is

tethered underneath).

Snared, ^*1* ddmi, Hindu, and Panj. (of hawks, etc.) :

tiiriy Mod. Pers. (lit. netted).

Snarer, <y°l^b pd-dam%
,
Hindu, (vide Snare) : ddmdar, Ind.

Pers. MS.
;
vide Bird-catcher.

Sneezewort, nak-chhikni, Hindi, and hwndush ,

Ar. and Mod. Pers.

I Of short-winged hawk only ? Vide mutes.
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Snide, or Snite, the beak, (to wipe the beak after feeding), vide

Feake

Snipe, UL. chakd, Hindu. : nuk-dardz
,
Mod. Pers.

Snite, or Snyte, [a snipe], vide Walk and Wisp.

Snow-cock, kabk-i darr%
}
Mod. Pers. (Tetraogallus Cos-

picus): ft ram chakor, in Kashmir (the Himalayan

Snow-cock).

Snurt, (cold in the head), siij sar girifta shudan
,
Ind.

Pers. MS. (an ordinary cold in the head, but vide Rye).

Soarer, dam-chi
,
Mod. Pers.

Soar-hawk, vide Sore-hawk.

Soar, to, dawr kardan, Mod. Pers.;

dawr kardan m parsazadan
,
Mod. Pers. : vide also Ring.

Sock, kuchi, Panj. (for any bird; vide Mail); gaddi

(the strait-waistcoat of a sparrow-hawk, used in early train-

ing)-

Soda, ijy bura*yir Amani
,
Mod. Pers. (crude carbonate of

soda).

Sorage, (the first year of a hawk, whether eyess or brancher or

passage-hawk) : or chhzi or chnzagi
, Hindu, and

Panj. (lit. chickenhood)
: 3 yjy buzigi yurigari, Mod.

Pers.

Sore, Sorde, or Sute [a flock of mallards].

Soro-hawk, and Soar-hawk, chuz
,
Hindu, and Panj. (a hawk

in the immature plumage) : )y buzyur or jy buz
,
P.

f
T.

(ditto): farkh ,
Ar., afrdkh pi. (also nestling).

Souse, (blow, stoop) [If youre hawke nym the fowle a lofte: ye

shall say she toke it at the mount or at the souse.—Bokc

of St. A., p. 48. Halliwell has “
‘ Dead as a fowle at souse

’

... — Beaumont and Fletcher VII, 278.
1 To leape or

seaze greedily upon, to some downe as a hawke .’ Florio,

p. 48, Ed. 1611.” Harting in his Birds of Shakespeare,

pp. 38-9, gives the derivation of this old falconry term,

and also a quotation from King John
,
Act V, Sc.' 2].

Sparrow, ohm, Hindu, and Panj.
:

gunjishk, Pers.,

vide Ost; [Sparrowfart, break of day].

Sparrow-hawk, 1 bdsha (female) and bdshin (male),

Hindu, and Panj., (the Common Sparrow-hawk) ;
st^basha,

1 A spare hawke was 1 an hawke for a prest,’ while the Muskyet
was for a holiwater clerke.
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Mod. Pers. and qirg&i, T., P. (ditto); al-bdshiq

,

Ar. MS. (ditto)
;

aWaqsi, Ar. MSS. (male sparrow

hawk) ;
shikra (female) and or chipakh 1 (male),

Hindu, and Panj. (the Indian Sparrow-hawk Micrastur

hadius): ory*$ piqu or piyAu, T., P., (ditto)
: ^ mann,

Ar. (?) (by the Yemen Arabs in Haiderabad, Deccan) : >

beara, female and dhoti male, Hindu. (Accipiter vir-

gatus) :
* vide

9 Goshawk.

Sperviter, (keeper of sparrow-hawks and muskets : vide Bob of

St. A., p. 24), vide Ostringer.

Spleen, tilR, Hindu.: siipurz
,
Ind. Pers. MS.

;
Jlads

tuhdl, Ar.

Spoonbill, ty chamcha bum, Hindu, and Panj.

Sportsman, vide Falconer and Bird-catcher.

Spouting, (blowing water over; vide Latham B. I, Part TT,

Chapt. I., p. 1): iy phu,dra kama , Panj. : iy Jb

baf harm , vulg., Hindu. : ha-dahan-baf

narm kardan
,
Ind. Pers. MS. : iy phu,i kama, Hindu,

(a cocking term).

Sprain, ghati
,
~yo moch f., lachak f. Hindu.

:

rag bi-rag shudan, Mod. Pers.

Spring ,'
1 to, (flush the quarry) tr. and intr., vide Flush and

View.

Spring s., [A Spryngo of Telis].

Stale, (a stuffed bird as a decoy), vide Decoy.

Stalk, to, (an animal) fdba kardan, Mod. Pers. and T.

:

gurg shikar kardan
,
Mod. Pers. : tojAi W-

duzda raftan , Mod. Pers., vide Secretly.

Stalke, yi noli Panj.
:

pacha, Ind. Pers. MS.
:
fis qalarn ,

Mod. Pers.
:
JU sag, Mod. Pers. (also log).

Stalking-horse, Jw shikari bait
, Panj. (a bullock trained

for use as a stalking horse): darisah
, Ar. (a camel or

any animal used for stalking).

Standing, (remaining in idleness at the block), baithi

hai, Hindu.

l Indian poets and consequently lexicographers have incorrectly

made chipak feminine.
* Can this terra have been confined to water-fowl ?
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Stand, taking, (going to a tree or other point of vantage after

putting in ; by Eur. falconers considered a vice), vide Mark.

Staniel, or Stannicl, 1 [Kcstril q.v.].

Stare, vide Starling.

Starling, sdr, Mod. Pern. : au* ahlag maina

,

Hindu, (the

Pied Starling): bii kdld tiliyd
,
in Derajat (Hie Common

English Starling) : vide Pastor and Murmuration.

Stavesaker, (a plant used for lice), ^ habb tt ’r-rasnn or

JaxJi VP; Zdbib u-'l-jabal, Ar.

Steam, to, Imhhur kardan

,

med., Mod. Pers.

Siernchase, dar-jalav anddkhla ’miabraftan,

Mod. Pers. (of a saker after a straight flying liubara-

Panjabi idiom f
g

tilur chargji ko lega,i “ the

Imbara has carried off the chargh ”).

Sternum, azn^i zaivnufi, Mod. Pers. (lit. keel-bone).

Stomach, «y lab, Panj.
: ^ tah-i shikam

,
Mod. Pers.

; i*™

qa'r-i mi'da, Mod. Pers.
;

jbu ('<), Ind. Pers. MS.: aw)A

or’M kliazxm or khazdna, Mod. Pers. ; vide Colon.

Stone-plover, vide Plover.

Stoon, the, or Stoono in the fundament, Icaraj
,
Mod. Pers.

Stoop, sal mama
, Panj.: aU*. hamla kardan

,
Ind.

Pers. MS.
: ejajf sar zadan, Mod. Pers. : lakad

*
zadan, Mod. Pers.

(
lit to kick, strike)

:
uaii! inqazza

,
Ar.

*

MS. (of birds of prey only).

Stork, Ji lag lag, Hind, and Pers., for Ar. Jp $ lag lag :

Mod. Pers. (the White Stork, C. alba): a^x>(?),

Lnd. Pers. MS. (some species of stork
;
probably the Beef-

steak bird): mdnik jor, Hindu, (the White-necked

Stork) : tul, in Kapurthala (the White Stork).

Strap, a*J lama: vide also Jesses.

Ntreyn,* or strain, to, [“ The IX. She streynith and not olithith

nor cratchith.”

—

Bokeof St . A ., p. 10. ‘Istrayne, as a

hauke doth or any other syclie like fowle or beest in theyr

clawes, je estraings *; Palsgrave, 1530, verb. f. 376.

—

Hatti-

well.]

1 According to Hurting, Birds of Shakespeare, p. 73, this is a corrup-

tion of Standgale.
* Strene and strain also meant to copulate ;

specially of cats and
•logs. •« When he strains that lady.** Shakespeare ; Hen. VIII. iv. 1.
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Strike the hood, (to open the braces, previous to removing

the hood). [Indian hoods have no braces.]

Stripes, muharramdt, Mod. Pers. and Ar.

Stroke, to, aide. Handle.

Succour, (help with a dog) .

Sugar-candy, ur** tgf kuza-misri and isj1** mn9ar* (f°1
'

sanjart) misri, Panj.

Summed, vide Full-summed.

Sun-bird, shakar-khura, Iud. Pers. MS.

Sun, to, vide to Weather.

Sunstroke, jhola, Hindi, and it* bad-i pusht, lnd.

Pers. MS.

Suto, vide Sordc.

Swallow, JUjU ababil, Hindu, and lnd. Pers. MS. :
fardsh-

turuk, lnd. Pers. MS. (a Hwift? for famshtdkO:

vide Flight.

Swati, y- or y> qu or yhu, T., P. ;
vide also Herd.

Swell, oi/ il? bddkardan, Mod. Pers. (said of anhoubarawhen it

spies the hawk) ; eA" oLr? burrdq shudan
,
Mod. Pers. (ditto

;

burrdq is lit. the long-haired Persian cat).

Swift, vide Swallow.

Swivel, ^jya bhanwar kali, Hindu.
:
jj** midvnr, Ar. MS.

Swollen feet, vide Piune in the feet, and Podagre ;
tukhma,

and a|>i> banuuld, Hindi (some kind of swelling on the feet

or legs, vide Qauxiriin
*

’ a-$ayydd , p. xxix).

T

Tabur, or Tabur-stick, vide View.

Tail, (vide Deck feathers, Ucam feathers and ‘ Train ),

punchh. Hind. ;
dam. Hind, and Pers. (also a tail-feather)

:

layar-dum, adj., Hind., (“ tailed like a LuggerFalcon.”

*.c., with the two centre tail-feathers void of any spot or

marking) ;
(jUh* mutlaq• ’U'umud, adj., Ar., (ditto):

ruddfo, Ar. pi. of ‘-Lij radZf (the two outer tail-

feathers, ono on eaoh side)
;
y* tJj mdsih rudafa, Ar.

(when the two outer tail-feathers are void of markings)

:

vide Deck-feathers and Pope’s nose.
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Tail-cover, dumchx a>nd puchhal, Panj. (the tail cover

of cloth to protect the tail of a sparrow-hawk in training).

Taint, upon the feathers, vide, Hunger-trace.

Take, to, fjSSj » *s*-o (last-raw giriftan
,
Mod. Pers. (of a hawk

;

to take straight away at the first clash)
;
vide also Bolt, fly

at, and Cast off.

Take the air, (to mount, said of the quarry), V*/

cJtarkd,% karnd (to mount) Hind. ; vide lling.

Taking stand, vide Stand.

Tallent, or 1 Talons, (or hind claws), cjks (julldb
,
Mod. Pers.

Tame, adj., dram u arnxn (tame, i.r., fearless ; of

gazelle, cranes, etc., in a wild state).

'Fame, to, Idb Hindu, (to rear from the nest, or to keep in cap-

tivity or domesticity) : ffhko** sadhdnd Hindu, (to make

tame)
:

j-fj ram /cardan , Ind. Pers. MS. and Mod. Pei*s.

:

\s)sjS mdnus /cardan
,
or ls

)a\ ahli sdkhian
,
Mod.

Pers. ;
vide Man.

'Fame, Tamed, sud/td (naturally tamo) and fy* Ia*- sadha

hufi (tamed): helak, Panj., = fyA hild hu,d
9

Hindu : <^*1 ahli, Pers.

Tarsus, vide Stalke.

Tassel, (Shak); Tarsell (Bert), vide Tiercel.

Taste,^ chakh
,
subs., Panj. : ^ chakh <lend

, (to give a

taste, give a beakful of meat), vide also ‘ Feed.’
r

Feal, jalukd (in Chaoli Hazara) ; vide Spring.

Tender, Ind. Pers. MS. : chd,xda
t Mod. Pers.

Tender-penned, (with the quills still in blood), vide Hard-penned.

Tendon, b rag-i pa (tendon of the foot) :

‘amb
,
pi. wbac

i

'dsdh, Ar. : vide Sinew.

Tcneur
,

a (the third hawk or grappler cast off at a heron ;
‘ vide

9

Tombisseur).
f

Fern, j/ Icru, in Kashmir (the Small Marsh Tern)

:

karndti ,
in Derajat (a tern).

1 Bert (p. 69, Harting’s Edition) uses “hinder tallent ” in speaking

of a goshawk, hut Mitchell in his “Art and Practice of Hawking**

(p- 20) remarks that talon is proper for the claws of a long-winged

hawk only.
i Vide Burton’s “Falconry in the Valley of tlie Indus, p. 61,

noto. Indians do not fly a 4 cast * (except such natives as have servod

Europeans) much less throe hawks together.
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Tewcll, *5 tak .

Teyne, [a disease in which a hawk pants much, * vide * Bokc of

St. A ., p. 26].

Thief, [Understonde ye that a Goshawke shuldo not flie to any
fowls of the Ryuer with bellis in no wise, and therfore'a

(jSoshawke is caide a tliefe —BoIce of St. Albans
, p. 49].

Thigh, ^J; ran, Hindu, and Pers.
:

;!^U sluilwar, Fanj. and Lid.

Fers. MS. (lit. loose Panjabi trousers, peg-top shape;

the term is also applied to the feathered thighs of hawks
and by horse-dealers to the thighs of horses

;
vide also

Pendant feathers).

Throat, mizbaha, Mod. Fers. (lit., the place of cutting

the throat).

Throw, to, vide Cast.

Thrush, mala-gir , in Kashmir (the name of a species of song

thrush, probably the Dusky Ground Thrush). Vide Black-

bird.

Tiercel, Tercel,f nar
,
Hindu, (male) : and jb ^ jurra and

jurra baz
,
Hindn., (the male goshawk q. ?;.); other tiercels

are in Hindustani and Panjabi distinguished by special

__

names, vide under Falcon and Hawk)
:

jarra-yi qush

,

•j*

Mod. Fers. (male of a bird of prey; jurra in Mod. Fers.

is opposed to ;ly luvdr falcon)
:
ojjfl az-zurmq, Ar. MS.

Tiger, j** slier in India and babar in Persia : vide also Lion.

Timber, to, (to build a nest), vide Draw.

Tire, (to pull at a tough piece of a bone and so strengthen the

muscles of the back and neck), vide Tiring.

Tiring ; [It is not an Eastern custom to give tiringj.

Titengis, [a Titengis of Pies.—Bolen of St. Albans, the (Jompay-

nys of beestys and fowlys, p. 8IJ.

Tobacco ,
tambaku (the leaf), Hindu, and Pers.

:
&& tutun

,

Mod. Pers. (cigarette tobacco, frotp Syria).

Toll, to fly at the, vide View.

Tomhisseur

,

Fr., [the second hawk cast off at a heron, the first

being called * housse-pie ’
;

‘ vide ’ Teneur and note].

Tone, (of bells), vide Bells.

Tongue, to (when feeding), buchkar dena, Panj. lb* and

gj buck buck kardan, Ind. Pers. MS.
:
[an Indian faW

coner ‘ tongues ’ or makes a kissing sound with the lips when

feeding a newly caught hawk with seeled eyes, and the
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hawk quickly learns to lower the head and feed, on hearing
the sound].

Touchwood, ji qu
, T. ; and ft qdv (in Baghdad).

Tower, 1 to, vide Ring-up.

Toye, (whim trick).

Train, subs., vide Tail and Balai.

Train, subs., Jjb bd,ol% ,
Hindu, (any bagged bird given to a new

hawk to enter it ; also any 4 train
5

given to a greyhound,

a lynx, a cheetah, etc.): or bull or bdvli, Mod-

Pers. (ditto)*.: mikh-batid, adj., Mod. Pers., (when tied

to a peg)
;
jj dast-par, Mod. Pers., (a bird released by

hand for a hawk)
: ^ and mtr) and dakl

, Mod. Pers

train
9
of a gazelle?) : dasti, adj. Mod. Pers. (given by

hand) : cwfa bash qandtdddan , T. and Mod. Pers.

(to give a 4 train ’ of a large bird right into the hand of a

hawk)
:

pardnidan
,
tr. (lit,

44 to cause to fly ”= show-

ing a hawk a * train ’ in the hand and then letting it fly)

;

ej*/ Uj rihd Icardan
,
tr.

, to release, (gen. = letting a 1 train
1

fly and then unhooding the hawk at it).

Train, to, randan, intr., and rasdnidan
,
tr., Mod.

Pers., (to train a hawk)
;

sawyLdn kardan
,
Mod.

Pers. (to train a horse for a race) ; azrd Ar. MS. (to

train wild animals) ; I addbbn . 9
Ar. MS. (ditto).

Train-bound, )jL, or iJ'jk bd*oli-band or bd*oli-khur,

adj., Hindu., and ba*oli shinds
, adj., Ind. Pers.

MS., (said of a cunning hawk that will only fly at bagged

birds
;
of one that is ruined by having been given too

many 4 trains ’).

Trained, charkh shinds, adj. f Ind. Pers. MS. and Mod.

Pers., ( said of a grey-hound trained for the flight at

gazelle)
:

qushshinds, Mod. Pers. (ditto).

Trap, uO* kurkX , Panj., and kainchiya
,
Hindu, (a gin)

:

*13 tala, Mod. Pers. : ****<> misyadah , Ar. (any trap) : vide

Gin.

• Apparently 11 to tower 99
also meant to wait on in a circle at a

height.
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Treading, vide Oawking.

Trip, [a Trippe (flock) of haarisj.

Truant, guriz-pd
,
adj., Mod. Pers., (

“ truant”; said of

a hawk that is alway getting lost).

Truss, [Fr. troussrr
,
to clutch the quarry in the air instead of

striking it to the ground.

—

Harting . Trussing is when a

hawk raiseth a fowl aloft and so descendeth down with it

to the ground.

—

Latham], Vide Bind.

Trusty, <oP°f amtn
i
Mod. Pers., (quiet, trusty; of a dog).

Tube, nd*iza
, Ind. Pers. MS. and^i nnlki, Panj. (fit. a reed

or pipe, generally the shank-bone of a crane, used to

administer water to a hawk after purging).

Tubercle, (of nostril), or or tnkma or dugmo or

dukma , T. and Mod. Pers. [lit., button).

Turtle, vide Duell and Flight.

Turumti
,
vide Merlin.

Turning-tail .

Tweezers, vide Pincers.

Tyrrit, vide Swivel.

U

Uneven, mdhur, Mod. Pers. (uneven ground, difficult to

gallop over).

Qnkindness, [An unkyndenes of Rauones.

—

Boke of St. Albans,

p. 81].

Unmanned, (not accustomed to man), vide infra.

Unreclaimed, (wild ;
untrained) jangli, Hindu, and Panj.;

wahshi, Hindu, and Pers.

Unseel, to, (the eyes), dnkh kholnd
,
Hindu.

;

chmhm kushddan
,
Ind. Pers. MS. : iSZ**

mushk kdfnr de-kar dnkh kholnd, Hindu., (to unseel while

the hawk is intoxicated by camphor) :
»-***'

ckashrn kushddan bi-ianq-i kayf 9
Ind. Pers. MS. (ditto).

Unstrike the hood, [apparently the same as strike q . v.].

Unsummed, (with incomplete plumage
;
the opposite of sum-

med q. v.)
f yfy «J^ sdf nahin , or p«r bwfi

Hindu.
: ji Var hachchc hain (ditto).

Up wind, ab llh bald-bad,
Mod. Pers.

; cjala I; <j8y And-yi

qush rd 6t- bad dddan
,
Mod. Pers. (to fly a hawk up-wind).
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Urchin |
(hedgehog), vide Hedgehog.

Urines, »)? dn-yaza, Hindu, and Panj., (a small hawk-catching

net suspended between two light upright bamboos some-

thing after the manner of a tennis-net ; a live bait is pegged

down in the centre, on the far side of a wild sitting

hawk)
; v/V ** du-yaza-yi

t qirqi-yiri, Mod. IVrs. (a
4 do-gaza

5

for catching sparrow-hawks): vide Net.

V

Varvels, (small flat rings, with owners name engraved, at-
Ul

tnched to jesses) : chhalla

,

Hindu, (ordinary rings arc

used).

Vent, &•> bun, Ind Pers. MS. ;
ij’si* mfrah, Ar.; sufra Hindu

and Pers. MS. : ww/W, Ar., and Mod. Pers.

:

mazraq
,
Ar. MS. (of birds only).

Verds, [A greenisli colour
;
applied to the feet, etc., of hawks ;

vide Harting’s Hints on Hawks

.

p. 12S, 2nd lid.|.

Vertigo, sar-yashtan (vide Qawdnin"' r-gayyad and Her!

I, p. 85).

View, 1 to fly to the
;
[A (Joshawke or a tercell that, shall flee to

the vew. to the toll or to the beke. in this manor she
is taught ye must fynde a fowle in the lleuer or in a
pitte prcueli. and then fete youre hawke a grete space

of. uppon a mooli hill or on the groundc. and crept*

softeli towarde the fow'le : from youre hawke streght way
and when ye come almost ther as the fowle lyeth. looke

baekewarde towarde the hawke. and with youre hande or

with youre tabur styke: beeke youre hawke to come to

you. and when she is on wyng. and cornytli low hi the

grounde. and is almost at you. then symte your tabur. and
cry huff. huff, huff and make the fowle to spring, and with

that noyse the fowle will rise and the hawke will nym it.

—

Boke of fit. Albans
, p. 48].

Vulture, cU' kaUmnryk and JU safed Ml, in the Panjab,

and sunjrd, in the Derajat (the White Scavenger or

Egyptian Vulture) : kachal-charkas. Mod. Pers.

(ditto)
;
***$ gidh, Hindu, and Jo dal or Jio daUi

murdar-khur or jjA* Idsh-khur Mod. Pers. (gen.)

;

an-nasr, Ar. MS.
; ^ rakhmah, Ar. MS. (the Egyptian

vulture).

1 44 That is to say sho fliefch to the vow or to the bake, or to the toll.**
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W
Wagtail. fjttUtv. Pers. (possibly in Tarki this means a

sparrow) : kfutnjan, in Bengal (the Large Pied

Wagtail) : dhobi

n

, Hindi, “ washerwoman *' (the White-

laced Wagtail)
; 51*** or 3 ^ mnmola or Shnykh Mnmold

in Herajat (one of the two previous species, probably the

last) : yJ^ chvk in the Derajat (the Grey and Yellow

Wagtail).

Wait on, or Hang on, b/ pnrwdz karnd
, Panj.

;
iJL

bald-yard kardan , Ind. Pers. MS. : adjust Istddn kardan
,

Ind. Peis. MS
Waiting on, jtarwdzl

, adj., Panj., and Ind. Pers. MS.

:

dawn
f adj., Ind. Pers. MS.:

Walk (tlock), [walk of Snytis /.e., snipes |.

Warbile, Warbel, and Warble (to make tlio wings meet over the

back}, ^^9 f/ainr/ii rukhe baithnd (to return the

wiugs to th- normal position after manlcling and warbel-

ing; ride Mantel).

Warbler, ti.sk, Mod. Pers.. (a small bird, the quarry for a

shrike) : and uUb p\j Utrnusk and barddar-t

bulbul , Mod. Pers. (u warbler, possibly the same as ti/tk) :

9

podnd, Hindi, (a Reed-Warbler) : korknch
,

in

Kashmir (a Reed-Warbler).

Warning, chamak, f., and damn, m., Panj. (the warning

cry given by birds on the appearance of a hawk).

Wart, U* mam, Hindi, and mill, Ar. : and )mk%l

(‘vide’ Qawdninti’H-Sayydd , p. xxviii).

Wash, ^^1 A)! vf dbyarddnidn db-i tdza anddkhtan,

Ind. Pers. MS. (to wash meat or grain in many changes of

water)

:

Washed or wetted meat, tu'mn-e iibddra, Ind. Pers.

MS.

Watch; [A wache of Nyghtingalis].

Watching, jatjdnd
,

tr. Hindu, (to keep awake): <j)

W

bcrddrl, subs., Ind. Pers. MS.

Water-bird, Ind. Pers. MS. (some species of water-bird

that is a quarry for hawks).
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Water-rail, man-man-tori (in Chacli Hazara).

Weather, to, bah ir bdndhnd
,
Hindu, (to tie outside)

:

Jiif tj bar-i dftab nishastart ,
intr. Mod. Pers. = ujM' ^

vulg. (to sit in the sun). Vide Bask. \
Weatheriwj,

is when you set your Hawk abroad to take the aire, either

by day or night, in the frost, or in the sunne, or at any

other season.

—

Latham.]

Weaver-bird, bu bayd, Hindu.

Web (of feather), vide Shaft.

Weevil, <jhmi ,
Hindi : vide Ant.

White, kdfuri, Mod. Pars, and Ind. MSS. (lit. “ camphor-

coloured,” />., white, a term applied to a certain white

varieties of goshawk, etc.
;
^jil laziqi Mod. Pers. and Ind.

MSS. white ” ; derived from <-tf yal-i rdziqi a species

of jasmine, the bet phul of the Hindus ; a term similar to

kdfuri).

White-ant, vide Ant.

White-hawk, [apparently! a hawk alter the first moult, whenshe

is no longer a Red-hawk or a Sore-hawk; vide Latham,

interviewed].

Widgeon, morcha (in Chacli Hazara).

Wild, mhrd*i and daditi, Mod. Pers.: vide also

Flighty.

Wind, vide Up-wind.

Wind, sink the, [To skim near the ground to a certain distance

in order to catch the wind and rise up-wind with it; vide

Corballis’ Forty-Five Years of Sport, pp. 4 and 5].

Wind, to cheat the, (to fly low to the ground to escape the force

of the wind by taking advantage of cover).
9 9

Wing, surat/ii , Panj. ; kunda
,
Panj.: jjb baza, Hind.,

Pers.
;

par
, Hindu, and Pers. (also = feather)

:
Jb bdl

,
Pers.

(also= flight-feather) :
li*5 daind, in Behar).

Wing-tied, vide Flight.

Wisp, (of snipe= walk)
;
vide Snipe.

Wood-coek, sSy) muryA-i ziralc, Mod. Pers. (lit. ‘
1 the cunning

bird” 1

; a Shiraz namefor the Wood-eock)
:
jl;*>^ nuk-dardz ,

* In early English plays a wood-cock is a simpleton.
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Mod. Per*. I lit. “long-bill”; a vague terra) ; or fyb

yalva
,
or yalva-qushi, T. :

‘ vide ’ Fall.

Wood-peckcr, ya dar-kub, Mod. Pers.: Lvndara, Ind.

Pera. MS.

Work, to, vide Fly.

Worms, i*jS hinna-johki, vulg.
,
Kindti ivnd Tnd. MS. (worms

in the intestines).

Wren, vide Herd.

Wrestle, }$ fojt d,urJidr u dit-hshmn shvdan

,

Mod. Pers.

(to have a rough and tumble, as hawk and hubara on

ground): vide also Clutch and Bind.

Y

Yarak (in hunting condition ; of shori-winged hawks). [Yarak

is a term much used by English falconers in England.

Corballis in his Forty-Five Yearx of Sjiort (pp. 4 and 5),

published 1891, states that the bird was introduced by the

“ late Mr. Barker.” It is probably the Turkish word

or o[/ Unm1,
which means simply “ ready.”]

Yellow-eyed, vide Hawk

Young, vide yore-hawk.



31 . Note on a Palaeolithic Implement made of

Manganese-Ore.

By L. Leigh Eermor, D.Sc., A.R.S.M., F.G.S., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

(With Plate No. XXXI.)

Altliough I do not profess to be familiar with the literature

of chipped-stone implements, or to be, in any way, an autho-

rity on tlie subject, yet I think that the palaeolithic implement
referred to on page 713 of my Memoir on the Manganese-ore
Deposits of India, is of such interest on account of the material

of which it is composed, that if. is worthy of description.

It was picked up by Mr. 0. E. Low of the Central Pro-

\inces Commission on the surface of the ground near Budbuda
in the Balughat district, Central Provinces, and presented by
Inin to the Geological Survey of India (22

-

l/51).

The chief interest of the specimen lies in the material out
of which it has been fashioned, ms., manganese-ore. The ac-

tual mineral character of the specimen is revealed by a frae-

I ure of much younger date than the patina on the specimen.

This fracture is the cause of the big bay in the middle of

the left side of the specimen as shown in Mg. 1 of Plate XXXI.
Tbis fracture shows that the implement has been made from
a piece of the fine-grained manganese-ore composed of an
intimate mixture of braunite and psilomelane so characteristic

of the manganese-ore deposits of the Central Provinces. It is

l lie type of ore of which a photomicrograph is given on Plate

I , facing page 54 of the Memoir already cited. The specific

gravity of the specimen is 4-430
; this agrees with the composi-

tion mentioned above.

The specimen, which is illustrated by the two figures on
Plate XXXI, is 3*4 inohes long. It is of palaeolithic type, and
icems to belong to the division of the river-drift implements
designated by Sir John Evans 1 as the ‘ sharp-rimmed imple-

ments.’

Its general sliape can be seen from the illustration,
2 and,

perhaps, is best described as ovate-lanceolate.

The implement is not the same on the two faces : one face

1 “ The Ancient Stone Implements, Weapons, and Ornaments of
• Ireat Britain.’’ 2nd edition (revised)

; p. 046 (1897).
s i'or the preparation of the process block, each figure of the im-

plement was out out along its boundary from the print and mounted

;

:,l|d, consequently, the edges, as represented in the plate, are not quite
'' angular as is really the oase.
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—that shown in Fig. 1—has been fashioned by chipping, as

can be seen from the figure. But since it was chipped, the

whole surface lias becomo semi-polished, owing, probably, to

the corrosive action of surface waters rounding by solution the

sharp edges between the original subconchoidal fractures.

The specimen shows, however, three fractures that are

probably of very recent age ; they might almost have been

made by the finder before he realised the character of the speci-

men. One of these (A) is at the tip, and is the cause of the

light-grey area on the left side of the tip, as seen in Fig. 1

;

and the other two arc on the left side of the implement, as

viewed in Fig. I
,
one of the fractures (B) forming the bay al-

ready referred to, and the other fracture ((1) being situated

below the one just mentioned.

The reverse side of the implement, which l have not figured,

seems very much rougher : its shape may, perhaps, be partly

due to chipping, but it seems almost possible that it is an ori-

ginal surface; in this case, the implement must have been

chipped from one of the boulders of manganese-ore so common
in the talus deposits lying at the foot of many of the bedded

manganese-ore deposits of the Central Provinces.

On referring to the illustration, it will be seen that the

specimen, as seen in Fig. 1, is not symmetrical; a portion at

the lower right-hand comer is missing. I cannot be certain,

from the character of the fracture here, whether this fracture

is a portion of the original surface of the boulder from which,

I have supposed, the specimen was prepared, or whether it is a

fracture made during the course of the preparation of the im-

plement, or shortly subsequent. It cannot, in any case, be a

recent fracture, for it shows as much patina as the presumed

outer surface of the boulder.

From Fig. 2 it will be seen that the butt end of the im-

plement has also been trimmed to an edge, so that the imple-

ment cornea under the section of sharp-rimmed implements, as

noticed above. On comparing my implement with those

figured by Sir John Evans in the book already mentioned. 1

find that it is most like that shown in Fig. 475 from Boscombe
near Bournemouth. The similarity does not lie merely in

the imperfection of both specimens^ at the lower right-hand

corner, but also in the shape, as seen in front view, on edge,

and in cross section. One point of difference, however, should

be noticed in this comparison, viz., that the Boscombe speci-

men is twice as long as my specimen, although the figures are

the same size.

Although palaeolithic implements have been found made

of many rocks and minerals in different parts of the world, yet

I am not aware that an implement made of manganese-ore has

ever previously been described. In any given area the ancient

inhabitants seemed to have chosen as fine-grained a rock as
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could be obtained for the fashioning of their implements of
stone, and in India fine-grained quartzites, trap-rocks, and
various forms of agate and chalcedony seemed to be the fav-

ourite materials
;
andsome of these, viz., agate and chalcedony,

are to be obtained in the very area whore the implement here dcs-

cribed was found, not in situ , of course, but in the form of peb-
bles in rivers draining down from the Satpura Hills, which are
composed of the Deccan Trap basalts. But the material used
for tlie implement here described has, also, a very fine-grained

texture, and manganese-ore of this character tends to break,
when hand specimens of it are prepared, with a conehoidal
fracture. Ft is not unlikely also that the high specific gravity
of Ihe material may have imparted special value to an imple-

ment fashioned therefrom as compared with an implement made
of a lighter stone. Up till the present, this is the only speci-

men made of manganese-ore that has been found, but I hope
that distriet officers working in the districts of Nagpur, Chhind-
wara, Bhandara, and Balaghat in the Central Provinces,
where ore of this type is found, may, in the future, discover
other specimens of manganese-ore implements once they know
of their existence. Although T know of no other record of an
implement made of manganese-ore, yet Mr. V. Ball 1 has re-

corded the receipt from Mr. W. G. Olpherts of an implement
made of magnetic iron-ore and found somewhere in the Narbada
valley.

J Pro Ah. fioc. Beng 1881, p. 120.





32. Chemical Examination of Aurvedic Metallic

Preparations.

Part I.

—

“Shata-puta lauha and Shahashra-puta
IjAUHA” (iron roasted a hundred and a

THOUSAND TIMES).

By Punchanan Neogy, M.A., Professor, Rajshahi College
,

and Birendra Buttsan Adhikary, M.A.

Tile Aurvedic system of medicine has enjoined from a very
early age the use of metallic preparations. The method of

preparation in many cases, however, has now become out of

date and in some cases appears distinctly faulty according to
modern scientific ideas. It has appeared to us a very interest-

ing study to examine chemically these preparations, to identify

them, and wherever possible to suggest more improved and
modem methods of preparation. In this field T)r. P. C. Ray
has done some valuable pioneering work by analysing some
metallic preparations and incorporating the results in liis His-
tory of Hindu Chemistry, Part I. Many salts other than those
examined by Ray have yet to be analysed, and the present
investigation is meant to be the first of a series of its kind.

The principal compounds of iron used by our Aurvedic
physicians are ‘

* Shata-puta ” and “Shahashra-puta” lauha
(iron roasted a hundred and a thousand times). From their

methods of preparation we suspected them to be oxides of iron,

which, however, are not much used by allopathic physicians.

In order to study the degree of oxidation in the various
,k putas ” we attempted to collect samples from one “ puta”
to thousand 4

4

putas,” but we have been successful in getting

only a few intermediate
‘ 4 putas.”

The method of purification ( )
and roasting is given

m detail in Rasendra-shar-Shangraha.

Method of Preparation as given in Rasendra-shdr-Sliarigraha.

Rasendra-shar-Shangraha first mentions many different

varieties of iron. “ The Krouncha iron is twice better than

ordinary iron, the Kalinga iron eight times better than

Krouncha, the Bhadra iron again hundred times better than

Kalinga, the Bajra iron a thousand times better than Bhadra,
the Pandi iron a hundred times better than Bajra, the Niran-

~a iron ten times better than Pandi ,
while Kanta iron is a
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thousand crore times better than Niranga. ” 1 So Kanta iron is

the best kind of iron for medical purposes, and should be taken.
[For a description of Kanta iron, vide Dr. P. C. Ray’s History
of Hindu Chemistiy, Vol. 1. page 60.] When the proper kind
of iron is selected, it is first finely powdered and then purified

( iftfipf ) by macerating it in a decoction of the * 4 three mvro-
halans ” (fa^T). The iron is then again immersed in the same
decoction and dried in the sun. This process is to be repeated

seven times. This is called “ bhiinu-paka-hidhi ” (wrsrqra firfif).

The iron is next boiled in decoctions of various substances de-

pending on the nature of the disease for which it is to be used.

This process is called “ sthiili-paka-bidhi ” TO? fafir).

The iron thus tre.ated is now washed in clear water and roasted
inside two earthenware concave dishes with their mouths placed
on each other and luted with mud. This pair of dishes is then
put in a pit ot suitable dimensions dug in the earth and heated
by means of burning cow-dung cakes. This process is called

“ puta-piika-bidhi ”
( 5*m fafv ). The iron is thus to be

roasted ten, hundred or even thousand times, aiul it is

believed that the greater the number of
tL
putas” iron has been

subjected to, its medicinal efficacy increases in a corresponding
degree. The alternate maceration and heating make the powdc’
very light, and, in fact, the test prescribed by Rasendra-shiir-
Shangraha by means of which the proper number of putas is to
be judged is the extreme lightness of the powder. k ‘ The iron
is to be roasted until, being finely powdered and thrown on to
water, it will swim on the water like a duck on account of its

lightness.” *

Slcrpr H* w I

3*Err?T i

«<sr: JTTqpi I

In another place we have got

etc.,” from which also wo learn that Kanta iron i*»

the boat kind of iron to bo used.
9 For a description of a roasting pit soe H&y*s History, page 70.

3

31% ggfq fwa :

ftwncv ***?[ i
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Methods oj Preparation by Modem Aurvedic Physicians .

As most Aurvedic physicians prepare their own medicine's,

the methods of preparing the same medicine vary considerably.

So far as we have been able to collect information, there are

three different methods of preparing “lauhas.
”

(1) Some physicians procure the best kind of iron, heat

it in a blacksmith’s forge and take the rust formed on the sur-

face of the iron.

(2) Others keep steel immersed in cow’s urine for years

together and take the rust collected on the surface.

(3) While some are reported to prepare their “lauhas
’ ’

by repeatedly heating powdered ferrous sulphate ( ).

Of course the method given in Ltasendra-shiir-Shangraha is

followed by many orthodox physicians. In the methods Nos.

(1) and (2) the rusts obtained are purified in the usual way and
then formed into balls with cow’s urine or a decoction of the

“three myrobalans.” dried in the sun and calcined in the pit

by means of burning cow-dung cakes in the usual way. The
balling, powdering and calcining in an enclosed space are

repeated ten, hundred or thousand times.

Experimental

.

We collected “lauhas” which have undergone different

number of “ putas.” The colour of these samples varied from

greyish black and grey to rouge red. it was observed that one

“ puta lauha” was greatly attracted by a magnet, “laulia”

which has been calcined ten times was attracted to a less

degree, while samples of seventy-eight “puta laulia*’ were

very slightly attracted. As regards iron which has been

calcined hundred or thousand times, it was not in the least

attracted by a magnet. The magnetic character of the samples

which have undergone a smaller number of “putas ” suggested

to us the possibility of the presence of free iron in them. The
oxides of iron, both ferrous and ferric, were also present. As

wo were not acquainted with any method by means of which

free iron could be quantitatively determined in presence of

ferrous and ferric oxides, we tried the following method which

was found to be fairly satisfactory :

—

Method of estimating Free Iran in the presence of Ferrous and

Ferric Salts.

The quantity of iron was determined from the quantity of

hydrogen evolved when acted upon by dilute sulphuric acid

in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. The total ferrous iron

due to the solution of the iron in sulphuric acid and the quan-
tity of ferrous salt present is determined by titration with
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bichromate solution. The difference between the combined

ferrous iron and free iron gives the quantity of ferrous iron

already present. The ferric iron is then easily estimated by

precipitating the total iron with ammonia and subtracting the

ferrous and free iron from the total iron thus found.

In order to test how far the hydrogen method of estimat-

ing iron is successful quantitatively we carried on some blank

experiments using the apparatus sketched below. The carbon

dioxide was obtained by heating sodium bicarbonate in the

hard glass tube A. The Erlenmeycr flask contains the weighed

quantity of pure iron wire and the tap-funnel contains the

dilute acid (1:4).

The hydrogen was collected in a 250 c.c. volumetric

measuring flask with a long neck over strong caustic potash

contained in a basin. In order to test whether all the air has

been driven out by carbon dioxide, a long tube with a stop-cock

at the upper end was used and the caustic potash was sucked

into the tube with the help of a piece of rubber tubing. When
no more bubbles collected in the tube, the measuring flask

filled with caustic potash solution was substituted for the tube.

The acid was then dropped in and the hydrogen evolved is

driven out by the carbon dioxide and collected in the flask so

long as any bubbles come out. The flask was next transferred

to a deep pneumatic trough and the volume of water ascer-
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tained after adjusting water level. The capacity of the Hank
was measured once for all by filling it with water. The differ-

ence between the two volumes of course gives the volume of

hydrogen. The following are the results of three blank
experiments :

—

Wt. of iron

win: taken.
;

Vol. of H.
at N.T.P.

Wt. of H.
calculated.

Wt. of iron

calculated.
,

i

Krror

•4485 178*2 c.e. •0KI03S

i

4400 + *0005

4560 181*6 c.e. 010344 •467B
j

+ -0016

*2327 02*8 c.i\ 008352 2338 + 001

1

Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis.

Qualitative analysis showed the presence of a small quan-

tity of soluble salt mostly potassium phosphate, siliceous

matter and iron. There was no carbon ( as we expected ), nor

any aluminium. The results of quantitative examination are

given below. The 44 one-puta,” “ten-puta” and “ seventy-

eight. puta ” “ lauhas” are the products of heating the same
sample of iron. The fC hundred-puta ” and 44 thousand-puta

* 5

“ lauhas,” both marked (A), are again the oxidation products

of another sample of iron. Lastly, the fct thousand-puta”
** lauha ” marked (13) is a different preparation.

1 4 One-puta lauha.” 4

4

Ten-puta lauha.”

Fe — (5 e.c. H only) — •012 Fe = nil.

FeO — 081 FcO = 23-1

Fe.O., 20-4 Fe O

,

« 40 0
>Silicemi8 matter.

.

— 101 Siliceous matter.

.

rr 32*1

Soluble salt (most pot. Soluble salt = 4-6

phoa.) =T 1*3

99-912 99-8

Seventy-eight-puta lauha.” “ Hundred-puta lauha.”

(A)

Fe — nil. Fe = nil.

FeO — 9-5 FeO — nil.

Fe.O, — 51-2 Fes03
= 83-9

Siliceous matter.

.

— 34-1 Siliceous matter .

.

= 12*7

Soluble salt — 5-4 Soluble salt of which

P
fc
O„ = -9 = 3-7

100-2 100-3
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‘ * Thousand-puta lauha.” “ Thousand-puta lauha .

1

9

(A). (B)

Fe = nil. Fe — nil.

FeO — nil. FeO = nil.

VeA = 781 Fe
2
O

rf
= 84*6

Siliceous matter.

.

- 17*9 Siliceous matter.

.

= 11 •:*

Soluble salt = 41 Soluble salt of which

PA = 1*2. r= 3 s

1001 99*7

Discussion of Results.

From the above it is clear that the magnetic properties of

the samples of iron which have undergone fewer number of

“ putas” are not due to free iron, which is present in minute
quantities in the “one-puta” “lauha,” but to ferroso-ferric

oxides, the ierrous and ferric oxides being x>resent in them in

varying proportions. 1 As the number of “ putas
5

1

increases,

the amount of ferrous oxide diminishes, and at the hundred
“ putas ” and above, the iron is wholly present in the form of

ferric oxide. Hence “ lmndred-puta ” and “ thousand puta ”

“ lauhas
99

are not attracted by the magnet.
2. Siliceous matter is present in very large proportions

varying from 10*1 to as much as 34*1 por cent. This impurity

most probably comes from the unglazed earthenware pots that

are used for roasting.

3. “ Shata-puta ” and “ shahasra-puta ” “ lauhas ” have
almost identical compositions. Both arc impure ferric oxide,

the percentage of which varies from 78*1 to 84*0. Both are

non-magnetic and “ swim like a duck ” on water. On account

of the very large number of “ putas.” in the course of which

it undergoes maceration, powdering and roasting for a tliousand

times, the “ shahasra-puta ” “ lauha ” is lighter and finer than

‘shata-puta.” The time taken to prepare these lauhas is

very long indeed. If one “ puta ” be finished in one day, the

preparation of “ shata-puta” takes more than three months
and that of

4
‘ shahasrarputa ” about three years. As the

roasting is carried on in closed vessels the oxidation proceeds

* Cf. Rortcoe and Schorlemraer’s Treatise on Chemistry, Vol. II-

Part 2, “ Magnetic oxide of iron
*

* :—“ When iron is heated to rednest

iii the air, it becomes coated with an iron scale. This is a mixture or a

compound of the monoxide and sesquioxide in varying proportions

The inner layer which is blackened grey, porous, brittle and attracted

by the magnet, has the composition 6FeO Fe^Og and is not magnetic.

The outer layer contains a large quantity of ferric oxide, is of a reddish

colour and is more strongly attracted by the magnet than the inner

portion.
*'
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very slowly. If, however, open vessels be employed in future,

the time may be greatly curtailed.

4. The test of “swimming on water like a duck” is a

crucial one with the Aurvedic physicians for “ lauhas.” We
have seen that precipitated ferric oxide of the laboratory does

not “swim like a duck.” It is probable that Aurvedic
4

‘ lauhas ** being very light and porous are easily assimilated in

the body while ordinary ferric oxide being not so light and
porous is not easily taken up and hence not used by Allopathic

doctors.

Before concluding we have great pleasure in thanking
Kabiraj Baroda Kanta Chakrabarty of Rajshahi for placing at

our disposal his knowledge of Aurveda.





33* Ladvags rGyalrabs.

The Chronicles of Ladakh ,
according to SchlagintictiV s MS.

Translated by A. H. Franc kb.

Introductory Notk.

L am presenting to the public an English translation of the
iirsl two chapters and the last page of the third chapter of

Schlagintweit’s ‘ Die Kdnigo von Tibet.’ This translation into
English was not made from the German rendering by Schlagint-

wcit. In many cases I had to abandon Schlagintweit’s trans-

lation altogether and translate afresh from the Tibetan text
which Schlaginlweit appended to his * Die Kxinige von Tibet.'

As is stated by the early Tibetan writers themselves, they
made use of several historical books which were then current,

in Ladakh. The following titles are mentioned :

—

(1) ‘aJigsrtni gdagspa (in the genealogy of the Sakyas)

;

(2) rCyalrabs spunpo gsum khug hlonpoi rgyaf mthsan ;

(3) gSangba or 'aBru bdus ;

(4) Dangpo dbang byed rimpai dgu byung.

Of these works, the last mentioned is still known in Ladakh,
where it is called Him dgu,. This work may possibly come to

light again.

It is very probable that some of the early historians of

Ladakh or Tibet took Indian VaiiiSavails as their model. The
Vam&ivall of Chamha, for instance, as published by Dr. «J. Th.
Vogel, in his * Antiquities of Cliamba State,’ bears a strong

icsemblance to the older portions of the Ladings rgyalrabs.

doth productions begin with an introductory hymn in which
the book is called a necklace. This necklace is represented as

being wound round the neck of the deity or saint to whom the
book is dedicated. Then, both books contain a long list of

names of mythological beings, the supposed supernatural an-

cestors of the race of kings, and in a third part, the names of

the actual human kings are given. The Indian VamSavalis,
even if they contained nothing but names, were written in

metre, and so it also was probably with the Tibetan production.

A last remnant of this Tibetan metrical VamSavall we have in

Nchlagintweit’s folios 136 and 14a, where there are ten lines of

metrical verse which contain only names in line 1-6, and a few
notes on that group of kings in line 7-10; and again in folio 9a,

where a Buddhist legend is told in the same metre. As the

word rgyal mthsan may be translated by * royal names,’ the

historical book mentioned under No. (2) may have been such
-i Tibetan Vamdavall.
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In addition lo the Indian VamGavalis, Tibetan historio-

graphy was also influenced in very early times by Chinese

historiographers. 1 think that Rookhill is quite right when he
compares the seven Tibetan Khri (throne) kings with the

twelve celestial sovereigns of the Chinese Sanhmng

:

the six

Tibetan Legs with the eleven terrestrial sovereigns of t he Chinese ;

and the eight Tibetan Lde with the nine human sovereigns of

the Chinese. Possibly, the Tibetans were not at once furnished

with sufficient names to satisfy a Chinese historian. Therefore,

they had to manufacture new names, or classes of names, and
insert them in their lists. This may account for more than one
beginning in the rGyalrnbs, as we have it at- present. Thus,
we find two kings of the name of Spn rgyal . Of the palace of

Phyi ((bang stag rtse , which was stated in the chronicles to have
been in existence during the reign of the first king, we iieai

again ten or eleven generations later that it was then built as the

first palace of the country. Then, although the country is

described as having been in a high state of civilisation under its

first king, a first introduction of civilisation is attributed also

to several of his successors. From the Chinese, the Tibetans

probably learnt writing history in prose.

But a really intelligent and pragmat ic, form of prose writing

was not- acquired before the 15th century, when quite a new
way of recording facts made its appearance. This host- and best

form of chronicling was probably learnt from the Mohnniodan
writers of the period.

The man who compiled the story of the kings of Yarluug,

as we find it in the rfhjalrabs
,
did not- only derive his informa-

tion from chronicles in prose or verse, but- also made use. of the

folklore of his time, and thereby added a new charm to his chapter

of the history. • Finis, we find an old proverb on folio 11*/, and

popular ditties on folios 14a and and 19/;. The first song on

folio 9n is probably a verse from Buddhist literature which had

become ]>opular, whilst the second song once formed part of the

ancient metrical VamSavall, with which it has the metre in

common, as stated above. It is interesting that also in Dr.

K. Marx’s BMS., an ancient popular song is found which it was

the historian’s endeavor to turn into prose. My attention was

drawn to this interesting fact in the following way: I told my
Tibetan assistant, Phunthsogs of Khalatse, to read through the

third chapter of Schlagintweit’s Tibetan text of the chronicles,

to see if he could find poetical parts in it. He read it and said

that he had not found anytiling, because the old song of AliMir,

which was contained in K. Marx’s rGyalrbas, was omitted in

Schlagintwcit’s copy. He said that he had often heard people

sing a song of Ali Mir. When I examined Marx’s text, I could

see at once that seven lines of the old song could be easily restored,

by making only very slight alterations in the text. It then runs

as follows
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Kliasang ngayis rmilamdu :

mThsonas sengge nargyis mchongs
rCtya! TChatunla thimpar mthong

l)e dang dus mthsungs bumo ’adi

Kemscan dang ni ldanpar gyur

’ aDila bu zhig ngespar skye

Mingla sengge mam rgyal thogs.

Then also, in Schlagintweit’s third chapter, in the tale of

the battle of Basgo, we find a little song of four lines included,

(is follows (with two corrections by myself) :

—

r(iyalj>o babsgor bzhugs slung

Khachul dnuig dang boas

Sogpo rnamsla brgyabpas

Sog bibros thabssu song.

The influence of prose productions of folklore (Kesarsaga

in particular) on the writing of history, is of course very distinct

in the early parts of the chronicle. Let me mention only the des-

cription of the seven heroes in fol. 7'ft, which at once calls to mind
tlu 1 seven Agus of the Kesarsaga. But also passages like the

description of Urn dbauy rnatrt rtjyttVs three sons, who lived as

late as the sixteenth century, look as if they had just been copied

fmm the Kesarsaga.

Let me now review the iMdvags rtjyalrabs, the chronicles

of Ladakh, and register what lias been published or translated.

Lt consists of ten parts, some of which have headings in Tibetan,

whilst others have not. Schlagintweit’s MS. contains some of

its parts in full, whilst others receive valuable contributions

from it. Only one part is not represented in it.

1. Introductory Hymn. It is found in SMS. (Schlagint

writ’s MS.).

2. Cosmology and Cosmogony. This chapter is omitted

in SMS. K. Marx mentions it as occurring in AMS. The first

M‘\en or eight lines of inscription No. 67 (translated in Tnd.

Vnt., vols.xxxv, xxxvi, in my article
1 Arehajology in W. Tibet),

seem to be taken from this cosmology. They run as follows :

—

1
‘ The spheres [are these] : In the middle of all that grew

into order, is the mountain Hi dbaruj Ihunpo (Sumeru), the

measure of whose glory is 400,000 geographical miles. The
outlying and close-lying principal continents are surrounded by
'ill the mountains. The four continents are in the east, south,

west, [and] north
;
and there are eight islands. According

to their order, the continents are: Zla gam (‘New moon ’
;

name of the continent in the east which is supposed to be of the

^liape of the new moon, and its inhabitants to have faces of the

*ame shape)
;
Zur gsum (‘ Three points,’ ‘ triangular ’

;
name

of the continent in the south (India), the inhabitants of which

liave triangular faces, as men actually have); Oru bzhi
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(‘ Four corners'; name of the continent in the west which is

believed to be of square shape, and the inhabitants to have square

faces; Zlum chugs (

fc

Circle produced ’, full moon ’
;
name of

the continent in the north which is supposed to be of circular

shape, and the inhabitants of which are said to have round faces).

If their (the continents’) size is measured according to their

order, it is 719,000 geographical miles
”

3. The Genealogy of the Sakyas. It is found in K. Marx's
AMS, and in Schlagintweit’s text (SMS). It is interesting that

several of the mythological names contained in it are found also

in inscriptions of Ladakh and in folklore. This shows how
deeply rooted is the belief of the people that the kings of Ladakh
are descended from the S&kya race.

4. The Tibetan Kings of Leh and Lhasa down to Lang-

darnui, the Apostate. This chapter is entitled in Tibetan
4

His-

tory of the First Spread of Buddhism.’ It is found in K. Marx’s
AMS and CMS, as well as in SMS. The same times we tincl

described in Central Tibetan and Mongolian historical books, and
in Chinese works. The latter were translated by S. W. Bushell.

(JR AS, 18S0). A most successful attempt to reconcile the

Chinese with the Tibetan accounts was made by Herbert

Muller in Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Reehtskuudc,’ Bd. x\

My chronology is based on the Chinese chronicles.
r
). Langdarma’s Persecution of Buddhism. This chaptei

is entitled in Tibetan ‘The Submerging of Buddha’s Religion.’

It is found in K. Marx’s AMS and (’MS, as wrcll as in SMS. The
same times are described in Central Tibetan. Mongolian, and

Chinese historical works. Even Alberuni speaks of Lomjdherman ,

Langdarma.
6. The Kings of the First West- Tibetan Dynasty. This

chapter is called m Tibetan ‘ The Story of the Later Spread of

Buddha’s Religion/ It iB found in K. Marx’s AMS and (’MS.

and in SMS. The first, part of this chapter was translated

by myself for the first time into English, after the text of SMS.
As the rest of the chapter was translated in an excellent manner
by K. Marx, I shall simply review the chapter by giving names
of kings, dates, and notes of interest. In the same way will

be treated the following chapters :

—

7. The Kings of the Second Dynasty down to Sengge nutw

rgyal. This is probably the biography 'of Sengge mam rgyal.

compiled by his son hlk Idan rnam rgyal
,
as stated in SMS.

No oriental would begin a biography with the birth of his hero.

The hero’s history is given at the end of a long narrative of his

ancestors. K, Marx's AMS and SMS are probably such biogra-

phies of Sengge mam. rgyal furnished with the most elaborate

ground work. SMS contains a few interesting additions to the

history of Sengge rnam rgyal which are not found in K. Marx **

‘ Three Documents.’
8. The Last Independent Kings of Ladakh. This chapter
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which is not/furnished with a Tibetan title, is found in K. Marx’s
BMS and (’MS. SMS contains a few interesting additions to the
text, as published in K. Marx’s Three Documents.’ K. Marx’s
Tibetan text being lost,! am now making efforts to recover it.

And I hope that the text of (’MS at least will again come to light.

9. The History of the Dogra War. ItR Tibetan title is

* History of the Indian War.’ It is found in K. Marx’s CMS,
and SMS contains only an interesting note on it. The Tibetan
text as well as the greater part of the English translation by my
wife were published in K. Marx’s

k

Three Documents.’ It was
written by Mutishi dPnl rgryaMhe present chronicler of Ladakh.

10 Ladakh after the Dogra War. This chapter which was
written by Munshi dPal rr/uax has not yet been published. 1

«*un now making efforts to have it copied. SMS contains a single

line referring to these times.

My thanks aredue to Dr. J. Hutchison, of the Scotch Mission,

for assisting me to find the correct English rendering of Tibetan
phrases, and to my Ladakhi assistant, Ph unthsogs of Khalatse,
for helping me to ascertain the correct interpretation of many
obscure passages.

TRANSLATION.

Part L -Introdittory Hymn.

'With the iron hook of the wonderfully sweet and [all] Kol. la.

knowing youth <icmr
,

And by t lie power of suckling at the heart of mother Ridmgs
mifjean (Mrigakshl), [who is] religion itself,

This clear mirror of religion reflecting scenes fof people]

as if moving to and fro in a dance, [has become] a

reality.

It has become a neck ornament of the naked priest Zurphwl
Ingapi (Pancasikha).

Part 11.—Cokmolouy.
Omit ted in SMS.

Part III.—Thr Oenealouy of the Sakyas.

Drawing near through the blessing-pronouncing musical Fob

f'ound of the stringed tamburin, the nectar of immeasurable
wisdom, the immeasurable fountain Zamatog, the treasure house
“f spiritual secrets, the king of astonishing things, the [symbol]

'iPalbeu with which this Kalpa is adorned, the Candrakanta
stone in the middle of a floating rosary of a thousand [stones],

Ihe circle of power, became evident and rose like the moon.

1 A book on history or geography is generally called a mirror. Gesar
N a well-known deity of the Prebnddhist religion of Tibet.
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As there was powerful prayer girded with might like a wave,

and an eminent power of spotless truth, there arose like a white

Fol. 3d. lotus Bmimshitujpa (Ikshvaku), the conqueror who continu-

ally beats throughout the three worlds the great drum of the

queen of songs of praise. He is the root of the fulfilled blessings

of immeasurable value which accumulated through the good

works of the gods and [other] creatures [who had received

|

his precious teaching.

This arose and increased, and as the upwards striving ac-

complisker was dependent on a great king who ruled the area

of the wide earth, our teacher (Buddlm) looked out for a clan,

a country, a time, a family, and a woman, these five, and allowed

himself to be born as Zas gtsung's (Suddhodana’s) son. Let

me first relate a little of his family.

The people of India lived in an undying state, with a life of

immeasurable length, with abundant [gratification] of their

nme desires, and they had power, alas! over infinite accom-

Kol. 36. plishments. At that time, there was a nectar which took awa\
the consciousness of exertion, there was nutriment in the earth,

fertility in the ground, and abundance of rice which grew without

ploughing.

Then the accomplishments which belonged to [the state

|

of the gods were exchanged for other activities ; the rice which

grew without ploughing, disappeared entirely, [the harvest
|

depended on the worker, and pains had to be taken over agri-

culture. There arose mutual quarrelling and fault-finding, and

king Miuitjim hkurba '(Mahasammata) who decided judgment

in a just way, and before whom all bowed in reverence, became

the famous one of old.

Then [there reigned] successively :

kOd mdzes (Uoelni),

dGeba (Kalyana)
;
dUe mchoy (Varakalyana) ; and gSo sbyoinj

'aphags (Utposhaddha). And now, to speak of the, five classes

of kings : The [five] sons of gSo sbyong 'aphags, the wheel-turn-

ing kings, were according to a presage born in this way : On the

crown of [gSo sbyong ’aphags ’

|
head there formed a swelling,

and when it broke, [out came] Ngatalamu (Mandhatar)

.

Fol. 4a. then there arose a swelling on his right thigh, and out of il

came mDzespu (Charu)
;
there arose a swelling on his left thigh,

and out of it came Nye rnlzes (Upaeharu)
;
there formed a swell-

ing on his right foot, and out of it camemDzes Idan (Charumant)

;

1

and there arose a swelling on his left foot, and out of it came

Nye, mdzes Idan (Upacharumant). Those five are called the five

kings who turned the wheel [of religion].

The last four reigned in one of the four continents. They

are the kings who turned the gold, silver, copper, and iron

1 The name mlke» Idan is used as an epithet of the Ladakhi king

'aJam dbyangs rnam ryyal. See my article * Ten ancient historical songs

from W. Tibet,’ Ind. Ant., 1909.
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wheels
|
of religion]. From these kings till 7ms ytsamj (Suddho-

dana), it is said, there descended 1.215,174 kings in succession,

or 834,534 according to the [book]
’

aJigs rten (/dayspa (Wisdom
of the World). These two [different] ways of stating [the num-
her

1
are the most extraordinary (statement] made by those who

tell the history of the times of degeneration. As the glorious

youth (Uesar) was so busy with drawing souls upwards, he did F.»l. Ah.

not tell them clearly ; and when later on the learned who wished

to write down the tale, examined him, he scoffed at them.

To the. family of that same teacher [7ms y1sum/ ) belong

Xj/imri ynyvv (Suryavamsa) and Buramshinypa (ikshvaku i

who is called Bhakya. One hundred generations after
|
Rumm-

xhitojpn], there arose king rXabacan (Karnika) in the country

of Gru 7vlzin (Potala). He had two sons, (louiama and Bharn-

d/imlza. When Goutama, the elder one, saw that government

was carried on in a religious as well as an irreligious (mixed)

way, he thought : It will be like that also, when I undertake

the government.
1

* Then he was sorry and became a mendicant

uider priest ml)oy nay (Krishnavarna). The younger one.

Bhnradhmdza
, [

therefore] reigned. At that time, there lived

in that country a harlot called 7/ (iroba hzangmo (Sattvabhadrii).

She and a cunning youth called Padumi rlsa lay (Mrinala) in-

dulged in sensual pleasure. As she had also immoral inter- v\*\. 5«.

course at the same time witli another [man, a] merchant, Padumi

rtsa lot

f

became angry and cut off bZanynw's head. Then he

placed the blood-stained sword (and hZanymo's head] at the

door of Uoutama’s cavern. The executioners who pursued ( the

murderer, saw that] there was a blood-stained sword and the

head of bZnnymo there. Thus, the punishment for that |crime|

was inflicted on (louiama
,
and he was impaled. The hermit

m Dot/nay knew all this, and went to (louiama. He said :

*' Boy, what have you done that you (must] suffer this ('

(louiama answered :

‘ k

Master, there is no fault in me ! By the

truth of my word that there is no fault in me. may the teacher’s Fol. <>/>.

| black face] be turned into a golden face !” At onee the black

coloured hermit became golden and was henceforth called hermit

f/AVr mdoycm .

Then the hermit saw that (loutama's line of religious kings

(Dharmarajas) would become extinct and said to Goutanui .

*
“ For the sake of your family you must leave a seed.’

1

(louiama

answered :
“ As I am tormented with misery, I cannot rear a

family!” Then the teacher produced a pleasant coolness by

overshadowing clouds, and when GouUima was in a pleasant

"tatc, he produced two drops of semen virile mixed with blood.

They were placed on two leaves of sugarcane (Buram shiny ,

Ikshvaku) and ripened through the heat of the sun and the

moisture of the moon, and two boys were produced. They

received the names Buramshinypa (Ikshvaku) and Nyimai *°1« ^
Vtyen (Suryavamsa).
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Nyitmi (tjnyen became a mendicant, and Buramshingjnt

reigned. The descendants of Buramshingpa

1

became famous

and increased.

One hundred generations after him. there arose king
*
aPhags sky

(‘8
i>o (Virudhaka). His elder spouse bore him four

sons, and the younger one four daughters. At a later (another)

time, both wives having died, lie married the daughter of a

foreign king who said:
lt
The sons whom you already have,

must not reign. If my daughter should have a son, he must

reign !” As he had said this, the ministers held a consultation,

[as follows] :
“ We do not know if his daughter will have a son

or not. If a son should be born, we do not- know if he will

live or not . If he should live, we must place him on the t hrone.”

As the result of this consultation, he married the princess.

Fol. lift. She bore him a son called rUyul srid dgd (Rashtrananda)

At that time, the ministers thought as follows: " If we place

the elder brother on the throne, we go beyond our former pro-

mise ; if we place r(Ujal srid dgd [on the throne), we have to

take heed to the elder brothers. We must turn out the elder

brothers bv some device
!"—thus thinking, a crafty one from

among the ministers pronounced some calumny [against them|

and turned them out.

They went to the banks of the river bSkal Man shiny rtn

(Blmgiralha), built a hut in a forest, not very distant from the

place of the hermit gSer skya (Kapila), and lived there. When

they had attained to adolescence, they became pale and thin,

and when the hermit saw this, he asked them [about it |. Thc\

said :
“ We have become like this, because we are tortured b\

passion (or: by the highest virtue).” lie said :
" If you are

so ill, you must avoid the raster with whom you have both parent*

in common, but mnuse yourself with the sister whose mother

Fol. 7a, is in truth the sister of your own mother !” They asked him

“ Great hermit, is it right to do this f” He answered : “For

royalty which has renounced the throne, it is right to do this
!”

They took the words of the hermit as their rule, and did accord-

ing to it. Many boys and girls were bom, and when their fathei

heal'd of it
,
lie said :

” 1

Could the young people do such a thing l

9 ’

Or in Indian language : Shakya (could they i). This is the

origin of the Shakyas .

Fifty-three thousand generation^ of them originated at

(bong mkhyer gser skya (Kapilavastu).

Then king itilting rta bcupa (Da&aratha) arose. At the end

of 25 generations after him, a king called gZhu brtan (Dhanva-

durya) came up. He had two sons, Sengge ’agram (Siiiihahanu)

and Sengge sgra (Simhanada). Sengge *agram became famous

l It is interesting that the name Buramhingpa is found in many

stone inscriptions of LAdakh. There the kings of Ladakh are asserted

to bo of his family. See Inscr. Nos. 65, 71, 79, 117.
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as a skilful archer. He is the greatest of all aivhei*s of 'aDzamhu

ijlimj (Jamhudvipa). Sengge 'agram had four sons: Zas Fnl 76.

qtsang (S'uddhodana) ; Zas dkar (Suklodana) ; Brebo zas (l)mn<>-

dana); and bDud rtsi zas (Amritodana).

Zas glsang was of good form, beautiful, pretty to look at,

of great strength, a hero, steadfast, clever, conspicuous for

wisdom, cheerful, and of great courage. He was not lazv. and

did not pursue evil passions. He was a Dharmaraja full of reli-

gion, assiduous to reign according to religion.

1

This king married the two daughters of king Lvgspar rabs

hsad (Suprabuddha), sUyu ’aplirulma (Maya), and sGyu 'aphrul

iltnipo (Mahamiiya), and each of them lmd 500 maid-servants.

At a later time, king Sengge
5

agram died, and Zas glsang

reigned. At that time, all men increased in riches, diseases of

man and beast, ceased, and endued with perfection, he protected

them all like children.

At that time, the holy son of the gods, Toy dkarjx) (Sveta- Kol. 8a.

ketu), looked out for the tribe, the country, the time, the family,

and the mother, and entered the womb of king Zas glsang'

s

wife, sGyu 'aphrul chtnjto. After lie had remained in it for

twelve months, he was born from the right armpit of his mother,

without being defiled by the impurity of the womb. [This

happened] on the eighth day of the little spring month, when
the stars were favourable. He was distinguished by the thirty-

two marks of a great man, and was decorated with eighty

physical perfections.

On that occasion, various minifies of happiness happened .

In four great countries four princes were born. At Magnta ,

•fZugscan snyiny/x) (Bimbisara), the son of Padnut cheapo (Ma-

iiapadma) : at Knxahi, gSal rgyal (Prasenajlt),
4 the son of Thsangs

'byin (Brahmadatta) ; at Badpdla (Kausambhl), Shttrba (Tdaya-

na), the son of dMuy brgyapa
,
(Satanika)

;
at

’

aPhags rgyal F«>1. 86.

(I’jjayini), Tinnbn rabsmwj
,
(Prodyota), the son of Mu khrud

nithd yas (Anantanemi). And besides them, 5(X) [sons] of the

upper cbisses. Together writh Grogs ’adzinma (YaSodhara),

800 girls, and together with mDmipa (Ohandaka), 500 maid-

servants; 10,000 male and 10,000 female foals, and 10,000

elephants (or oxen) were born, 500 banana (?) gardens, and 500

1 reasures came into existence. In the centre, (Gaya), the Bodhi

free | began to] grow.

The son received the name of Don thamscadgrubpa (Sarva-

'iddhartha). Then the prince grew up and distinguished himself

ni reading (letters), arithmetic, and the five great branches of

1 Zas gtsang is colled ail ancestor of tho Ladakhi kings in inscriptions

No 38 (time of Lha dbang rnam rgyal) and No. 64 (time of b

D

r loan

' nam rgyal). ..

* -King gSal rgyal was tho father of gNya Khri btsanpo 9
the first king

>f Tibet, according to a statement in the following chapter.
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Fol. 9a.

Pol. 96.

Fol. 10a.

science. As regards strength and dexterity, he was superior to

Lha sbyiv (l)evadatta) and all other illustrious men, and was

called
|
Thuhpa], (the mighty one). Then the son was asked

to marry a lady, and the youth replied :

(Verses).

“ My highest wisdom is the understanding of desire ;

[Desire] is the root of strife, anger, suffering, and misery ;

It is like the poisonous leaf of the 'aJigs hyed tree (Bha-

yankara).

It is like tire and like the edge of the sword.”

In this way, he enumerated many sins of the household

and added :
“ But, if I could find a girl like this, I should marry

her
!’

’ Thus saying, he wrote down in a letter the qualities of a

woman, gave it [to the king], and the king had several [copies]

published and gave the following directions

(Verses).

“ Who among the daughters of kings and Brahmans,

Of the nobility and of citizens,

Has the qualities [enumerated
|
here,

That girl must be found

!

She will be the proper bride

Of my flesh and blood (son and kind).

In such beautiful qualities and virtue

His heart will rejoice !’*

Such a letter nc gave to a Brahman with respectful greetings,

and the Brahman went to all countries to search [for a bride |.

In course of time, he found Sa thsoma (Oopa). He smiled

[saying] :
“ Now I have found [all] the qualities [combined]

He told the king, and the king said :
“ I do not believe that this

woman is capable of telling great lies. Assemble all the girls

[here] on the seventh day ! Clive the youth all the riches (house-

hold utensils 0 he wants to have !” Thus he said, and all the

girls came. When the giving of household utensils [as presents)

was almost finished, Sa thsoma arrived and smiled. She asked
14 What have I done amiss, that I am left without household

utensils before them all (

n
Then the youth smiled and gave

her rings to the value of 100,000 ounces.

The youth married Sa thsoma

.

Then he married also (hag*
’

adzinma together with 10,04,000 ladies. When he was 29 years

old, Grays
1

adzinma became with child. In that very same

year lie saw the unbearable misery of birth, old age, [illness

|

and death, and became a mendicant.

Then, when he was 35 years old, on the 15th of the month
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Saga
,
(Kuinudi), lie subdued the devil (Mara). On the morning

(or next morning) of the same day and year, he became a perfect

Salty* rgyas (Buddha).

Exactly on the same evening, a boy was born to (fray*
’

adzinma , and as the moon was [just then] seized by sGra yean,

(Ralni), the boy received the name of sGra yean 'adzin (Rrihula).

Then king Zas ylsang said :
“ It is [now] six years since Shakya

limbpa became a mendicant. This son of drags
1

adzinma is not-

a son of Shakya tfmbjxi !” Thus saying, he blamed drags \trfzin-

nia, and she cried. Then he placed the boy on a stone in a pond, p0i. uv>

saying :

kfc

If he is Shakya thubpa's son, may the [stone] swim
on the water ! If he is not Shakya thubpa's soil, may the stone

sink !” The stone remained above the depth of the pond, like

a leaf of a tree. When king Zas gtsany saw this, he entered

the water with his clothes on, took (the boy] on his lap, and

lovingly caressed him. He also became a mendicant, and the

royal line came to an end.

Altogether, from Manypas bkurba to sGra yean 'adzin,

there are 10,00,511 kings, or bCom Idan 'ada* (Buddha) and

dra yean 'adzin included, 10,66,513.

Notes on this chapter : Schlagintweit mentions the following

books as treating of the same or similar subjects

Csoma, On the Origin of the Sakya Race, J.A.S.B., vol. ii.

f

'

somi
,
Notices on the Life of Sakya, As. Res., vol. xx.

’

Fauxboll und Weber, Die Pali-Legende von der Entstehung

des Sakya-und Koliya-Ueschlechtes, Ind. Stud., Bd. v.

Foucaujr, rUya cher rolpa (Lalita-vistara).

Schiejner , Eino tibetische Lebensbeschreibung Sakva-

niuni’s, Mem. des- sav. Strang, do Petersb., vol. vi.

Sehiefner , liber die Verschlechterungsperioden der Mensch-

heit. Bull. hist, pliil. der Petersb. Akademie, Bd. ix.

Tumour, The Mahavaiiiso.

Part IV.—The Kings ok Leu and Lhasa down to

Lang darma.

The head of the line (lit, lineal king) is sPu ryyal, the king

of Tibet. There is not much material [to utilise]. Although Fol. Uo
there are [books called] rdyal spunpo gsum khug blonpoi

ryyal mtlmn
,
the ySanyba or 'aBru bdus

,
and many others,

yet, if we compare (collect) them, the following two remarkable

hu-ts [come to light]

:

(Verses).

Well known is the lineage of the gods according to Bonpo

ideas;

Mysterious remains the lineage of men according to Buddhist

ideas.
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Now we will relate concerning the navel of ’alhambu

glrnj
,
the centre of the countries, the elevation of the earth, the

crooked horn of the snow mountains, the icy Tine (Kailasa), the

root of crystal mchod rims , the lake Mahantj (Manasarovar)

with its shore like a magic circle of turquoises, the precious

country of gold mines, the source of the four great rivers, the

six divisions of Tibet, the pure place of Lhasa the high hill
11

:

we will relate of all this according to | the book] Damjfm dbany

Fol. lift. byed rimpai dgu byuny.

At the time when Tibet was troubled by the twelve little

kings, the king of KomUt< ySal rgyal (Prasenajit), who was of

Worn Ida n 'ados' (Buddha’s) family, had live sons. The third

(middle one) of them, called Buddha shiri , was born with his

eyes turned upwards like those of birds, the [lingers and toes

of hia] hands and feet were connected like those of ducks, and

his eyebrows were |blue| like turquoises. Along with him, a

host of devils wrere born. He was shown to Brahman astrologers,

and the Brahmans said : This prince will get a famous name,

the height of his body will also be enormous : he* will reign be-

fore his father is dead !” When they prophesied like that, the

father thought in his mind : “Ho will reign, by killing either

Fol. 12«. me or his brothers ! We will turn him out The Brahmans

answered : “If we send him to the snowy northern region, he

will be of benefit to living bemgs !” As they prophesied thus,

they made a throne on the neck of four fast running men who

carried him to the northern mountains and wilds, and laid him

down on the [mountain (
|
Lhari yyvd mthn , in the middle of

Tibet. Although there are many conflicting statements with

regard to this [event], he is certainly a Shakya of (Inulanm and

Fol. 12ft. Mangpos bknrbu's family.

Some hunters saw him and asked :
" Who are you ' Tell

us, 0 bTrnnpo (majesty), whence you came!” As he did not

understand their language, he pointed with his linger to the

sky. The hunters told and confirmed this to the people, and

many people went there and were shown [the boy]. When the

twelve little kings saw him and considered that he was good and

highly glorious, they all agreed and said: “We have no

superior, we must call him with a little drum !*' Thus saying,

bTsan khruiaf and sNums, both, gNyara rise and gTso, both,

and the two Khu sleys, these six subjects invited him. Ba sa^

Fol. 13«. darpa and Khyunypo .... were made governor, Me wjaggi

shes gnyen was elected minister, 'rims he was appointed king

of all black-heads. (Tibetan expression for ‘men’). The

name of gNya khri (neck throne) was given him. “ Great gNyu

khri btsanpo !” thus he was addressed. The land Yarlung was

his precious and holy diadem, and he resided at the castle Phyi

dhamj stag rise. Power and justice were his ornaments. He

ruled the world according to religion, and his realm was in a

happy state.
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He had a fourfold bodyguard, and the outside foes were
subdued by the 44 governors of rUod Idod. At the four extremi-

ties (of his kingdom] he appointed spies (or scouts). The enemies

of the four extremities were subdued by the eight Khromkhu
(governors () At ltongdo , 22 officials | called] Khnbaso tilled the

barns [with grain]. From the 12 markets, riches were offered

[to the king| ; wise men decided about rewards for good and bad.

By punishing criminals, the source of deceit was stopped. Five

wise men brought fame to the country through their writings Fol. 135

in gold and turquoise ; live heroes became an ornament [to the

country] through their [subduing] lions and tigers; live quick

messengers rode on horses which they changed in their course.

The justice of this great [king] was as [glorious] as if the sun

rose over glaciers.
|
In course of time (?)) he built the palace of

I '[/a] hit hh sfftnuj.

Theft, deceit [was overcome] ; in trade, advantage was not

looked for. The whole kingdom nourished, and the government

was beneficent. It was grand and excellent in all respects. 1

His son was Mukhri htsanpo (metrical :)

His son was Dir khri hisunjmk

His son was So khri bisanfio .

His son was Me khri btsanpo.

His son was yDuyskhri btmnpn.

His son was Srib khri btsniifio.

[These] seven are called the seven heavenly thrones.

After seven cycles.

The tombs of the seven Khri were founded in hca\en,

Their divine bodies dwindled away like rainbows

without any decay.*

1 King yNya khri btaanpo is mentioned as an ancestor of tho

Ladakhi kings in tho following inscriptions of my collection: Nos. 52,

'»4, 72, 75, 78, 81, 84, 111, 119. The placo-names given in the account

"f his kingdom all seem to rofor to Ladakh : see my article, ‘The
kingdom of gNya khri btaanpo * written for this journal.

As regards his date, tho following attempts at fixing it have beon

made: 313 B.C. according to Ssanang Ssetsen; 250 B.C. according to

( 'soma do Kurds
;
50 B.C. according to Schlagintwoit and S. Ch. Das;

Ufi B.C. according to tho book Chub mtha shclgyi mrlong ; before Bud-

•Iha, according to the Bonpo chronicles

bogond of his origin according to tho Bonpo chronicles: He is the

"<>n of Pandu and Krasna (Krishna or DraupadI). In this connection

tho Mahabharata tale and many of its names occur in the Bonpo chron-

“•los. (See Laufer, Tibet. Gcschichtswork der Bonpo, Toung Pao,

8£rie ii, vol. ii),

Chinese legends of his origin: According to tho Ytoung-tehf t he
(,Amo from a western country and sottled at Si-tche-choui. His name was

Houi-ty-pou-tsuui-yc. In Parker, Maneliu relations with Tibet, we
read : a Wutiyam Khan , whofiod eastward over the Hindu Kush, founded
the Yarlung house. His name was Nyatpo Khan

The Mongol versions are in close agreement with the Buddhist

Tibetan versions.
* In Central Tibetan historical works, the names of the queens of
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As they had the gods of light for their leaders, they lived

many years, and when the sons below were lit to hold the bridle

(were fit for ruling), the fathers above went happily to heaven,

dwindling away like a rainbow.

The son of Sribs khri btsanpo was (iriywtn btsu)i[X). 1

He had three sons : Sha khri , Nya khri
,
and Bya khri.

Bya Khri received the name of sPu da yuny ryyal. He resided

at the great castle of Yarluny. In the time of this king, the

Bon [religion
|
of the Yunydruny (svastika) arose/

these kings are given. Herbert Muller notes that all theBe kings were*

named after their mothore. (The Tibetan matrlarchato). In line 7 »1

the above song tho 'cw/t of the Tibetan text is superfluous.

1 A revolution under (hi yum btsanpo is mentioned by S. Ch. Das
See J.A.S.B., vol. 1, p. 214.

4 As regards the Bon religion, its earliost type is certainly nature

worship, as represented in the auciont Tibetan inscriptions from Lhasa

(8th and 9th century), and in tho yLingehos of Ladakh. As regards

gLinychoa, see my article in Hastings's Dictionary of Religions and

Ethics; also, tho Ladakhi I’rcbuddhist Marriage Ritual, Ind. Antiquary.

1901; A Bonpo Hymnal, Ind. Ant., 1901: Kesarsage, Mom.de la

Soetete Finno-ougriemie, No. XV; A Lower Ladakhi version of the

lvesarsnga, Bibl. Ind., Nos. 1134, 1150, 1104; The Paladins of tho Kesar-

saga, *T. and PASH., 1900, 1907; and other unedited MSS. from Kha-

latse, Poo, and Tagniachig.

Places of tho cult of the yLinychoa see in my article Hiatorisclie

Dokurnento von Khalatse, ZDM(2., Bd. LXl.
Illustrative rock-carvings see in my article ‘Rock-carvings from

Lower LodAkh,’ Ind. Ant., vols. xxxi, xxxii, and our finds on the ex-

pedition of 1909.

As regards editions of Bonpo literature of tho period whon it was

influenced by Buddhism and Hinduism, the following may bo men-

tioned :
—

Mdo yser mig and 'aDunpa rinpoch

*

Extracts by S. Oh. Das, in

J.B.T.S., 1893. It contains the history of gShenrabs, of Zhang zhnny.

the legendary founder of tho Bon religion. It is modelled on the Bud-

dha legend. Then it speaks of gShrnrab journey to China, to assist

the emperor Kongtw in saving his castle. This talc is modelled on the

tale of Kosar’s journey to China.

Then in Appendix II of tho same journal we hoar of the highest

aim of the Bon roligion. It is to retain one’s personality by seeking the

welfare of aU beings.

After that, a number of charms and lists of Bonpo deities are given.

In these lists the name khrobo ,
which is so common in ancient inscriptions

from Ladakh, is found. The four great khrobo are mentioned.

In J.A.S B., vol. I, p. 187 ff., S. Ch. Das gives a translation of the

eighth book of drub mtha ehclgyi melong , in which are described the

different stages of the Bon religion. The fact of its accepting Hindu

doctrines at various times is mentioned.

The book gTaangma kin 'abtttn dKarpo, translated by A. Scmefner,

contains gShetiraba * path of delivery from transmigration. It is half

Hinduist, half-Buddhist. Sec Rockhill, Life of Buddha.

Tho book Kin ’ahum ’aduspai anyinypo , translated by Dr. Laufer in

M6m. de la Soci6t6 finno-ougrienne, contains a song of exorcism.

B. H. Hodgson published several plates of Bonpo deities in J.R.A.B.#

1861. As they look exactly like present-day Buddhist deities, the greater

is the importance of my discovery of the ancient Bonpo temple at La-

raayuru with frescoes of Bonpo oriests and deities in blue and black dress.
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Besides, the essence of burnt wood, coal, and the essence

of molten leather, glue, came into existence (were found). Iron-

ore, copper-ore, and silver-ore were found.

(Verses).

The three ores were melted with coal, and silver, copper,

and iron showed themselves.

Pieces of wood were pierced, and ploughs and yokes were Kol. Uf>.

made.

Two equal \m!hos\ were put into the yoke, and the plains

were ploughed into fields.

The water of the lakes was led into irrigation canals, and
bridges were built across rivers.

Many such improvements came into existence.

His son was Aalto let/s, his son was fa/to leya, his son was
By that king the palace of Phyi dining stay rtse was

built. It is the first of all castles and palaces that were built.

His son was Desha leys. During his time, singing and dancing

spread. His son was (him leys. His son was
’

uBrony rje leya.

His son was Thomjsho leys. These are called
k

the six good ones

of the earth."

His sons were Zinin zin. lde and Lde phruy ynaw yzfmvy

Maun, Lde ryyalfto Mann, Sr anol lum lde
,
Sr anolpo lde

,
l/ie law,

Lde anolfM), Sprin Mann lde. These are called
1

the eight beauties

of the earth."

His son was called Tlio tho ri lony blauv. The father was
from above, the mothers were a Lhamo (goddess) and a Khrnn Fol. 15a.

(Nitgl). He was from below, as were his subjects, relations

and sons who were called the lower issue of Tho tho rilony btsan

or Klu ryyal (Naga raja). 1 His son was Khri btsan . During his

time, roads (?) and bridges [were constructed]. His sou was

Khri thoy rje thoy btsan.

His son was called Lhn tho t/wri suyen bshal. Ho was an

incarnation of the august Kuntn bzunypo (Samanta-bhadra).

He reigned for 02 years.

The blue dress of the Bonpo priests is mentioned in J.A.S.B., vol. l. y p.

I OS and p. 211. S. Ch. Das speaks of plates of the Bonpo pantheon
m J.B.T.S., 1893, which I cannot find anywhere.

A description of the Bonpo monastery at Shendardinq is given in

S. ( h. Das, journey to Lhasa ; the monastery and the monks can now-a-

days hardly be distinguished from Buddhist ones.

rGyalrabs bongyi ’abyung gna$ t the Bonpo chronicles, printed by
ti. Ch. Das; extract given by B. Lanfor in ToungPao, vol. ii, No. 1. As
the genealogical roll of Chinggis Khan’s family shows, the chronicles

were compiled later than 1328 A.D. They contain the Bonpo version of

the legends of the origin of the Tibetans
,
and of their first king. They are

of a distinctly Hindulst colouring. The story of the fall of the Bon re-

ligion under Khri wrong lde btsan is related at some length.
1 The Tibetan text is not quite dear here.
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At the time when he dwelt at the great palace of Cm ha

rdzangs mkhar which had come into existence of itself, without

being built, as an omen of the [future] spread of Ruddha’s teach-

ing in Tibet, a basket came down from heaven. Accompanied

by a rav of light, there came down to the king’s palace the bonk

Zanmtog (Karandavyuha siitra)
;
the Pang kong phyay ryyajm

(a book or a symbol) ; the essence |of religion), the six syllables :

a golden mchod rtrn , a yard high; a Thsindhamani thmthm

(terracotta with Buddha's image) ; and all the mudra positions

of the lingers.

The priests of the |Bon] religion did not know what it

was. They sacrificed to it with beer and turquoise offerings.

Blessing resulted from it, and [the king) remained strong, till

Fob 15fc. he was 120 years of age. Thus, during the time of this king,

the beginning of the holy religion took place. 1

His son was Khri snyan bznny bison. During his time the

outlying valleys were brought under notice and cleared for

fields. The lakes were furnished with gates and drawn into

irrigation canals. The glacier-water was collected in ponds,

and the water [which had collected
|
over night [was used) for

irrigation in day-time. Such like things were done in his time.

His son was 'aBrrmy snyan Mem. His son was Stay ri

snyan, yzigs. Duiing the time of this king m Dznx and mules

originated from cross-breeding. The prices of riches were deter-

mined, and the grass of the hills was plaited in bundles. Such

like things were done.

His son was gXam ri srony btxan. During the time of this

king, there came from China [the arts] of medicine and divina-

tion. The king of gSya zhur and others who dwelt in the west

of India, and (iruyu, were subdued. In the north, salt was

found. A castle called Khri hrlseys "ahum tjduys was built.

His son was Srony bison syomjio ((500—950 A.D.), an incarna-

tion of the Boddhisatva sPyan ras yzigs (Avalokita). During

the time of this king, all the kingdoms on the frontier were united

under his rule, and every one of the little kings sent presents

Fob ICa. and letters. Although this king made more sealed documents

than can be comprehended, there were no characters in Tibet to

send replies to the letters from [various
]
quarters. And, as [the

books of] the famous sanctuary of his ancestor Tho tho ri snyan

shal remained a mystery [as they were written] in Indian char-

acters, he thought: “We must translate them into Tibetan

writing !” Therefore he sent Thonmi , the son of Anu, with a

'aBre(a measure) ofgold, and sixteen fellow-students, to Kashmir,

1 S. Ch. Das states in this journal, Vol. L, that the reign of this

king was the most flourishing time of the Bon religion. He also states

that this king found a salt mine. But tho Ladakh chronicles ascribe this

discovery to gNam ri srong btsan.

A few years after the supposed descent of tho Buddhist books*

several strangers arrived in Tibet to explain them (Bodhimor).
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to learn the characters. They learnt- the characters from the

Brahman Li byin. Pandit Nentjtje ayra (Siiiihanada) taught

them. Bringing them into agreement with the Tibetan language,

they made 24 gSal ht/ed and 6 Ring*, [altogether! 30 [charac-

ters].

Besides, they made them to agree with the Xagara characters

of Kashmir, and brought them into shape. 1

Then, when Thonmi arrived in Tibet, he met with the king

who was in the garden of his wife liru.. The king said :
“ Ha\e

you learnt the letters and the language t Then you may offer

praise to sPytin rax yzitj* (Avalokita) !
” As he said so, Thonmi Koi. U\b

wrote down the sholoka (Sloka)
:
gZhaJ rax qxalla nyad mdangs

f/mif/ha bznny (a good and full [offering of] fresh scent to yZhnl

rax yml ( Avalokita ) ! and presented it to the king. The king

was very pleased and erected the temple of Byingyi Hod nutr

rdo . ami before [the image* of
|
sPyan raxqziyx these letters (the

Aloka ) were carved on stone. These an* the earliest inscription

|
in Tibet

1
and the oldest temple.

Then, the minister Thonmi wnnbhola brought from Nepal

the incarnation of Khro gnyvnmt (BhrikutI). the Nepalese spouse

Khri btsun. Together with her were brought Jobo mi dyod

rdurjv (Akshobhya vajra) ;
Byamxpa choskyi ’akhorlo (Maitreya

dharmaeakra) ;
and Jomo xgrohna (Tara) of sandal-wood.

iThese are two books, and an idol).

Then, minister Rigpaean brought from China the incar-

nation of sUrolma (Tara), the queen and spouse Kon/fju. Together

with her arrived |the image of] Jobo rinytoche (Buddha).

Besides, [the following] worldly inventions were made

liioe-beer, barley-beer ; in short, all the necessaries for food

:

the making of curds from milk; butter and buttermilk from b\»I 17a.

curds
;
cheese from buttermilk

;
pots from clay : water mills

;

weaving looms ; and many clever arts.

Then, at Lhasa, tiie incomparable temple of Ramoeht

and others were erected. Palaces were built on the dMarpu n

and on the IGagspho ri
,
and these two mountains were connected

with an iron chain bridge. He built about 900 temples and

castles.

In his time, the Indian teacher Kumara, the Nepalese

teacher Shilamanju, the Kashmiri teachers Tabula and Gan/uta.

the Brahman Li byin
,
and the Chinese teacher Ha shatnj iruthd

dheba were called [to Tibet]. The translators (Lothxaba) Thonmi ,

Dharma ghosha
,
and dPrdgyi rdorje of Lhaluiuf translated re-

ligious books in every possible manner, and arranged them.

During the time of this king, rTsarni and Shiny mi of the

east, bLobo and Zhang zhung of the south, and the Hor kingdoms

* The last sentence seems to be a later interpolation. In those

days, the Nagari alphabet was not yet in existence.
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of the north (Turkistan), and others were brought under sub-

Fol. 176. jeetion, and the customs of the holy religion were introduced

into them. 1

His son was Mangsrong many btsan (650—079 A.I).).'
Z

His son was (lung htmn. His son was Qung sromj 'adu ij(

(679—705 A.D.). During the time of this king were conquered

in the east the rdyalpoi eh

u

(Hoangho); in the south, Shiny

khan of Nepal
;
in the north, Krakrag darchvn of Turkestan : in

the west, Churnings of \b\ Lobo\ Namjgong on the Balti-road.

I Notes on this king. Srong btsan sgampo's two queonH, the white

and the greon Tara, remind us of the Kesarsaga, Kosar’s white wife is

zaBrugnm/a
f
and his green wife is gYui dKon mclingmo (see my article on

gLingvhos in Hastings’s Dictionary of Religions). The Ladakhi tale oi

minister Ifigparan of Shargola in Ladakh, who was sent to fetch the

princess from China, is similar to the tale of ministor Gar (soe S. Ch.

Das’ article in JASR, 1881). Roth versions remind us of the Kesar

saga.

Introduction of writing. The charartera wero formed after the

Indian Lanthsa (Bodhiindr). The dbn mnl alphabet was formed after

the Indian Vartula (Togbarlova). This is all phautastieal. The Indian

script which is most- closely related to the Tibetan, is the Gupta of the

fourth and fifth centuries. (See my article ‘The kingdom of gNyn Hri

btsanpo' in this journal)

Litorature. Works by Thonmi sambhotu: bStan 'agyur mdo, vol.

cxxiii, Sku gzwjH hji mthsan nyid , by Ami bu ; vol. cxxiv, sdrai bstan

bco8 sumnipa, a grammar; Lung du stonpit stagskyi Vijugpa
,
by Thunmi

Ann (a grammar).

Thonmi mmbhotua grammar is tin* same as the one which is printed

in the Darjeeling School series. It is evident that this grammar was

written in very ancient days, for it treats of the drag
,
a final suffix which

has long disappeared oven from the classical language. It treats also

of the Tibetan system of tones, and is therefore more than a mero re-

petition of Indian grammars. (Soe my article in ZDMG., vol. lvii).

Du8ton says that the Chinese Kechana wero the guides of the

Tibotans in the commencement of Buddhism. But there are very few

translations by Chinese Buddhists in the encyclopedias.

Srung btsan sgampo is tho reputed author of the book Mani 61*5

'ahum, which contains a glorification of Avalokita, and his own hiBtory.

WaasilielT says with regard to it that it is undoubtedly a modern book.

He also wrote a book on horso breeding (Bodhiindr); perhaps the one

which is still circulated in Ladakh.

His lawbook. S. Ch. Das gives his lfi moral precepts in his article,

J.A.S.B. , vol. 1. His * laws ’ are also found in tho Bodhimdr. From

the Bodhimdr we learn that his court of law consisted of four ministers

and 100 officials. There were also ministers of inner and outer affairs,

the Sain and Bcrlce of the Bodhimdr.

Progress of civilisation. The Bodhimdr states that silkworms, mul-

berry trees, barloy-boer, watermills, paper, ink, and the calendar, were

introduced from China.

4 The Chinese chronicles (Thangshu) call him Tsanphu. At first

Lutunytsan { Thonmi sambhota) governs tho country; later on Thonmi sam-

bhota'a son. (Major domus). Then the Thangshu speaks of a war be-

tween the Tibetans and the Tukuhun. The latter as well as the Chinese

were beaten by the Tibetans. Great extension of the Tibetan empiro,

boyond the Pamir (Thangshu).
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and Shi dkar of the Lowland, in the direction of Lhasa (hither).

From rGya (Oiinaor India) came : tea, borddha inal
( 0, clarionets,

long trumpets, telescopic trumpets, etc.

Besides, the seven men of great skill arose | as follows]

.

Khri bdun yul byin could jump across chasms which were

nine ’ adorn (27 feet) wide
;
gDung grays of gSal snuny could catch

a wild yak by throwing a sling at his feet : rKod btmn of Athog

could seize a lion by his mane ; Klu gong of Vtnjro could pierce

with his arrow a tree which was two "adorn ( IS feet) thick ; Ltag

bzmuf of ’ahrom could bring down castles, by leading water

| below them]; and g Yay rlmng of 'ados could twirl round his

head a deer’s hide filled with gold. (This king] was one of the K«>1.

most powerful among the early kings of Tibet.) 1

His son was Khrii hie bfsmi (btsug) brtan mrs ag thsom*

(705—755 A.D.) During the time of this king, the castle of Kha
brag dar phu was built at Lhasa ; all the lowlands were filled

|

with buildings]. At Khri rtsc brag dmar (possibly Khrigrt.se of

Ladakh) of tfLing ben (‘Ten lands ’) he built the temples (/a e/m

shar sgo , Phang thang lea wed
,
Ka chu pan c/mb

,
Brag dmnr

mgrin bzang, and other [temples]. Sit dgn sho ka of Brag kha and

Dznyumt kumtra of sNyeg.s became translators (Lothsabn ) and

translated the two books gSrr *od dampa (Suvarna-prabhasa-

siltra) and Las brgyapa (KarmaSataka). Pit si tsanda shri trans-

lated the sMad sbyad
,
the rTsis (divination) and others, and

introduced the ceremonies of religion.
2

His son was Khri srung Ide btsan (755 -797 A.D.), an in-

carnation of the Bodhisatva \iJim dpal (ManjuAri). This king

invited the teacher (mKhangx)) Bodhisatm from India. Anaida

i Notes on this king from the ThangBhu. Ho is called Chin-u-hai-

lnny\ but there is no absolute oertainty about the identity of the Tibetan

and Chinese narnos. The Major doinus retained his authority . In 678,

<i Chinese army was beaten on the Kuknnor by the Tibetans. Then

several Tibetan chiefs took the side of the Chinese, and the Chinese re-

conquered Turkestan. The Major domus was turned out, and he com-

mitted suicide together with 100 of his friends. (The Bodhimor men-

tions two Major domus during his reign).

* Notes. The Thangshu calls him Chi'liso-fsan. He was married to

«i Chinese princess called Chincheng (the khyimahany of the Tibetans).

The Tibetans had received the towns of Chiu-chu and Kuri-tc on the

Hoangho as her dowry. Continual wars about those places. Whenever
treaties were concluded, a market for bartering horses was mentioned

with omphasis.

The great war with the Chinese about the possession of (tilyit. See

Stoin, Ancient Khotan, Section ii and iii.

Gilgit is now identified with Little Foliu, Baltistan with Great Polm.

The king of Kashmir, Muktapida, assisted the Chinese against the Tibot-

•ms, and the Tibetans were aided by the Arabs. The Chinese emperor

of the period was Hsiiantsung, 713—755 A.D.

The Bodhimor says that the Tibetan king was married to two

queens, one from Yarkand, the other one from China. The latter was

intended for his son who broke his neck when going to meet her. There-

|( ire the father married her.
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Fol. 186.

Fol. 19a

Fol. 196.

of Kashmir became translator and preached on the ten virtues,

the 18 regions (or ‘ elements ’), and the 12 causes of existence.

On that account, the gods and demons of Tibet became

angry and the hill dMar\to ri was struck by lightning, [the

plain] Phanythany was devastated by water, and much illness

came to men aiul animals. Therefore the teacher said :
“ The

gods and demons of Tibet do not like my preaching. To sub-

due the gods and demons of Tibet, you must invite the teacher

Padma byuny ynas (I’admasambhava) from Oryyan (Udyana).”

He said: “We three united in prayer before the nichod Hen

of Buddha ’ ()d .srfm/\(Kasyapa) !” sXa tjml snany and Corn

leys syra were both stmt, and invited the teacher. Then all

the. gods and demons of Tibet were exorcised. And after the

model of the Indian temple of Otantrari (Odantapura), the

eternal temple of bSam yas was built, although it came into

existence of itself (Svayam-bhu). Many Indian pandits and

seven critical translators (translated) the sf)r snod ysum (Tripi-

taka). In short, by these three * the king, the dispenser [of a

sacrifice], and the priest, tin* holy religion was made to spread

over Tibet, never failing in purity, [in a country] which had

been dark. [Several] of the subjects received the dignity of

orders. It was made a custom [among the lamas] to carry the

pebbles which are below the feet, on the crown of their heads. 1

At bSam yas he built preaching halls, and at 'a''hinybu

meditation cells. At the palace of rLuny thsuys he founded the

towns of Slcyidpai byuny yim and Tbsauysjxti byuny yuas.

At that time, tin* teacher Padmt [byuny yuan] presented

to the king the water of life and wisdom ; but the ministers who

did not like it, said to the king: “It is a maddening drink

of the Mons, and poisonous !’
1

As they said so, the king became

doubtful about it and did not drink it.

That leprosy might not enter [the country], he exorcised

the Naga kings Madras (Anavatapta) and Zilchni (Manasvin)

[of the Manasarovar lake|. He put a vajra into the water,

whereupon Zilchen took the shape of a boy and was appointed

to be an assistant to the king. He promised to fulfil every wish

of the king. The king honoured the pair of Nagas highly, and

they became his tutelary deities. Then the teacher departed

to the south-western country of rXya yah , the land of demons

(Udyana).

At that time, all Tibet prospered and was happy, the people

increased, the harvests were good, and it was a time without

strife. All the provinces on the four frontiers were subdued.

China in the east, India in the south, sBalti [stan] and *aBrushal

(Gilgit) in the west, Sai cho odm Kas dkar (Urdum Kashgar)

in the north, were brought under his power. Both political

1 A kind of lama hat is still known by the name of ytsug rdor .

‘stone crest.’
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and religious practices were firmly established. During the

time of this king, the Bon religion was suppressed, and the

holy religion was made to spread.

(Verses).

Then the regent of the conqueror (Buddha), (he holy

Zhiba 'athso ( Santa-rakshita),

And tiie superior master of incantations, the ascetic

Padma ’ahyuny,

Kmnnlmhila , the ornament of wisdom,

And Khri *irony hit* htmn , of surpassing thoughts ;

Through these four the sun rose in the dark country of

Tibet.

;

The bright holy religion spread as far as the frontiers .

Through these holy men of unchanging kindness

All Tibetans will for ever bow before and reverence them.

The [above*] ditty was composed. 1

His son was Mu khri btsanpo (798—«S(JI A.D.). To carry

out. to completeness the thoughts of his father, [this king made Fnl. 20a

at. bSam ya* the noble sacrifice of La copy of] the ’abulba mngon -

fta tndo xdv (/aunt (Vinaya, Abhidhanna, Sutra, the Tripitakam).

lie gave ample food to the clericals. Three times he equalized

the rich and hungry. In [some] parts of both countries of

rf/ya (China and India), not- all those who had bowed before

Ins father, bowed before him. Although they did not, be

• Notes on this king. From the
r

l hangslm : TTe is railed Sc-htn-

lung-ltch-tean by fcho Chi urge. War against China. The capital, Si-

iigan-fu, was taken by the Tibetans, and a new emperor enthroned.

Then the Tibetans had to retreat. Wlion Tai-tsung became emperor of

('hina in 780 A.D., peace was concluded. He sont the Tibetan prisoner-

home. The Tibetan king did the same with the Chinese prisoners,

(treat oath of peace. Chinese Tibetan inscription in Lhasa, referring to

it. Brought to light by Waddell, J.R.A.S., October, 1900. Then the

Chinese and Tibotans wore united ugainst a rebob in Szo-chuan. As the

Chinese had treated the Tibetans like barbarians, there was again war

tween them, and the Tibetans conquered Turkestan. The Tibetan

inscription in * Stein, Ancient Khotan, Tibetan sgraffiti at Endere, p.

may refer to that war.

The Balu mkhar inscription of Ladakh seems to be of the time of

the same king. See Ind. Ant., vol xxxiv, p. 203 ff.,andZDMG..
l»d. xli, p 583 ff. Balu mkhar was a custom house in those early

tunes.

Fall of the Bon religion. It is related in full in chapter 21 of the

vQyal robe bongi/i ’abung gnas, translated by B. Laufer, Toung Pao, vol.

ii. The triok by which the Buddhists were victorious, see in J.A.S.B..

1881, p.223. j L _
Notes on Padmasambhava. His life was translated by E. yon

Schlagintweit, Abhandl. der K. bairischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

As regards his connection with Lahoul and Mandi (Rewalsir), see my
History of Lahoul. For his connection with other

.

parts of Western

Tibet, see my Diary of a tour along the Tibetan frontier, 1909.
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endured it with patience. He divided the country of Tibet from

the countries of rGya (defined the frontier). On the moun-

tains which belonged to Tibet, all the grass grew [better than on

the other side].

1

llis son was Sadna legs. This king built the temple of

Skar c/nuuj rdo dinging* [in the] province of rGya} He invited

the Pandita Kama [fa] shila and others [to Tibet]. Knmtra

of sNyegs became translator and translated many religious

books winch had not yet been [translated].

His sons were
:

gTsangma
,
Ralptcan

,
gUtng damn (by

the first, wife), and Lha rje and Lhim grub bv an inferior queen.

These live wore born. The first son, gTsangma , loved religion.

He entered the order [of lamas], admonished men to [adopt
|

religion, and wrote a book (Nastra). barma loved sin and was

unworthy to rule. Ralptcan (X04— 816 A.J).). the middle one,

reigned. He built the town of Gshang rdo, and erected the

temple of rGya phibs gyu sngon can (‘ Having a Chinese roof of

turquoise colour ’ ).

Although during the times of his ancestors many religious

books from rGya (Chinn or India), Li (Kunawar or Turkestan),

Zahor (Mandi), Kachc (Kashmir) and other countries had been

translated, there were many conflicting interpretations. He

said : It- is difficult- to learn religion f’ and invited the Indian

Panditas Dzina mitra
,
Shrilentra bodhi. Ghana shila

,
and others

[to Tibet]. The two Tibetan translators [called] bKd cog and

the priest Yeshes sde, examined everything and gave it sanction.

Filially, he made the weights, measures, etc., to coincide

with those of India and appointed seven households of his

subjects to wait always on each lama.

The king [used to] sit in the middle and had silk streamers

tied to the ends of his looks on the right and left. Then

ho made the cleiiealssit there and had. the excellent ones on his

right and left [hand side], and [himself
|

in the middle, all sittirm

together/"

1 A king Muni btsanpo , who reigned for one year only, is Htatcd

1o havo preceded this king: see Bodhimiir, and S. Ch. Das. Tlx*

Bodhiraor says that ho married a younger wife of liia father and was

therefore poisoned by his mother. S. Ch. Das tells of his communistic

experiments which in the rGyalrabs are attributed to his successor.

Mvkhri btsanpo. His name was nob known to the Chinoso. Ap-

parently during his reign Harun al Rashid (786—8.59) sent embassies to

the emperor of China, to induco him to make war against the Tibetans.

But the lattor succeeded in winning him over to their plans. In 80S

A.D., Arabic armies are mentioned under Tihetan command. Then

Alarnun concluded a treaty with tho Tibotans, to guard his eastern

frontier.

* This is possibly the district of the village of rGya in Ladakh.

8 As we know from the Spiti Gazetteer, the head-dress of the

rNyingmapa monks consisted originally of streamers of silk. Ralpac0*1

apparently had the ends of their streamers tied to his locks, to share in

their excellence.
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During tin* time of this king were conquered the moun-

tains of PhoUmshan
,
which look like a curtain of white silk,

and which touch the frontiers of China. There a stone pillar

was set up with an inscription on which was carved :
“ Down-

wards from here did I reign!” In the south, bLo[hn\ and

Mon, India, Li (Kunawar), Zalior (Mandi), and [the countries!

upwards from the lake of the tiantjn with its surface like a howl

of iron, were subdued; in the west
’

aBrnshal (Uilgit) on the

Persian frontier, and others, were conquered ; and in the north,

all the provinces of Ifor (Turkestan) were subdued. He reigned

oxer three or two [princes] of 'aDzambn yliny in the south

(India), and everywhere in the friendly [province] of dliits he

erected I OS temples. This is the first spreading of the teaching.

1

Part V. Lamsdakmv’s Persecution of Buddhism.

Then, during the lifetime of the ruler Darina dbyiy dur

I, (sun (Sib S42 A. I).), four heretic Brahmans were unable to Fol. 216.

tolerate either the many panditas who had been invited to Tibet

by the ruler Raljiacan. or the offerings of golden writ (books),

nor the spread of Buddha’s teaching over Tibet. To submerge

the religious teaching, they prayed to be reborn in the bodies

of four demons of which there were plenty (?) in Tibet. Then

they precipitated themselves [from a rock] and achieved their

end. The ruler Darina dbyifj dur btsan
,
Corjro Ivy* syra, Dabs

[dims ?) dorc stays snya , and 'a Bat ’akhor zhrs kyspa, these four,

entered the demons Tlmys yid plnnuj ’ayony naypo
,
yNam rdru

dKarpo, Sa rdm naypo , and Byany romj.

They dethroned the monks. As they did not succeed in

throwing the [image] of the god Shiikya inune into the water,

they buried it in the earth. The [book] Byams pa rhoskyi
’

akhorh was buried in the sand. The doors of bSam yas and
1

aPhrul snany [monasteries] in Lhasa were closed with walls,

one] plaster was laid [over them]. A letter was written that the

monks should drink beer. The distinctive mark of the monks Fol. 22a.

was not kept up. Some were turned out; some fled; the re-

maining ones were sent a-hunting with a hunting drum,

how, arrows, and dogs; and some were made butchers. Reli-

gious ceremonies were not [again] introduced, and his subjects

were forbidden under penalty to resent it. The [religious] cus-

toms were thoroughly destroyed. They disappeared from the

1 Notes on thiB king. The great treaty with tho Chinese was
oirvod on a pillar, at Lhasa. Translation from the Chinese by Bushel],

J.R.A.S., 1880. My translation from tho Tibetan text in JSpigraphia

hulica, 1910. In the Chinese inscription he is called The-chili-tsan.

According to the Thangshu, he was always ill, and the government was
m the hands of his ministers. According to S. Ch. Das, J.A.S.B., 1881,

under him a first history of Tibet was written. He is mentioned as a
11 iodel king in the rQydl robs under Thse dbang rnam rgyal I.
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frontiers of niNguris. At that time a mountain of r(!\ja (India or

China) which was under Tibetan rule, collapsed. And the

great river rMu chu skyad (Hoanghn), which flows from Tibet

to China, flowed upwards and backwards for three days. Many
bad omens of this kind appeared. Then, in course of time.

dPahjyi rdorjc of Umlmuj , who wras meditating al the old

sprinkled [mountain of] Lhari, heard of it and conceived a very

deep feeling of pity for the king (bTsanpo).—Humours of murder.

That is the tale of the submerging of Buddha’s religion.
1

IVakt VI. The Kinus ok the Kikst West Tibetan

Dynasty.

SMS- The story of the later spread of Buddhism is as

follows * 7Murium (c. 842 -870 A.D.) was (fLunydanna's son. lie

KoL 22b. asked dPalyyi rdorjc of Lhaluny [to perform! the highest sacri-

fice to the Medicine Buddhas, and prayed. The whole empire

felt the blessing of the Medicine Buddhas. In harmony with

the kindness of his ancestors he established firmly the religious

ceremonies and the religious buildings. He protected mXydris

according to religion. Besides, when rTsud rub ysuL Yorjc
’

ubjjimg. dUdm mb ysal. and sBarab. altogether ten (priests!

had arrived. Buddha’s teaching began to spread | again]. Then

also, temples wore erected like the stars of heaven/

Hisson was Ltlc dptl 'ukhor bison (c. S7U—900 A.D.). During

the time of this king, the temple of Upper mXydris, and others,

(altogether] eight temples were erected. Scriptures like the

'aHum and others were copied in great numbers. He swore an

oath to build up religion (or temples)/

His sons were Skyid Idc nyma rnjon and bKrash is brtsegs

Fol *>3«
the two. Skyid Idc njjima myon (c. 900 -- 930 A.D.), when on

his way to Upper mNgaris,—'Tibet being in a state of revolution.

—accompanied by a hundred horsemen under the leadership of

l Notes on this king. He is the Tamo of the Thangshu. The latter

says: Tamo was fond of wino, a lover of fiold sports, and dovoted to

women; and bosidos, cruel, tyrannical, and ungracious

According to 8. Oh. Das (J.A.S.B., 1881, p. 230) he uttered tho fol-

lowing words whon dying :
“ Why was I not killed throe years back that

1 might not have committed ro much sin and mischief ; or three years

hence, to enable mo to root out Buddhism from the country.

Ho figures in tho devil-dancos of the lamas as the enemy of religion.

The Ladakhi kings who are dosconded from him wear their hair in

a peculiar fashion handed down from his time. (Soe my History ot

Western Tibet.)

The earliest version of the legend of the image which cannot he

moved out of its position, is connected with the story of Langdarma’s

persecution of Lamaism.
* More notes on this king are found in S. Ch. Das’ Contributions on

Tibet (J.A.S.B., 1881) and in rQyalrabe gsatbai melong.
s More notes on this king are found in S. Ch. Das’ Contribution*

on Tibet (J.A.S.B., 1881) and in rQyalraba gaalbai melong .
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dPal ma zmj gar , Khyung dpal Idan
/
irub. and the two Aka

badzra of Me nyaq % happened to be obliged to eat lisli and eggs.
[The servant] brought (the food] wrapped in a napkin. From
this it came to be a custom with Ihe kings of Tibet to use the

|
so-called

J
giant’s napkin (also explained as ‘napkin of eight

folds ’). He, built Khar dmar of Rala in the horse year, r'/'sc

tho rgya ri in the sheep year. He caused many villages and
hamlets (towns) to be built throughout the broad valleys of
l)aw and Lag (or Damfag ). Marya l he left undisturbed. 1

As regards the rest of this chapter, K Marx’s translation of it hi
•I.A.S.B., Vol. LX, pp. 1 14- 1 553, should bo consulted. In the following I

give a list of royal names with notes on them.
Lhachm dpalgyi mgon, <. 1)30 ttti0 A.D. Ho received Ladakh

proper. ITis brother bKraahia mgon became vassal-king of (Jugo and
1’iiraiig, bKraMs mgon probably died without issuo, and his kingdom
was inherited by the descendants of his younger brother Lde btang mgon.
I ho names ut Ar/c btsug mgon'

s

descendants are found in Sclilagintwcit's
tables, in S. Cli. Das’ ('ontributtons on Tilwt, and m dPag bsam Ijon
b-.ang.

’aOrn mgon and Choa mgon , e. 960 -900 A.D. Nothing known
beyond the names.

Uiachen grogspa Ide, c. 990-1029 A.D. S.M.S. spells bUichen
grogspa Idc. Perhaps ho was a lama.

Lhachvn byang chub sems dpu , e. 102*1— 1050 A.D. S.M.S. HpellH
hLuchen. He was very probably a lama, like the contemporary kings of
{Jugo. He is mentioned in tho Tabo inscription together with Rinrhrn
biamjpo , AtLa, and king Byang chub *od of Gugo. He orected the Tabo
and Alchi monasteries, and probably several others. His portrait is

lound in the Alchi monastery together with an inscription by himself.
Thorn are also frescoes of the sports of his times, notably hawk-1 iimting.
lie probably came to grief m the Turkoman gold mine wars; compare
•he history of Ycahcs ’od of Guge. His name as a prince is found in un
•undent document excavated at Kyclang.

Lhochen rgyalpo, c. 1050 -1080. His portrait (probably) as a young
man is found at Alchi where he is represented together with his father.
S.M.S. spells his name birchen, etc. He was probably a lama, lie is

mentioned in the Mahatmya of the Likir monastery which in its present
edition, however, dates from tho I8tli century.

l.hachen utpala, c. 1080— 1110 A.D. His conquest of Kulu is not
confirmed by tho chronicles ot Kulu ; but the Hajatarangim of Kashmir
i* rather in favour of tho statement. It says in a somewhat obscure
passage that Z&inu-l-abidin in 1428 A.D. found Kulu occupied by
lihetans. After the battle of Basgo, 1047 A.D., the treaty with Kulu
"us apparently exchanged for a trade contract. (See my History of
htihoiil. written for the Ind. Ant.)

Lhachen naglug, c. 1110— 1140 A.D. For notes on his connection

1 The following inscriptions from Ladakh are probably of his time,
though they do not contain his name. The Sheh inscriptions; the

Mclii mkhar gog inscriptions (see my article ‘ Archaeology in Western
Tibet,* Ind. Ant., Vols. XXXV, XXXVI )

;

and inscriptions at Bya in

Xungskar, discovered by Rev. G. Hettasch of Kyelang.
A song of king Nyima mgon is found in my article 1 Ten ancient

historical songs from W. Tibet, * Ind Ant., 1909.
The names of the officers as given in K. Marx’s A.M.S. ‘are different

•tom those given here,—A.M.S. reads rTse sho rgya ri instead of rTse tho
r,jga ri.
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with Khalatse. see in iny History of Western Tibet. The last vassal

kings of Khalatso wore apparently rdya zhin and Shirima (tfriman).

Lhachen dge bhe and dOc fabum t c. 1140— 1170. A.D. S.M.S. spells

bLachm. Nothing known beyond the names.
Lhachen jo ldor,c . 1170—1200 A.D. Nothing known beyond the

name.
b Krafthis mgon, c. 1170-1200 A.D. Nothing known beyond the

name. Hut if Lha rt/yal, whose name is found only in S.M.S., lias tn

be omitted, all that is mentioned under Lha rgyal would refer to hi*

reign.

Lha rgyal. c. 1230—1200 A.D. 1 think I had better give up the

idea ot identifying him with Lhachen kundga rnam n/gal of the Dam
inscription, as 1 did before. See Ind. Ant., Vols. XXXV, XXXVI,
Areliseology in Western Tibet.

Lhachen jo dpal, v. 1260—1290 A.D. A song in honour of king

Jo dpal is found in Ind. Ant., 1009, v Ten aneiont historical Bongs .

1

Lhachen dngos gndt, e. 1290— 1320 A.D. llo is mentioned in the

Mahatmya of Likir as having coino to the throne seven generations after

Lhachen rqyalpo. Introduction of the hKa *agyur which had just then

been completed by Huston. The Mongols receivod the bKa 1agyur in

1310 A.D. If we can trust the Kashmir clironiclos, he was killed by the

Kalamanyas, people of Kharmang.
Lhachen rgyalbu rinchen , c. 1320— 1350 A.D. Seo my artiele

‘ References to tlio Bhot tas in the Riijatarangini.’ Tnd. Ant. 1908. He
becaino tho first Mohamedan king of Kashmir. The Persian ‘ Histon

of Azmi ' tells of his conversion to Mohamedanism, of the erection of

Bulbul Lankar in Srinagar by him, and of his erection of a mosque.

Tho Persian 4 History of Malvi Haidar Mailik’ contains a transla-

tion of a lost inscription by Rainchmia in his mosque. According to it.

lie was only half Mohamedan.
The Ladakhi 1 Song of tho Bodro Masjid

1 speaks of tho groat saint

Bulbul. A song entitled 1 Prince Hindten’s deparature
1

is found in m>

article 1 Ton ancient historical songs,
1
Tnd. Ant., 1909.

Lhachen sheared), 1350- -1380 A.D. Son tny History of W. T. His

name is omitted in S.M.S,

Lhachen Khri gtsiuj Ide, c. 1380 -1400 A.D. Notos in my Histon

of W. T
Lhachen grag0 'cd>um Itlc, c. 1400— 1440 A.D. For his rock inscrip-

tion at Mulbe, see Indian Ant., Vol. XXXV, p. 72. For tho invasion “f

Zninu-l-ahidin of Kashmir, seo my article ‘ References to tho Bhottas in

the HajataranginI,* Tnd. Ant., 1909. S.M.S. spoils his name glMchen .

bLo groa mchog ldan
f
c. 1440 1470 A.D. For invasions ol Kashmir

kings, seo my urtide in tho Tnd. Ant., 1909. His name is found in tlir

Tarikh-i-Hashidi, probably with reference to his descendants.

Part VII. The Early Kings of the Second Dynasty of

Western Tibet.

A translation of this chapter will be found in K. Marx’s Three Docu-

ments (J.A.S.B., Vol. LX, pp. 123—135). In the following, names amt

notes only are given. .

.

Lhachen gragapa 'ahum, c. 1400—1440 A.D. A seal attributed to tin*

king is still in the possession of the ex-kings of Ladakh. He was Pr.°

bably against bTaongkhapa and his reformation. Inscriptions of tnc

time of the reformation are found in the desert betwoen Bashahr an

Spiti, and one at Khalatse. See my article ‘ Historische Dokumen

von Khalatse,’ Z.D.M.G., Vol. LXT, p. 583. , .

Lhachen bhara ,
c. 1440—1470 A.D. Nothing known beyond wie

name. • «

Lhachen hhagan, v. 1470—1500 A.D. During his reign the invasion
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of the Kashmir King Hasau Khan probably took place, ft ended in the

defeat of the Kashmiris. Being the founder of the rNam tgyal dyn-

asty, ho possibly accepted tho name Lhachcn kun dga rnam ryyal which

is found in the Daru inscription. A certain Baghan is mentioned hs a

Chid (Jo) of the provinces of Tibet in the Tarikh-i-Uashidi. Hhagiin

was possibly still alive in 1532 A.D.

Lhadbang rnamrgyal and bKrashis rnam ryyal , c. I 500— 1532 A D. An
inscription mentioning Lha tlbany rnam ryijal was found at Tiiigmogang.

See my collection of Historical Inscriptions, No. 38. An inscription and

a portrait of bKrashis rnam ryyal exist in the m(ion khaiuj temple at Loh.

Another inscription of bKrashis is found in the gNum rtmi temple at

Alclii which he renovated. Ladakhi Songs, No. V. refers < o this renovation.

Tho pedestal of his flag-staff is still in existence at Phyi tlbany. He was

apparently a groat politician. Ho instigated the Turkomans to fight all

his disobedient vassal-chiefs, one after another ; compare the Tarikh-i-

Rashidi, but he was possibly killed by tho Turkomans in 1532 A D. A
Haiti or Nubra chief of those times is called Bahrain in tho Tnrikli-i-

Hashidi. He is probably tho Buyram Mir of the Nubra inscription

(No. 41 of my collection). The Turkomans call bKrashis mam ryyal

Tashikun
,
which corresponds to bKtashis mgon.

Thsc <lbant/ main rgyal, c. 1532 1550 A.D. Ho built, the Byamspa
monastery at Basgo where there is his portrait, together with those of his

two brothers. His conquest of Kuluis confirmed by the chronicles of

Lahotil. For tho song of old Bumbha, his minister, see Indian Ant., I HOI*,

4 Ten ancient historical songs,’ No. VI.

rNam ryyal mgonpo , e. 1500 A.D., seems to have reigned for a short

time, according to tho Domkhar inscription. No. I()3 of my collection.

'ajnm dbyanys rnam ryyal, c. 1500 - 1590 A.l). For a song on his

alliance with Timeriny maliy of Chigtansee mv article ‘ Ten ancient liisto

rical songs,’ No. VIII, Ind. Ant , 1900. In this song he is called vnDzrs

Man rnam ryyal- For Ali Mir Slier Khan’s position in Haiti history,

see my remarks on song No. V of my collection ‘Ten ancient, historical

Mings from W. Tibet,* Ind. Ant., 11*09. Ali Mir Shor Khan improbably the

Haiti king who was placod on the throno of all Haltistan bv tho Moghul

emperor; compare Hernior’s travels. The history of Haltistan from 1550

-1839 A.D., is found in Vigno’s travels. Vigno took down Raja Ahmed
Shell's account. For an inscription referring to ‘ a*fam dbyamfs mar-

riage to a Haiti princess, hob my article ‘Hock inscriptions at Mull hi,’

hid. Ant., Vol. XXXV. Tho so-callod ‘Song of Ali Mir’ is found only

in K. Marx’s B.M.S. not in S.M.S.

Smygr, rnam ryyal, c. 1590—1020 A.D. The accounts ot tho reign

of this king, as they are found in Tv. Marx’s A.M.S., and in S.M.S. , agree

on tho whole, but S.M.S. contains the following additions

:

SMS : Then also, lie built a sKu gduwj (kind of stupa) six

stories high furnished with copper and gilt wheels [on the top],

and had a bKd 'ttggur [copied] in gold, silver, and copper. At

Leh he erected three mnntlumg (Mendong, mani walls), and Fol. 306.

one in Zangs mkhar
)
with altogether 100 millions of mani stones.

As a scent offering he erected the images of the golden ehain

of the dKar brgyud lamas, and the great Thub [pa] (Buddha) at

Slid (Sheh). He caused the precious teaching of Buddha to

rise like the sun over all men.

Notes on the above passage from SMS. In K. Marx’s BMS the

great Buddha and the great stupa, both at Sheh, are stated to have

been erected by bDe Idan rnam rgyal. Their construction was possibly

bogun under bDe Idan
1

6 father, Sengge rnam rgyal. The dkar brgym

lamas are the nine 4 church fathers ’ of the
*aBrugpa sect of Tibet, in
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inscription No. 128, their names are given us follows: 1 rJJo rjc ’acharty ,

2 Tilt ( Telopa ), 3 Afaro, 4 Marpa, 5 Mila. 6 rOampo
, 7 Tharsabpa , 8

gNatt phti(ipa , 9 f/Hof Wah *abrugpa . The images of soveral, if not all,

of them can bo seen at the Lamayurn monastery.
(General notes oil this king: The image of Maitreya which ho erected

at Hasgo is to lie found at the Seljang monastery where there is also
the ancient royal library. Accordine to the chronicles, ho introduced
all the great deities of Hindustan. It was probably during his reign
that * the Ladakh people imbibed faith in the doctrine of Guru Nnnak, 1

as stated in the Uzamliny yycshvs (JASB., vol. lvi, p. 192). Kven now-
a-days, the Golden Templo at Amritsar is a Ladakhi place of pilgrimage.
King Sengge's orders regarding the dress of his subjects are found in my
MS. collection of proverbs from r(lya. A picture of the royal household
of his times is found at Nyoma in Ladakh. An inscription from Homis,
winch gives an account of Sniggc main rgyal"s erection of the Hernis
monastery, is reproduced in Schlagintwoit’s Buddhism in Tibet. His
defeat at Shin dkarmo is mentioned by Mongol writers as having taken
place m 1019, see Koppen II, p. 140. The history of Svnggv mam
rggal's stepbrother, Ngay (tbnny mam rgyal , is found in my history of
Lahoul. written for the Tnd. Ant. Nyay dining's name is also connected
with the Ladakhi monasteries of Staysna and Sgod

Part VIII. The last Independent Kinds ok Ladakh.

Tn the following a translation of the Tibetan text, as it iH contained
in SMS, will be given. With this ought to be compared K. Marx's
translation from a fuller text. Soc JASB, vol. Ixiii, pp. 91- IUG A
tew notes ot general interest will be attached to my translation from
SMS.

SMS : His son hl)e Ulanmam rgyal (c. 1 920—1040 A/D.) lived

like him according to the ten virtues during his youth. He
protected his subjects according to religion. He wrote a bio-

graphy of his father in accordance witli his | father's] character.

He allowed unceasing kindness to others, and his courage was
as great as that of four heroes combined.

Notes : What is called a biography of Srnyyr mam [rgyal, was pro-

bably a history of Ladakh which ended with the reign of lung Smygi ,

like K. Marx's AMS. Also SMS was such a biography, to which were
added a few brief notes on the succeeding kings. That king 'aJig mitt

main ryyal actually did not possoss a better text of the history of his

country from 1020 - J8/50 A.D., becomes evident from the following in-

cident: When ex-king bSod nam* mam rgyal , on a recent visit to Kha-
latse, discovered that the Tingdzinpa famiiy was in possession of a rOyat’

rob* which contained full descriptions of the reigns of the last indepen-
dent kings, ho carried away all those later chapters, returning only the

hrst part of the history to the family.
For king b1)v Man's war with the Turkomans, see my notes on it in

my article ‘Ten ancient historical Bonus,
1

song No. V, Ind. Ant., 1909.

During bDv Han'* reign, the Jesuit Andrada’s Mission to Guge took

place. It was ended hy Iho king making his brother Jndra Bodhi mam
rgyal king of Guge. Two inscriptions, evidently referring to the last

vassal king of Guge, Khri bkrashis grayspa Me, and to Andrada’s Mission,

were discovered on my Spiti journey last year. In Duka’s Life of Caonia

de Kurds* we read the following

:

4 A work by aRomish Missionary on Tibet-,

the Speculum eerilatis
, dated 1078, was discovered in an obscure spot of

Kunawar in the beginning of the 19th century. Dr. Gerard believed it

to be connected with Andrada. It was sent to Csoma.’ King bDc
dan's third brother, bDe mchog mam rgyal

, was made vassal king of
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tipiti and Zangskar. His name is found on inscriptions m Zangskar

Soe Mr. Howell's collection.

hDf legs mam rgyal (c. 1640— 1080 A.D.).

SMS : His son was bl)e legs mam rgyal. When lie* began

to reign, the Mongol dGd Idan tksarnj
,
who had eves like a bird,

overran the country with an army.

(Verses).

The king resided at Bab sgo

And beat the Mongols

With the assistance of an army from Kashmir,

And the Mongols iled.

Again the kingdom flourished as before and partook of

tho holy glory of beautiful virtue.

Notes: Tho battle of Basgo is also mentioned in Moorcroft’s Travels,

vol. i, p. 336. A document with, Aurangzib’a seal was discovered at La

nmyuru by Moorcroft It testifies to tho dependence of the .LadakliiH on

tho Mughal emperors after the battle. Inscriptions mentioning Mi pham
hhjoh as regent of Ladakh after the battle of Basgo have been found at

Nyurla and rGya. After tho battle, a treaty was concluded between the

Tibetans and tho Bashahr State. Several documents of this treaty have

come to light recently. A frescoe representing tho treaty is to he found

in a garden house of the Baja's palace at Rampur.

SMS : His son was Nyimt rmm rgyal (c. 1680—1720). He
erected also, through the prayers of the brave-minded religious

kings ( Bodhisaivas (), all kinds of religious buildings and statues,

according to the religious merit- of all beings.

Notes : The Jesuit Desidori visited Loh in 1 71 •> A.l). Ho calls the

long Nima namgial
, and testifies to the ahsoluto independence of tho La-

dakh empire. The Latin Rible, found in Ladakh by Moorcroft, was pro-

bably left there by Desidori. 1 1 came from tho Papal I'rcss and was dated

1308 A.l). For a legal document and inscriptions of this king, soo my
article * Archaeology in VV. Tibet,' Ind Ant., vols. xxxv, xxxvi.

SMS : His son was bDeskimg mam rgyal (e. 1720—1740 Fol 3la.

A.D.).

Notes : For a song on little prinoo bDe akyong , seo Lad. Songs, No.

*vi, 4 The girl of Sheh. * According to an inscription at Alchi, he restored

Hie outer court of the rNampar unang mdzad temple at Alchi.

SMS : His son was Phun thsogs [mam rgyalJ (c. 1740—1760

A.D.).

Notes: He ordered a rock sculpture of Buddha to be carved m the

|hng rgyu valley. The inscription below the sculpture is found in my
Second Coll, of Hist. Inscr.

, No. 1 13.

SMS : His sons were Thse dbang mam rgyal (c. 1760—1780
A .D.) and Mi ’ajigs thse brtan rmm rgyal, the two. The elder sun
1 signed in Ladakh, and the younger in Zangskhar.

Notes: As regards the second son, there is no mention of him in
^Marx's ‘Three Documents.' According to inscriptions, %hse dbang
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restored the Likir monastery after a lire ; and the restoration of the Man;/
rgyu monastery was apparently also carried out during Ids reign.

SMS : Thse dbang mam rgyal had two sons. As the life

of the first son (Thse brtan mam rgyal
,
c. 1780 —1790 A.D.) was

not firm (he died soon), the younger one, Thse dpal mi a y

gyur
dongruh mam rgyal [reigned],—(c. 1790 1841).

Notes : As regards Thse brtan , his reign was compared favourably with
that of his younger brother in the seditious placard at Leh in Moorcroft’s
time. A song treating of his playing polo in tho M urtse, garden at Leh has
not yet been published. As regards Thse dpaVa reign, the country was
visited by Moorcroft during that time, 1820—1822. Moorcroft mentions
a war between Ladakh and Bultistan, vol. 1, p. 336. He was asked to
interfere. A Tibetan documont rofurnng to this war was published by
myself in my article: Historischu Documonto von Khalatse, ZDMG,
\ol. lxi. A tender of allegiance from the Ladakhis to the British Govern-
ment wus communicated by Moorcroft, but not accepted by the East
India Company. A lotter from the Czar of Russia to the King of La-
dakh was shown to Moorcroft. Trebock witnessed a war between Kulu
and Ladakh, soo Moorcroft, vol. i, p. 4.56, vol. ii, pp. 63, 64. As regards
tho army of Rastanpas which T explained as an army from Lower La-
dakh, Dr. Hutchison points out to mo that it was in reality the army ot

Batanu of Padar . J also made a mistake when 1 treated Rabstan rnam
rgyal and vnClioq sprul rnam rgyal as two different princeB. They soom
to be different names of the same person. Rdbstan probably received
the name mChog sprul when he was found out to be an incarnation of

Rilra rdotje.

Part IX.—The History of the Dogra Wars.

SMS : During tilt' time of his (Tlise dpal’s) son mGhoggi
sprul sku, the army of the Sing (Dogras) tampered with his

minister (Ngos grid) bstan ’adzin), and robbed the king of his

dominions.

Notes on SMS: As we know from Thse brtan’* account of the

Dogra war, prince mChog sprul was made rogent of Ladakh a short time

before Zorawar overran the country. It is interesting to see that in the

mind of tho writer of SMS it was tho faithlessness of tho minister that

brought on the ruin of the Ladakhi kingdom.
( ! unoral Notes: An interesting song on ‘ minister Ngos grub baton

adzin in prison * is among rny collection of historical folklore. A Sans-

krit inscription in the Chigtan monastery evidently refers to the Dogra
war. It speaks of an army and the crossing of a river on inflated skins.

Rayim Khan of Chigtan, tho hero of tho ‘ Polo Song,’ Ladakhi Songs,

No. Ill, is probably identical with Rayim Khan of Chigtan, of whose

tragic fate we hear in tho history of the Dogra wars. Tho raja of

Baltistan, Ahmed Khan, who was taken to Lhasa as a prisoner,

evidently roturned to Kashmir State territory. His grave is shown in

Kishtawar. A portrait of Ahrnod Khan is found in Vigne’s Travels.

In Slierring’s 4 Western Tibet’ is reproduced a photo called # Zora-

war’s grave,’ taken near Taklakar. As Dr. Longstaff points out,

the ruin at Taklakar looks far too old to be Zorawar’s grave. Ho con-

nects the ruin with Haidar’s Tibetan campaign in 1532 A.D. According

to the most recent edition of K. Marx's CMS, Zorawar was actually

accompanied by his wife on his Tibetan campaign. A full account of

the Dogra wars, 1834— 1842 A.D., is found in my ‘History of Western

Tibet.’
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Part X.

—

Ladakh: after the Doura Wars.

SMS : His (mChog spruVs) son a'Jigsmed. choskyi scngge
mi ’agyur bun dgn rnam rgyal is this one (the present or-king;).'

Note's: This last sentence moans that the es-king of Ladakh, who was
alivo in Sclilagintweit's time, was in possession of tho long name 'aJiys-
med, etc. It was he who. as a boy of seven years, reigned at Leh for six
weeks, after Zorawar’s death. It was he who in 1856 refused to let
Schlagintwoit have a copy of the rGyalrabs, until valuablo presents had
been made to him. If 1 am not mistaken, 'aJigstned is tho father of the
present r^-king bSod nanm rnam rgyal.





34* Discovery of Abhisamayalamkara by Maitreyanatha.

By Manamaiiopadhvaya Habacrasada Stiastki.

Raja Rfijendra Liila Mittra edited the Asta Sa.lia.snka

Prajnaparamita from six manuscripts. I have also examined
a score of manuscripts of this work, ancient and modem, some
of them written during the reigns of the Pala kings of Bengal,
in all of them twenty-one verses precede the prose and we, all

of us, thought that the twenty-one verses arc a part and parcel
of the work, but in 1007 when in Nepiila 1 got a very dilapidated
old manuscript on palm-leaf of this work in which the prose is

preceded by ttto l This for the first time

opened my eyes to the fact that the Prajnaparam itas are all

in prose, the verses are different works. But. 1 wondered what
Rahula Bhadra's Krti could he. All previous leaves of this

manuscript were gone, and so 1 began to look more carefully and

found four letters preceding the statement “ ”
i

These letters are “ gfsre Hi
M

i And \ found in R. Mitt ra’s

edition, those to be the last letters of the twentieth verse. No
the first, twenty verses in Rajendra Liila Mittra’s edition arc a

work by Rahula Bhadra in praise of P. P. The twenty-first

verse is a mere 4

qrerafif ’ and can be composed by any one but

the author.

This encouraged me to examine the manuscripts of other
recensions of Prajnaparamita, and 1 took up the PaflenviABati-

sahasrika Prajnaparamita, which, in Rajendra Lai’s and Ken-
dall’s descriptions, begin with verses. The verses continue
for many pages, and there are colophons indicating chapters.

That, increased my wonder. It cannot be a hymn like that of

Rahula Baliadra, and I continued turning over the pages, till

1 came to the last colophon of the versified portion. Tfw

i

Then the prose began v*r irm wwpr etc.

Kvidently the versified work was “^ifiWTOPirWlT” which was

designed for interpreting Prajn&paramita, and it was by Maitre-

yanatha. I turned over the leaves, and when I came to the

last loaf I found a statement to the effect that 25,000 Prajna-

paramita is a recast according to the teaching of Abliisamaya-

lanikara, and, according to the numbers of the chapters of that
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work, was divided into eight chapters. Of what recension

of the Prajiiaparainita it is a recast cannot be positively stated ;

but in all probability it is the Astasahasrika recension in thirty-

two chapters or parlvartas which has been recast. I have not

compared the two recensions, and that 1 leave to future

explorers.

Referring to Nanjio’s catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka.

I find that the Pancavinsatisfiluisrikfi Prajiiaparamita was twice

translated into Chinese between 265 and 31(5 A.l)., and in both

these cases, Nanjio notes “with the iirst chapter on.” The
book is in eight chapters. What does Nanjio mean by that stat e-

ment ! If it means anything it means that the translation

included Maitreyanatha’s work. The next translation by
Kumarajlva was made some time before ffuientsang’s transla-

tion between A.l). 3H4 and 417. Rut in the description of that

translation, the statement “ with the first chapter on ’’ does

not appear. Kumarajlva was an Indian Pandita. lie knew
where to commence a translation of Praj fifiparamit.fi , while his

predecessors, being Chinese, translated the work from the

manuscript placed before them, which had Maitreyanat ha’s work
added to it.

The antiquity of the translation shows the antiquity of the

work. The Prajnaparamitas are written in the form of a dialogue

between Buddha and his followers. They begin in the tradit ional

form etc. But they are

really the works of Nagarjuna. It is said that he had recovered

them from the nether world. In some Prajnaparamita manu-

scripts it is written at the end wmn^^prT, as if

they were lost to this world and Nagarjuna recovered them.
Nagarjuna is said to have flourished 50 years after Kanis-

ka’s great council, that is, about the middle of the second

century A.l). Maitreyanatha, therefore, must have flourished

between 150 and 265 A.l).

My friend Mr. Yamakami tells me that many scholars in

China and Japan consider Maitreyanatha to be a hypothetical

person, like Avalokitesvara and others, and not a historical per-

son ; and that he was brought to being by Asafiga in the beginning

of the fifth century, and that the works attributed to him are

really the works of Asaiiga. This is clearly disproved by the

existence of this work and of its translation into Chinese, at least

100 years before Asafiga. The statements made in Sadajiro

Sigiura’s book entitled Hindu Logic also disprove this theory.

For, he says that Nagarjuna believed in four pramanas, namely

—(1) Prtyaksa, (2) Anumana, (3) Upamana, and (4) Sabda.

Maitreyanatha discarded Upamana, and Difinaga discarded

Sabda, leaving only two pramanas in the later Buddhist pliilo-

sophy. This statement shows that Maitreyanathawas a historical

personage.
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In Nanjio’s catalogue, ten works are attributed to Maitre-
vamitha. The fact that L’ahcavihsatisahasrika was so early
translated into Chinese, coupled with the fact that it was so
often translated, shows the popularity of the school founded by
Maitreyanatha in China. In India, too, his doctrines seem to
have been very popular, as even so late as the reign of Dharma-
pala in Bengal the Astasahasrika Prajiiaparamita was com-
mented upon by Uariblmdra in the light of the teachings of
Maitreya, and the. commentary is entitled Abliisamaya Lainknra
valoka. In the second or the third century Astasahasrika was
recast according to the teachings of Maitreya

; but in the ninth
century a commentary was written for the same purpose. In
the commentary it is stated that the division in chapters of the
original is preserved in the commentary, implying that, the
commentary is intended to replace the Paheavinsati Sfihasrika.

In noticing the manuscript of Paiicavihsatisahasrika.
Dr. R. Mittra could not find that another work was embodied
in it. Professor Bendall noticed that there was another work.
But he thinks it is an introductory work. He didn't grasp
that it. was according to this small treatise that P. P. has been
recast.

Rut lie did not grasp why the strange colophon is given
there. So the Abhisamayalamkara eluded the research of
two such eminent scholars for nearly 20 years.

The word Abhisamaya is the same as Abhidhartna. The
illnayanists used the latter word, while the Mahayamsls used
the former. The word alainkara 5

in Buddhist literature meant,
exposition. So Abhisamayalainkara means the exposition of
philosox>liy.





35* The Kotwallpara Spurious Grant of Samacara Deva.

By Rakhal Das Banerjt, with a Prefatory Note hy Mr.
H. K. Stapleton, B.A., Inspector of Schools, Dacca .

NOTE

The principal feature of the hil country lying in the S. W.
of Faridpur district is the finely preserved fortification of

Kotwalipara, the* mud walls of wliich are each about 2 miles
long and 20 to 30 feet high. Karly in 1908, in the course of a
tour of inspection in Bakarganj and Southern Faridpur, I had
the opportunity of visiting the locality in company with an
Assistant Settlement Officer, Babu Kfilipada Maitra, and as

the restill of my request that he should look out for coins, and
copper plates similar to the one described in the Joum. Asiatic

Soe. Bengal for 1S96, pp. 6 - 15, by Babu Nugcndrnnath
Basil, that is alleged to have come from the village of Pin-

juri close to and outside the south-west corner of the for-

tification, Kalipada Babu forwarded to me later, in 1908,
the rubbings of two Gupta coins, and the copper-plate that

forms the subject of Babu Rakhaldas Bancrji’s note. A east

«>t one Gupta coin now in my possession, belonging to Skanda
Gupta, was exhibited with the copper-plate at the Society’s

Conversazione last January, and the other coin is dealt with in

a recent paper on Eastern Bengal and Assam history (Joum.
Asiatic Soe. Bengal, 1909, Contributions l, p. 142). The
copper-plate was at first entrusted to Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Bastri who. with the help of Pandit Nilmani
Chakravarti, roughly deciphered it and read the date as being
44 of the Sri Harsha era (- 651 A.D.). He added, however,
that, in the opinion of the late Dr. Bloch, the plate was a
kuta sdsana

, or forgery. Babu Rakhaldas Banorji subsequently
undertook to make a more thorough study of the plate, with
the result that Dr. Bloch’s opinion seems to be confirmed.

The plate is said to have been recently discovered about
9 inches under the surface of the ground by a cultivator while

digging his holding at Ghagrahati, a mauza close to Pinjurl on
the Ghagar River which runs from north to south along the

western par of the fortification. The names of the mauzas in

the immediate vicinity bear no relation to the names given at

fhe end of the fortification, but 2J miles north, near the north-

west corner of the fort, occur four mauzas, Ferdhara (to the south
of the village and thana Ghagarhat), Koakha (to the north-
east of the same village), Parhunahdt (within the fort at the
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N.-W. angle), and Kujbmi (a large niauza, of which the southern
boundary is the northern par). The first two appear to be the

modern representatives of Vidyddhara Jogikd and Chandra
Varmma Kogaka respectively, and indicate that the original de-

posit-spot of the copper-plate under consideration was, near the

place where the old road from Ghagrahat to Gaurnadi (in N.-E.

Bakarganj) still passes through the western par .

The plate is interesting as dating from before the time of

tlie Sena Kings, though it is disappointing that no light is thrown
on the question as to who was the builder of the pars. The
discovery of the Gupta coins in villages lying close to the

western par may be taken, however, as proof that the fortifica-

tion dates back to at least Gupta times, as, apart from the

pars
,
there is nothing in the surrounding hit country to induce

invaders from the N.-E. to visit the place. The history of the

locality will form the subject of a later paper.

H. E.S.

The plate was sent- to me at Mussooric by Mr. H. E.

Stapleton in September, 1908. It was sent back in November
from Lucknow for the Society’s ( -onversazione. The plate was
finally handed over to me for publication in July 1909. Mr.

Stapleton has recorded the provenance in the prefatory note.

The discovery of the copper-plate and the gold com in the

mounds of the outskirts of Kotwalipara is of great interest
, as

it proves beyond doubt that there was an ancient settlement

at this place centuries prior to the Mussnlnian conquest.

Kotwalipara or Kotfillpada is at present known as one of the

oldest Brahmana colonies in Bengal. Prof. Nilmani Chakra-
vartti wrote to me while 1 was at Lucknow that the late

J)r. Bloch had pronounced the grant to be a forgery. Dr.

Bloch himself told me a short time before his death, that he

considered the grant to be a forgery. Nothing seems irregular

in the script or the date at first. The script belongs to the

period when acute-angled characters were beginning to be used

in North-Eastern India, and the ancient Gupta alphabet of

the Eastern variety was gradually becoming out of date. The
date also is not irregular, the year 34 of the Harsa era = 640-41

1

A.D. also suiting the palaeography. After prolonged examina-
tion I found some of the minor irregularities in the script :

—

(1) In all cases, the letter ha, when it occurs singly, is

of the form generally to be found in early Gupta inscriptions

of the Western variety and shows no acute angle at the bottom.

But when it is used in a compound letter it has the form to be

found in early Gupta characters of the Eastern variety, which

is to be found in the Allahabad Asoka-pillar inscription of Samu-

dra Gupta 1 and the Dlianaidaha grant of Kumaragupta I.* In

1 Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions, p. 1. * See ante, vol. v, p. 459.
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a previous number of the Journal I have tried to establish that
the Eastern variety of the early Gupta alphabet was dying
out in the early decades of the fifth century. The PatiakelU
grant of Sivaraja 1 and the Bodh-Gaya inscription of Malia

-

niiman * prove that the elimination of the Eastern variety of

the fourth century alphabet was complete by the end of the
sixth century A J). This conclusion is further borne out by the
MundeSvari Inscription of Udayasena * and the Ganjam plat*

of the time of S'afiankaraja.* Moreover the ha of the Westen,
variety occurring singly and that of the Eastern variety
occurring in compounds (hma in brahmana in line 11 and line

14), are hardly in keeping with the general tone of the characters
of the inscriptions. But 1 shall have to dilate on this point
later on.

(2) In all cases, the long % has the form generally to be
found in the Eastern variety of the early Gupta alphabet.
The most conspicuous case is the I in Jivadatta in line 4 and to

some extent i in Kesav-ddin in line 15. But in a genuine in

scription of the liarsa year 34 one expects long i of the looped
form to be found in the Mundesvarf Inscription or the Ganjam
grant.

(3) There are two cases of the occurrence of the short i

m its single form, and in each case it has a different form. The
i in icchdmy-aham in line 9 consists of two dots, one above the
other, and vertical straight line to the proper left. The i in

icchato in line 14 consists of two dots, placed side by side witli

a horizontal straight line below them. The usual form of i in

inscriptions of the first half of the seventh century is to be found
in the two copper-plate grants of Harsavarddhaua and the

Ganjam plate of the time of SaAaukaraja. This consists of

two dots or circles placed side by side and a curved line below

(4) Many of the characters of this inscription exhibit

irth century or early Gupta forms. In the majority of cases
1 letter has the hooked form to be found in the Bhdradi Dih
ihga inscription. The bipartite ya looks ill side by side with

ja and ha (when it occurs alone), in which no acute angle
»n be traced.

(B) Lama, subscript letter occurs only once and resembles
hooked la of the Eastern variety. In this inscription la in

il other cases resembles the la of the Western variety of
1 he Gupta alphabet.

(6) Da has two forms when occurring in the same com-
pound nda :—c.f. Suvarnda in line 3 and mandate in line 4
•vitli Vatsakunda in line 7 and Janarddaka-kunda in line 8. In

1 Ep. Ind., vol. ix, p. 285.
* Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions, p. 274, pi. xlia.
8 Ep. Ind., vol. ix, p. 289. 4 Ibid vol. vi, p. 143.
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the last two cases the compound lias the form to be found in

all Northern Indian inscriptions from the second to seventh

century A.1).

(7) The scribe lias made a serious mistake in using some
eighth century characters of the Northern variety in the

word Parkkati in line 19. The letter pa in the word dot's not

resemble the remaining ones, which are usually rectangular in

form, seldom showing an acute angle. In this letter, the right-

hand vertical and this horizontal straight lines of the letter

have merged into a single curve. The earliest occurrence of

this form of pa is to be found in inscriptions of the seventh and
eighth centuries A. I). But the more important piece of evidence

is to be found in the second syllable rkka. This consists of two

looped kas and a superscript ra. But even in the Banskhern

and Madhuhan plates of Harsavardd liana, which are inscribed

with characters so cursive and at the same time the execution i^

so veiy beautiful that they may be taken to represent the current

script of the period, the looped form of ka in the sixth century

A.D. are to be found in the Borih-Gava Inscription of Jlahsi-

naman and the Gaiijam plates of tin* time of S asanka. 1

This form of ka becomes fairly common from the last

quarter of the seventh century A.D. and afterwards.

Thus, we find that the characters used in this copper-

plate inscription were collected from alphabets in use in three

different centuries :

—

(1) The alphabet of the third and the first half of the

fourth century A.D., c.f. ha in hma and la in sioka. The form

of ma shows that it was copied from the early Gupta alphabet

of the Eastern variety.

(2) The alphabet of the last half of the 1 fifth century and

the first half of the. sixth century A.D. of North-Eastern India.

The absence of acute angles in ja. pa, ha and la shows t hat the

alphabet of the period of the MundeSvari inscription was also

included.

(3) The regular alphabet of the sixth century with its pro-

fusion of acute angles is also very conspicuous. This alphabet

came into general use in North-Eastern India in the earlier

part of the seventh century A.I>ir

Apart from the pala>ographicat evidence, the wording of

the inscription itself is sufficient to prove that it is a forgery.

The formula of a regular grant of land as is to be found

in majority of copper-plate inscriptions may he divided into

three separate parts :

—

(1) The first portion may be either in prose or verse and

generally gives the genealogy of the king or eulogium on him.

I Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions, p. 274, pi. xlia: Epi.Iml.. vol. vi, 143.
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In shorter grants this portion is written in prose and gives the

titles of the king.

(2) The second portion is invariably written in prose and

contains the announcement of the grant to the various officers

concerned. This portion also contains the details about the

grant, (.</., the particular division, district or sub-division in

which the land or village granted was situated.

(3) Some imprecatory verses generally taken from some

of the Dharma Silstras are added at the end. In some cases

the date is given after these imprecatory verses.

This grant differs from the majority of copper-plate arants

discovered up to date in the following particulars:

—

(1) The king does not seem to be the donor, or to have

consented, or to have sanctioned the grant.

(2) The name of the donor cannot be made out from the

wording of this grant.

(3) The officers concerned in a particular grant are never

mentioned by name: at least no such instance has been dis-

covered up to date.

(4) Supratlkasvaml seems to be the agent by whom the

various officers mentioned in lines 4 to 8 are informed about

the grant. But the very same man is again mentioned in line

17. The construction of this line is ambiguous, but it seems

t hat he is the man to whom the grant was made. For example,

compare the statement in lines 9 to 12, where he says, “By
your grace I intend to settle for over in order to spread the

sacrificial rites in this world.” The wording of this line too is

also very ambiguous, and 1 am not quite sure as to the exact-

ness of the above translation. Such a statement, viz the

expression of the grantee’s intention, is very odd in the word-

ing of a copper-plate grant and, so far as I know, has not been

met with before. The employment of the recipient of a grant

as a Dutaka is again extremely unusual, and I believe no such

case has been met with up to date.

The wording of the copper-plate, as I have already stated,

is very ambiguous, and it cannot be made out who is the real

donor. It is quite certain that the king mentioned in line 2 is

not the donor. The grant may have been made by the officers

mentioned on the obverse, but this is not certain. In any case,

when a subordinate officer, or a number of officers, or a private

personage makes a grant, it is absolutely necessary to obtain

-he royal sanction to it. Similar cases have already been met

with : compare the Kamauli grant of the Singara Chief Vatsar

t aja of the Vikrama year 1 191 = 1134 A.D. 1

The contents of lines 12 and 13 are quite unintelligible.

Here and there words of Sanskritic origin are to be found

1 Bpi. Ind., vol. iv, p. 131.
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mixed up with what seems to be unintelligible gibberish. The
scribe’s object most probably was to create an impression by
using high-sounding words. Dr. Bloch seems to have deci-

phered these two lines in a different manner, but T do not think

lie succeeded in interpreting them. We have a mention of a
forged grant in the Madhuban grant of Harsavarddhana, in

which we find that the king, finding that a Brahmana named
Vamarathya was enjoying a village named Somakundaka in

the Sravasti bhukti by holding a forged grant, confiscated the

village and granted it to another man in the 25th year of his

reign, i.c., 631-32 A.l). The wording of the 10th line of the

plate is quite clear.
‘ fc Somakundakagramo Brahmana Vamarathyena kiitaSa-

sanena bliuktaka iti vicarya vatas-tac-chasanain hhanktva
tasmadaksipya ca.'M

The inscription is incised on a thin plate of copper measur-
ing <S-} " x 4J". There is a projection to the proper right of the

inseription to which the seal was attached. The seal itself

has now disappeared revealing a triangular slit, the object of

which is inexplicable to me. Round holes arc to be found in

grants which are incised on two or more plates, and the ring

holding together these plates passes through these holes, but

these holes are always round, and I do not remember having
ever seen or heard of an angular hole in a copper-plate. The
average height of the letter's are l". The record is incised on

both sides of the plate, the obverse bearing 12 lines and the

reverse 11. The orthography scarcely needs any comment,
hut the following forms should be noted:

—

(1) The Suvanjdu in line 3 was most probably meant to

be Suvaruu.

(2)
1'yamhanaicha is most probably equivalent to Vyam-

hariyay-ca.

(3) The word Patucca in line 16 seems to be the Prakrit

form of Praticya . The use of this word is another argument

against the genuineness of the grant. The language of the

grant is incorrect Sanskrit. Another strong argument against

the genuineness of the grant is that the scribe wanted to put

extra stress on the word Tamrajxitta. It has been used at least

thrice, and it seems that the owner of the plate was over-

anxious to get the plate established as a regular grant ;
com-

pare line 11 nnwfhscH, lines 15—16 srcumqffOT and line
1"

iirorftair srfwqTfo*: i

Nothing is known at present about Samacaradeva, the

king in whose reign the grant purports to have been issued.

The date at the end of the grant is 34, and this should be re-

* Epi. Tnd.. vol. vii, p. 158.
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ferred to the Harsa era and not to the Gupta era It must he
admitted that a large number of letters of the Eastern variety
of the early Gupta alphabets has been used in this grout, but
the general tendency of the characters show that the scribe

intended to use the acute-angled alphabets of the 4tfxth_ and
sixth century A.D. If this supposition is correct then the date
of the grant is the 1st of Kartika of the Harsa year 34. (540

A.IX I may note in this connection that the date has been
differently read by two different scholars.

Prof. Nilmani Chakravarti of the Presidency College read
this date as 44, but this can hardly be the case, as the letter la

has always been used to denote the numeral 30. In another
grant I have noticed that any other compound formed with
the letter la also denotes the same numeral.'

The late Dr. Bloch read the date to be 14, but 1 believe

1 have idroady adduced sufliciont proof to establish my reading.

In the year 640 Emperor Harsavarddliana of Thanesvara was
alive and was in undisputed possession of Northern India from
the Panjab to Assam. At this time the existence of an inde-

pendent monarch, as is indicated by the title Maharajadhiraja

,

in Eastern Bengal can hardly be credited unless substantiated
by epigraphs. I edit the inscription from the original plate.

TEXT.

Obverse.

\ i srw-

^ i ’fat JTTrarwftra:!* gcTqamqrcfli

* i *ro«iuTTpfhnfl qanqqnfaiqrrqr qnaTfmicrpfi-

« i f qpy»;qrmg% fqqq-

h. i qf?i qfqwt qjqrT^ : gyafarqnfHqT 5fcr«rfa-

< i qwtfrar yq^faqrofff*qqq»nr(rc «ns-

® i *f*nnf9w fafrerefa

« i wta* wrw: *r*n^,igflBKq qro q

4 I qtR! W*U 5rqTT[fjcJjn^ fq^lHT W?T W»t[’] *WT

V i qifacr qfnrftr?T qfti qq qq qq’Wfq

U i wravtiraT Jiuni qmq^twiq [q]qr wnq qq

i fjrfq qs qqq*q$qijqq*q «r tfl qfqftrfam

1 Epi. Ind., vol. ix, p. 288.
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(

Reverse.

a«ar (?) ain#t (?) Wnft (?) % (?) *T

Kl^Tt twN ft*$a

\9 i 3jt(?)*bt »jfa vildhm aa<*) wawiaarfir

i anw arfanr •mnniaiHf'CHjw'aTTTn naaq utffiTaq<ft

\< i w*r fan gw (?) nmnn amat nrank aVN? usar

\ s
i f«i?i ftf^j aaro guciftrcafiw mnnftan ofinnfta

i atmftnjTft anr Tjorwf fmuaqgaft qfsjift ftai-

i nantfanT nfnmni ^^Jra>JT%*r: aa^a art

=>•
i napiftn amaW^fa ii aafa am #si; nfisnn an

i aria an aftft ajfa^ warm nigaaT ai aw *nc%

nita [n]

a* i aqaiaucsaTOT n't vr* agmci aftnrerQ af«»jm

ftrefa i

i aa unfa ii aa^ ^*, », aif$ ft t. « .
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36. The Marsden. MSS. in the British Museum.

By W. R. Philipps and H. Beveridge.

Edited by Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

The importance of the Marsden MSS. for the history of the

Catholic Missions in India will strike anyone who studies Mr.

E. I). MacJagan’ s JesuitMissions to the Emperor Akbar. 1 In 1896,

Mr. E. D. Maelagan published some of the original letters of the

Jesuit Missionaries in the Mogul Empire (1580-1 605)

,

2 though
it is a matter of some regret that he did not translate them fully,

but only in so far as he considered them specially significant

from a historical point of view. By way of compensation, we
were given to understand that the Marsden MSS. contained

much that is of interest for the subsequent period of the Jesuit

Missions in North India.

Chiriosity prompted us to find out what other documents
t he Marsden collection contains, and Mr. H. Beveridge was
kind enough to send us a short report, which lie obligingly

allowed us to publish. This was three years ago, and we have
lost little in delaying the publication of his note ; for, learning the

interest we look in the matter, the Right Rev. Bishop A. E.

Mcdlycott now places at our disposal some notes made for him
by Mr. W. Rees Philipps in June 1892.

Our share in the present work is therefore quite a modest
one, all the honour of it redounding on Mr. W. R. Philipps

and Mr. H. Beveridge. As the two writers break ground in

different directions, their parts in this memorandum will easily

be distinguished.

We begin by examining Mr. W. R. Philipps' report. The
foot-notes are ours.

l Cf. Joum. As. Soc. Bengal* 1896, No. l,pp. 38—115. from notes
recorded by hia father, Gen. R. Maelagan.

4 £. D. Maelagan published
: (a) an original letter of Fr. Jerome

Xavier (Agra, Sept. 1604), Brit. Mus. Marsden MSS. 9854, folk 7-19;
(b) a letter of FT. Emmanuel Pinheiro to Manuel da Veiga, Provincial at

Goa (Lahore, Aug. 12, 1605), Brit. Mus. Marsden MSS. 9854; (c)

extracts from a letter of Fr. Anthony Botelho, Brit. Mus. Marsden
MSS. 9855 ; (d) a farman of Akbar to the Provincial at Goa (in the

Moon of Febr. 1583), Brit. Mue. Marsden MSS. 9854, fol. 5.—None of

these documents is noticed by Fr. C. Sommervoeel, S.J., in his Biblvoth.

la Camp, de Jisue, Bruxelles, O. Schepens, 10 vole., 1890—1909.
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The Marsdeu MRS. consist of 10 folio volumes numbered
from 9852 to 9801 in Catalot/ue of Additioml Manuscripts (Brit.

Mus.). Vol. 1 (1828—41 ), Nos. 66(30 -12,229.

No. 9852 bears as title : Sumario (Ic las cousas qnc pertencen

a la Provineia de la India Oriental y al gnvierno della
,
compuesto

l^r el Padre Alexandro Valignann, Visitadnr della
, //

dirigido

a R. Provincial general Everardo Mcrcuriano en al ano de 1579.

Folio.

* Summary of the things pertaining to the Province of Fast

jj^ndiaand its government, composed by Fr. Alexander Valiguano,

its Visitor, and sent to the Rev. Fverard Mercurian, Provincial

Oeneral, in the year 1579. 1

No. 9853 is . .1 ('nllcction of Annual lieports relatiw to

the state of the Portuguese Jesuit Missions in the Bast Indies :

of various dates, from 1601 to 1659. Portuguese. Folio.

Nos. 9854 and 9855 are :—.1 Collection of Letters and Papers

relative to the state of the Portuguese Missions in the East Indies
;

of various dates
,
from 1582 to 1693. Portuguese. 2 Vols.

Folio.

No. 9856 .

—

fct

Apologia v. resposta feita pello Padre Valentim

Carvalho , da com\HiMa de Jesus
,
provincial nesta provineia, de

Japuo e. Chimu a hum tradeulo do Padre Fr. Sebastian de S.

Pedro , da anlem de S. Franceses), que sc intitula Recupilacd das

causas jtorque o Emperador de JaftaO destcronde sens reinos todos

vs jutdres.'* Folio.

Apology and answer by Father Valentine Carvalho, of

the Society of Jesus, Provincial in this Province of Japan
and China, to a treatise by Father Fr. Sebastian de S. Pedro,

of the Order of St. Francis, entitled : Summary of the reasons

why the Emperor of Japan banished all the Fathers from his

dominions.

2

No. 9857
k

‘ Libra primrro del prioripia y progresso de la

Religion Christiana, en Jappon, y de la especial providencia de

que nuestro Senor usa con aquella nueva Iglesia : cornpuestu

par el Padre Alexandro Valignano, tfe la compania de Jesus ,

en el aiio 1001
.’

* Folio.

Book the first of the beginnings and progress of Christianity

in Japan, and of the especial care taken by Our Lord of this

l Fr. (J. Sommervogel, S.J., mentions among Fr. Valignani’s MSS.
one with the same title, the year being 1580, and “ Provincial general

99

being replaced by “ P. General.” (Evora Library, Gatal. doe MSS. I,

pp. 327-8). Cf. Biblioth. de la O. de J., Vol. VIII, Col. 406, D.
4 Mentioned by Fr. C. Sommervogel, S.J. (Bibl. de la C. de «/•>

Vol. II, Col. 792, A.) ( as in the British Museum.
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new Cliureli : composed by Fr. Alex. Valignnnn, of the Society
of Jesus, in the year 1901

No. 9858:—“ Certidad doSenhor Dorn Pedro. Bisptt de Japtd.
fiQcrca do estado da quella nova igrein

.

17 Nov. 1597 ;

—

Outra
rertidad do Capitad mar da viagem de Jaffad, 1597;

—

Retard
do triste sucreso v perda da; nad S. Phelipe \ — Relayio da mart*

de seis religiosos descalqos do ordem de S. Francesco r outros 17

('hristads Japoes quo Taicoxtnna mandou cnicificar e Xangasaqui .

Retaciou de las ensas de Jajxm , 1597 Apuntamentos sofjrr o

remedio da Christamind de Jappad paw se aprezentare ao Senofr
(

Visorep ;—Tratado que os religiosos de S. Francesco espatharan

cm Goa c cm Ba^aim no anno de 1598, contra os jxidres da Comp ",

de Jesus que andad va conversad de Jappad : ('ertidad que o

Bispo de Jappad , Dorn Pedro Martinez
,
passou acerqua da

mortc dos reliqiosos e Christaos que forad crucificados em Jaffa

d

no anno de 1597 :

—

Ajxjllogia cn la qua I se responde a diversus

calumnias que se escrivieron contra los padres de la Companhia
ie Jesus de Jafxm y de la China, hecha jxtr el Padre Alejandro

Yaligmuo.” Folio. 4

I. Memorandum by His Lordship Dom Pedro, Bishop of

Japan, concerning the state of that Church, 17 Nov. 1597 :
-

1 Other memorandum by the Captain-Major concerning the

voyage to .Japan, 1597 ; —3. Relation of the sad fortune and
loss of tlie St. Philip

;
-4. Relation of the death of six Disealced

Friars of the Order of St. Francis, and 17 otherJapanese! Christ urns

whom Taieosama had crucified at Natigasaqui ;—5. Relation

on the affairs of Japan, 1597 ;
-0. Notes concerning the help

to ho given to the Mission of Japan, to be presented to His

Excellency, the Viceroy :—7. Tract which the Religious of St.

Francis spread at (Joa and Haga ini in 1598 against the Fathers

of the Society of Jesus who labour for the oonveitiion of Japan ;

—

S. Memorandum sent by Dom Pedro Martinez, Bishop of Japan,

concerning the death of the Religious and Christians crucified

in Japan, in 1597 ;—9. Apology by Fr. Alex. Valignano in

answer to divers calumnies written against the Fathers of the

Society of Jesus in Japan and China.

No. 9859 is :

—“ A Collection of Annual Reports relative to the.

state of the Jesuit Missions inJapan ; of various dtttes, from 1585 to

1625.” Partly Spanish, partly Portuguese.

1 Id. Cf. Ibid., Vol. VIII, col. 406, A. The second part is in the

Ajuda Library, MS. 25/12 from foil. 244 to 420.
* References to Fr. C. Sommervogel, S.J., op. cit., X, Coll. 154.»-

1549, and Fr. A. Carayon’s Biblioth. Historique de la C. de J. t
Paris, 1864,

will show that several of these documents have appeared in print. A os.

4 and 8 are probably reproduced in No. 4, Col. 655, of C. Sommervogel

,

op. cit., Vol. V, editions of which appeared at Madrid in 1599 and 1 601,

at Home in 1599 ; No. 9 is B of Col. 406, C. Sommervogel, Vol V.
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No. 9880 :—A Collection of miscellaneous Papers and Letter*

relative to the Portuguese Jesuit Missions in Japan and the East

Indies ; of various ilates
, from 1593 to 1880. Partly Spanish,

partly Portuguese. Folio.

No. 9881 : ffistnriu de Ethiopia a alia, ou Abassia.

imperin do Ahexing rujo Hey mdgarmente herha mudo
[Read : he. chamado] Preste Joam; compasta pelo Padre Manoel

de Almeida da ('omjrmhia de Jesus
, natural de Viscu."

Folio.'

Below the above entries an? the words :—Brest nted by

William Marsden , Esq.

Mr. P. was anxious to know how Marsden became

possessed ot these papers, many of which appear to be originals.

In many eases they bear the original seals and the addresses, so

that one can see exactly how they were originally folded up and

fastened, when despatched. He examined carefully ^ brief

Memoir of the Life and Writings of the late William Marsden.

D.C.L. , F.lt.S . , dr., dr., written by himself : with notes from his

cornsjtondencr, London, 1838 ; hut, no reference is found in it

to these MSS.
W. Marsden, horn in 1754, was appointed writer to the

K 1. To., and landed at Fort Marlborough, Bencoolen, May
30, 1771. He returned to England in 1779, having spent, all

his time abroad in Sumatra. In 1785, he and his brother, who
had also been in the service of the E. 1. Co., opened an Fast

India Agency business in London. Ten years later, William was

appointed 2nd Secretary to the Admiralty, 1st Secretary in 1804,

withdrawing from the service in 1807. In 1823, he joined in

founding tin? Asiatic Society, London. He busied himself much
with Indian coins and collecting Oriental Dictionaries and

(Ira in mars. On p. I7L of his Memoir, he mentions for the first

time his collection of books and Eastern MSS., and adds :
" The

nature of this collection had already been made known by the*

publication of my Catalogue in the year 1827.” Marsden died

in 1838. The year before, he had presented the whole of

his collection to King’s College, London, where it is still

kept apart under the title of “ ^he Marsden Library.”

Why he made an exception in the case of the ten - volumes

of MSS. now in the British Museum, Mr. P. could not dis-

cover, even though he referred the matter to King’s College.

It may be remarked that they are not entered in his Catalogue

of books and MSS. published in 1827. They appear in the

1 C. Sommervogel, S.J., op. cit. % Vol. I, Coll. 193-194, mentions

the MS. as at the British Museum. The work appeared at Coimbra in

1660. Cf. also Father Carayon’s notes in Bibl, Histor. de la C. de «/•»

Paris, 1864, No. 990.
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Catalogue of Additions to the British Museum, printed in
18So.'

To come to particulars. As Mr. P.'s object was chiefly to
Hud documents bearing on the history of the Sym-Malabar
Church in the seventeenth century, he did not examine in detail

No. 9852. The documents in it must be mostly Spanish.
He only remarks pertinently that R. Provincial general must
be a mistake for either R. Prcftosifo general or R. Putin

tfencral

.

No. 9853 is the volume witli which Mr. P. was chiefly

concerned. It is a bound volume of about foolscap size. The back
is lettered as follows: Rcjtoris of the Jesuit Missions in India

.

I (SOI- KS59 Mas. Brit. Presented hy IP. Marsden, Esq. 0853 j

Pint. (JXXX III, (j. At the beginning of the volume there is a

table of contents, in Portuguese, with references to the pagination.

Tins Mr. P. copied faithfully. The pagination requires, however,
,i word of explanation There is a double numbering of the

leaves or sheets, one in pencil from 1 to L73 : another in ink.

But, it is to be remarked that, besides foil. 1 to 173, there are a

few blank ones which, though they bear old numbers in ink, are

not numbered in pencil. Mr. P. went through part of the volume
comparing the two paginations. We reproduce lane the result

of his labour.

Pencil Nos. Old ink Nos. 'Pities of Documents.

1. None. Index dos pipeis quv estao nrslo Hero.

Index to the papers which are in

this book/
2 to 12. 123 to 433. Anita da Vice P'" do Sul dc (SOI.

|P. 423 in Index.]

Annual [Letter] of the Vice-Province of

the South [i.e., Cochin
|
for 1(501.

None. 434 to 430. Three blank leaves belonging to pre-

ceding document.
13 to 1(5 471 to 474. Anna de Malum v Amhoino dv (S02.

[P. 471 in Index.
|

Annual [Letter
|
of the Moluccas and

Amboyna for 1G02.

17 to 20. 475 to 478. Algiias cousas de edifrcao do Pe
m Nano

Roiz
,
Prl que joy drsta Prowl v jaheto

1 We tiD(l that ho possessed fchreo raro Persian works of Fr. Joromo
Xavier, S.J. Cf. Uri. Bib. Bodl . Cod . Cat., p. 270, and Btbl. Marsdeniana ,

p. 305. Quoted by Maclagan, Joum. As. Soc. Beng., 1806, p. 113.
a We copy below the fuller headings of the documents themselves

rather than the ontries in the Index on fol. 1.—Notice the gap between
436 and 471, to be partially filled in by foil. 461—470 below. Notice

also that the old ink numbering after fol. 482 starts again from 471

and runs on continuously to the end. Tho volume seems then to contain

portions of two collections.
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sendo li»: deste Colletfi de 8. PI" a 2a

ves [?J em o p
rn de Marqo de (504.

fP. 475 in Index.
|

We translate : Some edifying parti-

culars concerning Fathers Nuno Ruiz

| Rodriguez |, who was Provincial of

this Province and died on March 1,

1004, while for the secondtime Rector

of this (Allege of St. Paul.'

Xone. 479 to 481. Three blank leaves belonging to preced-

ing document.

21. 482. Last or outside sheet- of preceding

document.

22 to 31. 4(51 to 470. Anna do Sul de (502. [P. 461 in Index.
|

Annual Letter of the South for 1602.

32 to 35. 471 to 474. Relaruo da cristandade de S. Thome feita

petfa Rv* Soi‘ J). P'. Francisco Roz
da Cor

1

de Jesus, pri‘." Hispo Latino

da qtta
1 Xandade.

|
P. 471 in Index.

|

Account of t he ( lirist ian ( immunity
of St. Thomas written by the Lord
Rishop Father Francis Ruz, of the

Society of Jesus, first Latin Bishop

of that Christian Community/'

Mr. P. did not go further in his comparison of the pencil and
ink numberings. He gives us a copy of the remainder of the

Index on fol. 1

.

Annua do Sul do anno de 1 1503. P. 475.

Annual
l
Letter] of the South for the year 1903.

Annua do Sul de 1004 e 1(505. P. 501

.

Relayto da Christandude da Serra de 1(504. P. 525.

Account of the Christian Community of the

Serra for 1(504.

Annua do Sul de 1615. P. 537.

I Horn at Evora ; entered St. Roch’s Novitiate, Lisbon, Jan. 7, 15(50:

sailed for India with Fr. Valignano and 37 other companions in 1574

;

waB twice Rector of St. Paul’s Colloge, Qoa, the first time for seven

years, the second time for five ; wtont as Procurator to Romo with the

Japanese ambassadors in 1583; acted for a time asSocius to the Visitor,

Fr. Nich. Pimenta ; was five years Provincial of the Province of India

;

was proposed to the dignity of Bishop of Japan by Fr. Alex. Valignano:
died at Goa, March 1, 1604," and was buried on the Gospel side of the

principal chapel of St. Paul’s Church, in the same grave as the former Pro-

vincials, Antonio do Quadros and Ruy Vicente. Cf. A. Franco, S.J.,

Imagem da Virtude em o Novieiado de Lisboa
,

Vol. 11, pp. 332-—36

Franco utilized a necrological notice sent from Goa by Fr. Francis de

Sousa.
'2 Qsta (T) = quests.
3 The heading is not easy to read, the document being muchdamaged.

It looks as if it had been in water. The ink has run. This Retaf&o

is dated : 1602. [Mgr. A. E. Medlycott.]
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Annua do Sul de 1619. I*. 545.

Annua de Madure de 1656, the [for athe, ate
, till

J

1659. 1\ 561.

Annual | Letter) of Madura for 1656 to 1659.

Annua do Sul de 1613. P. 577
Annua do Sul de 1612. 1 P. 597.

“ It will be scon from this Index what an important rollec-
“ tion of papers is contained in this volume. . . . The reason

“why I referred to the double numbering of the leaves, in

“ pencil (a complete series), and in ink (an incomplete series
“ which corresponds with the Portuguese Index), is that a eom-
L L

parison between the latter series and the [ndex shows t hat

• The documents at full. 471 |
l.e . ,

.*12—35 Pencil Nos.
)
and .">25

relate entirely to the Syro-Malabar Christians.

Taking the almvo materials chronologically, wo find in Vol. 9853 the
following documents: Annual Letters of the South [Cochin] for 1601.
If,02, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1012, 1013, 1015, 1019; an Annual Letter
ol the Moluccas ami Aniboyna, 1002; Bishop F. Ku/.’s Relation on the

St. Thomas’ Christians, 1002; a Relation about the Christians of the
Serra, 1004; Fr. Nuno Rodriguez’ necrological notice, 1004; Relations
about the Madura Mission, 1650—59.

Fr. Aug. Carayon’s Biblioth. Historique de la ('. dej. % Paris, Du-
rand, MDCCVLXIV, pp. 2—5, will show that fcho Annuae Litterae 8oc.

Jenu were for many years printed regularly in a variety of places; 1001,

1002 (Antverpiae, 1018); 1003, 1004, 1005 (Duaci, 1018) ; 1000, 1007,

1008 (Moguntme, 1018); 1012 {read: 1008, Lugduni, 1018); 1009, 1010,

Mill (Dilingae?); 1012 (Lugduni, 1018); 1013, 1014 (Lugduni, 1019).

Then comes a break from 1015 to 1049, when the publication of the
Annuals was resumed from 1050 to 1054 only. The editions referred to

by Carayon are, of course, extremely scarce nowadays. For the matter
contained in them wo must turn to the great histories of the Society (cf.

Carayon, op. rtf., Nos. 3 1 4), e.y.

,

to de Jouvaney’s Historur Sor. Jean
Bars V, Tom. posterior,ab anno. .. \ 591 ad 10 10. Romae, 1710. Unfortu
nately, collections of those great histories (1540— 1032) are very rare and
fetch fabulous prices. Wo must have recourse, then, to more accessible

works for comparison with the contents of the Marsden MSS. Du Jarric’s

Troisiesme partiede V Histoire des choses plus memorables advenues tant ez

lndes orientates qu 1 antres pais (1600—1610), Bourdeaus, 1614, into which
materials up to 1612 have been embodied, should be found in the greater
libraries. We must remark, however, that du Jarric merely translates

and condenses the Portuguese collection of Fr. Fernand Guerroiro, S.J.,

the five volumes of which comprise a decade of Indian history, from
1600 to 1609, inclusively. But, where could a complete set of Uuerreiro’H
be found ? Tts exceptional rarity is seen from the fact that D. Suarez de
Figueroa’s Spanish translation of the last volume in the series (1607,

1608) is quoted by Horrassowitz, Loipzig, at 960 Mks. (cf. Catal. No.

348, 1908), and that no copy of any of Guerreiro’s Rotations appeared on
the English book-market between 1887 and 1906. Mr. E. D. Maclagan’s
search for a collection of Guerreiro’s Relations revealed the presence
at the British Museum of Fr. Antonio Colasso ’s Spanish translation of the

Helagao for 1600 and 1601 (Lisbon, 1604), and of the Portuguese Relagao

for 1602 and 1603 (Lisbon, 1605), at All Souls* College Library, Oxford.
A reference to Vol. X of C. Sommervogel’s Biblioth. de la C de J. (sub :

Hist. Comp de J., G6n6ralit&, and. Missions des Indes Orient.) may help
to show what other papers in the Marsden MSS. have appeared in print.
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‘ e

the collection must have been bound up in its present form
“ while it was still in Portuguese hands.”

Mr. P. next analyses carefully the Annual Letter of the
South for 1(503. It occupies foil. 3(5—(31 (pencil) or 475—50

L

(ink), i.e., 52 closely written pages.

The letter is headed: Annua da l\ Pravinein do Malauur
da India de (503 oriental pent se lor na proviiu ia de Goa. The
lion-italicised words seem to have been added by another hand.
“ The original heading was, l think, Annua da V. Prnvincia do
Malunar da India oriental

, ‘Annual Letter of the Vice-Province
“of Malabar in the East Indies’. Then, at Goa, someone
‘ h

kidded : de (503, wliicli he carelessly inserted before, instead
“of after, the word oriental. He added the further endorse*
“ meat pent se ter na provincia de (Ifhi, 1

e

for perusal in the
“ Province of Goa.' 1 presume, after being so endorsed, it

“ was passed round for perusal among the members of the
“ Society of Jesus in the Province of Goa. It may have been
” a copy made specially for such perusal, but it looks to me,
“ from the signature and other indications, to be an original.

“ The letter begins :

Muito K* 1
;* cm Xto Padre.

Pax Christi.

“Then follow the numbers of the members of the S.J.
“ labouring at each place in the Viee- Province. NVxt, the
“ various houses are passed under review. The headings are :

Collegio de Cochin.

Resideneia de Santo Andre.

Resideneia de Calieuth |/.e.. Calicut
J.

Missfio de Todamala.
Collegio de Vaipicotta, e suas residences.

Resideneia de Porca.

Resideneia de Paliporto.

Collegio de Coulfio (V.r., Quilon] e suas residoneias.

(’ollegio deTuturim \sic ; read : Tutieoriu] e suas residences.

Casa de Ceil-io [/.r.
t Ceylon].

Casa de Megapat ao.

Collegio de pouva^ao de S. Thome e sua Resideneia de

Chandegri.

Resideneia do Chandegri.

Residcncias de Bengala.

Copia de hua do Padre Andre Boves p“ o p
p Viee Pr'

uincial
|
i.e.. Copy of a letter from Father Andrew Boves

to the Father Vice-Provincial.]

Collegio de Malacca.

Residencias de Malluco e Amboino.

1 l am doubtful of tho reading, it is not very legible. f\V. R. P«]
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This Annual Letter ends as follows : I)v Coehim 15 1 dr
‘

‘ Janrjro de 1604. Then follows the signature, which is

“illegible. 1 can only make out the name Manvel, hut not
“ what precedes or follows. I think, however, that the signa-
“ lure is f I\ Manoel Roz, S.J.. which seems to he the signa-
“ ture of the next document in the volume, viz., the Annual
“ Letter of the South for 1604 and 1605. It was very likely
“ written and signed hy the same Father. 4

“There is an endorsement on the hack of the last page
“of this letter: Annua da Prow 1

, do Malanar de 1(503, and a

“further endorsement: (hm. No. 42. A great many of the
“documents in this volume (9853) and in volume 9855 are
“ endorsed in the same way. Sometimes, we have . (la veta.'

“Though all or nearly all the letters in volume 9855 are
“ certainly originals, as shewn hv the signatures, addresses,

* folds and seals, and all or many of them arc* addressed to the
” Provincial S.J. at (Joa, between 1648 and 1684,* it is not
“ the same in the case of volume 9853. T have seen enough
“of it to notice that it consists of Annual Reports or Letters
“ addressed, in many cases, to the (General R.J. at Rome, nut

“to the Provincial at (Joa. One, for instance, is headed
“ ( 'arta Ann ua da Prouincia de Malanar de anno de 1613 //'

ki A
T

. ft. P. (feral Claudia Aqua Viva. Further, though the signa-
“ tures in many cases appear to show the documents to be*

“ originals, there arc* not the other proofs, such as folds, seals
“ and addresses at the hack or outside sheet. There are marks
“ of folding, but from the position of the endorsements, which
“ I referred to, it seems that the documents were folded up
“ somewhere, endorsed on the hack, and then tied up in bundles.
“ Moreover, it seems unlikely that Annual Letters or Reports
-

“ addressed to the Fat her ( Jeneral S.J . , should have been in Portu-
“ guese {

h

J Tlio second figure in the date is not clear.
* Manoel Koiz

|
Rodriguez | : bom at Alomtojo, Diocese of Evura

;

came to India in 1597 ; at S. Thome, 1(501 ; Socius to the Vice-Provincial
of Cochin, 1002; Professed, 1602 : Hector of S. Thome (Kept. 13, 160G)

:

Rector of Cochin, 1607—11; Rector of Malacca, 1611-?; Socius to the
Provincial, 1619; Provincial, ?— 1623; died at Cochin, on tho Sunday in
the Octave of Corpus Christi, 1623 Aet. 62; Soc. 44. [Fr. L. Mease, H J.J

•* Gaveta = drawer : a reference to the drawers in which the papers
were kept.

4 Tho presence of these originals goes far to show that Vol. 9865, at
any rate, came from one of the Jesuit houses in Goa.

s “ Latin was the official language to be used. If the letter was
written in Portuguese, on reachingRome it had to be translated into Latin
or Italian, for the purpose of reading it publicly, and giving it a wider
circulation. Italian being the language of the Curia, it was used pre-

ferably to Portuguese , wherever it was possible. There was at Tuticorin

,

for several years, an Italian Father who had taken upon himself the
somewhat tedious task of translating into Italian the Portuguese letter
of theMadura Mission All this accounts for the fact that copies of such
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“ This is a convenient place for mentioning another point.

“Some of the earlier documents in Vol. 9853 are Reports of
1 ‘ the Vice-Provincial of Malabar. Later ones are from the
w

Provincial of the Province of Malabar.” 1

The special interest which Mr. P. attached to the Annual
Letter of Malabar for 1603 lay in the fact that it contains the

earliest known account on the Todas of the Nilgiris. His re-

searches in this line have been given unexpected actuality by a

recent, discussion on priority of publication. In 1907, Fr.

L. Besse, S.J., Rector of St. Joseph's College, Trichinopoly,

published in Anthropos (Vienna), pp. 970—5: Un widen document

inedit sur Us Todas (two documents). Mr. Herbert Mueller

hastened to observe that the two documents had appeared in

Mr. W. H. R. Rivers’ The Todas, Macmillan, 1906. pp.719 -730.*

Mr. P.’s noles show that Mr. Rivers’ document—one of the

Marsden MSS. -was utilized at a much earlier date. It was
published by Mr. Joaq. Heliod. da (hmha Rivara in 0 Vhronista

de Tissnary, Nova (Joa, 1868, pp. 135— 142.* da Cunlm Rivara
tells us in the preface to his edition of the paper how he obtained

it. Here is a translation of part of his preface.
“ The document which we produce here is, in its original,

4 k among the important collection of Portuguese papers preserved

in the Library of the British Museum, where it was copied bv
“ the Reverend Whitehouse, an Anglican minister, a man very

“studious and well informed about the affairs of India, who,
“ after residing some time at Cochin, lived for years at Ootaca-
“ mund, the principal English town on the top of the celebrated
“ mountains and the native country of the Todas. Here in

letters have found their way into the British Museum aud other public*

libraries. I should add that several copies were made at head-quarters,

and despatched by two or three different ways, in order that, in those

days of long and perilous navigation, at least one copy should reach its

destination.” Cf. Fr. L. Besso, S.J., Anthropos
, Vienna, 1908, pp. 799-

800.

1 The Province of the IndieB {Provincia Indiarum
,
with head-

quarters at Goa) was split into the Province of Goa and the Province of

Malabar in 1610. Malabar had become a Vice-Province in 1601. Cf.

L. Carrez, S.J., Atlas Oeographicus Soc. Jesu , Parisiis, 1900. The latter

division, writes Fr. L. Besse, S.J., had * been negotiated in Romo by
Fr. Alb. Laorzio, who returned to India in 1602.

* Cf. Anthropos (Wien), 1908, pp. 294—296, with : Another word
about the Todas

,
by Fr. L. Besse, S.J., pp. 799-800.—Mr. Rivers' first

document on the “ Mission of Todramala” (pp. 719-20) was translated

from the Portuguese (Add. MSS. 9863, ff. 464—5). The second: “The
Mission of TodamaWk” was translated from Add. MSS. 9863, f. 479 §qq.,

and occupies 9 pp. of close print in Mr. Rivers’ The Todas (pp. 721— 730).

Fr. Yacomo Fenieio wrote his account on hiB return to Calicut, and
addressed it on Apr. 1, 1603, to the Vice-Provincial "at Calicut.”

The Annual Letter for 1603 in which it is embodied is dated: Cochin,
Jan. 15, 1604

3 From: 0 anno passado to no comer etc., etc.
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“ Ootacamund we had the pleasure of knowing in 1863 1 the
,h Reverend Whitehouse, who did us the favour of communicat-
k

‘ing to us the MS. and, at his request, we translated it into
“ English. After he had read the version, he wrote to us the
* fc

following :
‘ The MS. I read with great interest. And from

“ what T know of these lulls and the tribes inhabiting them, l

“ should say that the narrative, in all its parts, bears the impress

of truth. It is a most interesting document.’
tk For us the document has yet another quality, which

•* makes it more interesting, and it is that it proves that the
fcfc Portuguese .Jesuits were the first who, in the beginning of the

k seventeenth century, penetrated into the steep mountain-
k ous regions, which to-day are the sanitarium and recreation
* 4 grounds of Southern India, where only in the year 1820 the
* fc

English built the first house.
“ Finally, it is proper to observe that as the MS. was

“copied by a foreigner, who was ignorant of the Portuguese
“ language, there are in various places, principally where the
“ original has abbreviations, some gaps and mistakes which it

was impossible for us to restore to their true reading.”

Subsequently, in 1873, the Rev. Thomas Whitehouse used

and commented on da Cunlia Rivara’s translation in his : Lin-

ifiring* of L'ujht in a dark land London, 1873, pp. 134— 44. 2

da ('unha Rivara and Whitehouse call the author of flic expedi-

tion into the Nilgiris and of the letter on the Todas “ Fr. Jaeome
Ferreira,” and Mr. P. took considerable pains in trying to

<lec*ipher the name from the Marsden MSS. It is now agreed

that the name should be read “ Fenicio.” It appears under

the form “ Fenieio ” in du Jarric.

Fr. Jaeome Fenicio’s letter is copied into the text of the

Annual Jitter of 1603.* Mr. P. collated da ('unha Rivara’s

text—a faulty one in some matters of detail—with the original

m the British Museum and sent his corrected copy with notes

to the Right Rev. Bishop A. E. Medlycott. The Bishop found

in it, however, no materials for his India and the Ajwstlr Thomas
(London, David Nutt, 1905). Mr. P. also sent the Bishop a
complete transcript and a tentative translation of Jiela^ao sobre

ft Svrra jeita em 1604. The document is full of interest. [Mars-

den MSS. 9853, foil. 525—538 (old numbering) or foil. 86- - 99

(modern pencil numbering).]

J I supposo when he went there with Archbishop Saba, da Cunha
itivara had been appointed in 1862 Portuguese Royal Commissary to

' arry out with Archbishop Saba the delimitation of the diocoBes under
the Concordat of 1857.

4 At p. 135 of his work, Mr. Whitehouse refers the document to

Manden MSS. No. 9865 Read 6853.
8 Mr. P. remarks that the document from fol. 475 to 501 is in

different handwritings, the writing and the form of the abbreviations

[‘hanging where the word Acentctdas begins a new leaf. The signature
ls in the writing of a third person.
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“ No. 9855 which extends from 1548 to 1684 ought to be

one of general interest. It is chiefly concerned about the
‘

‘ Missions of Bengal, or rather Hindustan, the Jesuits at the
“ Court of the Mogul, etc. There are geographical and political

“descriptions, in particular about the Nepal Mission. It

“ contains also particulars concerning a projected Mission to

“ Kaliristan/’

Mr. P. has recently sent us the notes he made in 1892 on the

contents of Vol. 9855. He noted that the volume is about

foolscap size and that the leaves were numbered in pencil from

1 to 170. It contained some 32 documents, including three

Persian ones, for an examination of which we are indebted to

Mr. H. Be\oridge, as will be seen further on.

1. Stnnma memorandarum rvriem
,
guar [sic] apud Mayn't

Mayoris reynuni vidit
,

el obseruauil Paler Antonins RoleJho £
Societalis Jesu Coan.tr Provincial Prcvpositus Provincialis, in Ira

stxennium quo illic Superior uixil , et Missionarius.

A new section begins oil the top of leaf 14, entitled “ lh

('hristiana ajuut Mayorcm Religionc." This ends at the back

of leaf 10.—Leaves 1-16 are in Latin; leaves 17-46 in Portuguese

Both seem to be versions of the same. The writing appears the

same throughout. Neither date nor signature.

40-51. Is headed, in another hand, apparently :
—

Relacao do que aconleceo no Reino do Mayor depois do P\

| illegible] dr Sousa, (illegible] feila pen' elle na ver [vez (] de. coma

quern Id <stam.\ ']

The second paragraph begins : Em quiuzc de Feu

1

:
1 dc 020

varti de (*oaJ

Seems incomplete. No date nor signature.

52-76. Heading. Annua da missani do Mayor do anno dr

1650.

No signature. Karly pages much stained.

77-82. Heading : Carla Annua da missab de Motjol do

anno de 1668. Que escreueo o P. Metnoel da Valle .

No signature.

83-103 (followed by 2 blank leaves).

Cetria annua da. Missdo do Tmperio do Grab Mogol do anno

de 1670 afr5 o de 1678 pera o nosso M. R. P. Joam Paulo Oliua Prt-

posito geral da Companhia de Jesus .

1 One Father ( lonaalvus de Sousa was in Mogor in 1620, 1G21 V
1624.

(Catal. of Goa Prov. ). He went to Thibet with Fr. A. de Andrsda in

1626.
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96-97. Reference to Cafrastan.”
End : (Jon 27 de Dezrmbro dc 1678.

Dv V. P>:

Filho em Xjto, r mu> uniilde srruo

Joseph Freyre.

Endorsement on a large blank page . ('aria annua da Mis/tdo

dr Moyol.

Oaveta. No. 34.

Ill 1894 Father tloldie, S.J., had a MS. copy of this letter-

bound in leather, small size, formerly belonging to Mr. H. Tolbort-

It. was a very neatly written copy.

104— 1 11. Apparently a Tamil document, endorsed on back
of 111 : ((aorta N. 18.

112 .

1 13— 1 IS. Portuguese. Concerning the canonization of St.

Francis Xavier. Undated. 1

1 19-120. Portuguese. Date: 26 June, 1674. The pencil

date Apr.” seems wrong.

121-122. Julho 5 (/’ 75. | Pencil heading* 5 July, 1675.

|

An original letter in Portuguese addressed apparently to the

Provincial 'da Pmvinria de (Joa.” The seal is still there, in
the endorsement there is something about Agra.

* c Moyor ”

.ippears at the end of the address.

123-124. Portuguese. The date at the end is : 29 de febr.

dr 676. The pencil date at the head : 19 Feb. 167(5 seems
wrong. Seal still there. This letter is very similar to the

preceding one. Mayor ” appears at the end of the address.

125-126. Heading : Apontamentos de liii caso de edifices;do

'uccedido na Missdode Moyol
,
tirados de hud. carta do P' Jodo

hritdo, escrita em Ayra a 12 de Dezembro de 1677.

The back of 126 is endorsed : Ayra
,

Bengalla, Naopur,
Vrpal

; also : Apontamentos da Missdo de Moyol p
a a Carta Annua.

127-128. Pencil heading : 7 Oct. 1678.

Endorsed at the end Treslado da Carta do Pr Frrndo de

Queiros, ao P* Promt de S. Ayust0 sobre a Missdonoua dr Bengala.
f(au. [damaged] N. 34.

This ought to be interesting. Compare with what Manucei
*iys in Storia do Moyor (Vol. H, p. 90) edited by W. Irvine.

129. Endorsed at the end :

—

Treslado da Carta do Pr
[2 or

5 illegible names] de Bengalla p
a

(?) o P'
1 Prow1

. Oau. N. 34.

] Francis Xavier was canonized 12 March 1622.
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130-131. Heading :

—

Regimento pi os Pe* Missiomrios das

M issues dt Napdl ,
Poland e Ben-gala.

Hate at the end : (Joa e de Abril 29 de 1680.

Endorsement on back of leaf 131 :

—

Gait. N. 34.

132-134. Begins :

—

Pe Ferndo de Queyros.

P . V.

Ends :

—

Ugoly 26 de Nouembro 1680.

Marcos AnP Santncci.

In the beginning Fv. Mark Anthony Sautucci refers to his

arrival from fc
‘ Napal.”

135-136. Pencil heading : 20 Mar. 1681.

Begins Muito men amado Pre Visitador Pre Antonio de

Magalhaens .

Begins by referring to three letters sent by the writer about

what had happened at Nacpur/’

Ends : Vhapora—Patana 20 Mat\o 1681.

137-138. Pencil heading • 21 Jan, 1682.

139-140. De Basna ....
Hate at the back of leaf 139 : Dezbru de 683.

The seal and address at back of 140.

141-142. Date at the end : Busna 17 de Dez (() de 1683.

A letter from Bengal addressed by Ignacio (Monies, S.J., to

Father Simao Martins, Prov. S.J. at («oa.

The seal and address at back of 142.

143-144. Pencil date at top : 21 Jan. [Jttn. '] 1682.

145—148. Pencil date at top : 15 Sept . 1682.

Appears to be dated from “ Patana and to be about
fch Nacpur ” or

s
‘ Nagpor.”

149-150. Pencil date at top : 26 Jaw. 1684.

From k<
Pattana —The seal and address are intact.

151-152. A Portuguese translation of a Persian document.

The pencil heading is : 20 July 1684.

153—156. Appears to be a Portuguese translation of a letter

written by one Xa alandin Mamede [Sliah 'Al&u-d din Muham-

mad] from Agra to the Father Superior S.J. It is endorsed :

Uau. N . 34 and is followed by the original in Persian charac-

ters, which is folded and spotted with gold.

The date endorsed on the back appears to be : 1638.
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157. From Agra, July 16, 1684.

158. A Portuguese translation from the Persian. Date
| of translation i \ : Agra, 23 July, 1684.

159. A folded document in Persian characters.

160 163. Pencil date at top . 20 Aug. 1684,

Written from : (igoly.

164. Pencil date : 20 .4 ug. 1684.

Written from : Ugoly .

168. A folded document in Persian characters.

1 69- 1 70. A letter written from : I
Tgoly. I )ate • 20 Dec. 1 684.

The seal and address intact.

Mr. P. wrote in 1892 that, as far as lie knew, the Marsden
MSS. had never been referred to except by Whitehouse and
Hough. Whitehouse used only the document about Tadamald

,

and Hough, though he mentions the Marsden MSS. on p. 209

of his History of Christianity in India
,
London, 1839, Vol. I,

does so in such a way as to show lie did not use them, even if he

ever saw them.

Before bidding farewell to Mr. Philipps’ excellent memo-
randum, it is interesting to hear under what conditions research

work is done at the British Museum. English MSS. of early

in the seventeenth century have difficulties for Englishmen,
‘

‘ much more Portuguese MSS. faded and damaged, often badly
** written and full of old spellings and abbreviations. The
k
‘ difficulties are somewhat increased by the conditions under

‘
‘ which we work at the British Museum. We are not allowed

k

to put a MS. flat on the table. It is placed on a book-stand
*

* in front of one, but must not be removed from it. Nor are we
‘

* allowed to touch the MS. except to turn over the pages.
“ Under these circumstances it is difficult sometimes to get the
“ eye near enough, when the writing is small or bad, or the day
‘

' is cloudy, and in the large pages of closely written matter one
“ often loses one’s place, when one cannot keep the hand on the
“ MS. as a guide. Then again, as in the case of Vol. 9853, the
* k

letters or reports in it were not written with the idea that they
k k

would ever be bound up : consequently, some of the writing
‘
* is so close to the binding that it is difficult to open the volume
“ far enough to read it all.”

*%

Mr. H. Beveridge’s remarks relate to Nos. 9853—55 of the

Marsden MSS. We reproduce them integrally, adding some

foot-notes.
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The Marsden MSS. are not in the Oriental MSS. Room,
but in the (General MSS. Room.

The MSS. are not known by the name of Marsden MSS.
in tlie Museum Catalogue, though Marsden’ s name is printed

on the backs of the volumes.

No. 9S53 consists entirely of Portuguese documents. In

some cases, the ink lias become very dim, and only a Portuguese

scholar, an expert in the deciphering of old handwritings, could

make anything of them.
No. 9854 begins with the well-known letter from Father

Rudolph Aquaviva, which ( ieneral Maclagan gives in translation

at p. 56 s(j(f. of his paper. It appears also, along with the

Portuguese original in Father (Goldie’s book.' It is signed

Hodolfi/ and is dated “ Fattepur"

.

The date 1 could not make
out this time. - There is something like : 2" carta. The Father

signs himself : I). V. R. servo P xpo*
No. 9S55 was the most, interesting to me of the three volumes,

as it contains three Persian documents and also Father Rotelho’s

account in Latin of what lie observed during his six years in

India.

The first Persian document is a petition from one Shah
‘Alau-d din Muhammad to the Signor Padre Superior dm,'
and refers to a disturbance at (Miaul in connection with an attack

on that town by the Deccanis {*) and the plundering of ’Alau-d

din’s house. He complains that his house was looted and that

property placed in it (by Feriugis M and deposited with him was
carried off. He says also that lie was warned to fly for his life,

and that he came to Agra and was asked by the Portuguese to

become surety for the Portuguese prisoners taken at Hugh. No
one else would become surety for them ; so he hail several in-

terviews with ‘As if Jail, the Klian-Kiianau, and procured the

release of the prisoners. On this Account he asks for favour

and the return of his goods. This petition could not- have been

written earlier than 1633, as it appears from a paper of Mr. W.
Irvine that Hugh was taken at the end of September 1632.

The second document is a petition of the Fathers to Auraug-

zeb to be excused the payment of the jizya or poll-tax. It is

headed with the titles of Akbar, Jahangir and Shah Jali&n,

in order to show how long the Mission had been connected with

1 Cf. Francis Goldie, S.J., The First Christian Mission to the Great

Mogul. Dublin, Gill, 1897, pp. 97- 103, and App. A, pp. 171—178.
ft Father Goldie read : Rodolfo ,

noting that the last o may be merely

a stop. Cf. op cit., p. 177.

3 Father Goldie read : Futtepur
,
oje 27 de zbrt> 1582, “ At Futtepur,

to-day, 27 Sept. 1582.”
* “ Your Reverence’s servant 'n Christ.”
3 Mr. W. Irvine suggests that “ Jid” is a dialect form, still current

in the United Provinces, for the Hindi honorific ” Jf.'

'
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the Mogul Court. It recites the favour with which the Fathers
had been treated by His Majesty’s predecessors. Both the
above documents are very clearly written in Nastaliq.

The third document, the oldest of the three is iii Shikasta
and harder to read. It refers to a young man’s having been
wounded by a musket-shot and speaks of the English ships. It is

a petition for redress. At the foot is an impression of a private

seal with the woids Bddshdh Shah Jahdn on it. The name of the
owner of the seal is illegible ; but, apparently, the seal was made
in the first year of Shah Julian's reign, 1H28.

The Marsden MSS. contain exclusively accounts of the
Missions. There is a petition of Joam Leytam, 1 dated 10 July,

1081; another from Father (torsi,’
2 dated: Agra, 25 October,

1010 : another from Father Nantueci.

3

The long report by Father Bntolho* appears both in Latin

and Portuguese. It is quoted by Mr. Maclagan (J.A.S.B.,

1800) at pp. 03 ami 107. In the latter place, a conversation

between Father Botelho ami k Adil Shah of Bijapur is reported,

but, the reference should be to Add. MSS. 9855, not 0853. The
Portuguese, I believe, is the original; the Latin, a translation

and abridgment. The Portuguese is almost double the size of

the Latin.

1 could not find the exact date of Father Botelho’s letter;

but, it must have been written after Aurangzeh’s accession,

and so after 1058. At the end of the report he speaks of Father
Sebastian de Almeyda being just about to arrive at Goa.*

1 One Father John Leitam, S.J., a Portuguese, sailed from Lisbon
to the Fast in 1670, Cf. A. Franco, S.J.. Synopsis Annal. S.J. in Lusi-

tania (1 540— 172.1), August:i*-Vindel , 1726, Appendix. Our catalogues
of 1678 (Dec.) and 1681 (Dec.) place him in the Mogul Mission. The
noxt catalogue belongs to 1094

s Francis Oorsi came to India in 1599. da Camara Manool gives his

name as: “ P Francisco Corse , 1talus Theologua Cf. MissOes do

s

Jesuitas no Oriente , Lisboa, 1894, p. 154. He muBt be the fcl
f*. Fran -

ciscus Lecce, Sard.” of A. Franco, as only one of the party was called

Francis. Corsi is often referred to as a Florentine and appears for the
first time in the Mogul Mission-field in 1600. Ho died at Agra, Aug. 1,

1635. Cf. Maclean, op. cit. % passim, and for his epitaph, Transactions

of the Archceol. Soc. of Agra (Jan. to Jun. 1876), Agra, 1876, p. x.
8 Father Mark Anthony Santucei, S.J., died at Agra, Aug. 1, 1689.

Franco mentions ono “ Marcus Antonins , Italus who came to India
in 1668. The two names may safely be identified. The catalogues of

1674 and 1681 (Dec.) place him in Mogor, that of 1678 (Dec ) stations

him at Patna.
* His name is not in Franco’s list. Father Anthony Botelho came

from Goa to Surat at the end of 1647 on his way to Agra, where he was
to act as Visitor and Rector of the College. Father Alex, de Rhodes,
S.J., describes him as a man of great merit and influence. Cf. Voyages
et Missions du P. Alex. de Rhodes

,
Lille, DesclAe, 1884, pp. 292-3. The

Catalogues of the “Mogor” Mission mention Anthony Botelho (Senior )

•is Visitor (1648, 1049). The next catalogue is of 1053.
6 Father Sebastian de Almeida left Lisbon, a first time, in 1065;

second time in 1608, having been sent to Lisbon as Procurator. H.
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At fol. 15v of the Latin, Father Botelho speaks of Father
Mathew de Payva as having been greatly respected by the

natives for his purity of life. 1 Elsewhere he alludes to

writings of Sir Thomas Roe’s being preserved in the Library

of St. Paul's College at Goa: “ Si haec el plura alia legeref

quae in annolatis acriptis a Thoma Roeus cuntinenlur et

seroantur in Bibliotheca Oollegii l), Pauli Ooav vetitos inter

libros.” I fear this only refers to Purchas’ volumes: but. it

might hint to some MSS. of Roe which have disappeared.

An interesting point mentioned by Father Botelho is that

lie saw several statues or figures sculptured at Akbar’s tomb at

Sikandra, and that among them were the heads of several of

the ( Catholic Padris. There is also an account of the TAj Mahal,
but no allusion to European artists having been employed on it.

Here are some of the more interesting passages.

Summa memorandarum rerum yuan [sic] apud Magni Mogoris

Regnum vidit et otiservavit Pater Antonius Botelho Societal it? Jesu

Goance Provincice Praepositns Provincialis intra sexcunium quo

illic Superior vixil el Missionarius.
“ Juste, ut cupidis Europa? animis morem gererem, iogatu

14
P. Sebastiani de Almeyda Soeietatis Jesu in Japonic episco-

1 pum electi, aliqua Magni Mogoris mira in lucem edere statui

:

44 eo tamen pacto, ufc solum quae viderim et visa demiratus

“fuerim, exponerem. Q.uippe si vellem, quidquid fama et
44 annates referunt, scriberc, nec meum esset, nec |)auca fierent

°probae magnitudinis volumina, in Europe Regum admira-
‘ tionem: a quibus me promptius expedirem, m adnotaln.
“ quae, dum tnemoria erat praesontior, seripsi, non injucun-
44 da, excidissent. Memoriam tamen iterum cogam ut quaeque
4< meminerit, exponat. Faxit Ileus ut genhendarum rcrum
* 4 magnitudo fidum quarn verissimis precor scriptis, non obs-
44

curet. Dicam de vario incolarum gencre, de civitatum, quas

sum expertus, natura; de Rcgum, Principumque et moribus,
44
et amplitudine; ad ealeem, postremo, operis de re Christiana

t : libabo praecipua.
44 Ab Aquilone ad Austrum per nongentas circiter leucas

44 protenditur Magni Mogoris Regnum ; longitudine quam
44

Ifttitudine majus; tredecim dividit Regna, quorum Regimen
14 propinquius agunt quinquaginta Rajas, purpurati omnes ad

embarked on April 22, 1668, and reached Goa only on March 30, 1669.

(Cf. A. Franco, S.J., Synopsis ... .op. cit., p. 345). Now, as Father
Botelho alludes to his nomination as Bishop of Japan, which nomina-
tion had taken place before his second departure from Lisbon, and as,

on the other hand, Father Botelho wrote his report at the Bishop's
suggestion, 1669 or 1670 is the earliest possible date. From a note by
the late Fr. J. B. Van Meurs, S.J., I learn that, while Provincial at

Goa, he wrote in 1670: 11 De moribus et natura regionis Mogoris.
3 ’

i Matthew de Payva was in Mogor, according to our Catalogues of

Goa, in 1620, 1621 and 1624. In 1633, he was superior of the Mogor
Mission, and was then aged 41. He died the same year, 2nd (?) August-
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“ nutum Mogori haud segniter obtcmperantes. Regnum hoc,
14

uti magnum corpus est, ita multorum alitur sanguine.
“ Egregie fallitur quisquis Mauros tantum credit Mogoris incolas,
" cum major sit Gentilium nuinerus c|ui frequenter 1 terras in-
I

* colunt et ignobilioris nominis vicos habitant. Maurorum
‘‘ verd minor, penes quos arbitrium civitatum et arcium est,
“ utpote qui vi armorum gentem illam suo imperio subdidere.
II

Soli Reges gentiles, genere Rajaputi (et hoc primuin gent is

“ illius genus) jus retinuere dominandi, quorum quisque terris
“ imperat, quinque aur sex dierum itinere non pcragrandis;
“ soluinque terras Raja Rannft inter alioR prineipis reguli, octo
“ magnis dierum itineribus non percunrs. Hie est qui alios in
* fc

sceptra evehit et regales capitibus imponit coronas. Terris
“ dominantur majori ex parte montosis et magnac mol is saxis
“ insitis, inter quas suas urbes, et arces habent. Unde evenit
“ ut munitiope et natura locorum confisi saepe in Mogorem
1 ‘ insurgant, luiud ignari , fore, ut nullis equitum copiis exagit-
k

‘ entur. Idque jure mcrito metuens Mogol alaeriores quosque
‘ b

et bellorum cupidos non sine magnis stipendiis in muneribus
“ praeticit exercituum. Viri sunt admodum strenui et Regiie
,£

militiae nervuH, quodque illi bcllo non effecerint eonsequi
“ desperant. Mogoles militcs Facile possent, si in unum
“ coirent in Mogorem, inter se legem crearo; quod nunquam
“ eveniet, sunt enim perquum invidi et aliena bona impatienter
“ ferentes, nullusque sibi majorem sustinet, nisi quern longe

“disparem, et dignitate et potentia suspiciat. Armorum
“ queis utuntur in bello Raj aj)uti (hi fero sunt equites) quatuor
“ sunt genera: Berchi,

2

quod est non longum hastilc, in ulnam
“et dimidium exlentum,* Arcus et sagittiie, Harpc s et sica,

“ vulgo gcmedar,4 lato in tres digit os ferro. Mos illis est

“ omni no barbarus, sed magnae virtutis indicium, ufc quae
“ prinium rapuere in conflictu armn, cum his, reliquis ferienti-

“ bus, aut vincant aut pereant; quod si, forte primo in con-
‘‘ gressu liarpen tenuerint, his armis, aut de vita, aut de vie-

“ toria, ad extremum praeliantur. Inter pedites funiculati

“ quoque sclopi h usus est, in pugnando faciles adeo et deliber-

“ ati, ut vel ipsi Mogori metum incutiant, multaque Rex
“ prudenti silentio dissimulat ne regiam auctoritatem et caput
“ in belli discrimen cum Rajaputis exponat.

1 jFrequenter (?).

* Barehhi = a long, slender spear, a javelin.
8 Scimitar.
* Jamdhar or jamdhar = a dagger (lit. , death-boarer); a large dagger

resembling a katdr, but having a kind of basket-hiltprotecting the hand.

(Foibea).
* Apparently, a musket or arquebus. Compare the Italian sctopello

and the French escopette. Du Congo has :
u tonnentum beUicum manuale.

The expression armati funicuUUis adopts occurs lower down, on fol. 9v

of MS. [H. B.]
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“in civitatem Laor

1

ubi per id temporis Regia erat, in-
‘

‘ gens equitum numerus convenerat, in expeditionem civitatis

“Cahandar* quae cum Persia partiebatur,8 profecturus; ad-

“ eratque inter, alios Principes Raja Jai Singh cum suis do-

“ minatus equitibus pro Rege arma capturus. Accidit sub

“idem tempus. ut vir quidam, gentilibus ritibus abdicatis,

“ Maurorum sectam amplecteretur, fueritque error hominis

“pejor priore. In magnos titulos a Rege evectus, uxorem
“ cogebat, ope Maurorum fultus, ad Mahometis quoque sectam

“accedcre; ad quod, nullis precibus, nuliis artibus induci

“ potuit, inimo sui juris vindicom quacrons, rcm omneni
•• significavit Regulo Raja Jai Singh, qui, mora nulla interpo-

“ Bita, quinquaginta dimwit equites (|ui feminae domum cireum-
“ siderent et asservarent no, dum res agebatur, aliquam a
“ Mauris vim de rcligione pateretur. Ipseque cum omni
“ cquitatu regem adiit allocuturus. ‘ Hue adsum, inquit, o

‘‘Rex, in oppugnationem aeoitus civitatis f'ahandar, sed, ut

“res aguntur, hie tecum, hcrculc, oppugnatio erit.’ Turn

“Rex *se, quid ilia verba vellent, baud satis intelligere.’

“ Uui tlai Singh : * Quod ille nequissimus spoute huh et
1 quaestu ductus, a parentum suorum desciscat fide, quis vetat?

“Voluntatis suae arbiter, in quam malit viam deflexerit.

“ Quod vero tu Cassisesque* omnes invitam illius uxorem in-

“ fames mariti sequi passus adigant h hoc egon’

6

patiar ( vel

propria cmatur vita. Jube ergo protinus mulierem
“ indemnem dimitti.’ Ut Rex, ira pereitum hominem ad-

“vertit, metu perculsus et adhuc majestatem simulans,
“ ‘solenne, ait, ajmd Mauros esse uxores eandem quam mariti

“ amplexari fidem, se tamen in eo morem gercrc, a nemine
“ cogeudam mulierem, quin potius se regem suae voluntatis

“ propugnatorem liabituram.’ Quandoquidem Raja ille tantum
“ in ea re gaudiuin deprelienderet, e Regis praesentia egressus

“ est Jai Singh de Cassisibus ipsoque de Rege triumphans,
“ Maurorum nemine mussitante.”

Follows a story about a Hindu Rajah’s having in the same

city had a Muezzin flung down from his minaret for annoying

Inm during his illness by the loudneBS of his calls to prayer.

Next there is an apparently apocryphal story of a Rajah’s son

having killed an officer in the King’s presence. There are

also some remarks about eunuchs, and a story of how a eunuch,

whom Father Botelho knew, rose to high rank. Hearing this,

1 Lahore.
2 Qandah&r.
8 Partiri = to side with ( ?).

* Not qnzi = a Muhammadan judge, but from the Persian hashish,

in Arabic qaais = a mulUi, a Muhammadan doctor or priest. [H. B.]

ft Adigotti(l).
• Ego non (?).
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his father came from Bengal to see him. The son received his

father, but ordered him to be severely bastinadoed, and
warned him not to treat his other children as he had treated

him. Then, returning to more filial feelings, he bestowed on
his father a large sum of money and sent him back to Bengal.

The eunuch’s name was Agha Khan, and he had charge of

Munita/. Mahal’s tomb.
Speaking of Akbar’s tomb, he says :

—

“Gemina ad ingressum jacent magna vestibula ex mar-
” more ubi rnille daedaleae manvis finxere figuras, quas inter
“ novi ego Patres nostrae societatis qui primi Ohristianam rein

” illiuH regis tempore condidere.” 1

He also describes a dust-storm, which he calls Audi
,

z and
relates how Father Henry Busi. while sleeping on the terrace,

was surprised by a hail-storm , of which the stones were so big

that he shoutod out that ho was being stoned by someone.

He gives of Shah Jahan the following description *

“ Hie ego per otium vidi regem : sexaginta oculis nionstro-

bat annos, barba usque ad pectoris deducta medium, formosi
k, oculi, totusque talnm prac se ferens majestatem ut vel

“ nescienti regein proderct.”

He speaks of the personal beauty of Murad Bakhsh,

and describes his appearance. There is a long description of

Shah Jahan’s leaving Agra in order to establish himself at

Delhi, his new capital. Father Botelho witnessed this

departure, in company with Father Francis Morando. He
then goes on to describe Delhi. He describes the Karnal Canal,

and the shady avenue from Delhi to Lahore. The avenue, he

says, was constructed by Jahangir.
" Hoc opus sub rege Janguirnon imitabili labore effecturn,

“ vel sibi indulgente, nam hoc crebro peragrabat iter, vel

viatoribus, qui bine et inde frequenter transvehunt com-

meatus, mercesque. Adde quod in via hoc, leucas duas vix
<k peragres, quin erectum videas pyramidem, mox aliam atque
“ aliam paria inter spatia, et puteum scaturientis aquae.’"

* For similar pictures near the tomb of Jahtfngir, cf. Travels in India,

by Jean R. Tavemior, Ed. V, Ball, London, Macmillan, 1880, Vol I,

p. Ill: “When you reach Agra from the Delhi side, youmeet a large

Razaar, dose to which there is a garden where the King Jahangir, father

of Shah Jahdn, is interred. Over the gate of this garden you see a

painting which represents his tomb covered by a black pall, with many
torches of white wax, and two Jesuit Fathers at the ends. One is much
astonished at seeing that Sh6h Jah&n, contrary to the practice of the

Muhamedans, who hold images in abhorrence, has allowed this painting

to remain, and it can only be in consequence of the fact that the King, his

father and he himself had learnt from the' Jesuits some principles of

mathematics and astrology.” Manrique noticed (1641) a picture of Our

Lady within the portico leading to Akbar’s tomb. Cf. Itinerano

Oriental
, Rome, 1653, p. 350.

* Xndhi = a storm.
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Then he describes Qandahar, and says that the king wittily

called this city the royal courtesan, because she admitted some-
times the Persian, sometimes the Great Mogul. At the time

the Father was writing, Qandahar belonged to Persia

Father Botelho describes Dara Shiknk as being a great

friend of the Fathers :
“ Nobis summa familiaritatr conjane-

turn." Aurangzeb he calls “ fe.rvidus juvenis et mariialis

amwi.” But he wrongly states that Dara Shikoh was taken

off by poison.

Speaking of the Catholic College of Agra, he writes :
--

“ Nostrum Agrense Collegium eroxit P. Antonius dr

“Andrade 1 geminis in altum pergulis in litterae Z speciem.
“ Egoque dum visitatoris munus obirern duo addidi cubicula
“ aulamque satis aniplam quo aliquos in nos benevolos viros
“ sospitio exciperemus, in quod opus Ollandi Angliqur septin-

“ gentos auroos liberaliter erogarunt
“ Armenius quoque institor praedives duo supra decern

millia aureorum quondam obtulit, queis magiiificum extructum
fuerat templum, quod funditus eversum est ea qua. dicam
occasione. Aegre ferebant Cassises, vehementerque angeban-

tur quod plurimi adeo Christiani fluxe in templum convcnirent.

ingentemque inoverunt tumultum prac nimia multitudine

:

erant enim, ut dixi, IX

2

ex Bengala captivorum millia. et ad

templi ingressum talem oxcitabant strepitum ut in seditionem

aliquando cresccret.’
’

The Mullahs complained, and the King ordered that the

Church should be destioyed, and if ’Asaf Khan had not

interfered, the Fathers would have been put in chains and
expelled. They had to remain in retirement for a time.

Afterwards, a small house was allowed them. 24

1 Tho College was built, 1 believe, is 1621.

Anthony de Andrade : born at Oleyros, Province of Boyra in 1580

;

entered the Society at Coimbra on Dec. 15, 1596; was sent to Lisbon
in 1597; embarked for India in 1600; made his studies at Goa;
Rector of the College of Goa; sent as superior to Mogor, whore he was
from 1621 ; left Delhi for Thibet [16 May ? ] 1624, arrived atTsaparang
in Guge, and on his return to Agra dated his first account of Cathay

;

8 Nov. 1624. Leaving Agra again for Thibet on dune 17. 1625, he
reached the first Thibetan city on August 28, 1625. On April 12,1626,
Easter-day, the King of Tsaparang himsdlf laid the first stone of a
t'hurcli to he dedicated to Our Lady of Hope. One of de Andrade’s
letters is dated : Chaparangue, at the Court of tho King of Great
Thibet, August 15, 1626. On his return to Goa, he became Provincial

and Rector for the second time of the College. He died at Goa from
poisoning, March 19, 1634.

ft Should it not be IV T Father Francis Corsi, 8.J., in a letter

from Agra (October 5, 1633) announces that 4,000 prisoners have arrived

at Agra from Htigli in July 1633.
& Father Joseph de ('astro writes from Agra (April 16,1637) that,

after having been for more than a year banished from their College,

they were allowed through ’Asaf KMn to return to their College on the

day of the Immaculate Conception [1636 ?]. Their Church at Lahore
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Father Botellio also expatiates on the virtues of a certain

Mirza Zu-1 Qarnin. 1

“ Sed quoniam quidquid in Mogore felix hahuimus, quidquid

“Christiana floruit Religio, quidquid Agrense (Collegium habet

“ vectigalium,totum(si Deum excipislMirsaedebetur Zulcarneiu,
* k

in fratrem Societatis adoptato , in ejus j ustis laudat ionihus juvat

“ ])au]ulum immorari. Hir vir, hie '*st, Mirza Zulearnein,

“ natalibus nobilis, fact is illustris, titulo Umbraus, Christiana

“ fide notissimus, in pace Numa, in hello Alexander, Caesar in

“ utroque, qui in hello fortis, in pace niitis, in vita justus, for-

“titudinis fuit exempluni, mansuetudinis lypus, religionis

kk
assertor, cujus venerati sunt Mogores magiiitudinem, orbis

“ famam, et virtutem religio; cui lieges Mogores mille referuut

“ victorias, mille proceres beneficia, mirum Soeietas Jesu debet

amorem, quem Mogul habuit ducoiu strenuum, Fides pro-

“ pugnatorem, amicum fratremque Soeietas, quo floruit Martia

virtus, crevit Christiana religio, exultavit Soeietas. Hie vir,

“hie est, qui licet in cunis lustrali ablutus lymph A, Regis

“ Janguir extitit deliciurn, peregrina praeditus forma, adeo ut

“ Rex ipse, quod in Mogoribus rarum, eadem seeum mensa
“ deferret. pueruni; hie est qui duobus supra decern cxpletis

“ annis, Regis amorem in iras degenerem sustinuit, pluri-

“ iiiaque et acerba pertulit flagella, quod Romanam abjicere

“ Religionein pertinax nollet, in tantum, ut pater Franciscus

"Morando* gloriosuin Christi martyrem appellaret: subtili

“juvenis i>lane ingenio, qui t'atria lingua metra pangebat,

“ tanta cum clegaritia, ut regem mire recrearet; in remune-

and Agra bod boen destroyed ; but they hod now been allowed to erect

new •* house* * on the site of their former Church at Agra.

l
11 But, as all tho success wo have had in Mogor, the flourishing

condition of tho Christian religion, all the revenues possessed by the

Agra College, are (after God) due entirely and solely to Mirsa Zulearnein.

whom the Society adopted as one of its brethren, it behoves us to dwell

a while in just praise of him *
* The MirzA had been granted by the

General of the Society the title of founder, which gave him a share in tho

merits of the Society. “This man, 1 mean Mirza Zulearnein , wa* as

noblo in birth as he was illustrious by his deeds and renowned for his

Christian piety. An Amir in dignity, ho was a Numa in peace, an Alex-

ander in war, a Cesar in both, brave in warfare, meek in peace, upright

m his conduct, a model of valour, a pattern of gentleness, a champion of

religion; the Moguls honoured him for his greatness, tho world for

liis renown, and religion for his virtues. The Mogul Kings owe him a

thousand victories, a thousand nobles thank him for his benefits, while

the Society of JesuB returns to him exceeding gratitude.
’ ’

Zti-1 Qarnin, the MirzA’s name, means Alexander; but there iu

more than a mere play on the name.
# .

* Francis Morando, S.J., a “Bolognese," came to India in 16211.

[Franco). He was sent to Thibet in 1631, according to AbbAA. Launay

ind Padre J. M. D. Aguiar. About 1649, Father J.Maracci said that he

was at Agra, where he was copying the works of Father Jerome Xavier

If© was a great Persian and HindtistAni scholar. Our Catalogues of

1 641 , 1649, 1656 mention him as one of the Mogor Missionaries.
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‘ ranrin cantores adei> libaralis, ut vel equum, vel elephantem
•‘crebro donaret in praemium, aureae totus condition is, ad
c

‘ condonandum injurias faeilis ; et aliorum flexusadarbitria. Hie
“ eat, (pii ad maximos a rege invitatus honored et ad millionem
k<
annui redditus.si veramabjiceret Religionein, affligicum popu-

“ lo Dei maluit, et vitam agere minus divitem. dumnnxlo eoeli
,fc divitias potirctur, fieretque rcgni non peritnri particeps et

“ hacres: hie est, qui cujusd&m in dignitate constituti Ecclesias-
“ tici venenata tela in Socictatem emissa repul it in authorem.
“ Mogoresquc misaionarios m gravi poenfe vnlnere liberavit.
’* Hie denique est qui Patrem Henricum Buseum

1

immeritis

“e vinculis dissolvit, Regcmque Christiana libertate sic e^t

‘ allocutus, ut caput ferro promitterct, si aliquando, quod
“ Patri irnpositum fuerat, pro vero haberetur.

“ Nupsit vir iste I). Doming Helenas illustri femimv, tres

“ accepit ex ea filios; Mirsam Observam [<\> Mirsam Kres ['].
z

“ Mirzarn Daniel: quos omnes vivus adhuc in magnis vidisse*

“ constitutos honnribus, Mancebedares et Umbraos si Maho-
“ metis legem amplecterentur, uti Rex firma fide pollicebalur.’'

So far the Latin. The Portimucse seems to say much
more about Zu-1 Qarnin. We learn, for instance, that he was
an Armenian, that lie had three sons and one daughter, and
that his wife Helena was buried at Lahore (Fol. 45v). Fol. 44

states that he was for many years in charge of the pargana of

Sambh&r. Zu-l Qarmn is referred to by Coryat as in charge of

the salt works of Sambhar. Jahangir, too, refers to him and
to his skill in Hindi melodies. Cf. Syad Ahmed’s edition of

Jahdm/ir's Memoirs
, p. 324, in the account of the 15th year.

The Cotton MSS. (Brit. Mus.) Vesfxisianus F. XII, 141 and
143, and Titm B. VII, 118, contain Anthony Machado’s letter in

Portuguese and Flnglish, but I could not read them. 3

Mr. H. Beveridge’s extracts from Father Rotelho’s report are

of exceptional value for us. We knew already that Mirza Zii-1

1 Fr. Henry Busi, an alias for Henry Uwens, came to India in 1647

and was at Agra in 1648. He died at Delhi on April 6, 1667. Gf. W
Irvine, Storia do Mogor

,

Vol. IV, Index. *•

* Thn name of the second may bo Trij or Irich. This was the

name of Faridun slain by his brother Tur. It was also the name of the

eldest son of the Klian-KiiSnSn Abdu-r Rahim. Cf. Blochmann, pp. 339,

491. |H. B.]

* The letter consists of 2 pp. and was sent by Fr. Anthony
Machado, S.J., to Fr. Claudius Aquaviva, the General of the Society in

Rome. It is dated: Agra, 7 Apr., 1615 There is also among the Cotton

MSS. an English translation of a letter of Fr. Joseph do Castro, S.J*»

addressed to ClaudiuB Aquaviva and dated Agra, 10 Apr. , 1615. (CL Cotton

MSS. Vespadanus F.7., XII). The original is in codex Titus, 8, VII.

Cf. C. Sommervogel, Bibl. de la C. de J ., under A. Machado and J. de

Castro.
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Qarnin was Hit* founder of tlio Agra College 1 ami Coventor in

Bengal, presumably at Patna, between 1 l>~7 and I ’ We
eim now identify him as, indeed, a great. Christian hero, and we
hope that, when we shall have eolleet-ed all the seat lei ed refer-

ences to him, much of Father Botelho's high-sounding encomium
will be found justified.

The whole account of Mir/.a Zu-I (gamin’s confession oS

the faith, at the age of eleven or twelve, can be read in dn -lame
and Cuerreiro." It is most pathetic and carries us back to the

days of t he early mart yrs.

• Cf. »S. Noti, S .1., Joseph Tic Ifentailer, SJ.,ti (unjoften (ffioymphn

of Ttnliu, Bombay, * Nirnuv a-Sagur * Press, 1008, p. 8. lbs name does

not appear in Mosroub J Both’** History of the 1 nn< twins in fnd>a,

< ‘.ilciitlii., I MM.
2 Prom MSS. totters *»f Pr .1. de (‘astro, S.J

,
in (lie writer’s

possession
* Cf. Traisiesmr purfir rlr l H tsfoirc firs chases . mtrrmirs

o Juries OncHtnlcs ... 1814, pp. 107 —III; p. 115 The narrative is

toiirnl in Pr. Pern ( tuerroiro’s Heht^ao for 1808 and Lisboa

.MDCfX, Pedro ('raslireek, pp I.V.* -155





37 * Yasovijaya Gapi (about 1608-1688 A.D.).

By Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabiiusana
M.A., Ph.D.

‘ ’

Karly life of Ya-o-
vijaya.

Yasovijaya Gani (mentioned in Peterson’s Catalogue, part

Yaioviiava.
VI

)
was a distinffuished Jaina author

who flourished at Dabhoi in the Baroda
State (Guzerat) approximately between 1608-1688 A.D. At
about 1626 A.D. lie came to Benares where he studied the
higher branches of Sanskrit in the disguise of a Brahmana
ascetic. By about 1638 A.D. ho confessed that he was a
Jaina and was asked at once to leave the Sanskrit acade-
mies of the Brahmanas. Going back to Guzerat he wrote more
than one hundred works (in Sanskrit and Guzerati) in which lie

lias preserved a detailed criticism on the Logic of Nadia
(Bengal) and Mitliila (Behar) as taught in the Benares acade-
mies in the 17th century A.D. He died in 1688 A.D.

Yasovijaya Gani was bom in a well-to-do VaiSya family in
Guzerat. He lost his father while he was
still a little boy. His mother used every
day to go to a SVetambara High-priest of

the Tapagaccha to listen to the hymn called Bhaktamarastotra.
Owing to rain she could not one day go out, but the hymn was
recited to her from memory by Yasovijaya himself. The High-
priest being told of this was pleased to observe that the little

boy, whose memory was so sharp, would certainly turn out to be
a great, man in the future. He immediately received him as
his disciple and ordained him to be a Jaina monk. The High-
priest of the Tapagaccha referred to here was named Nayavjjaya,
whose genealogy is given below :

—
Hlravijaya Suri

(the well-known Jaina priest of Akbar’s time,
born 1626 A.D. and died 1696 A.D.)

Kalyana vijayopadhyaya

Labhavijaya

Nayavijaya

Yasovijaya.
Having mastered the Jaina Sastras. under Nayavijaya,

_ Yasovijaya came to study Logic (Nyaya)

the f fc

.

he
,

city

'

of b<WMM- where be, lived

mans ascetic. for twelve years. It is stated that the
Brahmapa with whom he. studied- Logic
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possessed a valuable philosophical work containing seven
hundred verses which was not available with any other

person. The book was carefully concealed and was never

shown to any man. Once while the Brahmana had gone
abroad, his wife was persuaded to show the book to

Yatovijaya who together with Vinayavijaya read it through

and committed the same to memory in one night. Next
morning he returned the book but reproduced a similar one.

The Brahmana came home and was surprised to learn that

Yafovijaya possessed duplicate copy of a work which was so

long considered to be his own exclusive property. His suspi-

cion was roused and on inquiry it was found that his pupil was an
adherent of the Jaina religion. The Brahmana told Yatovijaya
to leave Benares at once as it would not be to his advantage if

people were aware that a Jaina monk in the disguise of a
Br&hmana ascetic studied the Brahmanic science. Yafovijaya

left the city and at his departure regretted that as a monk he
did not possess any wealth to give to his Brahmana teacher.

He, however, invited the Brahmana to go to Guzerat if he ever

fell in want. Some years later the Brahmana visited Guzerat
and looked out for “ Yafia ” which was a pet name for Yafiovi-

jaya. At Cambay (Khambhat) he met with his distinguished

pupil who received him with honours and introduced him to

his numerous pupils and followers. They collected a sum of

36,000 rupees (2,400 pounds) which they gave to the Brahmana
as a present. In the Mandharastuti, a work in Guzerati

,

Ya&ovijaya alludeB to his visit to Benares as follows :

—

“Staying in the academy at Benares, T well acquired a

wide knowledge of Logic (Nyaya).” 1

On his return to Guzerat YaSovijaya engaged himself to

„ . _ . correct the manners of the Jaina priests,

priesta™
°f *** Jama

This is evident from the Mandharastuti

in which he observes :

—

“ Agreeably to the good advice of Vijayaaimha SBri, the

High-priest, I have adopted this path and have succeeded in y
saving the priests from utter ruin.”

* ^
YaSovijaya received the title of Up&dhyfiya (Assistant

1 *fT*T M% I
'

*
•

* / *
flur HR HRT | .

•WM'fifrmWtAfti % **~-j*a

WW ffcHfiWfW HT$H

fHftT HfcftjffA
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YaJsovijaya Gatii. *05

Academic
tions.

distinc-

Dates of birth and
death.

fessor) from his teacher Nayavijaya, while

the title of NyayswiAirada 1 (expert in

Logic or Philosophy) was conferred onhim

by the Panditas at Benares. As an author of a hundred works

on philosophy and religion he obtained the much-coveted title

of Nyayacaryya* (Professor of Logic or Philosophy).

Yadovijaya died at Dabhoi in modem Baroda State (in

Guzerat) in Samvat 1745 or A.D. 1688.

He appears to have come to Benares at

the age of eighteen and did not leave the

city until he was thirty years old. Vijayasimha Suri at whose

suggestion he undertook to reform the Jaina priests was the

High-priest of the Tapagaccha from Samvat 1682 to Samvat

1708. YaSovijaya must have engaged himself in the work of

reformation some time between these two dates, or roughly in

Samvat 1695. At that time he was about thirty yearn old as

he had then just returned from Benares. This places the date

of YaSovijaya’s birth approximately in Samvat 1665 or A.D.

1608.

Ya6ovijaya wrote numerous valuable works on Logic such as

Nyayapradipa, Tarkabhasa, Nyayarah-

asya, Nyayamrtatarahginl, Nyayakhand-

anakhadya, Nyayaloka and AstaBahasrf-

vivarana. These works treat of miscellaneous topics onddonot

strictly belong to the Ancient, Mediaeval or Modern school alone.

Nevertheless, the last three works, viz., Nyayakhandanakhadya,

Nyayaloka and Astasahasrlvivarana bear all the characteristics

of Modem Logic. The phraseology used in them resembles

that of Gangers Upadhyaya and Raghunatha Siromani, and in

the subtlety of argument their author stands on the same

footing with the logicians of Nadia.

The works reflect the greatest credit on Yafiovijaya whose

range of knowledge in Logic was indeed
Hi8 criticism on very wye> They show that he mastered

of Oja#. Upjdh-

yaya, Vardhamana, Paksadhara Misra

and others of MithilS, and did not neglect to study and

Yftsovijaya’a works
on Logic.

(NylyakhandanakhSdya).

* wist TOi

rnmrini to? wmmxm TOfifcm i

• (Jaina HwkaMilp).
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criticise the treatises of Gunananda, Raghudcva and other

logicians of Nadia who were, so to speak, his contemporaries.

He must have been a man of extraordinary talent, or

else he would never have ventured to attack Kiromani
, the

greatest exponent of modern Logic in Nadia. YaSovijaya
frequently refers to Siromani whose inordinate pride lie

tried to humble down. Once lie quotes the satiric remark said

to have been well known in Nadia, viz., “Cursed indeed is the

province of Bengal, where there is Siromani blind of one eye.” 1

YaSovijaya was confident that his intellect could penetrate the
obscurities on the texts of Logic east by the commentaries of

Slromani. So he observes

“

The ocean of Logic is hard to

approach owing to the uproar of waves of the argument of

Dldhitikira (Siromani)
:

yet, is not the water even of that

ocean capable of being drunk by the cloud of genius of in-

telligent men?”* Nome of Yasovijaya’s works on Logie are

mentioned below :

—

The Nyiiyaloka begins s with a salutation to Malmvira as

N n\alukn
Paramatinan (the Supreme Spirit) and

^ ends* with an entreaty that its author
may be freed from affection and aversion which are the causes

of all sufferings. The work discusses the nature of soul

(atman), emancipation (mukti), inference (anumana), testimony
(agama). direct knowledge (pratyaksa jfiana), indirect know-
ledge (paroksa jfiana), validity of external things (viih-

yarthasiddhi), inherence (samavaya), negation (abhava), ether
(aka&a), substance (dravya), etc. The undermentioned philoso-

phers, philosophical treatises and systems are quoted :

—

Naiyayika, uechrinkhala-naiyayika (unbridled logicians),

Saihkhya, Carvaka, Tautatita, Vedantin, Nyaya, Yauktika

(KhandanakhmU a> leaf 43).

awnfn *rw snrft: T?tacpfH»rw*Tv: i

(Afltaaaliftsrlvivarana, loaf 82).

* wn*?r i

frag*
-

sqnrftnras: n

* WWT TOPrcnirs wfvri sqjij i

jot farm^err^ i (NyaySloka).
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Bauddha, 1 Aupanisada, Digambara, Syfidvuda-rahasya, Syad-

vadaratnakara, Sammatitika, Jfianarnava, Bhasyakara (Jina-

bhadraGaniKsamaSramana), Brhaspati, Dharmakirti, Acaryya,

Cintainanikrt, Manikrt, MiSra, Vardhamftna and Paksadhara

Mi£ra.

The Nyayakliandanakhadya 1
is otherwise called Mahfi-

vlrastavana. It consists of 10S verses

khad
5
tt

R,5l a ^ ilftna composed in eulogy of Mahavlra and at
‘y

the same time embodying solution of the

deepest problems of Logic. There is ail elaborate commentary
in prose by the author himself elucidating many intricate points

couched in the precise style of modern logicians. The work
opens s with a salutation to Mahavlra who. is called S*ambliu

and ends* with a reference to the author himself. The topics

treated in the work are:—Soul (atman), emancipation (mukti),

momentariness (ksanikatva), origination (utpatti), destruction

(dhvaiiisa), syadvada, kind and individual (jiiti and vyakti),

space and time (de£a evaiii kala), middle term and major

term (vyfipya evaiii vyapaka), knowledge and external world

(vijnanavfida evaiii vahyarthavada) , etc. The undermentioned

philosophers, philosophical treatises and systems are referred

to:—
Samkhya, Kanabhaksa, Aksapada, Xaiyayika, Bauddha,

Madhyamika, Prabhakara, Mlmaihsaka, Bhasya, Vartika, Tlka,

Samantabhadra, Gandhahasti Kannnati, Misra, Bhatta, Srldhara,

1 —
fawr fv *r«rrt i

cT^cf t l

(NyaySloka, loaf 13, printed at Alimedahad).

* The Nyayakhandan&khadya has beon printed in Bombay.

* SlMOWKtUQJ

(Nyayakhandanakhudya).

* W59TS ur?Nii Tifwrfwm

II

(NySyakbandanakhadya).
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Udayana, Narayana, Narayatiacarya, 1 Sfiromani,* DIdhitikara,

Vardhamana and Gunananda/
The Astasahasrlvivarana which is a gloss on the Astasahasri

of Vidyananda opens with an obeis*

wvHrlnft
aSffliaSPr

’ ance to Indrabhuti Gautama.4 The work
makes reference to the undermentioned

philosophers, philosophical treatises and systems Vacaspati,

Naiyayika, Mandana MiAra, Prajnakara, Bhatta, Prabhakara,

Homacandra, Vaeakacakravarti (Umasvati)
,

Vaidanti-paAu,

Kusumaujali, Gurumata, Muraribhatta, Murari Misra, Gauta-

mlya, Udayanaeatya, Bhattacaryya, J arannaiyayika, Raghu-

deva Bhattacaryya, Bhusanasara,'* etc.

Other works of Yasovijaya wrote many other works,

Yii'ovijtiyrt. some of which are mentioned below *—

Original mirks in Sanskrit

:

1. Adhyatmasara, 2. Adhyatmopanisad, 3. Adhyatmika-

mata Kbandana (sailka), 4. Adhyatmamata parlksil (salika),

5. Nayarahasya, 6. Nayapradlpa, 7. Nayopadesa (with the

TTka called Nyayamrta-taranginl), 8. .Iaina Tarkabhasa, 9.

Jnanabindu, 9. Margaparisnddhi ,
10. Upadesa-rahasva

(Nyajakhftndanakhadytt, leaf 3).

4 sinrfij «iht*t-

ftiJT S( * 5RTTT fafgi I

(Nyayakhaiulanakhadya, leaf 42).

4^ HWST WOTilWHlfaftiarafq QTJWT9W
&K

qrwrcnn wwwcmnr 'sriarfa gww^fhir

1
(Nyayakhaiulanakhadya , leaf 2).

* Sh*nT! ufarerro 1

«Wmg^nT^JT^nTWTT fawife »
(AstasShaarlviv^

rana, MSS. belonging to munis Vijayadharma Siiri and Indravijaya).

6 Raghudeva is referred to in leaves 4, 22.

6 The BliUsanasara is more fully called VyakaranabhQsaxjWksSra. It

is a grammatical treatise by Kaunda Bhatta. This work is refereed to

in leaves 34, 35, etc.
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(satlka), 11. Vairagyakalpalata, 12. Dvatrimdadvatriiii&ika

(satlka), 13. Jnanasara, 14. Devadharma-parlksa, 15. Yati-

laksanasamuccaya, 16. Gurutattva-nirnaya (satlka), 17.

Samacarl, 18. PratimaSataku (satlka) and 19. Bhasarahasya.

Commentaries in Sanskrit.

20. S'astravartasamuccaya-tika, 21. Syadvadakalpalatii

,

22. Kannaprakrtitlka, 23. Sodasakavrtti.

Works not available.

24. Adhyiitmopadesa, 25. Syadvadaraliasya, 26. Pramana-

rahasya, 27. Siddhantatarkapariskaia, 28. Anekantainata-

yyavastha, 29. Patanjali yoga^astra catmthapadavrtti, 30.

Atmakhyati, . 31. Jfianariiava, 32. Vicarabindu, *33. Tri-

siltryiUokavidlii, 34. Mangalavada and 35. Silthaprakarana.

Works in (Juzerati.

36. Krlpala rajana viisano paclialo bhaga, 37. Digpat a

corasibol, 38. Jambusvamino rasa, 39. Dravyaguna paryayano

rasa, 40. SamadhiSataka, 41. JSamataAataka, 42. Tattvar-

thano tabbo, 42. Jnanasarano tabbo, 43. Jasavilasa, 44.

Samyak-6astra vicarasara, etc*.





38 . Note on the Strength of Sulphuric Acid Solution

used in Secondary Cells in India.

By E. 1\ Harrison.

A very important factor in the maintenance of a second-

ary cell is the strength of the dilute acid used to cover the

plates.

The right strength is that which is indicated by experience

as giving the best results with the type of cell in question, and
is usually made up of 4 parts of acid in 20 parts of water, or

20%. Any serious deviation from this strength is sure to short-

en the life of the cell and will probably also reduce its output

while it lasts. Manufacturers of secondary cells in Europe
almost always send out with the ‘‘formed ’’ and dry plates

instructions as lo the density which the dilute sulphuric acid

should possess when poured into the t ells before charging,

while in addition to this they usually supply some form of

hydrometer for testing the density of the solution during the

various stages of charging and discharging. It is, in fact, well

known that careful attention to the density of the solution in

the cell is a matter of the first importance. The present Note
is intended to draw attention to the fact that a large number
of cells charged in India (and probably also in other countries

where the average temperature is 30° C. or more) are now,

owing to the comparatively high temperature in this country

and the consequent, reduction in the density of the correct

mixture, being filled with solution which contains too high a

proportion of acid.

In places where the temperature is 30
' C. or oyer, the de-

viation from the correct 'percentage mixture (which is what

really matters) is so considerable as probably to affect seriously

the efficiency of the cell.

Experimental

.

In order to determine quantitatively the errors in the

percentage mixture which it is believed are usually made by

those who fill cells in India, it was necessary to make two sets

of measurements:

(1) Of the variation with temperature of the density of

dilute pure sulphuric acid of some fixed strength.

(2 ) Of the change in density of the dilute acid as the per-

centage composition changes, keeping the temperature con-

stant.
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A specific gravity bottle of 50 cc. capacity was used in

both sets of measurements and the temperature of the solution

in the bottle was allowed to remain constant for at least 10

minutes in each case, before cooling and weighing. The
balance used was capable of giving a much greater accuracy

than was actually required.

The ac id employed in these tests was a specimen taken

from a jar of pure acid recently sent out from England by

Messrs. Crompton & Co., for filling a new storage battery.

Method of calculating the density.

Let ^ be the density of the solution at 0° C.

Let M
a
he the mass of liquid which fills the bottle at 0°C.

Let V
H
be the capacity of bottle in ce. at 0 0.

Then

M,

But if 0*000024 be taken as the cubical expansion coeffi-

cient of glass, we have,

Vfl = V |t
,{

1 +*000024 (0—15)}

Now the bottle used contains 50 ee. at 15 C, so that

V;=5OfOO12(0-15)

= 49*9S2 f *00120

Therefore

M,

49-982 + -001

2

Results.
t

Since the actual numerical values obtained are of little

interest in themselves, curves have been constructed which

exhibit the results dearly and at the same time allow correc-

tions to be made graphically for any temperature within the

range of 0° C. to 40° C.

Figure 1 shows the variation of density with temperature

for a 22*2% solution of acid.

Figure 2 shows how the density of an acid solution at

25*2° C. varies with the percentage composition.
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Numerical values for the density

.

i

Density,
j

1 ,200 j

1,203
;

1,195
1,182
1,189
1,185
1,182

Temperature. Density. % age Composition.

4-5* CL 1,192 22-22
10° 1.189 21 05
20° ,, 1,187 20*00

25*2°
,, 1,188 1905

30° ,, 1,850 100-00

35°

40 n

A numerical example will probably best explain tbe

method of treating the curves.

The object is to obtain grapliically at any temperature

that value of the density which corresponds with the correct

percentage mixture of acid and water. Taking the correct

mixture to be 20%, and assuming the European temperature to

be 20°C. and the Indian temperature to be 30°C,—
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1st. Read off on curve 2 the density corresponding to a

20% mixture: this is seen to be 1,187, and the temperature

corresponding is 25*2n
C.

2nd. Set up on curve 1 at a temjjerature of 25* 2
U an

ordinate AB of value 1,187. Through B draw a curve (prac-

tically a straight line) parallel to the original 22*2% curve XX.
Tliis new curve will represent the variation with temperature

of the correct 20% mixture. Reading off from the curve YY
Fig. 1 the density corresponding to a temperature of 30 -0.,

we obtain 1,183.

Now, in India, with cells at the assumed temperature of

30°C. the practice is to use acid solution of density 1,190.

A density of 1,190 at 30'C. is, however, equivalent to a
density of 1,1935 at 25*2° (Fig. 1.), and from Fig. 2 this is seen

to correspond with a composition of 22*8%.

Finally then, a density of 1,190 at 30° corresponds with a

composition of 22’8%. whereas the correct mixture on which
the welfare of the cell depends should contain 20% of acid : a
difference of 3%. Now consider the automatic changes which
go on in the density of the solution during the process of

charging. The total change in solution-density in Europe due to

chemical action is from 1,190 before charging, to 1,220 after

charging, which is an increase of about 6% in the solution-

strength. Tims by using solution made up to a density of 1,190

in India at 30 0. we are filling the cells with a mixture which is

too rich in acid, the error being as much as half the total den-

sity change in the cell dm; to chemical action.

It is clear from the above reasoning that the solution

density which ought to be employed for filling secondaries at a

temperature of 30 0. (in so far as changes in temperature
affect density alon3) is about 1,183, a number which is read off

directly from curve YY, Fig. 1.

Further experiments on the output of different cells

filled witli acid solution of the same density but kept at differ-

ent temperatures would be interesting. The effect of wrong
solution-strengtli on the life of a cell would obviously be more
difficult to determine since the life depends on so many factors

which it is hard to fix. In conclusion, my thanks are due to

Babu Rabati Raman Dutt, M.A., Government Research Scholar
of Presidency College, by whom nearly all the actual experi-

mental measurements described in this Note were made.



39. A Preliminary Note on the Use of Storage Cells

in Bengal.

By SATisir Chandra Mitkerjee, M.A , B.Sc.

In connection witli our work on ‘‘The Electrical State of

Nascent Cases’
5

[Journ. Asiat. Hoc. Beng. Vol. iii, I907|, Profes-

sor Cunningham and I have, for the last five years, been using a
battery of small storage cells, supplied by (J. Pye & Co.

Though we strictly followed the directions given by the Com-
pany, we found that the cells were rapidly becoming useless

owing to the corrosion of the top parts of the plates (mostly,

the positive plates). The average life of an individual cell

varied from three months to one year. Many precautions

having proved unsuccessful I at last thought of using acid of

less concentration than what is recommended for use in Eng-

land, viz aeid of sp. gr. 1100.

After several trials 1 found acid of sp. gr. 1150 to give the

best results. The cells tilled with acid of this specific gravity

were charged in November, 1908. As the cells arc still in good

order, it is too early to state the period of their life under the

new conditions; but evidently it is much longer than when
acid of sp. gr. 1190 or 1180 was employed.

The reason of the above experimental result is most pro-

bably this. The velocity of chemical reaction of dilute sul-

phuric acid on metallic lead and lead peroxide, to which the cur-

rent of the secondary cells is due, increases with temperature

and is, therefore, greater at temperatures of 30' to 35
rj

(). which

obtain in Bengal 1 than at temperatures 15
J
to 20°C. which

obtain in England. This greater velocity is injurious to the

life of the cells, giving rise to too much lead sulphate at the ex-

pense of lead and lead peroxide of the plates. As a matter of

fact, the breaking of the plates was preceded by the appearance

of a white deposit of lead sulphate at the point of breakage.

Thus to bring down the velocity of reaction it is necessary to

decrease the concentration of the acid employed.8

Professor E. P. Harrison has recently shown that to use

acid of the same concentration as in England, viz., 20% aeid, we

must take acid of sp. gr. 1183 instead of that of sp. gr. 1190.

The better results I have obtained witli acid of even less con-

centration is probably due, therefore, partly to a tempera-

ture density effect, and partly to the increase in the velocity of

chemical reaction with rise in temperature as has been pointed

out above.

Further investigations on this subject are in progress.

1 It was observed that the breakage of the cells was quicker in

summer than in winter.

* Refer to the current number.





40. Maharaja-Kanika-lekha,

By Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
M.A., Ph.D.

Maharaja-Kanika-lekha is the title of a letter the Sanskrit

original of which is now lost but a Tibetan version is embodied
in the Tangyur, Mdo, Gi. This version was prepared by the

Indian Pandita Vidyakara-prabha 1 and the Tibetan Lama Rin-

chen-mchog, and was edited by teacher Dpal brtsegs. The
original letter was written by a Buddhist monk named Mat-i-

citra to a king named Kanika.
I have lately brought a copy of the letter from the monas-

tery of Pamiangchi in Sikkim. But our esteemed friend, the

well-known Tibetan-Sanskrit scholar Mr. F. W. Thomas,
already published the text of the letter with English transla-

tion and a learned introduction in the Indian Antiquary for

September 1903. So it is hardly necessary here to enter into

details of the letter, and I shall content myself with offering

only a few observations on Maticitra and Kanika—the two
important historical personages mentioned in it.

Maticitra -There are two authors each bearing the name
Maticitra mentioned in Tibetan books. The
later Maticitra 2 was the spiritual preceptor of

King Buddha-paksa, while the earlier one
was a contemporary of King Candra Gupta. 8

The earlier Maticitra was known under vari-

ous names 4 such as Acarya Krsna, Mahavlra,

1 Orig. has$wg|. which is transcribed as ViiyanprabbS, and

may stand for VIrya-prabha or Vidy3kaaa*prabha.
* Fids Pag-sam-jon-zaqg, edited fay Rai Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E.,

P- 92, 14. King Baddhfepakfa is called in Tibetan
|

* Fids Pag-sam-jon-sang, p. 91.

Candia Gupta is called In Tibetan
1

This Candra

Gupta appears to me to be the king of that name who founded the
Gupta an in 319 A.D., though he is described in the Pagsam-jon-sang
and by Lama TSrlnStha to be a contemporary of Cfinakya.

4
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ASvaghosa, Pitrceta, Matrcefca, Durdharsa,
Dkiirmika and Subhuti. He was, on the
supposition of his being the same as Pitrceta,

born in a Brahmana family and was convert -

ed to Buddhism by Deva or Arya Deva, as

is evident from the following story 1
:

—

“ The King (Candra Gupta) built a monastery called

Kusumftlahkfira, and his brother’s.son, King Kri-Candra, built a
temple of Avalokitesvara as well as 14 chapels in Nalandii and
worshipped Acarya Pitrceta and ITpadhyiiya Rahula the junior.

Regarding Pitrceta it is said that in a certain eastern city

there was a merchant who had given his youngest daughter in

marriage to the family of a Brahmana named S«argha-guliya.

Her offspring called Krsna siddha of Mahadeva and by
his grace became a great master of the Tirthika lores. En-
gaged in controversies with the Buddhist Panditas in Orissa,

Gauda and the Tirhoot provinces, he defeated every one of
them. His victories tilled him with an overweening pride.

But. his mother, who was a Buddhist, told him that the Bud-
dhists in the above countries were only as many as the hair

eontained in a horse’s ear, but that towards Magadha they were
as numerous as the hair upon the entire body of the horse.

He set out for Magadha but was defeated thrice in three con-
troversies by Acarya Arya Deva. He was thereupon con-

verted to Buddhism.”
According to the Chinese pilgrim Hwen-thsang z too, Mati-

citra alias A£\agho$a was a contemporary of lieva or Arya
Deva. Perhaps there is a covert allusion to Arya Deva in the
following lines of Maticitra’s letter to Kanika :

—

(Maharaja-Kanika-lekha, verse 44),

(Pag-sam-jon-zang, p. 01).

1 Pag-sam-jon-zang , p. 9|. . .

* Watters* on Yuan-Chwang, Vol. II, pp. 101-102.
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tk 0 Deva (king), having acquired talents use them really

like Deva (a god or Arya Deva)
;
0 Deva (king), having known

.ill faults be really faultless like Deva (a god or Arya Deva).”

From the above it is evident that Matieitra alias A£va-
ghosa was a contemporary of Arya Deva and Gandra Gupta.
If we suppose Oandra Gupta to be the king of that name who
founded the Gupta era in 319 A.D., we cannot resist the con-

clusion that Maticitra and his patron Kanika lived at the end
of the third and beginning of the fourtli century A.D.

Kanika -Is stated in the letter to have belonged to the

KuAana family, which though foreign was
at the time of the composition of the letter

so far Hinduised that it was described as a
section of the solar race. So we read

S3

II

(Maharaja-Kanika-lekha, verse 49).

Trained by Pruvrajita (monks) and born in the race

ut Kusiina thou shouldst not defile the creed of the family

whose ancestors descended from the noble line of thosun.*’

Kanika was not the founder of the KuSana dynasty.

That his ancestors reigned in India and professed Buddhism is

evident from the following verse of the letter :

—

m
1

N9

< Mr. Thomas reads
: J

is evidently the same as
|

hut agrees in interpreting it as

Mr, Thomas reads
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’O S3

(Mabaraja-Kaiiika-leklui verw 1 40).

‘ Do thou like thy ancestors rule the earth by righteous-

ness ; and do thou advance the religious observances in tem-

ples like unto thy ancestors.

Regarding Kanika we further read

‘‘Again, at that time there was a king towards the west

Delhi and Palwa ’—colled. Kanika, who opened 28 mines of

precious metals and worshipped more than 30,000 priests of

the Mahayana sect. He invited AAvaghoaa, who being too old

could not go, lint- sent a letter through his disciple Jiiftnu-

yasas/
,,

Kanika who was king of Delhi and Palwa must he distin-

guished from Kaniska who reigned in Jnlandhara, though both

were descended from the Kusiina race. It was during the

reign of Kaniska that the third'1 Buddhist Council was held

in the Kusfma’s monastery at Jalandhara. So we read

Hearing that he held the third Buddhist Council in the

Kundalavana Vihara : the Kftsmirians tell this story. But the

general belief is that there assembled in the monastery of

KuAana in Jfdandhara 500 Arhats above the rank of Srotii-

pauna and about 5000 ordinary monks. The teachings of

Buddha, as prophesied in Krki’s dream, were arranged. The
last council was held. The Tri pitakas, particularly the Vinaya
which was formerly not put in writing, were now codified, and
such scriptures as were formerly in writing were now revised/'

1

Kauiska’s son too, in his palace called Kgas-ldun, main-

tained 10,000 monks headed by 100 venerables lor 5 years, and
helped in the preparation of many volumes of the Buddhist

scripture. 6

Kubana—The Kusana race to which both Kanika and
Kaniska belonged is the same as Kwei-
shwang, a branch of the Yuechi stock. The.

Kwei-shwangs were also called Tukharas or

Turuskas/ as for instance, Kaniska the

l Palwa is the sumo »s Tolhavu. Mr. Thornss has Malwa (vitfv

hid. Ant. for September 1003, p. 348).
4 Pag-sani jon zang, p. 91.

3 According to Lama Taranatlia too, Kanika is different from
Kaniska, as is noticed by Mr. Thomas himself. According to the Tibe-

tans there were only two councils up to tho time of A4oka.
4 Pag sam jon-yang, p. 83.
6 Pag-sam-jon-zang, p. 83.

Beal’s Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol. f, p. o0 n.

:
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Kusana is expressly designated in the Raja-
taranginl as descended from the Turuska
race. 1 The Kusiinas rose in power on the
Oxus about 126 B.C., when Tallin was con-
quered. After subduing the Sc or S'akus , the
Kusanas entered India about the middle of

the 1st century B.C. Leaving a normal
space for the reigns of Kadpluses 1 and FI.

we may assign their successor Kaniska to

the 1st century A.D. The later Ku$unas
are said to have reigned up to the 1th cen-

tury A.D. Kanika was very probably a king
of the later Kuftnnas, aud if we suppose him
to be a contemporary of AAvaghosa. ami
Candra (fupta 1, lie lived about JI9 A.D.
This leads us to conclude that the Kusnnas
reigned in various parts of Northern India

during the first four centuries of Christ,

even in some instances contemporaneous ly
with the (hiptas. Rvcn supposing that

Kanika and Kaniska were the variant forms
of the same name, we cannot but admit that

there was a king named Kaniska at the cud
of the 3rd and beginning of the 4tli century
A.D. This view tallies well with the state-

ment in the Rajataranginl that 12 reigns

intervened between Kaniska (or Kanika) and
Mihirakula (515 A.D.). Z

and Notes on the hido-Scythians by Syhiiin Levi in link \ni i<|. tor

Vovembor 1003.
• llajat-nnutgim, 1. 170.
2 Watters’ on Yuan Chwnng, Vol. I, p. 200.
The date of Kaniska 1. if we supposo him to bo diifernit in an

Kanika, has not been definitely fixed. The KUkn ora (7N A.D.), which
is generally ascribed to him. was perhaps u mere device for practical

reckoning received from tho (ln*oks. Vido Dr. F. .1. Fleet’s communim-
lion on the Saka TCra.” J.R A S. for July 1010.





41. A Note on “ Old Guns in Bengal/'

By Hkv. K. Hostbn, S..J.

The frequent finds of old guns in Bengal will surprise lesr.,

when we remember how large a number the native chiefs had
at their disposal.

In a letter of Father Nicolas Trigault, dated (loa. tin* e\e

of Christmas, 1607, we read :

“ It is now time that we should pass on to the kingdom of

Pegu, formerly one of the most flourishing, and now so deso-

lated and depopulated
,
because of an infinity of evils and

calamities which it has sutl’ered, that it is but a desert and
uninhabited forest. The king of Bengala 1 was lord of Pegu,

who had bestowed the government of it on a certain Portuguese

Captain called Philippe Brittus/ He at onee built there n

fortress and, collecting the remnants of the Pegans roaming,

and wandering in the woods, lie assembled them in a small

town.
“ However, the king began to suspect the Portuguese

[Captain] and called him to his Court. He defended himself as

best he could, and finally withdrawing with great protestations

of obedience to the king (tout a plat de Vobe.ysmncr da roy)
9
he

placed fho kingdom into the hands of the king of Portugal

.

And hav mg received help from the viceroy of the Indies, he

bravely defended 1 he citadel/' and finally
,
after having with a very

few men gained several battles against the king, he destroyed

a great naval army which tho son of the king had brought to

besiege the citadel, and took him prisoner, before he could set

foot on land. Great were the spoils then taken : among other

things he seized nine hundred pieces of artillery ,
/ say nine

hundred again, lest you should think that l am making a mistake

in writing.
“ The father ransomed his son with a large sum of money

and made peace with the king.* But, perfidious as he was,

this barbarian, after recovering his son, broke his word at

once, and, on that occasion, arming a bigger fleet than before,

came with his son to exterminate wholly the Portuguese.

But, he met with the same fortune as heretofore, except that

he escaped by flight, while his son was onoe more taken by the

l Arakan.
4 Filippo de Brito Nicote. Of. Index of Vol. 2 in Darners’ The

Portuguese in India (s. v. Sioote).
8 Of Pegu. * Of Portugal.
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Portuguese. We do not well know yet all the circum-

stances of that so celebrated victory, considering that it was
gained quite recently.’

’
(Of. Aub£ 0 . Dehaisnks, Vie. du Per

v

Nicolas Trigaull de la Compagmc de Jesus, Tournai. Casternian,

1804. pp. 235-36.)

Father du Jarric, quoting Father Ferniio 0 uerreiro, S.J..

who held his information from the Jesuits then in .Bengal,

writes that in the hrst engagement, in 1605, a thousand

ordnance pieces, big and middling ones, were taken. On the

second occasion, in 1007, the King of Arakan armed 75 large

galiots, each bearing at least 12 large guns. He disposed in

all of 3,500 pieces of artillery, “ large and small.” But, to

make gootl his escape, after his defeat near Miriam, he was
obliged to bury the greater part of his artillery along the eoast.

(Of. du Jahkic, Troisiesmc partie de V]Hstoirc dcs chases pha
nu movables . .. Bordeaus, 1614, pp. 870,874,884.)

When Chittagong was taken by the Moguls in 1666, 1,223

pieces of cannon, of different calibres, were found in the place.

(('If. Stewart’s History of Bengal, p. 300.)



42. Catalogue of Inscriptions on Copper-plates in the

Collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

By Uakhai, Das Banerjt.

1. The Sofiya nra plait'.—Tn is plait1 was discovered by n

man while digging for a foundation of a house in the village of

Sohgaurfi. district Gorakhpur. in the United Provinces. The
man gave the plate to his landlord, from whom it was obtained by

Dr. W. Hoey. I.C.S. (Retd.) aiul presented in theSoeiety in IS94

The inscription is of considerable importance, being the oldest

Brfihrnf record on metal. The Proceedings of the Society foi

.hme 1X91 contains three notes or» this plate, by Messrs. Hoey,

V. A. Smith and Hoernle. and a full-size facsimile of the inscrip-

tion.' The late Dr. Georg Biililer published it. in 1890 in the

Vienna Oriental Journal. He translated the inscription as

follows :
*- -

“ The order of t.he great officials of SVavastT, {issued

)

from {their ramp at) Manavasitikata -These two store-houses

vv-itli three partitions, {which arc situated) even in famous

Vnmsagrftma. require the storage of loads (
hharakn )

of Black

Panicum. parched giain. cummin-seed and Amba for (time*

of) urgent (need). One should not take (anything from the

grain stored)."

Dr. J. F. Fleet, the latest writer o?i the suhjeel . translates it

as follows *

*• Notice for all the three great roads for vehicles' At the

junction, (named) Manavasi, of the three roads, in actually

(the villages) D.isilimata and Usagama, these two storehouses

are prepared for the sheltering of loads of commodities of (»\c.,

from and to) Tiyavani , Mathula. andChamchu, to meet any case

oF urgent need, hut not for permanent use
!’

'

The inscription is in four lines of Maurya Braliml (B.C.

32l)— 230) with a row of symbols at the top. The symbols are,

from the left,—(1) A tree inside a railing or in a box. Dr. Fleet

takes this to be “ the mark of the town Tryavani.” (2) A store-

house with a roof on four posts. (3) A javelin or arrow. (4) A
stupa, as the numismatists call it, or a representation of Mount

Meru according to Dr. Biihlcr. Dr. Fleet is, however, of

opinion that the arrow, which he understands to be a spoon,

and the stupa are “the arras of Mathura.” (5) The Taurine

symbol of numismatics. (6) Bare tree inside a railed enclosure.

(7) Another store-house, similar to no. 2.

I Proc. A.S.B., 1894, pp. 84-88.

Vienna Oriental Journal. Vol. X, p. 147.

? J.R.A.S.. 1907. p.522.
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There are four holes near the four corners ; and whatever .

the correct interpietation of the inscription may be, there is

no doubt about the fact that it was a notice intended to be

hung in a prominent place. The plate measures 28* by 1 j{".

2. The Sue Vihar inscription of Kaniska .—The inscription

was discovered at Sue Vihar which is about sixteen miles from
Bahawalpur. Lt was found imbedded in the floor of a ruined

tower of sunbaked bricks. An account ol the tower and the

surrounding ruins was published by Mr. E. Baylcy. C.S I.,

in the Society’s Journal,

1

who gave hid version of the inscrip-

tion also. It was published by Hocrnle in 1881

4

and Bhag-

wanlal Indraji in 1882/ It was discovered by the Bex. (1.

Yeates in 1869 and forwarded by Major Stubbs to Mr. E. ('.

Bayley, who is supposed to have presented it to the Society/
The inscription consists of a single line of Kharosthi incised

along the edge of a thin plate of copper. The inscription

records the erection of a staff which belonged to a mendicant
namt'd Nauadattn, learned in the Saiiikhya philosophy, the

disciple of Damatrata and the disciple of the disciple of Bluiva,

by an abbess who was the wife 0 of Babtnandi and the mother of

Bulajaya, on the 28th day of the month of Daisins in the llth

year of Kaniska. This is the only dated Kharosthi rec ord in

the collection.

3. The Taxiln plate. —This inscription is incised on «i thin

strip of copper which was broken into four pieces at the time ol

its discovery. Of these four only three have been found in tin*

Society’s collection. They were discovered inside a small

stupa at a village named Shall Dhcri in the Rawalpindi district."

According to Oiiimingham these strips of copper xvere given

to Major Pearse in or about 1855. Nobody knows how or when
they came into the possession of the Society. 'Hie inscription

records the erection of a stupa by a certain .... metiakha, an

inhabitant of Taba together with his wife, for the wor-

ship of his father and mother and for the destruction of sin.
:

The total length of these strips is 8* and the mean breadth JV’

4.

The Gorakhpur grant of Jayadityadem /.—The plate was
discovered near the river called the little G.indak in the Gorakhpur
district of the United Provinces. It was brought by Mr. John
Ahmuty, the then Magistrate of the district, xvho communicat-
ed it to Captain Wilford, by whom it was presented to the

Society. The inscription was first edited by H. T. Colebrooke

1 J.A.S.B., Vol. XXXIX, pt. 1. pp. H5-67 : seo also J.R.A.8. (N.S.),
Vol. IV, pp. 407-99.

4 Ind. Ant., Vol. X. pp. 324-31.
6 Ibid., Vol. XI, pp. * Ind Ant.. Vol. X, p. 324.
6 English version of Biihler’s Indian Paleography. Ind. Vnl.

XXXIIJ, App., p. 28.
6 Cunningham, A.S.R., Vol. II, pp. 124-26.
7 Joum . and J'roc.. A.N.B.’, Vol. IV, p. 303.
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1

,
in 1807 in the Asiatic Researches, 1 and was subsequently
reprinted in his Miscellaneous Essays;1 The late J)r. Kiel-

horn edited it from an ink impression supplied to him by Dr.
J. F. Fleet.

3

The record is incised on one side of a single piate of

copper measuring IHJ* by 12]*. On the proper right side of the
plate is “an oval projection with a raised rim .... on which is

rivetted a disc of the same shape, similarly with a raised rim.

which contains a flat button about an inch in diameter; on the
countersunk surface of this button there is some emblem which
may perhaps be an animal . . . The record commemorates
the grant ot the village of Durum uddumaka to the sendee of

the goddess Durgft, by Madoli the minister of King Jayaclitya.

The pramsli was composed by the Kaynstha Nagadatta, and
the verses about Nngadatta were composed by his younger bro-

ther Vidyadatt a. According to the closing verse of the inscrip-

tion either the prafasti was composed on the grant made at

Jivanapalli. The use of such adjectives as Bodh isattva
,
Siigata

, in

•'onnection with proper names shows that the person* mentioned
in this grant were inclined towards Buddhism. The approxi-

mate date of the grant is 9thcentury A.D. Kielhorn’s no. 804.

i\ The Uorakhjmr grant of Jayddilyadeva //.—This plate

was made over by Dr. W. llooy, I.C S., to the Society in 1891).

It was discovered by some men employed to dig kankar at

t he north-east corner of the large sheet of water eovering over

thirty acres at the \ illage Uimnha.* The inscription was deci-

phered and published by the late |)r. T. Bloch, I’ll. I )., then Philo-

logical Secretary of the Society.
r
‘ The inscription records the

grant of the villages of Kuniarasandika together with the palli-

kas Patmsandii , Sahkusanda , (laddhi and Dculf in the Leddikfi

nisaya and the Daddarandika mandata by the Paramesmin
Paramo-bha tidraka-mahdrdjddhirdja Jayadityadeva 11, the son

of Dharmmadityadeva and the grandson ol Jayadityadeva I

of the Malayaketu family, to a Kaynstha named Kesavu.

The document is signed by the minister (Mahamanlri) Mahoka.

and the Mahasamanta Grahakunda acted as dulaka. The

inscription was written by the Kayastlia Valadduka in the

Vikfama year 8 927. i.c.
t
870 A. i). The record is incised on

one side of a single plate of copper measuring 12|" by 12}*.

“ On the top there is a oval projection, upon which we find

the representation of a full-blown lotus, the centre of which

consists of a raised disc bearing the image of mm animal,

perhaps a boar, with SrI-Jayadityadevah written below in

raised characters.” 7

1 A*. jfef., Vol IX, pp. 406-12.

* Colebrooko’s Miscellaneous Essays, VoL II, pp. 247*34.

» Jnd. Ant., Vol. XXr, pp. 169-71.

* J.A.S.B., 191 0, pt. I, p. 88. * Ibid , pp. 8S 92.

* Ep. Ini., Vol VIII, App. I, p. 4, note 2.

^ J.A.S.R., 1900, pt. I, p. 90.
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n/o The grant of Vindyakapdladeva.—Nothing is known
about the finds of this plate except that it was pre-

sented by (General J. 0. Stacy about the year 1848 The
Secretary of the Society published Dr. Riijendra Lala Mitra’s

version of the text in the same year. 1 Later on Dr. F. E. Hall

gave Ills version in 1862.‘ In 1864 an eye-copy of the last line

was published by Dr. Mitra*’ The plate was fully edited by
Dr. J. F. Fleet in 1886.4 /Die inseription records the grant of

the village of Tikkarikit, in the Prat isMi.uiaftAiid’/i, and attached

to the KasipTira pathaka, in the Var.lnasl visava by the Maha-
raja Vinlyakapfiladeva, to the Rhatta Hhullaka, after bathing

in the (hinges, on the 9th day of Phfilguna of the Vikramayear
9S8|_-.!)S1 A.D

|
The charter was drawn up by the illustrious

Harsh a. The inscription is incised on a massive plate of cop-

per and consists of seventeen lines. In the place of the seal a

large panel with a raised border is attached to the right of the

inscription bearing the genealogy of the Pratihara kings in six-

teen lines of raise 1 letters. At the top of these a four-armed

erect female figure stands in relief. The plate measures 1' 9i}"

by 1' 5*". Kiel horn’s no. 544/
7. Jhusi grant of Trilocanapdladeva. -This plate was dis-

covered in the village of Jhusi in the Allahabad district of the

United Provinces. It was presented to the Society by Mr R
Rrown h and was edited by the late Dr. Kielhorn in J889.*’

The inscription records the grant of the village of Lebhundika.
in the Asurabhaka visaya

,
to six thousand Rralimanas of

Pratist liana, after having bathed in the (.hinges. on the occasion

of the daksj ndyana-nuinferanti , tlie fourth day of the dark half

of Sriivana of the Vikrama year I084[ — 2(9 h June 1027 A.D.].

The record is incised on a single plate of copper measuring
T 5.$

v by 1' 2-j" witn a projection at the top, most probably,

intended for the seal. Kielhorn’s no. 60.

8 and 9. Ashrajpur grants oj Dcmkhadga .—The *6 two copper
plates, together with a chailya of the same metal, were difc-

covered at Ashrafpur, police station Raipur, in the Dacca district,

in 1S84 or 1885. Inscription No 8, called by the late Babu
Gafiga Mohana Laskar 41 Plate A” , was published by Dr. R. L.

Mitra in 1885 7 Tt was the property of a certain Babu Pratapa

Uandra Bancrji. Inscription No. 9 called “ Plate B ” was
rece ved five years later and was purchased from Babu Tarak
Nath Raya.8 Both inscriptions have recently been edited by

the late Babu (la iga Mohana Laskar.*'

No. 8. measures 10" by 6 5" and bears eighteen lines ofwrit-

i j.aTs.b.7 Voi. xvn, pt. i, p. 7o7Jt.
” — - - -

* Ibid., Vol. XXXI, p. 1. R Ibid.. V0b XXXIII, p. 321.
* Ind. Ant., Vol. XV, p. 138, ff.

5 Asiatic Researches. Vol. XVII, p. 621.
« Ind Ant , Vol XVIII. p. 33. 7 Proe. A.S.B.. 1885, p. 49.
3 Proo. A S.B . 1890. p. 242, and 1891, pp 119-20.
v Memoirs A.S.B., Vol. I, p. 85, pi. vii.
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ing in acute-angled characters of the 9th or loth centuries A.l).

A circular seal with a beaded rim is attached to the top of
the plate bearing the figure of a bull oouchaut in relief, and
below it the name of the king, in raised letters. The plate has
suffered very much along the borders and is covered with ver-

digris It records the grant of certain villages and portions
thereof to a Buddhist monastery under supervision of the
spiritual preceptor Sarighamitra by the King Dovaklmdga in

order to secure the longevity of his sin K *ija raja-1 dial fit. It

mentions the queen (Mahddevt) Prabhavat I and was written

at Jayakannanta-vasaka by Puradasa in themontli of Yaisiikhn

of the regnal year 111. Inscription no. 9 measures 7 }/ by 6"

and records the donation of six pataka* and ten droua* of land
to the monastery of Sahghamitra. The donor seems to have
been Rajaraja-bhaf ta. The dutaka was Yajhavarmman and
the scribe Puradasa. Both plates are incised on one side only.

Plate no. 9 was sent to (Janga Mohan Babu several \ ears hack
and Inis not yet been recovered. Kielhorn's no. 951.

10 The Ithagaipar plate of Ndrdyanapdht. - 'I his plate was
sent by a certain Mr. Smith of Bhagalpur. A lin»* runs along
the edge of the plate and at the top is a massive seal consisting

of a raised disc with a row of dots along the circumference and
foliage on each side. The disc hears the representation of the

wheel of law (dharmacakra) in the centre with a deer oou-

chaut on each side. Below the disc is the name of Narayana-
pilla in raised letteis. The inscription was published by Dr.

It. L. Mitrain 1878 1

: a more correct version was published hy Dr.

K. llultzsch, then (Sovemment Epigraphist in J88f> 2 The in-

scription records the grant of the village of MakuHka in the Tira -

bhukli Kak*n visai/a to the congregat ion of Pasupaia teachers

at Ka^apotu for the adequate worship of the lord Siva by
Xarayanap *i )adeva in the 1 7th year of his reign. The dutaka was
(iurava, probably the same man mentioned in theBuddal pillar

inscription

,

s and the engraver was Manghadasa, an inhabitant of

Eastern Bengal (Sawatata). The inscription is incised on both

sides of a single plate measuring 1' 3*5* by 1'. Kielhorns no. 638.

'll. The Amgachi plate ol Vigrahapdla III.—This plate

was discovered by a peasant while digging for earth near his

hut for the repair of a road in 1806. He gave it to the police,

who sent it to Mr. Battle, the then magistrate of Dinajpur, by
whom it was forwarded to the Society. The discovery was
announced by Colcbrooke with his reading and translation.*

Dr. Hoernle took it up about eighty years later and published

the text twice.® Finally, Dr. Kielhorn gave his version of the

1 J.A.S.B., Vol. XLVII, 1878, pt. I. p. 384, pL xxiv-xxv.
2 Ind. Ant,, Vol. XV, p. 304.
* Ep. Ind., Vol. II, p. 161. 4 Asiatick Researches, pp. 434-38.

6 Centenary Review of the A.8.B., pt. VT, pp. 210-13 and Tnd
A, if., Vol. XIV. pp. 162-68.
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first twenty lines in 1892.

1

A complete version witli a plate

would still be welcome The inscription records the grant of

some land in the Kotivursa oimya
,
and Paundravarddhana bfnlk-

ti ,
to a Brahamana, by Vigrahapaladeva, after a bath in the

Ganges, on the occasion of a lunar eclipse, in the 13th year of

his reign. The record was incised by S'aAideva, an artizan of the

village of PoSali. The inscription is incised on both sides of a

single plate measuring V'lY by 1
' l". At the top of the inscription

is a seal similar to that on No. 10 bearing the name of Vigralia-

paladeva in raised letters. The inscription is in a bad state of

preservation. Kielhorn's no. 043.

12. The Mamhdh grant of Madanapala, -This plate w«is

found in a park adjoining the village of Miiuuhali in the district

of Dinajpur and was forwarded by the late Mr. N. K. Bose,

C.S., then magistrate of Dinajpur. The inscription records the

grant of the village of Kasthagiri in the Kottivarsa visaya and

the Paundravarddhana bhtikfi to a Brahmaua named VateSvara-

svainiii as daksina for having road the Mahabharata for the

benelit of the Queen, by Madanapala in his 15th regnal year.

The metrical portion of the grant is very important as it

gives a complete list of the Pala kings. The record is incised

on both sides of a single plate measuring V 3 :

}

# by l' 4". The

seal is similar to those on Nos. 10 and 11. The dataka was

the Sdndhiviyrahiku Bhimadeva. and the scribe was the artisan

Tatliiigulasara.*

,'''13, .1 (/rant of Madanapala of Kanyakubja. -Nothing is

known about the pronename of this inscription. It was edited

by Dr. Eitz-Edwaul Hall in 1858, who believed it to bo the pio-

perty of a certain Major It. R. W. Ellis.* It was subsequent-

ly re-edited by Dr. Kiclhornin 1889.4 ^he inscription records

the grant of the village of Almfuna in the Dhanosaramaufi

pattald , to aSiumivedi Brahmanunamed Vamanasvaini^armniaii,

by Candradcva, the father of Madanapala, after bathing in

the Ganges at the yfiatta of Trilocanadcva, at Benares, on the

occasion of the Utlarayana samkrdnti/ Evidently the grant was

issued by Madanapala immediately after his father’s death.

The date is Monday, the 3rd of the white half of Magha of the

Vikrama year 1 154, i.e., 19th January 1097 A.D. The grant

was incised by the Karanikarthakkyra Sahadeva. The in-

scription is incised on one side of a plate of copper to which

seal is attached by means of a ring which passes through a

hole at the top. The plate measures 1' 9" by V 2". The

devices on the seals of the grants of the Gahadavala kings of

Kanauj consists of the figure of Garuda kneeling at the top

1 Ind. Ant., V0l XXI, pp. 97-99.

2 J.A.S.B., Vol. LXiX f 1900, pt. I, pp. 60-73.

» J.A.8.B., Vol. XXVII, pp. 220-41.
4 Tml Ant. . Vnl XVTFT n. A
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and a conch (sahkha) at the bottom and the name of the king

between them. Kielhom’s no. 76.

} 14. lldhan grant of Govindacandra of Kanauj.—'Thin
plate was discovered by a person digging in a field at Riihan.

a village in the Etawah district. It was presented to the

Society by Mr. F. drowse of Mathura. The inscription was

published by Babu Durgaram Basu in 1876

1

and subsequently

by Dr. Kieliiorn in 1889.* The inscription records the grant

of a part of the village of Uamaitha in the Sigurodha jxtttalii

to a Brahman named Gumicandra, an emigrant from Bhataka-

vada by the Kanaka Lavarapravaha. The Mahdrdjaputra

t rovindacandra, evidently anting on behalf of his father, makes it

known by means of this grant. The land was granted to Lava-

rapravaha after bathing in the Yamuna at the ghatia of the

god Muraitha, on the occasion of a solar eclipse on Sunday,

the loth of the black half of Pausa of the Vikramayear 1166,

which eomes to about .3rd January, 1109 A .1). The grant was

written at the request of the Mahatt-aka Gangeya by Tribhu-

vanapnla, the son of the ihakkura Devanga, and incised by

Siinarakkudaiia, the son of Satehara. The inscription is incised

on one side of a single plate measuring 1'7J
#
by l'J". The seal

is missing only a ring is attached to the top by means of a

hook. Kielhorn’s no. 83.

15. The Varum grant of Jayacandra. -This plate along

with the four following ones (nos. 16-19) were found near the

confluence of the Varun\ or Varana with the Ganges near

Benares in 1823. 3 This inscription records the grant of the

village of Godanti in the Paseima Ichapana pnttald in the

Antarvedl together with the patakas Ghantiamauyt and Nita-

mauyi to a Ksatriya named Rauta Rfijyadharavarman after

bathing in the Ganges at Benares on Saturday the 10th day of

the bright half of Va'&akha of the Vikrama year 1233, ».<?., 9th

April, 1177A.D. The donee of this and the following grants are

the same, and they were written by the Mahdkmpaialika , the

[hakkura Sripati. The inscription is incised on one side^of

«

single plate of copper with seal and ring measuring 1
' Hjj* bj

1' 4". Kielhorn’s no. 168.

16. Another Varund grant of Jayacandra.—Thi* inscription

records the grant of the village of Kotharavandhuri in the Ko-

samba pattald to the Rauta Rajyadharavarman by Jayacan-

dra on the same date as No. 15.* The inscription is incised on

one side of a single plate of copper with seal and ring measur-

ing T9" by ViT
0/. Kielhorn’s no. 169

17. Another Varuna grant of Jayacandra .—A translation of

this inscription was published with some remarks by H.H.

l Proc. A.S.B., p. 130. 3 Asiatic Researches, Vol. XV.
s Ind. Ant.. Vof XVIII. p. 15. Ibid., p. 130.
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Wilson in 18.' It records the grant of the village of DeilpAl

together with the patahis of ^avaharadiha, Oatagelanapali
,
Sai a-

vatatalia and Naugama, in the Ambuiilf pat tala on the banks

uf the Daivaha, by Jayacandra, after bathing in the Ganges at

Benares on the occasion of the Uftardyaua mmlcrdnii , on Sun-

day, the 4th of the bright half of Paiisha of the Vikraiua year
*1

JjW4^/>., the 25th December 1177 A.l).* Tlie inscription is

"Tneised on one side of a single plate of copper measuring

l' KJ'' by T 5 :

{". Kielhom’s no. 171.

]8, Vanina grant of Jayacandra. 1 /M.—This inscrip-

tion records the grant of the village oT Dayadfnua in the

Dayadiinri pattala by Jayacandra to IWjyadharavarman, when

residing at Rawlava i
,

after bathing in the Ganges on the

full moon of Vaisakha, /.e., on Friday, the 15th of the bright

c
|

half of Vaisakhaof the Vikrama year 113ft, i.e.. 11th April 1 1 si i

‘
I x\.L).

: ’ The inscription is incised on one side of a single plate

I of copper measuring I' 8" by i' 2}". Kielhorn’s no. 17.4.

19. Vurand grant oj Jayacandra
, llJJj. -This inscription

records the grant of the village of Soldi in the Jarultlia

patlald by Jayacandra to Rujvdhaiavnrniaii on tin 4 same plac<

and d-Ue as >Jo. 18.* The inscription is incised on one side n!

a plate of copper measuring V (
: 1" by 1'

1J". Riclliom’s m*

174.

20. Varund gr.uit of Jayacandra. 11Mr-This inscrip-

tion records the grant of the village of Afdietavatu in the Ja-

ruttha pattala with its live patakas: ManiarT, Gayasada, Vala-

vana, Asiama, and Slrima by Jayacandra at the same lime and
place as nos. IS- 19 to the same donee.' The inscription is in-

cised on a single plate of copper, with ring and seal, measumm
T 51* by l' Kielhorn’s no. 175.

21. Orissa pfates of Vidyddharabhunjadcru . Nothing is

known as to the provenance of those plates. In 1887 they

belonged to Mr. 0. T. Metcalfe, (‘ommissioner of the Orissa

Division. In the same year the inscription was published by

Dr. 11. L. Mitra.'’ Subsequently the plates uerc presented to

the Society by the (Jommissioiv r of Orissa through Mr. G. L
Griesbach. Ur. Hoernle sent the plates to the late Dr. Kielhorn,

and his version was published immediately after his death/

They are three substantial copper plates, the edges of which are

slightly raised, and of which each measures between 6^/ and OJ"

long by between 3}* ami 3J* high. They slide on a copper ring,

which passes through a hole, which is about distant from the

middle of the proper right margin of each plate. . . . The seal

1 Asiatic Researches, Voi. XV, pp. 447-99.

2 lnd. Ant., Vol. XVIII. p. 137. 8 ibid., p. 139.
• * Ibid.. p. 140. 6 Ibid., p. 142.

» J.A.S.B., Vol. LVJ, pt. 1, p. 154, ff.

I tip. Jnd., Vol. IX, p. 271, ff.
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bears in relief on a countersunk surface, in the upper half, a
couching lion facing to the proper right, and in the lower half

the legend

1. Sri- Vidyddhara.

2. bhanjadevaxya .

”

1

The plates had already served for another graut before the
present record was incised, like the Buguda grant of Mfulha\ii-

vaniian.* The inscription records the grant of the village of

Tuiuturava in the Ramalavva visayit by Vidyadhara-bhanja-
deva. The grant waa sealed by the queen of Trikalinga and
the minister StambhadevabhaMa, brought to tlie donee’s home
by the messenger Ive^ava, written by the Sdmlhiviyiahika
Khambha and incised by the goldsmith Kumaraeandra. The
record is incised on one side of the lirst plate and on both sides

of the other two plates.

22. The Orimi yrant oj Caydda-Utiiyadeoa - This plnie

was found in a glass ease in the Library of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal labelled “ copper plate grant dated N'aka 1 1 1)3 bearing

an inscription in Bengali characters. ’ Recently IVol’. Nilmani
Clmkruvurtti " has published it. It is incised on a small but

very thick plate of copper with a seal attached to its top. It

measures <>" by o". The inscription records the grant of the

village of Toro in I ho Venduiiiga visaya and the Yamagarta
mattdala to a number of BrFthmanas, who emigrated from Alu-

ehattra and settled in tin*, village of Kuiuvabhala in the Odra
visaya by Gayudaturigadeva. The seal is elliptical and bears

the figure of a bull eouchant and below it the name of the king

•n raised letters.

*/2)>. The Mddhdinayar tyrant of LaLxmana Sum. -Tlii.-

copper plate was discovered thirty to thirty-five years before

by a peasant named Ragliunath Bunin, in the village of Madliay--

nagar on the border of the Nfmgaehi forest in the Pabnfi dis-

trict of Bengal.^ It was brought to Pabna by Babu Dur ,»natba

TilJuqdiir, where it was translated by KavirajaGopioha* draSen.i

and Babu Prasanna Narayana Chaudhuri. The ’ ,st-nanied

gentlpman published ilia account of tlie discovery .1 tlie Aili-

hdsika Cilra 9
where he incidentally stated that the copper plate

will be forwarded to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. In 1904 Babu
UmeiSa Candra Gupta saw this plate in the house* of MahFima-
hopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri, in the possession of the late

Babu Ganga Moliana Laskar. 4 Subsequent inquiries which 1

caused to be made of Babu Prasanna Narayana Chaudhuri eli-

cited the fact that this copper plate had been sent to tin*

Society, and the Society's receipt for it was still in the Pabna

l Kp. Inil. . Vol. IX, p. 272. « Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 41.

3 Journ. andProc., Vol. V, p. 347, pi. 17 & 1H.

* ywv by Pandit Ume«ft Chandra Oupta, pp. 96-97.
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colleetorate. In 1907, while 1 was searching for the Tippera

grant, sent to the Society by Mr. McMinn, then one of the Vice-

Presidents, which also was issued to tiangii Mohana Babu, I

was informed by Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Sastri that

Babu Gangii Mohana Laskar’s father had sent one of the platen

to him. On careful examination I find that this was the Ma-
dhainagar grant, and I edited it in the Society's .Journal. 1 The
grant is a very important one for the history of Bengal, and

specially for that of the Sena dynasty. '/The inscription records

the gift of the village of Diiponiya patika in the Paundra-

Varddhana hhukii to Damodaradeva Sarman by Laksmanasena-

I) iva. The inscription is incised on both sides of a single plate

of copper measuring * 121". In the place of the seal a ten-

armed male figure is attached to the top of the grant by a hook/
24. Spwionfi bronze plate jrow Himirpur.—Aecording to

a label on its hack in the hand-writing of Mr. V. A. Smith and

signed by him, this plate was obtained by him through Pandit

Muralidhar from an old Bhar woman living in Pliaubepur near

(Jilrakot, who said that she originally came from maujn Siuni

m Pargana Jalalpui in the Hamirpur district. The grant was
obtained by the Pandit in 1875 and was forwarded to the So-

ciety by Mr. Smith. In 1877 l)r. Rajendra Lila Milra pro-

nounced it to he a forgery, 2 which verdict was adopted by Mr
Smith. The inscription is in Maurya Bralirn! and records the

defeat of the tribe of Bliars by Lodhas in the Vikrama year

1404, i.e., 1447 Ad).* The date is given in modernNagari numer-

als. The inscription is in nine lines and lias been incised on a

thin rectangular plate measuring 9J" by 71" Tne two upper

corners are clipped.

The following eleven copper plates boar short inscriptions,

in very modern Nagaii characters and Hindi language, recording

grants of land made by the princelings of Rajputaua and

Central India during the period of the dissolution of the Mughal

Kmpire. The dates on these inscriptions cover a period of about

sixty-five years (1720—-1790), the earliest of them being a grant

by the lemons freebooter, Baja Chatrasala or Chhattarsal of

the modern historians. There are three grants by RajaGumana
Singh of Kota, three morohy Raja Hindupati Singh of Bundi.

single ones of Maharaja-Kum aras Udota Singh and Kirti Singh,

and Raja Sikhet Singh of Kaliiiijara. * The era used on these

inscriptions is the Vikrama era.

25. Grant of the Maharaja-Kumara Udota Singh.—This in-

scription records the grant of certain lands to Pandit Saragasura

\Svargamra\ and Giradhari [Giridhari], on Monday the 30th

of the dark half of Magtya of the year 1783[= 1726 A.D.], by the

* Journ. and Proc., Vol. V, p.465, pi. 23 ft 24.
* Proc. A.S.R, 1877, p 260.
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Mahdnija-Kaumdra-divdna Udotaslmgha yUdyotasimhn |. The
word v lujahim occurs twice find the main inscription ends with

the worc/*
u nmkihnrt Parihara

, which might, mean that. Parihara

was the residence of the prince. To the left of the inscription

is the ‘ ‘seal” [chdpa], as it is called, on the majority of these

inscriptions, which consists of a circle scratched on the plate

containing the titles of the prince. In this ease the seal con-

tains fi ve lines, [t measures 8" by 0|".

26. (Irani of Raja Chatramhi —This inscription records

<Tr.),at of two hundred hlghfis of land in vuinja Kahaha to

, it Jagan Dube fDviredin], on Monday, the .‘10th of the

half of Phaguna fPhalgima] of the year 1784[ - 1727 A.D.|,

h^ind 4H 4

~
l f 'batrasfila. The mukanm is t'hoba or Ilebd. The

m
'

()per
inscription consists of five' lines and the “ seal/’ whieh in

t lenir^ase is to the left of the inscription, of three lines. It

i iiig
o \ .

•

|1C J7- Grant of the Mahdrdja-Knmdra Kirtti-Simha .—The

ins, ption recoids the grant of the village of Pataura in pra-

,jav ,
[jxin/a ne\ Saihadaka to Tiviiri Hiroderama [Trivedi

jffdhitjarami] by the Maharaja- Kumara-KimtisTihghadova

yKlrwJdirnhndeva |
in the year 1800. The inscription is incised

on a eircUrliV folate with a lino above the main inscription along

the circumfercm e. The main inscription consists of four lines.

Below this, two i’ines run diagonally, after which come six more

lines containing f»he names of two manjas Ekasuka and Jaita-

pura. The seal consists of six lines. The full titles are :

—

^Srl-jagatesa

2. liw^rc^arvcjdhfajditfyja

3 din^a-pratapa Ki
4. ratisi mgha divnna

f>. . . .
' . . . chapa.

Below the seal and so to the right is an endorsement consist-

ing of six lines, while four shorter endorsements are incised on

the left. The diameter of the inscription 1J\W
28. Grant of Rdjd Hindupati *S\ngh of the yearlSUL—The

inscription begins with an invocatioi^nljO Kamatdndtha and ^re-

cords the grant of 180 biglias of Jaiu Mahanta (lovirndasa

[Gavindaddsa] in maujd Aliarauli of p£?ead prahora on the 13th

of Saona \Sravana\ of the year 1814|_=.&- o by the Raja

Hindupati Simgha. The mukdma was Ma«.^' The seal consists

of five lines and there is a single endorsement on the reverse.

The plate measures 10" by 6 J". / .

29. Grant of Hindupati Singh o\f the year 18PL—The in-

scription begins with the name of Suva [paramc&varaJ
and re-

cords the grant of fifty-one bighds, of land to Pandit Ganasusa-

hda[Ganasukhaldla] byRajft Hindupati Singh in the year 1816[==

1859 A.D.] The main inscription consists of six lines and the
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“seal
’ 1

of five lines. The mukamn was Kali[m]jara. C
nor of the plate is clipped and it measures 9; by 8*,"' ^ne cor-

30. <Irani of Hindupati Singh of the year 1817. —Tin'1

iion records the grant of some land to Mahanta
|
i.e. abbd iuscrip-

Lfila in wauja Adhabe, pargana Angfisi, on the 15th of Vd^tJ Hirii-

oft.be year l SI 7- 1 760 A.D., by Raja Hindupati Singl,ie i.isakha

main inscription consists of twelve lines and the “seal ,M ^1. The
lines. It. is incised by dots on a thin plate of copper m* of live

l'lf by 4|" and is in a very badly mutilated state. ,n
8‘\i8uriug

31. (Irani of Uindwpali Singh of the year l8'>7~- nx ’

scription begins with the name of Oanc£a and recordlThe
grant of sonic land in mauja Karan li, pargana Augfisi, to M,nasftna‘

ta (larlvadasa, on the 14th of the dark half of Oaitra P^'
year IS27[ — 1770 A.l).|, by the Raja Hindupati »Singh. a

word mujdhinut occurs once and the mukdnut is Pataua. a J
100^*

main record consists of eight lines and the “ seal of five’ding

below the word Gane&a. at. the top are the words Savad/d^ JU1(
s

The signature to the grant ” and to the left the era

^

an(^|
<

men! of Vnkasi \bakhnhi\ Harakisana. There are two mour
dovsements on t he reverse. The plate measures 9* by 91"ft

Cll_

32. Grant of Gumdnu Singh of the year ISIS .

—

Tl 111*'

scription records the grant of some land in mat/ 1

f in-

pargana Doje Gatapchudhctf to Tivarl [Trivcdi vlinpari in

the llth of the dark half of Agana
\
Agrahaye** ?n\ Jagidhar on

181 8[ -1761 A.D.J. The main inscription and n̂ na\ of the year
six lines each and the plate measures 81" by

,
the seal consist of

33. (Irani of Gumdna Singh of the year / 9]".

tion records the grant of certain land, in w *l
**3l8.—The insert p-

zdpur] in pargana Kojata, on the 5th of V-y *jau)a Mirajapur \Mir-
\Magha\ in the year 18181 -1761 A. 17 the bright half of Mfilia

consists of seven lines and the seal o^y?!]. The main inscri])tion

Marajfipur
[
Mirzdpurl |. The rever/

1

^ six lines. The mukdma is

viz., Rau Savadalasimgha, BagasYyse bears three endorsements
plate measures iy by 6jj". r. i [bakhshi] and Valaju. The.

by I

34. Grant of Gurnana Sine
m—

> —
;f»e

’scription records the grant ofA*./h

Lohara to Pandit Harivamsa '
a

fif

of the year IStiu.—Tim in-

fifty bighas of land in inaujii

of the dark half of Vaisas* “ ^luve [divedin], on Monday the 30tli

A.D.J, by Raja Giuiyi.
|
VaUdhha

|
of the year 1835[= 1778

The main inscription f jnglia. Jhe mukarm was Srinagara.
five lines. The reverse . sists of eighty lines and the seal of
measures 1\" by 5". } oars three endorsements and the plate

35. Grant of Raja *

inscription begins with tl\Sikheta Singh of the year 1847.—The
the grant of some land, iiree name of Ramacandra and records
Gahora, to Sri-Vaisnodasa\ the village of Burdapai in pargana
half of Pausa of the year 18 Ramadasa on the third of the dark
seal consists of five lines and tZ, by Raja Sikhota Singha. The
The mukama was Kali[m]jara!'C main inscription of seven lines,

round and it measures 9\" by 8 ’ The comers of the plate are
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Uy B. L. Cuauiijiuki.

(With Plato XXXII.)

I). V, 22-23
;
P. 13-14; A. 18-19; V. 13-14.

Height of body slightly greater than the length of bead

and both contained about 3 times, the distance of cloaoal

opening from the root of caudal contained 2J times, and the

length of caudal peduncle 4 times in the total length exclud-

ing caudal fin. Length of snout is contained J
J to li times in

‘ he length of head.

Eyes more elliptical than circular, major axis of the

llipse almost- coinciding with the direction of the length of the

ish, and is about U times of the breadth of the eye. In

le young, however, t he eye is more round. Length of eye is

oiitained 3—3J times in the length of head, 2 limes in the

ngthof snout and one time in intra-orbital space which con-

ists ol two lateral convexities with a shallow fossa in the

fiddle. The distance* between tin* upper edge of the eye and

io base of first dorsal spine is almost equal to the length

f eye, and the post-orbital part of the head is very much

orter than the length of eve, the former length being con-

ned
2.J

times in the latter.

Fins.—-The first dorsal spine is twice as long as the second

lof the spinous dorsal and is slightly longer than the ven-

spine but shorter than the length of head. The ventral

3 is contained nearly 1 J times and first dorsal spine about

jrncs in the length of head. Length of base of anal fin is

lined 1£ times in length of base of the soft dorsal fin. The

s between the ventral spines is moderately broad and pos-

rly terminates tapering to a point.

Dorsal profile of the head shows two concavities

are separated by the slight convexity in front of the

n
he concavity above the eye is slight

;
sub-orbital con-

ls in the superior side of the snout and is moro prominent

any other species of this genus ;
this concavity is still

in the young. The ventral profile of the head shows a

ty anterior to ventral spine which ends in a shallow

y in front which again merges gradually in the ventral

' the prolonged portion of the snout. The convexity

4 J utral profile of the head just described gives a distin-

3g/Sc/23
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guishing shape to the species and makes it appear as it were
possessed of a double chin. The upper edge of the occipital

crest is always in the same straight line with the snout.

Teeth.- Eight incisors in each jaw, the lower jaw being
slightly prominent and prolonged.

Colour.—Upper part of the body glaucous grey with
deeper coloured margin and some deeper blotches interspersed

in the upper part of the body, lower part being silvery white ;

there is a blurred blackish spot in front and around the base of

the first dorsal spine; the portion of the membrane between
the first dorsal and the 1*081 of the rays of the spinous dorsal

is immaculate, hut the portion of the membrane that is above
the level of the second ray of the spinous dorsal and is at-

tached to the upper half of the first dorsal spine is intensely

black. The upper half of first dorsal spine itself is also

blackish. From below the. eyes to almost end of the snout
(that is, excluding upper lip and premaxillary portion), the

front of the snout with its bevelled edges to the extent of one-

fourth of the length of eye is coloured blackish, which sud-

denly loses itself in the silvery white colour of the buccal area
which is similarly coloured as the lower part of the body.
Soft dorsal, pectoral, anal, and caudal tins, ventral spines and
lips are all dull white. There is no black spot in front of ven-

tral spine as in Tr. biaculeatus (Bloch).

The principal points in which the new specie* differs from
the rest of the known species belonging to the genus may be

more conveniently stated in a tabular form as follows

In Tr. brevirostris, Tr. indi- \

cus, aiui Tr uieuhofi—the
j

snout is straight. J

In the new species—the

snout is concave.

In Tr. strigilifer—the second^

ray of spinous dorsal is more I

than half as long as the lirst.
|

In Tr. bloclii and Tr. biaou- \

leatus and all the rest—the 1

second ray is more than half
|

as long as the first.
'>

hi t he new species— the
second ray of spinous
dorsal is normally half

as long sis the first dor-

. sal spine.

Length of head in total length

excluding caudal— |

In Tr. bloclii, 3J—31 times.
|

In Tr. biaculeatus, 3.J times.

In Tr. brevirostris, 3|—3} j

times. 1

In Tr. indicus, —3£ times.
|

In Tr. nieuhofi, 3£—3; times. .J

in the new species

—

length of head three

times in total length

excluding caudal.
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Height of body in the totals

length excluding caudal

—

In Tr. biaculeatus, 2j times.

In Tr. oxycephalus, 2/,—2.]

times. j.

In Tr. brevirostris, 2.}—2; i

times.
)

In Tr. indicus, 2J—2jj times.

In Tr. nieuhofi, 2J times.

fn the new species

—height of body in

total length excluding

caudal is three times.

Length of caudal peduncle in'"

the total length

—

In Tr. strigilifer, 4.J—5 times.

In Tr. blochi, 4£— times. !

In Tr. biaculeatus, 4J—5 times. I

In Tr. oxycephalus, 61—7 I

times.

In the new species

—

length of caudal pedun-

cle in the total length

is four times.

Length of eye in length of

head— !

In Tr. biaculeatus, 31—4 times. !

In Tr. oxyeeplialus, 3—4 times. |

In Tr. brevirostris, 3£—5 times.
!

In Tr. indicus, 3J—4] times. J

In the new species-

length of eye in the

length of head, 3—3-1

times.

Intra-orbital space- - 1

In Tr. strigilifer, concave with- I

out distinct median ridge. !

InTr. biaculeatus, concave with
j

median ridge scarcely dis-
j

tinct.

In Tr. oxycephalus, flat.

In Tr, brevirostris, with dis-

tinct ridge with a groove on

each side. j

In the new species — the

intra-orbital space con-

sists of two lateral

convexities with a shal-

low fossa or depression

in the middle of the

space.

The occipital crest—

In Tr. blochi—upper edge of
1

occipital crest forms an angle

of about 160 with that of

snout.

In Tr. biaculeatus—upper mar- •

gin of occipital crest forms

an angle of 170 with that of

the snout.

In Tr. oxycephalus — upper

edge of occipital crest is con-

vex. '

In the new species—the

upper edge of the occi-

pital crest is almost in

the same straight line

as that of the snout.
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In Tr. oxyccphalus, Tr. strigili-
1

for, Tr. blochi, andTr. biacu-
|

leatus—the first dorsal spine
j

is longer than the head
;
and f

in Tr. indicus the first dorsal
|

spine is as long as the head. I

In Tr. biaculeatus — distance
J

from posterior margin of eye
|

to base of first dorsal spine, Y

lj— l s times as long as eye
j

length.
j

In Tr. brevirostris — length of

post-orbital part of head !

equal to or greater than eye
[

diameter.

In Tr. strigilifer, Tr. blochi and
Tr. oxyccphalus — the mem-
brane of spinous dorsal is

immaculate; in Tr. biacu-

leatus, the membrauo be-

tween first two rays of spin- -

one dorsal is blackish ; in

Tr. brevirostris, Tr. indicus

and in Tr. nueihofi, the en-

tire membrane of spinous

dorsal blackish. t

In the new species—the

first dorsal spine is

shorter than the length

of head.

In the new species—dis-

tance from upper pos-

terior margin of eye

to base of first dorsal

spine is equal to eye

length.

Ill the new species

—

length of post-orbital

part of head is con-

tained 2i times in the

eye length.

In the new species—the

portion of the mem-
brane of spinous dor-

sal which is within the

rays of the spinous

dorsal and lower half

of the first dorsal spine

is immaculate but the

portion which is above

the level of the second

dorsal ray and only

attached to the upx>er

half of the first dorsal

spine is coloured in-

tensely black.

There were altogether 11 specimens collected from the Bay
of Bengal by the steam trawler “ Golden Crown/’ One from
the mouth of the River Uugli, 4 in the Arakan coast, and 0

off Gopalpur in the Madras coast during 1908-9. Ten of these

have been used as types for this description and they are in

the collection of the Indian Museum. Their total length in-

cluding the caudal fin and their numbers in the register of the

Museum arc given below: F. 1 *\7 * = 15 C.M., F. *V* = 14*6

C.M., F. »-V
7 «U-3 C.M., F. »Y‘«lS-9 C.M., F. 4 7-" = 13-8

C.M.,F. *7^13-2 C.M., F. *7»®U-2 C.M., F. -y? 1 =12-5

and F. *«" = 10-2 C.M.

The remaining specimen was submitted to Professor Max
Weber for examination, and we are very much indebted to him
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for liis kindly taking the trouble of comparing that specimen
with authentic specimens of Bleeker as well as with the origi-

nal drawing of Bloch’s Triaeanthus biaruleatus. The obser-

vations and remarks made by Professor Max Weber in his

reply have been very helpful in drawing up this description.





441 th* Prcparation of Phenyl-NHro-Methane
by the interaction of Mercurous Nitrite and

Benzyl Chloride.

NoTICK

Foivi^n Societies who i'itvour tin* Asiatic Society of Bengal

with their publications sue informed that they may he sent cither

to the suldres* of the Society sit (Silent In, or to the Ageist ot the

Society in London. Mr. Bernard (Jasiriteh. 11, (irsifton Street,

New Bond Stieet.

Avi.

Lcs Koeietrs otrangeres ipn honorenl 1st Soeiele Asnititpie dr

Bengali 1 tie ses publications, stmt, prices tie les emtyer on ihreete-

meni a l’sulresse tie lsi Soeiete, 1, Park Stieet, ('aleuttsi, on ii

lament tie lsi Soeiele ii Lomlres. Mr. Bernard ii fell, 11,

< 1 1 ft tin Street, Ne\\ lhnul Street

An/kiuh

Ansliimlisehe ( i esel 1sellaften welelu* die Asisitiselie (Jesell-

selnift von Bengalen lint iliren Puldiratumen heehren, werden

hiertliirch eisueld tliesellien entweder direkt sin die Adi’esse del*

( Jesellseliaft, 1, Park Street, Oalentta. oder an den Ageiiteii in

Lout Lon, Mr. Bernard Qnariteh. 11. (Srafton Street, New Bond

Street, /u semlen

<u grams oi ary Miver JNitrite were mixed with about ‘1ftgwms of wluto sand and heated with 60 grams of Benzyl Ohio.2" °LrJ^'
h^ iU

?
flaSk "ith « «>ight spIralLdet

of
°l

,

mt
J
omJulnea due to the formation

V„ .L
0 d

!
We

^
6 e

T0,7ed a“d a lighted match present-the exit end of the condenser did not cause the
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ensuing gas to catch lire. The reaction was vigorous and after

some time the evolution of nitrous fumes ceased. The con-

tents of the flask were next stirred and heated gently in an
open flame. The resulting Phenyl-Nitro-Methane with excess

of unchanged Benzyl Chloride was distilled in vacuo. The
liquid thus obtained was then fractionally re-distilled under

reduced pressure. The results of one typical operation with

the substances taken in the proportions noted above arc given

below. The fraction (120°—160°) gives very readily the charac-

teristic test of N itro-Compounds of solidifying en masse on the

addition of alcoholic caustic soda on account of the formation

of the sodium compound.

Pressure 20 m.ni. liquid boiling

below I00
u

. . 1 1 'll grams.

„ between 100°— 120° .. 5*9 grams.

„ „ 120° —155° .. 3-2 grams.

The liquid boiling between 120
3

to 1.15

1

is practically pure

Phenyl-Nitro-Methane, which was found by Gabriel to boil at

160° at 35 m.m. and at 210 at atmospheric pressure with

decomposition, that boiling between 100°- 120
J

also gives the

test of Nitro-Compounds but to a less extent. The fraction

below 100° consists mainly of unchanged Benzyl Chloride. 1

Interaction between Mercurous Nitrite and Benzyl
Chloride.

Mercurous Nitrite was prepared on the large scale according

to Ray’smethod (Annalen, LI. 049, 1898: Annalen,ll. 452,1901),

using Nitric Acrid diluted in the rat io of 1 to 3 We have found

that the same acid may be used two or three times for the

preparation of two or three crops of the yellow crystals of the

compound. When used for the fourth time, the acid being very

weak, the yellow crystals were largely mixed with large colourless

crystals of Mercurous Nitrate. 75 grams of dry Mercurous Nitrite

mixed with about 25 grams of clean white sand were taken in

the apparatus described above and 36 grams of Benzyl

Chloride added. No heat was at first developed, which was

also the case with Silver Nitrite. When, however, the flask was

heated on a water-bath, very violent reaction took place with

a copious evolution of nitrous fumes. The contents of the

flask were next submitted to vacuum distillation and the

liquid thus obtained was fractionally redistilled as described

1 Tt was found that pure Benzyl Chloride boils at about 100° at 20

m.m. and that Nitro-Benzene which resembles Phenyl-Nitro-Methane in

odour but does not give the sodium salt test boils at about 1 10° C. under

the same pressure.
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under Silver Nitrite. In the case of Mercurous Nitrite, the
reaction is much more vigorous than in the case of Silver

Nitrite.

Pressure 20 m.m. liquid boiling

below 100° . . 5*2 grams.

,, between 100°—120° .. 3 grains.

,, ,,
129°—155" .. 9*6 grams.

From the above results it is seen that the yield of Phenyl-
Nitro-Methane is much greater with Mercurous Nitrite than in

the case of Silver Nitrite, while in the case of pure Aliphatic

Nitro-Compoimds the yield is much less. It is also to be
noted here that the reaction of Mercurous Nitrite with Alkyl
Iodides is much slower than with the Silver Compound, while

with Benzyl Chloride the reverse is the case.





45* Materia Medica Animaiium Indica.

By lUvin Hooper.

Workers on Indian Materia Medica have paid more atten-

tion to drugs of vegetable origin than those of the animal
kingdom. One reason for this neglect is because drugs of the

latter class form a small proportion of those in general use.

The present paper is an attempt to bring these materials to-

gether in a classified form, to state their properties as far as they
are known, and to give their composition where this has been
ascertained. The following works among ot hex's have been
consulted in compiling the list, and notes from correspondence
in the Otlice of the Reporter on Economic Products, Indian

Museum, have been utilised :
—

Ainwlie’s Materia Indica, 1 S2l>. Irvine’s Topography of

A j nicer, 1841. Honigberger’s Thirty-five Years in the East,

18/52. Baden Powell’s Punjab Products, 1808. Pharmaco-
pjeia of India, 1868. Sakaram Arjun’s Bombay Drugs, 1x77.

r. (_\ Dutt’s Materia Medica of the Hindus, 1900. Khory’s
Materia Medica of India, 1908. Watt’s Dictionary of the

Economic Products, 1889-1893, and Omunercial Products of

India, 1908.

Many substances such as the flesh of animals and charms
worn on the person to prevent disease are omitted from the list.

Halls produced by insects have not been enumerated as it is

considered more appropriate to deal with them as vegetable

structures under the name of the trees upon which they are

formed. The present list of animal drugs therefore includes,

as far as possible, those that are recognized by Hindu and
Muhammadan physicians and sold in the bazar. L have to

acknowledge the valuable help I have* received from Dr. N.

Annandale in identifying specimens and for supplying informa-

tion on many of the products.

PROTOZOA.
Xpmmulitbs ataoicus.

These button-like fossils are sold in the drug bazar of

Lahore under the name of sangh aadJi .

Tn Baden Powell’s “ Punjab Products ” the following

fossils are enumerated :

—

Sang-i-khurus, a fossil enorinitc (Echinodermata).

Bang-i-irmali, a fossil (Echinodermata).

Hajr-ul-yahudi, encrinite.
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Sang-i-shadnaj , a fossil nummulite.
• Sancha, a nummulite from Mazari hills.

These fossils have no other virtue than what they derive

from calcium carbonate, but on the strength of the doctrine of

similitudes they are administered on account of their resem-

blance to the products of disease.

Sfiongida or Porifera.

Sponuta . . . . . . . . Sponge.

Verji. : —Mua budul, Hind. : Vadatu, Chiz. ; Abar muniah,
Pers. : Isfanj , Arab.

The name seems to be given from the idea that this sub-

stance is allied in its nature to the clouds, and hence its pro-

perty of holding water.

The antacid properties of burnt sponge and its tonic and
deobstruent qualities have been much extolled. It is given in-

ternally in cases of dropsy, dysentery and bowel complaints.

Its efficacy is supposed to de]»end upon the iodine it contains.

Sponge consists of an organic body, spongin. and 3 to 4 per

cent, of ash.

ACTINOZOA.

A Icyonaria.

Cokaulium Ri'BRUM , Lam. .. . Red coral.

Vern. :

—

Muntjki sakh . .sang-i-marjan, Hind.; Pramla ,

Mar. ;
Kya vc khet, Burm ,

Bvssud, Arab. ; Marjan, Pers. ;

Prabala ,
birbal

,
Sans.

Obtained from the Red Sea and Persian Gulf and Arabian

Coast.

This coral is digested in lime juice and reduced to powder,

or calcined in covered crucibles and then powdered. It is used

as a tonic, and to check vomiting and acidity depending on

dyspepsia. Dr Honigberger says, the Hakims use it externally

for weakness of vision, and internally for spitting of blood, and

suppression of urine. Coral consists principally of calcium

carbonate, the red kind has been said to contain about 4 per

cent, of ferric oxide. My specimens are free from iron and the

colouring matter is organic. Baden Powell refers to KushUt

8ang-i*?narjan
,
from Sirmur, as a pink powder not effervescing

with acids.

Tubipora musica, Cham. . . . . Organ pipe coral.

Vem. :

—

Mungay-ki-far.

Composed of a number of bright red tubular cylindrical

theo& united together. It is used in the same manner as red

coral. The colouring matter is organic.
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ECHINOIDEA.
ClOARlS Sp.

Vern. :

—

Sany-yahndi, Nanj-jafind , Sunr/dtraz , Surkoolu, Paf-

har-ka-ber
,
Hind. ;

Duryre 6orr, Bomb. Jews’ stone.

This fossil cchinoid consists of the petrified spines of a sea

urchin. Extravagant ideas prevail as to the origin of this

drug which some suppose to be a petrified fruit. Pathar-ka-

ber, the name it lias in Delhi, signifies stones or petrified fruits

of Zizypints juhuba. It is described in “ Taleef Shcrecf
”

under the name of Sungjcrahut and is said to be useful in

wounds and internally in flatulence and diarrhoea. It is sold

in Bombay and the
,
Punjab. Samples in the. Indian Museum

came from Delhi, Amritsar and Lahore. Mr. G. H. Tipper of

the Geological Survey informs me that they come from the

Jurassic of the Salt Range, Punjab. They contain 95 per cent,

of calcium carbonate.

OLIGOCH/ETA.

Kharalin* khushk, According to Baden Powell’s “Punjab
Produets,” this is the name given to earth-worms collected in

the rains, dried and sold ill Lahore.

HIRUDINEA.
Leeches.

Jak, }onk\ Hind.; Drib, Kashmir; Jala
,
Guz.; Altai, Tam.;

Jelagaiu , attain
,

jeriku
,
Tel.; Jigani , Kan.; Atta, Malay;

Miyon
,

tainyon, Burm. ; KudaUu ,
pundal , Sing. ; Jalukalm,

Sans. ; Aalag
,
zalo, Arab.

;
Zalo

i
zalok, Pers.

Leeches have long been known and recommended by Sans-

krit writers. Those used in Bengal come chiefly from Baraset.

The best are said to be obtained from Shekoabad in the United

Provinces. Large numbers are caught at Patiala in the Pun-

jab. The species of Indian leeches have not been scientifically

determined.

CRUSTACEA.
Crab.

The carapace shells of crabs are employed medicinally at

Lahore under the name of Kekra (Baden Powell).

The so-called “ crab’s eyes,” sold in oriental bazars, are

the opercula of gasteropod molluscs. (See Turbo sp.)

Peneus monodon, Fabr. . . . . . . Dried Prawn.

Vern :—Mahi rubian , Hind.

These dried crustaceans of a pinkish colour come from the

coast of Sind and are sold in the bazars of the Punjab*
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Baden Powell catalogues another animal under the name
of Slahi ruhian hi kism, which conics from the sea coast. He
says, “ The sample is not a shrimp as the first is, the dried

pieces having a grey colour.

AKAC'HNIDA.

Trombidium (iRan dissimum, Koch.

Vern. :

—

Birhoti
,
bhir buti

,
birbamti

,
Hind. ; Indrabovum ,

tumble puc.hi
,
Tain. ; Kinnie nroosl, Arab.; Endra hoga rrimir,

Sans. The Scarlet Mite or Bains’ Insect.

This mite has been referred to Bncella carniola {Platt’s

Dictionary), Mutella nuliguensia (Honigberger , Mutella Occi-

dentalls ' Ainslie), and to species of Trlrnnychuu and Aranva.

These insects are of a bright scarlet colour, velvety in appear-

ance. They are found nearly all over India and Burma where

the soil is sandy, and arc very common at the commencement

of the rainy season in July. They are dried and kept for sale

in the bazars. The mite and the expressed oil have a great

reputation among Muhammadans as an aphrodisiac. The oil

is also used as an external application for various complaints. In

Bengal it is considered to act as a nervine tonic. In Lahore

according to Dr. Honigberger the mites are used against snake

bites and ill colie of horses.

Dr. E. (J. Hill of Allahabad in 1905 examined the oil

expressed from the insects and communicated the results to

this Society. He found the principal constituents to be iny-

risto-diolein, with small quantities of stearin, cholesterol,

colouring matter and butyric acid. It- does not possess the

properties of a counter-irritant- which had been ascribed to it

by older writers. Journ . .Is. Sor. Be.ng.. 1905, 7L )

1NSECTA.

llemiptera.

Cocrrs cacti, Linn. .. . . The Cochineal Insect.

Vern. :

—

Kirnrnj ,
kirmdana

,
Hind. ;

Karmiz
,
Per. Cochi

neal.

The female insect dried. Used as a colouring agent and

as an adjunct to expectorant mixtures. The Hakims con-

sider it destructive to the generative faculty. The supply

comes from Bombay ;
that used in Afghanistan is said to come

from Persia and Bokhara.

T vchardia lacca, Kerr. . . . . The Lae Insect.

Seed lac is officinal at Lahore and is used in enlargement

of the liver, dropsy, ulcers and wounds.
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HYMENOPTERA.

Apis dorsata, Fabr. . . .. The Hill Bee.

Apis jndica, Fabr. - . . . . The Tree Bee.

Apis floiiea, Fabr. . . . . Tlie Flower Bet*.

The properties of wax and honey are too well known to

need description.

An account of the sources, preparation, trade and compo-

sition of the Bees’ wax of British India will be found in
,m The

Agricultural Ledger,” No. 7 of 1904.

The honey of A. /form, as well as that of Mdipotin sp.,

is reputed in some districts to have medicinal properties.

In Mandalay the comb (Puhtok paui
,
Bunn.) is sold in the

bazars at 2 annas a piece. It is mixed with oil and heated

until a thick ointment is formed, which is applied to the heads

of children. *

l)r. Homgbergcr states that wasp or hornet’s neds are

recommended as antispasmodic.

LEP1D0PTERA.

Bombyx fortunatus, Hutton. . . . . The Silk Moth,

and other species.

Vern. :

—

Abresham, Arab. ; Pat, Beng. ;
Rednu-kiAvri, Duk

The cocoons of the silk moth are said to be styptic and

tonic.

Burnt, they are given internally in profuse menstruation

and chronic diarrhoea.

Under this name in Ajinir white silk cut into small pieces

is given as a remedy for impotence (Irvine).

Silk contains two albuminous substances, fibroin and

seriein.

TOLEOPTERA.

Mvlabris oichorij

,

Fabr. . . . . The Teleni Fly.

and other species.

Vern. :—Telni
,

telni-mnkkhi
,

Hind.; Bad-bo-ki-yiran<p

,

zirangi, Dec. : Pinsttarin-i
,
Tam. : Blishtering-igdui. Tel.

These beetles are of common occurrence throughout India,

especially in Hyderabad, Deccan, and Central India.

This blistering beetle was first brought to notice in 1#09

by General Hardwicke (in Asiatic Researches ,
Vol. V), and has

since been recommended by Drs. Adam Burt (1809), W. Hun-

ter, Fleming and George Bidie.

In the rainy season from June to December the beetles are

found feeding upon species of Hibiscus , Sida, and plants of the

Cucurbitacess. They are recommended to be gathered m the
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morning or evening and immediately killed by exposing them
to steam. They are then thoroughly dried in the sun and kept
in bottles to preserve them from moisture. The beetles con-

sisting of several species of Mylabridese are collected for com-
mercial purpose at Gwalior, and are used in all the Government
Medical Store Depots as a substitute for Spanish fly (Cantharis

vesicatorki ).

The natives recognize their anti-hydrophobic properties

and employ them in cases of bites of mad dogs. As a blister-

ing agent they are not- well recognized, the rauteriuni actuate

or burning with a hot iron being preferred.

The Telini fly yields a larger quantity of cantharidin than
Spanish blistering fly. Mylabris beetles have been found to

contain from 0*73 to 1*92 per cent, of cantharidin, while the

average yield of active principle in commercial cantharides is

0*6 per cent. KUlred and Bartholomew in 1908 found 1*24 and
1*36 per cent, of cantharidin in Chinese blistering flics. The
ash varies from 3*8 to 5 per cent.

Lamm s maculatus, Falderm. . . . . The Cocoon.

Vcrn .
:—SrhaLar ligaf , trehala , tricala

,
Peis. ; Sakar-el-

tiyhal
, shakarti-fdl , Hind.

The cocoons are formed by this cureulionid beetle on a

species of Echinops. The cocoons arc ovoid or globular in

form, about J inch in length, their inner surface is composed of

a smooth, hard, dusky layer, external to wliich is a thick

rough tuhorculated coating of greyish-white colour and earthy

appearance. Some of the cocoons have attached to them the

remains of the tomentose stalk or spiny leaf of the plant.

The drug is brittle and sweetish to the taste. Dr. Honigberger

state* that these insect nests were imported into Lahore from

the Peninsula. The cocoons are figured in Hanbury’s
“Science Papers,” p. 161, and in Honigberger’ s “Thirty-five

years in the East.”
The saccharine principle was examined by Berthelot

(Compt. Rendus , 28 Juin 1858, 1276) and named by him treha-

lose1
, a body possessing distinctive properties which separate

it from other sugars. By means of a ferment, trehalase,

obtained from cultivation of Aspergillus niger
,
P. Harang has

obtained from 23 to 30 per cent, of trehalose from the

cocoons. (./. Pharm. Ghim., 1906, 23,471.)

MOLLUSCA.

Meleagrina margaritifera, Lam. Pearl Oyster. •

Unio marginalts, Lam. . . Freshwater Pearl Mussel.

Vern. :

—

Mukta , Sans.; Mootie
,
Hind.; Moothoo, Tam.;

Jahur, Mu t Arab. ;
Mirwareed, Pers.
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Pearls have been used in medicine from a vciy ancient
period and are mentioned in Sanskrit literature by Susruta.
They are purified for use by boiling with the leaves of certain
plants, calcining them in covered crucibles and reducing to
powder. The powder is esteemed in urinary diseases and
consumption, and is said to increase the strength, nutrition and
energy of weak patients. Arabian physicians suppose pow-
dered pearls to have virtues in weak eyes.

Tlu 1 only value possessed by the gem is doubtless that of

an antacid, a property for which it was used in former times
in European medicine. The supply of pearls for this purpose,

no doubt, came from India. Linsclioten wrote in the sixteenth

century of seed pearls : “They are sold by the ounce, and used
by Potticaries and by Physitious, and to that end many of

them are carried into Portingall and Venice, and arc very good
and cheap.” Irvine records that small seed pearls, called

Motibvka
,
were brought from Bombay and prescribed in Ajinir

for impotency. They cost Bs. 7 per tola in 1841.

Placenta orbicularis (Placuna pla-

centa, Linn.) .. .. Window Oyster.

The pearls from this sjiecies besides being used to some
extent for ornamental purposes, are supposed to possess invigor-

ating properties and are used as a medicine. In South India
the lime prepared from these shells is used by the rich in

mixing with pfinsvpari.

Avutjla sp.

Vern. :

—

Kha-ya-kama
,
Bunn.

The shells from Tavoy and Mergui are sold in Moulmein.
Price, 15 annas each. A paste is made of the shell and water
in conjunction with other articles and is given for diabetes.

Ostrea sp. . . . . . , . , Oyster.

Vern. :

—

Sipi, Hind. ; Kalu, Guz. ; Teram, Malay.

These shells are sold in Mandalay under the same name as

that of the Avicula. They come from Moulmein. They con-

tain about 90 per cent; of calcium carbonate.

UnIo spp. . . . . Freshwater Mussels.

Vern. :

—

Yauk-thwa, Burm.

The shells of two of these species are sold in Mandalay.

In combination with other drugs they are said to be useful for

coughs. Concha fluvtatilia mentioned by Dr. Honigberger is

probably of this genus. It is said to be used by the hakims at

Lahore as a medicine. The shell with the common people

serves for a spoon out of which they take their medicine.
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Cypraea moneta, Linn.

Vern. :—Cowrie sipi , Hind. ;
(Jodi, Guz. ; Beya, Beng.

:

Kywcpek
, Rurm. ; Sadaf , tvuda

.

Arab. : Khar mahra
,
Pers. ; IV/m-

beya. Sans.

A species of Vypnna is collected on the sea shore, and the

shells are sold in Mandalay as a remedy for venereal diseases.

Pasciolvria spp. . . . . . . The Operculum.

Vera. :

—

Xakh
,
Sita-uuk , Hind. ; XakMa , Mar. ;

Nakhvn
,

Peis, and Punj.; Azfar-uUlih, Arab.; Unguis odoratns, Unguis
dwmoni, Lat. ; Onyx, Greek; Schechelcth, Heb.

;
Scented nails,

Eng.

The operculum of Fasciolaria trapezium and other species

of tulip shells and perhaps of other Muricidse is a perfume and

medicine of very aucient use. It is now recognized as the

origin of onychia, one of the ingredients of the sacred incense

of Hie tabernacle (Exodus xxx. 34). It was the Blatta

Bizautia of Eastern Europe, and was quoted by Dioscorides as

Onyx “quod in India nardiferis palud ibus invenitur.” and

described their properties. Avicenna in his (‘anon describes

several varieties of Azfur-ut-tib. Linneus asciibed the origin

to Stromdms lentiginosus . Humph ins enumerates ten kinds of

odoriferous onyx which serve as the basis of the principal

perfumes of the Indian Islands (Herb. Amb., 11, C. 17). The
perfume is developed by heating. The nails are powdered and
mixed with oil and fried, and Hie mixture is applied to the

body or head as a cosmetic. In medicine the operculum is

prescribed by Hakims in epilepsy and hysteria.

Azfar iit-tib as sold in the bazars is a thick horny dark-

brown, claw-like, ovate opercule, one inch broad by li inch

long, on its outer fi.ee are many concentric lines surrounding a

sub-apical nucleus, in the inner face the concentric lines are

finer with a broad smooth glossy swelling along its outer

margin. Chamra nuk is the bazar name for the operculum

with a part of the flesh of the mollusc attached. The oporcula

are very albuminous and contain about two per cent, of ash ;

they evolve pyrrhol when submitted to destructive distillation.

The drug is imported into Bombay from Aden and Zanzi-

bar and is valued at one rupee per pound.
*

Pterocehas lambis, Linn. .. .. Spider (law.

Vern. :

—

Khaya-thin> Burrii.

These shells obtained from Mergui and Tavoy are sold in

Moulmein. They are given in the form of a paste mixed with

other articles in diabetes.

Titrbinella rapa, Lam. . . . . The Conch shell.

Vern. :

—

Shankha
,
skenkham

,
Sans.

;
Sukk

}
Duk. ;

Sankha,

Guz. and Tam.
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In Patna the shavings of conch shells are sold as medicine
under the name of Sunk-choorum. They are considered ant-
acid and alterative.

Conch shell lime (Sanlcha bhasma) is a favourite caustic in

Hindu medicine : it is prepared from the refuse shells left by the
bangle-inakers of Dacca.

Fuses sp.

Vern. :—Khayu-thin, Burm.

This is sold in Mandalay under the same vernacular name
as the conch shell. It is brought from Moulmein.

Tuiibo sp. . . . . . . The Operculum.

Vein. :

—

Navi sankhn, Beng.
;
Ohcsm sirtan

,
Pers.

Ainslie informs us that the Persians employ crab's eyes or
crab’s stone? asan absorbent. They were procured in abundance
from Astracan. In Calcutta they are used as a charm for

rheumatism and other complaints. The stones are white with
brown patches, weighing less than one gramme each. The
inner surface is plane with a spiral groove the centre, the
outer surface is convex. They contain calcium carbonate.

Sepia sp. . . . . . . Indian Cuttle Fish.

Vein .
:—Samundar jug, mmuadr-phen,mmudrafem

,

Hind.

;

Dirya-ka-kujf, Dec.; Keddetnuray
, Tam.; tJamndmpw-nurug

u

,

Tal ; Kaj-i-daria (the foam of the water), Pers. ; Cuttle fish

bone, Eng.

The internal calcareous skeleton of the cuttle fish is fre-

quently used in medicine. It is the Os sepice of old pharma-
copeias. The fine scrapings of the bone boiled in oil arc

dropped into the car in ear-ache and otorrheea. Sometimes
the powder is placed in the ear, lime juice being added to

produce effervescence which relieves the pain. It is usually

brought by returned pilgrims from Mecca and hence is looked

upon as a very important medicine. In Burma a species of

Sepia is called Ye-jiet or “Water-hen.” Sepia bone is consi-

dered refrigerant, absorbent and ant-acid. In Ajmir it is used
in eye ointments.

The Indian cuttle fish bone has the following composition :

calcium carbonate 88*7, calcium sulphate -76, organic matter

and water 9-3, iron oxide and alumina *46, magnesia and alkalis

1*7, silica -1, phosphoric acid *02.

PISCES.

The oil from the livers of certain fish is palatable and has a
similar composition to that of cod-liver oil, and has been

recommended as a substitute. Some of the oils were prepared
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in the Indian Museum in 1909 and submitted to analysis.

The liver of the white Sting Ray (Trygon microps) for instance

weighed 89 J pounds. It was composed of 71*6 parts of oil, 'll
9!

parts of water and 10*7 parts of hepatic tissue. The oil

deposited an amount of white fat, chiefly palmitin, at the cold

weather temperature, and possessed a not unpleasant odour
and a yellowish colour. The following constants were obtained

:

Specific gravity at 50°0. 0*914
; melting point 22°

; acid value

0*98; saponification value 194*0; iodine value 124*7; Reichert-

Mcissl 0*26 ;
Fatty acids per cent 92*2, melting at 37*5 ’, neutrali-

sation value 203*4. The oil contained a cholesterol affording

a rose-red colour with sulphuric acid.

The spiney tails of a species of Trygon ( Nga-leit-kyant ,

Burm.) are brought from Mcrgui and Tavoy to Moulmein and
sold for medicine at 8 as. for 2 ticals. A paste of these is

given to patients suffering from urinal disorders and diabetes.

Otoliths or hones from the head of certain fish are sold in

the bazars as an aphrodisiac. They are small, hard, whitish-

grey, oval shaped, shell-like bodies, consisting of calcium carbo-

nate. The vernacular name is Sang-isurmahi or Sungsurmaiyr
(white surmaiye). They are sold at Delhi, Patna and Ajmir at

8 as. per tola.

The bile (pitta) of the rohitaka or Roliu fish (Oyprinus

Jtohita or Laheo rohifa
,
Day) is used in medicine by the Hindus

and is considered laxative.

CHELONIA.
Chklone sp. . . . . . . . . Turtle.

Vern. :

—

Kachra
,
Hind.; Kachbo

, Guz.

Mr. Hughes Buller has drawn attention to the peculiar use

of the turtle shell in medicine. The people of the Mekran
coast have the habit of tying a piece of the shell 4 by 2 inches

to any animal having a stoppage of urine.

The oil of turtles is nutritive and demulcent.

In Assam turtles’ eggs are eaten and used medicinally.

OPHIDIA.

The author of the Ulfaz Udwiyeh quotes the medicinal

qualities of the flesh and skin of variohs snakes. The cast-off

coat or slough under the names of Exuvia serpentis and
Spdium serpentis was formerly used as a ligature in intermit-

tent fevers. The skins are still sold in the bazars as a remedy
for epilepsy.

LAOERTILIA.

Somcus mttranus, Anders. . . . . The dried lizard.

(Syn. S. arenarius
% Murray.)
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Vern. :—Reg mahi, regime, Hind.; Sarado, kakida
, Bomb.

Honigberger, Baden Powell and Sakharam Arjun refer

this “sand fish’ * to Lacerta scincus
,
Linn., but this species is

peculiar to Egypt and Algeria, and does not extend beyond the
shores of the Red Sea. S. mitranus occurs only in the sandy
region of Sind. The lizard is eviscerated and dried and in this

state is sold in the bazars of Northern India. It is beaten

into a paste and administered witli spices. It has a reputation

as a nervine stimulant, tonic and aphrodisiac.

An oil is sometimes prepared from this and other lizards,

and used by Muhammadans as an aphrodisiac. Irvine speaks

of Sanda 9 a kind of lizard which is distilled and the oily product-

used in Ajmir.

Maboia carinata, Boulenger.

According to the Dictionary of Economic Product* this

lizard, the common Indian skink, is used medicinally.

MAMMALIA.

Sirknia.

Halicore indicts, Desm. . . . . The Dugong.

This species is distributed throughout the Indian Ocean,

on the west of Ceylon, and in the Eastern Archipelago. From
6 to 14 gallons of oil is yielded by each animal. The oil which

is free from odour is highly valued in medicine and cookery.

It is said to be an admirable substitute for cod-liver oil.

CETACEA.

Physeter macrocephalus, Linn. . . The Sperm Whale.

Vern. :

—

Abr-i-arribcr, Arab.
;

Sahabula, Pers. ;
Ambana,

Guz,
;
Ambergris

,
Eng.

A morbid excretion found in the intestine of the whale,

found in the sea and on the coasts of India, Africa and Brazil.

A single piece has been known to weigh 750 lbs. It was

introduced into medicine by the Arabs, and is prescribed for

its stimulant and antispasmodic properties. It is mostly used

in perfumery. It contains about 85 per cent, of ambrein,

balsamic extractive and a minute quantity of ash.

Platanista gangetica
,
Gray & Harder. . . Gangetic Dolphin.

Vern, :—Sus, susa, Hind.
;
Susuk, sishuk, Beng. ;

Siswmar,

Sans.
; Bhutan

,
sunsar, Sind.

;
Hiho

9
seho

9
Ass. ;

Huh, Sylhet.

This dolphin is common in the tidal waters of the Indus,

Ganges and Brahmaputra. The flesh is eaten by particular

castes and the oil has a great reputation as an embrooation.
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The oil has the following constants :—Specific gravity at

15 -921: Acid value 21*36; saponification value 198*8
; iodine

value 106*9 : Reichert- Meissl value *71
; Fatty acids per cent.

94 ;
melting at 25*5'

; neutralisation value 205 ; iodine value

116*5. The solid fats consist chiefly of palmitin ; no sperma-

ceti is present.

UN( iULATA.

Rhinocbros unuornis, Linn. .. The Rhinoceros.

Linschoten devotes a chapter to the value of the various

parts of this animal. He says :

u Their horns in India arc much
esteemed and used against all veninie, poyson, and many other

diseases : likewise his teeth, claws, flesh, skin and blood, and
his very dung and water and all, whatsoever is about him, is

much esteemed in India, and used for the curing of many
diseases and sicknesses, which is very good and most true,

as T myself have found.” In Talcef Shereef (translated by
Playfuii . 1833) rhinoceros flesh and smoko from the horn are

highly praised. The horn, assumed to be that of the unicorn,

had virtues ascribed to it in Kurope up to the seventeenth

century.

The urine from the animal preserved in the Zoological

Gardens, Calcutta, is in great demand to the present day as a

tonic for the treatment of enlarged spleen. It was analysed by

Col. L. A. Waddell in 1893 (Indian Medical Gazette. May),

who found it to be alkaline in reaction to have phosphates in

abundance.
The dried blood of the Rhinoceros ( H. sondaiem) is used in

Mouhnein as an important medicine under the name of Kyan
tfnre . The blood is dried in the gut of the bowel and resembles

black pudding. The price is one rupee per tieal or one rupee

in weight. It is valued by Barmans and Chinese. In the

Mandalay drug shops a substance similar to congealed blood is

sold as a substitute for the more costly rhinoceros blood. Its

origin could not be ascertained.

Bos indica .. .. .. .. The Cow.

Vcrn. :

—

Gao-lochan
,
Hind. ; Korafthanum, Tam. ;

Hejr-vl-

bncker ,
Arab. ; Gowzerch

,
Pers. ;

Gorodhana 9 Sans. The biliary

calculus of the cow or ox.

These secretions are found in the gall bladder of cows and

oxen in India. They are of the size of a large marble and of o,

bright yellow colour. They are considered valuable in certain

indispositions of young children, accompanied with acidity

and deficiency of bile ; they are besides reckoned cordial and

alexipharmic, and useful in abortion and diseases supposed to

be caused by evil spirits.
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The bile (Safra, Hind., Pitta
, Sans.) of the buffalo, wild

bear, goat, peacock and rohitaka fish (Oyprina Rohita) is used

under the designation of pancha pitta or five biles. According

to Dr. Honigberger it is considered laxative.

])r. Aitchison says that in Afghanistan the dung of sheep

and goats is converted by destructive distillation into a tar or

pitch called aia-roghan which is used to protect the sores on
cal tie from flies.

Bezoab Stone.

Vern. :

—

Padzahr
,

Pers.
;
Razahr, Arab.

;
Vishik halloo,

Tam.

This substance appears to have been first used as a
medicine by the Arabians, Avenzoar gives a wonderful account

of it; and Kagis in his Continons describes it fully, and extols

ils good qualities as a sudorific and alexipharmic. In India it

is still supposed <o possess sovereign virtues as an external

application in cases of snake bite or scorpion stings. Linscho-

ten devotes a chapter to the description of “ Bezar stones

and other stones good against poyson,” and he quotes De
Orta's account of the origin of this biliary concretion. He
says: “ The Bezar stone coinineth out of Persia from the land

or Province called Carassojie (Khorasan), and also out of other

places in India : they grow within the maw of a sheepe or goat,

about a little straw, that lyeth in the middle of the maw : the

stone is very slickc and smooth without, of a darke greene

colour.” Similar stones are obtained from the cow, goat, wild

boat, antelope, porcupine and camel. That obtained from the

camel is the cheapest, but that from the Persian wild goat

(Vtvpra aigagrux) is considered the most efficacious.

Two sjiocimens are Bhown in the Indian Museum. The
larger one, about the size of a small hen's egg, is dark green in

colour and made up of concentric layers surrounding a central

straw. The substance of the stone is almost entirely soluble

in spirit. The smaller one from a Persian goat is dark brown
in colour, cylindrical, one inch long by one-third of an inch in

diameter.

Oamelits . . . . . . . - Camel.

Mai-8Utr-arabi is the name given by Irvine (“Topography
of Ajrnere ”) to the blood which has congealed in the body of

a young camel. The camel after being overfed is driven about

violently, and then killed, when the blood is extracted. It is

brought from Bombay to Delhi and costs three rupees a tola.

It is administered in oases of impotence.

Ainslie says the rennet of the camel, which the Persian

term puneer mayehshooter ,
is placed amongst their aphrodisiacs.

Dr. Honigberger calls the substance Camelinum coagukum,

and says it is highly esteemed by Arabian doctors.
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Baden Powell Bays Maya shutr arabi is the rennet from
the stomach of the camel. The genuine article is brought from
Arabia and sells at Rs. 8 for 4 oz.

I have not met with this article in Calcutta.

Cervus duvauckli, Cuv. . . The Barasingha.

Vern. :

—

Mrigamnga, Sans.; Sambaracinga, Mar., Harts-

horn.

The antlers of the barasingha stag, incinerated in closed

vessels, is used in painful affections of the heart, pleurodynia,
sciatica and lumbago. Powdered in water or rubbed on a
stone in conjunction with other ingredients it is used as an
application in headache and rheumatic pain. It is given in

doses of about twenty grains in clarified butter. It is officinal

in Lahore, the supply being received from Kashmir (Honig-

berger). In Bombay transverse sections of the horn of Sainbar
(C. unicolor) are sold as a medicine under the name of Sambar
singh.

Hartshorn contains 57-5 per cent, of ash consisting chiefly

of calcium phosphate.

Moschus moschiferus, Linn. . . . . The Musk Deer.

Vern. : —Kastura, Hind. ; Mushka
, mriganabhi , Sans. The

Pod.
Musk is the unctuous gram found in the pod or abdominal

gland of the animal. The Bharaprakasa describes three varie-

ties of musk : Kamrupa, the best
; Nepala, of intermediate

quality
;

and Kashmiri, inferior. Modem trade recognises

three kinds: 1. Russian, 2. Assamese, 3. Chinese or Ton-
quinese.

India receives her supply of musk from Tibet, Nepal,

Sikkim, Bhutan, and the Naga and Mishmi hills.

Musk is used as a stimulant, antispasmodic and expecto-

rant in low fevers, chronic cough or general debility. Its chief

use, however, is in perfumery. The price of Tibetan musk is

about Rs. 40 per ounce and that of Bhutan Rs. 32. In 1841

it sold in Ajmir at Rs. 12 per tola (Irvine).

CARNIVORA.
r

Ursus torquatus, Wagner . . . . Himalayan bear.

Vern. \—Barlurhe-cherbee, Hind. The Fat.

Bears’ grease is appreciated for its medicinal properties

and is an article of commerce in Northern India. It is pre-

pared in Kangra, Mussoorie and Kumaon by heating the fatty

tissue, as in rendering lard from the leaf of a pig, and straining

while hot through a cloth. It is an emollient in rheumatism,

and is used as a heating application to wounds, bruises and

sores.
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The fat has been examined by the author (Joum. Asiatic

Society Bengal
, Vol. IV, No. 2, 1908, 33). It has a yellowish

white colour, a rancid odour, and a soft granular and pasty
consistence at 21°. The following constants were obtained

from two samples : Specific gravity at 50°0*9013, -9007
; melt-

ing point 37°5, 34*5°
; acid value 13-8, 33*19

; saponification

value 203*8, 204*25
; iodine value 52*77, 62*8

; Reichert-Meissl

value *93, *86; fatty acids percent. 94*78, 93*81
; melting point

42°, 40 J
; neutralization value 205*6, 207*3

;
iodine value 57*2,

62*9. The fat consists chiefly of olein and palmitin with a
small quantity of stearin.

Vivbbba zibetha, Linn. . . . . . . Civet Cat.

Vern. :—The animal : Khattaa , Hind. ; Pullreghu puney
,

Tam. ; The pouch Ladana
9
Beng. and Hind.

; Pullwjhu shuttam
>

Tam.
;
Zabad, Arab. ; Gandhamayara, Sans.

The Civet cat is found throughout India from Assam to

Malabar, and in Burma, Nepal and Arabia. The glandular

receptacle contains an unctuous, odorous secretion used as a

substitute for musk and castoreum. In Travaneore there was
once an establishment maintained at the expense of Govern-

ment in which these animals were kept and reared for the sake

of their secretion.

Civet is chiefly employed in perfumery and in scenting

medicinal oils; it is also considered to possess anodyne and
anti-spasmodic properties.

ROHENTIA.

Castor fiber, Linn. . . . . . . Beaver.

Vern. :

—

Janda-bidastar
, Hind. ; Qhenda . Sans. Castoreum.

Castoreum is a fatty substance secreted by peculiar glands

of this animal, and used as a therapeutic agent. It is obtained

from North America and Siberia. It is reported to be sold in

the Indian bazars under the above vernacular names, but 1

have never met with the article. Col. Phillott in “ Baz-nama-

yi Nasiri ” speaks of it under the Persian or Arabic name of

bachagan
,
or, more correctly, ash-i-bachagan , so called from the

fact that it is a medicine given to infants.

CHEIROPTERA.

Hifposiderus, sp. . . . . . . • • Se-

vern. :

—

Tai-klawa, Malay ;
Kam yaft 9

Baluch. The dung

or guano.

Masson in his “Journey to Kalat
’ 9

(1843) speaks of bats*

dung being held in high repute for its properties in ailments of
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the eye. Mr. Hughes Buller says that it is used in Baluohis-

tan, taken in the form of a draught for gonorrhoea.

Mummy.

silajit, Hind.
;
Silajatn, Sans. ; Khdmolt,

mashana churn
,
Baluch. ; ArhdjUM, mumiyai, Pers. ; Ostco-

cotta, Lat. ; Hock sweat, Eng.

This is one of the most remarkable of all Hindu medicines.

There is still some obscurity surrounding its origin. It is

apparently not derived from the vegetable kingdom. Although

it exudes from rockH it cannot he claimed as a mineral product.

Its pcoMiliar unctuous and nitrogenous nature and its long

association with Egyptian mummies locate it therefore among

the animal inatcria mcdica. Mummy was a medicine of great

repute in Europe during the Middle Ages, and was no doubt a

preparation made from embalmed bodies although often

subject to iidulteration. The mumiai obtained as a secretion

from the mummy mountain in Persia and described by Chardin,

Kaempfcr Ouscley, Le Brim and other old travellers appears to

be the same sulwtance as the black variety of silajit obtained

at the present time from the Himalayas and so much appreci-

ated in medicine. The occurrence and composition of silajit

were described by the writer in a paper reail before this Society

in 1903 (Journ. Amt. Soc. Beng., Vol. LXXIl. pt. IT, No. 3,

99-104). From further samples chemically examined and fuller

information on its origin and distribution it must be admitted

that while it is an interesting relic of primitive medicine it has

litt^* claim to possess any valuable therapeutic properties.



46. Note on a Shrine in the Koh Si Hah, Tal6 Sap,

Lower Siam.

By N. Annandale, D.Sc., F.A.S.B.

The Koh Si Hah are a group of five rocky islands of lime-

stone that rise from the shallow waters of the Tale Sap
(“ Great Lake ”), a lagoon on the east coast of the northern
part of the Malay Peninsula that closely resembles the Chilka

Lake in Orissa and Ganjam in many respects.

The photograph here reproduced was taken in the chief

of these islands in 1899 while I was a member of the Skcat
Expedition, and is, [ think, worth publishing as an illustra-

tion of the primitive leligion of the people of those parts

The people are probably of mixed Siamese, Chinese and
Malay descent and obtain their living, at any rate for a part

of the year, by collecting the edible nests of a swift [Gallo-

calia innominata) which breeds in large numbers in the caves

that honeycomb the islands. The nest-collectors live them-

selves in the smaller caves, in which they erect platforms

of bamboo whereon to sit and sleep. Their occupation is a
hazardous one, for the approach to many of the bird-caves is

dangerous and there are yawning cavities to be avoided. Tt

is, moreover, pursued under very strict regulation, the right to

collect the nests being leased out to a Chinaman for a consider-

able sum every year. The inhabitants of the islands arc his

servants or hirelings, but judging from their offerings at the

little shrines in their village, if it can be called a village, they

have some interest in the take.

The shrine figured was the larger of two situated in natural

cavities in the rock above a platform of stone or bricks that

had been built near the landing place. The other shrine

contained as an object of worship a stone naturally of conical

shape. Offerings of edible nests, most of them dirty, contami-

nated with feathers and of little value, but a few clean and of

the pale yellow colour that delights the Chinese epicure, were

made before this shrine. It was approached by several little

steps, which were for ornament or for the use of the spirits only,

for it was situated only a few feet above the ground. The larger

shrine was in a cliff at right angles to that in which the smaller

one had been constructed and was situated rather higher above

the platform. It had been formed, so far as it was otherwise

than of natural formation, by placing a rough wooden frame

of oblong shape at the entrance to the cavity. To this

frame were attached, in the Chinese fashion, oblong pieces of
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paper on which squares of gold-leaf had been 'stamped and
longer pieces of paper on which pseudo-Chinese characters

,
were printed. I say pseudo-Chinese characters advisedly, for

.
. although they were, doubtless copied direotly or indirectly from
some Chinese prayer, they had become so degenerate in the

r process that they could no longer be recognised as characters
' at all. Advertisements from tins of canned.fruit and other lik$

,

- commercial products were fixed up with the squares of goldf

,

leaf and the sham Chinese prayers.

The objectof worship in this shrine consisted of an upright

figure carved in wood and gilt. It had probably been intended'

by the sculptor for an image of Buddha, but a wooden sword
had- been- inserted in one hand, and it was recognized by the

.
people of the islands as representing the guardian spirit of the

oaves. The figure stood on a rhinoceros skull, and round it

was piled a most heterogeneous collection of natural curiosities,'

rude clay images of cattle, vases containing incense sticks

and Buddhist reliquiaries. The natural objects included croco-

diled skulls, sharks’ jaws, sawfishes’ “saws” and stones of

peculiar natural shape, especially pieces of stalagtite or stalag-

mite that had assumed a vague resemblance to the human form.

The shrine is interesting as illustrating the bastard

Buddhism, or rather the animism disguised under a thin

veneer of Buddhism, that prevails among the more primitive

population of Lower Siam. The advertisements offered at it

have perhaps- peculiar interest as illustrating the belief that a
spirit cannot distinguish between the real and the ideal. The
man, who offered the covering of a tin of canned fiobbfy

offered.in virtue of the pictures 6n the, paper, not only, the-

fruit in its glorified' presentiment, but also the factory in wbiqb
it had been prepared.*

*
.. j*
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47 . List of Jesuit Missionaries in “Mogor” (1580—1803).

By Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

This list contains the names of the Jesuit Missionaries in

North India as found in the ( 'catalogues of the Province of Goa
preserved among our Archives in Europe. It was kindly for-

warded to the writer by the late Fr. J. B. Van Meurs, 8.J.,

and cannot but render great service in all questions connected
with the history of our North India Missions. Many of our
Catalogues having been lost in troublous times, our list is not
exhaustive, nor is it our intention, at present, to fill in the
many gaps or to discuss the moot-points involved. This is

a task from which other occupations may keep 11s for long
debarred.

Ijet it he borne in mind that our Catalogues are not always
an infallible guide. They represent the missionary personnel at
a given period, a status with which stress of 'circumstances

might interfere even before it came into operation, or soon after.

Such as it is, this list will work as a ready means of checking
numerous historical data.

Fr. J. B. Van Mours’ notes do not go back to the very
origin of the “ Mogor ” Mission, but only to 1593. It is well

known that the first Mission to Akbar (1580—83) consisted of

Bl. Rudolph Aquaviva, Fr. Anthony Monserrat and Fr. Francis
Hcnriquez. The second (1590-91 ) was composed of Frs. Christo-

pher de Vega, Edward Leitao, and a Companion, perhaps Fr.

Francis Cabral, “not yet in priest’s orders.” The third

Mission, according to our Catalogues, would date from 1593

;

but, Mr. E. D. Maclagan (Joum. As. Soc. Bengal, 1896, p. 64)

shows that it left Goa only on December 3, 1594.

We have refrained from interfering with the orthography
of the proper names in the original. We simply insert in f ]

the more likely forms. As for the biographical data inserted

here and there, they are mostly from the pen of Fr. Van Meurs-

and supplement or modify what we wrote in Jesuit Missionaries

in Northern India and Inscriptions on their Tombs
,
Agra (1580

—

1803), Catholic Orphan Press, Portuguese Church Street, Cal-

cutta, 1907.

Jo93.—They are three in the Mission, Father [Jerome] Xavier,

Father [Emmanuel] Pinheyro [Pinheiro] and Brother

[Benedict] Goes, who is in charge of the house.
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“ Fr. Jerome Xavier: born at Buro, in the Diocese of

Pampeluna, was Hector of the (Allege of Bassein and Cochin
during 8 years ; Superior of the Professed House, Goa, 2 years

;

Master of Novices, 1 year; professed, Jan. 15, 15S4: died

at Goa, June 27, 1017. Tn 1005, he is said to have been 12

years Superior of the Mission and to be in the 56th year of his

age, and the 37th of his religious life.
9 a

1

“ Fr. Emmanuel Pinheiro: born in 1544 at Pontadelgado

in the Island of St. Michael ; entered the Society, March 0,

1573; took the simple vows, June 15 [13?], 1598; was in the

Mogor Mission from 1 1594.’ ’ ’

“ Bro. Benedict de (iocs: born in the Island of St. Michael;

took his last vows, June 13, 1598 ; was in the Mission from
‘1593’; died ‘ in insula Cathayo

9

, Apr. 11, 1007. In Dec.

1599, he was in the 37th year of his age and the 1 Lth of his

religious life/’ He joined the Order in India.

1501, ’.95, ’.99, ’.97, \9iS, ’.9.9.—The same.

1600,

—At Agra: Fathers J. Xavier, Sebastian Barreto and
Bro. B. Goes.

At Lahore: Fathers F. Pinheiro and [Francis] Corci

[Corsi],

Fr. Sebastian Barreto

:

born at Aveiro, in the Diocese

of Coimbra, in 1507 ; entered the Novitiate in 1584 : went to

India and laboured in the Missions of the Province of Goa;
was Rector of the College of Diu, and died at Goa in 1625.

To these details given by Sotwel, Fr. de Backer substitutes

the following:- “born in 1587 and died at the age of

41.” Barbosa, on the 1 other hand, states that he was

born in 1585 at S. Joan do Loure. Cf. Sommervooel, Bibl. de

la C. de J

.

—Fr. Van Meurs writes that he was born in 1566

at Aveiro in the Diocese of Coimbra, had entered the Society

in 1584; was Superior of Diu in 1605, and made his profession

on Feb. 5, 1606.

“ Fr. Francis Corsi

:

an Italian ; came to Goa in 1599; was

in the Mission [of Mogor] from 1599; professed in 1612; died

in Mogor, Aug. 1, 1635.” Hgl is the Padfc Atash
,
the Florentine,

mentioned by Bernier, Cf. W. Irvine, Storia do Mogor, I,

161; IV, 421, and J.A.S.B.
, 1910, pp. 453, 458.

1601, *0:i,
9

OH,
9

01.—Nothing is changed.

1605 .—Fathers J. Xavier, [Anthony] Machado ;
E. Pinheiro,

F. Corci, and Bro. B. Goes.

1
rrho ,, i* contain notes from first-rate sources by Fr. J. B.

Van Meurs, 8.J.
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“ Fr. Anthony Machado

:

born at Scrpa, in the Diocese of
Evora; professed, Jan. 17, 1595; Professor of Philosophy. 3
years; Superior at Chaul, l year; at Bassein, 2 years, [n l(iU,
he was 53 years old, of which he had spent 36 in the Society ”

Cf. J.A.B.B., 1910, p. 459.

1606,
9
07 .—Nothing is changed.

1608.

—[This Catalogue seems to be missing.]

1609.

—Fathers J. Xavier, A. Machado, F. Corci, K. Pinheiro.

ItttO.—At Agra: Fathers J. Xavier and F. Corci.

At Lahore: Fathers A. Machado and [Joseph) (‘astro |de
Castro],

“ Fr. Manoel Pinheiro is gone to Goa with the ambassador
of the King of Mogor.”

'*
13y order of the King of Mogor, Fr. Manoel Pinheiro was

sent to the Portuguese Viceroy at Goa, in company with the
ambassador, to undertake and transact some business. Arriving
in (‘ambay and finding circumstances changed, lie left the
Mogor ambassador, went to Goa, aml returned with ample
powers to make either war or peace. The ambassador, on
receiving orders from his master, returned to the Court and
entrusted the whole matter to Fr. Manoel. Pinheiro returned
to Goa, transacted the affair and came hack to the

Mission.”

“ Fr. Joseph dr Castro : of Turin, born in 1577; entered
the Society in 1696; professed of three vows in 1612: died in

Mogor on December 25, ‘ 1648.’ ” Cf. \V. Irvine, Storia do

Mogor by Manucci, Vols. 1, 161; IV, 424, sub Costa da, J.

Manucci calls him by mistake .Joseph da Costa. This name
applies to another missionary, who came much later. Cf. also

J.A.S.B., 1910, pp. 458, 460. The date of his death must be

1646, the Annual Letter of Mogor for May 1648—Aug. 1649
stating that he was disinterred in 1648, more than a year after

his burial, and found incorrupt. In Febr. 1648, Fr. Christopher

da Costa convoyed the remains from Lahore to Agra, where they

were honourably buried “in the Cemetery of our defunct

Fathers.’
’

1611.

— Fathers J. Xavier, E. Pinheiro, J. Castro, A. Machado,

F. Corci, and Nicolas Cautero.

“Fr. Ntcola8 Cautero, born at Cea in 1580; entered the

Society in 1601.”

1612

.

—Fathers J. Xavier, E. Pinheiro, A. Macchado, F. Corci,

J. Castro.

1613.

—As above.
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1 116.—Father John “ de Sena ”, a Frenchman, is added to the

number.

“In the 3rd Catalogue we read:—‘They are scattered

in various stations, and will await patiently the opportunity

of preaching. No one comes to be enlightened, nay, those

who appeared to he enlightened (I speak of the King’s

relatives) have rejected the light and have returned to their

vomit, at the* King’s order. Because of a ship seized by
the Portuguese. Ours are molested. They lived at the King’s

expense; now. they live on alms.
’ ”

Fr. John “do Spm —Of. The Voyage of Francois Pyrard

de Land, by A. Gray, in 2 Vols. (3 pts.), London, Hakluyt.

Society. 1888, Vol. II. pp. 3(5. 270, 281 , 282. At p. 3(5, Pyrard,

who knew him at Goa, writes his name Jan de Seine and des-

cribes him as a Lorrainer from Nancy ; at p. 270, his name is

spelt Jan de ('me*, and he is a Lorrainer of Verdun. Fr. Van
Meurs writes:

—

Mofarnsis\ born in 1574: entered in 1596; was
a Missionary in Salcete. A. Franco, S..1 . ,

mentions one Fr. John
Sene as leaving Lisbon for the East in 1602; da Camara Manoel
fixes bis departure in 1598 and calls him tL

P. Joiio Sena”;
both describe him as an Italian.

161'j .—Father l£. Pinheyro. broken down with age, is gone to

Goa, where he is Confessor in the Professed House.

1616.

—Fathers A. Maccliado, F. Corci. J. Castro, J. [dej Sena.

1617.

—Catalogue missing.

1618

.

—Fathers A. Maccliado, Superior ; F. Corci, J.deCrasto.

1619.

—Catalogue missing.

16 '20 .—Fathers Francis Corci (professed of 4 vows); Joseph

de Castro (professed of 3 vows) ; Matthew de Paiveta

[elsewhere : Payva], preacher ; Gonsalvus de Souza,

preacher.

"Father Matthew de' Payva: of Lisbon; bom in 1592;

entered the Society in 16031?]; made his profession on May
3, 1626.” CL J.A.S.B.

, 1910, p. 454.
•' *

“ Father Gonsalvus tie Souza : “ Matuzinus ” ; bom in 1588;

entered in 1604; in the Mission since one year.” Professed in

1623. C'f. J.A.8.11., 1910, p. 448.

10X1.—At Agra: Fathers Gonsalvus de Souza, and Matthew
de Payreta [also : de Payva].

Father Francis Corci, in the King’s suite.

Father Anthony de Andrada, Visitor and Superior of the

whole Mission.
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3

Father Joseph de Crasto, at Sambar [Saiubharj; Father
Didacus Rodericus

[
Rodriguez]

,
at Amadabad [Ahmo-

dabadj.

“Fr. Anthony de Andrade: born at Olivios in 15S1

;

entered in 1597; made his profession on October 14, 1612”
Cf. J.A.S.B., 1910, p. 458.

/ft?/. January.—Brother Manoel Marques is added to the
Agra personnel.—From another source: Father A. de
Andrada; at Agra: Fathers M. de Payva and J. de Castro ;

at Sambar: Father G. de Souza; in the King’s suite:

Father F. Corci.

Brother Manuel Marques: Pietro della Valle mentions him.
though not by name, as passing through Surat in tho March of

1023. Cf. De" Viatffli di Pietro della Valle , Roma, MDCLXIIT,
Vol. ill, p. 85.* (Lettem da Surat

,
de' 22. di Marzo 1623, XV 11,

XVIII.) Brother Manuel accompanied Fr. de Andrade to

Thibet in 1624.

“ In a letter from Mogor (Aug. 15, 1627) to Fr. Claudius

Francis Septalio of Como, Upper Italy, Father J. de Castro

speaks of Jahangir’s intimate friendship with two of the

Fathers, whom ho always keeps in his Court.”

No Catalogues are at hand for the period between

January 1624 and 1641. A batch of old unpublished letters

from Mogor will help us to bridge the gap. From a letter of

Father J. de Castro, dated 20 Nov. 1631, Bengal, we learn

that he is in the service of Mirza Zu-1 Qarniri, at a place 250

miles away from Agra, and 300 miles from Hugh*. This I take

to be Patna. Writing from * Mogul ’ [Patna?], on 8 Aug.

1632, he states that Father Francis Morando is with him,

pending his departure for Tlii bet. On 28 Aug. 1632, he writes

once more from Bengal [Patna?], and notes that there are

five Fathers in Thibet, and two others in Agra who are

intended for Thibet. His next two letters arc from Agra,

24 Nov. 1632 aud 6 Febr. 1633 : in the latter he speaks again

of five Fathers in Thibet. So does Father Francis Corsi in a

letter from Agra, 5 Oct. 1633, adding that they are in two or

three different places. There is another letter from Father de

Castro dated Agra, 8 October 1633, and one of Father Morando,

15 Oct. 1633, Agra, dealing like that of Father Corsi (Agra, 5

Oct. 1633) with the arrival at Agra in July of 4,000 Portuguese

prisoners from Hugli.

From some other source, Father J. B. Van Meurs sent

the following extract

:

“ In 1633, the following are in the Mogor Mission: Father

Matthew de Payva : from Lisbon ;
aged 41 ;

has been 28 years

in the Society
;
professed of 4 vows on 3 May, 1626 ;

has been
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already 1 1 years a missionary. Hector of Agra and Superior

of the whole Mission.
‘

‘ Father .Francis Corsi : a Florentine; aged 58; 40 years

of Society, professed of 4 vows on l Jan., 1012: has spent 32

years in this Mission.

“Father Joseph de Castro: from Turin; aged 55: 3(5

years of Society: professed of 3 vows on 10 Jan., 1012.

“ These are the chief ones. There are, besides. 4 Fathers

in Thibet :

k
* Juniores Patres manent in hac Missione: 4 Patres”

Father de Castro writes from Agra. 10 April 1(537, that

there ought to be four priests at Agra, because one always

accompanies Mirza Zii-1 Qarnin. In 1(530 and 1037 they have

been only three at Agra: Francis Morando, John d’ Oliveira

and himself. In June 1030, Father Anthony Pereira came from

Goa on his way to the new Residence of Xirinagar [Srinagar

in Garhwal|. Father Alano dos Angios | Alain de la Bau-

chere| went with him, but died at Srinagar shortly after

his arrival. Father Stanislas Malpica arrived at Agra in

Jan. 1037, and went to Srinagar.

Father de Castro’s next letter ( Agra, 29 Oct. 1037) states

that Stanislas Malpica and Anthony Pereira are at Srinagar,

the former being Superior.

164J.—Fathers Joseph de Crasto, Rector ; John de Oliveira,

and Francis Morandus [ Morando).

Fray Sebastian Manrique, the Augustinian Friar, arrived

at Agra on December 24, 1040, and met there Fathers

“Anthony” de Oliveira, and Matthew ‘‘de la Cruz.” In

Lahore, he found .Father Joseph de (‘astro. Cf. Itinerario

Oriental del P. Maestro Manrique, Roma, 1053, Ch. 58 and 63.

Our Roman Archivist tells me that the Catalogue of 1641

(Sept.) places at Agra only Fr. John Oliveira, and that the name
of Fr. Matthew de la Cruz is not traceable in the Catalogues of

Goa.

1648. - Fathers Anthony Botelho (senior), Visitor and Superior;

Francis Morandus, Paimensis ;
Anthony Chesque [Ceschi],

of Trent; Henricus Busaeus [Busi].

Father Anthony Botelho :
“ During his Provincialate in 1670

he wrote tI)e Morihus et Naiura regionis Mogorensis ” Cf.

1910, p. 453 sqq .

Father Anthony Ceschi di Santa Croce : Cf. W. Irvine, Storia

doMogor
,
I, 223, 381, 381 n. 1 ;

IV. 427. Fr. Ceschi died on

June 28, 1656, in the arms of Fr. Anthony de Rego, S.J.

Father Henry Busi: his real name, as we had occasion to

point out to Mr. W. Irvine, was Henry Uwens. Cf. W. Irvine,
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Storia Jo Mof/or. Index, suf) Buseo.—On this identification, we
have prepared a special paper.— Fr. Busi wrote throe times
the Annual Letter at the beginning of his slay in Mognr.

HUH.—Tin* same.

lHo,}.—Fathers Henry Busaeus, Rector (in another paj>or lie is

given the title of Superior); Anthony Chesque, Francis

Morando, Dominic Dias, Alrjarbicnsis [of Algarve |.

Woo.— Fathers Henry Busaeus, Rector (elsewhere: Superior):

Dominie Dias, Procurator; Anthony Chosque (Chesques);

Henry Both, Dilinytmus [of Dilingen];

Father Stanislas Malpiea is in the Station of Xiranagar

1'Srinagar i n ( 1 arl \ \\ alJ.

Fr. Henry Roth . Of. what we wrote on him in Catholic

Herald. Calcutta, 1907, pp. 171 -2. lie wrote three times the

Annual Letters. Cf. W. 1uvune, Storia do Mayor, Vol. IV,

Index, sub Both.

Fr. Stanislas Malpiea : born in 1G00, at Cantazarro

(Naples); entered the Society in May 29, 1G23; Doctor of

Theology and of Civil and (‘anon Daw; Professor ot Moral

Theology; Prefect of Studies at Goa: Superior of the Professed

House of Goa(1646); Provincial of Goa in 1602 and 10(H; Rector

of the (Allege of Racholin L067 : Rector of the New College of St.

Paul’s in 1(573; died before 1(579. He had left Lisbon for India

in 1035, in company with the illustrious Martyr, Mareellus Mas-

trilli
,
and became a professed of 4 vows on February 2, 1(540.

In December 1053, he is said to be 52 years old, of which h

had spent 30 in the Society/’ Cf. YV. invine, Storia do Mayor

I. 223; 223. n. 1; 3S1 ;
3Sl n. 1; IV. 423.

Wot).—Fathers Peter Jusarte (Juzarte, Zuzarte), Rector; Henry

Busaeus; Anthony Cesques (Chesques) ; Henry Roth;

Francis de Souza, Lameccnsis ;
Stanislas Malpiqua (Mal-

pica).

• s Fr. Peter Juzarte: bom in 1616 (elsewhere: 1617) at

Loures, in the Diocese of Lisbon; entered in 1632 (elsewhere:

1034); professed on September 8, 1652, at Goa; taught Huma-
niora for 3 years in Portugal and 1 year at Goa ;

Professor of

Philosophy, 3 years ; of Moral Theology, 3 years ; of Speculative

Theology, 3 years; Rector of the Seminary of Santa Fe, Goa;

Visitor of Mogor and Rector of the College of Agra; Superior

at Damaun and Macao; in 1663, he was elected to proceed to

Rome as Procurator of the Japanese Province, and, in 1667, he

was making preparations for that journey. In 1667, he is said
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to be in the 49th year of his life, the 35th of religious life, and

the 15th of his profession.*
9 He died at Lisbon in 1688. Cf.

W. Irvine, Stona do Mogor
,
1. 223; IV. 424.

“ Fr. Francis dc Souza died in Mogor on December 2 (sic),

1657.’*

1659. January.-- Fathers Petqr Jusarte, Rector

;

Henry Busacus

(Busaeo) ;
Henry Roth

;
Stanislas Malpica.

1659. November.—Fathers Henry Roth; Henry Busaeus (Bu-

zaeo) ;
Stanislas Malpica.

1660. November.—Fathers Henry Roth, Rector; llenrv Busse-

us; Emmanuel Verri (elsewhere: Veira), of Lisbon.

1692. September.- Fathers Henry Busaeus, Vice- Rector

:

Henry

Roth.

16 16. September .—Fathers Henry Busaeus, Rector ; Peter a

[de] Mattos, of Lisbon.

“Fr. Roth, who had been 10 years in the Mission, went to

examine into the possibility of establishing a Mission in Nepal

;

but, on the death of Fr. Peter de Mattos (September 10 [sic],

1664), he returned to Agra, where he died in 1668.**

1674 .—Fathers Anthony de Magalhaes, Rector; Gregory Roiz

[Rodriguez], Visitor; Mark Anthony Santuchi [Santucci].

c< Fr. Gregory Rodriguez: born at Villa da Ponte di Barca

(Portugal) in 1616; entered the Society in 1630; became pro-

fessed on June 4, 1656; taught Grammar, after which he

became a Missionary in Cafraria, Mozambique, Tana, Agra;

lastly, Superior of the Professed House, Goa, in 1679 ;
there he

died on Juno 6, 1682, while Provinci a].’*

“ Fr. Mark Anthony Santucci

:

bora at Lucca (?) on March

22, 1638; entered at Rome, April 22, 1656; taught Humaniora

for four years ; was Professor in Collegip Interamnensi of the Ro-

man Province ;
his studies finished, he went to India in 1668

;

was professed of 4 vows at Agra, August 15, 1675; in 1673, he is

said to be 33 years old, having spent 17 in the Society; in 1677,

acts as Procurator to the College of Agra, “ in the North
*

[t.e., Salsette of Bombay] ;
in 1679, gone to found a 1 new * Mis-

sion in Bengal; is Superior of the Patna Mission in 1689, ‘still

hale and hearty.* ** He died on August 1, 1689. Cf. W.

Irvine, Storiado Mogor ,
Index

,
sub Padre Santus, and J.A.S.B.,

1910, p. 450, 453.
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1678. December.—Fathers Anthony de Magalhaes, Rector and
Visitor ; Martin do Souza, Rector by order of the Visitor

;

Joseph da Costa; Mark Anthony Santuchi, at Patna; John
Leitfio.

Fr. John Leitiio : Cf. J.A.S.B., 1910, pp. 449, 463.

1681. December.—Fathers Anthony de Magalhaes (senior). Rector
and Visitor

;

Mark Antliony Saiitucchi; John Leitfm;
Joseph da Costa.

1661.—Fathers Anthony Pereyra, Rector (from March 1, 1691);
Joseph de Payva, Confessor and Consultor

; Anthony do
Magalhaes, Missionary at Doly [Delhi].

1666.

—Fathers Anthony Pereyra, Rector

;

Joseph de Payva,
Father (f.e., in charge] of the [native] Christians;
Anthony de Magalhaes, Missionary at Dillii.

1667. October.— Fathers Antliony de Magalhaes, Rector (from
November 20, 1695); Joseph de Payva.

1668. November.—Fathers Joseph de Payva, Vice-.Rector . An-
thony de Magalhaes, Missionary at Deli.

1700. November 11.—Fathers Anthony Rodriguez, Rector;
Joseph de Payva, Procurator; Anthony de Magalhaes, Mis-
sionary at Deli.

1707}. November .—Fathers Joseph de Payva, Rector ad April
1706 [1706 '] desiynatus ; John d’Abreu (whose Rector-
ship expires in April 1706): John Monteyro, missus ad
Thibetanam Missionem investigandam. “sent to report on
the Thibetan Mission.

* 5

“ Fr. John d 9Abreu; born at Odivellas in 1669; admitted
into the Society at Goa in 1684 ; made his profession on Febru-
ary 2, 1702; taught Grammar 2 years; was twice Vice-Rector
of the Seminary of Bassein; parochus Aquilonaris

, i.e.. Parish-
priest to the North of Goa; Rector of the Agra College, next a
Missionary (operarius) at Agra; Vicar of Salsette; Rector of
Chaulin 1719; died before 1722.—His three years’ Rectorate
expiring in April 1706, he must have been Rector at Agra
during 1704 and 1705. His successor was Fr. Joseph de Payva

;

but Fr. de Payva must have left shortly after, since Fr. Em-
manuel Monteyro was Vice-Rector in September 1706, and
Fr. John de Abreu was again Vice-Rector in January 1708.”
Tho true reason of Fr. Joseph de Payva’s short Rectorate
is that, as Fr. Van Meurs discovered later, he died in 1706, on
August 20 [Fr. J.B.V.M]; on August 7, says his epitaph at
Agra. Cf. W. Irvine. Storia do Mogor,

IV. 143 n. 1; IV.
229 .
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I70tj. September.— Fathers Emmanuel Monteyro, Vice-Hector

;

John d’Abreu, his companion.

170S. January .—Fathers John d’Abreu, Vice-Rector ; Simon
Monteiro, Procurator: Francis Nogueira.

1710 . January 2 —Fathers Emmanuel Durao, Vice-Rector

(from .1 line 1 , 1 70S) ; Emmanuel Freire; Joseph Anthony
MartinelU: Francis Borgia Koch; John cl’Abreu; Em-
manuel Cardoso.

1710. December .—Fathers Melchior dos Keys, Rector; Francis

Riheiru, his companion
; Emmanuel Durao, at Deli.

171S. December .—Fathers Alvarusdo Albuquerque, Rector (since

March 171 8); Emmanuel Freyre ; Emmanuel Durao, at

Deli; Hippolyt us Desiderii | Dosideri].

1710. Xnwmber.—Fathers Alvarus d’Albuquerque, Rector; Em-
manuel Freire, Operat in'*

;

Emmanuel Durao, at Deli.

172 i. December.— Fathers Emmanuel de Figueredo, Rector;

Alvarus d’Alhucpicrque
; Hippolytus Desiderii | Desiderii,

at Deli.

1/27. Xncomber.— Fathers Valentine Govea, Rector; Anthony
de Fonseca; Emmanuel de Figueredo, at Deli.

172S. December.—Fathere Valentine de Govea, Rector; Anthony
a |dc] Fonseca, at Deli.

//•Vi. Xovrmber.—Fathers Emmanuel de Figueredo, Visitor

;

Emmanuel Sardinha, Vice- Rector

;

Matthew Rodriguez., at

Deli.

I7ift. January .—-Fathers Matthew Rodriguez, Rector ; Francis

Xaverius [Xa\ ier|
;
Francis da < ^ruz.

nUt. December.—Fathers Matthew Rodriguez, Rector; Francis

Xaverius; Francis da Cruz; Anthony Gablsperger [Gabels-

perger] ; Andrew Strobl.

17b2. December.—Fathers Andrew Strobl
;
Joseph Tieffenthaler

[TiefTentallerl; Francis Xaverius.

1720. December.—Fathers Andrew Strobl ; Joseph Tieffenthaler.

Concerning the last three Jesuits in the Mogul Empire,
Fr. S. Noti, S.J., Bombay, communicates to us the following

passage from his MS. Life of Tieffentailer (German) : “From
a letter of Fr. Joseph, O.C., Prefect of the Mission of Patna,

dated January 3, 1778, and addressed to the Cardinal Prefect of

Propaganda ( .1 rchiv. della*Propag. Ind. Orient, e Gina (1776-78),

Scritt. refer, nei Congr. 35, p. 1031), we obtain the following

particulars on the three ex-Jesuits in the Mogul Empire :

1 1

received last year Your Excellency’s letter of March 1776, in

which Your Excellency charged me with appointing as Vicar of

Chandemagore the ex-Jesuit Gavez [read: Garret]. Last

December 1 received a letter from Fr. Wendel, also an ex-Jesuit,
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residing in the wide dominions of the Nawab [of Oudh] to the
W. of Patna, in which he communicated to me that, dur-
ing the last rainy season, he believed himself near death. He
feels better now, but thinks that his days are num-
bered.

’

“In another letter from Patna, dated July 15. 1778, and
written to Fr. Gregorio, O.D.C., the then Prefect of the Mission,

Fr. Charles, O.C., says among other things: ‘Fr. Wendol has

had fever during five days. He had lost all consciousness.

Now lie neither talks sensibly again, nor does he wander, as

he did before.’ 1

“* Another of them \of the ex-Jesuits], Fr. Tieffentaller, a

broken-down old man (vecchio cadcntc), is at present in Agra,

when? there is also a Church and a numerous Christian com-
munity. I have not neglected to recommend many times to the

watchful zeal of the Sacred Congregation the needs of the nu-

merous Christians scattered over so many lands, and to remind
them that they will soon have no Father left to minister to

them the consolations of Religion.’
”

The subsequent history of Fr. Tieffentaller andFr. Wendel
is known well enough. Wo are able to trace some of Fr.

Garret’s later movements in Adrien Launay’s Histoire des Mis-

sions de V Inde , Tome I, Paris, 1898. In a Memoir of Fr. Vornet

(May 1.3, 1777) ho is mentioned as residing at Chandernagore

with Fr. Possevin (Vicar), Fr. Garofalo, and Bro. Broquet, who
teaches piloting (p. 61). In 1778, the Prefect Apostolic, Fr.

Sebastian de Ncvers, O.C., urged the three ex-Jesuit Priests to

join the Foreign Missions of Paris. All three quitted Chandema-
gore, leaving it to the care of the Capuchin Fathers. The little

ship that was bearing them to Pondichery was driven on to

the coast of Ceylon, whence they wrote (Dec. 20, 1778) to Mgr.

Bigot that they were at Trincomali. One of the three, Fr.

Possevin, was 7'* years old and infirm, “the other two could still

work, Deo juvmite.” Possevin preferred to remain at San
Thome; the other two arrived at Pondichery in April 1779 and
joined the Foreign Missions (pp. 75-78). Fr. Garret laboured

at first at Pondichery (1788. Of. pp. 11.3, 160, 161). In 1807,

he was involved in difficulties at Karikal, owing to some
of his Christians wishing, in spite of the opposition of the

Hindus, to have a theatrical representation (pp. 189-90). He
died fat Pondichery ?] on December 2, 1817, aged 75 years and
some days. “His zeal, his union with God, all his virtues and
the care with which he had long prepared himself for death,”

wrote Mgr. Hubert, “give us every reason to hope that his

death, though sudden, was not unprovided for
*

' (p. 441).

1 I understand that he could not speak at all. He recovered, how-
ever.
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We subjoin an alphabetical Index of the “ Mogor ” Mis-
sionaries, with the years during which our Catalogues testify
to their sojourn in the Mogul Empire.

Abreudc, John, 1704, ’05, ’06, ’08, ’10.

Albuquerque de, Alvaros, 1718, ’19, ’24.

Andrade do, Anthony, 1621, ’24.

Anonymous. 1591-92.

Aquavivad’, Rudolph Bl., 1580-83.

Barreto, Sebastian, 1600-04.

Botelho, Anthony (senior), 1648, ’49.

Busi, Henry. Cf. Uwens.
Cardoso, Manuel, 1710.

Castro de, Joseph, 1610-16, ’18, ’20, ’21, ’24, ’33, ’41.

Cautero, Nicolas, 1611.

Ceschi di Santa Croce, Anthony, 1648, ’49, ’53, ’55, ’56.

Corsi, Francis, 1600-07, ’09, ’16, ’18, ’20, ’21, ’24, ’33.

Costa da, Joseph, 1678, ’81.

Cruz da, Francis, 1735, ’40.

Desideri, Hippolytus, 1718, ’24.

Dias, Dominic, 1653, ’55.

Duriio, Manuel, 1710, ’16, ’18, *19.

Figueiredo de, Manuel, 1724, ’27, ’31.

Fonseca da, Anthony, 1727, *28.

Freyre, Manuel, 1710, ’18, ’19.

Gabelsperger, Anthony, 1740.

Goes do, Brother Benedict, 1593-16Q7.

Govea do, Valentino, 1727, ’28.

Ilenriquez, Francis, 1580-81.

Juzarte, Peter. Cf. Zuzarte.

Koch, Francis Borgia, 1710.

LeitiiO, Edward, 1590-91.

Leitao, John, 1678, ’81.

Machado, Anthony, 1605-07, 1609-16, *18.

Magalhiies de, Anthony (senior), 1674, ’78, ’81, ’94, ’95, ’97,

’98 1700.

Malpica, Stanislas, 1655, ’56, ’59.

Marques, Brother Manuel, 1624.

Martinelli, Joseph Anthony, 1710.

Mattos de, Peter, 1664. *

Monserrat, Anthony, 1580-82.

Monteyro, John, 1705.

Monteyro, Manuel, 1706.

Monteyro, Simon, 1708.

Morando, Francis, 1641, *48, ’49, ’53.

Nogueira, Francis, 1708.

Oliveira de, John, 1641.

Payvade, Joseph, 1694, *95, *97, *98, 1700, ’05.

Payva de, Matthew, 1620, ’21, *24, ’33.
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Pereyra, Anthony, 1694, ’95.

Pinheiro, Manuel, 1593-1607, ’09, ’10(1), ’11-14.

Beys dos, Melchior, 1716.

Ribeiro, Francis, 1716.

Rodriguez, Anthony, 1700.

Rodriguez, Didacus, 1621.

Rodriguez, Gregory, 1674.

Rotlriguez, Matthew, 1731, ’35, ’40.

Roth, Henry, 1655, ’56, ’59, ’60, ’62.

Santucci, Mark Anthony, 1674, ’78, ’81.

Sardinha Manuel, 1731.

Sena do, John, 1614, ’15, ’16.

Souza de, Francis, 1656.

Souza de, Gonsalvus, 1620, ’21, ’24,

Souza do, Martin, 1678.

Slrobl, Andrew, 1740, ’52, ’56.

Tieilentaller, Joseph, 1752, ’56.

Uwens, Henry (alias Busi), 1648, ’49, ’53, ’55, ’56, ’69, ’60,

’62, ’64.

Vega de, Christopher, 1590-91.

Verri [Vieira t], Manuel, 1660.

Xavier, Francis, 1735, ’40, ’42.

Xavier, Jerome, 1593-1607, ’09-’16.

Zuzarte, Peter, 1666, ’69.

If we add Alain de la Bauchere (died in Garhwil,

1636?), Anthony Pereira (in Garhw&l, 1636, 1637), Matthew

da Cruz, mentioned by Manrique under the year 1640,

Christopher da Costa (1648) and Anthony de Rego (1656), our

list gives a total of 71 names of Jesuit Missionaries in Mogor

between 1580 and 1756. Adding to it another 10 mentioned

in our Jesuit Missionaries in Northern India, which help us

to fill in the gHps in the above Catalogues, we have a total of

81 for the poriod 1580—1803. T lie additional names arc : Barros

de, Thomas (cf. Jesuit Miss, in N. /., pp. 17, 24); Boudier,

Claude (p. 38) ; Cabral, Francis [P] (p. 13) ; Garet,— (p. 40)

;

Grucber, John (p. 32) ;
Lanfranki, Francis (pp. 3, 24) ; Orville

d’, Albei t (pp. 3, 32); Pons, John Francis (p. 38); Silva da,

Joseph (p. 36) ;
Wendel, Francis Xavier (pp. 4, 41). Were we

in possession of the complete series of our Catalogues, the total

number of Jesuit Missionaries in Mogor should we believe

rise to over a hundred. We have not taken into account

Andrew Boves and Ignatius Fialho, who laboured in Bengal

exclusively, nor do we include the names of Borne 13 others who,

together with another 10 mentioned above, are known to

have attempted the evangelization of Thibet (cf. our brochure,

pp. 14, 17, 19, 23).

Thanks to the labours of Father A. Franco, S.J., Syn-

opsis Annalium S.J. in Lusitania db anno 1540 ad annum
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1725 (Augustae-Vindel., 1726, Appendix), we can determine the

year of departure from Lisbon of many of the Mogor Mission-

aries. In the case of some, the identification is certain ; in the

case of others, it must remain tentative. We place in brackets

Franco’s spelling. “Fr.” indicates that tho Missionary was
a priest at the time of departure.

Fr . Andrade de, [Andrada], Anthony, Lusitanus

,

1600.

Fr. Aquaviva d \ Rudolph, Italus
,
1578.

Fr. Barrvto [Barretto], Sebastian, Lus., 1599.

Castro de
,
Joseph, Lus., (sic), 1(502.

Fr. Ceschi

,

Anthony, appears in Franco as “ 1\ Joannes Clies-

pue, Germ., 1645.”

Fr. Corsi, Francis, is Franco’s “P. Franeiscus Locce, Sard.,

1599.” Compare with J. P. A. da Camaka Manoel,
Missdes dos Jesuitas noOricntc, Lisboa, 1894, p. 155, where,

under 1599, his name is “ P. Fr™. Corse, Italus Theologo.”

Fr. Van Meurs notes, however, above that Fr. Corsi came
to Goa in 1595. [Lus., 1717.”

Cruz da, Francis, quoted by Franco as “Francis Crus,

Fr. Desideri [Desiderio], Hippolytus, Ital., 1713.

Fr. Dias, Dominic, Lus., 1647.

Figueircdo de. [Figueiredo] Manoel, Lus., 1690.

Fr. Koch, Francis Borgia, appears in Franco as “ P. Franeiscus

Borgia, Germ., 1709.”

Fr. Lanfranki [Lanfranque], Francis, (a Portuguese ?), 1632.

Fr. Leitdo [Leitam], John, Lus., 1670.

Machado, Anthony, Lus., 1586.

Fr. Magalhdes de [Magalhans], Anthony, Lus., 1665. Another

of the same name, also a Portuguese and not yet a priest,

is mentioned by Franco under 1696.

Fr. Malpica

,

Stanislas, Ital., 1635.

Fr. Mmserrat [Monscrrate], Anthony, Valent., 1574.

Fr. Morando
,
Francis, Ital, 1629.

Pereira, Anthony, Lus., 1673. Another Portuguese Jesuit

of the same name, a priest, appears under 1680. (Franco-!

Fr. Pinheiro
,
Manoel, Lus., 1591.

Reys dos (Reys), Melchior, Lus., 1699.

Fr. Ribeiro , Francis, Lus., 1657.

Fr. Rodriguez, Didacus, Lus., 1607. *

Rodriguez
,
Matthew, Lus., 1717.

Fr. Santucci ,
Mark Anthony, appears in Franco as “ P. Marcus

Antonius, Italus, 1668.”

Fr. Sardinha, Manoel, Lus., 1720.

Fr. Sena de [Sene] , John, Ital.
,
(ate) ,

1602. de Camara Manoel's

list also describes him as an Italian. Cf. op. cit., p. 166.

Silva de, Joseph, Lus., 1673.

Souza de [Sousa], Francis, Lus., 1647.

Souza de [Sousa], Gonzalvus, Lus., 1611.
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Fr. Vegade (Viega), Christophorus, Caskllanus
,
1683.

Xavier
,
Francis. Three Portuguese Jesuits of this name,

none of them in Priest's Orders, appear in Franco under
the years 1712, 1717 and 1723.

Fr. Xavier
,
Jerome, Navarr., 1681.

Fr. Zuzarte
,
Peter, Lus., 1645.

Fr. A. Huonder, S.J., states in Deutsche Jesuitenmissioniire

tics 17 nnd 18 Jahrhnnderls (Freiburg, 1890, p. 179) that

Fr. Francis Wendel entered the Novitiate at Florence at

the age of 21 years (1751), and was in the College of J)iu in

1656.

Barros de
,
Thomas, entered at Ooa in 1610; Boudier,

Claude, came to India about 1718; Cabral
,
Francis, entered at

(loa in 1554. (Cf. C. Sommervogel
, $.«/., BibL de la C.

de J.)

Gabelsperger, Anthony, left for India in 1736; Ntrobl,

Andrew, in 1736, Both, Henry, in 1650. (Cf. A. Huonder
,

op. clt.) ;
Tieffentalhr

,
Joseph, arrived in India in 1743. (Cf.

S. Noti, S.J., Joseph Tieffentailer, Bombay, 1906, p. 4.)

Finally Orville d\ Albert, and Qrueber
,
John, arrived in

China in 1659. (Cf. Catal. Patrum ac Fralmm 8.J. qui . . in

Sinis adlaboraverunt
,
Chang-Hai, 1892), and W. Irvine, Storia

do Mogor
,
IV. Index, sub Dorville and Grueber.)

In Jesuit Missionaries in North India (1907), we gave

copious directions towards the bibliography of the Mogor Mis-

sions, and notes on the biography of many of the Missionaries.

(Cf. ibid., p. 42). Since then has appeared the JOth volume of

Fr. C. Sommcrvogel's Bibliotheque de la Compagnie de Jisus, a

volume of Indices, which will be found very handy for the biblio-

graphy of the subject. See, in particular, under “ Histoire de la

C. de J., and Missions de V Jnde Valuable information is to

he found in the Marsden MSS. of the British Museum. On
these, we have published a special memorandum (Cf. J.A.S.B.

,

1910, No. 8, pp. 437-461.)

Finally, besides Fr. Anthony Monserrat's Latin Account of

the First Jesuit Mission to Akbar, the original of which was dis-

covered in Calcutta by the Rev. W. K. Firminger in 1907, we
have before us a short list of unknown original letters preserved

in our Archives in Europe. This list was drawn up by Fr. Van
Meurs up to 1642 only; but, if we add to it what the Hon'ble

E. D. Maclagan, I.C.S., has published for the years 1580—

1605 (cf. J.A.S.B.
9 1896, pp. 38-113), and consider that, from

1642 up to the suppression of the Society, we are equally well

supplied with unpublished documents, it will be seen what

wealth of hidden lore awaits the soholar and historian of the

future. *
Letters of Fr. Jerome Xavier.

A letter of 1696 (Sept.), missing; another of Sept. 8, 1696;
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Lahore, Aug. 1, 1598; ibid., Aug. 13, 1598; ibid., Aug. 26,

1598; Agra, Oct. 21, 1603; Lahore, Sept. 24, 1607; ibid., Dec.

18, 1607 ;
ibid., Dec. 21, 1607 ; Fremona [Abyssinia 1 ], July 30,

1608; Agra, Sept. 4, 1610; ibid., Sept. 20, 1611; ibid., Sept.

25, 1613; ibid., Sept. 25, 1613.—I have some difficulty in ac-

counting for Fr. Jerome Xavier’s journey to Ethiopia in 1608.

Letters of Fr. Manoel Pinheiro.

Lahore, Sept. 9, 1602; ibid., Sept. 18, 1603; Sept. 27,

1607 ; a letter from the king of Portugal, Lisbon, Jan. 31, 1612,

thanking him for his kind offices while acting os ambassador

from tho Emperor of Mogor to the Viceroy of India
;
Annual

Letter, dated Doc. 24, 1613.

Letters of Fr. Francis Corsi.

Agra, Aug. 10, 1604; Lahore, June 18, 1607; from the

Emperor’s Court and Gamp, Oct. 18, 1616; Fathepur, Apr. 3,

1619; Quaximi [Kashmir], Sept. 28, 1620; Sambar, Sept. 17,

1624; Dinduana, Oct. 15, 1626; Agra, Oct. 5, 1633.

Letters of Fr. Joseph de Castro.

From tho kingdom of Cahil [Kabul], Aug. 24, 1626, and

July 26, 1627; from the kingdom of Casimir [Kashmir], Aug.

15, 1627; from the kingdom of Bcgela [Bengal], Nov. 24 [20?],

1631, and Aug. 28, 1632; Mogol, Aug. 8, 1632; Agra, Nov. 24,

1632; Agra, Febr. 6, 1633; Agra, Sept. 17, 1633; Agra, Oct. 8,

1633; as Superior of the Mission, he wrote on Apr. 16, 1637,

and Oct. 29, 1637; Agra, Aug. 20, 1638; ibid., Sept. 1, 1640;

ibid., Oct. 3, 1640; ibid., Aug. 15, 1641; ibid., Aug. 25, 1641

;

ibid., Jan. 1, 1642.

Letter of Fr. Francis Momndo, Agra, Oct. 15, 1633.
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48. The Rivers of the Delta.

By F. D. Ascoli.

Almost a century and a half have elapsed since Major
Rennell commenced his survey of the rivers of Eastern
Bengal, and in so young a country, where the century yields to

the decade as the measure of antiquity, it is not unnatural to

suppose that nature should afford some striking examples of

change duo to fluvial action. I do not mean to imply that

within this space of time the wider laws of potamology can he
proved by actual evidence of change.—changes due to the

natural raising of the levels of the banks and the bods of rivers

and to diminution in the slope of the deltaic lands. 1 would in

fact hazard the suggestion that such changes, which I would
describe as the strategy of river action, are not of paramount
importance in so young an area; it is the tactics of river action

—the changes due to the natural oscillation of rivers and the

tendencies which cause them to cut their banks and depart

from their original courses, which alone can bo traced out in

so short a period—the smaller and more intricate changes which

largely condition the execution of the wider laws. It is these

less general laws which are seen at work in the actual delta,

laws which appear to supersede the wider principles. Granted
that the slope of the delta is gradually diminishing owing to the

large deposits at the mouth of the Meghna, the change is never-

theless so small that its effect is incalculable in the stretch of

river from Goalundo to the sea. Granted again that in the

older lands of the actual delta, e.g. t
the south of the Dacca

district and the Palang thana of Faridpur, the river banks are

considerably higher than the interior, still the changes are due

to the actual cutting of these high banks ;
the high bank is not

a permanent feature. It may be admitted that there are

instances of the raising of a river’s bed, as in the S. Dacca

rivers, e.g. ,
the Issamutty ; but one is compelled to acknowlege

that these changes are due to external causes, that the rivers

in question are dying rivers which can point to no new course

to compensate for the loss or shrinkage of the old. The two

main factors of change are the cutting bank of the river and

the formation of new chars, not throughout the bed of the

river, but in some specific place. There are three means by

which these changes may be followed out :

—

() Local Information .—This requires very careful sifting

owing to the tendency to esaggeration and mythologization

—

if I may use the word.

() Old Ma/ps and Papers,^This is a mine of much value
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but its working is very difficult
;
while showing the actual facts

of change, it is seldom that it even hints at the cause.

(c) Actual Observation of the Locality .—This method sounds

simple, and indeed it does not require much practice for the

eye to distinguish between old land and new : but the path

has its thorns. If one could merely behold and say: “Here
is a low-lying hollow; it is clearly the old bed of a river,” the

work would bo easy. In the area under observation, south

and east of the Garai and Cliandina rivers, conditions are very

different. The passenger from Calcutta to Goalundo may
observe the banks of the latter river, well-set and high, with

no trace of cutting at all; were the river to dry up even by
raising its bed, lie would have little difficulty in tracing its

course. He inav behold the Garai, its eastern bank high and
consolidated, its western bank lowlying new land —all that

remains of the river’s attempt to open out its course as noted

by Mr. FVrgusson aud Sir William Hunter: but the eastern

bank will still be sufficient to locate the old course of the stream

when the present railway bridge can give place to an embank-
ment. Let the observer travel further east, along the Padma,
the Kirtinassa and the eastern series of rivers in Faridpur. In

most cases he will find a high bank and a low; but the high

bank is cutting fast ; as it recedes the low bank throws out its

tentacles, and as this low bank advances, its elevation in-

creases, leaving no trace, beyond the newness of the land

that a river ever flowed over the spot. The result is that in an

area like the Sibchar thana of Faridpur, where practically

the whole of the land is char land, mere observation will only

lead one to the general conclusion that the whole of the area

has formed the course of some river at some time or other.

In the most favourable circumstances where a small stream

remains, hight Mara Padma (Dead Padma), one is merely

brought to the negative conclusion that this was certainly not

the actual original course of the river but that it is the actual

position to which the dying river ultimately cut its course. In

fact in many parts of the area, the old river courses (i.e ., the

present char land) are considerably higher than the old “ asli ”

land. Further difficulties arise where a river (as is frequently

the case) opens out its course by cutting both banks. It will

thus be understood that in this area we Jiave not to deal with the

deserted beds of rivers, nor again with the self-raised beds of rivers

which have spilled over into the adjoining lower lands to find a

new course ; in our area the process is a continual state of

cutting supplemented by a corresponding process of accretion

which effectually hides the actual workings of the river;

and to discover the real course of the changes, our local

observation must be tempered by the use of old maps and

documents, supplemented by the core of truth to be found in

local traditions.
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On this basis I venture to point out some of the
important changes which have occurred in the courses of the
Ganges and Brahmaputra since the date of Major RenneU's
survey, more especially in the Rajnagar area ; while pointing

out the sequence of changes due to the oscillation of the rivers,

I shall endeavour to point out their mutual connection

and to show that a synoptical view of the river action of the

last century and a half will show the connection of cause and
effect; and the cause of the great changes will be found far

away to the north in the River Teesta.

When Major Rennell surveyed the Delta, ho found the

Brahmaputra flowing into the Meghna, north of Dacca, a

course which (there is evidence in the Ain-i-Akbari to show)

was the main channel of the Brahmaputra in the Kith century.

Within 50 years of this survey the main stream of the Brahma’
putra was flowing west of Dacca down the old Jenai River,

forming a junction with the Ganges near Jaffierganj
; the com-

bined streams deserted the old course of the Ganges between

Ranchar and Nulluah of Ronnoll’s maps and joined the Meghna
not far south of the big “pagoda” of Rajabari, about 45

miles in a straight line north of the junction of the Ganges
and Meghna as surveyed by Rennell. The course of the river,

roughly 120 miles long from near Nullua to Mehendiganj, was
forsaken in favour of a course from Nullua to Chiddypur

(Chandipur), approximately 20 miles in length, the direction

of the stream changing from S.S.E. to almost duo E. There

is only one other change of importance to which I would call

attention at present, viz., the formation of an entirely new
river, the Nayabhangani, through the isthmus at Scrainpur in

Renneirs maps (latitude 23"), joining the Meghna with the old

course of the Ganges, a river which now forms part of the

main steamer route from Calcutta to Cachar and Assam via

Baris&l. This stream, which at present lias an average breadth

of over
J a mile, worked its way through from the Meghna into

the old Padma, some yoars previously to 1800. Now these

great changes, which appear to be merely the arbitrary

workings of a young and violent river, are, I think, attribu-

table entirely to one cause,—a cause the importance of which

has been recognized, but the effects of which have never been

adequately observed.

It has been admitted by more than one authority that the

change in the course of the Brahmaputra was due to the fact

that, owing to an abnormal flood in the year 1787, the River

Teesta changed its allegiance from the Ganges to the Brahma-

putra, which found a fresh outlet through the Jenai, the

present main stream of the Brahmaputra (or Jamuna, as it is

here called). This abnormal flood was felt far to the south

down the Meghna and the Ganges, and the evidence afforded

•by old correspondence of the period, leads one to the inference
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that the Teesta’s flood waters were divided between the old

Brahmaputra and the Meghna on the one hand, and the Jenai

and the Ganges below Goalundo on the other hand. The
correspondence of those years, which still exists, proves conclu-

sively that the ravages of the flood were particularly felt in the

Pergannahs (or fiscal divisions) of ltajnagar, Idilpur and
Srir&mpur. Now the Idilpur and Srirampur Pergannahs
form the area through which the Nayahhangani River worked its

way from the Meghna to the old Ganges or Padma; and the

evidence to prove that this change was due to the flood of 1787

is almost incontrovertible. The old course of the Brahma-
putra and the Meghna (its continuation) was violently affected

by the flood. Mohan pur, which Rennell surveyed in 1764 on
the east bank of the Meghna, somewhat to the north of

Cluindpur, was left in 1793, as old correspondence proves, on
the west bank of that, river, which was swinging violently in its

course (it may be added, the river has now resumed its former

course). In 1787, the year of the great flood, a block of 10 square

miles of the Tippcrah bank of the Meghna was reported as having

been washed away, while'on the Faridpur or Western bank,

the correspondence of the period teems with references to the

diluvion and inundation of the Idilpur and Srirampur
Pergannahs, commencing from the year 1787 ; the river in fact

was cutting so violently that the Collector of Dacca expressed

his fear, in a letter to the Board of Revenue, that the whole of

these pergannahs would be swept away. The correspondence

moreover actually locates the area, where the destruction was
most widespread

;
and the mouzahs thus located form the very

spot where the Nayabhangani Biver was flowing, 7 years later

at the utmost, with its destructive stream, across the Isthmus of

Srirampur, connecting the Meghna with the Ganges at or near

Monerpour (now called Char Manpura). From the north of

Dacca to the south of the present district of Faridpur, the

damage caused by the flood can be traced distinctly and the

evidence to prove the formation of the Nayabhangani River
from the date of the flood is so strong, as to substantiate the
hypothesis that the Teesta River was directly responsible for

this remarkable change.

Now the third pergannah in which the flood of 1787 was
so severely felt, viz., Rajnagar, an area untouched by the River
Meghna, lies mainly in the angle formed by Rennell’s Calliganga

River, at its meeting with the Ganges; and it was by the

opening up of this Calliganga River, that the Ganges had by
the year 1818 found for itself a new exit into the Meghna.
The new stream was called the Kirtinassa (the Destroyer of

Glories). That the consummation of this change required a
period of 30 years from the date that the Teesta and Brahma-
putra commenced sending the bulk of their water down the

Jenai River to meet the Ganges at Jaffierganj above R&jnagar„
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is not a matter of surprise. 1 It is true that the flood of 1787 was
sudden and severe ; it spread its ravages oven so far south as

Rennell’s Baugebary (Bansgari) ; but it is equally certain that

the Brahmaputra acquiesced in its now course down the Jcnai

slowly, almost imperceptibly. Even so late as 1840, the old

river to the north of Dacca was still known as the main stream

of the Brahmaputra. Changes in the lower deltaic plains do
not show themselves by sudden outbursts, but by a process

whereby the river shifts by cutting its own banks or by gra-

dually entering into and opening out the banks of some smaller

stream. The period of 30 years is not surprising. At the same
time tlie swing of a river within the area of its oscillation

appears to be so confined (the example of the Ganges before

its junction with the Jamuna will be noticed later) that one

feels practically compelled to search for some external cause

to account for a change of such a nature as is seen in the

Rajnagar area ;
that the change is still in actual progress may

be accounted for by the magnitude of the change
;
the pro-

gress of the changes will bo recounted below.

A more detailed analysis of the evidence would, I aver,

definitely prove that these two enormous changes, the formation

of two entirely new rivers, are duesolely to theconvulsion caused

by the change in the course of the River Toesta. It is here;

that the battle of the rivers was renewed, and it is here that

the fight is being maintained oven at the present date. The

Brahmaputra, disturbed by the irruption of the River Teesta,

was unable to hold its own against the Meghna at the point of

junction north of Dacca; driven into the Ganges, it has

renewed its attack with the aid of that river through the

Kirtinassa.

It may be urged that I have neglected the changes that

have occurred at the present junction of the Ganges and

Brahmaputra Rivers. One hears of a Goalundo that now lies

some miles from the situation of the place that at present

bears that name ; during the period of flood one sees the place

actually changing before one’s eyes beneath the swirl of

the current of the united streams; chars in mid-stream form

and disappear with a tantalizing fickleness ;
the location of the

deep water channel causes the marine surveyor many an

anxious moment. One remembers that in 1838 the Ganges was

1 The year 1818 (».e. 1225 B.S.) is the date assigned by local tradition

:

since writing the above, 1 have found amongst the correspondence of

the Board of Revenue a letter written in March 1794, dealing with thana

boundaries. In this the Naya Nadi Rathkhola (the real name of the

Calliganga) or Kirtinassa is mentioned. There is no doubt as rosaras the

identification, and the name* lUrtinassa implies that the river had al-

ready attained a considerable size. This takes us within 7 years of the

big flood, though it is clear from the size of the original stream as late

as 1840, that the change was not by any means consummated by 1794.
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fordable at several places above the junction, its waters finding

a fresh outlet through the River Garai. It must be granted
that when two big rivers meet, their junction must present

a continuous series of changes
;
but in the present instance the

changes are strictly local and temporary; the main swing of

the river lias not been materially affected ; the fears expressed

by Ferguson have not been realized; the Garai, so far from
having assumed the greatness prophesied, is now a sluggish

stream, only navigable in the rains; the Chandina is not only
fordable, but dry in places

;
the Ganges still flows on despite

the Brahmaputra, in fact at the point of junction the stream of

the Ganges occupies practically the identical bed through which
it flowed when Reftnell surveyed it. There have been changes,

great and destructive, but only such as one would expect from
the natural disturbance where two great rivers blend into one;

there has been no radical departure from its course, such as is

seen further to the south and east. The place of battle has been
transferred to the Rajnagar area, where the old fight between
the Meghna and the Brahmaputra has been resumed, and,

despite the additional attack of the Ganges, the Meghna is

again proving victorious. It is over this area that one is able

to discern and trace out the radical changes due to the great

convulsion ; and it is this change of the battle field from the old

junction of the Brahmaputra and Meghna to the Rijnagar
area that lends conviction to the view that the causo which
terminated the former fray is identical with the cause which
has reopened the battle on a fiercer scale in a new area.

In dealing with the changes in the course of the Ganges
in greater detail, I may be excused perhaps if I confine myself

in the main to the scenes of the most importance in order to

show the changes which are relevant to the arguments which
have been advanced; the other changes could be shown more
clearly and more shortly by a comparative map. The important
areas are the junction of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, the

Rajnagar area and the Nayabhangani River.

Omitting the area from RennelL’s Comercally to Moddapur,
where the channel has certainly shifted northward at the

Moddapur bend to the extent of over two miles, the long

W.E. reach, and the subsequent N.S. reach may be treated

jointly, as forming the area most liaise to be affected by the

junction of the two streams. 1 The majority of the places shown
by Rennell in his map can still be traced, e.g. 9

Bailgutchy,

Ragdnauthpur, Calkapour, Bowanypour, Maldo, Notypour,

1 Rennell shows two channels in the E.W. reach at the junction. I

only deal with the more southerly channel. The N. channel is now
quite dry : it is impossible to Bay which was the deep water channel in

1764. It may bo that at times the N. channel has been the important
one, but at any rate the S. channel is tho survivor, and must demand
our attention.
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Bettury and Panchsurya, though many of them are merely
reformations in situ

;

this naturally prevents a visual com-
parison with complete accuracy, but it may be assumed that
their position is approximately the same ; the local cultivator
has a genius for identifying a lost site. To explain this reach,
I attach a rough sketch map to show the course which the
river has taken. This map shows the line of Renncirs map
(roughly plotted), the line of the river 1787-8, the line in 1858,

and the present river bank, together with the limit to which
the river has cut, so far as can be judged, within this period.

It will be observed in the easterly reach that after a short
period of cutting soon after Rennell’s survey, the whole river had
shifted N. by 1858 except at the actual junction with the
Jamuna where the course lay slightly to the South ; subsequently
the river has shifted further north throughout the reach,

with the result that the present junction of the rivers is practi-

cally identical with the junction as surveyed by Rcnucll

;

I\1 aidaha (Maldo) and Char Natibpur 1 (Notypour) have both
reformed in original site

;
rounding the bond, it may be noticed

that between 1763 and 1787-8 (the lino of which can bo plotted

accurately from an interesting old rubokari) the W. bank had
cut to the extent of about 1 mile

;
this line curiously happens

to correspond with the limit of river action
;
from that date,

tho tendency of the river has been to move in an easterly direc-

tion, the present W. bank being in places as much as 4 miles

from the bank of 1787-8 ; it may be added that this bank is at

present cutting, but it is difficult to say whether this process

is more than temporary. The E. bank has cut in a correspond-

ing manner
;
RennelFs Jamalpur, Allachypour, Soalto have all

disappeared ; the river bed has opened out to the breadth of

3£ miles, a large part of which is occupied by Coronation Char,

a low-lying mass of sand, the predecessor of which may be

noticed in RennelFs map. Such are the facts
;
it remains for

us to draw the inferences. It is not improbable that in the

Easterly reach, the limit of river action was reached soon after

Rennell’s survey
;

it is a definite fact that in the southerly

reach, the limit was arrived at by 1787-8. This date happens to

correspond with the date of the big change in the River Teesta,

the date at which the Brahmaputra probably commenced
sending its waters down the Jenai ; from this date we find that

the river began to move away from its Faridpur bank (i.e.,

the S. and W. bank), except at its actual junction ;
in other

words the general tendency of the river since 1787 has been

to deposit its silt on the Faridpur bank, the tendency having

1 These two villages partly exist on the North or Pabna bank of the

river, but this would not affect the argument, as a variation of a mere
half mile in a river course is not a discrepancy of much importance in
the rapidly changing deltaic lands.
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changed immediately after the irruption of the Teesta.

1

The point of junction of the two rivers, however, remains

identical. The facts prove that in this area the changes that

have occurred are no radical changes but merely the outcome

of a continuous altered tendency to cut in one direction, while

what may be termed a big settling pool lias formed opposite

Goalundo, a not unnatural result of the union of the rivers. -

This north-easterly tendency of the river, the innovation

introduced by the River Teesta, is not peculiar to this

locality
;
the tendency is clearly seen the whole length of the

Padma as far as the Rajnagar area, and it is quite apparent

that the enormous changes which have occurred there, are the

direct result, the final expression of this tendency ;
the changes

at the junction are merely ancillary to the Rajnagar changes

—

a means to an end.

The proof of this argument is the lie of the river from the

Goalundo reach as far as the Noorpour and Nulluah of Ren-

nell’s Map XVI. Throughout the whole of this stretch the river

has shifted N. E.
;
of the places marked by Rennell on the N. E.

bank not one remains. Noorpour has vanished leaving no trace

behind it
;
Nurilapour is now represented by a new formation

Char Nurullapur, one of the few accretions on the N.E. bank in

this stretch. East of Nurilapour in Rennell’s map, at the junc-

tion of two roads, will be found the name Mynehaut; this place

(Moinat *) has recently sunk beneath the Padma’ s waterR ;
the

extent of the cutting can thus be realized. Panchar which

Rennell evidently intended to plot on the S. W. bank is now
some 5 miles from the main stream

;
and a strip of char land

along the whole of this S. W. bank, at least 3/5 miles in breadth

shows clearly the old southern course of the river.

I would not assert so much that the actual cutting has

been continuous, as that the tendency has remained operative.

In 1858, for example, the Padma had divided into two branches

south of Goalundo, the S. branch flowing by Faridpur, a bed

which is now completely dry in the cold weather 4
;
efforts of the

1 It ia a curious fact that north of tho junction the Jamuna has dis-

played tho opposite tendency and has deposited its silt on the East bank

;

it appears that below the junction the Ganges has been able to maintain
its own tendency against that of tho Jamuna.

9 The floods of tho present year (1910) appear to bely the above
paragraph. The river has cut violently along tho Faridpur bank, and
lias tended to resume its course of 1858 hard by Faridpur (see below).

I would add, however, that the river has also been cutting away the
opposite bank, the result being an enlargement of the settling-pool. The
violent cutting on the Faridpur bank is doubtless largely due to the
abnormal flood of the Brahmaputra, before the Ganges had risen.

3 It is claimed that this place has reformed in Bitu on the South-
West or Faridpur bank ; this however requires careful proof.

4 See previous footnote; the coming cold weather may see a change;
this would not, however, prove an altered ‘ tendency ’ in the river.
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river to break south have continually been checked by this
counteracting north-eastward tendency.

It is not unnatural to suppose t hat this tendency should
incline the river to break away from its original course where-
over the first vulnerable point offered itself, and it is obvious
that this inclination would assert itself in the strongest degree
where the old course commenced to curve away to the south

;

both these’conditions happened in 1787 to exist at the same
place, namely, at the point where RennclPs Callyganga River
flowed east from the Padma to join the Meglina at Ohiddypour,
where the north-eastward tendency would incline the liver to
force its way into the smaller stream (see Map XVII of the
Bengal Atlas). It does not appear from his journal that Rennell
actually surveyed this stream

;
he has at least omitted an impor-

tant town of the name of Serripur (Sripur), a town mentioned by
Jao Do Barros(1553), Nicholas Pimenta (1699), Pierre du Jarric

(1610), Ralph Fitch and others as a town of much importance
and which certainly had not disappeared in RennelFs day. He
has also given the river a wrong name. Calliganga was the* name
of the stream flowing from Ganganagar 1 through Luricool and
Mulfatganj to Chiddypour. Be that as it may, the main stream
of the Padma was flowing through Rennell’s Calliganga by the
year 1818. The change was clearly a gradual one ; there is no
local tradition, as is so commonly the case even when unwar-
ranted by the facts, of a sudden irruption of the river, and even
so late as 1840 a large mass of water was still finding its way
through the old course by Ganganagar, which still retained the
name Ganges or Padma as against the Kirtinassa of the new
stream. The new course was in origin a widening of Rennell’s
so-called Callyganga River. The interesting aspect of the
struggle now commences, for the Kirtinassa was the weapon
with which the Brahmaputra armed its ally the Ganges against

the Meghna. The river had broken entirely new ground ; Ren-
nell’s Callyganga, the real name of which was the Naya Nadi
Ratlikhola,* had but a few years previously been a sacred road,

and for 200 years at least before that date, no river had crossed

the isthmus. The struggle which ensued must be described

briefly.

The current of the Kirtinassa was exceedingly strong, per-

haps due to a difference in the level of the Ganges and Meghna
Rivers ; the Meghna, at least, appears to have been taken at

a temporary disadvantage
;
the big char

,
Pommanarra, shown

1 The Kaliganga Mah&l near Ganganagar still marks the site of this

old and forgotten river.
* New river of the car path. In former clays it is said that the

sacred car was drawn along %is road in the Sripur R&thj&tra (Car

'festival). It is said that the weight of the car hollowed out the path and
this formed a khal by the influx of water from the Ganges to the
Meghna.
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by Rennell S.E. of Rajabari, was swept away and the Mcghna
was forced to deposit what silt it held, on the islands to the

north ,
forming a large peninsula, while the Kirtinassa proceeded

to cut away the W. bank of the Meghna. Rut the new river

was an unstable adversary, and in the violence of its swing

about the year 1830 KennelTs Mulfatganj was swept away, the

river bank lying a mile to the South. By 1840, however, the

Meghna had begun to assert itself, and the north-eastward ten-

dency of the Ganges was clearly seen in a northern shift of the

course of the new river, which at the same time was com-

pelled to deposit a large amount of silt to the south down the

West bank of the Meglma in the shape of an extensive reach of

island chars . So great was the deposit, that the Kirtinassa,

its mouth practically blocked up, attempted to find for itself a

fresh outlet. From Noorpour it swept south again in its old

bed by Ranchac almost to Badrasun
;
there the north-eastward

tendency again asserted itself and its oscillation sent it back to

Khagootia which it t arried away with its pagoda at the junction

with the original Kirtinassa, opening up in addition a small

stream north of Rajnagar to Mulfatganj. By this date (1858-

1860) the chars which the Meghna had forced the new river to

deposit at its junction down the western bank hail assumed

very large proportions. The attempt of the Padma to find a

new outlet had failed
;
the new channel commenced to silt up

rapidly and the original channel of the Kirtinassa resumed its

former importance. The Meghna, however, was still insistent,

and the Kirtinassa was again defeated in the effort to keep

open its mouth. In 1869 it strove for a fresh outlet with

remarkable success down the new channel just to the north of

R&jnagar. Such was the force of the new attack which con-

centrated again at Chiddypour that the history of the original

irruption of the Kirtinassa was repeated, and the new stream

carried away in its course the chars, which it had been compelled

to doposit on the W. bank of the Meghna. In 1871 Rajnagar

with all its glories was swept away
;
but the southward cutting

of the stream did not augur well for ultimate success
;
in 1880-1

Luricool and Jopsha vanished with their buildings and pago-

das. Between 1873-1883, the old main channel of the Padma
(Kirtinassa), about two miles in breadth, was often fordable.

But its force was spent
;

the north-eastward tendency again

asserted itself, and in ten years’ time the new stream had given

place again to the original channel 1 and the Padma was deposit-

ing its silt more extensively than before down the Meghna chars.

The battle appears to be based pn a recurring principle

;

the Padma strives to maintain its north-eastward tendency

;

1 I do not mean that the original channel was in identically the

some position. After each rebuff, it appears to have shifted Blightly to

the N.E.
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the Meghna refusesand compels the Padma to silt up its mouth

:

the Padma breaks away to the south, until arrested by iis

natural tendency ; it clears its mouth and then proceeds again on
the N.E. tack; then the Meghna in its turn comes to the fore

and the process is repeated with a considerable amount of des-

truction in the battle .area. The fight lias been fought twice and
it is not unlikely that a similar recurrence will he seen within

a short time ; but prophecy over so short a period with regard

to so complicated a force, the intensity of which depends Largely

on two varyin" and independent factors, the floods of the

Brahmaputra and Ganges, is a difficult task.

Suffice it to say that at present a transition stage appears

to have been reached in the third encounter; the Padma has

striven to move its stream further to the north right up to the

base of the great Rajabari pagoda ; hut neither has the Meghna
been idle. Near Lohujang (Tarpaslia) steamer station tilt*

Padma has been compelled to carry its main channel from
the northern to the southern bank, by the formation of an
extensive char on the Dacca bank stretching from Lohujang
with ono short break to the Meghrra. The Padma is cutting

hard again for an exit to the south in the Rajnagar area ; but

at present the channel rebounds to the N. bank at the break

in the char at the Rajab&ri Moth , hut a short distance from
the junction of the rivers, where the chars on the north bank
again appear. The junction of the rivers during the flood

is a memorable sight as the brown waters of the Padma meet

the clearer resisting water of the Meghna
;
for somo miles the

waters remain distinct without mingling, and it is along this

line that a long spit of char land is forming as a bar to the

passage of the Padma,. When this bar is complete, it is difficult

to see what is to prevent the Padma from carrying Rajnag&r

away once more and repeating the process of which it has

already enjoyed a double experience.

Leaving the Rajnagar area and following Rennell in his

journey southward from Panchar, we find but little trace of

the old main stream until Takya is reached. Ganganagar island

still exists as Rennell saw it a solitary patch which has survived

in the area of the great struggle, while all the surrounding lands

have disappeared and reformed. A narrow khal, the Mara

Padma (Dead Padma), lying west of a larger and newer river,

is all that remains of the once mighty stream. Near Diggary-

para the old course is completely dry, but traces of a course,

earlier than that shown by Rennell, can be seen for a distance

of some 25 miles ; in fact in one place the broken bank of a

very old tank shows the exact limit of the river action. Near

Bhadrachap and Rannysar (which are, by the way, misplaced by

Rennell) the old course of the dfest branch of the, river appears

again in the shape of a narrow khal, passing round Nagerpara

where the old bed may be easily distinguished, as far as Char
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Manpura (Monnerpour). Southof Char Manpura the old eastern

branch can be traced in a series of char mouzahs but is com-
pletely dried up ; the west channel via Gournadi still exists in

a somewhat abated form slightly west of its original course,

but it now carries the waters of the Kumar (Coomar) and Ariel

Khan rivers. The network of rivers shown by Kennell between
the E. and W. channels have now completely changed, and
are filled with the waters of the Meghna which lias broken
through the isthmus of Srirampur in the shape of the Nayabhan-
gani River and of the Ariel Khan, a young and problematical

river flowing from above Panchar and meeting the old course

of the Fadma near Takya.

As regards the Nayabhangani it is unnecessary to add to

what has already been said. This extraordinary new river has

kept alive the lower courses of the old Padma but at present

it is showing a strong tendency to silt up. This tendency
appears to be due to the success of the Meghna in damming
back the Padma some 25 miles to the north at Rajabari and
compelling it to deposit its silt along the west bank of the

Meghna. So extensive arc the chars thus formed that they have
thrust the mouth of the Nayabhangani so far south as to make
it appear to be a feeder of, rather than a dependent on, the

Meghna.
To enter into a detailed description of the changes that

have occurred between Rennell’s Panchar, Habibganj and
Tockya would be an Augean task. Even within the last few
years the usurping river, the Ariel Khan, which now holds the

field, has changed its course completely over a long reach, mov-
ing 5 miles to the east

;
of the 250 square miles in this area, not

twenty can claim continuous existence since RennelPs day, the

changes in the area are as rapid as they are extraordinary.

Madaripur which 50 years ago lay on RennelPs Comar River is

now washed, and is in imminent danger of being washed away
by the Ariel Khan. It would require a Delphic oracle to pro-

phesy the future.

Of the more southerly reaches of the river, the branch to

Sewtalury (Jhalakati) has practically maintained its old course

;

it is however interesting to note that the opening up of the

Kirtinassa in 1818 resulted in the stretch of river below

Gournadi almost drying up, until opened out again by the

Ariel Khan. Further south the volume of water which flows

into the Meghna, approximately through the mouths surveyed

by Rennell as the mouths of the Ganges, is still immense ;
but

the water is that of the Nayabanghani and the new and vigor-

ous stream of the Ariel Khan—a stream the effect of which in

the near future it is difficult to estimate.

RennelPs Journal does not deal with the area lying further

south, and it would be out of place to attempt to describe the

extraordinary changes which have taken place in the series of
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massive chars shown in Rennell’s maps. It will suffice to say

that they have become consolidated into the immense island of

Bliola, a subdivision of the B&karganj district ; the change's

afford a valuable object lesson of the method by which this

backward part of the delta is being developed, and its land

face being brought into line with the more westerly consolidated

portions.

Conclusion.

These notes deal witli a small aspect of the geography of

the delta, but it is none the less an aspect of some importance

which has not suffered in the past from an exuberance of

investigation. I have attempted to describe the influences

which have led to the most important changes and to show that

what may appear to be a mere arbitrary change is in reality

one of a series .of direct, perhaps natural, effects of a single

cause. The absence of a really modern map will doubtless

render the task of following these changes somewhat difficult

;

the maps at present available are the result of a survey some
50 years old, and until the maps of the present survey are pub-

lished those maps can only show the changes in progress and
not the result achieved

;
I attempt to supply the deficiency

in some degree by rough sketch maps.
The object of this paper is not merely academic; it

attempts to show that a certain definite order obtains in an area,

the nature of which appears at first sight to be one of chaotic

change ;
that a definite tendency has been operative for a period

of over 120 years, that this tendency has been accompanied by
a systematic, if complicated, method of change. Granted (and

1 admit that it is a big hypothesis) that no such convulsion

occurs again among the hill rivers as the change in the course

of the river Teesta, I see no reason to suppose that the system

and tendencies above described will suffer any material altera-

tion. Considering the interest that is at present being shown in

the waterways of this area and the attempts that are being made
to open out channels as a means of communication, I feel that

this paper may possess some practical value. An appreciation

of these principles might at least have prevented the ineffectual

attempt to open out what is known as the Naria channel

between R&jabari and Madaripur and would have shown the

greater possibilities of the Maynakata 1 Ehal and Kristanagar

1 The Maynakata Khal {vid Fanchar) is roughly the bed of the

Ganges as surveyed by Kennell, and through which the Kirtinassa came
again when it first broke south. The Kristanagar channel is the

remnant of the second attempt to break south. The Naria channel

(which is now almost dry) is the Place where the Kirtinassa after

breaking S. was driven back by the Meghna; it has enjoyed a continuous

process of silting up ever since its formation—obviously owing to the

damming influence of tho Meghna.



nhmnnln where work is now proceeding! either of which may

form the main stream of the Kirtinassa, if it again proceeds to

break south.

Finally I would close this descriptive paper by a ques-

tion of potamological theory. Do not the ohanges described

above militate against the theory of the rivers of the lower

delta building up ridges on which to run until they finally drop

over the edge and commence to raise for themselves a fresh

ridge and so on ad infinitum 1 It is a fact of some note that in

the area under discussion, the oldest lands which the rivers

must have deposited several centuries ago, are considerably

lower than many of the new char lands which have been formed

by the gradual recession of a river ;
and it is a fact still more

worthy of note that none of the great changes described can

by the widest stretch of the imagination be ascribed to this

ridge theory. The theory does not afford a satisfactory

explanation ‘of the method by whioh the mouth of the Meghna

is being filled up, nor of the formation of the new lands and

rivers in the remainder of the area.
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49. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT, No. XIV.

Xote.—The numeration of the article below is continued
from p. 245 of the “ Journal and Proceedings ” for

1910 .

82. Some bars Indo-Greek and Soythian Coins.

In the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for the
years 1897 and 1898, Mr. Vincent Smith published an interest-

ing series of papers on some coins of ancient and mediaeval
India, entitled ‘Numismatic Notes and Novelties.’ I have
written the following brief notes on similar lines, descriptive
of a few coins.wliioh have come into my hands during the last

four years. The references are all to Volume I of the new
‘ Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta,' by
Mr. Vincent Smith. The British Museum Catalogue is that
of the coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings of Bactria and
India.

1 . Arohbbios.

Silver, round. Weight, 35 grains. Size, -75 inches.

Obverse.—Bust of king r., diad. Legend, BAXIaEUZ
AIKAloY NIKHOoPoY, below APXEBloY.

Reverse.—Zeus standing, facing, holding sceptre in 1. and
hurling thunderbolt with r. hand; mon., 1. PL VII, 16; r

similar to PI. VII, 28. Kharosthi legend, maharajasa dhrami-
kasa jayadharasa

,
below Arhhebiyasa.

This hemidrachm of Arohebios is a variety of the com-
mon type as illustrated at B. M. Cat., PI. IX, 2. The bust is

different, and apparently depicts the king as a man of more
mature age than he appears on the usual variety. On the
reverse are two monograms similar to those on coin B. M. Cat.,

PL IX, 5.

2 .

Copper, square. Weight, 123. Size, *85. r.7

Obverse.—Bust of Zeus r., diad.; sceptre on shoulder.

Legend on three sides as on 1 .

Reverse.—The caps of the Dioscuroi, and tw6 palms. Mon.
b$low, similar to PL Vll, 67. Legend on three sides as on I.

:

This has been published in the B. M. Cat., PI. XXXI, 6^
bt^^^ rwe typ^ The .

mopogtadi of this speoiaen jir;
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3.

Apollodotos.

Copper, square. Weight, 145. Size, a
8.

Obverse .—Apollo facing undraped but shod, holding arrow
in r. and bow in 1. hand. Legend on three sides BAZlAEfiZ
ArioAAoAoToY ZQTHPoZ.

Reverse.—Tripod of peculiar form on stand, in square of

dots; mon. y\. Kh. legend on three sides, r. maharajasa , top

AyaladaUim, 1. tratarasa.

This is a rare variety of a very common type of the

copper coinage of Apollodotos. Not only is the tripod

strikingly different in shape from that usually occurring, but
the attitude of Apollo is distinct. The issue has been recognized

as a separate variety by Cunningham in his * Coins of Alexan-

der’s Successors in the East,’ and he says that all the speci-

mens of this variety are of inferior execution, which I think

is open to question. He only knew of one weight, the clial-

kons, and the specimens in the British and Indian Museums
are of this weight. The coin now published is a dichalkon.

I also possess a lepton.

4.

Zoilos.

Copper, round. Weight, 230. Size, *85.

Obverse .—Apollo r., clad in chlamys and boots; holds

in both hands an arrow
;
quiver at his back. Legend.

BAZIAEflZ ZnTHPoZ, ZHIAoY below.

Reverse .—Tripod; 1. Kh. figure 4; r. figure 1. Kh. legend,

maharajasa tratarasa, below Jhoilasa.

This is a thick and dumpy coin. It is similar in type to the

coins of Apollodotos illustrated at PI. IV, 7, and bears the same
relation to the usual variety with the small elephant in the 1.

field of the obverse, that this coin of Apollodotos bears to the

common Apollodotos medallion of the same type depicted

at PI. IV, 0.

5.

Menander.

Silver, round. Weight, 35. Size, *6.

Obverse.— Bust of king 1., helmeted* thrusting with javelin.

Legend, BAZlAEflZ ZQTHPoZ, below MENANAPoY.

Reverse.—Pallas 1., holding aegis ini., and hurling thunder-

bolt withr. hand; mon. PI. VII, 80. Kh. legend, maharajasa

tratarasa , below Menadrasa.

A very rare variety of the common type in which the

king is depicted as diademed and hurling the javelin. It is

not described in the existing Brit. Mus. Oat., but is illustrated
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in the ‘Ariana Antiqua’ and in Cunningham’s 'Coins of
Alexander’s Successors in the East.’ As both these works are
difficult of access, I illustrate a specimen in my possession.

6.

Copper, square. Weight, 60. Size, -6.

Obverse.—Uelmetedbust 1. Legend, 1. BAZIAE12Z, top
ZflTHPoZ, r. MENANAPoY.

Reverse.—Nik6 r., holding palm and wreath; mon. illeg-

ible. Kh. legend, top tratarasa, 1. Menadram.

The only specimen of this common type of Menander’s
copper coinage known to me in which the bust is turned to
the left, instead of to the right.

7. Dionysios.

Copper, round. Weight, 260. Size, 1*1.

Obverse.—Apollo to r., clad in chlamys and boots; holds
arrow in both hands, quiver at back. Legend on three sides, 1.

BAZIAEJ2Z, top ZIJTHPoZ, r. AloNYZloY-

Reverse.—Tripod; r. trident, 1. Kh. letter ji. Kh. legend,

r. maharajasa, top tratarasa, 1. Dianisiyasa.

A round copper coin of Dionysios is a novelty. It is a
counterpart of a well-known copper coin of Apollodotos, as

might have been expected, since all the known types of the

issues of Dionysios are taken from those of Apollodotos.

8. Philoxenos.

Copper, square. Weight, 110. Size, *75.

Obverse.—Deity standing facing with r. hand resting on

hip, and oornucopiae in 1. ; mon. to 1. |^|
Legend, 1., and top

illegible but presumably BAZIAEGZ ^NIKHToY. To r.

apparently HAEEA°Y or $IAEEA°Y.

Reverse.—Humped bull standing r. ; below Gr. letter t.
Kh. legend, r. maharajasa, top apadihatasa, 1. probably Philo-
sinasa.

When I first acquired this coin, which is obviously genuine,
I thought that I had found a specimen of a new Indo-Greek
king. The coin is of passable workmanship, and the figure of

the deity on the obverse is quite distinct from that found on
the usual copper coins of Philoxenos. On the latter she is

shown as standing 1. with r. Hfcnd advanced. Here she is be-
ing with her r. hand on her hip. Also the style of the design
is quite distinct. Although the name of the king is almost
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certainly Philasinasa on the Kharosthi side, it is not <t>IA°E

ENoY °n the Greek side. In support of the possibility of

its being some other name, perhaps new, I may instance the

copper coin exhibiting the joint names of Lysias and Antialkidas

—Br. Mus. Cat., PI. XXXI, 2. But the probabilities are that

an ignorant engraver blundered the name OlAoH ENoY- Still

the coin is a new and interesting one.

9. Hippostratos.

Copper ;
round. Weight 240. Size, 1.

Obverse.—Conventional design of Apollo standing r. hold-

ing arrow in both hands, and clad in ehlamys and boots.

Legend gone but probably BAZlAEfiZ ZfHHPoZ, below

inTloZTPAToY- The first five letters of the name are just

visible.

Reverse.—Tripod
;
mon. r. Kh. letter m : mon. 1. Plate VII,

110. Kh. legend maharajasa tratarasa, below (Ilipathratasa).

Round copper coins of Hippostratos arc very rare, and

have so far never been figured. Dr. White King had two, see

White King Sale Cat., Part I, No. 161, and supplement to Parts

I and II, No. 4549. Of No 161 it is remarked in the Catalogue

that till the time of its publication, such round pieces were un-

known. Yet they are mentioned by Cunningham in his ‘ Coins

of Alexander’s Successors
9

: see coins of Hippostratos the

Great, No. 5a.

10. Artemidoros.

Copper, square. Weight, 20. Size *45.

Obverse.—Artemis 1. wearing short chiton and holding out

bow. Greek legend worn and illegible.

Reverse .—Humped bull standing to right. Kh. legend r.

maharajasa, top apadihatasa, left probably Artemi ....

This Bmall coin is a novelty. In weight and size it cor-

responds with the hemi-lepton of Menander, B. M. Cat., PI.

XII, 7.

11. Strato. ,

Billon, round. Weight, 45. Size, *6.

Obverse.—Diademed bust to r. surrounded by barbarous

Greek inscription.

Reverse.—Pallas to 1. with aegis, hurling thunderbolt.

Mon. r. Plate VII, 142; 1. Kh. letter. Kh. legend maharajasa

tratarasa
,
below Stratasa.

Professor Rapson has seen this coin and describes it as a
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new variety of Strato. It belongs to the types attributed to

Strato II. This coin and another like it were found by me in

the Ambala District of the Punjab.

12. Telephos.

Copper, rectangular. Weight, 120. Size, -85.

In No. Ill of his paper ‘ Numismatic Notes and Novelties
*

(Journal A. S. B. for 1898), Mr. Vincent Smith published a

copper coin of Telephos, the description of which was as

follows :

—

Obverse.—Zeus (or king) seated 1. on throne with back
;
his

r. hand advanced ; in his 1. sceptre.

Greek legend, BAZIAEDZ (L), EYEPrEToY (top),

THAEcDoY (r.).

Reverse .—Figure to r., seated in crouching attitude, with r.

arm extended
;

1. arm not visible.

Kharosthi legend, Maharajasa (r), Kalinakrama (top), sa

Teliphasa (damaged, on left).

Mr. Vincent Smith remarked: ‘The coinage of Telephos

is of extreme rarity, and has heretofore been known in silver

only. The Elliot hemidraehm in the Bodleian Cabinet was
considered unique until Von Sallet identified two duplicates of

it among the unnamed coins of the Guthrie collection at Berlin.’

The copper coin of Telephos now described was sent to me
four years ago. The obverse is the same as that of the coin

described by Mr. Vinoent Smith, but the reverse is new.

Reverse .—Soldier (?) walking to r., wearing short cloak

which floats behind his shoulders. His right arm is extended,

and over his left shoulder he is carrying a spear or long staff.

On his head is a Phrygian cap. To r. is the monogram peculiar

to the coinage of Telephos, and to the biga type of the silver

issues of Maues. Below the monogram is a peculiar object,

possibly a stone or an altar. Kh. legend on three sides, r. ma-

harajasa
,
top, Kalonakrima 9 1. sa TUiphasa .

The reverse design is unique, but resembles that of the

unpublished hemidraehm of Strato I and Agathokleia in the

British Museum.
Every letter of the Kharosthi word corresponding to EYE

prEToY is distinot. The first character is to, and the

second is I, but the short vertical stroke only extends

below the horizontal line of the J, converting the character into

lo. The third character is c^hook turned to the right, and

according to Mr. Vinoent Smith is either the cerebral, or the

dental n. The fourth letter appears to be clearly hr, but there

•is a dot below and to the left of the character.
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13. Hermaeos.

Silver, round. Weight, 150. Size 1.

Obverse.—Bust of king 1., diad. Legend, BAZIAEQZ
ZHTHPoZ, below EPMAloY.

Reverse.—Throned Zeus 1. radiate, with r. hand advanced,

sceptre in 1. Mon. PI. Vll, 72. Kh. legend, maharajasa trata-

rasa, below Haramayasa.
The didrachms of Hermaeos are well known, but I illus-

trate this specimen as it is in fine condition, and exhibits an

unusual monogram.

14. Azes.

Copper, square. Weight, 50. Size -76.

Obverse.—Male figure striding to 1., chlamys flying behind

;

holds club in r., and trident in 1. hand. Legend on three sides

BAZiAEfiZ BAZlAEfiN MErALoY AZoY-
Reverse.—Female figure to r., peplum flying; holds out

long fillet or garland; mon. PI. V, 10. Kh. legend on three

sides, maharajasa rajarajasa rnahatasa Ayasa.

This is a rare variety of the copper coinage of Azes, and
has not been figured before. It is identical with B. M. Cat.,

p. 89, No. 185.

15.

Copper, rectangular. Weight, 70. Size, -8 x -5.

Obverse.—King on horseback r. carrying whip and bow

;

mon. r. similar to PI. X, 18. Legend on three sides ....

IAEWB MErAAoY AZoY

.

Reverse.—Zeus standing 1., holding Nike bearing wreath

and palm in extended right hand, and long sceptre in 1. hand;

mon. PL X, 3, L ;
Kh. letter sm and another character r. Kh.

legend on three sides maharajasa .... rnahatasa Ayasa.

A square copper coin of Azes bearing the presentiment of

the standing Zeus Nikephoros, so common on this king’s silver

coinage, is a novelty. I know of no other specimen.

16. Azes and Azilises.

Copper, reotangular. Weight, 165. Size 1 x -75.

Obverse.—Herakles standing facing; holds in 1. hand club

and lion’s skin ; and with r. crowns himself; mon. 1. PL VII,

72. Legend on three sides, BAZIAEUZ (BAZIAEUN MEr
AAoY) AZIAlZ(oY).

Reverse.—Horse walking r. ; mon. r. illegible. Kh. legend

on three sides (maharajasa rajarajasa rnahatasa)
Ayasa.
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This type of copper coin is neither new nor extremely rare,
but the fact that it bears the joint names of Azes and Azilises
has not been previously recognized. Professor Rapson, who
has seen the specimen now described, agrees that the type
should be ascribed to Azes and Azilises jointly. TlieB.M.
Collection contains four examples of this type, two of which
has been attributed to Azes—PI. XIX, 11—and two to Azilises—PI. XXI, 5. But there is no vestige of the name on the
obverse of PI. XIX, 11, while on PI. XXI, 5, the name on the
Greek side is Azilises, while it is assumed that the correspond-
ing name on the reverse is Ayilishasa , But only the first two
characters are visible, and these are not Ayi t but Aya, i.e., the
first two syllables of Ayasa.

Silver coins of Azes and Azilises jointly are known—see

B. M. Cat., PI. XX, 3, and PI. XXXII, 9. See also Cunning-
ham’s * Coins of the Indo-Scythians, Sakas and Kushans.’

17. Gondopharres.

Copper, round. Weight, 65. Size '6.

Obverse.—Conventional presentiment of Apollo standing r.

holding arrow in both hands, and clad in chlamys and boots;

design in area surrounded by raised beading ;no legend.

lReverse.—Area filled by Gondopharrian symbol . Kli.

legend extant but rubbed and illegible.

This interesting coin was brought to me from Mathura.
An Apolline type of the issues of Gondopharres is a novelty.

With regard to the reverse design, compare coin B.M.Cat., PI.

XXII, 12.

18. Gondopharres and Aspavarma.

Copper, round. Weight, 150. Size *8.

Obverse .—The king on horseback to left holding whip. In

front of the horse is the Gondopharrian symbol ^ and ^7.

The Greek legend is corrupt and illegible, resembling that on
the coins ascribed to Azes II—Plate IX, 6, or on those of Gondo-
pharres with inscription Sasasa.

Reverse.—Zeus, naked to the waist, standing r., with r.

hand raised, and long sceptre in 1. ;
to right symbols Kh. letter a,

and monogram, Plate X, 11; to left mark Plate X, 33, and

symbol 9. Kh. inscription reading from the bottom up towards

the left from the outside of the coin—Aspavarmasa (putrasa)

Indravarma strategasa
;
then returning to the bottom and read-

ing up towards the right from the inside of the coin—Jayaiasa

tratarasa.

This coin is No. 274 in the first part of the White King
Catalogue. It is there described as unpublished, and it is pointed
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out that the coin possibly shows that Aspa Varna was con-

nected with Gondopharres, and Wema Kadphises, as well as

with Axes.

{ The usual variety of Azes and Aspa Varma copper coin is

illustrated at B. M. Cat., Plate XX, 2, and it will be seen at a

glance that the present coin is very different from it. The
ling on horseback is to the left, and in front of him is the

, symbol of Gondopharres. On the ordinary Aspa Varma coins

tne name Azes on the obverse can be plainly read, but the

Greek inscription on the specimen now discussed is quite bar-

barous and illegible. The name Azes cannot be read either on
the coin illustrated in the White King Catalogue, or on any of

the three specimens in my possession.

The figure of Jupiter on the reverse is identical with that

on the coin of Gondopharres illustrated at Plate IX, 9. It

seems invidious to call the mark Plate X, 33, the symbol of

l
:
Wema Kadphises. A symbol with at least an equal claim to

, that title would appear to be Plate Vll, 154. The mark Plate

X, 33, or a modification of it, is found on the coins ascribed by
Mr. Vincent Smith to Azes II (Plato IX, 6) ;

on those of Azes

II and Aspa Varma (Plate IX, 7) ; of Gondopharres (Plate IX,

9) ;
of Zeioniscs

; and of Wema Kadphises.
The arrangement of the Kharosthi inscription on the reverse

'is peculiar. Then in addition to the words on the ordinary

Aspavarma coins, there is the term tratarasa. I have filled in

the word putrasa on the analogy of the usual Aspavarma in-

scription, but am not sure of it as there is a gap in the same

:
place in all my three specimens, and the White King ooin at

this place is indistinct.

The marks on the coin are almost identical with those on
the coin, of Gondopharres, Plate IX, 9, already referred to.

Instead of Kh. pra is Kh. a . The other symbols are the same.
So are the obverse and reverse designs and their positions. It

seems to me that the coin provides strong evidence to show
that Aspavarma was the governor or satrap of Gondopharres as
well as of Azes. This is consistent with Mr. Vincent Smith’s
view that Azes II was succeeded by Gondopharres.

19. Kadphises II.
*

Gold, round. Weight, 245. Size 1.
It

' Obverse.—Within square frame bust of king to 1. wearing,

diadem ; r. hand grasps thunderbolt or twigTl. hand rests on
bottom edge of frame; his ooat buttons at tie neck. Above
and below dotted circle, and over top edge of frame is mon;
PI. VII, 154. To r. and L legend 8ACIAEYC OOHMO
XAA$lCHC. ,

Reverse.—Siva standing front* head r. ; hol^f trident »is|
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hand, round body and over 1. shoulder necklace; body radiate ;

flames arising from head. He is leaning with his left arm on
the bump of a hull standing behind him to r. ; to left svmliol
PI. VII, 162. Kh. legend, maltarajasa rajadirajasa mrvaloga
isvarasa mahimirasa himakapisasa tratara.

This is a new type of double stater of Woma Kadplii-
ses, and is a superb specimen. Tho obverse resembles th it of
the coin B. M. Cat.. PI. XXV, 10, while the reverse is tho same
as that of tho double staters in the British Museum, oxcept
that Siva is faring right instead of left. Tho coin bos been
purchased for tho Indian Museum.

20. Huvishka.

Copper, round. Weight, 240. Size 1 .

Obverse.—King soated to front cross-legged on clouds,

head r.
; 1. hand raised. Creek legend illegible.

Reverse.—Wind-god running 1., his hair loose; both arms
raised ; tor. oA^O.

The presentment of Oado, the wind-god, is common on the

copper coins of Konishka, but very rare on those of Huvishka.
In his ‘ Coins of the Indo-Scythians, Sakas and Kushans ’ Cun-
ningham published copper Oada coins of Huvishka, but with
the elephant-rider obverse only, and remarked ‘ Very rare ; only

two specimens.’ The coin now described is No. 444 of the first

part of the White King Catalogue, but has not been previously

figured.

21. Indo-Parthian.

Copper, round. Weight, 110. Size '86.

Obverse.—Bust of the king to 1., wearing tiara. Kh. (!)
'

legend.

Reverse.—Winged Nike faoing, holds wreath. Kh. legend.

This is a new Indo-Parthian coin, but I cannot read the

fragmentary inscriptions.

Dalhousib : R. B. Whitbhbad.

3rd June, 1910.

83. Somr Barb Coins of thb Pathan Suljans of Dbhli.

The following seven coins of the Dehli SulfcAns are, to the

best, of my knowledge, so far unpublished,’ with the exception

of that of Shamsu-d-Din Mataatid Sh&h, but this does not

appear to have been adequately described. All bpt the' gold

coin were found by me in .the Dehli bazar within thelastfoyq

yeArs. Tfregoldpoin oeipe.fi^mR&walpindi.
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L Qhiyusu-d-Din Balban .

Copper.

Weight—30 grs. Size—*6.

Mint—Fakhrabad.

Obverse. Reverse.

In doable circle. In circle.

J*. j&iu

The only mint of Balban published by Thomas was Dehli.

Subsequently silver coins of Lakhnauti mint became known,

and specimens are in tile Indian Museum. Then in the first

Numismatic Supplement to the Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, Mr. Nelson Wright published a rupee and a copper

coin of Balban struck at Suljtanpur. The copper coin was an
ladU of the usual type, but on the reverse it bore the words

cjIULj instead of eyaxu.

The 1 adli now published adds a fourth to the three known
mints of Balban. It is not a good specimen, but the inscription

Ba Fahhrdbdd appears to be quite clear. Fakbr&bad was

presumably some place in or near the province of Bengal.

II . Shamsu-d-D'm Mahmud Shah .

Billon.

Weight—50 grs. Size—'65.

Date—718.

Obverse

>l ejUJLli

j W

Reverse .

j&J i y)

V I A

This remarkable coin was picked out of a large number of

silvery billon coins of the Dehli Sultans covering the period

from Mu‘izzu-d-Din Kaiqub&d to Muhammad Tughlaq. It is of

a common Dehli type, but the king’s name is new. I could

find no reference to Shamsu-dDm Mahmud in any of the

usual standard works and catalogues, but ultimately I found a

paragraph in Mr. C. J. Rodgers’ "Coin Collectingin Northern

India,” which I proceed to quote verbatim.
“ During the reign of Mub&rak Sta&h a coin was struck

bearing the name of Shamsu-d-Din Mahmud Shah. We do not

know who he was. In the second year of his reign the Emperor
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went a tour in the Dekkan. He took a cousin with him and
left Dehli in the hands of one of his creatures. When returning,
he suddenly ordered his cousin to be executed, and when he
arrived in Dehli the same fate was measured out to the man
who had been left as governor of that city. It is surmised that
the cousin and the governor were plotting for the throne. The
coin was evidently struck in Dehli. The king probably saw it,

and as it bore on it the year of his absence, he imagined that
either the governor, or liis cousin, or both, were plotting
against him. No mention is made of Shamsu-d-Din Mahmud in
history. His name and date are found only on one known coin.

If more coins could be obtained, we might get to know more
about him.”

In the Introduction to his “ Catalogue of the Coins in the
Government Museum, Lahore,” Mr. C. J. Rodgers gives a list

of the Dehli Sultans which includes Shamsu-d-Din Mahmud.
The date of liis accession is given as 718 A.H., and it is stated,

that only one billon coin is known.
These two references are all the information I have been

able to find. I cannot ascertain whether the coin was ever
described, and to whom it belonged, or now belongs. If it was
the property of Mr. Rodgers, he probably disposed of it to the
British Museum, yet it is not published in his Supplements.

Possibly the present notice will stimulate further enquiry,
but Shamsu-d-Din Mahmud can have been nothing more than
the figure head of an obscure palace conspiracy.

III. Muhamrimdrbin-Tugblaq.

Gold.

Weight—170 grs. Mint—Tughlaqpur alias Tirhut.

Size—*85. Year—735,

Obverse. Reverse.

In circle, Kalima. In centre of

Marginal inscription within outer circle. coin

igi t>*ly jJ |

<-ir
c& J1*3 *** vr* "au, Li,

;
.

On four sides

names of the

four imams ;

all within out-

er circle.

This mohar is in fine condition. It is a gold coin of

TughJaqpfir alias Tirhut mint, and as such is a novelty. Pre-

viously the only known coins of Muhammad Tughlaq struck at
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this mint were forced currency issues of the design common to
it and to Dehli, Dar-ul-Islam, Lakhnauti, Daulat&bdd, Satgaon,
and Darra Dihir or Dh&r. The date of the coin now pub-
lished is 735, while the only date so far known to exist on the
forced currency issue of Tirhut mint is 731.

IV.

Billon.

Weight— 50 grs.

Date—734.

Size—*6.

Obverse. Reverse.

In circle. In double circle.

Ab! 'i+CKy

vri* rttt'

This is a variety of a common billon type of the issues of
Muhammad Tughlaq, in which the date is always expressed in
words. In one respect tho coin is a freak,because the word «u>
(year) when used on the coinage of the Dehli Sultdns, is invari-

ably followed by the date in words. Otherwise it is a normal,
well-executed specimen. Two of this variety were found in the
same lot from whioh I got the coin of Shamsu-d-Din Mahmtid.

V.

Billon.

Weight—52 grs. Size— *7.

Obverse. Reverse.

In circle In circle.

Like the preceding coin, this is a variety of a common
billon type of Muhammad Tughlaq’s coinage. Instead of the

date in figures appear the words ijdtl-Ji. The coin is thin
,

and the lettering is distinct in style.

VI. Firoe Shah with Zafar.

Billon.

Weight—75 grs. Size—*5.
Mint—Dehli.
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Obverse. Reverse.

yU
jjj

J In circle.

wXlJt

<^1*0

VII. Muhammad bin Firoz.

Billon.

Weight—120 grs. Mint—Dehli.
Size— *7. Date— 790.

Obverse . Reverse.

In circle. In circle.

y .. hL. ^Ul

\t)6

The last two coins are novelties as they are both of

Daru-l-Mulk Dehli. The first of the two belongs to the dateless

varieties, and is a dumpy piece of poor workmanship; the
second is well executed and in fine condition.

Lahore : R. B. Whitehead, C.S.

1st April
,
1910.

84. Some Coins from the LimbdI Treasury.

In June last (1909) it was my good fortune to spend six

delightful days at LimbdI, the capital of the State of that name
in the Province of Kathlawad. Mr. Jhaverbhai Nathabhai
Amin, the capable and trusted diwan, had suggested to His

Highness the Thakor Sahib that a hoard of coins which long

had been lying untouched in the State Treasury should be

examined, and it was on this welcome errand that I visited the

place. Every facility was afforded me for the inspection of the

coins, each oneerf which passed through my hands. Number-
ing some 6,500, they were all, with the exception of a few

Native State coins, either rupees or half-rupees of the Mughal

Emperors of India. The Great Mugh&b, Akbar, Jahangir,

and Shah'Jahan were but poorly represented, the large majority

of the coins ranging from Aurangzeb to Muhammad Shah.

The Th&kor Sahib very kindly presented me fifty that were

new to my collection. A description of these will perhaps b©

of interest, the more so as several of them have till now

remained unedited.
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Aurangzeb,

Of the rupees of Aurangzeb’s reign four in the hoard
issued from mints hitherto unregistered, but on two of these

the mint-names still defy decipherment. One of the new

mints is JinjI, ^5*0* (Fig. 1, Obv. and Rev.). The obverse of

this Jinji rupee displays the ordinary legend, while

the Hijrl year 1109 appear in the gaf of The
reverse reads quite distinctly

—

cry

1

*

I
6

!
***»

Eighty miles south-west of Madras, “ the fortress of Jinji

occupies seven adjacent hills, on each of which stands a fort

bearing a distinct name”, Elliot (Dowson), VII, 348. In his

“History of the Mahrattas ” Grant Duff tells at some length

the story of the siege of Jinji. It appears that in 1693 the

place was invested by the Mughal troops under the prince Kam
Bakbsh* but so languidly were operations conducted that not

till January, 1698, was the fortress carried by escalade.

The Jinji rupee must have issued from the mint but a few

months after this success, for the year of its issue, 1109 H.,

closed on July 9th, 1698.

Another new mint that now falls to be registered is

Mahmudbandar, (Figs. 2 and 3, Rev. only). Two
duplicate rupees, each dated 51-1119, mutually help to reveal

the mint-name, one containing its earlier letters Mahmudban
. . . .and the other its later letters. . . .udbandar. Where this

Mahmudbandar was situated is unknown to me.
1

Yet two other rupees, one dated 30-1098 and the other

4z-1109, are of the ordinary type, but in each case I have failed

to read the mint recorded. In the hope that some coin-collec-

tor may be able to suggest the correct reading of these names,

the two Reverses are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Of Aurangzeb’s Mailapur rupees one was described four-

teen years ago in King and Vost’s article entitled “Novelties

in Mughal Coins.’
1 A rupee from this rare mint is also in Mr.

Burn’s cabinet. At Limbdl two specimens came to light, on

one of which the mint-name is entered as Mahllapur with an

• h and on the other as simple Mailapur, without the

I My cabinet has long held an Aurangzeb rupee of the regnal year

4a that was struck at IslSmbandar. This “ bandar** too baffles me.
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‘h\ jj| (Pigs* 6 and 7, Rev. only). “Mylapore” lies

on the left bank of the river Adyar, and forms with St. Thome
the southern suburb of the present town of Madras.

Other rare Aurangzeb rupees were two from the mints at

Zafarpur and Daru-l-mulk Kabul.

A'zarn Shah .

It was an especial pleasure to light upon an Ahmadabad
A‘zam Shah in mint condition. The only other specimen
known to mo is in the British Museum, No. 850.

Shah 4Alam /.

Shah ‘ Alam I was represented by rupees from the follow-

ing mints, allot them rare for that Emperor’s reign: Ajmer,
Ahmadnagar, Akbamagar, Purbandar, Ohmapattan, Sholapur,

and both Daru-1-jihad and Farkliunda bunyad Haidarabad. Of
two Ajmer rupees, each of the first regnal year, one, probably

the earlier issued, bears the mint epithet Daru 1-Kliair, but the

other Mustaqirru-l-Khilafat. This latter title is also present on
the rupee No. 866 in the British Museum, which coin, however,

differs from the Limbdl rupee in the arrangement both of the

Obverse_ and of the Reverse legends. Evidently then during

Shah 1 Alam’s first year three several dies were designed and

used in the Ajmer mint.

Jahdndar.

The Jahandar rupees included a very early Arkat (1-1124)*

and a good specimen from the exceedingly rare mint Bahfidur-

garli. This latter displays the baity but a second

rupee, already long in my possession, of the same Emperor and

mint, bears the jj! distich (Figs. 8 and 9, Obv. and Rev.).

The situation of Bahadurgarh is not known for certain.

It was somewhere in the Deccan, and 44 perhaps the place was

on the Man river ”, E.D., VII, 383, note 2.

J Having these two coins in hand for reference* I have no hesitation

in affirming that the muhr and rupee, Nos. 860, 874, in the British

Museum catalogue, there attributed to Sholapur (with ‘short o'), really

issued from the MailSpGr mint. On coins Sholapur is written fully

(scriptio plena) with a waw present in the first syllable, thus not 3LZ

hut KyA

* In his “ Old Coins in the BahSwalpilr State Toshakbana, Mr.

Whitehead mentions a rupee struck at the Arkat mint still earlier by

two years. He says, “ If my reading is correct, the Arkat com of ohah
‘ Alam Bahadur I is new. It is dated 1122 (jatue 4).*’
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• Farrukk-eiyar.

Of Farrukb-siyar’s reiga one rupee I am inclined to anign,

though somewhat doubtfully, to the new mint GulgbanibSd
(Fig. 10, Obv. and Rev.). It displays the normal legends, but

on this speoimen the mint-name itself is not very dear. The fort

' of Oulghanabad, in Baglana near Junlr, is mentioned in the

history of the operations conducted by the Imperial forces

against the Marathas in the early years of the twelfth century

after the Hijra (E.D., VII, 337, 345) ; but I have not succeeded

in discovering what connexion the Emperor Farrukb-siyar may
have had with this place.

Another rupee of this reign issued from the mint of

A'zamnagar (Fig. 11, Rev. only). The lowest line of the

Reverse contains several incomplete letters, whioh may per-

haps have served to indicate that the mint’s full name was
A'zamnagar Gokulgarh. The specimen in the British Museum,
numbered 936, seems to be without this supplemental line.

Fig. 12, Rev. only, represents a puzzling rupee. Though its

mint-name has not yet been deciphered, enough of its letters

are present to render probable the inference that thiB coin

issued from some town hitherto unregistered in any mint-list.

Other noteworthy rupees of Farrukb-siyar were those

from Daru-l-Kbair Ajmer, Daru-l-Fath Ujjain, Isl&m&b&d,

BankapGr, Qbln&pattan, and MuBtaqirru-l-mulk ‘Azlmab&d.

The Bankapur rupee (Fig. 13, Obv. and Rev.), dated 7-1130,

differs in the arrangement of its Obverse legend from King and
Vost’s No. 32.

Rafi'u-l-Darajat.

Of Rafl'u-l-Darajat’s short reign rupees bearing this Em-
peror’s distinctive oouplet were in evidence from the Daru-l-

Fath Ujjain, • Ahmad&b&d, and Lakhnau mints. There was

also a Multan rupee bearing, as indeed seems to be usual in

the case of this mint, not the couplet but the simpler legend

that is present too on the Mult&n muhr. The Ahmad&bfid

rupee, a broad speoimen and in perfect condition, is the first

one I have seen without the Zlnatu-l-bilSd epithet. Just the

plain name Ahmadabad is entered at the bottom of tbe

Reverse. It would be interesting now to discover gold pieces

of this simpler type, corresponding tp the well-known Zmatu-

1-biUd muhrs.

Shah Johan II.

Shah Jah&n IPs rare mints at Burh&npur, ‘Ajlmabad,

and Kora were represented by their rupees. Also a ruse
from Dtru-l-Kbair Ajmer was found, which, though wanting

the Hijrl year, lhay be confidently assigned to tms Emperor

rather than .to Stf&h Jah&n III.



's=*r?J.
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Muhafnmad Shah.

Two noteworthy coins of Muhammad Shah were from the
Ausa and Sironj mints (Figs. 14, 15, Rev. only). Unfortu-

nately neither of the two shows the Hijrl year, but on the

Aus5 rupee the regnal year is 12, and on the Sironj 4 (or

possibly *4). Also of this reign were two Maoihllpattan

rupees, dated 2—1132 and 8—1139, of the type already des-

cribed in Numismatic Supplement VIII, 592, and XII, 383.

The Plate illustrating this article exhibits the following

rupees:—

No.

»»

11

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

11
#

if

7. fl

8. Jahandar

10.

Farrukb-aiyar

: JinjI : 41—1109: Obv. and Rev.

: Mahmudban[dar] : 51—1119: Rev.

: [Mahmjudbandar : 51—1119: Rev.

: Stint unknown : 30—1098: Rev.

: Mint unknown: 4x—1109: Rev.

: Mahllapur : R. Y. 4*: Rev.

: Mailapur: 5*—1118: Rev.

: Bah&durgarh: 1—1124: Obv. and

Rev.

: Bahadurgarh : R. Y. 1 : Obv. and

Rev.

: ? Qulghanabad : R. Y. 2 : Obv. and

Rev-

11. ,, : A'zamnagar : No date : Rev.

12. „ : Mint unknown : R. Y. 4: Rev.

13. „ : Bankapur: 7—1130: Obv.andRev.
14. Muhammad Shah : Ausa: R. Y. 12: Rev.

16. „ : Sironj : R. Y. 4 : Rev.

A^hadabad : Quo. P. Taylob.

9(h May, 1910. ,

85. A POSTSCRIfT TO THX Article ON “ SOKB COINS VBOX
thb LocbdI Tbiasuby.’

’

Note.—May Mahmud Bandar be Porto Novo on the Coro-

mandel Coaq£l Only yesterday I had the good fortune here

in Bombay to piok up a oopy of that rare book Alexander

Hamilton’s “New Acoonnt of the East Indies ” (1727), and

turning over its pages I lit upon the following relevant pas-

sage:—

*' The next Place of Commerce is Porto Novo, so called

by the Portuguese, when the Sea-ooasts of India

belonged to’ them ;tfeut when Aurangseb subdued

Golcondah, and the Portuguese affairs declined, the,

Mbgul eefr a Fouadaar inJt, wd gave ittheNamn
• . ofSMswttfc Bander.' ;lhe-|»w|«tte geneaaByw
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it by its first Name and tiie Natives by the last
”

(I, 350).

It is, of course, quite true that Mahomet and Mahmud are

different names, and that thus this “ Mahomet Bander” is not

necessarily to be identified with the mint-town Mahmud Bandar.

But it would be surprising if the distinction between the two
names had been observed by Hamilton, a rough, plain-spoken
“ Captain ”, who by his own telling was at Madras officially

declared “ a rank Pirate ”. He disavows any claim to exact

scholarship. “ We Britains, who either go voluntarily or are

sent to Neptune's Schools in our Youth, to learn Politeness and
Eloquence, very rarely meet with Apollo’s bright Sons or Dis-

ciples to instruct us in the knowledge of Languages.” He
openly admits that what he has recorded in his book ‘‘came

posting through a weak and treacherous Memory with little

Elegancy.” It thus may well be that on occasion his memory
played him false, and that from this cause he has handed down
in a form slightly altered a name that originally road Mahmud
Bandar.

Bombay : Geo P. Taylor.

21st May
,
1910.

86. On the Symbol ‘Sahib Qiran.*

It is well known that the ‘alamat Sahib Qiran is present as

a royal title on many of the coins of the Mughal Emperors of

India, and it may be helpful to have on record just when and
where and by whom this title was used. But first a word as to

its meaning. The term &\j* 9 qiran
, indicates in the astrology

of Persia a conjunction of two or more planets. Now not all

conjunctions are held to be auspicious, for while some planets,

such as Yenus and Jupiter, are supposed to shed a beneficent

influence, others, such as Mars and Saturn, are deemed to

exert a malignant power. A pair of planets, each of good

omen, is expressed in Arabic by the dual &>****, sa'dain ,
but

if the two import bad luck the term employed is ^
nahsain . Hence the full form means definitely an

auspicious conjunction, but srfj* a conjunction as defi-

nitely inauspicious. It would seem, however, that JijS when

used absolutely can carry with it &.***» understood, and
accordingly it admits of interpretation as a conjunction presag-

ing happiness. 1 By consequence the title S&fcib Qiran comes to

1 As is well known, “ the homed moon with one bright star ” is at

the present day the felicitous emblem of the * OjfchmSnli SulfcSns of
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mean * Lord of the (happy) conjunction,’ whence arose the
derivative meanings, ‘a favourite of Fortune ‘a great
Emperor,’ c aKaisar,’ ‘an Augustus.’

Tamerlane is said to have been the first monarch to have
borne this title, but the epithet has not been found on his coins.

The late M. Ed. Drouin in his paper on “ Lcs Symboles astro-

logiques sur les monnaies de la Perse ” mentions that Timur in

his desire to foster the prosperity of his capital city Samarqand
invited thither astrologers and other men of learning. During
his reign (A.H. 771-807) a remarkable planetary conjunction

took place, and the astrologers, availing themselves of the

occasion, fashioned as an adulatory tribute to their imperial

patron the title Sahib Qiran. Inasmuch as the celestial

phenomenon then observed recurs but once in thirty years, they

foretold that Timur’s reign would last for at least that period

of time, and as a matter of fact it did cover the thirty-five

years from 1309 till 1404. The title thus assigned to Timur
seems to have become for a while a term distinctive of that

Emperor. The Tuzuk-i-Jahanglr! expressly states

:

“ In these Memoirs whenover Sahib QiranI is written it

“ refers to Amir Timur Gurgan.” 8

In the Preface to the Persian translation of the Mulfuzat-

i-Tlmurl the translator, Abu Talib Husain!, says :

“ I saw in the library of Ja‘far, Governor of Yaman,
“a book in the TurkI language, dictated by His Majesty
“ who now dwells in Paradise, Sahib QiranI.” 1

In Jahangir’s time the Royal Signet of the Great Mughal

bore, inscribed in the topmost of its nine circles, the words :

jy+tf ji*\

None of Timur’s successors on the throne of Samarqand

bore the title of Sahib Qiran, but in that later Empire of the

Great Mughals, founded in Hindustan by Babar, sixth in

descent from Timur, the coins of no less than nine of the

Emperors (or Claimants to the throne) exhibit the title either

Turkey. Its origin dates so far back bis B.C. 339. Ip that year Philip

of Mauedon, while besieging Byzantium, attempted in the early mgnt

hours an escal^jio of the city; but it is said a sudden silver gleam

flashm*! from the western sky revealed the advancing enemy, and thus

Byzantium was saved. In commemoration of the Divine aid so wonder-

fully vouchsafed, it was forthwith decreed that the city s badge should

be a crescent, its light reinforced by a star, and that both stwP *na

crescent should be graven on the city's coins. This emblem was adop

od by the Turks after Constantinople fell to Muhammad II in 1453, an

since then it has come to be popularly regarded as the distincwve

symbol of Islam. To the Muhammadans of India, however, it is a

foreign ensign, in no way associated fcith their religion. . -

l The TGzuk-i-JahSngirl ,
translated by Rogers and Beveridge,

page 6.

ft The MnlfGzat TimOri, translated by Stewart, page 1.
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unchanged or in a slightly varied form. The nine Emperors
are

—

Shah Jahan I, Shah Shuja*, Murad Bakh&h,
Shah ‘Alam Bahadur I, Jahandar, Farrukh-siyar,
Muhammad Shah, Shah ‘Alam II, and Akbar II

;

and the variant titles are the following four

:

Sahib Qirani, Sahib Qiran Than!, Thanl Sahib Qiran,
and Thalith Sahib Qiran.

I. Sahib Qiran, Jiy

The simple term Sahib Qiran is present, unaltered, on
the coins of Murad Bakbsh and Jahandar.

(a) Murad Bakhsh caused rupees of two different types to
be struck at Surat in A.H. 1068. Of the rarer type
the legend on the Obverse reads :

—

l l

Muhammad Murad, the victorious King, the Second
Alexander,

Took the heritage from (Shall) Jahan, Lord of the
Conjunction.

(6) Jahandar approved two distichs for his coins, of which
the one given below contains his title Sahib Qiran.

<— ja. (or
)
to

y

.

—w\—

^

j'A jijk. - 3l —

This legend, with occasional slight variation, is present

on both muhrs and rupees struck at Kbujista Bunyad,
and on the rupees that issued from Etawa, Daru-1-

Fath Ujjain, Daru-s-Sdrur Burhanpur, Bareli,

Surat, Daru-l-Khilafat Shahjahanabad, and Lakh-
nau.

[Nadir Shah is not included among the Emperors of

India, but it may here be noted that, during his

sanguinary invasion of the country in A.H. 1152, he

caused coins to be struck in his name at Ddhll and
Ahmadabad, on which he too is styled Sahib

Qiran. They bear the legend :
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%z"m*

[c)V V^J*® * l «

II. Sahib Qirani,

The title * Lord of Conjunction ’ with the mere change

of ej»y to the adjectival ^y> occurs on the coins of

Shah ‘Alam I and Shah ‘Alam II.

(a) Mr. Whitehead in his report on the “ Old Coins in the

Bahawalpur State Toshakhana ” (Num. Supp. XI,

p. 333) mentions three muhrs of Shah *Alam Baha-

dur I from the mint Mustaqirru-l-KbilafatAkbarabad

bearing the following inscription :

—

jx

{

]

Instead of the first two words Mr. Rodgers

would read aj jj>.

The same epithet Sahib Qirani also occurs on the

Akbarabad rupee, No. 3, on page 220 in the Labor

Museum Catalogue, which, as Mr. Whitehead

points out, has been there erroneously attributed

to Alamgir II. • It is, one may confidently affirm,

a coin of Shah ‘Alam Bahadur I.

(b) On both muhrs and rupees of Shah ‘Alam II irom

Ahmadnagar-Farrukhabad and Daru-1-Kbllafat

Shahjahanabad, and on that Emperor’s rupees

from Mustaqiru-1-Kh ilafat Akbarabad, Jsarell

Qafc‘, Muzaffargarh, and (perhaps) Jodhpur, we

meet with the following legend :

aJ|

III. Sahib Qiran thanl, jAi &)J v^ 1-®

This title, ‘ the Second Lord of Conjunction/ was

adopted by the four Emperors, Shah Jahan l,

©ah ghujak

,
Muhammad Shah, and Akbar 11.

l ShSh Jahan I was the first of the Mughal Emperors to have the

title $ahib QirSn j&ani entered on his coins, but M. Ed. Drouin lws aa-

duced interesting evidence which goes to prove that the title was

matter of fact borne by Shah JahSn’s father Jahangir. ,

“ Lm podtea Renans contwmorains qui 6taiont 4 la ”nr
,
<*°°!

ht sultin (Djeh&n Gir,) et c$Wbr3ent son avdnement en 1W0, oisene

44 bien qu'il monta sur le trftne au moment oii avait lieu la °°J£
“ jonction (ce qui est faux astronomiquement), mais Djeiian

" jamais pris ce titre sur ses monnaies ni dans ses protoooles. Je
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(a) From the very first year of his reign Shah Jahan I

introduced this epithet on his coins, and it is to

be seen on nearly all the muhrs, rupees, and
nithars that were issued prior to his death. The
area of the Reverse of the famous 200-muhr piece

exhibits the legend which, with variations as to the

arrangement of its constituent words, continued

throughout this Emperor’s reign to be the normal
legend for his coins in gold and silver.

^6 3^4

(5) The two rupees of Shah Shuja f

,
Nos. 690 and 691 in

the British Museum Catalogue, very probably bear
in their margin the epithet Sahib Qiran than!. The

Catalogue itself gives the words i!>iy as the

reading of the right margin of the Reverse of

No. 690; and in Num. Supp. VI, pp. 265, 266,
Mr. Burn has shown reason for rejecting, as to

No. 691, the extremely doubtful rendering “ Jalun-
abad,” which Mr. Lane-Poole had ventured to

suggest, and for accepting in its stead the reading
Sahib Qiran tlianl.

(c) On the coins of Muhammad Shah stood the severely

simple legend

gtui

but it would seem that some two years after this

Emperor’s accession the words ^ y «-**.l«* were

inserted after on the coins, both gold and

silver, that issued from the Shahjahanabad mint, a

change which was maintained till the close of the

reign. The legend as thus altered reads

—

^3

1

* ui yS)

(d) Akbar II’s Shahjahanabad muhrs and rupees bear a
legend identical with the one last recorded, save

*

“ cependant mentionner ce fait que, on 1898, il a 6t6 pr6sent6 au oabi-
“ net do Franco (quin'en a pas fait l’acquisition) un rubia rapport^ du
“ Turkestan, et sur lcquel 6tait grav6e uno inscription que j'ai era
94 pouvoir lire do la manidre suivante : Djehdn Qir shdh Akbar shdh
“ sdhib-qirdn tsdni, 1019, ce qui prouverait, si la pierre est authen-
“ tique, qne ce souverain aurait pris, avant son fils Shdh Djehdn, le

“ titre de 4 deuxidme maitre de la conjonction.*
Bi

Les Symboles astrologiques sur les monnaies de la Perse (Clasette

beige de Numismatique, Bruxelles, 1901).
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only that the name Akbar is added after Muham-
mad. They thus read

—

IV. Thant Sahib Qiran, vjrfJ ^b.

This variant form, in which comes first instead of

last, appears on two gold coins of Shall .Jahfin I,

both of them from the Sliahjahanabad mint. One
of these is the 200-muhr piece, on which in the left

margin of the Reverse the Emperor is styled

The other is the beautiful muhr, No. 568 of the

British Museum Catalogue, dated 30—1066, which

in the margin surrounding the circular area of the

Reverse bears the distich

yi *~*a.[*0 i^Ij

V. ThalUh Sahib Qiran,

I have seen but a single coin exhibiting this epithet,

a Tatta rupee of Farrukh-siyar, dated 1—1125. It

is one of the treasures in the cabinet of my kind

friend Mr. Framji Jamaspji Thanawala.

The ordinary legend on Farrukh-siyar* s coins pro-

claims the Emperor’s title of^ j
* Badshah

of sea and land,’ but on this Tatta rupee he is

styled instead **Jb 1 the Third Lord of

Conjunction.’ The whole legend reads

—

;3 j <-W
i

1 *}

Note.—In several of the Native States of Rajputana their

rulers have at one time or another issued coins more or less

closely resembling those of the contemporary Mughal Emperors.

Of these Native State coins the following exhibit the Emper-

or’s name associated with the title S&hib Qiran thani:

—

Muhammad Shah rupees from the mint at Jaisalmer;

Shah cAiam II rupees from Bundi, Bikaner, and Qaraull ;
and

Akbar II rupees from Bundi, Bharatpur, Dholpur, and Sawal-

Jaipur.

Ahmadabad :

10<A June, 1910.

Gbo. P. Taylor.
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' P.S,—Through the kindness of Mr. R.B. Whitehead, I.C.S.,

I am able to add a reference to another coin on which the

title Sahib Qiran Thanl is ascribed to the then regnant

Emperor. Shah Jahan II issued from the Tatta mint a coin

bearing a couplet which Mr. Whitehead reads as follows:—

cj
ui l» y

The Second “ Lord of the Conjunction,” Shah Jahan,
Struck coin in gold with security and tranquillity.

G. P. T.

87. Mouhal Mint Towns—FIroznagar.

In the list upon page 174 of his “ Manual,” Dr. 0. Ood-

rington places a mark of interrogation against the name
of FIroznagar. I find that it is the new name by which
‘Alamgir Aurangzeb disguised Raechor (Nizam’s Territories), as

he did so many other places. In the M l
asir-i-‘Alamgiri

(Bibl. Ind.), p. *132, line 2 from foot, we have an entry headed
“ Capture of Raechor,” which states that on the 26th Safar

[1101 H. Dec. 29, 1689 N.S.], 33rd year, the Bakhshl-ul-mulk,

Ruhullali IQian, took the fort of Raechor, which received the

name of FIroznagar. In 1117 H. (1706), year 50, Chin Qlllch

Khan, Bahadur, was appointed faujdar of FIroznagar vice

Yfisuf Khan
; ibid., p. 513.

William Irvinb.

88. Thb Qandahar Rupee of Muhammad Shah.

Dr. G. P. Taylor of Ahmadabad writes:
—“Just a couple

of days after reading your description of a rupee, doubtfully

assigned by you 1 to the Qandahar mint, and dated the 30th

regnal year of Muhammad Shah (N.S. 13 : 240), Mr. Qadri, the

Oriental Translator to the Bombay Government, very kindly

gave me a rupee—normal type—of the same Emperor, on

which the mint-name Qandahar is quite clearly written. Its

date is the 27th regnal year. It would thus appear that in the

27th and the 30th years of the reign o£ Muhammad Shah (A.H.

i 157-1159; A.D. 1744-1746), and presumably from the 27th

till the 30th year, coins were issuing from Qandahar in the

name of the Dehli Emperor. How is this fact to be explained,

if throughout that period the city was under Persian rule ?

There is another Qandahar, a taluq of Nander District in the

l Numismatic Supplement XIII, J.A.S.B., Vol. VI, No. 4, 1910,

p. 240, article 78.
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Haidarabad State (Imp. Gaz. XIV, 377). Can this be the true

home of these coins ? ' *

The suggestion that the coin described by me may have
issued from the South Indian Qandahar was made to me by
Mr. R. Burn before I wrote my note, but as I could only find

Qandahar given as the name of a taluq, I thought the proba-

bility of that source doubtful. Dr. Taylor’s rupee of the 27th

year of Muhammad, however, is against the theory I put for-

ward in my note, and I have since had the opportunity of

reading Major J. S. King’s “History of the BahmanI Dy-
nasty,” on pp. 8 and 122 of which are references to the “ Fort

of Kandhar ” and “ the town of Kandhar and its dependen-

cies.” In the map attached to this history the town of

“Kandhar” is located on the Manada River, longitude 77°,

latitude 19°. Qandahar was evidently a place of some im-

portance on the border between the Ahmadnagar and Bidar

principalities, and I am disposed to agree that the rupees of

Muhammad Shall of the Qandahar mint more probably issued

from the Qandahar of the Dakhan and not from the Qandahar
of Afghanistan. 1

H. Nelson Wright.

1 Sinco writing the above Dr. Taylor has writ-ton: “In Rogers
and Beveridge’s Translation of the Tuz nk-i-Jah anglri ,

page 179, occurs

a reference to Qandahar as a fort in the Dakhan, and a footnote adds
1 Sixty miles north of Bidar, Elliot VI. 70.’ ”





50. The Poet Maill of Herat ( isis* ).

By H. BBVBR1DQE.

The life of this poet is but little known, and there are
several mistakes and discrepancies in the accounts of him which
occur in various Persian anthologies and in catalogues of
Persian manuscripts. Mail! in only a lakhnlJas or pen-name, and
there were two poets who adopted the sobriquet, besides a third
who called himself Malli and was a native of Kiishan and is

mentioned in the Atishkada (Bombav lithograph, p. 252). The
Herat Mail! was by far the most celebrated of the two Maills.

According to some authorities he was a native of Mashhad, and
is buried there, but he was brought up in Herat, and is general-
ly known as Maill HaravL The other was a native of Hisar
Shadman in Transoxiana, a town which is also known as His&r
Kuhistiinl. He was chiefly a composer of riddles, and only
two lines of his verses were known to the anthologists.

The best account of Maill of Herat is that given in the
anthology called the Ivbulasatu-l-AshaSar u Zabdau-l-Afkar,
a title which was onglished by Hr. Sprengcr as the “ Butter
of Poems and the Cream of Conceits.’ * It was composed by
Taqiu-d-dln of Kaslian between 985 and 1016 A. H. (1577-1608)
and is one of the oldest and most valuable of all the anthologies.

There are only fragments of it in the British Museum (see Rieu
III. 1046ft, and Supplement No. 105), and the best copy 1 in this

country seems to be that in the India Office and entered in Dr.
Kthe’s Catalogue under the numbers 667 and 668. No. 667 is

a modem copy, in three volumes, of the abridged second edition

of the anthology mid formerly belonged to John Leyden. But
No. 668 is a very valuable and apparently unique copy of the

Supplement or fvhatima of the first edition, and was made as
early as 993 A.H. (1585), which was the year in which TaqI
completed the original. See Eth6’s Catalogue No. 668, where
Fitzedward Hall, the eminent American Sanskritist and former

1 There is a good account of the anthology in Bland's paper
m the R.A.S.J. IX, O. S., p. 126. I presume that his copy is now in
the Rylands Library, Manchester.
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Librarian to the India Office, is, in imitation of Dr. Sprenger,

oddly described as * Mr. Hall of Benares.’ * The volume
is rightly described by Dr. Sprenger as a splendid folio of 622
pages of 24 lines each. There are some differences in the

accounts of Mail! given in the Supplement
,
p. 260 et seq.

9 and in

the second edition, p. 12336 et seq., owing to Taqfs having
afterwards obtained some additional information. Though the

Supplement was finished eight years after the first edition of

the anthology, it is earlier than the second edition, which Taqi
was working at in 997 (1689) and apparently down to 1016
A.H. (1607-08). According to the Supplement, Mail!, whose
real name was Mlrza Quli, was a native of Herat, but accord-

ing to the second edition, he was horn in Mashhad, though
some persons said that his father was a native of Herat and
had afterwards lived in Mashhad. Both accounts state that

Maill left Herat for Sabzawar and attached himself to Sultan

Ibrahim Mlrza, who was the son of Bahram Mlrza and a grand-

son of Shah Ismail. Maill in some way displeased his patron and
so resigned and came to Qazwln. There too he could not stay,

and went off to Gllan to Khan Ahmad Mlrza, the ruler thereof.

But he and Mir Jahangir, who was Khan Ahmad’s prime

minister, could not agree and so Mail! had to leave Gllan. This

must have happened not later than 974 (1566-67) for Khan
Ahmad was dispossessed and imprisoned by Shah Tahmasp in

that year (Maagiru-l-Umara I. 558). The Supplement of Taqi

contains, among many other verses of Maill’ s, a satire by him
upon Mir Jahangir. From Gllan Mail! went back to his native

country of Khurasan, but he did not find residence there con-

genial to him and so departed to India where Akbar was reign-

ing. According to Dr. Sprenger’s Catalogue, p. 43, which is

the foundation of the remarks in other Catalogues, Taqi says

that Maill died on the road. But Taqi does not say so. What
he says is that Maill “ had not settled in that country (hinoz

daran diydr rahl-i-iqdmat niyanddkhta) when Death, the Sum-
moned rolled up the carpet of his life.” This is not inconsis-

tent with Badayuni’s statement that Maill was for years in the

service of Naurang Khan, one of Akbar’s officers, and which

statement is corroborated by the fact that his diwan contains an

ode to Akbar and two to Naurang Khan (Bieu, Persian Cat. II,

6666). Taqi’s Supplement also, p. 264a, contains a panegyric

by Maill on Akbar, and it is not likely that this would be

written until Maill had arrived in India. Taqi doeB not give

the date of Maill ’s departure for India, but the Nafalsu-1-

Maagir, an early authority, says, Sprenger 54
,
he went there

in 979 (1571-72). As according to Taqi, and Kliushgo, Maill

did not die till 984 (1576-77), this would allow of his having

resided in India for five years. Both of these anthologists give

the chronogram of his death, and Taqi, p. 12345
,
gives the

whole verse, which he Says was made by Mir Tailkb (?) of Mash-
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had. The chronogram, which is also quoted in Pertsch’s Cata-

logue, is

11 Alas, Maili left the world when young ,B

which yields 984.

Rieu has been hampered in his account of Maili (Cat. II,

668) by his only knowing TaqI’s account through Sprenger’s
Catalogue. He says that Mail! went to India after Sultan
Ibrahim’s death, but, as a fact, Sultan Ibrahim survived Maili,
not dying till the end of 985 (1578). This appears from the
‘Alam Aral, lithograph, p. 150, and from the very full and in-

teresting account of Sultan Ibrahim, who was also a poet, and
used the takhattas of Jahi (ruined?), given in Taqi’s Supple-
ment, p. 1746, under the 5th Asal, which gives the notices of the
poets of Qazwln. The date of his death given there is £l-l-hajja

985 (February 1578). It is clear too that Sultan Ibrahim could
not have died earlier than 984, for he was put to death by his

cousin Shah Isma’ll II after his accession to the throne, and this

did not happen till after the death of his father Shah Tahmasp,
which occurred in Safr 984 (May 1576). Sultan Ibrahim was
strangled by the bow-string, and eleven other princes were put
to death at the same time. His widow, Qohar Sultan, who was
Isma’ll IPs sister, did not long survive him, dying, says Taql, in

the beginning of 986 (1578).

The other Maili, that is, tho Maili of Hlsar Sbadman, is

not mentioned by Taql, a circumstance which perhaps indicates
that he flourished subsequently to 993. He is mentioned by
‘All Qull Dagbistani, Riyazu-sh-Sha‘ara B.M. MS. Add. 16,729,
p. 436a, and by Lujf *All in the Atishkada, p. 345 of Bombay
lithograph and 340 of Calcutta lithograph. Both speak of him
as a clever composer of riddles, but acknowledge that they only
know two lines of his poetry, which they quote. 1 B&dayuni
and Abul Fazl, Blochmann 577, only speak of the Maili of
Herat. Abul Fazl evidently knew little about him, and his re-

mark that he lived in the society of gay people seems merely an
inference from his having the takhattas of Maili, t.e., sociable.

Mail! of Herat was & Turk by origin and he is called Maili Turk
in the list in the Atishkada. See also Calcutta lithograph of

Atishkada, p. 34*five lines from foot. His name was Mlrza Qull
or Mlrza Muhammad Qull (Bankipore Library Catalogue H, 169),
and it occurred to me that he might be the Muhammad Qull
Moghal who was a servant of Akbar and of Naurang &b&n, and
was employed by the latter to continue Payinda Hasan Gfcaz-
navf’s translation of Bftbur’s Memoirs. See Rieu’s Catalogue II,

7996, and the correction at p. 10946 of vol. iii. But Muhammad

1 There is a curious resemblance between the two lines that they
quote, and two lines of Maili of Herat in BadayUni l.c., 330, nine and
eight lines from foot.
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Qull was a native of Hisar Shadman and he translated the

second part of the Memoirs in or after 994 (1586), that is, ten
years alter the death of Maill of Herat, as given by TaqI and
others. It seems impossible then to identify him with the

more celebrated of the two Mailis. It is possible, however, that

he is the Mail! of Hisar Shadman. It is singular that none of

the anthologists give this Maill’s real name. They all speak of

him only by his pen-name. Muhammad Quit may have been a
son or other relative of Maill of Herat, and may, therefore,

have assumed his pen-name. Or he may have done so merely
because his real name closely resembled the real name of Maill

of Herat. That Mail! was of Turkish origin and is called Maill

Turk in the Atashkada, Bombay lithograph, p. 25. That
Muhammad Qull knew TurkI we know from his translating the

Memoirs, and we may conjecture that Maill of Hisar also knew
Turkl, from the place of his birth. If Maill of Hisar was a poet,

though an undistinguished one, so also was probably Muham-
mad Qull, for the preface to his translation shows that he was a
master of poetic diction. Another point of resemblance be-

tween Mlrza Qull Maill of Herat and Muhammad Quli Moghal,

if not between him and Maill of Hisar, is that both were
patronised by Akbar, and in the service of his officer Naurang
Khan. According to Badayuni, Mail! of Herat was eventually

poisoned by Naurang Khan, but this is not mentioned by Taqf,

and is a doubtful story. If it is true, it probably took place

early in Naurang Khan’s career, for Maill is said to have died

in Malwa, and Naurang left that country for Gujarat and died

there.

Though Maill of Herat’s poetry is spoken of in high terms

by Badayuni III, 329, and by Lutf ‘All, the author of the

Atishkada, it does not seem to be much read nowadays. Ap-

parently, lie was a vain, amatory poet, and also a trencher-

parasite. But he died young, and perhaps before he had at-

tained his full strength. The most copious extracts from his

poems are those given in the Supplement to TaqI of Kashan’s
anthology. Badayuni has also one or two long extracts, and

the Atishkada (see Bland’s notice, p. 357 of R.A.S.J. VII O.S.)

quotes 160 lines. The author of the Bankipore Catalogue II,

170, quotes Taqf AuhadI as saying that he possessed a collection

of Maill’s odes, etc., containing 2,500 verses, and that he had

also seen an equally large number bf amatory poems. But

Taqf of Kashin seems to reduce the number to 1,500. There is

a copy of Maill’s Divan in the British Museum, Rieu H, 666,

but it is in such bad Shikast that I could make little or nothing

of it. The odes in praise of Akbar andNaurangKhan are written

on the margins of the MS., and the one in praise of Naurang .Khan

is on pp. 13 and 135. The Bankipore copy is a modem one.

Badayuni, III. 330 quotes a couplet where Mail! uses a striking

image in speaking of himself as a despairing lover. He is, he







Si. A Lisu Jew's Harp from Yunnan.

By J. Coggin Brown.

Bamboo Jew’s harps are known to have a wide range

among various tribes of Eastern Asia. According to H. Balfour

they are found as far north as the Ainu of Yezo, and eastwards

through the Malayan Archipelago to the Pacific, where .they

occur in many of the island groups. The same writer refers to

their use in Northern India, and has also described a series of

six Jew’s harps collected in the Siamese Malay States and

Perak by Dr. Annandale and Mr. Herbert C. Robinson. 1

The Rev. A. Willifor Young has traced the distribution of

the Jew’s harp in various parts of the world and has described

six different specimens of this primitive musical instrument

made in bamboo by the Lakher and Chin, Naga, Mikir, Garo,

Kachin and Assamese tribes of Assam and Burma. Mr. Young
was not able to prove the existence of the instrument in Lower
Bengal, Behar and Chota Nagpur, and was informed on good

authority that it is not used in Burma to the south of Mandalay.

Reference is also made in the same paper to the use of a

form of Jew’s harp in Tibet and Nepal
; amongst the Lepchas,

on the authority of Sir Joseph Hooker ; in Mongolia, China and

Tibet on the authority of W. W. Rockhill ; and in Tibet, Burma,

Siam and Japan as well ns in the islands of the seas from

Borneo to Fiji, Samoa and the Philippines, on the authority of

the late Dr. Carrington Bolton.4

I have recently found that a bamboo Jew’s harp of peculiar

construction is a favourite musical instrument of the Lisu tribes

of Yunnan and the Burma-Cliina frontier. It may be men-

tioned here that the Lisu tribes are found in the basin of the

Upper Salween between Lat. 25° 30' and Lat. 27° 30', where

they exist in a savage state. They spread in numbers as far east

as the right bank of the Mekong, and are found in small com-

munities far beyond this line. Westwards, they reach into the

valley of the Nmai-Hka, the eastern branch of the Irrawaddy.

The more peaceful clans who have come into contact with

Chinese civilization are found along the northern parts of the

Burma-China frontier. There are also numbers of isolated

village communities of the same people in the Northern Shan

States, in the Kachin Hills east of the Irrawaddy, and in other

places.*

1 “ Report on a Collection of Musical Instruments from the Siamese

Malay States and Perak ” by Henry Balfour, M.A., P.Z.S. “ Fasciculi

Malayenses.” Anthropology, Part II (a), pp. 6-7.

i “The Jew’s Harp in Assam,” by A. Willifer Young. Journal

Asiatio Soe. Bengal, vol. iv. No. 4, pp. 233-237.

* For a detailed account of the Lisu tribes see “ Lisu Tribes of the
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The Jew’s harp described here and figured in the annexed
plate, was obtained from the Hua-Lisu of the Ku-yung-kai area,

in the Teng-yueh district, Yunnan, but the same type of harp
is prevalent among the other branches of the tribe. It consists

of three separate harps of different tone cut from single pieces

of hard bamboo. These are 11*2 cms. long, each one being
made up of

—

() a solid piece 4 5 cms. long.

() the part containing the vibrating tongue, which is

cut away so as to form a broad V-sliaped section,

and which is 1*6 cms. long.

(c) the part containing the movable central piece which
carries the vibrating tongue and which is 3*5 cms.
long. This part is cut away for more than half

its thickness for a length of 2*2 cms.
(d) the solid piece which connects the vibrating tongue

and movable central bar, with the projecting spur
by means of which the vibrations arc set up.

This is '4 cms. long.

(e) the projecting spur 1*2 cms. long.

The width of the instrument is "55 cms. and its thickness
"15 cms. The projecting spur is rounded off so as to facilitate

movement with the fingers. The central movable bar is ap-

proximately -2 cms. wide and projects slightly into the V-
shaped section carrying the vibrating tongue, where it is cut

away to the thickness of the tongue. The latter is not more
than *05 cms. in width or thickness. Owing to its fragility,

the instrument is invariably carried in a case made from a thin

piece of bamboo, closed at one end, and furnished with a small

pad of cloth by which the other end can be shut. This bamboo
case also contains a hole through which is passed a string for

hanging it from the coat or round the neck. Neither the liarp

nor case bear any trace of ornamentation.
In comparison with the Jew’s harps from Assam and

Burma described by the Rev. A. Willifer Young, which are

usually crudely made and roughly finished, the Lisu instru-

ment is smaller, and of far more delicate workmanship,
demanding considerable skill in tlie use of the knife for its

manufacture. It approaches more in shape and size those

forms collected by Dr. Annandale in the Siamese Malay States.

In playing, the three harps are held in position in one
vertical plane, between the thumb and first finger of the left

hand, or between the first and second fingers. The mouth
being opened, the harps are gripped lightly by the lips and the

vibrating tongues are made to give out sound singly, or in

Burma-China frontier," by Archibald Rose, F.R.G.S., and J. Coggin
Brown, Mema. Asiatic Soc Bengal, vol. 3, No. 4 (in the press).
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harmony by the movement of the fingers of the right hand
over the projecting spurs. By breathing out or in, and by
movements of the cheeks which cause an alteration in the
shape of the resonant cavity of the mouth, a variety of
different notes can be produced, and, as a rule, the result is a
pleasing and tuneful measure.

The instrument is carried and played by both girls and
young men, and it is by no means uncommon to see them
sitting over the fires after nightfall and playing for hours at a
time. The instrument is used by the youths for serenading
as amongst the Chin, Naga, Kachin and other tribes. It also

takes its place in the Lisu orchestra with other native musical
instruments.

The late Princo Henri d’ Orleans who met with the black
Lisu of the Upper Salween in the course of his journey from
Tonking to Assam writes as follows regarding the use of the

Jew’s harp by this section of the tribe.

“ One of these Lissous produced a curious musical instru-

ment formed of three small palettes of bamboo with stops.

By applying the stops to his teeth and making them vibrate

in turn with his finger, his open mouth acting as a sounding
board, he drew from them a soft and plaintive tone, so low
that one had to be quite close to hear it. The instrument is of

Loutse origin, and the Lissous will sit for hours amusing
themselves with it.” 1

“Our hosts at Lameti consented to perform a dance for

our benefit, and a threshing floor having been turned into a
ball-room, the orchestra tuned up. It consisted of four musi-

cians,—a flageolet, a violin with two strings, a guitar with four,

and an instrument of slender bamboo strips made to vibrate

on the teeth. This last was played by an old woman who was

also mistress of the ceremonies. The air, though not very

varied, was soft and rhythmic.”

2

T The “Loutse” or “ Lu-tzu” tribe referred to by Prince

Henri d’Orleans inhabit the part of the Salween valley between

about Lat. 27° 30' and 28° 30'. The term “Lu-tzu” is the

name given to them by the Chinese and means “ people of the

Salween River.” Very little is known about this tribe, though

Davies from a study of their language has recently classified

them with the Moso and Hsifan tribes, in the Hsi-fan group of

the Tibeto-Burman family in his scheme for the classification

of the Sinitic languages of Yunnan.8 There is evidently

considerable similarity between the Jew's harp used by the

black Lisu of the Salween and the one here described.

l Prince Henri d’Orleans. “ From Tonkin to India by the sources of

the Irawadi”, English translation 1898, pp. 191-192.

* loo. ctf., pp. 191-197. _ _ _ . „
8 H. R. Davies. •« Yunnan , the link betweenIntha and the Yangtze,

p. 337.
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52. Reactions in presence of Nickel: (a) Inability of

nitrogen and hydrogen to combine in presence of iron

and nickel. (5) Reduction of the oxides of nitrogen,

sulphur and phosphorous in presence of nickel.

By Panchanan Neogi, M.A., Professor of Chemistry, liajsliahi

College, and Birendra Bhusan Adhicary, M.A.

Theinteresting problem of combininguitrogcn and hydrogen

directly to form ammonia has long been attracting the atten-

tion of chemists. Donkin (Proc. Roy. Soc. 21 , 281) has succeeded

in obtaining traces of ammonia by passing electric sparks or

silent discharge through a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen

in the proportion of 1 : 3. This has been further studied by
Alorren (Compt. Rend. 48, 432), Perrot (Compt. Rend. 49, 204)

and Chabrier (Compt. Rend. 75, 484). Johnson (Trans. Chcm.

Soc. 39, 128) showed that he obtained ammonia at the rate

of ‘0059 grams per hour by passing over spongy platinum

at a low red heat a mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen, the

latter being prepared from ammonium nitrite and freed from

nitric oxide by passing it through ferrous sulphate solution.

L. Wright (Trans. Cheni. Soc. 39, 257) pointed out that ferrous

sulphate is unable to absorb all the nitric oxide evolved along

with nitrogen, that the ammonia obtained by Johnson was due

to the reduction of nitric oxide and not to the combination of

nitrogen and hydrogen. In fact Wright [loe. at., p. 131) him-

self admitted that he did not get ammonia by using nitrogen

prepared from air or the same gas obtained from ammonium
nitrite and purified from the accompanying nitric oxide after

passing the gas over red hot copper. Ramsay and Young

(Trans. Chem. Soc. 45, 93) have remarked that they obtained

small quantities of ammonia by passing a mixture of hydrogen

and nitrogen over red hot iron filings. The details of their ex-

periment and the method of purification of nitrogen and iron

are not given in the paper, but their experiment has been em-

bodied in Ramsay's System of Inorganic Chemistry. As reduced

nickel bas now been largely employed as a catalytic reducing

agent in organic chemistry since Sabatier and Seuderens’ time,

we thought that nitrogen and hydrogen might combine in pre-

sence of nickel to a much greater extent than in the presence

of iron. We therefore repeated Ramsay and Young’s experi-

ment, taking every possible precaution to remove nitric oxide,

and found that nitrogen and hydrogen do not combine in pre-

sence of iron free from carbon. We also found that the two

gases do not combine in presence of nickel also.
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Experimental,

Preparation of Nitrogen free from Nitric Oxide.

Nitrogen as ordinarily prepared by heating a mixture of
ammonium chloride and sodium nitrite contains a good deal of
nitric oxide which is not wholly removed by ferrous sulphate,
as pointed out by Wright. In fact even when four or live wash
bottles of the solution are employed, the solution in the last

bottle still gives the characteristic black colour. Gibbs (fier.,

10, 1387) recommended the addition of potassium bichromate
to oxidise the nitric oxide to nitric acid, but we have seen
potassium bichromate fails to destroy all the nitric oxide
evolved. Wright (loc. ciJ.) recommended the use of alkaline
sulphites which convert nitric oxide to nitrous oxide, llis

method is extremely tedious, and moreover the presence of

nitrous oxide in nitrogen is not desirable. The best method of
removing the last traces of nitric oxide is to pass the nitrogen
over red hot copper. The nitrogen is prepared in the usual
way and collected in a gas-holder after removing the greater
part of the nitric oxide by means of ferrous sulphate. The gas
is then dried and passed through a combustion tube tilled with
bright copper turnings, and heated in a combustion furnace.
The tube is connected with Muencke’s wash-bottle containing
ferrous sulphate solution, which now shows no coloration, and
the nitrogen thus freed from nitric oxide is collected in a second
gas-holder. The gas thus obtained, even when passed for live

or six hours through ferrous sulphate, does not in the least

affect its colour. Of course nitrogen free from nitric oxide
may be prepared from air, but as the complete removal of all

oxygen from large quantities of air requires long time and
many tubes filled with copper, the method described above
seems to be the best and easiest for the purpose of preparing
large quantities of nitrogen absolutely free from nitric oxide.

Nitrogen and Hydrogen in presence of Iron.

The nitrogen was then mixed with pure hydrogen in a gas-
holder in the proportion of one to three, also in the proportion
of one to six. Powdered iron (Merck) was taken in a combus-
tion tube and~ heated in a tube heater* By means of a T-tube
the tube containing iron was joined to the wash-bottle con-
nected with the gas-holder and also to the wash-bottle con-
nected with a hydrogen Kipp. The gases were finally passed
before entering the tube containing iron through strong sul-

phuric acid in order to arrest any adventitious ammonia, and
also through water as Ramsay and Young used moist gases.

The other end of the tube is connected with a delivery tube
which dips in a Nessler’s solution.
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The air was expelled from the entire apparatus by means
of hydrogen while the tube was not heated. The hydrogen
was stopped and the mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen was
then slowly admitted to replace hydrogen. The tube was then
heated to dull red heat. After some time the Nessler's solution

was found to he clouded with a whitish pt ecipitaie and a strong

tarry smell was perceived . We are not sure if this whitish precipi-

tate led Ramsay and Young who used iron filings to think that

ammonia was being formed. The tarry smell suggested to us the
possibility of the formation of hydro-carbons by the combination
of hydrogen with traces of carbon contained in the iron. In
order to establish this, fresh experiments were started in which
the tube containing the iron was strongly heated in the current

of hydrogen as long as the tarry smell was perceived and the
whitish precipitate was formed in the Nessler's solution. When
the smell was no longer perceived, the mixture of nitrogen and
hydrogen was passed for about four hours. Hie Nessler's solu-

tion remained unchanged, there was no smell of ammonia, and
red litmus paper was unaffected. The following variations of

the experiment were tried with the following results :

—

(i) Pure iron wire was used in the place of reduced iron,

the same tarry smell and precipitate when heated in

a current of hydrogen. No ammonia.
(ii) Pure1

! ferric oxide was reduced by hydrogen. No
tarry smell . No ammonia.

(iiil The gases were dried by omitting the wash-bottle

containing water. Still no ammonia.
(iv) The temperature was varied from dull red heat to

bright red heat using a combustion furnace, no
ammonia. Ramsay and Young heated the tube red

hot, though ammonia begins to decompose at

500°.

Nitrogen and Hydrogen in the presence of Nickel.

The experiments were repeated, using nickel obtained by
the reduction of nickel oxide in hydrogen, nickel wire and
nickel obtained by electrolysis. There was no sign of the

formation of ammonia.

Reduction of Nitric Oxide in presence of Nickel.

Sabatier and Sanderens showed that marsh gas is formed
by the reduction of carbon monoxide and dioxide in presenoe

of nickel reduced by means of hydrogen. We have here

studied if the oxides of nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorous
are also reduced in presence of reduced nickel.

Nitric oxide has been reduced to ammonia by means of

hydrogen in presence of such porous substances as spongy
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platinum, ferric oxide and the like. In the case of nickel,

Sabatier and Sanderens (Compt. Bend. 14, 1429) have shown
that when nitric oxide is passed over reduced nickel, nickel

oxide (NiO) is formed. We have found that when a mixture of

nitric oxide and hydrogen in the proportion of one to three (or

better one to four) is passed over heated reduced nickel, almost

the whole of the nitric oxide is converted into ammonia,
scarcely any nitric oxide coming out unreduced. The reaction

commences at about 300°C, and when once the reaction starts

the temperature may be lowered to 120° when the reduction

continues. At about 300 J the reduction is very rapid and very

considerable quantities of ammonia are formed. Blank experi-

ments were performed by passing nitric oxide over heated nickel

after driving out all the air by means of carbon dioxide and
again cooling in a current of the same gas in order to avoid

oxygen. It was found that no nitride, nitrite or nitrate of

nickel was formed. Thus it is seen that the reduction of

nitric oxide takes place directly and nickel acts as a catalytic

agent.

Reduction of Sulphur Dioxide in presence of Nickel.

When a dry mixture of the two gases was passed over

heated nickel, sulphuretted hydrogen was evolved. The reac-

tion took place at a dull red heat. The reduction does not

seem to take place directly. Geitner (Annalen, 139, 354) has

already shown that aqueous sulphurous acid is decomposed by

Ni at about 200° with production of Ni3S4. By passing dry

sulphur dioxide over reduced or electrolytic nickel for six hours

even at the ordinary temperature a little nickel sulphide was

formed, and when a weighed quantity of such nickel was heated

in aSprengel pump, very small quantities of occluded sulphur

dioxide were collected. It seems that sulphuretted hydrogen is

formed partly by the reduction of nickel sulphide formed

(blank experiments showed that precipitated nickel sulphide is

readily reduced by hydrogen when heated, though it has been

stated in Watt’s Dictionary of Chemistry, vol. iii, “ nickel mono-

sulphide ”, that it is not decomposed by hydrogen) and partly

by the reduction of the occluded sulphur dioxide.

Reduction of Phosphorous Pentoxide in presence of Nickel.

Phosphorous pentoxide was first heated in a current of

oxygen for several hours in order to oxidise any free phosphor-

ous contained in it. When hydrogen was passed over phos-

phorous pentoxide heated in a tube-heater, no phosphuretted

hydrogen was formed. When, however, the pentoxide wasmixed

with reduced nickel (the pentoxide was introduced in the tube

directly from the bottle in order to prevent moisture) and the

mixture heated below dull red heat in a current of hydrogen,
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the characteristic vortex rings of phosphuretted hydrogen were

observed in abundance. Silver nitrate solution was imme-

diately turned black. The gas did not take fire spontaneously on

accountof its dilution with a large excess of hydrogen. A wash-

bottle containing water should be placed between the exit end

of the tube containing the mixture and the delivery tube leading

to the pneumatic trough in order to arrest the vapours of sub-

liming phosphorous pentoxide. The reduction of the pentoxide

seems to be indirect. Blank experiments were performed in

which P20K
and metallic nickel were heated below dull red heat

in a current of carbon dioxide. A portion of the P
s
0

5
sublimed

and the remaining mass was foundto consist of unchanged nickel

mixed with glassy particles of fused P.,0^, nickel phosphide

and a little phosphate (details will appear in a separate paper).

As phosphates are not reduced by hydrogen (Presenius, Zeit.

fur anal. Chem. 8, 203; Herapath, Pharm. Joum. and Trans.

7, 57), the reduction of P,0
5
in presence of nickel seems to be

effected by the reduction of the phosphide formed as an inter-

mediate compound.





53 . Notes on the History of the District of Hughli or

the Ancient Rd^a.

By Nundolal Dey.

CHAPTER I.

General History of the District of Hu6hli.

The town of Hughli, the former headquarters from which

the district has derived its name, has got no history beyond the

Portuguese settlement in 1537. In fact, it is supposed to have

been founded by the Portuguese. It was called by them Porto

Piqueno

1

or the Little Port, evidently by wav of contradistinc-

tion to the Royal Port of tiatgaon. According to Faria de

Souza, the English translation of whose History of the Portu-

yuese was published in 1695, the name of the town was Golin.

Hughes and Parker in their Letters, dated December 1620, state

the name of the place to be Goliyr or Gollin.* But De Laet

whose India Vera was published in 1631, calls it LJgeli, and the

native historians of the 16th century mention it by the name of

“ Hugli.”

8

According to some the name of Hughli is derived

from hogld reeds or the elephant grass
(
Typha elephantina) with

which the place was overgrown, and that Golin is a corruption of

Hugh. But it is quite possible that Porto Piqueno was also

called Golin or Gold by the Portuguese on account of the gran-

aries (or golds) it contained for the sale of grains, and by the

natives it was called Hugh on account of the hogld jungle with

which the place was covered. Hence, it is quite clear that

before the Portuguese settlement it had not a distinguished

name, but the homely one of Hughli on account of its physical

features.

Chinsura, the present headquarters of the district, has

likewise got no history beyond the Dutch settlement, which

according to Tieffenthaler took place in 1625

4

and according to

Mr. Walter Hamilton in 1656,* though it appears that the

first sanad granted to the Dutch by the Emperor Shah Jehan

I De LaSt : Topography of the Mogul Empire, p. 63, by Sir Roper

Lethbridge.
* Stewart's History of Bengal, p. 274, note.

« Topography of the Mogul Empire, p. 63.
.

4 Tieffenthaler says, 11 when the Duton settled at Chinsura m 1625,

they were followed by the Armenians.* ' According to Orme, however,

the Dutch settled in Bengal in 1625 (History of Hindoostan, vol. u, Bk.

vi, p. 8). Mr. W. Hamilton says that the Dutch in 1625 wore permit-

ted to build factory at the town of Hughli (East India Gazetteer).

t East India Gazetteer, voce Chinsura.
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iB dated 1638.' The name of Chinsura, called Chuchura by the
inhabitants, is derived from that of a weed called Chirchird or
Chichira (Achyranthes aspera) with which the place abounded.
In fact, the place is called “ Chichira, an Hollandish settlement
and town ” in the Seir Mutaqherin. 2 There is also a local

tradition of the name being derived from Chau-churd or four
pinnacles at the four corners of the town. But the latter must
be a mythical derivation from the name of the place, as from
the existence of the pinnacles, if there were any, it must be
presumed that the place had a name before the pinnacles were
constructed.

In 1676 the French under Monsieur Deslandes settled at

Chandernagorc, and in that year the Danes also settled at

Serampur which was called Frederiksnagar, and there is no
tradition even that these places were of any importance before

the Europeans came to settle in them.

Those towns, which are the principal towns in the district

of Hughli, had no habitation or name before the 16th century
of the Christian ora, and this fact is confirmed by the Chandi,
which was writtenby Mukundaram Chakravarti, otherwise called

Kavikankan, in Saka 1499 corresponding to 1577 A.D. This
work describes two voyages made by Dhanapati Sad&gar and
his son Srimanta Sadagar from Burdwan to Ceylon. Though
the poet mentions the namos of towns and villages situated on
both banks of the river Ganges, as Saptagrdma, Halisahar,

Triveni, Garifd (Gouripur), Gondalpara, Mdhes, Niwai-Tirtha’s

Gli&t (in Baidyabati), Calcutta and other places, yet he does

not name at all Hughli, Chinsura, Chandernagore, Serampur and
other famous places on the right bank of the river Hughli. It

is, therefore, abundantly clear that these places iu the latter half

of the sixteenth century did not exist at all, or even if some
of them did exist, they had not risen into importance, but

were merely insignificant villages which did not even attract

the attention of the poet.

The town of Hughli rose into importance after the Portu-

guese fort, the remnant of which may still be seen in the two
low broken walls jutting into the river just opposite the gate of

the present jail, had been besieged and blown up by the Moguls
during the reign of the Emperor Shah Jehan and the town was
declared to be the royal port in 1632 in the place of S&tg&on,

which had begun to decline as an emporium of commerce on

account of the diversion of the course of the GangeB which

formerly flowed through the Saraswati. • The diversion of the

river was to the east in a direct line through the present bed of

the Hughli, whereas the old course down the Saraswati was in a

l Toynbee's Sketch of Administration of the Hooghly District, p. 2*

ft Sfiir Mutaqherin by Seid Gholam Hossein Khan (1902), vol. ii»

p. 225.
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curved form from Triveni to Sankrel near Howra. The Mogul

fort was built that very year on the site of the present Imambara

and the old court-houses when Hughli was declared to be a royal

port The condition of Serampur and Ohaiidernagoic may be

ascertained from the writings of Captain Alexandci Hamilton,

who speaking about the Danes of Serampur in 1723 says.

“The poverty of the Danes has made them desert it, after

having robbed the Mogul’s subjects of some of their shipping,

to keep themselves from starving.” About the French in that

year he says that their “ chief business ” was to hear mass in

their pretty little church. It is well known that it was not till

after the arrival of Dupleix as Intondant or Director-General

of Chandernagore in 1730 that over two thousand brick houses

were built there, and before that it had always been regarded

as a settlement of very minor importance. 1 All these circum-

stances prove that these towns have no history beyond the

sixteenth and. seventeenth centuries. At the time of the Malio-

medans the district of Hughli comprised portions of Sarkars

Satgaon, Mandaran, Salimabad and Sarifabad.

The district of Hughli appertained to the ancient country

of Sumha. The history of the Hugldi district, therefore, is the

history of the ancient country of Sumha, to which it apper-

tained. The modern province of Bengal at the time of the

Mahabharat comprised the countries of Anga, Banga, Kalinga,

Pundra, Sumha, Tamralipta, Pragjyotish and Magadha.* Jt

appears from the Vishnu Pur&n that Bali, a descendant of

Yayati of the Lunar dynasty, had five sons, Anga, Banga.

Kalinga, Sumha and Pundra, after whom five kingdoms were

named. 8 It is related in the Mahabhdrat that Sumha was con-

quered by Pandu, the father of Yudishfchira, and his brothers.4

According to Nilakantha, the celebrated commentator of the

Mahabh&rat, who often quotes from tho earlier commentator

Arjuua Misra, Sumha is the same as Rada® (pronounced Rara)

;

and Ra^a is the Lata or L&la of the Buddhists and Lacja of

the Jainas. R&fla is the western part of Bengal which lies to

the west of the Ganges. 6 A portion of the district of

Hiirshidabad is now its northern boundary, and in the south

tompriseda large portion of the district of Midnapur, includ-

w* Tamluk.7 Like other kingdoms of India, however, the

r
5undaries of Sumha varied at different periods/ Sometimes

5 was an independent kingdom and it extended its limits by

1 J. J. Cotton’s Chandernagore. ^ „ ,
_ .

MahAbhArat Bhishma Parva, oh. 9; SabhA Parva, oh. 29;

8 Vishnu PurAn, part iv, oh. 18. 4 MahAbhArat, Adi Parva, oh 113.

5 TOTiKTCtf-see Nilakantha’s commentary on v. 25, oh. 30, SabhA

Parva of the MahAbhArat. __ . « » —— kqa kqk
6 Tabakat-i-Nasiri ; Major Raverty’s Translation, pp. 584, 685.

7 Prof. Wilson’s Introduction to the Mackenzie Collections, chaps.

138, 139.
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its conquests. At other times it was conquered by a more

powerful neighbour, ani its area was reduced to a short com-

pass. It was finally absorbed in the kingdom of Bengal.

Sumha was an independent kingdom at the time of the

MahAbhArat, and we have already stated that its modem name

is R&da. It appears from the Jaina works Ach&ranga Sutra

and Kalpa Sutra that at the time of MahAvira or Varddha-

mana, the real founder of the Jaina religion, who was born in

the 6th century B.C. and who died at a great age in 467 B.O.,

Rada or LAda extended much beyond its present northern

limit, including a large portion of Anga, and it consisted of

two divisions called Bajjabhumi and Subbhabhumi. Professor

Jacobi is of opinion that of the two divisions, Subbhabhumi

was the country of the Sumhas, and he has also identified the

Sumhas with the RAdas. 1 Subbhabhumi appears to have been

the southern part of Rada, as Bajjabhumi included some por-

tions of Anga. MahAvira wandered more than twelve years in

Bajjabhumi and Subbhabhumi in La^a before he attained the

Kevalaship and taught the Nigranthi doctrines, though accord-

ing to Dr. Hoernle his peregrinations did not extend beyond the

south of Rajmahal before he became a Jina.* Dr. Biihler,

however, states that he travelled all over RAcja after he attained

the Jinahood.* There is a consensus of opinion among all the

antiquarians that Nigrantha JnAtiputra or Nigantha Nata-

putta of the Buddhist works, who was the contemporary of

Buddha, and MahAvira—the twenty-fourth Tirthankara of the

Jainas, who belonged to the NAta clan of the Kshatriyas of

Kollaga, a suburb of Vaisali (Besarh)—were identical persons.4

Bu'ldha was born in 557 B.C., and he died in 477 B.C. Hence

at the time of Buddha, that is, in the 6th century B.C., Sumha

or RAfla appears to have been an independent kingdom, and

that its northern boundary extended much beyond the northern

boundary of what is now knbwn as Rada. In the south also

at that period Sumha included TAmralipta or Tamluk, which

was an independent kingdom at the time of the MahAbhArat.

The port of TAmralipta was then called the port of Surama The

two merchants, Tapussa and Bhallika, who gave honey and oth*i

articles of food to Buddha just after he attained Buddhaho^uls

oame from Oukkalaba (Rangoon) 6 through the port of Surai**8

_ w,

1 Prof. Jacobi’s A'ch&ranga Sutra, fik. I, ch. 8, sec. 3; Dr. BiPj*

ler’fl Indian Sect of the Jamas. h

i prof. Wilson's Hindu Religions—Life of MahAvira ; Dr. Hoernle s

Jainism and Buddhism.
S Indian Sect of the Jainas.

4 MaliAvagga, vi, 31 ; Dr. Hoernle's UvasagadasAo ; Jainism and

Buddhism; Dr. Buhler's Indian Sect of the Jainas; Jaina-sutraa

(S.B E , vol. xxii). „ , B ,

• Other Buddhist works have Ukkala (see Gogerly s Ceylon Bud-

dhism, vol. i, p. 63), which acoordino: to Dr. Kern is the same as Utkala

or Orissa (Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 22).
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which has been identified with T&mralipta, 1 at that time the
port of the country of Surama (called 11 Soowama ’

’ by Bigandet
)

1

-a different form of Sumha. In the 6th century* B.C., there-

fore, Sumha extended as far as the sea to the south.

In the 5th century B.C. we find Sumha formed a part of

the kingdom of Banga. The story of Suppa Devi related in

the Mahawanso bears out the statement. Briefly stated, the
story is to the effect that a king of Banga had a daughter
named Suppa Devi by his queen who was the daughter of the

king of Kalinga. The princess eloped with a caravan chief,

who was proceeding to Magadha, and in the wilderness of Lala
(Rada) she was carried away by a lion, with whom she lived,

and had a son and a daughter named Sinhabahu and Sinhasi-

vali respectively. When the children grew up, they and their

mother returned to Banga, where Suppa Devi married Anuro.
who was the son of her maternal uncle and geneial of the king

of Banga. On the death of Suppa Devi’s father, her husbsnd
Anuro was chosen as his successor, and Sinhabahu and
Sinhasivali went back to the wilderness of Lala, cleared the

jungle and founded a city which they called Sinhapura. Sinha-

bahu married his sister, and got by her thirty-two children, the

eldest of whom was Bijaya who, being expelled from the king-

dom, landed at Lanka (Ceylon) on the day of Buddha’s nirw'ma,

colonised it, and became its first sovereign/ In the Rajavali,

which is also a history of Ceylon, it is mentioned that Suppa
Devi’s cousin, who is called Anuro in the Mah&wanso, and who
became king of Banga, caused the city of Sinhapura to be

founded in L&da or Rada, and gave it to Sinhabahu.* The

Dipawanso gives the story stripped of its fabulous character.

It says :
* The daughter of a king of Wango, having formed a

connection with a certain Siho, who found his livelihood in a

wilderness, gave birth to two children. These two ch'ldren

named Sihabahu and Sewali were of prepossessing appearance.

The mother was named Susimd and the father was called

Siho.” 6 The word “ Sahwayo” of the text, which means

“named” or “oalled”, is significant. The Dipawansp does

not rogard Siho as a lion, but as the name of a human being/

The whole story of Suppa Devi shows that Lada or L&la

was not only a part of the kingdom of Banga, but that it also

retained the anoient name of Sumha as is apparent from the

name of Suppa Devi, which is merely a corruption of Sumha
Devi. After the death of Sifihab&hu, his son^umitta became

1 Buddhadeva, p. 143, note, by Dr. Satischandra VidyAbhusana.

* Bigandet’s Life of Qautama, vol. i, p. 109.
8 Tumour’s Mahawanso, chaps, vi, vii.

4 Upliam’s R&j&vali, pt. i.

6 “• wmr * sftjwRTOT ftwr

*

fairer 1

® Tumour’s Pali Buddhistical Annals s J.A.S.B., 1888, p« 932,
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king of Sinhapura : he was the father of PAnduvasadeva who
succeeded Bijaya on the throne of Sinhala.

f
The town of Sinhapura mentioned in the Mah&wanso is

evidently the present village of Singur, which is a station on
the Tarakeswar Branch of the East Indian Railway and ten
miles from Tarakeswara in the district of Hughli. Singur is

situated in Rada, and the tradition of its foundation accords
well with the story in the Mahawanso, though it has come
down to us in a garbled form. It is stated that at the time of

the Magadha Raja (king), three brothers came to that part of

the country where Singur is now situated, but it is not
mentioned from which country they came. These three brothers

belonged to the Kshatriya caste and their surname was Sinha.

That part of the country was at the time a wilderness. One
of the brothers cleared the jungle and founded a settlement
which lie named Sinhapura (pronounced Singhapura) according
to his own surname of Sinha. Tim other two brothers went
away to seek their fortune elsewhere. According to the tradi-

tion Babuhheri is a very ancient spot- at Singur containing the
remains of some ancient buildings and an earthen mound now7

overgrown with jungle. From time to time Jaina and Bud-
dhist statues have been exhumed from the earth, and some of

them still exist in the village. Traditionally Singur in ancient

time was of considerable size, having comprised some ten
villages. It was a very flourishing commercial town when the
Saraswati used to flow by its eastern side. The old bed of the
river is still visible, though a large portion of it has now been
converted into culturable lands. It should only be remarked
that the three brothers of the tradition evidently refer to Suppa
Devi and her two children, General Cunningham, however,
supposes that Sinhapura, the capital of Sinhabahu, the father

of Bijaya, is the town of that name situated 115 miles to the

west of Ganjam and was the capital of Kalinga.' But he has

been led to make this conjecture as the town is situated on the

river Lalgla and Suppa Devi’s mother was a princess of

Kalinga, whereas Sinhapura of the Mahawanso was situated in

the country of L&la (“ Lala-ratthe ”) a or L&da 8 which is

another form of R&^a, the letters r and l being interchange-

able. It should also be borne in mind that the princess Suppa
Devi was carried away by the lion at Lala while she was pro-

ceeding from Banga to Magadha (modem Bihar), and therefore

L&la must have been situated between Banga and Magadha,
and not in Kalinga. The identification of L&la or L&ta, the

I General Cunningham's Ancient Geography of India, p. 518.

* Tumour’s Mahdwanso, ch. vi.

3 Uphara’s Mahavnnsi, vi; R&jaratnAcari, ii; R&j&vali, pt. i

»

havci got L&da instead of LAla. Mr. Upham in his note to the word

says :
“ Properly Rfidn, a country near Gauda-desa "

: Sacred Books of

Ceylon.
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native country of Bijaya, with Guzerat by some writers cannot

at all be correct.

From the 4th century B.C. to the 5th century A.D., that

is from the time of Chandragupt&’s accession to the throne of

Magadha in 321 B.O., to the end of the imperial Gupta dynasty

in 480 A.D., Sumha appears to have formed a part of the

Magadha empire.

1

The Purans, most of which were composed
between the 2nd century B.C. to the 5th century A.D., very

rarely mention the name of Sumha. The Vishnu and the **-

Bhagavat Purans 1 mention it incidentally; the Brahma, the

Matsya/ and the Kalki 4 Purans, however, include it in the list

of countries which appear to have been independent, though it

cannot be precisely ascertained if it was actually independent or

not. In some of them the name of Sumha is mentioned as

Sumbha or Saumbiia, as Subba
(
—bhumi), Surama ( -bandarn)

and kSuppa (—devi) were the vicarious forms of the same name
during the mediaeval period. During this period if Sumha
ever attained independence, it must have been of a very short

duration. The Raghuvansa 5 mentions it as an independent

country. Fa Hian, who visited India in the 4th century A.l).
#

went from the kingdom of Champa (Anga) to the kingdom of

Tamralipta: he does not mention the name of Sumha at

all.
0

In the 6th century A.D. we find Sumha mentioned again

.is an independent country. It is montioned in the Brihat-

sanhita

7

among the kingdoms which appear to be independent

bv Barahamihira who died in 587 A.D. Dandi, who flourished

also in the 6th century A.D
,
mentions the town of Damalipta,

modern Tamluk/ as being situated in Sumha/ but at the time

of Fa Hian Tamralipta or Tamluk had been an independent

kingdom. Hence the inference is that in the 6th century Sumha
(‘xtended its southern boundary to the sea.

But after the 6th century A!D., the name of Sumha dis-

appears altogether as the name of a country. The only works

of any note in which the name of Sumha appears after the 6th

century are the Harshacharita by Bana and the Pavanaduta
by Dhoyi, one of the Pancha-ratna* or five gems of the court of

Lakshmana Sena of Gaucja. 10 Henceforth it was exclusively

known by the name of R&4& or R&i&> a form of which was

Radaka. Most of the Tantras were composed between the 6th

and 12th centuries of the Christian era. Some of them, as the

1 Dr. Bhandarkar’s Peep into the Early History of India.

* Vishnu Purdn, pt. iv, ch. 18 ;
Bhdguvat Purdn, ch. 9.

8 Matsya Purdn, oh 113. 4 Kalki Purdn, pt. iii, oh. 14.

6 Raghuvansa, iv, 35. 6 Beal’s Travels of Pa Hian, ch. xxxvii.

7 Brih&tsanhitd, chs. 14, 16. 8 Hema Kosha.

9
<WCif I

Dasakumdracharita, Uttara Khatula,

oh. vi.
*

10 Harshaoharita, oh. vi ; Pavanduta, v. 27.
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Yogini Tantra, 1 mention the riame of R&da. The allegorical

play called the Prabodhachandrodaya, composed by Krishna
Misra in the court of Kirttivarman of Bundelkhand (1049

—

1100), mentions the name of Rada/ and it is also mentioned in

the Jyotisliatattwa of Raghunandana. It appears from the ‘

travels of liiuen Tsiang and I -tsing that the kingdom of

T&mralipta existed in the 7th century A.I)., and according to

some authority most part of the southern portion of the dis-

trict of Hughli was included in the kingdom of Tamralipta.
This shows that in the 7th century Tamralipta recovered its

independence and even conquered a portion of ancient Sumha.
Hiuen Tsiang had gone to Tamralipta from the kingdom of

Samatata or East Bengal : he does not mention the name of

Sumlia or Rada.* It appears from his itinerary and other con-

temporaneous writings 4 that about the middle of the 7tli

century A.D., Harahavarddhana or Siladitya 11 of Kanyakubja
conquered the eastern part of India, and there cannot bo the

slightest doubt that he subjugated at least the northern
portion of R&da by the conquest of Kajughira or Kajeri 6

which was a part of Anga and appertained to the ancient

Bajjabhurni, one of the two divisions of Lada. He was the

last paramount monarch of Northern India before the Maho-
medan conquest. But before R&da or any portion of it was
conquered by Harshavardd liana, it appears to have formed a
part of the kingdom of Karnasuvarna.'5 Hiuen Tsiang men-
tions the name of Karnasuvarna for the first time in the 7th

century. 7 Its king was the notorious Sas&nka who treacher-

ously murdered Rajyavarddhana, the elder brother of Harsha-
varddhana. In the Harshacharita, however, Karnasuvarna is

mentioned as Gaura.*

It appears from the Karikd of Devivara Ghataka that

Rada formed a part of the kingdom of Gaura at the time of

Adisura/ This monarch lias been identified with Jayanta 10

king of Gaura whose daughter Kalyanadevi was married by
Jayapida, king of Kasmir, in the middle of the eighth century

l Yogini Tantra, Purva Khanda, ch. 11, v. 64.
* Prabodhachandrodaya-n&taka, Acts ii and iv.

3 Real's Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol. ii, p. 200.
4 Harshacharita by Bdna Bhatta. _
5 Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol. i, p. 216, note

;

vol. ii, pp. 193, 198.
'

® Dr. Waddell's Discovery of the Exact Site of Asoka's Classic

Capital of P6taliputra, p. 29.
7 Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol. i, Bk. v.
3 Harshacharita, ch. vi.

<C!f *4* I

Bfswakosha. voce Kulina.
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A.D. L But this identification appears to be doubtful, and in

the absence of authentic corroboration it cannot be accepted

as the basis of an historical conclusion.

During the first half of the 9th century, while Bhu-sura
4

was reigning in Gaura after the death of his father Adi-sura, the

country was invaded by Dharma-pala
,
k ing of Magadha. (huira

was conquered, and Bhu-sura was obliged to take refuge in

Rada. Rada, though it formed a part of the kingdom of Gaura

was never under the sway of the Pala kings of Magadha. It

formed an independent kingdom under the Sura kings,

the descendants of Adi-sura, from Bhu-sura to Rana-sura, or

Anu-sura as he was called, for a period of over two hundred

years from a portion of the 9th century to the latter part of the

llth century A.D. 2 Bhu-sura’s son, Kshiti-sura, gave tiftv-

six villages to the sons and descendants of the five Br&hmans

who had been invited to l he court of Adi-sura. No event of

any importance occurred during the reigns of his two successors

Avani-sura and Dharani sura. Dharani-,sura’s successor Dhara-

sura, a son of Kshiti-sura. divided the Brahmans of the fifty-

six villages into three classes, called Mukhya-kulinas, (Syuna-

kulinas and Srotriyas. We know very little of his successors

Barcndra-sura, Pradyumna-sura, and others. Towards the

close of the llth century Rada and Gaura again formed a

single kingdom under Vijaya-sona, the father of Ballala-sena of the

Sena dynasty. He conquered Gaura," and perhapsRada also along

with it. But it has been supposed that he might have acquired

the throne of Rada by inheritance, as his mother Yasodevi was

evidently the daughter of Rana-sura, the last king, who seems to

have died without leaving any male issue.4 That Rada was

an independent kingdom in the 10th century receives an unex-

pected confirmation from the Kliajuraho inscription, which

records that Dhanga Deva, the Chandratreya ( or Chandella )

king of tfejabhukti (Bundelkhand), “ was so powerful that the

rulers of Kosala, Kratha, Sinhala ( Ceylon) and Kuntala humbly

listened to his commands (v. 45 ), and so successful in his wars

that the wives of the kings of K&nchi, Andhra, Rada and Anga

lingered in his prisons (v. 46).” 6 Though the language of the

inscription appears to be hyperbolical, yet there can be no

doubt that Ra4& was an independent country at the time of

Dhanga Deva who reigned from 950 to 999 A.D., that is in

1 Dr. Stein’s Rdjatarangini, vol i.

* Bansibadana vidydratna Ghatak's RAdiya-kulayivMana;Mahima-

idra Majumdar’s Gaura Br&hxnana; P. Banerp s BAnguAr lura-chandra Majumdar
vrifcta.

8

India*.

.
Hnajuraho Inscription No. IV , Ep. Ind., vol. i, pp. 138, 145, . 4

it is the revised edition of an inscription “ found near Chhatarpur

transcribed in vol. viii (1839), p. 173.
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the 10th century of the Christian era. The Tirumalaya stone

inscription also mentions that Rajendra Chola (1) defeated Rana-
sura, king of Dakshina Rada, and Mahipala, king of Magadha
and Uttara-Rada. This event must have taken place shortly

after he ascended the throne of the Chola kingdom in 1012 A.D.

It confirms also that Dakshina-R&da was an independent country

during the first quarter of the 11th century. We also hear

of the names of the kings of Bengal while the kings of the Sura

dynasty reigned over Dakshina- Rada, as for instance, the

Tirumalaya inscription records the name of Govinda-chandra

as king of Banga while llana-sura reigned in the latter country.

The Prabodhachandrodaya-nataka, which was written by
Krishna Misra in the second half of the 11th century A.D.,

mentions that “ Rada ” was in the kingdom of Gaura, and in

/ Rada there was a town by the name of Bhurisreshthika. 1 The
special mention of this place in the country of Rada as the

birth-place of “ Pride ” indicates that it was the princpal town,

and in all probability it was the capital of the Sura kings from

the time of Avani-sura at least, if not earlier, when the king-

dom was confined only to Dakshina or Soul hern Itada by the

invasion and conquest of Deva-pala in the latter half of the

9th century. It appears further from ( he same play that Dak-
shina-Rada had already acquired a celebrity in the 11th cen-

tury, denoting thereby that the country had been divided into

Dakshina (Southern) and Uttara (Northern) Rada long before

the work was composed.'1 The river Ajaya formed the boun-

dary between these two divisions. The town of Bhurisresh-

thika, which is a pleonastic form of Bhurisreshtha, is the modern
village of Bhurset or Bhursut in the Arambagh subdivision of

the district of liughli. Though now an insignificant village, yet

its importance at some period of its history can at once be

i nferrod from the fact of its conferring a name to an entire

Pargana, which is still called Pargana Bhursut and is situated

partly in the district of Huglili and partly in the district of

Burdwan.
There is much difference of opinion as to the precise date

when Ball&la-sena ascended the throne of Gaura, but there

can be no doubt that he was reigning in Bengal during the first

half of the 12th century of the Christian era. He constituted

lt&da into a province of the kingdom of Bengal, 8 and it

1 Prabodhachandrodaya-nAtaka, Act li, p. 28

—

ftrcw wnfv kv*t *nff

qw rnfhnfT «r: Ann a

Act iv of the same work describes RadA as a country :

“

t Ibid., Act ii, pp* 25, 29.

& GopAla Bhatta'sBallAla-charitam, v. 7, published by Harischandra

Kaviratna : W«T#W f* WTNI WI*<lrtW(WNI% I
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south of Pradyumnanagara, which is identified with PAnduA,
and lie cites the MahAbhArat as his authority

; but not-
withstanding all our attempt, we could not find any men-
tion either of Pradyumnanagara or of Triveni in that work.
It is related in the MahAwanso that Pandu Sakya, son of

Buddha’s uncle, Amitodana, for fear of falling into the hand of

Virudhaba, the parricide usurper of the throne of Kosala, fled

from the SAkya kingdom and retired beyond the Ganges where
he founded a 14 settlement ” called Morapura and ruled over it. 1

He allied himself with PAnduvAsadeva of Sinhapura or modern
Singur, who succeeded his unde Bijaya on the throne of

Sihhala (Ceylon), by giving him his daughter Bhaddakachchana
in marriage. Local tradition regarding the conquest of PAnduA
by the Mahomedaus confirms the fact that it was the capital

of RAjA P&tidu. The legend runs to the effect that a
Mahomedan officer of the court of the RAjA of PAnduA whose
name was Pandu, celebrated tho birth of his son with festivities

by slaughtering a cow privately. But the atrocious deed was
discovered on the next morning by tho Hindus of the town.
They rose to a man to revenge the insult to their leligion, and
killed his new-born son. The Mahomedan escaped to the
court of the Emperor Firuz Tuglak (1351-88) at Delhi, who
sent his nephew, Shah Sufi, with a large army. PAnduA
was besieged. PAndu RAjA had a powerful ally in the
RAjA of MAhnad, which is four miles to the south of

PAndua. They held out for a long time till the water
of the Jiauch-kundu, a tank which possessed the virtue of

healing the wounded and reviving the dead, was defiled by
a steak of beef thrown into it by the Mahomedaus. That
tank is now called Jiban Kundu. The Hindus were reduced
to extremity for want of water, and they were routed with

dreadful slaughter. A minaret, was built by the Mahomedans
in imitation of the Kutab Minar of Old Delhi as a tower
of victory.* It will bp observed that the name of the king— : —’ -

fw iDirN 5^ trtr* t* \

9

Sco the GangAmAhAiraya of the FrAyaschitta-fcatlwam
,
p. 100, by

Ttaghunaiidana BhattAchArya.
1 Tumour’s MtihAwanso* oh: :* viii. Though Tumour’s MahAwanso

does not mention the name of the 44 settl *ment,” yet w<* find from
Upham's MahAwansi that tho city which PAndu SAkv a founded was
called Morapura. I l ave it to the antiquarians to decide whether
Morapura is not a dialect io variation, or corruption of Mdrapura , and as

such whether it can not be connect'd with Pr idyumna-naqara. as both
the names mean the # ‘ Town of the God of Love.” We have precedence
in tlie MahAbhArat and the Pur&ns for the use of synonyms in respect of
the names of towns.

* Early Bengali Literature and Newspapers by the Rev. J. Long {Cal.

«ev., vol. xiii, p. 128); Dr. Bloohmann’s Places of Historical Interest
m the District of Hughli, in J.A.S.B., 1870.
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of P&ndu& was Pandu Raja. Either he was a descendant of

Pandu S&kya or that was the patronymic of the dynasty derived

from him. Pandu& was not only the scat of a Hindu R&j&, but it

was a strongly fortified place and was surrounded by a wall and
trench, five miles in circumference : the traces of the ancient

fortification arc still found at different places. There can be

no doubt, therefore, that P&ndua is a very ancient town in the

district of Huglili.

Tn connection with P&ndua we have mentioned the name
. , of Mahnad, which is four miles to the

11
*' south of P&ndu&. It was conquered

by the Mahomedans along with Fandua in the middle of the
14th century. The word Mahn&d is a corruption of Mah&nada
which means a great noise, and the local tradition about the
name of the place is that once upon a time a Dakshindmrtta
sankha, or a conch-shell with its windings to the right, fell in

the village, and made a great noise when the wind passed
through its orifice. The gods heard the noise : they came and
assembled here for the purpose of consulting together as to how
they might divert the course, or rather the sanctity of the

Ganges. They established the Mah&deva Jatcswara, and sancti-

fied a tank called Basishtha-Ganga. They named the place

as Mah&n&da on account of the tremendous noise that issued

from the conch-shell , There is a temple at M&hnad, which is

curiously shaped, and is not like an ordinary temple : its style is

like that of the temples of Bhuvaneswara in Orissa. The temple
now contains a phallic image of Siva, called Jaf eswaranatli, like

the other shrines of this place. The Basishtha-Ganga is said to

be the Jianch-kundu or Jiban-kundu of the Pandu& tradition.

Around the temple aro the Samddhis (graves) of the Buddhist
Sramanas (priests) who lived here during the Buddhist period.

The resident prijstis a Buddhist, who, however, has no concern

with the worship in the temple, which is conducted by a Brah-

min. The famous fair (Jdl) is held in the courtyard of the

temple of Jateswaranath every year at the time of the Siva-

chaturdasi in honour of Dharma Th&kura, whose worship is

regarded as the only vestige we have got of Buddhism in

Bengal. 1 It is therefore quite evident that the temple was
appropriated by the Brahmins after the expulsion of Buddhism
and devoted to the worship of Siva

v
The Sam&dhis or graves

of the Buddhist priests around the temple indicate that there was
a Buddhist monastic establishment or Sangha at this place.

The temple of Jateswara evidently appertained to the fort

and palace of the Raj&s, the vestiges of which still exist and
are called the fort of Raj& Chandjaketu. There is also a

tank close by, which is called Chandra Dighi. One or two

i Mahamahop&dhydya HaraprasAd SAstri’s Discovery of Living
Buddhism in Bengal, p. 26.
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gold coins said to be of Asoka’s time were discovered, when the

foundations of the present Mission buildings were excavated.

It seems very probable that both M&hn&d anti Pandua were
situated within the aforesaid circumvallation of five’ miles as

parts of the same kingdom instead of being the capitals of two
independent countries as the tradition about Pandua would

make out. The fact that the Jainas of Calcutta take much interest

in this temple and have ropaired it at a great cost, indicates

that at one time it was a Jaina temple. It is very likely that at

the time of the Mahomedan conquest the Brahminical religion

prevailed at PAndua and MAhnad, as the statues of Surya and

Vishnu discovered at Pandua 1 and the phallic images of Siva in

the Buddhist temple and other shrines at MalmAd indicate that

the Buddhist religion had to give way to the Brahminical faith.

One of the most ancient places in the district of Hughli is

'JYiveiii
Triveni, which is situated eight miles

to the east of Mahnad and at a short

distance from the town of Hughli. Its ancient namo was
Dakshina-Prayaga. Raghunandana while quoting the autho-

rity of the Mahabharat about it in his PrAy&schittatattwa
explains Dakshina-Pray&ga to be the same as " Mukta-veni
celebrated as Triveni in the southern country called Sapta-

grAma.” Triveni is called Mukta-veni in contradistinction to

Yukta-veni or Allahabad, where the three rivers—Ganga, Jamu-
11a, andSaraswati—unite and flow together, and at Triveni they

separate and flow in different directions. The Saraswati leaves

the Ganges at Triveni Ghat and, flowing southward, joins the

Ganges again at Sankrel. The Jamuna flows to the east by
the side of Kanchrapara and ultimately falls into the lchamati

near Tibi, which is six miles from Govardanga. The eastern

portion of the river is known by the name of Bagerklml. In a

portion of its course it forms the boundary between the dis-

tricts of Nadia and thG 24-Parganas. It was a navigable

river before, but its connection with the Hughli having silted up,

it has now ceased to be so. The name of Triveni is mentioned
in the Brihat-Dharma Puran.

2

Pliny, who flourished in the first

century of the Christian era, mentions it as a great commercial

centre. He says that ships assembling near the GodAvari

sailed by a particular route to Triveni. These ships were

evidently bound for SAtgaon down the Saraswati, which is

two miles from Triveni. Ptolemy, the celebrated geographer

who lived in the middle of the second century of the Christian

era, also notices Triveni. Triveni is also alluded to in the Pavanar

duta, composed in the 12th century A.D.8 It is therefore evident

1 Saptagr&ma, by Babu Rakhal Dm Bandopddhy&ya, in the S&hitya

I’anahat-Patrikd, vol. xv, p. 29.
a Brihat-Dharma Pur&n, Purva Khanda, ch. 6.

8 Pavanaduta, v. 33.
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that at a very remote period Triveni was celebrated as a sister-

town to Pray&ga or Allahabad in point of sanctity, though
afterwards it became a quarter of Saptagrdma, as it has been
described in some works of the 16th century. 1 It was celebra-

ted as a place of Sanskrit learning, being one of the four

samdjes
t
the other three being Nadiy&, Santipura, and Guptip&r&.

The celebrated Jagannath Tarkapanchanana, the compiler of

the digest of Hindu laws and Sanskrit tutor to Sir William
Jones, was a native of this place. The Triveni Ghat and
temple, as mentioned before, were constructed by Mukunda
Deo, the last independent sovereign of Orissa, in the 16th

century. But as a sacred place its importance centres in the

temple of the Sapta Rishis, who are said to have resided at

Saptagrima, and it has already been stated that Triveni was in-

cluded in tliat town. The temple of the Rishis does not at

present exist : it was situated near the Triveni-Ghat. It was
transformed witli some alterations into the tomb of Zaffar

Khan Ghazi, the conqueror of Saptagr4ma,a popularly known
as Darab Khan, whose celebrated hymn to Ganga (the river

Ganges) is slill extant.* The figures of Buddha in meditation

engraved in a slab of stone affixed to the base of a pillar in

a neighbouring mosque and a broken statue of Paraswanatha,

the twenty-third Tirthankara of the Jainas, which may be

found within the enclosure containing the tomb of Zaffar Khan

,

indicate that the Brahminical Triveni had passed through the

usual stages of Jainism and Buddhism.

Though Triveni formed a quarter or suburb of Saptagr&ma,
now called SAtg&on, and though its

k a g on.
name appears in some of the ancient

Purans, yet the name of Saptagr&ma itself does not appear in

any of them. The reason, however, is not far to seek. The
sanctity of Triveni in the eyes of the philosophic and religious

Hindus was of far greater importance than the prosperity and

opulence of Saptagr&ma as an emporium of commerce, and hence

they did not deign even to mention it in their ancient Sanskrit

works. Wc therefore do not know when and by whom the

town was founded It is related that the seven sons of Priya-

vanta, king of Kanyakubja, whose names were Agnidhra,

Hamanaka, Bhapistu, Swarabana, Bar&ta, Sabana and Dyuti-

1 See Saptagrnma (Sahitya-Parishat-£atrik&, vol. xv
t pp. 35, 36)

;

Chaitanya-Kh&govar.
ft S&hitya-Parishat-Patriki, vol. xv :—Soptagr&ma ; J.A.S.B., 1909

—Saptagr&ma or Salg&nw. by Babu Rakhal Das Bandop&dhy&ya.

mPim mra*f toi* •
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manta, resided at B&sudovapura, Bansberia (Bansabati), Krish-
napura, Nityanandapura, Sibpura, Sambachora and Baladgh&ti,

on the bank of the Saraswati, and these seven villages were
collectively called Saptagrama. Whether these villages wore
included in Saptagrama or not, there can be no doubt that the
town was of immense size and was situated on the east bank
of the river Saraswati, through whicli once ilowed the main
stream of the Ganges. 1 Large vessels sailed up to Saptagrama
till the middle of the Kith century so long as the river did not
get silted up, and it was known to the Romans under the name
of Ganges Regia* The Pcriplus of the Erythraean Sea, which was
written in the first or second century of the Christian era, evi-

dently mentions it under the name of Gang6. It says :
“ There

is on it [the Ganges] a mart called after it, Gange, through which
passes a considerable traffic, consisting of betel, the Gangetic
spikenard, pearl and the finest of all muslins—those called the

Gangetic.” 8 According to Ptolemy Gdng6 was the capital of

the Gangarides or the Ganga-Radis. Saptagrama was a royal

city, where the kings of the country resided.4 It was visited

by Nityananda, the great disciple and companion of Chaitanya-

deva, about the middle of the 16th century. 5 In 1570 it was
visited by Fredericke, who states : “In the port of Satgaon
every year they lade 30 or 35 ships, great and small, with rice,

cloth of bombast of divers sort, lacca, great abundance of sugar,

pepper, oil zerzelijie and other sorts of merchandise.” Kavi-
kankana, who wrote the Chandi in 1577 A.D., describes it as a
very opulent town, to which merchants from all parts of India

and also from Ceylon used to come with their merchandise. Ho
says :

“ But the Saptagrama merchants never go out of their

town. They command the wealth of the world, as also such com-
forts at home as are procurable in Paradise. Their place is a

holy scat of pilgrimage, incomparable in sanctity. It is called

Saptagrama, because it was under the rule of its seven patron

Rishis.” 6 It was conquered by the Mahomedans under Zaffar

Khan in the 14th century A.D. : he came with Shah Sufi, the con-

queror of Panclua, and is said to have been the governor of Sapta-

grama for fifteen years after its conquest.7 It became a royal

1 Asiatic Researches, vol. v ; RennelPs Memoir of the Map of

Hindoostan.
4 Wilford : Asiatic Researches, vol. v, p. 278.
8 McCrindie’s Commerce and Navigation of the Erythraean Sea,

p. U6.
4 As. Res., vol. v 5 The Grand Trunk Road—its Localities, by the

Rev. J. Long : C.R., vol. xxi, p. 181.
6 Chaitanya-Rh&gavata.
• C.R., 1891, p. 374. „ „
7 S. P. Patrik&, vol. xv, p. 23—Saptagr&ma; J.A.6.B., 190ft--Sapfca-

gr&ma or Satg&nw, by Babu Rakhal Das Bandopddhyftya. For the

life of Zaffar Khan see J.A.S B., vol. xv (1847), p- 393—An Account of

the Temple of Triveni near Hughli by D. Money. It is difficult to rec®n-

file the statement in the Kursin&mA (J.A.S.B., xv, 396) that Zaffar
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port at the time of the Moguls, and during the reign of Akbar
12,00,000 dams or 30,000 rupees were realised from this port

and other neighbouring markets. 1 The Mahomedan Subedar
resided at this place, and the ruins of the old fort, which was
his residence, still exist. S&tgaon has been described by travel-

lers as “ a great and noble city
11
and “ a fair citie,” but it is

now an insignificant village, being a cluster of few liuls. The
extensive ruins, overgrown with dense jungle and once the

abode of tigers and bears, are the only remains that wo have to

attest to its former greatness. These ruins have been described

by Dr. Bloclimann, but they almost all belong to the Maho-
medan period.’2 Satgaon sank into ruin, as stated before, when
Hughli was made a royal port in 1632, and all the public

officers were withdrawn : the silting up of the river at that

place also contributed to its decline.

It will be observed that in all these ancient places there is

evidence to show the prevalence of Buddhism or Jainaism in

some period of their history. The temple of Tarakeswara, the

most renowned shrine of Siva worship in the district of dughli,

appears to have been originally a Budhist temple now trans-

formed into a dome-topped Hindu temple with an outward

covering and coating of bricks and plaster like that ot Barga
Bhima at Tamluk, which was originally a Buddhist temple

where Devi is now worshipped. The Malia-Lingeswara Tautra

mentions Tarakeswara as one of the “bundled names oi

Siva,” and places his shrine in Kada. There can be no doubt

therefore that the shrine existed at the time when the book

was composed, though we are not aware of the precise time of

its composition. Tt is, however, certain that it was not visited

by Cliaitanya, as there is no mention of it either in the Chai-

tanya-charitamrita or Ohaitanya-bh&gavata. Hence we may
safely infer that at the time of Cliaitanya it did not exist at all,

or that it did not acquire sufficient importance as a place of

pilgrimage. There is also a Jaina temple in Chinsura at

Jugipara lane which is much resorted to by the Jainasol

Calcutta : it is a very old temple and belongs to the Digam-
bara sect. It is therefore clear that Buddhism and Jainaism

prevailed at one time in that portion of the district of Hughli

which lies between the rivers D&muda and the Ganges, if not

in the whole of the district itself; and it appears also that

Buddhism was supplanted by Siva Worship.

Khan Ghazi came to Bengal accompanied by his nephow Shah Sufi with

the Higira year 698 (1298 A.D.), the date of ZafTar Khan’s conquest as

mentioned in an inscription at Triveni (J.A.S.B., 1909, p. 248), bearing

in mind the fact that Shah Sufi was sent to Bengal by the Emperor Firuz

Tuglak.
1 Gladwin’s Ayin Akbari, pt. ii, p. 472.
* J.A.S.B., voL xxxix (1870), p. 280.
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CHAPTER III.

Some Cblebrated Events.

Of some of the events in tho history of Bengal the dis-

trict of Hughli may justly bo proud, as they all occurred in

the former and present headquarters of the district.

(1) The first Printing Press in Bengal was set up at

Hughli. the former headquarters of the district, in 1778, and

llalhed’s Bengali Grammar was the first book that was printed.

Halhed was so proficient in colloquial Bengali that he was

known to pass as a Bengali in assemblies of Hindus disguised

in a native dress. He was also an accomplished Sanskrit

scholar : he published the Code of Gentoo Laws which was com-

piled at Benares bjr some Brahmins at the instance of Warren

Hastings. Sir Charles Wilkins, who rightly deserves the title

of Caxton of Bengal and who was called tin? Nestor of Sans-

krit studies,” prepared the types tor this grammar with his

own hand, and he taught one Panchanan, a blacksmith, in

type cutting, and all knowledge of type cutting was derived

from him. 1

(2) The Pankha, the sine qua non of our comfort during

the summer season, was first invented by a Dutch governor at

Chinsura, the present headquarters of the district, in the

“ Dutch barrack” as it is called, at the close of the 17th

century. A newspaper which was in front of him on tho table

was blown up by tho wind to a beam overhead and it com-

menced oscillating: this first suggested to him the idea of a

Pankha. 2

(II) Tho first grant-in-aid which was made by Covcrn-

ment for the promotion of Vernacular education in Bengal,

was allowed in support of Mr. May’s schools around Chinsura

iu 1814 during the administration of the Marquis of Hastings

it the monthly rate of Rs. 600. a

(4) The "oldest Christian Church in Bengal was construct-

ed at Bandel in 1597 by a Portuguese named Villalobos : it is

about a mile to the north of Hughli

(5) Tho first serious quarrel between the Moguls and tho

Kuropeans took place at Hughli in 1632 when the Portuguese

were defeated and their fort was blown up ;
and the fust

action between the English and the Moguls in Bengal was

fought at Hughli in 1686 which resulted in their obtaining an

easy victory over the latter.

l C. R. t vol. xiii, p 24; vol. vi,—“ Sir William Jones,” by tho

Bev. T Smith. ... .

* Toynbee’s Sketch of the Administration of the Hughli District,

P. 10 ; Janmabhumi, 1298 B.S. T
« Handbook of Bengal Missions, p. 484 (1848), by tho Rev. J.

Long.





54. Contributions to the History and Ethnology of

North-Eastern India—II.

"By H. E. Stapleton, Indian Educational Service.

«*The Coinage op Assam in its relation to the History

op Assam as given in the 11 Buranjis.m

At ilie end of December 1906, three coolies who were

hoeing in the Daflating Tea Garden, in the Jorhiit Sub Division

of Sibsagar District, came upon a large number of old coins.

The Deputy Commissioner investigated the matter under the

provisions of the Treasure Trove Act and ultimately 928 coins

—

mostly minted by Assamese Kings—were recovered. On their

being forwarded to Shillong for report, the coins were classified

iis follows :

—

East India Company 9
8 Coins—Rupees, 16; J-Rupees, 1.

Mughul Rupees—13.

Assamese Coins.

King.

Rudra Siraha
Siva Simha ..

tfiva Simha and PhuleAvari
Siva Siraha and Pramathewarl
Siva Simha and Ambika
Siva Siibha and SarveAvari

I’ramatta Siraha
R5jn'vara Siraha
Lakshmi Siraha
( iaurinatha Siraha
Shnratha Simha
Sarvananda Simha
KamaleAvara Siraha
Chandra Kanta Simha .

.

Hrajanatha Simha
JogeAvara Sirisha

Total

—_ — — -

Rupees. \ -Rupees. J-Rupees.

18 2

5 1

a . .

6 2

12 1 ••

4 3

9 8 2

25 32

16
!

97

79 !

516

..
!
1

2

i i 3
i

!

6 1

2 9

2 20

1

4

185 712 2

The Local Government, recognising the importance of the

find, requested that an account of it should be included in a

paper dealing with all Assamese coins from the time of Rudra
»Simha to the end of Assamese rule, and steps were accordingly
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taken to collate the information that could be derived from the

principal local collections. These are as follows :

—

() The Shillong Cabinet of 176 specimens including a
selection from the coins of the Daflating find (referred to sub-

sequently as [S. 0.] ).

() The Indian Museum Cabinet with 117 coins, recently

described by Mr. Vincent Smith (Catalogue of the Coins of the

Indian Museum, Calcutta , Vol. 1, Part III, pp. 294—307)

[1. M. C.].

(c) Collection of 260 coins belonging to Mr. A. W. Botham.
C.S., late Deputy Commissioner, Kibsagar, who kindly for-

warded for my inspection 62 selected specimens which he

believed were undescribed [B].

(d) My own collection of about 130 specimens [H. K. S.].

In addition to the above, (r,) Mr. Gait, in the course of his

researches on Assamese history, opened at Sfibsagar a register

of Assamese coins in which 242 coins arc described. These
include most of the Ahom coins in the British Museum as well

as some of the Assamese coins in the Shillong collection. An
abstract of the information contained in the register is given

in tabular form on page 3 of his Pcport on the Progress oj

Historical Research in Assam.
Small collections of 17 and 38 Assamese coins respectively

are also in the possession of Lieut.-Col. Gurdon, I.A., Commis-
sioner of the Assam Valley, and Mr. R. Burn, C.S., Deputy
Commissioner, Gonda, U.P. Mr. Burn’s collection formerly

belonged to Dr. White King.
Prom the first and third of these, the coins figuring in Plates

XXVI and XXVII had been selected and forwanledto the Sur-

vey Office at Calcutta for reproduction when I learnt that u

catalogue of the 300 Assamese coins in the British Museum had
already been prepared for publication by Mr. J. Allan of the

Depaitment of Coins and Medals of that institution. From
the advance proof of his paper for the Numismatic Chronicle 1

that Mr. Allan was good enough to supply mo with
,
it was

evident that a detailed catalogue of Assamese coins would be

superfluous, but, on the other hand, sufficient materials were

now available to render possible a discussion of the bearings of

Assamese coin inscriptions on the statements made in the

Buranjis, the indigenous histories pf Assam that Mr. Gait has

utilised in the preparation of his History of Assam.

''So far as is at present known, regular annual coinage in

Assam only commenced with the accession of Budra Simhfi

inl69HA.D., while the last date found on an Assam coin is

1743 Saha (= 1821 A.D.). For this period of 126yearsmorethan

760 selected coins are either catalogued or have passed through

i 1909, pp. 300—331.
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my hands, and the resulting average of 6 per annum appears

sufficient to justify comment on the few instances of years of

which no coins have hitherto come to light. In addition to

these 750 coins (which, with half a dozen exceptions, are in

Bengali script, the language being Sanskrit) Mr. H. A. Grucber,

Keeper of Goins and Medals at the British Museum, kindly

placed at my disposal casts of the unique British Museum
collection of 28 Assamese coins in the Ahom language and script,

most of which belong to the predecessors of Rudra Siihha. *The

object of the present paper is to utilise these materials in check-

ing the statements of the Jhiranjis regarding Assamese history,

to supply any further information that may be derived from a

study of the coins, and incidentally to summarise our knowledge

of Assamese numismatics.

Prr-Aitom Coins in Assam.

Although we might expect from the intimate relations

between Ilarsha Silfulitya and the vassal King of Kiimrup in the

time of Hiuen Tsiang (645 A.D.) that coins modelled on those

of Harsha would be found in Assam, no suoh tokens have

hitherto come to light, and the only information from numis-

matic sources that has reached us for the long period until

Sukiehmiih initiated an Ahom coinage in 1543, is derived from

one or two finds of Musahnim coins, the chief being that made
at Gauhati in 1880 (rf. Hoornle in Journ. A siftlie Soc. Bengal,

1881, p. 53). As noted in the first paper of this series (Jottm.

Asiatic Soc . Bewjal , 1910, p. 150) the Gauhati find may he

regarded as a relic of the invasion of Kiimrup by Tughril Khan,
the insurgent Governor of Bengal who styled himself Sultan

Mughisu-d-T)!n Yuzbak. The coins range in date from those

of Sultan Altamsh (014 A.H.) to those of Mughisu-d-Dfn Yuzbak
himself, minted at Lakhnauti in Ramazan, 653 A.H., and

the occurrence in the find of a coin of the previous insur-

gent Governor Ghiyasu-d-Dln ‘Iwaz Ibnu-l-Husain dated the

2nd Jumnda, 621 A.H., suggests that Tughril Khan’s disas-

trous expedition into Kamrilp may have boon prompted by

his predecessor’s excursion up the Brahmaputra in 624 A.H.

(
= 1226 A.H.), when he is said to have advanced as far as

Sadiya. Sukapha, the first Ah5m King in the Assam
Valley, had crossed the Patkoi Range just two years before

Ghiyasu-d-Dln ‘Iwaz’a invasion, and Tughril Khan’s expedi-

tion was exactly contemporary with the founding of Charaideo,

the first capital of the Ahom Kings. At some unknown date

prior to the invasion of the Aherns, the old Hindu kingdom of

Kamrup had been overwhelmed by an invasion of a race of

Tibeto-Burmans, known as Bodos, who finally established a

capital on their western frontier at Kamatapur, not far from
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the present Kuch Bihar. The ruling section of the tribe in the

west called themselves Khens, while those who settled in the

Brahmaputra Valley proper from Tezpur to west of Gauhati
were known as Kachans (lowlanders). In the extreme east of

the valley, the country round Sadiya, which still retained the

old Hindu name of Vidarbha, was in possession of another tribe

of the same stock called Chutiyas who appear to have descended
from the Hills at a later date than the original Bodos. In
addition to these, the Ahoms found in Darrang andNowgonga
confederation of petty chieftains known as the Bara Bhuiyas

,

who seem in the first instance to have been established by the

King of Kamatapur as
4 ‘ Wardens of the Marches ’

* to hold back
the Chutiyas [Gait, op. cit.

, p. 38), but who afterwards warred
indiscrimiiuitely on Kacharls and Chutiyas alike. On the whole
it is probable that the 11 Ral of Kiimrud ” who defeated Mughisu-
d-Dln was a Kacliarl Raja of Pragjyotishpur (Gauhati) ; but at

the same time it has to be recollected that the story of the ori-

gin of the Bara Bhuiya

s

indicates that the Kiug of Kamatapur
was either actual ruler or suzerain of the Brahmaputra Valley

up to the Chutiya frontier—a fact moreover which explains why
the Ahoms came into conflict with the rulers of Kamatapur so

soon after their arrival from Upper Burmah.
After L257 A.D., according to Gunabhiram Barua, 1 the

Musalman invasions of the Brahmaputra Valley ceased until

the time of the “Great Vizier” in 1527 A.D. (vide previous

paper, p. 161), but the existence of the coin of Sikandar Shah
dated Chawalistan ‘wr/ ‘Arsah Kamrii, 759 A.H. (1357 A.D.

:

c/. Indian Museum Catalogue—Bengal coins—No. 38), as well as

the discovery in 1892 in Kamrup proper of 30 coins of various

14th century Bengal Kings (Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal , Proc.,

April 1893, pp. 90 and 91) seem to indicate that Muhammadan
influence continued to be exercised over some portions of the

old kingdom of Kamriip even to the end of the 14tli century.

The reported expedition of the Emperor Muhammad Ibn
Tughluq of Dilhi into ” Assam” about 1337 A.D. may also be

recalled in this connexion (Blochmann, Koch Bihar and Asam ,

Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal
, 1872, p. 79, quoting from the

'Alarngirnarnah), and a recent find has proved that Muhammad
Ibn Tughluq’s coins minted at Sunarganw in 733 and 734 A.H.

(1333 A.D.) after the death of Ghiyagu-d-Dln Bahadur were

current in what is now western Mymensingh. Mr. Gait sug-

gests on page 61 of his History that the portion of Mymensingh
east and north of the old Brahmaputra was only incorporated

in Kamrup at the time of Da’ud’s defeat by Akbar’s soldiers in

1575 A.D., but geographical considerations alone would lead us

to believe that it always formed a part of Kamrup. That this

was actually the case is proved by the statement of the TOgini

1 Assam Buranji
, p. 73, Calcutta 1897 edition.
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Tantra (quoted on pp. 51 and 52 of Mr. Gait’s Report on
Historical Research) that the southernmost point of Kamrup was
the confluence of the Brahmaputra and Liikhya rivers, i.c.,

Egaro Sindhu, the spot where ‘Isa Klian afterwards erected a
fort and where his final struggle with Man Singh took place

(cf. Joum. Asiatic Soc. Bengal
, 1909, p. 372). 1 liaids from the

west and south banks, across the Brahmaputra, would easily

account for the occurrence of such a coin as Sikandar Shah’s,
without any invasion of the country north of the Garo or

Khasia Hills being implied, while it is also probable from the

fact that a lai^e portion of south-eastern Myinensingh is called

after Husain Shah, that this was the “ Kamrii 99 Husain Shall

boasts on his coins to have conquered.

Coins in Aiioai Script.

in the first paper of this series it was shown how the Assam
coinage was modelled on coins issued by the sons of Husain
Shfih of* Bengal—either Nasrat Shah or more probably Ghiyasu-

d-Dln Mahmud. The first AhSm monarch to issue coins was
Siiklciimun, whose coins all date from the 15th year of the 17th

taosxnd
, or cycle of 60 years current among the Ahoms, equi-

valent to 1543 A.D., and the cause of the introduction of a

metallic coinage in place of the cowries previously in use was
undoubtedly the fact that, through the exertions of Siiklehmiih’s

father Suhunmun (whose reign began in 1497), the Ahom
power, from a petty state, had suddenly expanded into a pro-

vincial kingdom roughly co-terminous with that of the ancient

Hindu Kings of Kamrup. In 1523, the Chutiyas had been

finally crushed and their country annexed; in 1536, the

Kachiiris were similarly treated
;
while between these dates, as

has already been detailed in the previous paper, two invasions

by the Muhammadan rulers ofJKastern Bengal were successfully

met and the authority of the Aliorn King exercised as far as the

Karatoya river, i.e., over most of the territory that 40 years

before; had comprised the Kingdom of Kamatapur. It is true

that this boundary was not long maintained, but henceforward,

with only a brief interval when the Koch dominions served as

J The Bara Bhuiyaa of Eastern Bengal, of whom ‘Isa Khan was the

chief, were obviously a local imitation, proximate or remote, of the Bara
Bhuiyaa of Assam previously referred to. Another set of Bara Bhuiyaa
are also mentioned among the Kochs (Gait, Hiat, % p. 46), and as ‘IsS

Khan made himself lord of Eastern Mymensingh by conquering the

Kochs who then held it, it is possible that he was the first to introduce

the nomenclature into Eastern Bengal. From the circumstances of the

time the Bfira Bhuiyaa of Bengal soon disappeared, but if an inference

may be drawn from the Bengali,proverb " vflr *1CW otwfWUj the
ay8tem, during its short existence, did not specially commend itself to the

People over whom *Is5 KhSn and his fellow Bhuiyaa ruled.
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a buffer state, the western and southern border line of Assam
formed the North-Eastern frontier of Muhammadan India.

The first coin minted in Assam raises a question as to the

accuracy of the Buranjis. The striking of new coinage was, in

later years, the invariable accompaniment of installation,

1

and
except in the case of Gadadhara’s coins no evidence exists to

show that coins in Ahum script were ever struck, except to

mark this occasion. '-Either therefore the Buranjis are wrong
in stating that Suhuhmiin was assassinated in 1539. or his son
does not appear to have been formally installed on the Singari-

ghar at Charauleo until four years later. It is of course pos-

sible that Nuklciimtih did not begin to strike coins until after

he had been on the throne for some time, but if this was done
in the first instance, it is not clear why the system of an annual
coinage was limited to the coins in Bengali script that began to

be issued at a much later date.

The numismatic record for the period between Suklenmiin’s

coronation and Gadiidhara’s accession in 1681 is very incomplete,

but besides the Ahom coins a system of annual coinage was intro-

duced at some date prior to 1648. This will be dealt with in

the next section. The only fairly large collection of Ahom
coins is that belonging to the British Museum, and the few

other coins, that exist are probably all duplicates of those at

London. Aliom coins of the following Kings are known:

—

1. Suklehmuh, 15th year of 17th taosiha= 1 543 A.D.
2. Simatpha (l

Tdayfulitya), 21st year of 19th taostnd =
1669.

3. Siihun, 27th year= 1675.

4. Siipatplui (Gadadhara), 33rd year = 1681. The com-

paratively large number of varieties of SiipatpluVs coins, differ-

ing in the presence or absence, and position, of the ornamental

Simha , the bird, and the “ rising sun,” rather point to the issue

of fresh coins at intervals throughout his reign with the main

inscription and date unaltered.

5. Pramatta Simha (Siinenpha), 36th year of 20th

iaos\hd—\144.
6 Raje£vara (Surempha),* 43rd year= 1751.

All Ahum coins have practically the same inscription.

1 Gait, op. cit. , p. 232; vide also Mjursden, Numismaia Orientals*

p. 797, for an account of the minting of coins at the installation of RajS

Ram Ganga Manikya of Tippera in 1821.

ft The meanings of the Ahom names of these Kings areas follows :

—

Suklehmuh ~ Siif tiger ; k{l)eb, splendid ; mitrt, country—‘ The splendid

tiger of the country. *

Sii-fl&t-pha— " The handsome tiger of heaven (pha).*

Sii-hun—'The great tiger.’

Su-pfit pha—* The dub(-like) tiger of heaven.'
Sii nefl-pha

—

# The brave tiger of heaven.'
Sii rem-phS—'The tiger from the border (rem) of heaven.

9
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G6wrse.

Cta), tho God, [King’s name], Pin
,
became, JMun, King,

Lakni, in the year, [year of cycle].

1

Reverse.

Kao
i
I, Boi

,
prayer, [Deity’s name, generally with prefixed

appellation, Phd
,
heavenly], IIc-u

,
offer, (7Aff, in tho name.

Only three deities are mentioned on Ahom coins

—

1. On those of Suklehmiin. TA11A
(
id

,
eye; m, evil) the

Evil-eyed One, that is to say, not the gentle Buddhist gixldess,

Tara, but a Shan goddess who was lirst incorporated into Hindu-

ism as tho Tantric Tara, the War-Goddess, and then trans-

formed as an amka of Durgii into Knniakhya, the Goddess of

Desire. According to the Yiigivi Tantra (Ikport, p. 52) this god-

dess was worshipped at Nflachala Hill near Gauhati from the time

of Naraka, the legendary hero of Assam, who is said to have been

horn of the Earth by Vishnu in the form of a pig (the third

incarnation), and who was the father of King Bhagadatta whose

deeds are recounted in the Mahabharatu..

2. Siimitphsi and
Siiliun

PHA-TU-CH1N, literally, ‘the

liighest being of heaven’, i.e.
}
The

Supreme God.

In the ease of Sunatpha’s coin the additional suffix

Ph(r)dh ham
,

‘ the most glorious’, also appears. This Shim god

was identified, with either Siva or Vishnu, aceording as the

Hindu priest happened to be a Sakta or Vaisnava.

3. Gadadhara, ^
Pramatta, and l LENDAN.
iUjesvara J

Leridan literally means “ the Sole (lord of) Thunder”, and

lienee was identified with Indra by the Brahmins attached

to the Ahum court.1

It is obvious from the small number of known Ahom coins

that, much work still remains to be done when a fortunate find

will place us in possession of more of these interesting coins.

In the meantime, to facilitate subsequent work by numisma-

tists, I have embodied tho results of a careful study of the caste

1 In Suklehmuh’s coins PhJ& (heavenly) iH inserted as an additional

appellation before the King’s name, and Chao ((Jod or King) takes the

place of Khun The third line of the obverse of Siifi&tpha’s coin reads

Chao Cfi&rjt Pi t p% being another Ahom word for 1 year
9 and thaifi a

copula which may be translated by 1 and this was \ There are two

misprint* in Mr. Allan’s transcription of this line.
t f

4 For a full account of the Ahom theology, pp. 68—71 of Mr. Gait s

History may be consulted.
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ofthe 28 Ahom coins in the British Museum in Plate XXV, which
was drawn up with the assistance of Srijut Golap Chandra
Barua, the translator of the Assam Buranjis. Mr. Allan in-

forms me that the unique gold muhur reproduced at the bottom
of the plate was bought from a London dealer in 1882. Of the

remaining coins, 19 were bought in 1878 from Dr. Foster—pre-

sumably the resident of Nazira near Garhganw, or some relation

of his, who is referred to in the notes of Dr. Blochmann’s paper
on Kuch Bihar and Assam, to which reference has already been
made. The gold coin of Siiklehmiih came from the India Office

Collection. One of the gold coins of Siinatpha was bequeathed
by Sir C. W. Trevelyan in 1878, while the silver coin of Nurien-

pha (Pramatta) was given to the Museum in 1818 by Miss Banks.
In addition to the 8 Ahom coins in the Indian Museum Col-

lection described by Mr. Vincent Smith (Indian Museum Cata-

logue, I, p. 298), Mr. Botham also possesses 8 coins—a muhur
and rupee of Suklehmiih

;
5 rupees of Oadhadhara (Siipiitpha),

4 of which are duplicates of those in the Indian Museum ; and
the fairly common rupee of Pramatta. A few other specimens
of Ahom coins are also found in the local Cabinets already

mentioned.

Assamese Coins in Bengali Script prior to the time of
Kudra Simha.

Only three such coins are known. Two of them belong to

Siisenpha (more commonly referred to as Pratapa Simlia from
his successful warfare against the Muhammadans), and the

third to Chakradhvaja or Supuhmi'm.

1

The former differ

markedly from all coins in Ahom character in being minted in

a year far removed from the date of the King’s installation ;

in fact they were struck shortly before Siisehpha’s death, after

a long reign of at least 43 years. The inscriptions, which will be

found on pp. 313 and 314 of Mr. Allan’s paper, appear to afford

evidence of greater progress of Vaishnavism in Assam than

would be gathered from the Buranjis . 'The invocations to Hari

Hara and Hari Harendra (Vishnu and Siva) on the reverse of

the coins are in marked contrast to the coin legends of most of

the subsequent kings of Assam in which veneration for Hara
Gaurl (Siva and Durgii) is usually expressed, and were it not

that the title had already been used by Siihunmun, we might

even be justified in concluding from the fact that Siisenpha

styles himself simply 1 * Surga Narayan Deva ’
* (Vishnu) instead

of giving his actual name, that he became a Vaishnava shortly

before his death. ''The Buranjis record on the other hand that

he encouraged the worship of Siva and persecuted the Maha-

I Siisenpha means 4 The beautiful tiger of heaven * and Siipun-

mun 4 The tiger of the open country.’
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purushias (a sect of Vaishnavas), but Mr. Gait notes that once

in a fit of anger at the death of his son lie also persecuted the
Brahmins. 'As Messrs. Vincent Smith and Allan point out, the

date of Pratapa Siiiiha’s coins, 1570 Saka
(
= 1648 A.l).) is

decisive in establishing that for some unknown reason the

Buranji dates for the first half of the 17th century cannot be
always trusted. The Assamese historian Kafilnntha was almost

certainly right in maintaining that Pratapa Siriiha died in 1649

A.l). (and not in 1641), but on the other hand the Buranjis

are probably correct in stating that Niiseiipha came to the

throne in 1603, as from the Jaintia Buranji we learn that he

married his daughter to Dhan Manik, Raja of Jaintia, in 1528

Saka (
= 1606 A.D.). 1 How long the two Kings, nicknamed

Bhnga Raja and Nariya Raja, who in turn successively followed

Pratapa Simlia, reigned, and when Jayadhvaja came to the

throne, cannot, in the absence of inscriptions, be determined

with any certainty. If, however, as seems probable, Mr. Gait

is correct in his reading of the inscription on Jayadhvaja'a can-

non found at False Point
(
Report

, pp. 10 and 29), Jayadhvaja
was on the throne in 1658, and there is no difficulty in agreeing

with Kaslnatha in assigning his installation to the year 1654,

tlu 1 two previous Kings being allotted reigns of 3 and 2 years

respectively. As the coin of the next King, Chakradhvaja,

shows, Jayadhvaja must have died soon after the withdrawal

of Mir Jumla’s troops from Assam in 1663. Cannon inscriptions

hearing Chakradhvaja’s name and dates 1589 and 1590 Saka

(
= 1667 and 1668 A.D.) are known

(
R<vport± p 29) and as his

successor, Sunati>ha (Udayfulitya), struck Ahom coins in 1669

A.D., the duration of Chakradhvaja’s reign could not have

exceeded 6 years. A cannon at Gauhati, cast in Gdayaditya’s

reign, is dated 1594 Saka
(
= 1672 A.D.), and, according to the

Buranji-s, lie was poisoned in 1673 by Ramadhvaja who succeeded

to the throne. No coins of Ramadhvaja are known, but there?

is an Ahom coin of his successor Siihuii, bearing a date equi-

valent to 1 675.

The coin of Chakradhvaja dated 1585 Saka ,
wliich was

evidently minted in the year of his installation, exhibits, like

those of Pratapa Siriiha, Vaishnava influence both in the King’s

name and the invocation on the obverse to Siva and Rama
( 85'vaand Vishnu). This coin will be found reproduced as Fig. 1

4

of Plate XXIII, Contributions I, as well as in Plate XXIII of Mr.

Allan’s paper. The absence of coins of Jayadhvaja Siriiha, who
was King of Assam when Mir Jumla invaded the country, is

probably due to the seizure of his Garhganw Treasury by the

Muhammadans and the necessity of paying a monetary indem-

nity (nominally Rs. 3,00,000) besides a dowry of 2,000 gold

niuhurs and 12,000 silver coins for the Assamese girl who

1 Gait, Report , p. 18.
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married Prince Muhammad 4 Again in 1668
(
Report

s p. 17 ; and
Blochmann, Koch Bihar and Asam

%
Joum . Asiatic Soc. of

Bengal
,
1872, p. 98). The FathiyaJiri-

9

Ibriyah states that when
Garhganw was entered by Mtr Jumla in March L662 A.D.,

nearly 3 lakhs of rupees in gold and silver were discovered in

the Treasury.
/
ln the .absence of coins, or definite statements

in the Buranjis , little can be said regarding the progress of

Vaishnavism in Jayadhvaja’s reign, but the statement of the

Fathiyah-i-
9
Ibriyah is interesting as throwing some light on the

current religion of Assam. 14 He (the King) professes to be a

Hindu, but as he believes himself to be one of the great

emanations of the Deity, lie worships no idols. The inhabitants

(of Assam) profess no religion whatever.’* (Hloclimann, op . cit.,

p. 80.) In other words we gather that Hinduism in either of its

forms had made little headway and that the Assamese as a

nation were still Animists. Jayadhvaja had, however, as

spiritual guide, a Brahmin who lived at Diwalgaiiw (idem, p. 74),

and the title Svarga Naiayan is not found on his cannon, so

that he was perhaps a Saivite. Subsequently this title re-

appears on the cannon of Chakradhvaja, Udayfiditya and Gada-
dhara (

Report
, p. 29). In the last-named case the cannon was

one of those captured from the Muhammadans in 1682, i c., the

year following the King’s accession, and hence probably before

the persecution of the Vaishnavas recommenced. Mr. (Sail,

records gifts to Vaishnava shrines even as late as 1686 and 1686

(idem, pp. 6 and 13).

In addition to Assamese coitus of Jayadhvaja’s time, we*

may also anticipate the discovery of Muhammadan coins of 1072

and 1073 A.H., minted at Garhganw. Klia.fi Khan slates that

Mir Jumla forbade the circulation of “Narayani” rupees in

Assam, as he had minted money with Aurangzib’s name on it,

and the minting of rupees and pice is also mentioned by the

author of the Fathiyah-i-
9
Ibriyah (Blochmann, idem

, pp. 99 and

86).

Tub Coins op Assam fkom the Accession of Rudra
-SlMHA TO THE ('LOSE OF ASSAMESE RULE.

From the death of Udayaditya in 1673 to the accession of

Siipatpha or Gadadliara Siiiiha in 1681, chaos reigned in Assam,
and in the short period of 8 years* there were no less than 6

Kings on the throne. None of their coins in Bengali script are

known, nor indeed, with the exception of Siihun’s coin, any in

Ahum characters either
;
and when a strong King in the person

of Gadadliara Siriiha established himself on the throne, he does

not appear to have minted any but Ahom coins. *It was only

with the accession of his son, Rudra Simha, in 1696 A.D.

(Sdka 1618) that annual coinage in Bengali script began, and

henceforward, with very f6w exceptions, the type of the ooin-
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age remained unaltered until the break-up of Assamese rule.

To enable the relation of Rudra Simha to the remaining Sove-

reigns of Assam to be clearly understood, the pedigree on the

following page, which is compiled chiefly from Mr. Gait’s

History ,
may be found useful. The dates (usually quoted in

the Sdka era to facilitate reference to the coins struck by these

Kings) are based upon a comparison of all available coin dates

with the duration of each King’s reign, as given by Mr. Gait.

From the year of Rudra Simha’s installation, Assamese
coins began to be produced of a standard that few subsequent

issues could even bo said to rival. The explanation of this

probably lies in the fact that his father Gadadhara Simlia (and

presumably also himself), during the troublous years before the

former’s accession to the throne, had taken refuge in Muham-
madan territory and both of them subsequently introduced

artisans from Kucli Bib fir and Bengal to improve the standard

of civilisation in Assam. Amongst the workmen introduced

by Rudra Simha must have been die-cutters and mechanics

Irom some Muhammadan mult, as it is impossible to believe

that the coins that were issued throughout his reign were the

unaided work of indigenous craftsmen In addition to ordi-

nary rupees, muhurs with the same inscription were struck,

and there was also an issue of half and quarter rupees. The
inscriptions of the three varieties of coins ate as idlows :

—

Obverse.

Rupees.

Reverse.

(1)

Sri Sri mat

12) Svarga deva Rudra
ill) tiimhasya Sd
(I) ke (Date)

Simlia * facing Right.
* (Coin) of Ilis Heavenly
Majesty, Rudra Simha of

surpassing beauty, (struck)

in Sdka (date)
99

(1) tin Sri Ha
(2) ra Oauri pa-

(3) d dmbuja madhu

(4) karasya
“ A bee on the lotus feet- of

Hara and Gaurl
”

Half Rupees.

(D tin Sri
t2) Rudra Si

(3) mhasya
ki

(Coin) of Rudra Simha 9 9

(1) Sri Sri

(2) Siva pada

(3) parasya
“ Devoted to the feet of Siva”

Quarter Rupees.

(1) Sri Sri (lyjSEke

\%) Rudra Simha (2) (Date)

(3) Nripasya
A v

“ (Coin) of KingRudraSimha” “ (Struck) in Sdka (date)
«»
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The only available specimens of a quarfcer-rupee are two of
the year 1619, 1 but one other specimen passed through Mr
Gait’s hands and is recorded by him to be dated 1616 (Report
p. 3). The coin could not be found when enquiries were recently
made forit, and as no other coin of the same date is known, the
reading was in all probability a mistaken one for 1618. If the
Bengali symbol for 8 is viewed from a different angle, it can be
easily taken for the Bengali 6, and the mistake probably occurred
from the character being written with a slight inclination from

tli© vertical, thus a Mr. Gait states on p. 163 of his

Hidory that Gadadhara died in February 1696 A.D., while the
Saka year 1618 began on March 26th of that year.* There is,
therefore, no reason for thinking that Rudra Siihha was'
installed in any other year except that found on the earliest
rupee, viz.

,

1618.

Undated half-rupees are fairly common, * while rupees of
every year of Rudra Simha’s reign exist. Only single speci-
mens, however, of rupees minted in the years 1619, 1628 and
1629 are known,* and, as may he seen from the following cut,
t he 1619 coin is peculiar in recording an old name of the early
Ahom kingdom and in having an inscription differing to some
"stent front the ordinary inscription on Assamese coins.

Silver Rupee.— Weight 172-3 grains. Size—-97".

Obverse,

ll) Sri Snmat
(2) Saumarelvara (e)

1 3) d( )m Rudra Simhtt
>4) sya Sake 1619

(‘ Simha ’
chasing a deer)

Reverse.

(1) Sri Sri Hara
(2) Oauri padaju-

(3) gala kameda

(4) madhukar

1 LB. M.] and [B].
* Cunningham, Indian Eras, p. 193.

,

* For reproduction of one belonging to the Deflating And; vide Plate
XXVI., Fig. 1.

1
t
R]> [H. E. 8.] and [B] respectively.
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11 (Coin) of His Majesty (deva) “ A bee on the lotus of the

Rudra Simha of surpassing twin feet of Kara and
beauty, Lord of Saumara , Gaurl

”

(struck) in S'dka 1619
”

Saumara 1 was the former name for the country round Sib-

sagar, and the title of Saumare£wara ib found in the inscriptions

on cannon belonging to Rudra Sihiha’s father, Uadadhara, as

well as on one cast in 1394 tfcika during the reign of Udaya
ditya.*

An explanation of the dearth of coins of 1628 and 1629 is

found in the fact recorded in the Buranjis
i
that an expedition

against the Kacharls started in December, 1706 A.D. Rudra
Simha left Rangpur for Raha on the Kalang, south-west of

Nowgong, where he remained until, apparently, February, 1708,

when the captured Kachari and Jaintia Kings were brought

before him and both kingdoms annexed. An interesting

fact recorded by Mr. Gait in connexion with this campaign ;i
is

that the booty_ included 12,000 pieces of silver minted by
Muhammadan, Ahorn, Koch and Jaintia Kings. The absence of

any mention of Kaclmrl coins seems to show that until at least

the beginning of the 18th century A.D. the Kachari Kings did

not mint coius of their own. The only specimen of Rudra Sim-

ha’s gold coinage appears to be the muhur in Mr. Botham’s
Cabinet, dated 1620. This differs from the rupees in having the

dra of Rudra at the beginning of the third line of the obverse,

while the 1 Simlm * faces left instead of right as in the rupees.

A reproduction of this coin will be found as Kig. I, Plate

XXVII.
No Ahom coins of Rudra Simha under his Aliom name

Sukh(r)anpha, * the terrible tiger of Heaven,’ have yet come

to light.

Siva Simha.

The coins of Siva Siriih^, Rudra Simlia’s eldest son, con-

stitute the most interesting stfries of Assamese coins, owing to

the fact that he permitted the names of his various wives to ap-

pear on the coinage. The succession of coins issued during Siva

Simha’s reign will be understood from the following Table, which

gives the dates of all known rupees. Rupees either of Siva

Simha alone, or jointly with one of his wives, exist for every

l The old kingdom of Kaznrup is said in the YOginl TarUra to have

been divided into a number of Pithas , or sacred divisions, each dedicated

to Siva and hhagavati (Durga). ' Saumara, which was one of the more

recent additions to these (perhaps dating from Ahdm times), signifies the

country of 11 Him who holds the Moon (on his forehead),” i. Siva.

* Gait, Report , Appendix 1, p. 29.
8 History, p. 173.
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year. Where letters indicating some Cabinet occur in the Table
.liter a date, only a single specimen of the coin mentioned is
known.

tfiva Simhn
alone.

Siva Siifaha

and
Phulo>vari.

Siva Bimha I S’iva Siifaha SWa Siifaha
and Prama-
tho>vari.

and
Arnbikn.

And
Sarvo^vari.

10:17

1038

1639

1610 LB |

1041

1642

1613

1644

1645

1646

1650 (reforred

to by Mr,

Allan:

Cabinet

not men-
tioned)

I654&K.Y.18

OiS9 ay. 24.

ll-He. I.M.C.]

1050 (Mnliur

in posses-

sion of

Muhammad
Hazari of

English

Bazar,

Maldah)

1649 (and 4-Re.

I

with 4 on
1 reverse)

,

1

1650

1651 (both

ordinary

;

and square
Ro. in Per-

sian script

minted at

Garhganw
R.Y. 15)

1652

1653

1654 &R.Y 19'

1655 „ 19
j

1656 „ ,’,'20
I

1650,, ,, 21 '

1657 „ „ 21 '

1658 „ 22

1658 „ „ 23

658 „ 24

B j and 4-Re.

B.M.C.]
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Siva Simha
alone.

SWa Simha
and

Phulo^varl.

Siva Simha
and Praraa-
the'vari.

Siva Simha
and

Ambika.

Siva Simha
and

Sarve&vari.

1600 & R.Y.25.
1601 & U. Y. 20

[B.M.C.]
1G61AR.Y.2.-,

1601 .. ,, 20

• 9

1602,,
',’27

IB|
1063,, ..27

• •

• * ;; i

!

!

..

••

. .

• • i

:*
i

i

1

1

1004 „ 21)

1665 ,. ,. 2!)

1665., ., 30
1660 „ ,,30
1606., „31

[Prainatfa Simha’s Aliom coins are dated the 30th year of cyctf-
Saka 1000; but Ins ordinary coins start with 1007.1

From this Table the following deductions can be made:—
() Although no coin of 1636 is known, the regnal years on

the later coins of Siva Simha indicate that he dated his acces-

sion from 1636. Mr. Gait also states that Rudra Hiiiiha died in

August 1714 A.D., whereas the Sdka year 1637 did not com-

mence till March 25th, 1715. We may, therefore, expect that

Aliom coins of fcftva Simha in his Ahom name of Siitnnpha, ‘the

peerless tiger of Heaven,’ will ultimately bo discovered, witli

date corresponding to Sabi 1636.

() Mr. Of»it, on the authority of the Buranjis, states that

in consequence of a prediction of the astrologers in 1722 A.D.

that his rule would soon come to an end, Siva Simlia “declared

his chief queen PhuleSvarl, who was also known as Pramathes-

vari, to be Bar Raja, Chief King . . . and caused coins to be struck

jointly in her name and his.”

The reason assigned cannot be regarded as altogether satis-

factory for, as Messrs. Vincent Smith and Allan point out, Siva

Simha coined in his own name subsequent to 1722. The im-

pression derived from a study of the coins is that Siva Simha’s

action in permitting Pliulesvarl to mint coins in 1646 Saka wa*»

chiefly due to pressure brought to bear on him by a strong-

minded woman. A half-coin of Siva Simha and Pramathedvari

is in the possession of Mr. Botham (vide Fig. 2, Plate XXVII) in

which the inscription on the obverse ends with a distinct 4.

This appears to indicate that in 1649 Pramathe&varl was assert-

ing her right to place her own regnal year on the coins. The

next year Siva Simha is again found minting in his own name.
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The only explanation seems to be that a quarrel had taken
place between husband and wife in consequence of the previ-

ous year’s incident and that Siva Siiiiha, to assert his marital
authority, had reverted to coinage in his own name. In the
following year, 1661, a compromise seems to have been arrived

at, for from this year date the square coins in Persian script,

minted at Garhganw, in which the regnal year of the King (16)
duly appears, but the coins have the curious legend Ba hukm
Begam Pramatheivari Shah

, »>., they were struck in the name
of Siva Siihha but “ by order of Queen Prainathe&varl.” 1 The
next and following year, however, the coins again appear in the
name of PramatheAvari “Cliief queen (mahishi ) of King Siva
Siihha” and the regnal year is omitted. The non-cxistence of

coins of Siva Simlia and PramatheSvarl after 1653 confirm tin*

statements of the Buran} is that she died in that year. The
Buranjis then narrate that the King married Phulesvan’s sister

DeopadI and made her Bar Raja, with the name Ainbika.
Before, however, Ambika was installed, Siva Siihha again issued

coins in his own name—this time with the addition of the reg-

nal year—and regnal years continued to appear on the coins

until the end of Siva Simha’s reign. ' Ambika/s coins end in 1869
—R.Y. 24 ( = 1737 A.D.), so that this date, and not 1663, must be
taken as the date of Ambikii’s death. Coins of Siva Siihha inhis

own name again re-appear for about a year, but in 1661 (R.Y.

25) he married Enadarf (* Nobody’s darling ’), who was re-named
Sarvesvarl, and she appears to have survived him. Both
Ainbika and SarveSvarl on their coins simply style themselves
“ the much beloved (udvallabha) ofKing Siva iSiiiiha.”

(c) In the absence of the Buranjis
,
the conclusion might

teasonably have been drawn that PhuleSvarl and Pramathe&vari
were different people, and it is evident from the coins that

PhuleSvarf did not cease altogether to use her old name until

at least two years after she adopted the name PramatheSvarl.
On the other hand the further story of the Buranjis that the
lady was a fanatical advocate of Sakta Hinduism and forcibly

<*onverted several Gosains to Saktism, is supported by the
change in name. Phule&varl is another name for Rati, the wife
<>f Kama, the Hindu Cupid, while PramatheSvarl is a synonym
of Durga. A devotee of the goddess Durga who happened to
be married to a King called Siva who arrogated to himself the
title of God

(Svarga deva), would naturally be inclined to change
her name to one of the names of Durga. Her example in tins
laspect was followed by her successors, whose names on their

<*oin8 are also synonyms of Durga. A reproduction of Phulefi-

varPs rupees of *1649 will he found as Pig. 2, Plate XXVI of this

paper, and the obverse of a rupee of the same year with legend

« Indian Museum Catalogue, I, p. 301 ; and Allan, Num..Chron.,
%r' IV. Vol. IX, Plate XXIvTi3g I.
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S'iva Simha and PramatheSvarS is given by Mr. Allan as Fig.

15
}
Plate XXIII, of his paper. On PlateXXVI will also be found a

reproduction ofa half-coin of SarveAvarl, dated R.Y . 29. Of Mr.

Botham’s coins the following, reproduced on Plate XXVII, may
be referred to. The curious quarter-coin with apparently regnal

year 4 on the reverse struck ui the name of PramathcSvari as

consort of Siva Siriiha; the rupee of tfiva Simha alone dated

1654 and R.Y. 18; a half rupee of Arabika dated R.Y. 19 (the

latter may be compared with the similar coin of her successor,

from the Daflating find already referred to) ; and the last rupee ot

Siva Siinha’s reign, dated 1666 and R.Y. 31, that was issued by

SarveSvarl. It may also be noted in connexion with Siva

Siridia’s coins that he began by following his father in using the

old form of ‘ * on his coins. The more modern form

as already employed on the coins of Pratfipa and Chakradhvaja

re-appeared, however, as soon as Phulesvar! began to strike

coins, and thenceforward the old form is no longer found. 1

The square coin of 1651 seems to have been modelled on the

coins of Manipur, as Prinsep (Useful Tables, p. 274) mentions

square coins of the Manipur King Charairongba, dating appa-

rently from 1634 Saka.

The fullest account of the coinage of S'iva Kitiiha and his

Queens will be found in Mr. Allan’s paper. In addition to the

usual coins, quarter-muhurs are also found. The inscription*

follow in the main those of liudra Simha, but in the Queens'

coins, owing to the necessity of referring to two people, the

phraseology is somewhat different. The quartor-eoins of the

Queens are cither undated or give only the current regnal year

of the King.

Pramatta Simha.

The coinage of this King needs no special reference. His

Sanskrit coinage starts with rupees of 1667, of which the re-

verse reads Sri Sri llara Oaurx charana kamala xnadhuJcarasya .

This means the same as the inscription on the older coins.

From the coin in Ahom script already referred to, ho appears,

however, to have been installed immediately after Siva Siriiha’s

death in 1666. Half-riiuhurs occur for the first time, but there

is no reason to suppose that they were not also minted by his

immediate predecessor. The muhur of 1669 in Mr. Botham’s

Cabinet is struck from the same die as the rupees of that year.

Pramatta’ s last coins are dated 1673.

Raje&vara Simha.

The coinage of this King is interesting for the variety that

it displays. At his accession in 1673 he struck money in Ah5m

1 Of. Fig. 10, Siva Sixhha’s rupee dated 1044, with Fig. 14—Phule--

vari'srupee dated 1 040—Plate XXIII of Mr. Allan*B paper, Num, Chron-*
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script, as is shown by the unique gold muhur reproduced in
Plate XXV. This was followed up in the next year by a square
rupee in Persian characters minted at Rangpur, in addition to
ordinary coins. 1 In 1675 came an octagonal rupee in Nngrl
>cript with an invocation to MaheAvarT (Durga) on the obverse.1

From 1678 dates the square quarter-muhur in the Cabinet of

Mr. Botham, which marks a new departure in coins with
Assamese script, and, in the same collector’s Cabinet is also found
an eighth-muliur which seems to be dated on the obverse cither

R.Y. 4 or R.Y. 7. RajeAvara’s zeal for new types of coinage
was not even yet satisfied, as in 1785 we find him issuing from
Rangpur an octagonal rupee in Persian script, the inscription

being identical, save us regards date, with the square rupee of

1674. Another peculiarity of the reign is the appearance of u
sixteenth of a muhur and a sixtieth of a rupee, both undated,
with S'rt Itd'jekvara on the obverse and Simha Nripasya on the
reverse.3 The last known coin of RajcAvara is dated 1690, but
Mr. Gait (

History
, p. 182) reports an expedition against the

Jaintias which seems to have happened in the following year
just before RajeAvara’s death.

[Rama Kanta—usurper.]

LakstimI Simha.

On the death of RiijcAvara disputes arose as to the succes-

sion, one party being in favour of RajeAvara’s eldest son, and
another supporting the claims of Lakshmi Simha, the last of the
sons of Rudra Simha. Doubts were cast on the legitimacy of

the latter, and although he was selected, an insult offered by his

minister, the Bar Barna, to the Moamaria (Vaishnava) Gosain
• aused an immediate insurrection. Lakshmi was captured and
imprisoned, and, according to the Bvranjis

,
a usurper called

Rfima Kfuita was placed on the throne. This man is said to have
minted coins for some months (<S?7&a ,1691), but none ofthem have
yet been recorded. The royalists ultimately succeeded in eject-

ing the Vaishnavas, and rescuing Lakshmi just as he was about
to be executed. Ragha, the Vaishnava general, was assassina-

ted in the beginning of 1692, and soon after RamaKanta and the

Moamaria Gosainwere captured and tortured to death. Lakshmi
Simha was then installed as King. In corroboration of this

story, we find no coin of Lakshmi Simha of the year 1691, the

full coinage commencing in the following year, and it is curious

to note that in spite of the savage persecution of the Moamarias

Ser - IV, Vol. IX; vide also this paper, Plate XXVI, Figs.
LMate XXVII, Figs 1 and 3.

1 Allan, Plate XXIV, Fig. 11.
* Vide I.M.C. , Plate XXIX, Fig. 6.
8 Vide for the former, Allan, Plate XXIV, Fig. 13.

and 2 and
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that followed Ragha’s death, Lakshmi Simha appears to have

attempted to conciliate them in the first year of his reign by

minting, in addition to the ordinary rupees with Hara Garni on

the reverse, a rupee with llari Hara (Vishnu and Siva), of which

a specimen iR in the possession of Mr. Botham. 1 In 1692 he

also issued a square quarter-muhur in imitation of the quarter-

muhurs of his brother Rnje^vara.
2

For the rest of his reign,

the coinage is ordinary. The reverse of the rupees has a slightly

fuller inscription than those of his predecessors, and reads Sn
Sii Ham Gam churanaravinda malcaranda madhnkamsya (“ A
bee on the nectar of the lotus feet of Hara Gaurl

’

’)
;
audNarendru

(King) occurs as a synonym of Nripa on the obverse of bis half-

muhurs and half-rupees. The last coins known of this King are

quarter-rupees minted in the year 1702.

Lakshmi Siiiiha’s Ahom name was 8iin$-upha (‘ the Colossal

Tiger of Heaven ’), but he does not appear to have struck any

Ahom coins.

GaurInatha Simha.

The son of Lakshmi Simha ascended the throne after

assuming the Ahom name Siihitpahpha (‘ the Gladsome Tiger of

the Wide Heaven’
), but no specimen of his Ahom coinage has

yet come to light. The first known Sanskrit coin dates from

the year 1703, but from the regnal years on his later coinage, it

u certain that ho camo to the throne in 1702. Mr. Gait also

mentions that Lakshmi Siiiiha died in December, 1702. The

following tables show how well the coinage of this period illus-

trates the history of Gaurlnatha’s troubled reign. The dates

are those found on rupees, except where otherwise stated.

1 Vide Plate XXVII. Fig. 10; c/. Plate XXVI, Fig. 4, for tilt-

ordinary rupee of that year.

« Vide Allan. Plate XXIV, Fig 17.
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Coin dates of Gaurinatha as well as those of Rebels against his
authority.

Kuabatha
( Jaubinatha. (So-called Raja of

Rangpur).

ILaktshmi—Quarter-coin, i

1702.] :

1703. i

1704.
I

1705.

1700, R.Y. 5. I

1707, R.Y. 6.

1708, R.Y. 7. I

1700, R.Y. 8.
]

11710] Half-Rupee R.Y. 0. •

LS.c\]

1711
|
Kupee and Quarter-

j

Muhur B M.C.; J-Re. B.] I

1 71 2 1
J- Re. R.Y. 1 1,B.M O.J

!

11713] \-Ro. RY. 12 [B] 1713 1B.M.C.; ami
1-Re. B.

|

]1714J R.Y. 13; 1-Muhur 17141B.M.C.]
[B.M.C.] ; and J-Re. IB.]

1 7 15 f {-Re.; and l-Re. R.Y. 1715.
14, B]

1710 RY. 1 ] rsn 1

1710 mint Diaai (
j

I7i7; andl-Ro. of R.Y. 16 ! . . .

1718.
;17 19.

1 Ivamale-vara 'r coin of ....

1720]
I

I

j

Sabvananua
I (Chief of the Moran*,
at Rengmara; so-called

Raja of Matak).

i

1715 (in Mr. Burn’s
Cabinet).

1716.
1717.

Coinage of (kmrindtka in the. Dafluting find .

Year. Rupees. Half-Rupees.

1703 L

1705 3 ....

1700 2 4 (R.Y. 5)

1707 7 14 (R.Y. 6)

1708
; 13 10 (R.Y. 7)

1709 0 9 (R.Y. 8)

1710 9 (R.Y. 9) ?

1716
(=1794 A.D.)

46”' 6 (
=Dwai) t

1717 1 16 (R.Y. 16)

R.Y. 1 (3; included
in f716)

34

Undated .... 414

Totai. 79 510
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The persecution of the Moamarias that was initiated after

an attack on the King in 1704 ultimately led in 1708 to a serious

revolt, and the Buranjis state that Gaurlnatha fled from Rang-
pur, the capital, to Gauhati, leaving the fiurha Gohain behind
at Jorhat to cope with the rebels. Fighting went on for several

years, and in 1713 fiharatha Simha, the leader of the Moamarias
at Rangpur, showed by his action in establishing a mint that he
regarded Gaurlnatha as no longer on the throne. It would ap-

pear moreover from the great rarity of the coins of the interven-

ing years that Gaurlnatha, practically speaking, issued no coins

for .the entire period from 1710 to 1716, when he was re-

instated at Rangpur by the British.

The minting of coins by Bharatha may also supply another

reason, beyond that given by Mr. Gait, for the action of Gauri-

natha in appealing to the British in 1714. At thoond of 1792 A.D.

(= Saka 1714) Captain Welsh, who had been deputed with six

companies of sepoys to help Gaurlnatha, met the King fleeing

from Gauhati, which had been raided by some Moamaria Dorns,

and shortly afterwards Gauhati was re-occupied. I lere Captain

Welsh remained for more than a year, busy with the pacifica-

tion of Lower Assam, while in Eastern Assam, as the coins

show, Bharatha continued to reign. Sarvananda also appears

to have begun to strike coins at this time. In January, 1794

(Sfaka 1716), an advance was made against the Moamarias.
Jorhat, where the Burha Gohain had maintained himself ever

since Gaurinatha’s flight in 1708, was reached in the middle of

February and Rangpur entered on the 18th of March. Shortly

afterwards a Durbar of re-installation was held. Mr. Gait ap-

pears to consider that the Durbar took place in March, but as

the coins that were presumably struck on this occasion bear the

date 1716 and R.Y. 1, while the tiaka year 1716 does not

commence until April 1st, 1794 A.D. 1

,
either the Durbar was

held after April 1st, or the coins were slightly post-dated. In

consequence of imperative orders from the new Governor-

General, the British troops three months later were withdrawn

from Assam, whereupon the Moamarias again compelled Gaurl-

natha to forsake Rangpur. Presumably these were the followers

of Sarvananda, as, from the disappearance of his coins, Bha-

ratha Simha would seem to have been crushed in Captain

Welsh’s final operations against the Moamarias. Mr. Botham
has pointed out to me that a corroboration of Gaurinatha’s capital

having then become Jorhat is found in the
fij

(Di) for Disai t

the Assamese name for Jorhat that occurs at the bottom of the

obverse of certain other coins of this year. Another curious

variety of the coins bearing the date 1716, is one in the possession

of Mr. Botham with the Bengali number 4V (68) at the bottom

l Cunningham, Indian Eras
, p. 1 0(5.
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of the reverse. Mr. Botham suggests that this may refer to
Gaurlniilha’s age at the time, and tin* probability of the sugges-
tion is evident from the following argument derived from the*

Huronji dates. Lakshml Kiriiha was the youngest son of Rudra
Siiiiha who died in 1636. Hence Lakshml when ho died in 1702
must have been at least 66. He is not likely to have had a son
before he was 15 or 16, so that Caurlnatha, his eldest son, was
probably not born till 1652. Tf Gaurlnatha happened to have
been born in this year, his ago in 1716 would have been 64,
which is a sufficiently oioso approximation to 68 for us to assume*
that Mr. Botham’s supposition is correct. It follows from this

that Gaurlnatha was born in 1648, while the age of Lakshml
Siihha (67) at the time of his death would appear to have been
understated by Mr. Gait.

1

Gaurlnatha evidently ceased to
acknowledge his indebtedness to the British as soon as they left

the country and the half-coins of the following year clearly boar
R.Y. 16. Rupees of 1717, like the later ones of 1716, have no
legnal year number.

With regard to the inuliur of 1718, noted by Mr. Allan as

being in some other Cabinet than that of the British Museum,
it is, indeed, passible that this coin is a posthumous one struck
by the Burha Gohain while he was arranging for the accession
of Kinaram (Kam alesvara) ; but as Gaurlnatha is stated to have
died on December 19th, 1795, whilo the Sdka year 1718 only
began on April 9th, 1796, it is hardly likely that Gaui-mat ha’s
death could have been concealed for nearly 4 months. In this

«-ase, therefore. 1716 should probably be read for 1718, just as

with the first quarter-rupee of Rudra Siihha there was con-

fusion between 1616 and 1618.

In addition to the coins already catalogued by Messrs.

Vincent Smith and Allan with obverse reading Sri S'ri Ffara

(Jauri cJmrandravinda (or kamala) makaranda madhukarasya

.

Gaurlnatha introduced various changes in the inscription on the*

reverse of his coins in the year 1706. The chief one is a com-
plete reversion to the inscriptions found on Rudra Siriiha’s

rupee.

Obverse. Reverse.

( 1 ) S'ri S'ri mat sm
(2) rga deva S'ri Qau
(3) rindtha Simhasya
(4) Sake 1706
(5) 6

(1) S'ri Sri IIa

(2) ra Oauri pa.

(3) d ambuja madhu
(4) karasya

(‘ Simha 9 facing Right.)

.[S. C. and B.]

The Daflating find also placed the Shillong Cabinet in

possession of a unique series of half-rupees, many with Regnal

1 History
, p. 188. There is also contradiction between the state-

ment made on this page and that found at the top of p. 184.
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Years, and others with marks which are apparently mint marks.

These marks include ^ , O , V , ^ ,
and Maltese

crosses of various sizes, mostly at the bottom of the obverse.
Coins of Regnal Years 1 (at bottom of reverse, and also at bottom
of both obverse and reverse), 5, 6 (one at bottom of obverse,
and the other at bottom of reverse), 7, 8, 9, and 16 occur. A
reproduction of a curious half-coin with regnal year 9 at the

bottom of the obverse and «1 at the bottom of the reverse is

given as Fig. 5, of Plate XXVI; and six half-rupees were also

found at Daflating with
f!>

(‘Disai’) at the bottom of the

obverse, which presumably date from either 1716 or 1717.

One-thirty-second muhurs and .^-rupees also appear for

the first time among the coins of Gaurinatha, and in certain cases

Gaurl is misspelt (csftfa instead of ctfhft). A similar mistake also

occurs in the half-rupee of Jogo4vara(uirfe Plate XXVI, Fig. 13),

as well as in that of Lakshml Simha (srRei instead of

Coins ok Bharatha, Sarvananda and Kamalesvara
(Kinakam).

The coins of the two usurpers, Bharatha Siihha at Rang-
pur and Sarvananda Simha at Benginara. are characterised by
the introduction in both cases, on the reverse, of Krishna
instead of Uara Gaurl, while Bharatha Simha on the obverse of

his coins claims to be of the lineage of Bhagadatta, the famous
King of Pragjyotishpur. All of Bharatha Siiiiha’s rupees are

stated by Mr Allan to boar the same inscription, but in the
case of Sarvananda, coins are found with a different one to

that given by Mr. Allan on p. 327 of his paper. Specimens of

both types are reproduced as Figs. 6 and 7 of Plate XXVI, and
it will be seen that the Shillong coin of 1716 differs from the coin

of 1717 by reading Nripasya for Narendrasya ,
while the three

last lines of the reverse read (2) charana kamala
, (3) makaranda

ma
9 (4) dhuknrasya instead of (2) padapadmadvanda

, (3) makar-
andabrinda, (4) madhukarasya. Three different half-rupees of Sar-

vananda also occurred in the Daflating find and are now in the

Shillong Cabinet. They will be found reproduced in Figs. 8, 9

and 10 of Plate XXVI at the end of*this paper. The conclusion
of the inscription on the obverse reads either Narendrasya or

Nripasya, while the three variations in the reverse are Sri Sri

Krishna pada parayanasya, Sri Sri Krishna madhukarasya and
.S
y
ri Sri Krishna charana madhukarasya.

The coins of Bharatha Siihha of 1718 and 1719 prove his

identity with the 4

4

Bharathi Raja” mentioned by Mr. Gait as

having broken into revolt immediately after the announcement
of Gaurinatha’ s death, and he appears to have taken the place
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of Sarvananda as leader of the Moamariag, as no coins of Sarva-
uanda are known subsequent to 1717. Bharatha’s insurrec-
tion probably accounts for the non-existence of any coins of
KaraaleSvara, Gaurlnatha’s successor, before 1720, and the
minting of coins in this year raises a question as to whether the
date of Bharatha’s death (1721) is correctly given by the
fiuranjis. Marsden (Numismata Orientalia, p. 777) states that
KamaloSvara, who is said to have been an illegitimate descen-
dant of Kana, the second son of Gadadhara, was never pro-
perly installed, and although he survived until 1732 it is curi-

ous that the only coins known that bear his name are those
dated 1720. 1 From Mr. Gait’s account of his reign there seem
to have been constant rebellions, and in 1727 at the invitation
of the Moran Moamarias, who had again revolted under Sarv.i-

nanda Simlia, detachments of the Burmese for the first time
were brought into the country to fight against the adherents
of the Burba Gohain.

Chandra Kanta, Brajanatiia, Fujian dar and
JogeSvara.

According to the Buranjis, the Burhft Gohain placed
Chandra Kanta, the youthful brother of Kamalesvara, on the
throne when the latter died, but none of his coins are known
except those of 1741 and 1742. Five years after Chandra
Kanta’ s nominal accession, one Badan Chandra, a Bar Plmkan
whom the Burha Gohain wished to dismiss, fled first to Calcutta
and then to Burma, where in 1738 tfaka he induced the Burmese
King to send an army against the Burha Gohain, on the pre-

tence that the Burha Gohain had usurped all the authority of

the Assam King. The Burmese army of invasion twice defeated
the Assamese armies, but left the country in the following year
on payment of an indemnity. On their departure, the Assamese
ministers quarrelled amongst themselves, and the son of the old
Burha Gohain, who had died in the year of theBurmese invasion,

proclaimed Brajanatiia, a grandson or great-grandson of Rajcs-

vara Simha, to be King, in tfaka 1739 (February 1818). “ Braja-
niitha at once caused coins to be struck in his own name, but it was
now remembered that he was ineligible for the throne as he had
suffered mutilation, and his son Purandar Simha was, therefore,

made King instead of him. Chandra Kanta was seized and his

right ear was slit in order to disqualify him from again sitting

on the throne” (Gait). Intelligence of these events quickly

reached Burma, and on the arrival of a fresh Burmese army,
about a year later (February 1819, or the end of 1740 Sdka),

Purandar Simha fled to Gauhati and Chandra Kanta was again

placed on the throne by the Burmese. He remained a nominal

1 For reproduction of this coin, vide Plate XXVII, Fig. 11, posiea .
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Kino; for about two years, during which time he struck coins

dated 1741 and 1742 Sdka, but at last, “ anxious about his own
safety, in April, 1821, lie lied first to Gauhati and then to

British territory.” Finding that they could not induce him to

come back, the Burmese placed another prince of unknown
descent called Jogedvara on the throne.

The coins of Brajanatha show that Mr. Vincent Smith’s

statement that he only ruled in February, 1818, is not correct,

for coins of both 1739 and 1740 exist. As the Salca year 1740

did not begin until 7th April, 1818, 1

it seems probable that he

was actually on the throne for about three months. The DaHating
find included a half-coin belonging to him with apparently the

mint mark "<> on it.
; This appears to indicate that Brajanatha

minted at Rangpur. In addition to Chandra Kanta’s gold

muhur of 1741, given by Mr. Allan, rupees of 1742 are also in

the Cabinets of Col. Gurdon and Mr Botham, while Mr. Botham
also possesses a quarter-rupee of 1742. No rupees are known of

.JogcSvara, the prince whom the Burmese placed on the throne

when Chandra Kanta took refuge with tin? British at the beginrtfcg

of 1743 *VS/rft,andwho, according to Prinsep, was “raised by the

Assamese wife of an Ava monarch but Mr. Botham has a

quarter-rupee struck in that year. Undated half-coins also

occur, and one of those from the Dallating find is reproduced as

Fig. 13, Plate XXVI. During JogeSvara’s nominal reign the

Burmese appear also to have experimented in coinage of their

own {vide the rupees with a pig on the reverse, which were

described in the previous paper of this series, Journ. Asiatic Hoc.,

Bengal, 1910, p. 164).

Both Chandra Kanta and Purandar Simha continued in-

dependently their struggles with the Burmese until the British

intervened in 1824 A.D. (1746 S'aka). The British campaign
resulted in 1826 in the annexation of Lower Assam, and for eight

years Upper Assam was also administered by the British The
whole of Upper Assam, except Sadiva and Matak, was then

handed back to Purandar Simha. It continued in his possession

,

with Jorhat as the capital, until October 1838, when “ his admin-

istration having proved a failure in all respects, he was deposed

and pensioned.” No coins of this ruler are known to exist,

either for his short reign before the Burmese invasion, or after

he was temporarily re-instated by the British.

1 Cunningham, op. cit., p. 187.
* Vide Plate XXVI, Fig. 11. poatea .
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APPENDIX.
Plate XXVI.

Coins of the. Daflating Find.

1. Rudka Simha—Half-Rupee—Size ’65". Weight—$7-2 grains.

Obverse. Reverse.

Sri Sri Sri Sri

lludra Si Siva pada

mhasyu parasga

No ornamentation or date.

Another specimen in the Daflating find had a half flower to

the right of the Sri on obverse, and a dot to the right of the

Sri on reverse as in the B. M. specimen.

2. Kiva Simha and PhuleSvarX—Rupee—*88\

Weight—170*5 grains.

Sri Sri Siva Sri Sri Ilara

Simha Nripa Mahi (hiuri pada pa
shi Sri Phulekva rayanaydh
ri dvvyah Sake 1649

(‘ Simha 9
R.)

3. S'iva Simha and Sarve svar! .-Hall-Rupee—HT

.

Weight—85*2 grains.

Sri Sri Si Udvalla

m Simha Na bha Sri Sarvve

resvara Srvari devindm

4. LakshmI Simha—Rupee—-86". Weight—175-0 grains.

Sri Sri Svarga Sri Sri Ilara

•leva Sri Lakahmi Qauri charandra

Simha Nripasya vinda makaranda

Sake 1692 madhukarasya

C Simha’ R.)

5. Gatjmnatha—Half-Rupee—-65". Weight—87-2 grains.

Sri Sri Gau Sri Sri Ha
rindtha Si ra Qauii pa
mha Nripasya da parasya

9
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6. Sarvananda—Rupee—’95*. Weight—178-4 grains.

Obverse. Reverse.

Sri Sri Svarga
deva Sri Sarwdna
nda Simha Nripasya
Sake 1716

(
4 Simha *

L.)

<SW Sri Krishna
charana kamala
makaranda ma
dhukarasya

7. Sarvananda—Rupee--'95*. Weight—175-2 grains.

Sri Sri Svarga
deva Sarwananda
Simha Narendrasya

Sake 1717
(‘Simha’ L.)

* 4 (Coin) of His Heavenly
Majesty King Sarv&nanda
Siriiha, (struck) in Sdka 1717 n

Sri Sri Krishna
pada padmadvanda
makaranda vrinda

madhukarasya

“ A bee on the abounding
nectar of the twin lotus feet of

Sri Krishna
* ’

8. Sarvananda—Half-Rupee—-70". Weight—86-8 grains .

Sri Sri Sarwd
nanda Simha Na
rendrasya

Sri Sri Kri
shna pada pa
rayanosya

9. Sarvananda—Half-Rupee—*65". Weight—81*8 grains.

Sri Sri Sa Sri Sri

rwananda Si Krishna madhu
rhha Nripasya karasya

10. Sarvananda—Half-Rupee—-67". Weight—88*2 grains.

As on No. 9. Sri Sri Kri
shna charana ma
dhukarasya

11. Brajanatha—Half-Rupee—**64". Weight—84*1 grains.

Sri Sri Bra
janatha Si

mha Nripasya

Sri Sri Rd
dhd Krishna pa
da parasya

Bd 1 (? Rangpur, R Y. 1)

12. Chandra Kanta

—

Rupee-

Sri Sri Svarga
deva Sri Chandra Kd
nta Simha Narendrasya
Sake 1741

(
( Simha 9 L)

—•85*. Weight—174-8 grains

.

Sri Sri Hara
Oauri charanara
vinda makaranda
madhukarasya
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13. JoqeSvara—Half-Rupee— 04". Weight -87*4 grains.

Obverse.

Sri Sri Jo

geinara Si

inha Xripasya

Reverse.

Sri Sri Ila

m Gauri pa

da paramja

In other specimens the Gaurf is spelt correctly (c

instead of MfSr ).

PLATE XV11I.

Coins in the Cabinet of Mr. A. W. Botham, 0.8 .

1. Rudra Simha—Muhur—’77". Weight—174*1 grains.

Sri Sri mat

Svarga deva Ru
dra Simhasya S'

ahr 1 020

(‘ S'mha
*

L)

S'ti S'ri Ha
ra Gauri pa

dambuja madhu
karasya

2. Siva SiSiha and Pramathesvari'—Quarter-Rupee— 55".

\Veight—44*0 grains

.

Sri S'ft Jaya Sri

m Siinha Pramathe

\’npa barasya (?) 4

3. S'iva Simha—Rupee—W. Weight—Hi-fi grains .

Sri S'ri ma
f Svarga deva Hi
ra Simha Nripasya
Sake 1654

18

S'ri S'ri llara

Gauri pada

mhuja madhu
karasya

('Simha' R.)

„
4. Siva Simha and Ambika—Half-Rupee— -fiT.

Weight—86*9 grains.

Vri Sri Si Udvalla
oa Simha Na bha Sri madambi
resvara kd devinam

19.
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5. SkvA Simha and SabvbSvabI

—

Rupee—-98*.

Weight—1883 grains.

Obverse.

SH SH Siva

Simha tfripa udva

UabhaSn Sarvw
hart devinam

13

Reverse.

Sri Sri Hara
GauH pada
pardyauanam
Sake 1666
( * Simha ’ L)

6. RajbSvara—Quarter-Muhur— •SEr
, ,

Weight —45-7 grains (ringed).

Sri SH Rd Sake
jeivara Si 1678

mha Nrvpasya

7.

RajbSvaba—Quarter-Muhur, Sq.
—’SO". Weight—41*4 grs.

[Inscription identical with that of octagonal Quarter-Muhur.]

8.

RajeSvara—Eighth-Muhur— 42". Weight—20 6 grains.

SH SH Rd Simha
jeivara Nrijxisya

9.

Rajksvara—Eighth- Muhur, Sq.—'Si". Weight—21 -5 grains.

[Inscription as on octagonal Eighth-Muhur, hut trace of Regnal

year i or 1 at bottom of obverse.]

10.

LakshmI SiiiHA—Rupee of 1692—•86*. Weight—174*6 grs.

The same as the other rupees Sri Sri Ha
of 1692 (e/. Plate XXVI, ri llara parama
Pig. 4) pada padma pa

rayavasya
“ Devoted to the excellent

lotus feet of Hari Hara
(Vishnu and Siva)

\

11. KamaleSvaba—Rupee— 9*. Weightn-¥l$d grains.

Sri SH Svarga

deva SH Kamaleiva
ra Simha Narendrasya

Sake 1720
(‘Simha’ L)

Sri SH Hard ***-"
JSL.

• •

Gauri charana ka
v, *‘

mala makaranda .

madhukarasya
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55. Note on a Caste of Fish-dealers in Bengal not
recognised in the Census of 1901.

By B. L. Chaudhuri.

In December of 1906, when touring in places remote
from railway communication. I found that in the eastern
parts of the Jessore District the custom of salting or rather
pickling ilia (hilsa) in brine, was very much resorted to

—

owing mainly to the want of adequate localdemand for the fish

m a fresh condition. In going into the details of different

processes of salting, I came to learn the following rather
curious fact. All along the banks of the river Madhumati, it

appears that Malas and Tiars (the so-called Rajbansi Tiars)
who are the actual catchers of ilia (hilsa), and immediate
holders of the Fisheries, do not salt or pickle fish, and are pre-
cluded by caste rules from pickling of fish as a profession. It

appeared also that there was a quite distinct caste of Antyaja
Hindus, who carried on the pickling and the selling of pickled
fish. These people are designated Kar&ls, and in their manners,
habits, and religious observances are totally different from the
fishermen, ».e., the M&las and Tiars. Kar&ls have separate Brah-
mins from M&las and Tiars, and they observe auddhis on the

L'lth day, whereas Malas and Tiars keep 30 days. Kar&ls do
not drink water touched by Tiars or M&las, nor would the
Malas and Tiars drink water touched by the Kar&ls. It was
ascertained that, though not numerous in any one place, they
(the Kar&ls) are found well scattered in the river districts of

the two Provinces of Bengal, viz.,—Jessore, Khulna, Barisal,

and Faridpur. As we knew nothing about the existence of

such a caste before, the latest census tabulation for the district

of Jessore was at once scrutinized—but no mention of this in-

teresting people could be found. The fact was noticed in para.

40 (page II) of Mr. K. G. Gupta’s Preliminary Report on Bengal
Fishery Enquiry (dated 20th February, 1907). It has been
subsequently confirmed, I am glad to say, in Mr. De’s “ Report
on the Fisheries of Eastern Bengal and Assam ” (para. 65 (»),

page 36) of 1910.
My excuse for bringing this matter before the Society is to

dpaw the attention of the members to the fact that this may
not possibly be the only instance of a well established local caste

escaping the notioe altogether of our census officers and compi-
lers of caste lists in Bengal. It may not be altogether out of
place to mention here that when Sir Herbert Risley’s “ Tribes
-and Castes of Bengal** .first came out, a good many people were
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surprised to discover that a very widely distributed and well

recognized and at the same time highly interesting tribe called

Hajangs, who me found in the North-eastern districts of Bengal

among many others, was not noticed.

The position and the history of the development of castes

like the Karal, which is undoubtedly not of very ancient origin,

carry in themselves elements and evidence of many more
interesting facts than do those of the well established castes.

As the real key to the system and formation of castes can only

be found by closely stu<l\ing these comparatively recently

formed castes with all the history of transition they possess,

they are of really very great importance to the ethnologists.

The omissions of these castes, therefore, from census enumera-

tions nr caste lists are matters of very great regret to ethno-

logists. The reason why time and again sueh lapses arc

noticed in our census enumeration is, Iventure to think, due to

the defective system of census operations that exists in India,

The most important work in these operations falls ultimately

on a class of men who very imperfectly realize the importance of

any such detail, and moreover consider the work itself as a

perfect nuisance, as it interferes with their legitimate work

and calling. Nor is there any provision to encourage any con-

spicuously good and intelligent work shown by any of them.

To enumerators, therefore, who are the masters of entries

under the column of caste schedule, it will continue to be

regarded as a thankless task. Undoubtedly this is the time

when our members can render some good service to ethnology

by interesting themselves in the work of the present census

which is to be completed by March next. Some years ago the

Society organized an Ethnographical Bureau, but 1 am afraid

most of our members have forgotten all about it as we do not

hear anything of it nowadays. I hope this short note will

attract the notice of some of our members, and that some «»f

them may help the census officers during the present tabulation

to attain a better standard of ethnographical data than otlic

wise they would he able to reach.



56. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XV.

Xotr .

—

The numeration of the article bdow is continued
from p. 581 of the if Tournal and Proceedings ft

for

1910*

S9. Notes on Some Muuual Coins.

Tlie following notes are to a certain extent supplementary

to my paper ‘‘ Old Coins in the Bahawalpur State Tosha-

khana,” published in the eleventh Numismatic Supplement to

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. I have also

included notices of now and interesting coins obtained from

other sources. Where the weight and size are not given, the

coins are rupees of the usual dimensions. Where there are no

indications to the contrary, the specimens described are in my
own collection.

Kamuan.

No. 1. M. Wright
, 70; size, 1

Mint, Lnhor.
Date, SH(S A.H.

Obvene.

In wavy square, the Kalima.

Reverse .

In wavy circle

Margins.

Top

Right j+e

Left cs^
c

1M
Margin.

...

The reverse is counterstruek with a quatrefoil in which

is :—^jlc *1 oiyo\$ Ja#, Otherwise the coin is identical with

» M. Cat., Vol. Ill, No. 18 .
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Akbar.

No. 2. M. Weight, 310, size
,

*8.

Mint, Naraol.

Date ,
50 Tlalif; month Khurdad.

Obverse. Reverse.

,aIww ACii
rfJt 4*

Jy ^
This is an ihlhi dam i»f Nainol mint, and as such appears

to be a novelty

No. 3. JR. Weight, 315; size, -8.

Mint, Sambhal.
Date

,
month AnlFhihisht.

Obverse . Reverse.

jjS]

Jhu.

Coin No. 3610 in the Third Part of tin* White King Cata-

logue is a dam of Sambhal mint, but as far as l know the coin

has not been previously described.

Shah Jatian.

No. 4. ^E. Weight
, 310; size

,
‘8.

Mini, Shahjahanabad.
Date. 24 R. '

.

Oh vi rse . Reverse .

( )

L i!^ s^u
... p *bf ...

Copper coins of Shah Jahan of mint Shahjahanabad are

new. This specimen was found in Dehli, but is unfortunately

in poor condition. It is probably of regnal date 24.

No. 5. M Weighty 30; size f
‘45.

M\nt
y
Shahjahanabad.

Date, —

.



053VoJ. VI, No. 11.
|

Numismatic Supplement.

UV.N.1

Obverse . Reverse .

a bt

1 ascribe this small, dateless, copper coin of Shfihjahnna-

bfid mint to Shah Jahfm because of its style, and because it is

akin in weight and size to the small copper coins of this

emperor struck at Dehli mint. It was found in Delili.

Aitranuzeb.

No. 0. A?. II eiuht
y 170; size. *N5.

Mint, Xusrat fibful.

Oat*, l L 14 A. II ; MS R.

Obverse.

J*'*
0 jt* c'ft*

1 1 \

A i»old coin of Aunimfzeb
novelty

No. 7. ,R.

Mivt , AInnad a bad
Date. 1000 A.H.; 1 R.

Obverse.

As on No. B, but

j*'* instead of

Date

t *11

Reverse.

(
ib

) I l®*!
*i—

struck at Nusratabad is a

Reverse.

*4 3*^.1

Afmt, Khambayat.
Date, 1070 A.H.; 1 R.
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Obverse . Reverse .

As on No. 7; date f •*.

w

No. 9. /H.

Mint, Multan.
Date, 1009 A.H ; 1 K.

Obverse. Reverse .

• ii >J I ^bcj/i

c5$
U ^JU ^ J^y

«3cfc.|

Government Collection, Lahore.

I publish the above three rupees of Aurangzeb as speci-

mens of the Alimadabad, Khambayat, and Multan mints,

struck in regnal year one. The Kbamhfivat rupee is similar to

the mohur described in the Bahawalpur paper.

The Multan coin is in the Government Cabinet, Lahore,
the catalogue of which was compiled by Mr. Rodgers and
published by the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta, in the year

1891. As this catalogue does not appear to have been consulted

by Mr. Burn when lie wrote his paper “The Mints of the

Mughal Emperors,’ * 1 will give particulars of one or two other

interesting coins in the Cabinet which do not appear to have
been previously described.

No. 10. A\.

Mint, A'zaintiagar.

Date - A.H. ; 50 R.

Obverse , ,
Reverse.

As on No. 7 ; no date.

(/)} «• u«*4“

w®
There is a rupee of Farrukh Siyar of A (zamnagar mint in

the British Museum—B. M. Cat. No. 936. This coin oarrie®

the mint back to the fiftieth year of Aurangzeb’s reign for

silver : a copper coin was in the White King Cabinet.



|-jy

^ • J Nummnatic Supplement,

No. 11. M.
Mint

, Bankapur.
Date, 1113 A.H.

; 44 1L

H55

Obverse .

As on No. 7 ; date

f i ir

Reverse.

OJ^o

ftp Aw

vr*

Kx,

TJie Bankapur mint is only represented in Mi. Burn’s
Tallies by rupees of Shah ‘Alum Bahadur, and Fariukh Siyar.

No. 12. /K. .

Mint, Imtiyazgarli.

Datr, — A. 11. ;
43 R.

Obverse.

As on No. 7 ; dateless.

lieverse.

,
CaUX«

jLi<|

In his Introduction to 1. M. Cat-., Vol. Ill, Mr. Nelson
Wright says: ‘‘The earliest appeal ante of Imtiyazgarh as a
Mughal mint is on a dateless coin of Aurangzeb (Lahore
Museum Catalogue).* * This specimen is of regnal year forty-
three.

No. 13. AU
Mint

,
Kurpa.

Date
,
— A.H. ; 37 K.

Obverse.

As on No. 7 ;
dateles,..

Reverse.

u-yu
cJ^juo

rv

*mf,Y°

Kurpa is a new Mughal mint, and is the old name of
Cuddapah in the Madras Presidenoy. The district was con-
quered by Aurangzeb about the year A.H. 1100.
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I am indebted to Dr. Taylor for the reading of this mint.
The coin was found in Pathiinkot, as was No. 10.

No. 14. Al.

Mint, l)aru-l-Jihad.

Date

.

11H A.H.: 46 It.

Obverse.

As on No. 7 : date

* \ IF

Reverse .

M
— .j

Supplementary Collection . Lahore Museum.

In a paper untitled “ On some rare Muhammadan Coins
M

(J.A.S.B., 1895), Colonel Vost published and illustrated a raohur
of Aurangzeb struck at a mint read by him as Daru-l-Jihad
Tatta. This coin is a facsimile of the mohur, and shows that
what was read as Tatta is really the first part of the letter sin

of manus. However, the style of the coin is distinct from that
of the Haidariibfid mintage, but its mint if different has yet
to bo determined.

No. 15. M.
Mint, Peshawar.
Date,

Obverse. Reverse.

As on No. 7 ;
date extant ^ylo

but tendered illegible by a

shroff mark.

'rJT*

)}
[^i

The earliest coins of Peshawar mint recorded in Mr.

Burn’s Tables are gold and silver issues of Shah ‘Alam
Bahadur. This rupee carries the mint back into the reign of

Aurangzeb. Unfortunately the regnal year is illegible, while

the hijri date has been bored out. The units figure is three.

No. 16. A\. Weight, 50; size, 6.

Mint, Ahmadnagar.
Date , ll l8 A.H.

; — R.
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Obverse.

»U
Reverse.

<j*yu

/-*—
» 6 X ***»

1 1 ! a

&»&.!

An Ahmadnagar ai.w7r of Aurangzeb is a novelty.

Azam Shah.

No. 17. /R.

Mint , Kliujista Bunyad.
Data, 1119 A. II.; 1 R.

Obverse.

jiU- *jJL*

IM1 *l

ab gLa. j

A £ ~

( uAt* *)

)

Reverse.

(

j

aLsi^

The British Museum contains a mohur of A'zam Shah

struck at Kliujista Bunyad, and tliere was also one in the

White King Cabinet -Catalogue, Part IT1 No. 85)51. A ru^iee

is a novelty.

Shah ‘Alam Bahadur.

The Rodgers Cabinet in the Lahore Museum contains two

coins struck by Shah ‘Alam Bahadur using his princely name
of Mu'azzam Shah. The first is a rupee struck at Tatta in

regnal year one, and bears the following couplet •

—

g lA) » jifQy aj

gl^tj ^UoIm} yiti ^

The second is a rupee, the only certain words on the

obverse of which, according to Mr. Rodgers, are :

—
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He described the coin as being unique, but in poor condi-

tion, and could not read the mint. The date is regnal year
one—see the Rodgers’ Catalogue of the Coins of the Mughal
Emperors in the Lahore Museum, p. 197, No. 5.

1 have seen this specimen, and read the mint as Mursln-
dftbad. Subsequently Dr. Taylor informed me that he had
this coin, probably of Murshidabad mint, so 1 think the mint
may be put down with certainty as Murshidabad. The follow-

ing coin is of similar type. It is so badly rubbed as to be
almost illegible, but fortunately there is enough to make
certain that the mint is ‘ Azlmabad.

No. 18.

Obverse.

jl*

1=AX>

Reverse.

* da*

The reverse is exactly similar to that of the "Aglmfibiid

rupees of Aurangzeb’s fiftieth and fifty-first yearn -I. M. Cat.,

PI. XII, No. 1252.

I cannot make even a suggestion as to what the couplet

is because both top and bottom lines are illegible on this

specimen, and on that of Murshidabad mint just i eferred to.

In inv papen on the Bahawalpur (joins I described mohurs
having the following inscriptions * -

Obverse . Reverse.

t m
AillsJl ,aLm«

» iiw

I went on to say, ‘ They are coins of Sahib Qiran Bahadur

‘Alamglr ganl, struck at Mustaqirru-l-Khilafat Akbarabad in

1119 (julus l), and resemble silver coin No. 3 on page 220 of

C. J. Rodgers’ Catalogue of ‘ The Coins of the Mughal Emperors

of India in the Lahore Museum.’ It would appear that this
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i upee was erroneously attributed by Mr. Rodgers to 'Alamgir

II, and is a coin of Shah ‘Alam Bahadur I.’

Since writing the above I have seen this silver coin in the

Lahore Museum, and find that it is exactly similar in type to

the gold coins, and bears the same dates. I figure it here :

—

No. 19. Mm
Obverse. Reverse.

j4

MM sU Od+X/O

tj'[4

U.

ibl^l

Rodgers’ Cabinet, Lahore Museum.

Mr. Rodgers guessed the bottom line of the obverse a*

being probably and suggested the couplet

— .« a— ^ )y—~*

j-X-J

It does not road convincingly, but will have to stand till

specimens are discovered containing the bottom line intact.

I should prefer
3 c-A^l^ a- dj * ***

X * f
JU |jU

This rare variety cannot have been in circulation long,

and rupees of the usual type struck at MustaqirruJ-IvhiMat

\kbarabad are known of year 1119, regnal year one.

To sum up, at the commencement of Shall ‘Alam Baha-

dur’s reign, four places at least _-Tatta, Murshidabiid, * Aglma-

bad (Patna), and Akbarabad (Agra) struck com exhibiting

unique legends, the first three in the name of Mu'azgam Shah,

and the fourth in the name of his father ‘Alamgir. ese

varieties were quickly superseded by the ordinary ypes»

which endured throughout the remainder of the reign.

No. 20. AT. Weight , 168; size ,
*85.

Mint ,
Flrozgarh.

Date ,
1122 A.H. ;

3 R.
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Obverse . Reverse.

jU gLob cry 1*

lirr r sam

'rjT

<

jU/0

*2

Supplementary Collection
,
Lahore Museum.

Mint
9
Ffrozgarh.

Date
,
1123 A.H.; 5 R.

Obverse. Reverse .

As on No. 20; date 1123. As on No. 20: date 5.

ditto.

These are gold and silver coins of Elrozgarh, which is a

new Mughal mint, probably in Southern India. Mr. Burn’s

Tables contain silver coins of Shah ‘Alain Bahadur and Mu-

hammad Shah struck at Flroznagar mint, but the name is

unmistakably Flrozgarh on the specimens now described.

No. 22. A7. Weight. 165; size
,
-8.

Mint, Toragal.

Date
,
— A.H.; 4 R.

Obverse . Reverse .

cry 1*

jjl ^

jJU »u

. . .

.

Rodgers' Chbinet, Lahore Museum .

This mint 'was identified with Nurkal or Nurgal by Dr.

Taylor, and is a Southern India Mint, the chief town of a

sarkar of that name in the province of Bljapur. Another read-

ing Toragal has been suggested—see N.S. VII, Paper 60—and is

probably the correct version. This coin and the following

one show that Shiih ‘Alain Bahadur minted gold and silver at

Toragal. Coins of Aurangzeb, Kam Bakhsh, and Farrukb

Siyar have already been published.
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No. 23. M.

Mint
,
Toragal.

Date ,
— A.H.

;
4 K.

Obverse . Reverse.

Art on No. 22 ; dateless. As on No. 22 ; date 4.

No. 24. A\.

Mint
,
Muhammadiibad.

Date

,

112i A.H.; 3 R.

Obverse. Reverse .

As on No. 22 ; date 1121.

ab| **xuo

r aw

Government Collection
,
Lahore Museum .

In the Bahawalpur paper 1 mentioned a nioluir of Shah
*A lam Bahadur struck at Muhammadabad mint. I presume
that this place is the same as the Muhammadabad of the

unitpie moll u r of Aurangzeb in the Lahore Museum, but do not

know if it has been identified. Banaras was not called Muham-
madabad till the time of Muhammad Shah.

This rupee differs in its dates and the arrangement of its

inscriptions from the mohur, which is dated regnal year one,

and is illustrated at Plate II, No. 24A.

No. 25. M. Weight
, 330; size

,
‘8.

Mint, Shahjahanabad.
Date, —

.

Obverse .

y**
»i

j»JU

i publish this copper coin with diffidence, but 1 think

that it may be described with fair certainty as a dam of Shah

‘Alam Bahadur I struck at Dehli (Shahjahanabad). Two
specimens of this coin were discovered at Dehli in a find con-

sisting entirely of Mughal copper coins.

Reverse.

$b b BBitB
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Jahandar Shah.

No. 26. At.

Mint, Bhakhar.

Date

.

1124 A.H. ;
l R.

Obverse.

1 1 rp

le tai A<"0^ V /

Reverse.

o*>
jU

<y«.i

A. Bhakhar rupee of Jahiindar Shah is a novelty.

No. 27.

Fakrumj Siyar.

.11.

Mint, ‘Alamgtrpur.

Data, — A.H. ;
2R.

Obverse.

The usual couplet of Farrukh

Siyar.

Reverse.

u»ylo

r

(*
,lc

Supplementary Collection , Lahore Museum.

Nik 28. At.

Jl/ittJ, Sa‘dnagar.

Tto/r, — A.H. ; 6 R.

Obverse. Reverse.

As on No. 27;

dateless. ^
d a1a*»

y
-£i i><U»

^Supplementary Collection
,
Lahore Museum*

Sadnagar is a new Mughal mint. I am indebted to Dr-

Taylor for the following information. In Manucei’s ' Storia

do Mogor ’ translated by W. Irvine, Vol. II, page 311, note 1,
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it is stated that
1 Sambha Ji hid in Kab Kalish’s house and

was caught there. The capture was reported to Aurangzeb at

Akloj (renamed Sa‘dnagar).’ Akloj, or Aklaj
,
is a town some

55 miles to the N.-W. of Sholapiir.

No. 29. /E. Weight
, 210; size, -8.

Mint, Akbarabad.

Date, — A.H. ; 3 R.

Obverse . Reverse .

r aMyn

1 read this as a copper coin of Eamikli Siyar struck at

Akbarabad in regnal year three, ft was found at Dclili in the

same lot as coins Nos. 4, 5 and 25 of this paper, ami copper

coins of SalFmabad and Sallinahad-Ajmir published previously.

The mint name on the reverse is very similar in style to

that of coin No. 8, described and illustrated in Mr. C. J.

Rodgers’ paper * Rare Mughal Coins * (Journal A S B. for 1806),

as a coin probably struck by Shah Jahan at Agra or Akbar-

absid. This common peculiarity makes it quite possible that

that coin was one of Shall Jalifin IL It was described as

unique.

RAFrU-D-DARJAT.

No. 30. Ah Weight . 170; size
,

1.

Mint
,
Akbarabad.

Date, 1131 A.H. ;
1 R.

Obverse.

In double circle containing

ono of dots

\ !H

y ysu AliAU \gy

o
^l;l>4b *y

Reverse .

In double circle containing

one of dots

V*

^jny\jQ CaV^o

This is a gold coin of Akbarabad. It differs from other

couplet coins of Rafl'u-d-darjat that I have seen in being a

large, flat coin easily containing the entire legends and the

ornamentation around them.
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No. 31.

Mint
, Kabul

Date ,
- - A.H. ; 1 R.

Obverse . Reverse .

Ab on Nn. 30 ; dateless.

JIjK

A silver coin of Kabul mint iR new.

No. 32. M .

Mini, Khujista Bunyad.
Dafe, 1131 A.H. ;

1 R.

Obverse . Reverse,

tjtit (j>

a <

nri

Ij y}
Government Collection, Lahore Museum.

This is silver coin No. 4 of Rafru-d-darjat on p. 84 of C.

Rodgers’ 1 Catalogue of the Coins in the Government Museum,
Lahore.

9
It is strange that the variation from the usual

couplet, Jlif in place of y. j escaped Mr. Rodgers9
discern-

ing eye, and it has remained for Mr, Allan to publish a Kliujista

Bunyad mohur with the jtff couplet, nineteen years later-

see Numismatic Supplement XIII. The mohurs of this mint,

published by mo in the Bahawalpur paper, exhibited the usual

couplet.

Shah Jahah II.

No. 33. M.
Mint

, Tatta.

Date
, 1131 A.H.

;
1 R.
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Obverse. Reverse.

gif* ujtyUfeUe

L
U Xit i h Aad

»

1

r r A— Am

cr*—l—^
Vjr—

^

a a—

3

This interesting coin can be nothing but a couplet coin of

Shah Jahiln II, and as such is quite a novelty. The mint is

Tatta, and there is a Tatta rupee of Shah Jahfm II of the

ordinary type in the Lahore Museum.
The couplet is probably something like this :

—

^Ut ,
b y &-S*,

cte- ,U
iS)[

J

-9

Muhammad Stiah.

In my Bahawalpur paper I mentioned half mohurs of

Muhammad Shah struck at Shahjahanabad. and Sind mints.

The legends of the first are identical with those on the

usual typo of gold and silver coin struck at Dehli during this

reign. The Sind coin is different, and T givo a revised reading

below.

Mo. 34. PJ. Weight , 85 ; size, *5.

Mint, Sind.

Date
,
— AH.; 12 R.

Obverse .

In circle

&\\j*

Reverse.

In double circle with one

of dots between

^UjJ| w**.

» r l* j—i*i

In spite of the redundant aKf, the reverse inscription is

probably intended to be ‘ ?arb ul amr sahib uz zaman,
,
that is,

struck by order of the lord of the age.’ All these Sind half

mohurs bore regnal date twelve, and I saw no trace ot tne

hijri year on any of them.
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No. 35. A7. Weight

,

170 ;
size, -8.

Reverse.

dbl jt

/*'

^

Supplementary Collection, Lahore Museum .

In the Bahftwalpur paper I mentioned the interesting

discovery of a mohur of Muhammad Shah of Aurangabad
mint, in spite of the fact that from 1100 A.H. the town is

known on its coins solely by its honorific epithet 4

Khujista

Bunyad.’ The reason for the existence of this unique speci-

men is that an old die of Aurangzeb was used for tho reverse

side, and in fact the reverse is absolutely identical with that of

coin I. M. Cat., Vol. Ill, No. 1246. The hijri and regnal years

of the specimen now described do not agree.

At Baliawalpilr 1 found a rupee, the obverse of which had

been struck from a die of Shall *Alam Bahadur, and the reverse

of Shahjahfmabad mint, was plainly of Shall ‘Alam II.

No. 36. Ai.

Minl
f
‘Alamgirpur.

Date, — A.H. ; 30 R.

Mint
,
Aurangabad.

Date , 115 x A.H. ; 8 R.

Obverse.

Obverse .

jU «U^b

Reverse.

O**>bo

r*

)>—i jr-4

An *AlamgIrpur rupee of Muhammad Shah is new.

No. 37. JP.

Mint, Chlnapatan.
Date, — A.H. ; 8 R.
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lN.8.

]

t Obverse.

As on No. 36

;

dateless.

Numismatic Supplement.

Reverse .

o WJuO

^ a

A V

667

i >1—

x

—Xcx.^ v •*

Star above jim of julus.

Tikis specimen is identical with coin No. 2516 in I. M. Cat.,

Vol. Ill, but here the mint is undoubtedly ChTnnpatan, and the
regnal date eight makes the reign certain.

No. 38. Ai.

Mint, Ileraj fit.

Date, 1160 A. H., 30 R.

Obverse•

As on No. 36

;

date 1160.

Reverse.

u

^—'i
*

—4 r-

A— X-w

In llahawalpur £ found several rupees of Muhammad Shah
struck at Derajat, but all were of the same dates, 30 R. and
i 160 A. H.

No. 39. .K.

Mint, Sironj.

Date, — A.H.
;
6 R.

Obverse.

As on No. 36;

dateless.

Reverse.

Ca

—

4xo

-) ^V
T’his is a rupee of Sironj mint, regnal year six.
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No. 40. X.
Mint

,
Labor.

Date
,
— A.H. ; 2 R.

Obverse.

jlc gLw^lj

f

Reverse .

AULJfjid

I* A .u

This specimen was sent to me from Rawalpindi. Although

it was of good workmanship and in excellent condition, I could

not but regard it as a freak because of the unique combination

Muhammad Shall Bahadur. But 1 subsequently found two
more like it at Baluiwalpur, so presume that it must be re-

garded as a definite type of Muhammad Shah’s coinage. There

is no trace of a hijri date on any of the three specimens, and

though on the reverse of two the date is clear, it is difficult to

read. It may be two, four, twenty-two, or twenty-four. I am
inclined to read it as two, and to consider what looks like a

tens figure, to be a peculiarly shaped ornament

.

Ahmad Shah Bahadur.

No. 41. /K.

Mint, Bhakhar.

Date , 1162 A.H.; 1 R.

Obverse .

r — ...

i

i nr

Reverse.

crP* ***

3

No. 42. A\.

Mint, Dera.

Date, 1162 A.H.; 2 R.
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Obverse.

As on No. 41 ;

date 1162.

No. 43. M.

Mint
t
Deraj at.

Date, 1161 A.H. ; 1 R.

v/’

669

Reverse.

^jiU

HO

f si**

vr*

Ohveise. Reverse.

^yU
CU i+HC

l>^|

'r’J
—*

The above are three coins of Ahmad Shall struck at

Bhakhar, Dera, and Derajat mints respectively. No. 41 was
published in my Bakawalpur paper as being a coin of Muham-
mad Shah of Bhakhar mint, but 1 now find that the name is

unmistakably Ahmad Shall, and Bhakhar coins of Muhammad
still remain to be found. The remarkable thing about these

three coins is the absence of the usual title Bahadur after

Ahmad Shah.
Coin No. 45 is a Dera rupee of Ahmad Shall Bahadur,

dated 1162 A. H. ; 2 R, and coin No. 46 is a rupee of the same
emperor struck at Derajat in 1161 A.H.

;

1 R. Their dates

•ne the same as those of Nos. 42 and 43, respectively, and it is

strange that rupees were struck in the same places in the same
\«ars. some of Alimad Shah, and some of Ahmad Shah Baha-
dur. Can the above three coins be issues of Ahmad Shah
Durrani ? They are of poor workmanship, but are Mughal,
and not Durrani in type and style.

Three other Dera rupees of this type bear dates 1163 A.H.,

2 R, — A.H., 3 R. and— A.H., 5 R.

Another coin, the present attribution of which appears to

me doubtful, is the following rupee.

As on No. 41 ;

date 1161.

No. 44. JR.

Mint, Kashmir.
Date, 1166 A.H. ;

6 R.
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Reverse.

1

V?—*

*

This is a counterpart of coin No. 1 on p. 107 of Part JI

of the Rodgers’ Collection Catalogue (Lahore Museum), but

that coin is dated 1162 A.H., 2 R. Mr. Rodgers attributed it

to All mail Shall Durrani, and described it as unique. T found

two duplicates in Bahawalpur.
1 do not know the exact state of polities in Kashmir in

the years 1162 and 1166 A. FT., but from the internal evident e

of the coins themselves I think llieir attribution to the Mughal
Ahmad Nlnih is mote probable for the following two reasons,

in the first place the coin is distinctly Mughal in style. Then
again the couplet ap|>ears on rupees of Ahmad Shah struck at

Lmtiyazgarh where the Durrani certainly never penetrated,

and could have had no influence. The lmtiyazgarh coin is

No. 4082 in the Third Part of the White King Catalogue, and
No. 2104 in Vol. \\\ of the L. M. Catalogue, and is illustrated in

both works.

Kashmir mpccs of Ahmad Shah Durrani, bearing his usual

couplet, aie not uncommon. Silver coins were struck at

Kashmir by 'Alanmir 11. the successor of Ahmad vSliali Bahadur.

No. 45. .0,

Mint, Dera.

Date , 1162 A.H.; 2 R.

Reverse.

U*yu

r

No. 46. JR.

Minty Deraj at.

Date 1161 A.H. ; 1 R.

Obverse.

i Mr
jU

t

Obverse.

JLaftj
))
ji a)

I I «l«l p
JLe
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Reverse.

iXw

-r*

1 published a Derajat mohur of Ahmad Shall Bahadur in

the Bahawalpfir paper.

No. 47. M. .

Mint
,
Slkakul.

Date. A.H.; 2 R.

Vol. VI, No. ll.J

rn.s:\

Obverse .

As on No. 45

;

date, 1161.

Obverse. Reverse.

IM +

r

< A '“~

)U jiLolj w*
- r (Jf tek*.

.1*4) £&wa
y •

Supplementary Collection , Lahore Museum,

This is a rupee of Ahmad Shall Bahadur struck at ttikakul

mint in the second year of his reign. The obverse of this

specimen is strikingly different from that of the usual type.

I published this Mughal mint in the Bahawalpur paper, the

coin being a mohur of Farrukh Siyar.

Dr. Taylor has referred me to p. 379 of Malleson’s c French

in India,’ showing that at the time this coin was struck there

seems to have been a good deal of political activity in the

districts near Chicacole.

‘Alamgir II.

No. 48.

Mint ,
Akbar&had.

Date
,
1168 A.H.; 1 R.
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Obverse. Reverse.

yS jjlc yyjU y.jU

i n A

c

jlx

s

This is the only rupee of ‘Alamglr II I know of bearing

this type of obverse

No. 49. ,h.

Mint, Bikanir.

Dale, 1167 A.H. ;
1 Li.

Obverse. Reverse .

/h*
l liv

jU sLw^U

—

r

I published this Baldat Bikanir rupee in my Bahawalpur

paper, but did not describe it. Out of a large number of

• Baldat-i-Safn. ’ coins, only one showed that the name was

really Baldat Bikanir. ‘ Baldat-i-Safa ’ is written thus li— *•>«.

The unique coin added a slant stroke to the loop, two more

letters at the end, and two dots thus

No. 60. A\.

Mini, Dera.

Date, 1173 A.H. ; 7 R.

Obverse.

rv n

Reverse.

U*>U

f

y Am
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This is a rupee of ‘Alamglr II struck at Dera. The hijri

date is reversed, but the coin is obviously dated 1173 A.H. : 7 R.

No. 61. M.

Mint ,
Multan.

Date ,
1172 A.H. ; 7 R.

Obverse. Reverse .

1 1 vr

r Sw v

U/0

^ULo

Flower above sin of julus.

This coin is a single specimen showing that 1 Alamglr II

struck coins at Multan in 1172 A.H. as well as 1173 A.H.-—see

the Bahawalpur paper. There I wrote that these Multan coins

of ‘Alamglr 11 bear a mint mark on the reverse. But this is

only the sprig or flower characteristic of the Multan issues

from the time of Aurangzeb downwards.

No. 52. /R.

Mint, Mumbai.
Date ,— A.H. ; 2 R.

Obverse .

As on No. 51 ;
date 116\.

r

Thia is a Mumbai rupee of ‘Alamglr II. It is of the

imperial type, and not of the fashion struck by the Hon. ft. i.

Co.

No. 63. JR.

Mint, Shahjahanabad.

Date,—A H. ;
4 R.

Reverse.

iff**0
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Obverse.

.it—
» ^ flh*

»t

3
1 ^

Reverse.

{
£*laX««

j
tXiik. ? ^

v )

IlLi A_9lLs*J|jl £

o*.U*o ('jtjl'*

ft
V

Supplementary Collection
,
Lahore Museum.

This is a revised reading of a rupee of ‘Alamglr II published

iu the Bahawalpur paper as bearing a new couplet. On fur-

ther consideration I read the couplet as :

—

j$*jK*y* )}
*—

^

j—

4

pJb? j*l— ^.,1— »U ;t

The reverse is similar to that of coin I. M. Cat., Vol. Ill,

No. 2186.

S IIAn ;Alam 11 .

No. 64. Ai.

Mint ,
Gohad.

Dale ,
ll<)0 A.H.

;
18 H.

Obverse.

^JLc

r in •

*t

^-/ola. Jtl} JUflJ

AjI

^
C*#* ji Jjj

Aboveof <yoU the ^

Reverse.

I A *

—

is a pistol.

Gohad is a mint that does not appear in Mr. Burn’s Tables,

but is mentioned in the list of mints of the Ellis Collection—

Numismatic Supplement III. The rupee is well executed, and

perfectly legible.

No. 66. JR.

Mint, Isma‘Ilgarh.

Dais, 1203 A.H.’; 31 R.
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Obverse

.

As on No. 54, but different

arrangement and ornaments

;

date 1203.

075

Reverse.

(0^ ~) i

Wj— fC

^.yLo C*V*AXJ

r*

This is a rupee of Isma'Ilgarh mint. The coin is legible

and of good workmanship.

Copper coin No. 50 on p. 240 of Mr. Rodgers’ Catalogue of

I he Mughal Coins in the Lahore Museum, is undoubtedly of

Isma'llgnrh mint.

Muhammad Akbar II.

No. r>o. a\.

Mint, Oohad.

Date, 1251 A. H.: 30 K.

Obverse. Reverse.

»U jl i j£\

1
r a

|

cJbjuo

b w*swUc r ****

L

tjjU/o

Umbrella over the w of
;
pistol over the

^ of

See also No. 54. Gohad rupees of Shah ‘Alam TJ, and of

Muhammad Akbar II, are mentioned by Mr Burn in his list of

the rarer coins in the Ellis cabinet—Numismatic Supple-

ment- III, Paper IV but neither has been described before.

Both are of good and legible workmanship.

No. 57. Au

Mint . Dholpur . . . raj Oohad.

Date
f 1225 A.H. ; 4 R.

Obverse. Reverse.

As on No. 56. Umbrella u*yU

over y of

**«•
i*

*—V sb
<u*'Js id)**

Pistol over second half of word
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A Dholpur rupee of Muhammad Akbar II was also inoluded

in Hr. Bum’s list just mentioned. For the word following

Dholpur, Dr. Taylor suggests Ayi.ii, a Turkish word meaning
pistol, but my specimen, whioh is quite olear, does not bear

out this reading.

Bahadur Shah II.

No. 68. M. Weight, 170 ; size, '8.

Mint, Haidarab&d.

Date, 1274 A.H. ; 18 R.

Obverse.

€ - —

—

I
rvi*

jU

jjkJO

This is a oopper coin of Bahadur Shah II of Haidarabud

mint. The White King Collection contained a gold coin,—
Catalogue, Part III, No. 4203,—and a silver coin of the

same dates and similar inscriptions as this copper coin, was
published by Mr. Longworth Dames in his paper * Some Coins

of the Mughal Emperors,* Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. II,

pp. 275-309.

I only publish this coin because the mint has been re-

cognized by Mr. Burn in his Tables as one of Bahadur Shah II.

On the other hand the power of this emperor was entirely

bounded by the walls of Fort Dehli, and the coins struck

elsewhere in his name are not even of the type of those struck

in Shahjahanabad, that is, they are not of the imperial typo.

I should prefer to see only the Shahjahanabad coins recognized

as being imperial issues, while those struck at other mints

designated as what they really are, the issues of independent

States.

Since writing the above I have 'come across the following

rare coins, on which I add brief notes. The raohurs and rupees

are of the usual weight and size.

Shah Jahan.

No. 59. tJ\ Allahabad mint; date 1052 A.H.; 16 R.

Square Areas type as illustrated in I.M. Catalogue, Vol. Ill*

Hate X, No. 918, only name of mint in bottom margin.

Reverse.

|A

. I
slit ,*** )
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No. 00. AT; Gulkanda mint; dateless. Type as in I.M.
Catalogue, VoL III, Plate X, No. 047.

No. 61 . A?; K&bul mint ; date 1040 A.H. Type as in I.M.
Catalogue, Vol. Ill, Plate X, No. 910.

Shah Jahah II.

No. 02. AI ; Bnrh&npur mint. Ordinary type and dates.

Ahmad Shah Bahadur.
No. 03. iR.

Mint,—Owali&r.
'

Date,—A.H. ; 3 R.

Obverse. Reverse.

ij*

»UjL U*A- r si-

< vr*

Shah ‘Adam LI.

No. 64. AS. Weight, 60; size, -7.

Mint ,—Islamabad Mathura.

Date,- A.H. ; 24 R.

Obverse. Reverse.

»U I**- iljl
r
lUf

<

y* »U ah

rp

Sword over sin at juliis.

Mr. Bum mentions a oopper coin of Sh&h ‘Alain II of

Isl&mibfid. Mathurft mint as one of the rare coins in the Eufo

Cabinet,— IH.-but it has so far not been described. A
rupee is oontaiined in Mr. Bum’s Tables, and a muhar haa just

been acquired by Mr, Nefeon Wright.

The ordinary Islfcn&b&d silver afcd copper coins

‘Alam II arenotunoommon.

. 1. .f . * A
/
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90. -On some Copper Coins of the ‘Adil Suahi
Dynasty of BtjapOr.

In the month of August last (1910) Mr. Henry Cousens,
M.R.A.S., then Superintendent of the Archaeological Survey of

India, Western Circle, forwarded to me 249 copper coins,

sent him from Btjapui , the well-known capital of the District

of that name in the Southern Division of the Bombay Presi-

dency. Though with an occasional good specimen amongst
them, most of the coins were in poor condition, battered and
worn. Seven of them were square, all the others bcing^Vound.
From this material, sufficient indeed in quantity, but of inferior

quality, Mr. Consens set himself a task of reconstruction.

Skilfully piecing together a bit from one coin and a bit from
another, he was able finally to build up both the Obverses and
the Reverses of nine dilTerent types of coin. As 1 now write,

photographs of the coins thus reconstructed, and the copper
coins themselves, lie before me, and a comparison of both
reveals how remarkably true to the originals arc these recon-

structions. Not a stroke nor a dot is lacking, and the propor-

tions and shapes of the letters have been reproduced with an
almost absolute fidelity- Tims the accompanying Plate of those

reconstructed coins may confidently be accepted as exhibiting

facsimile representations of the original dies.

1 have said that the coins came from Bijapilr, and the

question at once suggests itself, Are these then coins of a
distinctive Bljiipur currency ? On this point the coins them-
selves arc tantalizingly reticent, giving no clue as to the affini-

ties of the kings who caused them to be struck. Not one
records the place of mintage, ami with eight exceptions they are

dateless. They do, however, give the name (though never the

father’s name) of the regnant king, and lienee we learn that

the 249 coins were struck during the reigns of just five kings,

an 'All, an Ibrahim, a Muhammad, a second 'All and a

Sikandar. But, when the names are written in this order, any-

one familiar with the history of Bijapilr will at once, see C at

these are the very names of the last five kings of the ‘Adil Shah!

Dynasty. This fact of itself affords strong presumptive evi-

dence in favour of the attribution of the coins to that dynasty.
(Confirmatory evidence is supplied by the dates on the eight

dated coins. Six are of the reign of Ibrahim, and the years

recorded are 1022 and (perhaps) 1024, 1025, years thus that

fall within the reign of Ibrahim II of Bijapilr (A.H. 988—1037).

Two other coins, struck in the name of the Sultan Sikandar,

are dated A.H. 1086, 1087, and Sikandar of Bljapur reigned

from A.H. 1083 to 1097. Then, too, the inscription on

one of the types (No. IX) bears associated with the king’s

name ‘All the title 'Adil §h&h, a title distinctive of the

dynasty that held Bway in Bljapur from A.H. 895 till
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1097. Lastly, my esteemed friend
,
Mr. Franiji Jamaspji Thana-

wala of Bombay, was so good as to send me for inspection

from his own collection twenty-five coins, and from that of

Mr. Kavasji Edalji Kotwal seven, all of the same kind as those

sent by Mr. Uousens, and the “find-spot” of these additional

thirty-two specimens wjis Sholapilr, a town distant from
Bijfipui just fifty-eight miles, and intimately connected witli

the history of that city. For these cumulative reasons one
may with perfect confidence assign all the 281 copper coins

1

to

the last five ‘Adil Shall! rulers. So far as I am aware, no coins

nt’ this dynasty have hitherto been published, and a Bijapur

currency, prior to Aurangzeb’s annexation of the kingdom, has

not been registered in any book on Numismatics. But, having
regard to the pomp and splendour of the ‘Adil Shahs, a glory

Attested by the noble monuments and graceful memorials that

mill remain in the city of Bijapur, ‘the Palmyra of the

Dakhan,
9

it is well nigh incredible that these proud monarchs,

during the two centuries of their independence, should have
been content to use an alien currency. More than once, indeed,

had the conjecture been hazarded that they did strike coins of

their own, and to-dav some of these coins of theirs we hold in

our hand.

The only reference I have yet found to any actual Bijapur

currency is in Beale’s ‘Oriental Biographical Dictionary,’ where
that writer states, with reference to Muhammad ‘Adil Shah,

“He was the last king of Bijapur who struck coins in his

“own name.” This article will demonstrate that both ‘All II

and Sikaiidar, the two successors of Muhammad, did issue

oins, though not indeed so freely as their three predecessors,

still, while mistaken in respect of this detail, Beale was correct

in his implication that the ‘Adil Shahs Had a special currency

nf their own. As yet we an? in a position to report of their

’upper coins only, but a State marked by such magnificence

and grandeur would surely not have restricted its currency to

th« lnsor metal. We venture therefore to express the hope

that, if still further search be made, it will some day be

rewarded by the welcome discovery of Bijapur coins in both

silver and gold.

As preliminary to an account of the various tvpes of the

supper coins, it may bn well to enter here a List and a Genea-

logical 'fable of the kings of the ‘Adil Shahl Dynasty of

Ihj'ipur.

Chronological List of the * Adil ShaKi Kings of Bijapur,

l Vusaf ‘ Adil Shah reigned A H. 895-916 (A.D. 1489—1510).
2. Isma‘11 „ A H. 916-941 (A.D. 1510 -1534).

1 From Mr. Cousens 249, from Mr. Thanawala 25, and from Mr.
Kotwal 7: Total 281.
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3. Mallu ‘Adil Shah reigned A.H. 941 [7 mos.J (A.D. 1534—152'>).

4. Ibrahim I „ A.H. 941-965 (A.l). 1535—1557)

6.

‘All I A.H. 965—988 (A.l). 1557—1580}.

6. Ibrahim LI ,, A.H. 988- -1037 (A.D. 1580—1627).
7. Muhammad ,, A.H. 1037 -1067 (A.D. 1627- -1656).

8. ‘All II A.H. 1067—1083 (A.D. 165(1—1672).
9. Sikandar ,, A.H. 1083 -1097 (A.l). 1672- 1686).

The last king, Sikandar, deposed by Auraugzeb in A.H,
1097, died three years later.

It may be noted that the entire period of the rule of the

dynasty was a little more than 200 lunar years, or from A.H
896 to 1097, and a little less than 200 solar years, or from A.l>.

1489 -1686.

(Jeneafogical Tree of the *Adil Shdhi kings of Bijapur.

1. Yilaaf

2 [sma‘il

3. .Mallu 4. Ibrahim I

f>. ‘All I Tahmasj,

6. Ibrahim 11

I

7. Muhammad

8. ‘All II

0. Sikandar

This table shows that Ibrahim 1 was a brother of Mallu,

and Ibrahim II a nephew of ‘All I, and that with these two

exceptions each king was a son of his immediate predecessor

on the throne.

Controversy still gathers round the question as to the

parentage of Yusaf, the founder of the dynasty, but, whence-

soever sprung, he rose to influence at the court of Sultan

Muhammad Shah 111 of the BahmanI dynasty of Kulbaiga*

who, when appointing him Governor of the Bijapur District,

conferred on him the title of ‘Adil Jgdian. On this Sultan a

death internal dissensions liastened the disintegration of the

BahmanI kingdom. “Yusaf ‘Adil K£an, collecting around
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“ him a strong force of Turks and Mughals, and feeling himself
“ pretty secure, began by degrees to sever his connexion with
•• the capital ; and, finally, in A.I). 1489 he openly declared his
" independence by ordering the KJiufba to be read in the
“ mosques in his own name.” 1

Of the first four kings of this Dynasty no coins have as
yet been discovered, but of course it by no means follows that
no coins were struck by them. The coins hitherto found are
of ten several types, nine of which Air. Cousens has “recon-
structed.” The one additional type is represented by only five

specimens, and these of a coarse and clumsy make. The ten
types range over the last live reigns. Two should in all pro-
bability be attributed to ‘All I, three to Ibrahim II, three to
Muhammad, one to ‘All II and one to Sikandar. Of eaeh type
we now proceed to give a detailed description.

Type I.

Number of specimens 5 (Cousens).

1. Reign: ‘Alii: A.H. 965—988.

-• Diameter
:

(a)
-

8 ; *75
; (6) '65 inch.

3. Weight: (»| 186. 182, 174, 157 grains.

(b) 117 grains.

Obverse : wJU» JU

arranged thus :

—

wilt

On the smallest of the five coins the

4
J
I is written 0-ji. and on the lowest line.

Reverse : wJUIt tlh

arranged thus :— iWt

•w

Type 11 (Plate XXXIX, Figure 1).

-Number of specimens 27
:

(a) 10 (Cousens); 2 (Thanawala).

(b) 6 (Cousens) ; 1 (Thanawala)

(c) 9 (Cousens).

1 Cousens: Guide to BijSpur, 2nd Kdn., p. 116.
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1. Reign: ‘All I: A.H. 965—988.

2. Diameter: (a) *75; (b) -7; (c) *55 inch; also of one
square coin the side measures '5 inch.

3. Weight: (a) 177; (6) 1 J 0
;

(c) 52 grains ; and of tie*

square coin 58 grains.

Obverse :

arranged as in Fig. 1.

Reverse : *-*^1

arranged as in Fig. 1.

‘All I, as a convinced Shl‘a (his father was a Sunni),

would delight to associate himself in every possible way with
‘All the fourth, or, as Sin

1 as maintain, the lirst rightful

Khalifa. Now this ‘All Khalifa was a son of Abu Talib, and
hence the king ‘All, by striking on his coins the words ‘All

son of Abl
(
= Abu) Talib, was suggesting at least his oneness

with the revered Khalifa.

On the Reverse of this ‘All’s coins lie is styled Asad Allah,
1 the Lion of God.’ It is noteworthy, in this connexion, that i

noble bearing the title Asad Khan \vas married to a sister of

the king. He was “ one of the greatest men in Bijapiir story,

“and since his death, for some reason or other, he is still

“remembered and treated as a wall or saint.” 1

Type III ( Plate XXX IX, Figure 2).

Number of specimens 46
:

(a) 18 (Cousens); 4 (Thanawala).

(b) 22 (Cousens).

(c) 2 (Cousens).

1. Reign: Ibralum 11 : A.H. 988—1037.

2. Diameter : (a) *75
; (

b

)

*65
;

(c) -55 inch.

3. Weight • (a) 172 grs. (average of 22 specimens).

(6) 115 grs. (average of 22 specimens).

(c) 60 grs. (average of 2 specimens).

Obverse : ^1 & \yf

arranged as in Fig. 2.

Reverse :

arranged as in Fig. 2.

A slight variant of this Type is preserved to us in a single

coin. Its distinguishing feature is a four-petalled cruciform

1 Cousens: op. eU. t p. 135. See alRo Briggs’s Ferishta: III, 10L

102 .
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flower, markedly in evidence at the middle of both the Obverse

and tbe Reverse. The long strokes of the lam and alif of

f&b on the Reverse are not upright, but inclined, so as to form

nearly a right angle, thus and the flower ornament comes

just above their point of intersection. The exact arrangement

of the words on the Obverse cannot be clearly determined from

the solitary specimen to hand, but certainly the arrangement

here differs considerably from that of Type III.

Type JV (Plate XXXIX ,
Figure 3).

Number of specimens 60 : (a) 12 (Couscns); 1 (Thanawala).

(b) 17 (Couscns); l (Thanawala).

(c) 19 (Couscns).

1. Reign:' Ibrahim 11: A.H. 988—1037.

2. Diameter : (a) *75; (b) "7
;

(c) -55 inch.

3. Weight
:

(a) 174 grs. (average of 13).

(b) 123 grs. (average of 18).

(c) 73 grs. (average of 19).

Obverse : ^
arranged as in Fig. 3.

Reverse : ^
arranged as in Fig. 3.

Type V (Plate XXXIX ,
Figure. 4).

Number of specimens (i
:

(a) 2 (Couscns) ; 1 (Thanawala).

(6) 2 (Couscns); 1 (Thanawala).

1. Reign: Ibrahim II : A.H. 988—1037.

2. All the 6 specimens are square

;

length of side :
(a) '65

; (6) ‘6 inch.

3. Weight
:

(a) 183 grs. (averaee of 3).

(6) 120 grs. (average of 3).

Obverse :
^

arranged as in Fig. 4.

Reverse : l*r r

arranged as in Fig. 4.

After many attempts to decipher them, the last two words

on the Obverse of Types III, IV, and V still remain doubtful.

They may possibly read bila athnl,
* without a second

,
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‘ the unique,
9

but certainly the penultimate letter seems on
every specimen to be not nun, but lam .

The Reverse legend is ^ Murtada, ‘the

Chosen,
9

is a title frequently applied to ‘All, the Khalifa, and
Ibrahim II, himself a Shl (

a, might thus gladly style himself
‘ Slave of ‘All the Chosen.*

All these six coins are dated. Oil the three heavier the
year is 1022, 102 [? 4], 102 [

? 4], and on the three lighter 1022,
102 [? 5], and xxxx.

Type Vi
(
Plate XXXIX

,
Figure 5).

Number of specimens 70
:

(a) l (Thanawala).
(b) 54 (Cousens)

; 3 (Thanawala).
(c) 1 1 (Cousens)

; 1 (Thanawala).

1. Reign: Muhammad: A.H. 1037— 1067.

2. Diameter
: (a) -85 (Thanawala)

; (b )
-«S

;
(c) *7 inch.

3. Weight
:

(a) 267 grs. (Thanawala).

(6) 179 grs. (average of 57).

(c) 117 grs. (average of 12).

Obverse and Be verse legends together make the following

couplet, arranged as in Fig. 5 :

—

j cuvjj y
*U **an.« Jl—

o ^

The world from these two Muhaminads received beauty
and dignity

;

The first is Muhammad the Apostle, the second Muham-
mad Shah.

One of the queens of Muhammad Shall was named Taj

Jalian Begam, and possibly there may be a veiled allusion to

this lady in the distich inscribed on the king's coin. The lines

would then bear this interpretation :

—

The world (Jalian) received beauty and dignity from
Muhammad the Apostle, the queen (Taj Jahan) from Muham-
mad 8ha.li.

*

Or can the statement that Muhammad Shah conferred

beauty and dignity on the world find its explanation in the

marvellous tomb that this Sultan began to build soon after his

accession to the throne i Dwarfing every other edifice in

Bljapur, the Gol Gumbadh covers a larger area than any other

dome in the world. Second to it, but longo intervallo ,
comes

the Pantheon at Rome.
Probably, however, we had better not seek too exact a

justification of the distich on these coins, and just be content
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to regard it as a felicitous sample of the florid verses that the

Persian court-poets have always been willing to supply for the
gratification of their royal patrons.

Type VII (Plate XXXIX, Figured).

Number of specimens 16 :
(a) 10 (Cousens)

;
(ft) 6 (Cousons).

1. Reign: Muhammad: A.H. 1037—1067.

2. Diameter : (a) ’75
;

(b) *65 inch.

Weight: (a) 1 73 grs. (average of 10).

(ft) 1 15 grs. (average of 6).

Obverse and Reverse together furnish the same couplet as

ui. Type VI, but arranged as in Fig. 6.

Type VIII (Plate XXXIX ,
Figure 7).

Number of specimens 27 (a) 0 (Cousens) ; 2 (Kotwal).

(ft) 1 3 (( Ymsens) ; 1 (Kotwal).

(c) 1 (Cousens).

(d) 1 (Cousens).

1. Reign: Muhammad : A.H, 1037—1067.

2. Diameter • (a) *75
;

(ft) *65
;

(c) '5
;

(d) -5 inch.

3. Weight: (a) 174 grs. (average of 11).

(ft) 118 grs. (average of 14).

(c) 66 grs.

(d) 56 grs.

Obverse and Reverse together furnish the same couplet as

on Type VI, but arranged as in Fig. 7.

This Type is distinguished by an outlined leaf, endowing

nine dots, set in the middle of both the Obverse and the

Reverse.

Type IX (Plate XXXIX. Figure 8).

Number of specimens 18. (a) 8 (Cousens); 5 (Thanawala);

3 (Kotwal).

(ft) i (Cousens).

(c) 1 (Cousens).

L Reign: ‘All II : A H. 1067—1083.

:1. Diameter :
(a) -75

; (
b

)

-6
;

(c) 55 inch.

3.

Weight : j(a) 179 grs. (average of 16).

(
b ) 116 grs.

(c) 58 grs.

Obverse: (?) ai- »IA

arranged as in Fig. 8.
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Reverse : file

arranged as in Fig. 8.

The word on the Obverse is a conjectural, though
probable, reading. Above it comes on some specimens what
seems to be a date, perhaps but only the two middle
figures are quite clear. The year 1068 Hijrl was the second
regnal year of ‘All II.

Haidar, 1 the Lion/ is one of the many honourable epithets

bestowed on that ‘All whom the Shi 1as revere so profoundly.

Thus by the Reverse legend, ‘Slave of Haidar, the Rank-
breaker/ ‘All II, the Shl‘a king, proclaimed his fealty to ‘All

the Khalifa*

Type X (Plate XXXIX, Figure 9).

Number of specimens • 16
:

(a) 5 (Cousens); 4 (Tlianawala);

1 (Kotwal).

(6) 3 (Cousens).

(c) S (Cousens).

1. Reign: Sikandar : A.H. 1083—1097.
2. Diameter

:
(a) -76

;
(b) -65

;
(c) *6 inch.

3. Weight
:

(a) 178 grs. (average of 10).

(6) 117 grs. (average of 3).

(c) 68 grs. (average of 3).

Obverse : | .at

arranged as in Fig. 9.

Reverse

:

arranged as in Fig. 9.1

On another specimen the date recorded on the Obverse

iB t*AV.

The title on the Reverse, “ Kfrusrau (Chosroes), the Con-

queror of the World,” iB also present on some of Nadir Shah’s

Persian coins, and on some of the Durrani king Mahmud Shah.

Prom the foregoing description it is clear that the Bljfipur

copper currency consisted for the most part of coins of three

denominations, weighing, respectively, about 60, 120, and 160

grains. Evidently, however, some of the ooins that were

l The first two lettero of the word were not decipherable on

the coins from which Mr. Cousens made his * ( reconstruction.” Both

these letters are, however, distinctly seen on the specimen that Mr.

Kotwal kindly sent me for inspection.
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issued did not fall within this range of weight. Of these a
notable example is Mr. Thunawala’s beautiful specimen struck
in the reign of Muhammad Shah and weighing 267 grains. Too
few coins are yet known to warrant a detailed statement as to
the metrology of the Bijapur coinage, but for the present the
100-raft weight (or about 180 grains) may be held to have been
the standard for the normal heavy coin. The normal light

coin was only one-third as heavy
;
and the intermediate coin

was in weight the arithmetic mean of the other two.

Geo. P. Taylor.
Ahmadabad :

20$ October
,
1910.

91.

—

On the Btjapur Lari or Larin.

That silver coins of a type similar to the copper were

current in the territories of the ‘Adil >51iahl monarclm seems

every way probable, but no specimens are as yet forthcoming.

A silver currency of quite a different, and indeed of foreign,

pattern was, however, in existence, the curious Larin currency,

which, originating in the district of Lar at the head of the Persian

Gulf, and thence deriving its name, was adopted by the kings

of Bijapur, and, in a somewhat variant, the fish-hook ,
form,

by the kings of Kandy in Ceylon. D&scribing this coin Pietro

della Valle (1614—1626) writes :

—

“ The lari is a piece of money that I will exhibit in

“Italy, most eccentric in form, for it is nothing but a

“little rod of silver, of a fixed weight, and bent double

“unequally. On the bend it is marked with some
“small stamp or other. It is called Lari, because it was
“ the peculiar money of the Princes of Lar, invented by

“them when they were separated from the kingdom of

“ Persia.* 1 ]

Jean Baptiste Tavernier indicates the district in which, at

his time (1640—1667), this currency obtained.

“ The Larins are one of the ancient coins of Asia ; and
“ though at this day they are only currant in Arabia and
“ at Balsara, nevertheless, from Bragdatt to the Island

“of Ceylan, they traffick altogether with the Larin, and
“ all along the Persian Golf.’

9 *

As the territory of the monarohs of Bijapur embraced a

large portion of the Konkan littoral, it was probably with a

1 Quoted in Yule and Burnell's “ Hobeon-Jobson,* ’ s.e. Lann.

Tavernier : Travels in India: Made English by J. P.. 1678, pages
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view to meeting the local demand for this strange coast-money

that they caused larins to be struck in their own names. That
these ‘Adil Qh&hl larins were at any time current over the

whole extent of the ‘Adil Stahl dominions is very doubtful.

Their circulation was, one may well believe, restricted to a
narrow tract of country bordering the sea.

The larin being merely a piece of silver wire, or slender

rod, doubled on its middle, affords but a scanty surface for

receiving an inscription. Hence many letters on the coins are

incomplete. However, by collating several specimens it has
become possible to decipher the “ some small stamp or other.”

One prong of the coin seems to read-

and the other

The Suljjiin
cAli ‘Adil Shall struck the lari coin, year

One cannot be quite certain, however, that either w or

is a correct rendering of the original. In favour of the

combination it may be remarked that the early writer

(A.D. 1525) of the Lembran^as das Cousas da India mentions

that 60 reis equal in value 1 tanga larin. ]

Some specimens bearing the above legend are dated 1071

and some 1077, which goes to prove that this ‘All ‘Adil Shah
was ‘All II (A.H. 1067—1083).

As other coins, so larins too bore different legends at

different periods. One in my possession has thus far defied

decipherment, but the words ydaJtyi stand out quite clearly

on one prong, and (perhaps) ^ on the other : so just possibly

—for this specimen is dateless—this ‘All may be ‘All I (A.H

965—988), one of whose titles was Abu’l Mugaffar. Can it be

that both the silver larins of Bljapur and its copper currency

were first issued under the auspices oi this king 1

Mr. Cousens has taken some admirable photographs of

larins, sent him from Ratnagiri, from which Plate XL has been

prepared. It exhibits the actual larins, and also their inscrip-

tions, the latter attached to a plaster’background. The sixth,

seventh, and eighth inscriptions of the upper portion recur as

the first, third, and fifth, respectively, of the lower portion.

Unfortunately I am not able to give details as to the weight of

each of the coins there represented, but the lengths shown are,

I understand, the same as those of the originals. Of the only

1 Voyage of Pyrard de Laval: Hakluyt Society’s Edn., I, 232*

note 2.
w
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two specimens in my cabinet, one measures in its double leuatli

2*75 inches and weighs 74 grains: the other, though measuring
only 1*75 inch, is so much thicker that it weighs 7S grains.

Mr. Thanawala kindly informs me that the average weight of

four larins in his possession is 71 grains.

<iiso. P, Taylor.

92. -On the BTjapPb Muoiial Buprk of A. II. 1091.

It was in the year 1097 H.
?

the 30th regnal year of

VurangzSb, that the Bijapilr garrison capitulated to the Em-
peror, and the erstwhile kingdom of the ‘Add Shahs became
but a Province of the Muglml Empire. The coins thereafter

Mi uek at Bljapiir in the name of Aurangzob, especially tliose

<>l the years lOOHand (one issue of) 1110, were lemarkable for

the beauty of their lettering and for their exquisite workman-
ship. Also on these coins the mini-name appears in association

with the proud title Dar al Zufar. But liow i^ one to account,

for the fact that Mughal rupees bearing the name of Aurang/.Sh

and purporting to have issued from Bljapur were Mi uek so

• arly as the Hijrl year 1091, the 24th regnal year- that is to

•ay, six years before the capture of the mint-town ? One such

mpee is No. 763 of the British Museum Catalogue, and a

"‘‘coiid ' ; u my own cabinet. Both these speeimens, however,

are of very ordinarv make, without any claim to distinction as

t«ophies of the engraver’s art. The mint-name loo i< entered

• hi them as plain Bljapur with no ennobling title. Under
wliat* circumstances, then, can these earlier rupees have been

uttered (

NTow, though Bijapiir finally surrendered to the .Mughal* in

\ H. 1097, it had previously often undergone siege at tlmir

hands. One of these occasions was in the year 1690, when
l >i lawar Khan with his Imperial troops closely invested the

city. The sister of Kikandar ‘Add Shalt, in the hope of saving

her brother and country, had already devoted herself and gone

down to the Mughal camp to be the bride of Sultan Mii'a^zam.

the second son of Aurangzeb. But even this sacrifice proved
of no avail. The siege was still pressed sore, and in his despair

the, Bljapur regent, Mos‘ud Khan, applied to SlvajT for aid.

The latter at once made a diversion by a vigorous attack on

the Mughal possessions in the Daklmn But the Mughal
general, Dilawar TQian. was not now to he drawn aside from tile

capture of Bljapur, and so closely did he bes<*t the city that

Mas 4

fid T\lmn was under the painful nece -Mty of making

further supplication to the Marat lias. When al last these did

come, and, hovering round the investing army, succeeded in

cutting oil its supplies, then only did Dilfiwar KJian raitjo the

siege and retreat by rapid marches westwards. There can be

little doubt that it was while this siege was proceeding and
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capitulation seemed imminent that the powerful Mughal fac-

tion in the city, thinking to anticipate an inevitable sur-

render, caused the 1001 Hijrl rupees to be struck in the name
of the Emperor Aurangzcb. Or just possibly they may have

been issued from sortie mint accompanying the Imperial forces

in the field. Certainly no sufficient proof has come down to us

that the Mughal assailants did actually capture the city in the

year 1091 ;
but no less certainly that year witnessed the circu-

lation of Bljapur coins of Aurangzcb.
Geo. P. Taylor.

93. -On the iialk-muhr No. 172 of tiie British

Museum Catalogue.

Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole, in his Catalogue of the Mughal

Coins in the British Museum, has suggested that the very inter-

esting gold piece No. 172, depicting a crowned archer followed

by a woman veiled, may have been struck in order to com-

memorate the submission to Akbar of Ibrahim II, king of

Bljapur, and the subsequent marriage of Ibrahim’s daughter to

Akbur's third son, tko Sultan Daniyiil Mirzii. This interpreta-

tion of the coin rests, however, on very slender foundation.

The late M Ed. Drouin, in an article contributed in 1 902 to

the Revue Numixmaliquc, describes, and gives a vignette of, a

half-vmihr closely resembling this one in the British Museum,

save that the specimen in the Cabinet de France bears on its

Obverse the legend, in Devaniigarl characters, Itama-

satya, ‘the Truth of Rama.’ 1 Arguing mainly from this new

feature of the coin, M. Drouin arrives at the following con-

clusion :

—

“Notre modaille represouto done, suivant moi, lu

tc prince Rama reconnaissable h sa couronne, avec Parc

“ et les fleehes c61estes, suivi de Slta, la fille de Djanaka,
“ roi de Mithila, ; la belle Mitliileno,* comme l’appelle le

“poete, tous deux partant pour l’exil; il ne manque
“ quo Lakshmana.”

If this explanation, so consonant with the legend on the

coin, w : ns, as it well may, our acceptance, we must then

surely relegate to the same class with it the sister coin, No. 172

of the British Museum. That either of the two stands in

any special relation to the 1 Adil Shahs of Bljapur is very im-

probable.
Geo. P. Taylob.

1 Compare the mention, on other Mughal coins, of the Khalifas and

their virtues, e.gr.,^ <3*^, * By the Truth of AbU Bakr.'
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94 ‘ Dams op Akbar struck at JaunpCr and AjmIr
Mints* and ‘Some rare Pathan Coins.’

Two papers entitled
( Dams of Akbar struck at Jaunpur

and AjmIr Mints * and * Some rare Pathan Coins ’ appeared in

Numismatic Supplements Nos. XIII arid XIV, respectively.

Since their publication I have made casts of the coins described,

and a plate has been prepared which is published with the

present paper. A reference is invited to the papers themselves,

but for convenience I append an abbreviated list of the coins.

Dams op Akbar struck at JaunpOr and AjmIr Mints.

No. 1. New type of Jaunpur dam, dateless.

No. 2. Dam of Sallmiibid AjmIr, dated 982 A.H.

No. 3. Dam of Salimabad, dated 1008 A.H.

Some rare Pathan Coins.

No. 1. Copper coin of Chiyasu-d-diu Balban struck at

Pakhrabad.
No. 2. Billon coin of Shamsu-d-din Mahmud Shah of

Dehli, dated 718 A.H.

In the list of ‘ Books on the Coins of Northern India at

the end of C. J. Rodgers’ 4 Coin Collecting in Northern India’ is

the folowing—(57) Coins of Shams-ud-din Mahmud Shah. 1

cut, (J. J. Rodgers. I have not seen this pamphlet, but the

paragraph I quoted in my paper ‘Some Rare Pathan Coins’

from 4 Coin Collecting in Northern India,* was written after it,

and obviously recapitulates the information contained in it.

No. 3. Mohur of Muhammad Tughlaq struck at Tugldaq-

pur alias Tirhut, date 735 A.H.
No. 4. New variety of a common billon coin of Muham-

mad Tughlaq, date 734 A.H.
No. 5. Ditto.

. , . _ . .

No. 6. Coin of Firoz Shall Tughlaq with his son Zafar
?

of

mint Daru-l-Mulk Dehli.

No. 7. Coin of Firoz Shah Tughlaq with his son Muham-

mad Shall, of mint Daru-l-Mulk Dehli, date 790 A.H.

R. B. Whitehead, I.C.S.









Jattt Glossary.

By E. Joseph, I.C.S.

INTRODUCTION.

The language spoken by the Rohtak Jata is called by

themselves JAtu. One and the same language, with dialectical

differences, almost imperceptible from village* to village, is

spoken throughout the BAiigar or highlands lying between the

Khadir of the JamnA on the east and the Hissar HarianA tract

on the west. The language is variously known in different

parts as BAngaru, JAtii or HariArri. In HariAnA it is called,

appropriately enough, DeswAH or DesAri. In Delhi it is some-

times styled ChamarwA from the faot that the ChamArs who
also speak it are numerous ;

but in Rohtak at least they speak

it ungrammatically. The language is in reality a dialect of

Western Hindi, modified on the one hand by the disturbing

influences of PanjAbi in the north and on the other by the

Ah irwati dialect of Gurgaon in the south which is classed in

J)r. Grierson’s Linguistic Survey as a form of the MewAti

dialect of RAjasthani. In Rohtak itself there is little of the

former influence, 1 but the moment the town of Jhajjar is

passed, we find the Jats of the south affected by AhirwAti,

into which their speech rapidly merges. The distinguishing

mark of the change, whioh at once arrests attention, is the

substitution of o for final A. If an Ahir of Jhajjar or his

Jnt neighbour wishes to say that there has been a fine crop of

bulrush millet, he will say “ baro Achho bAjro huo.” With this

dialect the following pages have nothing to do, though it is

probable that some words have crept into the glossary which

are not spoken in the north of the district. It is extraordi-

nary how local are particular words, even particular forms of

speech. Had I had the leisure I would have collected all the

words in one particular village, but I have been obliged to

compile them as I marched hither and thither through the

district. The grammatical notes have in faot been recorded at

Sample.

English offioers who serve in Rohtak generally find the

dialect difficult to understand and tiresome to acquire. Prob-

bably the bulk of Indian offioers do so too, and certainly the

Muhammadans who do not belong to the neighbourhood do so.

The reason of this lies in the negleot of Sanskrit and Hindi

1 Dr. Grierson has been good enough to «npply

®JPy of his grammatical ndtee on the BdjgarA of KamM and

(Nirw&nt) whioh will appsar in vol. ix <i ) of theJJngohtic
» »

remarkable how much more' the speech of this tmet is ansotsa py
Panjibi forms than htsfc
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that is nowadays so prevalent. Wo are nurtured on tin

persianised Urdu of the inunshi, and the language of the ilighei

Standard Hindustani is the polished language of Delhi city

Nothing is more useless for an understanding of the thought
and wants of the villagers. At the present moment there is

but one officer in the Panjab Commission who has passed the
higher standard in Sanskrit and but three who have satisfied

the same test in Hindi, and not one of those three is a member
of the Indian Civil Service. I have often regretted for inv

own sake the absence of a compulsory test in Hindi.
The object of the present notes is an attempt to simplify

the work of the Englishmen who will serve in Rohtak in the

future. It lias perplexed me considerably to know how best tn

do this. One method that suggested itself was to record only

such words a*- were to be found in no standard dictionary or

were omitted from a given standard dictionary such as that of

Platts. Even the latter of these alternatives seemed open to

considerable inconvenience, and doubts again arose how sligbl

a modification of form would entitle a word to inclusion in the

glossary. Another course was to make a frank revelation ot

the extent of my own ignorance and to record only such words
as were new to mysdf. Tt would be a bold assumption
however —and, T trust, a groundless one—to suppose that all

future officers would be as ignorant of Hindi as I was when I

came to the district : it seemed on the other hand conceivable

that a few might be oven more stupendously ignorant. Ulti-

mately 1 have attempted to include all the words in common
use in Rohtak which so far as I knew were not in common usr

among educated Indians
;

it will be found that almost all arc

Hindi, but there are a few which are corruptions of Persian, oi

of English. The Hindi words are either * tatsamas ’ borrowtni

direct from Sanskrit or * tadbliavas ’ which have come into the

language through Prakrit.

Not all the words however are in common use, for I have

tried, whenever quoting a proverb or verse, to include every

strange word in it, and there are some which are hardly known
outside the quotation. On the other hand there are doubtless

many instances of omission of words in common use. These

[ hope will be supplied by some future district officer. They

must be written from the speech, proverbs or songs of the

people, for the language has no literature.

I
,
have divided my notes into three parts. The first is

grammatical and assumes on the part of the reader a know-

ledge of Hindustani grammar. I have thought it unnecessary

to repeat forms that are identical with the latter. The second

is the J&tft-English glossary, and here I have followed Mr.

O’Brien's original model in his “ Glossary of the Multani

Language,” interpolating proverbs and riddles in illustration

of the words. Of the utility of the third part, or English-
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JAlu, l am more doubtful, but 1 have compiled it chielly to

aid in the identification of a word whose meaning but not its

exact form, has been grasped on first hearing. L am indebted

fur much assistance to Munslii Diwan ('hand, Settlement

Kanungo, without the aid of whose quick ear L should have
been at a loss to render the spoken language correctly.

July 20, 1910. E. Joseph.

PART 1.

Grammatical Notes.

§ I Notation and pronunciation.

The alphabet employed is the ordinary Nagri, and the

sv stein of transliteration employed is in almost every case

that which is adopted in every Hindi grammar or dictionary

The only points calling for remark are that ‘ n
1

is used both

for Wand w. that the nasalized vowel which is symbolized in

Hindi by the addition of a dot over the vowel aiTected is

written by me as ti ; that the ng of the English word sing is

repicsentpd by v and transliterated by ng; that *r is transliter-

ated by sh ; that w has not been employed.

1 have not attempted to try and express the sound of the

language by taking any further liberties with the alphabet.

Minute variations in the value of different letters between JAtu

and Urdu can only be acquired by first-hand acquaintance.

The most marked characteristic of the speech is its

broadness. Almost every initial a becomes A; achhA becomes

achhA
; it- is almost more than this, for the language is spoken

with a drawl and aachha more nearly represents the sound. The
name characteristic is often observed in non-initial ‘a ’ sounds ;

t " to-morrow ” is not kal but nearer to WTW kal, as I have

written it
;
yet it is not quite that, that being the sound of

the words that mean ‘ time ’ or ‘ deatli ’ and ‘ famine/

Similarly jamnA, 1 to be born,* becomes wrfflfl jAmiiA

;

chalnA, * to go,’ becomes WIEJI chalnA, etc.

Even other vowels than ‘a* undergo this change, e.g.,

pichhe, ( behind,’ is in JAtu WT$ pAchhe. Similar changes in the

direction of broad speeoh may be seen in the use of 1WT BudhA

=

‘ simple,* for sidhA and wm—AthnA- ‘ to get up,’ for uthni.

Another change that is sometimes observed is that of r

mto 1 as wnp khalA, 1 standing,
9
for kharA.

A. Declension of the Substantive.

I9 Suffixes.

i 2. The termination of the agent oase ia % ue m in

I'rdu, and of the genitive V k4, declining as in Urdu.
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The termination of the dative case is not qft ko but no.

The termination of the ablative is ^ te or % % ke dhore te

* in,’ as in Urdu, is meft : * on * is pe, not par as in Urdu.

The accusative takes the form either of the nominative or of

the dative.

Note (1). The fact that accusative and agent case maj
both end in ne gives rise to considerable confusion. Both
the subject and the object of the verb may have the same
termination in the same sentence, e.g.:

«r%|

I beat the Sahib.

Manne sAhib ne mAryA. J

Ordinarily the difficulty is avoided by using the nomina-

tive form of the accusative when the verb is transitive and of

such a tense as to require its subject to be in the agent case,

and the dative form of the accusative when the verb is in

transitive or of such a tense of a transitive verb that it has

its subject in the nominative case
;
for example,

srfwv nrof
)
> The Sahib boat me.

Main sAhib ne mArya )

or

ChhorA sahib ne pakarya

Manne polls pAkar ke le gayi.

The Sahib seized the boy.

The Police arrested and took

me off.

or

* tfflfar # Jiff
)
> The Police took the boy off.

Ghhore ne polis le gayi. )

The ambiguity and its solution is well seen in the follow

ing sentence:

—

# 9k S W FT*! nY * * WT fr'm je main sAAp ne

n& raArtA to main si&p ne kh& liyA hontA.
If I had not killed the snake, the snake would have bitten

me.

(2) Dhore is the equivalent of the Urdu pis, e.g.,

It* \

chhore ke dhore
In the child’s poesassion.

mere dhore
With me.
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UVA]
In the true ablative, with the sense of ‘ from’, there is no

difference between mere te, and mere dhore te liya. When the
-ense of the ablative is ‘ by ’

, dhore te will not be used, <• g. I
cannot do it is mere te n4hin ho sake.

’

(3) There are certain poculiar uses of the genitive
(o) With the verb * m4rn4 ’ in the sense of ‘ to strike

’

the object of the verb is put in the form of the masculine in-
Hcried genitive, for example

—

W WTr ( WlCl ) % *T»f

Mamie is ciihore (ohhori) ke marya

w % wit urtt

Mmme is ke 14th i man

atW % WI* atat

.Mamie is ke thapar m4rya

I hit this boy (or girl).

1 hit him with a stick.

1 slapped him.

(i)
,

I he same form of the genitive is used where in Urdu
us ke pas is used; for example, the answer to the question
Have you seen my horse ? ” or “ my mare i

’ ’
is respectively

w anit %
1

Manne is p41i ke dekhya I

V “ I saw it with this
a*l W «nw at

I
herdsman.”

Mamie is pali ke dekhi
]

(
f

|

ln t,le P ll,
'

tl8e W % it wWr all*. Is ke ghar kl
kaun j4no, referring to God,=- “ Who knows the secrets of His

ri
H1
rV

'
"

",
1

e

/nvwiable reply to a question regarding the
1 ehhood °f rain, etc.— it is probable that some word as qnr
«at is understood.

(d) ** %—lb ke = this year, g* %—Pur ke - Last year.
Here 91^—Sal is understood.

(4) In the dative of direction, the suffix is often omitted,
' 9-, fiw gam giyd = He has gone to the village.

Calcutta giyd= He has gone to Calcutta.

II. Inflexion of the Noun Proper.

§ 3. The departures from Urdu here are-
fa) In masculine and feminine nouns the oblique plural

terminals in 4ft instead of in oft.

,fa) *n feminine nouns the nominative form of the plural
the same as that of the singular and is not inflected.
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Examples.

Masculine. 1

:

chhora. boy

.

bulad, bullock. b4bii, fatlie:

Vocative $ u’fr

singular.
i

e chhore. ere bulad. e b&bu.

Oblique Wfr V**
singular. ehhore. bulad. bahu.

Nominative It*

plural. ehhore.
t

bulad. b&hii.

Vocative wWr
plural. 1 echhoryo. ere bulado.

Oblique IwHf

plural. chhnr&n. hulad&n. b&bu&h.

Feminine.

Vocal ive

chliori, girl. bir, woman. bahu, wife.

singular. e clihori.

Oblique
singular. ehliori.

Nt*. bir. WW bahu.

Nominative
plural. clihnri.

bir. W bahu.

V ocative

plural.

$ Wftfr

e ehhoryo.
• •

Oblique
plural.

writ

ehhory&n.
bir&h, bahudi

Notes.

(1) In one word there appears to be a pure locative

case.

Wtf «IT—ghar&ri j&= go home.
This termination does not appear to occur in any other

word.

(2) The vocative plural of bibu does not exist, as no one

man can call more than one father : nor are vocatives used in

bir woman or bahu wife : morn polite forms of address are

employed.

B. Declension of the Pronouns.

8 4. The Personal Pronouns.
These differ considerably from Urdu, and will be given in

full. The use of the alternative forms of the accusative has

already been explained.
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It should here he noticed that the personal pronouns atlord

:'ie only instance of the apparent omission of ^ ne in the

agent. ease. Probably in the singular it is absorbed in the

final letter of inuiA l; in the case of the 2nd person singular

and of the plural of both pronouns it survives in the final

letter of the inflected form of the agent case.

Person

,

Sim/ular. Pinml

Nom St, main = 1. Vf haul - we.

Acc. main, niatme--me. W-'OTT —ham. hamne - us.

\gent $-3%, main, manner I. - human, ham ne

- we.

( Jen. morn— my (decliu- ijrn—mliara -our (declin-

ing as in Urdu). ing as in Urdu).

I>at. qij manne-rto me. -ham ne - to us.

Abl. ki St- mere te.

if? if\j ft—mere*

dliore le.

—matte.

|

from
; or by

|
me.

1

^ —inhare le. )

unr if\f St—inhare
J

^r01
^
1

f f

L »r by
dhore te. i

ufl>

3 —ham te. j

2nd Person

Nhtffvlar . Plural.

Nom. g g, tu-tuh = thou. g*. turn' = you.

Voc. gg tu-tuh — thou.
. gu. tum -ve.

Ace. g g tu-tun-tanne g« nr g^. tum, tumue =

- thee. you.

Agent W ?!%, tain, tanne - gut'* 1 ’ 3*r tumAh, tumne -

thou. = vou.

hen. tera - thy (deelin- ^prr. thara - your (deelin

ing as in Urdu). ing as in Urdu'.

Dat. H*, tanne, to thee. gir turn ne = to you.

A hi. it tere te. ^pr St, thare te. \

^ tftr t. tere
|

dliore te.
j

H*, tatte. J

from

j- or by

|

thee.

1

^ *. IhAre
1 o

f

r

ro™

dliore te.
j

yOU .

gu it. turn te.
'

1 The pronunciation of tum all through is almost nearer tam than
nun.
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§ 5. Demonstrative Pronouns.

The most marked difference between the demonstrative

pronouns in Jatu and in Urdu is that in the former

there is a distinct form for the feminine singular nomi-

native.

aftT Yoh OtTH+3II he, she, it.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. ^IT —yoh , mas. — lie or % —vc — they or these.

this.

WIT—yah, fern - she or

this.

Acc. a. As nominative. if—VC.

I>. —in ne. fW if—in no.

Agent. ff it- -is ne. fW it—in ne.

fW —iii ne.

Gen. f* WST—is ka. far wt in ka.

ft WT- u\ ka.

Gat. ft —in ne. far if—in ne.

Abl. ft t—in te. far S’—in te.

ft wt'T S—in dhore te. far Vtv i—in dhore te.

TO. Oh = that
,
he, she, it.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. wtT oh, mas. = he or that, t—we : they or those.

WIT,wah,fem. = she or that

Acc. a. As nominative.

b. ww if—us ne.

Agent, we % —us ne.

Gen. we wt—us k&.

Dat. ww %—us ne.

AW rww*—uste.
\ WW WW ^—us dhore te.

§ 0. The Relative Pronoun.

eft. Jo = who, which, what, he who, etc.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. urr—jo.

^—we.

-uii ne.

w*r if—un ne.

war WT—un k&.

w«r #—un ne.

wrw $—un te

ww Wtr %—un dhore te.

eft—jo.
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Singular. Plural.

Air- a. lit—jo. a. sit—jo.

b. fins %—jis ne. b. fore fore
j
ls jis ne .

sff #—jin ne.

/ trff or fare—j ill or jis
; fare four—jis jis, the suffixes

Oblique \ the suffixes through- throughout, as before,
cases. 1 out as in the demon-

strative pronouns.

Notes (1). In the singular jiu is the more characteristic

furm,but the form of the plural shows that jis is also good
Jatu.

(2) In the plural instead of the distributive form jis jis,

jin is sometimes heard, but this appears to be an exotic form
introduced from Urdu.

§ 7. The Correlative Pronoun.

Oh is preferred to so.

Note.—In the adverbial construction fas* jib (then) is the

i nvariable correlative of fan* jib (when).

§ S. The Interrogative Pronouns.

Kaun, ‘ who
,

9
* which

’
'(

The singular exactly follows the declension of jo, the

relative ^pronoun ;
the oblique cases being either nfa kin or

falTO kis. The plural also follows the same rule with this

dilference that *ft nff kin kin is used as well as firo faro kis

kis.

% Ke, what.

Nominative %—ke.

Accusative %—ke.

Genitive *et nrr—kydii k&.

§ 9. The Indefinite Pronouns.

*rtt Koi = some, someone, any.

Tiie accusative is either koi orW. kisse lie. The

oblique cases are f*pjj kisse with the usual suffixes.

Note (1). In the agent case where a negative follows the

Buffix ne, the latter is almost assimilated with the pronoun as

)
> No one said it.

Kiss&n n& kahi. )

(2) For the Urdu kisi n& kisi, Jatu employs f*fl® % fans *

kisse te kisse, or still more emphatically fai^ ® = kisse

te kisse ho.
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(3) The plural exists in the nominative koi only.

|SW kuolih, ‘ something,’ * anything.’

This presents no differences, but *r wAsta n& is far

commoner and more idiomatic than kuchh nahin.

C. Adverb*.

§ 10. So far as syntax is concerned . adverbs call for no
remark. But their form is in many cases very different in

JAlfi; e.ff .
,

—

to-morrow or yesterday mm . . kal.

yes to . . hamhe.

at the side, near . . dhore.

behind, after .
.

paelihe.

till, until W9
•J

. . lug.

now . . ib.

then (correlative)
}

when—(relat ive ) . S

.
.

jib.

when '{ « . . kad.

where f . . kare.

r fan . . kit.

i

fttrfif

. . kare.
whither? .. ^

I

. . kitor.
•

i . . kihghe

c *¥ . . are.

here .

.

. . are.

( Pi . . it.

pi . . it.

l t*H . . inghe.

there . .
^

WI . . lit.

1 wf . . ure.

thither

. . aun.

w . . ut.

thus, so • * . . nytih

D .—The Verb-

§ 11. The Infinitive.

—Active Voice.
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The uninflected infinitive ends, as in Urdu, with m nA,

•'0 —
m wrtn *twt % i

> It is best to speak the truth.

RAch bolna AchhA se. J

The in fleeted infinitive is formed by droppim* the linal

letter of the termination, and adding, when euphony demands

it. a short ‘ a * before the now final n, e.t7.,—

sttv*
)

Fit to drink.

Piwan ke lAik. )

htw eft* ^
l Fit to eat.

Khan jog.
j

MaranAlA. About to die.

ttw «rw«WTTW. Eh ja’anAlA = Eh, you on the road.

§ 12. The Future Participle.

The future participle is formed bv adding the termination

Ala to the inflected infinitive, e.7.,—

-

*irf. karna = To do.

*rewrr, karnala = About to do.

ewf, ma rna = To die.

*K*r*iTWT. maranala — About to die.

§ 13. The Present Participle is as in Urdu. The Verb

wtwt Ana— to come—has, however, a curious form in

AmtA. erTfit—Amte is equivalent to the Urdu Ate Ate : and
- Amte hi — immediately on arrival.

§ 14. The Conjunctive Participle is as in Urdu.

§ Ifi. The Past Participle.

In forming the past participle, there is interpolated

between the root and the final A of the termination a sound

almost amounting to 1, but not quite so distinct. It may be

ie presented by e, v.

Infinitive .

Example*.

Pad Participle.

. . marnA .. to die . marya.

*n»rf . . mArna . . to kill, beat . . mArvA.

.
.

phetna . . to meet .

.

.
.

phetyA.

hWi simnA . . to sew i'fm . . simyA.

gAdnA . . to bury arTW .
.

g^dyA.

wif . . karna , . to do uraf . . karyA.

*HT . . thAnn

A

. . to determine 9RT . . thAnvA.
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There are, of course, some irregular formations as

—

Infinitive

.

Past Participle.

. . hona to be • . 9HT . . hud.

. . dena to give . . f^UT . . diya.

4Nt . . lend to take . . flWT . • liyd.

•TUT • • jdna .

.

to go . . firoi .
.

giyd.

§ 16. The Imperative.

The singular imperative is, as in Urdu, the plain rout of

the Verb, e.g.
t
m*—mar = heat

!

The plural imperative either takes the Urdu form i?nct

mdro, or the Urdu precative form with a slight difference of

intonation as jttVt, mdryo. The difference in use between these

appears to be two-fold.

The precative form is more distant, and future; tlie

imperative form more immediate. The imperative form agaiu

would be used to a junior or to a low-caste person, while to a

senior the precative form may be used, even of immediate
action.

The Urdu precative form in
—

* iyo,* e.jr/.,kariye,is not used

in J&tti.

§ 17. The Aorist Tense.

This differs from Urdu in the form of the first person

plural, which ends in *rt an, e.(/.,

—

Singular. Plural.

* ** . . main karmi . . fn • • haul kar&ri.

J . . tu kare .
.

g*i . . turn karo.

oh kare . . t we karen.

Note (1). These terminations correspond exactly to those

of the Auxiliary Verb, which is conjugated below.

(2) In the Verb urmr, j£u& the first person singular is vt>

jan as well as unwi, j&uft.

§ 18. The Auxiliary Verb.

Present.

Singular. Plural.

% . . main adu . . w
Q t tu se .

.

.. ohse .. #%

ham Bin.

turn so.

wesed.
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Past

Same as Urdu, with the exception that the feminine plural

often thf as singular, and not thin.

§ 19. The Indefinite Present Tense.

This tense never takes the Urdu form, which is compound-

ed of the imperfect participle and the present Auxiliary Verb,

?.qml main kartA htiri.

The only exception to this rule appears to occur in the

negative phrase $ vflf UTPUT, main nahin jdnta, which is prob-

ably an introduction from Urdu.

The present tense is either—

(a) The aorist alone.

(b) The aorist compounded with the present auxiliary.

Thus ‘ I am doing it * is 9 v main karun siin or $

main kaniii
;

“ We are going
’

* is VR Wt *t, ham chalan sah

nr ** TOt ham chalAh, just as in Urdu 1
1 am going ’ is main

jiita huh or main jAtA. This tense has the indefinite value of

the Urdu main jAtA bun = 1

1 am going.’

§ 20. The Definite Present Tense.

To avoid the possible futurity of the above tense, and to

indicate that the action is at the moment of speech in course

of fulfilment the compound tense formed from the root of the

verb, combined with the past participle of TO rahna, and

the present auxiliary verb, is employed.

Singular. Plural.

* RK for^ main kar riba sun *«v VC ut ham kar rihe sah

<j t, tu kar rihA se. jp RfT ft% ut, turn kar rihe so.

WT* vc ftv oh kar rihA se. t VC fk% we kar rihe sen.

T (etc.) am actually doing it now.

Note .—If the auxiliary is omitted, the present significance

is changed to a perfeot, e.g., wft*V fWT oh A rihA means not

‘ lie is coming,* but * he has come.*

§ 21. The Future.

The future is formed, as in Urdu, by the addition of the

declinable suffix avi gA to the aorist. It follows that the first

person plural is veti karAhge, and not karehge.

§ 22, The Past Imperfect.

Just as the indefinite present is compounded of the

auxiliary present' and the aorist, and not as in Urdu of the

iuxiliary present and the imperfect participle, so th@ past

unperfect is compounded of the auxiliary past and the aorist,
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and not as in Urdu of the auxiliary past and the imperfect

participle, e.g.,

—

Singular. Plural.

ifewFWT * main kartin tha . . vn aiKt ^ . . ham kaian the.

g fr *T . . tu kart1 tha .
.

jpl % . . turn karo the.

W* . . <>h kare tha . . t mr f . . we kareh the.

= T (etc.) was doing it.

§ 23. The Past Unfulfilled Conditional.
The structure of this tense is the most curious in the

language. It is formed bv adding % hai for every person to

the ordinary aorist.

In the correlative part of the sentence it is optional to

omit, the termination % hai, f.g.,

W Singular . # it m t mw (%)
<N

jc main nyiin kaniri hai to main martin

(h»i).

2nd Singular . i g ^ f^ HT W ( %

>

je tu nyiin kare hai to tu mare (hai).

3rd Singular. # WIW to *rr % efr ^fnr ht i%)

je oh nyiin kare hai to oh mave (hai).

1st Plural. 4 vi si w % lit VMl'Ct <V
je ham nyiin kar&n hai to haul mar&n (hai'

2nd Plural. # g* f%)

je turn nyiin karo Jiai to turn rnaro (hai).

3rd Plural. * ? % iff ? mt (%)

je we nyti.il karen hai to we maren (Imi).

= If 1 (etc.) had done so, 1 should have died.

Notes.

(1) The faot that the auxiliary verb is *£ sun not # htin

and its 3rd person % se not % hai, and the fact that this termina-

tion is not conjugated, suggest at Qnc£ that it has nothing to

do with the auxiliary verb.

(2) The same tense exists in Mult&iri. See O’Brien’s

glossary of the Mult&ni language, page vii, where the termina-

tion is given as h& and Mr. O’Brien thought the tense was

peculiar to Mult&ni. He believed h& to be the substantive verb,

though page v shows it is not.

(3) Dr. Grierson, to whose notice I brought the existence

of this tense, suggests that it is probably really an old future*

something of the nature of

—
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Singular. Plural

* ‘ Mfirihan . mfuvhal.

“ Marihai . mart* ho.

“ Marihai .. ninrdiaT.

This tense has jione through various changes of meaning

•* (just as the old present has become the present conditional

•‘in Hindi), and in Kashmiri is actually a past conditional.

“ The hah, hai, etc., is a termination, not the verb substantive,

“the h representing an old s or sh. Thus Sanskrit mari-

‘•shyiuni, Prakrit marissami, mnrihanii, modern inarihaiV’

Cl O’Brien, op. cit., pp. v and vi, on the Multani future.

(4) The ordinary Urdu form of the past conditional is

also iti use, lor example,—

•» wrw nftp *T ffat WIT j« aj thora pam

mi hohta to tor eharh jala-if such a little water were not

running to-day, it would How up (on to the Holds).

It the aj were omitted, the sense might equally he ‘ If

>udi a little water had not been running, it would have flown

up (on to the fields).

§ 24. The Future. Conditional.

Future conditionals are expressed as in Urdu

fa) hy tlie use of the aorist, when a general assertion is

made, -

9t WT TO 1ftW rn UJT* je paehhwa dial jae

to same ki as ho jae. If the west, wind blows, there is hope of

t good year

;

{&) by the use of the future, when the future nature of

the contingency has to be emphasized, e.(j.
9

—
if 3 m t U1TOT, je tu k&t legd to main

ru&rung&.

If you cut it, I shall beat you.

There is, however, another form. If, in the first example

above, it is desired not to express a general truth, but to

indicate the fact that if only the west wind would begin to

blow now, there is still hope of a good year, the % hai will be

added to the first part of the sentence as in the past conditional,

if TOT TO TO % iff Vf TO ft HP*, je pachhwd chal j&e

hai to same ki As ho j4e.

In thin tense, however, the termination is apparently added

°uly to the 3rd person singular.

§ 26. The other tenses of the aotive voice accord with

those in use in ordinary Urdu. The following idiomatic uses

of tenses already discussed may be conveniently now
here.
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(1) Uses of the Past Participle.

This is sometimes used when Urdu would employ the

inflected infinitive, e.g.,—

gi# , mare pAchhe = After death.

i| xt * $ uh lie gaye kai s41 hue= how many

years is it since he went ?

(2) A contingent future is formed by repeating the aorist

with a negative, e.g .
,

—

ft qraFftrc w mw, main karun kill na karun=T may do it

perhaps
;
perhaps not.

(8) The verb uforr len4, added to the root of an intran-

sitive verb itself becomes intransitive, and gives the meaning

of completed action, e.g.,

—

Wt ho liy4= it is finished.

urr filTOT, 4 liy4 = he has come.

(4) The verb vw«n raklm4 is idiomatically used as an

intensive where Urdu employs den4; e.g., ‘to present a peti-

tion * is arsri de-rakhn4; ‘ to sow cotton ’ is h4ri bo-rakhn4 ; bhej

rakhna, to send: khol rakhn4, to open.

(5) The paafc tense of the verb <^«IT rahna is used in the

common plirase xfhr ‘ oh rih4 ’ as ‘ there it is,’ “ voila.”

(6) An inversion of the common form of the past tense is

most idiomatic ; e.g., " wftr fiwr oh giy4mar” for ‘oh mar
giy4’ ‘he died/ The phrase is very vivid but not used for

special emphasis.

(7) In the imperative it is common to combine both

negatives ,
i.e . ,

the prohibitive inr with the negative WT " UWm
vfwft mat na chaliyo,” “don’t you go.”

(8) The past tense of the verb “xxxt baithn4 to sit” is

used idiomaticaUy for ‘ failed,’ ‘ ceased ’
‘ gave up,’ e.g., a man

whose sight is failing will say of his eyes

dekhan te baith rihe sen.” Of a tree which is dying it will be

said “W vtvr it wr fVTT # rukh hoan te baith rih4 se,” “the

tree is ceasing to be, drying up.”

The Passive Voice.

§ 26. The passive voice is fofmed exaotly as in Urdu,

subject to the modifications of form already dealt with, e.g.,

—

“ I am being beaten ” is not main mArA jAtA hfid, but

9f mwt qt, roaiii miryA jafih sfin.

The best rule for the use of the passive is, however, to

avoid It wherever possible, e.g., instead of saying “the tree

was blown down by the wind ” the JAt will either say * the

wind blew the tree down, ’ or more probably * the tree f«D

down from the wind.’ Ordinarily the passive is little nsed,

except in snob phrases as 4* *rrcf fW, maid mAryA giyA.
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w
qjn. aiiy, n.m., body, limb.

vft. aiigU n.f., breast covering or bodice worn by married

women, <f angl gail peti, mAh gail belt ” a girl favours her

mother as her bodice fits her bust.

ahgutht ,
n.f., finger ring with jewel or other ornament.

VWK TOT, akar makar, n.m., tricks, hanl/-panky.

akiyah %
plural of Ah, n.m., calotropis procera.

wiim. agetd, adj., early, precocious.

achraj , n.m., a >0wonder, a remarkable or unusual

occurrence.

WT, afid . n.m., goat.

“ Gold sohbat, ajhd dhan dumdh dhedah piyttr .

“ Gore khetiboe ke chdroh shakhs khowdr.”

A slave for friend, a goat for wealth, Bums and such

for love—A field sown near the village site, all four

men are wretched.

^Hrf. ajhdh
,
n.f., she-goat.

WW1T. aiaknd , v.a., to forbid.

wwer. atkal satkal , adv. ,
approximately.

arahgd, n.m., (1) weeds; (2) a collection of things lying

together as patwari’s papers, zamindar’s tools, clothes or

utensils.

arahg barahg , n.m., miscellaneous, useless articles,

‘
‘ paraphernalia.

' ’

ayahs, n.f., (1) difficulty, complication; (2) obstacle ; (3)

insistence, ardhs men dyd, got into a hole ; aydhs land
, to

insist.

wm, aydhd, n.m., a grass preserve in the middle of cultivated

fields.

are
, adv., here. Cf. dye.

wvsr. art;, self-sown, run wild.

WIT, arna, v.n., to adjoin.^ aysan paysan , n.m., miscellaneous articles of small

value as arahgd (q.v.).
„ t ,

^iwnr, an'dt, n.f., absence, lack, of anything, andt ke sabab

se ‘ because there was no orop ’—sometimes the meaning

is lack of relations. The word seems to be a corruption

from anhot , which is from an privative and hond t and so
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means want, poverty: the particular sense can be judged

from the context.

ant, n.f., point.

“ Sel kl a7it
,
hal ki an?, sui tci ani

, kahn k% an;,

“ phale karm se.”

The spear’s point, the plough’s, the needle’s, the

pen’s prosper by fate, i.e., success in these profes-

sions depends on fate.

andi
9
n.f., (1) an iron band bound round the hub of the

spinning wheel ; (2) a similar band round the base of Ihe

plough clamping the phdli and panihdri (q.v.).

afkddshi , n.f., eleventh day of either half of the

lunar month.

“ Sdumi badi alkddshi gan garje ddhi rdt 9

“ Piyd tun jd so Mdlve
,
ham jdh sail Gujrdt.”

“ If the clouds thunder at midnight on the eleventh

of the dark half of Sawan, my husband you go to

Malwa, I’m off to Gujrat.”
A sure sign of famine.

Wltl, adhkdran, n.f., half-sharer (of a woman).

adhkdri, n.m., half-sharer (of a man).

WW, adhl 9 adj., clear, distinctive, used with pahchdn.

andri, adj., stupid, dense.

anek, adj., many, too many.

angherd, adj., uninvited, unowned, having no particular

business, loafing, angherd dyd, came unasked, angherd

bachhd, a waif,

wwr, ant, n.m., end, aim.

“ Roti ant
,
roti pahth,

“ Rotiydh ne. ydwen saht.”

Bread is man’s aim,

Bread his path.

The saints (fakirs) hymn bread,

wrwrc, antar, n.m., difference. The, root idea of the word is

space.

unmrr, antkd, adj., too much, excessive.

“ Ghana nd antkd bolnd, ghani nd antki chap;
“ Ghand nd antkd barsnd, nd ghani antki dhup.”

“ Nor speech nor silence to excess.
”

“ Nor rain nor sunshine to excess.”

Moderation in all things.
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ambar , n.m., sky.

^T,w flW, afof, n.m., a small species of mimosa.

alu ,
n.m. & f., owl.

*1#*, alekh, adj., invisible—an attribute of (iod.

^9: ala ,
n.m., a very small fly that damages wheat.

alkat, n.f., aloofness, abhorrence; a-khainchnd to feel

abhorrence, keep oneself aloof.

*9Hr?T, aljherd , n.m., disagreement, dispute.

albat , conj., however, at least.

albdd, n.f., obstinacy.

albddi , adj., headstrong, obstinate—of men or animals.

aver, n.m., delay.

TOT, ashid, adj., headstrong, obstinate—of men or animals.

TOuV . ashtmin , n.f., as dthen, q.v.

astal , n.m., a ttairagi monastery.

asratdi, n.in., as rfaraf, q.v.

ah, interj., a noise made to turn bullocks in plough or cart

to the right.

*rr

rtn/cal, n.m., a bull.

(inkI

i

, n.m., a letter (of tlio alphabet), c.g., D<> tinHi

kddn/'t =To write a abort letter.

dng, n.f., grazing fees (taken by proprietors of the village

from non-owners).

dhgnl, n.f., finger.

finch, n.f., lire.

*)T* dnt, n.f., 1. Knot.

2. Difficulty.

3. Custom, agreement.

stfl. anti, n.f., knot (poetieal form of tint, q.v.).

ftniT, tihlnd, v.a., to fill up (a tank or well, etc.).

“ Brahman ho ke ante johr,

“ Bnnyd ho ke leave maror,
“ Zamihddr hokele kof ;

“ Tinoh led AyA, thdp fe, of.”

If a Brahman fills up a tank,

Or a Baniya practises pride,

Or a Zamindar takes a bribe

;

The end of all three, mark you, has come.
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«ff, dhdu, n.m., fine, strong bullock ; also of an entire bull

used for ploughing, not covering (U8ed generally with

buld, q.v.).

ak, n.m., calotropis procera

—

pi. akiydh.

WWf,
dkar, adj., uneven, up and down, of ground.

dkhli, n.f., 1. Difficulty.

2. Holes or ruts in a road.

WIW- itgain, n.m., 1. A shallow trench dug to carry water

from village or jungle to fields ; agam
hi pant = the water which it carries.

2. Approach, futurity.

WTXWIVt- again budhi, n.f., wisdom.

“ Again budhi baniyd,
“ Pachham budhi jot.”

Forethought the Baniya’s, and afterthought the Jat’s.

WTWT. drhhd, adj., good ; all words are lengthened like this,

wiar, dtheh, n.f., the 8th day of either half of the lunar month.

WTW if 3T*. nth nd sdth, adj., nought, useless. Cf. 'at sixes

and sevens.’

'* Kheti its hi, dp Icare.

“ Adhi us ki dekhan jae.

“ Aye gaye ko puchhe bat
" Us ki kheti dth nd sdth.”

His are the fruits of farming, who works himself.

He gets half who goes to see.

He who enquires of the passers-by

Nought of the fruits gets he.

WTW. dd, n.f., 1. Prevention, obstacle.

2. Barrier.

3. Line—of Sarsoh
,
etc., sown up and down the

wheat crop.

add, adj., 1. Curved, crooked.

n.m., 2. Reclining on side with legs drawn up.

“ Mr karo to bolo add.
“ Krit karo to rakho gddd

Would you quarrel 1 Speak crooked.

Go in for business 1 Bleep a cart.

WTf- dru, adj., obstinate, quarrelsome,

wmf. an, n.f., anything avoided or foresworn, e.g., ddru ki an

«e= wine is foresworn.
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fitham
,
n.m., the west.

*T«Hir. titfman , n.m., same as dtham
,
q.v.

fT^frr. (ithamnd, adj., western,

snuarr dthamndh
, adv., westwards.

rf'far, n.m., respect, honor, deference.

44 BMl, bhatidrt beswd
,

‘‘ Tinon jdt ko-jat ;

41 Aye kd ddar kareh
,

“ Chalte puchheh nd but.”

The bard, the baker, the strumpet,
All three castes are low ;

They honour the new comer,
And ask not when lie goes.

WTW an*, ddharnddh
,
adv., half and half, equally.

41 Hal bdweh
,
kud ddeh

t gdfi udham tidh”

“ Left in the plough, right at the well, and half and
half in the cart.”

The meaning is that in the plough the left bullock has
most work, as the turns are made to the right, vice

versa in the well : the oart goes straight. As a
matter of fact, the well and plough generally work
alike.

an*t sr^, ddhl dhaleh
, n.f., a time of day, about 12 to 2 p.m.

ani*, dnand, n.m., ease, pleasure, tranquillity, peace, com-

fort.

dryd, n.m., a vegetable, not unlike a small cucumber.

^T^r, dl, n.f., 1. Moisture, damp.

2. Mischief, folly.

*t*t. did, n.m., a hole, niche in a wall.

nlkas, n.m., laziness.

41 Alkas nmd mard ne khowe .

4 4 Bir ne khowe hdhsi
44 Taka bidj mul ne khowe .

“ Chor ne khowe khdhsi.**

Laziness and sleep betray a man, and giggling a

woman. ,

(Craving for) interest betrays the principal—and

coughing the thief.

*t¥t. ulna, n.m., a bird's nest.

afTlT, dlldy adj., moist, damp.

ds
9 n.f., hope.
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“ Hart kheti gabhan dhindh .

“ Munh par jdwc jib kt as."

Green crops, a cow in calf

!

When you taste, it’s time to hope.
“ Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched.’ 1

*rw. dsang
,

n.f., strength, endeavour, courage; himmat of

Urdu/

umn , n m., a fakir’s residence or a Pandit’s seat or mat.

dmuj, n.m., the 7th month of the year, Sept, to Oct.

WHY, dsrat, n.m., a brahmin, other than one’s family parohit
i

employed to do petty services such as cooking, etc., or

engaged in a village where one is temporarily residing.

The word is Sanskrit and primarily means dependent.”

WTOTTt, dmtfd! % n.m., same as dsrat, q.v.

^T*T. dsrd
9 n.m.. I. Help, e.g., mdlik ke dsre te, by God’s help.

2. Power, Kdl par gayd . Kot dsra nahin rihn.

Famine has fallen
;
tlierc is no power left

in me.

t
Tf. iitchh, n.f., the Baniya’s account against the Zamindar of

moneys paid as revenue, &c.

ikthaure

,

adj. pi., collected together, assembled.

XjH, it, adv., here, hither.

CT. ib, adv., now; ib ke sal, or more commonly ib ke, this year.

TOW, ilhdn, n.m., anything useless to attempt, or beyond

one’s capacity or position.

istri, n,f., woman ; wife.

“ Kis kd ihdkur pulti, kis kd mitr kaial.

“ Kis hi bested istri, kis kd brniyd ydr”

Whose foundling is the ihdkur, whose friend the kaial

!

Whose wife is the strumpet, whose boon companion

the Baniya ?

i
fi, thghe, adv., hither.

t'#t, indht, n.f., a pad used in carrying water-pots on the head.

“ Dabbi dm, ddbbt jdwe.”
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“ Squashed it comes, and squashed it goes
* *—coming

and going, to and from the well, the pot rests on
the pad.

iiidhan ,
n.m., fire-wood, fuel.

“ Sdhj sakdlc ki bddli , do paihre ki panhydr.

“ Kliatan ho ke indhan ko chdli
,
tinoh nahih paddr.”

Morning’s and evening’s clouds, the woman who
fetches water at noontime.

The carpenter’s wife who goes out for wood: there’s

no depending on any of them.

iw, ikh
,
n.m., sugar-cane,

twf, irkhd, n.f., enmity.

Kanchan tajnd saihj sai
,
par tirid kd neh,

“ Man, bardi
i
irkhd ,

Tulsi durlabh yeJt .”

It’s easy to give up (love of) gold
;
but to give up the

love of a woman, pride, show and enmity—Tulsi,

this is hard.

<3

WfT. Uffhdfd, adj., naked, bare.

“ Tin ughajri sab dhakin
,
kar le ndr bichdr.

" Is gdhd ne khol ke jib jdyye panhdr.”

Three naked, all the rest covered: think it out,

woman.
Solve this riddle, then go and fetch your water.

Answer—rafters in a roof.

ujar, n.m., or n.f., a deserted village—adj., deserted.

“ Ujar dekhke gujar kude dhdl dekhke bairdgi.

“ Khir dekhke bdhman k&de ,
tinoh ho jdeh rdzV ’

The Gujar jumps (for joy) when he sees a deserted

village, the Bairagi when he sees a shield, the

Brahman when he sees rice-milk ; then all three are

(The
PP

<fujar is a thief, the Bairagi often plays

with a shield, and the Brahman is fond of good

food.)

ujdr, n.m., 1. A spot exposed to injury, e.g., meri kydri

bahdardh ki ujdr men sai=my field gets overrun by

monkeys.
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2. Jungle, deserted land.

“ Gujar se ujar bhali, ujar se bhali ujar.

“ Jahdh dekhlye Gujar, wahdh dijie mdr.”

A deserted village is better than the Gujar, better *
howling desert ; when yon see a Gujar. kill him on
the spot.

(It is better to live quite alone than in the company <>t

such thieves as Gujars are.)

Wm, uksnd, v.n., 1. To rise.

2. To be stirred, to be moved. (Of emo-
tions).

WWfh ukhal, u.m., the wooden or stone mortar in which grain

is crushed.

wwlt, ukhli, n.f., a stone or wooden mortar smaller than ukhal.

q.v.

WXIf, ugdr, n.m., a cattle yard, as gher, q.v.

tn, ugam, n.m., the east.

WfW, ugman, n.m., same as ugam
,
q.v.

Wfim, ugmatia, adj., eastern.

WfPlti ugmandn, adv., eastwards, preceded by te q v..—to the

east of.

“ Tin bvlad, ghar men do chaki.
“ Ugmandn khet, Hakim ki bdki."

Three bullocks, two corn mills in the house.
A field in the east—and the Government’s revenue will

be in arrears.

i.e., why have an extra bullock and an extra mill,

which mean waste ?

If your field is in the east, coming and going the sun

will be against you.

WUTfV, ugdhi
,
n.f., money collected, especially the Government

revenue.

WSiWUT, ugahnd
, v.a., to collect (money, etc.),

warar. ujld, adj., bright.
’

WfWT, udnd, v.n., to fly away.

“ Thothe pachhofe, ud ud jd.”

If you winnow hollow (gram), it will all fly away.

(Waste labour, like
1

ploughing the sands.’)
*

ww, ut, adv., thither.

WTC, tdar, n.m., answer.
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WIT, ularmi , vtar java, v.n., to die.

giw, uttam, adj., exalted.

<3*. utr
,
n.m., north.

-*^T, afra, adj., northern.

tel»nrf», adj., or n.f., north wind.

ntranhd
,
adj., northern.

utrdhhdh ,
adv., northwards,

wdes, n.f., a form of salutation to kanphdrds
,
q.v.

Mf//*, n.f., noise, uproar, bickering.

'SW. udham
,
n.f., same as tidA, q.v.

^tlWWT, udhalnd
,
v.n., to elope,

wwr. unman, n.m., cloud.

wWl gw*, unman sunmdn, adv., approximately.

<3 upang
,
adj., footless, crippled, lame; so depending upon

others.

*3V»rr
/
upajnd, v.n., to spring up, germinate, grow,

ttpdo, n.m., remedy.

updesh, n.m., exhortation.

“ Auron he updesh par
,

</«ra bharpnr.
“ apne mulch par

,
soMi &e dhul”

In exhorting others all men are full-blown saints.

But every man has duBt upon his own face.

/.e., all men can see the mote in their brothers’ eyes,

but not the beam in their own.

WW. uprdkan
,
n.m., high barren land, whose rain water is

drained into a tank or less commonly into cultivated lands

;

johar kd uprdhan
f
the catchment area of a tank.

upharnd
, v.n., to overflow.

uphan, n.m., an overflowing, ebullition (as of milk,

when it boils up).

upharnd
, v.a., to make, to overflow,

wmf, ubhdrnd
,
v.a., 1. To steal.

2. To instigate.

3. To seduce.

umrd
t
n.m., land that has borne an unirrigated spring

crop, especially gram.

“ Khetl lcare to umre hart.

“ Ndh to ghar men pafke mare .**

Would you farm ? Farm in ‘ umrdJ*

If not you may lie down at home and die.

(I7mrrf soil is in the most workableand productive state.)
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WTHIT. uMknti, v.a, to cross, transgress.

W?tw*T. ulichhnd
,
v.a., to bale, to pour out.

“ Pant hadhgaya ndo men
,
aur ghar men badh gayd dam .

“ Down hath ulichhiye
,
yeh sidnd kdm

Water poured in the boat, and money was stored in

the house.

Kale it out with both hands, this is wisest.

WIT. nlgd
,
adj., unemployed, at leisure—(urdu alag).

WIT*, vlgds, n.f., leisure.

WWTT. uljhnd
, v.n., to be entangled (in difficulties), to quarrel.

ushtawl
,

n.ni., unnecessaiy action; anything beyond

one’s proper position or ability ; contrariness.

ushtandi
, n.m., contrary, one who acts beyond his

position or station.

35

W W, uk chtik
,
n.f., forgetfulness, mistake.

W«fT, itknd
,
v.n., to fail, to miss the opportunity or mark.

«*. %, n.f., collection, subscription.

WifT, uthnd
,
v.n., to get up.

Vfe wre, adv., there, thither.

wi, tit, n.m., childless man, ut jdmt
,
to die childless, sometimes

used abusively, as wortliless, good for nothing, senseless.

“ Bari ki men bdri bowen,
* ‘ Pdh has ki men boweh ihkh

,

U'tgaye jab jdniye,
“ Jab mane prdi sikh,’

’

Sow cotton where cotton has been,

Sow cane in a far-off field,

Know a man’s a fool,

When he follows another’ s*advice.

mn ar qw. Ut na put
,
n.m., a childless man.

*nft *r utni na putni
,

n.f., (1) ;a childless woman; (2) a

term of abuse among women.

wraWT, udhalnd, v.n., to elope, leave home—of a woman:

udhalnd is also used.

dpld t n.m., dried cowdung cake—the fuel of the country-
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gsWT. uhnd 9
v.n., to spring forth, be produced, grow.

“ Snwan lagti ekadshi garbhe ube bhdn.
“ Ohar ghar batch bhaddyi gdweh mahgld char.”

Tf on the eleventh (dark half) of Sawan the sun springs

out from the womb (of the sky), songs of joy will be

heard (lit. distributed) in every house : they will sing

hymns of congratulation.

*

ekanyd , n.m., an orhnd
,
q.v., worked on one hem only,

vqnr. ekam 9
n.f., first day of either half of the month

ekalpd, adj., alone.

ekadshi, n.f., same as afkddshi
,
q.v.

PUTT ('kid, adj., alone.

$

*tfT, mjd, adj., obstinate, headstrong.

WT o, o, a noise made to call horses up from watering.

Win. og
9 n.m., a wooden wedge fixing the hdl 9 q.v., into the hal,

q.v.

ogalnd, v.n., to wither (almost always of gram owing to

bad soil, drought or white-ants).

WTWT, ochha
9
adj., small.

“ Bail biadwan chale ,
kanth, bhure ke mat dekhiyo darU.

“ Ochhe gode baingan khurd jhungd lio kaise kaiUh

When you go to buy cattle, my husband, don’t look

at the teeth of the dun : small knees, hooves like an

egg plant, and down-curving horns—however you

may, buy suoh a one.

o/, n.f., shade, screen, e.g., us kikar k% ot mehsai i.e., hidden

by that kikar tree.
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im, old, n.m., upright support at the side of a well on which
the beam supporting the wheel is fixed.

^*fT. otrd
9 n.m,, 1. Same as otd, q.v.

2. A screening wall (round cattle-yard, etci.

T. otnd 9 v.a., to be responsible for, undertake. To admit
e.g., je tu apnd kasur ot le= if vou admit vour
fault.

Aj ghar men kdm se 9 mem are ha kdm tu of le = l am
busy at home to-day, you undertake my work
here.

Qend, uchhdluh mu, oteo= I am throwing the ball; you
catch it.

Meri lathi of= Take (the blow of) my stick,

or, n.f., 1. Direction.

2. Boundary, edge.

ofhnd , n.m., woman’s liead-covering.

odhnd, n.m,, same as orhna, q.v.

odd, n.m., boundary pillar between villages.

opahaj, adj., crippled.

obra, n.m., a recess or cupboard in a room for storing

grain, etc.

Vrtft, obri, n.f., a smaller obra
,
q.v.

on, n.t, the grain dues given to menials at sowing time.

wW. orrui, n.m., ]. A seed drill, made of bamboo, and

attached to the plough.

2. The droppings of cattle, picked up in

the jungle.

ol, n.f., circuit.

oldlwd, n.m., a log of wood, to prop a cart from

behind, when standing.

osdrd, n.m., a thatched roof.

^VWT, osnd, v.a., to pound (flour only).

*ft«T osrd, n.m. , turn—(on a roster).

qftatWT. ohlnd, n.m., a taunt.

“ Jis ghar bard nd mdniye, dhori papid nd ghds.
“ Sds bahu Ice ohlne, ujar ho jde Ms."

Where none heed the elders, there’s no grass before

the cattle.

Where mother and daughter-in-law taunt eaoh other,

the home goes to ruin.

(A house divided against itself cannot stand).
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qfair, aukan saulcan

,

n.f.

1. Relation of two living wives to each other.

2. Flashes of lightning in opposite directions,

av, and bar, adv., late—tardily.

wfyr. aura, n.m., udder of oow or other animal.

fluff, n.f., smaller ourd, q.v.

wfa. aan, adv., tliitlier, in that direction.

aula, adj., 1. Perverse, obstinate.

2. Left (opposite to right).

auld muM, adj., in different directions, uneven.
Wl, null bit, n.f.. ill-speaking, abuse, flippancy.

’fast- anmk, n.m., pain, disease, sickness.

*
kaiichan, n.m., wealth, gold,

wr, kanl/ian, n.m., throat.

M. kaiilh, n.m., husband.

»WT. kanthd, n.m., husband, as kanth, q.v.

kaknrld, adj., hard, containing kankar nodules.

kachold, n.m., metal cup.

kacfioli, n.f., a bowl with a hole in the bottom used as a
water clock. It is set in a jhdkrd

,
q.v.

va, hack hack, n.f., chattering.

kachri, n.f., a small wild gourd.

katdo, n.m., silver work on the armhole of angi, q.v.

kaiiyd, n.f.. buffalo heifer.

katkr, n.m., a swarm of creeping locusts.

***?*• katehrd, n.m., a small sitting place common to two or

three families.

katqrd
, n.m., a metal cup.

***> kaihan, adj., hard, distressing, oruel.

“ Khodan pdrcm zamin sake, kdtan sake ban rd.
" Kathan backan addhu sake, aur pe sake nd jd.”

The land will bear to be dug and split, the wood to
be out.
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The fakir will bear a hard word : nought else bears

these things.

(The word rd in the above is not satisfactorily

explained).

tv, Jbar, n.f., back.

hard ,
n.m., an anklet, worn by men on right leg only,

fan, n.f., plain anklets.

kafe % adv., where ? whither ?

kavku, n.m., the block, to which the rope of a well is

fastened.

qrfTO. karwdn t
n.f., bitterness.

kadhaunt , n.f,, milk-pan (for boiling milk).

“ Mdihsdh men kaun gayd
,
duhdi ,

mar Jcatlhatni I

muhdiy

Who went out with the buffaloes, the idiot ?

Turn down the milking pail.

(Don’t expect success from fools : the idiot will have

let the calves get the milk.)

qrtQT. kand, n.m., the axle tree of well-wheel.

*«ITOT, kantdnd, v.n., to shrink from, wince, flinch.

kanyd ,
n.m., poetical form of kani, q.v.

Vjirf, katuryd ,
n.m., a puppy.

WT&\ % katni, n.f., a small basket in which women keep their

cotton for spinning.

1R[. lead, adv., when ?

kaddwat, n.f., enmity.

TOW*, kandgat
9
n.m., the first fortnight of Asoj in which Hindus

feed the Brahmans in remembrance of their deceased

kinsmen, and on the date corresponding to that of the

month in which they died.

kani , n.f., single grain (of any cereal).

kanthi , n.f., a necklace, worn close round the ncok by

men or boys only.

rant, kanddi, n.f., a thorn plant, k—aatyanasan= the arge-

none mexicana. k—pasarmd= the solanum xanthooarpum.

leans, n.m., gold. *

qp|£WT, kansua, n.m., an insect which damages sugar-cane.

WIT, kapatld, adj., quarrelsome, fem.

—

kapatti, a shrew.

“ Nauldi nd kari dopatti, kyd chugegi kapatti.”

Not hoed (the cotton) when two leaves high

!

What will the shrew piok 1

(Cotton picking is largely done by old women. The

crop needs constant weeding and hoeing).
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kaput
,
n.m., an unworthy son.

e.g., kaput held mard bhald
,
an unworthy son is bettor

dead.

kab, n.m., a poet.

ifo tamer, n.f., earning, ability to work.

karnrd, n.m., a labourer.

kameri, n.f., a workwoman, female labourer.

“ Bal kameri mchh kasdn
s
yeh kheii kc. jdn hintin'*

Wind the worker, rain the farmer : these are the life

and soul of farming.

m\^kamtndu, adj., able to labour, one who earns, bread

winner.

kamri, n.f., the rest or shirt worn by zamindars.

TCPrt, kftmldm, v.n., to fade.

“ Tagd tutid fhir jure
,
phul tut kaml'ie.

“ Man kd tutid nd jure, pas )/is ke jde.”

Abroken thread canbe joined
,
but a broken flower hides.

* There’s no mending broken hearts, even though they

live together.

WTC, kydr, n.m., a largish field.

kydri, n.f., a small field.

wfluy, kydri bhar, n.m., heavy rain, a field full.

TOt, karank, n.m., bone.

w*. karang, n.m., or n.f., bone, as karank, q.v.

“ Kark, makar, do bhainri, baithi eke bdr.

“ Andj ke- kothe riten, karangdn ki bar."

When the two sisters cancer and capricorn sit in one

house,

The com bins are empty, and bones will servo for fences.

(A sure sign of severe famine).

vreir, karanjd, n.m., a batten in a mud roof, of cotton stalks,

(bansati), etc.

***, karak, n.f., pneumonia.

karoo, n.m., remarriage of a widow.

karat, adj., badly finished, ill-made.

“ Kdlar khet, karat hot, lamtangd baildn.

“ Kdtar gde, kdtaj ndr, sab par gaye gaildn.”

A hard field, an ill-made plough, long-legged cattle.

A barren cow, a barren wife, all befell together.

(Misfortunes never come singly).
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karanhU
, n.f., an alligator, or crocodile.

karr
t
n.f., pluck, sticking to it.

qrcvi, karfd t adj., severe, stiff.

e.g .—of land,—of soil,—of a sentence,—of an officer,

etc.

karni, n.f., fate, fated business.

“ Kami hare to kyavh dare
f
kar ke kyauh pachhtde.

4
‘ Per hoe barnbul ke> Am kahdh te Wide”

If you do your fated work, why fear ? When done,

why regret \

If you sow a babul tree, how can you eat mangoes ?

(As you sow, so shall you reap).

karm Am, n.w., a luckless man (hhi is a diminutive or

privative particle).

karhd
,
n.m., camel.

TO^IT. karheld, n.m., camel, as karhd.

‘ ‘ Kesar bhard karheld, pul saputi jo,

“ Mehh lo bared bhald, honi ho so ho.”

A camel laden with saffron; a wife with a child

worthy of her—rain fallen well—let well alone.

(“ God’s iu his heaven, all’s right with the world.”)

TO. leal
,
n.m., a fool.

TO*?h kalatri, adj., anything relative to Land Revenue Depart-

ment, e.g., kalatri dam is the fixed land revenue.

The word is derived from the English “ Collector.”

TOT. kald, n.f.. trouble, worry.

Ek hald aur saw kald.

A single plough, a hundred troubles.

TOT*IT. katana, v.a., to winnow.

TOT kald bdzi, n.f., diving into water head first.

TO*ft|T. lcalp&chhiyd, n.m., ehikdrd, gazelle.

TO wit, kalle tear, n.f., the first wa$ph of the day.

toMI. kalwahti, adj. f., good, well-bred, thrifty, modest, all

that a house-wife should be.

WRflTT, kalhdra

,

adj., oontentious, quarrelsome, fern., kalhdri,

a shrew, a termagant.

“ Edht binaule bhuri fchde, hal chaldn lahdd jde.

“ Ghai mere lahde ek haldi, tere liye turn man ddl daldi.

“ Tere ghar kalhdri ndr, nire bhue, batdwe ddl.
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“ Yrh dam gap avr ne do, uau man bcch ke dusn

i

kyon nd k.

(Says tlir ox). “ Tlie while buffalo eats fodder and oil-seed, the
short tailed ox goes ever to the plough.”

(Says the farmer). “ Como my short-tail, one ploughing, I've
split nine maunds of chick-pea for you.”

(Sava the ox). Nay. you’ve a shrew of a wife at home—feeds

me on straw and calls it chick-pea: try

your blarney-tricks with some other: whv
not sell your nine maunds and buy another
ox?”

istn. kaverd

,

n.m., poet.

c
‘ Mintar kd dhobi hoyd

,
nd tj ghar ki jo.

“ Karz nr noted banyd, din hrthr k! bdt.

“ Kh(t inn) ho nd kanyd . kahrh girdhar kanvrd.
' k

Karnbk'i Idgi dhti, ghdle sonan hath , ka ns ki ho jdr

malt.

A friend turned traitor, the wife of one’s home refused

her obedience, the baniya refused an advance, not

a single grain in the field. These are marks of evil

days, says (iirdluir the poet, the. luck’s gone away :

touch gold witli your hand, and the gold turns to

earth.

sr* hour, n.f.. a pair of closed square baskets made of twigs,

to contain ( bulges water.

kas , nm.,bark of kikar (acacia arabica) or nunhar tree

(a. leucophloea).

kasdn
, n.m., farmer, peasant, specially a good farmer

4 c Hal lmlke
,
gdri dhalke, kud miro nuir.

“ Kasdin us nr jdniye
,
jo jane in ki sar”

Lightly with the plough, steadily with the cart.

Quickly with the well.

Count him the husbandman.
Who all their ways can tell.

" China chon chdkri ,
hard kare kasdn.”

ft’s the broken farmer who takes to china, service, or

theft.

(China is a cheap and inferior grain, and laborious to

grow).

kasut, adj., had, dirty.

“ Barhdpd dyd lalkarke, bdzi bahi kasut.
^

c< Yd to paisa gdnth led, yd bet/i ho sapnt

Old age came bawling
“ The game’s bad,

“ Else there’s money in your purse

“ Or a dutiful lad.”
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W!l, kasutd, adj. t same as kasvt, q.v.

kasauld, n.m., a long-handled hoe.

kassi, n.f., same as phdld, q.v., shovel, spade.

kdhgni, n.f., a massive bracelet, worn below the chnri,

q.v.

*tit. kdntiy n.f., same as kdndi
, q. v.

qrtit kdndi. n.f., chaff of jowdr used for fodder.

kdns
y
n.m., a kind of grass, (saccharum spontaneum).

*T*T, MH, n.m., father’s younger brother.

jn’S't, kdkt, n.f., wife of kdkd
,
q.v.

WWfT. kdkfd , n.m., 1. Leather-pad which prevents the

spindle of a spinning wheel shifting too much when the

thread is spun.

2. Cotton seed, when used for cattle fodder.

kdkri, n.f., a vegetable like a cucumber.

*TH kdg
,
n.m., a crow.

kdgld, n.m., a crow, as kdg, q.v.

qrm, kdj ,
n.m., a funeral feast.

kdjal, n.m., antimony—oye-powder.

‘ ‘ Oodydn kdjal, kamar that, ghifi men do daht.
* 4 Is gdJid nc khol ke

,
roti khdye kanth.”

Antimony on the knees, back arched, two teeth in

the neck.

Solve me this riddle, my husband, before you eat your

food.

The answer is cart
; the knees are wheels

;
the anti-

mony is black grease. The teeth in the neck are

the pegs in the yoke.

kdlar, adj.. barren.

*TO|T. kdtrd , n.m., buffalo calf.

kdtfi, n.f., buffalo-heifer, as katiyd

,

q.v.

qrrc> kdth, n.m., wood.

*T«ntT, kddhvd , v.a., 1. To take or draw out.

2. To work (a* pattern).

“ Kdldbdryd, lalkddhyd."

Put in black, pulled out red,

(Said of the ploughshare, in the blacksmith’s forge).

VPV*. kdtak, n.m., the 8th month of the year, Oot. to Nov
kdtni, n.f., same as katni, q.v.

bdnyrln, n.m., Irregular plural from kdn (ear).
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CTtf? kdpaf, n.m., cloth.

kabar
,
n.f., starling (Urdu maihnd).

kdmal
, n.m., 1 . Blanket.

2. Well-finished, good, full (corr. from
Persian Kamil).

“ Adhe mdgh kdmlhe kdmal bah.”

v

In mid Mdgh plough with a blanket on your shoulder.’
(It begins to be oold in November).

kdmchi
, n.f., same as kdmri

,
q.v.

wn^T, kdmrd
, n.m., a stick or twig used as a whip

kdmri
,
n.f., same as kdmrd

,
q.v., but smaller

kdmnt
, n.f., lovely woman.

kdmli, n.f., a light blanket.

^fTT kdr, adj., sour (land).

qrfT, kdr, n.m., work
;
kdr mubhiydr

,

an agent.

*TW kdran . n.m., 1. Doing, cause.

Postp. 2. Because of, on account of.

3RK tuTT, kdr begdr
, n.m., work of menials of village.

^PCT, kdrd
n adj., as kdr, sour, saline.

kdr mukhlydr, n.m., an agent or a manager.

<*i«r Ml
9 n.m. % 1. Famine (from Sankrit akdl).

2. Time, season, age, death.

3. To-inorrow ; the letter a in this leal is not

exactly long. Is more a drawl than a

long vowel.

Ay lagi bnnkhahd men, ddjid chahdan rukh .

“ Ham to dujen pankh bind, til kyaun ddjid harts.

“ Phal khdie
,
bithd kart, baithe tumri ddl.

“ Turn jal jdo , Aum. chalen
,
jhvrhge kai kaV ’

Fire caught in the forest, and the sandal tree burned.

(Said he) “ I must burn for lack of wings, but why do

you burn, 0 goose ?” (Said the goose) " I’ve eaten

your fruits, left droppings and sat on your boughs.

If you burn and I fly away how long should I

live?”

^rarr, kdld, n.m., the black buck or antelope (short for kdld

him or mirg, q.v.).

kdsan
, n.m., metal vessels.

% hi, conj., or.

kit, adv. f whither ?

,
kitojr, adv., which side ? whither i where ?
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kinydwdni
,
adj., steady, straight (rain),

fipw, kirn, adj., Home.

fW* kimme., adv., sometimes, occasionally.

kimme kimme, adv., occasionally, rarely.

fWjw kimme nti, adv., nowhere, not at all.

f**T. kird
9

ii.ni., cotton stalk wattlinga at the sides of a cart for

loading manure, etc.

kihhe, adv., sometimes.

“ I)n jholi
,
kibbe waft, kibbe moti.”

“ Two hutTaloes, now weak now fat.”

•Answer : the blacksmith’s bellows).

fror?t. kimiri, n.f., a grasshopper that damages gram.

kihghe. adv., whither f

kir/t, n.m., mud.

*1*m. kir mil. n.f., row of ants (from kn\ an insect).

kuiufaf. n.m., circle, ring, halo.

“ Chdiid to mat kuiulate aur sura} kuhdal jri.

" Kelt to Rdjd kat march yd jahgal bhar jd.
’ ’

The moon not in a halo, but the sun in a halo !

Either there’ll he Itajas killed, or the jungle will be full

(of water).

knhwdr , n.m., Hindi month Amu}- (woi used in common
speech).

kukri
,
n.f., 1. Head of makki (maize).

2. The bundle of thread spun from tin 1

spindle.

ysFR, kukram , n.m., wrong, evil,

gisfrr, kukrd ,
n.m., a cock.

“ Tin zdt zdt ne pdleh
, kydsth

,
ledg, kukrd.

“ Tin zdt zdt ne gdleh , mi, bdhman
,
kutrd.”

Three kinds cherish their kind, the Kaiasth, the crow

and the cock.

Three kinds destroy their kind, the Nai, the Brahman
and the dog. ,

9*3TTs kuthld
,
n.m., same as kothi

,
q.v,

kuthli, n.f., same as kuthld
,
q.v., but smaller.

“ Rhddoh manias men pajriod dhole.
“ w/o£A kuthli role”

If the east wind blow on the midday of Bhadon.
There’ll be moth in the bin for the Ahir’s wife to sift

.

moth is a puise (phaseolus aconitifolius).
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^01. kurti, n-f-t a girl’* bodice.

^?(T5r. kutdn ,
adj., small poor.

“ Ochht naqri kutdn uvsd”
“ Kari bir

,
kyd yharwdsd."

A small village is a poor habitation.

Remarried a widow ! What kind of home '

kulrtt, n.m., a young dog (older than puppy hut not \et

full-grown).

kurri. n.f., same as kiin, a dung heap.

^ kill, n.m., family.

kitlachhan , n.m., miseonduet, ill-temper.

Also as adj., misconducted, ill-favoured, ill-omened.

The word is a eorruption of ku 1<(kalian ;
lakshan is a

mark, and ko is a prefix meaning bad.

“ Bita ins kulachhan kdtrd ,
bit kulachhan din.

“ Santa kulachhan jab jdntye
,
jab Sdtvun burse mi.”

Ill-omened’s the bulTulo with a bull-calf, ill-omened

the wife with a daughter. Judge the season ill-

omened if it rains in Hawaii.

(One would suspect an omission of a negative, as rain

is badly needed in Hawaii).

kusal
,
n.f., happiness.

f jit, kdhrfi
,
n.f., an insect that blights wheat (due to excessive

rain).

kuiijrd, n.m., 1. A tribe which sells vegetables.

2. Any vegetable- seller.

kuiidrd
,
n.m., a heap of wheat or barley or tfoimr ready

for threshing.

fnrr. kuknd
,
v.u., to shout,

fjw kukh, n.f., hips.

S? kur
t
n.m., a fool.

kujd, n.m., dirt, filth, dung.

Sft, kuri. n.f., dung-heap.

**T, Inidhii, n.m., 1. Share, part (of a village) or the shares of

the crop made at division of produce.

2. A heap of grain, threshed, but not win-

nowed.

fir, kun, n.f., fleece of a sheep,

f kup
,
n.m., same as btingd, q.v.

% fas, Interrog. pro., what \
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kesar, n.f., saffron.

kesd t adj., with hair, hairy.

%*T. kisd, adj., such as, used as Urdu jaisd.

keh, conj., either, or.

*WT. kaihdd, n.m., 1. Size.

2. Shape.

*f, kair, n.m., direction, e.g., johar kair jdnd , to go out for

purposes of natme.

8k. kair , n.m., or n.f., a shrub {cayparts aphylla
) the karil of

the Panjab; irregular pi., kairaridh .

“ Akidh
, nUndh bdjrd , kairaridh kojxis.

“Jo pfta/e jrU to jowdr hone kt as”
There’ll be bdjrd if there’s dk and nim, cotton when

there’s kair.

If the jdl fruits, then there’s hope of jowdr.

(Either a good season for one is a good season for the
other, or land which bears a spontaneous crop of dk
and nim is good soil for bdjrd

, etc.).

kairaridh
,
plural of kair

,
q.v.

kaihr , n.m., oppression.

n Ghalnd to sark kd
,
chdhe. pher kyoh nd ho.

“ J)udh to mains kd
9
chdhe scr kyoh nd ho.

“ Haihnd to shahr kd
.
cAdAe Aat’Ar iyow nrf An.

“ Basnd to hhdyoh kd
, cAaAe hair kyoh nd ho.

“ Khdnd to qehmi kd, chdhe zaihr kyoh nd ho.”

A road to walk on, e’en though it wind a bit.

For milk, a buffalo’s, e’en though but a quart of it.

A city for living in, though oppression be there.

Brothers to dwell midst, though there’s enmity there.

And dinner of wheat flour, e’en though poison be in it.

ko , adj., prefix meaning bad e.g., ko-sahg - bad company;

ko-samd— bad season ; ko-ndri= bad woman
;
ko gde= bad

cow; ko bdchhfu
,
bad calf, etc., qtc.

“ Base ko-sahg, chdhe kusal
,
Tulsi yeh afsos ,

“ Maihmah ghati samuhd hi, Rdtvan basid faros.”

Live in bad company and hope for happiness—Tulsi

that’s a pity

!

The sea lost its reputation because Rawan lived near

it

!

(The sea was too near Rawan’s kingdom and lost its

reputation for being impassable.

Evil communications corrupt good manners).
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*7**, kokhan, n.f., belly, abdomen.

kolhd, n.m., a cistern in which water is stoied at a well,

arrat. kothi
,
n.f., a big receptacle for storing grain.

Wa, adj., kneeling.

“ Baithd mare
,
kodd pakft."

(One) sitting hammers, (another) kneels and holds.
(Answer—the blacksmith's iron on the anvil).

kt>r, n.m., bribe, bribery, corruption.

kotak, n.in., wrong, ill-endeavour.

kotldi, n.f., eatables tied up in a cloth and sent as a

present to relation, etc.

kod
9 n.m., wrath.

kor, n.m., second watering, the first after sowing.

“ Mahghsar men nd diyd kor
“ Kyd tore Mddn h gayd char”

Not given the second water in Magli !

What, had a thief run off with your bullocks *

(Wheat must get canal water in Magh).

^RT*r, kord, adj., 1. Merc.

2. Unused.

knrba
, n.m., a middling season (between kdl and sambai)

,

e.flr., if there has been fodder, though no grain, it would be

called korbd .

knlu
9 n.m., 1. Large round clod-crusher drawn by four

bullocks.

2. A sugar press.

kolri
9 n.f., a small round clod-crusher drawn by two

bullocks.

lcolhu
9 n.m., same as M, q.v.

kowdf 9 n.m., double doors.

“ Rdnghaf gujar do
,
Icuttd'bilU do.

“ Yeh chdron nd hon
9
to khule kowdrdn so.”

The Ranghar and Gujar a pair, the dog and the oat

are another.

When none of the four are about, open doors and
sleep (without bother).

(Thieves all).

kosang
, n.m., bad society. Sec ko.

kosamd
9 n.m., bad times, see under ko.
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*79T. kosnd
, v.a., to curse.

“ Rose le bairi mare, socJie te (than howe.
“ Pdni viev te ghi nikle to bhdiveh hn biloe

Tf your foe died by cursing, if wealth came by think,

ing of it.

If ghi came from water, any one you please could

work the churn.

(
f

/.
‘ Tf ifs and ans were pots and pans,

k Thero’ld be no work for Mary’s hands.’

ha mil, n.f., a small shell (kauri).

kauU, n.f., 1. The outstretched arms.

2. An armful.

Wiif. kauli hhanui, va., to take into one’s arms. To

embrace.

iirmt krdni, n.m., a Christian.

fifi* krit

,

n.f., business (literally, what is done).

f5RW*5
, kritrang ,

v.a., Poet, form for Sansk. krit ; done, doing.

*** Hand
, n.m., tract, or large portion of a country (as in

Handclkhand ban khand).

khand tori, n.m., turban, used by older persons, in which

the (doth is twisted into rolls,

vrvn, khatkhatd

,

adj., firm (used of a good linn soil).

khalifa, part., past part, of khatnd , to be gained, so

earned, Bpoils.

*WT, khadd, n.m., dimple, depression, trench.

khardoii

,

n.m,, wooden pattens, such as faqirs often use.

khardu, n.m., fighting, quarrelling.

kharyd, adj., standing, stood (poetical form for Urdu
Hard).

*

“ Re liyd dcJihd
,
ke diyd dchhd

,
ke jaldyd dchhd.

t§ Ke murifd dchhd, ke pajyd dchhd, ke kharyd dchhd."

What’s best taken ? (God’s name).
What’s best given ? (Charity).

What’s best burned ? (Oil).

What’s best mastered t (Wrath).
What's best fallen ? (Rain).

What’s best standing ? (A plough).
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khandhi ,
n.f., an instalment.

imtcit. khahahat,
n.f., labour, effort.

«ic!fT«r. khabtdn , n.ni., or adj., marl, crazy

khabbat , n.m., or adj., mad, crazy.

khabbd
,
adj., left (as opposed to right i.

Wa/r, adj., 1. Hard, rough, coarse.

2. Wild (spontaneous growth).

“ higam klutr bathed
, wrAArf bigdri kur

“ Bhagal bigdre 1M nc, Jvwar ral gayi dfnti.”

The wild ohenopodium spoils the field.

Fools spoil society.

Avarice spoils the devotee.

And a mixture of dust spoils saffron

.

I'/ww, adj., good, pure, prime.

khardmt
,
n.f., enmity.

W/nri1

,
n.m., a herd of cattle.

Wii. klmrch
, n.m., cesses.

kharr, n.m., a coarse sheet placed in a cart before loading
grain.

kharsd
,
n.f., the hot-weather season—four months.

^T* khahi, adj., erect, standing (the ordinary form kftard is

also in use).

“ (ipfiun kahe main gbnpan ghapir , wiA unpin M
kahynh pir.

“ Dhdn kahe main suit dhdn , aya gayc kd rdk/rthi jtirfu.

“t/e 'were mdheh pa? jde burn ghi, gdhrv hire laphi
j/iapki ,

“ f Vd mam *r/A mew wi<*rf, pamlUdh ne merd
kardiyd tiled,

“ t/r mere kar de dehi haje
,
mdnus khd jdeii khalv khaJe.

11 ^wr ndj sab bnyo mat nd boyo china
t
khdye chihghwd

ho jdyp
,
godydh par jdye hind."

Says wheat, * I’m
(

' valuable) of all grains, I'm called

the chief ’
;

says rice, I’m president, and hold

respect of all that come and go: if sugar and ghi

are mixed with me, the young men come running

for me. 5 Says mash, * I’m the smallest of all, yet

the learned unite to mark their forehead with me.
If you cook me with curds, men will eat me as they

stand. Sow all other grains but don’t how china

—

if you eat it there’s heat in your water and weak-

ness in your knees.’

khali^ n.f., a heap of grain ready to be threshed.
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khasm, n.m., 1. Owner. (Urdu p***, khasm).

2. Good farmer.

“ Khetl kha8mdh sett, huchh ageti tcuchh jxtchheti mbit
to ret i ki reti

Cultivation is with the good farmers
;
some crop

early, some late : otherwise it is all as sand.

WT* klidng
,
n.f., a hot, withering wind (blowing after rain and

injuring the young crops, chiefly in Sdwan).

^rffT khdnchchd

.

n.m., mud, slough.

wfv khdiul, n.f., a water-course in canal lands, the main

distributary leading from a mori .

*r<f khdgar n.m., a hull.

wiai khdi, n.f., a rash, irritation of the skin.

wwr, khujd, n.m.. food, sweets.

wis, khdt. n.f., bed.

khdrd , n.m., trouble.

m khdti. n.m., a caste of carpenters (most of the carpenters

of the district belong to this caste).

khutor, n.f., wood-store in front of a carpenter’s house.

khdti. n.f., manure.

khdp n.f., 1. Branch, tribe, of a race.

2. Faction, party.

khdprt
,
n.f. . a small plot or field.

khth\ n.m., dried leaves of gram used as fodder,

wi^r, khdl. n.m., 1. The runnel of a well.

2. Runnel carrying off water from village.

fiWT*IT, khinddnd
,
v.a., to scatter.

W^T«n\ khinddnti, v.a.. to send off (a girl to her husband’s

home).

khichri , n.f., a mixture of hdjrd and m&ng or of rice and

muhg cooked in water.

khijak, n.m., singlo door.

fltWTflPl', khildai, n.f., a broad water-eourse, a government minor

distributary.

fcqfr, khissd, n.m., proverb, story, tale; Urdu qitad.

'

this, n.m. the first milk that flows after a calf is born.

WCTT. khundnd, v.a., to hinder.

khnrd

,

n.m., hoof.
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“ Ochhi godi, baihgan khurd: le dyye. kanthd , kadi

nd burd .* *

Small knees
,
egg-shaped hooves—bring (such bullocks),

husband ; they are never bad.

spjTiTT. khurkdnd
,
v.a. to reprove.

«3T khmtd
,
n.m.. Two uprights in which the hub of a spinning

wheel is fixed by an iron pivot,

w k/md, n.m., furrow.

khvdwuni , n.f., good rain, a furrow full.

^ifT lehedmt
,
v.a.. to drive off, eject.

*nr. klicr n.m., bad cold, influenza.

khd. n.f.. trough at a well, at which cattle water,

iff k/mt, n.f.. crushed cane used for fuel.

khotd. adj., bad, rascally, quarrelsome.

Miami , v.a., 1. To spoil (the common Urdu sense is to

lose).

2. To pick.

Hw, n.f., earthen manger at which cattle feed.

*irt. khori. n.f.. 1. A scratch.

2. Very light ploughing.

“ Magh ki khori mr sink ki jhori
,

pake. bagair nd

jd/'

Magh’ s ploughing, and a tiger’ s-claw wound, never go

without maturing.

(The double meaning of paknd
i
to mature and to fester,

is not capable of being rendered in English).

khold
,
n.f., buffalo or cow past bearing.

*n«ri, khovod
, n.m., an insect that blights jnwdr and

bdjrd.

*T*PC. khowdr
, n.m., or adj., base (corruption of Persian )\y^

khwdr.)

“ Gore kheti bdr bin
,
dumdh seti piydr

.

“ Hdkim seti ojrhnd
,
tinon bdt khowdr .’

’

Cultivating land near the village, without a fenoe,

Close companionship with dums }

Covering the face before the judge,

All three matters are bad.

khosnd
t v.a., to seize, snatch away, withdraw.

khyfo, n.f., remembranoe.
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tjuhgu'ttr* n.ni., hero,

rfwr gnhdd . n.m., a cane (of sugar-cane).

wrar. gaiidsd, n.m., a rough frame put. under the plough to

take the share oil the ground when driving to and from

the fields.

AST gaj, n mM elephant.

** Dhili kokhan. kamr kas. )ts ki piiidi Ml surahtj,

" Us hi idyd gaj charhv. ud to (Abat char/tc tonrivj.''

Loose belly, tight back, red complexion—such a

woman's child will mount an elephant -if not :it

least a horse.

W*T*n\ gutfnrdud. v.a., to gel mended or cobbled (of leather

things).

wt gatli, n.f., cup. the lotd of Urdu.

W, <jafd
t n.m., battens across the* well-yoke.

3r* gad, n.f., thud, bump, gad-ftesi suddenly, violently

,l
llari thi mm hliari thi

,
hdbd ji ke bdgh men.

“ Lataurd si khari thi .

Ayd thi mill kd
t
gad dm pari thi ”

When green she was lovely in Vahaji’s garden.

She stood so blooming.

Came the mali’s son, down she fell thumpety.

(Answer jowdr).

3H*. f
faddur, adj., half ripe, ripening.

Kachehe phal sohdume
,
gaddar hue mithan.

We phal kauns?! jo ftakke ho karwdn .”

Unripe fruits are agreeable, half ripe sweet.

What are those fruits that arc bitter when ripe ?

(Answer mankind—the three ages of children, grown

lads, and old men are depicted).

3i* gad desi y adv., suddenly, violently.

3iw*r. gadhal
,
n.f., dirt, mud (in water),

am. gan„ n.m., cloud, gathering clouds.

3r*rfcrqr gandholak, n.m., the time just after sunset.

jrStwr gamind, n.m., doing errands, fagging to another villas0 -

aift, gargari
,
adj., newly watered, wet.
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w 'fftrblt, n.m- 1. Pregnancy.

2. Belly, womb
; yarbh chhin jdnd. to miscarry,

to drop a child.

jisiit galante, v.n., poetical form from yalttd tj.v. : it is either

past tense or imperfect participle.

jHifl i/alna, v.n., lit., to melt, so perish
; idiom., to thunder.

*’ Ap> yafante /xhidiya, jajmda bh{ gAlv."

The pandit perishing, ruins his client with himself.
(The fathers have eaten sour grapes and the children's

teeth are set on edge).

yamihd n.m., neighbourhood.

jit •pi, n.f., eow that has calved.

Jifff yaidh, n.f. 1. Repairing, cobbling by a clirumir.

2. Purse.

3. Knot.

j'T* yaitlh jwt/i, n.f.. cobbling, mending.

JIR-*. yaialal, n.f.. young shoots of sarsoii used for food

;
human).

irr<tr, yaialar, n.m., a kind of grass (awitheniw muricalum).

Jii^r yada, n.m., a big cart.

* yad 1 . n.f., cart, also train.

(fdt

.

n.m., body.

irmr gAtA n.m., wooden bar. leather' covered, making lip to

prevent water tilting back into well when charas, q.v., is

put down full.

jn^. yadar. n.m., a jackal.

“ Gadar lei maut awe, to yam sohui bhdjc.”

When the jackal’s to die, he runs towards the village.

(Running into the jaws of death).

*i XI- [tAdhfa, adj., dirty, muddy (of water).

X yabru. n.m., a youth.

*ir*T yam. n.m., village.

kC Gam basayd bdniye
,
%mir pare jab jdniye

The baniya has founded a village !

Say so, when it’s finished.

yamfl % n.f., a small village.

a,r^- fw7, n.f., an abuse.
3'TW. gdlnd , v.a.. to liquefy, melt, so to destroy.
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*ff. gdh
,
n.m., 1. Poetic license for ghdo

,
q.v.

2. An alligator or crocodile.

gahd, n.m., riddle.

44 Bin stsan dant anek bane
,
bin kahthan gdwe rdf/ .sutfi,

“ Pan ki phik ne dur kart, kt/d sidhi ki rekh pc mu
chaltd .

“ Bhaj le alekh Narinjan ne, is gdhe ne khole mdnm
sutd,**

Sans head and teeth too many : sans throat and sinus

a good song.

Throws away the betel spittings : see how it follows tin*

black line. Praise the invisible God—good man is

he who solves this riddle.

(Answer * a saw ’).

9TOU. ydhtd, n.m., threshing by driving four to six bullocks over

the crop.

gitwdf ,
n.m., an enclosure, for stocking fodder, etc.

ftisrnjT, gitwdfd ,
n.m., same as gitwdr

,
q.v.

fiTOT*, giyds, n.m., the lltli day of either half of the lunar

month.

fiiur girj ,
n.m., a kind of crane or stork.

finff. 9*rrf> n.f., a small round clod-crusher drawn by two

bullocks.

fii* srtar, girr ydhlh, n.f., a round closed bundle,

jrft, guddi, n.f., small uprights, resting on the pat
,

q.v., in

which the axle-bar of the well-wheel is fixed. .

n.f., two uprights supporting the spindle of a

spinning-wheel.

wr#
gun, n.m., goodness, virtue, kindness.

4 * Jat nd jane gun karea
,
chand nd jdne bdh.

44 Ghahdan rukh katdeke kahdh ghisdoh gdh
”

The Jat does not appreciate good done him, the gram

knows not the plough. When the Jat had the

sandal tree cut, how could I salve my wound ?

(A pig used to plough for a Jat, and heal the wounds

the Jat gave him for taking some gram as guerdon of

his labours by recourse to the sandal tree. So the

ungrateful Jat cut down the tree— thereby “killu g

the goose that laid the golden eggs.” A
,

requites kindness as little as gram does lab°u

spent* on it).
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jiw wi. gubhharnd, v.a., 1. To push or thrust in.
' 2. To stitch roughly, cobble.

guildnd, v.a., 1. To plait, braid.

2. To knead, pound,

fl'yr giindfnut

,

v.a., same as giihdnd, q.v.

“ MiHi kahe leumhdr te, kyd guhdhe moe.
“ Ek din aisd hogd. ham gdhdhehge toe.”

Says the earth to the potter, why pound me so ?

‘ The day will come when I’ll pound you.*
(The final words in each line are Brij or Purabi and
not Jatu).

r* gunh, n.m., human excrement.

* gun, n.f., sack, load, pack, such as donkeys carry.

“ Gadhd nd kuda, Icddi gun.
’

’

The ass didn’t jump but off jumped the load.
(Used when some busybody puts his spoke into the

wheel).

*,*9. gund, n.m., the broken straw or stalk of jotedr (compare

jhofd).

gumfi, n.f., pimple, boil, bubo.

i!«if gerna, v.a., to put down, throw down, throw away.

g<kun, n.m., wheat.

“ Gehuh khdnd chdhe thd, sddh men kyon nd bdhe tha .”

Did you want to eat wheat ? Then why didn’t you
plough in IIdr ?

5fu«r gaighal, n.m., mud, slough.

^ flail, postp., with.

gailar, n.m., or n.f., step-child, i.e., woman’s child by a
previous husband.

gailrd, adj., past, gone before (of time).

^*IT. gaihnd, adj. , mortgaged.

gaihre, n.m., comfortable circumstances, prosperity,

vrft. gochni, n.f., mixed wheat and gram.

gojrfd, n.m., a mixture of wheat, barley and gram.

gojh, n.f.
,
pocket in a man’s ooat.

gojhd, n.m., pocket in a boy’s chddar.

godd, n.m. f a knee.

gofi, n.f., same as jindrdld, q.v., but dragged by bullocks.

god, n.m., adoption of a relation aB a son (taking into lap).
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TO TOT, y°d iwrf. v.n., to be adopted.

TO #*^1 fJ°d v.a., to adopt.

TOt. gom ,
v.a. 1. To push or thrust in.

2. To stitch roughly, cobble.

aitfltHT. r/opi/yd, ii.ni., sling used by a crop-watcher.

flTfqi^r. (jo/iyri
,
n. m.. as gopiyd. q.v.

TOWT- f/o/wu/wf, li. m., the foundation of the q v., made ot

cotton-stalks.

TOl. gord, n.m., bare ground outside the d/wr// where flu*

cattle stand or rest.

Rdhghnr kd maldhjd
.
guiar /*• sidn .

6We M Mc/f, fow/f nd jdn.”

Friendship with a Ranghar , favours done a flujnr.

Panning by the village site,—expect no happiness from

these.

ifpft. gofij n.f., a handsome woman (fern, of yard -fair).

TOr, got. n.m., sending cattle to another village to pasture-

jft^fT. gold, n.m., 1. The top-leaves of the cane, cut ofT before

stripping.

2. Mud pellets slung by the crop-watcher

afTTO <jMn
%
n.f., recognition

TOUf gowtr, n.m., same as ugdr
,
q.v.

TfT^K, gowdr, n.m., villager, yokel.

JTTTO, gowdl
,
n.m., herdsman, cowherd.

arY^fT, gosd
%
n.m,, dried cow-dung cakes.

JlYvc, <foliar , n.m., road, same as rdstd or gauhdd
,
q.v.

TOfar gohdhil
, n.m., same as garniml, q v.

gohri. n.f., smaller gohar
,
q.v.

TOW, gohlyd , n.m., the starling (known in the Panjab as txliar).

gauhdd , n.m., road between villages broad enough for

several carts.

iVvh gauhdi
, n.f.. road between villages, broad enough for one

cart.

gouri, n.f., a cow that has calved (the word is in form

diminutive but not always so in usage),

afar, guun, n.f., the slope, down which the bullocks go i*1

drawing water from a well

.

WTW, gydn, n.m., thought, idea, perception.

TOft. gydn(
9 adj.. wise.
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11 Gydni jhirwe gydn ne, ban ne jhinve mor.
<f Tirid jhirwe kuh ne

9 ahdherd jhirwe chor.”

The wise pines for wisdom,
The peacock for the wood

,

The woman for the well,

The thief for the dark.

3frro. gyarns, n.f., same as atkddshi
,
q.v.

jfTO, gydl, n.m., the sonless dead. Often propitiated as

inimical.

v
W. (jhald

,
n.t., cloud.

will, (jhatnd, v.n., to decrease, lessen, be short.

11 Dene dyi bundi, ghatiyd batawe sut .
’ ’

Pay time for weaving came
; says he the thread’s

short

!

ghardnd, v.a., to get made.

qharnknd
, v.n., to thunder (used of thunder in month o

Ndwan only).

gharauhchi
, n.f., 1. A stand for propping carts.

2. A stand for holding water-pots.

tjhadhi
,
n.f., an insect that blights 6d;rd.

n.m., same as gan, q.v.

W, ghami
, adj., much, many.

ghankhare
,
adj., much, many, very.

ghamsdn
, n.m., 1. Crowd.

2. Collected produce of a held.

^TifT, gharrdnri , v.n., to thunder.

gharwdsd , n.m,, house-keeping.

“ iiarf ranrf Ad Ayd gharwdsd.”

It’s no home with a widow for wife.

srAdo, n.m., sore, wound,

fif^df, adj., less.

grAd/d, n.m., loss, deficit.

</Adm, n.m., sunshine, sun’s heat.

ghdmar
t n.f., a heat-stricken cow (from grAdm,q.v.).
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OTWTOTOT, ghaldmdld , n.m., irresponsibility, saying one mid

doing another tiling, confusion, disorder.

“ Jdt fat ke sale kar deh ghdle male."

All Jats are brothers-in-law, and do as they will.

WTOT, ghdlnd , v.a., 1 . To thrust in, put in.

2. To fling down.
3. To send off, send away.

“ fSrhnfe men nun ghdlnd."

Put salt in the pot.

(A form of oath).

“ Rah \ kuhwdri dumnx
,
sir men ghdle tel."

The dum’s daughter remained a maiden, though she

put oil on her head.
(There’s many a slip ’twixt the cup and the lip).

OT* Wf OTV, ghds tuk kd waqt , n.m.. evening time; the same ns

diwd hale or rotiydh kd waqt ;
ghds tuk is a familiar phrase

for the evening meal.

faff. ghirfi, n.f.
, round earth-roller, or clod crusher,

fa^. ghilfl, n.f., pot for heating ghi.

fsOTOT, ghisdnd , v.a., to rub, or cause to rub.

ghihs , n.f., same as gahdsd
f
q.v.

SMl, ghiti, n.f., throat.

w, ghuhyhat , n.m., 1. Silver fringe to the ofhnd , q.v., falling
J

over forehead.
2. Veil, idiomatically used in proverb for

the beard of the wheat.

“ Cham thanakde badly

e

, masri phuldh ndl.
“ Dhdn satvdde badlye gehuh ghuhghat ndl."

Cut gram when it's rattling, masri when still there are

flowers, rice when softish and wheat when the beard

is long.

(The form of this proverb is Panjabi and not Jatu but

it is quoted locally). *

ghundl, n.f., twisted strand of sani or dob or muhj, etc.

OTC» gher, n.m., a cattle-yard.

WF, ghernl, n.f., a peg by whioh the handle (hathll) of a spin-

ning wheel (charkhd

)

is worked.

Wtw, ghogh 9 n.m., hole made by scraping out earth for

plastering.

ghoty n.f., still moist heat.
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qrxm, ghotnd , v.a., to grind.

srf*r, ghoftd ,
n.m., a donkey or a very small pony,

ghost, n.m., a cattle-dealing tribe.

chanbold ,
n.m., a kind of song (love song).

'TOiTT, chakdrd , n.m., gazelle.

W1HT, chanak and ,
v.n., to be strained (of a muscle,

etc.).

^Ti, chairm, n.f., 1. Cunningness.

• 2. Pride.

WWffT, chamgatd, n.m., same as gatd (q.v.) when leather-

covered.

charkhd
,
n.m., spinning wheel.

charmakh , n.f., pegs of grass or hemp, etc., through each

j/wrfrt (q.v.), on which the spindle of a spinning wheel

rides.

W chars, n.f., well-bucket.

chaldwd , n.m., marriage (the final ceremony called m«X-

Idiva in Urdu).

chahani
, n.f.. cremation-ground.

W*. cAdA, n.m., the vessel in which the boiled sugar-cane juice

is cooled and consolidated.

wier, chdthd, n.m., masonry work in a sugar-press between the

vessels in which the juice is boiled and cooked.

chdtar , adj., clever.

“ Sold sdsd, sau bahu , tin khasm ,
ghar char .

“ (7dAd /ftfy'd jBAo? Ad, Aot chdtar liyo bichdr

Sixteen mothers-in-law,

A hundred wives.

Three husbands,
Four houses.

Raja Bhof8 riddle \ let some wise man solve it.

(Answerchaupari*' draughts ”)—16 pieces, 100 squares,

4 dice, etc).

^T^c^Nr, chador bhtj, n.m., light rain, enough to wet one’s

clothes.

4
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’im. cliam, n.m., skin or leather.

<l Bhargayd merd Ram mandyo
,
d gayd bhdi kill khohlr.

Ram mandyo.
<k Hat bhaj le Ram mandyo

,
d gayd bhdi kill kholde

, /Ww
mandyo.”

DadM dwnya Aawrt, toAe cArfm ?&e Ram.”
“ Puchli marof bald ki kddhe apnd kdm.”

It’s full, God keep us all. It’s come, loose the pegs,

God keep us all. Sing to God, God keep us all. It’s

come, loose the pegs, God keep us all. Oh Dddu, the

world is mad : they call leather God. A man's at

work, twisting the tail of an ox.

(The first lines are the song of the well sung by the

man at the bucket, the refrain Ram mandyo giving

the time to the bullock-driver. Dddu, a great saint,

hearing the refrain thought some religious ceremony
was in progress, but coming up saw only some
farmers and a leather well-bucket and broke out into

an angry apostrophe).

charmed , n.m., a donkey.

WTOT. chain
,
n.m., 1. Hardship or oppression.

2. Occurrence.

faqilfr, chiuhti , n.f., small black ant.

faWT, chihghwd , n.m., heat in urine.

fTWlUT, chitrmUlid , n.m., more commonly chotndsd
,
q.v.

faanwf, chindrnd, v.a.. To pile or heap carefully; used

(1) for heaping earth generally;

(2) of binding a turban.

fawn, chintd , n.f., anxiety.

fan? 3TTWT, ehimdjdnd, v.n., to slip off, run away.

faft ehiri, n.f., a bird.

chirmthi
, n.f., a ratti, (liquorice seed) part of a tola.

chvjhfd, n.m., .same as chughrd, q.v.

ckfj, n.f., thing.

<?tTT, chtrd, n.m., coloured turban worn by young men.

TOT W9, chundd teat, adj. or adv., division per Btirpes, by wives

(veils).

TOT, chvld, n.m., mouthful.

WTi chtihtm, v.a., to pick (with siokle) the heads only of ft

crop.

w Wff, chughrd , n.m., a small lamp used at shrines and torDiwli,
etc.
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chart, n.f., glass bangle.

cMfar, n.m., buttock.

“ Pahdr te dyi girr gdnth—eke chulnr eke dnkh .”

Came a bundle from the hills—one buttock and one

eye. (Answer—a jar of gh't).

wfiWT. chutiyd, n.m., a fool (though not used coarsely the origin

of the word is obscene.)

** Pair khardoh bouxtn chalid, aur suthan paihn mldm.
•• Yeh linoh to asal chutiye,, bojh dhare aur gdwe.”

Go to sow in pattens, go to weed in trousers.

Lift a load and sing—these three are thorough fools.

^ chan, n.m.. flour.

cltel. n.m. ,
the 1st month of the year—March to April.

chehrd, n.m., litter of pigs.

rhokhd, adj.. very fair, passable, satisfactory; sometimes,

good, especially as an interjection.

choftar, n.f., common meeting house of the village or a

subdivision of it.

cliopri, adj., buttered, greasy (also choprd).

VmiOT, ehomdsd , n.m., the rainy season (4 months).

WTCHT, chordhd, n.m., four cross-roads.

cholai, n.m., amaranth.

chosang, adj., four pronged (of a pitch fork).

chauiik, n.m., ventilation-hole, generally square, in the

centre of a roof.

tffl. chaunsi, n.f., a coarse country cloth used by zamindars.

chaukas, adj., strong, intelligent, firm, careful.

Nar nari kd pidr, sajan, turn dil men rakhtut.

“ Nar ko dend mdr, ndri ko chaukas rakhnd.”

If thy wife has a lover, friend, hide it in thy heart.

Kill the lover, and keep thy wife safe.

(A riddle—lock (nar) and key (ndri)—lock the lock and

keep the key secret ;*tAl& mdrnd is to lock a lock).

chauth, n.f., the 4th day of either half of the month.

chaudash, n.f., the 14th day of either half of the month.

chaund, n.m., a herd of cattle when going to graze.

chaupat

,

adj., open all round, desolate, so unguarded,

careless.
’

chausar, n.m., fourth ploughing.
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s
W9, chhat, n.f., the sixth day of either half of the lunar month.

WXT we, chhaia paihr. n.m., the sixth watch of the day (Urdu

ddhi rat).

U«kt, chhatord, adj., extravagant, self-indulgent, luxurious.

Wfl, chhard, n.m., large stick put round to fence a field.

chhari, n.f., smaller chhard (q.v.).

WWT, Mala . n.m., a plain finger-ring.

VI, chhd, n.f., same as rang (q.v.).

fW. chhdj , n.in., a winnowing fan.

WOT. chhdn , n.f., a thatch roof.

VTW*r, chhdban, n.m., wattlings of the floor of a cart made uf

cotton stalks, dhandhain (q.v.), sar (q.v.), etc.

WFUT, chhdmd, n.m., a piece of red-coloured coarse cloth (chaumi)

worked in crewels, worn at the front part of a woman’s
orhnd (q.v.).

wniT, chh-dwd , n.m., 1. Building (used on a survey of the accom-

modation provided).

2. Shade.

fwarr, chhiknd
,
v.n., to be satisfied, exhausted, satiated.

fW?T, chhilfd , n.m., milk following khis (q.v.), for eight or ten

days. After this comes ordinary dudh.

#f*T, chhihkd f n.m., 1. A large cattle muzzle.

2. A basket or frame suspended from the

roof on which milk, etc., is kept.

chhihki, n.f., a small cattle muzzle.

chhtdd

,

adj., rare, sparse, few.

" Til dthide, jauh sahghne, mehdak chdl jowdr.
“ Ifnt pair men bdjrd our dhdn pair men chdr.
“ Chhidi chhidi banehti ghore hinseh bdhar.

,t

(Sow) til sparsely, barley closely, jowdr a frog’s hop

apart. Bdjrd at a camel’s hoof distance, and rive

four times as close.- Cotton very sparsely—and

there’ll be a horse to whinny at your door.

chhipan, n.f., female tailor or dye-stamper.

chhipi, n.m., tailor or dye-stamper.

TOPI, chhutpan, n.m., 1. Childishness.
* 2. Childhood.
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vzmW, chhvibhayyan , adj., (one) in low position, lowly.

« chhe, interj., a noise UBed to make eows and bullocks drink.

*r. rhho, n.m.. 1. Touch.
2. Anger.

(Ghho men dnd to get angry.)

“ Manghsir jddd rahgnr, Poh jdde kd ehho.”

In Maghair the cold is. moderate, in Poh it strikes

home.

chhorat, n.m., boy, loosely “ children.”

dftt, Mora, n.m., boy.

#)ft. chhori, n.f., a girl.

*is*tr, chholna, v.a., to strip or peel, Urdu ehhilnd.

w)v. chhaur
,
n.m.,. a big stock of pulia (q.v.).

»tft. chhauri, n.f., a small stock of pvlis (q.v.).

5T

siJisf, jahgal

,

n.m., Panjab country; cf. the Roman use of

1

barbarus.’

sisrrej, jahjdl

,

n.m., trouble, misfortune.

wfl. jag, n.m., 1. World.
2. A funeral feast.

“ Xdgd Ins kd dhan hare, koel kis ne de.

“ Ek jibd ke kdran, jag apnd kar le."

Whose wealth does the crow take 1 To whom does the

koil give ought ? Yet one by his tongue makes the

whole world hiB own.
(Showing the benefits of a persuasive tongue).

srar^t, jathdni, n.f., elder brother’s wife; cf. drdni, younger

brother’s wife. , . . . .

.

The two wives hold these relationships to each other

whether both husbands are living, or both after

kardo (q.v.) are living with the surviving brother.

’I'ft, jati, adj., celibate, continent.

“ jSanya mit nd beawdh eati, kdgd hahe nd gadhd jati.

The baniyd’s no more a friend than the prostitute an

inundated widow.
. ,

The orowit as new a gooee, the donkey as soon would

be continent.
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WTTWT, jandwar n.m., an animal.

jandnty n.f., the threads of human hair stretched criss-

cross from wheel to wheel of a spinning wheel,

anrc, jabar
,
adj., more,

wrrit, jamdi
,
n.m.. son-in-law.

jalahdhar
, n.m., a disease due to malarious climate result-

ing in swelling of the stomach. Dropsy.

jalaihri
, n.f., a halo round the moon.

£
* Sura} kuhdal chdnd jalaihri

,
tute tibe bliare daihri."

A ring round the sun, a halo round the moon!
The sand hills are washed away and the hollows tilled

up.

(A sign of abundant rain).

OTPCT, jawdrd , n.m., fodder given to bullocks at midday.

*rt¥, jdhd
,
n.m., a tree, prosopis spicigerd.

arftfT, jdkhfd, adj\, nearly blind.

WVT jddd, n.m., the cold weather, four months.

fww, jdn bindn, n.f., life and soul, essence.

aiUTi jdbar, n.m,, rank and deeply grown dub grass.

WIT, }dyd
i
partic., born, so son, offspring, e.g., mdhjdyd, " sons

of the same mother.”

*inr, jdl , n.m., or f., a tree [talvadora oleoide.s) (a big tree will

be masculine and a small one feminine).

fopgraT, jindrdld
, n.m., a drag-rake dragged by men for level-

ling high land.

fait, jib, adv., relative—when ;

correlative—then

;

e.g., jib pdni dyegd
.
jib bdri bodnge or jib pdni dyn

.

jib ihkh boyd thd.

When the water comes, then we will sow cotton; or—
when the water came, we sowed cane

famrer, jimdnd
,
v.a., to entertain at meals.

jijd % n.m., sister’s husband.

“ Jije ke mdl par
,
salt lad bauli

Tlie sister-in-law goes half mad (with pride or envy at)

her brother-in-law’s wealth.

jfji, n.f., sister; used to actual sister or near cousin only*

vfc jib, n.f., tongue (poetical jtbd).

sfNfr, jimnd ,
v.n., to be entertained to food.
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jfti. jiv , n.m., life.

m, }usdh* n.m., war.

ajsniiit' juhndnd n.m., cruelty, oppression.

»*T. wrf. n.in.. 1. The upper wooden bar in the yoke of a well-
* bullock.

2. The yoke of the plough or cart. q

«. juii, n.f., louse. ^
(Juh is also the name of a tribe of Jrittt). \

‘ Judn ki mis , yhdgri gere

Throws away a petticoat because of the lice in it ! i.c .

,

any excuse is good enough

!

wg, jnr
9
n.in. yoke of a well.

effl. inn, n.m., 1. Twisted strand of cane-tops for binding

sheaths of cane.

2. A meal.

3. A life (in the series of transmigrations).

jam, n.f., louse.

aw, jnl, n.m., a cubic measure, 10 by 10 by 1 baths usually,

which is the unit when zamindars unite to dig their tank,

i. jf, conj., if.

w. ye//#, n.m.. the 3rd month of the year, May to June.

WT, jelhd , adj., first born, so best.

“ Jeth jethi. sdjrh heti ,
sduoan men hoi nd khoi

Joth's (cotton) is first and best, Har’s late, Sawan’s

sowing gives no picking.

fen. jethfa, n.m., nephew* son of husband’s elder brother,

si^t. }eli
, n.f., a (two pronged) pitch-fork.

jewfd , n.m.. a rope stronger than jetvri (q.v.) made by

twisting three ghundis (q.v.) together.

jewji, n.f.. 1. Rope of the country, made by twisting two

ghundis (q.v.) together.

2. Survey-chain.

“ A’li dekh ke gargari, bahuti deni bo.”

“ Phirli dyi jewrl , ab kam kis bidh ho”

Seeing the soil moist and soft, he sowed a great deal.

Round comes the chain ;
now how can he make it less .

(The proverb refers to a fluctuating system of assess-

ment when the demand is adjusted to the cultiva-

tion of each year).
*

zail, n.f., same as thok (q.v.).
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aft, jo, n.f., wife.

aft*, jog, adj., worth, constructed with the inflected infinitive as

“ Imran jog.”

art** aft*, jogam jog, adj., suitable, agreeable.

Nadi kindre ghar hare, aur chori khatyd khde.
" Jogam jog nd behde, yeh tinon chdl jden.”

£,
n

j* man builds a house on the banks of a stream, or

lives on the spoils of theft : or mates unsuitably—all

three will come to grief

ajtijT. jognd n.m., a jogi (mere jogi)

(used in a contemptuous use).

“ Ghar kd jogi jognd, bdhar gdm ke sidh.”

A jogi is a mere jogi in his own home but a saint in

another village.

“A prophet is not without honour save in his uwn
country.”

aft*, jot, n.f., band, yoke, yoke of oxen.

aftf*T, jorya, n.m., the leader pair of bullocks in a cart,

aft*, jot, n.m., leather strap passing from the yoke under the

bullock’s neck.

aft*f, johar, n.m., a kachchd (unlined) tank,

afta^t, johr'i, n.f., a small kachchd tank,

arf, jauh, n.m., barley (same as jau of Urdu).

“ Klutfc gehuh, pare jauh.”

(Cut) wheat still upright, and barley when fallen

arfn, jhakahl, n.f., same as jhakkat (q.v.).

an*, jhakkat, n.f., labour, assiduity
(
specially mental labour.

‘ 1 Jhakkat bidyd, pachchat kheti
’

Wisdom by industry, farming by toil.

jharak, n.f., noise made by churning milk or simmering

milk.

aunrr, jhapaknd, v.n., to wink.

artan, jhdhkhd,, n.m., large ventilation-hole in the roof of *

zamindar’s house.
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jhdhjmd, v.a., to shut.

«(*T, jhdkrd, nra., a big earthen water-pot with a wide

mouth.

are jhdf, n.m., a shrub (zizyphus nummularia
)

,

so called when still growing.

ai*T. jhalrn, n.m., a long hanging necklace mode of

rupees. \

fan. jltird, n.m., 1. Surplus canal water.

2. Dripping water.

fmrr, jhirnd, v.n., 1. To pine.

2. To drip,

wtwr, jliitut. adj., thin.

wt»fT, jhinui, adv., slowly.

hw. jliund n.f., a clump of cotton opening in the pud.

war. jhulnu, v.n., to swing; to blow (of wind).

" Jdt kttddyd turd, to woh bhi bum.
*' Bdhman bdhdhe chhurd, to woh bhi burn.
“ Sdwan jhulid parwd, to woh bhi bum.”

A Jat riding a horse, that’s bad.

A Brahman wearing a knife, that’s bad too.

An east wind blowing in Sarnn, and that’s bad.

war. jhuhgd, n.m., a bullock with horns bent downwards.

***, jhuhd, n.m., a kind of grass. (Anatherum muricalum.)

w)f. jhuhdi tor, n.m.. one whose rights (as occupancy

tenant only) are based on his or his ancestor’s having

originally broken up the land.

jherd, n.m., an.unlined well, fallen in.

jhohwdhsd, n.m., camel thorn (alhagi maurorum).

tiyi, jhokan did, n.m., stoker at the sugar-press.

jhohd, n.m., stoker at the sugar-press.

*Wr, jhoknd, v.a., to stoke a fire.

vtST, jhotd, n.m., buffalo of full age whether entire or not.

jhoti, n.f., same as jhotfi (q.v.).

Mt)«jr, jhotfd, n.m., buffalo calf of two years or so.

jhotfi, n.f., buffalo-heifer of two years or so.

jhofd, n.m., stalk of muhg, moth, ufd, or gram, after (I

pods and leaves are shaken off.

jhori, n.f., a wound.
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2

iantd
,
n.m., noise, disturbance, trouble.

tatiru n.f., a bird (‘‘the did you doit” of the Anglo.

IndianJ^apwing.

T, #/ P v.n., to be evaded, eluded, escaped.

“ Kdl taljd
,
kaldl nd tale .”

One may elude death, but not the kaldl.

tdivgli , n.f., same as jell dosang (q.v.).

tdndi , n.f., a small mud-bracket on a wall,

aia, tdt. n.f., the pod of gram (witli the pea intact).

TO*, tdtas. n.f., the pod of gram after threshing.

*T»T, ?«/«, u.m
,
the screen of cotton stalks etc

,
erected round

the sugar-press.

jrnft #*rr, tdti sewn, n.m . as dsral (q.v,).

a?W, tad, n.f., armlet, worn only after gdond or chainwd (q.v.).

WT. fdpu
} n.m . an island.

tabor, n.m., boy under the age of 15 or so (used in south

of the district),

aiir, i/d, n.m
,
a big bell.

* Chhoti Oil jib dhotam dhotd , bafi hui jib lal.
‘ 4 Budh? hui jib ndchan lagi band gale, men /«/.”

When miaU it was hidden under the earth (?), when big

it was red. When old it began to dance as if it had

a bell on its neck.

(Answer
—

‘gram’).

fWVfl, tikaufd.
,
nm. f a heap of jowdr or bdjrn, ready 6*

threshing.

St, ti, interj., Eh
!
girl (used to women in their paternal village

only).

.i, find, n.f., fruit of kair (q.v.).

tidl
9 n.f., full-grown locust.

9TYr, tibd
,
n m., the crest of a sandy hill.

v* tukek, adv.
,
one moment, usually with “ to stop.

1 ’ Liter-

ally ink probably means a piece, a part,

vqwft, ink tuki
,
n.m., goldsmith (onomatopoeic),

w*
,
iuk, n.m., a piece (of bread especially).
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zm. litmb, n.f., ornaments (collectively), jewellery,

z* uk\ nf., 1. Safety.

2. Prop.

“ Chalnd bhaU nd kos ha, ball bhali nd ek.
“ Qarzd bhald mi bap kd , Sahib rdkho iek”
Walking’s bad, even a mile; daughter’s bad, even one

of them. Debt’s bad, even one’s father’s, C4od save
us from them

!

kwi9
Uknd

,

v.a., to affix.

mohar leknd—to affix a seal.

sTarr. foknd, n.m., larger tokni (q.v.).

«TWft- ipkni. n.f., brass water-pot used also for yin.

st«r. (old . n.m., loss, ruin.

“ Kud kheAi nafd brdbar , mrd tntd gdrt men.”
A well, or farming, the gain (and the loss) are quits.
All’s loss in driving a cart

toh. n.f
, search.

tfHRT, tohnd , v.a., to search for.

fanthd B n.m , winter sunshine.

3
t/iaydi, n f., cunning, deception.

*WiTT. thanaknd
, v.n., to rattle, jingle, tinkle.

35TT. tharm
, v.n., to shiver (with cold).

*rer. thddd, adj., heavy, thick, fine.

thdcii ran
,
n.f., very heavy rain.

thdlL adj., unemployed, at leisure.

ff«TT. \hund, n.m., pretence.

WC, thekar
, n.in., 1. Turn roster.

2. The potsherds by which the rostei

determined.

thekd, n.m., the large round canvas sack in which grain

stored in a house.

theth
, adv., exactly, on the spot. ^

/&o£d piti, n m., carpenter (idiomatic in proverb

^-onomatopoeic).
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•hr, thoth, n.m., 1. Fool, bad husbandman,
adv., 2. Exactly, on the spot.

“ Rarm’fuje kdtak diuxilt, aim hi thoth aim hi MU.’’

If it rains in kdtak and at diwdli, its all one for tin*

good and the bad husbandman.

•TW, {hold , n.m., 1. The minor subdivision of a village.

2 A prick.

3. A peck, of a bird’s beak or scratch of a

roan’s finger-nail.

il# •TT, tholedar, n.m., an cider councillor of the village: then*

is usually one for each Ihota (q.v.).

3
dang, n.m., a pace, step,

tffcrr, dangrauU, n.m., a path for cattle.

danyward , n.m., association of cattle or labour in cultiva-

tion ; amalgamation of resources.

dand, n.m., punishment, fine.

“ Nam khasm kart, deauta daiid bhare

The grandmother takes another husband, and 1km

daughter’s son bears the loss.
u The fathers have oaten sour grapes and the children’s

teeth are set on edge.'*

wtftir, dawlot, n.f., a form of salutation to Bairdg is.

vtstt- datwL v.n., to stay, stop, halt.

fprr, drdwd, n.m., a scare-crow.

wfaptfi dalhiyan
,
n.m., a man who works a dal (q.v.).

dahi, n.f., crosB-sticks to support the cart, when standing.

vf*T, ddhkd, n.m., stalk of gram and other pulses.

•fort, ddhgar, n.m., pi., cattle.

“Sddhd lei kheti tindh kt dhdht, mehh aur ddhgrdn

The spring harvest depends on three things—the dust-

storm, the rain and the cattle.

itWT, ddhtnd, v.a., same as ddtnd (q.v.).

ddhthli, n.m., stalk of muhg, moth and ufd before the

pods and leaves are shaken off.
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Tjcr, ddndd ,
n.m., big ornamental ear-ring.

ddhdi, n.f., very small nose-ring worn simply to keep the

hole open.

ddkar ,
n.t ,

hard elay soil,

nrnf, ddk mdrnd, v.a., to leap, to jump.

This term is used for leaping feet first into water.

ddtm v.a., 1. To stop.

2. To rebuke.

ddbfd ,
n.m., 1. A small pond.

2. A small low-lying plot of ground

vth, ddbh, n.f., a kind of grass. (Eragrostis cytwsuroides).

ddmchd ,
n.m., a platform built up to watch the fields and

scare birds from.

*l^r. ddl, n.f., 1. Branch.

2. Bucket lift used to lift the canal water onto a

higher level.

INjll, ddldy n.m., a basket.

vhSWi, ddliyd
,
n m.. a man who works a ddl (q.v.)

fort, dikri. n.f., same as jindrala (q.v.).

fowi, digarnd. v.n., to go away, go back,

sfaw, dtmaky n.f., white-ant.

tin, duhgd adj., deep.

w, dubh. n.f., a kind of grass. (Cynodon dacfylon.)

TO. dewd, n.m., a stile across a ditch, allowing men but not

cattle to pass.

TOC, daihr
,
n.m., 1. Flood.

2. Land where floods collect.

“ Chei charm chaugna, je daihr dya ho."

If the flood comes betimes, the gram’s fourfold in

Chet .

kfovr, dohgdra n.m., drizzling rain. (Sufficient to plough on.)

vH dob dend ,
v.a., 1. To drown, so

2. To spoil.

vfar, duly n.m., iron-bucket.

dauly n.f., boundary, ridge, of a field.

iftf, daule tor ,
n.m., heavy rain, enough to break down the

field boundary.
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3

VTC dhahchar, n.m, bod cold, influenza.

a»*r, dhandhain, n.f., aesdbynomene indica.
»

iilfc dhandhoi
,
n.f., the first washings of the cauldron after the

cane juice has been boiled (the perquisite of the stoker).

ihab , n.m., friendship, affection.

tlhnhi
,
n.m

,
a friend.

dhalkr, adv., from dhahid (q.v\). steadily, slowly (of. dhulfa

trotting).

dhaln/t, v.n., 1. To roll.

2. To decrease, decline.

2. To spill, trickle.

fc

‘ Parwd jeth ki gdje, din bahattar bhdjc.

Parwd sddh kt gale
, di/i pahtdlh dhale

If it thunders on the first of Jeth (the clouds) will dis-

appear for 72 days ;
if it thunders on the first of Har.

they will roll away for 45 days.

art, dftdi, n.f., cry.

dhdwk, n.f., buffalo or cow past tearing.

Tfwr, dhdhdd, n.m., same as dhdndhd (q.v.).

wT*T, dhdndhd
,
n.m., a bullock past work.

dhdrulhi , n.f ., a cow past bearing.

dhdnd , n.m., 1 . The superstructure of a well.

2. A small hamlet (usually of tenants’

houses) in the middle of an estate.

dhdni
,
n.f., same as dAand (q.v.), (hamlet) but smaller.

¥T¥T, dhdl, n.m., 1. Way, habit.

2. Shield.

ftalOT, dhimdnd
,
v.n., same as JEwnfriwi (q.v.), (to shrink).

i\, dhi, n.f. a ridge between fields to hold up the rain,

srfan;. dhinkar . n.m., 1. Thorny branches (used for fencing).

2. Heap of jhdf (q.v.), cut green for

fodder or making a hedge.

it ?ftv, dhi tor ,
n.m., heavy rain, enough to wash away high

ridges.

dhe fe t interj., a noise made to call buffaloes up. from

watering.
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t q^iTI, dhai papna
,
v.n., to fall down.

tlhottg, n.f., same as ttoi (q.v.).

dhobrri ,
n.m., a broken earthen or metal vessel.

/ft or. n.m., cattle.

"Jvth bamwe krirnlL migh bam we dhor .

S&iVtin bane ghost
, to s//rfA Atf chor."

Buy a blanket in JefA or cattle in ifdgrA!

Turn cattle-dealer in Sriwanl Is the man a money-
lender or a thief ?

sfrailT dholnri. v.n., to blow

fT

rfri fr* Af, n.m., same as gaihre (q.v.), good circumstances; used

with v. baitfind only.

flarr. taknri ,
v.n., to perceive, to consider, to think to oneself.

AUK, tngdr, n.m., a heap of earth mixed with water to make

plaster or mud mortar.

<Tii5|T, tajndy v.a., to give up.

<nw, taliaydy n.m., a kind of hornet.

H5[r lapnd
,
v.n., to be famous, notorious.

cr^T«rr, tarsdm, v.a., to thirst for
,
tantalize, tease.

«Ksftat. taloti, n.f., the bottom wooden bar, parallel to jud (q.v.),

in the yoke of a well-bullock.

«J*eTT. tasldy n.m., a big iron saucepan for cooking sweets, etc.

»f%m, (ahetdy adj., early (crop).

“ Sdwan paihlx dasmih
,
je rohni ho.

“ Taheld samd nipje ,
chintd karo nd. ko.”

If Rohni (one of the lunar mansions) falls on the dark

tenth of Sdwan, there’ll be an early harvest, let no

one woriy about it.

mi. iaty n.f., wife of father’s. elder brother.

tan, n.m., father’s elder brother.

*trw, tdes, n.f., wife of husband’s or wife’s father’s elder

brother.

<tur*T triesrdy n.m., husband’s or wife’s father’s elder brother,

tdlcu, n.m.
;
iron spindle in a charkhd or spinning wheel.

tdkfiy n.f., weighing scale.
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unfl, tdgjri
,
n.f., silver waist-chain worn by males only.

wrjT, tdfd, n.m., chill.

“ Hare thane dekhkar, mat nd dil men phul.
“ Tara paid par gayd ,

mdrd gayd sab phul."
’

Don’t blossom (into hope) at the sight of green gram
Came cold and frost, and all the flowers died.
(* * Don ’ t count your chickens before they are hatched ’

’
i.

sm, tdt , adj., warm, hot.

WTW twitWI, tdn bajdnd, v.a., to cope with.

WTWT, tdnd, v.a., to heat.

wra?. tapar , n.f., land which is hard from having borne an

autumn crop or an irrigated spring crop.

WTT. tar ,
n.f., comfortable circumstances, prosperity.

WITT, tdrd, n.m., a star.

WIT 9vwt. tar bdithnd
,
v.n., circumstance's to be comfortable.

WTO, 1dl f
n m., clapping of the hands, e.g.

t
tdl bajdnd

, to clap

the hands.

W7WWT. tdhnd, v.a., to drive off, eject.

ftiwrt tigdi, n.f., advance made by Government, for agricultural

objects (corr. of takdvi).

fW, tiryd, n.f., wife, woman.
“ Ghand antkd barand, ghani antki dhup.
“ Ghand antkd bolnd, ghani antki chup.
“ Sduxm antkd barsnd ,

Jeth antki dhup.
“ Bhdtdh antkd bolnd ,

Uriah antki chup""

Too much rain, too much heat

Too much speech
,
too much silence (are bad except)

Much rain in Sdwan is good, and much heat in Jeth,

Much speech in bards and much silence in women.

fiWTt, tiwdi ,
n.f., a small 3-legged stool (Urdu tipdi).

ffcVWTWI, tiwdyd ,
n.m., the winnowing stool. (Gf Urdu tipdi.)

fww, ti8, n.f., thirst.

ftlWfWI, tisdyd ,
adj., thirsty.

f
* Chdli utra , hdld bur

,
kyauh tisdyd jde sai sur."

The north wind blows, and the chaff flies about: why

does the thirsty pig go away ?

(Because the north wind means rain and the pig know*

that he will tlurst no more).

wfcr, tij
,

n.f., 1. A girl’s festival on the 3rd of Suit Sauna

(q.v.).

2. The 3rd day of either half of the month.
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* Sdwan paihli panchmh jechamkegi bij.

“ Tun to ghdle ddmche
, main kheluhgi tij.”

Tf it lightens on the dark fifth of Sdwan
, do you build

your stand to watch the crops from: I* II keep my
holiday.

iwi, titar paiikhd , adj., feathery—applied to clouds or any

thing that suggests a feather.

til, n.f., a set of woman’s clothing, viz
. ,

ofhnn, angl and
ghdgri.

tisar, ii.m., third ploughing,

gw*, tuphdn , n.m., lying, untruthfulness,

gw**, tvphdnan ,
n.f., a liar or ill-conducted woman.

iuphdni
,
n.m., a liar or ill-conducted man

g*v turning, n.m., horse.

“ Ujld bhojan ,
gdedhan

,
ghar kalwanti ndr.

“ Ghauthe pith turang ki, bahisht nishdni chdr

Good food, a cow for wealth, at home* a thrifty wife.

Fourthly the back of horse—these are the four marks

of heaven.

gvi, turd
,
n.m., same as turang (q.v.).

g*. turt, adv., immediately, quickly.

turd, n.m., straw of wheat, barley and gochni
,
etc.

gin. hind, v.n., to miscarry.

^*7 tvfd, n.m., a mixed crop of sarson (sown broadcast and not

in lines) and wheat; sometimes used of kJuzrif mixtures too.

**T taind. v.n., to be heated.

*Tfr tofd, n.m.. scarcity, want.

tol
,
n.f., news, information.

<fw. toxh, n.f., the 13th day of either half of the month.

*t*r taul, n.f., hurry, haste.

“ Torid hal jofid ,
urddn chhodi bel.

“ Kitni taul kar U sdk, pakegd meri gel .

When the toria was sown, the wrd had put out its ten-

drils (Said the toria to the urd). However much

haste you make, you blackguard, I’lli ripen with you.

(Toria is a very quick-growing crop. Sato, brother-in-

law, is here, as usual, used abusively).

tauld, adj., quick.
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lift. taule
,
adv., quickly.

tyauhkhd
,
n.m., trijunction pillar.

iyaur
,
n.m. eyesight.

(rAf t
Ti.in.

, a tax levied by the village community on

merchants and craftsmen. (Corr. of Urdu Ahtrdf prob-

ably).

/r««, n.m., trouble.

fref, n f., crack, fissure, in a building or in soil.

*
TOT. thamnd , v.n., to stay, stop, halt.

TO< that, n.m., mound, hill.

Ulft, thali, n.f. high-lying sandy soil, or sand hill.

TOTT, thalsnd
,
v.n., to slip.

mm* than, n.m., a small shrine to any deity, e.y., mdtd kd limn.

TOtf, thdpnd
, v.a., to settle, to iix.

IWT, thamna
,
v.a., to stop.

Hfi Ihdl, n.m., a big metal plate.

WTlit, thali, n.f., a small metal plate.

WF**, Ihdwar
,
n.f , Saturday.

qta, JAoA, n.f., minor subdivision of a village.

WTUT thothd ,
adj., empty, hollow.

“ Thothd chand
,

fcrfy'e cjham”

Empty gram makes much noise

(/.e., A jaok in office gets above himself).

TOT1TT. thynwm, v.n., to be got (as Urdu milnd in that sense).

*
mmm, dakhan , n.m., the south.

mmmt' dalchandh, adv., southwards.

TOWTti dakhandi
, n.f., southwind or adjeotively with Wf-

south (wind).

dakhandnhd, adj., southern.
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(lakhshni ,
adj., southern.

(This form is good Hindi but I have never heard it in
the District except in the proverb.)

“ Mdhi poh t (lakhshni
,
Sdwan feesi lakhshni i.

9 '

South wind in Mar/h and Poh m there’ll he wealth like

Satvan's.

fafT, dityrn, n.m., road, same as <ptundd , rastd, etc. (tj.v.).

<Wirr, dachlmd
,
n.f., charity in cash, paid to a Brahman after

feeding him.

“ A kar kar muknr kar 9
khir par shakar kar .

“ line men chul/t huh, dachhnd kd fikar kar
9

Play what tricks von will, put some sugar on the rice.

I’ll just drink a si]) of water, do you think of a present

for me.
(So says the gieedy Brahman to the Jut).

^ttisr?. damgajd
,
n.m.. deception.

^WT. flamrakhdy n.m., same as kdkrd (q.v,).

dardni, n.f., husband’s younger brother's wife; see note

on jalhdnL

TOT. dalyd, n.m., half-ground wheat or jowdr or hdjrd ,
cooked

in water—a sort of porridge

dalhiz, n.f., same as pnnli (q v.).

dawdty n.f., a small wooden bracket to hold (dhm) lamp.

damulsi
,
n.f., the 12th day of either half of the month.

dasmih
,
n.f., the 10th day of either half of the month.

dahar * n.m., flood or land where floods collect.

^T®IT, dahdnd
,
n.m., same as khdhd (q.v.).

d(ihti
% n.f., same as drdnti (q.v.).

^i^T, ddjnd
,

VmlXm ' }to burn, be burnt.
7 v.a., J

*
* Lakfi kahe leumhdr te, kyd ddjcgd moe.

11 Ek din aiad hogd, ham ddjdnga toe”

Says the wood to the potter, ‘ Why do you bum me ?

The day will come when I’ll burn thee.’

(The form of the last word in each line is Brij or Purabi

and not Jatu).

ddti, n.f,, same as drdnti (q.v.).

dddd
9
n.m., applied respectfully to a Brahman, especially

in addressing him, e.g, 9
the village of Wazirpur is called

Ddddn by the people because of the Brahmans living in it
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juft, ddmni, n.f., lightning.

CTC daru, n.f } 1. Medicine.
2. Wine or spirits.

*T*V, ddhoh
, adv., entirely, altogether, absolutely.

*1W. ddhnd
, v.a., to burn.

din , n.m., 1. Sun.
2. Day.

f*«r fwt, dinckhipe , n.m. ,
— chauthe paihr .—The 4th watch of tin-

day—evening.

Uft ff], din dhald or din dhalth

.

n.m ,, — tisre paihr .—The .‘ini

watch of the day—afternoon.

f*ir fsrro din nikal rahnd
,
n in.,~dthwdh paihr .—The Htli

watcli of the day—early morn.

diwd bale
,
n.m.. lamp-lighting or evening time.

5WTOT, dukhdld
,
adj., in pain.

duretd, adj., at a distance, far. e.g. . duretd bhdi , a

distant cousin.

durlahh . adj., difficult.

duhni
, n.f., any vchhoI into which an animal is milked, so

milking-pail.

duiidi

,

n.m., a fool, an idiot.

^ift. dull, n.f., liar, exaggerator (a term used among women).

dud, adj., belonging to caste, used in the question, tumkavn
dud so ? =To what caste do you belong ?

dudhal
, adj., milch, giving much milk.

“ Ode to dudhal bdhki aur tez bdhki ghofiyah .

“ Mard to marojr bdhkd aur lihdz bdhki goriah

A cow’s glory is her milk (lit. the milch cow is glorious)

and a mare’s her pace : a man’s his pride, and her

modesty a woman’s.

^WT, dudhyd
,
adj., milky, applied to clouds when general rain

is going on, in contradistinction to the black clouds of a

local storm. *

dubhar, n.m., discomfort, difficulty.

“ Qhofiydh dubhar bhddwd maihsdh dubhar Jeth.
** Mardah dubhar pisnd , bahudh dubhar pet."

Bhadon means discomfort for the mare, and Jeth for

the buffalo
;
grinding for the man, and pregnanoy for

the woman.

t^rhn, deautd
f n.m., daughter’s son.
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derut ,
n.m., son of husband’s younger brother.

ar^T «nr, dcsd bharan
,
n.f., general rain.

desauld
,
adj., affecting the whole country side, wide-

spread.

^1. dcki, n.f., body.

dehl
,
n.f., sill, threshold of a door.

tfe/di, n.f., cross-beam or stone across the mouth of well

on which the superstructure is reared.

dtiihh adj., ten.

daihm
, n.m., still heat.

daihshaty n.f., fear (used with v., manna),

dokanya, n m., an ofhnd (q.v.), worked on both hems.

<Tsr. dojy n.f., the 2nd day of either half of the month.

<Tcijt. doty1 9 adj., land successively cultivated in both harvests.

dolrali, n.f., a rake.

dopahrd
, n ni

,
the 2nd watch of the day.

dosang
,
adj., two pronged (of a pitchfork).

dmar , n.m., second ploughing.

T, dohd

,

n.in., verse.

iMtdninlh n.f., bill-hook used for stripping sugar-canes and
for purRioses of reaping.

dintAdd, n.m., business.

W, dhandha
, n.m., same as dhahdd (q.v.).

V|nr> dharukna , v.n., to thunder.

dhan
, n.m, , wealth, property.

“Je tere kahthd dhan ghani
9 gdfi kar le do.

“ Je tere kahthd dhan nahih kdlar hdft bo.
9 *

If you’re very rich ,my husband,take and drive your cart.

If you’re poor, sow cotton in hard soil.

dhani, adj., or n.m., 1. Rich.

2. Owner.
tuff, dharti

, n.f., land, soil.

“ Ghhdwe men sows
,
jab lagiyd bisdkh .

1 * Gerdiyd khdd
, tdpti (hi dharti.

“ Din ne hare rakhwdl, rdt ne khd jde harni."

Sleep indoors in Baisakh ,
mulch the ground when its

baking hot, watch your crops by day (and let) the

buck eat them by night—(heavens, what a fool!)
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W*T, dhawdnd ,
v.a., to have washed.

dhdhgarld
,
n.m., a mixture of miihg . mash and moth

.

HT* cWW&, n.f., fear of, danger from.

WOT, dhdgld, n.m., same as dhdhgarld (q.v.).

dhdr't, adj. or n.m., 1. Vigorous, energetic,, of man or

bullock.

2. \ robber or daeoil

The Lyallpur Colony is known
here as Duld dhdri ki bar.

OTtfT dhdjmd , v.n., to be satisfied.

dhi
9 n.f., daughter.

dhindh
,
n.f., same as dhinu (q.v.).

» ‘‘ Kheti kar le dhdn ki, dhindh rakh h gde.
‘ Kapre rakh Iv kdmli

,
to bighd ek nd jde .”

Jn farming go in for rice, in cattle (lit. eow)-keeping
for a milch cow- in clothing for a blanket

;
then

you won’t lose a single bigha.

9 dhinu, n.f., a milch cow.

“ Saga same bachdriye
, dhinu Phdqan me it.

9 '

Know a friend in time (of trouble) and a milch cow in

Phagan.
* Ko-same 9

is a variant for * mwv

'

and gives the abo\e
sense.

dhimd
, adv., slowly.

OTNC, dhumar, n.f., fog, mist.

VKJ dhurd
, n.m., the axle-tree of a well-wheel.

r$m. dhurnd
, v.n., to thunder.

W dhul, n.f., dust.

1 * Cheunti le aiule chali , chirid nahdwe dhul.
“ Shddi kahv Bhddli , barkhd ho bhar pur.

99

The ant carries her eggs, the sparrow’s taking a dust-

bath. Says Shadi, “Eli, Bhadli there’ll be rain in

plenty.”

lft, dho, n.m., cunning, deception, fraud.

dhori , n.f., 1 . The wheeler pair of bullocks in a cart.

2. Cattle generally.

3. Used metaphorically for the leader of an

enterprise.

iftf, dhore, postp., in possession of, near (equivalent to Urdu

pda).
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U»'w. dhnuhj, n.m., same as *m/ (q.v.), but netted with bmrt
(q.v.) instead of with cotton stalks

ijfa (lliaun , n.m half maund, 20 seers,

vfal, (Ihaula, adj., white.

dhaulposh , n.m., a native gentleman (a harbarous

equivalent of Urdu su fedposh).

ajH. dfi)fan, n.m.. thought.

•fff «a//r/ malaiHf , n.m., solitary, alone, a man with no

family of his own.

suit, nagri, adj., belonging to a nagar or small town. townsfolk.

nnrdhli, n.f., the small peg in the hulas (q.v.), which

admits of the yoke being adjusted backwards and for-

wards.

•ri^r. nadhd
, n.f., same as nafdhlt (q.v.).

*** namd
, n.f., husband’s sister.

nandut
,
n.m., son of husband’s sister.

•P»3TO Hawaii
, n.f., maternal grandfather’s house.

•TO nalli, n.f., a large nose ring worn only after marriage.

^rsr, naddn
,
adj., ignorant, foolish (of a child).

naddrad kudhi
, n.f., a deserted house.

•NflT iiaputd
, adj., childless.

napoj, adj., weak, feeble (of a man, animal, or soil).

**** mmasta, interj., a form of salutation among Aryd Smdjisls.

•nxre^r. namo ndrdyan , interj., a form of salutation to

Gosmhs.

narol
9 adj., clear, cloudless.

*nrt
9 n.m., hell.

“ Khar bhojan ajhdl dhan
,
ghar kalhdri ndr.

“ Ghauthe maile Icdpfe, nark nishdni chdr”

Coarse food, a goat for wealth, at home a shrew for

wife ; fourthly dirty clothes—four marks of hell.

*** nal
t n.m. f hole or lair of a large animal, especially of wolf.

nalaund
,
v.a., to weed, hoe.

***** mind, v.n., to be weeded, be hoed
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ndhgld9 n.m., the rope joining the jud (q.v.) to the talofj

(q.v.) at their extremities in a well-yoke.

nandni , n.f., rope on the well-yoke into which the Ido

(q.v.) is fixed.

*TT% ndke tor i n.m., same as dau e tor (q.v.).

*inr ndg y adj., 1. (A plough), lighter than ordinary one, for

sowing
2. A big (snake).

ndtna , v.n., to deny, refuse, go hack on one’s word, n*.

pudiate.

“ Bans chafi ndtni kahe
y
hot ndto mat ko .

<k Main ndtj ndtni bhayi
, ndtc so ndtni ho."

Says the ndtni when she’s climbed the pole, “ If any
has ought (to give) let him not refuse. I refused

and became a nrtin't
; refuse and become one too.”

(A ndtni is a female acrobat, and the punning of the

original can be faintly reproduced by calling an
acrobat a “knotter.”)

TOT, nation , n.m., second calf,

iri^r. nar , n.f., a nerve.

TOjPt. naf\ y n f., a leather strap joining the yoke to the plough

aiT^T ndr karnd
y
v.n., to be proud.

ariTOT. ndnkd
y adj., maternal grandfather’s.

TO*T. namd, n.m., money or coin.

ITT* ndr 9 n.f., a woman.

WTO, ndrd. n.rn., a young ox broken to plough, as bdhfd (q.v.).

nft ndri y adj., same as nag (q.v.), (plough),

n.f., a woman.
‘

‘ Nar par ndri khafi, nar ndri ke hath .

“ Nar ndri bhejid
,
gayd atvdz ke sdth.”

Female standing on male, male in female’s hand.
The female thrown a male which has gone with a

whirr ! •

(The riddle refers to a girl watching the orops/aud

standing on a platform (ddmchd n.m.). In her hand

a sling (gopiyd n.m.) with which she slings a mud
pellet (gold n.m.) which whistles as it goes).

fiTOTON nidman, n.m., a hole dug in the earth for drinking

water (the word seems to be peculiar to the south of the

district).

fiwfg. nikahdy adj., clean, thorough, careful (of ploughing).

,tK <
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fsrftVT. nigodd ,
adj., worthless, ill-tempered.

“ Tafke ki bddll
,
awr rand kasumbe nahd .

“ Main nigodt i/nn kahiin, donon ki hurt hdl”

Clouds at dawn, and a widow who bathes in saffron!

I, poor wretch, so say— * both bode ill !

’

fWtfT. nigofd ,
adj., same as nigodd (q.v.).

nigodd , adj., rare for nigodd (q.v.).

ftrn, nit. adv ,
constantly, always.

fswfft, nindhdriy n.m , one who subsenbos at marriage time.

See neaundd

.

fsnre nipat
%
adj., very, too (intensive).

fansRT. nipjnd
,
v.n , to be produced, ‘turn out* (of crops).

“ Thali dkani ne yun kahe lu mainne mat boe.
“ Main bighd riipjuh ndhin, tainne dungi khoe.”

Says the sand hill to its master, ‘‘Don’t you sow me.
“ I’ll produce nothing to the bigha, but only ruin

you.”

nifrdm
,
adj., at leisure, leisured.

Dekh pardi chopfi kyun tarsdwe jt.

Ltlkht sukhi khdeke thdndd pdni pi.

iPkli pardi chopfi ,
dhai par bayimdn.

l)o ghafi ki be sharmi dth paihr nifrdm.

(Says the ascetic)
—‘‘Why fret your soul to see another’s

buttered bread ? Eat dry bread and drink cold

water.”
(Answers the glutton)—“When you see another’s buttered

bread, covet it (lit fall down), you blackguard. An
hour’s shame—and you’ll be at leisure all the day

!

nibcfdy n.m., decision, settlement.

nimdn, n.m., low-lying ground.

nimdndy adj., 1. Low-lying, also of low class

2. Simpleton.

“ Eldd mirg t dujd sdl
,
jhote chafa mile gowdl.

“Tin kos lug mil jde telt
,

to maut nimdne sir par

khelir

If you meet a solitary antelope or next a jackal, or a

herdsman riding a male buffalo—or see an oilman

within three miles, then, simpleton, death is playing

over your head.

nimbafnd
, v.n., to be finished or settled.

****! nimbhnd
, v.n., to pass, to do, to serve.
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ftTCTOT, nirdsd, adv., clearly, emphatically, severely.

“ Jeth mas jo tape nirdsd
,
to jdno barlclm ki dsd."

If Jetli stokes up with a vengeance, then know there

is hope of rain.

,nirk,, ii.m., hell, an nark Iq.v.).

fiw, nirdhan, adj., penniless,

Mm, nirdhand, n.m., a pauper.

Ml nirndbdst

,

adj., with empty stomach, hungry; also

used adverbially,

w, nirp, n.m., a king, a prince,

fiwf*, nirbhdg
,
adj., wretched (a term of abuse).

*• Kaltar k<> khet men, pachh pac/ih mare gowdr.

4 Sab se woh nirbhdg
,
jiskd biswd kdr

In a hard field the villager dies of his toil. He's the

most unfortunate of all whose land is sour.

f5r*P, nirhhai, adj., fearless.

Bhdi
,
bhaivoi

,
bhdnjd , bhaydh aur bhoiipdl.

“ Failchon bhambr chhor kc
,
nirhhai karo beopdr

Brother, brother-in-law, nephew, lord and king (W.

the tutelary gods of a village), avoid these five hli’s

and trade without fear.

(The last two are apparently added for alliterative

reasons. Avoid your own relations in trade!)

nirsd
,
adj., worthless, bad.

f*W¥. nisdf ,
n.m., justice (colt, of Urdu insdf).

nir, n.m., water, particularly in tlio eye.

(h'tjar goild, jdvd jar , bar pipat sikhraht .

<l Jdt hared jab jdnyc
,
yTii dhkhch nir dhalaht

99

Know a Gujar beaten when his knees (are on the

ground), a jand tree when its roots (are dry), ap»/;<d

tree when its top (is drv), and a Jat when tears

trickle from his eyes.

nirnd
,
v.a., to water or provide with food.

WT. nugrd, adj., ungrateful, an ingrate.

“Nugrd mdnas mat milo
,
aur pdpt milo hazdr.

“ Ek nugre ke sis par , sau pdpt kd bdr.’ *

Don’t meet an ingrate, though you meet a thousand

other sinners. One ingrate bears on his head the

load of a hundred sinners.

(Ingratitude the worst of crimes).
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% nr% n.f., a wooden block placed on ground for chopping fodder

on.

nedv< adj., bad, worthless.

nvautd ,
n.m., 1. Entertainment (of a Brahman)

2. As nyauiidd (q v.).

Trepan men puhj't gayt, c/iaurui mni gayd bij.
<fc Pachpan men neanld gayd . chhnpan men sab chlz.
11 Satdwan kc sal men lagd mahind Jeth .

“ Ilaize kf bemdn hut chhhUi m&iih aur pi t
”

In 1953 (Bikramajit — A.D. 1896) stores ran out, in V>4

seed was not left, in *55 then* was nothing to contri-

bute to weddings, in ’56 went everything, in *57

when the month of Jeth was in came cholera

;

stomach and mouth retained nought.

(A record of the recent trials of the Rohtak District).

neautnd , v.a., to entertain (especially of a Brahman).

k
* Kyoii andhd nraute

,
kyoh do buldc”

Why entertain a blind man ( Why call two t

(If you entertain a blind man you must also entertain

his guide !)

TO, neju
,
n.f., rope of a drinking well.

w?
f
netham

,
adv., surely, certainly.

*iqi. nepd, n.m., produce, outturn (of crops).

fav, nesang, n.m., a small iron peg in the bottom of the /nil

(q.v.) which prevents its detachment from the hal (q.v.).

nestar, adj., sluggish.

^ neli
y
n.ni., love,

w nam, n.m., eye.

naihjy adj., bad.

nortdy n.m., as noratrd (q.v.).

•tT^TT, mid, n.m., purse (worn round the waist).

iftniT, naukrd
,
adj., separate (individual, and not joint).

naurna, v.n., to run.

•rWT, naumin, n.f., the 9th day of either half of the month.

nauhrd, n.m., byre, cattle-yard.

31T' nyd, n.m., justice.

“ Bdr lean (hi khel ne
, bar hhet ne khd .

“ Baja ho chori kare nyd kaun par ja.”

Make a fence to a field, and the fence eats it up

!

Be a Baja and thieve—to whom can one go for justice 1

•W, nydr, n,m., fodder.
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WPCT, nydrd
, adj,, separate.

nyuh, adv., this way, thus (of direction, manner, etc.).

“ Jis ke sing nyuh , us ne bdhweh kyoh

Why test the ox in the plough if his horns go thus ''

44 Jis he sing hohge nyuh, koi degd kyoh."

Why should any one sell an ox whose horns go so ?

(In both these cases a downward curve of the horns is

indicated—it is highly approved).

$t*T, nyauhdd, n.m., a system of contribution to wedding ex-

penditure (for fuller particulars see Sir D. Ibbetson’s

Karnal Settlement Report).

nyauhnd
, v.n., to submit to, yield.

44 Murakh se nyauhnd bhala
,
chdlar ke bhale trds.

“ Je suraj garmi kare
,
mehh barsan H as.’

’

It’s well to yield a ‘fool. At the hands of a wise man
even trouble is good. If the sun scorches, there is

hope oi rain coming.
(Out of darkness comes light—and every cloud has a

silver lining).

nyaurtd
,
n.m., a feast day in honor of Durga—(9 such

days come between the kanugats (q.v.), and the Dusehrd.

pahkhi , adj., winged, having wings (pahkh).

44 Titar pahkhi bddli, bidwdh kdjil rekh .

14 Yah harse wdh ghar kare is men min nd mekh.”

Partridge-feathered clouds—a widow streaked with

antimony.
The one will rain, the other take a husband—there is

no picking holes in this.

thr* pahehak, n.f., 5th day of either half of a month.

4 4 Shdhdev kahe sun Bhddli
,
Jeth galid mat ro.

“ Je Sdwan pahehak gale
,
ndihj sambat so

Says Shdhdev, 4

4

List, Bhadli, Jeth9
s gone (lit. melted),

don’t cry. If fifth Satvan goes (without rain) then

it’ll be a bad year.”

W, pahth , n.m., a path.

qtal, pakewd
, n.m., a boil or gathering.
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qjft mri bat, adj. or adv., division by brothers

(pagfis), per capita.

q^?T. pachant, n.f., same as pachchat (q.v.).

pachchat
,
n.f., hard toil, labour, industry (physical),

q^rr. pachm, v.n., to toil, labour.

qw«r. pachham
,
n.m., the west.

W eift, pachham budht
,
n.m., wisdom after the event, so

foolishness.

TOrat pachhdyah
,
adj., western

v*l%. pachhaheh. adv., west or westwards.

WfT, pachheta
,
adj., late, backward, late sown.

qi^T. jachheld, n.m., a small wedge rammed under the plough

to tighten up the share.

pachhdl
,
n.f., plain silver bangles worn above the glass

churl (q.v.).

vita®!!. jtachhornd ,
v.a., to winnow

WT- pachhwa . n.f., 1. Westwind.

adj., 2. In combination with bdl (q.v.).

W\K patdr, n.m., a big round basket with lid to contain clothes,

etc.

W?t, patdri
,
n.f., a smaller patdr (q.v.).

TOpfarr, patbijnd , n.m., butterfly, moth or fire-fly

TOt, pajrdi, n.f., malaria.

qiv. jiajret, n.f. land left fallow for cattle to graze on.

WSTOT, parkdld ,
n.m., staircase of masonry or mud to the roof.

pafchhl, n.f., a thatch coping to walls, used where the

soil is light to protect them from rain

WT, pafwd, n.f., 1. The East.

adj., 2. In combination with bdl. The East wind,

n.f., 3. The first day of either half of the month.

‘ Sawan mdh chdh pafwd ,
khele put buld le md.”

If the east wind blows in Sawan and Magh, the chil-

dren will play, though their mother calls them.

(A sign of an abundant harvest).

padhnd, v.a., to read.

v.n., to be educated (as Urdu parhnd).

“ Kyasth hi beta padhd bhdld yd mard bhctld.”

A Kydsth’s child is best lettered or beaten,

(i.e., the scrivening caste is no use for anything else).
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panihdri , n.f., the strip of wood supporting the share

of the plough.

Wnr -panghat , n.m., drinking well.

qWC, panhdr . n f., a woman carrying water for her family

ipiwt, panhdri, n.f., a woman paid to carry water for others,

qir pat
,
n.f.. respect, honour.

qiVTCr. patdly n.m., as paihtdl (q.v.) the bowels of the earth—the
infernal regions.

“ Mali machkd Jeth sidl sddh pa?wd b&L
* Saida kahr Bhddli

,
barlchd gayi jjaldl.”

Heat in Magh
,
cold in Jef//, east wind in J/ar\

Says Saida 4 Eh, Bhadli, the rain’s gone down below *

(All the seasons inverted).

WKT pathward n in., a place reserved to make cow-dung fuel

cakes.

ixuldr . adj., stable, constant, lasting (eorr. of Persian

lideddr).

padaufd , n.m., an exceedingly fat man.

“ Nadidr nr milid leaford, pdni pi pi hud padaufd”

If a glutton find a cup lie will drink water till lie be-

comes a pot belly.

pa tiled l
,
n.m.. a famine caused by excessive rain or flood-

ing.

ipe jxir , conj., but.

“ lirahi dagd drdr
y /jar bah dagd nd de”

Your wife may fail you, but your ploughing won’t

(*>., well ploughed land is sure to give a return).

qv* jnras, n.f., common meeting house of the village or a sub-

division of it.

ipef, ftardfi , adj. or poHp., far, beyond (chiefly in Jhajjar).

ipcrc. parar
,
n.m., last year but one- -antepenultimate ;

als°

pardr lee sal.
f

q*iqr, paral ,
n.f., rice-straw.

parithmi ,
n.f., the world.

qfftT. parosd . n.m., a portion of food, for one man, a ration or

* commons.’ (Term chiefly in use at weddings),

qiff parkhnd, v.a., to try, prove, test.

TOfii' pardhdn ,
n.m., president, chief (corrupted in verse to

dhdn).
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niff, patni, n.f. or adj., married, wife.

“ Chdnd nt chhor'i harni, mard ne chhori parni”

The moon’s left
c
Harni,* and the husband his wife !

(Harni is an astronomical sign. The particular event
is a sign of a great famine which would drive a man
to leave his wife in search of labour).

vart faw parld din
,
n.m., three days lienee.

pnrhdL n.m., the work of the chamdr who provides all the

family with shoes as often as wanted,

refa, parlxdn

,

n.m., clothes (collectively).

jtalalc, n.f., eye-lid.

tjwiT. jxaluryd . n.m., a puppy.

V*ht, pile}, n.m.: a small plot of vegetables.

jtaleiK n.f.. a preliminary watering before sowing.

tF^T ptlid , n.m., an iron spoon for turning over sweets, etc.

while being cooked.

q«5!T. pahid, n.m., a cradle, i.c., basket to carry babies in
; at

home this basket is suspended from the roof and the baby
swung in it.

palxm. n.m., a ladle for oil.

W pixar, n.f., pasturing buffaloes during the night in the rainy

season.

lt Waqt hahi mi dhnrii
,
pasar chardi nd ?hdm .

“ Ajdni vidyd nd lx. tinon bigare kdm."

The land not ploughed betimes, the buffalo not
pastured at eve, the child not learned wisdom—all

three are bad.

WiTT. paaarnd, v.n., to be outstretched.

pasdrd
, n.m., 1. The place where the carts stand and the

canes are laid preparatory to pressing

the juice.

2. System of well sinking whereby all

one’s friends and neighbours help

and are paid by feasting only.

***T*t, pasgdmdn
, n.m., an ‘ outside

9
village other than one’s

own.

pahrd
, n.m., watch, guard.

^ pahrd, watchman.

m pahr led tarkd, n m., satwdn pahr9
the 7th watch of

the day.
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Vjf tTB, pahr rat, n.f., pahchwah pahr, the 5th watch of the

day.

TOW paklam chot, adv., at the first attempt, first of all.

rfSt, pdhkhi
, n.f., a small water-course in canal lands,

vtflt, pangld, adj., orippled.

Tfw, pdncheh, n.f., the 5th day of either half of the month.

qf*T. pdndf't, a pandit.

gfwUT. pdhdyd, n.m., a pandit.

pdgri, n.f., a turban used by younger persons.

VJW. pdehhe, adv., behind, after.

WHIT. pdchhld, adv.
,
latter.

<rr*. pat, n.m., 1. Horizontal beam for supporting the well,

wheel.

2. Cotton thread.

pdtfi, n.f., 3 strips of wood, forming the base of a charlcha

or spinning wheel.

qnWT. pdtnd, v.n.. to be paid, procured, e.g., mdng nahin putt! -

the debt cannot be discharged—beaurd pdtd - news wits

procured.

pdf. n.m., sowing after one ploughing only.

qiWWT. pdfchhd, n.m., the trough of the well, into which I lie

bucket of water is emptied.

qifW, pdr>M. v.a., to split, tear (Urdu phdywi).

VTW. pdt, n.m., leaf.

WTO, pdtan, n.f., shoes.

trrwt. jsiti, n.f., a strip of iron or leather for strengthening and

repairing.

wft, pdtii, n.f., dried leaves of mung, moth or iifd.

VT««n, pdthnd, v.a., to pat or knead (cow-dung cakes or lumps

of guf or bricks).

tri$T. pddrd, adj., straight, plain.

UTV, pdnd, n.m., the major subdivision of a village.

qif), pdnni
, n.f., a kind of grass (used usually for anathenm

muricaium and sometimes of saccharum munja).

vrvft, pdpri, n.f., thin crusts forming on the earth due to hem

following Blight rain (see rdhpar).

TO V^wr, par parnd, v.n., to come to an end, be finished.

'HI. pdl, n.m., the high banks round a tank formed by excava-

tions.
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qnirr. n.m., see dhinkar; the leaves of zizyphus num-

mularia dried and ready to be used for fodder,

qrsrt, pAM, n.m., cowherd.

“ PAU khdld pdl pe, kfiala sukdwe kes.

“ Main pAU bujhdt
,
ghar gori kaisi ek.

“ AchM gori patli
s sappdri kaisa rang .

“ Kele kaisA kdmrA , mur tur Idge ang .

“ Yoh doha khiih keka
,
yoh lAgyd mere ang.

“ Ek MIA doha, aur kaho
,
chaluh tumhArv sang.

“ ATdfe Ao/e Aair Ae, kale bani ke kdg.

“ /Wfo jorf ke kes, jdno baitha bdsak ndg.

FoA bht doha khub kehd. yoh bhi lAgyd mere aiu/.

Ek dhaulA doha aur kaho , /aft chalun tumhdre

saw/.
“ Dhau\e gdye bdchhfu

,
dhauli rm ko/xis.

“ Dhaulv gori ke da?U. jdno tarA khilyA AM
(Note—the form bnjhdi is not Jaftt).

The cowherd standing on the dam,
.Standing dries his hair.

“ 1 ask you, cowherd.
“ What’s the girl for you at home ? ”

“Good’s the girl that’s slim,

“Coloured like the betel.

“ Straight as a twig of banana
“ And her body bows and sways.”

“ You’ve sung that couplet well,

“ Well has it pleased my fancy.

“Bead me a couplet of black,

“ And I’ll go along with you.”

“ Black is coal of the kair tree,

“ Black are the crows of the wood,

“ Black are a lass’ locks,

“ Like the coils of a huge snake.”

“ Well said this couplet too,

“ It too has pleased my fancy.

“ Tell me too a couplet of white,

“ Then will I go along with you.”

“ White are cows and their calves,

“ White is cotton too,
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“ White are a lass’ teeth
“ Like a star shining in the sky.”
(In this Theocritean discourse a girl is supposed to be

testing the wits of a cowherd who wants to znarrv
her).

qiOT, pdlet, n.f., a cow or buffalo that has failed to be covered
at the proper time.

pdlfi, n.f., a basket holding 10 or 12 sors of grain.

Winft, pdlti n.m., foundling, adopted child.

TOTJPV’

;

palputr , n.m., a waif, brought up in one’s house.

WWiro, pdhkas , n.m., other village than one’s own
; cf. the reve-

nue term paid kdsht= cultivation by an outsider.

tfTWTff, pdhgdm ,
n.m., as itdhkas (q.v.).

finrt, pihdi, n.f., body.

fipOT. pichhwd , n.f. or adj., as pachhvm (q.v.).

fippii, fririd> n.m. .
squasher, the man who used to break and

squash the canes in the wooden sugar press.

“ Kat he pehch lagde Ice, kolhu dr tic lagi sarkdr.
“ Ldweh zamihddr pir leh gnhdc, dhore dhore c/talcn

pnhch ke dhdhde.
“ Pifia kt kismat khotj

,
milti nahth chikid roti."

The Kirkar’s began to introduce the machine sugarpres^.

The people get it : they squash the canes ;
round go

the poor old five-bob bullocks.

Ill's the squasher’ s luck,

He gets no buttered bread.

(In the iron press there is no need to break up the

canes before pressing and the pirid has disappeared).

fqf*T, pifwd . n.f., the 1st day of either half of the month, badl

or 8udi (q.v.).

fqiTT, pita, n.m., father, used chiefly by Pandits (also in Jhajjar

by Jats).

‘ *Man par did
,
pitd par ghofd , bahut nahih to thofd thora .

’ ’

A girl favours her mother and a horse it's sire.

It’8 so a bit if not entirely*.

flrrar, pipayd, n.m., a cuckoo [hierococcyx varius).

Popularly believed to have a hole in the

neck, its only method of drinking being

to catch rain drops in the hole. The

superstition is based on the fact perhaps

that its note, which is very like thokoil s

but less rising and harsh, is heard in the

rains only.
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fWt\ pirt/ri, n.f., world.

fwf. pirrni, n.f., east wind; also adjectivally in combination
with bdl.

fnr. pilld, n.m., a puppy,

qt pi. n.m., husband.

qfa. p>iid, n.f., a cotton pad bound on the spindle for mu'
(q.v.), to turn over.

qf*t, pimid, n.m., hub in a eharkha or spinning wheel,

qlf. pif, n.f.. pain.

pipui. v.a.. tosquasli (of canes, etc.).

qter, pldhd, n.ui. , a woman’s low stool used mostly for spin-
ning.

qtw. pitas, n.f., wife of husband’s or wife’s father’s younger
brother.

pitexrd or pttusrd , n.m., husband’s or wife’s father’s

younger brother,

qfar piyd, n.m., husband, lover.

pit, n.f.. fruit of the jdl (mlvadoru oleoides).

qfaj, pila, n f., as pil (q.v.).

'ft® WUri, pile budal , n.m.
,
one hour before sunrise.

ptsdi, n.f., husband’s house.

pihar, n.m., father’s liouse (of a woman).

pihi, n.f., watering animals, pihi kn kuhd, a well for water-
ing cattle at.

SHt, pugnd, v.n., 1. To succeed.

2. To be afforded.

e.g. 1. Bill dahdd men main abbal pugyd.
i.e. I come out 1st in the game of b.d.

e.g. 2. Ugdhi ndhih puge,
i.e. Revenue cannot be alforded

;
people can’t pay

«P-

puchlcdrnd, v.a., to soothe (an animal).

S''*. ptUraug, n.m., as putr, son.

Sri. purd, n.f,, as papod (q.v.).

5* ® 'JTri, pur ke sal, or more commonly
'
pur ke ,’ n.m., next or

last year.

S*. purkh, n.m., a man.

Wif, purli, n.f., as mdni (q.v.).

pdi, n.f.
,
picking of cotton crops by menials or labourers

not belonging to the family and remunerated by a share of

the piokings.
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p&ngi, n.f., same as kuhgi (q.v.).

t*' p&nji, n.f., capital, stock in trade.

punjjri
,
n.f., the twisted end of the Ido (q.v.), in which a

peg fits and joins it to the ndndni (q.v.).

^fT, pufdj n.m., a wheat cake cooked in ghi and sugar, in use at.

weddings.

puni, n.f., cotton, out in short lengths, ready for spinning.

TJ& puna, n.f., last day of 2nd or light half of the month.

5,^. piiranmdaht, full moon. The last day of the light

(second) half of the month.

V*'
pumd

, nf., as puno (q.v.)

uwr, puld, n.m., the top leaves of cane or of ear or pdnni grass
used for thatching, etc.

e

vit, puli, n.f., a bundle of straw of jowdr or bdjrd.

pc, postp.. on. upon.

Ashrafmi hi lut
, aur hocloh pe tnohr .

’ ’

Spends his gold like loot, and puts a seal upon his
charcoal

!

(Penny wise, pound foolish),

ihxf, pea, n.m , father

peosdl, n.f., father’s house.

“ Sdwan paihli panchwih je dhafuke bdl.
“ Tain jdyo kahthd Muluie, main jdun peosdl.”

If there’s thunder in the wind on the first fifth of Sd-
wan, go you, my husband, to MAlwd

; I’m off to my
father’s house.

(A sure sign of famine.)

pehch , n.m.. a steam faotory, especially cotton ginning
press.

pelt, n.f., bust, chest,

txarr, petid, adj., bulky, fat.

“ Khet retld, bail petld.” *

Be ray field sandy and my bullock fat.

pedd, n.m., tree trunk.

4y. per, n.m., tree trunk, as pedd (q.v.).

tw pel dend, v.a., 1. To press, urge (a horse or oattle).

^ 2. To press (oil or cane).
W, paihdd, n.m., large earthen water-pot.

Wt, painidl , n.m., the interior, bowels of the earth.
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lift, paint ,
n.f., handle of whip or goad.

“ Hath paint bdjrd , mehdak phudak jowar.
“ Atir fcif wdZ gowar”

Sow bdjrd a goad’s length, and jow&r a frog’s jump
apart; moth and gowdr like a string of ants.

qgi, painnd, adj., sharp, keen (of wind, taste, tongue, knife,

etc.)

paiytih , n.m., a wheel,

i* pair
,
n.m., the threshing floor.

paihhdd , n.m., as paihda (q.v.)

injst paihhdi ,
n.f., a wooden bracket on a wall to hold two ox-

more pots.

q*T, paihra, n.m.,' watch.

‘ Budhe kareh bastion ! , awr /Amd fcdptf/- Jew.

“ TVoA war dube jtiniye
,
jo sole paihra den

Old men who go buying, and wearing fine clothes

And men who sleep on the watch

—

Count them good for naught.

paihlrd ,
adj., former.

visit, pond ,
v.a., to cook.

Trw, pohan, n.m., a donkey.

vWY po7k>, n.m., the 10th month of the year— Pecjjtofljft ta

January. ^
9T9|, paunch, n.f., power, capacity, reach ( - Urdu pahuhch), e.gjj

wien paunch ndhih sai
,
i.e., not within my reach. -

vfy pawr. n.m., hemp and other fibre plants steeped in water;

e.g., pant sdf ralchnd = to steep hemp, etc., in water; ret-

ting.

vta. pawn, n.f., wind.

" Paun chale utrd, andj khde nd kutrd.”

If the north wind blows, even the dogs will not eat up
the grain.

(i.e. there will be such plenty that the dogs even will

be tired of eating).

pauli, n.f., the cattle shed and sitting room that forms

the entry of a house.

9ft, prdi
, adj., other’s, foreign.

$tiv, prit, n.f., friendship, love (Jats only use the term of third

parties and not of themselves).
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ftift, priti, n.m. , a friend (Jats only use the term of third persona

and not of themselves).

tfi

phahliduh ,
n.m., extravagance.

qpylVT. pharaknd ,
v.n., to shy. caper (of a horse).

Hf^rr, phajrka, n.m., a kind of grasshopper that damages the

young Autumn crops.

TOT*t phaldnd
,
pron., so and so, such and such. adj.

TOUVT tfwp, phaldnd dhihkfd ,
as phaldnd (q.v.).

i*iNr. phalej
,
n.m., as pale} (q.v.).

Iran:, phalydr
,
n.m., chaff of miing, moth

,
mdsh and r/oivdr

WWT, phalsd
,
n.m., gate or entrance of a village.

phdhgjfi , n.f., the flanges of the wheel of a charkhd or

spinniug wheel.

tsfa, phdhs , n.m., stubble, remaining after the crop is cut.

WW, phdgan, n.m., the 12th month of the year—February to

March.

qmiT, phdldy n.m ,
a cross between a spade and mattock (same

as kassi, q.v.).

phdlt, n.f., the share of the plough.

t( AU hUh our Hiikhe phdli
,
kdtak halddh aur bhddoh

lidlir

When damp the plough (lit. wood), when dry the share

;

in Katak the bullocks, in R'hadon the ploughman.

(These are the times when its hardest work for each of

the persons or things named).

phik, n.f., 1. Want, necessity.

2. Spittings.

phutkar, n.f , change (of coin).

phudak
, n f., a hop, jump.

TOr*T, phulkd
, n.m., thin cake of wheat bread (same as mahdd)-

ra9l, phulsi, n.f.. threshing by drawing a heavy weight yoked

to a pair of bullocks over the crop.

phetnd , v.a., to come across, to meet.

TO, phaihs >
n.f., trouble, care.

“ Le lend mains
,
kat jdegi phaihs”

Buy a buffalo, and your trouble will disappear.
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*
4®, baiil, n.m., a twist- (of rope, etc.).

bandarwdl
, n.m., mango leaves hung by a string on the

door of a house on occasions of rejoicing.

4^1 WRl, bandt khthid, n.m., prison.

Rdnyhar bhale Jcaldl he, kill haixdi kfaine.
“ Kih ghore k< pith

,
kih dungs dhdne.”

The ranghar and the kalal are good when in jail, or on
the back oi‘ a horse or deep in wealth.

4i<sf, bniidhej
, n.m., 1. Prohibition, interdiction.

2. Settlement, agreement.
3. Bundle wrapped in cloth.

WT bakat
,
n.m., time (Urdu xmqt).

bakal
, n.m., 1. Skin of man.

2. Bark of a tree,

bakal, n.m., a banyd.

balewdd
, n.f., ‘haltering, silly talk (as Urdu bak and bak-

was). ,

bak/ieyd, n.m., 1. Falsehood, ill-faith.
^

2. Quarrelling, quarrelsomeness.
;

WHi bnkhemn
, v.a., to scatter broadcast (seed, or pice among

the poor at a wedding).
t

bakhaurd
, n.m., metal tumbler.

bagar, n.m., yard, courtyard (Urdu sahan)\ also close^

quarters, i.e., a room enclosed by others. . !

bachan
, n.m., speech, talk.

bachdmd , v.a. or n., to think, discriminate, recognize. .

“ Kal sajan hat ath mu dhkh samdn bachdr.
“ Dugnd

,
tignd, chaugnd

,
grfta/aJ rat'Aa* efc *dr.”

Know the fool and the wise man are like the figures

8 and 9.

Double, treble, quadruple them respectively; one

diminishes, and the other remains constant.

(Sis the fool. 8x 2=18, and 1 + 6 = 7; 8x 3=24and 2 + 4=6;
8 x 4=32, and 3 + 2=6.

9 w the wise man. 9x 2=18 and 1 + 8= 9; 9x 3= 27 and 2 + 7

=9; 9x4=36 and 3 + 6=9).

*f^T, bachhiyd, n.f., as bdchhfi (q v.).
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TOV. batej
9 n.m., partition, division (of everything).

witfT, bataufd, n.m., stock of cattle-dung cakes.

“ Kaudi ne fore, bataure ne tore.”

Counts the cowries, but breaks up a whole stack of

fuel.

(Penny wise, pound foolish).

bath
, adj., pi., gathered together, assembled.

balydh , n.f., footpath, track.

W*it batyau
,
n.m., traveller, guest.

“ Be hu\ led dand
,
putr kd sog.

“ Nit uth chalen batyau log .

“ Jin lei tnarih adh bich ndr .

“ /find atfan yeh jal jdeh char.”

A fine for no offence, or mourning for a son,

Travellers who rise and march each day,
Or lie whose wife lias died in mid life,

These four need no fire to burn with.

WW, badera , adj., the biggest, or oldest, among several.

*fT. badda
, adj., big, large, usually in comparison.

bardangt, adj., 1. Shameless.

2. Indigent.

barna, v.n., to get in, enter, penetrate.

“ Char Ichafe
,
char paje

%
eh elc men do do bare

”

Four uprights, four horizontals : in each one two
inserted.

(Answer—a bed).

WfWT, bapvd
, n.m., buds of the hair (q.v.).

WWWIWT, bafhdpd
, n.m., old age.

wit badhi, n.m., a caste of carpenters (less common in this

District than khdti, q.v.).

W. banak, n.m., merchant, trader,

vim. banaj, money-lending,

vmtfv, banhhahd, n.m.
, a great wood’, forest.

banshti, n.f., cotton stalk.

bansti, n.f., as banshti (q.v.).

Vi5t, batti, adv., more.

“ Do ghar batti mdngne, par chalnd masal Id chdhdni."

He'll travel by torchlight though he has to beg from

two more houses.

(Spoken of a person who lives beyond hie means).
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fjffiffrt. balldnd, v.n., to talk, to converse.

(It does not mean to tell or explain as in
Urdu).

“ Banyd beswdn ek se, is men antar ndh

.

“ Dhan ivdle se hit kareh resi rest batldweh.
“ Nirdhane ne dekh palak yeh vlti jhdhpeh.”

The baniya and harlot are alike; there’s no difference
here.

They love the rich man and speak to him sweetly :

At the sight of a poor man they close their eyelids.

W bathivd
, n.m., a kind of weed, used as a vegetable also

{chenopodium album)

.

badhdu
, adj., surplus, in excess.

ban
, n.m., forest.

fiWft, banasti, n.f., as banshti (q.v.), cotton stalk.

bani
t n.f., the wood surrounding the village,

wsjfrrr, banjotd
, n.m., a client of a moneylender,

^r. banrd , n.m., bridegroom.

banfi, n.f., bride.

bambt n.f., the hole of a big snake.

** ^ar
> n«f-i time, turn, occasion—corruption of bar

. $
bardru

,
adj., unirrigated, de]>endent on rainfall (of*land»

soil). ’ -

baron brdbar
9 adv., equally (an intensive f<

brdbar).

i( Gdri wald sadd detvdld
, bhainswdld ddhe .

“ Q®6 baron brdbar
, bakriwdld bddhe.”

He who keeps a oart is always bankrupt, and the
buffalo-keeper half way to it. The cowherd makes
gain balance loss, and the goatherd shows a profit.

barkhd
, n.f., rain.

barjnd
9 v.a., to forbid, to caution.

“ Kanihd te barje ndri
9
tu mat bo %nkh hi kydri.

“ Td bo It bdjrd bdfi , teri mdng utr jde sdH.”

Cautions her husband the woman “ don’t sow a field

of oane. You sow millet and cotton, and all your
debt will disappear.”

a-m., half gelt bullock.
^T t, barrd

9 n.m., 1. Sand met with in sinking a well.

2. Runnel—of a well only.
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vff barri
,
n.f., 1. Sand met with in sinking a well.

2. A strong rope made by twisting together three
strands of jewri (q v.) ; used for netting
sides of a cart.

WV barre
9 n.f., a noise made to turn bullocks in plough or cart

to left.

TOfTOT. barsmvnd
,
v.a., to winnow.

TOffroi, barsaudftiyu
, n m., a farm-servant engaged for the year.

toT*i, bar/iota, n.m., as much grass or other fodder as a man

can carry on his head.

TO* bal
, n.m., a twist (of rope, etc.).

TOft, bait
, n.f., two iron rings which join the well-block, and the

Itouji (q v.).

TOW, basdkh
, n.in.. the 2nd month of the year—April to May

TOTTOt, basiiwni
, n.f., merchandise, trade.

6asebd
9 n.m., living, abiding, e.g., ' jc Sarkdr bam rak/ie

,

mhdrd basebd hogd ’ <k
if the Government helps us, we can

maintain our houses and village.”

“ Mdgh men khet baked nd
9
aur ghar men c/iale kahed mi.

* k

Ghilri men ghi tayd nd
, upar shdh sahed nd.

li Baso to sahi par basebd kuchh rehd nd *

Field not ploughed in Magft and your word not heeded

in the house : no ghi heating in the pot: the money-
lender not bearing with you—yes

.

you may live but.

there’s nothing worth living for left.

TOT, bahdy v., past., became; a purab form; the verb is defective.

“ Lakri jal koeld bahd
9 koeld jal bahi rdkh .

“ Main papan aisi jali . koeld baht nd rdkh.”

The wood burned and became charcoal, the charcoal

burned and became ash. I poor sinner have burned

so. there’s neither coal nor ashes.

(The cry of a disappointed woman).

bahi
,
v. past., feminine of bahd (q.v.).

TO. bdhu
9 n.f., wife.

“ Sd8 ahtkd bolnd
, aur bahu ahtki chup .

* Bhddoh ahtkd barsnd
9
jeth ahtki dhup.”

Let the mother-in-law speak freely, and the daughter-

in-law be silent. Let rain be heavy in Bhddoh ,
and

the sun’s heat full in Jeth .

TOTOL bahhryd , n.f., as bauhurid (q.v.).
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WT banka ,
adj., 1. Good-looking, foppish, fashionable.

2. Curved, crooked.

“ Gde. to sihgal bdhkt ,
aur chdl bank l ghoj'idh.

“ Mard to muchhal banka, nainl bankI goridh”

A cow’s glory her horns, and a marc’s her paces

;

A man’s his moustaches, a woman’s her eyes.

“ Dhauli tang dhobtnd
,
aur hhuri munchh sundr.

‘ Tin jdtoh kd kyd puchhnd -jo bdnkt idhg kumhdr.

White legs, the washerman’s wife; brown moustache,
the goldsmith.

Bandy legs, the potter: what need to ask their l-hiee

castes

?

«pn bdhgd ,
adj., curved, crooked.

“ Bh hit kyoh bdhgt ,
bnhit kyoii ndhgt.”

Why is the wall crooked and the wife naked ?

(Because the cotton crop has failed and there is not

enough even to make a plumb line).

v^bungrn, adj
,
unirrigated, dependent on rainfall (of land pr

soil only).

bdiijh
,
n.f., barren.

baht, n.f.. fodder.

qrfct. bdiidiy n.f., a maid-servant (among the BdAf^iarp life

Hagar).
, .

“ Sat mat hdr ch bawre
,
sal hare pat jd.

“ Sat ki bdhdt lachlimi
,
phir mileyi ^

Don’t lose righteousness, O fool: if you lose it resfMl&fe.

goes too. Riches are the handmaiden of righteon§4

ness and will come again.
J

bdhs 9 n.f., bad smell, stench.

bdkri, n.f., twisted anklet going over instep.

*n«t. bdkU
,
n.f., grain cooked with sugar, given to women who

come to sing on auspicious occasions

“ Jaisi teri bdkli ,
waisd mhdrd git.'

*

Our song will be according to your offering.

*1*8ft, bdkhfi , n.f.. a cow or buffalo going off milk.

hagar, n.m., the dry land of Hissar, Bikanir, etc.

“ Kdl bdgar se upje , burd bdhman te ho."

Famine comes from the Bdgar as evil from the Brah-

man.
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bdgrif adj. , 1 . Belonging to Bdgar (q.v ).

2. Unirrigated, dependent on rainfall—of
land.

bdgru, adj., belonging to Bdgar (q.v.).

YTOI1, bdchnd ,
v.a., to read.

WIW^T, bdchhra ,
n.m., a calf (for the first two years of its life).

bdchhfi , n.f., a heifer (for the first two years of its life).

WTW^T bdckhfu, n.m., pi., calves of cither sex.
<\

“ Ko-gaydh led bdchhru, ho ndridh kd put.

“Kadi nd host ujJA
, saurian mdhh kd sut.**

Calves of bad cows, sons of bad women.
Cotton of quilts—these three are never good.

bdju n.m., 1. Jamb, side-posts of doorway.
^ 2. Lintel of doorway.

3. An armlet generally made of rupees strung

together.

bdju chauk

,

n.m., as bdju band (q.v.).

WH, bdju phut, n.m., an ornamental armlet with one silver

boss.

bdju band, n.m.. an ornamental armlet with big silver

bosses.

TOim, bdjnd , v.n., to be railed, named.

*1*. bat , n.m., 1. Weight (for scales).

2. Division.

3. Travel

wtw, bat dekhnd

,

to await, expect.

fTiyT. bddnd
,
v.a., to reap, to cut.

bdru cotton plant, cotton.

YTqpnr, bdrnd , v.a., to put in, insert.

*TW. bat, n.f., custom (as well as the ordinary Urdu meanings).

bdtd, n.m., same as bdti (q.v.), i.e., stalks, but bigger m
size.

bdti n.f., 1. A long bundle of bajrd stalks put in a thatch

roof to support the loose stalks thereon.

2. A candle.

3. Talking, discourse.

" Kheti bdti. chdkri aur ghore kd tang .

“ Y'eh to hare dp se, chdhe lakh log ho sang.”

Farming, talking, service, and girthing a horse

;

Do these yourself, though a hundred thousand men he

with you.
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m bddh, adj., more.

^r¥T. bddhd, n.m., increase, excess, profit.

37*. bdbu, n.m., father.

*ir Mr, n.m., Sunday.

717*. bams, n.f. 12th day of either half of the month.

3757. biil, n.f., 1. Bar of bdjrd, wheat or barley.

2. Wind.

375737. biUak, n.m., child.

37577, buhi, n.m., child.

37*3 T7i. bain ret, n.f., sand met with in sinking a well.

3rar bdwrd, adj. , as baold, mad (bdwrd is also used).

373 ban. n.m., dwelling, abode, abiding. In composition seen

m the name of many villages as Mdnkdwds, Nydbds, etc.

37337, bdsak, n.m., a fabulous serpent of Hindu mythology

—

lidnak nay is used for a huge snake.

373«7. hdmn, n.m., an earthen vessel.

3r3 bah. n.m., as bdhn
,
ploughing.

‘
• 1Shah laut jdwe, par bah na laute.”

The moneylender may fail you, but not the furrowed
land. •

. ,

:

*<« bdhn, n.m., ploughing.

3Ujpr, bdhman, n.m. , Brahman.

Mm, bid), n.m., interest.

M*rf. bikhamd, v.n., to be scattered.

Mre, bichdr, n.m. ,
thinking.

hijar, n.m., bull, same as khdyar or dhkal (q.v.).

M131. bitol, n.f., assembly.

Mtfl, bitaurd, n.m., stock of cow-dung fuel.

Ml. bidya, n.f., knowledge.

Mr bidwd, n.f., a widow.

“ Jdt, bairdgt, ndtiod ehauthe bidwi ndr. -

lm Teh chdroh bhukhe bhale . dhdpe kareh bigdr."

The Jat, Bairagi, second calf, and fourthly the widow—
These four are best hungry : sated they do evil.

"33 bidh, n.f., way, means; kis bidh=how *

bidhaknd, v.n., 1. To fear.

2. To shy (of an animal).
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ft*, bin
,
postp., without, as bind ,

often used in composition as

‘ un * in a non-privative.

€< Bin mirchoh Ice glwte bhang
,
bin bhdyoh ke kare jaiig

“ ZJiw. paisvii ke nahihve gahg
y
bhang nd jahg nd gang”

Pound hemp without pepper, tight without fellows.

Bathe in the Ganges without coppers: ijt’s no hemp
no fight, no Ganges !

Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark.’

*

ff«?h0T, binauld ,
n.m.. cotton seed.

“ Baht binaule bhiiri khde
,
hal chaldn lahdd jae.

“ Chut mere lands vk haldi
,
phir joriin to Ram duhdl.

“ Eh damgaje kisi aur ne de, kddhi sure khel ki ek nd

kare.”

fcjays the bullock, *' The white buffalo eats fodder .and

cotton seed, while the short-

tailed bullock goes to the

plough.”

Says the farmer, “Gome, my short-tailed bullock,

one ploughing ! 'then
,
by (loci.

I’ll not yoke thee again.”

Says the bullock, “ Give your blarney to some one

else. Don’t you make one dose

of the whole field !

’ 1

fray*, binknt, n.f., (1) A cow that won’t lot itself be milked

because its calf has died.

(2) A cow going off milk,

fire birchli, n.m., a large full-grown tree,

fiwf, birld, adj., sparse, uneven (of a crop),

finf, birwd, n.m., a tree.

fire, bit, n.m., hole of small animals, i.e., snake, mouse, etc.

fwerr bild
,
n.m., a male cat.

fSWTt- Midi, n.f., a female cat.

fireuft, bilao, n.m., as bild (q.v.).

“ Turk, jdt aur muridchafg, bandar bhirr bilao

.

“ Yeh chheoh nd apne
,
bhdweh dudh kaiore pildo”

The Mussalman, the Jat, the cut-throat, the monkey

the wasp and the cat : these six will never be your

friends though you give them oups full of milk.

firafrT. bilond . v.a., to churn,

firefrft biloni, n.f.. a churn.

fW, bisar, n.m., necessity, need.
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ft*!*!, bisdnd, v.a., to purchase.

“ Do Sawan, do bhadwe, do kdtak
, do md.

“ Dhande dhore bech ke ndj bisdwan jd.”

Two Saivans, two Bhadons, two Kataks, two Maghsl
Go sell your cattle and buy grain.

(If the intercalary month fall after any of these it is

considered a sure sign of impending famine.)

ftaW' hisal, n.m., recess inside the living room of the house.

bisdsat , n.f., residence, living.

ffwr, biswd', n.m., a share in the village and so one’s landed

property—The ownership of a village is often still divided

on so many ploughs or the 20 biswds of a bigha.

biswedar , n.m., landowner with a share in tho common
property of the village.

ffaT. blhtd, n.m., wooden handle of any implement,

flvr, htj, n.f., lightning.

IC Sduxin paihli pahchwih
,
bddal ho ndbij.

“ Becho gddi balddh nipje kuchh nd chij.”

If there be no cloud or lightning on the dark fifth of

Sawan
,
sell your cart and cattle, nothing will grow.
(A sign of famine.)

bijnd, n.m., a hand fan.

bijhnd
,
v.n., to be eaten away (of wood).

*t*T. bithd, n.f., droppings of birds,

flf*- btrh , n.m., forest or grass preserve.

bit
,
n.f., grazing fees taken by a herdsman for looking filter

another man’s cattle. ^
Mr, n.f., woman (strictly a married woman in her hustyftGfli
house). .

^ TO, Mr bat , adj. or adv., division per stirpes—by wives."

^TOnit. birbdni, n.f., as Mr (q.v.). ' .«

buhdd bdhdi, n.f., a few drops of rain,
cc spitting.”

TO, bukh, n.f., sand that pours into a well from the spring level.

*srr, buld, n.f., calling, summoning.

^mrr, buld did, n.m., one who calls (the dhdnak or chufhd

whose duty it is to assemble the villagers).

Y* buld, n.m., bullock broken to plough or cart.

“ Ghoridh rdj ,
bulddh andj.”

A kingdom by horses,

Grain by bullocks.
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buhdri, n.f., a fine broom or brush usually made of drift or
* pdnni grass.

n*T, bid, n.f., father’s sister.

ftl, bingd, n.m., circular staok containing straw ol wheat or

any other broken straw.

$ », bunt, n.m., a single gram-plant.

“ Agetd bint, pachheti sdnthri.”

One plant of early gram (is worth) an armful later.

bijni, n.f., ear-studs.

bijhnd, v.a., to ask, enquire.

MWT bimbld, n.m., chaff of bdjrd used for litter.

JK, bur, n.m., the white powdery bloom which protects the

ripening jcncdr and bdjrd.

wtr, bird, n.m., cleaned sugar.

WtTT, beavrd, n.m., knowledge, news.

Equivalent of Urdu khabr; biaurd is also used,

ft? bejhar, n.f., a mixture of barley and gram,

fth bejd, n.m., infantry—rarely army in general.% bedan, n.f
,
pain.

“Am bedan apni nisi pardi, kyd apni kyd pardi sab

eke p%r
"

Your own pain and another’s are all one.

Whether your own or another’s count it all the same

pain.

w. bedi, n.f., altar, before which bride and bridegroom are

married.

ftw, btbas, adj., out of control (of an animal), perforce, invol-

untary.

tt, bebe, n.f., sister—used loosely to any girl of the village.

ft, her n.m., the small berry of the zizyphus nummularis,

eaten as fruit.

ftr, herd, n.m. as ftowrini ; sowing.

ftWT, berdnd, adj., outside, hence fpreign, somebody else’s.

ft, bel, n.f., chain used to secure oart bullocks at night on road.

ftw, belon, n.f., 1. An iron pivot in a charkhd or spinning

wheel.

2. Large round clod-crusher drawn by four

bullocks.

3. Sugar press.

4. Cotton-ginning hand machine,
ft), bell, n.m., the leader pair of bullocks in a oart.
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for, beltod, n.m., small metal oup.

9sir bested, n.f., prostitute.

uSabM jdl gopdl hi, tin jdt be pir,
1 ‘ Bind garx lane nahin banak bested Mr.’

’

All (other) castes are God’s, but three are without
mercy

—

The Baniya, Prostitute and Ahir, incline nowhere
without self-interest.

str baindd, adj., crooked, bandy.

“ DMli dhoti bdnyd. ulfi mitchh sundr.
“ Bainde pair lcumhdr he, tinoh adhl pahchdn.”

Loose loin doth, the Baniya, moustache curled up,
the Goldsmith.

Bandy legs the potter—all three are easily recognised.

Imith, n.f., revenue (the amount settled on any one as his
xhare).

baithal, adj., ordinary heavy plough (in contrast to Ndg or
Nari).

W bniyd, n.m,, the weaver bird (plocceus baiya).

ST hair, n.m., enmity.

“ Jidhar jde pdni naihr, udhar jde bemdri bair.”

Where goes the canal water,
There go sickness and enmity.

srai Imran, n.f. (a woman), enemy,

m bairi, n.m., enemy.

baihfd, n.m., a calf of one and a half or two years.

baihft, n.f., a heifer of one and a half or two years.

baihrkd, n.m., calf of 1 year old.

baihfki, n.f., heifer of 1 year old.

baihldh, n.f., barren cow or buffalo.

'i’bsfT bojhfd, n.m., shrub, a low tree.

bodd, adj., weak, poor, worn out.

boyyd

,

n.m., a small basket to take seed or food to the

Helds.

bed, n.m., voice, call, note.

^ STVT, bed bdld, adj., quiet.

’far vrai, bowd khdwd, n.m. (eating what he sows), a tenant at

^fill with no stake in the village beyond his tenancy.

^itt bowdrd, n.m., sowing;
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bohni, n.f., a small basket made of twigs or straw to
collect j<U berries in.

qtat, boujl, n.f., cross iron bars over the mandal (q.v.).

atari bauld, adj., mad, crazy.

atat aw. bauli buchh, n.ra., idiot (a term of abuse).

ttafar bauhurid, n.f., any young wife of the house, e.g. son’s
or younger brother’s.

ata*TT, bauhkrd, n.m., same as varied (q.v.).

atafaT, bauhjnd, v.n., to oome quickly, overtake,

gt, bra, n.m., hog.

aiuia I, brdjnd, v.n., to live.

fim, brit, n.f., the clientele of a Brahman or a particular client

(Urdu jajmdn).

fiprorw, brihaspat, n.f., Thursday.

H
aaar. bhajnd, v.a., to worship.

WfWT. bhafwd, n.m., blockhead.

“ Mue chdm te chum katdioeh, bhnuh par sukfc soweh,
“ Ohdg kahe yih tinoh bharwe, udhal jdeh aur roweh.
“ April garz ne chdm katdweh par ghar sukyc sowen,
“ Karkar pichhli pr'd piyd hi Udhal jdeh aur roweh."

Gut skin from a dead skin, sleep squeezed on tho

earth, elope and weep—says Ohag these three must
be blockheads.

Reply, ' Nay one cuts leather for his own needs; they

sleep squeezed (only) in another’s house—and a

woman elopes and weeps for love lately borne to a

friend.

bhaddyt, n.f., congratulation.

bhadwdr, n.m., land ploughed in bhddon and left fallow

for spring crop.
,

“ Sddhu born, edfh bdh, yeh bhul jde, bhadwdr

Would you sow a spring crop, plough in Har. If you

fail to do so, at least in Bhadon.

uspp, bhamng, n.f., two thin upright sticks between two gudris

(q.v.) to prevent the mil (q.v.) riding too far right or left;

see charkhd or spinning wheel.

WWT, bhambd, n.m., the sound of bh.
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msr bhayyd, n.m., brother.

41 Bhai bhald nd bhayyd
, sab &e bhald ropayd

Nor one brother nor another is any good.

Money is best of all.

bharan, n.f., rain.

bhartdr , n.m., husband.

“Saga kosame parkhiye
,
dhinu mahde gMs,

14 Tirya ke gun parkhiye
,
jab nirdhan ho bhartdr

Prove a friend in time of trouble, and a milch cow
when the grass is bad. Prove a woman’s virtues

when her husband is penniless.

w. Md, n.m., rate, price.

vrtwv, 6a(,.adj. or adv., division per capita, by brothers

(pagris).

mm bhdrjwdn„ adj., rich, prosperous, fortunate,

waft, bhdji, n.f., vegetables (according to Platt’s Dictionary,

“especially cooked vegetables ” from bhdjnd to fry).

“ Avdher mgri to chaupat Rdjd,
44 Take ser bhdjl take ser khdjd

Blind townsfolk and a careless Raja.

Vegetables and sweets alike sell at a copper the quart!

Wifi, bhdjnd ,
v.n., to run, come quickly.

MI^t, bhdduwd, n.m., the 6th month of the year, August to

September.

“Phdgan badi jo duj din
t
bddal ho nd btj,

44 Barse sdwan bhdduwd
,
khdo sddhon tij.”

If there be be no clouds or lightning on the dark

second of Pliagan, it will rain in Sawan and Bhadon,

you may keep holiday all Har.

(A sign of a plentiful year).

m bhdn, n.m., sun.

*T*T, bhdnd, v.n., to be agreeable to, to suit, seem fit.

WWW, n.f., elder brother’s wife; the term of address to

the bMwaj.

44
Ifine ki joru sab H bhdbi t Thdde k\ jorti sab ki kdki.”

The poor man’s wife is sister-in-law to all; and the

strong man’s is all the world's aunt.

bhdl, n.f., news, information.
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MtW, bhdweh, conj., (1) whether, or, (2) ‘if you will,’ the aortal
of bh&nd (q.v.).

“ Eh hdth eetdlnd bdje, dekh chulco bhdweh bajdhe,

“Eh of se frit nd Idge, dekh chulco bhdweh Idke,
“ Bind bhkh bhojan nd bhdwe, dekh chukobhdweh khdke,

•
‘
' Bind bulde ddar nd howe, dekh chuho bhdweh jdke.”

You can’ t clap withonehand ;dapand see, andyou will.

There can’t be friendship on one side ; try and see, and
you will.

Without appetite food does not please ; eat and see, and
you will.

Without an invitation, there’s no honour
;
go and see,

and you will.

bhirr, n.f., wasp.

bhirfd t n.m., as kafku (q.v.).

bhint , n.f.. wall.

“ Bhint men did
,
ghar men said, hare Icuchh nd kuchh

cMUdr
A niche in the wall, a brother-in-law in the house,

they’ll make some mischief or other.

ntucr bhijnd , v.n., to become wet.

“ Jyun jyun kdmbal bhlje, tyun tyun bhdri ho

Tlie wetter a blanket gets, the heavier it becomes.
(And so the more you flatter a person the bitterer he

becomes, etc.)

bhifd, adj., narrow.

bhtiar, prep, or adv., inside.

bhhhdd, adj., dirty, bad.

<ff, bhuf, n.f., sandy soil.

qyr, bhdrd, adj., white, straw-coloured, pale (of a buffalo, dog,

man, etc.).

“Raid bdhtnan, bhurd ehamdr, ulti m&hchh eundr ”
“ Inkdndkoiitbdr.”

A dark Brahman, a fair Chumar, a Goldsmith with

drooping moustache, distrust all three.

9#, bheli, ni., a lump of guf 4 seers—This is the form in which

the sugar of the distriot is turned out.

wet, bhaiydh, n.m., 1. The tutelary deity of the village.

2. His shrine.

The sense is occasionally transferred

to the founder of a village or some

other.great man.
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tftqnr. bhohpdl, n.m., as bhaiydh (q.v.), but ordinarily used by
low castes and not by Jats.

u’tyt, bhognd, r.a., to undergo, suffer, endure.

iffsnt, bhojan, n.m., eating, food.

at bhau, n.m., fear.

a}, bhaun, n.f., land.

vf art, bhaun bhdi, n.m., an outsider who has been given laud

in the village but has no share in the common property.

«tn, bhauhrd, n.m., a big black butterfly with semi-transparent

wings.

ata, bhaun, n.m., the well-wheel.

bhaunf, n.f., as bhaun (q.v.), but for a drinking well.

*
daw, mahgal, adj., auspicious, triumphant,

avr. mahgrd, n.m., a small uneven field.

d»wr WIT, mahgld char, n m., hymns of congratulations
;
see man-

gal. GhAr is a corruption of achdr utterance,

aafur. mahghsir, n.m., the 9th month of the year November to

December.

a'aftwt, manjholi, n.f., a small trotting bullock-cart (feminine of

adjective mahjhold, intermediate, supple gdfi).

avw mahdal, n.m., the iron ring to which the well-bucket is

attaohed.

avi. mahdA, n.m., wheat bread cakes.

“ Nau bAr mahdA, das bar gahdd.”

(Plough) nine times for wheat and ten times for oane.

star, mahdnd, v.n., to stiok to, (of work) persevere,

rfv, mahdh, n.m., a temple of Devi
;
madh is also used.

dai. mahdA, adj., 1. Cheap.

2. Bad, below par.

3. Scarce.

owt. makho, ni., a kiss.

machkd, n.m., still heat.

'

" Mdgh machkd jtlh sidl sdwan parted bdl

“ Shddl take BhdMi, HA to kisbidhbidh."

Heat in Mdgh, cold in JtA, east wind in Sdwan.

Shade says,
1 Eh, Bhadli what is marriage for a woman

who has dropped her child?
’
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w«n«T, tnajdnd, v a., to roll (land after irrigating and ploughing)

with the clod-breaker.

** mat, n.m., as math (q.v.).

matt, n.f., earth.

TOTO, mailed, n.m., earthen water-pot.

TO, math, n.m., a kanphdrd jogi monastery.

TOT, matha, adj., slow, sluggish.

" Katar gae, kunar ndr, matha dhori
,
thoth gur

" Kud khdrt ntr, yeh pdhchoh sen shartr."

A barren cow, an evil wife, a sluggish bullock, a fool

for a teacher, and a well of brackish water, these

five are bad.

TO. mat, n.f., senses.

" Mat mdri jdt k%, job rdhghaf rakhd hdli

“ Woh kahe use kdm no., woh dehe usne grill."

A Jat’s senses have left him when he appoints a

Rajput as his ploughman. He shows him work to

do, and the other gives him abuse!

WiflTT, matird , n.m., a wild water-melon growing in the raine

chiefly in sandy soil.

TO, man, n.m., heart.

TO TOT, man bhard ,
adj., lovely.

TOW, mardwnd, vn., to be beaten.

"Pari mardwe , baithd mare ,

" Ohari ghari ke mame men
,
dngal dhgal sarkdtve."

One prostrate is beaten, and one sitting beats,

At each twenty minutes of the beating, they shift a

finger further.

Answer—" cloth weaving.”

TOlf, marof, n.f., twisting, swaggering, pride.

TO?, manvd, n.m., a fragrant herb, not unlike basil, common in

Bairagi monasteries
;
quaere marjoram ?

TO1TOIT. maldhjd, n.m., regard, friendship (corruption of Urdu

mvtdhzd).

TOW, mastak, n.m., forehead.

TOTt massdn (with or without addition of te)
9
adv,, hardly, with

difficulty.

TOftfim, mahausim, adj., powerful.

WT^H, mdosh, n.f., last day of dark half of lunar month.
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nfji. mdng, n.f., debt.

“ Kdiar bo de b&ri, teri mdng utar jde suri.'
’

Sow cotton in hard land and all your debts will dis-
appear.

fltst, manght, n.f., milk-pail (as dohni (q.v.).

at *111, mdn jdyd, adj., born of the same mother.

mdnjhi, n.f., a small frame for carrying the crushed cane
to the fire.

amt. mdehl, n.f., as mdnjhi (q.v.).

am*T, innchna, v., to be stirred up, caused, made.
1. Of a slough.

2. Of a noise.

atlt, mdjrd, n.m., a small village, hamlet,

anft, mail, n.f., earth.

“ Sdthi mail kapre sdnl munj aur tat
“ Yeh chheon kute bhale aur salwdn jdt.”

Rice, clay, cloth, hemp, munj and gram-pods.
These six are best pounded—ditto the J4t.

mfr, mdfd, adj., weak, feeble, indifferent.

am, mdn, n.m., honour.

ama, mdnas, n.m. or f., man, person.

atft, mini, n.f., a small button or sheath put on the plough,

share to protect it when not in use.

araet, tndpnd, v.a., to measure.

aw, mdl, n.f., cotton thread, strengthened with dk (q.v.) juice

that rotates the iron spindle of the spinning wheel,

aifaw, malik, n.m., 1. Owner.
2. God (if used alone).

“ Uhche uhche daule, dunge dunge kydr
“ Barse. mdlik rnisal dhdr, urneh nipje ujd jowdr.”

High ridges, fields lying low

If God send rain in torrents, mdsh and jowdr will grow

in that land.

ana, mdwas, n.f., the last day of dark half of the month—
Commonly corrupted into mdosh or maush.

" Jeth mdwas pimd, je kahlh bddai ho
“ To kahthd barkhd nahlh, ehalo des dhuhdo.”

If there’s ever a cloud on 18th or 30th of Jeth

Then, husband, there’ll be no rain, go and search for

some other country.

(A sign of famine.)
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W*, moA, n.m.
,
1. Month.

2. Meat.

*TW. mrfA, n.m., the 11th month of the year, January to Feb-

ruary.

11 Sau bdr bdh> baithuhgi mAh,”

(Says the oarrot) “ Plough a hundred times, but I’ll

root in Magh.”

HFtfhr, mdhoth
, n.f., winter rain.

wN, mahhy postp. or adv., jointly or jointly with, inoluded in;

less often, inside.

fa*IW. mithdn
, n.m. or n.f., sweetness.

mitti, n.f., interest (on capital),

fa*, mitr
t n.m., a friend.

fa*w, mitrang, n.m., poetical form for mitr (q.v.).

“ Khatri putrang, kadi nd mitrang
11 Jad mitrang

, dagd kritrang

The Khatri’s child is never a friend;

When he’s a friend, lie’s deceiving you.

fa*i*, mintary n.m., a guest, a friend.

fW, rnirg, n.m., gazelle or antelope (hiran or chakdrd).

fa*i mirdhd, n.m., ohainman—This word was used in old times

of the land measurer and is now sometimes applied to a

jaribkash. Corruption of Persian mirdeh .

fa*, miSj n.f., pretext, pretence

(used with kar lend).

fawtffa, miskot, n.m., council, confabulation (a term introduced

from the army ; corrupt from mess-hot= mess-house.

4f, mih, n.f., the sign of the zodiac * pisces
f

;
mekh isaries—n»*

mekh is straw-splitting, criticizing, picking holes,

tffw, mihh, n.m., rain, rainfall, a shower,

flit, mtihi (with lend), n.f., a kiss—Visaing,

eir, mit, n.m., a friend.

“ Vnehe daule Jchel he jin ke khet nitndn
“ Us id bairi kyd kart jis id m(t Ditodn."

Whose field is low with ridges high,
Whose friend is the Judge,
What can his enemy do ?

mnkat, n.f., release, emancipation, salvation.
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mukaddatn, n.m., headman, lambarddr.

“ Mir mukaddatn chaudhri, patwdri aur kab
“ Yeh to jdehge nark men apne kame sab.
“ Mahant , mahdwat, chaudhri, kdnugo, sarddr
“ In ki mukat nd howegi, janam leo sau bar.”

The rich man, headman, chaudhri, patwari and poet.
These will go to hell, and the rest according to their

works.

( Retorts the patwari.) The Abbot, theelephant-driver,
the chaudhri, the kanungo and the sirdar, theirs
will never be salvation though they are bora a
hundred times.

^fT. mukhfd, n.m., mouth, face.

1 ‘ Kafwi kachri leach kachi, leafwe bole bol
“ Ham pardest log sain, hahs Ice mukhfd khol.”

The immature girl is bitter and speaks harshly.
I’m a stranger, open your mouth with a smile.
(So says the bridegroom to his bride when lie first meets
her in her father's house.)

muth bhef, n.f., fighting, quarrelling, riot (of a number of

persons).

?»»TW, munddn, n.f., antelope, doe.

i*r . murki, n.f., very small earrings worn by men only.

musal, n.m., the wooden pestle with which grain is

crushed.

qwit. musali, n.f., a smaller musal (q.v.).

’CWIt, muscddhdr, n.m., drenching rain, coming down in

straight stream.

9TO, muhdr, n.m., see her muhdr.

VYT. muhdd, adj., hairless, hornless (of cattle).

muhdchafd, adj. or n.m., ingrate (lit , one who outs

the root).

^t, muhdd, adj., turned over, upside down.

tfi, muhdnd, r.a., to fill up, stop (of water leakage, eto.).

n WT wm, mhhh led chhdj, n.m., same as ghuhghat (q.v.).

mukdn, mm., mourning (*'.e., going to a relation’s village

to condole).

WW, muchhal, adj., moustaohiod.

Wl. muthyd, n.m., the person who feeds the sugar^press with

oanes.
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I*. mddh, adj., same as baithal (q.v.).

fn, murakh, n.m. or f. adj., foolish, fool.

*
‘ Hird papa bazdr men, Idlch dweh Idkh jdweh,
“ Chdtar saudd kar gayd, murakh phir phir jdwen.”

A diamond is lying in the bazar, hundreds of thou,

sands passing by ; the wise man has done his shop-

ping and gone while the fools wander round and

round.

UP mid, n.m., 1. Root, used in the barbarous compound jaf-o.

mid, i.e., root and stock.

2. Principal (sum).

“ Pipal kite dhan kart, kanyd bech dhdn khde,
“ Par ndri te neh kare. japo-mul te jde”

He who cuts a pipal (ficus religiosa) and sells it, or

sells his daughter and eats rice, or loves another's

wife, they shall perish root and stock.

JQPT. mild, n.m., a jdt converted to Isl&in.

mill, n.f , a jdtni converted to Isl&m.

qjpiTT, mulnd, adv., not at all.

PUT miisd, n.m., mouse, rat.

“ Andhe mdse, thothe dhan.”

Blind mice, and hollow rice stalks!

(Said of a fool, i.e., when the Jat goes to the money-

lender).

mendhi, n.f., plait of a girl’s hair on the forehead (they are

undone on the day of her wedding) ; mendhi lchtdnd is to

prostitute.

ita, mekh, n.m., Aries, see s.v. min.

megh, n.m., clouds.

“ Megh jo barse, sambat upje
“ Khetl kare kasdn
“ Sab dunyd dhande lae he
“ Ap bhalt bhagvodn ’ ’ *

If the olouds rain, the year will be a good one

And the farmer will ply his farming.

All the world doing its business.

It is God who is good

!

%mjr. metnd, v.a., to settle (a quarrel).

medh, n.f., a solid pole erected in the ground and forming

the pivot when bullocks are threshing.
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fr^isr, messdn ,
n.m., mixture.

messd, adj., mixed (bread of mixed grain),

ft*?, meAaf, n.f., meeting, intercourse, visit, ?ne&a/ hond is to

meet or visit.

fa, mains ,
n.f., cow-buffalo,

far, maij ,
n.m., flat clod-crusher,

fasr*, maihjad , n.f., a mosque,

ftjli, maikman, n.f., good reputation,

fas?, maihwath , n.f., winter rain= mdhoth.

iflirr. molcld, adj., loose, spare, superfluous,

msr, mokh, n.m., a small hole in the roof for smoke to pass;

(sometimes, as in Panjab mogh is also used).

moghld , n.m., a small hole,

tftairc, motydr ,
n.f., stiff loam.

ifttr, modri, n.m., 1. A Sadhu.
2. A sect of Sadhus.

“ Ledd, modd
, ghdgrd ,

iesi nar
“ /ftred fi/a£ ke bdhman ,

i/i palhar ke de mar."

A Baniya, a Sadhu, a petticoat, a woman with loose

hair, a Brahman without a forehead mark, kill them
with stones.

•far mofd , n.m., still heat.

mofnd, v.n or a., to turn round, to turn back.

*n«rr, motyd
9 n.m., a kind of grass with a long brittle tap root.

monya
9 n.m., hero.

mohar
,
n.f., signet ring.

mohnd
,
n.m., head of a canal or stream, where it takes

out from parent stream.

*1? maur, n.m., the tinsel crown worn by the bridegroom.

maufi, n.f., the tinsel veil worn by the bride.

maush
, n.f., the last day of the dark half of the month.

mausd, n.m., husband of mother’s sister.

mausi, n.f., mother’s sister.

mauhrd, n.m., the brick front of a masonry house.

’’ffT, mafd, n.m., the top level part of the well slope where the

bullocks stand to be yoked.
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qnn yatan, n.m., effort.

“ Bail basdtcan chale kanth, bvdhe ke mat dekhiyo daht

"Ldhhd liyo Idkh yatan kar, lild Idyo karof par
“ Dhauli pild ddeh bdweh jof kar

"Je lidwe kanthd aisd kaisd to jMhge It dyobhdwn
kaisd

When yon go to buy cattle, my husband, don’t look at

the old one’s teeth. Take a red one, whatever efforts

it cost you, and a blue one if it cost a hundred times

as great an effort again.

Yoke and try a white or cream one right and left.

If, my man, you bring anything else, do as you please

but bring one with horns curved forwards.

*

rahgsir, adj., moderate.

Kvm, rahidpd, n.m., widowhood, widowed life,

twvrw. rakhwdl, n.f., watch, guard,

rear, raehnd, v.n., to be made, formed.

razd kar ke, adv., hardly, scarcely.

TOOT, rajild, adj., mean, degraded. (The clothed jogie are so

termed by the naked).

“ Bui satakan sherd re, gaz kainchi rah gayd terd re

*• Das gaz le ke nau gaz detd , db kaun hawed merd re.

“ Galydh galydh kukld, sir dhar ke ddld
" Aise numiye mar gaye, terd chhihpi kaun rajdld.

“ Kin katami bdfd karnd, kaun samo tere name ki

“ Aise aise mard chal gaye, ke ginti tere Mhjre ki.

“ Kar gdbhru ke ddti sohdhi, sir muhdd jhdld
_ f f

"Aise aise gangwar chal gaye, kaun gadaryd rajdld-

The tailor’s wife laments her lord—
“ Oh lion of needling, your yard and scissors alone »***

left!

“Ever you took 10 yards of cloth and returned nine.

“ What are my circumstances now t
”

The greengrocer’s widow answers—
“ It lane and alley he used to cry, with his basket on

his head. Oh that suoh braves are dead—w®at

was your mean tailor ?
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The shepherd's widow retorts—

“ Clipping the fleece, making the fence

!

“ It was no time for you to die.

"Such splendid men hare died. Your greengrocer

doesn’t even count.

The jhifiwar’s widow replies—

" How well looked the sickle on the lad’s back,
" And the basket turned over on his head

!

"Such braves have died,

" What was your mean shepherd 1
’ ’

rfUi, rarkd, n.m., a broom (coarse and constructed of twigs,

eto.).

xv. ran, n.m., a patch of saline soil in a field (distinction from

nhor is that it does not like the latter look white).

XW, rdbbd, n.m
,
habit.

xmr ramat, n.f
,
wandering-pilgrimage (of sddhis, etc.).

TOi xm, ramld rdm, n.m., a wandering MM.
xsr. ramni, v.n., to wander about (especially of a fakir or

sddhu).

ray1, n.f., churn-staff.
*
WF, ravaiyd, n.m., custom, way.

lU. rang
, n.m., butter-milk (the pakki Imi of Panjab).

Tfaf, rdnghar, n.m., Muhammadan Rajput; (rarely and if so

generally contemptuously, of Hindu RAjputs).

“ Sau ranghardh kl ek min.”

A hundred Rangliars
,
and one mother to all, i.e., they

all back each other up.

rdndhnd, v.a., to boil vegetables, pulses or anything in

water or milk.

14 Bind chindre bdnde pdg, bind nun ke rdndhe sdg

(t Bina kanth ke gdwe rdg
,
pdg nisignd rig.'

1

Bind a turban without care, cook greens without salt,

Sing a song without voice—it’s no turban, no greens,

no song.

rdnpaf, n.f., failure of the germinated seed to come up

owing to thin crusts forming on the earth by reason of

heat following slight rain,

to rdehh poebh
,
n.m., pi: a collection of the tools or im-

.. .
plements of one’s trade or profession,

tor rij (baithni), n.m., as idr (&<rijAnd)*(q.v.)«
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twit, rdji, adj., happy.

*1^, rdf, n.f., quarrel, fighting.

TOT. rand, adj., self-sown, run wild.

rdbfi, n.f., food made of fermented jovodr or bdjrd .

TO TO, rdm hi gdye, n.f., the painted grasshopper
(poecilo

cera picta).

tobJW rdmchaund, n.m.. a herd of wild cattle bred from
animals set free as a vow.

TTO, rds, n.f., 1. A heap of winnowed grain.
2. Reins, especially rope with which bullookB are

driven.

TOT, nf«f, n.m., quarrel.

TOT, rdstd, n.m., as gaunda (q.v.).

TON rdh, n.ni., way.

“ Pdn safe, ghord are chulfie men roti jale
“ Kaho is kd kyd rdh. ’ ’

Betel loaves are witliering, the horse is shying,
The bread is burning in the oven—say what is the
remedy for these ?

(Answer—turn them over).

TTft, rdhi, n.f., same as batyan (q.v.).

n, interj., hark, oh, see.

“ Motiyd jar thothiyd
,
dub tale tal jd

" A ri sasar so ralien, kdhe kd nald.”

The motiya grass’ roots are hollow, the dub’s roots
gone right down, Como mother-in-law, sleep on:
what’s the good of weeding?

(Bad husbandry).

rind, n.f., need, necessity.

rlt
, n.f., custom.

“Bast kusi santdn ne diye
9 burd bhdt chamdrdn ne

tc Aisi rit meri sdsu mat nd kariyes le dubegi sdrydn ne."

Giving stale bread to sadhus
, sugar and cooked rice

to the Chamar8. Don’t follow such a oustom,
mother-in-law, you will ruin everything.

ftm, ritd, adj., empty.

rupayyd
, n.m., a single rupee attaohed to a string worn

close round the neck by men or boyB.

TO, r&kh, n.m., a tree. .
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“Ag lagi bankhand men, ddjid chandan riikh
“ Ham to ddje pankh bind , fa fei/on ddjid hans

99

Fire broke out in the forest, the sandal tree burned.
Said it, ‘ I have no wings and must burn, but why do
you burn, 0 goose?

”

(For the rest of the story see s.v. kdl).

inn, rwpri, n.m., an alloy or base metal from which jewels used
commonly to be made.

ruana or rusjand , v.n., to be displeased.

t. re , interj., hark, oh.

“Kahe binold sun re moti, kyon kartd se chatrdi
“ Phuldh men sarddr phnl

,
phulan men se roshndi

“ Jde tan ko dhaken , Id) meri rakhen log logdi

“ Kahe moti sun re binold
,
kyon karld se ndf

“Take ke sawd ser binold
, bhar kuhdd dewen Idr

Says the cotton seed, “ Hark ye, pearl, why do you
“pride yourself? I'm king among flowers, peerless

“amongst blossoms. 1 cover the living body, men
“and women de me honour.”

Says the pearl, 11 Hark ye, cotton seed! Why boast

“yourself? You are sold at 2£ pounds to the
“ rupee. They place a manger full of you (before

“the cow).”

7% rekh
9 n.f., a line, streak.

kajil rekh= painted with antimony: see proverb

s.v. bidwa .

refhu , n.m., a kind of bullock tonga.

ren
9 n.f., night.

repalnd
% v.n., to slip.

resiy adj., happy. (It is suggested that the word is a cor-

ruption of rdz ).

raibdran , n.f., feminine of raibdri (q.v.).

raibdri t n.m., camehnan (a tribe).

“ Jdty jamdi . bhdhjdy raibdri y
sunar

“ Kabhi nd howenge apne
t
saluk karo sau bdr

99

The Jat, a son-in-law, a sister’s son, a raibari and a

goldsmith. These will never be your friends though

you treat them ever so well.

rokfdy n.m., cash.

rokhdldy n.m., crop-watcher.

rog
9 n.m., sickness.

‘
‘ Kunwdr kareld chet gut sdwan sdg nd khd

“ Kauri kharch girdh ki rog bisdwan jd.
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Don’t eat karela (a sort of vegetable) in Asauj, or
molasses in Chet

, or greens in Sawan.
It’s spending a cowrie from your purse and buying sick-

ness, if you do.

roj , n.m., the nilgde
, antelope.

rotihar
, n.f., bread-carrier, carrying bread to the field.

“ Sawan paihl! pahchwth
,
je dhafuke bal

t€ Tu kahthd hal jofio , main teri rotfhdr

If it thunders on the dark 5th of Sawan
Do you, my husband, yoke the plough : I’ll bear your

food to the fields.

m ns, rotydh kd waqt, n.m., evening meal time, the

same time as diva bale.

roli
9 n.f.. rust on wheat.

rolnd , v a., to smooth, to sift (by rubbing with the

hands).

ros
3 n.m., displeasure, anger.

rosli, n.f., loam.

rauhjh
9
n.m., a tree, same as ninibar (acacia leucophlroa).

W*r, tanghan
t
n.m., fasting.

“ Hansd to moil chuge, nd lahghan hi kar jde

“Mini pardni prit se } kahkar chug chug khde”

The goose eats pearls or else goes hungry.
But out of old admitted friendship, he picks at lime-

stone nodules.

(The goose who lived on pearls was friend of a weaver bird.

In his devotion he followed the bird to distant lands

where he could get only kankar to eat),

qrami' lakhdnd ,
v.n., to look at, gaze, stare.

lakhindy n.m., one who owns lakhs.

Chind lahu p'nd, bald mare pachds sdth kd f
mdnas

mare lakhind

China drinks blood—a bullock worth 60 or 60 Rs. dies,

and a man worth a lakh.

(China is said to be a most difficult grain to grow),

vwqvft lakhpatx , adj., worth 1,00,000 rupees, so very rich.

*v*rt. lakshmi ,
n.f., wealth (literally the goddess thereof).
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fafar. lataurd
,
adj., blooming.

wawlwT, ladbauld
,
adj., half mad.

li?. faf» n.m., a twist or strand, s.v. dofaj*, fo7af, double and
triple, respectively; used of rope, etc.

W*t ladhd, n m., a cart without side wattles.

Wt!T •nft?. lalld iMLchofy n.m., light rain—enough to make you
wring your clothes.

laV**> n.f., 1. A preparation of gur mixed with bread.
2. Also used for dhandhoi (q.v.).

«ivt? labdf, n.m
,
liar, exaggerator.

labdh'nk, n.m., a kind of stork.

himlangd
, adj., long-legged.

lalkdmd , v.a., to bawl, to cry out.

lawe
, adv.. near, close.

«iwt. lassiy n.f., milk mixed with water.

Maura, adj., younger, junior (of two wives, sons,

branches of the family, etc.).

«rr^ Ido, n.f., well-rope.

Idngd, n.m., as Idn (q.v.).

Idkhd, adj., scarlet.

Mg
,
n f., 1. Connection.

2. Enmity.

Mj, n.f., honor.

“ Bhnun bin andj nahin
,
lcul bin Idj nahin

Sans land, no grain.

Sans family, no honour.

*n?T Idrd, adj. (1) gluttonous, well-living; (2) of soil which

used to receive irrigation and now not doing so is hard,

thirsty.

Iddfd, n.m., small bundle of fodder, such as a boy oan

carry.

Idn
, n.m., 1. Cooked vegetables or lentils.

2. Grain given to the menials at the Spring

harvest.

land
, v.a., to lay or place (Urdu lagdnd),

Idndd, adj., tail-cropped or-docked.

Idmni , n.f., reaping, harvesting.^ ldmne
9 adv., near, close.

^ Mr dend
,
v.a., to put.
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wnfl, Idlu or sometimes Idl, n.m., a term of endearment for a
child.

“ Sdth din k& idle bachhiya aur boras din led upar
“ Aik paihr ltd Idld hud, lehele chhate tipar”

A sixty days’ child below, and a yearling above.
A day-old child playing on the top.

Answer -rice (which ripens in 60 days) cooked in milk

(the cow giving milk for a year) with ghi (which take*,

a day to make) floating on the top.

Idlfa, adj., as lard (q.v.).

Idlfh n.f., garnet, so reddest of the red.

“ Bond royd dhd> de, ullam meri jdt

'‘Kale mukki chirmih :
, tule mere sdth

“ Ldlon men main Idlft, Idl merd rang
"Kdld munh jab te hud, lull n ch lee sang.”

The gold cried wailing, “High my caste, but I’m

weighed against a black-faced ralli ’
’ (liquorice seed).

(Says the seed).

“I’m reddest among the rod, red my colour is,

“ My face was blackened by boing weighed against an

inferior!”

¥T*wt, Idumi, n.f., same as Idmni (q v.j.

la88i, n.f., as la88i (q.v.).

HYVr Idhnd , v.a. f to take off
;
to clear off (debt).

likafnd , v.n., to come out (Urdu niknlna).

liptt, n.m., an Extra Assistant Commissioner (corruption

of Deputy).

Hk 9 n.f., A set of earthen vessels supplied at marriage oc-

casions by kumhdr8

2. Cart track, rut.

“ L'ke l k gdJ : chale aur Vke chale kaput
‘‘ Ttnon like nd chalen , 8ur t sihyh , sapid.”

The cart travels in the beaten rut, and so does the

ne’er do weel son: three things travel not on the

track, hero, lion, and dutiful son.

titwT, likd 9
s.f., as Uk (q v.).

Yirt*. Itram Hr, adv. torn into pieces, in shreds,

iki, lird, n.m., torn cloth.

<glTt luknd, v.a., to bide, conceal.

iP«t. lulemdh, adv., privately, secretly.

. fug,.postp., up to.

lugr’i, n.f., a girl’s head covering.
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gw, luchd, adj., an evil-doer (particularly in his sexual re-

lations).

g«|T, lidhd, adj., lame.
\l

«*. Iling, n.m., foliage or twigs of the kikar, jdnd or raunj trees,

gur, liikhd, adj. dry, unseasoned (of food).

“ Dekh pardf chop?! kyon tarsdm jl

Mkhi sAkhi khde ke, ihandd pdni pi

Why vex your soul to see another’s buttered bread 7

Eat dry bread, and drink cold water!

Wrf h'tgdi, n.f., woman: the feminine form of log (q.v.).
CV

w let, n.f., a small pond in the fields.

WT Md, n.m., a banya (quaere from laid ?).

Wr laindd
, n.m.,'same as chaund (q.v.) but used when most

or all of the animals are buffaloes.

SN**, laihbar, n.m. or f., a messenger or guide (coiruptioii of

rahbar).

laihbri
,
n.f., the duty of a laihbar (q.v.).

laihre, n.m. (with kamd) same as gaihre (q.v.).

V* log, n.m., pi., men in contrast to liigdi (q.v.).

«T? lor • n.f., need, necessity,

srtot lobdh, n f , a fox.

tfto. lobh
, n.m., avarice.

tftff hung
,
n m., intercalary month in the Bikramdpt calendar.

*
war, 1. Turn (on a roster).

2. n.f., Delay, lateness.

*r«T wdatd, n.m., concern, trace or particle : see tvdstd nd.

m, todsid nd, adv., not at all.

vidyd, n.f., knowledge.

ST

ahdh, n.m., a banker, moneylender.

" Banya hdkim
,
Bahman shdh ,

JiX ptyddd ,
ghazab

Khudd

The Baniya a judge, the Brahman a moneylender, the

Jat a process server ! The wrath of God.
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'ftArar, shiauj , n.m., any wild bird or animal whioU damages

crops..

fiCTTST. shimdlu , n.m., a shrub (vttex negundo) supposed to do

well in villages with a masculine name but not in those

with a feminine name ;
used in fomentations.

shihh, n.m., lion.

QTC shudar , n.m., a menial (strictly a Sudrd).
€< Bairi, shudar

,
baba, jail aur bidhwd ndr

“ Yeh pdhchoh mare bhale
, chaufe kar fh bigdf

An enemy, a menial, a goat, a celibate, and a widow
These five are better dead

,
wide the mischief they

do.

«br. sang, n.m., company.

WfflT sahghnd ,
ndj., dense

vfiT. saht, n.m., ascetic, saint.

wine sahtar , n.m., 1. A path beside a canal patfi or a common
pakka road.

2. Piece of land around any platform

sahtal ,
n.m., aa sahtar (q.v.).

sahdes, n.m., a message.

sahdeh , n.m., anxiety.

TONjft sakdli, s.f., dawn, early morning, adv., sakale at dawn.

WVfT, sakfd, adi., tight, narrow.

W sagd, n.m., a friend.

«HT, sagld , adj., all, entire.

sajjan, adj. or n.m., a friend, a welL-wishei ,
wise.

sajhld adj., joint.

satakan
,
n.f., act of sowing (quaere from tdhknd ?).

TO. sat, n.m., righteousness.

satuddd, adj., soft. *

8add, adv., always.

sanishchar , n.m., Saturday (a form used by more literate

persons).

nwftw, aantokh , n.m., patience, oontentment.

WUX sansar, adj., thousand.

«vil, sapiit, n.m., a worthy son.

wwm. aaputd, adj., having a worthy son.
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“ Ek dnkh kd kyd salaukhd
,
tk saa kd kyd jama

“ Ek put kd kyd saputd
*

How can the one-eyed bo sharp-sighted? What is a
oapital of a hundred rupees ? How can one have a
worthy child, if there be but one ?

(i.e.,it’sno good having but one son even if lie is good.)

sabadli
,
adj., cloudy.

“ Pafwd chah sahddli, pachhwd chafe narof
:

4

Sahdev kahe BhddU barkhd gayi kit of.”

If the east wind blow cloudy and the west, wind blow

clear, says Salideo, “ Eh Bhadli. when* has the rain

gone off?”

WT sabbd, adj., right (as opposed to left).

q«T sabhd, n.f., society.

wraY sabhdo, n.m'., tempe r, nature.

“ Man moti aur diidh kd e.k sabhdo
‘‘ Pate p'chhc nd mileh lakh karo updo.’*

A heart, a pearl, and milk have the same nature.

They 11 never mend, once hrokon, though one tries a

hundred remedies.

wrf\jmmarnd
t
v.n., to bo mended, repaired ;

bulmmarnd
,
to be

shaved or be cut (of hair).

umfaT samarwdnd
,
v.a., to get ropairod, or mended,

m samd
t
n.m., season, more especially a season of good crops.

WPT. samdn
,
adj., poatp., alike, like.

WTOT, samdnd, v.a., to be held, contained in.

“ Chauthe chamke bijli ,
pdhchweh banc tnsnh

“ Sahdev kahe Bhadli
,
naddiyoh n\r nd samd”

If it lightens on the fourth and rains on the fifth.

Says Shadeo, “ Hark Bhadli, the stream won’t hold the

water.

TORT, samdnd ,
n.m., area, lands of a village.

Hamdre samdne men kuchh nahih upje= ‘ nothing grows

in our lands.’

TOwf, samdrnd, v.a., to repair, mend ;
bdl samdmd to shave, or

cut the ha’r.

samep, postp., near.

" Nirp , bd, bidyd .
find, yehnd gineh gun zdl

“ Jo samep inks rahe, usi ke lipte hdth .”

The Raja, the creeper, knowledge, and woman—these

heed not virtue or caste Whatever dwella near

them they embrace it I

.
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Wt, samo
) n.m., time (the form is probably dh'nodU).

6amdan, n.f., the relation of two women whose children

are married to each other.

samdi
, n.m., the relation of two men whose children are

married to each other.

sambahdhan, n.f., as samdan (q.v.).

“ Do hdlak bin jiv , bdhjh un let mdtd ri
“ Un kd kar diyd bidh , be hdi kaun bechdri
“ Bin Pandit bedi radix

9 pahch sund nd kdn
li Bhnin bhain sambahdhan huih

9
koi chdtar kariyo

giydn."

Two lifeless children, barren their mothers;
See th-y’vo married them! What an unnatural thing

to think of!

They’ve spread the altar without a pandit, the old

men never heard of such a thing

!

Sisters have married their children to each other, let

some wise man think it out!
(Answer Two children playing with their dolls.)

***!!, samhat, n.m., 1. Year.

2. A season, especially a good one.

sarir, n.m., body.

“ Maihd dhori , ihoth nar
,
kveh khdri nir

" Aur qhar kalhdri kdmnt, charoh ddheh sarir.”

Slow bullocks, a fool of a man, a salt-water well, and

at home a shrew for wife—the four burn the body.

qri. sark
,
n.f., scraping, scratching of a pen.

* Ghofe ki phafak , dudh ki jhafak ,
qalm ki sark”

The capering of the horse, the simmering of milk, the

scraping of a pen.

(The fortunate man’s inheritance.)

vrfnvr, sarkdwnd ,
v.a., to move.

sartd y n m., a head of jowdr.

sarfak, n.f., high road.

fnrf, samdy v.n., to be sufficient, e.g., manne sar gayd^I have

had enough,

qti, sarp9 n.m., snake.

“ Bdweh bhala nd ddhne Idld, sarp t sundr
" Kad> nd hohge apne sau sau karo piydr.”

It’s not good (to meet) the Baniya, a snake or a gold-

smith left or right. They’ll never be your friends

though you try a hundred endearments.
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qn*. sarwar, n.m., pond, tank, lake.

44 Hansd to snrwdr behd kdgd behd dewdn
Jd pdnde ghar apne , shmh kis kd jajman.”

The goose has gone to [lit. become
|
the lake, and the

crow become minister.

Away, pandit, to your home ! Whose client is the lion i

(A goose once introduced a pandit to a lion, to be his

parohit, and the lion gave him alms. Next time
the pandit asked for alms the goose his patron had
gone and a crow succeeded him, and the lion refused

him. Hence the pandit uttered this lament. The
moral is, that an officer's reputation depends upon
the character of his staff.)

wit.sarsdi, n.f., 1. Greenness, feitility.

2. Abundance, plenty.

wrtwr, salaukhd
, adj., full-eyed, sharp-sighted.

WWt, salwanti
,
adj., f., good, thrifty woman.

wrsfh sawali, n.f., sweet biscuits made of flour, ght and sugar.

w'w sahanmr
, adj., thousand (a corruption of Sanskrit Saha-

ra).

Bahama, v.a., to pull, draw.

saJij, adj., easy, leisurely, slowly.

sdhkal
, n.f., a chain to secure doors of a house.

*Uk sdhgar , n.m., fruit of jdhd (prosopis spicigerA).

*tw sahjh, n.f., evening.

*i*T sdhtd, n.m., whip, goad.

sdhthri, n.f., as much fodder as a man can hold in his

arms—an armful.

qfcrer, sdhthal
,
n.f., thigh.

sdhpapid , v.n., to come to an end, to be exhausted.

W sdk , n.m., relationship by marriage.

sdkh, n.f., crop, harvest.

Viw sang, n.m ,
good circumstances, prosperity.

*rarr. sdjhd, n.m., share.

Witt, sdjhi, n.m., sharer.

“ Thokd p'ti, fuk fukt , ghore bahdhe bdhar,

“ Bdhman sdjhi mat kareh ,
kheti bddhe sdr

The carpenter, the goldsmith, and the potter (lit he

who binds a hoi se at the door) and the Brahman.

Make them not sharers in cultivation: be content to

take rent on the cultivation,
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[i.e., these castes make bad cultivators and it is better

to take a fixed cash rent from them than .to divide

the produce (of which there will be little).]

TOh sdihl, n.m., red rice (ripening in 60 days, hence the name).

Sdihl pike sdih din, pint mange r&l din."

Red rice ripens in 60 days, but needs water night and
day.

HlWt sdd, n.m., the 4th month of the year, June to July.

sdfsdti , n.f.. a corruption of s&fhe. sdti

,

a period of 7J
years occupied by the revolutions of Saturn—hence: mis-

fortune, calamity,

“ Matdekhyo bhure ke daht, sdfsati chhd jdegi kahth

“ Ldkhd le le Itkh par mid nan karof, muhdddhauld
jib Uyo paihle Vyo jor.

n

Look not at the dun’s teeth, misfortune will over-

shadow you, husband. Buy a red bullock for a

hundred thousand, or a blue for nine hundred times

that: don’t buy a hornless or white one without

yoking it first.

TO. sddh, n.f , a Hindu month, os sad (q.v.).

“ Sddh Sawan chale pafwd ,
dal dal khdweh bij lugdi.”

If east wind blow in Udf and Sawan, the women folk

will grind and eat seeds.

(A sign of famine.)

sddhu, n.m., 1. Wife’s sister’s husband.
Cx

2. The spring harvest

sdteh, n.f., the 7th day of either half of the month

sdni, n.f., chopped fodder of bajrd, jowdr , cane, etc.

4 * Awegi jot
,
kdiiye sdni

“Jab tu ne bo diyd ihkh meri nd mdni."

fn comes the yoke—cut fodder : for you sowed cane

and bode not my word.

(The wife girds afcher husband : he sowed cane against

her advice: there’ll be extra feeding of the oattle

who have extra woik at the press.)

«PPV, adman, n.f., as sawan (q.v.)

1 * Sdman lagti satw'h, garje ddhi rdt

“ Ham to jdenge pi Mdlwe turn jdyo OujrdtL
,f

If it thunder at midnight on the seventh of the second

half of Sawan, I’ll go, my husband, to MalwA

do you go to Gujr&t.

(A sign of impending famine.)

'VTWTi sdmihd, adj., fine, strong, handsome.
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qiqfti sdmbhamd, v.a., to clear or tidy up, collect things to-

gether.

«h«\ stir, n.f., way, method, correct management.

sdrnd, v.a., to be satisfied with—the tiling that gives satis-

faction is the object of the verb.

<nw sdl, n.m., 1. A jackal.

2. A verand&h.

“ Rat ne bole kdyld
,
din ne bole sdl

“ Ghhof kanthd is des we, hot ji ne awe janjdl”

If the crow call by night and the jackal by day,
My husband, leave this country: some trouble will

befall us.

ST*wt sdlut, n.m., wife’s brother’s son.

*TO TO?. sdl paldif, adj., rotation of crops
;
cultivating alternate-

ly wet or dry—same as hitti phirti (q.v,).

Vis? sdlhe, n.f., wife’s brother’s wife.

Wf, sawan , n.in., the 5th month of the year July to August.

t4 Sdwan bhddwe ki dMp men
,
jogi ban jde Jdt .”

In the heat of Sawan and Bhadon, the Jat turns jogi

;

i.e , he goes about with next to nothing on.

mro. sawnu , n.f., the autumn liarvest.

sds, n.f., mother-in-law.

sdsu 9 n.f., as sds (q.v.).

*?W, sdsrd , n.m., father-in-law’s home (of a woman).

sahib, n.m., God.

fiw;, sikhar , n.m., height, summit, apex, zenith.

fro? aikhraht
, n.m., top-most part, apex.

sinkhyd , n.f., suspicion.

fonts sihgdhd, n.m., footpath or track between villages.

fo?W, sitak, n.f., a drop of water.

fowl erwiT, 8itak jdnd , v.n., to run away—to go away quickly.

forth ritko, n.f., swift-flowing canal.

%TO, simal, n.f., the pegs in the yoke, each side of the bullock’s

head.

fobs, {sirsham, n.f., saraoh, saraaf, rape-seed (brassica oampes-

tris).

fTO, sit, n.f. f stone slab on whioh the well-buoket is emptied.

<STto. tingal, adj., with horns, homed.

stick, n.f., wisdom, advice, teaching.
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“ S'kh us ne d'jie, jis ne sikh suhd .

“ 1Bandar ne ke sikh dijie
,
bayyd kd ghar ji.”

Teach him who cares for teaching.

Why teach the ape ? the weaver-bird’s house will be

destroyed.

(Once in the rains a monkey took shelter under a tree

;

a weaver-bird who had her ne*t there advised the

monkey to build one like it. The latter thereupon

destroyed the nest to make the bird’s condition like

his own).

sikhdaf, adj., learning, under training.

s'.t, n.f , same as rang (q.v.).

smyd, n.m., tailor.

11 Bind tilak ke pdhdiyd, bind purkh ke ndt

“ Bdeh bhald nd dam , smyd ,
sarp, sundr.”

A pandit with no forehead mark, a woman without

her man, or a tailor, a snake, or a goldsmith—these

are ill, (whether they pass you) to left or right.

sim

,

n.f., boundary.

“ Oam qanwdr
,
sahsar budh ,

sim uldke pdhch

awe darbar men
,
miyah kahe so sdhch.”

In liis village the yokel is a thousand wits, when he

crosses the border he’s five. When he gets to the

court its
1 Oh yes, Sir, it just as you say, Sir.”

sir, n.m., 1. Share.

2. Sharer.

sit, adj., cold.

“ Kdkd ji, blmjd ji ,
Dilpat Rde bnldweh sen

“ Tat ghar te dye sen, s I ghar ne jdweh sin
“ Milnd ho to milo ,

Sdmhar kd sang mdhh sen.'
1

Uncle, brother, Dilpat Rai is calling you.

He comes from the hot house and is going to the cold

!

If you’ld meet him, meet him now; company from

S&mbar is wilh him too.

(The good wife sends a child to call the family to

dinner. Dilput Rai is tli^ lentils [d<U], which are

taken out of the oven and put in the plate. Com-

pany from S&mbhar is, of course, salt.)

silak, n.f., cold,

qftaf, sild, adj., cold,

sis, n.m. } 1. Moon.
2. Head.

11 Bars Md das ,
kdnydh parti ras.

“ Bars Md bis, mastak chafid sis.
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“ Bars hud t's, Idgan ldg> sikh.

“ Bars hud chdli
, gdfh’> bat ukdfi.

** Bars hud pachds , phut ga> kapas .

“ Bars hud sdth
,
hath men bya lath.

“ Bars ftwd sattar, jabbe gayd nestar .

“ Arid asst, nar hud khass*.
M Bars A?vd nawe, d 'tb gayd jabbe .

“ Bar# Aid scm, ghardh dar nd bdhar bhau

Ten years old, and discrimination comes to the ear.

Twenty years old, and the forehead rises on the head.

Thirty years old, and wisdom begins to settle.

Forty years old, and a man expounds hard matters.

Fifty years old, and his hair grows white as cotton.

Si ty years old
,
and he takes a s ink in his hand.

Seventy years old, and he’s become sluggish.

Eighty years old, and a man’s become an eunuch.

Ninety years old, and he’s done and down.

A hundred yeais old, and none fears him at home or

abroad.
(The ten ages of man.)

Qqnpn, sukarnd , v.n., 1. To shrink.

2. To be squeezed.

sukkar , n.m., Friday.

Wftf, sukkarwdri, adj., Friday’s.

,c Suk\arwarl bddli ,
rahe san'dihar chhde

“ Kahe Shdhdeo sun Bltddli , bind bars* nd jde.
9 9

Friday's clouds, and Saturday remains overcast!

Says Shahdeo, 11 Hark Bhadli, it’ll not go without

raining.”

W!«t, sukhbdsi
, n.m. and f., a settler in the village, who owns

no land or share of the estate.

sughar , adj., neat, pretty, accomplished, good, thrifty

(of a wife).

• *Sond ,
resham , sughar ndr, tuteh jureh sau bar

11 Murakh ,
ghafd kumhdr kd %

mile nd ddje bdr

Gold, silk, and a thrifty wife—if they break a hundred

times they’ll mend again. A fool, and a potter s

pot will not unite a second time.

WT, adj., good.

Vwr suihan, n.f., female’s trousers.

3OT suthrd, adj., nice, clean, pretty, fine.

Wt, suihdn ,
postp., 1. With, used as Urdu sameU

adv., 2. Early

VOT. sufet , adj., a corruption of sufed—white.
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VTO. suraj, n.m. and f., sun.

suri, n.f., sow.

3WT, susrd, n.m., father-in-law.

susrar, n.m., father-in-law’s home (of a man).

suhdnd, v.n., to please, be agreeable.

VW. adj., 1. Intelligent, wise, sensible.

n.m., 2. A email stack of sheeve* in a field.

suhdi
,
n.f., an insect that infests and damages gram.

WT, silt, adj., pretty, good, convenient, e.g. sut btiith gayd=\t

was convenient so.

W, sudha , adj , simple, upright, well-behaved.

WXT, sund, adj., empty.

* 4

Sis bin 8uni ren
,
giyun bin hirdd sund

“ Kul suna bin putr
,
pat bin birwd sund

“ Oaj sund bin dant , hahs bin sdgar sund
“Ghata suni bin ddmni , kdht Girdhar sunre Gunni,
“ Ghar siind bin kdmni

The night is empty without a moon, and the heart

empty without perception. A family is empty with-

out a son, and empty a tree without leaves. An
elephant is empty without tusks, and empty a lake

without the goose. Empty a cloud without light-

ning; says Girdhar, l€ Haik ’ee Gunni, a house is

empty without a wife.”

V*. sur
, n.m., hero.

sill, n.f., long thorn of kikar or rauhj trees.

WT. susdj n.m., hare.

“ Turte 8usd tndryd , turte kddhyd mas
“ Jinan susd tndryd t mare hoe chhe mas,"
Quickly he killed the hare, and quickly took off the

flesh. He who killed the hare was six months dead
himself.

(A hare got caught in the bones of a corpse and so died.)

Wt. seti, postp., with.

“ Bale ki mdh bauli aur batdd kisdn
“Age ki jdneh ndhin

,
kame seti dhiydn

The child’s mother is a fool, and so is the farmer.
They reck nothing of the future : their thoughts are

with the act of the moment.

tv, sedh, n.f., disease, illness.

*Hv, sd f n.f., spear.

saihm, adv., uselessly, aimlessly.
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wmt 8odsdi 9 n.f., keeping guard at night.

*f7*r sokd, n.m., drought, drying up.

“ Karm kin kheti leave , bail mare yd sokd pare.”
If the luckless man take to farming, his bullook will

die or drought befall him.

uta sofft n.m., mourning.

sonan, n,ra. (inflected); gold, it ib a Pnrabi form for som
men or sone ho.

sodhi, n.f., intelligence, sense, wisdom.

Sfiif sofely adj., as sufet (q.v.),

“ Kdli bhali nd sofet , donoh rdhho ehe Jchet.
99

Neither the black is good nor the white one—slav
both in one field.

(From a story of Rajah Bhoj and his two wives.)

somdr, n.m., Monday.

solhrdy n.m., straw of barley (chiefly) when in bulk and

not crushed.

mwr. sohdg
, n.m. , married life.

" Chalnd hai, raihnd ndh'n, chalna biswe bis
iC
Aise saihj sohdg par hyoh gunddtve sis.”

We have to go, and cannot stay—we have to go

—

four rood to the acre

—

For so short a married life, why plait the head ?

(Makeno great preparation for a short life—Live quietly

and piously.)

WW, sohdga
y n.m., a flat clod-crusher, same as maij (q.v.).

sohdwnd
% adj., agreeable.

sohfh
f adv. or postp., in front of—towards.

sohh, n.f., an oath.

sauf9 n m., quilt.

saun, n.m., omen Sam chiff, one of the shrikes.

saupati, adj., worth 100 ropers.

’for aauld, adj., right (as opposed to left).

’WTM. sy&n, n.m., a favour (corruption of ahsdn).

ayAt, n.m., cold.

***, swarg, n.m., heaven.

“ Gehun purine, ghi nayA, our ghar aatwanti ndr
“ Chauthe pith torahg hi, swarg nishdni chdr.”

Old wheat, fresh ghi, and at home a thrifty wife,

Fourth the back of a horse—heaven’s four signs.
'
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*

if, hangd ,
n.m., strength, effort, force.

*i, hange ,
adv., 1. With difficulty,

2. By compulsion.

hand'war, n.f., about 4 to 6 p.m.

TOTC hazdr pati
,
adj., worth 1,000 rupees, moderately rich,

TCWi, hadwdrd , n.m., place where dead bodies of cattle are

skinned and bones left to lie.

ftiTT, haf lend* v,a., to rob.

TOWFC. hatkdr ,
n.m., food given to Brahmans before feeding one-

self at mdivas (q.v.) or kandgat (q.v.)

TO hatha ,
n.m., the handle with which the plough is driven.

^TOt hnthli, n.f., the handle of a charkhd or spinning wheel.

TOTT, hathwar, n.f., the spr'ng of the tiger with his claws.

“ Bhddoh kl bhcdw&f ,
sher k'i hathwar.”

Bhadon’s plough ng, and a tiger's spring!

(Scilicet bind pnke nd jde—both will ripen or mature
;

pakna means to fester, of a wound.)

TO9WT. hansld , n.m., a massive necklace worn close round the

neck.

%nt, hambe , interj.. yes.

il
J_dt kahe sun Jdtni isi gdm men raihna

u Uht bildi It gayi , to hambe hambe kaihna”

Says the Jat, “ List, wife, we’ve got to live in this

vil age. (If they say) • the cat stole your earner

you must sav,
4 Yes, of course.’

”

(So says the Jat who has to Lve in a Rajput village.)

WV, Aar , n.m., Almighty (a namo of Vishnu) : cf. Hari.

TO, hal 9
n.m., the body of the plough to which the share,

handle, shaft, etc., are fixed.

TO*, halos, n.f., the main shaft of the plough on which the

yoke rides.
*

TOT, halwd, adj., light (of soil or weight).

WTOT, halsan , n.f., a prop to raise the share from the ground

when a plough is being dragged to the fields.

TOWT, hawdl, n.m., condition, circumstances (corruption of

Ahwdl).

Wfc hdnd, n.f., travelling.
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vtft hand!, n.f., cooking vessel.

“ Ji* hdndi te khde, us hdndi ehhed tore.”

Split the plate from which you eat

!

(Rank ingratitude.)

vt*ht, hdhdnd, v.n., to wander about,

vf* . hdhsi, n.f., laughter.

VI* hat, n.f., shop.

Vl* lain, n.f., 1. Time.
2. Age.

Ek hdn ka— hdni (q.v.).

Visit Juini, n.m., contemporary, age-fellow.

VI* T)*T* hdn homan, n.m., of equal ages, contemporaries,

vm. hard, n.m., oven for heating milk, etc.

VTO, hdl, n.f., same as halas (q.v.).

\rviw Mian, n.m., earthquake.

VHT, hold, n.m., Government land-revenue.

“ Dhauli parmeshri, dhavli jhund khihdd
" Haid mcflbd Idh he, mainne bans ghafti.”

“ O white goddess, spread open the white ootton-olump.
“ Pay the revenue and the village-expenses, and make
me a necklace still.”

(The girl addresses the ootton-plant as she is picking
the orop.)

JIV?) hdli, n.m., ploughman.

Mind, v.n., as Urdu hilnd, to shake, move, be agitated.

% hit, n.m., love.

fwff, hirti phirti, adv., in rotation,

ftvf. hirdd, n.m., heart, mind.

hissd sdru, adv., according to shares, proportionately.

A ns, n.m., a thorny shrub (quaere capparis horrida 1).

hind, adj., bereft, destitute, weak.

fVr. hiyo, interj., a noise used to callcows and bullocks up from

watering.

'ft*, hir, n m., a tribe, Ahir.

huh huh, interj., a noise used in driving buffaloes in the

jungle.

hethi, n.f.,disgrace.

hetd, adj., late (of crops).

her n.m., major subdivision of a village.
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^TPC. her muhdr , n.m., land or side of a village in which

one’s business, one’s coming or going, lies—intercourse,

ita. hel met, n.m., as her muhdr (q.v.).

n\n\,hoho
t interj., a noise used to make buffaloes drink.

hausld
, n.m., wisdom, grace, beauty.



PART III.

English—Ja^A.

A

Abdomen, kokhan
, n.f.

Abhorrence, alkat, n.f.

Abiding, bds, n.m.
; maintenance of a home, basebd

,
n.m.

Abode, has, n.m.
Absence of anything, so poverty, destitution, etc., ana't, n.f.

See sub voclv
Absolutely, ddhon

, adv.
Abundance, saradi

, n.f.

Abuse, auli bdt
,
n.f.

;
jpdZ, n.f.

Acacia (a. leucophloea). nitnbar, n.m.
;
raunjh

,
n.m.

Acceptable, to be, bhdnd
,
v.n.

Accomplished (ski’ful), sughaf, adj.

Account. The baniya’s account against the zamindar, of

money paid for him as revenue, etc. Inchh, n.f.; on
account of, kdran

,
postp.

Adjoin, to, amd , v.n.

Admit, to, oi a fault, etc., olnd
, v.a.

Adopt, to, flrod fend, v.a.

Adopted, to be, god and , v.n.

Adoption, (1) of a relation, as a son, god, n.m., literally the

lap
; (2) for adoption of a foundling, see s.v. waif.

Advice, 8\kh, n.f.

Acschynomene (a. indica), dhandhain, n.f.

Affection. See Love.
Affix, to, teknd, v.a. ; mohar teknd, to seal.

Afforded, to be, pugnd , v.n.
*

After, pdchhe
, adv.

Age, (1) hdn
, n.f.; (2) of the same age, ekhdn kd,Mni % n.m.;

Mn homdn , n.m. ; (3) time, HZ, n.m. ; (4) old age, barhdpd

,

n.m.
Agent, Hr mukhtydr, n m.
Agitated, to be, hdlnd, v.n.

Agreeable, sohdumd
, adj.

;
jogam jog, adj.

Agreeable, to be, atiHnrf, v.n.

Agreement, bandhej , n.m. ; dnf, n.f.—literally a knot, and ao

anything knotted, fixed.
Ahir, a tribe, 2Hr, n.m.
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Aimlessly, saihm
9 adv.

Alike, samdn , adj.

All, sagid , adj.

Alley, bagaf
9
n.m.

Alloy, an alloy of silver and copper from which jewels used
commonly to be made, rdpd

9 n.m.
Almighty, Har

, n.m. (God).

Alone, ekalpd , ekld, adj. See also s.v. Solitary.

Aloofness, alkat
,

n.f. a~khaihchna
y to keep aloof, feel abhor-

rence.

Altar, bedi
9 n.f. See s.v.

Always, sadd, adv. ; nit
%
adv.

Amalgamation. See Combination.
Amaranth, choldi

,
n.f.

Anger, ros , n.m. ; kod , n.m. ;
cAAo, n.m.

Angry. See Displeased.

Angry, to become, rusnd, rus jand, v.n.
;
chho men and, v.n.

Animal, jandwar, n.m.
Anklet. See Jewellery.
Answer, uiar

, n.m.
Ant (black), chiuhti

,
n.f.

;
(white) dvmak, n.f. ; row of ants,

Jfetr ndZ, n.f.

Antelope, (1) mtVgr, kdld mirg
9 n.m. ; kdld (supple hiran or

mirg) , n.m. ;
(doe, muhddn, n.f.)

; (2) nilgai antelope, roj
,

n m.
Antepenultimate. See s.v. Last.

Antimony, as eyepowder, kdjcU
9
n.m.

Anxiety, mhdeh 9 n.m. ;
chintd, n.f.

Apex. See Summit.
Applaud, to, tal hajdnd (to clap hands).

Approach, agam
9 n.m.

Approximately, unmdn
9
unmdn sunmdn , adv.; atkal satknl

,

adv.

Area, the area or lands of a village generally, samdnd 9
n.m.

Aries, mekh 9 n.m.
Armful, (1) kaidi, n.f. (the outstretched arms); (2) an “ arm-

ful" of fodder, sdhthri 9 n.f.

Armlet. See Jewellery.
Ascetic, saht , n.m.

Ask, to, bujhnd 9 v.a. •

Assembled, batle, adj. pi.

Assembly, bitol
9 n.f.

Assiduity, jhakkat, n.f.

Association See Combination.

Aunt. See b.v. Relation.
Auspicious, mahgal, adj.

Autumn, the autumn harvest, sdwnu, n.f.

Avarice, lobh 9 n.m.

Await, to, bit dekhnd
,
v.a.
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Jack, kar, n.m.

backward. See Late.

lacl, (1) worthless, naihj, adj. ; nirsd, adj. ; nedu, adj.: (2)

nasty, dirty, bhundd

,

adj.; kasut, adj.; JcastUA, adj.: (®'

feeble, weak, mania
,
adj. ; bodd, adj.

: (4) ill-made, karul,

adj. : (5) in composition bad is expressed by ko (see s.v.l,

as kosamd, bad times; kosahg, bad society, etc.

Hail, to go, to undertake as a surety, otnd, v.n.

Hale’, to, ulichhnd , v.a.

Hiiml, jot
,
n.f., a strip of iron or leather for repairing, pdti, n.f.

Bangle. See Jewellery.
Banker, shah , n.m.

Biinya, bakdl , n.m. ;
hdd, n.m.

Bare, nghnrd ,
adj.

Bark, (1) of tree, bakal
,
n.m.; (2) specifically of klkar or

v Imbar (acacia arabica and leiicophlcoa) few, n.m.

Barley, jaun
9
n.m.

,
,

Barren, bdnjh ,
n.f.; kdtar

,
adj. ; of cow or buffalo, baihlnn , n.f.

Barrier, dd
9
n.f.

Base, khowdr ,
adj.

Basket,’ (1) generally ddld 9 n.m.; (2) big round basket with

lid to contain clothes etc., patdr 9
n.m. ;

smaller, patari, n.f ;

(3) small jug-shaped basket to collect jdl berries bohni , n.f.

;

(4) bird-cage like baskets carried, bdngi—like for Ganges

water, tawr, n.f.
; (5) a small basket hung from the roof to

secure eatables etc., chhinkd ,
n.m. ; (0) a basket holding 10

or 12 seers of grain, palpi
,
n.f.

; (7) a small basket for taking

seed or food to the fields, boyd ,
n.m. ; (8) a small lidded

basket for keeping cotton for spinning, kdtni. katni, n.f.

Batten, in a mud roof, karanjd ,
n.m. ;

in thatch roof, bati 9
n.f.

See b.vv.

Bawl, to. lalkdmd ,
v.a.

Beaten, to be, mardwn& 9
v.n.

Beauty, hausld. n.m.
Became, 6aM, v.n. ;

defective.

Because of, kdran 9
postp.

Bed, khdt 9
n.f.

Before, in front of, $ohin 9
adv. or postp.

Behind, pdchhe 9
adv.

Bell (big), tdl 9
n.m.

Belly, kolchan, n.m.
Belt. See Waistband.
Bereft, hind 9 adj. , . _ . TL ...
Beyond, pardn 9

adv. or postp. (chiefly in Jhajja ).

Bickering, udh 9
n.f. ;

udham 9
n.f.

Big, baddd 9
adj.

Biggest, among several, baderd , adj.
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Billhook, for stripping sugarcane and reaping, ddti, ddhtx or

drinti , n.f.

Bin (1) a receptacle of clay for storing grain, kothi
, n.f.

: (2)

the same but smaller, kuthld, n.m.
; (3) smaller still, kuthll,

n.f.

Bind, to, to bind a p4gri carefully, chindmd
, v.a.

Bird, chir( 9 n.f.

Bitterness karwan t
n.f.

Blank, unused, kora, adj.

Blanket, kdmal 9
n.m ; lighter, kdrrdi

,
n.f.

Blights, (1) wheat rust, roli t n.f
; (2) an insect that blights

wheat when rain is excessive, kung >, n.f., puhgi
9
n.f.; (3» a

very small flv that injures wheat, ala
,
n m.

; (4) an insect

that blights b&jrd, ghadhi , n.f.; (5) an insect that injures

sugarcane, kansud , n.m. ; (6) rust on jowdr and bdjrd
9
khoird

,

n.m.
; (7) grasshopper that, damages young millets and

gram, pharkd
,
n.m.; (8) an insect that damages young

crops, 8undi
f n.f.

Blindish, nearly blind, jdkhrd
,
adj.

Blockhead, bkarwa ,
n.m.

Bloom, the white powdery bloom which protects the ripening

jow&r and bdjia, bur
,
n.m.

Blooming, lataurd
,
adj.

Blow, to, jhulnd
,
v.n.

;
dholnd

,
v.n.

Bodice, a gill’s bodice, kurti
,
n.f.

Body, deM, n.f.
;
gdt

9
n.in.‘; pindi, n.f.

;
sarir, n.m. ;

ang 9
n.m.

Boil, pakewd
,
n.m.

;
gurnri, n.f.

Boil, to, of vegetables, pulses or anything in water or milk,

rdndhnd ,
v.a.

Bone, karang , karank . n.m.

Boundary, (1) sfw, n.f., the circuit of a village’s lands ; (2) or9

n.f., generally; (3) boundary pillar between two villages,

odd, n.m.
; (4) trijunction boundary pillar, lyaunkhd, n.m.;

(5) edge ridge of fields, daul
t
n.f.

Bowels, of the earth, paintdi , n.m.

Boy, (1) generically, chhord , chhorat
,
n.m.

; (2) boy under 15 or

so, tdbar (used chiefly in the south of the district).

Bracelet. See Jewellery.
Bracket, a small mud bracket on wall, tdndi

9
n.f. ;

small wooden

bracket to bold lamp, dawdt 9 p.f.

Brahman, Bdhman 9 n.m.

Braid, to, g&ndnd, v.a.

Branch, of a tribe or raoe, khdp 9 n.f. ;
of a tree, ddlf

n.f.

Bread. See Wheat.
Bread-carrier, rctihdr

,
n.f.

Breast-covering, worn by married women, angx, n.f.

Breeze. See Wind.
Bribe, bribery, tor, n.m.

Bride, towrf, n.f.
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bridegroom, baurd, n.m.

Bright, ujld,
adj.

Broom, (1) coarse, mode of twigs, etc., rarkd, n.m. ; bauhkrd,
n.m. ; (2) fine, made usually of dab or pdni grass, buhdri

,

n.f.

Brother, bhayyd ,
n.m; own or full brother bv the same mother,

mdnjdydi adj. or n.m.

Brother-in-law. See s.v. Relation.

Brush. See Broom.
Bubo, j n.f.

Buck. See Antelope.

Bucket, iron bucket, dol, n.m. See also Well Gear.

Buffalo, (1) calf, kdtrd, n.m.
; (2) calf of two years or so, jhotfd ,

n.m. ; (3) heifer, kaiiyd or kdtri
,
n f

. ; (4) heifer of two years

or so, jhoiri or jhoti, n.f.
; (5) full-grown buffalo, whether

entire or not, jkotd , n.m ; (6) full-grown cow that has calved,

mains
,
bhain * , n.f.; (7) old cow, past bearing, khold, n.f.

See also s.v. Cow, where many of the words apply equally

to buffalo cows.
Building, chhdwd, n.m. ; the word appears to be used on a

survey of the accommodation from inside.

Bull, (1) khdtjar , dhkal ,
bijdr , n.m. ; (2) an ungelt bull used for

the plough, but not for breeding, dhdu, n.m.
Bulky, peild

,
adj.

Bullock, (1) a young bullock broken to the plough, ndrd , n.m.

;

(2) the full* grown bullock of the plough or cart, buld 9 n.m .

;

(8) half gelt bullock, barf , n.m.; (4) old bullock past

work, dhdndhd
, n.m. ; (5) bullock with horns bent down-

wards. jhungd
, n.m For younger animals, see s.v. Calf.

Bump, gad
9 n.f.

Bundle, (U a bundle of stalks of jowar or b&jrd, pult , n.f.

;

(2) bundle of grass, etc. ,
see s.v. Load ; (3) a bundle wrapped

in cloth, bandhej, n.m. ; (4) a round closed bundle, girt

gdnth
, n.f.

; (5) a bundle of eatables taken as a present,

kothl% 9 n.f.

Burn, to, ddhnd ,
v.a., ddjnd f v.n.

Burning ground. See Cremation-ground.

Business, dhandhd, n.m. ;
dhandd , n.m. ;

krit, n.f.

Bust (a woman’s), peti, n.f.

But, parf oonj.

Buttered, chopri

,

adj.
. . ,

Butterfly, patbijnd, n.m. ; a big black butterfly is bhaunrd, see

s.v.

Buttermilk, the pakH Uusl of the Panjab, rdhg, n.m.; cAM,

n.f. ; eft, n.f.

Buttock, chitar, n.m.
Buy, to, biedmi, v.a.

Byre, navhrd, n.m. See also $.v. Cattle-shed.
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Cadet. See Junior.

Cake, (1) a preparation of gut mixed with bread, Idpxi, n.f.

(2) sweet cakes made of flour, ghi, and sugar, sawali, n.f. ;

(3) wheat cakes cooked in ghi and sugar and eaten at

weddings, pwrd t n.m.
Calamity, sdrsati, n.f. See s.v.

Calf (1) up to one year of age, baihrkd
, n.m. ; (2) of one-and-ur

half or two years of age, ndrd
, n.m., baihrd, n.m.

; (3)

generally for the first two years of its life, bdchhrd, n.m.,

(4) heifer of 1 1 or 2 years of age, baihri
, n.f.

; (5) a second
calf with one already at foot, nativd

,
n.m.

Call, of an animal, bol
, n.m.

Call, to cattle, etc.,(l) driving bullocks or cows in the open, a
click with the tongue is made like an English driver's

; (2)

driving buffaloes in the jungle, huh huh ; (3) to turn a

bullock in plough or cart to the right, a-a (between the

sound of a and A) ; (4) as the last, to the left, barre : (5) to

make cows and buffaloes drink at the tank or well, chhe
; (6)

similarly to make buffaloes drink, he ho; (7) to call up cows

and bullocks from their watering, hi yo

;

(8) similarly to

call up buffaloes, dhe re; (9) similarly to call up horses o-n.

Called, to be, bajnd, v.n.

Caller, the menial who calls the village folk together, buld did ,

n.m.
Calling, summoning, buld

,
n.f.

Calotropis, c. procera, dk
t n.m. ;

plural is akidh.

Calves, collectively, of either sex, bdchhru
,
n.m

,
pi.

Camel, karhd
t
n.m. '- karheld

,
n.m.

Camelman, raibdrL n.m. ; raibdran , n.f. (a tribe).

Camelthom, jhohvxihsd , n.m. (alhagi maurorum).
Candle, bdti, n.f.

Cane, (1) sugarcane, ikh or ihkh, n.m.
; (2) a single cane of

the same, gahdd f n.m.
Capacity. See Power.
Caper, to, pJuiraknd

,
v.n.

Caper, capparis aphylla, kair
9
n.m. or f., pi. kairafiah ;

the

bud is barwd, n.m., and the fruit, tihd
,
n.f.; c. horrida,

hihs, n.m!
Capital (in trade), puhji

s
n.f.

*

Care. See Trouble.

Careful, (1) chaukas , adj.
; (2) especially of ploughing, nikahd ,

adj.

Careless, chaupat t adj.

Carpenter, khdti\ n.m. ; to this caste belong the carpenters of

most villages in the distriot : in a few they are badhi, n.m.

Carriage, gddl . n.f. ; bullock carriage, mahjhoU ,
n.f. ;

bullock

tonga, rerhu, n.m.
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Cart, (l) gddi, n.f., or bigger, gddd, n.m. ; (2) cart without side

wattles, ladhd; n.m.
; (3) trotting bullock cart, manjholi,

n.f.

Cash, rokra, n.m.

Onsleman, dud, adj. See s.v.

Cat, male, bild, n.m. ;
female bildi, n.f.

Caleb, to. See s v., otna, v.a.

Cattle, (1) generally ddhgar, n.m., pi.
;
dhor. n.m.; dhori, n.f.

;

(2) a herd of wild cattle bred from animals set free as a

vow, ram chaund, n.m ; (3) a herd of domestic cattle going

to graze, chaund, n.m. ; laihdd, n.m. ; (4) old cattle,

dhdhdd, n.m.

Cattle-dealer, tjhosi, n.m. (a tribe).

Cattle-shed, (l) the baithak that forms the entry of the house,

daUixz, n.f., pauli, n.f.; (2) a separate cattle-shed, nauhrd.

n.m.

Catllc-track See s.v. Path.

Cattle-yard, gher, n.m. ; ugdr (or by metathesis, guar), n.m.

Causo, kdran, n.m.

Caution, to, barjnd, v.a.

Celibate, jati, adj.

Censure, to, ddhind, v.a.

Certainly. See Surely.

Cesses, kharch, n.m.

Chaff, (l\ of muhg, moth, mash and goiodr, phalyar, n.m.; (2)

of jowar—used for fodder, kdndi, n f. ;
kahtx, n.f. ; i«)

of bajra—used for litter, bumbld, n.m.

Chain, (1) for measuring or surveying, jewri, n.f. ; (2) to secure

cart bullocks on the road at night, bel, n.f. ; (3) to secure

house doors, sdhkal, n.f. See also Jewvllbry.

Chain-man, mirdhd, n.m. This word was used in old limes for

a measurer, and is now sometimes used for the jaribkaAfi «

corruption of Dio Persian mirdeh.

Change (for money), phutkar , n.f.

Channel. See s.v. Watercourse, and Runnel.
,

Charity, cash paid to a Brahman after feeding him, (Uxchhwi,

n.f.

See s.v.

Chattering, bdfovdd
,
n.f. ;

kachkach, n.f.

Cheap, mandd , adj.

Chenopodium, c. album, baihwd, n.m.

Chest (of body) peti, n.f.

Chief, pardh&n, n.m., in verse corrupted to dMn.

Child, bdld, bdlak, n.m., ehhorat, n.m.—the latter w0^
18

for children generically also ;
Idl, Idla, n.m. (®

endearment).
Childhood, chhutpan, n.m.
• hildisbnees, dhmtpan, n.m.

. . a
Childless, ui, utndput, n.m., the feminine utoiwiputni is ased

among women as a term of abuse ;
wvpuM,, aaj.
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Chill, tdrd % n.ra.

Chopping-block, ne, n.f.

Christian, krdm f n.m.
Churn, to, bilond , v.a.

Churn, biloni, n.f.

Churning, the noise made by churning of milk, jhajrak
, n.f.

Churn staff, rayi , n.f.

Circle, huhdal. n.m.
Circuit, ol, n.f.

Circumstances, hawdl , n.m., comfortable circumstances, far
,

n.f., n.m., gaihre t n ra., pi., taht
,
n.m., To be in c.c.

fonf or gaihre baithnd
,

tdr baithnd, raj baithnd
,

&arrod.

Cistern, in which water is stored at the well, £ofM, n.m.
Clapping (of handB), n in.

Clay, ddkar
,
n.f.

Clean, (1) suthrd, adj.
; (2) of ploughing, nikahd , adj.

Clear, naro/, adj.

Clearly, nirdttd, adv.
Clear off. to (a debt), lahna

,
v.a.

Clear up, to, to collect things together, tidy up, sdmbJuirnd,

v a.

Clever, chdtar , adj.

Client, (l) of a moneylender, banjotd , n.m. ; (2) of a Bralunan,

or his clientele generally (Urdu jajmdn ), n.f.

Clock flee Water c'ock.

Close, lamne, adv.; laioe, adv.
Cloth, kdpar , n.m. ; the coarse country cloth used by zamin-

dars, chauhsi ,
n.f.

Clothes, (1) parhdn , n.m ; (2) a set of women’s clothes, til , n.f.

Cloud, imman, n m. ; megh, n.m.
;
ghatd, n.f.

;
gathering cloud?,

gan, ghan, n.m.
Cloudless, nor61, adj.

Cloudy, sabddli , adj.

Course, khar , adj.

Cobble, to. gubbbamd , v.a.
;

gremri, v.a. ; to get cobbled,

gaihwdnd , v.a.

Cobbling, gdhth, gdhth seth, n.f.

Cock, kukrd, n.m.
Coin, ndmd, n.m
Cold, (1) add, adj., ail, adj.; (2) eold weather, see Winter;

(3) a cold, influenza, kher, n.m., dhdhchar , n.m. ; (4) cold,

chilliness, silak, n.f. ;
aiydl, n.m.

Collect, to, iigdhnd, v.a. (of "money, etc.).

Collected, ikjhaure . adj., pi., bade, adj., pi.

Collection. See Subscription.
.

.

Combination, association of cattle or labour in cultivation,

dahgwdrd, n.m.
Come across, to. See Meet.
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Come out, to, likapid, v.a. (corruption of nikalnd).

Comfort, Arnnd, n.m.

Comfortable. See s.v. Circumstances.

Common-room, (1) the common building of a village or sub-
division of it, faros, pres, n.f. chopdr, n.f.

; (2) a small
fitting-place common to two or three families, katehrd,

n.m.

Company, sang, n.m.

Completed, to be. See Finished.

Complication, ajAns, n.f.

Conceal, to, luknd
,
v.a.

Condition, hawil
, n.m.

Condolence. See Mourning.

Confabulation, miskot
, n m.—a term introduced from the army.

Confusion, ghdld maid
,
n.m.

Congratulation, bhaddi, n.f. See also Hymn.
Connexion, lag

, n.f.

Consider, to, tnknd
, v.n.

(Constant, paddr
,
adj.

Constantly, nit
,
adv.

Contained in, to be, samand
,
v.n.

Contemporary, age-fellow, hdni
,
n.m.

;
hdn hotwin, n.m.

Contentment, santokh , n.m.

Contentious, kalhdrd , adj.

Continent, jaft, adj.

Contrary, one who acts beyond his station, ushtundi , n.m. i

Control, beyond control (of an animal), be has, adj.

Convenient, sit, adj.

Converse, to. See Talk.

Convert, a Jat or Jatni, converted to IMm, MM, n.m.; Midi,

n.f.

Cook, to, pond
,
v.a.

Cooking vessel, hdndi, n.f.

< ^-operation. See Combination

.

Cope with, to, tdn bajdnd
,
v.a.

Coping. See Thatch.

Corruption. See Bribery.

Cosharer. See Sharer.

Cotton, (1) cotton plant, bdfi, n.f.
; (2) ootton out in short

lengths ready for spinning, ptini, n.f. ; (3) a clump of

cotton opening in the pod, jhund
,
n.f.

Cotton seed, binawd
,
n.m, ;

when used for cattle fodder, also

called kdkrd, n.m.

Cotton stalk, baneti, n.f. See also Stalk.

Cotton thread, pdt, n.m.
Council. See Confabulation.

Country aide. See Widespread.
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Courage, dsahg
,
n f.

Courtyard, bagaf ,
n.m.

Cow, (1) a full-grown cow, one that has calved ga
, gaufi, n.f,

;

(2) barren cow (or buffalo) baihldn, n.f.
; (3) cow that won't

let its calf come near it or herself be milked binkut
, n.f.

:

(4) cow (or buffalo) that has failed to be covered at the

proper time pdlet
,
n.f.

; (5) cow (or buffalo) going off milk

bdkhfi , n.f.. binkut
,
n.f.

; (6) cow past bearing dhdhdhi
, n.f.

;

(7) ditto, of cow or buffalo, khold,\i.l.
9
dhdhk, n.f.; (8)

milch cow dhinu, n.f.

Cow-dung, (1) dried cakes of e., upld, n.m., gosd 9 n.m.: (2)

place reserved for making them pathwafd, n.m., (pdthnd.

to knead)
; (3) stock of them bitaurd

,
n.m.

Cowherd, pdli. n.m.
;
gowdl , n.m.

Crack, in building or in soil, tret , n.f.

Cradle, basket in which a woman carries her baby to the fields,

or swings him from the roof, palnd
,
n.m.

Crazy, bauld, adj.; khabbat
,
adj. or n.m. ; khabtdn 9

adj. or n.m.

Cremation-ground, chahdni
,
n.f.

Crest, of a sand hill, tibd
9 n.m.

Cringe, to, kantdnd , v.n.

Crippled, pdngld , opdhaj 9 upang 9
adj.

Crocodile, gdh
9 n.m. ;

karaunti n.f.

Crooked, bdhkd 9 adj.
;
ddd

9
adj.

;
bairuld, adj.

Crop, (1) sdkh, n.f.
; (2) the collected produce of a field, ready

for threshing, ghatnsdn ,
n.m.

Crop-watcher, rakhdla
,
n.m.

Crofls. See Displeased.

Cross, to, uldknd, v.a.

Crow, kdg
9
n.m.

;
kygld, n.m.

Crowd, ghamsdn
,
nim.

Crown, the tinsel crown worn by the bridegroom, maur ,
n.m.

Cruel, kathan 9 adj.

Cruelty, }vlmdnd9 n.m.

Crust, forming on the ground due to heat following slight rain-

fall, paprt, n.m.

Cry, dhdi % n.f.

Cry out, to, lalkdmd 9 v.a.

Cunning, dho 9 n.m. ;
thagdi 9 u.f

.

Cunningness, chatrdi 9 n.f.

Cup, of metal, bakhaurd , n.m. ;
katoru,*n.m . ;

kachold,
n.m., ditto

smaller, belied
,
n.m. ;

the lota is here oalled gadi, n.f.

Cupboard, a recess in the living room of a house for storing

grain etc., bisdl
,
n.m.; obrd 9 n.m.; ditto, smaller oon,

n.f.

Curse, to, kosnd
9
v.a.

Curved, bdnkd , adj. ;
ddd 9 adj. ;

bairuld,
adj.

Custom, bdt 9
n.f. ; dnt 9

n.f.
;
(see s.v. Agreement) ravaiyd s

n.m.

;

rft, n.f.
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Daeoit. See Bobber.
Damp. See Moist, Moisture.
Dampness. See Moisture.
Danger, danger from, fear of, anything dhdk, n.f.
Daughter, dhi, n.f.

Dawn, sakdli
, n.f., at dawn saJcdle.

,
1st day of either half of the month pirwd, n.f.
2nd

1 l 9 9 doj, n.f.

3rd * i - t 1 • tijt n.f.
4th

: i t 9 I 1 ehauth
, n.f.

5th
I 9 7 panchak or pdncheh

,

n.f.

6th » 1 ** II chhat
,
n.f.

7th If If II sdteh, n.f.

8th
II . 1 » If ashtmi or athen, n.f.

Oth ft >> IS naumin , n.f.

10th
9 9 SI 99 dasmin

, n.f.
llth ft 19 If ekddshi

, atkddshi
giydras or
n.f.

12th ft If If bdras, n.f. ; dawddshl ,

n.f.

13th 99 1 1 I 9 n.f.

14th 99 f f 1 1 chavdash , n.f.

last day of the dark half of the month, maims, mdosh
,

maush, n.f. ; last day of the light half of the month, puran-
mdtihi

, n.f., or puma, n.f., or puno , n.f.

Death, leal, n.m.
Debt, mdng

, n.f.

Decay, to. See Eaten away, to be.
Deceit, 1 dho, n.m. ; thagdi, n.f.

Deception, J damgaje
, n.m., pi.

Dec sion, nibefd, n.m.
Decline, to (of sun), dhalnd , v.n.
Decrease, to, ghatnd, v.n.; dhalnd , v.n.

Deep, dungd , adj.

Deference. See Respect.
Degraded, rajdld. adj See s.v.

Deficit, ghdtd , n.m.
Delay, aver, n.m. ;

tvdr , n.f.

Deluge. See s.v. Famine.
Dense, sanghnd, adj. See Stupid.
Deny, to, ndtnd, v.n.

Depression (in the ground, etc.) khadd , n.m.; See also Hollow.

Deputy, an E. A. C. IApti, n.m.
Deserted, a deserted house naddrad kudhi, n.f. ; of village, ajar ,

adj.
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Desolate, ehowpat, adj.

Destitute, hind, adj.

Die, to, utr jdnd, v.n.

Die-atamper, chhvpi, n.m. ; chhipa», n.f. (a caste).

Difference, antar, n.m.
Difficult, durlabh, adj.

Difficulty, (1) ant, n.f. ; ardhs, n.f. ; dkhH, n.f. {lit. holes or ruts

in a road) ; dubhar, n.m.
; (2) with difficulty, hardly maesdn.

adr.
,
or masadh te.

Dimple, khadd, n.m.
Direction, (1) (aide) of, n.f. ; hair, n.m.

; (2) in different directions

avid sauld, adj.

Dirt, kurd, n.m., of mud in water, gadhal, n.f.

Dirty, kasut, kaautd, adj. ; bhuhdd, adj.
;
of muddy water gddhhi.

adj.

Disagreement. See Dispute.

Discomfort, dubhar, n.m.

Discourse, ball, n f.

Discriminate, to, baehdmd, v.a. or n.

Disease, aedh, n.f. ; auaak, n.m.
Disgrace, hethi, n.f.

Disorder, ghald maid, n.m.

Displeased, to be rusnd, rusjdnd, v.n.

Displeasure, roe, n.m.

Dispute, aljhejd, n.m.

Distant, duretd, adj., a distant cousin, duretd bhdi,

Distinctive, adhl, adj. See s.v.

Distressing, kathan, adj.

Disturbance (noise, etc.), tantd, n.m.

Ditch] See Trench.

Dive, to, ddk mdrnd (this is the term for diving feet first).

Diving, ibald bttei, n.f. (head first).

Division, (1) of any thing, property, land, etc., batej, n.m.;

batuidrd, n.m.; (esp. for land) bdt, n.f.; (2) division per

stripes bir bat, ehuhdd bat, adj. or adv. ; (3) division per

capita bhdi bat, pdgri bat, adj. or adv.

Do, to, in sense of’to pass, to serve, nimbhnd, v.n.

Doing, done, krit, n.f. ;
kritang. See s.r.

Donkey, chdrvwd, n.m.
;
pohan, n.m.

;
ghoftd, n.m. ;

(the last

word, literally a small pony, is used for donkey also).

Door, a single door, khifak, n.m. ;
double doors, kovodf, n.m.

Drainage, rain water drained from high lands into tank or fields,

uprdAan kd pdni, n.m. ; dgam kd pdni, n.m.

Draw, to. See Pull, to.

Draw out, to, kddhnd, v.a.

Drill, a seed drill, omd, n.m.

Drip, to, jhimd, v.n.

Dripping (of water), jhird. So the term is used for a surplus

supply in any branch of the canal.
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Drive off, to, tdhnd, v.a. ; khednd, v.a.

Drought, sokd, n.m.

Prop (of water), sitak, n f.

Droppings, of cattle, pioked up in the jungle ornd, n.m.
;
of

birds, bUhd, n.m.

Dropsy, jrtlahdhar, n.m.

Dmwn, dob dend, v.a.

Diy, unsavoured, Idkhd, adj.
; so dry bread is lukhi rotL

,
Diy up, to. See Exhausted, to be (of tank).

Dung, kufd, n.m. See also Dripping and Cow-dung.
Dungheap, kuji, n.f.

; kurfi, n.f.

Dust, dhul, n.f.

Dwelling, ids, n.m.

Kir. of bdjrd. wheat or barley, bdl, n.f. See also Head.
Early, xudhdh, adv.

;
early sown or ripening, agetd, adj. ; taheid,

adj.

Earned, khatyd, p.p. See s V.

Eairing. See Jewellery.
Earth, (1) land, dharti, n.f.

; (2) soil, dharti, n f. ; mail, n.f.
; (3)

the world, prilhmi, pirthi, n.f.; (4) bowels of the earth,

pnihtal, n.m.
; (5) of animals, see Hole.

Eaithquako, hdlan, n.m.
Ease, dnahd, n.m.
East, ugam, ugman, n.m.
Eastern, vgmanu adj.

East wards, ngmandh, adv. (preceded by te).

East wind, pifwd, n.f.
;
purd, n.f.

;
piped bdl, n.f.

Easy, 8ahj, adj.

Eatables, tied up in a doth and sent as a present to relations

etc., kothli, n.f.

Eaten away, to be—of wood, bijhnd, v.n

Eating, bhojan, n.m.
Ebullition, uphdn, n.m.
Edge, or, n.f.

Effort, hangd, n.m.
;
yatan, n.m. ;

Ichabdhat, n.f. ; sinister effort,

kotak, n m. ; by an effort with difficulty, hange, adv. See

also s.v. Difficulty.

Eighth, of a lunar half month, ashtmi, n.f. ; ithen, n.f.

Either, keh, conj.

Eject, to, tdhnd, v.a. ;
lchedni, v.a.

Eld. See Age.
Elder, the elder councillor of a village

;
(there is generally one for

each) ihold, tholeddr, n.m.
Eldest, among several, baderd, adj.

Elephant, gaj, n m. ...
Eleventh, of a lunar half month, atkdieM, ekddehl, n.f. ;

gtydrae.

n.f
;
giyde, n.f.
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Elope, to, udhalnd , v.n.

Else. See Foreign.

Eluded, to be, talnd
, v.n.

Emancipation, 'mukat, n.f.

Embrace, kaidi. n.f. (lit. the outstretched arms).
Embrace, to, kauli bhamd

, v.a.

Empty, r!td, adj. ; thothd, adj.
;
sund, adj.

End, to, to come to an end, sdnpafnd
, v.n.

End (aim), ant
,
n.m.

Endeavour, dsang, n.f. (Urdu himmat); ill endeavour, kotak
n.m.

Endurance. See Pluck.

Endure, to, hhognd
,
v a.

Enemy, bairi, n.m.
;
bairan

,
n.f.

Energetic. See Vigorous.

Enmity, khardsat, n.f.; irkhd
,
n.f.; bair , n.m.; kadawat. n.f.

;

lag, n.f.

Enquire, to. See Ask.

Entangled, to be (in difficulties), uljhnd, v.n.

Enter, to, bamd, v.n.

Entertain, to (at meals), jimdnd, v.a., esp. of a Brahman,
neavltnd

,
v.a.

Entertained, to be, jimnd, v.n.

Entertainment, neautd
, n.m. (usually of a Brahman).

Entire, sagld, adj.

Entirely, dahoh ,
adv.

Entry, of village. See Gate.

Equally, baron brdbar
,
adv.

; brdbar, adv.

Erect, khald. adj. (the ordinary Urdu khafd is also in use).

Errand, doing errands—

‘

c

fagging ” to another village, gaminn ,

n.m.

Eruption. See Hash.

Escaped, to be, talnd, v.n.

Essence, jdn bindn, n.m.

Evaded, to be, talnd v.n.f.

Evening, sdnjh, n.f.

Evil, kukram , n.m.

Evil-liver, luchd, adj. (especially in sexual relations).

Exactly, theth
,
adv.

;
thoth, adv.

Exaggerator, labdf, n.m., amongst women duti, n.f., is used.

Exalted, uttam
, adj.

*

Excess, badhd, n.m.—e.g., a rent may be the revenue with so

much bdiha over and above.

Excessive, badhau, adj. ; antkd, adj. adv.

Excrement, human, guih, n.m.
;
of birds, biihd, n.m.

Excuse, mis, n.f.

Exhausted, of soil etc., bodd .

Exhausted, to be, (1) fatigued, chhiknd
, v.n. ;

kantdnd, v.n. ; (2)

to come to an end, or of a tank to dry up, sdnpafndt
v.n.
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Exhortation, updeah
,
n.m.

Expect, to, bat dekhnd
,
v.a.

Exposure, exposure to injury, uldf, n.m. ; e.g., my field gets over-
run by monkeys, inert kiydri bandaran he uj&r men se.

Extravagance, phanlidun
, n.m.

Extravagant, chhatord

,

adj.

E\e, nain

,

n.m.

Eyelid, paint, n.f.

Eyesight, tyattr, n.m

F
Face, mukhfd , n.m.
Faction, n f.

Factory, pencil
, n.m.

Fade, to, kamldna
,
v.n.

Fagging. See Errand.
Fail, to miss the mark or opportunity, tfjfcnr/, v.n.

Fair. Sec Satisfactory.

Fvkir, modd, n.m
Fall down, to, dhai papid

,
v.n.

Fall in with, to. See Meet.
Fallow, land left fallow for cattle to graze on, pafet , n.f.

Falsehood, bakhefd . n.m.
Family, fad, n.m.
Famine, faif, n.m.

; if due to excess of rain or flooding it is pan-

kdh n.m.
Famous, to be, tapnd, v.n.
Fan, Irijnd, n.m.
Far, paran, adj. or postp. (chiefly Jhajjar). See also s.v. Dis-

tant.

Farmer, kasdn
, Icaasdn

,
n.m., esp. of a good farmer; a bad one

is tlioth, n.m.
Fashionable, bdnkd, adj.
Fasting, langhan

,

n.m.
Fat, petld, adj., an excessively fat man, padaufd, n.m.
Fate, harm, n.m.

;
learnt, n.f.

Father, babu , n.m.
;
pitd, n.m., the latter chiefly by pandits,

but also in Jhajjar by Jats
;
peo

,
n.m. father’s home (of a

woman) peoadl , n.f.

Father-in-law. See s.v. Relation.
Fatigued, to be, kantdnd ,

v.n.

Favour, sidn, n.m.
Fear, daihshat

, n.f. ; bhau ,
n.m. ;

fear of danger from, dhdk, n.f.

Fear, to, of an animal, to be shy; bidhaknd, v.n.

Fearless nirbhai, adj.
Feast. See Funeral-feast.
I' east day, in honour of DurgA; nyaurtd, n.m. See s.v.

Feathery, ttiar pankhd, adj.
' '*

Feeble, (odd, adj. ; mdfd, adj. See also Weak.
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Feed, to, ntmd, v.a. (i.e. to feed animals). See also Entertain.
Fence, thorn fence, dhihlcnr, n.m.; small sticks put round to

fence a field, chhafi, n.f. ; if large, chhapd, n.m.
; for fence

of a sugar press see Soreen.

Fertility, sarsdi, n.f.

Fester, pakewd, n.m.
Festival, girls’ festival on 3 Sudi Sawan, tij, n.f.

Few. See Rare.

Field, kydr, n.m. ; smaller, kydri, n.f., khdpri, n.f.
; small and

uneven field, mahgrd, n.m.
;
small and lowlyina, ddbfd, n.m.

Fifteenth, of lunar half month, piirnd, n.f.
;
puranmtUht, n.f.

Fifth, of lunar half month, pahehak, n.f.
;
pdhehen, n.f.

Fighting. See Quarrelling—of a number of persons, muthber.

n.f.

Filial, mptit, n.m.
Fill up, to, to stop a leakage, muhdnd, v.a., to fill up a tank or

well, ahtnd, v.a.

Filth, kujd, n.m.
Fine, thddd, adj., a fine young man, bard thddd jawdn. See

Strong, Handsome.
Fine, dahd, n.m.
Finger, ahgal, n.f.

Finished, to bo, nimbapid, v.n.
;
par papid, v.n.

Fire, dhch, n f.

Firefly, pat bijnd, n.m.

Firewood, ihdhan, n.m.

Firm, cliauk s, adj., of soil, khatkhatd, adj.

First, at the first attempt, or first of all, pahlam chot, adv.

First-born, jelhd, adj.

Fissure. See Crack.

Fix, to. See Settle, to.

Fleece, of sheep, kun, n.f.

Flesh, mds, n.m.

Flinch, to, kantdnd. v.n.

Fling down, to, ghalnd, v.a.

Flippancy, auU bdt, n.f.

Flood, \ daihr, n.m.

Floodlands, / dahr, n.m.

Flour, chan, n.m.

Fly away, to, udnd, v.n. , . „ . a
Fodder, (

I )
niydr, n.m. ;

bdnt, n f.
; (2) fodder given to bullocks

at midday, jawdrd
, n.m. See also sub v. Straw, Leaves,

Grazing, Zizvphus.

Fog, dhumar, n.f.

Foliage, of kikar, jdhd or rauhjh, lung, n.m.

Folk, of men, log, n.m. pi. ; of women, lugdl, n.f., pl>

Folly, <B, n.f. , , fll„

Food, (1) khdid, n.m.
;
bhojan, n.m. j (2) the ordinary food ot^

people of fermented millets, rdbri, n.f. ; (3) food givoo
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Br<ahman at mawas or kandgat before helping oneself, hatkdr

n.rn.; (4) cooked grain given to women who come on aus-

picious occasions to sing, bakli
,
n.f.

Fool, tholh, n.m. ;
murakh , n.m. & f.

;
dundi, n.m.

; kuf, n.m.

:

ciuttiyd ,
n.m. (see s.v,). See also Idiot.

Foolish, naddn ,
adj.

;
mvrakh, adj.

Foolishnt ss, pachham budhi> n.f.

Foppish, banka , adj.

Forbid, to, alaknd, v.a.
;
barjnd , v.a.

Force, Jvtiigd] n.m. ;
by force, hahge

,
adj.

Forehead, mastak, n.m.

Foreign. See Outsider—another village than 0110*8 own, pah

gam, n.m.
;
someone else’s, prdi

,
adj.

Forest .
(i) ban ,

n.m.; bankhahd, n.m.; (2) small jungle round

a village, haul, n.f.; (3) a grass preserve or wood, bifh,

n.m.

Forgetfulness, ukchuk
,
n.f.

Fork. See Pitchfork,

formed, to be, rachnd, v.11 .

Former, paililfd ,
adj.

Fortunate. See Prosperous.
# #

Foundation, —of the kup (q.v.) made of cotton stalks, gonnana 9

n.m.

Foundling, pdlti
,
n.m.

Four cross roads, chordha, n.m.

Four pronged, chosang, adj.

Fox, hbdh
,
n.f.

Fraud, dlio
,
n.m.

Friday, aukkar, n.m. ;
Friday’s sukkarwdn, adj.

,

Friend, (1) a close acquaintance, dhabi, n.m. ;
mu, n.m. ;

mttr,

n.m. ;
mad, n.m., or—used of third parties only, prUi, n.m.

;

(2) a guest, mintar, n.m.; (3) well-wisher, kindly disposed,

mjjan, n.m.

friendship, dhah, n.m. ;
maidhjd, n.m. See also Love.

Kiinge. See JKWELLEHY.
Frontal, masonry front of an adobe house, maunra, n.m.

Front of, in, sohin, adv. or postp.
,

Fuel, indium, n.m. ;
crushed cane stalks used as such at press

is khoi, n.f. See also Cowdung.

Funeral feast, jag, n.m. ;
kdj, n.m.

Furrow, khud, n.m.
Futurity, dgam, n.m.

0

1 arnet, Idlfi. n.f.

• iate, entrance of village, phalsd, n.m.

I iathering. See Festering.

(hue, to, lakhdnd, v.n.
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Gazelle, chakdrd
, n.m. (arter which a got of Jats is named).

mirg
t n.m. ; kalpuchhid , n.m.

Gentleman, dhaidposh
, n.m. See s.v.

Germinate, to, upajnd
,
v.n.

Get in, to, 6aptd, v.n.

Ginner, cotton-ginning machine, belan
,
n.m.

Girl, chhori, n.f. eh, girl! Ti (interj.)—this is used to women
in their native village only.

Give up, to, tajnd, v.a.

Gluttonous, lard , adj.

Go away, to, dijarnd

,

v.n.

Go back, to, see go away.
Goad, sdhta, n.m.
Goat, ajhd

,
n.m., fem. ajhah

, n.f.

God, mdlik , n.m.; sahib, n.m.
Gold, kahchan

, n.m. ; harts, n.m.
Good,*u£, chokhd

,
khard (pure, prime), ettfd, kdmal (used in

most senses ot yaka), adj. As an attribute of a woman
scdwahti, adj f.

Good-looking, bdhkit.

Goodness, grtm, n.m.
Got, to be,—as rnilnd in that sense

—

thyaumd
,
v n.

Gourd, kachri
,
n.f.; see s.v. Kdkfi, n.f. and aryd, n.m., are

kinds of cucumbers.
Grace, hausld , n.m.
Grain, a single grain of any cereal, toil, n.f.

; or poet, iuityvi.

n.m.
Grain-dues, grain given to menials at sowing time is ori, n.f..

and at spring harvest, Idn , n.m.
Gram, a single plant of gram, bunt

,
n.m.

Grandfather, maternal grandfather’s house, nansdl,
n.f.

Grass, main grasses of district are cynodon dactylon, di/M, n f.-

called jdbar, n.m., when rank and deep; eragrostis cyno-

suroides, ddbh, n.f.
;
saccharum spoilt aneum, karts, n m.

.

anatherum muricatum, jhuhd , n.m. ; or gdhdar, n.m. ;
sac-

charum munja, sar
, n.m. ; cyperus rotundus?

,
motyd, n.m.

Grasshopper, kisdri, n.f. attacks gram
;
phafkd ,

n.m. attacks

millets. The painted grasshopper (poeoilocera picta) liv-

ing largely on ak is Ram ki gdye
,
n.f.

Grazing, (1) grazing buffal >es during the night in rainy season,

yasar
,
n.f.

; (2) tending cattle lo another village to pasture,

got , n.m.
Grazing fees, (1) taken by owners of village from non-owners.

dhg, n f.
; (2) taken by herdsmen for looking after another

man’s cattle, bit, n.f.

Greasy, choyfi% adj.

Greens. See Shoots.

Grind, to, ghotnd , v.a.

Grow, to, of crops, upajnd, v.n.
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(iuard, pahra
,
n.m. ; keeping guard at nisrht sentry duty, sort-

sat, n.f.; crop watching, rakhwdl
,
n.f.

; a guard pahru, n.m.
(ruest.mmfar,n.m.

;
traveller putting up witli one, bateau, n.m.

(rrnde. See Messenger.

Ciur. a 4-seer lump of guf, the unit of the sugar press. Mf, n.f.

H

Habit, rabbd
,
n.m.

;
dhdl

,
n.m.

Hairless, rnmdd ,
adj.

Hairy, head, adj.

Half and half, ddham ddh, adv.

Half maund. dhaun
,
n.m. (*20 seers).

Half-sharer. See Sharer.

Halo, kundal, n m., of moon, jalaihri
,
n.f.

Halt, to, dalnd
,
v.n.

;
tkamnd, v n.

;
thdmnd, v.a.

Hamlet, dhdnd , n.m.—smaller, dAdni, n f. (usually used of ten-

ants' hamlet in the middle of an estate).

Handle, of a goad, paini, n.f.
;
driving handle of plough, hathd,

n.m.
; wooden handle of any implcm *nt, bintd. n.m.

Handsome, sdmthd
,
adj. ; svtd, adj. : autra, adj.

Happiness, kusd, n.f.

Happy, resi, adj. See s.v.
;
raji.

Hard, Ichar, adj.
;
cruel, kathan, adj.; karfd, adj.. exactly cor-

responds to the Urdu aakhl in all its senses

Hardly, maaadn
,
adv.

;
maaadn te, razd karke.

Hardship, chdld
,
n.m.

Hare, sued, n.m.

Hark re , n, interj.

Harrow, flat clod-crusher is maij, n.m., or aohdgd, n.m. ;
a round

Hod-crusher is belan
,
n.m.

;
giffi or ghirfi ,

n.f ;
kolu or

koMu
% n.m. ;

smaller, kdr%> n.f.

Harrow, to (to put harrow on ground), majdnd, v.a.

Harvest, sikh, n.f. See also Autumn and Spring.

Harvesting, Idwnt, n.f. ;
Idmni , n.f.

Harvest dues, spring harvest dues of menials, Idn, n.m. ;
langa,

n.m.

Haste, taid, n.f.

Head, ate, n.m.; head of a branch canal, etc., mohf&d, n.m.

;

head of jowdr
,
aartd, n.m., of maize, kukri, n.f. See also

Ear.

Headman, mukaddem
,
n.m.

Headstrong. See Obstinate.

Heap, to. See Pile, to.

Heait, hirdd
f n.m. ;

man, n.m.

Heat, hot weather of 4 months, khared t
n.m. ;

still moist neat,

ghat, n.f.
;
still dry heat, maehkd, n.m. ;

dahm ,
n.m. ;

sun s

heat, ghdm, n.m. ;
mofd ,

n.m.
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Heat, to, tana
,
v.a.

Heated, to be, /nmo, v.n.

Heat-stricken, of a cow—ghdmaf, adj. and n.f. See s.v.

Heaven, swarg, n.m.

Heavy, ihddd ,
adj.

Heifer, of a year or so, haihfki
,
n.f.

;
baihji, n.f.

;
generally up

to 2 years or so, bdchhfi, n.f.
;
bachhiyd , n.f. ;

buffalo heifer,

katiyd, n.f. ;
kdtri, n.f.

Height, sikhar, n.m. ; sikharaht ,
n.m.

Held, to he, samdna . v.n. (to he contained in).

Hell, nirk< n.m.

Help, dsrd , n.m., parmeshwar ke dsre te, by God s help.

Herd, chaund
,
n.m. ; laihdd , n.m. ;

khark, n.m.

Herdsman, gowdh n.m.
;
pa7i. n.m.

Here, are or are , adv.. if, adv.

Hero, «wr, n m.
;
gahgwar

,
n.m. ;

monyd. n.m.

Hide, to, luknd, v.a.

Hill, ///erf, n.m.
;
sand hill, thali, n.f.; crest of sand hill, tibbti.

n.in., tibd, n.m.

Hinder, to, khundnd
,
v.a.

Hip, kukh, n.f.

Hither, if, adv.. mghe. adv.

Hoe, hand hoe for stubbing grass, etc., khurpd, n.m.; long

handed hoe for weeding, kasauld ,
n.m.

Hoe, to, nalaund . v.a.

Hoed, to be, naiad . v.n.

Hog, 6am, n.m.

Hole, (1) of large animals, esp. wolf, nnL n.m.; (2) of small

animals as snake, mouse, etc., bil
,
n.m.

; (3) of a big snake,

bambt , n.f.
; (4) hole made by scraping out earth for plaster-

ing, etc., ghogh, n.m.
; (5) a small hole, moghld

,
n.m. ; (#)

hole or rut »n a road, dkhli, n.f.
; (7) hole in a roof, see ven-

tilator.

Hollow, a small lowlying plot of ground, ddbfd ,
n.m.

Hollow, thotha, adj.

Home, (1) locative, ghardn, e.g., ghardh jd\ (2) woman s father-

in-law’s home, sdsrd , n.m. ; (3) man’s father-in-law s home,

sasrdr, n.m; (4) woman’s father’s home, pihar, n.m.;

peosdl ,
n.f.

; (5) maternal grandfather’s home, ndn&rf, n.m.

;

nansdl

,

n.f.
; (6) husband’s house, pfcd/, n.f.

Honour. Idj , n.f. ;
man, n.m.

;
pat, n.f. See also Respect.

Hoof, khurd, n.m.

Hop, phudak ,
n.f.

Hope, ds, n.f.

Horned, singal , adj.

Hornet, tatayd, n.m.

Hornless, \nuhdd, adj.

Horse, turd, n.m. ; twang, n.m

Hot, tdt, adj.
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Housekeeping, gharwdsd. n.m.

Hmisewife, kalwanti
, adj. f., the word describes all that the

model housewife should be.

However, a'bal
,
adv.

Huh. pihdd (of a spinning wheel). See als> under Well
Dear.

Hungry, nimd bdsi, adj.

Hunt to. See Search, to.

Hurry, tind n.f.

Hurry, to, bhdjna. v.n. (to run, go quickly), bauhrnd
,

v.n. (to

overtake)

.

Hurt, kotak, n.m.

Husban 1, kahlh or kantha , n.m.
;
pi. n.m.

;
piyri. n.m.

;
bhartdr

,

n.m.
;
husband’s house, pisal

,
n.f.

Husbandman. See Farmer.

Hymn, hymn of congratulation, mangla clidr. See s.v.

I
v

Idea, i
iydn

,
n.m.

Idiot, diindi. n.m.. as a term of abuse badi buchh , n.m. See

also Fool.

If, yc, eonj.

Ignorant, naddn , adj. (of a child).

Ill, dukhdld
,
adj. See also Evil.

Illconduoted
,
tuphdni

,
adj., fern, tuplidnan. The word seems

primarily to mean liar, lying,

lllfavouied, kvlachhan, adj.

Illness ausak
,
n.m.

;
sedh n.f.

;
rog

,
n.m.

Immediately, turt, adv. See also First.

Increase, badhd. n.m.

Indifferent, mdfd, adj. (of quality).

Indigent, bafd'jngi ,
adj.

Individual, not joint, naukrd
,
adj.

Indulgent, of self, chhahrd . adj. See also Gluttonous.

Industry, physical
,
paclichat or pachartt ,

n.f.
;
mental, jhakkat or

jhakant, n.f.

infantry, herd
,
n.m.

Influenza, Mer, n.m.
;
dhanchar

,
n.m.

Information. See News.
Ingrate, mundchafd ,

adj. and n.m. See s.v.

Inheritance. See Division.

Insect. See Blight.

Inside, adv. and postp.; mdhn
,
adv. and postp. More

often the meaning of the latter word is
4 jointly with.

Insistence afdns ,
n.f., constructed with Idnd.

Instalment, khaAdhi
t
n.f.

Instigate, to, vbhdmi ,
v.a.

Intelligence, eodAt, n.f. See also News.i
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Intelligent, chaukas, adj. ; sud, adj.

Intercalary (month) , lauhg, n.m.
Intercourse, meht, n.f., land or side of a village in which one's

business or coming and going lies, her muhdr, n.m. ;hdmJ,
n.m.

Interdiction, bahdhej, n.m.
Interest, bid), n.m.

;
miltt, n.f. (of money).

Invisible, alekh, adj., an attribute of God.
Involuntarily. See Perforce.

Irregular. See Uneven.
Irresponsibility, ghdld mala. See s.v.

Irrigation. See Watering.
Irritation, of the skin, Ichdj, n.f

Island, tdpu
,
n.m.

J

Jackal ,gadar, n.m.
;
sdl, n.m.«

Jamb, bdjti, n.m. (of door).

JBWELi.EKy , turnb. n.f.. a collective term; specific sorts are as

follows :

—

Glass bangle, chttp , n.f. (always put off by a widow).

Plain silver bangle, pachheli, n.f., this is worn above the chitri

Massive bracelet, kdhgni, n.f., worn below the chvfi.

Armlets (worn on the biceps)
,
bdju band or bdju chunk (this

is a massive ornamental article with two or more silver

bosses) ; bdjA phul, n.m. (like the above but with only

one boss) ; tdd, n.f. (a deep solid silver armlet with a

heavy rim—put on after makldioa ) ; bdju , n.m. (this

generally consists of a string of rupees).

Anklets, haft, r..f. (a plain silver anklpt); bdkfi, n.f. (a twisted

anklet going over the instep)
; kafd, n.m. (an anklet worn

by men only and on the right leg only).

Earrings, biijni, n.f. (ear studs)
;
murki, n.f. (very small ear*

rings worn by men only)
;
ddndd, n.m. (big ornamental

earrings)

Fingerrings, chhald, n.m. (a plain finger ring) ;
ahg&thi. n.f.

(for a jewelled or otherwise ornamented ring) ;
moihar ,

n.f. (signet ring).
,

Nose rings, ddhdl, n.f. (a small ring worn only to keep tne

hole open)
;
noth, n.f. (a large nose*ring wom only after

marriage).

Necklaces, nahsld, n.m. (a massive neoklace worn close round

the neok)
;
jhdlrd, n.m. (a long hanging neoklace made of

rupees) ; rupayyd, n.m. (a single rupee attaohed to a

string and worn dose round the neck by men and boys

efficacious against disease) ;
kahfhi, n.f. (a neoklace wom

dose round the neok by men and boys)
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Waist chain, tdgp. n.f. (a silver chain worn by men and bovs
only).

Silver work on the arm hole of ahgi
, (bodice), kutao. n.m.

Silver fringe, tothe
4

dopatti,’ falling over the forehead
;
ghun-

ghat

,

n.m., rnuhh kd chhdj
, n m.

Jingle, to,' thanaknd
,
v.n.

Jogi, jognd
, n.m. (used in a contemptuous sense -a mere jogi).

Joint, sajhid
,
adj.

Jointly with }
mm ' ftdv - and P081 '

1 '

Jump, phudak
, n.f.

Jungle, a/a>, n.m. (waste)
;
$ee afeo Forest.

Junior, lahaufd, adj. (of two wives, sons, branches of a family

etc.)

Justice, nisdf

,

n.m. ; nyn, n.m.

Iv

Keen. See Sharp.

Kindness, gun. n.m. <

King, nirp
,
n.m.

Kiss, makho, n.f. (cp. with dend)\ mithi
,
n.f (op. with lend).

Knead, to, gnhdhnd
,
v.a.

;
pdthnd , v.a.

;
guhdnd

,
v.a.

Knee, grodd, n.m.

Kneeling, tedd, adj.

Knot, dAf, n.f., poetically, dAtf, n.f.; grdA/A, n.f.

Knowledge, bidyd or wdyd, n.f.
;
news, biaurd or beanrd , n.m.

;

(the Ate5r of Urdu),

L

Labour, khabahat , n.f.
;
pachchat or pachaht , n.f. ;

mental, ytob

^ or jhakaht , ni. ;
ability to labour, labouring, Corner, n.f.

Labour, to, pachhnd . v.n.

Labourer, kamerd
,
n.m.; kameri, n.f.; kammdu

,
n.m.; farm

servant engaged by the year, barsaudhiyd
,
n m.

Ladle, poiwd, n.m. (for oil).

Lair, fifee Hole.

Lake, sarwar . n m.
Lame, ItdAd, adj. ;

upahg, adj.
;
opdhaj, adj.

Lamp, the small lamp used at shrines or for illumination at

Diwali etc., chughfd or chlghrd, n.ra.

Land,

(

1) generally, ‘soil,’ soandso’s ‘land,’ dterrf, n.f.; rarer,

ftteuA, n.f.
; (2) lands of a village, the village area, sflm*

dwd, n m.
; (3) land successively cultivated in both harvests,

dotal
,
adj.

; (4) soil once irrigated but now hard and thirsty,

lard, Wfd, adj.; (6) loam, rausli, n.f.; stiff loam, tnortfr,

n.f.
; clay, defter, n f.

; (8) lowlying flooded land, imhrl or

dahfi, adj. ;'

(7) light sand, 6Md, n.f .; (8) high-lying
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sandy land, (kali, n.f. ; crest of a sand hill,fi&d n.m., tibbd,

n.m.; (9) hard land full of limestone nodules, kakerld or

kakreld, adj.; (10) unirrigated land, brard, bdngru , adj
;

(11) dry land of Hissar, Bikanir and such like. bagn?,

n.tn. ; bdgfl or bdgfu, adj.; (12) soil that is soft, having

home an unirrigated rabi crop, especially gram, umrd
,

n.m.
; (13) soil that is hard from having borne a kharif

or irrigated rabi crop, tdpaf, n.f.; (14) soil ploughed in

Bhddoh and left ready for spring crop, bhadwdf , n.m. ; (15)

bare ground outside dbndi
,
where cattle stand, etc., gord,

n.m.; (16) bare ground round a tree or platform, sahtar
,

sahtal
,
n.m.; (17) high ground formed by excavation round

a tank, pal, n.m.
; (18) high bare ground from which drain-

age goes into a tank, uprdhan, n.f.
; (19) saline soil, kalar

,

kt'ilar, n.m. : shor n.m.
;
ran

,
n.m.

Landowner. (I) with a share in the common property of the

village, bisweddr
,
n.m.

; (2) an outsider who has been given

land in the village, but has no share in the common pro-

perty, bhanhbhm
,
n.m.

Lapwing, tatiri, n.f. (the red-wattled lapwing or * did you do it*

of the Anglo-Indian).

Large, baddd
, adj.

Last, last year, par ke, pur ke sal
,
n.m. ;

last year but one, prdr

ke sal. Next but two in either direction, parld, adj.

Late, and bar. adv. ; late sown, backward, held. adj.
:
pachhetd ,

adj.

Lateness, war
,
n.f.

Latter, pnchhld , adj.

Laughter, hahsi, n.f.

Law (iii), one’s own child’s parents-in-law, sambandhi ,
n.m.;

sambahdhan
,
n.f. ;

this is the relationship which the parents

of the husband and wife bear to each other

—

cf . Mother-in-

law. Fathor-in-law, Relation, etc.

Lay, to, Idna
,
v.a.—this is apparently a local form of lagdnd.

Laziness, dlkas, n.m.

Leader, the leader pair of bullocks in a cart, belt,
n.m.

;

n.m. The word dhori, which is the wheeler pair, is used

metaphorically for a leader of men.
Leaf, pdt t n.m.; dried leaves of gram used as fodder, khdr f

n.m. ; of muhg, moth and ufd, pdtti, n.f. ; top leaves of the

cane cut off before stripping, gold, n.m. See also under

fodder and zizyphus.

Learner, sikhdar
,
adj. (e.g. of a bullock learning his work).

Least, at, albat
,
adv.

Leather, chain, n m.
Left (not right), khabbd , adj. ;

aula, adj.

Leisure, ulgds, n.f., at leisure, nifrdm, adj.

Leisured, nifrdm, adj.

Leisurely, sahj, adj.
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Less, ghat, adj.

Letter, dhkh, n.m. (of alphabet).

Level, pndrd , adj.

Liar, tuphanl. n m.
; lobar, n.m.

;
tuphdnan .\\A. Set also Exag-

gerator.

Lie down, to, to lie outstretched. pa.*arnd
t
v.n.

Life, jw, n.m. ;
a life in the series of transmigrations, jun , n.m.

;

life and soul of anything, jdn bindn
,
n.f.

Lift, bucket lift used for getting canal water on to high land,

dr/7, n.f.

Lift-man, the man who works the above, ddliyd , n.m. ; dalhiydii,

n.m.
Light, halwd , adj. (of soil, or weight).

Lightning, bij, n.f. ; ddmni , n.f.
;
flashes of lightning in opposite

directions, avlean savlcan , n.f.

Like, samdn ,
postp.

Limb, ang , n.m.
Line, reM, n.f. ; a line of mrson ,

etc., sown across another crop,

dd, n.f*

Lintel, bdju , n.m.
Lion, shinh, n.m.
Litter, chebfd ,

n.m. (of pigs).

Live, to, brdjnd
,
v.n.

Living, bisdsai
,
n.f. ;

a living house, bisdsat kd ghar ; ability to

live or maintain oneself in a place, baseba , n in.

Load, r/tm, n.f. (e.#., a donkey’s load) ; Zddfd n.ni. (a small load

of fodder such as a boy can carry)
;
sdhlhri ,

n f. (as much
fodder as a man can hold in his arms); barhotdL n.m. (as

much grass or fodder as a man can carry on his head).

Loafing. See Uninvited.
Loam, rosll, rauslt, n.f.

;
a stiff loam, motydr , n.f.

Loan, a Government agricultural loan, tigdi 9
nf. (corruption of

takavi). [n.m.

Locust, tidi, n.f. (full grown) ;
a swarm of creeping locusts, katif.

Long-legged, lamtangdy adj.

Look at, to, lakhdnd
,
v.n.

Loose, mokldy adj.

Loss, totd, n.m. ;
deficit, ghdfd, n.m.

Louse, jum, n.f.
;
jun

,
n.f. {jun is also the name of a tribe of

Ja+s)

.

Love, hit, n.m. ;
dhab n.m.; neh 9

n.m. ;
used of third parties and

not of oneself, prit, n.f.

Lovely, manbharA ,
adj.

Lover, piyd
7
n.m.

Lovesong, chahbold, n.m.
.

.

Low, nimdnd , adj. ; low class, of lowly rank, nirndnd adj . ; ennui

bhayan , adj. ;
lowlying (ground), nimdn, adj. and n.m.

Luckless, harm hin , adj. and n.m., Ms is a diminutive ana

privative suffix.
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Luxuriance, sarsdt , n.f.

Luxurious, chhatord, adj.

Lying, tuphdn , n.m. (untruthfulness).

Lying. See reolining.

M

Mad, baord, adj.
;
of a dog, bauld 9 adj. ; half mad, maddish. Iwl

bauld
,
adj. See also crazy.

Made, to be, rachnd
,
v.n. ; of mud, of a noise, etc., to be stirred.

mdchnd
, v.n.

Made, to get, ghafdna, v.a.

M iid-servant, bdAdi, n.f.

Malaria pafdi 9 n.f.

Min, manasy n.m. and f (person), purkh
,
n.m.

Management, sdr
,
n.f. (correct management).

Manager, kar mukhtydr
,
n.m. (agent).

Manger, khor , n.f. (earthen manger at which cattle feed).

Mango-loaves, hung by a string aoross the door of a house on

occasions of rejoicing, baiidarwdl
9
n.m.

Manure, khdd
, n.f.

Many, ghane
,
ghankare , adj.pl.; anek

9
adj.; too many, anek\

adj.

Marjoram. /See s.v., marwd
9
n.m.

Marriage, (1) chaldivd
,
n m.

;
gaona, n.m. (these represent tin 1

final ceremony or makldivd
; (2) contributions among the

brotherhood for marriage expenditure (see Ibbetson’s
4

1

Kar-

nal Settlement Report”), nyaundd , n.m.; neautd, n.m.;

(3) one who subscribes as above, nindhdri
,
n.m.

Married, pamt
9 adj. and n.f.

Marvel, achraj
, n.m. (an unusual or wonderful event).

Matrimony, solid/} 9 n.m.
Meal, jun

9
n.m. (a single meal)

Mean, rajdid, adj See s v.

Means, bidh
t
n.f (way).

Measure, to, mdpnd
9
v a

Meat, mds 9 n.m.

Medicine, ddru, n.f.

Meet, to, phetnd 9 v.n.

Meeting, metit. n.f.

Melon, matird, n.m. (a kind of wild water-melon growing in the

rains, chiefly in sandy ground).

Melt, to, gdlnd 9 v.a.

Men. See Folk.

Mend, to. See Repair.

Mendicant, sddM, n.m. ; a wandering fakir, ramtd rdm9
n.m.

Menial, shddar, n.m. (=sudrd) ;
menial's dues, i.e., bushels of

grain given at the spring harvest, are ldngd f
n.m.

Merchandise, basdoni9 n.f.
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Merchant, banak
,
n.m.

More, kora , adj.

Message, sahdes, n.m., carrying a message, laihbart
, n.f. See

Messenger.

Messenger, laihbar, n.m. and f. (corruption of rdAftar; the guide
who goes from village to village or takes messages)

; buld
(tta , n.m. (the dhdnak or chuhfd , whose duty it is to assemble
the villagers).

Method, sdr
9
n.f. (correct method of managing anything).

Milch cow. dhindh , n.f.
;
dudhal , adj.

Milk. (1) milk mixed with water, fawai or Idssi, n.f.; (2) the
milk that first flows after birth of a calf, khts, n.m.

; (3)

next following for 8 or 10 days, chhilfd ,
n.m.; (4) there-

after, dudh, n.m.

Milk pail, mdhghi. n.f. ; duhni , n.f. (any vessel in which an
animal is milked).

Milk pan, kadhauni . n.f.

Milky, dudhyd adj., applied to the clouds of general rain as

opposed to the black clouds of a local storm.

Mimosa, aid , ala , n.m. (a small species of m.).

Mir’d, hirdd, n.m.
Miscarry, to, tuna

,
v.n.

;
garbh chhin jdnd

9
v.n. (of pregnancy).

Miscellanies, ajuhgd , n.m. See s.v.

Mischief, dl
,
n.f.

Misconducted, }
»"d n.m.

Misfortune, sdrsati. See s.v., janjdl
, n m.

Miss. to. to miss the mark, or opportunity, dAari, v.n.

Mist, dhumar ,
n.f.

Mistake, cMft, n.f. (the Urdu AAd/).

Mixed, messd, adj. ;
measf rofi, bread of mixed grain

Mixture, messan9 n.m.; a mixture of mung* rndsh and moth
,

dhdgld or dhdngarla ,
n.m.

;
a mixture of wheat and gram

gochni. n.f. ;
of wheat, barley and gram, gojrfd, n.m.; of

barley and gram, bejhaf, n.f. ; of bdjrd and mung or of rice

and mung, cooked in water, khichfi, n.f. ;
of wheat and

sarsoh sown broadcast and not in lines, tefa ;
the word is

sometimes used for kharif mixtures too.

Moderate, rangsir ,
adj.

Moist, did, adj.

Moisture, dl, n.f.
a

Molasses, a lump of guf, 4 seers in weight, bhelt ,
n.f.

Moment, tuk, n.f. ;
tuk ek9

one moment
! .

Monastery, (1) of Bairagis, astal, n.m, dsant
n.m.; (2) of Jogis,

math , n.m. ;
mat, n.m.

Monday, Somar , n.m.
Money ndmd 9

n.m, ;
cash, rokfd , n.m.

Moneylender, shdh, n.m.

Moneylending, banaj, n.m.
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Month, mds, n.m. The 12 months are as follows:

—

1. March to April, Chet, n.m.

2. April to May, Ba^dkh, n.m.

3. May to June, Jeih

,

n.m.

4. June to July, Sad, n.m.
;
Sddh , n.m.

5. July to August, Sdwan
,
n.m.

;
Sdman, n.m.

6. August to September, Bhaduva
,
n.m.

T. September to October Asau}, n.m., in verse Kuhwar,
n.m.

8. October to November, Kulak, n.m.

9. November to December, Mahghsir, n.m.

10. December to January, Polio, n.m.

11. January to February, Mdh
,
n.m.

12. February to March. Phdgan , n.m.

Moon, sis, n.m.

More, jubar, adj. ;
batti, adv.

;
bddh, adj.

Morning. See Dawn.
Mortar

,
(l) See Plaster, (2) the wooden or stone mortar for

pounding gram, ukhal, n.m.
;
or smaller, ukhli, n.f.

Mortgaged, gaihnd
, adj.

Mosque, maihjad, ni.

Moth, patbijna
,
n.m.

Mothcr-iii-] aw, sas, n.f. ; sdsu, n.f.

Mound, that, n.m.
Mourning, sog, n.m.

;
going to a relative’s village to condole.

mukdn, n.m.

Mouse, musd, n.m.

Moust'ichio’d, mdchlial, adj.

Mouth, muk/ird

,

n.m.

Mouthful, chuld, n.m.

Move, to, lidlnd . v.n.
;
sarkdwnd, v.a. ; to be moved emotionally

uksnu
, v.n.

Much, ghand, adj.
;
yhankhard

,
adj.

;
too much, ahtkd ,

adj.

Mud, kick, n.m.; Jchdhchcha, n.m.; gaighed, n.m. ;
mud in water.

gadhal , n.f.

Muddy, gddh!4 , adj. (of water).

Muzzle, large, chhihlcd, n.m. ;
small, chhthki

,
n.f., for cattle.

N .

Naked, uglidfd . adj.

Named. See Called.

Narrow, bhifd , adj. ; sakfd, adj.

Nasty, bMhdd, adj.

Nature, sabhdo, n.m.

Near, laws, adv. ; Idmne ,
adv.

;
samep

,
postp. ;

dhore ,
postp.—

the last word is the equivalent of the Urdu pda.

Neat, sughar , adj.

Necessity. See Want.
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Necklace. See Jewellery.
Need. See Want.
Neighbourhood, gohdnd

,

n.m.
;
gawand

,
n.m.

Nephew. See Relation.
Nerve, wrff, n.f. (a nerve).

Nest, (I) of birds, dlna , n.m.; (2) of burrowing animals, see

Hole.

New. See Unused.

News, Midi, n.f.; tol
,
n.f.; beaurd

, n.m. (
= Urdu khabr).

Next, next year, Aid sd/, n.m., or moie commonly pur he

,

adv. ;
next year but one, prdr kd sal , n.m.

Nice, mthrd , adj.

Niche, d/d, n.m.

Niece. S?e Relation.
Night, ren, n.f.

Noise, udh , n.f.; udham

,

n.f.
; fanfd, n.m.

North, w/r, n.m.
Noithcrn, w/m, adj.; utrdhhd

,
adj.

Northwards, utranhdh, adv.

Nose-ring. See .Jewellery.
Not, at all, uxfcdd rad, adv.

;
wmZ nd, adv.; kimme nd, (lit. no-

where), adv.
Note (of a bird, etc.), bol

,
n.in.

Notorious, to be, tapnd ,
v.n.

Now, ib, adv.
Nowhere, kimme nd, adv.

0
Oath, sohh, n.f.

Obstacle, dd, n.f.
;
difficulty, afans ,

n.f.

Obstinacy, atbad, n.f.
e .

Obstinate, aifd, adj. ;
albddi ,

adj. ;
ashtd

,
adj.

;
auld

,
adj. ; dfu ,

adj.

Occasion, 6ar, n.f. (so many ‘ occasions ’).

Occasionally, raza karke ,
adv. (5ce Hardly: the term means

hardly ever, very rarely) ;
kimme, kimme kimme ,

adv.

Occurrence, chdld, n.m.
Offspring, jdyd, partic. m.
Oh, re, ri, interj.

Omen, saun

,

n.m.; sugan, n.m.; omen bird (a shrike), saun

chifi ,
n. f.

On, pe, postp.

Oppression, kaihr, n.m. ;
chdld, n.m. ;

jtdmdnd, n.m.

Or, keh, ki, conj.

Ornaments. See Jewellery.
Other’s, prat, adj. . , ,

Outsider, berdnd, adj. ;
outside village, not one s own, pas yam-

dn, n.m. ; a man belonging to such, pdh has ,
n.m.

Outturn nepd , n.m. (of crops).
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Oven, hard
,
n.m. (for heating milk, etc.)

Overflow, uphdn , n.m. (e.g., of milk, boiling ud).

Overflow, to, uphamd , v.n. ; to cause to overflow, uphdmd, v.a.

Overtake to, bmhfnd , v.n.

Owl, alu . n.m. or f.

Owner, dhani , n.m. ; Ichasm , n.m.

P
Pace, dang, n.m. (a pace).

Pack, gf/n, n.f. (an animal’s).

Pad indAf, n.f. (used by women to support the water-pot oil

the head).

Paid, to be, pdlnd, v.n.
;
ugdhi nahih pati, the revenue was not

paid.

Pail. See Milk-pail.

Pain, bedan
,
n.f.

;
pif, n.f.

;
ausak

f
n.m.

;
in pain, sick, dukhdlu

,

adj.

Pale, bhura , adj. (straw-coloured).

Pandit, panda, n.m.
;
pdhdyd , n.m. : a Brahman other than one’s

own parohit

.

employed to do petty services, is dsrat, asratdi

or tdii 8ewd , n.m.

Paraphernalia nfsan pafean, n.m.
;
rdchli pochh, n.m., pi.; cr-

ahgd n.m.
; afahg barang, n.m. The general meaning of

all these terms is that of a collection of miscellaneous pro-

perties—generally of small value.

Parent, parent of a worthy son -saputd, adj.

Part. See Share.

Particle, wdstd
.
n.m.

; not a pirticle, wasld nd .

Partition, bate/, n.ih. (division of anything) : of land, baiwdni

n.m.

Pass, iddknd , vx. ;
to do, to serve, nimbhnd, v.n.

. Passable. See Satisfactory.

Past, gailfd, adj.

Pasture, afdhd, n.m. (a grass preserve in the middle of culti-

vated fields).

Pat. See Knead.
Paternal, paternal home, peosdl , n.f.

Path, pahth, n.m., footpath or track, rdhi, n.f.; batydh, n.f.

;

footpath between two villages, sjngdhd, n.m.; path beside

a canal patfi or a pakkd road, samar or sahtal, n.m. ;
path

for cattle, dahgrauld, n.m.

Patience, omtokh, n.m.

Pattens, khafdoh
,
n.m.

Pauper, nirdhani, n.m.

Peace, dnahd. n.m.

Peasant, kasdn, n.m.

Peck, thold, n.m. (of a bird’s beak, etc.).

Peel, to. See Strip.
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peg. See s. Plough.

I'cllet, gold ,
n.m. (the mud pellet slung by the crop-watcher).

Penetrate, to, bafnd. 9
v.n.

Penniless, nirdhan
,
adj.

Penultimate. See Next and Last.

Perceive, to, taknd, v.n. (mental).

Perception, gydn
,
n.m.

Perforce, bebas, adv.
; hahge

,
adv.

Persevere, to, mahdnd
, v.n.

Persist, to. See Stick to.

Persistence. See Insistence.

Person, mdnas ,
n.m. and f.

Perverse, aula , adj. also Obstinate.

Pestle, with which grain is crushed, musal , n.m.; or smaller
mud't , n.f.

Phenomenon, achraj
,
n.m. (an unusual occurrence).

Pick, to, khond, v.a/; of the heads only of a crop, with a sickle,

chuhind , v.a.

Picking. See Reaping.
Piece, n.m. (especially of a piece of bread).

Pile, to, to heap carefully, chindrnd, v.a. (of earth, a pagft,

etc.).

Pilgrimage, ramat
,
n.f. (of a fakir’s wanderings).

Pillar, flee Boundary pillar.

Pimple, gumfi, n.f.

Pine, to, jhimd
, v.n.

Piscis, mm, s.f., see s.v.

Pitchfork, jeli, n.f., two-pronged j. dosang or j. alone; four-

pronged j. chosang
,
Idngli, n.f.

Place, to, tend, v.a. (the Urdu lagdnd ) ;
Idr dem

9
v.a.

Plain, pddrd, adj. (straight, level, etc.).

Plait (of a girl’s hair on the forehead), mendhi, n.f.

Plait, to, gundnd . v.a., gtihdhnd ,
v.a.

Plaster, a heap of earth mixed with water to make mud plaster,

tagdr, n.m.
Plate, thdl

9 n.m. (a big metal plate); smaller, thdli, n.f.

Platform, from which to scare birds, ddmchd,
n.m. (the Urdu

machdn).
Please, to, 8uhdnd; v.n., bMnd ,

v.n.; if you please, bhdwe or

bhdweh.
Pleasure, dnand, n.m.
Plenty. See abundance.
Plot (of ground). See Field.

Plough, a lighter plough for sowing, nag (hal) or ndri (hal),

adj.; in contradistinction to the ordinary heavy baithal

(hal) or mtidh (hal).

The parts of the plough are as follows

The main shaft on which the yoke rides, halas t
n.f., or hal,

n.f.
; the driving handle, hathd, n.m. ;

the share, phMi % n.f .

;
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the body to which handle, share, shaft, etc., are fixed.

hat
,
n.m.; the yoke, jdd, n.m.; strip of wood supporting

the share, panihdri ,
n.f ; wedge rammed under the plough

to tighten the share, pachkeld ,
n.m.: iron band clamping

slmrc and suppoiting wood, andi, n.f. ; wooden wedge fix-

ing the halos into the hal 9 6g 9 n.m.; small peg in halm

admitting of adjustment of the yoke, nardhll
9
n.f.; nadhtl

,

n.f.: small iron peg in bottom of halas which prevents

detachment from hal
9
nesaug, n.m.

;
leather strap joining

yoke to plough, nafi. n.f.
;
leather strap pass ng from yoke

beneath th bullock’s neck, jot, n.m.; pegs in yoke each

side of bullock’s neck, simal n.f.
;
sheath or button put on

point of share when not in use, purli
,

n.f.; maul, n.f.:

plough rest to suppo t it when driven to the fields, hnlsan .

n.f.; ghihs, n.f.; gahdsd ,
n.in. ;

bamboo reed drill, orwr/,

n.m
Plough, ploughed land, bdhn

,
n.m.

Ploughing, bah ,
n.m.

;
bdhn ,

n.m.
;
a light ploughing, lchori, n.f.

;

second ploughing, dosar, n.m.; third, tisar , n.m.; fourth.

cJiaumr ,
n.m.

Ploughman, hail, n.m.

Plough-rest
| g 8 . Plouoh .

Ploughshare J
Pluck, karf 9

n.f. (“ sticking to it”).

Plug, to. muiidva
,
v.a. (of a leakage).

Pneumonia, karak, n.f.

Pocket, in a man’s coat, gojh
9
n.f.; in a boy’s chddar

,
gojhti.

n.m.

Pod, of gram, with the pea intact, tdt, n.f. ;
ditto, after thresh-

ing, 1dtas 9
n.f.

Poet, tab, n.m.
;
kaverd ,

n.m.

Point, ani 9 n.f

Polo, the pole round which the bullocks rotate in threshing.

medh , n.f.
t ,

Pond, (l) a big village pond, johar , n.m.; (2) smaller, johfi .

n.f.
; (3) a small pond in the jungle, ddbrd , n.m., let, n.f.

;

(4) poetically, sarwar ,
n.m.

Ponv, ghoftd
,
n.m. (a small pony).

Poor, in quality, bodd ,
adj

;
kutdn , adj. See penniless, etc.

Porridge, half-ground wheat, jotvdr or bdjrd ,
cooked in water,

dalyd, n.m.

Possession of, in, dhore, postp. (the Urdu pds).

Pot, (1) a large brass pot for water or qhi
9
ioknd , n.m. ;

smaller.

iokni, n.f.
; (2) pot for melting ghi 9 ghilfi ,

n.f. ; (3) see also

Watorpot, Vessels
; (4) a set of earthen pots supplied byhum-

Mrs at marriage, Kk, n.f

Potsherds, ihekar
,
n.m.; by these a roster is determined, bo

thekardld chaukiddr ,
the man whose turn it is to keep

guaid.
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Found, to, guMhnd ,
gundnd

,
v a.

; of flour, o*nd, v.a.

Four out, to, ulichhnd , v.a.

Power, paunch n.f. (capacity)—men' paunch ndhihsai—it is

beyond my reach ; dsrd, n.m. (power to help) eees.v.

Powerful, mahaustm, adj.

Precocious, ageta, adj.

President, pardhan 9 n.m. (corrupted to dhdn in verse).

Press, for sugarcane, cotton, etc., belan n m.
Press, to, pel dend

, v.a. (to press oil, cane, etc. ; to urge an
animal.

Pretext

6
tMnd >

n m.

Pretty, sut, adj.
;
suthrd , adj . ; sughaf ,

adj.

Prevention, dd, n.f.

Previous. Former.
Price, bhd 9

n.m.

Prick, f/tcdd, n.m. (of anything sharp).

Pride, chalrdt
,
n.f.; maror, n.f.

Prin e, kliar&
9
adj.

Prince, nirp
9
n.m.

Pr ncipal, vvd 9 n.m. (of money).
Pr.son, bahdl khdnd ,

n m.
Privately, lukmah

,
adv.

Procured, to be, pdind , v.a.
;
beaurd ndhin pdttd ,

news cannot

he got.

Produce, wcpd, n.m. (of crops).

Produced, to be. nipajnd
,
v.n.

Profit, bddhd, n m. See note on Excess.

Prohibition, bandhej , n.m.
Prong. iSes Pitchfork.

Plop., fefc. n.f. ;
cross-sticks supporting front of cart, dahi 9

n.f.

;

log of wood supporting it behind, oldlwd 9 n.m. ;
prop, to lift

the wheel for repairs, ghajauhthi
,
n.f.

Property, dhan 9 n.m. ;
land, one’s share in a village, biswd 9

n.m.
Proportionately, his*d s&rn, adv.

Prnsopia, P. spicigera, jdrtd
,
n.m ;

its fru t, sdhgar 9
n.m.

Prosperity, rujnds ,
n.f. See also Circumstances.

Prosperous, bhdgwdn 9
adj.

Prostitute, beswd, n.f.

Proud, to be, ndf kanui.

Proverb, khissd 9
n m. (Urdu kissd).

Pull, to, sahdmd 9 v.a.

Punishment, darid
,
n.m.

Puppy, palirid ,
n.m.; kaiirid 9

n.m. ;
pilld 9

n.m. ;
rather older,

kulrd 9 n.m.
Purchase, to See Buy, to.

Pure, khard , adj.

Purse, gdhth
%
n.f. ;

worn round the waist, nold, n.m.
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Push in, to, gond, v a.
;
gubbharnd , v.a.

Put. to, Idr dend , v.a.

Put down, to, gemd
, v.a.

Put in, to, ghdlnd , v.a. ; bafnd , v.a.

Q
Quarrel, to, vljhnd , v.a.

Quarrel, a, rdf, n.f. ; road, n.m.
Quarrelling, bakhefd

,
n.m. ; khafdu , n.m. ;—of a number of

persons, muthbher , n.f.

Quarrelsome, adj. ; kapattd, adj. ; feftofd, adj.
; dp?, adj.

Quick, tauld, adj.

Quickly, iter/, adv. ; taule, adv.
Quiet, bolbdld , adj.

Quilt, gattf, n.m.

R
Rag. tfee Shred.
Rain, (1) generic, barkhd

, n f . ; bharan , n.f.; n.m.; (2)

steady straight rain, kinyd wdni, adj. f. (sc. bharkd) : (3)

a few drops, buhdd bandi , n f ; (4) light rain, enough to

wet tho clothes, chddar bid), n.m., or to wring the clothe*,

lattd rutchor ,
n.m.

;
(o) drizzling rain, enough to plough on,

dongrd , n ni.
; (6) goo 1 rain, a furrow full, khud ivdni , n.f.

:

(7) heavy rain, a field full, kiyari bhar, n m.
; (8) heavy

rain, enough to obliterate the field boundaries, daub tor ,

n m., ndke tor, n.m. ; (9) heavy enough to wash away higher

ridges, dhi tof9 n m.; (10) any heavy rain, thddi rau , n.f.

;

(11) drenching rain, coming down in a straight stream,

musaldhdr, n.m.
; (12) general ra n, throughout the country-

side, deed bharan , n.f
;

(l 3) the rains, the four rainy

months ; chomdsd , n.m , chitr mdshd , n.m. ; (14) winter rains

mdho h, n f., maihwatli , n f.

Rainfall, mihh, n.m.
Rajput, Rdhghar , n.m.,—the term is rarely applied to Hindus,

but is the common name for the Muhammadan Rajput of

the district.

Rake, dotrdli , nf ; a drag rake for levelling high land, pulled

by bullocks, gofi, n.f.
; similar but pulled by men, fihdrdU,

n.m., dikri, n.f.

Rapeseed, sirsham, n.f.

Rare, chhidd9 adj. (sparse, few).
Rarely See Occasionally.
Rascally, khofd9 adj
Rash skin-irritation, khdj, n.f.

Rat, musd9 n.m.
Rate (price), bhd 9 n.m.
Rateabiy, htssd sdru, adv.
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Ration, parosd, n m. (the term is used chiefly in weddings —
one man’s ration or commons).

Katti, ninety-sixth part of a tola, chirmthi , n.f.

Rattle, to, thanaknd, v.n.

Reach. See Power.

Read, to, padhnd , v.a. : bdchnd , v.a.

Reap, to, bddnd
,
v.a. See also Pick.

Reaping, Idwni
,

n.f. ;
Idmni

,
n.f. ; reaping of cotton crops by

menials who take a share of the pickings as wages, put, n.f.

Rebuke, to, ddhtnd, v.a.
;
ddtnd, v.a

Recess. See Cupboard.

Reclining, add, adj. (on side, with legs drawn up).

Recognise, to, baehdmd, v.a.

Recognition, goldn, n f.

Reed, pdnni

,

n.f. (usually of anatherum uiuricatuni, sometimes

of saccharum munja).

Refuse, to, ndtnd

,

v.n.

Regard, maldhjd , n.m. (Urdu maldhazd).

Relation. A. Common terms used by either man or woman .

father, bdbu, pita , n.m. ;
mother’s sister (elder or younger)

manst, n.f.; mother’s sister’s husband, mansd

,

n.m.;

father’s sister, bud, n.f ;
father’s sister’s husband, phuphd ,

n.m.; father’s elder brother, tdu

,

n.m.; father’s elder

brother’s wife, tdi, n.f. ;
father’s younger brother, kdkd,

n.m.
;
father’s younger brother’s wife, kdki, n.f. ;

husband’s

or wife’s father’s elder brother, taesrd ,
n.m. ;

father-in-law’s

cider brother’s wife. Ides ,
n f. ;

father-in-law’s younger

brother, pilasrd

,

n.m. ;
father-in-law’s younger brother’s

wife, pitas ,
n.f. ;

father-in-law, susrd, n.m.; mother-in-law ;

fids, sdsu , n.f. ;
sister’s husband, jtjd, n.m.

;
sister, jiji, bebe,

n.f. See s.v.
;
elder brother’s wife, bhdwaj ,

or bhdhi, n.f.,

—always addressed aB bhdbi !
younger brother’s or son's

wife, or any other young wife of the family, bah&fid,
n f. \

daughter’s son, deautd, n.m. ;
daughter’s daughter, deaiUt,

n.f.; son-in-law, jamdi

,

n.m.
;
step-child, gailaf, n.m. or f.

H. A man's relations by marriage.

wife’s brother’s wife, sdihe , n.f. ;
wife’s brother’s son,

saint, n.m. ;
wi.e’s sister’s husband, sddhd, n.m.

C. A woman's relations by marriage .

husband’s elder brother’s wife, jathdni, n.f
. ;

husband’s

younger brother's wife, dardni ,
n.f. (note—two wives hold

these relationships to each other whether both husbands are

living, or both wives are (after ka/rdo ,
q.v.) living with the

surviving brother) ;
son of husband’s elder brother, jetMu,

n.m.
;
son of husband’s younger brother, derut, n.m. ;

hus-

band’s sister, nanad, n.f. ;
son of husband s sister, nanaut,

n.m.
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D. Miscellaneous .

relationship of two living wives to each other, aulcan mu*
kan

t n.f ;
relation of two men whose children are married i

to each other, samdi, n.ra.
;
ditto of two women, samdan

,

n.f.

Relations!lip, (1) by blood, lagmdt ,
n.m.

; (2) by marriage, snk
t

n.m.

Release, wukat, n.f.

Remarriage, kardo , krao % n.m. (of a woman).
Remedy, updo

,
n.m.

Remembrance, khyds , n.f.

Repair, to, samirnd
,
v.a.

;
to get repaired, samarwdnd

,
v.a.

;

of leather things, galhwdnd , v.a.

Repaired, to be, samarnd ,
v.n.

Reprove, to, khurkdnd, v.a.

Repudiate, nalnd, v.n. (to repudiate a promise, go back on

one’s word).

Reputation, mnihmdh ,
n.f. (good).

Residence. See Living.

Respect, pcd. n.f.; ddr*?
1

,
n.m. ; man ,

n.m.

Rest. See Stand, a.

Ret, to. See Steep, to.
#

<

Revenue, (1) the Govt, revenue, ugdhi, n.f. ;
hold ,

n.m.
; (2) the

amount settled on anyone as his share, ftaiiA, n f.; (3) any-

thing relating to the land revenue department, kalairi . adj.

(English ‘ Collector ’).

Rice, sdthi (red rice).'

Rich, one who owns lakhs, lakhind ,
adj. Nee also Wealthy.

Rick. See Stack.

Riddle, gdhd. n.m.

Ridge, (l) ridge between fields to mark the boundary and give

access, datd . n.f.
; (2) high ridge between fields to hold up

rain water, dte, n.f.

Right, sautd, sahbd ,
adj. (not left).

Righteousness, sat ,
n.m.

Ring, circle, kuiidal ,
n.m. Nee also Jewellery.

Riot, mwthbher, n.f.

Ripening, half-ripe; gaddar ,
adj.

Rise, to, tt&end, v n.

Road, (1) between villages, broad* enough for a cm,
n.f., gauhdi, n.f. ; (2) ditto, broad enough for several carts,

dagrd, he, gohar ,
n.m., rdstd , nm., n.m. , \ >

high road, sarfak, n.f.
; (4) see Path.

Rob, to har lend , v.a.
. ,

Robber, dhdfi, n.m.—The Lyallpur colony u here known as

Duld dhdfi kd bdr.

Role, to, dhalnd, v.n.

Roll, to, rolnd, v.a., see also Harrow.

. Root, mul, n.m., ‘root and stock’ japo-mvl.
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Hope, (l) twisted strands of sani ,
dab , nmnj, etc., ghviuli

, n.f,

;

(2) the rope of the country, made by twisting two ghuhdi's

together, jeaufl or jewfi, n.f.; (3) stronger rope, of three

ghiiidis, jeaufd , n m.
; (4) strong rope made by twisting

three jeaufVs together and used for netting sides and floor

of a cart, barrt , n.f.; (5) well rope, Wo. n.f. See Well

Gear.

Roster. See Potsherd and Turn.

Rotation, rotation of crops, cultivating alternately wet and
dry, sal palat, adj.; hirli phirti ,

n.f.; in rotation, hirti

phirti , adv.

Rough, khar, adj.

Rub, to, ghisdnd , v.a.

Rubbish. See Paraphernalia.

Ruin, toid, n.m.

Run, to, naurnd, v.n. ;
bhdjnd, v.n. ;

to hurry, go quickly, bhdj-

nd ,
siiaic jdnd ,' v.n.

;
to run away, slip off, chirnd jdnd

9

v.n. ; to overtake, bauhpid
,
v n.

Runnel, (1) of a well, barrd , n.m., kh(U 3 n.m.
; (2) to carry off

water from the vill igc, khdl % n.m. ; (3) to carry water from

the waste to the fields, dgam, n.m.
; (4) for canal runnels,

see Watercourse.

Rush. See Reed.
Rust, on wheat nit, n.f. See Blight.

Rut, lik . n.f. : llka 9
n.f. ;

dkhli, n.f.

S

S.ick, (I) as carried by donkeys, etc., gun, nf.

;

(2) the large

round canvas sack in which grain is stored in a house,

iheka n.m.
Safety, 1ek 9

n f.

Saffron, kesar, n.f.

Saint, saht. n m.
.

Saline, a patch of saline soil in a field, ran , n.m. This is dis-

tinct from
4

shot* * for it does not look white. See also

Sour.

Salutation, (1) amongst common folk, Earn Rdm\ (2) amongst

Arya Samajists, Namastel (3) to Brahmans, UdddX (4) to

Gosains, Namo Ndrdyanl (5) to Bairagis, Dahdoll (6) to

Jogis, Udes\ n
Salvador v, S. oleoides, jdl, n m. or f. (m. if large, and f. if small).

Its fruit is pil, n f. or pUd, n.f. pi., S. persica is kharjdl.

Salvation, mukal, n f. _ . , 41 A ,, .

Sand, (1) sandy soil, bhud, bhuf, n m.
; (2) sand hill, thali, n’‘«»

tibd, n.m. ; (3) sand encountered in sinking a well, bdlu ret,

n.m., barrd ,
n.m ,

barri, n.f. ; (4) sand that rises in a well

from spring level, bukh, n.f.
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Satiated, to be, chhiknA, v.n.

Satisfactory, chokhd, adj.

Satisfied, to be, chhiknd, v.a., dhdpnd, v.n. ; to be satisfied with

anything (who. is the object of the verb), sdmi, v.a.

Saturday, Thdwar , n.f. ; Santshchar, n.m. (a form of the emu.

mon word used by more literate persons).

Saucepan, a big iron one for cooking sweets, etc., Insld, n.m.

Scales, tdkr'i, n.f. (for weighing).

Soarce, chhidd, adj. ;
manda. adj.

Scarcely See Hardly.

Scarcity, lord, n.m.

Scarecrow, dardwd, n.m.

Scarlet, Ukhd, adj.

Scatter, to, khinddnd , v.a.—to matter broadcast, as seed, or

largess at a wedding, bakhemd, v.a.

Scattered, to be, bikhamd, v.n.

Scattered. See Directions (different).

Scraping, sark, n.f. (of a pen, e.g.).

Scratch, khori, n.f.

Scratching. See Scraping.

Screen, (1) of wattled cotton stalks round a sugar press. IdIn,

n.m. ; (2) screening wall round a cattle-yard, olrd, n.m ;

(3) see also Shade.

Search, toll, n.f.

Search for, to, icihnd , v.a.

Season, kiU, n.m. ; sambat,
n.m.

;
a famine season, famine. Ml,

n.m. (core, from akdlj
;
a good season, ttama, n.m., sambat,

n.m. ; a middling season (e.g. when the yield of fodder is

good though grain is poor) korbd, n.m. The year is divided

into three seasons ; of four cold months, jddd, n.m.. ;
ol

four hot months, kharsa, n.m. ; of four rainy months, rhom-

dsd, n.m., chitrmisM , n.m.

Secretly, lukmdn, adv.

Seduce, to, tibhdmd, v.a.

See! re, ri, interj

.

Selfsown, rand, adj. ; ark, adj.

Send, to, khinddnd, v.a. (of a girl to her husband s house)

ghdlna (to send, send away).

Seuse. See Intelligence—one’s seams, mat, n.f.

Sensible, siid, adj.

Sentry. See Guard. '

,

Separate, nydrd, adj. ;
individual, not joint, naukra, adj.

Serve, to, to pass, do, mmbhnd, v.n.

Service, kdr begdr, n.m. (the work of menials).

Settle, to, thdpnd, v.a. (to fix a price, a date, etc.) ;
meina, v.*

(to compose a quarrel).

Settled, to be, nimbaptd, vm. (of quarrel, etc.).

. Settlement, bahdhej, n.m. See also Decision.
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Settler, a settler in a village who owns no land or shore of the

estate, sukhbdsi, n.m.

Severe, karfd, adj. (all senses of Urdu sakht). See also Hard.

Sewing, satakan, n.f.

Shade, chhdwd, n.m., of, n.f.—it is hidden by that acoeia, = ‘ ns

kikar H ot men sal.'

Shake, to, Jidlna, v.n.

Shameless, bafdangt, adj.

Shape, kaindd, n.m.

Share, air, n.m. ; sdjhd, n.m.—a share in a village (which wax

originally divided on 20 biawdhs) and so one’s property

,

biawd, n.m.
;
part of a village, or of the crop made at divi-

sion of produce, kudkd, n.m.
;
of a plough, see s.v.

Sharer, adjhi, n.m.
;

ji led sdjhi, n.m. (a labourer who divides

the crop as his guerdon), sir, n.m.; half sharer, adhkdri,

n.m.
;
adhkdran, n.f.

Sharp, painnd, adj. (of wind, taste, tongue, knife, etc.), sharp-

sighted, salaukM, adj.

Suave, to, bdl samdrnd, v.a. ;
to be shaved, bdl sumnrud, v.n.

;

to get oneself shaved, bdl samarwdnd, v.a.

Shaven, muhda, adj.

Shawl, woman’s head covering, ofhnd or odhnd , n.m. ; a small

girl’s is lugri, n ,f. The piece of red cloth worked in crewels,

which often ornaments the front of the ofhnd, is chhdwd,

n.m.; ashawlworked at one end is ekanyd, and at both ends

dokanyd, n.m. For the silver ornamentation, see s. Jbwjsi.-

LKBY.
Sheath, of a ploughshare, aee s.v.

Shed. See Cattle-shed.

Sheet, a coarse sheet placed in a cart before loading grfl.ni,

Huxrf, n.m.
. , , , , . ,

,

Shelf, a wooden shelf on wall like a ghaftiunchi, (q.v.) for hold-

ing pots, paihndi, n.f.

Shell, kavdi, n.f. (as kauri).

Sherd. See Potsherd.

Shield, dhdl, n.f.

Shirt. See Vest.

Shiver, to, thamd, v.n.
,

. . - „n
Shoeing, pdrhdi, n.f. (the work of the chamar who provides all

the family with shoes when wanted).

Shoes, vdlan, n.f. , , , ,

Shoot, young shoots of sarson used for human food, go . »

nJ.
Shop, hdt, nJf.

Shorn. See Shave, Shaven.

Shout, to, Helend, v.a. ;
laUedmd, v.n.

Shower, mihh, n.m. . , , . u
Shreds, tom cloth, Urd, n.m, ; in shreds, tom to bits, Wnm tor,

adv.
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Shrew, kalhdri , n.f.
; kapatli ,

n.f. See Quarrelsome.

Shrine, to any deity, ttrfn, n.m , e.g., maid kd than
; the shrine

of the tutelary deity of a village is hhaiydh , n.m.—and of

a Mussalman one sayad, n.m. (corruption from shahid).

Shrink, to, dhisalnd , v.n., kantdnd , v.n.
;
of cloth, etc.,

wd, v.n.

Shrub, bojhfd, n.m.

Shut, to, jhdhpnd
,
v.a.

Shy, to, phajuknd
,
v.n. See also Fear, to.

Sick. See 111.

Sickness. See Illness.

Sidepost (of doorway), hdju, n.m.

Sift, to, rolnd ,
v.a. (by rubbing with the hands).

Sight. See Eyesight.

Sill, dehl, n f.

Simmering, jhafak , n.m. (noise made by simmering milk).

Simple, sudhd
,
adj.

Simpleton, nimdnd^ n.m.

Sister, (1) of actual sister or near cousin, jijl , n.f.; (2) of any

unmarried girl of the village, bebe, n.f.

Sister-in-law. See Relation.
Sister-in-law’s husband. See Relation.

Sue, kaihdd
9
n.m.

Skin, chdm, n.m., of man, also, baked ,
n.m.

Skinning-ground, hadwdrd , n.m. (animals are skinned here and

the bones left to bleach).

Sky, ambar
9
n.m.

Skylight, chauhk, n m. See also Vent :lator.

Sling, gopiyd
,
n.m., gofid 9

n.m. (used by crop-watcher).

Slip, to, repalnd , v.n.
;
thalsna

,
v.n.

S|ip off, to, chimd jdnd
,
v.n. (to give the slip).

Slough khdhchclid, n.m.; gaighal, n.m.

Slow. maihd
9 adj.; sahj 9 aij.

Slowly, dhalke, adv. See s.v. ;
dhimd ,

adv.
;
jhimd, adv.

Sluggish, maihd, adj.
; nestar ,

adj.

Small, oc/t&ef, adj. ;
hitan

9
adj.

Smell, bdhs> n.f. (bad smell).

Smooth, to, rolnd , v.a.

Snake, ndg 9 n.f. ; sarp, n.m.
;
big snake, bdsak

f
u.m. See s.v.

Snatch, to, khosnd , v.a. ,

So. See Thus.
So and so, fidnd 9 adj. and pron.

; fldnd dhlhkfd 9
adj. and pron.

Soak. to. See Steep, to.

Society, sabhd 9
n.f.

Soft, satuddd, adj.

Soil. See Earth, Land. .

.

Solitary, nang making, n.m. (of a man who has no family oi n»

own).

Some, kim 9 adj.
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Sometimes, kimme, adv. ; kibbe, adv.

Son, putrang, n.m. (poetical).

Son-in-law. See Relation.
Sonless. See Childless. The sonleas dead,often propitiated a a

inimical, gydl, n.m.

Soothe, to, puchkdtnd, v.a. (to soothe, coax an animal).

Sour, kdrd kdr, adj. (of soil).

South, dakhan, n.m.

Southern, dakhnahhd, adj. ; dnkhshni, adj. See s.v.

Southwards, dakhnan, adv.

Sow, suri, n.f.

Sowing, herd, n.m.; bowdra, n.m.; sowing after one ploughing
only, pdf, n.m.

Spade, phdld, n.iu., kassi, n.f. (a cross between a spade and a
mattock).

Spare, mokld, adj. (superfluous).

Sparse, bnld, adj. ; chhidd . adj. See Bare.

Spear, sd, n.f.

Speech, bachan, n.m.
Spill, to, dhalnd, v.n.

Spinning Wheel, charktui, n.m. Its principal parts are as

follows : the flanges of the wliee's, phdhgri, n f. ; the handle,

hatldi, n.f.; the throe strips of wood forming the base,

pdtii, n f. ; the two uprights in which the huh is fixed by an
iron pivot 1khuhld, n.m. ;

the hub, pindd, n m. ; threads of

human hair stretched criss-cross from wheel to wheel,

jahdni, n.f.; the iron spindle, tdkd, n.m. ; the two uprights,

support :na the SDindle, gudfi, n.f. ;
cotton thread strength-

ened with dk juice that rotates the snindle, mttt, n.f. ; two
thin upright Bticks between the gudfis to prevent the mad
riding too far to right or left, bhanuvg, n.f.

;
pegs of grass or

hemp through each gudfi on which the spindle rides, char-

mnkh, n.f . ; a cotton pad bound on the spindle to ease fric-

tion on the mat, pihd, n.f.; leather pad which prevents

the spindle shifting too far when the thread is spun, kdkfd,

n.m. or damrakhd, n.m ;
peg by which the handle is worked,

gherm, n.f. ; iron pivot, bdan, n f. ; iron bands, or damps,

round the hub, arm n.f.

•Spirit, ddru, n.f. (potable).

Spitting, phik, n.f.

Split, to, pdjnd, v..a.

Spoil, to, dob deni, v.a.; khona, v.a,

Spoils, khalyd, past part. See s.v.

Spoon, palii, n.m. (of iron, for turning the sweets in the sauce-

pan).
‘

•Spot, ‘on the spot.’ See Exactly.

Spring, (1) spring harvest, sddhu, n.f.; (2) springof atiger, etc.,

with claws, hathwdr, n.f.

•Spring ford), to, vbni, v.n.
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Squash, to, pxpid (of cane), v.a.

Squaaher, pifid, n.tn. (see above).

Squeezed, to be, snkapid, v.n.

Stable, paddr, adj.

Stack, (1) a small stack of millet sheaves, chhauri, u.f.; (2) a

large stack or rick of ditto, chhaur, n.m.; (3) small circular
stack of any straw that is beaten fine in the threshing,
buhgd, n.m. Imp, n.m.

; (4) small stack of sheaves standiiii!

in tiie fields, sud, n.m.
Staircase, of masonry or mud, to the roof, pafkald, n.m.
Stalk ( ) of gowdr, gund, n.m.

; (2) of muhg, moth, ufd, etc. be-

fore the pods and leaves are shaken off, ddhthU, n.m.
; (3)

of gram and often of other pulse, ddhkd, n.m.; (4) as (2)

and (3), after pods and leaves are shaken off, fhojd, n.m.:

(5) of cotton, banshlt, banasii, bansij, n.f.

Stand, for propping cart wheels, holding water-pots, etc., glair-

auheht. n.f. See also under Plough and Prop.
Standing, khald, adj. (the ordinary khafd is also in use), poet..

kharyd, adj.

Star, tdrd, n.m.
Stare, to. See Gaze, to.

Starling (1) tiliar of Panjab, gohlyti. n.m.; (2) myaind of Pan-

jab, kdbar, n.f.

Stay, to. See Halt and Hinder.
Steadily, dhdlke, adv. See s.v.

Steal, to, ubhdmd, v.a.

Steep, to, of hemp, etc., paur sdj rakhnd, v.a.

Steeping, of hemp and other fibres, paur, n.m.
Stench, bans, n.f.

Step. See Pace.

Step-child, gailar, n.m. or f. (a woman’s child by previous hus-

band).

Stick. See Twig.

Stick to, to, mahdnd, v.n. (of work).

Sticking to it, karr, n.m.
Stiff. See Hard.
Stile, dewd, n.m. across a ditch, allowing men but not oattle to

pass).

Stirred, to be, uksnd, v.n. (emotionally) ; to be stirred up, of a

noise, of mind, etc., mdchnd, v.p.

Stock, puhji, n.f. (stock-in-trade).

Stoke, to, jhoknd, v.a.

Stoker, jhoka, n.m.
;
jhokandld, n.m.

Stood. See Standing.

Stool (1) a woman’s low stool, chiefly used for spinning, fWtA,
n.m.

; (2) a small three-legged stool (tipdf) Htodi, n.f.; (»)

the winnower’s stool, tiwdyd, n.m.
Stop, to, thamnd, v.n. ; ddtnd, v.a.; ddhtnd, v.a. ;

thdmnd, va
See also Halt, Hinder.



Stop up, to. See Plug, to.

Stork, labdhink
,
n.m.

;
girj, n.m.

Story, khissa, n.m. (Urdu kissd).

Straight, padrd, adj.

Strained, to be, ehanak and
,
v.n. (of a muscle).

Strand. See Twist.

Strap, of leather, passing from yoke under bullock’s neck, jot
,

n.m.
;
ditto, joining yoke to plough

,
nap

, n.f.

Straw (l) chopped straw for fodder, sdnl
3 n.f.; (2) rice straw,

fxirdl, n.f.; (3) barley straw, solhrd, n.m. (usually in bulk
and not when crushed)

; (4) of wheat, barley, gochni . etc.,

crushed, turd. n.m.
; (5) broken straw of gowdr

, gund, n.m.
Streak, rekh

t
n.f.

Strength, dsawp n.f. (Urdu himmat—endeavour, courage); force

hangd, n.m.

Strict. See Hard.

Strip. tfeiBand.

Strip, to, chhotnd . v.a.

Strong, chaukas, adj.; fine, sdmtlui
,
adj.; powerful, timid, adj.

Stubble, phans, n.m. (after crop is cut).

Stupid, amp, adj.

Subdivision, of village— (1) major; usually, pdnd, n.m., and in

Rohtak, Mehm, etc., her
,
n.m.; (2) minor; usually ihold,

n.m., and less commonly, thok, n.f., dhohg , n.f., zail. n.f.

Submit, to, nyaunnd;, v.n.

Subscriber. See s. Marriage.

Subscription, vg, n.f., ugdhi, n.f. Sec also Marriage.

Succeed, to, pugnd, v.n. See s.v.

Such and such. See So and so.

Such as, kesd, adj.

Suddenly, gaddesi , adv.

Suffer, to, bhognd
,
v.a.

Suffice, to, mrnand, v.n.

Sugar. bdri, n.m. (cleaned).

Si tcar Press, kolu ,
kolhu, n.m.; the actual machine is bdan,

n.m.
;
the screen of wattled cotton stalks is tdtd

,
n.m.

;
the

ground whero the carts stand and the canes are laid is pas-

drd
, n.m. ;

the cauldrons are kardhd , n.m. ; the vessel in

which the juice is collected, kund
,
n.f.

;
the vessel in which

the molasses are cooled is chdk, n.m.
;
the masonry work

between the kardhd and chdk is chdthd
,
n.m. ;

the crushed

cane used for fuel is khoi, n.f.
;
the frame on which it is

carried is mdnjM or mdchi, n.f.; the man who feeds the

press is muthtyd, n.m. ; the stoker is jhokd, or jhokandld ;

the first washings of the cauldron after the juice has been

boiled (the perquisite of the stoker) are dhandhoi, n.f.

suit, to, bkdnd , v.n.
suitable, jogamjog adj.
summit. sikhar

,
n.m. ;

eikharant, n.m.
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Sun, din , n.m.; bhdn
,
n.m. (suraj, n.m. or f. is also used).

Sunday, bar, n.m.

Sunshine, ghdm
,
n.m. ; winter sunshine. iauOid

, n.m.
Superfluous. See Spare.

Surely, nelham. adv.

Surety. See Bail.

Surplus, bddhd , n.m.; badhdu, ndj.

Survey, to. See Gaze, to ; Measure, to.

Surveyor. See Chainman.
Suspicion, sinkhyd

,
n.f.

Swaggering, maror
,
n.f.

Sweetness, miiltdn
,
n.m. or f.

Sweets, khdja, n.m.

Swift a swift canal, sifio, n.f.

Switch. Twig.

T

Taboo, anything avoided or foresworn, dn
t
n.f. ; ddru ki an am

= wine is foresworn.

Tail docked, Idhdd
,
alj. (t-docked, cropped, or short

;
tailless).

Tailor, s'myd, n.m. By caste, chhipi
, n.m., chhipan ,

n.f. (the

caste are also die stampers).

Take off, to, lahna, v.a.

Take out, to, kddhnd ,
v.a.

Tale. See Story.

Talk, bachan , n.m.

Talk, to, batldnd , v.n. (not, as in Urdu, to tell or explain).

Talking, bdti ,
n.f.

Tank. <See Pond.
Tantalise, to, tarsand

,
v.a.

Tardily
,
audbar, adv.

Taunt, o/dnd, n.m.

Tax, /rtf/, n.m. (a tax levied by the village community on mer-

chants and craftsmen living in the village, and so distinct

from the common kudhi kamini
,
though levied in the same

way), quaere corruption of ahtrdl ?

Teaching, sikh, n.f.

Tear, to, pdfnd , v.a. »

Tease, to, tarsand
,
v.a.

Teat. See Udder.

Temper, sabhdo , n.m.

Temple, maridh or modi, njn. (of Devi). See also Shrine.

Ten, dainhy adj.

Tenant, (1) one whose rights as occupancy tenants are based on

clearance of the jungle, jhundi tar ,
n.m.; (2) tenant at will

with no stake in the village beyond his tenancy, bom

khdwd, n.m.
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Termagant, kalhdri
,
n.f.

Test, to, parkhnd, v.a.

Thatch, (1) a thatched roof, chhdn
,

n.f., osdrd
l n.m.- (2) a

thatch coping to \ialls used where the soil is light aiid the
walls liable to damage from rain, parchhi

, n.f.; (3) thatch-
ing grass (top leaves of cane, ear

, or pdni grass) pula, n m
Then, jib (corr. adv.).

There, ut
,
adv., ufe ,

adv.

Thick, Ihddd , adj.

Thigh, sdhihal, n.f.

Thin, jhind, adj.

Thing, cbij, n f

.

Think, to, bachdrnd
, v.a. or n. ; to think to oneself, taknd, v.n.

Thinking, bichdr , n.m.
Thirst, tie, n f.

Thiisty, tisdyd, adj.

Thither, aun
t
adv., ut, adv.

Thong, ndft, n.f. (of leather).

Thom, «H n.f. (long thorn of kikar, or raunj), a thorn plant.
&”***»> nf.; argemone mexicana, Jcanddi saiyandsan\
soLmum xanthocarpun, kandai pasarmd . See also Camel-
thorn.

Thorough, nikand
,
adj. (of ploughing, etc.).

Thought, n.m.; (//yaw, n.m.
; khyds, n.f.

Thousand, sansar or sahansar
,
adj. See s.v.

r

l bread, cotton thread, pdf, n.m.; the bundle of thread spun
from the spindle, kukri

,
n.f.

Three, three days hence, park din, n.m.
Threshing, (1) a heap of wheat, barley, or gotodr ready for

threshing, kundfd, n m ; (2) ditto of gram, khali, n.f.; (3)

ditto of bdjrd or jowdr
,
iikaura

,
n.in.; (4) a heap of grain

th eshed, hut not winnowed, kudhd
, n.m.; (5) a heap of

grain threshed and winnowed, rds
, nf ; (6) thieshing by

drawing a heavy weight yoked to a pair of bu locks over
the crop, phuhi, n.f.; (7) ditto with two or three pairs of

bullocks, gdhtd, n.m.;
( ) threshing floor, pair , n.rn.; (9)

pole found which bullocks go, medh
,
n.f.

Threshold (of doorway), dehl, n.f.

Thrifty, salwanti
, adj. f., sughf, adj,

* *
'* ghiti, n.f.

v.a.

,
ghdlnd ,

v.a., gubbhamd ,
v.a.

Thud, god, n.f.

Thunder, galnd, v.n., gAarrdnd, v.n., dhupid , v.n., dharuknd .

v.n.—in Sdwan only, ghar&kni , v.n.

Thursday, brihaspal , n.f.

Thus, nywn, adv. (of anything indicated, this way, so, etc.).

Tidy up, to See Clear up.

j moat, fcemiwaw, n.m.

;

Throw away, to | ,

Throw down, to

Thrust in. to. aoni. v.a.
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Tight, sakrd, adj.

Till, lug, postp.

Timh, kdl, n.m., samd, n.m. {see s.v.), hdn, n.f. bakat, n.m. Nee
also Occasion. Time is calculated as follows*:

—

1st watch (of 3 hours each) kaUetodr, n.f.
; 2nd dopahrd,

n.m.; 3rd din dhaleh n.m., din dhald, n.m., tiara pahr,
n.m. ;

4th din chhip gaya—chauthd pahr, n.m.; 5th pahr
rat, n.f., pdhchwdh pahr, n.m. ; 6th ddhi rat, n.f., chhati
pahr, n.m. ; 7th pahr led tafkd, n.m., sdhodh pahr, n.m.;
8th din nikal rahnd, dthwdn pahr, n.m. About 12 to 2

a.m. is ddhi dhaleh ; one hour before sunrise, pile bddal,

n.m.; about 4 to 6 p.m., hahdtwdr, n.f.
;
just after sunset,

gahdholak, n.m. ; lamplighting or evening meal time, diva

bale, n.m., rotiydh led bakat, n.m., ghds tuk kd bakat, n.m.
Tinkle, to, thanaknd, v.n.

Together, .'kihaure
,
adj. pi.

Toil. See Labour.

Toil, to, pachhnd ,
v.n.

Tongue, jib, n.f., poet, jibii.

Too, nipat, adv. and adj.

Tools, a collection of tools, etc., miscellaneous articles taken

together, rdchh pochh, n.m. pi.

Top. See Summit.
Tom. See Shreds.

Touch. chho n.m.

Towards, sohih, postp.

Townsfolk, nayri, adj.
r

rraoe, wdstd. n.m., not a trace, todsa nd.

Track, lik, n.f., liled, n.f. See Path.

Tract, khahd, n.m.

Trade, banak, n in., basdoni, n.f.

Tram, gddi, n.f.

Training. See Learning.

Tranquillity, dnahd, n.m.

^Travel, bat, n.f.

Traveller, bateau, n.m.

Travelling, hand, n.f.

Tree, binod, n.m.; rukh, n.m., a large full-grown tree, birchh,

n.m.
Trench, lehadd, n.m., a shallow trench to oarry water from

jungle to fields, dgam, n.m.

Trickle, dhalnd, v.n.

Tricks, akar makar, n.m.

Triumphant, manga!, adj.

Trouble, kodd, n.f., trds, n.m., jahjdl, n.m., phaihs, n.f., khdfd,

n m., making trouble, tahtd, n.m.

Trough, of well, into which the bucket is emptied, pdfvhhd,

n.m. ; that at which the cattle water, khd, n.f.

Trousers, suthan, n.f. (a woman’s).
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Trunk, fed, paid, n.m. (of tree).

Try, to. farkhnd, v.a. (to test).

Tumbler, bakhaurd, n.m. (of metal).

Turban, (1) of younger persons, pdgr'i, n.f.; (2) coloured one
used by young * bloods,’ third, n.m.

; (3) twisted one of older
persons, khandwd, n.m.

Turn, Mr. n.f.; vdr, n.m.; osrd, n.m.; thekar, n.m. Sec ‘pot-
sherds,’ ‘rotation.’

Turn round, to 1 , ,

Turn bock, to }
^opm, v.n. and a.

Turned over, tnundd, adj.

Twist. (1) large, used as whip, kdmrd n.m.; (2) smaller ditto,

kmnfi, n.f., kdmchi, n.f.
; (3) twig of kiknr, jdixd and man).

lung, n.m.
Twist

.
(I) a single twist in rope-making, hr. n.m., so dolur, liar

of doublo, and-triple twist; (2) a twist of rope, hint, n.m.,
Ml. n.m.; (3) a twisted strand of until, dab or munj is

ghximll, n.f.; (4) see also Whisp.
Twisting, nuirof. n.f.

Two-pronged, dosarxg, adj.

T\ ninny. See Oppression.

U

Odder, of cow or similar animal, nurd n.m.; of smaller animals,
auri, n.f.

Uncle, See Relation.
Undergo, to, bhognd, v.a.

Undertake, to, oina, v.a.

Unemployed, thdli, adj.; vlgd. adj. (Urdu alag).

Uneven, avid sauld
. adj., akar, adj.—of a crop, birld, adj.

Untilial, kaput, n.m. See s.v.

Unfortunate, nigofd or nigodd or nigodd, adj.

Ungrateful, nugrd, adj.

Unguarded, chaufat, adj.

Uninhabited, naddrad lc&dhi, n.f. (a deserted house).

Uninvited, angherd—angherd dyd= ho came unasked, angherd

bachhd= a waif.

Unirrigated. See Land.
Unnecessary, ushtahd, n.m. (unnecessary aotivity, etc.).

Unrestrained, bebas.odj. (usually of animal beyond contiol).

Unsavoured, \lukhd, adj. (e.g., dry bread, h&khx roU) : of.

Unseasoned, f Urdu rdkhd.
Until. See Till.

Untruthfulness. See Lying.
Unused, hard, adj. (of blank, unused paper).

Unworthy, of a son, kaput, n.m.
Upon, pe, postp.

Uppish, ushtahdi, n.m.
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Upright, sudhd
,
adj.

Uproar. See Noise.

Upside down, mnhdd
,
adj.

Up to, postp. (of time and place).

Urge, to. See Press, to.

Urine, heat in urine, chinghwd
,
n.m.

Useless, nedu, adj.; nirm
}
adj.; nth na sdth

,
adj. See Bad;

anything useless or beyond one’s capacity, ilhan, n.f.

Uselessly, mihm ,
adv.

V

Vegetable, (l) a small plot of vegetables, palej or phalej, n.m.

,

(2) cooked vegetables or lentils, ldn
t
n.m.; (3) vegetables

generally, bhdji, n.f.; (4) vegetable-selling tribe, and vege-

table sellers generally, k&hjfA ,
n.m.

Veil, (1) woman’s head-covering, ofhnd, n.m. See under Shawl

:

(2) fringe or ornament covering the forehead, ghriighal,

n.m.; (3) tinsel veil worn by the bride, miuri
,
n.f.

Ventilator, (1) large ventilators in the roof of zamindars’ houses.

jhdhkhd
,
n.ni., chanhk

,
n.m.

; (2) small hole in the roof for

smoke to escape, mokh, n.m. (sometimes, as in Panjab.

mogh).

Verandah, ml, n.f.

Verse, dohd
, n.m.

Very, iirpat, adj. and adv.; ghankhare , adj. pi.

Vessel, (1) earthen vessel hdsan
, n.m.; (2) metal vessel, bdmn,

n.m.
; (3) broken vessels of either kind, dhobrd

,
n.m. : (4) a

set of earthen vessels supplied by the potter at a wedding,

Uk, n.f.

Vest, the vest or shirt worn by zamindars, kamr\
t

n.f.

Vicinity. See Neighbourhood.

Vigorous, dhdfi, adj

Village, gam, n.m,
;
a small village, gdmfi, n.f., mdjrd, n.m. See

also Hamlet ; an outside village other than one’s own, pa*

gdmdn , n.m.

Villager, gowdr
9
n.m.

Violently, gadded ,
adv.

Virtue, gun
,
n.m.

Visit, mcht
,
n.f.

*

Vitex > v negundo, shmdlu
,
n.m. (the bannd of the Panjab : used

in fomentations and poultices, and popularly supposed to

thrive in villages with masouline names, and not in those

of a feminine form).

Voice, bdy n.m.

W
Wage-earner. See Labourer.

Waif, pdlputr
,
n.m (a waif brought up in one’s own home)

angherd bachhd
,
n.m.
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Waistband, tdgri, n.f. (a silver chain usually worn by boys and
lads).

Wall, bhiht
,

n.f.

Wander, to, hdhdnd
, v.n, ramnd, v.n.

Wandering, ramat
,
n.f. (of Fakirs).

Want, phik, n.f.; lo?, n.f.; rind, n.f.
; bisar

,
n.m.

; scarcity,

lord, n.m. See also Absence.

War, judh, n.m.

Warm, tut, adj.

Washed, to have, dhawdnd
, v.a.

Wasp, bliirf, n.f.

Watch, pahrd
,
n.m, keeping guard at night, sodsdi, n.f.; crop

watching, rakhwdl
, n.f.

;
a watch of the day or night. See

Time.

Watchman, pahru
,
n.m.

Water, nir, n.m. (especially in the eyes).

Water, to, nirnd
,
v.a. (of animals).

Water-carrier (1) a woman carrying for her own house, panhdr,

n.f.; (2) paid to carry for others, panhdri ,
n.f.

Water-clock, a bowl witli a hole in the bottom, kacholl
,

n.f.,

which is set in a jhdkrd
,
n.m.

Watercourse, a broad watercourse, foremost minor distribu-

tary, but smaller than rdjbdhd. khildsi, n.f.; (2) the main
distributary beyond the outlet or mri, khdnd

,
n.f., dahdnd

,

u.m.; (3) a small distributary in the fields, pdhkhi. n.f.

The above terms apply to canal irrigation. For wells see

Runnel.

Watering, (1) preliminary watering before sowing, paleo, n.f.;

(2) first watering after sowing, kor
,
n.m.; (3) next, dnsrd

pdni, tisrd pdni, and so on.

Waterpot, (1) ordinary earthen waterpot is matkd, n.m.
; (2)

ditto big, with a wide mouth, jhdkrd , n.m. ; (3) any large

earthen waterpot. pathdd
,

n.m. See also Vessel, and

Pofc

Wattle. See Screen.

Wattlings, (1) cotton stalk wattling at side of cart for loading

manure, etc., kifd ,
n.m.

; (2) rope (ibarri

)

wattling at sides

of cart, dhauhj , n.m. ; (3) wattling in floor of cart, of dhad-

hain
,
sat

,
etc., chhdban ,

n.m.

Way (custom, means), bidh, n.f.; ravaiyd
,
n.m.; dhdl

,
n.m.;

the right method, sdr
,
n.f. See also Habit.

Weak, hind, adj.; napoj
,
adj. (feeble); poor in quality, bodd

adj.; mdrd, adj.

Wealth, kanchan
,
n.m., lakhshmi

,
n.f. (see s.v,), dhan, n.m.

Wealthy, bhdgwdn, adj., dhani, adj. Gradations may be ex-

pressed by sawpati, hazdrpati, Idkhpati ,
adj.-worth a

hundred, a thousand or a lakh.

Weather. See Season.

Weaver-bird, baiyd, n.m. (plocceus baiyA).
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Wedge. See Plough.
Weed, to, nalaund , v.a.

Weeded, to be, nalnd. v.a.

Weeds, afahgd , n.m.
Weights, hat

, n.m. (for scales).

Well, (1) drinking well, panghat ,
n.m.; (2) for watering

cattle, pihi kahuna
; (3) an unlined well, fallen in,

n.m.; (4) a shallow hole, dug in the ground for drinking,

niaman , n.m. (the word seems to belong to the south of

the district); (5) generally, Ma or hand, n.m.; (6) the

principal parts of a well are (a) collective name for super-

structure of a well, dhana, n.m.—consisting of (6) stone

slab on which the well bucket is emptied, sil, n.f
;

(c) cross

beam or stone across the mouth of well on which the

superstructure is raised, dehli, n.f.; (d) two uprights at

each end of above, on which the beam supporting the

wheel is fixed, old , n.m., otja, n.m.; (e) horizontal beam
on above, pdt , n.m,

; (/) two small uprights resting on
above in which the axle tree of well wheel is fixed, guddi

n.f.; (g) the well wheel, hliaun ,
n.m. (of a drinking well

,

hliauni, n.f.) and (h) the axle tree of the wheel, dhvnt,

n.m., kand
t n.m.; (i) the yoke, collectively, juf, n.m.,

consisting of (;) upper wooden bar, jud, n m.
;
(k) lower

wooden bar, parallel to above, taloii, n.f.
; (l) ropes joining

these two at extremities, ndiigld
,
n.m.

;
(m) battens across

the jud and taloti
,
gala

,
n.m., or covered with leather,

chamgatd
, n.m., and («) rope on the jud. into which the

Ido is fixed, nahdni, n.f.; (o) the well rope, Ido, n.f. or in

drinking well, neju, n.f.
; (p) the twisted end of the Wo into

which a peg fits and joins it to the nahdni, puhjfi, n.f (*7
)the

block to which the Ido is fastened , kafku, n.m. , hhirfd ,
n.m.

;

(r)
two iron rings which join the blopk and the next follow

ing item, ball , n.f.
; («) cross iron bars over the ring of the

bucket, bovji, n.f. ; ( t) the iron ring to which the bucket is

attached, mandat, n.m.; (u

)

the well bucket, chars, n.f.;

(v) a wooden bar, leather covered, making a lip to prevent

the water tilting back into the well when the bucket is put

down full, gdtd, n.m.
;
(w) the slope down which the bul-

locks pull, gaun
,
n.f , at the top of which, mafd, n.m., they

are yoked. *

Note .—These terms ate liable to variation in different parts

of the district, and are markedly different among the ahir-

vdti speaking people of the kachchd well tract.

Well-behaved, sudhd , adj.

Well-finished, kdmal , adj. (Urdu pakkd).

Well-living, X&fd, adj.

Well-sinking, a system of, under which one’s friends and neigh-

bours contribute their labour in return for feasting, pasdrd,

n.m.
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Well-wisher, sajjan ,
n.m.

VWst, pachham, n.m. ; dtham , n.m. ; dthman, n.m.

Western, dthamand , odj.
;
pachhdydh

, adj.

Westwards, dthmandn, adj.
;
pachhdhen

,
adj.

Wet. See Moist, Moisture—newly watered, gargari, adj.

Wot, to become, bhijnd ,
v.n.

What? pron.

Wheat, gekun, n.m., cake of wheat bread, phulkd, n.m. : viahdd ,

n.m. ;
wheat-rust, ro/f, n.f.

Wheel, paiydn , n.m.

Wheeler, rfAorf, n.f. (of wheeler pair of bullocks in a cart).

When, interrogative, lead ,
adv. ; relative, jib , adv.

Where? jfcafe, (interrog.), adv.

Whether, bhdwe ,
bhdwen ,

conj.

Whip. See Goad.
Whisp, a twist of several cane tops used to bind a slioaf of

canes, /tin, n.m.
White, dhaula 9

adj. ;
.m/etf, adj.

;
pale, or straw-coloured, W/ww,

adj.

Whither ? jfcft, adv. ; hare, adv. ; kitof, adv. ;
Icinghe ,

adv.

Whole, sagld
, adj.

Widespread, desauld
,
adj. (affecting the whole country side).

Widow, bidivdj n.f.

Widowhood, raruldpd, n.m.

Wife, 70, n.f.
;
parni, n.f. ; ftryrf, n.f. ;

kdmnl ,
n.f. ;

n.f.-—

any young wife of the house as son’s or younger brother s,

bauhufia ,
n.f. See also Woman.

Wild, Ichar, adj., e.g. khar jdl. also Selfsown.

Wince, to, kanldnd ,
v.n.

Wind, (1) generic, foff, n.f., pawn, n.f.; (2) west wind, pichhwa

or pachhwd (sc. bdl)
; (3) east wind, pirwa (sc. bdl); (4)

south wind, dakhndi (sc. bdl)
; (5) north wind, ulrai (sc.

bdl). The above four can be used substantively or adjec-

tively with bdl; (6) a hot withering wind blowing after rain

and injuring the young crops, especially in Sawan,
khdng 9

n.f.
; (7) the hot wind of summer, lu, n.f.

Wine, ddru, n.f.

Winged, pankhi 9
adj.

Wink, to, jhapaknd, v.n.

Winnow, to, barsdund, v.a. ;
pachhopid, v.a. ;

kalana , v.a.

Winnowing basket, chhdj, n.m.

Winter, jddd 9 n.m. (the four cold months).

Winter-rains, mdhoth, n.f., maihwath,n.i. ,

Wisdom, stick 9 n.f. ;
sodht , n.f. ;

hausld ,
n.m. ;

budht, n.f.

Wise, grydni, adj . ;
sajjan, adj. ;

adj. ;
sughaf, adj.

With, gwtf, postp. ; se/f, postp., sudhdn ( = Urdu samel) postp.

Without, bm 9
postp.

Withdraw, to, khosnd, v.a.

Wither, to, ogalnd,
v.n. (especially of gram crop).
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Woman, ndr, ndrt , istri, tirid, tiryd , n.f.; lugdi, n.f. (fem. of
log.) ; bir or birbdni

, n.f. (strictly of a married woman in her
husband's village)

;
a lovely woman, gori, n.f. ; kdmni, n.f. :

women, see Folk.

Womb, garbh, n.m.
Wonder. See Marvel.
Wood, hath

,
n.m.

;
store of wood in front of a carpenter's house,

khdtor, n.f. ; a copse, bani, n.f.; a forest, ban , n.m.; ban-

khand
,
n.m.

Work, to. See Labour
;
to work a pattern, kadhnd

, v.a.

Work, fcrir, n.m.; unpaid work, kdr begdr, n.m. Nee Labour.
Toil.

Working, katner , n.f. (ability to work).
Workman, kammdu

9
n.m.

; kamerd. n.m.
;
kameri

,
n.f.

World, pirfAt or prithmi . n.f., jag , n.m.
Worn out, 6odd, adj.

Worship, to, bhajnd
,
v.a.

Worth, /ogr, adj. , constructed with the inflected infinitive, farriM

jog=kame lAik.

Worthless, mrsri, adj.; »edw, adj.
; ut, adj. (as a term of abuse)

nigofd % nigodd ,
or rarely nigodd

, adj.

Wrothy, a worthy son, sapui, n.m.
Wound, ghao, n.m.

;
jhori

,
n.f.

Wrath. Nee Anger.
Wretch,

|
nigofd ,

nigodd or rarely nigodd , adj.
;

nirbhdg
,

Wretched, ) adj.

Wrong, a, n.m. ; hukram , n.m.
W roth. Nee Displeased

.

Y
Yard, boyar , n.m. (the ea/ian of Urdu) see s.v. ; Cattle-yard, g^cr,

n.m., ttgwr, n.m.
; gwr, n.m.

; enclosure for stocking fodder

etc., gitvodr, n.m., gitivdfd , n.m.
Year, this year, t&ifce sdZ or more commonly tftfee ; next or last

year, pur ke sal or pur ke t next or last but one, prdr ke sal

or prdr ke.

Yes, hambe, interj.

Yield, to, nyauhnd, v.n.

Yoke, of plough or cart, jud
t n.m., jot , n.f., a yoke of oxen, jot,

n.f., well yoke, juf, n.m.
Yokel, gowdr, n.m. *

Younger. See Junior.

Youth, a, gdbru, n.m.
* Z

Zenith, sikhar ,
n.m., sikharaht , n.m.

Zizyphus, Z- nummularia, jhdr, n.m., a heap of it out for fodder

or hedge-making and still green is dhihkar, n.m.; its

leaves dried and ready for use as fodder are pdld, num., its
j

berry is her, n.m.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 5th .January, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhoi’adhyaya.
M.A., D.L., F.U.S.E., Vice* President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. '. H
Rurkill, Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, Mr J. A. Chapman
Mr. B. L. Chaudliuri, Mr. F. Doxey, Mr. L. L. Fennor, Hai
.Matilal Ganguli Bahadur, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. W. C. Hossaek,
Mr. T. H. D. LaTouehe, Rev. YV R. LeQuesne, Mr. A. H.
Lewes, Mr. W. S. Millie, Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya,
Mr. YV. W. K. Page, Lieut.-Col. D. C. Pliillott, Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., Captain F. H. Stewart, I.M.S., Dr. A. Suhra-
wardy, Dr. M. W. Travel's, Rev. A. W. Y oung, and others.

Visitors :—Babu Hem Chandra Das-Gupta, Mr. J. Hender-
son Gray, Mr. G. D. Hope, Miss Morrison, Mrs. E. Denison
Ross, and others.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Two hundred and ten presentations wore announced.

The Chairman reported that he had received one essay in
l ompetition for the Elliott Prize for Scientific Researches for

the year 1909.

The General Secretary read the following Minutes of the
Special Meeting of the Council held on the 8th December, 1909,

nominating Fellows of the Society.

A Special Meeting of the Council of the* Asiatic Society of

Bengal was held on Wednesday, the 8th December, 1909, at
5-30 p.m.

Present :—The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukho-
padhyaya, M.A., D.L., FR.S.E. ;

G. Thibaut, Esq., PhJX,
C.I.E.

;
Lieut.-Col F. J. Drury, M.B., l.M.S. . D. Hooper,

Ksq., F.C.S. ; E. D. Ross, Esq., Ph.D. ; N. Annandale, Esq.,
D.Sc., C.M.Z.S. ;

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidya-
hliusana, M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S. ; Major L. Rogers, M.D.,
B.So., I.M S. ; H. G. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.; Babu Monmohan
Chakravarti, M.A., B.L. ;

Dr. E. P. Harrison; Lieut.-Col. D. C.

Pliillott.
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Business

.

—Nomination of Fellows.

Order.—The following names were selected by ballot for

nomination, each obtaining at least a two-thirds majority
of this votes of the members of Council present at the meeting.
The names are arranged in alphabetical order.

L)r. X. Annandale, D.Sc., C.M.Z.S., F.L.S.
; The Hon’ble

Mr. JuhMco Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, C.S.I., M.A., D.L..

D.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.; I. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A., F.L.S.;

Mahamahopadhyaya Harnprasad Shastri, M.A.
; Sir Thomas

Holland, K.C.i.E., D.Se., A.R.C.S., F.G.S., F.R.S.; 1).

Hooper, Esq., F.C.S.
;
T. H. D. LaTouohe, Esq., B.A., F.G.S.;

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L. ; Lieut.-Col. D. C.

Phillott, ; Dr. Prafulla Chandra Kay, D.Sc. : Major L. Rogers.

M.D., B.S., F.R C.P., F.R.C.S., LM.S. ; Dr. E. D. Ross.

Ph.D.
;
Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,

M.A., Ph.l)., M.R.A.S. ; Dr. G. Thibnut, Ph.D., C.I.E.; Dr.

M. W. Travers, D.Sc., F.R S. ; A. Venis, Esq.. M.A. ; Dr. C. T.

Walker, M.A., F.R.S.

The following four gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-

nary Members :
—

Mr. J. N. Farquhar
,
M.A., proposed by Rev. A. W.

Young, seconded by Mr. D. Hooper; Mr. David A. David,

Merchant, 55, Free School Street, proposed by Mr. M. J. Seth,

seconded by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji ; Major W. M . Cold-

stream , R.E., Survey of India, proposed by Mr. T. H. D.

LaTouohe, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale ;
Dr. Geoffrey D.

Hope
,
B.Sc., Ph.D., Scientific Officer, Indian Tea Association,

proposed by Mr. D. Hooper, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale.

Dr. E. D. Ross delivered a lecture on Csoma de Koros and.

Tibetan Buddhism.

The following papers were read :

—

1. On a probable identity between Clypeaster complanatus,

Duncan and Sladen
,
and ClypeaHter duncanensis, NoeUing.—By

Hem Chandra Das Gupta. Communicated by Mr. Vrbpbn-

burg.

2. Fashion in Iron Styles.—By I. H. Burkill.

3. A passage in the Turki text of the Babamamah.—By
H. Bevkridge.

4. An unpublished Tibetan-Latin vocabulary (with pronun-

ciations marked) by an Italian Capuchin namedl Da Fano ,
written

in 1714. (
From the collection in the Imperial Library ,

Calcutta.)

—By Harimath De.

These two papers will be published in a subsequent number

of the Journal.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the
Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, the
12th January, 1910, at 9-30 pm.

i Lieut.-Colonel J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., in the chair.

\ The following members were present

1 Dr. U. N. Brahmachari, G. C. Chatterjoe, Dr. B. \
G|iosh, Captain D. M. McCay, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D.
Mlegaw, I.M.S., Dr. G. N. Mukerji, Dr. Indumadhab Mullick,

Mpjor L. Rogers, Honorary Secretary.

\ Visitors

:

—Dr. S. C. Bural, Captain E. D. W. Greiu, T.M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

IA case of Pityriosin rubra was shown by Lieut.-Colonel

.1 ’m. Calvert.

F A paper was read on Circulatory Diseases of the circula-

to?/y system in India by Captain J. W. D. Megaw, T.M.S. , and
the discussion on this subject was concluded.

The following papers were also read

1. Researches on Kata-azar. -By Dr. Upenura Nath
Bkahmachari.

2. The occurrence of an epyzootic of ford septicaemia in

Calcutta hud prophylactic treatment by a vaccine.—By Dr. G. C.

Chatterjhe.
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The Annual Meeting of the Society was held 011 Wednesday,

the 2nd February, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, CS.l.,

D.L. D.Sc., F.R.S.E., Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present

-

l)r. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. R. 0.

Banerji, Mr. J. A. Cliapman, Babu Monmohan Chakravarti,

Babu Nilmani Chakravarti, l)r. W. A. K. Christie, Mr. B. L.

Ohaudlmri, Mr. D. A. David, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. H. G.

(Graves, Dr. E. P.' Harrison, Mr. 1). Hooper, Mr. T. H. D. La
Touche, Mr. W. A. Lee, Mr. E. M. Loffler, Mr. W. H. Miles,

Dr. Indu Madhab Mallick, Dr. Girindra Nath Mukerjee, Babu
Panchanan Mukhopadhyaya, Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Dr.

|\<\ Ray, Dr. E. D. Ross, Hon. Mr. Justice S. Sharfuddin,

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, Mr. A. C. Sen, Mr.

M. J. Seth, Captain F. H. Stewart. I.M.S. : Mr. E. Vredenburg,

Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood.

Visitors :—Babu S. C. Bagchi, Babu Hem Chandra Das-

Cupta, Babu Phanindra Lai Gangooly, Mr. R. W. Harrison,

Mr. K. Mukerji, Mr. A. Wanen and others.

'the Chairman ordered thj distribution of voting papers

for the election of Officers and Members of Council for 1910,

and appointed Captain F. H. Stewart, I.M.S., and Babu Rakhal

Das Banerji, to be scrutineers.

'the Chairman also appointed Mr. L. L. Fermor and Mr.

B. L. Chaudhuri to be scrutineers for the election of the Fellows

<»f the Society.

The Chairman announced that only one essay had been

i trcived in competition for the Elliott Prize for Scientific

Research for the year 1909, which was sent to the Director of

Public Instruction, Bengal, one of the Trustees, for report,

and that the result had not yet been received.

The Chairman called upon the Secretary to read the

Annual Report.
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y^NNUAL Report for 1909.

The Counoil of the Society has the honour to submit tin*
following report on the state of the Society’s affairs durine tho
year ending 31st December, 1909.

R

Member List.

The number of Ordinary Members at the close of the yeai
was 473. Seventy Ordinary Members were elected during 1909.
Out of these, 7 have not yet paid their entrance fees ; 1 member
withdrew, and 1 died. The number of Ordinary Members,
therefore, added to the list was 61, in addition to anothei 1

elected in 1908, who has paid his entrance fee during the year,
making a total of 62 Ordinary Members added to the last list.'

On the other hand, 20 withdrew, 7 died, 2 were struck 01 .

under Rule 38, and 8 under Rule 40.

The following table gives the statistics or the past six
years :

—

Payinu.
1

|

Non- pwing. i

Yeak.

|

Resident.

!

Non- Resident.

Foreign.
Total.

Life.

•J

! A
<

*5 ti
a

‘3

8,8’B
®Vi »

1

1

i
1 .

-«
j i

H
|

1

1904 ..

1

132 1

|

130 14
1

1 27«
j

: 21 45 1 1 07 343

1905 144 i

1

133 12 288 20 47 1 68 357

1000 173 | 147 15 335
i

20 51 1 72
|

407

1007 ..
|1

174 175 20
j

359 20 30 1 51 420

1908 ..
|

181 !

I

193 17 391 19 38 — 1

57 44S

1909 ..j 183
J

217 13 413

1

20 40 — 60 473

The Ordinary Members whose deaths welamentwere—Babu
Annadaprasad Bose, Dr. T. Bloch, Mr. A. M. T. Jackson, Babu
Jain Vaidya, Babu Mohinlmohan Mitra, Babu' Muksudan Das,

Dr. Priyanath Sen, and Maharaja Radhakishore Deb, Bahadur.
There were two deaths among Honorary Members, viz.

—

Professor M. J. DeGceje and Sir George King. #The number
is now 28.

The number of the Special Honorary Centenary Members
remain unchanged since last year.
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During the year we have elected Mr. Balkrishna Atmaram
(riipte as an Associate Member, the number now standing at

14.

One Member, Maharaja Jagadindranatk Roy Bahadur, com-

pounded for his subscriptions during the year.
”

Indian Museum.

During the year there lias been one vacancy amongst tlu*

Trustees. Sir Thomas Holland resigned his office as a Trustee

of the Indian Musoum on behalf of the Society, and Mr. T. li. D.

U Touche, B.A., F.G.S., was appointed. Dr. G. Thibaut

acted as a Trustee till October, when Lt.-Ool. D. C. Phillott

teturned to India and resumed his seat. The other Trustees

who represent the Society are—the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh

Mukliopadhyaya, M.A., D.L.
; Mr. li. P. Ashton, Lieut.-Col.

(4. V. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P., I.M.S.

The Government of Bengal forwarded a draft bill to con-

solidate and amend the law relating to the Indian Museum,
with a statement of objects and reasons for criticism, and the
( 'ounoil agreed with its main provisions. They were, however

of the opinion that at least two representatives on the Board
of Trustees should be appointed by turn instead of one as laid

down in the Bill.

Finance.

The Accounts of the Society arc shown in the appendix

under the usual heads. Statement No. 12 contains the Balance

Sheet of the Society, and of the different funds administered

through it.

The credit balance of the Society at the close of the year

was Rs. 1,93,522-13-3, against Rs. 1,89,731-7-0 in the preceding

year, which shows an increase in our financial position by

about Rs. 3,800. A sum of Rs. 2,000 has been advanced as a

loan to the Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund; this added, the

closing balance would show an actual increase by about

Rs. 5,800.

The Budget 1909 was estimated at the following figures

Receipts . . . . Rs. 24,834.

Expenditure .. .. - „ 24,770,

The Budget Estimate of Receipt is exclusive of “Admis-

sion Fees,” “Compound Subscription” and ** Government

Allowance” (for Researches in History, Religion, Ethnology

and Folklore of Bengal).

The aotual receipts for the year, exclusive of these items,

have amounted to Rs. 23,487-7-4, or about Rs. 1,350 less than
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the estimate ; Rs. 2,048 have been received as Admission Fees.
Rs. 240 as a Compound Subscription, and Rs. 7,200 as Govern'
ment Allowance (for Researches in History, Religion, Ethnology
and Folklore of Bengal), or about Rs. 8,150 in excess of tliV

estimate. The sum of Rs. 2,300 has been credited to the
Permanent Reserve Fund from the Admission Fees and
Compound Subscription received during the year, which
now stands at Rs. 1.58,000. The Receipts have exceeded
the estimate under the heads of “ Members’ Subscri]>-

tions,” “ Subscriptions for the Society’s Journal and Proceed-

ings and Memoirs ”
“Interest on Investments,” and

“ Miscellaneous ”
;
the increases under these heads being

Rs. 728-1-7, Rs. 144, Rs. 223, and Rs. 59-5-9, respectively.

Tiie Receipts have fallen short of . the estimate under the

following heads : “ Sale of Publication
’ 9

owing to certain sale

proceeds not having been realised during the year, “Govern-
ment Allowance” on account of non- receipt of allowance from
the Government of Eastern Bengal and Assam, and 125th

Anniversary Entertainment Fund” owing to non-realisation

of all the voluntary contributions.

In the Budget the expenditure was estimated at Rs. 24,770.

distributed under 21 heads. Of this sum, Rs. 310 provided for

the “Tibetan Catalogue” was not utilised. The actual

expenditure has amounted to Rs. 24,041, or Rs. 729 less than

the estimate. The expenditure lias exceeded the estimate

under the heads of “ Stationery,” “ Journal and Proceedings”

and “Memoirs 99
Petty Repairs,” and “125th Anniversary

Entertainment Fund.” “ Stationery
5 9

has been higher owing to

purchase of stencil papers, ink, etc., for the use of the Medical

Section. “ Journal and Proceedings ” and “ Memoirs ” have

been increased owing to the printing charges of Material for a

Flora of the Malayan Peninsula. “Petty Repairs” lias been

higher owing to whitewashing and painting the room rented

to the Automobile Association of Bengal. And 125th Anniver-

sary Entertainment Fund” has been increased owing to bonus

given to the Staff of the Society. The other increments are

not very large, and are proportionate to the amount of work

done during the year.

During 1909 the Council sanctioned the following items of

expenditure: “ Manuscript Catalogue” (for the Arabic and

Persian Section of the Society), Rs. 369-12; “Copper Plate

Catalogue,” Rs. 175; “Loan” (advanced to Arabic and

Persian MSS. Fund, Rs. 2,000; and Sanskrit MSS. Fund, Be.

1,150), Rs. 3,150; and “Salary” (Researches in History,

Religion, Ethnology, and Folklore of Bengal), Re. 4,200;

Total Rs. 7,894-12. The sum of Re. 11-5-10 was paid for in-

terest on Rs. 5,000 Government Promissory Note purchased

during the year. The total expenditure has amounted to

Rs. 31,947-MO.
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The following sums were held at the close of the year on
account of the different funds administered by the Society -

Rs. A. P.

Oriental Publication Fund No . 1 (less Rs. 432

advanced to Dr. L. Suali, and Rs. 400 to

Maulavi Abu Musa Ahmad-al Haque) . . 4,819 14 8

Do. Do. No. 2 .. .. 5,675. 1 0
Do. Do. No. 3 .. .. 2,340 11 6

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund .. .. 758 4 11

Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund (less Rs. 166

advanced to Maulavis) . . .. 1,899 1 6

Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund (less Rs. 500

advanced to Officer-in-charge) .. 1,216 2 6

Total Rs. . . 16,709 4 1

The Permanent Reserve Fund at the close of the year was
Us. 1,58,000, and the Temporary Reserve Fund at the close of

the year Rs. 44,300, against Rs, 1,55,700 and Rs. 41,600,

respectively, of the previous year.

The Permanent Reserve Fund has increased by Rs. 2,300

from the Admission Fees and one Compound Subscription

received during the year, and the Temporary Reserve Fund
has increased by Rs. 2,700 from the Government Promissory

Note purchased during the year. The Trust Fund at the close

<>f the year was Rs. 1,400.

The Budget Estimate of Receipts and Disbursements for

the year 1910 has been fixed as follows

Receipts . . . . . . Rs. 30,697

Expenditures .. .. ,, 28,443

The Budget Estimate of Receipts is about Rs. 3,430 less

than the Actuals, and Rs. 5,865 more than the estimate

of 1909. “Members* Subscriptions” are higher owing to the

increase in tho number of new members. “Subscriptions for

the Society’s Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs *’ have

heen increased owing to a few more subscribers being added to

the list. “Interest on Investments” shows an increase owing

to the purchase of Government Paper.
‘ 4

Rent
’
* has decreased

owing to the realisation in 1909 of the rent for the month of

December, 1908. “Government Allowance” is higher owing

to the non-receipt of Rs. 1 ,000 from the Government of Eastern

Bengal and Assam. There is a further estimate of the Govern-

ment Allowance for the Researches in History, Religion,

Ethnology, and Folklore of Bengal. “Loan” advanced to

the Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund is to be realised from the

same in April, 1910. There will be no income from the Anni-

versary Entertainment Fund, as the account is now closed.
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The Budget Estimate of Expenditure is Rs. 3,500 less than
the Actuals, and Rs. 3,675 more than the estimate of 1909
“ Salaries ** have been increased owing to increment allowed to

the Staff, and an extra Duftry appointed for 6 months. “ Jour-

nal and Proceedings and Memoirs 99
are higher, because all the

publications of 1909 have not been issued. “Contingencies”
have been increased owing to the winter clothing given to the

menials of the Society. “Library Catalogue*’ is reduced,

owing to the prospect of only one part being published.

“Paging of Manuscripts,**
1

‘ Building ” and “Salary** have
been added to the estimate. “ Paging of Manuscripts,” remu-

neration for examining the pages, etc., of the Arabic and Persian

MSS. presented to the Society by Khan Bahadur Shams-ul-

UlamaNawab Aziz Jung of Hyderabad, Deccan, and “ Salary,”

will be met from the Government Allowance which is awaited.

The other items are based upon the actuals of the last year.

Two extraordinary expenditures have been budgetted for

during the year 1910, namely, Rs. 1,300 for printing of

about 20 plates of the drawings of Gangctic Fish with a

synonomy of the species and notes, and Rs. 1,500 for the

purchase of standard works as a commencement of the Medical

Reference Library. Total—Rs. 2,800.

The expenditure on the Royal Society’s Catalogue (inclu-

ding subscriptions remitted to the Central Bureau, London)

has been Rs. 5,399-14-7, while the receipts under this head from

subscription received on behalf of the Central Bureau (includ-

ing a grant of Rs. 1,000 from the Government of India) have

been Rs. 6,065-3. A sum of Rs. 4,826-14-10 has been remit-

ted to the Central Bureau, London. And the amount of

Rs. 5,129-7-1 is still to be forwarded.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosli Mukhopadhyaya was

appointed to the office of Treasurer in April, 1909, on Mr.

Hooper proceeding on furlough for 6 months. Mr. D. Hooper

resumed charge in November, 1909.

BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1910.

Receipts.

1909. 1909. 1910.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate.

Members’ Subscriptions..

Rs.

9,600

Rs.

10,228

Rs.

9,700

Subscriptions for the So-

ciety’s Journal and Pro-

ceedings and Memoirs.. 1,660 1,704 1,704

Sale of Publications 2,000 1,393 2,000

Carried over . . Rs. 13,060 13,326 13,404
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Rs.

Brought forward . . 13,060

Interest on Investments . . 6,770

Bent of room . . . . 650
Government Allowances 3,000

Ditto (for Researches

in History, Religion,

Ethnology, and Folklore

of Bengal) .

.

Miscellaneous . . 100

1 25th Anniversary Enter-

tainment Fund . . 485

125th Anniversary Balance
carried forward from
1908 . . . . 769

Loan ... ...
Admission fees

Compound Subscription.

.

Total Ra. 24,834

Expenditure.

Salaries 5,680

Commission .

.

525

Pension 455

Stationery 125

Light and Fans 275

Municipal Taxes 1,465

Postage 600

Freight

Contingencies

380
500

Books 1,200

Binding
•Journal and Proceedings

1,000

and Memoirs 7,500

Printing Circulars, etc. .

.

300

Auditor’s fee 100

Petty repairs 100

Insurance 190

Library Catalogue
Crain Compensation Al-

1,700

lowances .

.

300

Tibetan Catalogue
125th Anniversary Enter-

310

tainment Fund 1,285

Repairs 780

Carried over .. Rs. 24,770

Rb. Rs.

13,325 13,404

6,993 6,993
650 600

2,000 4,000

7,200 3,600
159 100

366

1,150

2,048
240

2,000

34,125 30,697

5,688 6,350

567 550

420 420

198 150

262 260

1,465 1,465

596 600

102 300

463 600

634 1,200

892 1,000

8,134 9,000

215 250

100 100

171 100

187 188

1,329 1,000

251 300
310

1,752 • •

625 • •

24,041 24,143
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Rs. Rs. Rs.
Brought forward . . 24.770 24,041 24,143

Salary (for Researches in

History, Religion, Eth-

nology, and Folklore of

Bengal) 4,200 3,600
Manuscript Catalogue 370
Interest on Government

.

Paper purchased 11

Copper Plate Catalogue .

.

175 • •

Loan . . .

.

3,150 • •

Paging of Manuscripts . . 200
Building 500

Total Rs. . . 24,770 31,947 28,443

Extraordinary Expenditure.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate
1909. 1909. 1910.

Rs. Rs. Rs.
‘ ‘Journal and Proceedings”

and “Memoirs” . , 1,300

“Books” * * 1,500

Total Rs .. 2,800

Agencies.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch and Mr. Otto Harrassowitz con-

tinued as the Society’s Agents in Europe.

The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceed-

ings and the Memoirs sent to Mr. Quaritch during the

year 1909 was 586, valued at £55-8-8, and of the Bibliotheca

Indica 399, valued at Rs. 577-10; of these copies, to the value

of £14-10-10 and Rs. 48-8 have been sold.

Twenty-five invoices of books purchased, and of publica-

tions of various Societies sent in exchange, have been received

during the year, the value of the books purchased amounting to

£33-16-3. *

The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceed-

ings and the. Memoirs sent to Mr. Harrassowitz during 1909

was 164, valued at £22-9-6, and of the Bibliotheca Indica 316,

valued at Rs. 428-12. The sale proceeds have been £29-12-8

and Rs. 397-3 respectively.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of

added to the Library during the year was 3,433, of which So*
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were purchased, and 3,079 were either presented or received
exchange.

,

Pte
t?1ithB

^br“y Catalogue up to the letter L has
been published, and the third part to end of the letter R is
under revision, and will be published shortly

A large collection of books and MSS. in the Oriental
auguage was presented by Shams-ul-ulama Ahmad ’Abdu-l-Am
Khan Bahadur, of Hyderabad, Deccan, to the Society's Library!
and a Catalogue of the collection has been prepared and will
be published shortly.

, .

Catalogue of the Copper-plates in the possession of ihe

S^haS be0n prepared
’ and wil1 ^publishedin the Society’s

Mr. J. H. Elliott has continued as Assistant Secretary
throughout the year.

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

The work of the Regional Bureau lias not been light.
The number of index slips sent to London for the Catalogue
during the year was 2,527 ; and the accounts from the initiation

"
.

* ie Bureau have been subjected to a complete scrutiny.
Of course, part passu with the increaso of scientific workers in
India, the number of index slips annually increases, as the
following figures show:—

19°7 1,189
J908 2 147
1909 2^527

To meet the increased work, all labour-saving devioes that
'Hugest themselves are adopted.

The scrutiny of the Bureau’s accounts was made in order
that the books might be compared with those of the Central
Bureau.

Accounts up to date will be found in statement No. 13 of the
appendix. As there shown, the maintenance of the Bureau
has cost the Government of India Rs. 6,169-10-7, or approxi-
mately Rs. 617 per annum : later years have cost more than
the earlier years. The Regional Bureau has distributed 2,177
volumes in India and collected Rs. 34,543-10-3 in subscriptions.
The sum of Rs. 991-5-0 is still due on the fourth and sixth annual
issues. The Bureau has received and distributed in India
volumes to the value of £2,371-0-7, and towards the payment
tur them has remitted to London £1,963-16-11 at a cost
of Rs. 29,414-3-2. When the Bureau shall have collected
the sum of Rs. 991-5-0 overdue, it will hold a balance of
K*. 6,120-12-1 from subscriptions, which amount is a little

more than will be the cost of the remittance at the present un-
favourable rate of exchange of the £407-3-8 due to London.
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The Bureau to date has thus a small profit on subscriptions

;

but this small profit will be turned into a deficit by another

year of an unfavourable rate of exchange, to avoid which

the Council of the Society has decided that the discount, in

generosity hitherto allowed to the subscribers, must in future

go towards the upkeep of the Bureau
;
and from the seventh

annual issue a complete set will cost in India Rs. 270 instead

of Rs. 255.

The question of the future of the Catalogue is to come

before the International Council in London at an early date

this is a consequence of the unremunerativeness of the whole

undertaking.

The following gentlemen assisted the Regional Bureau in

making and checking the index slips :
—

Dr. N. Annandale.

Mr. I. H. Burkill.

Professor E. P. Harrison.

Mr. D. Hooper.

Mr H. Maxwell Lefroy.

Major L. Rogers.

Mr. E. Vrcdenburg.

Anniversary of the Society.

The Society celebrated its 125th Anniversary on Friday,

January 15, 1909. The celebration took the form of an even-

ing reception held, by permission of the Trustees, in the Indian

Museum. Many Scientific, Archaeological, Philological and

Historical exhibits were shown, illustrating the progress, and

activities of the Society. . . ,

In connection with the Anniversary the Council has decided

to publish a History of the Society for the past 25 years.

Fellows of the Society.

At the suggestion of Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E-, the

Council appointed a Sub-Committee to discuss the question oi

creating Fellowships as a distinction among ordinary members

of the Sooiety. Several meetings of the Sub-Committee were

held, and circulars under Rules 64A and 65 framing rules ap-

proved by the Council were sent to the members of the Socie y*

These rules were approved of by the general body of members,

and at a special meeting of the Council held on the 8th Deoe

ber, 1909, the following gentlemen were nominated by nan

for election as Fellows of the Society, each obtaining at least a

two*thirds majority of the votes of the members of the

oil present at the meeting.,
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|)r. N. Annandale, D.Sc., C.M.Z.S., F.L.S.

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, C.S.I.,

M.A., D.L., D.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.

1. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A., F.L.8.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasivd Shastri, M.A.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E.. L).Sc., A.R.C.S., F.O.S.,

F.R.S.

D. Hooper, Esq., F.C.S.

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq., B.A., F.G.S.

Babu Monmohan Ohakravarti, M.A., B.L.

Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, 23rd Cavalry, F.F.

l)r. Prafulla Chandia Ray, D.Sc.

Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., I.M.S.

Dr. E. D. Ross, Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A.,

Ph.D., M/RiA.S.

Dr. G. Thibaut, Ph.D., C.I.E.

Dr. M. W. Travers. D.Sc., F.R.S.

A. Venis, Esq., M.A.
Dr. G. T. Walker, M.A.. F.R.S.

Elliott Prise for Scientific Research.

Tlie subject selected for the Elliott Cold Medal for the

year 1909 was “Mathematics”, and only one essay has been

received in competition. It has been referred to the Trustees

for report.

Barclay Memorial Medal.

In connection with the Barclay Memorial Medal, the

Council awarded the Medal for 1909 to Lieut.-Colonel David

Praia, M.A., M.B., LL.D., F.R.S., I.M.S. .(retired), in recogni-

tion of his biological researches.

. Society’s Premises and Property

At the suggestion of Babu R&khal Das Banerji, the So-

ciety lent a Buddhist Chaitya in bronze to the Indian Museum
for exhibition with the majority of the Society’s Collection.

Messrs. Martin & Co. has "submitted definite proposals on

the question of building new premises for the Society on its

own ground, and the matter is still under consideration of the

t'ounoil.

Exchange of Publications. *

During 1909, the Council accepted two applications for ex-

change of publications, viz. (1) from the Vijimnana National

Library, Bangkok, the Society’s Journal
the Memoirs containing papers relating to the Far Bast for their
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publications on the old literature on Siam, (2) University of

Nebraska, the Society’s Journal and Proceedings and the

Memoir

8

for their Studies.’

*

Publications.

There were published during the year eleven numbers of

the Journal and Proceedings (Vol. IV, Nos. 10-1
1 ; Vol. V,

Nos. 1-7, Extra No. 1909, and Vol. LXXIV, Part 4) contain-

ing 883 pages and 11 plates.

Of Memoirs , two numbers were published (Vol. II.

Nos. 8 and 9) containing 186 pages and 4 plates.

Numismatic Supplement No. 10 has been published in the

Journal and Proceedings , Vol. IV, No. 10, under the editor-

ship of the Hon. Mr. H. Nelson Wright.

There were also published Part II of the Society’s Library

Catalogue, and a separate number containing a Lecture on

Sea Fishing by Dr. Travis Jenkins.

Mr. 6. H. Tipper continued as General Secretary and

editor of the Proceedings until November, from which

month Dr. N. Annandale officiated for him. Dr. E. D. Ross

left India at the end of January, and Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana was appointed to carry on the work of

the Philological Secretary and Editor of the Philological

Section of the Journal. Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra

Vidyabhusana carried on the duties till June, when he left

Calcutta on ’deputation. Dr. C. Thibaut acted until Dr.

Ross’ return. Dr. Ross returned in August and resumed

charge of his office. The Natural History Section of the 1

Journal was edited by Mr. I. H. Burkill, the Natural History

Secretary, and the Anthropological Section of the Journal by

Dr. N. Annandale, the Anthropological Secretary, while

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri continued the work

of collecting Sanskrit MSS. throughout the year. Mahamaho-
padhyaya Haraprasad Shastri was also appointed offifecrin charge

for the Searcli of Bardic Chronicles. Mahamahopadhyaya
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana carried on the duties of the

Joint Philological Secretary till June, when he left Calcutta,

and Dr. Thibaut was appointed* to carry on the work. Dr.

Thibaut continued till the end of July when Dr. Ross returned

and took over charge of the work. Dr. Ross was also in charge

of the Search for Arabic and Persian MSS. during January,

when he left India and Mr. G. H. Tipper carried on the work.

Dr. Ross returned in August and resumed charge of the

Search. Major Rogers continued as Medical Secretary through

out the year. The Coin Cabinet was in charge of the

Hon. Mr. H. Nelson Wright, who has reported on all Treasure-

Trove Coins sent to the Society.
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Philology.

In the field of Sanskritic Studies.—Mr. A. C. Sen published

a longthy article on Trita, one of the Hero-Gods of theRig-veda

;

in which he tries to remove some of the difficulties which have
beset scholars in East and West with regard to the double
character and personality of this god. He has taken all the
passages in theRig-veda in which reference is made to Trita, and
arranged these passages under groups, according to the various
/onflicting statements, and offered an interpretation of each.

Mr. A. V. Sen tries to prove that Trita was a man, and as such
worshipped the gods and performed sacrifices to propitiate

them, appointing a clan of the Angiras family as his priests.

He is claimed as a kinsman by a Vedic bard named Kutsa.
That Trita was a man is further evident from the passages

which refer to his distress
;
for instance, he is spoken of as

having once fallen into a well. That Trita fell into a well is a
fact of ordinary life, the significance of which is easily under-

stood by those who have had occasions to travel in the jungle

lands of India, where open wells are even now a terror to tra-

\ oilers. While setting forth his own views, Mr. Sen frequently

refers to a monograph on Trita by Prof. A. Macdonell, according

to whom Trita is the god of the atmosphere, or more precisely,

the third form of fire or lightning, and his being thrown into

a well symbolises the obscuration of the atmosphere by clouds.

Mr. T). R. Banhardkar of Poona has a long and learned

artic le on the Origin of the Cuhilot dynasty of Kajputana
;
and

explains among other things how the (lulldots, who were
originally NagarBrahmanas, became Brahmakshatris or Khatris,

exchanging their priestly for military pursuits.

Mr. Rakhal Das Banerji contributed two articles, one on the

Mathura Inscriptions now in the Indian Museum, and the other

on the history of Saptagrama or Satganw.
In the field of Buddhist Research .

—

Mr. Nundolal Dey contri-

buted a very interesting article on the Vkiramasila Monastery, in

which he deals with the foundation and subsequent history ofthis

Vihdra, which was the last Buddhist University in the kingdom
of Maghada. From various inferences the writer concludes that

the Vibara cannot have been founded earlier than the middle

of the eighth century of the Christian era, and be the ruins at

Patharghata. Mah&mohopadhyaya H. P. Shastri contributed

two important artioles connected with Buddhist Literature.

The first on a new Manuscript of the BuddhfrCarita found in the

Divyadeva Collection in the Darbar Library, Nepal, supplies

Certain lacunae left in Cowell’s edition. The second deals with

another Nepalese Manuscript in which the learned Shastri has

discovered a hitherto unknown epio by the famous Buddhist

author Asvagho&a. Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusaoa also con-

tributed a valuable paper on certain rare Sanskrit works on
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Grammar, Lexicography and Prosody whioh have been recovered

from Tibetan sources. He shows that Indian works continued

tobe translated intoTibetan, not only during the time of Bu-ston

in the fourteenth century A.D., but even as late as 1684 A.D.
when the Tibetan version of the Sarasvata Vyakarana and of

its commentary was prepared under the auspices of the Dalai

Lama Tsai\s-Dwyaiis-i2gya-iftsho at Potala.

Mr. Monmohan Chakravarti has contributed no less than

three long articles on Archaeological subjects to our Journal

during the year under review, the most important of which is

one on the Temples of Bengal and their general characteristics.

The article is copiously illustrated and throws considerable

light on a subject which has hitherto only been lightly touched

upon. The other articles deal respectively with certain

disputed or doubtful events in the History of Bengal during the

early Muhammadan period, and the city of Oaur and othei

ancient sites in Bengal. In an article on “ Certain disputed or

doubtful events in the History of Bengal, No. 2 *’ Bahu
Monmohan Chakravarti controverts Major Raverty’s assertions

that Muhammad-i-Bakht-Yar sacked Bihar and Nudiali in 580

H. and 590 H. respectively. As a fact these events seem to

have taken place after 593 H. In his “ Notes on Gaur and

other old places in Bengal ” the same writer discusses a number
of important problems connected with the political history

of Bengal, especially with that of its five capitals, niz :

Lakhnauti, Pandua, Tanda, Rajmahl and Murshidabad during

the Mahomedan rule 1200— 1757 A.D.
Mr. William Irvine gave us a final contribution of his mast

valuable series of notes and observations on the Later Mughals.
** The Malla-Yastika grant of Nandana ” by Babu Par;i-

mesvar Dayal is a paper on a copper-plate inscription in Sans-

krit discovered in the district of Gya. The inscription which

is dated the year “ 232” (supposed by the writer to be of

the Gupta era) records the grant by a chieftain named Nanda-

na, of the village Malla Yastika, to a Brahman named Ravi-

Svamin of the Gargya Gotra and Yajurveda. In his article

on the 11 Mathura Inscriptions in the Indian Museum ” Babu

Rakhaldas Banerjee reproduces mechanical facsimiles of the in-

scriptions and discusses their readings and translations as pub-

lished by Dr. Mitra, Professor Dawson, and Dr. Liiders. The

same writer in his paper on Saptagrama gives a systematic

account of the place from the period of its conquest by the

Mahomedans to the time of the Portuguese settlement.
.

In a

note added to the paper Dr. Bloch edits an Arabic inscription

left unnoticed by Dr. Blochmann, who published some time ago,

in the Journal of the Society, most of the Arabic and Persian

inscription that still exist at Saptagr&ma.
Only one number of the Memoirs was published during the

year under review, namely, A Polyglot List of Birds in Turki,
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Manchu and Chinese.
M

This is an attempt by Dr. Ross to utilise

the resources of the great Dictionary m five languages prepared
by the order of the Chinese Emperor K’ien Lung, of which only
one copy is known to exist to-day, namely, the Manuscript in the
British Museum. Three hundred and sixty bird names occur

in this work, and of these upwards of 200 have been approxi-
mately identified.

An extra number of the Journal contains a Grammar and
Dictionary of the Kanawari, a dialect of the Punjab. A com-
plete structure of the dialect is clearly set fortli in the gram-
mar in the course of only 27 pages. The Dictionary, which
• onsists of 138 pages, embodies the principal words in Roman
character explained in English together with an occasional
discussion of their etymology. The works have beon compiled
by Pandit Tikaram Joshi, and edited by Mr. H. A. Rose, I.C.S.

Mathematics and the Natural Sciences.

The total number of contributions to the Society's publica-

tions under the heading Mathematics and the Natural Sciences

is seventeen : of them one is in pure mathematics, one is in

mineralogy, two are in chemistry, one in geology, four in zoo-

logy, and eight in botany.

The Society published during 1909 Professor Syamdas
Mukhopadhyaya’s second paper on A General Theory of Oftruhi-

tiny Conics.

On duly 7th, 1909, Professor Sommerfeldt exhibited before

it at a general meeting a modification of Websky’s Ueniometer
which he had devised. The modification enables crystals to be

measured accurately as by a theodolitc-geniometer.

Mr. Hooper’s paper on Tamarisk manna names the origin

of the exudation : and the author shows that the chief sugar in

it is not mannite, but a saccharose. Babu Bidliu Bhusan Dutta
in a paper on The Constituents of the roots of Ariscema contin-

uum, Schott
,
and A. speciosum

,
Mart., points out that these

two famine foods contain a considerable amount of nutriment,

chiefly starch. Babu Hem Chandra Das-Gupta in a short

paper called attention to a fossil shell of the genus Goniomya

from the Cretaceous rocks of Southern India
,
different specifically

from any hitherto described. Dr. N. Annandale had exhibited

before the Society on Nov. 4, 1908, specimens of the Polyzoon—
PectinateUa burmanica

, from Puri, Bengal : and a note on this

exhibit was published in the Society’s Proceedings during 1909.

Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, on Feb. 3rd, 1909, called the attention of

the Society to the Mosquito-larvce eating propensity of fish of the

Hems Haplochilus : and asked for co-operation in making fur-

ther observations. He states that several species of this genus

°f small fishes are voracious feeders on the larv®. Dr. H. Travis

Jenkins at a special meeting on Feb. .17th, .1909, brought the
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matter of Searfishing before the Society: his paper has been
published as a pamphlet. Major Wall’s valuable Monograph
of ihe. Sea Snakes has been issued as Memoir No. 8 of the 2nd
volume : it is very completely illustrated.

Of botanic papers there are eight to mention. JBabu Niba-

ran Chandra Bhattacharjee called attention to the wajT
in

which Marsilia quadrifolia only fruits when the water in which

it has been growing has receded from it, and left it dry. Mr.

H. Martin Leake’s paper on Indian cottons, entitled Studies in

the Experimental Breeding of Indian Cottons : on buds and branch
ing

, is of importance. His object being to breed a race of

cotton suitable for cultivation at Cawnpur, with the good lint

of the slow maturing cottons, but early, he has been observing

the characters in bud development which lead to early or late

maturity, in order to recognise such as combine with the desir-

able quantities in the lint, and how to set to work to breed out

what is not required . Mr. E. P. Stebbing has sent to the Society

his observations on the Tjoranthus parasite of the Morn andBan oaks

(Quereusdilatata , Lindl., and Quercus incana, Boxb.) : he shows
how destructive the parasite is to these oaks in the neighbourhood

of Naini Tal and in Kumaon : the parasite’s seeds arc distri-

buted by birds; they affect more easily a lodgment if the

branches of the oaks are moss-covered, and finally with the aid

of boring beetles kill the limbs of the trees. In part 4 of vol.

Ixxiv, Sir George King’s Materials fora Flora of the Malayan
Peninsukt has been continued. The part contains accounts of

the orders Cesnerace® by Mr. H. N. Ridley, and Verbenacea?

by Mr. J. Sykes Gamble : with the index, it runs to 180 pages.

Mr. Burkill has diagnosed two varieties of the lemon oil grass—
Cymbopogon Martini . Prof. P. Briihl has contributed a long

and useful paper on Recent plant immigrants into Bengal : 234

species are named by him : their origin discussed, and the causes

of these introduction. America has supplied 54 7% of these

immigrants. The origin of two Indian drugs Astukhudus and

Misluni Tita have been discussed by Mr. Burkill.

Anthropology, eto.

Only two papers on anthropological subjects have been

published during the year, both in the Journal. Both deed,

directly or indirectly, with a subject of great interest to which

comparatively little attention has been paid, viz., the exact .

meaning to be attached to the words translated in English as

“soul” by writers on the comparative religion of primitive

peoples. The titles of the two papers are:—1. Kathi Kasham
The “Soul-departure” Feast as practised by the Tangkul

Nagas, Manipur, Assam : by the Bev. Wm. Pettigrew. 2. The

Theory of Souls among the Malays of the Malay Peninsula

:

by N. Annandale, D.Sc.
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Medical Section.

Meetings of this Section have been held each month, ex-

cept during the vacation, and the interest and attendance has

been well maintained. The first two monthly meetings were

devoted to a continuation of the discussion on Tubercular

affections in India, which brought out many important facts

regarding the prevalence of this very serious disease. Lt.-Col.

Pilgrim dealt with the records of the European (General

Hospital for some years, while Major Mulvaney worked out

the incidence in the Bengal jails, illustrating the prevalence in

different parts of the province by charts. Drs. Pcarse and
Cliatfcerjee gave figures regarding tubercle in Calcutta, where

an increase in its prevalence appears to have taken place in

recent years. The frequency with which it affects a number of

members of a household points to its infectiousness and the

necessity of the treatment of the early cases in a properly

equipped sanitorium. Captain Delany contributed an interest-

ing paper on the sanitorium treatment of phthisis, which

clearly brought out the fact that climate plays a part of only

secondary 'importance compared with careful treatment and
regulation of every detail of life, which can only be secured in

a fully equipped institution under a specially qualified medical

man. After an exhaustive discussion extending over three

meetings the following resolution was unanimously carried

“The Medical Section of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

having discussed the subject of tuberculous disease in

Bengal, and its wide prevalence, are of the opinion

that it is an extremely common cause of great

suffering and mortality both among the European and

Indian communities, and therefore venture to call the

attention of the Government of India and the local

Governments to the urgent necessity for providing a

properly equipped sanitorium for the treatment of

early phthisis, such as has been provided, with most

satisfactory results, in nearly all civilised countries.”

This resolution has been presented by Sir Thomas Holland,
as President of the Society, to ttie Patron, His Excellency the

Viceroy, and will, it is hoped, in due time bear fruit, as the

discussion has established the fact that tubercular diseases

cause far more suffering and death in India than even cholera

and many other dreaded tropical diseases.

Another interesting discussion took place on a paper of

br. Hossack on plague, in which he vigorously attacked the

conclusions of the Bombay Plague Commissipn. Major

Vaughan contributed a valuable paper on Smaltpox based on

great experience in the isolation wards at the Campbell
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Hospital, and it is satisfactory to note that his good work has
recently received recognition from the Government. Surgical
practice was represented by a paper on Prostatectomy bv
Lt.-Col. Brown. At the last meeting of the year, a discus-

sion on the prevalance of diseases of the circulatory system
was opened by Lt.-Col. Drury, and will be continued at a
later meeting. It already promises to make important addi-

tions to our knowledge of the subject. In addition to the

above-mentioned paperB, others of less importance were read,

numerous rare and interesting cases and specimens were

shown, while a demonstration on the precipitant test for the

differentiation of human from other mammalian blood was given

by Lt.-Col. Sutherland. Altogether the work of the Medical

Section has been maintained at a high level.

Further additions have been made to the numbers of

medical men belonging to the Society, a notable feature being

the joining of recruits from nearly every province of India,

largely on account of the efforts which have been made to

fouud a Reference Medical Library by contributions of sets of

Journals by the members themselves. In addition to about 50

Medical Journals, which are being received without cost to the

Society, by an arrangement made by the Medical Secretary with

the Editor of the Indian Medical Gazette, many valuable sets

of back numbers of Medical Journals and other books have been

presented by Surgeon-General Bomford, Lt.-Colonel Harris,

Lt.-Colonel Crawford, Dr. Bentley, and the Medical Secretary.

Unfortunately owing to financial and other difficulties during

the three-and-a-half years that the Medical Section has been

in existence, only a very small sum has been spent by the

Society on the purchase of the medical books, although

through the efforts of the medical members several thousand

rupees worth have been added to the library. In future any

additions of the medical members must depend on recruit-

ing from beyond Calcutta, and such can only be obtained by

the foundation of a Medical Reference Library, which is the

crying need of the profession in India. In the annual address

delivered in February 1909, the President said: “For this

substantial addition to our strength (over 100 in the last five

years, that is, more nearly one-fourth of the total numbers)

we have to be grateful mainly tfo the medical profession from

whom our recent members have been in a large measure re-

cruited, and I trust that this will prove to be a source of

constant supply of strength, if we find ourselves in a posi-

tion, as we hope we may, to provide an adequate medical

library for reference and research.” It is a matter for con-

gratulation that the Counoil has now arranged to make a start,

in this direction by providing a substantial sum in the next two

years for the purchase of some standard works of reference on

the different branches of medicine.
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Bibliotheca Indica.

Of the 25 fasciculi of texts of difforont dimensions publish-

ed in the Bibliotheca Indica series during the year under review

15 belong to Br&hmanic Sanskrit, 4 to Jaina Sanskrit, 1 to

Jaimv Prakrit, 1 to Buddhist Sanskrit, 1 to Tibetan, and the

remaining 3 to Persian literature. The fasciculi include Mr.

Brveridge’s translation of the Akbarnama, vol. ii, fase. vi,

llaliamahopadhyaya Candra Kanta Tarkalahkar’s revised

edition of the Gobiiillya Grihya-sutra, and YogaSastra, fase. ii,

edited by the learned Jaina Sadhu Sri Vijayudharma Suri. Of

the new works sanctioned last year, 6 fasciculi have been pub-

lished this year, viz.

(1) One fasciculus (216 pages) of Qdbhila-pariiista edited

with a gloss by Mahamahopadhyaya Candra Kanta Tarkalan-

kara. It embodies three distinct treatises, called respectively

—

Suaua-siitra (a treatise on ablution), SandhyS-siitra (a treatise

on daily prayers), and Sriiddha-kalpa (a treatiso on oblations

offered to the dead ancestors).

(2) One fasciculus (192 pages) of Karma-pradlpa (a lamp

of rituals) edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Candra Kanta Tar-

kalankar. It ombodies the text of Katyayana together with

the eommcntary of Nftrayanopadhyaya and a gloss by the editor

himself.

(3) One fasciculus (214 pages) of Hdralatd edited by Pandit

Kama! Krishna Smrtitirtha. This work, which treats mainly

of mourning and rejoicing observances, is said to have been

written by Aniruddha Bhatta in the eleventh oentury A.1).

(4) One fasciculus (90 pages) of Sdntinatha-carita, a

b'vetiimbara Jaina work on the life and teachings of S&ntinatha

the 16th Tlrthankara, edited by Muni Indra Vijaya. The

author of the work was Ajitaprabha Suri, who is said to have

lived in Gujarat in 1250 A.D.

(5) One fasciculus (96 pages) of Parlksamukha-sutra, a

Digambara Jaina treatise on Logic, by Manikya Nandi (800

A.I). I, together with the commentary of Anantavlrya (about

HttO A.D.) edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidya-

hliusana.
, _ . . .

(6) One fasciculus (110 pages) of a history of Gujarat in

Persian, by Mir Abu Turab Vail (about 1574 Atl).), edited with

ntroduotion and notes by Dr. E. D. Boss.

Coins.

Nine gold, 23 silver and 31 copper coins were presentedto

ll»e Society in the year under report. They may be classified

18 follows :

—
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Gold—

Kedara . . . . . . . . 1

Kumara Pala Deva of Qanauj . . .1
Oanga Dynasty of Kalinga . . . . 1

Vijayanagar . . . . .. .

.

Yadavaa of Devagiri . . . . a

Silver—
Arakan . . . . . . . . -]

Gujarat Dynasty . . . . . . f»

Mughal . . . . . . . . 9

Sikh . . .. .. .. 1

Native State . . . . ft

East India Company . . . . . . 1

Copper—
Malwa Dynasty . . . . . . 28

Ancient North Indian . . . . . . 3

Five of the gold and 16 of the above silver coins were

received from the Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay ; one gold

and 28 copper coins from the Central Provinces Government

:

one gold and seven silver coins from the Punjab Government,
one gold coin from the United Provinces Government, one

gold coin from the Mysore State, one silver coin from the

Burma Government, and three copper coins from Lt.-Ool.

Godfrey, C.I.E.

The Numismatic Secretary examined and reported on

fifteen cases of treasure trove comprising six gold, 641 silver, 252

bullion and 248 copper coins, or 1 147 coins in all. Notices of the

rarer coins discovered in the course of these examinations are

to be found in the pages of the Numismatic Supplement.
Two issues of the Numismatic Supplement* have appeared

during the year under report, containing notes of considerable

interest to Indian Numismatists. The contributors to the

Numismatic Supplement were the Rev. Dr. G. P. Taylor*

Lt.-Col. Vost, and Messrs. W. Irvine, H. Beveridge, R. Burn.

R. B. Whitehead, Framji Jamasjee Thanawala, and H. Nelson

Wright.

Report on the Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts.

During the year 1909, Mah&mahop&dhyaya Harapra-

sada S&stri had charge of the operations in search of Sanskrit

Manuscripts; and he made several trips to Benares for the

acquisition of Sanskrit Manuscripts, his retirement giving him

leisure to devote to this business. The success of his endeavour
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may be measured by the fact that 1 ,573 MSS. have been secured

fur Government.
The majority of manuscripts belong to the families of two

well-known Pandits and MS. collectors of Benares. (I) Hari-

krsna Vyasa was a Sarasvata Brahmana of the highest distinc-

tion in the Punjab. He came early in his life to Benares, accom-
panying liia aged mother, who wanted to lay her bones in the

Eiolv City. His business was to recite Puranas and the Vedanta.
He had numerous Sannyasls among his pupils. He was an in-

defatigable collector of MSS., and several distinguished Pandits

of Benares used to borrow MSS. from his collection. He became
a recognised Pandit of his time and died at the ripe age of

90 in the year 1894 A.D., leaving a collection of abojit 3,000

MSS. and much house property to his sons, HrslkeSa and
Vidyadliara. Vidyadhara sold a part of his share of the

paternal collection to the Sanskrit College, Benares, and a part

to German and English MS. collectors. HrslkeSa died in May,
1909, and his share has been secured for the Government of

India. Pandita Harikrsna Vyasa copied manuscripts himself

and employed scribes to copy them. He got some manuscripts

from the Caitanya Matha. Many lie got from Dhundupani
Bhatta, who lived near Kala-Bhairava, aud who collected all

the manuscripts of twenty different Pandits. But the majority

qf his manuscripts came from Manrui Bhunja (a seller of fried

main) who used to advance provisions to indigent students

•md Pandits on the security of their MSS. ;
and the forfeiture

of those manuscripts enabled him to make a large collection,

which he sold to Harikrsna. Harikrsna wrote several tracts in

Sanskrit and was never slow in expressing his opinion on the

current, religious and social topics of the day.

(II) Laksminarayana Kavi was a Bhat Brahmana from
the Punjab. He was a pupil of Pandita Thakura Datta. He
was at Benares for 58 years. He was a poet, and wrote

Sanskrit verses, with considerable fluency. He died in 1909,

aged 80. His business was to recite Saptasati at the temple
ot Annapurna. He also was a noted P&ndita of his time, and
collected a large number of manuscripts from various sources.

Hie copy of the Mahabharata in his collection belonged

uiii/inally to Sadananda Vyasa, who was the chief expounder
of the Puranas at the VyasorPfthS at Valujika-Paras in the city

(,f Benares. During the last quarter of the 18th and the first

quarter of the 19th century, Sadananda Vyasa was a very

popular expounder of. the Puranas, and he acquired much
wealth in his profession. He had no son, and Laksmln&rayanft

Kavi got his manuscripts from his widowed daughter. Many
of Sadananda^ Sanskrit works are to be found in the Benares

Sanskrit College Library. Laksmln&r&yana had a widowed

daughter-in-law, who sold his collection of Sanskrit Manuscripts
tfi the Government of India.
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Besides the copy of the Mahabharata above referred to
}

several Samhitas of the Siva Purafta have been acquired, such

as Rudra Samhita, Bhauina Samhita, Vayaviya Samhita, Koti-

rudra Samhita, and so on. Several nighaptus, too, have been
acquired, such as Rajanighantu, Sarvanighantanukramanika.
Madana Vinodanighantu, Bhavaprakasanighantu, Nama-Ratna-
karanighantu, Gananighantu and Amarakosanighantu

.

The Harikysna-Collection is specially rich in manuscripts of

Upanisad literature. Of the Vrhadaranyaka, it contains com-

mentaries by Nllakantlia and by Nityananda&rama. It is a

well-known fact that the Vrhadaranyaka commented upon by

Sahkaracarya belongs to the KanvaSaklia of the White Yajur-

veda. But this collection has vrtfci commentaries by Nlla-

kantha, Dviveda Gariga and by Vasudeva-Brahma Bhagavfm on

the Vrhadaranyaka of the Madhyandina-saklia of the White
Yajurveda. There aro several Upanisads in this collection,

commented upon by Diimodara Sastri, a name unknown to

Aufrccht. The commentary on the Prasna Bhasya by Narayan-

endra, and Svetasvataropanisadvivaranaby Jnanottama appear

to be altogether new. in the Bundle containing Nyaya works,

there are many rare and valuable works, of winch Nyaya Kau-

tuka and Nyaya-siddhanta-samgralm seem to be unknown to

Aufrecht. Of the Vedanta works, Vedanta-Parijata by Sada-

nanda with a commentary entitled Vedanta-Parijata-Manjari by

the author himself is not in Aufrecht, but unfortunately the

MS. is incomplete. Aufrecht says in Vol, I that the name

Vodanta-Vibhavana belong to two works, one by Narayana

Yati, and the other by Narayanacarya. But he corrects the

statoment in Vol. TI by saying that the work and the com-

mentary are both by Narayanatlrtha. For the statement in

the first volume his authority is Keilhorn’s list, and for that

in the second the catalogue of Ulwar manuscripts. The MS.

No. 8582 of our collection says that the text is by Narayana

Yati, and the commentary is by Narayanatlrtha. But these

appear to bo one and the same person, as both are disciples of

Rama Govinda and students of Vasudeva. Of the Purvami-

manisa, there is a manuscript of a new commentary on thfe

Sutras by RameSvara in this collection. Samkhyfr-krama-

Dlpika purports to be the instructions imparted by Kapila to a

Brahmana, and according to one manuscript to Asuri. It is

written in the form of the most ancient stage of Sutra liter-

ature. The twenty-five Kapila Sutras are imbedded in it. Two

manuscripts were known to Dr. R&jendra Lala Mittra, a third

'correctly and beautifully written has been acquired for the

Government. In the S&mkhya tradition, Kapila comes as the

first historical teacher, Asuri the second, Bodhu third, and Pan-

caSikha fourth. PancaSikha is mentioned in the S&ntiparva of

the Mah&bharata. Bodhu or Bodhu is known from Chinese

sources. But Asuri is not mentioned in the Mahabharata at
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all. Ho seems to have been forgotten when that great work

was written. If, as some manuscripts testify, Asuri is one of

tlie interlocutors in this work, it is really an important dis-

covery. It is throughout written in the Sutra form, not in the

form of comparatively modem Sutras like Kautilya’s Arthasastra,

Vatsyayana’s Kamosutra and even Panini’s Astadhyayl, but

in the more ancient form of the Sutras of VaSistha and Gotama.

Jnimini Sutra-kaSika is a commentary on astrological Sutras

attributed to Jaimini. The commentator is Malayavarma, a

Raja of Kumayun.
Abhinava Gupta was a noted Saiva teacher of Kasmlr.

A complete copy of his commentary on the Gita has been

found in the collection acquired from Laksmi Narayana lvavi.

Kataranja-kutuhala, a work on chess-play, appears to be new in

this collection. Samkhya-pradipa, Vidyamanjarl, Commentary

on Siiryasataka by Valambhatta Payaguntle, Nimvaditya-

prastava, Nimvadityalaghustava and Ratnodyota by Ciranjiva

nr^ new works found in this collection.

Of the eight schools of Sanskrit grammar, the Jincndra

School is the least known. Twelve or thirteen years ago, a

description of the work appeared in the pages of Indian Anti-

quary, and a search was at once instituted in Benares, to find

if a copy of that work was available. At last a manuscript was

traced in one of the richest Jaina-Upasrayas in that city, and

a copy procured for Government. From Nepal came two

manuscripts, one of which, EkallavIra-canda-Maharosanatan-

tra, represents the modern mystic worship of Tantrik -Bud-

dhism. No amount of persuasion would procure the work at

Ivathniundu from the Vajracarj'as there. They say that it is

their Guhya worship and should not go to profane hands.

Fortunately, however, the work has been procured this year.

Snrasamgraha by Ratnakara Misra is a Smriti compilation

current at Chittagong. It is ono of those works by which, on

the loss of political power, the Brahmanas sought to keep up

their ascendency in the Hindu society. It is written

throughout on a thick bark procurable in Assam and Chittar

gong only.

Two volumes of the Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts are in

the press, over forty forms of which have been printed off.

The volumes could not be completed owing to interruptions on

account of tours, both in search of Sanskrit Manuscripts, and

of Bardic Chronicles. Harikrsna-Vyasa collection of 567 manu-

rripts have been fully catalogued.

Search for Arabic and Persian Manuscripts.

The year under review is the first year of second quin-

quennial sanction of the Government of India for the pearen

of Arabic and Persian Manuscripts. The Government of India
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has been pleased to grant a sum of rupees five thousand a year
during the quinquennial period.

During the absence of Dr. Ross from India (February.

August) Mr. O. H. Tipper, M.A., F.G.S., was in charge of

the work, and under his supervision a general list of the

manuscripts, on the system of the previous catalogue printed

under the supervision of Dr. Ross, was prepared.

On the return of Dr. Ross, travelling Maulavis were seat

in different parts of India such as Benares, Delhi, Lucknow,
Lahore and Hyderabad; and some valuable additions have

been made to the collection. Special attention was paid to

gathering information about private libraries. In Hyderabad
the libraries of Nawab Sirtaj Jung, A.D.C. to H.H. the Nizam,

and of Mulla Abdul Qayyum, deceased, were visited by Maulavi

Hafiz Nazir Ahmad. The former contains 677 manuscripts and

2,957 printed books, out of which about 120 manuscripts are

old and in good condition; among the latter are some rare

and valuable MSS., particularly the Aurang-namah is of special

interest. It is a history (in Persian Poetry) of Shah Jahan,

and of the civil wars among his sons till the accession of

Aurang Shall better known in history as Aurangzib. it

was composed in 1072 A.H. and seems to be the autograph

copy containing some 7,800 and odd verses : the author appears

to be one Haqiri.

The authorities at the request of Dr. Ross kindly per-

mitted a transcription from the original to be made for the

Society.

During the year under review, 164 manuscripts were

purchased for the total sum of Rs. 3,434, and the collection

is representative of almost every branch of literature and

science.

Of the recent acquisition the following manuscripts are

of interest :

—

1. At-Tahdib-fit-TaHr, a very old copy, dated A.H. 674,

comprising the commentary on the latter half of the eighth

chapter to the first half of the eleventh chapter of the Quran,

by Abu 8a’ad Muhsin bin Karamat-al-Jashami-al-Baihaqi, who

flourished in the fifth century of the Muhammadan era.

2. Bahrul Madahib, a rare and*valuable work on theology,

by an Indian author ‘Abdul Wahhab ai-Qudwa’i al-Qannauji,

better known as Mun’im Khan, composed in A.H. 1125, and

dedicated to the king Farrukh Siyar (1124-1131).

3. Tuhfatul-Masiha, an autograph copy of a very useful

medical work in Persian, dealing with the properties of simple

and compound medicine
;

ingredients and tneir chemical

solutions; diseases and therapeutics; prescriptions and des-

criptions of herbs with their medioinal properties, with some

very useful prescriptions and specifics due to the author s
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association with hermits and ascetics in course of his wander*
ings through jungles, composed in 1160-1749 by a Christian
named Dominic Gregory Yutist (Jesuit) known as Dakhani Jleg,

son of John Yutist. The author belonged to Aleppo, but
came to India and settled at Shahjahanabad, and subsequently
at Udaipur under the serviee of Bana Jagat Singh to whom
lie dedicated this work.

A list of the drugs and medical ingredients with their
equivalents in Portuguese is given at the beginning of the
copy.

4. A splendid old copy of the Quran beautifully illumi-

nated at the beginning, once in the possession of the celebrated
Abdur Rahim Khan Khanan, the first prime minister of the
h'mperor Akbar. A note explaining the way of taking omen
from the Koran is written in the handwriting of the Khan
Khanan on the last folio of the MS. Another note at the
beginning is in the handwriting of Muhammad Salih, the well-

known author of the Amal-i-Salih, and a distinguished historian
of Shah Jahan’s time.

o. A very old copy (apparently written in the fourteenth
century) of the ninth volume of the well-known history, by
•Izzuddin Abul Husain ash-Shaibani known as Ibn-i-Athir,

who died in 630 A.H.
6. A rare and unique collection of the ten valuable

treatises (all autographs) by the following ten eminent ‘Ularaas
of the 10th century A.H.. who composed these works at the
request of the distinguished Wazir ‘All ShfrNawiVi (dated A.H.
'JO(i) for the Qazi of Samarkand, who requested the Wazir
to send him specimens of their learning, particularly of
the subjects in which each of them was supposed to be a
master. The collection consists of Arabic treatises with a
Turkish poetical version of the Chihil Hadis of Jami (died
W*S A.H.) by the Wazir himself.

(a) A treatise in Arabic on theology, by Saifuddin

Ahmad Taftazani.

(b) A treatise in Arabic on the Science of tradition, by
Amir Jamaluddin Ataullah-al-Husaini, died 936

A.H.
(c) A treatise in Arabic on the excellence of learning

and learned men, by ‘Abdul ‘Aziz bin Muhammad
bin ‘Abdul ‘Aziz al-Abhari.

(d) A treatise in Arabic on the various readings of the

Quran, by Hah? Nasiruddin Qari.

(e) A treatise in Arabio on Logic, Theology and Science,

by*Kamaluddin Shirwani, died 905 A.H.

(/) A treatise in Arabic on Logic, by Amir ‘Ataullah

Maghhadi, died 913 A.H.

(g) A treatise in Arabio on Theology, by ‘Ogman.
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(Zi) A short commentary on a portion (Mabhap-i-Aghlat-

i-Hiss) of Sharh-i-Mawuqif, by Burhanuddin ‘Ataul-

lah ar-Razi, died 902 A.H.

(
i
)
A eommentary in Arabic on ‘Arba‘in-i-Navavi

, better

known as the Hadis of Jibrail, by Fasihuddin
Nizami, died 917 A.H.

(;) A Turkish poetical version of the Chihil Hadis of

Jami, by ‘Ali Shir, died 906 A.H

7. Aa-Sirat-l-Mustaqim wa Muklwilifat-i-Ahl-il-Jahim, a

controversial work against tlve Christians and the Jews, by
Abul ‘Abbas Ahmad bin Abdul Halim bin Abd-al-Salam bin

Tainiiyah (died 728 A.H.)—a very rare work, of which the only

other known copy is in the Berlin Library.

Other interesting manuscripts will be noted in a later

and detailed report. In conclusion, the Officer-in-charge of the

Search wishes to express his satisfaction with the valuable

work done by Maulavi Hafiz Nazir Ahmad ;
the first travelling

Maulavi of the Society; Maulavi Hasir Razavi, the second

travelling Maulavi; and Moulavi Abdul Hamid, the resident

Maulavi.

Search for Bardic Chronicles.

In the annual report for the year 1908 it is stated that

“ during the year Major Baldock resigned his office and Malia-

mahopadhyaya Sudhakar Dvivedi, of the Benares Sanskrit Col-

lege, was appointed to supervise and direct this collection of MSS.

No further progress has been reported.” Li fact nothing was

done during the year under review, and very little during the

four years since the receipt of the Government of India’s letter

requesting the Asiatic Society to submit a preliminary report

on the conservation of Bardic MSS.
The President, Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., requested

Maliamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastrl to submit a note

on the subject. The note was considered in the February Council

and Pandit Shastrl was appointed to take charge of the work.

He travelled in Gujrat and Rajputana for two months, from 18th

September to 18th November, visiting Jaipore, Jodhpore, and

Baroda, interesting chiefs and leading men of Rajputana and

Gujrat in the work. At Jaipore the Prime Minister, Nawab
Sahib, permitted the Shastrl to see all the Th&kur Sahibs

then residing at the city. The old class Thakur S&hibs,

who took a pride in their Bardic songs, were all grateful to the

Government of India for undertaking a conservation of their

national history which no single State could do with thorough-

ness, and promised their entire support. The younger genera-

tion of Thakur Sahibs, who did not take much interest in these

old-world ballads, were roused to a sense of responsibility in

this matter and promised to collect their family songs, and to
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•nuke them over to the Shastrl when he would come again.

The Maharaja of Baroda took a personal interest in the Bardic

chronicles, granted the Shastrl a privato interview, and pro-

mised to help frfrn in collecting Marhatta and Gujrati ballads in

Guirat and Katiawar. His Devan, Mr. R. C. Dutt, introduced

tlws Shastrl to leading men in these provinces and promised

him every support. It was very little known at the time that

Mr. Dutt would so soon bo snatched away from his new sphere

of activity by the cruel hand of death. Munshi Jagamohanlal,

Private Secretary to the Maharaja of Ulwar, introduced Hie

Shastrl to an AU-Indin Conference of literaty men, then sitting

at Baroda; and Sampat Riio Gaikwar, the Maharaja’s brother,

introduced’ him to all scholars that take an iuterest in this

branch of National Literature.

At .Todhpore the Darbar under the advice of the cnlight-

ened Rao Bahadur Sukdevaprasad, C.I.E., senior member of

the Mehakuma KhSs, undertook the collection and even the

publication of the Bardic songs by their own ogoncy and at

their own cost under the expert supervision of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. The Slmstrl was requested to tell them defi-

nitelv what is to be done, and he submitted a note which they

approved, and according to which they issued orders and

appointed men for the collection of Bardic songs throughout

their dominions. The Maharaja himself took a personal inter-

est in the matter, and in a private interview assured the Shastrl

that his government is prepared to do everything to further

the object of the Government of India.

The Bardic songs are very little understood outside^the

provinces of Rajputana and Gujrat. Thakur Sahib' B

Kingji of Malsisar in Sekhavati, a nobJemanthorouglilyeonvei-

sant with this branch of literature, gave the Shastrl every oppor-

tunitv of learning and understanding the Bardic «ongs pre-

seated him with all books necessary for understanding them,

and granted him long interviews and introduced himi to the

best and the most leamod bards living at Jaipore. The Shastrl

is grateful tohimfor all the enlightened trouble he tookforhim

and records publicly the appreciation of his work. M
instance, Thfkur Sahib KeSari Singji, of Acrol placed

^
his disposal the valuable collection of Bardic works beto^mg

to his family and freely allowed him to take^copie* Igham

j

liopadhyaya Morardanji, a member of tl« Mehatoma Kh

Jodhpore, a Carana by caste and himself a baidrf alienor

abilities, regarded' as one of the foremost men inJodhpOT^

really delighted to find that the Government of India”i tekrng aa

interest in what he considered as the proper y
,. collection in

and did everything to make member of
Marwar a success. Pandit Ramnath ’

, ^ ot
Kishenghar Council, who was Imng with B««d 01

Mnlsisar. and who has written a history of Rajputtoft from
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Bardic sources, gave much valuable assistance and advice and
promised to help the Shastrl at Kishenghar when ho would
go there. Barhat Balabux, of Hanutia, promised to do any
amount of editing work for the Asiatic Society^ He has de-

voted his whole life in the collection and elucidation of Bardic
history in R&jputana. Munshi Devlprasad, an officer in the

reserved list of the Jodhpur Darbar, was deputed by that

Durbar to accompany the Shastrl wherever he went. The
Munshi ’s family migrated from Delhi to Bhopal, from Bhopal
to Ajmere, and from Ajmere to various States in Rajputana.
His accurate and extensive knowledge of history written

in Persian, and the keen interest he feels in the antiquities,

archaeology, and ethnology of Rajputana was of great service

to the Shastrl. Pandit Tukaram Vaman Saligram, with whose
assistance Mr/ Akworth made his now classic collection of

Marhatta ballads, has made another collection of more than 60

such ballads, and is prepared to place his whole collection at the

disposal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal under certain condi-

tions. Ram Ram Murtanda Bhamburkur. head clerk to the

Private Secretary of the Maharaja of Gaikwar, has made a very

respectable collection of the Marhatta ballads of the Gaikwar
family, and is likely to publish them at the cost of the Gaikwar’s
Government.

The difficulty of the collection of the Bardic chronicles lies

in the fact that the greater portion of them are still handed
down by the word of the mouth. The written literature is

not even a third of the oral. The bards are proverbially bad

caligraphists. The little that they have written is illegible to

others. It requires to have the services of trained scribes to

write these songs in legible Nagri, keeping each word distinct

from the other. Copying the songs, therefore ,
is not only difficult

but very costly. But thanks to the interest taken by Mal-

sisar and other noblemen, such scribes can, with a little search,

be had in many parts of Rajputana. Two such scribes have

been already employed by the Shastrl to copy out Suraj-

prakaSa by Karanldana, a classical work on the history of

Rajputana written about 200 years ago, and the Bardic

chronicles of the family of Acroi in Jaipore, or what is called

the Balabhadrot family.

The area which is to be explored for the purposes of the

conservation of Bardic chronicles is bounded on the north by

Delhi, on the south by the Krisna, on the east by Behar,

and on the west by the Tndus. There is no knowing that Bar-

dic chronicles do not exist beyond these limits. The meaning of

the word Rajput is very vague. If it means anything definite

it means any ruling family of high caste. A Rajput oan-

. not subsist without a Carana. The Carana lives with the R&j*

put, shares all his weals and woes and by his songs keeps him

straight, rouses his spirits in moments' of depression, and keeps
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lmu in the path of duty. The Rajput gives him land,
villages, horses, camels, shawls, ornaments, and so forth. (heat
chiefs often grant him Lakh-pasao, *\e., movable and immovable
property wort4 a lae of rupees, sometimes for one song only.
MahAmahopadliaya Morardanji received such Lakh-pasAos three
times. His grandfather BankidAs was granted Lakh-pasiio
twice in his life but was three times expelled the country for
songs which too severely criticised the reigning princes’ aotions.

In Marwar alone the Carans enjoy the revenue of nearly 380
villages with an income of over two lacs of rupees.

But the Carans are not the only people that write verses
in Rajputana. There is a song to the effect that they are
clever people and they attach themselves to Rajput alone,
while Bhats write songs for all classes of men. The Bhats
seem to be the older people than Carans. They are very
jealous of the Carans. While Carans say that they keep the
Rajput straight, the Bhats say that they lead them astray.

The Bhats had very great influence over the Rajputs during
the earlier centuries of the Muhammadan rule. Witness the
Prithvirajrasa written by Cand Kavi, who was a Bhat. One
of his descendants, Suradas, the contemporary of Akbar, is still

regarded as a great poet in Western India. The Bhats say
that they are Brahmins, the Carans claim a divine descent,

’hey think that they were descended from the celestial song-

lers, Carans.
Besides Bhats and C&rans there are Badoas, the genealo-

ists, who keep the genealogies of all castes; they also write

engs in honour of their clients. The Dhulies or drummers, who
ive by beating drums on all ceremonial occasions, also write

listorio songs. Blr Bhan, an old Bardic work, was written by a
)huli. Sevakas, a class of S&kadvlpi Brahmanas, who officiate

n the religious ceremonies of the Jains, also compose Bardio

ongs. Insome parganas of Marwar these are very influential . It

ometimes so happens that R&jputs themsleves are writers, and
heir compositions are certainly valuable. Mah&rftja Man Sing,

>f Jodhpur, who led an eventful life during the first quarter

>f the nineteenth century, was not only a patron of bands, but
ie was a bard himself. The Brahmins also do compose.. They
compose not only in vernacular but also in Sanskrit. Ajitodaya
rod Abhayodaya, describing the warlike operations of Ajit Sing
md Avaya Sing, Rajas of Marwar in the first half of the eight-

eenth century, are written by a Brahmin poet, and are, to all

ntonts and purposes, Bardic chronicles.

Not only Hindus but Jains also compose. Among the

Bardic chroniclers there are many Jaina Banias. The Jaina

monks, too, compose songs* The Rfisas in Qujrat, from which
Mr. Forbesdrew his materials for theRfismfilft, and theDhMs in

Rajputana, have beenfound in JainUpttrayas.. The Hhlds are

not alwaysBardic, but they often contain Bardic songs. Nearly
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300 Dh&ds have recently been published by Pandit Ramkaran
of the historical Duptar of Jodhpur.

In the Muhammadan State of Tonk and in Bharatpore there
are Mahammadan Bhats who compose Bardic songs.

In the Marhatta country the Bardic songs or Povadas are
composed by a caste called Gandhalis. The great Sivaji im-
mediately after storming the fort oi Singhar sent for a Gan-
dli&li and asked him to write a Povada. Povada is still extant.
It is a long and spirited ballad in which Sivaji is the hero. The
Launias are generally love songs, but they often celebrate histori-

cal incidents. Anandafandi is a well-known writer of Launias.
The Katars sung or recited rapidly like the whirl of a sword are
also historical songs among the Marliattas.

From the above it will be plain that these songs are written
in Marhatti, Gujrati, Hindi, and in all the various dialects of

Rajputana, but the Rajputs and the Bards of Rajputiina
invariably say that their songs are cither in Pingal or in Dirigal.

Pitigal is a well-known word. It is the name of the first and
most celebratod writer in Sanskrit on Prosody. From his name
the art of Prosody has come to be termed Pingal. In Rajputana
all songs in religious, amorous, and descriptive subjects are said

to be Pingal, and all Bardic historical songs Dingals. It was
extremely difficult to understand the difference between the two.
Some say the distinction is that of stylo, others again that the

distinction is in versification only, and every one is prepared to

support this theory by facts. What is called Dingal by one
scholar is called Pingal by another. I was told at Jaipur that

the great work entitled VamSabhaskara composed at Bundi by
Bariiat Surajmal, recently published from Jodhpur in nine

volumes, is composed in the best Dihgal, but at Jodhpur it is re-

garded as Pingal But it is believed that the explanation of Din-

gal as given by Mahamohopadhyay Morardanji is most reason-

able. He says that its substratum is Marubhasa or Marwari,
which is an Ungad bhasa, unpolished language. He compares it

with Dagar, a stone in its natural state, or a lump of earth. It

takes words from Sanskrit, various Prakrits, and various

vernaculars, but corrupts them in an awful manner to suit the

rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, and what is called Varnamaitrl or

similarity of sounds. The rules of versification are the same in

Pingal as in Dingal. The style also is*the same. So according to

Morardan, it is a language current among the bards based upon
Marwari in which Sanskrit, Prakrit, and vernacular words are

corrupted to suit the ear. As an instance of the corruption, he

says that the word Dagar has been corrupted into pingal to alli-

terate with Pingal. Though it is an Ungad bh&sa, unpolished lan-

guage, it has many kosas or dictionaries*. The Hamblr N&ma-
malft is learnt by rote by every bard. A copy of the Pingal-

kosa, a more recent work, has been secured for the Gov-
ernment of India, and a larger kosa work of two C&rans,
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tatlier and son, containing 1,000,000 words is to be found at
Jodhpur.

It would be a serious omission not to mention the name of

Rev. Dr. Macalister of Jaipur who most generously gave, in
perpetual loan, the collection he had made of Hindi MSS. to
iho Society. It contains one very valuable Bardic MS.,
namely, a collection of Vats. The historical literature of

Rajputana is classified according to its degree of credibility

into (I) Khyats, well known, historical (II) Vats, known a

s

facts, may be historical or not (III) Dantarkatha, legends of

uncertain credibility (IV) Gup, story-telling, known to be
incredible.

Though it is an Ungad bhfisa or an unpolished language the

gifted Brahmana of the historical Duftar, Rainkaran, has pre-

pared a very useful grammar of the Marubhasa which forms the

substratum of the, Dingal.

The importance of those Bardic chronicles lies in the his-

torical information they afford. Dates are often given, but
oftoner not given. But they can always be ascertained, and
sometimes very accurately, from Persian sources. The histori-

cal information shows the Hindu side of the question, and unless

the Hindu and the Muhammadan side of every historical prob-

lem is carefully weighed, a true history of India cannot be
written. For the history of Rajputana these chronicles very

often afford the only reliable information.

But the editing of these songs and these chronicles is a
work of great difficulty. Each song should be preceded by
the historical incident which gives rise to the song, and should

be followed by a literary commentary, as the Dingal is a very

difficult language, and as sometimes words, current when the

songs were written, have become obsolete or obsolescent. In
the current language of Rajputana the songs should have two
commentaries, the Vatartha and the Aksarartha, the histori-

cal commentary and the word-for-word commentary. The diffi-

culty of making these commentaries is enhanced by the fact

that similar and same names are often found in Rajput history.

But fortunately Thakur Sahib Bhuraimgji of Malsisar has

set an example how these difficulties are to be overcome. He
has published a work entitled Vividhasamgraha containing much
Bardic matter with well-ascertained historic incident for each

song. It is very useful. It is sure to be a guide to future

editors, but it wanted a literary commentary, and he has print-

ed off, and is about to publish, a real Bardic work entitled the

Maharana YaSahprakaSa with both historical and literary com-

mentary in easy Hindi.

The collection of Bardic chronicles, written and oral, and
their publication in critical editions is, what is thought of in the

present report. Their translation into English would be a ques-

tion of time.
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In view of the interest evinced by the chiefs and the lead-

ing families of Rajputana and Gujrat, it is desirable that the

work in search of Bardic chronicles should be continued, and
if other states follow the example set by the enlightened Darbar
of Jodhpur, the work will be easy and less costly, and the

Government of India would earn the gratitude of their Hindu
subjects for their endeavour to preserve the historical literature

of Western India, as they have done by the conservation of

Sanskrit and Persian manuscripts.

The Report having been read, and some copies having

been distributed, the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukho-
padhyaya, Vice-President, delivered an address.

Annual Address, 1909.

Gentlemen,
During the last four years, it lias been my privilege to ad-

dress the Society thrice on the occasion of our annual gatherings.

Twelve months ago, when at the end of the second term of my
office as President I reviewed the history of the Society during

the last quarter of a century, I hoped, in the year following, to

listen to a learned and brilliant discourse from my distinguished

friend Sir Thomas Holland. The absence of Sir Thomas Hol-

land, however, has deprived us not only of his able guidance

but also of wliat would undoubtedly have proved one of the

most striking of our long series of Presidential addresses. No
one regrets more keenly than Sir Thomas himself his inability

to address us this evening, and it is at his special request that \

have undertaken to review in brief outline the present position

of the Society, and the progress of our work during the past

year, and I trust I may claim your indulgence, however im-

perfect the execution of my task may be.

The first point upon which one naturally feels tempted to

dwell on such an occasion, is the steady continuance of our

material prosperity. The growth of the numerical strength of

the Society, to which! referred on the last occasion, has been

maintained with undiminished vigour. In fact, during the last

six years the strength of the Society has been increased by
nearly forty per cent. We are indebted to the members of the

Medical profession, in a considerable measure, for this accession

of strength. It is a matter of some satisfaction that the

Council has now found it possible to provide a special grant for

the formation of a Reference Medical Library, and the sum of

Rs. 3,000, sanctioned for this purpose, will" be spent in the
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course of the present and the next year. I trust I may bo
permitted to express the hope that this allotment will be regar-

ded as a practical proof of the desire of the Council to meet the

special needs of one of the most important sections of the

Society, and 1 feel no doubt that if a larger number of members
is attracted to the Society by the formation of a Reference

Library and by reason of the satisfactory arrangements made by
our enthusiastic Medical Secretary Dr. Rogers for the supply of

medical periodicals, a still more liberal grant would be found
possible in future years.

The most important point in connection with the internal

administration of the Society during the last year, is the

decision about the creation of Fellowships, to be conferred

solely in recognition of literaiy and scientific work. It cannot
be denied that a membership of the Asiatic Society does not

import any recognition of original work, and as such, has little

or no attraction to the modest scholar whose main object is the

advancement of knowledge. To alter the constitution of the

Society so as to restrict admission only to persons distinguished

for research, would obviously narrow the field of supply, and
might, indeed, in a brief space of time, prove suicidal. On the

other hand, if the prestige and reputation^of the Society are to

be maintained undiminished, the object can be attained only by
the enrolment, as members, of distinguished workers in the

different branches of historical, philological, and scientific acti-

vity. With the formation, however, of important departments
of State, devoted to the furtherance of scientific research in

special branches, with the simultaneous increase in the number
of special societies for the promotion of different branches of

knowledge, and with increased facilities for the publication of

original researches of any degree of value and importance, it

would be idle to expeot that any considerable proportion of the

’^search carried on in this country should, as it was a century
ago, be communicated for the first time to the learned work
through the medium of our publications. The practical mono*
poly which we then enjoyed in this respect, has long sinoe

disappeared, and if we desire still to attract to our ranks the

best amongst the original workers in this country, we must be

prepared to create a distinction whioh would be valued as a
recognition of merit by people engaged in the task of widening
the bounds of knowledge. The fellowships whioh have now
been instituted, and the first appointments to which will be
made tonight, will, I trust, prove the means of adding substan-
tially to our strength. The success of the experiment WiU

'

depend entirely upon the wisdom with whioh it is conducted^
If we never forget, that these fellowships are to be conferred

solely in recognition of historical, philological, or scientific work,

'^respective of personal considerations of rank and 'position, if

m other words, we always Jealously *eek in this matter to
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maintain the reputation of the Society as a learned body, I am
confident that the distinction will be regarded as worthy of

attainment by all scientific workers in our ranks.

There is only one other matter relating to the internal

management of the Society to which I must make a passing
reference before I deal with the work of the year. Our building,

now more than a century old, has proved to the members of this

generation a costly and burdensome inheritance. We are

indebted to Mr. Burkill for the advance which has been made
with the scheme of a new building for the Society, which minht
prove adequate for our growing needs, and might at the saint'

time prove a source of income for the maintenance and
expansion of our legitimate work. The land on which our

present building stands, received by us as a gift from the

Government, is an asset of considerable value, and if it is

properly laid out, there can be no question that a profitable

building scheme may be developed. In matters, however,

where large sums of money are involved, and an unprofitable

investment may lead to financial disaster, we must necessarily

proceed with caution. I trust, however, that the scheme now in

hand will shortly be placed on a thoroughly sound finaneial basis.

In the course of the last twelve months, we have lost from

our ranks two distinguished workers to whose memory a

passing tribute is imperatively called for on an occasion like

this. By the death of Sir George King, we have lost one

of our brilliant members whose writings have considerably

enhanced the reputation of the Society. He was not only a

devoted worker in the field of Indian Botany, but deliberately

chose our publications for the communication of many of his

researches to the learned world, and his monumental work on

the Flora of the Malayan Peninsula, of which one instalment

was published so late as May last, will long be remembered

as one of the most notable contributions to our Journal in

recent years. Dr. Theodor Bloch, who joined the Society

about 13 years ago, and was for some years its Philological

Secretary, has been cut away in the prime of life, while in the

pursuit of important researches in the field of Indian History

and antiquities. He was a scholar of extraordinarily varied

attainments, and an examination of his published works proves

conclusively how heavy a loss has bden caused by his premature

death to investigations in the field of Indian Archeology.
I shall now turn for a moment to a brief review of the

activities of our members in the different domains of research

during the last twelve months. It is a matter for congratulation

that the papers contributed are, on the whole, of a high

standard of excellence and will tend to maintain the reputation

of the Society.

In the field of Sanskrit, studies, we had an important

paper from Mr. Ambicacharan Sen, of a somewhat controversial
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character. Mr. Sen has been engaged in systematically in-

vestigating the history of the Hero-Gods of the Rig Veda, and in

the present paper which deals with Trita, he has arrived at a
conclusion different from that of Professor Macdonell of

Oxford. Mr. Sen maintains that this so-called Hero-God was a
human being, whereas the learned Oxford Professor rc-jards him
its a personification of fire or lightning. The question is

obviously of considerable interest from an anthropological point

of view, and the grounds of the respective theories deserve a
fredi examination and comparison.

In the field of historical research, we had a number of

important papers beginning with the Buddhistic period and
terminating with comparatively recent times. Mr. Nanda Lai

l)ey deals with the monastery at Bikratnsila where the last

Buddhist University in the Kingdom of Magadli was founded
and maintained. He inclines to the conclusion that the

I'niversity was established about the middle of the eighth

century of the Christian era, a view which remains to be

supported by independent testimony. Mahaniahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Sastri and Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan have
also made notable contributions in the field of Buddhistic

research. The former has discovered a new manuscript of the

Buddha Charita in Nepal, which supplies many defects in manu-
scripts hitherto available. He has also brought to light an
unknown epic by the famous Buddhist author Aswagliose. Dr.

Satis Chandra has given an account of a large number of

Sanskrit works on Grammar, Prosody and Lexicography which
have been recovered from Tibet. It is now clear beyond
reasonable doubt that the Tibetan Monks continued their task

of translation of Sanskrit works quite as late as the end of the

seventeenth century, and if we can induce a sufficient number
of Sanskrit scholars to undertake the study of Tibetan, we are

sure to recover from Tibetan sources valuable Sanskrit works

which have long disappeared from this country.

When we come down to more modern times, we have

interesting historical questions examined in several papers by
well-known members of the Society. Babu Rakhal Das
Banerjee traces the history of Saptagram or Satgaon from the

time of its conquest by the Mahomedans to the period of the

Portuguese Settlement. To this paper is appended a valuable

note by Dr. Bloch in which he edits an inscription not included

among those deciphered by the late Profesor Blochmann. Babu
Rakhal Das Banerjee has also discussed the Mathura inscriptions

m the Indian Museum, the true reading and import of whioh

Had previously led to some difference of opinion among well-

known scholars. Babu Manomohan Chakravarti, who has for

many years past made a special study of problems connected

with the early history of Bengal, has given us valuable articles

°n the temples of Bengal, andhas also dealt with several disputed
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and doubtful events during the early Mahomedan period, spe-

cially problems connected with the five successive capitals of

Bengal during Mahomedan Rule. The only other paper in this

department which demands prominent mention is the Memoir
of Dr. Ross on Birds in Turki, Manchoo and Chinese. Our
enthusiastic Philological Secretary also invited the attention

of the members of the Society to the life and writings of the

Hungarian scholar Csoma de Koros, the value of whose work as

that of a pioneer in the field of Tibetan research can never be

over-estimated, and we are anxiously awaiting the publication

of the unique work on Tibetan vocabulary by the Hungarian

scholar which has been undertaken by Dr. Ross and Dr. Satis

Chandra Vidyabhushan.

In the domain of Pure and Applied Science, we have had a

number of important papers. Professor Syamadas Mookerjee

has continued his researches on the theory of Osculating Conics,

which contain the germs of a general theory of great importance

and wide application. In the field of Chemistry, we had papers

of practical importance from Mr. Hooper and Babu Bidliu

Bhusan Dutt, the latter of whom has analysed the constituents

of two well-known famine foods. In the field of Zoology, there

were valuable notes by Dr. Annandale and Mr. Chowdhuri, while

Dr. Travers Jenkins gave us an interesting discourse on Sea-

fishing. To these must be added the Monograph on Sea snakes

by Major Wall, published as a Memoir during the course of the

year. In the department of Botany, we had more than one

paper likely to prove to be of great practical importance. Of

these, the most important are the contributions of Mr.

Leake on Indian Cottons and of Mr. Stebbing on a peculiar

kind of parasites destructive of oaks in the Himalayas. We
had also interesting notes by Mr. Burkill on varieties of the

Lemon oil grass, and on two well-known Indian drugs. To these

must be added an elaborate paper by Professor Bruhl in which

he examines the subject of recent plant immigrants into Bengal.

In the department of Anthropology, there were only two papers,

but both of them of very special interest. Dr. Anqandale and

Mr. Pettigrew have both dealt with the subject of the theory

of souls, the former among the Malayas and the latter amongst

the people of Manipore m North Eastern India. A comparison

of the two papers brings into prominence the fundamentally

distinct notions on the subject which prevail amongst people in

different grades of civilization, a distinction likely to be

obscured, if not overlooked, when notions so widely different

are sought to be represented by the same English word.

I feel myself incompetent to review even in the barest

outline the work of the Medical Section. But ^here is one

Resolution of that section, which will, I am dure, meet.‘With

universal approval from all persons interested in the litigation

of the sufferings of humanity. That Resolution emphasises
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the paramount necessity for the establishment of a properly

equipped sanitorium for the treatment of phthisis, a mode of

treatment which has produced the most beneficial result in

other civilized countries. This Resolution was presented by

nur President to His Excellency the Viceroy who is the Patron

of our Society. I trust that, even in these times of financial

stress, the complete fulfilment of the object in view will not be

unduly delayed. One may, I hope without offence, further

venture to maintain the opinion that if the major portion, if

not the whole, of the funds raised for the purpose of a Marble

.Memorial to Her late Majesty the Queen Empress were devoted

to the foundation of an institution for the amelioration of

sutfering humanity, it would be more consonant to the wishes

of the people amongst whom the memory of the good Queen

will ever be held in loving remembrance as that of the Mother

of her beloved subjects.

There are three other departments of activity in which

notable work has been accomplished by members of the Society

during the last twelve months. The publication of Sanskrit

and Arabic Works in the Bibliotheca Indica has made steady

progress throughout the year. In the branch of Sanskrit studies

the most important publications undoubtedly are the editions

of the ancient work on Ritual by Govila which have nearly been

completed under the able editorship of Pundit Chandrakanta

Tarkalankarwho possesses a deep and wide knowledge of the vast

literature on the subject. We have also made an important

advance in the matter of publication of Jain Works, one of which

dealing with the subject of Logic was composed in the eighth

century and is being edited by Dr. Satis Chandra, whilst the

other dealing with the life and teaching of Santinath, the

famous Jain Saint, is being edited by Munindra Bijoy. In the

department of Arabic studies, where our members, in recent

years, have not indicated the same measure of activity as in the

department of Sanskrit studies, we have, I am glad to be able

to say, evidence of solid work well advanced or accomplished.

The most important is undoubtedly the edition brought out

by Dr. Ross of Abu Turab’s History of Guzrat. The work

appears to have been composed towards the end of the sixteenth

century and gives a valuable account of the history of Bahadur

‘Shah, his wars with Humayun and the conquest of Guzrat

by Akbar. Other historical works of considerable importance

have also been pushed forward during the vear. Of these, I

need only mention the translations of the Akbamama and Ma-

asir-ul-Umara by an ex-president of the Society, Mr. Beveridge.

The former deals with the history of the reign of Akbar by his

'jreat minister Abdul Fazl, and the latter gives the bio-

graphies of the great Amirs of the Indian Empire from the „

beginning of the reign of Akbar to the end of the 17th cen-

tury. Both the wows, are valuable as authorities upon the
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most brilliant period of Mogul rule in this country, and it js

to be trusted, that the completion of these translations will not

be further delayed/

The search for Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic manuscripts

has been sedulously pursued during the year just brought to a

(dose. It has some time been supposed, even by well-informed

people, that as the search for Sanskrit manuscripts has been

vigorously carried on now for a quarter of a century, we can

only hope in future to come across duplicates of well-known

works, and the discovery of unknown treasures can hardly he

expected. How erroneous such an opinion is, is amply
illustrated by the success which has attended the labours of

Pandit Hara Prasad Sastri in this direction. In the course of

the last twelve months, the Sastri has been able to secure from

Benares two extensive collections of manuscripts formerh

owned by two families of well-known pandits and manuscript

collectors. It will necessarily take many years before these

collections, which have been catalogued, are minutely examined

and their contents made available to Sanskrit scholars. It is

sufficient to state on the present occasion that they include a

copy of the Mahabharat, portions of the Shivapuran, commen-
taries on the Upanishads, a new commentary on the Purva

Mimansa and a Shaiva commentary on the Bhagabadgita.

These and the other manuscripts require careful scrutiny, and

it is a matter for regret that amongst the younger generation of

Sanskrit scholars, wo have not got a sufficient number of trained

and enthusiastic workers, ready to devote themselves to the

difficult task of appraising the new materials brought to light-

It is manifest that the publication of complete editions of these

works must take many years, even if funds arc ever forth-

coming. But it is quite practicable to have full summaries of

the contents of the new works, indicating adequately the points

of divergence from existing works or commentaries on the same

subject, and it would not be much to our credit if work of this

description is indefinitely delayed.

The search for Arabic and Persian manuscripts has also

been energetically conducted during the year, and a large

number of manuscripts, representing almost every branch of

literature and science, has been secyred, several of which are

distinctly interesting from an Indian point of view. Of these,

the most notable is a splendid copy of the Koran beautifully

illuminated, which originally belonged to the first Prime

Minister of the Emperor Akbar, and subsequently passed

into the possession of a distinguished historian of the time

of Shah Jehan. Here also it is obviously impossible, with the

limited funds at our disposal, to hoj>e for the early publication

of any considerable portion of the new works brought to fight,

and what is urgently needed is a full and detailed account

of works hitherto unpublished.
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There is only one other topic to which I would briefly

invite your attention this evening before I bring my address

to a close. For several years past, we have had at our dis-

posal the sum granted by the Government for the search of the

Bardic chronicles of the Rajputs. We have hitherto found it

impossible to make any satisfactory arrangement oven for a

preliminary survey of the work to be undertaken. Fortunate-

ly. Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Sastri, on his retirement

from the Principalship of the Sanskrit College, found it possible

to devote his time to an enquiry into this fascinating subject,

and the offer of lus services was gladly accepted by the Society.

He travelled in Gujrat and Rajputana for two months last year,

and the information collected by him furnishes a tolerably

accurate idea of the nature and extent of the work to be accom-

plished. It is beyond dispute that many of these chronicles

have, from time td time, been reduced to writing, but many
more still exist only in the form of ballads and songs in the

memory of professional and hereditary Bards, scattered through-

out the various Rajput States. What is required, therefore, is

not merely to collect manuscripts, more or less accurate, of the

chronicles, but to take down and reduce to writing the ballads

handed down by word of mouth from generation to generation.

Work of this description has been undertaken and accomplished

iii other civilized countries, notably in England, Scotland, and

Denmark. In Denmark, as is well-known the distinguished

scholar Grundtvig was enabled to make a collection of ancient

popular ballads, fairly complete and representative of the

national character, only by means of national help. All

Denmark combined to help him in his labours, and school-

masters and clergymen in retired nooks where tradition longest

lingers, actively engaged themselves in taking down ballads from

the mouths of the people. If, therefore, we are to undertake

a complete collection of the Bardic chronicles of Rajputana, we

must have a systematic organisation for reducing to writing

the ballads as they are recited by the Bards, and obviously

this can be' accomplished successfully only with the active co-

operation of the Rajput Chiefs themselves. If this work is

accomplished, as I trust it may, we shall have collected first-

hand materials for a proper appreciation of the history and an-

tiquities of one of the most important and interesting branches

of the Indian race. It must not be overlooked, however, that

the study of the materials when collected, must prove to be a

task not wholly free from linguistic difficulties, as the

chronicles, whether reduced to writing or recited from moutn

to mouth, are not composed in one uniform dialect. This,

however, is a matter which ought not to stand in the way o

an early and a systematic effort to collect and preserve tne

materials which may otherwise disappear, and become irre-

coverable before the lapse of many years.
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I (rust I have said enough to convince people unacquaint-

ed with the precise nature of the work in which our members
are engaged, that the field for research in Indian history,

philology, antiquities and science, is by no means restricted or

exhausted. It may be conceded that discoveries of an epoch-

making character cannot be made every twelve months, but

there is no room for dispute that solid wo'rk on an extensive

scale is accomplished by our workers from year to year, and in

spite of their sustained effort, muoh remains yet to be accom-

plished. Investigations into many a recondite problem of

Indian history and of the development of different branches of

the Indian race have yet to be undertaken and vigorously

pushed forward, and scholarly men of the younger generation

may rest assured that their labours in these fields will be amply

repaid. It is not in the lot of every man to be a Jones or a

Prinsep, but that is no reason why a modest scholar should lose

heart and abandon afield where so many others before liim

have worked with profit in the cause of the advancement of

knowledge.

The Chairman announced the result of the election of

Officers and Members of Council for 1910 as follows :

—

President.

T. H. D. La Touche, Esq., B.A. (Cantab), F.G.S.

Vice-Presidents.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, C.S.I., D.L..

D.Se., F.R.S.E.

G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., C.I.E.
,

Mabamabopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A.
Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, M.B., I.M.S.

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S.

Treasurer :—D. Hooper, Esq., F.C.S.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary E. D. Ross, Esq., Ph.D.

Natural History Secretary I. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A., FJiE.

Anthropological Secretary :—N. Annandale, Esq.,
’ 'BMa-

C.M.Z.S., F.L.S.
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Joint Philological Secretary :—Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

Medical Secretary Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.S., I.M.8.

Other Members of Council.

H. 6. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.

Habu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L.

'Die Hon. Abdulla al-Mamun Suhrawardy, Esq., M.A., LL.D.
Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, M.D., F.R.C.S., D.P.H., I.M.S.

The Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, I.C.S.

K. P. Harrison, Esq., Ph.D.

Ijeut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

The Gliairman also announced that the following gentlemen

were elected as Fellows of the Society by a majority of votes

l)r. N. Annandale, D.So., C.M.Z.S., F.L.S.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, C.S.I., M.A..

D.L., D.Sc., F.R.A S., P.R.S.E.

I. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A. F.L.S.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A.

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., D.Sc., A.R.C.S., F.G.S..F.R.S.

D. Hooper, Esq., F.C.8.

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq., B.A..F.G.S.

Habu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L.

Licut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray, D.Sc.

Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., I.M.S.

Dr. E. D. Ross, Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D.,

M.R.A.S.

Dr. G. Thibaut, Ph.D., C.I.E.

Dr. M. W. Travers, D.Sc., F.R.S.

A. Venis, Esq., M.A.
Dr. G. T. Walker, M.A., F.R.S.

The Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq., B.A., F.G.S., President, in the

chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-one presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported :

—

1. That Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Bytheil, R.E., Lala Lajput

Kai, Rev. J. Culshaw, and Babu Jadu Nath Sen had expressed

a wish to withdrair frdm the Sooiety.
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That Babu Muksoodan Das and Mr. A. M. T. Jackson
were dead.

The following live gentlemen were balloted for as

Ordinary Members •—

Dr. 8. K. Sen
,
L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S. (Edin.), 115, Lowei

Circular Road, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. E. Vredenburg,
seconded by Dr. N. Annandale; Mr. W. H. Buchan, I.C.S.,

proposed by Mr. H. 6. Craves, seconded by Captain V.

H. Stewart, I.M.S.; Sri Bam Paplai
, B.A., Extra Judicial Assist-

ant Commissioner, Delhi, proposed by Mir Nasir Ali Khan
Bahadur, seconded by Mr. J. P. Thompson

;
Mr. Manahar Lai

,

M.A., Minto Professor of Economies, Calcutta University,

proposed by Dr. G. Thibaut, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. C.

Phillott; Mr, Thomas Hanson Kingdon, proposed by Mr. W. LI.

Criper, seconded by Major L. Rogers, l.M.S.

The following papers were read :

—

1 . Some remarks on Mundari Phonology and its treatments

in the Records of the Linguistic Survey of India.—By Rev. Mr.
C. Mehl. Communicated hy the Philological Secretary.

2. The. Rupee and Indian Prices.—By H. R. Perrott.

Communicated hy the General Secretary.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

3. Lisu Tribes of BurmarChina Frontier.—By A. Rose and

J. Cogain Brown.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

4. Note on the strength of sulphuric acid solution used in

secondary cells in India .

—

By E. P. Harrison, Ph.D.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's rooifls on Wednesday, the 9th

February, 1910, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, l.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. Adrian Caddy, Lieut.-Colonel C. R. M. Green, I.M.S*,

Captain R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., Captain D. McCay, l.M.S., Captain

J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel A. H. Nott,

Major F. O’Kineaty, I.M.S., Captain H. B. Steen, l.M.S., Major

L. Rogers, l.M.S., Honorary Secretary.
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Visitor8

:

- Mr. C. N. David, Captain A. E. J. Lister,

IAI.S., Major E. A. Newman, I.M.S., Dr. D. Pratt, Dr. Atindra-

luith Sen.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Captain Megaw, showed a case of pneumothorax
treated successfully by a new method, and one of stricture of

the oesophagus treated by fibrolysin.

Major F. O’Kinealy, I.M.S., gave a demonstration of

Direct Laryngotracheoscopy.

Tlie Honorary Medical Secretary announced that the Coun-

cil had sanctioned the sum of Rs. 3,000 for the purchase of

hooks for the Medical Reference Library.

Lieut.-ColonelJNott, I.M.S., proposed, and Major O’Kincaly

,

seconded, a vote of thanks to the Council, which was
carried unanimously.
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President

:

Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.E., D.Sc., F.R.S., F.G.S.

Vice-Presidents

:

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Asntosh Mnkhopadhyaru,
M.A., D.L., F.R.S.E.

G. Thihaut, Esq., Ph.D., C.I.E.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad ShastrT, M.A.
Lieut. Colonel F. J. Drury, M.B., I.M.S.

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary:—G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A.,

F.G.S.

Treasurer :—D. Hooper,*Esq., F.C.S.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary :—E. D. Ross, Esq., Ph.D.

Natural History Secretary I. H. Bnrkill, Esq.,

M.A., F.L.S.

Anthropological Secretary:—N. Annandale, Esq.,

D.Sc., C.M.Z.S.

Joint Philologioal Secretary MahimahopfidhySyn

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph D.,

M.R.A.S.
Medical Secretary : —Major L. Rogers, M.D., B«Sc.,

I.M.S.

Other Members of Council.

Harinath De, Esq., M.A.,

J. A. Cunningham, Esq., B.A.

H.
_
G. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.

Baba Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L.

The Hon. Dr. Abdnlla al-Mamnn Snhrawardy, M.A.j

LL.D.
Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, M.D., F.R.C.B.,

D.P.H., I.M.S.

The Hon-. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, LC.S> .-
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1902 •lane 4.

1903 April 1.

1907 April 3.

1901 Sept 28.1

188s April 4.,

1898 Nov. 2.

1885 Mar. 4.

to Jan. 4’

to Oct. 28.

R,

N.R.
N.R.

R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R.

N.R.
R.

N.R.
L.M.

N.&
R.

ThoHon. Dr. Abdulla al-Mamun Suhrawaitly,

m.a., d.litt., LL.n., Barrister-at-Law. 34,

Elliott Road,
Calcutta.

Abdul-Kalnm Azad, Maulavi. Bombay.

Abdul Latif, Syed, Deputy Magistrate.

Patwikhali.

Abdur Rahim, Maulavi. 51, TaltoUa Law,
Calcutta.

Abdul Wall, Maulavi, District Sub-Registrar.

Purtdia .

Abdus Salam, Maulavi, m.a., Presidency

Magistrate. Calcutta.

Abhaya Sankar Doha, Extra Assistant Com-

missioner. Nowgong.

Abu Ahmed Ghuznavi. Mymensingk.

Abul A&s, Maulavi Sayid, Raeea and Zemin-

dar. Langar Told, Bankipore.

Abnl Paiz Muhammad Abdul Ali, m.a., Deputy

Magistrate. Netrohona, Mymensingk.

Ahmad Hasain Khan, Munshi. Jhelum.

Ahmud, Shams-nl-Ulama Maulavi. 3, Man-

lam's Lane, Calcutta.
. .

Akshaya Kumar Maitra, b.a., b.l Rqshaht.

Ali Bilgrani, Sayid, b.a^ a.b.s.m.,

Ckuddergkaut, Hyderabad.

Ali Hussain Khan, N*wah. . Lnfiknow. ^
Allan, D*> Almnder Smith, m.b. 3, BipUm*
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1897 Jan. 6.

1905 July 5.
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1909 May 5.
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1902 Aug. 27.

1886 May 5.

1904 July 6.

1870 Feb. 2.

1909 Mar. 3.

1891 Mar. 4.'

1900 Aug. 29.

1893 Sept. 28.

1891 Feb. 4.

1869 Dec. 1.

1898 Mar. 2.

1908 Hot. 4.

1907 Feb. 6.

1902 May 7.

R.

R.

R.

Ambica Cburan Sen, I.C.8. (retired). 57
t

Lantdome Boad, Calcutta.

Amrita Lai Boee, Dramatist. 9-2, Ban
. Chandra Maitra’s Lane, Calcutta.

Amrita Lai Sircar, Dr., t.c.b. 51, Sankari-

tolla Lane, Calcutta.

R.

A.

A.

R.

R.

R.

R.

R.

N.R.

Amulya Cbaran Ghosh Vidyabhusana. 66,

Manicktolla Street, Calcutta.

Anderson, Major Adam Rivers Steele, r.a.,

m.b., d.p.H., c.M.z.8., i.M.s. Europe.

Anderson, J. A. Europe.

*Annandale, Nelson, d.so., c.m.z.s., Superinten-

dent, Indian Museum. Calcutta. [cutta

.

Ashgar, A. 8, European Asylum Lane, Cal-

Ashton, Ralph Percy. 4, Fairlie Place,

Calcutta.

Ashutosh Chaudhuri, Barrister-at-Law. 47,

Old Btdhjgunge, Calcutta.

•Asutosh Mnkhopadhyaya, The Hon*ble Mr.

Justice, m.a., D.Ti., F.B.A.S., F.B.s.B., Judge,

High Court. Calcutta.

Aulad Hasan, Khan Bahadnr, Sayid, Inspector

of Registration. Dacca.

L.M.

R.

N.R.

R.

R.

N.R.

L.M.

N.R.

N.R.

NR.

R.

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, H.A., c.i.z.

Ferlys Lodge, 29, Banbury Boad, Oxford,

England.

Badri Das Goenka, B.A. 31, Banstolla Street,

Calcutta.

Baillie, Duncan Colvin, i.c.s., Member, Board

of Revenue, North-West Provinces of Agra

and Oudh. Allahabad.

Baker, His Honour Sir Edward Norman,

K.c.s.1., i.c.s., Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal. Calcutta.

Banawari Lala Chaudhuri, b.sc., Edin. 120,

Lower Circular Boad, Calcutta.

Ban Behari Kapur, Raja, O.8.I. Bwrdwan-

Barker, Robert Arnold, m.d., r.G.S. Fairfield,

Oxford Boad, Beading, Berkshire, England-

Barnes, Herbert Charles, H.A., I.C.8., Magistrate

and Collector. Shillong. .

Barnes, James Hector, B.sc„ r.i.c„ F.O.S., Prm*

cipal, Punjab Agricultural College, aw

Agricultural Chemist, Punjab Govt. Lyall-

Jorhat, Assam. -.

Bartlett, Edward William John. 4 Esfia*’

ade, East, Oaleutta.
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1907 Feb. 6.
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1906 Nov. 7.

1876 Nov. 15

1893 Mar. 1.

1903 Feb. 4.

1902 Mar. 5.

1907 Oct. 30.

1908 Nov. 4.

1893 Feb. 1.

1909 July 7.

1895 July 3.

1906 Sept. 19.

1909 Mar. 3.

1901 July 6.

1906 Nov. 7.

1909 April 7.

1908 July 1.

1906 July 4.

1907 July 3.

1909 Oct. 6.

1903 Mar. 1.

19u7 June 5.

1909 Oct. 6.

1901 Sept. 25.
1*8 *1 June 5.

L.M.

N.R.
*N.R.

R.

N.R.
N.R.
F.M.

N.R.

N.R.

R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.

R.

Bcatson-Bell, Nicholas Dodd, b.a., cib
1.0.8. Europe.

'

"

Bell, Charles Alfred, i.c.s, Gangtok, Sikkim.
Hentley, Charles A., M.n., d.p.h. Jalpaiuuri
BepmBehari Gupta. Eooghly College, Ohineun.
Bepin Chandra Rai. Qiridth, Chota Nagpur
Bergtdieil, Cyril. Sirseah, Mozufferpore.
Beveridge, Homy, i.c.s. (retired). Pitfold,

.

Shottermill
, Haslemere , Surrey, England .

Bharat Singh, Maharaja Knmara Sirdar, i.c.s.

(retired). Allahabad.

Bhawani Das Batra, Bai, m.a., Revenue
Minister, Jammu and Kashmir State. Sri-
nagar, Kashmir.

Binoy Krishna Deb, Raja Bahadur.
106-1, Grey Street

, Calcutta.

Birendra Nath Ghosh, Dr., l.m.s., Medical
Practitioner. 109, College Street, Calcutta.

Bisvesvar Bhattacharji, Deputy Magistrate
and Deputy Collector. Faridpur.

Bodding, The Revd. P. O. Mahalpahari
, vid

Rampore JIaut
,
Sonthal Parganas.

Bonerji Ratnakrishna Curran. 6, Park Street
,

Calcutta

N.R.
N.R.
R.

R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.
R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.
R.

A.
R.

Bonham-Carfcer, Norman, i.c.s. Shillong.

Bradley-Birt, Francis Bradley, i.c.s, Khulna.
I Brajalal Mukherjee, m.a. 9, Old Post Office

Street, Calcutta.

Brajondra Nath I)e, m.a., i.c.s., Magistrate
and Collector. Ohinsura. * [Agra.

Bramley, Percy, Superintendent of Police.

Briz Mohan Goenka. 24, Banstolla Street,

Calcutta. [Oooch Behar.
Brojendra Nath Seal, m.a., Victoria College.
Brown, Lieut.-Col. Edwin Harold, m.d., i,m.s.

2, AUpur Road
,
Calcutta.

Brown, John Coggin, b.sc., p.o.s., f.c.s., Assis-

tant Superintendent, Geological Survey of

India. Tengyueh vid Bhamo.
Brown, Percy, A.it.c.A., Government School

of Art. Calcutta.

Brown, William Barclay, I.C.S., District and
Sessions Judge, Kamrup.

Browning, Colin Harington, m.a. Shillong.

Briihl, Paul Johannes, Civil Engineering

College, Sibpur, Howrah. [Europe.

Buchanan, Lieut.-Col. Walter James, i.m.s.

•Burkill, Isaac Henry, M.A., Reporter on Eco-

nomio Products to the Government of

India. Calcutta.
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1896 Jan. 8. N.R.

1900 May 2. N.R.
Bam, Richard, i.c.s. Oonda,

Oude .

Batcher, Flora, m.i>. O/o Messrs. Grindlay

Groom & Co., Bombay .

1898 Sept. 30. A.

1906 Dec. 5. R.

1906 July 4. A.

1907 Apl. 3. R.

1907 Mar. 6. 1j.M.

1901 Mar. 6. N.R.
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1

1899 June 7.

1

N.R.
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rington Street,
Calcutta.

Caddy, Dr. Arnold, m.d., f.b.c.s. Europe.
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Street, Calcutta.

Charles, Albert Pendrill, u.A., i.c.s., Registrar,

Court of Judicial Commissioner. Lucknow.

Charu Dob Banerjee, b.a., ll.b. Allahabad.

Cliinta Ito, Professor Dr. Engineering Col-

lege
,
Tokyo, Japan.

Christie, William Alexander Kynock, B.sc. t

rh.o*, Chemist, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Christophers, Capt. S. R. f Research Labora-

tory. Kasauli.

Clarke, Geoffrey Roth, i.c.s. Postmaster

General,
Allahabad.

Cohen, Rachel Nathaniel, m.b., f.b.c.s., Lady

Supdt., Lady Dufferin Victoria Hospital-

Calcutta

.

Connor, Captain Frank Powell, f.b.C.b. (Eng.),

L.RX7.P. (Lond.), I.U.S., Medical .College-

Calcutta.

Conway-Poole, Capt. Ivan Maxwell, Indian

Army, Supplyand Transport CoipB. Pesha-

war.

Cook, Capt. Lewis, i.m.s., Lunatic Attain-

Midnapur. H

Copleston, The Most Herd. Dr.

Stephen, d.d. Lord Bishop of Caterno^

Cordier, Dr. Palmyr. 87, Bm cfca-

Besanpons (Dottle), Paris, Vnmtip"



iSSrffHecScSr

11)07 July 3.

1908 Jan. 1.

1901 June 5.

187(5 Mar. 1.

1887 Aug. 25.

1895 July 3.

1905 July 5.

1908 Sept. 2.

187:1 Dee. 8.

1885 Nov. 4.

1904 Aug. :i.
i

19M Dec. 5.

1^)4 Sept. 28.

1900 Dec. 5.

1909 Maw. 3.

1898 Jan. 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

19U9 Nov. 3.

1902 July 2.

1909 Aug. 4.

lm Sept. 22.

1889 Jan. 2.

1905 April 5.

1909 April 7.

1908 April 1.

1905 May. 3.

R Cotter, Gerald de Purcell, Assistant Superin-
tendent, Geological Survey of India. Cal-
cutta.

A.

R.

F.M.

R.

R.

N.R.
R.

Crake, Dr. Herbert Milverton. Europe

.

Crawford, Lieut.-Col. Dirom Grey, i.m.s„ Civil

Surgeon. Hughli.

Crawfurd, James, H.A., i.e.s. (retired). Thom

-

wood, liddington, Lanarkshire, Scotland.

Criper, William Risdon, p.c.s., p.i.c., a.b.s.m.

Konnayar, E.I.K.

Cumming, John Ghest, i.c.s. 8, Elysium Bow,

Calcutta.

Cunningham, John Arthur, b.a. Purulia.

I Cunningham, John Richard, M.A., Assistant
! Director of Public Instruction, Bengal. Cal-

cutta.

F.M.

«•

N.R.
A.

i

I

N.R.;

KR.I
»

I

F.M i

N.R.

N.R.
A.

F.M.

R.

A.
N.R.

a
R.

R.

Dames, Mansel Lungwort Ii, i.c.R. (retired).

Algeria , Enfield,
Middlesex

,
England.

Damodar Das Barman. 55, Olive Street, Cal-

cutta.

Dattalraya Balwant Parasnis. Satara.

Deare, Major Benjamin Hobbs, m.r.c.s. (Eng.),

Ti.R c. l*. ( Loud.), d.p.ii. (Cantab.), i.m.s. Eu-
rope.

DeCourcy, William Bleunerhasset. Silchar

P.O.. Gachar.

Dentitli, Arthur William, i.O.s. Oooch Behar.

Deva Prasad Sarbadhikari, Hon., m.a., b.l.

13, Jeliapnra Lane
,
Calcutta.

Dods, William Kane, C/o Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation. Calcutta.

Donnan, Major William, Indian Army, Ex-
aminer of Ordnance Factory Accounts in

India. Lucknow. [Madras.

Donovan. Major C., i.m.s., General Hospital.

Doxey, Frederick. Europe.

Drake-Brockmnn, Digby Livingstone, I.C.S.

C/o Messrs. Thomas Cook & Son, Ludgate

Circus,
London

Drury, Lient.-Col Francis James, i.m.s.

Medical College,
Calcutta.

Dudgeon, Gerald Cecil. Europe.

Dunnett, James Macdonald, i.C.s., Settlement

Officer. Ludhiana. >
autta.

Durga Das Bhatta, .52/1, Harrison Bead, CoZ-

Duval, Herbert Philip, m.a., lc.s., United

‘Service Club. Calcutta.

Dwarkanath Chakravarti, m.a., b.l„ Valnl*

High Court Calcutta.



lvi

raroncegos:

1906 Nov. 7. N.R.

1907 Sept. 25. A.

190^ July 4. N.R.

1903 May 6. N.R.

Eadie, Lieut. John Inglis, 97, Deccan Infantry.
Bolaram.

Eakins, Dr. Olin, m.d. Europe.

Earle, The Hon. Mr. Archdale, i.c.s. Chair-
man! Municipal Corporation, Calcutta.

Edwards, Walter Noel. SooteaP.O., Teepur
,

Assam.

1901 Mar. 6.

1904 Aug. 3.

1908 Sept. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 Oct, 31.

1907 Mar. 6.

1908 Mar. 4.

1906 Dec. 5.

1908 Sept. 2.

1904 May 4.

1905 Jan. 4.

1902 April 2.

A.

R.

N.R.
R.

N.R

N.R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.

A.

A.

Fergusson, J. C. Europe.

Fermor, Lewis Leigh, a.r.s.m., n.sc., p.o.s.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey
of India. Calcutta.

Fida Ali, Syed, Arrah.
Finck, Herman H. G., m.d., Surgeon to the

Consulate-General for Germany. 19, Canine

Street , Calcutta.

Finlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the Govt,

of Eastern Bengal and Assam. Pusa,

Tirhoot.

Firminger, Revd. Walter Kelly, m.a., b.d.,

f.r.o.s. Shillong .

Fitzgerald, Henry George, Superintendent of

Police. Kohat.

Foster, Captain Henry Bertram, i.m.s., Presi-

dency General Hospital. Calcutta.

Foster, Lieut. Rodney, Indian Army, Survey of

India. Hazaribagh.

Framjee Jamasjee Thanawala. 90, Cawasjee

Patel Street
,
Fort, Bombay.

Fraser, Sir Andrew Henderson Leith, m.a.,

LL.d., k.c.S.i. Europe.

Fuller, Sir Joseph Bampfylde, k.c.s.i. Europe.

1903 Mar. 4. R.

1893 Jan. 11.

1908 Feb. 5.

A.

N.R.

1907 Sept. 25. N.R.

1906 Feb. 7. R.

1908 Feb. 5. R.

1902 Feb. 5. R.

1889 June 5.

1909 Jan. 6.

Nil.
R.

Gage, Captain Andrew Thomas, m.a., m.b., b.sc.,

f.l.s., i.m.s. Royal Botanic Garden, Sibpur,

Howrah.
Gait, Edward Albert, c.i.E., i.c.s. Europe.

Gardener-Brown, John Gerald Gardener, m.A.»

Muir Central College. Allahabad.

Gibbon, Captain 'Charles Monk. 89 Boyal

Irish Fusiliers. United Service Club,
Simla.

Girindra Kumar Sen. 100, Grey Street,
Cal•

eutta.

Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya, Dr., B.A., m.b.

80, Bussa Rood, North
,
Bhommdpm, Calcutta.

Girish Chandra Ghosh, Dramatist. 13, Bose-

para Lane,
Calcutta.

Girjanath Roy, Maharaja. Dinagepore

Goganendranath Tagore. 6, Dwarkanath Ta-

gore9* Lane
,
Calcutta.



lvii

Tote of Election.

1908 Feb. 5. R.

1909 Jan. 6. R.

1901 Aug. 28.

1909 Jan. 6.

N.R.
R.

1905 May 3. R.

1907 Jnne 5. R.

1900 Dec. ft. L.M.

HIM Jam. 0. N.R.

1901 Mm-. «. N.R.

1K92 Jan. 6. F.M.

1907 Ang. 7. N.R

1909 Nov. 3. R.

1908 Jnne 3. R.

1904 Sept. 28. R.

1889 Mar. 6. N.R.

1885 Feb. 4. R.

1907 Feb, 6. N.R.

1904 Jan. 6. R.

1903 June 3. R.

190 Dec. 8. N.R.

1908 Feb. 5. R.

1906 Deo. 6.

1906 July 4.

N.R.
N.R.

Gopal Chandra Chatterji, Dr., Medical Col-
lege. Calcutta.

Gourlay, William Robert, i.c.s. 8, Elysium
Bote. Calcutta.

Govinda Das. Durgakund, Benares City.
Govinda Dali Mukherjee. 9, Old Post Office

Street
,
Calcutta.

Graves, Henry George, a.b.s.m. United Ser-
vice Club

, Calcutta.

Green, Lieut.- Col. Charles Robert Mortimer,
M.D., f.k.c.s., i.M.s. 6, Harrington *Street,

Calcutta.

Grieve, James Wyndham Alleyne, Deputy
Conservator of Forests. Darjeeling.

Gulab Sliankor Dev Sharman, f.t.s., m.r.a.s,,

Private Secretary to H H. the Mahamni
Sahiba of Bettiah. Allahabad.

Habibnr Raliman Klian, Maulavi, Races.

Bhihmpur
,
Dt. Aligarh

.

Haig, Lieut.-Col. Wolseley, Indian Army, c/o

Messrs. H. S. King & Co., 9, Pall Mall
,

London, S. \V.

Haines, Henry Haselfoot, f.c.s., f.l.s. Nag-
pur.

Hale, Alexander, m.i.c.e.t. 2, Grand Trunk
Road,

Hmorah.

Hallowes, Kenneth Alexander Knight, h.a.,

a.b.s.m.. f.o.s., Assistant Superintendent,

Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Hallwaid, Norman Leslie. 6, Camac Street,

Calcutta.

Hanuman Prasad, Raees and Zemindar.

Ohunar.
#Haraprasad Shastri, Mahamahopadhyaya,

m.a. 12/1/4, Pataldanga Street
,
Calcutta.

Hare, His Honour Sir Lancelot, k.cjm., i.c.s.,

Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal and

Assam. Shillong.

Harendra Krishna Mukerjee, M.A. 54, San-

karipara Hoad,
Calcutta.

Harinatli De, m.a., Librarian, Imperial Lib-

rary. Calcutta.

Hamarain Shastri, Goswami. Hindu College,

Delhi.

H&miman, B. G. 15, Bollygunge, Cal-

cutta.

Harris, Lieut. G. 56 Infantry,
F.F*, Mangn.

Harris, Lt.-Col. George Francis Angelo, M.D.,

F.B.C.P., i.m.s. Lucknow.



lviii

Hate or Election.
|

1908 April 1. R. Harrison, Edward Philip, Ph.o. Presidency

i
College, Calcutta.

1884 Mar. 5. ! L.M. Hassan Ali Mirza, Sir Wala Qadr Sayid,

ii.c.i.b. Murshidabad.

1897 Feb. 3. :
R. Hayden, Henry* Herbert, b,a., b.b., f.g.s.,

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta .

A. Hayward, Major William Davey, m.u., i.m.s.

Europe.

N.R, Hemchandra Gosuain. Extra Assistant Com -

,

missioner. Tezpur.

N.R. ! Hemcndra Prasad Ghose, Zemindar and

Litterateur. Prasad Lodge, Ohangalbha

,
P.0., Jessort*.

1907 Nov. <>.
|
N.R. I Hepper. Captain Lionel Lees. Royal Artil-

' /cry, Maymyo
,
Burma.

1908 •) uue 3.
|

R. ! Herron, Alexander Macmillan, b.sc., Asst.

I
Supdt., Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

1908 June 3. R. I Hira Lull Bose, Rai Bahadur, Dr. 25/2, Mott'*

I

Lane
,
Calcutta.

1998 April 1.
,

N.R. i Hirst, Capt. Frederick Christian, Indian

I

Army. Shillong.

1906 Do«\ 5.
j
N.R.

\
Hirst, Reginald John, District Snperinten-

!

|

dent of Police. Burdwan.

1891 July 1. ! R. !

#Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, k.c.i.b., d.sc.,

I A.B.C.S., F.o.fi., F.K.S., Director, Geological

|

Survey of India. Calcutta.

1908 July 1.
| R.

;
Holmwood, The Hon. Mr. Justice Herbert,

|

i.c.s. 22, Theatre Road,
Calcutta . [cutta,

1898 Feb. 2.
]

R.
[

#Hooper, David, f.u.b. 1, Sudder 8treet, Cal-

1909 May b. |N.R. Jiorovitz, Dr. Josef, M.A.O. College. Ali-

|
!

garh.

1901 Dec. 4.
|

R. Hossack, Dr. William Cardiff. 26, Mirsapur

. Street , Calcutta.

1873 Jan. 2. [L.M.j Houstonn, George L., f.u.s. Johnstone Castle,

;
I Renfrewshire , Scotland.

1906 May 2. N.R. i Howell, Evelyn Berkeley, b.a., i.c.s. Ajmir.

1905 July 5. |
N.R.

j

Humphries, Edgar de Montfort, B.A., i.c.9.*

(

Settlement Officer. Pertdbgarh.

1908 June 3. ! A Hutchinson, C. M.., Europe.

1908 Mai*. 4,
j

F.M. Hyde, J. H. 18, Rue Adolphe-Yvon, Paris.

i

1909 Mar. 3. ; R. Indu Madhab Mullick, Dr., ha, H.l». 10,

|

Shama Oharan Dey's Street, Calcutta.

1906 Deo. 5. N.R. Jack, James Charles, i.c.s., Settlement Ofl*

eer, Eastern Bengal and Assam. Wmwpur.

1904 Jan. 6. N.R. Jackson, Victor Herbert, M.A. Patna OoUefe,

Banbipur.

1908 Nov. 4. ' N.R. Jaeob, Sylaejr Montague, i.c.s. Bawatpiofk

1906 Dec. 5.

1905 Jnly 5.

1905 May 3.
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yKToTBoeBST

1H!)8 Mai*. 2.

1003 July 1.

N.R.

LM.

189.1 Mar. 6.
j

R. jJi

|

1!H)7 J)y 4. R. |Ji

185).1 Aug. -9. !N.R.
|

J

1!K)7 Sept. 25. :N.R. J

188!) Jim. 2.

!

R. J

18!K> Mar. 4. i R. J

11)02 May. 7.

1

K. 'J

1908 June 3.

1

R.
'

1!B)G July 4.
j

i

It. .

li*08 Dec. 2. A.

1895) Sep. 29. R. .

1908 Sept. 28. N.lt. '

.

1909 Ang. 4. N.R.j <

1904 Mar. 4. N.R.!
j

1905 May 3. F.M.i
1

1877 Ang. 30,
a a

R.

1882 Mar. 1. N.R.

1506 Ang.l. R.
j

15)06 Sept. 19 . R.

1909 Oct. 6. &
1909 April 7. ml

Jadunath Sarkar. Patna College; Bankipnr.

Jagadindranath Roy, Maharaja Bahadur.

6, Lansdoime Road
,
Calcutta .

ames, nenry i&osiier, m.a., oeugiu rjuuwuwu

Service, Principal, Presidency College. Cal-

cutta.

atindranath Rai Chaudliuri, m.a,, h.l., Zemin-

dar. TaJci,
Jewore.

cnkins, Owen Francis, i.c.s., Offg. Joint

Magistrate. Budaon ,
f/.P.

ogendm Chandra Chose, The Hon. Mr., m.a.,

la,., Pleader, Higli Court. 25, Hurrish

Ohunder Maohm}ee Road,
Bhotcanipore ,

fW-

cw/ta.

ogendra Nath Das-Gnpta, b.a. (Oxon.), Bar-

rister-at-Law. TIughli College^ Chinsura.

Iogendra Nath Sen, Yidyabhnsana, M.A. 31,

Prasanna Kumar Tagore's Street,
Calcutta .

I ones, Herbert Cecil, a.r.s.m., a.r.O.s., f.g.h..

Asst. Snpdt., Geological Survey of India.

CaZcatfa.

Tones, Lieut.-Col. John Lloyd, m.b. (Dud.),

m.b.c.s. (Loud.), d.p.h. (Cantab.), F.C.A.,

i.m.s. United S& vice Club, Calcutta,

Jordon, Lieut.-Colonel J., I.M.S. Europe,

otindra Nath Mukharji, b.a., Solicitor. 6
t

Old Post Office Street,
Calcutta.

yotiprakas Nande, Lala, Zemindar. Burdwan.

yotis Chandra Bhattacharjee, ma.„ B.t.

Pnrneah .

Camknand Singh, Kumar. Srinagar Baj,

Srinagar P.O., Pnrneah BidrM.

SavBhi Prasad Jayaswal. O/o Manager, Nai-

ehat Bassar Lac Factory. Mjrtamr.

Kedar Nath Dhtt. 1, Sikdarfara Lane, OaL

Remedy, Pringle, m.a., b.l., Vakil. Motaffer-

KeCedy, Dr. WiUiam Willonghby, M.A., m o^,

D.P.H., B.B.S.C., I..B.0.P. 36, QMWn«qlUB,

KeSS^ChwlM Henry, Solicitor to Qtrrno. .3 26, LaUmtie Square, OahnBn. '

Khaliittddin Ahmed, Dr. 36,TaKolio

fctoBf, Dr. John IfeWphri, kb.,
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1908 Feb. 5.
• A.

1895 Sept. 19. N.R.

1904 May 4. A.
1909 Jan. 6. R.

1896 July 1. R.

1894 July 4. N.R.

1895 Aug. 29. R.

1887 May 4. L.M.

1889 Mar. 6. R.

1909 Jan. 6. A.

1902 July 2. N.R.

1909 April 7. A.

1889 Nov. 6. R.

1909 Mar. 3. R.

1902jOct. 29. R.

1908 Feb. 5. N.R.

1907 Dec. 4. N.R.
1889 Feb. 6. A.

1907 Dec. 4. N.R.

1907 Mar. 6. R.

1909 Nov. 3. N.R.
1906 Oct. 31. N.R.

1902 July 2. R.

1905 Aug. 2. N.R.

1870 April 7. L.M.

1896 Mar. 4. A.

1906 Nov. 7. R.

King, Capt. George, m.b., i.m.s. Europe.
Kiran Chandra De, b.a., i.c.s., Registrar ot

Co-operative Credit Societies, Eastern Ben.
gal and Assam. Shillong

.

Knox, Kenneth Neville, i.c.s. Europe

.

Kshitindranath Tagore, b.a. Howrah.
Kiichler, George William, m.a., Director of

Pnblic Instruction, Bengal. Calcutta.

Kushal Pal Singh, Baja, m.a. Narki.

Lachmi Narayan Singh, m.a., b.l., Pleader,

High Court. Calcutta.

Lanman, Charles Rockwell, 9, Farrar Street,

Cambridge, Massachusettsy U.S. America.
#La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, B.A., f.g.g.,

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta

.

Leake, Dr. A. Martin, f.r.u.s., v.c. 14,

Garden Beach Road, Calcutta .

Leake, Henry Martin, m.a., f.l.s., Economic
Botanist to the Government of United Pro-

vinces. Oawnpur.
Leather, Walter, rh.D. Europe.

Lee, William A., f.r.m.s. 38, Strand Road
,

Calcutta.

LeQuesne, Rev. W. R. The Parsonage
,

'ast-

ings
,

Calcutta .

'

Lewes, A. H. 25, Mangoe Lanes Calcutta.

Lindesay, Major Victor Edward Hugh, m.b.,

i.m.s. Darbhanga. [ baid.

Lindsay, James Hamilton, M.A., i.o.s. Dhan-

Little, Charles, m.a. Europe.

Little, James Henry, Assistant Master, Vic-

toria School Kurseong.

Lloyd, Captain Richard Ernest, M.B., b.Sc.,

i M.a. 27, Ohowringhee Road, Calcutta.

LofHer, Emanuel Mano. Darjeeling.

Luard, Captain Charles Eckford, Indian Army,
m.a. (Oxon). Resident

, Indore. 9 1

Luke, James, Journalist. 98, Olive Street,

Calcutta

.

Lukis, Lt.-Col. Charles Pardey, M.B., F.B.C.S.,

i .m .s . Simla.

Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust, Street, Phila•

delphia
, U.8. America.

MacBlaine, Frederick, i.c.s. Europe.
MacCabe, William Bernard, MjHBT.CiS., M.C.,

Chief Engineer to the Corporation. 1 CW*
cutta.

¥



Ixi

iJJeo^lecSonT

11)05 Aug. 2. R.

1907 Aug. 7. N.R.

1907 April 3. N.R.

1900 April 4. N.R.

1893 Jan. 11. L.M.

1899 Mar. 1.

1891 Feb. 4.

1902 April 2.

1893 Jan. 11.

N.R.

R.

N.R.
L.M.

1907 July 3.

1895 Aug. 29.

1909 Mar. 3.

1906 June 6.

11 Mar. 4.

1901 June 5.

1899 Aug. 30.

1905 Dec. 6.

N.R.
R.

R.

R.

R.
N.R.

N.R.
F.M.

1902 May 7. N.R.

1909 Mar. 3. R.
1892 April 6. R.

1905 Feb. 1. R.

1895 July 3. N.R.
1884 Nov. 5. R.

1905 Dec. 6.

1884 Sep. 3.

1904 April 6.

R.

R.
R..

McCay, Captain David, m.b., i.m.s., Profesiior
of Physiology. Medical College, Calcutta.

McIntosh, William, Agent, Bank of Bengal.
Hyderabad

.

Mackelvie, Captain Maxwell, i.m.s. Puri.
Mackenzie, Evan, Church of Scotland Mis-

sion. Kalimpong
, vid Siliguri.

Maclagan, Edward Douglas, m.a., i.e.s. C/o
Messrs. H. S. King and Co., 9 Pall Mall,
London.

McMinn, Charles W., b.a., i.e.s. (retired).

Jath Taly Bhim P.0. , Kumaon .

Macpherson, Duncan James, m.a., c.i.e., t.0.6.

Qhinsura . [»»</.

Maddox, Major Ralph Henry, i.m.s. Datyeel-

Madho Rao Scindia Alijali, Bahadur, Colonel,

His Highness Maharajah Sir, o.c.s.i

,

o.c.v.o., a.d.c., ll.d., Maharajah of Gwalior.

Jai Bila8
9
Qwalior.

Mahendra Nath De, m.a., b.sc., Habigunge.

Mahmud Giiani, Shams-ul-Ulama Shaikh.

23, Lower Ohitpur Road,
Calcutta.

Manmatha Nath Chatteriee, Dr., m.b. 295/1,

Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Manmatha Nath Mitra, Kumar. 34, Sharn-

pukur Street, Calcutta. [pore.

Manmatho Nath Moitry, Landholder. Seram

-

Mann, Dr. Harold Hart, o.so., M.sc., f.l.s.,

Principal, Agricultural College. Poona.

Mannu Lai, Dr., Civil Surgeon. Banda.

Marsden, Edmund, B.A., f.k.G.s. 12, JBllerdale

Road, Hampstead, Lemmon.

Marshall, John Hubert, Director-General of

Archaeology. Simla. [Calcutta.

Matilal Ganguli, Rai Bahadur. Currency Office,

Maynard, Lient.-Col. Frederic Pinsent, m.b.,

d.p.h., f R.C.S., i.m.s., Professor of Ophthal-

mic Surgery, Medical College. Calcutta.

Megaw, Captain John Wallace Dick, i.m.s.

Presidency General Hospital ,
Calcutta, [long.

Melitos, Hon.Mr.Panl Gregory, o.i.e., i.e.s. Shil-

Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, b.a.,f.g.s
;
,
Super-

intendent, Geological Survey of India. Cal-

cutta. •

Midhut Mohamed Hossain Khan. 8, (Mam '

Sobhan’s Lane, Calcutta. [outta.

Miles, William Harry. 7, Church Lime, Col-

Miller, The Hon. Mr. John Ontario, o.s.i., i.c*s«,

Revenue & Agriculture and P. W. D. Mem-

ber, Government of India. Oaleutta.
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*

Hate of Section. I i

J 1 r " 1

1898 April 6. N.R.

1909 July 7. R.

1906 Mar. 7. N.R.

1008 Jan. 1. N.R.

1885 June 3.

1880 Aug. 4.

N.R.
L.M.

1908 Mar. 4. N.R.

1901 Aug. 7. N.R.

1890 June 4. R.

1895 July 3. N.R.

1906 Dee. 5. N.R.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R.

1908 Dec. 2. R.

1909 Nov. 3. N.R.

1906 July 4. R

1905 Mar. 1.

1906 Dee. 5.

R.

N.R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1908 Sept. 23.

A.

N.R.

1894 Sep. 27. R.

1907 Jan. 2. N.R

1907 Jan. 2. R.

1904 Dec. 7. N.R.

.1980 Fab. 5. N.R.

,

Milne, Major Charles John Robertson, H.nn
i.m.s. Berhampur.

Milne, William Stanley, i.c.s. 3, Loudon
Street, Calcutta

.

Milsted, Walter Percy Spencer. Boys' High
School,

Allahabad.

Moberly, Arthur Norman, M.A., i.c.s. Sambal-
pur.

Mohammad Naemullah, Maulavi. Bijnor .

Mohanlall Vislmulall Pandia, Pandit, p.t.s.

Muttra.

Mollison, James, Inspector-General of Agricul-

ture, C.P. Nagpur.

Molony, Edmund Alexander, i.c.s. Govern-

ment Farm, Cawnpur.
•Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L., Bengal

Provincial Civil Service. 14, Palmer's

Bazaar Bond, Balliaghatta , Calcutta.

Monohan, Francis John, i.c.s., Commissioner,

Assam Valley District. Shillong.

More, Lieut. James Carmichael, 51st Sikhs,

F.F. Bannu.
Morton, Captain Sidney. 24th Punjabis

,

Meerut.

Moses, Capt. Owen St. John, m.d., p.b.c.s.,

i.m.s. Resident Physician, Medical College,

Calcutta.

Mrityunjoy Royohaudhury. Shyampwr P.O.,

Rungpur.
Mulvany, Major John, i.m.s. Presidency Gene-

ral Hospital, Calcutta .
[cutta.

Maralidhar Banerjee. Sanskrit College
,
Cal-

Murphy, Captain Charles Cecil Rowe, 3Oth

Punjabis, Jhansi. [Europe.

Murray, Captain John George Patrick, i.h.8.

Muzaffur Ali Khan Bahadur, Syed, Zemin-

dei; and Rais. Jausath, List. Muzaffamagar.

Nagendra Nath Basu. 20, Kentapuher Lane,

Bagbazaar, Calcutta.
1

Nasir. Ali, Khan Bahadur, Mir, Superinten-

dent, North India Salt Revenue. Farrash•

khana, Delhi.

Nasir Hosein Khan, S., Landholder. 82,'Jhw
Street, Calcutta.

Nathan, Robert, i.o.s., Commissioner Dacca

Division. Dacca .

Nesfield, Cap! Vincent Blumhard^
L.B.C.?., i.m.s., 2nd and 7th

Quetta.
' ' v f,'Ar



Ixiii

Fate or Juectiou.
——————

—

1901 Mar. 6. N.R. Nevill, Henry ftiveife, i.e.s., Editor, District
Gazetteers, United Provinces. Allaha-
bad.

1909 Mar. 3. R Nilmani Cbakravart.i, m.a. Presidency College
,

Calcutta.

1889 Aug. 29. L.M. Nimmo, John Dnncan, c/o Messrs. Walter
Dnncan & Co. 1:37, West George Street

,

Glasgow.

1887 May 4. It. Nobinchand Bnral, Solicitor. 10, Old Post

Office Street, Calcutta.

1906 Dec. 5. |N.R. Norman, Henry Campbell, m.a. Col-

i

lege, Benares.

1908 Feb. 5. R. Nott, Lieut.-Col. Arthur Holbrook, m.i>., i.m.s.

Howrah.

1901 June 5. R. Nnndolal Dey. Ohinsura.

1900 Dec. 5. N.R. O’Connor, Major William Frederick Travel,
Royal Artillery, c.i.e. Quetta.

1906 Dec. 5. R. O’Kinealy, Major Frederick, m.r.c.s. (Eng.),

l.r.c.p. (Loud.), t.m.s. 31/1, Judge's Court

Bond, Alipore
,
Calcutta .

1909 Jan. 6. A. Oldham, The Hon. Mr. Charles Evelyn
Arbuthnot William, i.e.s. Europe .

1905 May 3. N.R. Ollenbach, Alfred James, b.a., i.c.s. Khond-

mals, Phulbani, Orissa. [Europe.

1905 Nov. 1. A. O’Malley, Lewis Sydney Steward, u.a., i.c.8.

1892 Mar. 2. L.M. Ooday Pratab Singh, Raja, C.S.I., Raja of

|

Bhinga. Bhinga.

1909 Oct. 7. R. Ordhendhu Kumar Ganguli. 12, Qanguli's

Lane, Calcutta

.

1906 Aug. 1. N.R. Osbum, Captain, Arthur C., M.R.C.8., l.r.c.p.,

(Lond.), R.A.M.C. Bhamo, tipper Burma.
1908 Aug. 5. N.R. Owens, Capt. Terence Francis, i.m.s., Chemi-

cal Examiner to the Government of Burma.

Rangoon.
1909 April 7. R. Ozzard, Lieut -Col. Fairlie Russell, r.Mr.s.

United Service Club, Calcutta.
\

1907 July 3. R. Page, William Walter Keightley, Solicitor.

10, Old Pori Qffiee Street, Calcutta.

1909 Deo. 1. N.R Panchanan Ghose, m.a. Krithnagar College, .

Krithnagar.

1892 Deo. 7. R. Panchanan Mnkhopadhyaya. 46, Beehoo

QHatterjfe Stmt, Calcutta.

1907 Peb. 6*. R. Panioty, Dr. John Emanuel, i»*.c.p. (Lond-)*

L.B.0iP. A #. (Ed.) 19, Boyd Street, Oak >

cotta. •

1901 Aug. 28. R. Pantem, Edward Brooks Henderson, bH., I.CX,

Diiiriot and Sem<m Judge. 244’m$mm>

* Calcutta.



lxiv

Dai. of BWU.

1899 Aug. 2. R.

1907 Dec. 4. R.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R.

1888 Juno 6. L.M.

1881 Aug. 25.

1877 Aug. 1

R.

N.R.

1906 April 4. R.

1907 Feb. 6. N.R.

1900 May 2. R.

1889 Nov. 6. R.

1906 Mai-. 7.

1904 June 1.

A.
R.

1908 Jan. 1. R.

1904 Mai-. 4.

1906 May 2.

A.
N.R.

1899 Aug. 29. N.R.

1907 Mar. 6. R.

1890 Mar. 5. R.

1880 Nov. 3.

1901 April 3.

N.R.
R.

1887 May 4. R.

1869 Feb. 3.

1906 Aug. 1.

n!r.
N.R

1909 April 7. N.R.

1898 April 6. R.

Peake, Charles William, 3T.A., Meteorological
Reporter to the Government of Bengal.
Calcutta.

Pearse, Dr. Thomas Frederick, m.d., f.r.c.s.,

m.k.c.p., D.P.H., Health Officer, Calcutta.

Peart, Captain Charles Lub6, 106th Hazara
Pioneers. Quetta.

Pennell, Aubray Percival, b.a., Barrister-at-

Law. Rangoon. [Calcutta.

Percival, Hugh Melvile, M.A. 14, Park Street,

Peters, Lieut.-Col. Charles ThomaB,
i.m.s. (retired). Dinajpur.

Petrocochino, Leonidar. 231, Lower Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Petrie, David, Assistant Superintendent, Pun-
jab Police. Hungu.

Phani Bhusan Mukerji, B.sc. 57, Jhowtolu

Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

•Phillott, Lieut.-Colonel Douglas Craven,

Indian Army, Secretary, Boardof Examiners.

4, Park Street
,
Calcutta.

Phra Maha Chandima. Europe.

Pilgrim, Guy Ellcock, b.sc., f.g.s., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Pilgrim, Lieut.-Col. Herbert Wilson, m.b.,

f.r.c.s., i.m.s. Presidency General Hospital ,

Calcutta.

Pim, Arthur W., i.c.s. Europe.

Prabhat Chandra Boma, Raja. Gawripur

,

Assam.
Prabhu Narain Singh, Bahadur, H.H. The

Maharaja Sir, g.c.i.e., Maharaja of Benares.

Ramnagar Fort, Benares.

Prafulla Chundra Ghosh, m.a. 27/3, Boita-

khana Bazar Road, Calcutta.

•Prafulla Chandra Ray, d.sc., Professor, Pre-

sidency College. Calcutta.

Pramatha Nath Bose, b.sc., f.g.s. Ranchi.

Pramatha Nath Mullick, Zemindar. 7, Pro--

sonno Kumar Tagbre's Street,
Calcutta.

Prasannn Kumar Ray, d.sc. (Lond. andEdin.).

7, Ballygunge Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, B.A. Vindyachal .

Price, Charles Stanley. Victoria Boy's School,

Kurseong.

Prithwipal Singh, Raja. Talukdar of Snraj-

pur, District Barabanki. Oudh.
* b

Prodyat Coomar Tagore, Maharaja Sir, Kt.

Pathuriaghatta, Calcutta .



lxv

at. 01 ftlecoon.

1907 Sept. 25. R.

11)07 Jan. 2. N.R.

'

1

lJKMiMar. 7. N.R.

'

1908 Mai-. 4. a. ;

1909 April 7. NR

1902 April 2. R.
1

l‘H)2 Mar. 5.

i

R.
1

i

i

1H98 May 4. R. .

.

1907 .Tail. 2. U.
j

1901 Jan. 2. N.R.

MW May 3. N.R.

1889 Nov. 0. N.R.

1879 April 7. N.R.

1908 Feb. 5. N.R.

1909 Jaly 7.

1908 July 1.

N.R.
N.R.

1905 Jan. 4.

1907 Ang. 7.

N.R.
N.R

1904 Mar. 4.

1905 May 3.

F.M.
R.

1908 Sept, 2. R.

1908 Feb. 5.

19U8 July 1.

1907 Feb. 6.

N.R.
A.
A.

1909 April 7. A.

1903 Mar. 4. N.R.

Promode Prakas Chatterjee. 8, Dixon Lane
Calcutta.

9

Pulley, Lieut. Henry Cuthbert. 12th Pioneers
,

Jhansi

.

Quinlan, Dr. D. Europe.

Rainier, Major Norman Robinson Jonos, i.u.s.

Chhindwara .

Rajchunder Chunder, Attorney-at-Law. 2,

Old Post Office Street
,
Calcutta.

Rajendra Chandra Sastri, Rai Bahadur, m.a.,

Bengali Translator to the Government of

Bengal. Calcutta.

Rajendra Nath Mookerjee, 20, Beadon Street
,

Calcutta.

Rakhal Das Banerjee. 45/4, Simla Street,

Calcutta.

Ramavatar Pande, h.a., i.c.s., District Judge.

Azimgarh.
Ram Chandra Bhanj Deb, Maharaja Sri,

Chief of Maurbhanj. Baripada P.O., Bala-

sore.

Rameshwara Singh Bahadur, H. H. The Hon.
Maharaja, k.c.t.k. Durbhanga.

Ram Saran Das, Rai Bahadur, M.A., Manager,
Oudh Commercial Bank, Ld. Fyzabad.

Handle, Herbert Neil, B.A., Muir Central Col-

lege. Allahabad.

Rangnath Bazuz. Oirgaon,
Bombay.

Ranganathasvami Aryavaraguru, S. P. V.,

Arshya Library. Vizagapatam.

Rankin, James Thomas, i.C.s. Shillong .

Ranking, Lieut. James, H. B. M.’s Consul for

Arabiatan. Atvaz, Persia.

Rapson, E. J. 8, Mortimer Moad, Cambridge.

Richardson, The Hon. Mr. Justice Thomas
William, I.C.S., Judge, High Court. Cal-

cutta.

Ridsdale, Rev. Arthur Cyril. The Parsonaget
Howrah.

Rigo-de-Riglie, Alceste Carlo. Darjeeling.

Ritchie, David Henry Wybrent. Europe,

Robertson, Major George Alan, 15*& Lancers.

Roe, luieut.-Col. Robert Broadley, i.u.s.

Europe. ^
Rogers, Charles Gilbert, F.L.S., F.C.H., Forest

Department. Port Blair, Andamans.



rirteoffiUlon.

1900 April 4. R.

1907 Mar. 6. R.

1900 Aug. 29. N.R.

1901 Doc. 4. R.

1906 Feb. 7.

1908 Feb. 5.

A.
N.R.

1886 Mar. 3. L.M.

1906 May 2. N.R.

1896 Aug. 27. N.R.

1905 Mar. 1.

1902 June 4.

N.R.
R.

1908 Mar. 4. R.

1896 Mar. 4. N.R.

1902 Feb. 5. 1 R.
i

1900 Dec. 5. :n.r.

1897 Dec. 1.

1907 Aug. 7.

1909 Jan. 6.

N.R.
N.R.
R.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R.
1

1909 July 7. R.

1894 June 6.

1909 Jan. 6.

N.R.
N.R.

1908 Mar. 4. R.

1906 Mar. 7. R.

•Rogers, Major Leonard, m.d., b.s., f.r.c i\,

f.r.c.s., i.m.s. 3, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

Roormall Goenka. 57, Burtolla Street
, Cal-

cutta.

Rose, Horace Arthur, i.e.s., Superintendent,
Gazetteer Revision, Punjab. Umbala.

•Ross, Dr. Edward Denison, ph.d., Assistant

Secretary, Government of India, Home
Dept., and Principal, Calcutta Madrassah.
Calcutta.

Russell, Charles, m.a. Europe.
Russell, Robert Vam, i.e.s., Supdt. of Gazet-

teer and Ethnography. Nagpur.

Rustomjee Dhunjeebhoy Mehta, c.i.e. 55,

Canning Street
,
Calcutta.

Sakhawat Hosain, Maulavi, b.a., Inspector of

Schools. Meerut.

Samman, Herbert Frederick, i.e.s., Offg. De-
puty Commissioner, Sonthal Pargana.
Monghyr.

[
Krishnagar

.

Sasi Bhusan Bose, m.a. Krishnagar College,

•Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mahamaho-
padhyaya, m.a., rh.n. 26/1 Kang Lai Dhw’s
Lane, Calcutta.

Satis Kumar Banerji. 45, Baniatola Lane
,

Calcutta.

Satish Chandra Banerji, Dr., m.a., ll.d.,

Advocate, High Court. Allahabad.

Schulten, Joseph Henry Charles, ph.D. 4,

Pollock Street, Calcutta.

Schwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indian

Art. Kashmir Gate , Delhi.

Seth, Mesrovb J. Bombay. [Ohasipore.

Shah Munir Alam, B.A., ll.b. Mainpura,
Sharfuddin, The Hon . Mr. Jnstice Syed. 18,

Boyd Streety Calcutta.

Sharp, Henry, m.a,, Director of Public In-

struction, Eastern Bengal and Assam.
Shillong.

Shib Nath Bhattacharjee, Dr., m.b. 26, Patal-

danga Street
,
Calcutta. [Aligarh.

Shibli Nomani, Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi.

Shirreff, Alexander Grierson, b.a,, i.e.s.

Oonda, TT.P.

Shujaat Ali Khan Bahadur, Nasurul Mamalik
Mirza, Acting Consul-General for Persia.

10, Hungerford Street, Calcutta.

Shyama Kumar Tagore, Kumar, Zemindar.

65, Pathuriaghutta Street, Calcutta.



lxvii

Date oi Election.

1902 Feb. 5. N.R.

1894 Ang. 30.

1899 May 3.

R.

N.R.

1909 April 7.

1903 Aug. 26.

N.R.

N.R.

1898 Aug. 3.

1872 Aug. 5.

N.R.
N.R.

1909 July 7. R.

1907 Dec. 4. NjR.

1907 Mar. 6. N.R.

1909 Feb. 3. R.

1901 Dec. 4. N.R.

1907 Oct. 30. N.R.

1909 April 7.

1904 Sept. 28.

N.R.
N.R

1901 Mar. 6. N.R.

1908 Dec. 2. R.

1904 June 1. R.

1899 Ang. 30. R.

1900 Ang. 29.

1907 Dec. 4.

N.R.
R.

1907 Jnne 5. N.R.

19p7 April 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

A.
N.B.

1904 July 6.

1909 Feb. 8.

N.R.
R.

1904 Jan. 6. N.R.

Shyam Lai, Lala, M.A., ll.b., Deputy Col-
lector. Allahabad

.

Sibnarayan Mukerjee. Uttarpara
, BaUy.

Silberrad, Charles Arthur, b.a,, b.sc., i.c.s.

Jhansi.

Simpson, G. C., d.sc. Simla .

Simpson, John Hope, t.c.s., Registrar of Co-
operative Credit Societies, Upper Pro-
vinces. Allahabad.

Sita Ram, b.a., Depy. Magistrate. Lucknow.
Skrefsrnd, Revd. Laurentius Olavi, Secretary
and Treasurer, Indian Home Mission to
the Sonthals. Benagerio, via Rampore Hunt.

Smith, Capt. H. fimslie, i.m.s. 12, Harrington
Street

,
Calcutta.

Smith, Lieut.-Col. John Manners, Indian
Aimy, v.c., c.i.e. Resident, Nepal.

Sofiulla Saifududdin Ahmed, Maulavi, In-
spector of Excise. Silchar.

Sommerfeldt, Prof. E. 4, Pollock Street
, Cal-

cutta.

Spooner, David Brainerd, ph.D., Archaeologi-
cal Surveyor, North-West Frontier Province.
Peshawar.

Sri Ram Dixit, Pandit, b.a., Secretary, Pratap-
garh State. Pratapgarh. [bad.

Stanley, The Hon. Sir John, Kt., k.c. Allaha-
Stapleton, Henry Ernest, b.a., b.sc., Inspec-

tor of Schools. Dacca.
Stobbing, Edward Percy, f.k.s., f.z.s., Imperial

Forest Zoologist. Dehra Dun.
Steen, Capt. Hugh Barkley, m.b., i.m.s., Resi-
dent Medical Officer, Eden Hospital. Cal-
cutta.

Stephen, The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Harry
Lushington, Judge, High Court. Calcutta.

Stephen, St. John, b.a., ll.b., Barrister-at-
Law. 7, Russell Street

, Calcutta.

Stephenson, Major John, i.m.s. Lahore.

Stevens, Major 0. R., I.M.8., Medical College.
Calcutta.

Stewart, Chpt. Francis Hugh, i.m.s., Govt.
Dockyard. Bombay.

Stewart, Captain Hugh, Indian Army. Europe.
Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield, Military Afc-

tachA Teheran
, Persia.

Streatfield, Claude Arthur Cecil, i.c.s. Jaunpur.
Stuart, Sir Harold, K.av.o., c.s.L, United

Service Club. Calcutta.

Stuart, Louis, i.c.s. Meerut.



lxviii

DM. Of Kltctlon.

1906 Dec. 5. R.

1905 Jan. 4. R.

1008 June <1 N.R.

1906 June 6. N.R.

1908 Jan. 1. N.R.

1907 June 5. N.lt

1904 July 6. N.R.

1893 Aug. 31. N.R.

1909 Jim. 6.

1907 June 5.

1878 June 5.

N.R
A.

N.R.

1906 Dec. 5. NR.

1875 June 3. R.

1909 Aug. 4.

1908 Nov. 4.

1898 Nov. 2,

N.R.
A.

R.

1904 June 1. N.R.

1907 Feb. 6. N.R.

1861 June 5. L.M.

1899 Aug. 30. N.R.

1897 Jan. 6. N.R.

1905 Jan. 4. N.R

1908 Jan. 1. R.

1905 Aug. 2. N.R.

1907 Aug. 7. N.R.

Subodh Chandra Mahalanobis, b.sc., f.r.s.k.,

f.r.m.s. 210, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta

.

Snknmar Sen. 220, Lower Circular Hoad
,

,

Calcutta

.

Surendra Cliandra Roy Chaudhauri, Zemin-
dar. Koondi, Bungpur.

Surendra Prasad Sanial, Sri, m.a., p c.s., Private
Secretary to Raja Bahadur. Majhauli.

Suresh Chandra Ghatak, Depy. Magistrate and
Depy. Collector. Dacca

.

Swinlioe, Rodway Charles John, Solicitor.

Mandalay
,
Upper Burma.

Talbot, Walter Stanley, i.c.s., Revenue Com-
missioner. Kashmir, Srinagar.

Tate, George Passman, Assistant Super-
intendent, Survey of India. Dehra Dun.

Tnylor, Charles Somers, u.sc. Bha/Jaipur.

Taylor, T)r, G. Orissa. Europe.

Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Camac, Bart.,

Indian Army, c.i. k. O/o Messrs. King
, King

4* Go., Bombay.

Tek Chand. Dewan, jj.a., m.b.a.s., i.c.s., Doputy
Commissioner. Ludhiana.

Thibaut, G., rh.D., c.i.e., Registrar, Calcutta

University. Calcutta.

Thompson, John P., i.c.s. Hoshiarpur.

Thomely, Capt. Michael Harris, LM.s. Europe.

Thornton, Edward, f.r.i.b.a. 6, Olive Street,

Calcutta

.

Tipper, George Howlctt, m.a., f.g.s., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Madras.

•Travers, Moms William, d.sc., P.R.S., Director

of Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore

Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., i.c.s. (retired).

Dedham
,
Essex, England

.

Tribhuban Deb, Raja S., Feudatory Chief of

Bamra. Deogarh
,
Bamra .

Tulsi Ram Misra, m.a., Acting Principal,

Gurukula Acadeifiy. Hardwar

.

Turner, Fradk, b.a. Dacca Club, Dacca
:

Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Dr., m.a., y-D.

10, Nimtola Chat Street, Calcutta.

Urwin, Captain John Johnson, M.B., i.M.s.

Motihari.

Yalavanur Subramania Iyer, Instructor, Im-

perial Forest School. Dehra 'Dun.



lute of JCleetlon.

1005 July 5.

1900 Aug. 29.

1890 Feb. 5.

1909 May 5.

1891 Feb 7.

1901 Mar. 6
.

j

1891 Sept. 27.

1902 Oct. 29.

1909 .Tan 0.

1907 July 3

1900 Jan. 19.

1901 June 5.

1900 April 4

1909 July 7.

1905 Dec 0
1909 Dec. 1.

1902 April 2.

1907 April 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

1906 Sept. 19.

1909 April 7.

1909 Mar. 3.

1904 Mar. 4.

1909 April 7.

1906 July 4.

1900 Dec. 5.

N R.
|

Vanamali Chakravarti. Oauhati.
A.

j

Vaughan, Major Joseph Charles Stoelke, i.m.s.

i

Europe.
N.R. # Venis, Arthur, m.a. Allahabad .

tf.R. Venkayya, V., Govt. Epigraphist in India.
Simla .

N.R Vishwa Nath Singh, H. H. The Raja Baha-
dur. Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund.

N.R. Vogel, Jean Philippe, litt. d., Archeological
Surveyor, Punjab. Lahore .

L M. Vest, Lieut.-Col. William, i.m.s., Civil Sur-
geon. Saharanpore.

R Vredenburg, Ernest, fu,., b.sc., a.r.s m., a.b.c.s.,

k o.s.
, Assistant Superintendent, Geological

. Survey of India. Calcutta

.

N.R. •Walker, Gilbert T., d.sc., f.r.s., Director-
General of Observatories. Simla.

R. Walker, Harold, a.b.c.s., f.g.s., a.m.inst.m.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey
of India. Calcutta.

R. Wallace, David Robb. 9, Clive Row
, Calcutta.

N.R. Walsh, Ernest Herbert Cooper, i.e.s., Com-
missioner, Bhagalpur Division. Bhayalpur.

N.R. Walton, Captain Herbert James, M.n., f.r.c.s.,

i.m.s, C/o Messrs. King
, Hamilton Co.,

Calcutta.

A. Waters, Major Ernest Edwin, i.m.s. Europe.

N.R. Watson, Edwin Roy, m.a., b.sc. Dacca.
N.R. Webster, J. E., i.e.s. Shillong.

R. Wheeler, Henry, i.e.s., Deputy Secretary,

Government of India, Finance Dept. Cal*

cutta.

N.R. White, Lieut. Arthur Denham, m.b., b.b.

(Lond.), i.m.s., Medical Officer. Oooch
Behar.

A. White, Captain J. R., d.s.o., Gordon High

•

landers. Europe.
•

N.R. Whitehead, Richard Bertram, i.e.s., Assistant

Commissioner. Delhi.

N.R. Wilkinson, Major Edmund, i.m.s., l.r.o.8.,

d. litt. Shillong.

N.R. Wilson, J. R. R., m.i.c.b., f.g.s., Dhanbad.

R. Wood, William Henry Arden, M.A., f.g.s.,

f.r.g.s., Principal, La Martiniere. Calcutta.

N.R. Woodhouse, W. G., b.a. Sdbour, E.I.B.

A. Woodley, Rev. Edward Carruthers, m.a.

Europe.

N.R. Woodman, Henry 'Charles, i.o.s., 0%. Magii*

irate and Collector. Mozufferpore.
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Date of Election.

1906Mar. 7. N.R.

1908 April 1. R.

1907 June 5. R

1894 Aug. 30. N.R.

1900 Mar. 7. R.

1905 Mar. 1. R.

1906 .Tunc 6. F.M.

Woolner, Alfred Cooper, M.A., Principal, Ori-

ental College. Lahore

.

Wordsworth, William Christopher. 8, Haring-
ton Street, Calcutta .

Wright, Harold, a.ai.i.c.b. E. L R. Home,
Calcutta.

Wright, The Hon. Mr. Henry Nelson, b.a.,

i.c.s., Legal Remembrancer, Government of

United Provinces, Allahabad.

Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkliyaratna-Veda-
tirtha, Pandit. 59/3, Harrison Road, Cal-

cutta .

Young, Rev. Arthur Willifer. 23, Chow

-

ringltee Road, Calcutta.

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier. Futrley

Rectory, Henley-on-Thames, England.

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.

iJiUMTTJIectlonT

1884 Jan. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Professor in the University of

Jena. Prussia .

Charles Meldrum, Esq., c.M.cs., M.A., TjTj.d., f.r.a.s.,

F.K.S. Mauritius.

Revd. Professor A. H. Sayce, Professor of Assyrio-

logy, Queen’s College. Oxford, England.

Monsieur fimile Senart. 18, Rue Frangois hr,

Paris, France.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

inTtroT^leutlon"

1848 Feb. 2.

1879 June 4.

1879 June 4.

1879 June 4.

1883 Feb. 7.

1894 Mar. 7.

Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, o.G.s.i., C.B., m.d., F.K.S.,

d.c.l., ll.d., f.l.s., f.o.s., f.k.o.s. Sunningdale,

Berkshire
,
England. 9

Dr. Albert Gunther, m.a., m.d., ph.d., f.z.s., f.b.s.

23, Lichfield Road, Ke\c, Surrey, England.

Dr. Jules Janssen. Observataire d'Astronomic

Physique de Paris
,
France.

Professor P. Reynaud. La FactdtS des Lettres,
Lyon*

,

France.

Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace, dl.d., d.c.l., f.l.b., f.ss.s.,

f.b.s. Cwr/fl View, Parkstone, Dorset, England.

Mahamahopadhyaya Chandra Santa Tarkalankara-

26, Baranushee Ohose's Street
,
Calcutta.



Oatool Jkotbm.

1894 Mar. 7.

1895 June 5.

1895 .Tune 5.

1896 Feb. 5.

1896 Feb. 5.

1899 Feb. 1.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1^99 Dec. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1902 Nov. 5.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mai*. 2.

1904 July 2.

1906 Mai’. 7.

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

lxxi

Professor Tbeodor Noeldeke. Olo Mr. Karl T.
Trubner, Strassburg, Germany

.

Lord Rayleigh, m.a., d.c.l., d.sc., ll.d., pjt.d., f.r.a.s.,
F.R.s. Ferling Place, Witham, Essex, England.

Charles H. Tawney, Esq., m.a., c.i.e. O/o India
Office, London.

Lord Lister, f.r.c.h., d.c.l., m.d., ll.d., d.sc., f.r.s.,

12, Park Orescent, Portland Place, London.
Professor Charles Rockwell Lawman

, 9, Farrar
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S. America.

Dr. Augustin* Frederick Rudolf Hcernle, pk.d., c.i.e.

8, Northmnor Road, Oxford, England.
Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, m.a., ll.d., f.r.s.

British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Oromwell Road,
London

, 8.W.
Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, d.c.l., ll.d., f.r.s.,

Keeper, University Museum. Oxford
,, England.

Professor Edward Suess, ph.d., Professor of Geology
in the University of Vienna.

Professor John Wesley Judd, c.u., ll.d., f.r.s., f.g.s.,

Late Prof, of the Royal College of Science.

30, Cumberland Road
, Kew, England.

Monsieur Rene Zeiller. Ingmieur en chef des Mines.
Ecole superieur des Mines

,
Paris

.

Professor Hendrick Kern. Utrecht
,
Holland.

Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, c.i.e.

Poona.

Professor Ignaz Goldziher, ph.d., d.litt., ll.d.

Budapest
,
Hungary.

Sir Charles Lyall, m.a., k.c.s.i., c.i.e., ll.d. 82,
Cornwall Gardens, London

,
S.W.

Sir William Ramsay, ph.d. (Tub.), ll.d., sc.d.

(Dubl.), f.c.s., f.i.c. University College, Gower
Street

,
London

,
W.Q.

Dr. Geoi’ge Abraham Grierson, ph.d., d.litt., c.i.e.,

i.c.s. (retired). Rothfamham, Gamberley, Surrey,

England

.

The Right Hon’ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston,

m.a., d.c.l,, f.r.s. 1, Carlton House Terrace, Lon-
don, S.W.

Lt.-Col. Henry Haversbam Godwin-Austen, f.r.s., &
F.z.s., f.r.g.s., Nore, Godaiming, Surrey. Eng-

* land . y*
JBrof.- M. Treub. Direetorr Botanic Gardens, Buiten-*

zorg. Java.

William Itvine, i.c.s. (retired), Hollisoraft,

Castelnau, Barnes. London.

Dr. H. Oldenderg. The University, Gottingen.

Germany.



Date of Election.

191oTeb. 2 .

1910 Fob. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

- 19 JO Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

- !- 1910 Feb 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

; 1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.1

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

bfttu of tileotiOD

1875 Dec. 1.

1882 Juue 7.

1884 Aug. 6.

1885 Dec. 2.

1886 Dec. 1.

1892, April 6.

„_J892iTecrr

1899 April 5.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

1908 July 1.

Ixxii

FELLOWS.

Dr. N. Annandale, D.sc., C.M.Z.S., f.l.s.

The Hon’ble Justice Asutosh Mukhoradhyaya, c.s.i.,

M.A., D.L., D SC., F.B.A.8., F.R.S.B.

1. H. Burkill, Esq., m.a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sashtri, m.a.

Sir Thomas Holland, k.o.i.b., d.sc., a.r.c.s., f.g.s.,

K.R.S, 'i

I) Hooper, Esq , f.c.s.

T. H. D LaTonche, Esq., b.a., F.G.s.

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, m.a., ill.

Liout.-Colonel D. 0. Phillott, Indian Army.
Dr. Prafulla Chandra Bay, d.sc.

Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.8., F.R.ip., F.R.C.8., i.m.s.

Dr. E. D. Boss, rh.D. >

Mabamabopadbyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,

m.a., ph.D.
f
M.R.A.S.

Dr. G. Thibaut, pli.n., c.i.k.

Dr M. \V. Travers, d.sc., f.r.s.

A Venis, Esq., m.a.

Dr. G. T. Walker, m.a., p.r.s.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Re^d. J. D. Bate. 15, St. John's Church Road*

Folkstone, Kent, England.

Herbert GileR, Esq. Europe.

F. Moore, Esq., f.l.s. Clcfremont House,
Avenue Road,

Penge
,
Surrey ,

England.

Dr. A. Fuhrer. Europe.

Sri Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur, c.i.k. 32,

Creek Bow , Calcutta.
f

Acharyya Satyavrata Samasrami. 16-1, Ohoses

Lane,
Calcutta. *

Professor Paul Johannes Briihl. Civil Engineering

College ,
Sib/wr,

Howrah. «, ,

Pandit Visnn* Prasad Raj Bnandari. Chief

Librarian, Bir Library. Katmandu, Nepal.

Revd. E. Francotte, s.j. 10, Park Street,
Cal-

cutta.

!
Revd. A. H. Francke, Moravian Missionary 1

|

Kyelqng
,
Kangra District*

|

Babu Dinesh Chandra Sen. 19, Kantapuker Lane,

I
Calcutta .
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Date ol klecuou.

]908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1909 Mar. 3.

Mah&mahopadhaya Sudhakara^Dviredi?—8*nokrit
College

,
Benares.

Revd. Father J. Hoffmann, s.j. Mauresa House,

* Ranchi.

Balkrishna Atmaram Gupte, Esq. Indian Museum,
Calcutta .

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREE YEARS ANI) UPWARDS *

* Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a

member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in the

interval have been 'received by the Society, hi? name shall be re-

moved from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:—

r

Gerald Cecil Dudgeon, Esq.

Sir Joseph Bampfyldo Fuller, K.c.s.l.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1909.

By Retirement.

Lieut.-Col. William John Bytheil, R.E.

Charles Swift Delmerick, EBq.

Captain Charles Aikman Gourlay, t.m.s.

Col. J. G. Harwood, r.a.m.c.

Ernest George Hill, Esq.

Dr. Edward A. Houseman, M.u.

Babu Jadu Nath Sen.

Munshi Jwala Sahai.

George Busby Kaye, Esq.

Harold Maxwell Lefroy, Esq., m.a.

Lala Lajpat Rid.

Lieut.-Col. Manekshaw Jamshedi Kelawala, i.m.s.

Charles Michie, Esq.
"

Captain John Henry Moigan, 24th Punjabis.

Sir Herbert Hope Risley, k.c.i.*.

Adolphe Shrager, Esq.

Robert Rowell Simpson, Esq.

,

Miss Cornelia Sorabjee.

Pandit Umapati Dutta ShaftuR*

The Hon, Mr. James Wilson, o.s.f.
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By Death.

Ordinary Members.

Baba Annada Prasad Bose.

Dr. Theodor Bloch.

Arthur Mason Tippett Jackson, Esq., i.c.s.

Baba Jain Vaidya.
Baba Mohinimohan Mitra.

Baba Muksoodan Das.

Babu Priyanath Sen.

H. H. The Maharaja Badhakishore Deb Barman.

Honorary Members.

Professor M. J. DeGoeje.
Sir George King, k.c.s.i.

Under Bulb 38.

Kumar Uamessur Maliah.

Babn Sanjib Chandra Sanial.

Undue Bole 40.

Kavasjee Jamasjee Badshah, Esq., i.c.s,

J. N. Das, Esq.

James B. Drummond, Esq.

Sir Arthur Upton Fanshawe, K.C.I.E.

Major John Wemyss Grant, l.M.s.

Alexander Cochrane Logan, Esq., i.c.s.

Dr. Mark Aurel Stein.

Babu Syam Sunder Das.

The names of the following members have been removed from

the List of Ordinary Members as they have now been elected

Honorary Members :

—

William Irvine, Esq., i.c.s, (retired).

Lt.-Col. Henry Havershan Godwin-Austen, f.r.b.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL.

Bbcipients,

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.

1895 Tati Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a.



1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti, m.a.

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1QTU f Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m a.

( Snrendra Nath Maitra, m.a.

1907 Akshoyaknmar Mazumder.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green, Esq.
1903 Major Ronald Ross, F.R.C.S., O.B., O.I.E., f.r.s., i.m.s.

(retired).

1905 Lieut.-Colonel D. D. Cunningham, f.r.s., c.t.e.,

i.m.s. (retired).

1907 Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b., i.l.d.,

C.I.E., F.R.S.

1909. Lieut.-Colonel David Prain, m.a., m.b., ll.d.,

f.r.s., i.m.s. (retired).
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STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

To Establishment.

Salaries ...

Do. (Officer in charge for Researches in

Histoxy
f
Religion, Ethnology and Folklore

in Bengal) ese mi tii

Commission
Pension .(• ... ...

Grain Compensation Allowance ...

Rs. As. P. Rr. Ar P,

5,687 15 2

4,200 0 0
556 15 9
420 0 0
251 11 3

11,116 10 2

To CONTINGENCIES.

Stationery •••

Taxes
Postage
Freight

Auditing ...

Lights and Fans
Insurance fee

Petty repairs

Miscellaneous

197 15 3
1,465 0 0
596 3 3
101 12 0
100 0 0
261 14 0
187 8 0
171 9 6
463 2 9

3,545 0 9

To Library and Collections.

Books
Binding mi ess «ii an

Library Catalogue
Manuscript Catalogue (Arabic and Persian ) ...

Copper Plate Catalogue

638 7 8
891 9 6

1,329 7 0
369 12 0
175 0 0

3,399 4 2

To Publications.

11 Journal and ProoeedingB ” and “ Memoirs 11
8,133 13 11

To printing charges of Circulars, Ac. ... 214 10 0

Interest on Government Paper purchased ...

Repairs
Loan ... ... ...

To Personal Account (Written off and miscellaneous)

8,848 7 11

11 5 10

624 8 0

8,160 0 0

123 11 4

To Extraordinary Expenditure.

Royal Society’s Scientific Catalogue ...

125th Anniversary Entertainment Fund

Balance

6,399 14 7
1,761 13 0

7,mu l
1,98,528 18 8

Total Rs. ... 2,90,998 9 0
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No. 1.

of Bengal. 1909.

Cr.
Rb Ah P. Rb. As. P.

By Balance from last Report ... ... ... 1,89,731 7 0

By Gash Receipts.

Publications sold for cash ... 947 8 0
Interest on Investments ti« 6,993 0 0
Rent of room ... ... ... 650 0 0
Allowance from Government of Bengal for the

publication of papers on Anthropological

and Cognate subjects ... ... 2,000 0 0
Do. do. salary for Officer in charge

for Researches in History, Religion, Ethno-

logy, and Folklore in Bengal .. ... 7,200 0 0
Lean ... ... ... ... 1,150 0 0
Miscellaneous ... ... ... 159 5 9

19,099 13 9

By Extraordinary Receipts,

Subscriptions to Royal Society's Scientific

Cataloguo ...
.

... ... 6,065 3 0
Subscriptions to 125th Anniversary Entertain-

ment Fund ... ... 360 0 0
6,425 8 0

By Personal Account.

Admission fees ... ... ... 2,048 0 0
Members* subscriptions ... ... 11,443 0 0
Compound subscription ... ... 240 0 0
Subscriptions for the Society’s “ Journal and
Proceedings” and “ Memoirs ”... ... 1,704 0 0

Sales on creditl ... ... ... 283 3 8
Miscellaneous ... ... ... 18 14 0

15,737 1 8

Total Rs. ... 2,30,998 9 0

D* Hooper,
a

Honorary Treasurer,

Anatk Society of Bengal
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STATEMENT
1909. Onental PublicationFund, No.l, in.

Dr.

To Gash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P. Ks. As. P.

Salaries ... ... ... ... 1,634 4 4

Commission ... ... ... 36 13 9

Postage ... ... •*. 140 10 0

Stationery 13 15 4

Freight ... ... ... 44 6 0

Contingencies ... ... 67 3 0

Grain Compensation Allowance ... 53 4 3

Binding .. ... ... 20 0 0

Printing chargos ... ... 6,161 6 0

Editing charges 1 961 9 10

10,122 6 6

To Personal Account (written off and miscellH-

neons) ... ... ... ... — 4 14 0

Balance ... 6,651 14 8

Total Rh ... 16,779 3 2

STATEMENT
1909. OrientalPublication Fund, No. in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Printing charges

Balance

. Rs* As. P.

400 7 0

5,670 1 0

Total Rs. 8,078 8 0
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No. 2.

Acot. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1909.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

4,748 13 2

By Gash Receipts.

Government Allowance ... ... 8,760 0 0

Publications sold for cash ... .. 989 7 3

Advances recovered ... ... 72 13 6

9,812 4 9

. By Personal Account.

Sales on credit ... ... ... ... 1,218 1 3

Total Rs. ... 15,779 3 2

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal .

No. 3.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soe. of Bengal. 1909.

By Balance from last Report

Cr.

...

Rs. As. P.

3,826 8 0

Government Allowance

By Cash Receipts.

... HI a,750 o o

Total Rs. 8,075 8 0

D. Hoopii,

Honorary Treasurer,

Atiatk Society of Bengal.
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STATEMENT
1909- Oriental Publication Fund, No. S, in

Dr.

To Oash Expbnditobi.

Rs, As. P.

Printing obarges ... ... ... ... 669 4 6
Balnnco ... ... 2,340 H e'

Total Rs. ... ... 8,000 o 0

STATEMENT
1909. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in Acct.

To CA8H Bxpindituki.

Salaries ...

Commission
Stationery ... - 5

Contingencies ...

Grain Compensation Allowance-
Purchase of Manuscripts
Binding

Insurance IM

Travelling charges ...

Loan •••

Balance

Bs. As. P.

1,688 0 0
0 12 * 9
10 8 10

284 6 8

56 11 0
2,798 1 0

4 0 0
125 0 0
828 0 0

1,150 0 0

Be. As. P.

4889 11 10

>58 411

7,698 0 9Total Bs.
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No. 44

Jlcct. with the Asiatic Soe. of Bengal. 1909.

Cr.
Bs. .As. F.

By Balance from last Report ... ... ... 3,000 0 0

Total Ra. ... 3,000 0 »

D. Hoopjeb,

Honorary Treasurer
,

Aatartc Society of Bengal.

No. 6.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1909.

Cr.
Bs. As. P. Bs. As. F.

By Balance from last Report ... ... ... 2,718 12 9

By Gash Rkcriftb.

Government Allowance ... •* 8,200 0 0

Publications sold for cash ... ... 29 4 0
Loan (from Asiatio Society of Bengal) ... 1,150 0 0

4,879 4 0

Total Rs. ... 7,098 0 9

D. Hoopih,

Honorary Tmmrer,
Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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STATEMENT
1909. Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Gash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

1,744 13 3

13 0 0
27 6 1

10 0 0
7 13 6
49 9 3

89 4 0
31 4 0

2,754 13 0

402 4 0
6,080 3 1

2,065 1 fi

Total Rs. ... 7,146 4 7

Salaries ...

Binding ...

Stationery

Grain Compensation Allowance ...

Postage ...

Contingencies ... ...

Freight ...

Insurance

Purchase of Manuscripts

Travelling charges

Balance

STATEMENT
1909. Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund in

Dr.,

To Gash Expenditure.

Bt. As. P. 8". A*. P-

ago I) 6
Travelling charges . •• - .2E « «

Balance ... ... A|YAO ^
8,400 0 0

Total Rs.
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No. 6.

Mot. with the Asiatic Soc. ofBengal. 1900.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report

Rs. Ah. P. Rs . Ah. P.

145 4 7

By Cash Rbcripts.

Government Allowance ... ... 5,000 0 0
Loan (from Asiatic Society of Bengal) ... a,000 0 o

7,000 0 0

Total Rs. ... 7,146 4 7

D. Hoopbr,

Honorary Treasurer
,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

No. 7.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1909.

Cr.
Kg. As. P. Kg. Aa. P.

% Balance from last Report ... ... ... 2,400 0 0

Total Rs. ... 2,400 0 0

D. Hoopbr,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal .
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STATEMENT
Trust1909.

Dr.
Bs. As. t.

To Pension >• «** 48 0 0
Balance •ii ••• 1,464 11 10

Total Bb. ... 1,512 11 10

1909.

STATEMENT
Cash

Dr.
Bs As. P.

To Balance from last Report ••• ••• 6.858 6 7

Ricicim.

To Asiatic Society •••

„ Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2

„ Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund ...

„ Arabio and Persian MSS. Fund

„ Personal Account ••• •••

„ Trust Fund

Bb. Ab. P.

26,625 0 9
9,812 4 9
2,760 0 0
4,879 4 0
7,000 0 0
18,946 0 4

49 0 0
68,461 9 10

Total Bs. 74^16 0 9



No. 10

Fund.

lxxxix

1909.

Cr.

Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report ... ... ... 1,463 11 10

„ Interest on Investments ... ... ... 40 0 0

Total Rs. ... 1,612 11 10

D. Hoopkr,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

No. 11.

Account. 1909.

Cr.

Expenditure.
Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

... 37,347 0 B

... 10,122 6 6
400 7 0
669 4 6

By Asiatic Society

„ Oriental Publication Pond, No. 1

,v Do. do. No. 2

„ Do. do. No. 3

,, Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund

„ Arabic and Persian MSS. Fnnd

„ Bardic Ohronicles M8S. Fnnd

„ Personal Aoconnt see

„ Investment ace

„ Trust Fnnd

Balanoe

... 6,839 11 10

... 6,080 8 1

688 18 6
... 8,461 14 0
... 4,736 18 6

48 0 0
68,879 10 3

6,486 6 8

TomBs. ... 74,816 0 6

D. Hoom,
Honorary Tnatmnr,

Atiatie Society ofBengal.
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STATEMENT
Balance

LIABILITIES.

Asiatic Sooioty

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2 ..

Do. do. No.3...

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund ...

Arabic and Persian Manuscripts Fund
Bardic Chronicles Manuscripts Fund
Trust Fund ... ...

Be. As. P. Bs. As. P.

. 1,93,522 13 3

6,651 14 8
6,676 1 0
2,840 11 G
768 4 11

2,066 1 6
1,716 2 6
1,464 11 10

2,13,194 13 2

Total Bs. ... 2,13,194 13 2

We have examined the above Balance Sheet, and the appended detailed

Accounts with the books and vouchers presented to us, and certify that it is

in accordance therewith, correctly setting forth the position of the Society as

at the 31st December, 1909.

Calcutta, Mxuoens, King A Simson,

9€ih January, 1910. Chartered Accountants.

Auditors.

STATEMENT
Account of the Regional Bureau

,

Literature with the

£ i. d.

Value of Tohunes of (he let Annual distributed

in Indin less discount £1/18 ... ... 488 8 8

Ditto 2nd Ditto 808 10 2

Ditto 3rd Ditto 1 441 12 11

Ditto 4th Ditto 410 11 B

Ditto 6th Ditto 888 18 7

Ditto 6th Ditto 801 8 4

£ *. d.

2,371 0 7

Total £ 2,871 0 7



No. 12

Sheet 1909.

ASSETS.

Personal Account
Investment

Cash Account

Government Pto. Note at Bank of Bengal's
Safe Custody Account Cashier’s Security
Deposit Be. 600 ...

Bs. As. P.

5,129 9 7
2,02,629 13 5

5,435 6 2

Bs. As. P.

2,13,194 13 2

Total Bn. ... 2,13,194 13 2

D. Hoofkk,

Honorary Treasurer,

Astatic Society of Bengal.

No. 13A.

International Catalogue of Scientific
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 2nd March, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Astjtosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A.,

D.L., Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Babu Amrita Lai Bose, Prof.

Paul Briihl, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Dr. G. C. Chatterjee, Mr. B. L.

Chaudhuri, Mr. J. N. Farquhar, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. H. G.

Graves, Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr.

W. C. Hossack, Mr. R. D. Mehta, C.I.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. 0.

Phillott, Rev. A. C. Ridsdale, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad

Shastri, Babu Vanamali Vedantatirtha and Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors

:

—Mr. W. Bums and Mr. F. H. Gravely.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Six presentations were announced.

The Chairman announced :

—

1. That the Elliott. Prize for Scientific Research for the

year 1909 would not be awarded as the essay received in com-

petition was not of sufficient merit to justify the award of the

Prize.

2. That the Council has appointed Lieut.-Colonel D. C.

Phillott to officiate as General Secretary during the absence of

Mr. Tipper.

The Chairman also announced the death of Mahamaho-

padhyaya Chandra Kanta Tarkalankar, an Honorary Member

of the Society, and called upon Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, to read

the obituary notioe.

his last on Wednesday, the 2nd February, 1910. ....
Sixteen years ago, on March 7th, 1894, he was elected one

of our Honorary Members, the highest distinctionm the grftof

the Society. Among the Bengal Pundits he was the ody On-

ental Scholar who had been thu. honoured, andtteSomety

had sufficient justification for the same, for huposihon as a

scholar .and author of numerous original treatises was quite

unique.
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He was the eldest son of Pundit Radha Kanta Siddhanta-
vagi9 of Sherpur Town in the district of Mymensing, who also

waB a man of profound learning well known in his district.

It was one more instance of potential intellectuality in the
father having full development in the son.

Chandra Kanta was born at Sherpur in the month of Agra-
hayan of 1241 B.S. (corresponding to 1835 A.D.). Thebeloved
and revered father was the first teacher , and in the tol of his father

Chandra Kanta had received the seeds of learning whioh bore
such excellent fruits in later years. He completed his study of

Vyakarana, Alankar and partly of Kavya and Smriti at home,
and then proceeded to Vikrampur to study Smriti with Pundit
Dina Nath Panchanan of Porapara, a celebrated Smarta of his

time. Next his sojourn was to the renowned seat of learning

Navadwipa, where he studied Smriti under Pundit Brajanath
Vidyaratna, Laksmi Kanta Siromani and Hari Das Bhatta-
charyya, and Darsan with Madhava Chandra Tarkasiddhanta,
Srinandan Tarkabagig and Kasi Nath Sastri. It was at Nava-
dwip that the title of *

' Tarkalankar
’

’ was bestowed on him.
On his return from Navadwip he opened a tol at Sherpur,

and, as the story of his scholarship already spread far and wide,

students began to flock to his house, whose number often exceed-

ed fifty. He had not only to satisfy the intellectual craving of

such a large number of students in a variety of subjects, but had
also to maintain them at his house, according to the custom of

the country, at his own expense, from year’s end to year’s end.

It was while busily engaged with the teaching work at Sher-

pur that his first work Probodha fataka saw the light, and was
soon followed by Satiparinayam (Mahakavya) and Tatvavali
(commentary on Philosophy). It was about this time that our
Society, appreciating his deep and varied scholarship, found in

him a most capable editor for the Bibliotheca Indica, with whioh
he kept up his connection till his death. (Itwas only in January
last that Fasc. I of Vol. II of Bhatta Dipika, the commentary on
Purva Mimansa, edited by him, came out of the press.) It was
while at Sherpur he edited for the Society Grihya Sutras of

Gobhila and supplied copious commentaries to that excellent

classical work on mediaeval Smriti. These notes and commen-
taries soon made him well known to the European Savants.

It was while at Sherpur that his students in Nyaya, Sankhya,
Vedanta, Smriti and Kavya topped the list of successful can-

didates for Government Title Examination and carried off the

honour and emoluments year after year
;
and it was also while

at Sherpur that most of his works that were published after-

wards were composed and perfected.

In 1882 some of the prominent members of this Society,

who were attracted by the deep erudition of Tarkalankar work-

ing at a remote place like Sherpur, approaohed him through the

late Principal Mahesh Chandra Nayaratna, and prevailed on
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him to accept a Professorship in the Government Sanskrit
College of Calcutta. Among others, the late Raja Rajendra Lai
Mitra, one of our past presidents, Rai Bahadur Krista Das Pal,
one of our past Assistant Secretaries, Babu Protap Chandra
Ghosha, and Babu Prasad Das Dutt, were mainly instrumental
to bring about this. It was in 1883 that Chandra Kanta
joined the Sanskrit College as the Professor of Sanskrit Litera-

ture and Alankara. Soon after his appearance in Calcutta he
was recognized as the leading Pundit of the metropolis and his

connection with the Society became more intimate, and “ in

recognition of his great services in the cause of Sanskrit litera-

ture the Council placed his name in the list of distinguished

persons who received the Bibliotheca Indica publications free.”

On the retirement of Madhusudan Smritiratna he was appoint-

ed to the chair of Smriti.

In 1887 the title of Mahamahopadhyaya, the highest liter-

ary distinction in the gift of the Indian Government, created

in commemoration of the Jubilee of Her late Majesty the

Empress Victoria, was bestowed on him. It was during the

incumbency in the Sanskrit College that his Vaisesika Bhashya,
annotated edition of Kusumanjali, Katantrachhandaprakriya,

Kala Parasara Madhava among others were published, and each

of these works created a sensation among the Oriental Scholars

of India and Europe on their appearance. In 1897 he retired

from the Sanskrit College, and the Government very gracefully

came forward with a grant for the maintenance of his private

tol which he had all along kept up with unparalleled devotion

and undiminished glory.

On his retirement from the Government service, the learned

Vice-Chancellor of the University, from whose searching eyes

few men of merit can escape, selected him as the first lecturer

to occupy the chair of Vedanta Philosophy endowed by Sri

Gopal Bose Mullick for five years, and these lectures were pub-

lished in book form. From 1901 with failing health he became

busy more than ever to see through press all his unpublished

works, but the work of the tol and examination work for M.A.

and P.R, examinations on behalf of the University continued

almost to the very end.

~ Without making any comment ourselves we shall conclude

this short notice by a few extracts from, comments of his con-

temporaries on his works, scholarship and character : it falls to

the lot of very few mortals to be so highly appreciated during

lifetime as he was.

1. An extract from a letter of Mahesh Chandra Nyaya-

ratna as the Principal, Sanskrit College, to the Director of

Public Instruction, under date 28th April, 1894. . . .
“ He is

a most distinguished Sanskrit scholar, the like of whom cannot

easily be met with in the country. He is, morever , a most
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successful teacher. His private pupils have passed the Sans-

krit Title Examinations in various subjects and won the first

rank from time to time. He is also a general referee on diffi-

cult points connected with Sanskrit Literature. Ho lias writ-

ten a Bhasya or commentary on the Grihya Sutras (Aphorisms
of Gobhila), a work of rare merit, which the Asiatic Society of

Bengal have published at their own expense. He has also

published various highly meritorious works in Sanskrit and
Bengali. He has been a great acquisition to the College, and
the vast reputation which he enjoys for learning and erudition

has naturally reflected upon it. It may also be mentioned that

the private pupils of the Professor have followed him here from
Mymensing. The number ranges from 10 to 20, whom he not

only teaches, but also supports according to the traditions of

the Tola system *
*

2. Extraots from Dr. R. L. Mitra’s articles in the Hindu
Patriot (1886) :

—“ He knows no assumption of dignity and
display of learning. Gentle as a child, shy by nature, and eco-

nomic in his speech, he can nowhere produce an impression.

He has, however, that in him which few of our Pundits can boast

of, a thorough mastery over the ancient classics of our native

land, and those who know it cannot fail to evince for him
every mark of respect. His profession is the discrimination of

the higher branches of Sanskrit literature. He owed a tol for

many years, and is now employed as a professor in the Sanskrit

College of Calcutta; but this occupation never satisfied his mind.
His ambition has always been to contribute to the elucidation of

Sanskrit learning by writing learned dissertations, andmany are

the workswhichhave emanated from his prolific pen. Some years

ago he published an exegesis of the Gobliiliya Grihya Sutra,

which compares well with the best works of its class published

by mediaeval authors. It displays a thorough knowledge of,

and perfect mastery over, the Smriti Literature of the Brah-

mans. Soon after that work he brought out an epio poem
which presented in manuscript would have passed for a frag-

ment of some ancient poet whose writings cast such a halo on
Sanskrit Literature. He has just published a book which is

likely to put its mark upon thp year. It is an exegesis on the

aphorisms of Kanada on the Vaicesika or Atomic philosophy

of the Hindus . . / . . . our metaphysicians devoted

scant attention to it; none taught it in the tots of the country.

This is evident from the fact that, though acknowledged to be

one of the six leading systems of philosophy, the vaicesika

never had a regular formal Bhasya or commentary, as the

other systems have Under these circum-

stances- tiie new work of Professor Chandrakanta Tarkalankatii

may be looked upon as suppyling a want, and the learning and
thorough mastery of the subject which have been brought to
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bear upon it, and the manner in which the task has been

accomplished, make the book one of special value to the

students of Sanskrit philosophy.’

*

3. Extracts from Trubner’s Record of October, 1890, 3rd

Series, Vol. II, No. 2:— . . . “There are, however,

exceptions ;
and it is a notable one among these to whom the

present notice is intended to draw the attention of Sanskritists

and students of Indian philosophy in Europe. Professor

Chandrakanta’s Sanskrit learning is of the most varied kind.

He is also a voluminous writer on a variety of subjects. But

though the Mahamahopadhyaya is a varied scholar and a volu-

minous writer, his speciality is Hindu Philosophy, and parti-

cularly that system which is known as the Vaicesika of Kana-

da. It is this field in which he has shown himself to be a

thinker of great independence, force and originality; and it

will be his works in this branch of learning that will henceforth

be olassed with the standard works of old and secure to his

name undying fame. The last remark applies more particularly

to his work which bears the name of Bhasya, or Exposition, of

the Vaicesika Sutras. The Sutras, or aphorisms,
#

of the Vaice-

sika system of philosophy, as is well known, are attributed to

Kanada. There are no early commentaries on these aphorisms

extant. The earliest expository work known is a glo^s, called

Kiranavali, by Udayana Acarya,—a gloss not on the Sutras

themselves, but on the work called Padartha Dharma Sangra-

ha, generally, though not quite oorrectly, looked upon as a

Vaicesika text-book. It is this gloss of Udayana which is

accepted in Bengal as the orthodox and authoritative inter-

pretation of Kanada’s aphorisms. The object of the new

Bhasya is to show that Udayana and the prevalent school in

some essential matters have misinterpreted and unjustifiably

amplified the teaching of Kanada, and that Udayana, being an

adherent of the Nyaya system, has in fact, for objects of his

own, adulterated the pure Vaicesika doctrine. The Bhasya

thus to set forth, for first time, the doctrines of

in its pure and genuine form. This «ithe outcome.ofprofes-

sor Chandrakanta’s mature thought and close study_of

oesika aphorisms. It marks a gradually accomplished rwolu.

tion in his own views. For he was not always

he commenced with an unquestioning bdief m the orthodox

interpretation. It was in this st* of nund^ hepub^
his TattVavali, a metrical work in the style of the old Kanto,

to whioh he added copious notes. In th» wm*
ft/vni

£ikJ dartricuw as hitherto undewtood and accepted iaBmfg;

for it supplied the longrfelt desideratum ,
of a good texvooo*
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on the Vaicesika philosophy for beginners as well as more
advanced students; Professor Chandrakanta’s latest work,
the Bhasya, as will be readily understood, met with a
different kind of reception, with great joy and praise by some,
with much doubt and opposition by others. Whether it

will win its way and revolutionize the teaching of the Vaice-

sika philosophy in Bengal and elsewhere, time only will show.

It is on account of this original and, to a certain extent, revo-

lutionary character of his work, that the professor oalls it a
Bhasya. Among Indian pundits various names are in use

for expository works ; we have the Bhasya, the Vritti, the Vi-

vritti or Vivarana, the Tika, and so forth. But it is only the

compiler of Bhasya, whom the rules of learning permit, after

he has explained every word and part of word of his text, to

put forth original reflections. Compilers of other kinds of com-
mentaries must confine themselves to the accepted meaning.”

4. Extract from Professor Max Muller’s letter, dated the

12th July, 1896:— .... “But it is different with

a work like yours. Your Katantrachhandaprakriya is an origi-

nal work and,must have cost you much labour. It will be use-

ful to every Sanskritist, particularly Vcdic scholars, not only

in India, but in England also. A good deal has been done for

Vedio grammar by European soholars, but one likes to have
the authority of native scholars, such as Panini, Katyayana and
others. Now unfortunately the Chandasa rules have been
treated very scantily by Panini. I suppose he thought the

Praticakhyas would supply the necessary information. But
that is $iksa rather than Vyakarana. I have myself published

the Ripratioakhya with a German translation. There was room
for work like yours, and I know I shall find it very useful in

my studies.”

Owing to a remark made by the late Professor Cowell about
Vaicesika Bhasya it has become necessary to point out that

Chandra Kanta was quite innocent of English or any other

European language, nor was he acquainted with modem scienti-

fic theories, therefore his strong assertion against “ spontane-

ous generation ”, his asoribing form or shape to “air”, as

well as his conclusion about the ifature of soul—points in which
he differed so much from Udayana—were entirely due to his

deep ' study of Kanada’s system and had nothing to do with
“ modem scientific ideas

’
’ as Cowell appeared tohavesuspeeted.

The following four gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-

nary Members :

—

Oapt. E. D.W.Grtig, Jf.fi., proposed by Major
L. Rogers, seconded by Dr. Hossack

;
Oapt A. E. J. Lister,
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^‘R.C.S., I.M.S., proposedby Major L. Rogers, seconded
by Capt. H. B. Steen, I.M.S.

; Mr. IF. Kirkpatrick, proposed by
Lieut.-Colonel C. R. M. Green, I.M.S.

, seconded by Capt D
McCay

, I.M.S. ; Capt. J. C. KunhUrdt, I.M.S
. ,
proposed by Major

*
£• Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Capt. R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Notes on the Pollination of Flowers in India. Note
No. 7. A few observations made in the Central Provinces and
Berar.—By I. H. Bubkill.

2. • Buddhist Legends of Asoka and his Times.—By H. C.

Norman.

This paper has been published in the Journal for February
1910.

3. The Kingdom of gNya khri btsanpo, the first King of
Tibet.—By Rbv. A. H. Francks.

4. An Old-fashioned Urdu Invitation to a Garden Party.—
By Lieut.-Colonbl D. C. Phillott.

This paper will not be published in the Journal.

5. Pramanas of the Hindu Logic.—By Vansmau Chakba-
VABTI.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

6.

Extract on Cocking
(Murgk-Nama) from the Boyd Qah-i

Shawkati, an Urdu work on sport writtenby Nawab Ydr Muhan-
mad Khan of the Rdmpbr State.—Translated by Libut.-Colonbl

D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners, Calcutta.

This paper has been published in the Journal for February

1910.

7. The Katwalipara Spurious Grant of Samacara Dtva.—
By Rakhal Das Bandyopadhyaya, with a prefatory note by

Mb: H. E. Stapleton, B.A., Inspector of Schools, Dacca.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

8. Note on the Spreading of Croton sparsiflorus, Morung-*

along the Assam-Bengal Railway.—By I. H. Bubkill.

Mr. Burkill remarked as follows :

—

“ Since the publication of Professor P. BPiihl’s paper onCro*

ton sparsiflorus (this Journal, 1908, pp. 003-607) wherein he

recorded the occurrence of this plant (i) near Calcutta, (n) at

Port funning
,

(iii) at. Chittagong, (iv) between Chandpur and

Akharera oh the railway embankment, and (v) on the bank of
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the river Titus near Brahmanbfiria, I have found the plant in

several spots along the Assam-Bengal Railway. It occurs about
the sidings at the stations of (vi) Shamshemagar and (vii)

Tilagaon in the district* of Sylhet
:
(viii) on the railway embank-

- ment rather sparingly at c mile 296
5—a spot where passengers

often alight for Haflong, at an altitude of about 1,800 feet

above sea-level : (ix) in great adundajpce about the railway

tracks at Lumding junction, and (x) equally in abundance
about the railway goods-yard at Gauhati.

The spot where it entered India seems evident enough. As
it was some years ago much more abundant at Chittagong than
at Hajiganj, and as Hajiganj, Shamshemagar, Tilagaon, Haf-

long, Lumding, and Gauhati are all connected by railway with

the port of Chittagong, it is almost certain that it has travelled

to these various stations from Chittagong, the seeds adhering

probably to the gunny-wrappings of merchandise. Further, as

suggested by Professor Bru hi, it may be assumed that the plant

came to Calcutta by ship (river-steamer probably) and by ship

also to Port Canning
;
and it is probable that it came to both

places from Chittagong, which seems to be its oldest station on
Indian soil.”

9. The Vikramadilya Samvatsara and the Founding of the

Kushan Kingdom.—By Thomas W. Kingsmill.

—

Communica-
ted by the Philological Secretary.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of .the

\ Journal. *

The Adjourned Meeting o| the Medical Section of the
Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, the 9th
March, 1910, at 9-30 p.m.

LmuT.-CoLONBL F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., in the ohair.

The following members were present

—

Dr. Arnold Caddy, Major J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Dr. G. C.

Chatterjee, Dr. H. M. Crake, Major E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S.,

Major W. D. Hayward, I.M.S., Dr. W.4B. Hossaok, Captain
A. E. f. Lister, I.M.S., Dr. Indu Madhab Maffick, Dr. J.E.
Panipty, Captain F. H. Stewart, I.M.S., Major L. Rogers,

* I.M.&, Honorary Secretary.

Visitor .-—Major E. A. Newman, I.M.S.

The jnigutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

M
C»pt. E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S., delivered a lecture on

Sleeping Sickness, illustrated by lantern slides.
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rite Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wfrinesday, the 6th April, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

T. H. D. LaTottohh, Esq., B.A., F.G.8., President, in the

chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Nilmani Chakravarti, Mr. B. L.

Cliaudhuri, Bai Motilal Ganguli, Bahadur, Mr. H. G. Graves,

Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. W. A. Lee, Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott,

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, Mr. H. E. Stapleton

and Mr. E. R. Watson.

Visitors

:

—Mr. E. Brunetti, Mr. F. H. Gravely and Mr. S.

W. Kemp.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty-one presentations were announced.

1. The President announced the death of Pandit Yogesa

Chandra Sastri-Samkhyaratna-Vedatirtha, an Ordinary Mem-

ber of the Society.

2. The General Secretary reported that Mr. H. Wheeler,

I.O.S., had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

3. The General Secretary read the names of the follow-

ing gentlemen who had been appointed to serve on the various

Committees during 1910

Finance Committee.

Dr N Annandale
;
Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukho-

padhyaVa
;
Mr. I. H. Burkill ;

Mr. H. C. Graves ;
Maharaaho-

padhyaya Haraprasad Shastri ;
Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard,

I.M.S.
‘

Library Committee.

Dr. N. Annandale ;
Hon’ble Mr. Justico Asutosh Mukho-

padhyaya ;
Mr. J. N. Da^Gupta ;

Mr. H. C. Graves; Maha-

mahppadhyaya Haraprasad Shastn; Mr. Hann»th De

Dr. £ P. Harrison ;
Mr. H. H. Hayden ;

Lieut-Cdone1 F. P
;

Maynard, I.M.S. ;
Major L. Rogers, I.M.S. ;

Dr. E. D. Rosa

,

Dr. G. Thibaut. .
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Philological Committee.

Hon’ble Mr. Abdullah al-Mamun Suhrawardy ; Hon’ble

Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya ; Mr. E. A. Gait

;

Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya; Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Shaatri ; Mr. Harinath De ; Babu Monmohan
Chakravarti ; Babu Muralidhar Banerjee; Babu Nogendra
Nath Vaau ; Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott ; Dr. E. D. Ross ;

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana ; Aoharya
Satyavrata Samasrami ; Dr. G. Thibaut ; Mr. E. Venis.

The following seventeen gentlemen were balloted for an

Ordinary Members :

—

Mr. P. S. Patuck, I.C.S., proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D.
0. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale; Mr. Ramabanta
Rhattacharyya, B.L., proposed by the Hon’ble Mr. Justice

Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, seconded by Maharaja Jagadindra

Nath Roy ; Mr. Eugen Ludwig, proposed by Mr. E. M. Loffler,

seconded by Mr. E. Toth ; Lieut. R. F. Francis, 47th Sikhs,

proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N.
Annandale ; Captain T. 0. McCombie Young, M.B., I.M.S.,

proposed by Major L. Rogers, seoonded by Major E. Wilkin-

son, J.M.S. ; Dr. A. White Robertson, L.R.C.P. and S.,

Edin., proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.MS., seconded by
Capt. E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S.

;
Dr. Oarefield Hodder Williams,

M.B., B.S. (Lond.), M.R.C.S
,

L.R.C.P., proposed by
Major I. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Captain E. D. W. Greig,

Dr. Cecil H. Elmes
,
proposed by Lient.-Colonel C. R. M.

Green, I.M.S., seconded by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.
;
Mr. F.

D. Ascoli, I.C.S., proposed by Mr. T. H. D. LaTouohe,
seconded by Dr. N. Annandale

; Prof. Abdullah Abu Sayyid.

M.A., proposed by Babu Vanamali Chakravarti, seconded by
Babu Muralidhar Banerjee ; Capt. B. C. Penton, 25th Pun-
jabis, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by
Dr. N. Annandale ; Captain F. R. Teesdale, 25th Cavalry, F.F.,

proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, seoonded by Dr. N.
Annandale

;
Captain F. T. P. Ebden, 73rd Cavalry, proposed

by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, seoonded by Mr. T. H. D.
LaTouohe ; Mr. E. J. Abraham, I.C.S.

,
proposed by Dr. N.

Annandale, seoonded by Mr. I. H. Burkill
; Captain John Morri-

son, M.B. (Glasgow). I.M.S., 88th Camatio Infantry, proposed
by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Captain E. D. W.
Greig, I.MS. ; Mr. J. C. R. Johnston, proposed by Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by 'Mr. I. H. Burkill ; Mr. D. E.

Qrnbi, proposed by Dr. E. D. Ross, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel

D. C. Phillott.
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The following papers were read :

—

I. . Review of our Knowledge of the Oriental Diptera.

—

By E. Bbunitti. Communicated by Da. Annandale.

This paper has been published in the Journal for March
1910.

2 Rasiapaasana.—By S. P. V. Ranganathasvami Abya*
VARAGUBN.

3. Vocabulary of Technical and Falconry Terms in Urdu,
Persian and Arabic.—By Liect.-Colonel D. G. Phillott.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

4. A Discovery of a long Metre in Prabodhachandrodaya.

—By V. V. Sovani. Communicated by the Philological Secretary.

5. A Chemical Examination of the Butter-fat of the Indian

Buffalo.—By E. R. Watson, Monohar Gupta, and Satish

Chandra Ganguli.

6. King Oopi Chandra of Rungpur.—By Bisvbswar
Bhattaohabjbb.

This paper has been published in the Journal for March
1910.

7. Ladvaga rOyabrabs, the Chronicles of Ladakh, according

to ScMagintweit's Manuscripts.—Translated by Rev. A. H.
Frances.

8. Two Buddhist Stone Images from MaMa.—By A. K.

Maitba.

9. Ohondrodonta Bosei, a new species of fossil Lamelli-

branch from the Hippurite-bearing beds of Seistan.—By Ehnbst

W. Vbbdbnburg.

These three papers will be published in a subsequentnumber

of the Journal.

10. Palaeontological Notes on the Gangamepteris beds of

Khunmu (in Kashmir).—By Hem Chandra Das-Gupta. Com-

municated by Mr. C. S. Middlbmiss.

II. Contributions to the History and Ethnology of North-

Eastern India,
II.—By H. E. Stapleton.

12.

Cause of the Dismemberment of the Maurya Empire.—

By Mahamahopadhyaya Harapbasad Shambi.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society,was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, the

13th April, 1910, at 9-30 p.m.

Lihut.-Oolonbl D. G. Cbawfobd, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. G. 0. Chatterjee, i)r. H. Fiuok, Lieut.-Colonel 11. B.

Poster, I.M.S., Captain E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S., Dr. A. M.

Leake, Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Captain J. Morison,

I.M.S., Lieut.-(Jolonel H. W. Pilgrim, I.M.S., Captain H. 15.

Steen, I.M.S., Captain C. H. Stevens, I.M.S., Captain F. U.

Stewart, I.M.S., Captain A. D.. White, I.M.S., Major L. Rogers,

I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors Dr. G. C. Maitra, Dr. S. N. Mookerjee, Major

B. 0. Oldham, I.M.S., and Dr. S. N. Roy.

The minutes of the last meeting wore read and confirmed.

Twenty-four presentations were announced.

A case of very marked cyanosiis in a child due to extensive

deficiency of the auricular septum was shown by Major L. Rogers

for Lieut.-Colonel Calvert.

Major C. R. Stevens showed the following cases :

—

1. A child in whom a large hydronepheosis had been re-

moved by abdominal laparotomy.

2. A patient from whom a dentigerous cyst, had boon

removed, which microscopically showed the structure of a

cylindroma.

3. A patient from whom an extensive sarcoma of the soft

patale had been removed.

Lieut.-Colonel Pilgrim showed a case of cyst of the epiglottis.

Captain Megaw showed a specimen of lympliocelo of the

spermatic coni containing an adult filarial worm.

Dr. G. C. Chatterjee read notes of a case of broncho-pneu-

monia in a patient of Colonel Calvert’s with minute abscesses

on the surface of the liver and suppuration of the bronchial

lymphatic glands all due to the diprococous of Friedlander.

The paper of Lieut.-Colonel Nott was postponed until the

May meeting.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th May, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

T. H. T>. LaTotjohe, Esq., 11.A., F.G.S., President, in the

elmir.

The following members were present :

—

Mr. B. L. Ohaudhuri, l)r. C. H. Elmos, Mr. H. H. Havden,

Mr. J. C. R. Johnston, Rev. W. R. LeQuesne, Mr. A. C. Sen.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, and Mr. G. H. Tipper.

Visitor# : —Rev. J. Bourdot, s.J., Rev. H. Hosten, s.J..

Mr. H. K. Mnzumder, and Rev. M. Vermeire, S.J.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Forty-four presentations were announced.

The General Sccretaiy reported that Mr. Louis Stuart and

Mr. 1). H. W. Ritchie had expressed a wish to withdraw from

the Society.

The President announced

1

.

Thai. Mr. (1. H. Tipper lias returned to Calcutta and lias

taken charge of the duties of General Secretary from Licut.-

Colonel 1). C. Phillott.

2. That Dr. W. A. K. Christie has been appointed to act

as Natural History Secretary and Secretary for the Regional

Bureau of the International Catalogue of Scientific Literature,

during Mr. I. H. BurkilPs absence from India.

3. That Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott has been appointed to

act as Philological Secretary during Dr. E. D. Ross’ absence from

( 'alcutta.

The General Secretary laid on the table the following

minutes of a meeting of the members of the Sub-Committee

appointed to frame regulations to govern the nomination and

election of Fellows among the Ordinary Members held on the

10th March, 1910, for the information of the Monthly General

Meeting, under Rule 48 (a).

A Meeting of the members of the Sub-Committee, appointed

to frame regulations to govern the nomination and election of

Fellows among the Ordinary Members, was held on Wednesday,

the 16th March, 1910, at 5-30 P.M.
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Present :

The Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, l.C.S.

Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.

l). Hooper, Esq., F.C.S.

l)r. N. Annandale, F.L.S.

Business—
To frame regulations.

Resolved—

Method in which the Fellows shall propose to Council
, and

Council nominate to Society .

1. Nomination papers to be sent so as to reach each

Fellow by the 1st October of the year preceding the election.

2. The nomination papers must be received back duly

tilled in and signed by each Fellow by the 1st November, and no
paper received after this date will be considered.

3. A list of persons proposed, with their qualifications,

shall be compiled from the nomination papers and printed and
sent out to each Fellow so as to reach him by the end of November.

4. The Fellows shall then vote for not more than the

number to be elected in the succeeding year by placing a cross

against the names of those he wishes to be nominated, and no
paper with more than the maximum number of crosses for the

year’s election will be accepted. These papers must be returned

so as to reach the Society’s rooms by the end of December.
5. The voting papers mentioned in Rule 4 shall be enclosed

unsigned in a separate sealed envelope which shall be for-

warded in an outer cover with a covering letter signed by the

Fellow.

fi. There shall be a meeting of Fellows in the first week in

January at which the voting papers shall be opened and counted

as the Chairman directs, and tho names of such candidates as

receive two-thirds of tho votes of the Fellows voting shall be
placed before the meeting.

7. If more than the maximum number to be elected have
received the qualifying vote of two-thirds, those receiving the

highest number of votes shall be proposed for the vacancies.

8. In the event there being a tie for the last vacancies,

the Fellows present at the meeting shall decide which of the

candidates receiving the same number of votes shall be proposed
to the Council for nomination to the Society for a Fellowship.

9. These nominations shall be laid before the Council

at the January Meeting in the fourth week, and the Council shall

finally make the nominations.

10. The nominations shall be read out to the Members at

the Ordinary Annual Meeting in February, and voting papers

shall be provided for each member present, who shall record his
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vote in the name manner and under the same conditions as for

the officers and members of Council of the Society.

Resolved to report to the Council for submission to the next

Ordinary General Meeting under Rule 48 (a).

The General Secretary also laid on the table the following

Report of the Standard Temperature Committee submitted by

Mr. D. Hooper, the Secretary of the Committee

At the Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal held in

July 1908, Professor P. Briihl read a paper on “ Proposals for a

Standard Temperature for Tropical Cli mates.” The author

pointed out that the noimal temperature of H2°F. docs not serve

the purposes of the chemist and physicist who work in the tro-

pics, and the spread of science will render the choice of one or

more higher standard temperatures a matter of necessity. The

author’s observations led to the conclusion that the most

convenient standard temperature for Calcutta is 30°C. (86°F.), at

least during the period extending from the middle of March to

the middle of November. During the remaining part of the year

22°C. (7H1°F.) would be more useful During the discussion

that ensued it was advanced that 25°C. (77°F.) was a suitable

temperature for Calcutta. A resolution was finally passed that

the question of a standard teni]>erature for India be referred

for report to a committee of scientists to be selected by the

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The Council appointed the following to serve on the

Committee :
-

Dr. Morris Travers, Bangalore, Chairman.

„ W. A. K. Christie, Geological Survey.

Professor P. Briihl, Engineering College.

,, J. A. Cunningham, Presidency College.

,, E. P. Harrison, ,, »

Mr. D. Hooper, Indian Museum, Secretary.

The Committee met in December and proceeded to discuss

the form of note to be sent to .chemists and physicists tlirough-

out India. It was proposed to circulate Professor Bruhl s

paper and invite opinions on the proposals. In the covering

letter the Committee recommended a change in the standard

temperature observed in Europe and suggested 30 C.

suitable for India. Expressions of opinion were called for,

and the Committee asked to be supplied with the results of

calculations or experiments connected with thermo-c

1U

^Letters wereforwarded to 62 scientific workers and SO

replies were received. Analysing the raphes

40 of the SO were in favour of 30 as a temperature of ttfo

ence for India. These came from the following towns and
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districts : Aligarh, Assam, Bankipur. Benares, Berhampore,
Bhagalpur, Bombay, Calcutta, Coimbatore, Cuttack, Dacca,
Hazaribagh, Kodaikanal, Lahore, Madras, Moorut, Nilgiris,

Poona, Pusa, Rajshalii, Rangoon and Sirsiah

On the other liand five correspondents recommended 25°

as a more suitable temperature, one suggested 28°. another
32*5°, and a worker in Madras informed the Committee that he
had already adopted 33°. Many valuable observations and
suggestions were made by the correspondents, which we have
endeavoured to summarise. It is noticed that the most
interesting replies are from those who do not favour the immediate
adoption of the Committee’s proposal ; these are from physicists.

No chemist records his opinion in favour of the adoption of a
lower temperature than 30".

Professor J. J. Durack of Allahabad objects to 30y
being

accepted as a standard for inland stations for the following
reasons :

—
“1. From an inspection of the tables given in Professor

Briihl’s paper referring to mean daily and maxi-
mum temperatures in different towns in India.

2. These temperatures are taken in open sheds (con-

ditions laid down by the Meteorological Depart-
ment), which are much hottc** than our laborato-

ries.

3. Most of our serious research work must he done during
the winter months, and a mean winter temperature
would consequently be more convenient than a
mean yearly temperature. I would suggest 25° as a
more suitable standard than 30°, but as a compro-
mise perhaps 27° would find favour.”

Answers to these objections have been given by more than
one correspondent, the general opinion being that the tem-
perature of reference selected should bo above rather than
below the mean maximum temperature, so that during the day-
time it should be necessary to raise the temperature of any
instrument rather than to cool it to bring it to the standard.
Everybody who lias had practical experience of thermostatic
work knows how much easier it is to keep the thermostat above
than below the room temperature. Mr. J. T. Burnham, Nilgiris,

confirms these remarks. He says :

‘ k Work is more accurately
carried out if the temperature aimed at is slightly above the
temperature of the laboratory th&n below it.”

Professor Michie Smith, Kodaikanal, thus gives his ex-

perience as a physicist.
‘

‘ More work of an experimental kind is

donewhen the temperature of the laboratory is below than when
it is above 30°, and it seems that it is better to have a standard
which is above than one which is below the ordinary working
temperature.”
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Dr. Leather, Pusa, holds similar views. He says :

b

'llis
easier to maintain a vessel at a temperature greater than the

atmospheric one than below it. It is better to select a tem-

perature near to the laboratory maximum so as to provide

principally for hot-weather conditions.”

A temperature of 15° is above the mean temperature of

England and Central Europe, and if what might be termed a

corresponding temperature were Hxed for India, that tempera-

ture should be above 28
c

\ Si net*, chemists and physicists have

sometimes found 15° to be an inconveniently low temperature

for a standard in the West, it would seem that 30° would not he

found to be an inconveniently high temperature for a standard

of reference in India and the Tropics.

Mr. K. LI. Jones, Madras, advocates 28° as a standard in

electrical work. He remarks

“ It appears to me that 28T. is the most convenient tem-

perature to adopt as a standard. The reasons why this value

is taken arc briefly the following :
-

" For accurate standardising and high precision work it is

necessary to carry out the operations in a constant temperature

room. It is also very desirable to secure this constant tem-

perature without artificial means of heating and cooling, if

possible. Hence in selecting a standard temperature it is ad-

visable to fix on such a temperature as can be secured with ease

and certainty and kept constant with the least amount of help

from subsidiary machinery.

‘Constant temperature rooms are generally built under-

ground in the middle of a massive block of buildings so that

the daily variations in temperature are quite inappreciable.

The only variations in temperature in such a room arc the

seasonal or annual changes. The further down the room is the

less will these changes be- at 20 or 30 feet they are very small.

The temperature at such depths is in India close to 82°F. or

28°C. according to the best observations. This is also approxi-

mately the mean temperature of the sea in the tropics and of

India as a whole, 1 believe. Hence it seems natural to take

28° as the standard temperature as it appears to be the mean

temperature of the equatorial belt of the globe. The fluctua-

tions from it in ordinary work will be more evenly distributed

on either side of it, and their average magnitude (irrespective of

sign) will consequently bo less than if any other temperature

were taken as standard. The corrections to be applied will

hence bo smaller and the uncertainty on tins account will be

reduced.’
’

These observations are of interest, but we need hardly

consider sea water, and our experience is that the majority of

laboratories in India are not constructed of massive materials,

nor are the usual operations conducted m underground cellars.
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As regards tap water supplied to the laboratories its tem-

perature is likely to vary considerably in some localities, while

in others 'l is fairly conn ant. Professor T. K. (iajjar reports

that the water temperature in Bombay fluctuates between
27° and 29°. Mr. A. W. Bishop of Trevandrum states that water

from the main is usually nearer 25° than 30°. These facts

favour the adoption of the latter figure as a temperature of

reference. By means of an electrical resistance thermostatic

arrangement the water may be kept constant at 30°. Such an

apparatus has been constructed at Sibpur College for use in the

calibration of burettes.

Dr. E. 0. Hill, Allahabad, informs us that 25°C. is obtain-

able in bis station from November 1st to March 15th, that is

during the cold weather. From April to July the average

laboratory temperature varies from 30° to 35°, in the rains it

is about 30° to 33°, 4 4

consequently,” he adds,
4

4

a standard of 30°

would not be very useful to us in Allahabad, and 35° would not

be at all too high. For Indian standards l should suggest 0°,

25° and 35°. A thermostat could be nearly always arranged to

work at 35°, but it cannot for 30° in the hot weather and rains.”

With regard to these proposals the Committee are not in

favour of suggesting more than one temperature of reference

for India. For this reason they have considered the proposal

of 22° as an auxiliary temperature, and for various reasons

they do not recommend its adoption.
44
Standards ought not

to be multiplied,” writes Rev. E. Francotte, and the object of

the Committee is to propose one which is likely to be generally

adopted and found practically useful in scientific work.

It will be noticed that Dr. Hill and Professor Durack (both

of Allahabad, and therefore representative of an inland station)

suggest 35° and 25° respectively. The mean of these two

figures is 30°.

Two scientists in Madras, Professor It.U. Jones, a physicist,

and Professor Erlam Smith, a chemist, advocate 28° and 33 3

respectively. Here again the mean is about 30°.

Further evidence in support of this temperature is given

by Professor V. H. Jacksofl, Bankipore. He writes :

44 During

the whole of the S. W. monsoon the temperature over the whole

of the Ganges Valley is extremely uniform, about 29°, and a

variation of one degree in any particular locality is exceptional.

The temperature in laboratories corresponds closely to this

mean, or during the daytime, in which most observations are

made, is slightly higher. This renders Professor Bruhl’s sugges-

tion of 30° especially suitable.’
’

From a practical point of view Mr. R. L. Jenk’s (Kasauli)

remark is of considerable importance.
4 4

It is clear from reoords

we get from distilleries and bonded warehouses all over the

country that 30°C. is a more useful standard temperature than

15°C.”
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Confirmatory evidence conies from Bombay. Mr. N. (). F.

Moos of the Observatory writes :
“ Seeing that all daily labora-

tory work is done during the solar hours, 1 incline to think

that 30° would, on the average, best answer all requirements

for the continent of India.”

With regard to the important question of standards of

length and weight which were legally adopted in 1894, Indian

standard air ” being taken at 85°F., the Committee has heard

from Colonel S. G. Burrard, Trigonometrical Survey, and Lieut .-

Colonel A. Milne, Assay Master, Bombay, to the effect that the

change from 85° to 86° would be immaterial. The change,

however, would probably have to be notified in the Gazette.

The advantages of having in India a tom]>crature that

serves the same purpose as 15
L

serves in Europe have been

expressed by many writers. In all laboratories chemists will

find a convenience in having flasks, burettes, pipettes and all

volumetric appliances, as well as polarimctcrs, refractometers

and the like adjusted to a definite temperature. Specific gravity

f able of acids, alkalis and alcohol would be more useful in Tndia

if determined at the new temperature.

For most physical purposes what, is wanted is an accurate

knowledge of how the physical coefficients (expansion, electri-

cal conductivity, E.M.F., etcJ vary witli tho temperature oyer

the whole range of temperature experienced during the working

year. It is not a matter of very great importance what tem-

perature is chosen for the normal provided it is higher than the

mean annual temperature of the majority of laboratories.

Electrical standards for instance rarely attain their standard-

ised value in this country, and even when the temperature

coefficient has been supplied there is still uncertainty due to

the fact that the temperature to which the correction is applied

is usually outside the range within which the latter has been

established.

The proposed temperature will probably be found suitable

for appliances constructed for germinating seeds, for this pro-

cess requires a higher temperature than that found in India in

the cold weather. Mr. F. J. Chittenden, in charge of the laborar

tory of the Royal Horticultural Society’s Garden at Ripley,

says :

‘
‘ The optimum temperature for germinating most seeds

of temperate climates lies about 80°F.” .

It has been urged that it is difficult and expensive to obtain

apparatus on whose calibration one can rely graduated for

temperatures not recognised in Europe as normal ones. Ihis

is a point the Committee have not overlooked. Were thedemand

from most tropical countries, including India, a uniform one

for apparatus graduated at a definite temperature, there would

soon be little mow difficulty in obtaining from stock reliable

and suitable apparatus than there now is in obtaining articles

graduated at 15°. The Engineering College, Sibpur, and the
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Krishnath College, Bcrliampore, have in use complete sets of

volumetric apparatus graduated at 30° made by Mueller- Uri of

Brunswick. On the representation of one of the Committee the

Kaiserlische Aiohsamt in Berlin has consented to certify measur-

ing apparatus for a temperature of 30°.

During the enquiry a method of standardising thermometers

at the proposed standard temperature has been referred to. It.

is fortunately possible to obtain a point which has been fixed

with great accuracy in the neighbourhood of 90°F. Profesgor

T. W. Richards has described the transition (melting) point of

sodium sulphate deealiydrate by means of a mercurial thermome-
ter which liad been compared with the standard hydrogen ther-

mometer in the Bureau International do Poids et Mesures at

Sevres (Zeiischrift fur Phys. Chemic, 1903, 43, 465). The tem-

perature on the standard (constant volume) hydrogen scale is

32*383°C. or expressed in Fahrenheit degrees 90 288°. Hence the

melting point of sodium sulphate can be used for the standardisa-

tion of thermometers at 90°F. (32-4°C.). Sodium sulphate

deealiydrate is easily obtained sufficiently pure for the purpose,

for traces of chloride or other salts do not affect the melting

point.

With regard to the future experimental work which the

adoption of a temperature of reference will involve, the following

suggestion made by Rev. H. Sierp, Bombay, will be of interest.
“ It will ultimately be necessary to get a list of tables

prepared on the lines of those of Bornstein, Lunge and similar

books. Would it not be possible for the Committee to make
arrangements in such a way that a laboratory is completely

equipped and put aside for such determinations i The gain for

chemistry in India would be enormous. Perhaps it will he

possible in future years to develop such an institution into a

Central Institute with a similar aim as the Physikalische Rei-

chsanstalt or the new Choinische Reichsanstalt or Charlotten-

burg.” Such an institution may not be established in India in

the near future, but educationists will agree that the compila-

tion of temperature tables will provide advanced Indian students

with tasks which will not only be congenial but which will

constitute admirable means of training them in accurate work.”
The object of the present Committee has been in the direc-

tion of obtaining the opinion of scientific workers in India on the

question of a temperature of reference for this country. While

there is almost a unanimous verdict that such a temperature

should be recognised authoritatively and the majority are in

favour of 30°, which the Committee endorses, it romains to be

discussed how this temperature would suit tropical countries

in general. Dr. G. T. Walker and Dr. Simpson of the Meteoro-

logical Department have given valuable information and sugges-

tions towards choosing a normal tropical temperature. A
reference to a temperature chart of the world will show that.
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excluding elevated areas with decidedly lower temperatures,
the mean annual temperature in Mexico, Central America and
tropical South America lies between 22 J

and 2(5°; of the West
Indies between 23° and 27°

;
of Egypt between 20,J and 28°

(Cairo being 21°) : of British and German East Africa down to
Natal between 22° and 27°

: Batavia 26°
; and of tropical Austra-

lia between 20° and 29°. The only areas outside India where the
mean annual temperature is above 28° are in Central Africa, and
very small parts of Mexico, Arabia and Australia.

Dr. Nimpson prefers the adoption of 25° for tropical coun-
tries, considering that the workers in India are few in comparison
with those in other countries mentioned above. He also ex-

plains that workers in Europe and America often find it con-

venient to have tables and constants worked out for some
higher temperature than 15°, and if the temperature of reference

for tropical countries were near the temperature they require,

they would no doubt adopt it, but if far removed they would
rather take the temperature which is actually most useful to

them. He thinks that many more tables would be calculated

to 25° than to 30°.

With regard to these remarks it must be borne in mind
that the mean annual temperature is in no way an expression of

the temperature conditions under which scientific work must be

carried out in laboratories. It is proposed to fix a temperature

of reference such as will be convenient to workers who are obliged

to carry out investigations during the hot months in tropical

countries. Hence, although the mean temperature of the

West Indies may lie between 23° and 27°, it is probable that

temperatures in laboratories in that part of the world will more

frequently be above than below 30°. From data furnished by

Bergliaus Atlas the July isotherms of the Southern United States

lie between 26° and 36°, those of Mexico and Cuba are close to

28°. Khartoum has a July isotherm of nearly 36° and a January

isotherm of 24°. The January isotherms of Queensland lie

between 26° and 30°. The mean daily temperature of all coun-

tries coming within the radius of thie discussion will probably

be well above 25° during a considerable part of the year.

In conclusion we are of opinion that the temperature of

reference for India generally might be accepted as 30°. The

reasons advanced in the earlier part of this report are that the

temperature aimed at should be above the mean air tempera-

ture and due allowance should be made for hot weather or

maximum conditions. With regard to the tropics, however, we

agree with Dr. Walker and believe that the matter is of sufficient

importance to receive full, discussion and be referrel to the

Royal Society for submission to the International Association

of Academies, for it is only in some such manner that other

tropical countries would have an opportunity of expressing their

wants.
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The following twelve gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-

nary Members :

—

Mr. S.C. Williams, B.A., proposed by l)r. W.A.K. Christie,

seconded by Mr. T. H. I). LaTouelie : Mr. S. B. Dhnvle
,
J.C.S.,

Joint Magistrate, Gulzarbagh, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel 1). C.

Phillott, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper: Lieut. W. M . Eduxirds,

Royal Garrison Artillery, R. A. Mess, Barian, Murree Hills,

proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. 0. Phillott, seeondod by Mr. G. H.

Tipper
;
Mr. W. V. Bolton, Colonial (Svil Service, United Service

Club, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. H. G. Graves, seconded by
Captain F. H. Stewart, l.M.S.

;
Mr. S. Kemp , B.A., Senior Assistant

Superintendent, Indian Museum, proposed by l)r. N. Annandnle,
seconded by Captain F. li. Stewart, l.M.S.

;
Major Benjamin

Purvey Oldham
, l.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Alipore, proposed by

Major L. Rogers, l.M.S., seconded by Lieut.-Colonel F. P.

Maynard. l.M.S. ; Major Ernest Alan Robert Newman , M.D..
Cantab, l.M.S., Superintendent, Campbell Hospital, proposed by
Major L. Rogers, l.M.S., seconded by Lieut .-Colonel K. P.

Maynard, l.M.S.
;
Major William Wesley Clemesha. M.I). ,

l.M.S..

Sanitary Commissioner, Bengal, proposed by Major L. Rogers,

l.M.S., seconded by Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, l.M.S. :

Captain William Frederick Jlarvey
, M.Jl . ,

l.M.S., Acting Direc-

tor, Pasteur Institute, Kasauli. proposed by Major L. Rogers,

l.M.S., seconded by Captain E. D. W. Grieg, l.M.S. ; Captain

Robert Markham Carter , l.M.S., Pasteur Institute, Kasauli,

proposed bv Major L. Rogers, l.M.S., seconded by Captain

E. D. W. Grieg, l.M.S.
;
Captain John J). Sandesr H' ‘

,
M.B..

B.Ch., R.A.O. (Dub. (J?nv.), L.M .
(Rotunda), l.M.S., Loudor

Street, Calcutta, proposed by Major L. Rogers, l.M.S., seconded

by Captain T. F. Owens, l.M.S. ; Dr. T. //. Bishop , L.R.C.P..

L.R.C.S . , D.P.H., proposed by Surgeon-General C. P. Lukis,

l.M.S., seconded by Major L. Rogers, l.M.S.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Discovery of the A bhisammja lnnkara Saslra ,
by Mai-

treyanatha. By Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastrl

2. An Examination of Max Muller's theory of the Rena is

•

sance of Sanskrit Literature in the Fourth Century A.D., after a

lull of Seven Centuries since the rise of Buddhism.—By MAHA-
MAHOPADHYAYA HaRAPRASAD SHASTRI.

These two papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal .

3.
‘

‘ The Fight for the Cows ’ ’ in the Rigveda.—By A. C. Sen.

This paper will not be published in the Journal.

4. Who Planned the Taj ?—By Rev. H. Hosten, s.j.

Communicated by the Philological Secretary.
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5. The Marsden Manuscript in the British Museum.—By
W. R. Philipps and H. Beveridge. Edited by Rev. H. Hosten,

s.,i. Communicated by the Philological Secretary.

0. Note of a Visit to Kapala-Muehan .—By Anand Koil.

Communicated by the Philological Secretary.

These three papers will be published in asubsequent number

of the Journal.

--4

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, the

11th May, 1910, at 9-30 i\m.

Lieut.-ColoneIj A. H. Nott, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Lieut. -Colonel J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Ur. C. H. Elrnes,

Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. A. M. Leake, Captain J. W. I). Megaw.

Captain J. D. Sandes, Captain 11. B. Steen,

I.M.S., Captain D. White, L.M.S., Major L. Rogers, Honorary

Secretary.

Visitor

:

—Dr. Satyaranjan Sen.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Six presentations w ere announced.

Captain Megaw showed cases of (1) Locomotor ataxy,

(2) Syphilitic paraplegia, and (3)Ciossed hemiplegia due to a

lesion of pons.

Captain A. 1). White showed X-ray plates illustrating (1)

a rubber drainage tube within a liver abscess cavity, (2) an

osteophyte of the under surface of the oscalcis following injury,

and (3) of a tumour of the lower jaw. He also exhibited a

specimen of a gangrenous twisted Meckel’s diverticulum which

had produced fatal intestinal obstruction in a child.

Lieut.-Colonel A. H. Nott read a paper on a case of

placenta Praevia.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st June, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

'T. H. D. LaToitohb, Esq., B.A., F.G S., President, in the

chair.

The following members were present

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. J. C. Brown, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri,

Mr. G. de P. Cotter, Dr. W. A. K. Christie, Mr. D. E. Grubl,

Mr. B. A. Gupte, Mr. K. A. K. Hallowes, Mr. H. H. Hayden,

Mr. A. M. Heron, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. W. C. Hossack, Mr. H. C.

Jones, Mr. C. H. Kesteven, Babu Ramakanta Bhattacharjee,

Captain J. D. Sandes, I.M.S., Mr. G. H. Tippor, Mahamaho-

padhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabliusana, Mr. S. C. Williams.

Visitors:—Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bebe, Mr. R. H. Godwin

and Mr. B. A. Lindsay.

The President moved an expression of condolence in con-

nection with the death of the late King-Emperor Edward the

Seventh, and said :

—

Before we proceed with the ordinary business of this

meeting, I must crave your indulgence in order to allude to an

event that has occupied the minds of all civilised people, and

more especially of those who inhabit the British Dominions,

during the last month, the death of His Gracious Majesty, our

late King and Emperor, Edward VII.

In him we have lost one who ever took a deep interest m
that growth of scientific and literary knowledge which guides

the human race along the peaceful ways of economic and social

development; in those subjects, that is to say, to which ttie

activities of a Society such as ours are especially devoted. His

Royal Parents saw to it that in his youth he was imbued with

a knowledge of the importance of scientific research, and in

after life he showed that these lessons had not been lostupon

him. He recognised that it was no part of his duties as Pnnce

or King to take a personal share in scientific pursuits, but that

he fobfd beat promote the welfare of his subjects by making

evident his active sympathy with every advancement of human

^"rSiifduty he faithfully performed. Not one of the great

discoveries that have male the history .of bis We-time so

memorable passed unheeded, or ui^c^^ by him. But

ohiefly was btasympathy shown in those development* of
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science which lead towards the alleviation, i! not the preven-

tion, of human suffering. In these respects King Edward VII

is an example for all time to those whose destiny calls them to

rule over nations of men ; and it is therefore most fitting that

this Society, established for the furtherance of those objects in

whioh he showed so deep an interest, should express its sense

of the loss that the world has suffered by his death.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty-nine presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Maulavi Sakhawat

Hosain had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Ordinary

Member

Babu Framatha Nath Milkerji, M.A., Officiating Chief

Superintendent, Finance Department, Government of India,

proposed by Dr. B. N. Ghosh, L.M.S., seconded by Mr. G. H.

Tipper.

Dr. Annandale exhibited a collection of Indian Earwigs

and referred to the recent publication of Dr. Burr’s volume on

the Dermaptera in the “Fauna of British India and Ceylon.”

In exhibiting the collection Dr. Annandale said:—

“The publication of a volume on the earwigs by my
friend Dr. Malcolm Burr in the ‘ Fauna of British India and

Ceylon’ affords an occasion to call the attention of the

Society to some peculiarities of these insects and also induces

me to make a few remarks on the work of which Mr. Burr’s

volume forms a part. The present position of the official

* Fauna ’ of the Indian Empire is in many respects a anomal-

ous one. Written and edited in England by men who have never

seen India ,

1 the volumes that appear from time to time claim to

be authentic monographs, and most of them are valuable con-

tributions to systematic zoology. It is casting no discredit on

their authors and editor, however, to say that even a little ex-

perience in the flesh of the animals they describe, and a leisurely

study of the collections preserved in IndiA, which in many res-

peots are by far the most complete in existent, would vastly

improve the work. It is becoming increasingly difficult to send

to Europe or America the wdiole of the rapidly increasiiuynol-

lections of the Indian Museum and other Indian institprons,

and it would be a ridiculous Situation, even from an official

point of view, if, as has been practically the case insdme .

volumes'that have been published, the official collections of the

1 Since this statement was made, the Secretary of State has sanc-

tioned the preparation of two volumes in India.—* N. A. 30-vi-lC.
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Indian Empire were to be ignored in the preparation of the

official ' Fauna.’ It is most unfortunate that English zoolo-

gists rarely visit India.

Mr. Burr's volume may certainly be described as a valu-

able contribution to scientific literature; indeed, author and

editor have worked together to render it an improvement on any

volume that has hitherto appeared in the series. It consists

of far more than a mere list of short technical descriptions,

including as it does a summary of all that is known both from a

systematic and a biological point of view regarding the animals

of which it treats. The excellence of the work makes one but

regret the more the splendid addition to our knowledge of

Indian biological entomology it would have formed, if only its

author had had an opportunity of pursuing his investigations

in this country. The plates are excellent.”

Dr. Annandale then proceeded to describe the peculiarities

of the insects exhibited*

The following papers were read

1. Note sur les sabres hindous. Par M. P. Holstein.

Cmmunicated by the General Secretary.

2. A Palaeolithic Implement of Manganese-ore.—By L. L.

Fermor, D.Sc., F.G.S.

3. An English-TurJci Vocabulary.—By R. F. Azoo. Com-

municated by Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

4. Rivers of Dacca District.—By F. D. Asooli.

These four papers will be printed in a subsequent number

of the Journal

5. Medicinal Lizards.—By D. Hooper.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, the

8th June, 1910, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut -Colonel F. J. Drury, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

>%ai Hera Lai Bose, Bahadur, Lieut.-CoL E. H. Brown,

I.M.S., Lieut.-Col. J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Dr. C. H. Elmes,

Captain H. B. Foster, I.M.S., Dr. Bkendranath Ghosh Major

E.% D. Greig, I.M.S., Major W. D. Hayward, I.M.S., Dr*

W. C. Hoesaok, Dr. A. M. Leake. Lieut.-Cd. * £
“avarf,

Dr. J. E, Panioty, D»ut.-0oj. H. W. Wgriui.

Major J. D. Sand**, I.M.S., Major W. B. Steen,I
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Captain F. H. Stewart, Major L. Rogers, Honorary
Secretary.

Visitor8 :—Assistant Surgeon A. A. E. Baptist, and Dr.

S. C. Baral.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

A case of Pheumatoid orthritis was shown by Lieut.-Col.

CalvArt, I.M.S.

A letter suggesting that either a Tropical School of Medi-

cine or a Sanitarium for consumptives would form a fitting

memorial in Calcutta in memory ' of the late King Emperor
Edward the Seventh, which was referred to the Medical Sec-

tion by the General Meeting, was brought up for discussion.

Proposed Memorial to the Late King Emperor.

The proposal brought forward at the June Meeting of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal that either a Tropical School of

Medicine in Calcutta or a Sanitorium for the treatment of

Tuberculosis in a suitable climate would form an appropri-

ate memorial to the late King Edward was discussed at the

Meeting of the Medical Section on June 8th, having been
referred to them by the General Meeting. There was a full

attendance, and one or both of the proposals received the sup-

port of every speaker, although some favoured one and some
the other as the more suitable of the two. The following

resolution covering both suggestions was proposed by Lieut.-

Colonel Pilgrim and adopted by the Meeting with one dissen-

tient :

—

“ The Medical Section of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

having considered the letter on the subject referred to it by
the Ordinary General Meeting of the Society, is of the opinion

that in view of the great interest in Sanitoria for consumptives
displayed by the Late King Emperor Edward the Seventh,
and of the urgency of the provision of such Sanitoria in suit-

able centres in India, as pointed out by this Section last year,

such Sanitoria, of an Imperial character and appealing-to all,

irrespective of Race or Religion, would be most suitable

objects of expenditure of a portion of the funds raised in

India to commemorate His Late Majesty. They are further of

the opinion that if sufficient funds are available, a grant

towards the recently proposed* Institution for Research in.

Tropical Diseases and post-graduate instruction would also be
most appropriate.”

A paper waa read by Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Pilgrim,

I.M.S., on the Ipecacuanha Treatment of Acute Hepatitis,

and the discussion was adjourned until the next meeting.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 6th July, 1910, at 9-15 p.m. ?

T. H.D. LaTouche, Esq., B.A., F.G.S., President, in the

chair.

The following members were present

Dr. N. Anuandale, Mr. J. Coggin Brown. Air. B. L. Chau-

dhuri, Babu Durgadas Bhatta, Mr. D. E. Griih], Mr. H. H.

Hayden, Mr. A. M Heron, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. Indu Madhah
Mulliek, Mr. S. N. Kemp, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyahhusana,

Mr. G. H. Tipper and Mr. R. Vredenburgh.

Visitors :—Rev. H. Hosbrn, S.J., Mr. G. W. V. dcKue

Philipe, and Rev. M. Vernieiro. S.J.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Forty-three presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr H. (J. Fitzgerald

had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The President announced that Dr. E.D. Ross had returned

to Calcutta and has taken charge of the duties of Philological

Secretary from Lieut-.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

The General Secretary laid on the table an invitation from

the International Hygiene 4 Exhibition to be held at Dresden in

1911.

The proposal to designate Honorary Members as Hono-

rary Fellows of the Society, of which intimation has been given

by circular to all Resident Members in accordance with Rule

64A, was brought up for discussion.

Circular under Rule 64A of the Society's Rules .

Since the creation of Fellowships in the Society, the pro-

posal to designate Honorary Members as Honorary Fellows of

the Society has been made and accepted by the (council.

The Council feel sure that this proposal will meet with the

approval of all members of the Society.

The following changes will have to be made in “the Rules

of the Society
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In Rule 2, for
” The Society shall consist of members of

the threo following classes,” read “ The Society shall consist of

Ordinary Members, Honorary Fellows and Associate Members”

In Rules 2(b), 13, 15 and 23, for “ Honorary Members”
read “ Honorary Fellows.”

In Rule 61, for “ Honorary or Associate Members ” read
“ Honorary Fellows

,
or Associate Members.”

The following five gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-

nary Members :
—

Mr. A. W. Botham , l.C.S. ,
Barisal, proj>oscd by Babu

Motimohan Chakravarti, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Major
G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E., Deputy Superintendent, Sur-

vey of India, United Service Club, Calcutta, proposed by
Captain E. D. W. Groig, L.M.S., seconded by Major. L.

Rogers, I.M.S.
;
Babu Srikrishna Mahapalra

,
Deputy Superin-

tendent of Police, proposed by Babu Rakkal Das Banerji,

seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Mahmnad AzizpMirza
,
Hono-

rary Secretary, All-India Muslim League, 9, Banks Road,
Lucknow, proposed by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji , seconded by
Dr. E. D. Ross and Lieutenant E. W. Malyon , 21st Punjabis,

proposed by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by Mr. G. H.

Tipper.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited on behalf of Mr. B. L. Chau-

dhuri and himself specimens of two species of Sting-ray from
the River Ganges. He said that it had been known for nearly

ninety years that two species of ray inhabited the waters of

the Ganges far above tidal influence. Hamilton- Buchanan’s
descriptions, however, of these two fish, which ho called Raja
sancar and Raja fluviatilis in his 4 Gangetic Fishes ” (1822),

were inadequate for their identifications, and it was only

recently that Mr. Chaudhuri’s investigations had proved what
they really were. Raja sancar

, as Blyth correctly stated, was
specifically identical with the marine species flypolophds

sephen and was found breeding in fresh water, while Raja
fluviatilis was a species of Trygon allied to T. marginatus but

distinguished by its produced and pointed snout. A full des-

cription of this species, a specimen of which had also been

taken in the Bay of Bengal by the “ Golden Crown,” would be

published later.

The following papers were rtead :

—

1. The Poet Maili of Herat .—By H. Bevbridge.

2. Inscribed. Owns from Assam .—By Rakhal Das
Banerji.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.
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3. Contributions to the History of the Seven Sixteenth

Century Cannon recently discovered in the Dacca District.—By
Khan Bahadur Sayid Aulad Hosain.

This paper will not be published.

4. List of Jesuit Missionaries in “ Mogor ” (1580-1803).

—By Rev. H. Hostbn, S.J. Communicated by the General
Secretary.

5. Yasovijaya Oani.—By Mahamahopadhyaya Dh.
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

These papere will be published in a subsequent numtier

of the Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, the

13th July, 1910, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

Lieut.-Colonel J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Dr. H. M. Crake,

Dr. C. H. Elmes, Dr. H. Finck, Captain E. D. W. Greig.

I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Lieut.-Colonel J. Lloyd Jones,

I.M.S., Dr. W. W. Kennedy, Captain G. King, J.M.S
,
Captain

J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Lieut.-Colonel A. H. Nott, I.M.S.,

Dr. J. E. Panioty, Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Pilgrim, I.M.S., Dr.

A. W. Robertson, Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary

Secretary.

Visitors :—Assistant Surgeon A. A. E. Baptist, Dr. S N.

Mukerjee, and Dr. S. K. Sen-Gupta.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-two presentations were announced.

Clinical cases were shown for Major Stevens of columar

called carcinema of the jaw, and of abdominal hydrocele.

Lieut.-Colonel Maynard showed a case of Kaposis disease.

The discussion on Colonel Pilgrim’s paper on the Ipecacu-

anha treatment of Hepatitis was concluded. Lieut.-Colonels

Drury, Calvert, and Nott, Major L. Rogers, Captains Megaw,

Greig, and Dr. White Robertson spoke, and Colonel Pilgrim

replied.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Soeietv wag held on
Wednesday, the 3rd August, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq., B.A., E.G.8., President, in the
chair.

Tho following members were present :

—

Mr. W. F. Bolton, Mr. A. M. Heron, Mr. 1). Hooper, Mr.
S. W. Kemp, Dr. Indumadlmb Mallick, Major L. lingers. I.M.S.,
(lapt. J. D.Sandes, I.M.S., Mr. G. If. Tipper, Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusaua, and Mr. K. Vredenburg.

Visitors Rev. J. Comerford, S.J., Rev. H. Hosten
S.J., and Mr. G. W. Oliver.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-two presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. H. P. Duval had
expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported that Babu Hanuman
Prasad was dead.

The President announced that Dr. E. P. Harrison has

been appointed to act as Natural History Secretary during

Mr. I. H. BurkilPs absence from India.

The General Secretary laid on the table an invitation

from the Institut International de Bibliographic, Bruxelles,

to take part in the International Congress of Bibliography

and Documentation, to be held at Brussels on 25-27 August,

J910.

The Council reported that there were three vacancies in

the list of Honorary Members, and two in the list of Associate

Members, and the Council, therefore, recommended Acharyya

Satyavrata Samasrami, now an Associate Member, for election

as an Honorary Member
;
and Khan Bahadur Shams-ul-Ulama

Moulvie Ahmed Abdul Aziz Nayati of Hyderabad, and Mr.

L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, B.A., L.T., Superintendent of

Ethnography, Coohin State, for election as Associate Members

at the next meeting.

Acharvaya Satyavrata Samasrami is the recognized leader

of Vedic Pandits in Northern India. His contributions to

the advancement of Vedic learning have been both numerous
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and important, as is indicated by his editions of the Nirukta,

Aitareya Brahmana, and Satapatha Brahmana, with com-
mentaries and valuable introductions and notes. His Nirukta-

loohanani and Aitareyalochanam indicate a study of Vedic
literature with a critical attitude of xpind, of which we find

little evidence in the ordinary orthodox Pandit. A oomplete
list of his numerous works—more than 75 in number—will be
found on pages 30-33 of the pamphlet published by Pandit
Devavrata Vidyaratna in 1896.

—

[Ashutosh Mookerjeb].

Khan Bahadur Shams-ul-Ulama Moulvie Ahmed Abdul Aziz

Nayati on account of the contributions to literature, viz.,

(a) Siak-i-Deccan, (6) Tarikh-ul-Navayat, (c) Mahboob-us-Sier,

id) Atyat-i-Sultani, (e) Falahatul Nakl, (/) Kasht-i-Angoor,

(«7) Kasht-i-Tarkari, (h) Hayat-ul-Hamam, and (i) Gharaib-ul-

Jummal. He has besides published Manuals on the Revenue,

Imam And Financial regulations of the Nizam’s Government,
which have passed through 17 editions.—[D. C. Phillott], .

Mr. L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, B.A., L.T., Superin-

tendent of Ethnography, Cochin State, is the author of
" Cochin Tribes and Castes,” an ethnographical work of

considerable value.—fG. H. Tipper].

The following three gentlemen were balloted for as

Ordinary Members :

—

Lieut. G. M. South
, R.A., Ferozepore, proposed by Lieut.-

Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Babu
Padamraj , Merchant, 9, Juggo Moliun Mullick’s Lane, Cal-

cutta, proposed by Mr. R. D. Mehta, seconded by Mr. G. H.
Tipper ; Captain A. C. Tancock, 31st Punjabis, proposed by
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Note on a Miniature Temple .—By Radha Kanta
Ghose. Communicated by the General Secretary.

2. A System of Indian Scientific Vocabulary .—By Manit-
oba Nath Banerjee. Communicated by the General Score

tary.

These paper.8 will not be published in the Journal.

3. On the preparation of PhenyLNilro-Methane by the

interaction of Mercurous Nitrite and Benzyl Chloride.—By
Panohanan Neooi and Birendra Bhusan Adhikary. Com-
municated by Dr. P. C. Ray.

4. Notes on the History of the District of Hughly or the

ancient Rada.—By Nundolal Dev.

5. Materia Medica Animalium Indica.—By D. Hooper.
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0. Old Quits in Bengal.—A note by Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

Communicated by ike General Secretary.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday
,
the

10th August, 1910, at 9-30 p.m.
"

Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, in the chair.

The following members were present

Dr. H. M. Crake, Dr. Girindra Nath Mukerjee, l)r. Gopal
Chandra Chatterjee, Capt. E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S., Dr. W. C.

Hossack, Dr. Indumadhab Mallick, Dr* W. W. Kennedy
Capt. R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., Capt. J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S.

Lieut.-Colonel A. H. Nott, I.M.S., Capt F. F. Owens, I.M.S.,

Dr. J. E. Panioty, Capt. J. D. Sandes, I.M.S., Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Captain Megaw showed a case of Locomotor atony with

optic neuritis.

Captains Greig and Lloyd, I.M.S., gave a demonstration on

Pathogenic and non-Pathogcnic Amoeba.





SEPTEMBER, 1910.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday! the 7th September, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

T. H. D. LaTouohe, Esq., B.A., F.G.S., President, in the

chair.

The following members were present

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. E. P. Harri-

son, Mr. A. M. Heron, Mr. J. C. R. Johnston, Mr. H. C. Jones,

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, and Mr. E. Vredenburg.

Visitora :—Babu Hem Chandra Das Gupta, Mr. F. H.

Gravely, and Rev. H. Hobten, S.J.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. W. B. MacCabe

and Pandit Durga Das Bhatta had expressed a wish to with-

draw from the Society.

Aeharyya Satyavrata Samasrami was balloted for $nd

elected an Honorary Member.

Khan Bahadur Shams-ul-Ulama Moulvie Ahmed Abdul

Aziz Nayati and Mr. L K. Anantha Krishna Iyer were ballot-

ed for and elected Associate members.

The proposal to designate Honorary Members as Honorary

Fellows of the Society, of which intimation had already been

given by circular to all members in accordance with Rule 65,

was brought up for final disposal.

The majority of members being in favour, the proposal was

earned.

The following seven gentlemen were balloted for as
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Grey ', proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. G. Phillott, seconded by
Mr. G. H. Tipper ; Mr. L. P. Watts > proposed by Mr. D.
Hooper, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Mr. F. H. Gravely ,

proposed by Dr. N. Annandale, seconded by Mr. T. H. D.
LaTouche; Captain A . Fortescue

, R.A.M.C., proposed by Mr.
T. H. D. LaTouche, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale.

The President gave a brief description, illustrated with
diagrams and lantern slides, of the Lonar Lake, situated in the
Berars, near the northern limits of Hyderabad State. The lake
basin is a circular depression, a little over a mile in diameter
and some 300 feet deep, in the surface of the Deccan trap, the
expanse of basaltic rock that covers so wide an area in the cen-
tral and western portions of the Indian Peninsula. This for-

mation is built up of practically horizontal flows of lava which
are supposed to have welled out from fissures in the underlying
rocks in early Tertiary times, when the old continent of Gond-
wana land, of which the Indian Peninsula and South Africa
are remnants, was being broken up ; for nothing of the nature of

a volcanic cone has been discovered. The origin of the Lonar
Lake basin has been attributed to a sudden and violent explo-
sion, which is supposed to have blown out the surface layer of

trap, leaving the present hollow, but there are serious objec-

tions to the acceptance of this theory. If such an explosion
had occurred, we would expect to find accumulations of the
rocks and scoriee blown out in the neighbourhood of the hollow,
but nothing of the kind exists except a slightly raised rim of

loose blocks which may be merely weathered fragments of the
solid lava. Moreover, we would expect to find some indication

of a deep crater in the centre of the depression, whereas the
floor of the basin is practically level, and the water of the lake
no more than two feet deep at any point in the dry season.

The theory advanced by the President suggests that a previ-

ously existing layer of lava at this spot was raised bodily by the
injection of molten rock from below, forming a huge " blister

f *

on the surface; and that before this fresh lava was cooled and
consolidated, a fissure opened through which it escaped, and
that the crown of the dome then broke down and subsided,
forming a circular pan-shaped hollow with a level floor. Some
confirmation of this suggestion is afforded by the fact that the

lake is surrounded by a series of springs, indicating that the

rock beneath is traversed by vertical fissures parallel to the

encircling walls.

The lake has no outlet, &nd the water is strongly impreg-
nated with salts, mainly carbonate of soda, which was for-

merly in great request for the manufacture of a cheap glass

used principally for the making of bangles, but the industry
has now been ruined by the superior quality and low price of

imported soda ash.
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The following papers were read:—

1. Triacanthus weberi, sp. nov.—By B. L. Chaudhurl

2. Note on a Shrine in the Koh Si Hah , Tall Sap%
Lower

Siam.—By Dr. N. Annandale, F.A.S.B.

3. A description of a Lieu Jew's harp,—By J. Cooonv

Brown.

4. JatD. Being some Grammatical notes and a glossary

of the language of the JRohldk Jats.—By E. Joseph, l.C.S.

Communicated 6y the Philological Secretary.

These three papers will be published in a subsequent

number of the Journal.





NOVEMBER, 1910.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 2nd Novoraber, 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopaphyaya Habaprasad Shastbi, M.A.,

F.A.S.B., Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present

Dr. N. Annandale, B. De, Esq., Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mr.

H. H. Hayden, Mr. M. Heron, Mr. D. Hooper, Mahamaho-

padhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana and Mr. G. H. Tipper.

Visitor:-A. B. Gosvami, Esq.

The minutes of the last, meeting were read and confirmed.

Ninety-three presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dr. Arnold Caddy,

Mr H. G. Woodman, Mr. H. C. Turner, Major Norman, R. J.

Rainier and Babu Gogonendra Nath Tagore had expressed a

wish to withdraw from the Society.

The Council reported that there was one vacancy in the

list of Associate Members, and therefore recommended the

Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., for election as an Associate Member at

the next Meeting.

The Chairman announced that Mr. I. H. had
.

returned to India, and has taken charge of the duties of Natural

History Secretary from Prof. E. P. Harrison.

The following gentleman was elected an Ordinary Member

during the recess in accordance with Rule 7

Mr. Syed Abdus Salek, B.A.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members:— T „ n ..

Copt. William Erne* MeKechme, M.B LMA, OiwJ

Surgeon? Etawai, United Provinces, L
;

RaBwey. Chittagong, P Mr H*D. Oram
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Pereira
,

Sub-divisional Officer, Qoalpara, proposed by Major

0.

J. R. Milne, I.M.S., seconded by "Dr. N. Annandale.

The following papers were read :

—

1. A dubious 'passage on the Ilminsky edition of the

Bahamama . -By li. Beveridge.

2. Re-actions in presence of nickel, (a) Inability of nitrogen

and hydrogtn to combine in presence of iron and nickel. (b)

Reduction of the oxides of nitrogen
,
sulphur and phosphorous in

presence of nickel.—By Panchanan Neogi and Birendra
Bhusan Adhicary.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

»

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Wednesday, the

9th November 1910, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.-Col. F. J. Drury, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. Adrian Caddy, Lt.-Col. J. T. Calvert, J.M.S., Dr. C. 11.

Elmos, Dr. H. Tinck, Captain E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S., Lt.-Col.

F. P. Maynard, I.M.8., Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.8.,

Captain J. G. P. Murray, I.M.S., Lt.-Col. A. H. Nott, J.M.S.,

Captain .J. D. Sandes, I.M.S., and Major L. Rogers, T.M.S.,

Honorary Secretary.

Visitors:—Dr. Bijitendra Basil, Dr. Cyril H. Flory,

Dr. F. A. Windsor.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The presentation of 28 volumes of the British Medical

Journal by Dr. H. G. Waters and of certain journals by Dr. Ken-
nedy was announced. The Secretary also reported that about

one hundred pounds worth of standard medical works selected

by the special library committee had been received and could

be taken out by members under the library rules.

Lt .-Colonel Drury showed two brothers with enlarged thy-

roids and a cretinoid and myxoodematous condition, respec-

tively, together with coloured drawings of their condition before

improvement had taken place under treatment with thyroid

extract.

Lt.-Colonel Maynard showed a case of cavernous venous

angioma of the orbit.
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Captain Megaw Bhowed cases of (1) Pigmentation of the
face and hands following the use of quinine. (2) Angioneurotic
oedema. (3) Leprosy in an European, who had improved
markedly without any special treatment.

Lt .-Colonel Maynard read a paper on—The use of Bismuth
paste in the diagnosis and treatment of sinuses.





DECEMBER, 1910.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 7th December 1910, at 9-15 p.m.

I. H. Bukkill, Esq., M.A., F.L.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. B. L.

Chaudhuri, Mr. B. De, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. F. H. Gravely,

Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. S. N. Kemp, Rev. W. R. LeQuesne, Major
L. Rogers, I.M.S., Mr. G. H. Tipper, Dr. Satischandra Vidya-

bhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg.

Visitors :—Babu Ashutosh Dev, Mr. IS. L. Agharkar, Babu
Bepin Behari Gupta, Mrs. Burkill, Babu Birendrakumar Bose,

Miss Graves, Babu Hemchandra Das Gupta, Rev. H. Hosten,

S.J., Babu Jitendranath Mukerjee, Babu Joti Pershad, Babu
Jyotish Chandra Pal, Rev. J. Mares, S.J., Babu Nanilal Datta,

Babu Phanindranath Mukerjee.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Two hundred and eighty presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Capt. R. Foster, I.A.,

Mr. James H. Hyde and Mr. C. A. C. Streatfield, 1.0.8. ,
had

expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Dr.

Melchior Treub, an Honorary Member, and Mahamaho-

padhyaya Sudhakara Dvivedi of Benares, an Associate Mem-

ber of the Society.

Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., was balloted for and elected an

Vssociate member.

The following six gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

The. Amgarika H. Hharmapala, General Secretary, Maha

Bodhi Society and Editor Maha Bodhi Journal , 96, Beniapu-

kur Lane, proposed by Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhusana,

seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Dr. W.Chmdry. 15, Welles-

ley 2nd Lane, proposed by Mr. E. M. Loffler, seconded by Di.

E. D. Ross; Babu Devendra Kumar Banerjee ,
Officiating Head

Translator to Government of Eastern Bengaland Assam, Dacca,

proposed by Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhusana, seconded by Mr.

G H. Tipper; Major Frank Needham Windsor
,
M.B., I.M.S.,

Chemical Examiner, Bengal, proposed by Major L. Rogers,
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seconded by Capt. J. D. Sandes, I.M.S.
;
Babu Radha

Krishna, Banker, Chauk, Patna City, proposed by Babu Rakhal

Das Banerji, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper ; Mr. J. H. Towle,

Principal, M. A. O. College, Aligarh, proposed by Dr. E. P.

Harrison, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper.

Mr. Vredenburg showed some lantern slides of the Mosque

of Dera Gliazi and of decorative tilo work. He also exhibited

a photograph of an egg-case of a water-beetle.

The following papers were read :
-

1. The Evidence of the Faridpur Grants. -By Rakhal
Das Banerji, M.A.

2. A Visit to BuhukhataHshvara Bairam’s shrine at

Ghhatabal (Srinagar).—By Anand Knur.. Communicated by

the Joint Philological Secretary.

3. Mundari Phonology and the Linguistic Survey.—By
Dn. Sten Konow. Communicated by the Philological Secretary.

4. List of Portuguese Jesuit Missionaries in Bengal and

Burma (1576-1742).—% Revs. L. Besse, S.J., and H. Hos-

TBN, S.J. Communicated by the General Secretary.

5. History of Kashmir. (Second paper).—By Anand
Kouii. Communicated by the Joint Philological Secretary.

6. Meihylamine Nitrite.—By P. C. Ray and Jitbndua

Nath Rakshtt.

7. Note on a Caste of Fish-dealers in Bengal not recognized

in the Census of 1901.—% B. L. Chaudhuri.

8. On the occurrence of Maestrichtien fossils at Kacch Sta-

tion (in British Baluchistan).—By Hem Chandra Das Gupta.

Communicated by Mr. Vredenburg.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

—0—

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society’s rooms on Thursday, the 15th

December 1910, at 9-30 p.m.

Libut-Colonbl C. R. M. Grbbn, M D., F.R.C.S., I.M.S.,

in the chair.

The following members were present:

—

Dr. C. H. Elmes, Dr. Gopal Chandra Chatterjee, Dr. Indu

Madhab Mallick, Capt. A. E. J. Lister, I.M.S., Capt. J. W. D.
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Megaw, I.M.S., Major J. G. P. Murray, Major L. Rogers,
I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors

:

—Dr. B. L. Das and Dr. Taraprasanna Ghosh.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Major J. G. Murray, I.M.S., showed a case of Pseudo-

hypertrophic Paralysis in a European boy.

Lieut.-Colonel C. R. M. Green showed: (l) a specimen of

spontaneous rupture of the fundus of the uterus at the sixth

month. .

(2) A specimen of fibroid of the uterus extending down
between the vagina and the rectum.

(3) One of a multi locular cyst of the left ovary and fibroids

of the uterus raising up the pelvic peritoneum.

Major L. Rogers read a papor on Cirrhosis of the Liver,

which was discussed by Lieut -Colonel Green, Drs. Mukerjee

and MaHick, Major Murray and Captains Megaw and Lister.

Lieut.-Colonel Calvert’s paper was postponed as he was

not able to be present.
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INDEX.

A

Abdul Karim, 141.

Abdur Rahim, a translator of

Akbar'a time, 221.

AbhisamaySladkara, kaaika of

Maitreyanatha, 309, 425.

If exposition of philo-

sophy, 426, 427.

Acacia Catechu, 86.

Accounts (Financial), lxxviii,

Acharyaya Satyavrata Samaarami,
biographic notice of, cxxvii.

Adil Shah, Governor of Bij&pur,

463.

Adil Shahi dynasty, 678.

Adinah, the mosque of Hazrat, 26.

Afghan coins, 227.

Ageratum conyzoidea, 106.

AghA Khdn, Warder of MumtAz
Mahal’s tomb, 467.

Agnivesa Samhita by Caraka, date

of, 307.

Agra, artisans drawn to, 33.

Aguittaria Agallocha ,
85.

Adhicary, B. B., on Aurvedio

Preparations, 386.

OnPhenyl-Nitro-methane, 603.

On reactions in the presence

of Nickel, 593.

Ahmed Abdul Aziz Vayati, Khan
Bahadur, notice of, cxxviii.

Ahmednagar mint, 666.

Ajfi'ib-uWllakhluquat, or 1 The
World of Wonders, * extracts

from the, 90, 91.

Ajatsattu, King of Magadha, 57,

58.

a’Jigsmed chorkiji Sengge mi -

agyur kun dga mam rgysl, 423.

aJigsrten gdagspa, an historical

work of Tibet, 893.

Ajmir mint, 243.

Akbar, coins of, 242.

„ dams of, 1 91.

,, tomb of, at Sikandra, 454.

AkUiipfUa a form of worship of

Buddha, 65.

Alcatifa de fiado, 266.

Ali Mir, the old song of, 894.

Allakappa, tbs Csitya at, 67.

Allan, J.. on Coins of Rafi-u-d-
Darjat, 244.

Almonds, in food of game fowls,
79.

Aloes (drug), 87.

Aloes-wood, 8.’».

Alum (drug), 76.

Ambergris, 85.

Amblyptmu eupterygu* , 179, 180.

Amgachi. plate of VigrahapSla,
III, 489.

Amir Muhammad BSqir, Governor
of Termiz, 224.

Amoebae
,
exhibited, cxxviii.

Anacyclus Pyrcthrum, 85.

Anand Koul, Pandit, on the His-

tory of Kashmir, 195.

Anantha Krishna Iyer, L.K.,

notice of, cxxviii.

Andrada's mission to Guge, 420.

Andropogon contortue, 106.

Animal materia medioa, 507.

Aniaomelea ovata , 106.

Annandale, N. on a Siamese

shrine, 623.

On a sting ray, oxxiv.

On earwigB, cxx.

Anthophora zonata, 106.

Anthrax, 137.

Anula, the queen, 71.

Aunmana. three kinds of, 290.

Anwar Kuli Halibi, Shah, the

tomb of the Saint, 27.

aPhags Skyespo (Virudhaka), 400.

Apia doraata, 61 1.

i# „ working hours of,

106, 106.

„ fiorea, 106, 511.

„ indica, 511,

„ meUifica, 105.

Apiwn graveolene (drug), 81.

AppamSdavagga, the, 63.

Apricots, in food of fowls, 81.

Arabic manuscripts, search for,

xxvii, lxxxiv.

Archimedes, the SyrtcuMn, S84.

Architectural changes under Mu-

ghal Rule, 33.

Areea catechu (drug), 77.

Arhate, 62. *4, 88,71.

Ariel Kb«B river, 564.



cxliv Index.

Arsinjan, 265.

Arya Deva, a contemporary of

Matieitra alias Alvaghosa, 478,

479.
Asaf J&b, the Kh6n-kh&n&n, of

Agra, 452, 458.

Asandhimitta, the queen, 62, 64.

Asafiga, 426.

AscoU, F. D. f on the rivers of the

Gangetic delta, 543.

Asho legs, one of the six good
ones of the earth, 407.

Ashrafpur, grants of Devakhadga,
488.

Asil, Indian game-fowl, 73.

Asilidse, 138.

Asoka, 259, 260.

„ buddhist legends of, 60.

Asokftr&ma, a monastery, 63, 66.

Asparagus officinalis (drug), 87.

Aspidoptsrys cordata t
106.

Assam, history of. 141, 619.

Assamese, Coinage, origin of the,

161, 162, 163.

AstasShasrika Prajfiaparamita,
'425, 426, 427.

AstasShasi ivivarapa , 465, 468.

Astrabad, translator of Ferishta,

222.

Atherigona ,
139.

Aurangzeb, petition of the fathers

to, 452, 453.

1V coins of, 233.

Austria-Hungary, redundancy in,

109.

Avicula sp. (drug), 513.

Aynpalattheri, spiritual guide of

Sanghamitta, the princess, 68.

Azamnagar mint, 654.

Azimus-shan, Prince of Bengal,

mosque of, 33.

B

Baba Adam, mosque of, 28.

BabAr, Emperor, poems of, 1, of

appendix.

„ story of dream of, 222.

Babarnamah, 221.

Bacha , 138.

Badpala (kausambhi), 401.

Bagerhat, mosque at, 30.

Bagha mosque, 29. *

Bahadur Shah, Vioaroy of Bengal,
147.

Bfijra, spiked millet, 74.

Bakharganj, mosque at, 29.

Bahamodendron Mukul (drug), 84.

Bambusa wrmdmmm, 83.

Bandel church, 617.

Banerji, R. D., on Coins of Af-

ghanistan, 227.

On copper-plates, 429, 485.

Banga, kingdom of, 144, 603.

Bani, cotton. 102.

Baakipur mint, 655.

Barasona Mosque in Gaur, 30.

Barbak, mosques of, 38.

Bardic chronicles, search for, zxx,
lxxxiv.

BarUria , 106, 107.

,, grandiflora , 107.

Basia, Mundas of the, 253.

Basirhat, mosque at, 29.

Bassia latifolia (drug), 85.

Bear’s grease, 520.

Benares, 60.

Bengal, style of mosque, 33.

Bengali Temples, 23.

Berberis aristata (drug), 86.

Beveridge, H., ontho Babarnamah,
221 .

On the Marsden MSS., 437.

On the Poet Maili, 583.

Bezoar stone, properties of, 519.

Bhagalpur plate of NSrayanapala,
489.

Bharata Natya Kastra, Date of,

307.
Bhasapariccheda, 311.

Bhattacliarya, B., on King Gopi-

chandra, 131.

Bhilawan, the oil of, 82.

Bibionidce, 136, 137-

Bibliotheca indica, xxiii.

Bidri work, 7.

Bijapur coins, 678.

,, Lari, 687.

rupee of A.H. 1091, 689.

Bijay Manikya, the Raja of Tip-

pera, 153.

Bindusara, king of Magadba, 62,

64, 65.

Bird's nests, edible, as offerings at

shrine, 523.

Bisvesvar Bhattaoharya on king

Gopichandra of Rangpur, 131.

bkrashis mgon (the Tashikun of

the Tarikh-i-Rasliidi) ,
94.

bkrashis mam rgyal, same as

bkrashis mgon.
Blepharoceridce

t
136«

Bhmea lacera (drug), 86.

Bodhimor, the, 95.

Bodo kingdom, 621.

Bombylidsa, 137.

Bombyx fortunatus in medicine,

6H.
Bon of the yusgdrong, (religion ol

the srastika), 406.

Bon religion, the, 96.
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Boa indict», 518, 510
Bower MSS., the, 98.

Brazil, redundancy in, 109.

Brithis, Philippe, a Portuguese
Governor of Pegu, 483.

Brown, J. Coggin, on the Jews'
Harp in Yunnan. 589.

Brunetti, E., on Oriental Diptera,
96, 135.

bTsan Khynng, a personal name.
Buchanan Hamilton, Dr., 132.

Budhuda in the Balaghat district,

381.

Buddha, 60.

,, a description of an imago
of, 65.

,, figure of, 524.

Buddha shiri, son of Prasonajet,

Life of, 404, 405.

Buddhaoarita, Vajra Suci, and
Saundarananda, works of Asva-
ghosa, 309.

Buddhaghosa, a Commentator, 50.
Budget, x.

Buffalo, butter-fat of, 181.

Bulbul, the great saint, 418.
Buramshingpa

,
(Ilcshvaku), 398.

399.

Burhan-i-kSti, 264, 265.

Burhan-i-jami, 264.

Burigaon, in the Hughli district,

28.

Burkill, I. H., on Croton aparaiflo-

rue, ci.

On Iron styles, 1.

On the Pollination of Flowers
iu India, 101.

Burmese coins in Assam, 164.

Butea frondoaa (drug), 85, 76.

Butter, 181.

Butyric acids, estimation of, 181,

182.

Byamspa monastery, 419.

C

Valliphora , 107.

Calvert, J. T„ on Pityriosis rubra,

iii.

Camel, drugs from, 519.
Candala, a low-born people, 62.

Caproic acid, estimation of, 181,
182.

Carbonate of soda (drug), 76.

Cardamoms, 87.

Carudatta, a Brahman merchant,
262.

Oarum copticum (drug), 81.

„ nigrum (drug), 84.

Caste of Fishdealers in Bengal,
649.

Castor fiber , drug from, 521.
Castoreum, 85.

Caaaia lanceoiata (drug), 81.
,» occidentals (drug), 84.

1

f, Roxburghianum (drug), 81.
Catalogue of Scientific Literature,

i xiii, xci.

Catechu, 86.

Catopailia crocale, 103.
Cecidomyiidfv, 135, 137.
Gelastrna paniculata (drug), 81.

i Celoaia criatata, 106.
Cervus Duvauceli (drug), 620.

i Cetiya. a mountain, same as the
j

Missaka, 70, 72.

;

Chadrianta, a Jake, 64.

!
Chakradhvaja Siihha, silver coin

j

of, 163.

I Chakravarti, M., on mosques in

Bengal, 23.

Chakravarti, V., on Hindu logic,

175.

Chamkatti mosque, in Gaur, 27.

Chandcrnagore, 600.

Chandra Kanta Tarkalankar,
Mahamahopadyaya. obituary
notice of, xcv.

Chandra Varmma Kogaka, 430.

Chata, a mountain in Lanka, 69.

Chatterjee, G. C. f on broncho-
pneumonia, cvi.

On foul septicaemia, iii.

Chaudlmri. B. L. , on a caste of

Fish-dealers, 649.

On Triacanthus weberi, 497.

On a sting ray, exxiv.

Checkak or Small-pox. antidote to,

85. 86.

Chelone (drug), 516.

Chilghoza seeds as food, 74.

Chinsura, 599.

ChironomidcB , 140, 135, 137.

Chittagong, capture of, by the

Moguls, 484.

Chondrodonta Boaei , 255.

,, Joannas, 257.

„ Munaoni, 257.

Chhotasona mosque, 29.

Chota Pandua, m the Hugli dis-

trict, mosque of, 23.

Ghutiyas, 622, 623.

Chuttha, an inferior fighting quail,

75. , J ,
Cichorium Intybua ,

in food of gamp
fowls, 77. t50?-

Cidaria sp., Jews' stone (drug),

Cinnamomum Tamakt (drug), 76.

Circles, pen for making, 15.

Cittavisuddhi prakaran© os Arya-

deva, a disciple of Nagarjina,

309.
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Olypeaster complanatue , 19/

„ Duncanensis , 19.

Coeoua Cacti (drug), 510.

Cock-fighting, 73.

Cook's face, ingredients for wash-
ing, 77.

Codification of the Manu Samhita
by Kanvas, 201.

Oocnocia, 139.

Coins, Ahora, character of, 625.

,, Assamese, 161.

,, Burmese, in Assam, 164.

„ from Affghanistan, 227.

,, gold, of Delhi Emperors,
148.

„ Gupta, 142.

„ Indo-Greek, 567.

,, Indo-Parthian, 565.

,, Kachari, 166.

,, Koch, 153.

„ Mughal. 232.

,, Musalman in Assam, 621.

„ No. 172, of the British

Museum, 690.

,, Pathan, 691.

,, Pre*Ahom, 621.

,, Scythian, 557.

Coins of Adil Shalti dynasty, 678.

„ ,, Ahmad Shah Bahadur,
668.

„ ,, Akbar, 242, 652, 691.

n „ Alamgir, II, x.

„ ,, Ambika, 619, 635, 647.

,, „ Apollodotos, 558.

,, „ Archebios, 657.

,, ,, Artemidoros, 560.

,, Aspavarma, 563.

,, ,, Assam, 161, 619.

,, Aurangzeb, 233, 570, 653.

>f ,, Azam Shah, 571, 657.

„ „ Azos, 562.

„ ,, Azilises, 562.

„ , v Btwhadur Shah, II, 676.

„ ,, Bhavatha Simha, 6 19,642.

„ ,, Bijapur, 687, 689.

,, Brajanatha Simha, 619,

643, 646.

„ ,, Chakradhvaja, 626, 627.

,, ,, Chakradhvaja Simha, 163

,, „ Chandra Kanta Simha,
619, 643, 646.

,, ,, Dionysios, 559.

, 9 „ Farrukh-siyar, 236, 572,
662.

*

,, ,, Firoz Shah, 568.

„ „ Gaurinatha Simha, 619,

838, 645.

„ Ghiyasu-d-Din Balban,
566.

,, „ Gondophane., 568.

,

„ „ Hermaeos, 562.

Coins of Hippostrates, 560.

„ ,, Husain Shah, 155, 156.

,, „ Huvishka, 565.

„ „ Jahanadar, 235, 238.

„ „ Jaintia Kings, 153.

,, ,, Jehangir, 232.

i, i, Jogesvara Simha, 619,
643, 646.

,, „ Kadphises, 564.

,, „ Kamalesvara Simha, 619,

642, 647.

,, „ Kamran, 651.

,, ,, Lakshmi Narayan, 158.

,, ,, Lakshmi Simha, 819, 637.

645, 647.

„ ,, Manipur, 636.

„ ,, Menander, 558.

,, Muhammad Akbar, II,

675.

,, „ Muhammad bin Firoz, 569

„ „ Muhammad* bin-Tugh Iaq,
507.

,, „ Muhammad Shah, 237,

239, 573, 580, 065.

„ „ Nasiru d-din Mahmud,
148.

,, „ Philoxenos, 559.

„ ,, Phulesvari, 619, 635, 645.

„ „ Pramatha Simha, 619,
636.

,, „ Pramethes’vari, 619, 615,
647.

,, ,, Purandar, 643.

,, ,, Rafi'ud Darjat, 244, 663.

,, ,, Rajesvara Simha, 619,

636, 647. .

,, „ Rudra Simha, 619, 629,

632, 645, 647.

,, ,, Sawananda Simha, 234,

238, 019, 642, 646.

,, „ Sarvesvari, 619, 645, 647.

„ „ Shah Alam, J, 571.

„ „ Shah Alam, II 240, 677.

,, „ Shah Alam Bahadur, 657.

,, ,, Shahjahan, 233, 652,676.

,, ,, Shahjahan II, 236, 572,

677.

„ ,, Shamsu-d-Din " Mahmud
Shah, 566

,, ,, Sher Shah, 150.

„ ,, Siva Simha, 619,632, 645,

647.

„ ,, Strato, 560.

„ „ Supatpha, 624.

„ „ Supunmun, 626.

„ ,, Susenpha, 626.

„ ,, Telephot 561.

„ „ Zoilos, 558.

Committee f Finance, ciii.

Commodities, imported, 1 3.

Conopidas 138.
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Copper-plates, Society's Collection

CoraUium rubrum, red coral (drug),

608.

Corrombo, the Mausoleum of, 283.

Cotton boom, one of the causes of

the high prices of food-grains,

120.

„ flowers, pollination of , 10 1

.

Crab's shells in medicine, 600.

Grotalaria % 106.

„ attrida, 106.

Croton spamfhrua, spread of, in

Assam, ci.

Otenacanikua, 179.

Cubabs, 86.

Calicid&, a short note on, 136, 137,

140.

Ouminwn Cyminum (drug), 76.

Curcuma aromatioa (drug), 76.

Cypraea Monday Linn, (drug), 614.

Cyprinua labeo, bile (drug), 610.

„ rohita t
properties of the

bile of the, 516.

Gyrtidce
,
138.

Dabhoi,in the Baroda state, birth-

place of Yasovijaya, a Jaina

author, 462, 465.

Dacca, antiquity of, 141.

Dacu8 t 139.

DaksinSmurti stotra Varttaka, a

work of Suresvar, 297.

Dalba, an inferior fighting cook,

Dcdbergia 8iaaoo t
pollination of,

105.

Dams of Akbar, 242, 091.

Danda-Samata, equality of punish-

ment, 260. .

Dangpo dbang byed nmpai dgu

byung, 393.

DarS Shikoh, 468.

Daru-l-jihad mint, 066.

Das-Gupta, H. C., on Clypeaster,

19.

On Gangamopteris beds, 179.

Dasa kumara carita, date of the,

808.

dBus, in Ladakh, 93. ....
DeCastro, Father J., a short history

of, 286. A

Delhi, Artisans drawn to, 33.

#l
Emperors, early coins of,

148.

Depreciation of currency, 109.

Deaho legs, one of the six good

ones of the earth, 407.

Desideri, the Jesuit, 421.

Devanampiyatissa, coronation of,

69, 70.

Devikot in Dinajpur District,

mosque at, 26, 27.

DexidcBy 136.

Dey, N., on history of Hughli, 699,
Dhakeswari, goddess, 141, 146,

Dharamapalattheri, Preceptress to

Sangliamitta, the princess, 68.

DhSrichandra, great-grandfather

to Durlava Mallik, 132.

Dharma Mahamatas, Superinten-

dents of morals, 260.

Dharmapal, 132, 427.

,. the capital of, 131.

Dinfiaga, 426.

Diprococcua of Friealftnder, cvi.

Diptera, growth of knowledge of,

135.

I Diseases of fowls, 84.

Dogra Wars, History of, 422, 423.

Dolichopid&y 138, 140.

Don thamscad grubpa ^Sarva

Siddhartha), Life of, 401, 402,

403.

Dpal brtsogs, a tearhor, 477.

Drury, F. J., on onlarged thyroid,

cxxxvi.

Duas poses do escarlata vermeiho,

260.

Dummuddumaka, the village of,

487.

Durlav Mallik, a village bard, 131.

Earwigs, oxhibit of, cxx.

Eggs in food of game fowls, 79.

Elwodendron glaucum t
pollination

of, 104.
i -

Electro-chemical equivalent of

Nickel, 69. . .

Electrolysis with nickel plates, 44.

Elliott prize, xcv.

Empidcty 138.
Qfl

Endere, a town in Turkestan, 98.

Briatalia ,
138.

)t
orvorum, 104.

I Exoproaopa ,
137.

Exuvia serpentis (drug), 510.

Fakhru-d-din. Sovereign of SanSr '

FEy!teohmoaltenn«of,316.
Farghana, Babann, *24.

Faridpur, mint at, 1W.

Farrakbrsiyar, o0™ “•?*;, j
Fmmoiorfospp-, the 0Pl*Bul *

(drag),
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Fathabad, Faridpur, 167.
Fatty acids, Volatile, 183.
Fellows rules for election of, cviii.

Fellowship list, xv.
Ferhang-i Jehangiri. 263.
Ferhang-i-Rashidi, 263.
Ferhang-i-Sarurf, 263.
Fermor, L. L.

y on a palaeolithic
implement, 381.

Ferushanagar, 133.

Firoznagar, mint of, f>80.

Fish bile (drug), 616.
Flowers, Pollination of , 101.

Foeniculum vulgare (drug), 80.
Food to be given to the game cock

before battle, 77, 79, 80, 81, 83.
Fossils, mioogpe, 19.

Fowls, colour of, 78.

,, four breeds of , 73.
Francke, A. H., Rev., on history of

Ladakh, 393.
On history of Tibet, 93.

Ftisua sp. (drug), 615.

0

Gaja Sutras, Date of, 308.
Gall, 86.

Game-Cock, varieties of, 89.

„ points of, 89.

,, ,, a list of the colours of
the, 78.

„ diseases of (fee, 84.
Gandha madana, mountain, 60, 61.

Qangamopteria kashmiriensis, 179.
Gangarampur, mosque of, 23.
Garga Samhita, date of the compi-

lation of, 308.

Gorhganw, treasury, 627, 628.
Gangetic delta, 643.
Gauhati, 141.

Gaur, mosques of, 26, 29, 30.
Gaura, 606.
Ghagas, a fowl, 73.

Ghagr&hSti, dose to Pifljuri on the
Ghfigar River, 429.

Gilgit Dards, 96, 97.

Ginjak&vasatha. the Brick Hall or
Tiled Hall at Nadika, 59.

Olycyphana versicolor, 104.
Gnya khri btsanpo, the first king

of Tibet, 93, 97; 9fr, 99.
gNyara rtse, a house name, 96.
Goaldihi, mosque at, 26.

Gopalganj, in the Dinajpur, dis-
trict. mosque at, 26.

Gopiohandra, king, 131, 132, 133.
GorakhnSth, followers of, 131.
Ooseypium hireutum, 102, 103.

„ indiown. 102.

Oo8aypium neglectum ,pollination of,

102, 103.

Govindachandra, 133.

,, coin of, 161.
Grags ’adzinma, wife to Sarva

Siddhartha, 402, 403.
Oraptomyza

, 138.
.Green, C. R. M., on clinical oases,

cxli:

Grieg, E. D. W., on Amoeba*,
cxxviii.

'

,, On sleeping sickness, oii.

Grigum btsanpo, son of Sribs khri
btsanpo, 406, 413.

Grong mkhyor gser skya or Kapila-
vastu. 400.

Gru bzhi ‘ Four Corners,* 395.
gSal rgyal, (Prasenjit), the Son of

Thsangs sbyin, Brahmadatta,
401.

gSangba or *aBru bdus, a Tibetan
historical work, 393.

gTso, 4 Lord,* 96.

i Gumfina Singh, grants of, 496.
I Gung srong ’adu rje, a king, 97.
' Gunmant Mosque in Gaur, 32.

|

Gupta coins, 141, 142.

!
gYur ldod, a short notice of, 96.

|

gZugscan snyingpo (Bimbisara),
401.

H
1 Ha,’ The letter, a short note on*

430, 431.
Hadi siddhS, spiritual guide to

Gopiohandra, 133.

Haiderabad, Deccan, fowls of, 73.
Hajr-ul-yahudi, Encrinite (drug),

607.
Halicore indicus , livet oil of, 617.
Hall of Tonsure, 62.*

Haraprasad Shastri, Mahamaho-
padhyaya, on * The Bhasaparic-
oheda* , 311.

On the Discovery of Abhisa-
mayfilamkara, 425.

On the Dismemberment of

the Maurya Empire, 259.

On Max Miiller’e theory of

Sanscrit Literature in the
fourth century a.d., 305.

' Hardwiobia binata, pollination of,

104.

Harrison, E. P., On the strength of

Sulphuric Acid Solution used in

Secondary cells in India, 471.
Hargavarddhana , two copperplate

grants of, 481.
Hasan, a historian of Kashmir,

199, 200, 202.
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Hemtabad mosque* 30.

Hidimbapflra, 166.

High prices in food grains* reasons
for, 128.

Hindu Influence on mosques, 24.
Hindupati Singh, Grant of Raja,

405,496.
Hippoaiderua, dung as drug, 521.
Hippuritea , 256.

Ho dialect, the, 251.

Hontum-Schindler, A., on the word
4 scarlet,* 263.

Hooper, D., on Materia Medica
Animalium Indiea, 507.
On Medicinal Lizards* 301.

Hor kingdoms of the North (Tur-
kistan), 410.

Hosten, H., on Jesuit missionaries
in Mogor, 527.

On old guns in Bengal, 483.

On the Maraden MSS.* 437.
On who Planned the Taj* 281.

Hughli, history of* 599
.. origin of name* 599.

HuBain shRh, conquests of, 156.

HusSm-ud-din Iwaz* successor of

Bakhtyar, 23.

Hyoacyamua seed in Ajwain* 81.

„ niger seeds (drug), 84.

I

Iddhis, Supernatural powers, 65.

Idgah, a prayer-place, 32.

IkhtiySru d-I)in Yuzbak Tughril
Khan* invasion of Kamrup by*
150.

Importer* balsamina , 10G.

Implement* PaloBOlithic* 381.

Imtiyazgarh mint* 685.

indagutta, the elder* an Arhata*
66.

Indian game-cook, 73, 89.

„ Museum, styles in the, 1.

Indigo/era glandulosa, 106.

Iron, medicinal preparations of,

385.

„ method of estimating Free,

in the presence of Ferrous

and Ferric Salts, 387, 388.

„ styles, 1.

Irvine, W., on the mint of Firoz-

nagar, 580.

Islam Khan, reputed founder of

Dacca Town, 141.

J

Jafar Khan, a mosque of, 23.

Jahandar, coins of, 235, 238.

Jahangir, coins of, 232.

Jaimini’s theory of pramanas* 298.
Jaintia coins, 153.
Jalal-ud-din, a mosque of, 28.
Jarabudipa, 60, 61, 64. 71.
Jasavilasa* 469.
Jats* language of, 693.
Jatu glossary* 693.
Jaunpur mint, 242.
Jayadityadeva I* the Gorakhpur

grant of, 486.

Jayadityadeva, IT, the Gorakhpur
grant of. 487.

Jayanta, king of Gaura* 606.
Jayantapur, Silver Tanka of, 159.
Jerome Veroneo, the architect,

281* 284, 286, 288.
Jew’s Harp in Yunnan, 589.
Jhusi grant of Trilocanap«lmlo\ a,

488.

Jnanasara, 469.
Joseph* E., on language of Jats of

Rohtak, 693.

K

Kache (Kashmir), 414.

Kadam Rasul buildings, 32.

Kftdru, wife to Kashyapa, 195.

Kalna, mosque at. 28.

Kamandaki's Niti tffistra, a notice

of, 307.

Kamatapur, 622* 623.

„ capture of* 152.

Kamrup, conquest of, 157.

Kanika, life of, 479, 480.

Kanvas and their works, 261.

Kapilavatthu* birth-placo of Bud-
dha* 66.

Kappa, an age, 65.

Karaknath, a fowl* 73.

Karals, 649.

Karanika-thakkura Sahadosa, 490.

Karnasuvarna, 606.

KarnStak, fowl* 73.

Kasba'mosque* 29.

Kashmir, etymology of, 197.

„ history of, 195.

*, list of kings of, 205.

Kasinatha, historian, 627.

Katantra Sutras, date of, 307.

Kantilya's Artha-SSstra, a notice

of, 306.

Kavicandra* a scribe to Vidyani-

vasa, 312.

Kelat, the Gaj beds of Rochro in,

20, 21 .

Khalifatabad, mosque at, 26, 148.

Khams, Tibetan province of, 98.

Kharatin-khushk, earth-worms as

a drug, 509.

Khans, 622.
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Kheraul in Murshidabad, mosque
of, 27.

Khojah Ifajdal-din, 264.

Khri bdun yul byiro, a priest, 07.

Khromkha, governors, 405.

Khulna, moisque at, 20, 30,
Khunmu in Kashmir, plant-bearing

beds of, 170.

Khustegs, a family name, 06.

Khwajan Jahan or Ulagh Khan
Jahan, 147.

Khwajah Ubaid Ullah Ahrar, 222.

King Edward VTI, resolutions on
death of, cxix, cxxii.

Kings of Kashmir, list of, 205,

,, of Ladakh, 420, 422.

„ of WestTibet, 416, 417, 418.

Kirtinassa river, 546.

Koch coins, origin of, 153, 154,

155, 156.

Kod5 dialect of Birbhum, 248.

Koh-si-Hah, shrine at, 123.

Kolabira Thana, Mundas of, 253.

Kongjo, the Chinese princess 97.

Ko-tche, a species of lizard, 302.

Kots, fortresses, names of, 108.

Kotwalipara, finely preserved for-

tification of, 420, 430.

„ Spurious Grant, the

text of, 435, 436.

Kumfirajiva, an Indian Pandit,
426.

Kunawar, Tibetan inscriptions of,

93.

Kundalavana Vihara, third Bud-
dhist Council in the, 480.

Kurpa mint, 655.

Kurukh influence, 251.

Kusana. 480, 481.

KusinarS, the Caitya at, 67.

Kusuznalankara, a monastery, 478.

Kusumbha mosque, 29.

Kwei-shwangs, a branch of the

Yuechi stock, 480.

Kydia calycina
, 106, 107.

L

Lacerta agilis, 302.

9 ,
scincus, an antidote for

leprosy, 301.

Ladakh, chronicles of, 393.

Ladakhi kingdom, the ancient, 93*

96, 97.

Ladvags gongkhai thang, ' the up-
per plain of Ladakh,' 94.

,, rgyalrabs, a description of,

395.
Lakhmanawati, mosques of. 23.

Lakshmi Narayan, 155.

Lakshmi Narayan, a silver half-

tanka of, 158.

Lalit&ditya, King of Kashmir, 198,
200.

Langdarma's Persecution of Bud-
dhism, 415, 416.

Language of Jats of Rohtak, 693.

Lankavatara of the Buddhists,
308.

Lari of Bijapur, 687.

Larinus maculates (drug), 512.

Later spread of Buddhism, the
story of the, 416.

LaTouohe, T. H. D., on the Lonar
Lake, cxxxii.

Lattan mosque in Gaur, 27.

Laqwti or paralysis of the face,

antidote to, 87.

Law of Piety, the extent of the,

66 .

Lead, carbonate of, 86.

Leoches, in medicine, 509.

Legspar rabs bsad, (Suprabuddha),
401.

Leh and Lhasa, the kings of, 403.

Leptidw
,
137.

Leucas urtictefolia ,
106

Lha tho thori snym bshal, an in-

carnation of Kuntu bzangpo
(Samanta-bhadra), 407.

Lhachen utpala, 417.

Lhari, site of, 94, 95.

Lhasa, capital of Tibet, 93, 96, 97,

99.

Li, a country near Nepal or Tur-

kistan, 97.

Library, report on, eiii.

Libyin, a Brahman, 97, 9*.

Limbdi Treasury, 569.

Lispa, 139.

Lisus, Jew’s harp used by, 589.

Litsoea stbifera (drug), 76.

Lizards, medicinal, 300.

Lloyd, R. L., an Amoebae, cxxviii.

Lolare Bambro, a favourite love-

song, 201.

Lonar Lake, a brief description of

the, cxxxii.

Logie, Hindu, 289.

Lu rdur Singh, same aa Rudra
Singh, 94.

Lucilia, 139.

„ dux, 104.

Luffa echinata (drug), 84.

M

Mabuia ezrinata, 302.
(drug), 517.

MadanapSla, 490.
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Madanapffla, grant of KSnyakubja,
400*

MSdhalnagar, grant of Laksmana
Sena, 493, 494.

Mahabharata in its present form,
date of the, 308.

Mahadevatthera, spiritual guide of
Mahinda, the prince, 08.

Mahakala, king of serpents, 65.
MahSkaasapa, the elder, 58, 59, 68.
MahShaman, Bodh-Gayff inscrip-

tion of, 431.

MahSparinibban Sutta, Buddha
ghose’s Commentary on the, 57.

MaharSja-Kuinara Klrtti-Simha,
Grant of the, 495.

Maharajo-Kumara Udota Singh,
Grant of, 494.

Maharaja-Kanika-lekha, a short
note on, 477.

Mahasappika, a palace of Asoka,
64.

Mahavamsa, the, 57, 60, 62, 6.\ 72.

Mahavarnnatthera, an Arhat, 62.

Mahavihara, the groat Caitya in

Ceylon, 58.

Mahinda. Son of Asoka, 68, 70, 71.

Mahmud Bandar, 573.

Mahmud Shah, 146.

Mahnad in Hughli, 612.

Maibong, Kachnri Capital, 160.

Maili of Herat, poet, 583.

Mai-sutr-arabi, rennet from oamel,

519, 520.
Maitra, S. N., on the electro -

chemical equivalent of Nickel,

39.

Maitreyanatha, author of Abhisa-
mayfilamkSra. 425, 426.

Maitreya, the image of, 420.

Majlis SSheb, the mosque of, 28.

Malavikagnimittra, 261.

Man Singh, Governor of Bengal,

mosque of, 33.

MSnahali grant of MadanapSla,
490.

MSnasollSsa: see Dakginamurti
j

stotra Varttika. 297, 298.

MSnavasitikata, 485.

Maqdsna Mi£ra, 468.

Mandari semi-consonants, 252.

Mangala, a palace of Asoka, 640.

Mangpos bkarba* (MahSsammata),

Mangsrong mans btsan, 410.

MSnficchandra rSj&r GSn, 131.

Manrique, a Spanish monk, 281,

282.

Menu Samhita, date of, 307.

Manuscripts, search for Sanskrit,

niv.

Marsden MSS., importance of tho,
437

.

Maryul,
1 the lower land/ the name

of Ladakh, 93.

Masjidkur mosque, 29.

Mathura Bhasya, Date of, 307.
Maticitra, a Buddhist monk, 477,

478.

Matsya, Visnu and Vayu Puranas,
Dates of, 307

MSyS, mother of Gautama Bud-
dha, 59.

Mayanamati, king Goplchandra's
mother, 131, 132, 133.

Maynard, F. P., on a case of knpn-
sis disease, exxv.

On the diagnosis and treatment
of sinuses, cxxxvii.

On cavernous venous angioma
of the orbit, cxxxvi.

Megachile anihracina , 106.

Megaapis rramus, 104.

Megaw, J. W. D., on a Filaria in

the spermatic cord, cvi.

On clinical cases, xlvii, cxvii,

cxxix, cxxxvii.

On disoases of circulatory sys-

tems, iii.

On Pneumothorax, xlvii.

Mehl, C., onMundari Phonolog ,

247.

Meghna, changes in course of, 540.

Meleagrina marqaritifera poarls

for medicine, 512, 513.

Melghat, pollination of flowers in

the, 101, 106.

Melia Azadirachta (drug), 85,

„ Azedarach (drug), 84.

Member list, xlix.

Menet-ho's work on Astronomy,

308.

Mercurous Nitrite and Benzyl

chloride, interaction botween,

504, 505.

Meaua ferrea , 105.

Metre, long, in Prabodhachandro-

daya, 175.

Milk of buffalo, 181.

ff of camel as drug, 85.

Miocene fossils, 19.

Mipham dbangpo, a lama, 94.

Mipham mgon, a lama, 94.

Mirza Zu-1 Qarnin, the Catholio

Armenian, 287, 461.
a

ssaka, the, a mountain east of

AnurSdhapura, 70

ssi, a tooth-powder, 83.

ssionaries in Mogor, 527.

MMlipattotlau. EJsSlSL
mosque at, 26.
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Mon Mohan Chakravarti, on Mos-
ques of Bengal, 23.

Monasteries, the work of building
the, 66.

Monohar Gupta, on the butterfat of
the Indian buffalo, 181.

Moragiva, a palace of Asoka, 64.

Moachua tnoachifenu
,
musk of, 520.

Mosques, pre-Mughal, m Bengal,
23.

Mfcchakatika, the, 262, 307.
Muhammad Ayam, Prince, 141.

Muhamznad-i Bukhtyar, a mosque
of, 23.

Muhammad Shah, coin of, 237,
239, 580.

Muhammad Shah Sufi, 153
Mukorjee, S. C., on electric storage

cells, 475.
Mukhri btsanpo, 414.

Mulla Sarurl Kashi. 263.

Mullah Ahmad, translator of the
Hajatorangini, 199.

Mummies, 522.

„ (drug), 87.

Munda Kodas, 248.

Mundari dialect of the Sonepur
Pargana, 247, 253.

Mundas, phonology of, 247.

MurAd BAkhsh, Shah JahAn’s son,

457.

Murray, J. G., on a case of Paraly-
sis, cxli.

Muraribhatta, 468.

Musca corvina , 139.

,, domeatica , 139.

fuscidce, 139.

Mutasiva, king of Tambapanni,
69, 70.

Muzzle for fowls, 75.

MycetophilidcB, 135, 137.

Mylabria Gichorii (drug), 511, 512.

N
NagSrjuna, 426.
Nagas, the, 58.

Nanjio's catalogue of Sanskrit
Tripitakas, 309.

Nardoetachya Jaiamanai (drug), 76,

Nasiru-d-din Mahmud I, gold
tankas of, 148, 149.

Nasrat, a son of Husen, mosque
of, 33.

Xawab Rashid Khan ka Bagicha,
141.

Nayavijaya, High-priest of tho
TapSgaccha, 462.

Nemeatrinida, 138.

Nemocera, 137.

Neogi, P., on Aurvedio prepara-
tions, 385.
On phenyl-nitro-methane, 503.
On reactions in presence of

Nickel, 593.

Nga-leit-kyant, a species of Trygon,
5J6.

Nibbana, final emancipation, 59.

Nickel
,
elentro-chomical equivalent
of, 39.

„ reactions in the presence
of, 593.

Nigrodha, 62, 63 64, 66.

Nilamata Purana, extracts from
the, 195.

Nirgranthakas, Buddhist mondi-
cants, 66.

Nirnai-Sindhu, a work on astrono-

my, 204.

Niskantaka, a commentary on
Tarkika-raksa by Mallinath, 298.

Norman, H. C., on Buddhist
Legends of Asoka, 57.

Nummulitea Atacicua (drug), 507.

Nundolal Dey, on tho History of

Hughli, 599.

Nott, A. H., on a case of placenta
praevia, cxvii.

Nyayabhusana, a commentary on
Bhasarvajna’s Nyayasara, 298.

Ny&yakhandanakhadya, a work of

Yasovijaya, 465, 467.

Nyayaloka, 465, 467.

Nyayapradipa, a work of Yasovi-

jaya, 465.

Nyimai gnyen (Suryavanria), 399.

Nyima rnam rgyal, 421.

O

Ochre, red (drug), 86.

’Odsrung, gLangdarmn's son, 416.

OeatrU&t 138.

O’Kjnealy, Major F., on the

Laryngotracheoscope, xlvi.

OnLaryngotracheoscopy , xlvii.

Orissa, famine of, I860, 120.

, ,
grant of GaySda-tuhgadeva,
493.

,, plates of VidySdharabhan-
ja Deva, 492, 493.

Orodue, 179.

Oatrea Delgadoi
,
257.

„ sp. (drug), 513.

Over-issue of currency, 109.

Ox, drugB from, 518.

P

Paocayadayaka, donor of requi-

sites, 68.
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Paocekabuddha, 60, 01, 62, 64,
69.

Padma chonpo (Mahapadma),
father of Bimbisara, 401.

Palaeoniscid fish, 179.

Palaka of Ujjayini, 262.

Palkot, Mundae of the, 253.

Palm-leavos, writing on, 1.

Pamiangchi, a monastery in Sik-

kim, 477.

Padoanan Neogi, on Phenyl-Nitro-
Methane, 603.

On reactions in the presence
of Nickel, 593.

PaficavinAati Sahaarika Prajfia-

paramita, date of the Chinese
translation of, 426, 427.

Pandanua odoratisaimus , 75.

P&ndav-Lar, the building of the

P&ndavas, 200.

Pandua in Hughli, 610.

Pandua Hazrat, mosques of, 25.

Pangonia rufa , 107.

Panini’s Grammar, date of, 306.

Papilio polytea, 103, 104, 106

Pamara colaca , 103, 104.

Parikshit, age of, 203.

Patafijali, a contemporary of

Pusya Mittra, 261.

Patafijali*s MahabhSsya, date of,

307.

PathSn Coins, 691.

PatiakellS grant of Sivaraja,

431.

Patkapara, near Domar in Bang-

pur, 131.

Pava, the Caitya at, 67.

Pearls, eight kinds of, 69.

Peneua monodon (drug), 509, 510.

Penniaetum typhoideum ,
74.

Pens, 2. t

Perrott, H. R.» on Indian Prices,

109. u r
Persian manuscripts, search for,

xxvii, lxxxiv.

Peshawar mint, 656.

Phenyl-Nitro-Methane ,
preparation

of, 503, 504.

Philipps, W. R., on Marsden MSS.

in the British Museum, 437.

Phillott, D.C., on Cook-fighting, 73

On Falconry, 315.

Phlebotomua orgerdipea , 136.

Phyi dbang stag rtse, old capital

of Tibet, 93. # J f
PkyUonihm Emblioa in food cf

game fowls, 77.

Phyaeter moeroeepholua ,
ambergris

of, 517.

Pierid butterfly, 106.

Piororrhiza Kurrooa (drug), 84.

cliii

Pilgrim, H. W
. , on Acute Hepatitis

cxxii.

On a cyst, cvi.

On a cyst of the epiglottis, cvi.
PtmpineUa

, 106.

„ Aniaurn (drug), 84.
Pinna ostmiformia

,
257.

Pinua Gerordiana seeds os food, 74.
Piper Cubeba

t
86.

,, longum (drug), 76.
Pipunculidai, 138.
Piyadasa, a Synonym of Asoka.

59, 64, 08.

Placenta orbicularia
, (drug), 513.

Plantago major (drug), 87.

„ Psyllium , 87.

Platanista gangetica , liver oil of,

517, 518.

Plato from Haiuirpur, spurious
bronzo, 494.

Plates, copper, the Society’s collec-

tion of, 485.

Platypezidcc, 138.

Poems alluded to in the Mahnbha-
sya, 308.

Pomegranate, 81.

Porahat, Mundari dialect of, 247,
252, 253, -54.

Porto piqueno, 599.

Prabodhacliandro Daya, 175.

PrajflftparamitH and Madhyamaka-
karika, works of Nagarjuna, 309.

Pramana, definition of, 289, 290,
291.

Pramanas of the Indian logician,

290.

Pramethesvari, Queen, 635.

PrasastaPada Bhasya , date of, 307.

PratibhS, a kind of pramana, a
notice of, 298, 290, 300.

Primus communis (drug), 87.

Payehodidca , 136, 137.

Paygmophyllum Hollandi , 179.

Pteroeeraa lambis (drug), 514.

Punchanan Neogi, and Birendra

BhusanAdhikary,on Shata-puta

Lauha and Shahasra-pula Lauha,

385.

Punch-marked coins, 227.

Punica Qranatum (drug), 76.

Pupipara ,
139.

Pupphapura, 64.

Pu^ya Mittra, the Commander-in-

chief of the Mauryyn Empire,

260, 261.

Rada, 606.

BadioUtea ,
256.

Rafi-ud-Darjat, com of, 244.
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RShan grant of Qobindacaudra o

Kanauj, 491.

Rahula Bhadra, 425.

Raisins in food of game fowls, 79.

R5j5 ChatraaSla, grant of, 495.

Rajagaha, near Patna, 58, 66, 67.

Rajamahal, mosques at, 33.

,, stone in mosques, 25.

RSjaraja-bhatfea, son ol Deva-
khadga, 48*9.

R&jatarangini, the Sanskrit history
of Kashmir, 199, 200.

Rajshahi, mosque at, 29, 30.

R&madeva, one of the descendants
of Pandavas, 200.

RamagSma 58, 66.

Ramayan , date of the, 308.

Ram Singh, 141.

Rangannathasrami Aryavaraguru,
S.P.V., on Rasiapaasana, 167.

Rasavahini, a Pali work, 57.

Rashid Khan, 141.

Raahid-al-din, the Vazir of the

Mongol Kings of Persia, 254.

Raaiapaasana, an old Prakrit

work, 167.

Ratn&kar PurAna, 199.

Rayim Khan of Chigtan, 422.

Ray, Sting (drug), 616.

,, from the Ganges, cxxiv.

Redundancy of ourrency, 109.

Reg-i-Mahi, a kind of Lizard, 301,

302.

Rehearsal of the Law, the third,

68. [545.

Rennell, changes since his maps,
Report, Annual, v.

rGyal rabs, the, 93, 95, 97, 99.

rGyal srid dgS (Rashtrananda),

400.

rGyalpoi chu (Hoangho), 410.

rGyalraba apunpo gaum khug
blonpoi rgyal xnthsan, 393.

Rhamnua, 1C4.

Rheum officinale (drug), 81.

Rhinoceroa unicornis , drugs from,

518.

Rhyphidca, 136, 137.

Rhyphua feneatralia, 136.

Ri dbang thunpo, Sumeru, 395.

Rigpaean, the minister, 97.

Rinohen-mohog, a Tibetan Lama,
477.

Rivers of Gangetio delta, 543.

rNabacan, (Karnika), king of Gru*
adcin (Potaia), 399.

Rogers, L„ on cirrhosis of the liver,

oxli.

Rohtak, language of Jats of, 693.

Rongdo, a village in the Nubra
valley, 96.

Rongdo, the western province of
Baltistan, 96.

Ross, E. D., on Div5n-i-Babur
Pfidishah, appendix, 1.

On the word scarlet, 265.

rTsumi, near the Manasarowar
lake, 99.

Rubio oordifolia (drug), 96.

Rudietcs, 256, 258.

Rudra NySyavaoaspati, a poet,
314.

Rudra Nyayavaoaspati BhafctScar-

ya, a Nyaiyayika, author of

Bhabavilasa, 314.

Rukh Khan, mosque of, 27.

Rupee coinage, 119.

Rupee, value of, 109.

Rungpur, King Gopichandra of,

S

Sa thsoma (Gopa), wife to Sava
Sidhartha, 402.

Sadhya interpreted, 292.
Safi-ud-din, Shah, 23.

Saghirlat a well-known woollen
cloth, 263.

Saheb Qiran (title), 574.

Satirist, same as saghirlat, 263,

264.

Saklatin, same as Sakillat, 264.

Skkyamuni, followers of, 133.

SSkyas, Genealogy of the, 397.

Salep, 85.

Salik mosque, 29.

Salt, black, 81.

Saltpetre, 84.

SSmbhar, salt, 74.

Samaoaradeva, the king, 434.

„ spurious grant of, 429.

Samanera, the, 63, 64.
*

Samtata, frontier king of, 144.

Samudra Gupta, a coin of, 143.

Sanoha, a nummulite from Masari
hills (drug), 508.

Sanda, 302.

Sang-i-irmali, a fossil (drug), 507.

Sang-i khurus, a fossil enorinite

(drug), 507.

Sang-i-shadnaj, a fossil nummulite
((frug), 508.

Sangh nadh (drug), 507.

SanghamittS, daughter of Asoka,
a convert to Buddhism, 68, 72.

Sangs rgyas (Buddha), 403.

Sanskrit renaissance of 4th oen-

tury, 805.

,, dialects during

the, 308, 309.

Santali and Mundari, 249, 251.
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Sapromytinas. 130.

Saqlad, 260
Sarahan,theold capital of Bashahr,

03.

Sarcophaga , 130.

Sr

a45nJcarSja, the Canjam plate of

the time of, 431.

Satgaon in the Hughly District,

mosque of, 23, 25, 28, 614.

Satgumbaz mosque, 30.

Satis Chandra vidyabhusana, on
Maharaja-Kanika-lekha, 477.

On YaJovijaya Gani, 463.

Satisar, ancient name of Kashmir,
105, 106.

Satish Chandra Ganguli on the
butterfat of the Indian buffalo,

181.

Satish Chandra Mukerjee, on stor-

age cells in Bengal, 475.
' Scarlet,’ various forms and mean-
ings of the word, 263, 269, 265.

Sdncu8 mitranu8
t
301.

„ drug, 510, 517.

aDe snod gaum, Tripitaka, 412.

Seal, disc for, on iron styles, 15.

Search for Arabic and Persian

MSS., xxvii.

Secondary cells, 471.

Seistan deposits, 256.

Senecio, 106.

Sengge* agram (Simhahanu ) , Archer
ofJambudvipa, 401.

Sengge mam rgyal, 410, 420.

Septa (drug), 515.,

Seprince 130.

sGra gcan ’adzin (Rahula), 403.

Shah Alam, coins of, 234, 238.

Shah Alam II, coins of, 243.

Sh&h Al&u-d-din Muhammad a
letter from, 452.

Shahjahan, coin of, 233.

„ II, coin of, 236.

Sh&h Jfini Ma'sud Jalal-ul-hak,

Sultan, 23,

Shaista Khan, Ruler of Bengal,

mosque of, 33.

ShargoUia in Pnrig, 07.

Shata and Shahasra foutalauha,

Preparation of, 385, 386, 387.

Sher ShSh, the first Bengal coinage

of, 150.

Shing lab cha, a mountain pass in

Tibet, 00.

Shingmi, same as Shing lab cha, 00.

Shrine, Siamese, 523.

SiddhSntas abridged by Varfiha

mihira, Date of, 308.

Sikander Shah, mosques of, 33.

Sikheta Singh, Grant of R&ja, of

the year 1847, 496.

Siklat, a woollen doth, 263.
Siklatun, a town in Rum, 263,
Silajit 522.
SimtUiidas

, 136.

Singapore, fowls of, 73.
Singara Chief Vatsaraja, 433.
Singur, 604, 610.

Sinhapura, town, 604
Skanda Gupta, a coin of, 143.
Skyid lde nyimarngon, 416.
sNums, a house name, 06.

Soda, carbonate of (drug), 86.

Sohgaura plate, a short note on,
485, 486.

Solatium nigrum (drug), 76, 85.

Sopubia delphinifolia, 106.

Spermatic cord, ovi.

Sphcerophoria , 138.

Spiders wobs for staunching
wounds, 82.

Spilogaster y 139.

Spolium Serpentis (drug), 516.

Sponge (drug), 508.

Spread of Buddhism, 70.

Spu, site of, 94.

Spu rgyal, * King of Spu,’ 04.

sPyan ras gzigs, Avalokita, 408.

STrl Candra, Candra Gupta’s

_ brother’s son, 478.

SrlmalS Sutra the first work on
Mahayan School, 300.

Srong btsan Sgampo, founder of

Lhasa, 93, 97, 08, 00.

Ssanang Ssetsen, the, 95.

Stapleton, H. E., on the History of

Assam, 619.

On the History and Ethnology
of North-eastern India, 141.

On the Kotwaliparagrant, 429.

Stevens, C. R., on a case of sar-

coma, cvi.

On adentiferouscyst, cvi.

On clinical oases, cvi, exxv.

On Hydronepheosis, ovi.

Stomoxyince , 139.

Storage cells, The average life of,

476.

Story of the Honey merchants, 60.

StmttomyidcB, 137.

Strobilantfies, 106.

Subarnachandra, grandfather to

Durlava Mallik, 132.

Suddhodana, father to Gautama
Buddha, 50.

Sue Vihar, inscription of Kaniska,

486.

SOf mansuj as pashm, 266.

Siiklenmfin, the son of the Ahom
King, 161, 162, 163.

„ initiated Ahom coin-

age, 620.
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Sulphur, 86.

Sumana, the eldest Son of King
Bindus&ra, 62, 72.

Sumangala vilSsinT. a work of Bud*
dha ghosa, 57.

Sumha, kingdom of, 602.

Sunargaon, mosque at, 25, 26.

SuprStikasvami, 433.

Symphorian, Father, a Capuchin
missionary of Agra, 282.

SyriUa , 138.

Syrphidee , 138.

Syrphua, 138.

T

Tabanidce, 137, 140.

Tabashir, 83.

Tabrizi Jalaluddin Shah, 32.

Tachardia Lacca (drug), 510.

Tachinidce , 139
T5j, the, 281.

Talu ka sap-jana or Disease of the

Palate, antidote to, 86, 87.

Tamba pauni, 69, 70.

Tantipara mosque, 29.

Tara, a Tantrie goddess, 625.

Tarka-raksa, a work of Varadaraja
on Indian Logic, 297.

Taxila plate, 486. [089.

Taylor G. P., on a Bijapur rupee,

On Bijapur Lari, 687.

On coins from Limbdi, 569,

573.

On the coins of the Adil Shahi
dynasty of Bijapur, 678.

On the half muhr. No 172,

690.

On the title Sahib Qiran, 574.

Temperature, Standard. Report of

the Committee on, cix.

Tent, a breed of fowls, 73.

Teriae Bp., 103.

Terminal*» Uhebtda (drug), 81, 85.

Therevidce, 138.

Theriaca Andromachi , 302.

Thibetan Khri (throne) kings, 394.

Tho tho rilong btsan or klu rgyal

(NSga raja), 407.

Thonmi, inventor of the Tibetan
script, 97, 98.

Thonmi, the Son of Anu, 408.

Three Brothers, the Honey Mer-
chants, the story of, 60.

Thse brtan, the king, 422.

Thee dbang mam rgyal, 419.

ThupA rSma, a dagoba, 58, 59, 72.

Tibet, first king of, 93.

Tibetan script in Turkestan, the
theory of the first origin of, 97

,

98.

I

Tilakchand, 132, 133.

Tipulida, 136, 137.

Tima, son of BindusSra, King of

{

Magadha, 62, 64, 69, 70, 71.
Tissatthera, son of Moggali, pre-

ceptor of Prince Mahinda, 68
Tista river, change in course of,

546
Titagarh, in the district of the 24-

Pergannahs, 28.

Tog dkarpo (svetaketu), 401.
Triacanthua biaculeatua

, 498, 499,
500

,, blocki, 498.

,, brevirostris, 498, 499,
500.

,, indicia, 499
., nieuhofi , 499.

„ oxycephalus, 499, 500.
,, atrigilifer, 498, 499,

500.

,, weberi
, 497, 498.

Tridax procumbent, 106.
Trigault, a letter of Father Nicolas,

483.

Tripetida-, 139, 140.

Triveni in the Hughli district,

mosque of, 23,613.
Trombidium grandisaimum (drug),

85, 510.

Trygon micropa (drug), 516.
Tubipora mtuica , organ pipe coral

(drug) 508.

Turbinwa rapa (drug), 514.
Turbo sp., the operculum of (drug),

515.

Turkestan, a description of, 98.

Typha elephant na , 599.

U

Ubu bla sgang, tho palace of, 95.

UdayanacSrya, 468.

Udayasena, Munde4vari Inscription
of, 431.

Ulagh Khan Jahan, founder of
Khalifatabad, 147.

UmasrativScaka, orator of Patali-

putra, 310.

Umbu bla sgang, a castle in
Ladakh, 95, 99.

Unio spp. (drug), 513.

Unio marginalia, pearls for medi-
cine, 512.

Upendranath Brahmachari, on
Kala azar, iii.

Uriyas, characteristic pens of the,

11.

Uromaatix Hardwickii, 302.

Uraua torquatua, grease of, 520.

UstSd Isa, the architect, 287.
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V

Yairochana, author of Raaiapa-
Ssana, 167.

ValaMlaghata-machine, a revolving
platform, 59.

Yanamali Chakravarti on the pra-
mana of hindu I«»gic

> 289.
Variations in Indian Price Levels
since 1861, 121.

Vartrihari, king of Malwa, 133.

Varuna grant of Jayacandra, 491,
492.

Vasudova Sarvabhauma, the
founder of the greatness of
Navadvipa, 312.

Vatsayana’s idea of deduction.

295, 296.

VStsyayana Bhasya, Dates of, 307.

Vatsyayana’s Kama Sutras, date
of, 307.

Yenkatesh Vaman Sovani, on a
long Metre in Prabodhachandro-
daya, 175.

Vcrnonia anthelmintica (drug), 84.

Vesali, a city, 06.

Vidisa, 261.

Vulyffdhara Jogika, 430.

Vidyakar-prabha, Indian Pandita,

477.

Vijayadharma Suri, Sri, on the

Yoga Sfotra, 267.

Vikrampur, mosquo at, 28.

Vinata, wife to Kashyapa, 195.

Vinayakapaladeva, the grant of,

488.

Vissakamnvi, the Divine Artisan,

59, 67.

VisvanathaTarkapaficanan, author

of the GautSma Sutras and
Bhagapariccheda, 311, 312, 313.

Viverra zibetha , drug from, 52 L.

Vocabulary of Technical Falconry

Terms in Urdu, Persian and
Arabic* 315.

Vowels neutral in the Koda speci-

men, 250.

Vredonburg, W., on Uhondrodonta

Bosei, 255.

Vyapti, Definition of, 291.

VyavahSra-SamatS, equality in

law-suits, 260.

W
VVatsoA, E. R., on buffalo butter,

181.

,

Wax, bees', in medicine, 610.
Western India, cause of a rise in

prices in, 119.

White, AD., on X-ray Surgical
photographs, oxvii.

Whitehead, R. B., on Dams of
Akbar, 691.

On Indo Greek coins.
On .Mughal coins, 661.

,

On Pathan coins, 565, 691.

|

Withania coagulana (drug), 76.

i

Wright, II. Nelson, on Mughal
I

coins, 282, 238.

On the Qandahar rupee of

|

Muhammad Shah, 580.

X

Xylocopa a ureipennis
, 106.

Xylocopa feneatrakh 106.

Y

Yarlha shambu, a river, 93.

Yarlung, in hadakli, 93, 94.

,
Yarthang, 1 the upper plain,' 94.

Yasovijaya, a brief history of, 463,

464, 465.

Yavana-jataka, date of, 308.

Yeshes, the royal priest, 94.

i Yoga Sastra, 267.

i Yusuf, a son of Barbak, mosques
of. 33.

Yudhishthira, age of, 203.

i
Zahrbad, or erysipelas, antidote

! to, 84, 85. [199.

j
Zainulabdin, ruler of Kashmir,

I

Zamatog (Karandavyuha Sutra),

408.

Zas gtsang, (ffuddhodana), 398,

I 399.
i Zinla sin lde, one of the eight

beauties of the earth, 407.

Zinnia elegans ,
106.

Zizyphus jujuba (drug), 85, 86.

Zla gam (' Now moon '), eastern

continent, 395.

Zlum chags, 4 full moon,* northern

continent, 396.

Zd-1 Qarnin, an Armenian, 460.

Zur gaum, 4 triangular,* Southern

continent, 395.





A ('OUjEUTION OF POEMS BY THE
KMl'kBOK BABfTR.

INTRODUCTION.

The precious little manuscript from wliich tike accom-

panying plates were photographed belongs to the Library of

His Highness the Nawab of Ram pur. 1

Outside Rampur, where it is naturally regarded as one of

the show pieces of the Navvab’s Library, this little hook has

never become famous, in spite of the great interest which

scholars have evinced in the Emperor Babur, ever since the

translation and publication of his Memoirs. Locally the

manuscript was, 1 found, regarded as the autograph of the

Emperor throughout, and this the colophon would at fast

sight lead one to believe. For myself, however, 1 am con-

vinced that the main text in its very neat na*kli hand, is the

work of a scribe, and that we have Babur s own wilting only

in the occasional marginal corrections and in the fragment of

a ruba‘i written transversely across the last page.

The colophon says ire &J; I e fy*

which would ordinarily moan Babur wrote this (with his Own -

hand) : but the endorsement of Shah Jahan distinctly says that

ha guarantees the genuineness of this rubd'i and this signature.

In the process of binding the original book has been much cut

down, afed it would appear that we have in this mannerlost

two lines of the rubd‘t and Babur’s signature. Had the frhole

manusoript been in Babur’s writing Shah Jahan would not

have made such a specific statement with regard to the ruM t.

.Apart from all other considerations this little manuscript at

least offers us absolutely genuine specimens ^^ writing of

two of the most famous “Great Moguls. What adds a

-special interest to- the contents of this manuscript is the fact

that it has preserved for us. a poetical work by Babur,

was hitherto considered to be irretrievably lost. Not only w

this work known to us by name, but the exact circumstances

under whioh it was composed are described in minutedetari by

Buber Mnwtf in his Memoirs. I refer to the Butta+Wm-

/^Sivedst’tufSsud* on ‘he oocMion ol two rimta I|»«i jo

pueblo AmWo and Petsl.n collection. m

the Nawab’s Library.
s^turdav the 8th of Baht' II. tbua,

* The poem waa completed on Batura^, w
oomple-

thfa Mtdow** ft"**** one, month and seven days artery comp»-
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diyya, which occupies the first 14 pages (PlatesI—XIII) of this
little manuscript. The passage in the Memoirs relating to
the composition in A.IT. 935 (A. D. 1528) of this poem occurs
on pp. 448, 449 of Ilminski’s Turki Text

; fol. 346 a and b of
Mrs. Beveridge's Facsimile; pp. 357 to 359 of Pavet de Cour-
teille’s French translation, and pp. 388, 389 Leyden and
Erskine’s English translation.

I herewith give the original Turki text for which I have
followed the Facsimile taking assistance from Ilminski :

—

si* li ^5f sxiiT

y *4^ lhr* " v5toil

- *4* ^ ^lo) J# djlxuU? ^UiSh.1

d ***** ** 8
• (Htf/i (5l; )l * c/J^I

alL»^ AjjJlj v_2axJ aU| ||>A— yC^xj

& (S^9) -&P Ci/Aa. - JULJ

4^^ ^4> ey** Jjl IjUyiiy

csb1 Jy** Li- i fcy I***5 v* 1* ft?

-ftp v*° is**? ^
vjijy

6 cl*; * vIajj jx~j| - JUJi AaJ^j

AVC lityo^ kJjAsuo *k*yu|

- fP*4* aJUj ^ 1AJ3
j yi j*a> y-a asu~* J&y

lion of the original draft During this interval Babur soerns to hovo been
in Dolpore.

1 iM9* haB 0011(16 oufc badly m the Facsimile.

* The Facsimile seems to read but Mini is undoubtedly

correct, pace 1\ de (\ who quotes the word in his foot-note an<l says he
does not think it a possible word. It is indeed wanting from hih
Dictionary. But the word is common enough and means two day**
after

:
just as ertesi means the next day.

Radloff says Mini means “ ubermorgen, nach drei Tagen/*
P. de C. must here have consulted the Persian translation, as other-

wise he could not have given the correct meaning of a word which
according to him was meaningless.

8 Titramaq—to shake. Persian ujJijjjJ.

* The Facsimile reads c*4l ini. . which is not a word at all as

far as I am aware. Uminski’s sS4J is probably correct. There is,

however, a word dnt — an oath, which would at any rate not make
nonsense here.

6 These few technical terms of prosody have caused much confusion
to editors and translators alike. It is unnecessary for me to explain the
meaning of these terms, hut T may at least explain the construction of the
sentence as 1 understand it. “Six-footed remel, in which the first
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fly)' ^ cy J'iy

j* J d*i «-$r* J* W |f
- ^UIjjl-I oy*

ijj&J - LffyS &jb9 ^f Jti C5^* c^V **? **jU i3t*j* JU*u«

l*iy*y **/*& vjV ^,1*4 o/flA aIaj

J;^i ^5^ a*a^» - jjo^ y (?»y saj^i

2
7* ^ jUhi ^AX) ^,5) 3^. a)U

;
Jtw o-T

* ^^ixvjf o* »-^Lt ^
A.H. 935—A. J). 1528.

“On Friday, the 23nl of this month (<.<?., Safar), a fewer

became evident in my body so much so that I was able only with

great inconvenience to perform my prayers in the mosque.

The observance of the mid-day prayer, 1, having withdrawn to

my library, was able to keep only after some delay, and then

with great difficulty. On the third day, {Sunday, I shivered

somewhat less, and on Tuesday night, the 27th of Safar the

idea came into my head of making a versified translation of the

liimla-i- Wdlidiyya of His Reverence Khwaja ‘Abdullah/ Flee-

ing for refuge to the spirit of His Reverence, I assured my
heart that if this act of homage were acceptable to His

Reverence my escape from my malady would be a proof that

my poem had found acceptance, just as the writer of the

Qasida^i-Burda* was cured of paralysis.

With this intent 1 began to write my versified moto, m
that variety of [the metre called] remel b which Maulana ‘Abdur

Rahman Jami employed in his Subha *

On that very night thirteen verses wore composed. It

was a self-imposed condition that not less than ten complete

verses should be written every day. Only on one day did I

fail. In the preceding year, whenever 1 had been similarly

attacked, the malady had lasted at least a month or forty

days. By the Favour of Heaven, and by the intercession of

hemistich (the larud) is makhbdn, while the second hemistich (the darb)

is sometimes abtnr and sometimes makhbdn mahdhuf-

1 The usual confusion between bir and har.

a llmizuki is right in reading bir at any rate in the last case where

har gives nonsense. See note 1 on p. iv below.

a Khwaja Nafir-ud-Din ‘Uhaydullah, better known as Khwgja

Ahrdr, was born in 800 A.H. and died in 896 A.H.^
t

* For an account of this miracle see Nicholson s Literary History /

the Arabs
, pp. 326, 327.

* See note on p. ii above. - ..

« £«J&*<*uM6Vrfr, or the Roeary of the Pioue. one of the .even

poems composing the famous Hajt Aurang of Jaim.
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His Reverence, on Thursday, the 29th of the month (of Safar),

I was released from this other attack. On vSaturday, the 8th of

RabP-uI-Awwal, I completed the versification of the contents of

the riadla . On one day 1

1 had composed as many as 52 verses.”

Of the remaining poems and fragments contained in this

little manuscript sonic, as I have indicated in the foot-notes to

the text, are already known to us from the Memoirs. The
rest are, I believe, otherwise unknown.

T will not here discuss the matter and manner of these

poems, as I hope on a future occasion to publish an English

translation of the contents of this little book: I cannot, how-

ever, refrain from calling attention now to what is perhaps the

most curious verse in the collection, namely, that which occurs

on Plate XVII, p. 20 of the text. Here we have the uncommon
combination of Turki and Urdu in one and the samo line.

•* Macaronic ” verses in which Persian and Urdu were mixed

were common enough at one time, and indeed gave rise to the

name Rekhta ” by which early Urdu poetry is known.

This verso may be transcribed as follows, adopting

modern spelling for the Urdu .
-

Alujliko na hua kuceh liavas-i-mung o moti

Faqr aliliga has bolglmsi pani o roti.

I have no desire for coral or pearls

For faqirB (poor people) water and bread is enough.

The Spelling of Babur’s Name.

I think some word of justification is duo from me for

reverting to the spelling Babur, which though it was employed

by many of the earlier European scholars such as Bcrezine,

Ilminski and Teufel/ lias been entirely ousted by the

spelling Babar. How this preference has been given to the

latterform must remain a mystery. There can, howover, in my
view be no two opinions in the matter. In the first place, all the

Turki-speaking men I have consulted (whether from Bokhara or

from Kashghar) always pronounced the final ur quite distinctly

—and 1 think that alone sufficient ovidence in support _ of the

form Babur. But there is not wanting evidence of a docu-

l ilminski roads jA “ every,” and this is ovidcntly the reading

wrongly adopted by tho Persian Translator, and followed by Leyden who
says: “ T had composed ovory day* on an average fifty-two couplets.’’

In spite of Ilminski, Pavet do Courtoille gives, and as tho facto show
quito correctly, “ en un soul jour j’avaia compost cinquante-deux

distiques.,” The poem contains 213 versos and was completed in eleven

or twelve days. If on ono day ho composed 52 and on the first day 13.

and was idle one day, the remainder 1 78 must have been written at an
average of about 1 0 verses a day.

* D’Herbelot gives *• Babur on Babor."
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mentary nature. I am-indebted to my learned friend Mr. Wilis,

Assistant Librarian in the India Office, for two very valuable

references in support of my contention.

(1) In Flugel’s Catalogue of the Arabic, Persian and

Turkish MSS. in the K.-K. Hofbibliothck in Vienna, Vol. II,

p. 115, some verses by Babur are noticed on the spare leaves

at the end of a MS. Kliigel names their author as “ Babur

Padischah,” as if he had found written jyh. At the request

of Mr. Ellis, Professor Geyer very kindly looked up the original

MS. and reported that this surmise was correct. 1

(2) Mr. Ellis writes: “I have in my possession a

very prettily written MS. of a treatise on the Astrolabe,

entitled wb by Kukn b. Sharf-ud-Din al-Husayni

’1-Amuli, which is dedicated to ^**1 j iikhJl *a^o

The king’s name iB distinctly vocalized jk by the

original scribe. The author composed his treatise in Herat

during A.H. SOU . . . . 1 do not think that the MS. can be

very much later than the date of composition.”

(3) To iuy friend Mr. H. Beveridge i am indebted for a

reference to a line in Babur’s poem called publislied

b\ Urninski from Prof. Berezinc.'s MS. (Kazan 1857), page 229,

line 6, where Babur is made to rhyme with dur (is)

jjuUjI * rib

(4)

In his article “The Emperor Babar in the H<M>

us Siyar ’ * published in the Asiatic Quarterly Review for

January and April 1906, Mr. Beveridge writes:-

‘•It has been remarked by Dr. Rieu that the proper

pronunciation of this uame is Babur. Tins

by a distich at Vol. II, p. 291, line 7, of tho fab.b. The

little poem in which the distich ?°CU
j. , h

p. 291 of Vol. ill (part 3) of the Bombay Lithograph.

cJ,a ^ ct^l) * »+-*** & * ^WU

ju* ju ^ ^ i—
16 ^ Jl *****

^ ^ J ^
>ii ^ j ^u)

* *“ ^

betrifft

n aavg in his letter :
“ Was die Sc

ft.bEKr MS un.wrfWb.ft nohUg
Wm die Sctareibung d*» Na®**
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jUff Jxk j CAjfj

iSJ^ cM* n)
1^ vjj^

^tij L>i* *W * uS^ 1^5 *&

y l> gU» cJLo lS»—JLo j 3U>

c;
1^ J1^ Jj* )* ^

* iS)b
—h~~ ^ tA

# ^aU.sU a , »*** '^j^Jf

* ;> y-^r-i Jjr-*K yi*-^

Finally, Mr. Stanley Lane Poole in his Introduction to

“ The Coins oj the Shdhs of Persia" p. xxv, says :---

“ According to Dr. Rieu the right pronunciation as shown

by the couplet of the prince’s own composition, was Babur.”

1 have been unable to find any discussion of the question in

Dr. Rieu’s Catalogues, and therefore I conclude that Mr. Poole

received his information verbally. Curiously enough Dr. Rieu,

for some reason which has never been explained, spells the

Emperor’s name Babar, but the name of MirzaAbul Qasim. the

son of Mirza Baisangher, Babur.

Thus wo see that there is overwhelming evidence in

support of the spelling Babur

Calcutta,

September, 1910.

E. Denison Ross.
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^yi^ ^
Plate la.

(j-Uiw **^ j *•“> v±i* ** 4^w cJ^

f—Js*;j ^^di 1

; f—^ j j j 4P1*

v3>! K-Jl ojL^) *-£ csy^ o>? *—
* ;>> cr-ty

Plate 16.

lC*£tf *-*> K—^»J| 4/(j—- £—fc*

Juif^P^j «L^|

vry-*>>' j is*ibb ?-*)&*M* (•“*^ L“4 I

Plate 2a.

JLu ;>3
^li Jtuil JLy <-L*J lAjA#*. s^4»l J-*>

^ <sU 4JI^ ,>) JrJ **y*

rfV J ^4Ul ®* (**

I 4jy _£iiUifc (_yi)jt jjli- iS)lJ

ty*“ r**i ** *—***

ot.'uab1 Jbo^ v/

Jbt "V-4*

ilj u ,yl—*,4 **i4;4 iW *;^

^ «

—

Ut A— *-±\^ +r~**

^**—4 r«x—i. j
—- Jb»

Aj-J

U-Jjl

i*- t*~ jv—*
** 1—

3fjj Jyi 9 <-l—*& U** CJ**

J*f ^ l— ***!;

—

*1;—*> J

—

*f*3*

1 Waiting bMa = an your account.
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*— *A,\jA Jjf AaIjA

[
*—ft** ] 5 is/**-* 9 (**

1—

^

Plate 2b.

J—M—Jb cJl—a.

jy* j~fAs Ji—x* |AtjA^—w) j

t5— t**"U

u— *—AftSI J!—i*>f ^—Li

)y\fi* )J—^^ J—if wJl— Js

yy—f—

—

A* a ly a—jjt—

-

j|j

^•i—«JUi (fir sJ |jj|^—«• j-*

f^~•^ff ^ ^ iiijf ^
.8—i* ^1—*)^ afb

A—ai a— —
i

ji

w-aU—J^y* l—*»}iy |» Jb a—jo

^JU ^L_A)jj ^1%—

f

a—Jw 8—if *Jb! <£»_**;

a -H* tiTia isAJ *j—jj

^8,.,. AaLj 8—x*

45^—*V a*y—ICy

of jy a—

*

;
D ^—iy a—

L

v^l—-*f f—& ^4>jI aULLi L ..-,**

vir*-® cs**—!* 8—**^8—& y

f—**r? 5 /•—# f—

*

8»;3f (J £*1 *jlj

8—Jjr* cUnfti -r
—A) ^jjl

J—ft? cr^—^f %/ifti^j^-*

J— p-Aj—JU j.
-t
^

ft?
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Plate 3a.

t—U, Jli p—Jjf jjilyt Jjt S-)l jlj—«,( —xuc £

4 99u»

«>>>?"») uuik. Uj

J^LL^c j)

JJ*
yft »fl) Ojj—AA

uk? tL-^- Jjl xpj* ®*°

L^—

j

j ^y o

—

xmj3 i
^ »x«jLJ

*

<3^ vil|y^ jw^3L-io| ^li

J—y >y ^^
kfV1 jw*-* Jh* *-&*>

JLxj *-JuJL*x| jyfcUe

j^«s <^|yf 4—#yey Jl—

m

^1j| > £—&L*

oij

—

m

(3>—Jy vSa^iuj *—* ^ cl y

Jl

—

xUjj j—

J

ujLo K—JLu ^yl

^ *—6 tJ—kl*

P/ate 36.

2 *S )3& jj—** 0~^3) ifi JJ'H* •*— cl—

V

Jjn-* C*-^ J C5*>

cl-'*^c( Ool jlj *M

OJt jj/o«o ^1 —i*L3

Jo— J» >b (6, 1%—

f

1*--^ ** ijjr** .j-'*1

*—Jj# j *-*

«>f Jjt (*$ c*»Wtf •H* J **

JLjj KL <bJ Jjl ilf*

|

*^ '*^ t#b*

cb*^* «»#—*• 4—

erfjjr* j [
***

]

Cojt jjja yjjjjl y*!)l (J)l *;j*

oJCe^j J^xlL f _j Jl^»l

l—e* j Jojdl—*1 i J(j* cl—i*

«-!*>»* [^ J

u^tr-* »
l-B ’> *“*

iv

Jl-W yjA* *—il *J*

;̂
U ^Uy eUl—ii

l Sic, in MS. but the metre requires S).

* The imperial poet has apparently suggested an amendment of this

lisrtl
1

i*yii ;<*t * ij~y **>
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uf* t* (*-^j i}* ** wt-UHrf tj-jr— /**

JLji aJU|jf aJj! ^ijjAUs Ju_*i li>—Ui 'j

elilwf eJy * )\i&*
;
H—ii- } I JLJ ^ 3

Plate 4a.

Jji Jjl jyk«»Uil J» ***
.
'

viiLXi <^3j> *«4**

(SlA^i y*^* KijriJ

C*M <»X. flj jl L| LjiYfr,

(/*>•>• (/?»l ;^ll v**

j
1— ** >»

tyJjUtf *j—e *—4* ;*-»

Jl fti* ^>T ^tAiy v£*~»ja

^" *j u)^
4
)

^ Jjl

«*

45^—^ pj
—

^ j iX—jii

J—w ^(jjy

Piate 46.

*»>/—* *—^ •-*—y ^ rMi/ ^-JV S

w*? J t^-4** i#* «j»M )}**> y>. f4 eHH*®*1

(3la>l y—l*u y*—Ui <3* ^ ^ *-kf asli j oi-fl

J »f| t*—
i|
yX^I y—

1 okhahmmq = to resemble.
4 MvzgiOOk kuzgutini ger rf-iln. Nazar-i-lutf bila ger e-fae.
If the user of a mirror loveB the mirror, and' hastens towards it with

affectionate glances, know that this is not from love of the [polished]
iron, but in truth from self-love alone.

jy ja** ^ is* p~$

^Labj5 fJajJ jA J jytijA

ii>T Jjl Jy* V

o*-y f6|t v^-ii cju>

^^3 a—Uii a_f iy_.Aiy B|

;l— v** ft* vi*

&>+£y cfe*

fjl— S— onijjUj Cu—

y

q*

is^— h—^ pj
—

^

iVjle £}>—

y

4fUftsJ|

^ ^3 ^4 cs*)jl cU-»U

iS)^ ^ ** ^

—

1*

^ahj la a-db
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*$]-*>-> d-*flj^
aA^y Ji#\ oidiy ^,iU

V* & Wtf ^ yySy

o*_«3 ^ ^UL_Jy

alf yMfl vi* y, lAjli

J-J*3 g-4* wUl_«Jli

°‘t*’ *“*•*!»• g—ini* ZLz. y j(j

'-fy—^ Kl.

Jij (_j— »_Jl£y
^ |

-,-Uj, a-A *3

w>—y^*j| y—Iso |*i| vi^i)^

(yii c»—*4^ (^J ^Cia t y_i*|

'•J ^ jjjys ai i

^ V 1**" J-i K|| tv.. yuj

V lk« la),.

—

L£ tg i5(aj|

'ẑ c
?. u»Uy £

—

x* oaaiu*J
y /̂m

ifi )}* (j
—*&)* t-*a. Aa.y

J—U a-A^^y

/toe 5

Jj1 o—**&• *U» figj

tltf ©^_J£y nfytli ^ *l>i

J* y ^ta K—JU>

)** Sf&Ql c£i*

'~^m U1 5^ C—k®*- iya J~i‘

^—i®4? L5

—

v—;*J|j K—if

fffeo iij—y Ja. a! ^Ul—M jlj

<yW 1

ctf 1 J^ ^5l S>—i* (Jy

Hi yyJjf t-Cjifiy aJ^ y**.

irV y w_xJi.—lu

I® J wa«i JS*i

J—W *H*< V fp*

J>—^ > g
lAy gf>“^ iyay*

J-U J—U3 ^Uj

JA* )P vityi Jlaiy.^^ui

J-»
a —•&*“*( 3 33S (*—Wrf

«£)'

—

**i«jl aJj_ m (jUiot

3 )3—Li

(^— Jy la a

—

j3j*y a? JLjj

4^ Jjly ®ta,K /a trt*>Wy

;,a y*y-*Jy yy aiy Ja

jiy_3 ta.^ y_.il Jj ^j_X*a

^la Lfl a—ijl j—}U«y

c-»ja Ja *j-0 * af Jy

1 tin = voice, sound.

4 ^le original copy had —this has been changed by the royal

author to <^lay
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Plate 56.

1
*2* y Kf t£ (3

4M^C ctofjjd 16^ af vs>j* liltjf

J>* ^ Jjt <J** JV —y fejti Jy

p—Uio ^—La ai 2 aijf p*y* jfti £5
—Lja aT J—xj

—* fi*** yy {s*J* cs-®*“** ji*

cL-.jj j—Jli jjljs fcj— it--&A* y bj— y* &S lX—jh

J*—y° J~w **—* *—L* oj,—

*

ti

*y— ty r*

-

jA-Jo-a ;j(fty a^jlj jj| a~>/

^ Jy j—•**y 4^^ y*—*f *—#*j >1 —fk ^1*3 j—

j

- c/0

J^y c5
lA,T <y »** tH-* »** Ju Jy t/—* ^l—LJt ^_J

*

ert* Jy wi" ;'—*w *» V5!/® y e>—^ °

—

Wt* * fj-k* <s**y

o^j &**“ ia>)^ ^ o-“0 iiMy Jy *£>L*Jlij trt** _jft

JjS «Lj 0XI_^.
}
1
Jjj Jjj iLo iSrflJjl O—lj yljj

jjA A—-*•"‘•1^ (^- -itb jj.ja j—* jjA A—£»tjf ^jjAUa *—M ^

Pfotfc 6 a.

J—i*—
Itf jSJ <o 4r-i y» d* c^*—4**jl—«** * /J ft

* *

&** 9j—tT *—y *—ijji j ^3 j Jj| ^h j a—L*ai j JU

(£*?«*— j*^y _>—

^

^yy <^—

viA*— J—

W

J-? f*il J—fcl_a yLf ^ trii

y

*

J^j t&M Af y Jf—k£vo JL—x&|} 1 IfpSi*jfj

^_lko U^l ijtjii tj—^Jtk. jsi jlj tS

>> J-

>j;
*£« - *^jI l^toL;

#
*U| J| jb a^ —&j** c>j^ sr

-«>

,'>i Jit ^l*4 JjI ;i*|y » *«*» v_i*»x tS dy

u»4*“ ty ^1 eii<* (*4^

1 ifeiit must be an error for *&•(&* ® oila — (bus.
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i3— <_Jj3

cJj k>| jBjl <} cJflc uUa.

<3
— u&pfl (^^4 u—1*4*

Jly^l Ol*—If &J—4 yi

(3—* SI *l| g—4* _)JU*
—**>—

j

djGjf op JjAi-0 fcy*

(3—*y **!>? u»uJy ji»u

JU. J> l«^jt >j)y1 if —ijt ja

Pfafe 66.

J— te yi Lc

iif—4r- *c **y> j4» 4»i

jy^- iLt ju i

y

—

«u*»^
vJ1* ^-Afl^'j —&*•

(*l— *s»5y Jjl >_£—ipa

^ ^.jjt J?ij ^ifiy

H—$pu»f sS*—HH*- I£yi£SyS A.»jU

jl*p jljel iiyty\ j>

y.Uli Oy Uji ilj| jjJUtjW:

k=*~** ^^i if tp** Jy

'-^)iP ***jp <y ^a^AwcL. yji

(3—^ (3—^ ^—4*

cl—4» fji *<Jyf if JUy
(fy.—

y

(art'" ^'fp'f (•I*8- ijt* o^l»

jA>' {£
y^*> J^LuUi sjy

v
^lMJji fjfj &Li v^-

uJUs ^*| Jy> if jl—

U

j

(*lj^ 4-^Ujj ^UJ>i v2)y

cs
1^* J>—•“»* *—^ v^W

*» . .

Sj—* As |<X—
1| yy—*y y

p*ff yJU uHj tJijltjjS yja jxc

y.u-ju j_w^
vS*-

jJ J®- y

JSjjr- *%& dfl ^l a“y*,>

t3M z l(/3l,li Ji-JBp i3“

P/ofe 7a.

d— *^*4* * (
i Jp ds* dw tp—^1 trt- ®r* tj

—

J
Hf

fc ;l*

**4^ tp o»ify J-4*V j J—jj i—«i*if —P^jl ^yf *^*4) (*P

d

—

8 |)l»
1)1} ^Uf yy—j—i J»U ut—Pip4> y ^*^7^ Ujy

1 bumaghi = former, first—can also be read burunghi.

One poet says

:

Burunghi haUgha qilmang nagSra omi Tangrim ’atiz itsa naehara.
9 yaratti from yaratmaq = to create.

•s 6Sm 68ro in imitation of the Persian 4*i> = by degrees.
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I^y-W ur* Jjl yWli I*>jid ii3| Jy ^
J<i «a*i) 0 K—i- ^Ia)jI (JUtift Ji?WL| ^iye gU)j| ol <My«

t_T? J 4J

1

Ji ) j olJ 13

J,—*a*
Jj| J —iij, Jrn* Jt ^J,—*i* J!—»u| J.S —£**

ytl

Jjlo Jy a* a+*> Ja a—Li *Ji—J£> af ^taii

J ^fti f
—lo j cu^t^o J—«oU. Jja. ui a—*!yo

Jj
a~l*J

AAjjUa jy* a AjjLi Juil Jjl j l<*M J\yk>£

JLfll^ «*» oij Jy ^Ui^j lU-* c*—hxc ^ ta a*J,y Ki\

** iS)&* j jy l5*^;— - c*

—

^^ J.t —*ft*°f ^ji^l Jft* 9 Ojy o1*^1 (3^

Pfafe 76.

Jli. K—i- Jiul ccjV*o ^UUjU J*-* y UJ«>Xu^f 3 lU£

a—i —it
1
;
U| %JULo £—lb ai^ a* j U.

2 aub JJ.I Jjl cA; cA;>’ ft* g* f 1—*~f

J—y A*j| J—ULo £d£vj y^jl &,—Xiy 8—LJJ* |«> 4^0

t—J^° vtf* Jj* vj^
1—^ C* r

; g
l—

^

jr®ft >* j*—^y y

cUU. ^yL- ^XA. 3 afijy af^.^Gy Jl—w 4^—jJ C^jyyj 4^U)y *-£y

e)f Jy u-1— cujyj ^ ^Aj aJy

<y——*^* ^ fj; (J»^ y fc— jb jjj.
—jf la —-«S

ji a«Mja ^^jl a—aixi ^ ^ I tfj— t? y ^ ^ ^
l I think j must be supplied her^.

These lines remind one of the Qoranic verse :

aWlyi Jfti SI j 5;l»J II Jl^

* This may be rendered in Persian as follows :—<3*“ ^ cy^l ^y® J*

y>{p* v»y jy» ^s^mi • y 9 ii&f

ft Topqa = very fine in texture.
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U J-r ^j lj
ui yi o^yy.y

cU^>-J y**^ <J* isjx i »- tff" tV-

*!*» y* *-v>—< « c-f }iiii aiUi| y jJi. jJL, ^
Ptoe 8 a.

jVjB ^*a) y*if ^jWjt JiU

y’jjl (Jfk &l jjj |j«j- —5jG

©U,_*« ^it J,*XU0

^ S?** is**!>? ®* 1

oj^r^y. <y

2 **“U^ Jjj 4»'

*=*!' J>> urf*J» C/ w» yyi* }i

J-^UHj| ,Jy c^T° w-fjyjJjJ

jH j^j|| J-^eU. Jl

—

xa

)^y *—s^0 ^ dafoJ Jl x<

J^i o*«l~Jlf 8—i-» ^Ul&l

^ jj— (.5^—**y

4
jpif wj - Kt«w

jjf oj -iwt Ji^li fjuQ&c

uST" e—fc^-S! y *> ^
^1 a—**> j.

—

*j

A—&j|y *S (JLu

*2^>l )}— $*jo w)> 8—*J*3 ^ui|

Ji^U 8u* wfcUijf &\uyo

Jb* J—*0 8—L> ft** y

s^y Asu| J

—

** &~j\ 06J *$lx)

jl;fi .J>»a ^aIjI

(jil
vir—i^;lV H>i.

LS*^i* <-M jy ufiL-kj fjjyo

—** *—

Plate 86.

(jU c*— asuo ^l_bL> K—\*

Vt" itjl Ij y^) yjy

yl— fi y. fcpf —»' y^i

Jjf cA—tfyil y*>J J>—"A* (/

1 The scribe had written which Babur corrected to

* Saudur for Smrtur from Sbuftnag = to become cold,

t ggn» = where T

A **-) J— ))!> »4»

y **
y yy-t"!* <^1

y*—*4* J*ut y—sjyO Ciik)

Jri 4^^ >-t- (*jT
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i_$l f t—J| i ^—U*i ,(ff ^ t^—^l Jfa

1

lsx ^ «U> «s»jy* <** la—iy.

f* J^jl ty-*3 oUi't } ^aj y >_*sy. ^aJy; u - BI*»

»=*—4*j

—

f
;.?—* <_4'—a—‘jl c*_i« m,j d_u

y 1—

,

y—h>
(>>• J>—^ *-!)• cA

—

v15* efj wi w—A/ u-s^ v1^ e*> tjj va*

J»t jui J l*—**jt? Jji jja_kj «c^ i^j

f*> t*
- jWy (Sj/a—x ^—fi fj-J** u)ir“ vt4* ^ (jiail

y—ij| iSjS jyJO yj^lf y sy—X| jt—X*i iS JLi*» ^eU. Jifi

Plate 9 «.

^l—Aly «s,VI—? d»lf^ waflaUfl ^ .—o>Jk? jJ

cM j—‘i1* &• w* »i—«**> J'ail (j—

J

jIjIj LfJJj&ji uj&j

Jy )3—V jl—i* tyja

—

Jf—tjjS &~Jy iJj|
f4 ty4«***

av*5 p—*»° <^t (3y ;>sjj (V—V° A> tS'

A 1*1 y—U| tlis Lj A-.jjJ 4^ *j *>j
ytx af

I*—
*f

y 8L)I ^._*J0 L$ l—*4» Cl pi

^ w»—*ijiyj ^a. &—Ll o^l— jj o—

JUS' ^*>1 ^^0 JU Jjl ^*^1 *~Jjl Jj

—

y

(*'**• Jjt Jjl £-4* (3^ enA*** —i? *

—

(ifJi ^Js^f Jjl vfalj Jjl *#o

J*> Ku> gb&Lo aa* <JLm JUaIa. ttu*
<i#
Uo ai

(3-fekl-+Jy lUo J—

a

—XJ J!Ualhft.i|

f ^ *4 v*^ jy^ ' v/ **i v/ jy^
1 The poet here apologines for changing his metre, his excuse being the

introduction of the phrase *U I J|f &)\ X

* Corrected by the royal author from ^1 of the scribe.
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11

Plate 9ft

J 4» J&tj “l* yil

'*>' <>—
u j—«•

•sT^ *' (>
** *i«y jf la aJWj—u t a

wi y—liy ^iiL»^
u— y **j—1* (J*iy aaj*

c.1—w K| JKiuo vl

yJi ^ if

J^"> y—ityi UM
O"? J jj

1**^!* J)t L*«Uli ^a. y?

**i io3^P **Jjl >-#—IJU5
J>

is)J
—-*»• ®l t*» uk*

xZ~e‘j* J»l )j— Ki|
u*»)—Aljj

^ ))* W“J—&J 13

B,_* J^^ya>

V— »& *J* i/jijjt yjt

43 B| yUl^^
i^b tffMjl £-«*• ^ yjb

V"*^ ‘^*4* y*4^^ tiuKtg Bj<a

olj ii jli if jxAj,

u»ja ij fifcJ eyiat ^if i

J-^J |3^ B|j>
5 yyd^f

u*1^*J—** (3-*" cr*aT

jla—«JL,i ^
u* 1—*\y if)

r-*~ Bf J*j

Plate 10 a.

Wba
is* ^—M»l*®

nrt«> ^UUIJ

‘Hi ;&*• aJ,

—

x> d#,d4

is)
U* j- '

*> B| a— —

j

af

r*
1* utffy <y^*j—**• ^oH—ji

f
1* % i£ jja.

»/—*!* a—tilt
f
,—>T

J,!
^aj

‘ Vj* 4>**

{j|j K-Ju. a*JT

C**l £— f*—*£j| u*$* **i

V Jy

C^—

(•1*^ ^ jb—t* —** <}*

jJ^j a — JasJ tkaJ

v'Vj/ ivi* *^1 ci«-

1 negra Atm = - &]/
+

4 fiWii here means, uj** bohnaea ktizgu m Bud utriisi.

y is}/.)) v1*) )* •*& »
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**sr—* «—A ^

tfj
1—* yrftf

* a-f»il-.£y «*>*!**£ Ja.

^*fcVj OjL if *~JU£ jyj|

y-y

—

y-** <y*6t L>i*v

*
Plate

jlLji j—& J\<f
a> *—fc,« jjjyay’

J—xiUi jiiljl 8!—~*)ji yjjji

^“>i» -
}j j "JJ A**j| ^—isM

wAi* £j*> ^4*f tf
1*1*!?'

JIa. ^A—Jf ij—ljtLe 4—WjjJsli

jJk*j—4* _/*» y Ja .} 0“^ 3

Jl—*J —U9 iLj

A-lx? gl—Lo
t5—£u| Jj| t£\j—*f

JUj A—Wul ^ Ayj^fuijj

J|

^—*3 8-J| AmUi yJL^f^-A

;** d- t* U? <
S
*~3-Jjy ))

JU-jjftJy U xfea. jjuJb

^——Jw
vi

’ 1"

<J— )» if)
[~ 3i * *-*»»j&

;l—** —ft-c ^ |AjJL£>y

4#

^1 a* ,*—y Jwjj fjyixA

(J— a-A*JU. ' ,yi)jy>

u*y y i»* ^*4*1 o"

106.

t
fe<° * ** r

—

*

d—Ja IAy* jyjy tjy^*
1

f»4^
®4*

7
_Aj a* ytJi j—Li.jn s> t4<

y crt* '»>* y**i c^ta**y^y

ji Ki,—u>y ^ ,yu

A *5^0 •*£—aa>| A-JuxJeb

Jil A. Ja. ^ K>l l«>Jj-AJ j*

A-J xi o.

—

m) a iij|

Ju_ol». —Jj_j &| o> - y*3

Jl— <•*» ^—i*» A—

j&S ca—a—a—

*

3 a_Ju^—aIJd

jl^-A-aO jy J^l (,^3^—

A

—
^

y

Jl—xj C5>

Plate 11 a.

<?* XJRatf jil^) ^ aJLjt O^yJ Jjf j
UL«o( u*|U)^

^ijji (J—** wit lAj^L (Jj! >> yr-4**
^LelU-U

l MS. reads wrongly u^ijyi

^ Bead aila, imperative of ailamak. ITie Mitra* is however defective

;

a word of the measure /&*t7 is wanting between datodm and wiftbat.
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*0*)} 0-4*1; s u*j; (3-J *-*>1
\s>.

04^ JW Jl* Kji ^sli.y

J( ^Xjl J^f
Jj|

J« a—Mj (s'c/Uii yi^-

jUf. .JiUjl jjiiSuJ \y„

l3;J ®l;>> ly* ;_ji <&—le JS

c>-3 w-c^-x VA| ^1, j^l_t

j^-v ciy» y vra* ^^^
s*^*y d»l y. *-~y d»j*^

JU. fry&y w/w| (jil* gjj

dy tL»I, ikjij js*i

J*
—"*4f J1^ jy **»l—Jli *_kj|j

1

L?-^ U9^ J (3—» oIjI

—

4JL0
M .

r
i_r^ » ^uxi,

ru ^-JUi >.

ZVo/e 11 b.

C‘il Jj—**x y-ijjj Klj( tLcU oji Jf—oflx vxjiya tc 1
; , J,||

i>-* jtb> ts^jy jjSyd^ twfcfcy j*

rfote 12 a

lU> ^1 iflsOjJj* y

fjfrj* izjt** ^*-sjos C5
yfc IfiL*

^ ^*;jf j# -7-^ f-*
*JL*>

;>*= J uSj;
** "

U—4* o'i' la V—44*

tr4t!l yd*W ^4*“ •j'f Jj dj*

M>ny («a>a urtsliy »jU.

yl ^**3 **4*!ll J-4** 1;^

-M*- -nLwl , —iU o, jjljli

d4*jy d*< -CLji yu.u pjjkii.

+>

cu-jtf a—

L

j fj^Jf j* JUi

«*r

d i^jyl jij—si> |i>_}li

(*>);—•**; <>—#*** &—*»&i

W—4* v*il ID
1
*
9 * i?*5!

L^lcr'di^l trJfdyikX**^!

iaf5-jl /*«>' or-"*** iji iyWl*4>

tff*
4—‘il jifj—e° *;l^-

jj.
1—iw j ±&y ly—^M-y

1 This verse bears a striking resemblanoe to a verse of a later writer
called Im5m Rabbani Maulavi Badrad-din of Sarhind (b. A. H. 971 d.
A. H. 1034).

(jyj iJ&mM tMJ U^U jt Ja ^UlA ^ jja, ifiibli#^
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Plate 12 h.

15 jH U*4» cM$ ^5jj» J—ki j Jfj «

t*%,| j |au-

1 ^ ^ t'V i (31.1

•^»lw telU4» Ji*i| uiiUt toiULi J^of ^
&-** r-ii *-L-t» it y-4- ^>ULij trii j oj-t-A

jjjjUL*
yjjjj t_£jj JuwJm jji (jj—» (j**» j a»y

. y&

*^y^ut J J yAji jy^^f _J ciJ

J—~ fa—

^

J auyil |j c

ijUy *s~-» .,**501 Jj| oU,i j al*j
jy

*LA> ykjj, cjj-J JjI ,jU^ ,1
—

*j *, ,l_ij

^U^oJ*. o*..*t *,U ^5,1 (fJit c&x&aaj oJj

iWjl S'jip*. jj-jU KLi jLJy

«5M»t «M JuiUl ^ y d*a (3 l—Jy u;
uy- J—1- J*out3

Pfafc 13 a.

•rf

1

—*-**• £»jN u— tfflj cl*j iDU*j| JtuUdA. j

(•** V* ‘T**y J—4“^ o«o K_ij/ a^lj

l-4»i ^U*. yyyyj g 14 ^,l» J y >l» yjjU

J-Xj-

#

/*-*> J^r-*3 l^i*y *f ^.lukJUj

a>-jli jy^Jjt f-4 y-Ji iy» yi Jj (y-JjifLaJi y>

v^b^y ^uJy w**- ^*^1 yo ^uus

^LAly jUJi £*, B (j'l-*,
jl jb (jJjy (^Ji"

»

a* ugly! Jo j
yflJJjJ yjAJ

1 eMrAm«fe = vi)*A **«y to be worn out, used up.
1 iehUiluk = wine drinking, in the seoond, but not in first nrierA*.
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lfi

ts-tyy a$-LJ^

*-»- <S)j->S Kii

3—“ y—^ ^ ‘W
8; KTUj

;_j

v~*° *&?>'• *4? tf&f.y tr**

J-ift1^ ^jii jijf

'*-fli“*3 p->s ojfy «yi

tAii ^ tSUi ^
j ^ ip—A-ift-j K—

U

tr-M’jtojt aJ*j oJUifi^c

j-i«!l ~>-Uo y_u«,

Pfafe 136.

yWJjJ ^j|

c»U^
IS-*°3 &jf C!yj*i aJj_*j '~'*3 **

oJLiu yj|

tL^Jkfljlij A y jj**

t#&x>

—

U>J 8-L. ^_>|

jtj,l ^Uf y-i** ia.

iV

w—*W «*j|jl aJj-*» JtujK^

^Jr-* cJUjj yj^ib *_*_^_J

cLa«j| K_>|
sr
Jiii4fyt

is^33-^-*V. Ija *-i-ji}£ *flj

33* tfH* yy-** WI jy A oy
J^

3 vHs3** j-^* K-i* a—l*i jyjj-^uk

y

—

m
|.|jj—Li a-^yb

jfj,—su

)3* «-». jlktyA-aj tS wl—*J*< y—JjjXuJ li

a~iyi y^—aJU «jLy jyjlj jy jji —

w

JJ

—

3 1 _r-*& _, J—uu. |

Jj—£>jP ^jS y—Ula. AU y

jr-3.*T^t4» /-»A> yift- t£ ir. J>

jfc waLJ>l (31Ij-fcf w«xJl» i»M

j.*-3 >T*-»4a^-4^8J af ^Ijj^ m
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Plate 14a.

rJ| i

<o Jjt p-S
U««> *-**

f
*-**

)

*Jj—4} t_p* ie 3 ay
*
‘c

(*-* J </*' v/ **/

! vblj

1

Vi*i)3~^ ***ji (jl

V4H*1- uSj-^ 3 tMf

M I >-£}»;/

jiii ^au jH5j

j Osj .. JLo t-».

2 ajUj ^-*0 L

o-JL-ji* ay ^5—ii|jy> J ^IIU

yij—J 1C o, ju* j yl—

o~jLaj aj o^Ia, a^ oJly a? Isjf

%iJ e?
u _/-** lt" ts!^

j,i jl_*i| ji alii Jai jjjjj

to A) to^i Ja a a—A ^Loiauo U
j

JkvCj

(*»t »*w lj s fit aCU ij ^fyi.

Plate 146.

M—*t t—®1^ j*> i-»*y djj-l 3— ijly—“I & fi -1* y !*-!*

J* lit* fM o*-4?* c)lj j»j—A 3> iJb * » li> fiV \i

sr"> V4H** cMir*? * (J— eA-Vj.;

u“) yW **j* *^kt *i y yfy
U y ij—y y

1 See Facsimile of Babur NSma, p. 330a.
s See Facsimile, p. 298a.
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17

& j Vi.^
sXiU

j ^ ,L.

;>-« A-iiUj^ *—Lit l—^ sit
,iS

j fci. A—

A

‘IZjj-J jL J,\ yjj ^a*

^ tWy k^jy—l^Jyf jjl yu Asgj

Pfa<e 16 o.

tr-fe** tfSbu ^_A< lLa. ii'iju

^ V-*1" «’• JL-Vfcoiu.i

o-i" iS %Lt c.. ,a.
)

* (*3^ !>-> y)*J
f>t»f (•**•(

(.ykJj-j ^,)L. ^—a. 4J Uk 3 jl—is

riSlJjl
^>j^( (WJJl wILjI ^;_a.

(•J* !}
1

/
yjl-* iJ) *i 1 1 >»l|

) j<i t-#
8
tgr-^

)
4-fe™J

df+j 3,1
^jUy

p-qhf*1 ,i4-xawj 1< w-*-**

1 See Facsimile, p. 296 a.

* Facsimile, p. 324 b, 325 a, where the second line differs consider-

ably. fjfcfyJ jjji* yyfc-jjlif, See also Teufel's article in

Z.D.M.G., Vol.37 (1883), p. 182, foot-note.

8 k&pdiriberi it is long since.
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c5l— —xx ^Uy jji

(3
l—

v

,A*^ J )y

jyi. Ja| ^^isu

Ol—•V s*
-1

*
s**

131 ‘W
1—

'

f

^

Plate If) 6.

»«2***A—
J Jf A a. OwX)

vIamJj Ax j*Lc J^c OmmjJ

f*— ty)i J ^5— f—*-*C

'=**»*» *ju*o py
—A A y &{ A xef

^UIj^jI ^Aif ^jIU. Af laa. yfc

LT^Hf o-Ulw J ^ «>• ISu* Jy

1
c^? 3 J ia—*->J &3—**0

ij*k+tl erAff isty*

& • m ^fc ift
- - ) cr^— Jy

iy^° wiA* y

is^ oy—^ )*—** *>>>

wl—*£ *+£* jfe* (a **y >»

^ p*)d jlj
<j^ f* urt- jjy I v*

&) <•/*.» e^ 1* w* i/it ^y11*^ »ir**^
P/a(« 16a.

urt
<#;>3

2
(J1****

eri- >r^M “*y ert* j^4* j jjJtf i».jL JjI

l The reading is doubtful. * Facsimile, p. 300 b.
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19
iy*van-i-Bnbur Pddixhdh.

JOv v>M <j<*
,Jj .4, J'gyp ^

fj* 1 ^UjJ

^,1— «i(y,lj &«. ^ oil^ yjfyt

^ *£>—‘Vy — '** wuyl Ja.b

c* l*V y ^jJU« tS aD|
,

;jj3UI ^ 1,5 (rf-<aj ^ su

) ,i5^ (• * i_f
j j—-** yy y c«jy

w -#.J~ Ooy
,

jly
' ?y ^

J iiH;y «^»*> 4«Ij ^ytlj

(*) ^ c*
J

> £) «W oy

f***^ <y UJ
u)

1* Mali, y ^ijJUi y—

/•**%—** U. Aii.u wiJ

/Vote 166.

ji*y l^jj/ <^1 j 09! u>*f—lbjS

»*? p—4*U *t t4* P*) ** «-*> 1^*0

4—^ LsJj^y r-£

J*> J ®ijl l** ) jly 1#> &* ^y-f jyyJ

p ^° f*>y

* MS. incorrect. * Facsimile, p. 331 b.
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*ij— <** *—4» f>

p-* Jy y t5J
u ^uj

li

<-*>!/» i^rr— w*

t-tUja. l—*"> J -*i'a

_>!> J—** gjU As «-#—*a.
-

}ti

fcjljj— *• j— +£ if

t,-*o ^L-Al'i ...
1

e»— ** ***y Ji* vV (/^'J
1

^ Ol—***‘1 3 '**'
</

e|
'5

(*Sb

fi* jj
1— V5 J—W *f O*1*^ C^**

Plate 17 a.

«*» J-—*>¥ * is> <jv**

urt* ^1*4* lt** w’ u* crt* ***• Ojf^ *

crt- j (*• <4 t.*
0

y** J jU A -i*j oi5J

t^
L-Ajv id

1-^ )rr*

vJjtr* rW y*A ,A~W
» «>wi ^y eU* ^ J**S

y )i C>
l-J

u

-*“

i Possibly 'W * A superfluous oK/ has crept in here.

» A curious blunder of the Scribe, who lias written lAW instead of

Ufc**
4 The reading is doubtful.



0 J mvanri-Bahur Pddithah.
2 ,

v* u* *!*/* ^ , ja-^ ^ (y> *^
^ * r '*>** v ^

i

fij* yJA—Ail^ JL-Wy*
;
lj|

Plate 176.

^isla. gU? jyi
3 }Js, .^J ^

^4*1^. It y»*o yij| £jia ^il\ji

) >^i*U (^ (•t‘ 1^ W*“ l
* ; y—4* Uji y U* ^ijy

J>—V ^ Ji#*o^ i^U j^_V li, ^1 J,|
i**

4» ^ ^‘*4* *&> )t~ 4* '»} ^1 Jj! A* JV A—yi.'

/Voto* 18 a.

—J4*4^ *i3>«*f l_)( A:juJ

gjU j_>—4* y-»£jj A^UJ

ert“ V«y ®jJj' a—*^4^l-Jjl

>14^ (•* c'4** jj4< *3 cJl» ^awjI

t'Jjjl U>ji a* 1—*f A<j._jb

trio cifcl 0>*?ul y*»4- ^ja4* ay

J>l w-4*!*3 </llf ltV-

cf* ur*

l.Kwo IdXv^l ^4*4*“ y^*T

1 '-*44) *JpT a-4> yl--^ a*y

fU o -4" ;py a_«f»4_jii *six>

Lrt** VJjy f—** *—4 »> ^*4

ji

—

iji
fj*.

Kjjjt till—Jy a?

C-ii*' 1>—*“ 4*/‘ ;
l4l ;>>

iyV i^Sl^y v*»l V*4» ul^

>b| y yj
A l

y
...*0 AJ

) 0 t

(•jijjA—>*« ^ - ljjLi v HjI ji>\*

ci*a< jj&ie Ji>*y cj
,<«&>

> Facsimile, p. 312 a.
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Plate 186.

Ji» ijp'-i c-tiUc
3
iiU Ij

Cl>l J v2j VIa. OmnI 8<X*» y $AjA£ j

0^,1m oxy y ayiJ* —*** *iL>^ JjU

^ tpf j J— a^o ^Uj a —a.y^—Jj

)y* u* — aj ti.

—

aj> (jLw

-> lt—

J

b 1—^ j«K _ Jl*

V <j4^ A~V

^xo^ Jiy» (JLiJ
5

jl ^1 yji ^y
uf) vsjjl J^bio yj <M \ZmCj» Myi Jmm ^Ijj

3 ft*8* >-^*J *Ji~t j jliy aIjj ^uj ^jUui y|j4 jjAii

£->* Jt*V J>»U. (jyj Jj^bo ^jUjy Jx>, ^a.j j)* ^ Ijyw

—
: ooj -y-aoxi vy° J (j^ J '-*^0

Pforfe 19 o.

V>—4* *—

3

33»- (*—*^ a*4jS
itf
—*«« 8x»

;ljT^j^ U*.
;
U
tf| J^L.% v|d*

(•'j*4—!» *s***±j Jj—Uyi j.lj^Ui^ &u-

jbl»j jVj (*|)yj! in—“ x£jy3 aS’G lia.
y }y*

fly*
- “&4* *=•*» y*lAjy»j

^ JA j aiili
| <j J^*liu

— wiAi^w^.; a-Jjy^>T ^jllij, yj,

w!*» &)j—*J liLa.
j jy+ f ^ A—^

^^—•*"' jl)fy| vx^®* jl< *abU.Sj|
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23
Hinln-i- It,,bin hhliJml,

r
l>k* C-Wi, 0>-Uy ,*ij 3 — ^ i-

(*b^ 1 iy*» > 4>lj lia.
3

tS&'S** y iljli
, 1 uUlj(

* »**>* ^JJ^¥ >f ^^ j,

/Ta/r 196.

u£>Ls)bl w>|<^£ <t/j

—

jj Iftah
3 )}* &xuS

U*- K_»X)
;
K_ -*i« ;ljf ^ lia, jb ^1

*"*• i r 1;'5-^ j ciy-V fijA*

wi* ® **• pljjjjl iJo^jJ 4>lj

* aUli
, r^

y ;***! y ^U.

Crt* jy ‘-iVyyj ^ ;jj Ji Jy gif, «,«** ,
^aLS

*yfi" «<>• Jjt J ;y * Jl»l y f4

irt «- y^Jt C*J; 1 4 feU>> y(j

PORTION OF A KVBA ‘/ WRITTEN BY BABOR’S
OWN HAND.

^ ** 'Hj/

s^*ijy cHr'l^V ^ vyfy a

—

ENDORSEMENT IN THE WRTTINfi OF SHAH
JAHAN.

u-J^y d,j-A*.>T ta. il;U- , Jj y*; vt

* au->l aiU
J>

aU| jli) (U^b j,U

*lA»b *y»U* sat »IAabj£\ &> sLAib v> tfV* »l-i t)j*-

• (UaIijibtf
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